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Maryland
Maryland has an area of 12,210 square

miles, or 7,814,400 acres. Ot this area

2,350 square miles is water. It is divided

into two parts by the Chesapeake bay,

which extends north almost to the north-

ern boundary of the state, leaving the

larger body of land on the western side

of the bay. The drainage system of the

state is mostly toward the Chesapeake

bay. This bay is navigable along its

whole length and has some good harbors.

The principal rivers are the Potomac, nav-

igable for 1,125 miles; the Monocacy, Gun-
powder, Patuxent, South Severn, Pataps-

co. Bush, Susquehanna, Wicomico, Poco-

moke, Manokin, Nanticoke, Choptank, St.

Michaels, Wye, Chester, Sassafras, Elk.

Some of these rivers might more prop-

erly be called sounds along the Atlantic

coast, or estuaries along the Chesapeake
bay.

The climate of Maryland is mild, the

mean annual temperature being 54 de-

grees to 64 degrees, and the mercury in

winter seldom falls below zero. The tem-

perature both in summer and winter is

modified by its proximity to the ocean

and the Chesapeake and Delaware bays.

The soil, for the most part, is a light

loam favorable for the production of al-

most all kinds of fruits and vegetables.

However, the production of winter apples

is not a large Industry as compared with

that of some of the Northern states; but
peaches, pears, plums, berries and vege-
tables are among the Important indus-

tries of the state.

Maryland is most favorably situated in

relation to the markets. Its coast line,

bays, rivers and harbors penetrating the

state at so many points furnish cheap
transportation to the markets of the large

cities, such as Baltimore, Philadelphia,

New York and the New England cities,

before the products of the North are
ready for shipment. This fact has caused
the growing of vegetables to become very
profitable and has been the basis for the

development of a very large canning In-

dustry.

The growing of peaches has assumed
enormous proportions. At one time it

seemed that this industry, on account of

insect pests and fungous diseases, would
be abandoned, but by the aid of state

and government experiments the grow-
ers have learned to successfully protect

their trees and to adapt varieties to the

conditions under which these fruits must
be grown, and they are now succeeding.

The number of bearing apple trees re-

ported in 1910 was 1,288,482; peach trees,

1,497,724; pears, 540,583; plums and
prunes, 69,996; cherries, 82,305; grapes,

138,801 vines. Small fruits, 16,595 acres;

nuts, 11,780 trees.

Geanvtlle Lowtheb

Fmit Prodnction in Maryland

Small fruits: 1909 and 1899. The following table shows data with regard to

small fruits on farms:
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quarts in 1S99, and the value was $1,228,-

000 in 1909, as compared with $1,181,000

in 1899.

Orchard fruits, grapes, nuts and tropical

fruits: 1909 and 1899. The following ta-

ble presents data with regard to orchard

fruits, grapes, nuts, and tropical fruits.

The acreage devoted to these products

was not ascertained. In comparing one

year with llie other the number of trees

or vines of bearing age is on the whole a

bettor index of the general changes or

teudencl(>s than the quantity of product,

but the data for the censuses of 1910 and

1900 are not closely comparable, and the

product is therefore compared, although

variations may be due largely to tem-

I)orarily favorable or unfavorable cli-

matic conditions.
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The temperature is subject to extreme

fluctuations from very warm in summer
to very cold in winter, althougli near tiie

ocean this is modified to considerable

degree. The average rainfall for the

state is about 48 inches.

The soil in the eastern and southeastern

portions is sandy and requires consider-

able fertilization to make it productive.

The apple forms about nine-tenths of

all the fruit products, and according to

the census of 1910 the report of trees of

bearing age was as follows: Apples,

1,367,397; peaches and nectarines, 154,-

592; pears, 113,365; plums and prunes,

41,345; cherries, 13,396; apricots, 654;

quinces, 7,484; grapes (vines), 58,277.

Except cranberries and strawberries,

the small fruits are unimportant. In

1910 there were reported of cranberries,

6,577 acres, and strawberries, 2,015 acres.

There were 6,720 acres of nuts, mostly

black walnuts, butternuts and hickory

nuts about equally proportioned.

The largest area of fertile land in

Massachusetts is in the Connecticut val-

ley, but besides this there are several

small areas of rich soils where all the

hardier fruits could be grown for the

home markets. The counties having the

largest number of bearing apple trees are

Worcester, 331,460, and Middlesex,

293,812.

Yarieties of Apples for Massaclinsetts

Orchards
Arranged in approximately the or-

der of their ripening, the list which I

propose to discuss is as follows, arranged

as nearly as may be in the order of their

commercial value: Baldwin, Mcintosh,

Rhode Island Greening, Wealthy, Hub-
bardston, Williams, Oldenburg, Roxbury,

Red Astrachan, Sutton, Gravenstein, Fall

Pippin, Westfield, Spy, Yellow Transpar-

ent, Blue Pearmain.

As a general principle, we may
say that markets are of two types, and

that a very different list of varieties

would be selected for these two types.

There is first the general or wholesale

market, where the apples are handled in

large quantities, and where the producer

never comes in touch with the consumer.

The orchardist growing for this market

perhaps sells his fruit to a buyer in the

orchard, or loaded on the car, or he may
ship it to a commission man. In any
case, it is very much to his advantage

to have a large quantity of fruit of each

variety. If he has 500 barrels of Bald-

wins, buyers are going to hunt him up

and bid for his fruit; whereas, if his 500

barrels are distributed among the 16 sorts

mentioned above, there would not be

enough of any one kind to interest the

buyer. And this same general considera-

tion would hold in any type of general

market. If he is shipping to a commis-

sion man, 100 barrels each of five sorts

will sell for more than five barrels each

of 100 sorts. As a rule, a man chooses

this type of market if he is some distance

from his market. If he is going to plant

an orchard to cater to such a trade, he

ought, in my opinion, to select not over

five, and preferably about three, varieties.

A less number than this does not provide

for cross-pollination, and does not allow

for the years when certain of his varie-

ties will not bear.

The second type of market is the spe-

cial or personal market. Here the

producer comes in direct or nearly direct

communication with the consumer—that

is, he either peddles his fruit or at most

sells it to the man who sells it direct to

the consumer. The grower perhaps runs

a wagon of his own, or, if he does not

do this, he sells to a grocery or fruit

store which sells to the consumer. In

either case he is so near the consumer
that he gets the benefit of the good qual-

ity of his fruit or the blame for its bad

quality. He gets personal customers who
may say: "Yes, Mr. Jones, those apples

we got last week were fine. I want some
more like them." Or, if the grocer,

"When are you going to have some more
of Mr. Jones's apples?" In either case,

.Tones wants to be in a position to supply

the demand; in other words, he does not

want to work up a market for his Yellow

Transparents and then drop it when Will-

iams Early are in season and allow his

customers to forget all about Jones before

his Mclntoshes come on.

But whichever market one is working

for there are certain characters in fruit
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and tree which ouKht to be considered,

though their relative importance will vary
somewhat.

(1) Baldnin

The Baldwin is a chance seedling which
was found at Wilmington, near Lowell,

Mass. The tree is a strong grower, long-

lived and vigorous, making a round-

headed top of excellent shape, and is in

most respects an ideal tree. It is hardy
except in very severe climates. It does

not come into bearing early, ranking

about with the Gravenstein in this re-

spect. As a rule seven or eight years are

required under even good conditions to

bring it into profitable bearing. The tree

is somewhat subject to canker, though
not very seriously so. It bears very

abundantly in alternate years and little

or nothing in the odd years. Whether
this tendency can be overcome by thin-

ning or by some other treatment remains
to be settled. The fruit is finely colored

when well grown, of good size, regular in

form and runs as a rule very uniform,

with comparatively few culls. It keeps

well, the season being from November
to March in ordinary storage, and it

stands handling very well indeed. The
quality is usually ranked from good to

above, when well grown, but a poorly

grown Baldwin is a poor thing. This

point I think needs decided emphasis,

as some of our well-grown Baldwins are

the equal in color and attractiveness of

anything grown in the famous North-

west. The Baldwin is undoubtedly the

most popular and profitable apple in New
England and New York. A point worth
considering is that it is one of the best

export apples, particularly to England,
where American-grown Baldwins stand
very high.

(2) Mcintosh

Perhaps no other apple is more popular

at the present time or more largely

planted than the Mcintosh. It belongs

to the Pameuse group, having originated

in Ontario, Canada. The tree is a strong

grower, hardy and healthy, one of the

finest that I know. The side branches

come out at almost right angles so that

the tree will bear an immense load of fruit

without breaking down : the branches

are well distributed, and, altogether, it

forms a beautiful tree. It comes into

bearing relatively early and bears well,

though not overabundantly. It has a
strong inclination to be an annual bearer
when well cared for, which I consider a
decidedly important point. The fruit

itself is very attractive in appearance,

being a bright, handsome red, with a
waxy texture to the flesh, which is white,

tender and very highly perfumed. The
aroma of a good Mcintosh Is something
to be remembered. Its season is from
the first of September to perhaps the

middle of November in ordinary storage,

but it will keep in fairly good condition

niuoli longer than this. It is particularly

good for holding its color and attractive

appearance. It is not an uncommon thing

to find good specimens of Mcintosh as

late as January or February, which,

though they have lost something of their

quality, are still very good eating. The
fruit ripens unevenly and has a consid-

erable tendency to drop, so that picking

should be done twice and perhaps three

times. It is a very desirable variety for

local or special trade, but will not stand

rough handling. At present it is prob-

ably the most popular variety in Massa-

chusetts.

(3) Rhode Lsland Greening:

The Rhode Island Greening Is thought

to have originated in the state whose
name it bears, and probably near New-
port, although the records are not very

definite. It would certainly stand next

to the Baldwin as a commercial apple in

New England, though the Mcintosh is

undoubtedly far ahead of it in the num-
ber of trees being planted at the present

time. I believe, however, that the Rhode
Island Greening deserves more attention

than it is receiving at present from those

who are planting commercial orchards.

The tree is reasonably hardy, winter-kill-

ing only in rather severe climates; it is

long-lived and generally healthy, though

it does not come into bearing early. Prob-

ably eight or nine years would be the

usual time required to bring it into bear-

ing. The tree is strong and vigorous, and,

as already noted, healthy, although the

fruit and foliage are both liable to scab
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and in some sections tlie apple canker

attacks it. The form of the tree is de-

cidedly drooping and for this reason it

might be headed somewhat higher than

the varieties of more upriglit growth. Its

season is a little earlier than that of the

Baldwin and it is a good companion va-

riety to plant with the Baldwin in com-

mercial orchards. The fruit is a bright,

handsome green in color in the autumn
and early winter, but changes to a yellow

color later in the season. It is undoubt-

edly one of the best cooking apples

grown. It is more nearly an annual bear-

er than the Baldwin, though not strictly

annual, and the fruit hangs very well on

the tree. The season is from late October

until March, though varying somewhat

with the culture and storage conditions;

but it ripens very rapidly when subjected

to heat and is very liable to scald in

storage, particularly with large, over-

grown specimens.

(4) Wealthy

This variety was originated by Peter

Gideon, of Minnesota, from seed of the

Cherry Crab. The tree is very hardy

indeed and a good, thrifty grower while

young; but as the trees get older the

rate of growth becomes more moderate

until when they reach middle age the

growth is very slow, and careful cultural

treatment is often required to keep up

its rate of growth. The tree never

reaches large size and for that reason

and others is very useful as a filler. It

comes into bearing very early. Fre-

quently fruit will be found on the tree

in two or three years, though of course

only scattering specimens. The fruit is

of good quality and finely colored, being

a light straw-yellow, splashed and striped

and sometimes almost covered with a

handsome crimson. It attains good size

on younger trees, but on older trees,

where, as noted above, growth has be-

come slow, the fruit is apt to run small.

This has to be overcome by severe prun-

ing and high fertilizing. The fruit also

needs to be thinned to get the best re-

sults. In any case the fruit runs very

uniform both in size and shape, and for

that reason it makes an excellent variety

for boxing. The flesh is tender and juicy

and requires careful handling in order

not to injure it. The season is September

and October, slightly before the Mcin-

tosh; but it can be kept until December
in good storage. The fruit drops badly

from the tree and the trees should be

picked over two or three times. It is at

present being quite largely planted, more
so than many other varieties; but, as al-

ready noted, its special field is as a filler.

(5) Hnbbardston

This is another variety which orig-

inated in Massachusetts, having been

found at Hubbardston, Massachusetts,

very early in the history of the state.

The tree is vigorous, particularly when
young, and comes into bearing early, fre-

quently giving a fair scattering of fruit

from the orchard at four years. The tree

is only moderate in size, but bears heav-

ily, at least biennially and sometimes

annually; it is therefore a good variety

to be used as a filler. It is apt to over-

bear in a productive year, and for this

reason should receive careful attention,

to keep the soil in a good state of fertility

and the foliage free from fungous dis-

eases or insects. It will often be neces-

sary, also, to thin the fruit, in order to

keep it up to the proper size. The tree

is considerably subject to canker where

that disease is prevalent, and the fruit

to the railroad worm. The fruit is of ex-

cellent quality, being firm, fine-grained

and rich, and when well grown it is finely

colored, with handsome appearance and

attractive texture, which makes it sell

well. As a cooking apple it does not rank

so high and ought to be used fairly early,

as after it has become more mild it is

not nearly as good for this purpose as

when it has more acidity. The fruit is

uniform and of fair to good size, except

when it overbears. Its commercial limit

in ordinary storage would be December,

and, as with many other varieties, the

large-sized, poorly colored specimens do

not keep as well as smaller, firmer and

better-colored ones. When this variety

is well grown it has proved a profitable

market sort, standing at present close

behind the Greening, and I should have

no hesitation in setting it as a market
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variety, particularly on light soil, where

it does especially well.

(6) Williams Early

This is another of our Masaschusetts

applos, and like a great many things

which Massachusetts has done, this is a

good job. It originated in Roxbury,

Massachusetts, more than one hundred

and fifty years ago, and in my opinion

is one of the best and most profitable of

the early varieties. The tree is rather

a poor grower and is therefore often best

top-worked on some better-growing va-

riety, as Pewaukee or Spy. It is a fairly

good cropper and has a decided tendency

to be an annual bearer when it receives

the right treatment. The fruit is only

medium in size, but a beautiful bright

red, with a fine though mild fiavor. Its

strong point is for dessert, but, contrary

to the opinion of some others, I consider

It a very fine cooking apple. The fruit

ripens unevenly, so that it needs more
than one picking, and as it is tender both

in skin and flesh it ought to be handled
with care and packed in boxes. It is a

prime favorite in the Boston market and
I should not hesitate to plant it as a

commercial variety.

(7) Oldenhurg

This is one of the Russian varieties

•which has "made good" in America. It

is especially valuable where extreme
hardiness is required, but I believe it is

worthy of a place in our list of commer-
cial varieties for Massachusetts. As sug-

gested, the tree is very hardy, but is of

only moderate size. It grows vigorously

while young. Its most valuable charac-

teristic, however, is its early bearing.

Fruit is frequently borne on trees at three

and four years, and fairly good crops are

often borne at four and five years. It is

also a reliable cropper, often yielding an-

nual crops, and the fruit hangs well to

the tree. The foliage is fine and healthy,

and altogether it is a fine tree for a filler,

where this system of planting is used.

The fruit is of good size and very attrac-

tive, being a fine light yellow, with stripes

and splashes of handsome red. It runs
very uniform on the tree, with few culls,

and is altogether a very good commercial

sort. The flesh is firm but juicy, with a
sprightly, sub-acid flavor, and, though not
high in quality, is still passable.

(8) Eoxbury Russet

This is still another of the fine old

varieties which have originated in Massa-
chusetts and goes back to the seventeenth

century. From a commercial standpoint

it is undoubtedly the best of the russets

and is especially valuable as an export

variety, the English market being particu-

larly strong on russets, and especially the
Roxbury, since it is marketed late in the

year. It is perhaps being planted less

since cold-storage facilities have im-

proved, but I believe it is still worthy of

a place among our list of market varie-

ties. As a cropper it is somewhat vari-

able, but has a strong tendency to annual
bearing when well cared for, as it does

not tend to overbear. The tree is medium
to large in size and rather a vigorous

grower, making usually a flat top. Its

principal weakness, so far as the writer

knows it, is a tendency to European cank-

er where that disease is common. It makes
a twiggy growth, being full of short fruit

spurs and easily recognized by one famil-

iar with the variety. The fruit is medium
to large, being rather variable in both size

and shape. It is sometimes oblate, some-
times somewhat conic and almost always
irregular in cross-section. For this reason

it is not a good variety for boxing,

though these objections apply less to the

fruit on well-cared-for trees than on those

which receive less care. The flesh is yel-

lowish in color, very flrm, but reasonably

tender and juicy, with a sprightly sub-

acid flavor. In quality it would rank, in

the writer's opinion, as good to best.

There seems to be considerable objection

to it as a commercial variety for our
American markets, but I believe that this

objection is going to disappear as people

become accustomed to attaching less im-

I)ortance to the red skin of an apple.

(0) rnlmor Greeninc (or Wasliing:ton

Royal)

This is still another Massachusetts ap-

ple, having originated at Sterling, Massa-

chusetts. The tree is only moderately

vigorous, even when young, and attains
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at full age only moderate size, not nearly

as large as the Rhode Island Greening.

It comes into bearing reasonably early,

from six to seven years, bears good crops

biennially but lias very little fruit in the

off year. The fruit is greenish in color,

or yellowish when fully ripe, and usually

has a distinct blush on the sunny side,

making it a decidedly attractive apple

to any one who is not wedded to a red

variety. There is an indication of qual-

ity to a good Palmer Greening that is

very attractive, particularly to one who
has ever eaten it. It is especially valu-

able as a dessert apple, as its quality

ranks from good to best. Professor

Dickens, of Kansas, wrote recently of some
Palmer Greenings which had been sent

him for his class in pomology: "Two out

of eight in my senior class pronounced

it the best apple they had ever eaten, and
they know Grimes Golden and Jonathan
pretty well." It will keep till December,

or even till March, in good storage, and
its medium size and very uniform shape

and size make it an ideal box apple. In

my opinion it ought to be grown more
extensively in Massachusetts.

(10) Sntton (Beauty)

The Sutton is supposed to be a seedling

of the Hubbardston and originated in Sut-

ton, Massachusetts. The tree is vigorous

and healthy, and very upright in growth.

One who had become familiar with the

Sutton tree would always be able to pick

it out. It has a marked tendency to bear

biennially, which is an objection. While
as yet not at all well known as a market
variety, I believe it is one of the coming
market varieties. Beach says of it: "In

color, texture, quality and season the Sut-

ton is intermediate between the Baldwin
and the Hubbardston." It is very uni-

form in both size and shape, being rather

above medium in size and of a fine conic

shape. It is excellent in quality and of

fine red color. It seems specially suited

to the fancy box trade, but its flesh is a

little too tender for the general market,

though it is all right in barrels if handled
carefully. I believe it is the type of apple

which ought to be grown here in Massa-

chusetts and am glad to note that Beach

reports it as one of the coming commer-
cial apples in New York.

(11) Gravenstein

This is a German variety introduced

into the United States about 1826. Its

very attractive appearance and excellent

quality make it popular, even in spite of

the fact that as a rule it is not very pro-

ductive. For cooking it is not excelled

by any variety of its season, and when
fully ripe and not overripe it is an excel-

lent dessert variety. The tree is a very

vigorous grower, in fact, too vigorous

unless handled carefully, having a ten-

dency to grow too late in the fall and to

be damaged by the severe weather which
follows. It is liable to sun-scald and to

canker. It comes into bearing fairly

early, usually from seven to eight years,

and is a reliable cropper, though not a

heavy one, with a considerable tendency

to bear biennially. The fruit ripens quite

unevenly and ought to be picked twice

or even three times to secure the best

results. The season is from the middle

of September until November. It may
be kept later than this in good storage,

but the color fades badly if it is kept

much beyond its season, far more than
the Mcintosh does. It is apt to grow a

good many culls, particularly in the off

year, running very variable in both shape
and size. Where it succeeds no other

apple of its season can compete with it in

the market. In quality it ranks from
good to best.

(12) Red Astraelian

This is another of the Russian apples

which has achieved success in the United

States, and which I should include as a

commercial apple for Massachusetts. It

is very early in season, following the

Yellow Transparent, and being fit for

cooking in July. It is consequently a

profitable variety for local markets and
for home use, while its attractive color

combined with its earliness make it pop-

ular. It is, however, very tender in flesh,

and will not stand shipping well. It is

principally valuable as a cooking apple,

though well-grown, fully developed speci-

mens are very good eating. The tree is

medium in size, coming into bearing very
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early, and is reasonably productive,

though inclined to bear biennially. Its

tendency to be irregular in both size and

shape is rather a serious drawback to a

coninuTcial variety, making (juite a loss

from unmarki'table fruit. The fruit drops

considerably, unless several pickings are

made.

(13) Fall Pippin

The origin of this variety is somewhat
in doubt, but it is good enough so that

its origin does not much matter. It ought

to have originated in Massachusetts. The

tree is large and rather vigorous, making

a roundish, rather dense top. Both leaves

and fruit are seriously subject to the ap-

ple-scab fungus, which is a decided draw-

back where this disease is troublesome.

The fruit ripens very unevenly, which is

another objection, as it means repeated

pickings, which add somewhat to the ex-

pense. The fruit is large, of a fine, clear

yellow and decidedly handsome, having a

clean, attractive appearance which makes
it sell well. The flesh is fine-grained,

tender and juicy, rather aromatic, and

ranks as good to best in quality. It is a

fine dessert apple but is especially strong

as a culinary variety. In storage it is a

variable keeper, but in any case has a

long season, owing to its uneven ripen-

ing, beginning in September and lasting

well on toward Christmas. I should con-

sider it among the best of the fall varie-

ties for home use and a good commercial

sort.

(14) Wostfield (Seek-iio-furtlier)

The Westfield, or Westfield Seek-no-

further, is still another of the Massachu-

setts contributions to the list of fine varie-

ties of apples. It originated at or near

Westfield, in the neighborhood of Spring-

field, Massachusetts. The tree is very

hardy, healthy and long-lived, though in-

clined to be a biennial bearer. It is nev-

ertheless a very reliable cropper. The
fruit is of highest quality, with a nutty,

aromatic flavor which one who has once

known it cannot forget. It is not par-

ticularly attractive in appearance, being

a rather dull brownish-red, but when
well grown, and especially when grown
on sandy or gravelly soil, where it suc-

ceeds best, it often attains a fine, hand-

some red, which makes it really attrac-

tive. It runs very uniform in both size

and shape, making it a good box apple,

and as it is principally used as a dessert

apple (not being a very good cooker),

this is the way it ought to be marketed.

Its season is from about October to Feb-

ruary, but it will often keep in good stor-

age much later than this. It stands

handling and shipping well, and in a
limited way I believe it would be profit-

able as a commercial variety. Certainly

it ought to be in every family orchard.

(16) Pfortliem Spy

The Spy is one of the few imported

commercial apples which Massachusetts

cannot claim, as it originated in New
York. It is one of my sincere regrets

that the Spy does not succeed better in

Massachusetts. There are certain sec-

tions where it does admirably, particu-

larly in Franklin county, but as a rule

it has the reputation of not being a suc-

cess with us. Whether it altogether de-

serves this reputation is a question, but

certainly we do not grow good Spies in

many sections. The tree is all that could

be desired in health and vigor, making
a fine-shaped, large tree, and living to a

good old age, but it is very slow indeed

in coming into bearing, in this respect

standing at the foot of the list of reput-

able varieties. The fruit when well

grown is about all that could be desired,

being a fine, bright, pinkish-red in color,

with a smooth, waxy skin, making an ex-

tremely attractive apple. The flesh is

firm and crisp, but tender and juicy, and

has a flavor that no one will forget, once

he has eaten a well-grown, well-colored

Spy. Both fruit and foliage are decidedly

subject to the attacks of the scab fungus

where this disease is prevalent, and its

tender skin and flesh make careful hand-

ling necessary. But, with all its faults, I

should say that in sections where it is

known that the Spy succeeds it ought to

be put down as one of our leading varie-

ties. In other sections it had probably

better be tried only on a small scale; but

even here, unless it has been tried under
favorable conditions, with modern treat-
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ment as to spraying, etc., I believe it is

worth experimenting with.

(16) Yellow Traiisp.aront

This is the third Russian in the list

and is included principally because of

its very early season, ripening in July,

when every one is apple-hungry. The
tree is very hardy and healthy and comes

into bearing very young indeed. Grafts

often bear the second year, and some-

times even the year they are set, the

trees usually bearing a reasonable crop

the third and fourth years. It is a good,

reliable cropper, but ripens so unevenly

that it requires two or three pickings to

secure the fruit in the best condition. The
fruit is a very handsome clear yellow,

but both the flesh and skin are tender

and it therefore bruises easily and shows
the marks of careless handling. It is a

fine cooking apple and good specimens

are not by any means bad eating. Where
early fruit commands a good price and

for nearby markets it will prove a profit-

able variety.

(17) Blue Fearmain
This is a fine old variety, but is not

very generally grown, and it is not rec-

ommended here except for the family or-

chard or in a limited way In commercial
plantings. To one who knows and likes

the good old-fashioned sorts the Blue
Pearmain is always very acceptable. The
tree is a good, strong grower and long-

lived. The fruit is mild in flavor but
aromatic and fine with a rich appearance
in well-grown specimens which is attrac-

tive. The skin is a little rough and
rather thick. The color is deep orange-

yellow, splashed and striped and shaded
with very dark red, and the heavy white

bloom over this gives a bluish appear-

ance. The fiesh is firm, yellowish, mod-
erately juicy and aromatic.

F. C. Seabs,

Professor of Pomoloey. Massachusetts Agriciil-
turnl College.

Production of Fmits in Massachusetts

Small fruits: 1909 and 1899. The following table shows data with regard to

small fruits on farms:

CROP
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PRODUCT
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Frost and Frecipitatiou in Miclugan

btatioa

Calumet
Marquette
Sault Ste. Marie
Escanaba
Cheboygan
Alpena
Ivan
Grayling
Harbor Beach. .

Alma
Arbella
Grand Haven. .

.

Port Huron
Hastings
Lansing
BallMt
Kalamazoo
Detroit
Adrian

Frost

Average Date of

First
Killing in

Autumn

Oct. 8
Oct. 2

Sept. 24
Oct. 1

Sept. 16

Sept. 26
Sept. 14
Sept. 12
Oct. 7

Sept. 26
Sept. 11

Oct.
"

Oct.
Sept. 15

Oct. 8
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

10
9

11

Last
in

Spring

May 11

May 15

I May 16
May 14

May 22
May 14

May 23
May 25
May
May
May
Apr.
May
May 10
Apr.
May
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

12
8
13

28

25
9
24
28
27

Date of

First
in

Autumn

Sept. 16
Aug. 22
Sept. 5
Sept. 9
July 10

Sept. 6

July 11

July 11

Sept. 18

Sept. 11

July 17

Sept. 23
Sept. 23
July 12

Sept. 20
Sept. 14
Sept. 20
Sept. 17

Sept. 20

Last
in

Spring

16
8
9
9
9

9

June 5

June 11

May 29
June
June
June
June
June
June
May 26
May 28
May 28
Jime 6
May 31

May 31
June 9
May 13
May 31

May 13

Precipitation

Aimual
inches

31.7
32.4
32.4
31.5
30.3
33.7
82.4
28.8
26.9
33 2

33.2
35.3
31.0
33.5
29.2
81.5
34.8
32.2
34.6

Production of Emits in Michigan

Small fruits: 1909 and 1899. The following table shows data with regard to

small fruits on farms:
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able, and the product is therefore com-

pared, although variations may be due
largely to temporarily favorable or un-

favorable climatic conditions.

The total quantity of orchard fruits pro-

duced In 1909 was 15,220,000 bushels, val-

ued at $9,021,000. Apples contributed about

four-fifths of this quantity, peaches and
nectarines and pears most of the remaind-

er. The production of grapes in 1909

amounted to 120,696,000 pounds, valued

at $1,531,000, and of nuts to 961,000

pounds valued at $19,000. Most of the

nuts consisted of black walnuts, hickory

nuts, and butternuts.

The production of all orchard fruits

together in 1909 was 54.4 per cent more
than in 1S99, while the production of

grapes was about three times as great

in 1909 as in 1S99. The value of orchard

fruits increased from $3,676,000 in 1899

to $9,021,000 in 1909, and of grapes from
$503,000 in 1899 to $1,531,000 in 1909. It

should be noted in this connection that

the values for 1899 include the value of

more advanced products derived from
orchard fruits or grapes, such as cider,

vinegar, dried fruits, and the like, and
may therefore involve some duplication,

while the values shown for 1909 relate

only to the products in their original

condition.
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Minnesota

Minnesota is one of the North-Central

states. Tlie Encyclopedia Britannica de-

scribes Minnesota in part as follows: "Tlie

northeast part of the state is included in

the Great Lalvos province. The whole

area of the state was formerly a com-

plexly folded mountain region of strong

relief, which was afterwards worn down
to a more nearly level surface except in

the extreme northeast corner, where the

ridges of harder rocli resisted erosion.

Marine deposits were laid down over the

south of the state after a submergence

of the region ; an uplift afterward made
of these deposits a coastal plain. The
rather level surfaces of the worn-down
mountains in the north of the state and

the coastal plains bed of the southern

and western parts are now dissected by

rivers, which makes most of the state a

rolling or hilly country without strong

relief."

About two-thirds of the state drains

into the Mississippi river, thence into the

Gulf of Mexico, while the northwest part

drains into the Red river. Lake Winnipeg
and Hudson bay. A portion of the north-

east drains into streams emptying into

Lake Superior.

Minnesota has numerous swamps and
more than 10,000 lakes, the beds of wliicli

were formed by glacial action. The larg-

est of these is Red lake, with an area of

342 sciuaro miles.

The climate of Minnesota is severe but

the atmosphere is dry, which fact some-

what neutralizes the severe effects. The
average annual rainfall throughout the

state is 26.6 inches. The soil is gener-

ally a dark sandy loam and very fertile.

Many of the swamps are being drained

and are very productive.

With the exception of apples there is

very little fruit grown in the state. There

is reported 1,380,396 bearing apple trees.

The only commercial apple-growing of

consequence is in the southeastern part

of the state, near the Mississippi river.

The counties producing the largest

amounts of apples are as follows: Blue

Earth, 56,740 trees; Fillmore, 80,743;

Freeborn, 51,842; Hennepin, 96,713.

No peaches of consequence are grown
and the plums and prunes are estimated

at 233,736 trees. Strawberries are esti-

mated at 1,873 acres, and raspberries and
loganberries at 1,388 acres.

At the present time Minnesota does not

supply its own population with fruits, but

considerable quantities are sliipped to St.

Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth and other

cities, annually, while the state ships

out wheat, potatoes and other products,

to which the soil is particularly adapted.

It is claimed that the apple best suited

to Minnesota conditions is the Duchess

of Oldenburg. Granville Lowther

Frost and Precipitation in Minnesota
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Production of Fruits iu Minnesota

Small fruits: 1909 and 1S99. The next

table shows data with regard to small

fruits on farms.

Strawberries are by far the most im-

portant of the small fruits raised in Min-

nesota, with raspberries and loganberries

ranlcing next in importance. The total

acreage of small fruits in 1909 was 3,738

and in 1899, 3,092, an increase of 20.9

per cent. The production in 1909 was
4,477,000 quarts, as compared with 4,543,-

000 quarts in 1899, and the value $493,-

000, as compared with $340,000.

CROP
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gether in 1909 was about seven ami one-

half times that of 1899, but the produo-

tlon of grapes declined. The value of

orchard fruits increased from $109,000 in

1899 to $801,000 in 1909, while that of

grapes declined from $15,593 in 1899 to

$11,021 in 1909. It should be noted in

this connection that the values for 1S99

include the value of more advanced prod-

ucts derived from orchard fruits or

grapes, such as cider, vinegar, dried

fruits, and the like, and may therefore

involve some duplication, while the

values shown for 1909 relate only to the

products in their original condition.

The following table shows the quanti-

ties of the more advanced products man-

ufactured by farmers from orchard fruits

and grapes. Values were not called for

on the schedule.

PRODUCT
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large Industry because the latitude is

not favorable for apples. However, the

early summer varieties are grown in

considerable quantities for the early mar-

ket because they can be shipped in com-

petition with storage fruits grown in the

northern regions, and by some persons

are considered preferable.

Among the most profitable of small

fruits is the strawberry, which can be

successfully grown in almost all parts

of the state, can be placed in the early

markets of the North and sold at good
prices. Grapes also can be grown in

most parts of the state and the long sea-

sons are favorable for the rapid growth

of the vine.

The mean temperature of Mississippi

is 64 degrees Fahrenheit for the state,

67 degrees Fahrenheit for the coast, and
61 degrees Fahrenheit for the northern
border. During a period of 20 years the

extremes of temperature ranged at the

coast from 1 degree to 100 degrees

Fahrenheit.

GRANVrLLE LOWTHEK

APPLE GROWING IX MISSISSIPPI
Apple growing may never be of great

commercial importance in Mississippi, but

the writer sees no reason why it should

not be of much more importance than it

now is. It has been demonstrated that

good apples can be grown in the state

and at a profit. Even if they could

not be grown commercially there is no
reason why the farmer cannot grow
enough for home use. It is often said

that apples can be bought cheaper than
they can be grown in the South. Grant-
ing this to be true, can the farmer and
others who would buy them get apples

and good ones when they want them?
Very few first-class apples reach the

smaller towns in Mississippi. The bulk of

the apples found on our local markets
are No. 2s or culls. These have sold at

times for $2 and more per bushel by
retail and found the demand at these

prices greater than the supply.

Diversification is the keynote to suc-

cess on the farm. Fruit should be regard-

ed not as a luxury but as a necessary

article of food. The sooner more of our
farmers cultivate the habit of growing a

greater variety of food crops at home the

sooner we will be on the road to prosper-

ity. The less we buy and the more of

the surplus we sell the greater will be our

progress.

The Future of the Apple Industry

The market apples of the future will

be produced by specialists, men who will

devote their time and thoughts to the

study of the problems. This change may
be looked upon as a step in advance, for

specialization is an evidence of evolu-

tion and advancement. More and better

fruit at a lower price will be the result.

Within the past decade more fruit trees

have been planted than ever before and
within a short time we may expect a

great increase in the supply of apples.

H. C. Thompson,
Aj?i*ioultiii'al College, Mississippi.

Time to Plant in Mississippi

While fruit trees and grapes may be

planted at any time during the dormant
or inactive period from November to

March, it is best to set them as early

as possible after the advent of cool,

frosty weather. When they are set at

this time, the soil settles down nicely

about the plants with the first rains; the

cut surfaces at the ends of the roots

soon heal over, and before midwinter
quite a system of newly formed roots

will have developed, thus insuring greater

immunity from adverse conditions during
the following spring and summer than

is possible with later plantings. Mid-

winter plantings should be made only dur-

ing mild weather and when the soil is in

good working condition. When planting is

deferred until March greater care should

be given to the preparation of the soil and
to the work of setting. If dry weather
prevails water should be applied freely to

each tree or vine while it is setting to

settle the soil properly about the roots. If

dry weather continues, newly set trees

and vines may require water several times

before growth is established. After each
application of water the soil about the

plants should be stirred to prevent crust-
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Ing and too rapid evaporation. A cover-

ing of lialf-rotted leaves or straw placed

within a radius of three feet around the

tree will conserve moisture and keep the

soil mellow and cool. Following this plan

the writer has had success with trees re-

ceived for trial and planted late in

March.

A. B. McKay

Varieties for Mississippi

The question of what varieties to plant

is one of the hardest to answer, for some
varieties are adapted to certain condi-

tions while other varieties are not at all

suited. Whether selecting for a home or

commercial orchard, would determine

what varieties to plant. For commercial

purposes we would select a few standard

varieties of vigorous-growing trees which
bear well and produce fruit of a good

color and size that ripens evenly, stands

storage, and ships well. These charac-

teristics are sometimes found in varieties

like the Ben Davis and Gano, which are

very poor in quality. For home orchards

we would choose a larger number of vari-

eties with special reference to quality,

and without considering shipping prop-

erties or appearance.

There Is only a limited number of va-

rieties of apples adapted to the South

and only a few of these have been tried

in Mississippi. Among the varieties that

are adapted to growing in this state are

the following: Red June, Early Harvest,

Red Astrachan, Yellow Transparent,

Champion, Commerce, Black Ben Davis,

Day, Yates, Horse, and Roxbury Russet.

The first four are early summer varieties

while the others are either late summer
or fall and winter varieties. There has

been so little work done on the apple in

this state that very little is known about
its adaptability.

Other Fniits

While the following is by no means an

exhaustive list of good varieties, it in-

cludes such as, upon repeated tests, have
been found worthy of place in Mississippi

orchards, vineyards and strawberry plant-

ings. Names are given in approximate

order of ripening.

Apple—Red June, Astrachan, Transpar-

ent, Carolina Watson, Day, Horse, Bonum,
Carolina Greening, Roxbury Russet, Com-
merce, Champion, Black Ben Davis, Win-
ter Queen, Stevenson's Winter.

Peach—Alexander, Greensboro, Mamie
Ross, Carmen, Belle of Georgia, O. M.

Free, Thurber, Family Favorite, Hiley,

General Lee, Elberta, Globe, Crawford's

Late, Stonewall Jackson, Emma, Colum-

bia, Picquet's Late, Indian Blood, Pine-

apple or Lemon.

Plum—Wild Goose, Milton, Abundance,

Red June, Burbank, Ogon, Doris, Apple.

Pear—Koonce, Garber, Duchesse d'An-

goulem, Kieffer, Seckle.

Quince— Anglers, Apple, Chinese,

Rea's.

Fig—Brown Turkey, Celestial, Green

Ischia.

Grape—Moore's Early, Perkins, Dela-

ware, Diamond, Concord, Niagara,

Goethe.

Straioberry—Excelsior, Lady Thomp-
son, Klondike, Aroma, Gandy.

If planting cannot be done immediately

upon arrival of trees, dig a trench in

some well-drained place, stand the trees

in the trench and bank well-pulverized

soil about the roots, covering deeper than

they stood in the nursery. If goods are

frozen upon arrival, place in cellar or

some other cool, dark apartment and let

remain without unpacking until the en-

tire package is thawed out.

When ready to plant inspect each tree

carefully and remove any insects that

may be found on or beneath the bark of

roots or stem. With a sharp knife or

pruning shears trim off all bruised parts,

leaving a smoothly cut surface at the end

of each root.

For additional information on Orchard

Sites and Soils, see Selection of Site,

under Apple Orchard.
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tendencies than the quantity of product,

but the data for the censuses of 1910

and 1900 are not closely comparable, and

the product is therefore compared, al-

though variations may be due largely to

temporarily favorable or unfavorable cli-

matic conditions.

The total quantity of orchard fruits

produced in 1909 was 1,6.'?4,000 busliels,

valued at $1,326,000. Peaches and nec-

tarines contributed about two-thirds of

this quantity, apples, plums and prunes,

and pears most of the remainder. The
production of grapes in 1909 amounted to

760,563 pounds, valued at $44,262, and
that of nuts to 866.504 pounds, valued at

$90,855.

The production of all orchard fruits

together in 1909 was 167.5 per cent more
in quantity than that in 1899, while the

production of grapes decreased materi-

ally. The value of orchard fruits in-

creased from $440,000 in 1899 to $1,326,-

000 in 1909, and that of grapes from
$.'!9,277 in 1899 to $44,262 in 1909. It

should be noted In this connection that

the values for 1899 include the value of

more advanced products derived from or-

chard fruits or grapes, such as cider, vin-

egar, dried fruits, and the like, and may
involve some duplication, while the

values shown for 1909 relate only to the

products in their original condition.
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while in 1910 it had onl.v 14.359,673.

This represents a loss in 10 years of 5,-

6S0.726. This loss is accounted for in

various ways, the details of which need

not be analyzed here, but is due in part

doubtless to a mistake in the choice of

the dominant variety planted. Formerly

the Ozark region was considered the

home of the Ben Davis. It was probably

true that this apple would reach as high

a state of perfection here as in any part

of the world, but it is equally true that

the Ben Davis is a low-grade commercial

apple and must be sold for a low price

and small profits. It is notable now that

the new orchards contain a much larger

per cent of the higher grades than is

found in the old orchards, and in talking

with many fruit growers we found a tend-

ency to plant largely of Jonathan and De-

licious.

The counties in Missouri which have

the largest number of bearing apple trees

are: Andrew, 297,379; Buchanan, 317,835;

Holt, 251,192; Nodoway, 252,040 and

Platte, 216,253; all of these are in the

northwest, in territory drained by the

Missouri river. In the Ozark region are the

following counties that may be regarded

as the greatest fruit-producing sections:

Barry, 410,896; Green, 501,213; Howell,

474,560; Laclede, 258,970; Lawrence, 234,-

232; MacDonald, 243,620; Newton, 289,-

159; Texas, 291,575; Webster, 624,628:

Wright, 351,922.

In other parts of the state are several

counties in which apples are grown for

commercial purposes, such as Crawford,

270,309; Dent, 240,119; Jackson (in

which Kansas City is located), 326,696;

Lafayette (adjoining Jackson on the

east), 217,441; Livingston, 203,092; Ma-
con, 221,735; Vernon, 200,936. This last

named is on the west side of the state

toward the south, and may be regarded as

part of the Ozark region.

The counties producing the largest

number of trees are: Howell, 424,269

bearing trees; Oregon, 463,609; St. Louis,

429,283. The total number of apple trees

is 14,359,673; peaches and nectarines, 6,-

558,034; pears, 606.973; plums and prunes,

917,851; cherries, 622,332; grapes, 3,-

026,526 vines; strawberries, 9,048 acres;

blackberries and dewberries 5,975 acres;

nuts, 153,244 trees.

For further information see Ozarks.

Granville Lowther

Frost and Precipitation in Missouri
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Prodnction of Fruits in Missouri

Small fruits: 1909 and 1S99. The next

table shows data with regard to small

fruits on farms.

Strawberries were by far the most im-

portant of the small fruits raised in Mis-

souri, with blacltberries and dewberries

ranking next. The total acreage of small

fruits in 1909 was 17,009 and in 1899,

14,860, an increase of 14.5 per cent. The
production in 1909 was 23,696,000 quarts,

as compared with 21,485,000 quarts in

1899, and the value $1,761,000, as com-

pared with $1,051,000.

CHOP
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The total quantity of oichard fruits

produced in 1909 was 11,957,000 bushels,

valued at $G,5S3,000. Apples contributed

about five-sixths of this quantity, peaches

and nectarines most of the remainder.

The production of grapes in 1909 amount-

ed to 17.872.000 pounds, valued at $489.

000, and that of nuts to 2,823,000 pounds,

valued at $40,000. Most of the nuts were

black walnuts.

The production of all orchard fruits to-

gether in 1909 was 75.7 per cent greater

than in 1899, and the production of

grapes also increased. The total value of

orchard fruits increased from $2,944,000

in 1899 to $6,583,000 in 1909. and that of

grapes from $315,000 in 1899 to $489,000

in 1909. It should be noted in this con-

nection that the values for 1899 included

the value of more advanced products de-

rived from orchard fruits or grapes, such
as cider, vinegar, dried fruits, and the;

like, and may therefore involve some du-

plication, while the values shown for

1909 relate only to the products in their

original condition.

The following table shows the quanti-

ties of the more advanced products man-
ufactured by farmers from orchard fruits

and grapes. Values were not called for

on the schedule.

PRODUCT
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Bitter Root Valley Fruit Growing

R. W. FiSHEB

The Bitter Root valley is situated be-

tween the Bitter Root mountains on the

west and the Hell Gate range of the

Rocky mountains on the east. The Bit-

ter Root mountains have an average

height of atiout 8,000 feet, and as a gen-

eral rule the snow is gone from the moun-
tains by .July 15 or August first, except

on the north slopes far back in the can-

yons. In these canyons snow and small

glaciers provide the water for late Irriga-

tions. The east-side mountains are not

nearly as high and have but little snow
to furnish irrigation water.

The altitude of the valley varies from
3.198 feet at Lolo in the northern end of

the valley to 3.88S feet at Darby in the

southern end. The Como orchards west
of the town of Darby are several hundred
feet higher, or in the neighborhood of

4,000 feet above sea.

The valley ranges in width from a few

hundred yards to 10 or 12 miles, none of

the tillable land being very far from the

mountains on either side. A large por-

tion of the tillable land is on the benches
sloping from the mountains, thus afford-

ing good air drainage. The larger por-

tion of the tree acreage is on these bench
lands where the slope is sufficient to give

both air and water drainage, while the

best grain land is on the bottom, where
air drainage is not so important. The
lands may be divided into three general

classes, in regard to situation: First, bot-

tom land, or lands near the level of the

river; second, upland bottoms, or lands

that are comparatively level, but several

hundred feet higher than the river bot-

tom land; and third, the bench land that

is higher than the river bottom and has a
considerable slope.

The river bottom land is poorest for

orchard purposes, both because of frosts

and water seepage. Some of the upland
bottoms are well adapted to growing
fruits. Such land Is usually situated in

the mouth of a canyon, where the soil

is rich in plant food elements, and usu-

ally has a night wind from the canyon
which has considerable influence in pre-

venting frosts. As a general rule the

bench lands are the best fitted for profit-

able fruit growing, because of better air

and water drainage.

See article on Frost.

Early fall and late spring frosts are

much more likely to occur on the river

bottom land. The frosts on the upland

bottoms depends much upon the location

of the land in regard to nearby canyons,

while the bench land as a general rule is

particularly free from injurious frosts at

any time.

Except near the mouth of the numerous
canyons coming out of the Bitter Root
mountains, the general wind direction is

from the south or southwest. During the

winter months the cold winds come from
the north or northwest, but have little

influence upon the growth of trees or pro-

duction of fruit.

Tables giving monthly mean maximum
and minimum temperatures, also dates

of last killing frosts in spring and first

of autumn, also monthly maximum and
minimum temperatures, all from Ham-
ilton, follow:

Dates of Last Killing Frosts of Spring and First of Autumn at Hamilton, Mont.

1903
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Montlilf Mean Maximum and Minimum Temperatures at Hamilton, Mont.
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been used in any commercial extent in

this valley, although they may at times

be of great value in preventing losses,

especially to cherry crops and other ten-

der kinds of fruit.

Humidity

The following table gives the monthly

precipitation for the period 1903 to 1912

inclusive:

Montbly Precipitation for Hamilton, Mout.
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The food elements removed by bearing

apple trees during a period of 20 years

have been estimated to be:

Phosphoric
Nitrogen Acid Potash

Apples 49S.G 38.25 728.55
Leaves 456.73 126. 441.
Trees 283.15 107.47 264.25

Total pounds.. 1,238.5 271.7 1,433.8

If trees were able to remove all the

plant food elements from the soil (which

they are not) there would be enough ni-

trogen, in the soil analyzed, to last a fruit

crop 30 years; enough phosphoric acid to

last 150 years and enough potash to last

about 160 years. The above analysis was

from the top eight inches of soil, and

since fruit trees gather food to a much
greater depth, it is evident that there

would be much more of the plant food

elements per acre than is indicated above.

However, plants cannot take all the ele-

ments from the soil for many reasons,

chief among which is the fact that a large

portion of the elements in a soil are una-

vailable for plant use until made so by

proper tillage, application of humus and
other means.

On the sage-brush benches of the east

side there is but little humus in the soil,

and through continuous clean cultivation

what humus there is is soon worn out

and the soils become hard and compact

and a poor place to grow profitable crops

of fruit.

Within the past few years much
thought and study has been given to the

subject of getting humus into the soil

in order that the plant foods therein may
be made available, to loosen the soil and

put it into condition to take up and re-

tain moisture, and to make it possible for

the soil bacteria to work, which is very

essential to the best growth of plants.

The application of barnyard manure
would accomplish these things, but in the

large acreage planted to trees this is im-

possible to do. Field peas, clover, alfalfa

and other legumes are now being planted

and plowed under as green manures with

very beneficial results.

Field peas are planted in the spring as

early as germination can take place, and

are usually in condition to plow under

by July 15. The clovers are planted in

the spring with some nurse crop and are

grown until the summer or fall of the sec-

ond year. When clover is planted among
young trees there is an appreciable check

to the growth of trees during the time

the clover is growing, and the soil needs

much more water than when in clean cul-

tivation. After the clover is plowed un-

der the trees take on a new growth and
will soon look as vigorous and thrifty as

Young Apple Orchard in the Bitter Root Showing Clean Cultivation.
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before. Winter vetch has been grown in

a few orchards and promises to he a

valuable plant to grow as a cover crop,

planted either in the spring and plowed

under in July or August, or planted in the

fall and plowed under the following

spring or summer. Alfalfa as a cover

crop is not being grown on a large acre-

age because it is very hard to plow under

in the orchard and get the land back into

clean cultivation.

The annual or biennial crops offer the

best plants for orchard cover crops, as

most of them produce a large amount of

humus and are easily worked into the

soil.

Irrigation

Practically all orchards are irrigated

by what is known as the furrow system,

with from one to four or five furrows

between the tree rows. These furrows

are usually not more than one-fourth mile

long and even shorter furrows will ac-

complish a better distribution of water.

Much depends, however, on the character

of the soil being irrigated. The water is

run through the furrows from a few

hours to 24 or sometimes as long as 48

hours, depending upon the character of

the soil in downward and lateral seepage

from the furrows.

In clean cultivated orchards where the

soil moisture can be conserved by a dust

mulch, one or two irrigations are usually

sufficient to grow a crop. Where cover

crops or even intertilled crops are grown

it is sometimes necessary to irrigate three

or more times during a season. Old bear-

ing orchards also require more water than

young orchards that have not come into

full bearing. There is but little seepage

from underground water on the benches

and practically no drainage has been done

on the bench lands. On some of the bot-

tom orchard land underground water has

come to the surface and has caused such

land to be drained before profitable fruit

crops could be grown. The injury from

seepage is likely to increase as more of

the bench land is put under irrigation

and the land has been irrigated for a

longer time than it has at present.

The natural water table on the east-

side benches ranges in depth from 10 or

15 feet to 200 or 300 feet, and from the

rather rapid sloiie of the bench lands un-

derground water is not likely to damage
the fruit lands.

Kinds and Varieties of Fruit Crops

Apples, pears, plums, cherries, prunes

and other hardy deciduous fruits have

been profitably grown, while the hardy

bush fruits grow and produce in great

abundance.

Of the apples the Mcintosh is probably

the most profitable variety grown and

surely the most generally planted va-

riety. The Jonathan, Delicious, Rome
Beauty, Gano, Wealthy and a few other

varieties are being grown in commercial

quantities.

Up until a tew years ago a large acre-

age of Transcendent crabapples was
planted and they were very profitable.

Because of the susceptibility of this va-

riety to apple or pear blight it is not

advisable to plant this variety, and many
of those now planted are being removed

and replaced with more resistant varie-

ties.

The sweet cherries most planted are

Bing and Lambert, with Black Republi-

can or Black Tatarian for pollenizers. The
sour cherries most generally planted are

Early Richmond, English Morello, Late

Duke and Montmorency.
The pears most generally planted are

Bartlett, Flemish Beauty, Clapp's Favor-

ite and Anjou.

Most varieties of plums and prunes

grow well ana produce abundantly, but

because of market conditions are not

grown in commercial quantities. There

are no drying or evaporating plants in

the valley and a restricted market pre-

vails for all tender fruits.

Strawberries and bush fruits grow in

great profusion and are profitable com-

mercial crops.

Because of winter weather conditions

almost all trees are planted in the spring

on land that has been plowed the pre-

vious fall or in the early spring. The
planting season usually begins by March
15 and may be continued until as late as

May 1, although the early planting is rec-
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ommended. Water is usually put in the

holes with the trees if the planting is

late. Most of the orchards recently

planted are laid out in the hexagonal or

triangular system, the trees being from

24 to 30 feet apart.

In young orchards most of the pruning

is done during the late dormant period,

during the months of March, April and

early May. The general practice is to

cut out the leaders and grow the open-

centered tree. The trees are headed from

18 to 24 inches from the ground and made
to branch as low as possible for easy and
efficient cultivation under the trees.

Wind breaks have not been planted in

the valley to any great extent, and except

in the most exposed places are not re-

quired for the successful growing of fruit

crops.

The chief fruit pests now in the valley

are: On apples, blight, aphis, bud moth,

scab and nursery diseases such as crown
gall, etc.; on pears, blight and blister

mite. Cherries are particularly free from
all insect and fungous diseases, the great-

est damage being done by gummosis. The
sweet cherries, Bing and Lambert, are

sometimes injured by late spring frosts

or during a very severe winter, although

as a general rule frosts or freezes do not

affect the cherry tree or crop.

Frost and Precipitation in Montana
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Mcintosh Red
This Apple Does Especially Well in the Bitter Root Valley and Is the Principal Variety Grown

There. (See p. 1366.)

worm. Their fruit may be used for wine

and dessert. The wood of the red mul-

berry is fine grained, strong and useful

for building purposes.

Gr.vnville Lowtheb.

Varieties

From the standpoint of fruit produc-

tion the North Carolina Station recom-

mends the following varieties for plant-

ing about the farm. New American,

Black English, Stubbs and Townsend of

the black-fruited varieties, and White
English and White Russian of the white-

fruited sorts. Of the New American, Pro-

fessor Bailey, in an early bulletin of the

Cornell station, states that it is the best

sort known for the Northern states. The
tree is a hardy, vigorous grower, produc-

tive, and bears continuously from late

June until September. Large trees will

produce 10 bushels of fruit in a season.

The fruit varies in length from one to

two inches and is a glossy black when
ripe. It is frequently sold for the Down-
ing, but is superior to that variety.

The Black English is considered by

Hume and Reimer as one of the mosi

satisfactory varieties for planting In

North Carolina. The tree is a strong up-

right grower, and bears a large amount

of fruit of medium size from May to July.

The flavor is sweetish and the quality

only fair. The Townsend is considered

by the same authors as the earliest fruit-

ing variety now grown, ripening in Flo-

rida from the latter part of March

through April. The trees are very pro-

lific, fruiting abundantly in the nursery

row one year from grafting. It is of

medium size, 1 by '^ inch, black, with a

sweetish flavor not differing from other

mulberries.

The Stubbs is a wide-spreading, vigor-

ous, prolific variety. The fruit is very

large, varying from 1% to 2 Inches in

length and from I'j to % inch in diame-

ter, with a bright deep-red color, becom-

ing black, subacid, and of excellent qual-

ity. The ripening season in North Caro-

lina is from June to August.

Of the white-fruited varieties recom-
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mended by the North Carolina station,

White English is considered by far the

best. It Is a heavy bearer, producing

sweet, medium-sized fruits of good qual-

ity from May to July. The White Rus-

sian seems to be a small, bushy, very

hardy sort, and quite productive. The

fruit Is of medium size, white, very sweet

and of fair quality. The season is from

May to June.

Varieties for Aorthwest

In the West and Northwest the Russian

mulberry (Moras alba var. tartarica) has

proved excellently adapted for planting in

shelter belts and hedges and also for

fence posts and fuel. This variety is very

hardy against both cold and drought and

makes a splendid growth there. It is the

species commonly used there as a stock

on which to propagate the more fruitful

varieties. The Russian mulberry pos-

sesses particular merit as a hedge plant

in cold regions from an ornamental

standpoint. There is also a number of

ornamental forms of the mulberry, in-

cluding weeping sorts, which are exten-

sively used in ornamental plantings.

Propagation

In propagating the plant for use in

hedges or shelter belts the plants are

grown from seeds, but for fruit purposes

grafting, cutting or layering must be re-

sorted to in order to produce varieties

true to name.

Most species of mulberries are easily

propagated by means of cuttings. And

while the most satisfactory and most

economical plan is to use one-year-old

branches for this work, twigs of the cur-

rent season's growth may also be used.

Cutting wood may be removed from the

trees soon after the leaves have dropped.

Select well-matured, well-developefl one-

year-old branches from one-quarter to

five-eighths inch in diameter. Cut these

into pieces, each being provided with from

three to six good buds. In Eastern North

Carolina the cuttings may be planted im-

mediately after removal from the trees,

but In the colder sections it is usually

best to tie them together in bunches of

2!) and store them in damp sand in a

cellar or pit until spring.

The cuttings are set out in well-pre-

pared soil, making an opening in the

ground with a spade, firmly pressing the

s,oil about the base of the plants and cov-

tM'ing up to the top bud. It takes longer

to produce trees by this method than by

budding or grafting. Bench grafting by

either the whip, cleft or saddle method

is used; or the trees may be grafted out

of doors, using either the cleft or whip

method. In the South, Multicaulis mul-

berry stem or root cuttings are used

almost exclusively as stocks, while in

the colder West and Northwest, Russian

mulberry seedlings are used as stocks.

In the orchard large-growing trees like

New American, White English and Black

English should be planted about 30 feet

apart, and for such varieties as Stubbs

and Hicks 35 feet in the row is close

enough between trees. The trees should

be set out in the usual manner by cutting

off all broken and bruised roots, shorten-

ing in the longer roots somewhat and cut-

ting back the top.

According to Hume and Reimer the

mulberry needs little or no cultivation.

When planted in chicken yards or where

hogs are allowed to run and root no extra

cultivation need be given. They will

thrive in soddy land, but generally the

trees do better where the soil is stirred

or worked, as in hog pastures. If any

cultivation is given it should be shallow,

as the roots spread out near the surface

of the ground. Deep plowing should not

be practiced. The mulberry requires lit-

tle or no pruning. But as the wood is

rather brittle and the branches are easily

broken by sleet storms, the stubbs

which are left should be cut off close up

to the trunk an(l the broken branches cut

smoothly oft at the ends.

Wild mulberries have been used since

the earliest times in America. Hariot, in

his Narrative of the First Plantation of

Virginia, which was first printed in 1588,

mentions that the Indians used mulber-

ries, crabapples and huckleberries, such

as were known in England; but the mul-

berry has occupied a less important place

• Office of Experiment Stations. TT. .S. Depart-
mont of Agriculturo. In Farmer's Bulletin No.
27fi.
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in the list of foods than most other edible

native fruits and berries. The quality of

the wild fruit is known to vary greatly,

some trees yielding berries of excellent

ilavor and appearance while others pro-

duce small and very inferior berries. The
fruit of cultivated and improved varie-

ties of mulberries is much superior to

the native fruit and has been long appre-

ciated though never common in the

United States. Old gardens in Eastern

and Southern states and New England

often contain a mulberry tree and the

fruit has been used in a limited way for

the table and for preserving.

In flavor and appearance, mulberries,

particularly the dark varieties, resemble

blackberries more nearly than they do

any of the other common fruits. The
ilavor is sweet and rather aromatic,

though not as pronounced as that of the

blackberry, and to some palates it Is al-

ways accompanied by a suggestion of the

peculiar and elusive odor noticed when
mulberry leaves are crushed.

The color of the dark-fruited varieties

is intense, and as the berries are soft

and easily crushed, they stain the fingers

or table linen very readily.

According to analytical data reported

some years ago by a German investiga-

tor cultivated mulberries contain 84.7

per cent water, 0.4 per cent protein, 14.3

per cent carbohydrates and 0.6 per cent

ash. According to American analyses,

blackberries, on an average contain 86.3

per cent water, 1.3 per cent protein, 1

per cent ether extract, 10.9 per cent car-

bohydrates and 0.5 per cent ash, values

which in general are much like those

quoted for mulberries. In the case of

blackberries about 6 per cent of the total

carbohydrates has been found to be in-

vert sugar, and in the case of mulberries

about 9 per cent. Of course, the kind and
amount of sugar would be influenced very

greatly by the degree of ripeness.

Mulberries can be used as a dessert

fruit and also for making pies, puddings,

jellies, jams, etc., in the same way as

m-ore common berries. The expressed

juice is bottled to some extent in Europe,

like raspberry juice and other fruit juices,

and mulberry wine is also made. The
long fruiting season and the generous
yield are points in favor of the mulberry
for table use.

MULBERRY PESTS

Cottony Maple Scale. See Apple Pests.

Ivy OB Oleander Scale. See Apple
Pests.

Soft Brown Scale

Coccus hesperidum Linn.

General Appearance

Oval, flat, soft scale, varying from
straw to dark brown color; often with
distinct darker markings. The largest

attain one-fourth of an inch or over in

length and three-fourths as much in

width.

Life History

The young are born alive in great num-
bers. The male scales are many times

smaller than the females and much light-

er in color. All stages are bark and leaf

feeders. On citrus trees they crowd in

such numbers as to overlap on the young-

er limbs and the mid-ribs of the leaves.

The life cycle covers from three to five

months.

Distribution

A serious pest to many plants and very

troublesome in greenhouses.

Food Plants

Citrus, oleander, camelia, clematis,

m.orning-glory, holly, ivy, laurel, box el-

der, myrtle, jasmine, mulberry.

Control

Same as for black scale. See Olive.

Natural Enemie.i

Internal parasites contribute to hold

this pest in check but remedial measures

are nearly always necessary wherever it

appears.

E. O. EssiG

White Peach Scale. See Peach Pests.

Mulches, Effects of. See Soils.
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Mushrooms and Toadstools

W. A. Setciiell

What is a toadstool? The answer of

the botanist is that a toadstool is any

one of the fleshy umbrella-shaped fungi

which commonly are called by that name

or by the name of "mushroom." The

popular desire, however, seems to be to

restrict the name "toadstool" to the

poisonous species and that of "mush-

room" to the edible species. This is. how-

ever, very unsatisfactory, since one can-

not tell, except by trial, whether a par-

ticular toadstool is poisonous or not.

Edible, innocent and poisonous toad-

stools.

A few toadstools are extremely poison-

ous, a considerable number are probably

slightly poisonous, most toadstools are

innocent, i. e., not poisonous, and some

of the innocent species are edible. Edi-

bility implies that only those innocent

species which are of fair size, sufficiently

delicate texture and of agreeable flavor

are to be included in the list.

How may one tell an innocent from a

poisonous toadstool? The popular mind

always seeks some test which may be

applied. Such a test should, of course,

be decisive and of uniform result. Many

reputed tests pass current and are im-

plicitly believed in by some. So far as

is known there is no single test, short

possibly of chemical analysis, which will

give results of any value whatsoever! It

may be well to mention some alleged

tests in order to emphasize their unre-

liability and their danger.

Unreliable Tests

1. The so-called "silver test" is one

most prevalent. It is believed that a

silver spoon or coin placed with the toad-

stools while cooking will demonstrate by

blackening or failure to blacken whether

the toadstools are safe to eat or not. It

need only be said in criticism that there

are both poisonous and innocent species

which act alike on silver. This test is

therefore of no value.

2. Some say that if the outer (upper)

skin of the top of the toadstool peels off

readily, such a species is edible. It

may be said that certain edible species

will "peel" and other edible species will

not "peel." Some poisonous species also

will "peel." So there is no reliance to

be placed on this "test."

3. It is alleged that edible toadstools

while raw have an agreeable flavor when

tasted (in minute quantities as a rule),

while poisonous species are bitter or pep-

pery, or even disagreeable in flavor. Some

disagreeably flavored toadstools are inno-

cent and even of agreeable flavor when

cooked, while some others are looked

upon with suspicion and reputed poison-

ous. The most poisonous toadstools, how-

ever, are, at least, not at all disagreeable

as regards the flavor of the raw flesh.

Consequently, this test offers no certain

way to distinguish poisonous from inno-

cent or edible toadstools.

4. When one breaks open a toadstool

or bruises it, it may change color or it

may not. Sometimes the change is to

light or to dark blue, sometimes to a

reddish or brownish tint of darker or

lighter hue. This may or may not be

significant, but it is no reliable test of a

general character. In general, any de-

cided change of color should arouse sus-

picion, but the lack of it gives no indica-

tion whatsoever as to the nature of the

toadstool.

5. Some toadstools when broken open

show a milky juice. This is usually

white but may be red, orange or blue.

Some such toadstools are regarded as

poisonous, others are well known to be

innocent, and some are delicious eating.

On the other hand the lack of a milky

juice is no evidence of either non-poison-

ous or of poisonous character.

6. Many, if not all, toadstools are

liable to be infested by insects, whose

larvae are often so abundant within the

plant (often without any external evi-

dence of it) that the toadstools are fairly

honeycombed by their ravages. Some

take this as an indication of a non-

poisonous nature on the part of the toad-

stool. Experience has shown, however,

that this is not so, but that the insects

attack both poisonous and non-poisonous

species.
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More Certain' Methods

There are, then, no tests to be applied

with any certainty and the question still

before us is: How may one tell the

poisonous from the innocent species?

There are two methods:

1. By eating them! This is, however,

a tedious process and one attended with

more or less danger. It is not to be rec-

ommended, especially to the beginner. If

tried, the following process is usually

recommended. A very small bit of the

raw toadstool is chewed but none of the

juice swallowed. If after 24 hours no

disagreeable result is experienced, a sim-

ilar bit is chewed and some of the juice

swallowed. If after a similar interval

no disagreeable symptoms result, a small

piece may be chewed and swallowed. If

nothing suspicious occurs after 24 or 36

hours, a fair quantity may be tested by

cooking and eating. It is proper to warn
the novice that this may be done safely

only after learning to distinguish the

most poisonous species (especially the

species of Amanita mentioned later on),

since of some of these it needs only a

very small piece to produce serious

poisonous effects.

2. By learning of the experience of

others. There has been accumulated a

certain amount of knowledge concerning

the innocent or poisonous character of

toadstools. While this body of knowledge

is not complete, and while there are cer-

tain parts of it about which there is lack

of agreement, a considerable number of

toadstools are well known to be either

poisonous or edible. How then is one to

avail himself of this knowledge? By
studying the toadstools and the various

books written on the subject. Much that

is reliable and satisfactory may be

learned in this way. One must learn to

know the various kinds of toadstools as

one learns to know the ordinary plants

of hill and forest and garden.

What are the distinguishing marks of

difference among toadstools?

I. In general, each toadstool possesses

an upper flattened horizontal structure

which is usually called the "cap," or

botanically. the "pileus," and a stalk.

botanically called the "stipe." In some

cases, the stalk or stipe fits into a swol-

len cup-like structure at the base which

is called the "volva." The presence or

absence of a volva is a matter of consid-

erable importance; consequently in study-

ing toadstools one should be careful to

obtain the very base. Many toadstools

have a sort of ring or collar encircling

the stipe somewhere between the base

and the pileus.

II. Structures of very great impor-

tance are those found on the under side

of the cap or pileus. This portion of the

pileus is called the "hymenium." By the

difference in the structure of the hyme-

nium, toadstools may be divided into four

classes, as follows:

1. Hymenium smooth. There are not

many toadstools in this group and few

of them of a texture sufficiently soft to

allow of eating. There are no poisonous

species known in this group.

2. Hymenium spiny. These are called

"Hedgehog Toadstools or Mushrooms."

The species possible of being eaten are

few and none of them, so far as is known,

is poisonous.

3. Hymenium porose. The hymenium
in the toadstools of this group is made
up of closely crowded tubes, perpendicu-

lar to the horizontal diameter of the pi-

leus, as may be seen by breaking the pi-

ieus open. It is the mouths or openings

of these tubes which give the surface of

the hymenium its porous or spongy ap-

pearance. There are many species in this

group; some are innocent and some are

poisonous. They are all to be avoided by

the beginner until he has learned to dis-

tinguish them from the descriptions of

pictures in the books or has had the dis-

tinguishing characters pointed out by one

who is acquainted with them.

4. Hymenium made up of "gills."

"Gills" are flattened, knife-blade-like

structures radiating out from the center

of the lower side of the pileus or cap to

the circumference. Some extend from the

place where the stipe joins the under

side of the pileus to the circumference,

while shorter ones extend from some
point farther out to the circumference.
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By far the larger number of toadstools

are of this fourth class and are called

"Agarics." The Agarics are divided into

five subclasses by the color of their spores.

In order to determine the color of their

spores it is necessary to remove the pi-

leus (which should be fairly young and

fresh) from the stipe and place it, hy-

meniuni side down, on a piece of paper,

preferably of a light gray, brown, or blue.

It is also advisable to cover the pileus

with a tumbler or dish so as to prevent

too rapid drying. In from one hour to

several, according to the species, the

spores, which are the minute bodies from
which the toadstools grow again, will be

expelled from the surface of the gills

onto the paper in such quantity as to in-

dicate the color. The colors are as fol-

lows :

(a) White. The majority of Agarics

are in this subclass. Those of this sub-

class having a cup or swollen bulb at the

base accompanied by a ring half to three-

quarters up the stipe are to be avoided,

for these belong to the species of Amani-
ta and some of them are among the most
poisonous of toadstools. Those of this

subclass having the solid portion of the

pileus thin in proportion to the gills and
in which the gills are nearly all of equal

length are to be avoided, especially if the

fop of the pileus is bright colored. Avoid
also all of this subclass having a milky
juice, unless the juice is reddish. Other
white-spored Agarics may be eaten, at

least cautiously at first.

(b) Black. Black-spored Agarics are

all innocent and especially those in

which the gills, when old, change into

inky fluid. They are to be eaten, how-
ever, before the gills turn black.

(c) Ochre. In these the spores are

yellowish or rusty brown. None of the

species is reputed poisonous.

(d) Brown. The spores are dark
brown or purplish brown. The common
mushroom, with gills which are i)ink

changing to purplish black, and with a
distinct ring on the stipe, belongs here

and is edible, as are most of the species.

Some, however, are under suspicion.

(e) Rose or Retl. .Some of the pink-

spored forms are under suspicion, but

those with dee|)-red spores and a volva,

but without a ring, are edible.

What to Avoid

1. All toadstools in the young or

"button" stage. At this time it is impos-

sible to determine, except after long ex-

perience, some poisonous species from
some edible species.

2. Avoid all those with pores on the

under side of the cap until sufficient ac-

quaintance teaches the difference between
edible and poisonous varieties.

3. Avoid all species with gills, white

spores, a ring and a volva or bulb-like

base. The most poisonous species are in

this group.

4. Avoid those having a milky juice

unless the milk is red.

5. Avoid those having the cap thin in

comparison with the gills, especially if

they are bright colored.

6. Avoid all toadstools which are not

strictly fresh, since decay sometimes
greatly increases poisonous substances.

By following these rules implicitly one

may avoid the most poisonous kinds, but

the novice should experiment with the

greatest caution.

\ature of Toadstool Poisons

Atkinson's account or that of Chesnut

recommended in the list of books should

be consulted for definite information.

Nutritive Value of Toadstools

In general, it may be said that even

the most nutritious toadstools are of little

nutritive value, but are valuable as food

accessories or condiments, not, in any-

wise, as substitutes for the meat or veg-

f'tablo ordinarily consumed.

('uUJvafion of Toadstools

The details are to be learned from spe-

cial books and pamphlets. The accounts

in the books by Atkinson, Duggar and

Hard in the list given below are all ex-

cellent.

Books

In general, those interested should con-

sult the various books and pamphlets on

the subject, which will lead to the knowl-

edge of other sources of information.
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Some to be found (or which ought to be

found) in many public libraries are the

following:

Atkinson, George F. Mushrooms Ed-

ible, Poisonous, etc. (Ithaca, N. Y.

Andrus & Church, 1901.)

Chesnut, V. K. Thirty Poisonous Plants

of the United States. (U. S. Dept. of

Agriculture, Farmers' Bulletin, No. 86.

Washington, 1,S!»S.)

Clements, Frederic E. Minnesota Mush-

rooms (being IV of "Minnesota Plant

Studies" published by the University

of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.,

1910).

Duggar, B. M. The Principles of Mush-

room Growing and Mushroom Spawn
Making. (U. S. Dept. Agriculture, Bu-

reau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No.

8.5, Washington, 1905.)

*Farlow, W. G. Some Edible and Poison-

ous Fungi. (U. S. Dept. Agriculture,

Division of Vegetable Physiology and
Pathology, Bulletin No. 15, Washing-

ton. 1898.)

Gibson, W. Hamilton. Our Edible Toad-

stools and Mushrooms and How to Dis-

tinguish Them. (New York, Harper
& Brothers, 1895.)

*Hard, M. E. The Mushroom Edible and
Otherwise, Its Habitat and Its Time of

Growth. (Columbus, Ohio, The Ohio
Library Co., 1908.)

Mcllvaine, Charles. One Thousand Amer-
ican Fungi. (Indianapolis, Ind., The
Bowen-Merrill Company, 1900.)

California Experiment Station Circular No. 84.

THE rrLTIVATIOX OF MUSHROOMS

TIk- Ciiltitntcd Mnsliroom

In the United States the term "mush-
room" refers commercially to but a single

species (Agaricus campestris) of the

fleshy fungi, a plant common throughout

most of the temperate regions of the

world, and one everywhere recognized as

edible. From the time of Pliny, and per-

haps much earlier, this plant has been

sought as an article of diet, and it has

been cultivated for many centuries. In

the vicinity of Paris it has certainly

• These are especially recommended for first
reading.

been cultivated in some quantity since

the sixteenth century; and, in paintings

of market scenes by old masters of the

seventeenth century, a basket of mush-

rooms frequently finds a place in the

composition, thus showing that at that

time the sale of mushrooms was gener-

ally recognized in a commercial way.

It is unfortunate that this commercial

use of the term "mushroom" restricts It

to a single species. The erroneous state-

ment is frequently made, therefore, that

there is one mushroom, and that all other

fleshy fungi are toadstools. In other cases

any edible fungus is termed a mushroom,

and all of the species not usually eaten

are toadstools. It is better to consider

all fleshy fungi as mushrooms and to

apply special names to species with

known qualities. It will be proper, there-

fore, to speak of Agaricus campestris as

the cultivated mushroom, although it is

very probable that in this country, as

well as in foreign countries, several other

species of mushrooms will in time be

highly prized for cultivation.

The fully expanded plant, or mature

mushroom (sporophore) of Agaricus

campestris is well known to everyone. It

consists of a centrally placed stalk or

stipe of from two to six inches in height,

usually not more than one inch in diam-

eter, and on the end of this stipe there

is borne an umbrella-shaped or cap-

shaped portion known as the cap or pi-

leus. The diameter and thickness of this

pileus vary greatly in diff'erent races or

varieties of the cultivated form, and also

with the conditions of the environment

under which it Is ))roduced. The general

color of the plant varies in the different

varieties from an almost pure white, or

cream, to the forms which are deep

brown, at least with reference to the up-

per surface of the cap. The stem is

usually cream or white and bears on its

upper extremity near the cap a ring

known as the annulus, which annulus

forms a covering and a protecting layer

for the delicate under surface of the cap,

to the edges of which it was attached pre-

vious to the rapid expansion and ma-
turity of (be latter. The under surface
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of the cap is provided with leaf-like or

gilMike projections, reaching for the most

part from the stem to the periphery of

the cap. These are termed gills, or

"lamellae." The.v are constantly pink in

color in the white or cream-colored spe-

cies up to the time of (and sometimes

even a day after) the separation of the

ring from the cap. Subsequently these

gills turn brown and even a deep brown-

ish black. In the brown variety the gills

are at first grayish brown, but they also

become almost black with age.

As a matter of fact, there are several

distinct varieties (or what we may for

the present term varieties) of the culti-

vated mushroom. In the work thus far

done by the writer three varieties have

been studied, and based upon color they

may be distinguished as a white, a brown

and an intermediate or cream-gray va-

riety. To these have been applied the

trade names Alaska, Bohemia and Colum-

bia, respectively. Under these names the

spawns have been distributed to commer-

cial growers.

Spores and Spawn

If one should take a full-grown mush-

room after the under surface of the cap

has become exposed by the breaking away
of the annulus, twist the stem until it

breaks away from its attachment to the

cap, or cut it off short, and then place the

cap, gill surface downward, on a sheet of

white paper, there will be found in the

course of 24 hours, more or less, a print.

In order to avoid drafts of air a vessel

may be inverted over the preparation.

The print obtained Is a fairly good repro-

duction of the projected form of the gills,

being composed of a mass of brownish-

black powder which has fallen from the

gills themselves. The color of this pow-

der corresponds to the color of the gills,

and the development of this material is a

very Important phase in the growth of

the mushroom. It is, in fact, for the pro-

duction of this powdery mass that the

mushroom, as we know it, is formed. The
brown powder consists of innumerable

minute simple cells in the form of ovate

bodies, termed "spores." These serve for

the reproduction of the mushroom. They

are equivalent to the green powdery mass
produced by molds which grow upon
cheese, bread and the like. Their func-

tion is that of reproducing the mush-
room, but they should not be termed
seeds. Their structure is so simple and
they are in their development so distinct

from seeds that a different botanical term
should come into general popular use to

express this form of reproductive body.

Spore is the proper designation for the

reproductive bodies of all mushrooms,
toadstools and the like.

As a rule, growers do not use these

spores directly in growing the cultivated

mushroom. Under favorable conditions,

however, each minute spore is capable of

germination and of producing a thread-

like growth, which by subsequent branch-

ing and with extensive ramifications may
produce in the course of weeks a spider-

web-like, or thread-like growth, penetrat-

ing the soil, compost or other substratum

upon which the spore happens to have

germinated. When this thread-like

growth which develops from the spore is

of sufficient extent to be readily observed,

it is known as "spawn." The spawn is

known to the botanist as the "mycelium"

of the mushroom, and it represents what
may be termed the vegetative stage of the

fungus. It may grow to a considerable

extent, and during this growth it stores

up nutriment. Under favorable condi-

tions there are then formed on threads

growing near the surface small pin-head

or cushion-like areas of growth. These
pin-heads represent the earliest visible

stages of what we know as mushrooms.
With further growth and modifications

they become the buttons which we find

growing superficially upon the mushroom
bed or bursting through the soil. Prom
the pin-head stage to the fully expanded
mushroom there may be represented a

period of growth ordinarily requiring at

least a week.

It is evident that this lowly organized

mushroom plant differs very much from

our common cultivated green plants.

There are no such organs as root, stem

and leaf, and a well-differentiated body is

only formed when the mycelial threads
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have stored up nourishment and are

ready to develop the mushroom, or sporo-

phore, which is to bear the reproductive

bodies, or spores.

Up to the period covered by the present

investigations the spores have seldom

been used in a commercial way. The
spawn maimer has depended upon finding

spawn in his pastures, or in his manure
piles, or having it appear spontaneously,

as it is termed, in prepared beds; and this

spawn he has used in the propagation of

other spawn by a process which we may
liken, perhaps, to that of propagation by

cuttings.

Commercial Mushroom Growing

The successful cultivation of mush-

rooms in America has not been so gen-

eral as in most of the European countries.

It is in France and in England that the

mushroom industry has been best devel-

oped. France is, properly speaking, the

home of the present mushroom Industry.

Unusual interest has been shown in the

United States in the growth of mush-
rooms within the past few years, and it

is to be hoped and expected that within

the next ten years the industry will de-

velop to the fullest limit of the market
demands. The latter will, of course, be

stimulated and developed by the increas-

ing popular appreciation of this product.

In some cities and towns there is already

a good market demand for mushrooms,
while in others they may be sold only

directly to special customers. This should

be borne in mind by prospective growers.

A glance at the figures indicating the

quantity of mushrooms passing through
the Central market of Paris will afford

a fair idea of the extent of this industry

in France. The following tables give

approximately the total quantity sold dur-

ing several successive years and the pro-

duction by months:

Quantity of Mushrooms Passing Through the Central Market of Paris, 1898-1901

YEAR
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2. Spawning at a temperature injuri-

ously high.

3. The use of too much water either

at the time of spawning or later.

4. Unfavorable temperature during

the growing period.

It Is therefore important to the pros-

pective grower that careful attention be

given to the general discussion of condi-

tions which follows:

TeiiipiTatiirc and Moisture

Mushrooms may be grown in any place

where the conditions of temperature and

moisture are favorable. A shed, cellar,

cave or vacant space in a greenhouse ma.v

be utilized to advantage for this purpose.

The most essential factor, perhaps, Is

that of temperature. The proper temper-

ature ranges from 53 degrees to GO de-

grees F., with the best from 55 degrees

to 58 degrees F. It is unsafe to attempt

to grow mushrooms on a commercial ba-

sis, according to our present knowledge

of the subject, at a temperature much
less than 50 degrees or greater than 63

degrees F. Any severe changes of tem-

perature retard growth, or else act in-

juriously, and many changes of tempera-

ture would entirely destroy the profits of

the mushroom crop. From this it is evi-

dent that in many places mushrooms may
not be grown as a summer crop. With
artificial heat they may be grown almost

anywhere throughout the winter. More-

over, it is very probable that in this

country open-air culture must be limited

to a few sections, and restricted, commer-
cially at least, to a single season.

A second important factor is that of

moisture. The place should not be very

damp, or constantly dripping with water.

Under such conditions successful coni-

xnercial work is not possible. A jjlace

where it is possible to maintain a fairly

moist condition of the atmosphere, and
having such capability for ventilation as

•will cause at least a gradual evaporation,

is, by general practice and by the most
extensive experimentation, shown to be

necessary. With too rapid ventilation

and the consequent necessity of rei)oated

applications of water to the mushroom

bed no iinishrooni crop will attain the

highest perfection.

Caves, Cellars, and Houses

Cellars, caves and abandoned mines,

or specially constructed houses, are used

for growing mushrooms, because in such

places only can the conditions of tem-

lierature and moisture be best regulated.

Cold is less injurious to mushroom beds

than heat. The former renders the bed

for a time unproductive; but the latter

stimulates the spawn to too rapid growth,

which is usually followed by the produc-

tion of unsalable mushrooms, or by the

eventual death of the spawn, supposedly

by damping oft.

Mushrooms may often be grown in a

very sim])ly constructed shed or unused

barn which will provide against any sud-

den changes of the temperature, and

when it is possible to employ artificial

heat the season for mushroom production

in such structures may be greatly ex-

tended. Cellars are very commonly used

in ])roducing mushrooms for family use.

Natural or artificial caves are of the first

importance, however, for commercial

work, since the situation of these below

the surface will best insure a tempera-

ture throughout almost the entire year

more or less close to that which is de-

sired. In selecting caves or cellars, one

should guard against the possibility of

flooding or of too much seepage water

during a rainy season. Perhaps the least

satisfactory situation among those men-

tioned is the greenhouse. Under ordinary

circumstances it heats up too readily dur-

ing days of warm sunshine, and, unless

special precautions are taken it Is not to

be generally recommended for amateurs.

Nevertheless, during the fall and winter

it is possible to grow mushrooms under

the benches or in any other unused space

with but very little outlay of money or

labor. Cold frames may also be used to

good advantage during the autumn or

spring. The natural caves of this country

and abandoned coal mines in some sec-

tions should be further investigated with

i-e1ation to their adaptability for the com-

nieicial production of mushrooms, A
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thorough study should also be made of

open-air conditions.

In the construction of special mush-

room houses any one of a variety of plans

may be followed, and the selection of the

style win depend, of course, upon its

cheapness and efficiency in the particular

locality.

Preparation of the Manure

It should be borne in mind that while

there are many methods leading to fail-

ure there are a number leading to suc-

cess. In fact, persons succeed in mush-

room growing by methods which seem

absolutely different. It is essential that

the physiological conditions of growth be

understood, and then good judgment must
be depended upon.

In the growing of mushrooms for com-

mercial purposes, the beds should be con-

structed of stable manure which has been

fermented or composted. Many experi-

ments have been made looking toward the

substitution of other composts or waste

products for stable manure, but nothing

has yet been found which may be more
highly recommended. Fresh manure
should be obtained, and this should in-

clude the litter used for bedding the ani-

mals, unless the latter consists of coarse

weeds. It is a great mistake, in a com-

mercial way. to attempt to use manure
free from straw. Again, stable manure
which has been v/ell trampled is nearly

always well preserved, and is frequently

much richer than any other kind
The manure should be piled in heaps

about three feet deep when well pressed

down with the fork, and these piles may
be of considerable extent. It should be

•watered until well moistened throughout,

but not drenched. In the course of four

or five days or a week it will be neces-

sary to fork over or "turn" the manure.
A second turning will be required usually

In from seven to ten days, and it may be
necessary to water again if the material
has suffered considerable drying out. If

well pressed down and merely moist, the

manure will not burn and, moreover,
there will be no tendency for a sour fer-

mentation to become established. In from
1.5 to 21 days, depending upon the condi-

tions, the temperature will begin to fall,

the violence of decomposition will begin

to show a subsidence and the compost will

be ready for the construction of the beds.

The bacteria of rapid decay will become

less and less abundant, and finally, when
the beds are prepared as subsequently de-

scribed, the spawn will be able to grow
in spite of the bacteria present.

It is the custom of some growers to mix
a small quantity of loam, about one-fourth,

with the manure. This enables one to use

the manure earlier; and, indeed, under

such circumstances it may sometimes be

used with but little or no composting.

Nevertheless, the majority of growers

have obtained greater success by the use

of the manure alone, and this is also

the writer's experience. Very well rotted

compost should not be used in mushroom
growing if large and solid mushrooms are

desired. When sawdust or shavings are

employed for bedding the animals, the

composting may require a somewhat
longer period.

The manure is always ready for the

construction of beds when the above con-

ditions have been fulfilled, or when nearly

all objectionable odors are lost and a

sweet fermentation, as growers term it,

has begun.

Preparing the Beds

Mushroom beds are of two general

types—the flat bed, frequently referred to

as the English, and the ridge bed, known
as the French type. In making the for-

mer the entire floor space may be utilized

as a bed, and the beds may be arranged

in the form of tiers or shelves. In low

cellars or caves, and, indeed, wherever the

amount of floor space is not the most im-

portant consideration, it would be well to

avoid the use of shelves; but where the

amount of floor space is an important

factor they may be adopted to advantage,

although the additional labor involved in

the growing of a crop under such condi-

tions is an item to be considered. When
shelves are used one should be careful to

whitewash these after each crop in order

to avoid the increased danger from in-

sect depredations. In any case, flat beds
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shouhl be made from eight to ten inches

deep.

Ridge beds enable one to get a some-

what greater surface space in a given

area, but they are also more expensive so

far as the labor of construction is con-

cerned. Nevertheless, under many cir-

cumstances they are obviously desirable.

They should be about two feet wide at

the base, tapering gradually to the ape.K,

and not more than about IS to 20 inches

high when compressed and cased. The

custom is to make two such beds in con-

tact, and then to leave a walk way of

eight or ten inches between the next two,

and so on till the space is occupied. Next

to the walls slanting beds may be pre-

pared.

In any case, the manure is made up

in the form of the bed desired, and should

be firmed or compressed to some extent

immediately in order to prevent drying

out and burning when the secondary fer-

mentation takes place. At this time the

manure should be neither wet nor dry,

but merely moist. The only practical

test of the proper moisture content of

the manure which can be relied upon is

when upon compression water can not

readily be squeezed out of it.

Spawning
After the beds are prepared the tem-

perature should be, and it usually will be,

two high for spawning. After a sudden

rise the temperature should gradually

fall during the course of a week or more

to about 70 degrees or 75 degrees F. At

this temperature spawning may take

place, but under absolutely no circum-

stances should a bed be spawned at a

temperature greater than 80 degrees F.

If brick spawn is used, the bricks are

broken into pieces about two inches

square, or into from 10 to 12 pieces per

brick. These pieces are inserted from

one to two Inches below the surface,

about ten inches to one foot apart, and
the bed is then compressed into final

shape. Under the most favorable circum-

stances it is unnecessary and undesirable

to water the beds for several weeks after

spawning, or until they are loamed and

cased. If they dry out rapidly and some

water is necessary, it should be given as

a surface spraying, for water in quan-

tity applied to the young spawn will al-

most invariably cause the latter to damp
off.

rasing the Beds
An examination of the bed about two

weeks after spawning is desirable, and

if it is found that the spawn is "run-

ning" the beds may be cased with loam.

Casing consists in applying a layer of

loam from one to one and one-half inches

deep to the surface of the bed. This

loam should have been secured some time

in advance and carefully worked over or

screened to get rid of the largest peb-

bles, lumps and trash. When applied it

should be barely moist. Subsequently, if

watered at all, it should be merely sprin-

kled in order to prevent any drying out

of the bed. Neither a heavy clay nor a

sandy loam should be used for casing pur-

poses, but almost any other soil is good.

Watering
As previously indicated, the spreading

spawn should receive no water, or, at

least, as little as possible. When, how-

ever, the mushrooms begin to appear,

more water will be required, and a light

sprinkling may be given once or twice

each week or as often as the conditions

demand. Beds which come Into bearing

in proper condition should never be

drenched. It has been found by experi-

ence that under the most favorable condi-

tions a bed will require occasional sprink-

ling, since, owing to continual evapora-

tion, there will be a gradual loss of water,

at least after the mushrooms begin to

appear. Sprinklings should be made
after the mushrooms have been gathered,

and the loam disturbed by the removal

of mushrooms should always receive a

light sprinkling.

Picking and Preparing for Market
When a bed is in full bearing, the

mushrooms should be gathered at least

once in two days, and it is well to pick

them every day, particularly if the tem-

|)erature is up to 60 degrees F. or more.

Picking is itself an art, and the intelli-

gent grower will soon find that the yield

of a bed may be greatly lessened by lack
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of judgment in picking. To satisfy the

general demands of our markets at the

present time it is not recommended to

take the buttons; yet if there is a fancy

trade for these it should be met. Little

or no gain in weight occurs in the mush-

room, however, after the veil begins to

break, so that mushrooms should not be

left after this time. Flat tops are a

third-grade article, but these, as well as

all defective mushrooms, should be sed-

ulously removed from the bed every day.

In picking, grasp the mushroom by the

cap (a large one by both cap and stem),

twisting it to remove it easily from the

soil. Where the mushrooms come up in

large united clusters, it will be best to

cut them, in order not to disturb the my-

celial connections of all. Some good

growers practice "cutting" throughout,

but the stubs must decay and are a

source of danger. After all good mush-

rooms from a cluster have been taken,

remove any fleshy spawn masses adhering

and add fresh loam.

As they are picked, the mushrooms are

put into shallow baskets and taken to a

sorting and packing table. The stems are

cut off and any adhering loam is brushed

from the cap. It is true that mushrooms
keep somewhat better if the stub is left

attached and the loam removed by rub-

bing, but except in special cases this

procedure is not to be recommended. It

is not necessary to cut the stem off short.

but the market demands that there shall

be few long shanks.

For the best trade it is desirable to

"sort" the mushrooms, placing only those

of nearly the same size in the same pacli-

ages. It is certainly not well to pack to-

gether "broilers" and buttons, if this can

be avoided. Defective mushrooms should

invariably be thrown out. Mushrooms
should be treated as a first-grade product

in every way, and therefore the package
must be attractive. If the time involved

in shipment is not to be very long, they

may be put into five-pound splintwood

baskets or they may be packed in two-

pound boxes arranged in crates as pre-

pared for fruit. Shipments may also be
made in boxes of sizes demanded by the

general or private trade. Baskets afford

excellent ventilation, yet boxes are often

to be preferred. If the latter are lined

with a blue paraffin or oiled paper, a good
color contrast will result and the package
will be made much more attractive.

Market Prices

The prices paid for mushrooms in

American markets are unusually variable.

Perhaps it is fair to say that one should

consider from 35 to 50 cents per pound a

good average price. In many cities or

towns 30 cents would be as much as could

be obtained. On the other hand, a price

of 75 cents is frequently paid. The un-

usual quotation of $1 or more is not to

be expected. It is true that for a fine

grade of mushrooms such prices are paid

to retailers by the fancy trade and dur-

ing special seasons or for special occa-

sions. The grower may well look for the

time, however, when the market demands
will support a generous supply at a con-

stant but fair price.

The Period of Production

Under favorable circumstances, a bed

may come into bearing within six weeks.

It usually requires, however, a longer

period, and eight weeks may more nearly

represent the average conditions. If the

conditions have been variable, and espe-

cially if at times a very low temperature

has prevailed, bearing may be still fur-

ther delayed. Again, the period of pro-

duction or the profitable "life" of a suc-

cessful bed may vary greatly, ranging

from five weeks to as many months. As
a rule, a bed which produces fine heavy"

mushrooms will bear longer than one

which produces plants of a lighter weight.

Many growers think that there is profit

in a bed which yields one-half pound per

square foot of surface area. One should

not be satisfied with less than this, and
if the best conditions prevail this yield

is far below what should be obtained.

Two pounds per square foot is an excel-

lent yield and some of our growers re-

port this amount. Some of the spawn
prepared by the Department of Agricul-

ture has also given a yield equal to this

maximum. When the conditions for

mushroom growing may be so faithfully
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reproduced that a yield of two pounds

may be made constant, mushrooms may
be within the reach of many more per-

sons.

Old Beds
When a bed has ceased to bear, or is

no longer commercially profitable, it

should be taken down and every particle

of the bedding and casing materials re-

moved from the cave, cellar, or house.

The manure is still valuable for field and

garden purposes, but it is wholly useless

and even dangerous for mushrooms be-

cause it is not only exhausted with refer-

ence to mushroom growing but may also

harbor the diseases or enemies of the

mushroom. When the bed is removed

the house should be thoroughly cleaned,

and if possible, sprayed or fumigated. If

conditions remain constant there is then

no reason why another crop should not

follow immediately.

Mushroom Spawn and Its Preparation

As a good spawn is one of the prime

requisites to success in mushroom culture

I suggest that in buying spawn you deal

with firms known to be reliable. Dur-

ing the past few years a number of fraud-

ulent concerns have been advertising ex-

tensively and disseminating a great deal

of misleading information for the purpose

of selling worthless spawn at exorbitant

prices. Have nothing to do with those

who advertise for sale, books containing

"secrets" regarding mushroom culture,

who ask %1 to $2 per pound for spawn, or

who claim that immense profits can be

derived from mushrooms. There are no
secrets about mushroom growing. Good
English brick spawn can be bought in

small lots for about 12 to 30 cents per

pound, French flake spawn for 15 to .38

cents per pound, and pure-culture spawn
for 15 to 25 cents per cake. Mushrooms
are about as profitable and fully as risky

as the average greenhouse crop, and, like

other crops, require considerable care and
work to insure success. Most of the well-

known seed firms handle not only the im-

ported, but now also the pure culture

spawn, methods for making which were
worked out by this Bureau several years

ago and are given below.

Krick and Flake Spawn

The process of making mushroom
spawn, or of spawn manufacture, as it

is commonly termed, has unfortunately

received very little attention in this

country until recently. Nearly all of the

mushroom spawn sold in the American

market has been imported. Most of this

is grown in England and is put up in

the form of bricks or cakes, each brick

being about 5^' by SU by li/4 inches

and weighing from 1% to 1% pounds.

This brick spawn is frequently spoken

of merely as English spawn for the

reason that the English article is all

put up in this form. The making of

brick spawn is not usually practiced by

the French growers, who use instead a

flake spawn. The explanation of this

fact may be that a large number of

French growers make their own spawn

and the brick method is of course more

laborious. The fiake spawn consists

merely of the loose composted material,

equivalent to the ordinary bedding ma-

terial, through which the mycelium of

the fungus has grown abundantly. The

brick spawn is very compact and easily

handled; and, from the experiments

which have been made by this depart-

ment with the introduction of spawns

of various kinds, it would seem to be

established that the brick spawn is bet-

ter fitted to resist the conditions of ship-

ment and subsequent storage. We have,

therefore, the curious fact that, although

mushroom growing is perfected to the

highest degree in Prance, very little of

our imported mushroom spawn comes

from that country.

Again, the brick spawn sells at a lower

figure than the flake spawn grown by
the French. Good flake spawn is, how-

ever, such a dense mass of mycelium

that as a rule less is required in spawn-

ing. The comparative quotations of re-

liable firms who are agents for this

article are as follows:

Cents per Pound
English brick spawn. ... 1 pound —12 to 30

Do 100 pounds— 6 to 15
Frenrh flake spawn .... 1 pound —1 ."t to .'?s

Do 100 pounds—10 to 15

The freight rates and import duties
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add considerably to the price of these

articles, which, in quantity, may be pur-

chased much cheaper where made. It

is a useless expense to import a material

having such bulk as mushroom spawn.

There is nothing in the climate to ren-

der the manufacture difficult in America,

and good brick spawn is now being

made.

When it is recognized that spawn
making may go hand in hand with mush-
room growing, some growers in this

country will doubtless wish to grow the

spawn needed in their own work. In

such cases the cheaper method of mak-
ing flake spawn may make it preferable.

Virgin Spawn

Whether the spawn is made as bricks

or as flake material, the point of great-

est importance is to secure a so-called

virgin spawn, or a new growth of the

mycelium of Agaricus cam.pestris, which
has never exhausted itself to any degree

by the production of mushrooms. The
problem of securing such virgin spawn
is a difficult one, and as usually met in

England and France it leaves to chance

the quality and other characters of the

mushrooms which may grow from such

spawn. If, accidentally, mushrooms are

found growing on the lawns or in pas-

tures, or if mycelium is located in such

situations, small trenches are dug be-

neath the sod and these are filled with

rich manure, with the hope that the vig-

orous-growing mycelium will penetrate

this manure in the course of a few
weeks. This usually occurs, and the

spawn is said to be very good when one

prevents the production of mushrooms
by this spawn, and, if possible, by any
of the mycelium in the vicinity. When
the manure in the trenches is well pene-

trated by the mycelium, the spawn is

removed and dried, and it is usually

termed virgin spawn. It may then be

used in the inoculation of spawn bricks,

or it may be used in the inoculation of

small beds, either of which, when pene-

trated by the growing mycelium, may in

turn be used as commercial spawn, brick

and flake, respectively, which is then

sold or used in a commercial way.

In France, where the demands for vir-

gin spawn are very great, there may be

found persons who give their whole

time to a search for virgin spawn in the

various compost heaps which may be

found in the suburbs and throughout the

country. These persons readily recog-

nize the spawn of Agaricus campestris,

or, at least, one is led to believe that

they are very adept in such recognition,

and this virgin spawn, which is sup-

posed to have resulted from the germina-

tion of spores in the compost itself, is

sold to mushroom growers at a very

high figure. The growers use this spawn
in small beds, which, when well pene-

trated with the mycelium, will be broken

up and the contents of the bed dried

for general crop purposes. Whether the

virgin spawn is obtained in this way or

in the manner previously described, it

is a liaphazard method. The spawn from
a bed in full bearing, or that from an
old bed, should never be used in a com-

mercial way, for a light crop only may
then be expected.

Pure-Culture Virgin Spawn
Artificial Production from Spores

It will be evident from what has been

said that by such methods the exact

characteristics of the mushroom which

will be grown will not be known, unless

a special experiment is made to deter-

mine this before the crop is put in. Se-

lection or improvement of the common
varieties will, therefore, hardly be pos-

sible under such a system. Several

years ago it became evident to the writer

that for the development of the mush-

room work there was great need of

eliminating the "chance" method of se-

curing a good grade of virgin mush-
room spawn. It seemed that this might
be accomplished through a knowledge
of the conditions under which the spores

of Agaricus campestris germinated. The
Department of Agriculture has given

much attention to the investigation of

this problem during the past three or

four years. The results of the first ex-

periments along this line, conducted by
Miss Ferguson, were published in Bulle-

tin No. 16 of the Bureau of Plant In-
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dustry. At prosiMit it is possible to re-

port Kreater success and a more practical

application of that work. It is now-

possible by means of chemical stimula-

tion to germinate the spores in quantity

under "pure-culture" conditions. Un-

fortunately, at the present time It can

not be said that spore-culture methods
are unfailingly successful where the

pure-culture precautions are not ob-

served. It is confidently expected, how-
ever, that within the course of another

year it will be within the reach of any
practical and experienced grower to de-

velop spawn from spores of selected

mushrooms which he may have grown.

By these methods one will be able to se-

lect the particular mushrooms from
which spores are to be taken, and there-

fore constant selection and improvement
will become possible.

"Tissiie-Culturp" Motliod
Another line of development discov-

ered through work in the Department of

Agriculture yielded even better results

than the spore-culture process. It may
be termed the "tissue-culture" method,
and is described as follows: Test tubes

or large-mouthed bottles are niled with
fresh stable manure or with compost,
and after being plugged with cotton

these tubes are sterilized, the steriliza-

tion being best effected in a steam-pres-

sure apparatus. They can be sterilized,

however, by boiling for one-half to one
hour in an open vessel of water, but
when this process is used a second ster-

ilization should be given on the follow-

ing day. This will render these tubes
of compost perfectly free from all bac-

terial or fungous contamination. One
should then select from the growing bed
vigorous, well-fiavored mushrooms of a

variety or race which has proved to be
unusually prolific. The specimens se-

lected should be large enough to indicate

that they have the characters desired.

The younger the specimen the better,

other conditions not being neglected.

With a sterilized scalpel and forceps one
may then break off the stem, peel off the

outer skin, and remove witli great care

bits of the tissue of the mushroom with-

out touching any surface whicli has not

been flamed. These bits of tissue may
be carefully inserted into the manure
in the sterilized tubes. In the course

of a week, or sometimes within three

days, if no accidental contamination has
resulted, these bits of tissue will be

found to have sent out a small growth
of mycelium. Under favorable condi-

tions tliis mycelium will spread to all

of the material in the tube or bottle

in the course of three or four weeks,

and It may then be used as pure-culture

virgin spawn. These cultures may be

made in milk bottles of considerable

size; or, once a few tubes have been
made, transfers from the mycelium of

these may be made to milk bottles con-

taining the sterilized compost, and thus

a considerable quantity of an absolutely

pure spawn may be produced to serve

as inoculation material for bricks or for

the flake spawn. It is unfortunate that

this method also involves, and must in-

volve, bacteriological precautions. Never-

theless, this process renders it possible

to select mushrooms of a given char-

acter, or to select toward a given end,

with the same certainty with which we
may select the seed of other crops com-
mercially grown. Moreover, experi-

ments are now under way which will

undoubtedly show that by starting with

a few pure cultures this principle may
be applied for the production of spawn
in quantity.

The Mannfiiftiiro of Brick Spawn
The bricks should be solid and com-

pact and with no cracks or irregularities

in the surface. In order to secure bricks

of this kind and the best growth of the

mycelium, it has been found by experi-

ence that a mixture of manure from
the cattle shed and from the stable is

desirable. This is usually mixed in the

proportion of two-thirds of the former
to about one-third of the latter, a small

quantity of loam being sometimes added.

In making the bricks, the material

should be somewhat less composted than
for making mushroom beds, and it needs

to be well selected or raked over, since

too much straw in tlie brick will render
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it brittle and liable to crack. The mix-

ing of the dried materials is an impor-

tant process and should be carefully

done. The bricks are molded in a frame

of the size desired, the material being

pounded into the frame by means of a

mallet. If one follows the most common
method, the bricks are only slightly

dried, and then spawned. A piece of

virgin spawn is inserted at either end,

immediately after which they are rap-

idly dried before being stacked for the

growth of the spawn. By another pro-

cess the bricks are Immediately dried

without the insertion of the spawn ma-

terial, which is later placed in depres-

sions made between two adjacent bricks

as they are being stacked for the growth

of the spawn. In stacking, the bricks

are arranged in layers of one or two
bricks in thickness, depending upon the

method of spawning. Upon each layer

there is placed a very thin stratum of

fresh manure containing a little clean

straw. After the layer of manure is

added a very slight watering with a

rose spray is given. The whole is then

covered with clean straw or litter and

left for several weeks, when, under fa-

vorable conditions, it should be found

upon investigation that the spawn has

"run" throughout the bricks.

Occasional examinations of the bricks

should be made, however, where ex-

perience is lacking, in order to see that

they are not too moist and that the

growth may not go too far. When prop-

erly made, the bricks should be well

penetrated by a mold-like growth of my-
celium. A considerable cording or

threading of the mycelium indicates un-

favorable conditions, or that the growth
has progressed too far. The latter usually

means that the spawn may not prove

as vigorous as desirable.

By the methods above outlined, using

pure cultures as virgin spawn, a small

amount of spawn for experimental pur-

poses has been made by the Department
of Agriculture during the past two
years. Under favorable conditions this

spawn has given unusual yields. Pure
cultures were also furnished two grow-

ers who wished to co-operate in the

experiment. As a result of this co-op-

eration there was put upon the market

in 1903 by practical growers an excel-

lent grade of American brick spawn of

"pure-culture" origin. There Is every

reason to believe that this means a great

advance.

There can be no question that spawn

made by the method above outlined will

be a known product; then, if the mush-

room from which cultures were made
was properly chosen, there may be con-

stant improvement and selection; and

furthermore, it is believed that the grow-

er will know what to expect or to de-

mand. Pure-culture methods undoubt-

edly involve some extra expense; but,

if in time it may be possible to dispense

with the bacteriological precautions, or

to make the spawn by direct inoculation

of spores into the bricks, then the same

result will be accomplished without pure-

culture methods and without the addi-

tional expense.

It is to be hoped that spawn makers

will also adopt for the spawn the trade

names suggested, or at least some trade

names for the spawn made from the

various strains or varieties or from the

cultivated mushroom. When purchasing

his spawn, the grower should be able to

know whether he is obtaining the white

(Alaska), the brown (Bohemia), the in-

termediate cream gray (Columbia), or

other similar strains.

It appears to the writer unfortunate

that mushroom spawn, at least in brick

form, should sell by the pound. Seeds-

men and growers alike are interested

in reducing weights when the character

of the product is not at all affected. It

would be better, having well in mind
the cubical content of the brick, to sell

the spawn by the brick. Of two bricks

differing by half a pound in weight, it

may very well be that the lighter is bet-

ter, owing to the absence of pebbles and

of any excess of loam.

Storage of Spawn
It is possible to ruin good spawn by

improper storage, even in a relatively

short period of time. Spawn should be
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kept in a phu-o tliat will be both cool

and dry. but never hot and dry. This

should be remembered by both seedsmen

and prowers, for many failures may un-

doubtedly be attributed to the improper

storage to which the material has been

subjected.

MrSHKOOM ENEMIES
Under suitable conditions and with

the exercise of constant vigilance as to

general cleanliness the mushroom bed

will seldom fail as a result of diseases

or insect depredations. Nevertheless,

every precaution should be taken to

avoid these difficulties. Some of the

most common troubles reported in this

country are as follows:

Foiruina: Off

During the pin-head or button stage,

and sometimes even later, the mush-
rooms, which may be appearing in quan-

tity, turn brown, cease to grow, and
soon decay. This is supposed to be a

physiological trouble; that is, one caused

by lack of essential conditions. Molds
and bacteria may play a secondary part

at least in producing this disease. It is

most frequent in warm weather.

Black Spot
This disease manifests itself by the

aiipearance of small discolored areas on
the surface of the cap. It is said to be

due to improper watering and to lack

of proper ventilation.

Fuiiffous Diseases
There are several fungous diseases of

the mushroom, none of which, however,
has been of serious importance in this

country.

Mites
There are one or two species of mites

constantly to be found in compost heaps,
which may be injurious in the mush-
room bed. They are seldom trouble-

some at a temperature of less than 59
degrees P., as they are then more or
less sluggish; and, although they may
be found upon the mushroom, they do
little or no harm. At higher tempera-
tures they are supposed to destroy the

spawn to a certain extent and, owing
to their great numbers, they are at least

objectionable upon the mushrooms.

Wood Lice, or "Sow Bugs"
These crustaceans, like the mites, are

not of great importance where the con-

ditions of temperature are favorable.

The best methods of extermination are

by trapping and poisoning them. This
may be done by putting pieces of po-

tato smeared with arsenic or Paris green,

together with some dry rubbish, into

tin cans or boxes placed on the side.

Most of the sow bugs that enter these

receptacles will be killed by eating the

poison.

Snails
Snails and slugs are frequently pests

in mushroom growing, but they may
also be readily trapped by the use of

lettuce or cabbage leaves.

Sprfnetails
Springtails may become a source of

great annoyance when mushrooms are

grown in damp caves. As a rule, they

can only establish themselves when care-

lessness has been shown in cleaning out

old bedding material. When once es-

tablished they multiply very rapidly, and
the mushrooms are attacked by them In

such numbers that within a day or two
every appearance of fogging off is made
manifest. These insects may be readily

destroyed by fumigation with carbon

bisulphid, but prevention is the wiser

course.

Larvae of Flies

With good manure and under suitable

conditions larvae of mushroom flies are

not usually injurious. Nevertheless, the

larvae of the little fly, Phora minuia,

may be troublesome in warm weather.

Fumigation, as previously suggested,

may be of service in order that the life

of a bed may be extended somewhat later

into the warm season.

Muskmelons
The melon is a native of Southern

Asia from the foot of the Himalayas to

Cape Comorin, where it grows sponta-

neously, but is cultivated in the warm
and temperate regions of the whole civ-

ilized world. It is variable both in habit

and the diversity of its foliage, but the

greatest variation is perhajis in the fruit.

which ranges in size from that of a
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prune or plum to that of the large

squash or an average-sized pumpkin.
The scientific name for muskmelon is

Cucumis melo.

The scientific name for the water-

melon is Citrullus tmlgaris.

They belong to the same order but

different genera.

The fruit of the muskmelon is variable

in external appearance as well as in

flavor and color of the flesh. It may be

round, oval, spindle-shaped, netted or

smooth-skinned, ribbed or furrowed,

whitish, green, yellow or orange when
ripe; scented or scentless, sweet or in-

sipid.

The growing of muskmelons In the

United States is an important industry,

and the variety called cantaloup* is per-

* See article on Cantaloup Culture.

-'Tri^>^

Fig. 1. Variations in Types of Netted (iem Melons. .\ll are good quality but the lack of uni-
formity Is a disadvantage. 1, ideal Netting. This type of netting is iisually associated with
high quality.
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haps of greater eoniineroial viilue than

the other varieties. In some states there

is no distinction made between the

names muslcmelon and cantaloup, both

varieties being called by the same name.

In others there is a marked distinction,

especially by dealers who use both terms

as distinctively as they would use plums

and prunes.

If the cantaloup or muskmelon is

planted early in the spring, the fruit is

generally ready for market by Septem-

ber and may be sold at reasonable profits

until late in the autumn. They need

about the same treatment as pumpkins,

squashes and other trailing vines, but

because they are more delicate in flesh

and flavor, are generally given more
care in picking, crating and marketing.

Muskmelon fulture in the North

Only about one-third as much land is

devoted to muskmelon* culture in the

United States as to watermelons, but

the area devoted to it is rapidly increas-

ing. Owing to its smaller growth it is

more easily and successfully grown in

northern localities than the watermelon.

The states of largest production are

widely scattered. New Jersey leads in

acreage, followed by Texas, Illinois, In-

diana, Maryland, Virginia, Arkansas and

Colorado. A number of the experiment

stations have published bulletins dealing

with the culture of muskmelons. * * *

In a bulletin of the New York Cornell

Station J. Craig gives an account of the

methods followed by successful farmers

in Niagara county. New York, in the

culture of muskmelons.

Muskmelon growers in that county se-

cure their early melons by starting the

plants either in the hotbed or green-

house late in April or early in May and
transplanting to the open field when
all danger from frost is past, usually

during the third or fourth week in May.

For this early crop the seeds are sown
in bottomless boxes, like berry boxes.

• The term "muskmelon" Is lipii* used In a
wide or generic sense, to Include not imly the
furrowed, hard-rlnd melons known as "canta-
loupes." hilt also the netted, softer i-Ind kinds
known as "nutmee" or "netted" melons. Tlie
term "cantaloup" Is thus confined to a par-
ticular class of muskmelons.

made for the purpose, and about three

inches square and four inches deep. A
wad of well-rotted barnyard manure is

pressed in the bottom of these boxes,

which are then filled with light garden

loam well packed down. About five

seeds are sown in each box. The seeds

are covered by sifting soil over them
and the usual attention given to water-

ing and heat. The temperature of the

plant house is kept at about 85 degrees

F. in the daytime and 60 degrees to 70

degrees at night. Should the "damping
off" fungus threaten it is kept in check

by free ventilation, careful watering,

keeping the heat up during cloudy pe-

riods, and by spraying the plants with

a solution of potassium sulphid, using

about one ounce of the sulphid dissolved

in three gallons of water.

As a result of a test of a large number
of varieties of muskmelons the New
Hampshire Station recommends the fol-

lowing for cultures in that state: Gem
type—Oval Netted Gem, Golden Netted

Gem, Netted Gem, Rose Gem, Paul Rose

and Emerald Gem. Medium type—Extra

Early Hackensack, Kinsman Queen, Sat-

isfaction, Chicago Nutmeg, Improved

.lenny, New White .Tapan, Nectar of Angels,

Kinsman Queen, Extra Early Cantaloup

and Acme. Large long type—Granite

State, Long Yellow and Improved Canta-

loup. In a more recent bulletin Profes-

sor Rane recommends the following va-

rieties for garden culture in New Hamp-
shire: Emerald Gem, Rockyford or

Netted Gem, Montreal and Long Yellow.

The New York Cornell Station states

that on Long Island and about New
York City, Emerald Gem is probably the

most popular variety, with Hackensack

a close second. In Western New York

Netted Gem is the leading variety, fol-

lowed closely by Paul Rose and Surprise.

At the experiment station Osage was

one of the best melons tested.

Emerald Gem produces fruits of small

size (from 1 to 2 pounds). These have

flattened ends, are shallow ribbed and

lightly netted, and the flesh is salmon

colored. Rockyford or Netted Gem pro-

duces melons of about the same size and
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weight as Emerald Gem. They are oval

shaped, shallow ribbed, netted and green

fleshed. Paul Rose is an early variety

belonging to this class, but has salmon-

colored flesh. Montreal produces a me-

dium-sized (3 to 6 pounds), oval-shaped,

shallow-ribbed, netted and green-fleshed

melon. Long Yellow produces a large

(over 6 pounds) melon, which is long-

shaped (two to three times as long as

broad), deep-ribbed, lightly netted, with

salmon-colored flesh. It belongs to the

true cantaloup class and is a mid-season

variety. Hackensack is also a true

cantaloup. Its fruits are of medium size

(3 to 6 pounds), flattened at the ends,

prominently netted and have green-col-

ored flesh. Surprise belongs to the same
class as Hackensack, but has salmon-

colored flesh. It is a late variety. Osage

produces medium-sized (3 to 6 pounds)

oblong melons, which are shallovy ribbed,

very nearly smooth or slightly netted

and have a salmon-colored flesh. It is a

mid-season variety and fruits over a

long period.

Handling the Crop

Even if a standard variety of melon
is grown and standard packages em-
ployed, unless the melons are handled
in such a way as to reach the market
in a condition acceptable to the trade,

the best results in prices and profits

cannot be secured. The methods em-
ployed in the picking, grading and pack-

ing of the melons have an important

influence upon their condition and ap-

pearance when they reach the market.

John W. Llotd,

TTi-fiana. Til.

Oreanizafinn of the Workine Force

Since the entire melon patch must be

picked over each day, and since the

melons must be shipped the day they

are picked, it is essential that a larger

force of workmen be maintained than

would seem necessary to handle the crop

early in the season when the picking is

light. It invariably happens that at

some time during the season the melons
ripen very rapidly, so that a patch which
has been yielding 50 to 75 baskets per
day may suddenly produce over two

hundred; and unless the grower is pre-

pared for such an emergency, some day
he will have more melons than he can
handle and will lose a large quantity on
account of over-ripeness. To be pre-
pared to handle the heavy pickings, the
working force must be thoroughly or-

ganized early in the season, and while
there is plenty of time, each person
trained for his particular duty, so that
when the inevitable rush does come the
entire force will be able to work at its

maximum capacity.

The number of workmen needed would
depend upon the size of the plantation
and the quantity of melons to be
handled. Ten persons can easily pick
and pack 200 baskets of melons in a
half day and do the work in a proper
manner, provided the force has been
well organized and trained, a suitable
packing shed constructed and other facil-

ities provided. The distribution of these
workmen would be about as follows:

Five pickers who stay in the patch and
merely carry their filled baskets to the
end of the row or to a driveway through
the patch if the plantation is wide; one
man to carry or haul the filled baskets
to the shed and keep the pickers sup-
plied with empty baskets; one sorter or
grader who holds the most responsible
position on the force and must be an
expert judge of melons; two packers, and
one boy to put on covers and stencil

the packages ready for shipment.
With such a force in operation the

melons are removed to the shade of the
shed immediately after picking and are
handled directly from the picking bas-

kets to the packing table as they are
sorted so that they suffer no injury from
repeated handling. A supply of empty
baskets for the packers is kept under
the packing table where they are within
easy reach. The packer sets his filled

baskets on the ground behind him where
the "lidder" puts on the covers and sten-

cils and then stacks the baskets at the

back of the shed.

Picking:

There is considerable difference of

opinion as to the exact stage of ma-
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turity at which nioUins should bo picked

for shipment. If allowed to become too

ripe before picking tliey become soft by

the time they reach the market and

often must be sacrificed in order to effect

an immediate sale. If picked too green

the melons reach market in firm condi-

tion, but are lacking in llavor, and are

not desired by the best trade. It is a

nice point to pick melons at '
such a de-

gree of ripeness that they will reach the

market in firm condition, and yet pos-

sess the requisite flavor. The farther

from market the melons are pro-

duced the less mature they must be

when picked. Furthermore, the rapidity

of softening after picking varies with

the temperature to which the melons are

subjected. The cooler they can be kept

after picking the longer they can be al-

lowed to remain on the vines and the

better flavor they will have. It is, there-

fore, essential that the melons be placed

in the shade as soon as possible after

picking and be kept shaded until they

are loader! into the car. For the same

reason riper melons can be shipped un-

der refrigeration than in ventilated cars.

It is also true that melons shipped dur-

ing excessively hot weather, unless under

refrigeration, will soften more rapidly

than those shipped during cooler

weather. The condition of the vines and

the rapidity of ripening of the melons in

the field will also have a bearing upon

the stage of maturity at which they

should be picked. Early in the shipping

season, when the vines are in full vigor

and the melons ripening slowly, the

fruits may safely be left upon the vines

until more mature than would be safe

later in the season when the plants have

become somewhat weakened, or, by rea-

son of excessive heat, the melons are

ripening very rapidly. Melons should

not be picked at the same degree of ma-

turity under different conditions of ri-

pening, methods of transportation and

distances from market.

While it is true that no rule can be

given for picking melons that will apply

under all conditions, and that the grower

must exercise judgment in reference to

eacji day's picking, the ideal will be

attained when the conditions are such

that the melons will reach the market

in the best condition it picked as soon

as the fruit will part readily from the

stem when the latter is pressed with

the thumb or finger. There is a tendency

among some growers to pick consider-

ably before this point has been reached

in order to run no risk of the melons

becoming soft in transit. In fact, some
growers make a practice of picking the

melons before a crack appears about the

stem or any change of color takes place,

even on the under side of the fruit.

Grading

That proper grading results in the se-

curing of better prices than indiscrimi-

nate packing is evidenced by the ex-

I)erience of certain growers who have

departed from the usual custom and

practice a regular system of grading

whereby three distinct grades of mar-

ketable melons are made and shipped

under three different brands. Such a

system of grading and branding makes

it possible for the commission man to

place the different grades with the dif-

ferent classes of trade instead of being

obliged to sell the entire shipment as

ungraded stock to undiscriminating pur-

chasers. As a result the best grade often

brings double the price of ungraded

stock on the same market, while the

lowest grade usually sells for practically

the same as ungraded stock, so that the

excess in price received for the higher

grades is practically all clear gain as a

result of grading.

The quality of a melon is the primary

factor which determines its grade,

though size and condition are also to be

considered. Extremely high quality and

uniformity in size and condition are

essential in the making of a fancy grade.

The size must also be normal and the

packing perfect. The No. 1 grade should

be of nearly as high quality as the fancy

grade, but may include odd sizes, though

the different specimens in a given pack-

age should be fairly uniform in size.

This grade may include melons too large

or too small for the fancy grade. The
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No. 2 grade should consist of the balance

of the salable melons. These should be

of fair quality and far superior to the

flavorless culls sometimes shipped by

unscrupulous growers.

There is a close relation between the

amount and character of netting and the

quality of a melon, so that after a little

experience it is possible to grade melons

with extreme accuracy as to quality on

the basis of netting. As a rule the denser

and more fully developed the netting

the better the quality of the melon. The

netting should stand out like whip-cords

on melons graded as fancy stocl^. Well-

netted melons in which the netting is

not quite so prominent, together with

off-sizes of the best-netted melons, may
be graded as No. 1. Specimens with still

less netting, but in which the netting is

fairly well developed, may be graded as

No. 2. The extent to which the netting

is developed is more important than the

absolute amount of netting in determin-

ing whether a given specimen shall be

graded as a No. 2 or a cull. Melons in

which the netting is very poorly devel-

oped, as well as those without any net-

ting, should be classed as culls. Cracked

and over-ripe specimens must be graded

as culls even though of fine quality, for

they would be likely to spoil before

reaching the consumer.

The above considerations refer to the

grading of melons from a plantation in

which the vines are in a normal and

vigorous condition. As the season ad-

vances and the vines become somewhat
weakened, more and more severe grad-

ing must be practiced, until finally it

may become necessary to eliminate the

No. 1 and fancy grades and sUip only

No. 2 stock. This stock will be much
better netted than that shipped under

the same brand earlier in the season on

account of the more severe grading, and
should be of fully as good quality. All

through the shipping season a few mel-

ons should be cut and tasted each day,

so that the basis of grading may be

changed as the conditions warrant. In

this way only can the grower be cer-

tain that he is shipping the same quality

of melon under the same brand through-

out the season.

Packing

While the grading of melons as to

quality is of extreme importance, the

full benefit of such grading cannot be

secured unless methods of packing are

employed which will enable the melons

to present an attractive appearance upon

the market. This means that the melons

in a given package must be fairly uni-

form in size, arranged in an attractive

manner and so packed that each speci-

men will remain in the exact position

where it was placed by the packer. The

packing must be tight and yet the mel-

ons not bruised by being jammed into

place.

Considerable difficulty is sometimes

experienced by growers in packing mel-

ons of different sizes. Much of this dif-

ficulty can be avoided by grading the

melons according to size as well as qual-

ity, and adopting different styles of pack

to accommodate the different sizes. If

this is done nearly all sizes of Gem mel-

ons can readily be packed In climax

baskets.

Since the basket is larger at the top

than at the bottom two distinct sizes of

melon must be used in the packing of

each basket, though the difference be-

tween these two sizes should be as slight

as is consistent with tight packing and

the handling of the entire crop. The

melons in each layer should be as uni-

form as possible in size and shape.

Fabian Garcia,

Santa Fe. N. M.

MOIVTBEAL M.4RKET MUSKMELON
This highly remunerative variety is

grown almost wholly in a small territory

near Montreal, Canada While the returns

to growers have been phenomenal, the

cost and diflRculty of raising them has

deterred possible growers in other sec-

tions. Gross incomes of from $1,500 to

$2,500 per acre are reported, the Boston

and New York markets taking the bulk

of the melons.

They are started in liotbeds and grown
in cold frames until the first melons have

reached full growth, when the cold frames
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Fig. 1. Mont

are removed. They must be handled with

extreme care, the vines sprayed often

against fungi and red spider and the

melons turned frequently and placed upon

shingles to keep them from the ground.

Investigation and experiments covering

four years led Wm. Stuart of the Bureau

of Plant Industry to conclude:

That the Montreal Market muskmelon
may be successfully grown in the north-

eastern states, provided the crop is han-

dled as skillfully and intelligently as it

is by the Montreal grower.

That the demand exceeds the supply.

That though a costly crop to grow,

sales prices are so high that the enter-

prise when successful is a highly remu-

nerative one.

References
Vermont Experiment Station Bulletin

169.

Vermont Experiment Station, Report

20, 1908.

DISEASES AM) PESTS OF
3n'SK3rEL(»>

The muskmelon is attacked by the same
diseases and pests as other cucurbitous

crops. See under Cantaloup Di.icases and
Pests, Cucumber. Watermelon, Squash,

Etc.

Mustard
The large leaves at the base of the

mustard are sometimes used for greens

in the spring. fSee Greens.) Mustard
seeds itself and often comes up in the

real Muskmelon.

following spring. Some of the Oriental

species have an edible turnip-Iilie root. If

jilanted for greens they should be sowed

in drills a foot or more apart.

MUSTARD DISEASES AND PESTS
Mustard is attacked by much the same

diseases and pests as cabbage, turnips,

garden cress and other cruciferae, q. v.

RIaek Rot

Mustard plants of all species are liable

to be attacked by black rot, and if per-

mitted to grow as weeds in fields devoted

to cabbage growing will carry the

black rot trouble through the rotations

in spite of the grower's other efforts. Let

no mustard weeds survive in such rota-

tions.

Nebraska

Nebraska is a part of the great central

|)Iain and is drained by tributaries to the

Missouri and Platte rivers. A part of

the state lies in that region known as

the Bad Lands, which extends down from

South Dakota and is of very little value,

except where irrigation is possible from

the rivers or from artesian wells.

The soil for the main part is fertile,

and corn, wheat, oats and hay are the

princii)al crops. The portion of the state

best adapted to horticulture is the south-

eastern part. This is due to the fact that

the surface is broken, furnishing suffi-

cient air drainage. There is in this part

of the state, too, the largest amount of
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rainfall, reaching an average of about

thirty inches per annum, while the rain-

fall in the Bad Land region is not more

than fifteen inches.

The principal fruit is the apple, but the

hardier kinds of plums, cherries, peaches

and small fruits are grown.

The number of bearing apple trees for

the whole state is estimated to be 2,937,-

178; peaches and nectarines, 1,188.373;

pears, 59,285; plums and prunes, 351,321;

cherries, 494,468; grapes, 1,221,736 vines;

small fruits, 1,411 acres.

The counties producing the largest

quantity of apples are: Cass, 143,302;

Gage, 132,944; Lancaster, 127.859; Nema-
ha, 150,516; Otoe, 157,035; Richardson,

175,179; Sanders, 110,124; Valley, 100,603.

All of these counties, except Valley, are

in the southeastern part of the state. Val-

ley county is near the central part and
drained by the Loup river.

Granville Lowtheb

Frost and Precipitation in Nebraska

Station

Frost

Average Date of

First
Killing in

Autumn

Last
in

Spring

Date of

First
in

Autumn

Last
in

Spring

Precipitation

Annual
inches

Hay Springs
Valentine. .

.

Lynch
Oakdale. . .

.

Tekamah . . .

Kimball ....

N. Platte.. .

Ansley
Genoa
David City

.

Omaha
Imperial. . .

.

Beaver City
Hebron ....

Lincoln
Auburn

Sept. 21

Sept. 16
Sept. 24
Sept. 22
Sept. 27

Sept. 18

Sept. 20
Sept. 20
Sept. 24
Oct. 5
Oct. 12

Sept. 28
Sept. 29
Sept. 30
Oct. 8
Sent. 26

May 16

May 9
May 3
May 1

Apr. 26
May 15

May 9

May 8
May 3

Apr. 17

Apr. 15

May 4
May 5
Apr. 30
Apr. 18

Apr. 23

Sept. 6
Sept. 12

Sept. 12
Sept. 11

Sept. 13

Sept. 5

Sept. 10
Sept. 5

Sept. 2

Sept. 12

Sept. 18

Sept. 7
Sept. 12

Sept. 12
Sept. 12

Sept. 13

June 21

June 21
May 26
May 24
May 22
June 5

May 23
May 28
May 27
May 5

May 19
May 26
May 26
May 26
May 7

May 12

19.5
19.3
23.1
24.1
32.0
14.9
18.0
23.0
27.7
28.8
30.8
19.2
21.3
28.9
27.7
35.7

Production of Fruits in Nebraska

Small fruits: 1909 and 1899. The following table shows data with regard to small

fruits on farms:

CROP
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Slrawberries are the most inipoi-tanl of

the small fruits raised in Nebraska, with

blackberries and dewberries ranking

next. The total acreage ot small fruits

in 1909 was 1,411 and in 1899, 1.171, an

increase of 20.5 per cent. The production

in 1909 was 1,594,000 quarts, as compared

with 1,212,000 quarts in 1899, and the

value $159,000, as compared with $98,000.

Orchard fruits, grapes, nuts, and tropi-

cal fruits: 1909 and 1899. The next table

presents data with regard to orchard

fruits, grapes, nuts, and tropical fruits.

The acreage devoted to these products

was not ascertained. In comparing one

year with the other the number of trees

or vines ot bearing age is on the whole

a better index of the general changes or

tendencies than the quantity of product.

but the censuses of 1910 and 1900 are

not closely comparable, and the product

is therefore compared, although varia-

tions may be due largely to temporarily

favorable or unfavorable climatic condi-

tions.

Tlii^ total quantity ol' orchard fruits

produced in 1909 was 3,572,000 bushels,

valued at $1,932,000. Apples contributed

more than nine-tenths of this quantity,

peaches and nectarines and cherries most

of the remainder. The production of

grapes in 1909 amounted to 4,752,000

pounds, valued at $137,000, and that of

nuts 384,000 pounds, valued at $9,000.

Most of the nuts were black walnuts.

The production of all orchard fruits to-

gether in 1909 was 145.3 per cent greater

in quantity than in 1899, and the pro-

duction of grapes also increased. The
total value of orchard fruits increased

from $685,000 in 1899 to $1,932,000 in

1909, and that of grapes from $75,000 in

1899 to $137,000 in 1909. It should be

noted in this connection that the values

for 1899 include the value of more ad-

vanced products derived from orchard

fruits or grapes, such as cider, vinegar,

dried fruits, and the like, and may there-

fore involve some duplication, while the

values shown for 1909 relate only to the

products in their original condition.
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PRODUCT
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few orchards large enough to be con-

sidered from a commercial standpoint,

but the innumerable small home orchards

producing the very best quality of fruit

suggest that much larger plantings might

be profitably undertaken.

Owing to the great diversity of clim-

ate-ranging from a few degrees of frost

toward the southern boundary near the

Colorado river to 40 degrees below zero in

the extreme north or on some of the cen-

tral desert plains, the state must be di-

vided into several more or less distinct

sections. These sections we will des-

ignate as:

1. The Sierra section.

2. The Humboldt River section.

3. The Southern or semi-tropical sec-

tion.

Outside of these will be found scatter-

ed ranches 50 or more miles from the

railroad, many of which have small or-

chards from one to four acres which pro-

duce most excellent fruit for local con-

sumption.

The Sierra Section

This section includes the land ly-

ing along the east side of the Sierra

Nevada mountains, including the Truckee

valley and those of Pleasant. Washoe,

Eagle, and Carson valleys to the south.

All of these have excellent railroad trans-

portation facilities. For convenience, al-

though farther inland, we will include

the land under the government reclam-

ation project known as the Truckee-Car-

son Project, with Mason and Smith val-

leys to the south

The section receives its water supply

for irrigation purposes from the Truckee,

Carson and Walker rivers, and from
numerous smaller local mountain streams.

In the Truckee valley nestles the thriv-

ing city of Reno. Almost every farm
has some land planted out to fruit. In

no case, however, does the amount of

land devoted to fruit exceed ten acres

and in every instance the crop is raised

as a subsidiary product of the farm.

As would naturally be expected, the or-

chards locatfd on the foothills above the

general level of the valley have more
success In escaping numerous and some-

times severe frosts. In the foothill reg-

ion a full crop may be relied upon with-

out smudging about once in three years,

while in the lower parts of the valley a

good crop is secured about once in every

five years.

Orchard heating has only recently

been investigated here, but it bids fair

to change the present uncertain con-

dition of an annual crop. The uncertain-

ty of the crop has made it difficult to

establish a permanent market. The mar-

ket has been a local one and little or

no grading or wrapping or packing of

apples has been carried on. Consequent-

ly the growers find it difficult to compete

with the selected, packed and wrapped

apples from California and the North-

west except at greatly reduced prices.

The farmers are usually too busy with

the other features of their ranches to

give the orchard the necessary prun-

ing, spraying, and cultivation as it is

conducted where fruit growing occupies

the entire attention of the grower.

Raspberries are grown to a consider-

able extent and find a ready local mar-

ket. Usually, however, the patches do

not exceed an acre, though it can be re-

lied upon as a sure and profitable crop.

Peaches, plums, pears, blackberries and

cherries are grown to some extent, but

not extensively enough to be considered

commercially.

It is of interest to note that there are

now no well-established nurseries in the

state, the supply coming almost entirely

through agents from many different

states. The valleys to the south are

more favorably located for the growing

of fruit because of their close proxim-

ity to the timbered Sierra Nevada moun-

tains. In particular we might mention

the Washoe valley, where Mr. Ross Lew-

ers, of Franktown, has grown the very

best quality of apples successfully for

over 50 years without smudging. These

old trees still produce good crops. The
farm has about 40 acres in fruit. There

is not much vacant land in the valley

but a great deal that is now used for gen-

eral farm crops and pasture might prof-

itably be planted to fruit. Farmers who
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are hay and stock growers are loath to

rhange to a business that they know
and care little about. Mr. Lewers is

the only fruit grower in the state that

I know of who grades and packs his

apples. All the fruit raised is of excel-

lent quality and superb in coloring. The
soil is a rich black granite loam abund-

antly supplied with potash. Forty-two

varieties are to be found in the orchard.

Of these, Wagener, Jonathan, New-

town Pippin, White and Blue Pearmain,

Pewankee, Smith Cider, Winesap and

York Imperial are his chief market va-

rieties. The variety Baldwin in this lo-

cality is subject to black spot, both in

the fruit and limbs.

Pears

There are only a few trees including

the following varieties: Bartlett, Gloux

Marceau, Seckel, Sugar, Flemish Beau-

ty, Duchess of Anjouleme. and Winter

Nelis.

Plums, prunes, cherries and peaches

are not grown extensively enough to be

considered commercially. Grapes seldom

produce fruit, the variety Isabella is the

most promising.

There are no extensive plantings of

any one variety of apples throughout the

entire Sierra section, but the number of

varieties represented is unusually large.

The varieties that might be recom-

mended for planting where little or no

smudging is carried on are Rome Beau-

ty, Ben Davis, Ralls, Jonathan and York
Imperial.

A small collection of apples from the

Truckee valley were exhibited at the

New York State College of Agriculture

exhibit in November, 1912. The follow-

ing received prizes: Beach, Collins,

Chicago, Walbridge, White Pearmain,

Willow Twig, Hoover,- Green Newtown
and Smith Cider.

The Humholdt River Section

This includes the valleys lying on the

east and west side of a high range of

mountains extending for about 100 miles

north and south in the eastern part of the

state, the Ruby or East Humboldt moun-
tains. The Humboldt river with its tribu-

taries supplies water to ranches extend-

ing over a territory of 300 miles or more.

There are numerous small orchards in

this section which produce fruit more or

less irregularly but definite information

regarding them is not at hand. The ma-

jority of them are simply planted and af-

ter that left to care for themselves. The
numerous canyons coming down from
these mountains furnish at their mouths
excellent soil as well as good atmos-

pheric drainage and water, and when in-

vestigated may prove excellent localities

for fruit growing. Land is plentiful and
can be secured at a very reasonable figure.

In both the Sierra and Humboldt sec-

tions the water right is secured at the

time of purchasing the land and is pertin-

ent to it.

The Southern and Semi-tropical Section

In this section we include the south-

ern part of the state as represented in

Nye, Lincoln and Clark counties. The
truly semi-tropical part of the section is

located in Clark county, which is the

southern half of what was until a few
years ago part of Lincoln county. The
chief horticultural districts are in the

Muddy or Moapa valley, and in the Las
Vegas, Pahrump and Pahranagat valleys.

The soil of the Moapa valley is capable of

producing large crops of alfalfa, grains,

vegetables and fruits. A branch rail-

road through the valley connects with
the transcontinental line from Los An-
geles to Salt Lake.

The water in the lower valley is con-

trolled by a co-operative corporation.

The claimants assigned to the Moapa^Ir-
rigation Company all water rights and
received shares in proportion to water
turned in, also forfeiting all rights of

priority. The water is divided into pre-

ferred and common stock. A share of

preferred stock entitles the holder to

three acre-feet of water from May 1st to

October 1st, and one-half acre-foot per

month for the remaining seven months,
October 1st to May 1st. The preferred

stock has preference over common stock

during the time they both draw water.

The assessments are limited by the stock-

holders and made to cover all expenses.
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such as ditch, repairs, water develop-

ment, etc. Preferred stock is very dif-

ficult to secure at the present time and

is valued at $100 per share. There is

still a large amount of land lying idle,

largely on account of the owners having

no preferred stock. Much of this land

could be utilized by the use of common
stock and moisture conservation methods

for the remainder of the year.

The climate may be considered as one

of hot summers and delightful winters.

The dryness of the atmosphere prevents

any feeling of depression and permits of

farm operations at all times. There is

no snow and the annual rainfall ranges

from seven to eight inches. Fall frosts

are encountered between October 20 and

November 20 with fair regularity. Harm-

ful spring frosts are little known, none

occuring after the middle of March.

General farming has been the practice

until a few years ago because of the lack

of transportation facilities. A great

change has taken place within a few

years and higher priced products, both

fruit and vegetables, are being raised ex-

tensively and successfully.

The land is well adapted to the rais-

ing of asparagus. Tomatoes grow pro-

fusely and if a canning factory is estab-

lished will be a leading industry. To a

similar extent lettuce, peas, onions, po-

tatoes, and all kinds of vegetables are

raised for the spring markets. Sweet

potatoes thrive in red sandy lands.

Among the fruits, apples, pears,

peaches, nectarines, almonds, figs, pome-

granates, plums and prunes, have proven

with many years of experience on small

tracts to produce good crops.

The Thompson's seedless grape flour-

ishes and at ISunktu'ville it is now the

leading industry. Table grapes have been

grown but the lack of market some years

ago discouraged the growers. The canta-

loup industry is well established, many
carloads being shipped every season.

Peanuts grow readily, orange and lemon
trees are frequently killed to the gi-ound

during the winter. English walnuts

seem to require more humidity. Pecans

and olives are in the experimental stage.

The Las Vegas valley, in which is sit-

uated the thriving railroad town of Las
Vegas, is an immense valley. Here water

for agricultural purposes can be secured

from artesian wells. The climate is sim-

ilar to that of the Moapa valley but the

plantings of fruit are yet limited.

Southern Nevada offers many oppor-

tunities to those interested in the grow-

ing of fruit and vegetables. Land can

be procured now at the ordinary prices

for irrigable farm lands. Eventually

farms will be selling at the high prices

now prevailing in Southern California

and the Hood River valley, Oregon.

Conclusion
In conclusion we may state that def-

inite information on Nevada horticul-

ture, as to the number of acres planted to

fruit trees and the area in bearing is

not known by anyone at the present time.

A movement is now being urged by the

Agricultural College of the University of

Nevada for an appropriation to make a

horticultural survey of the state so that

the conditions may be better known and

the amount of land available that might

be offered to homeseekers desirous of

engaging in horticultural pursuits.

t^niversity of Nevada, Iteno. February 12,
1 013.
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the railways. Moreover, people had not

become accustomed to using apples, for

fruit was then considered an unnecessary

article of diet.

Following this apparent overproduc-

tion of fruit, and with the opening up of

large tracts of farm land in the West,

came a general decline in land values,

causing heavy losses both to landown-

ers and banking houses. The apple

growers became discouraged and many of

them abandoned their farms and went

West to take up land and to follow grain

growing.

Of those who remained in the East,

many cut down their orchards entirely,

and others allowed them to remain with

a hope that even without attention, they

might produce enough to supply the fam-

ily with fruit and cider. In this way the

apple orchards came to be a side issue,

or an adjunct to the regular farm system.

With the development of the fruit in-

terests, the destructive action of injuri-

ous insects and of fungous diseases be-

came relatively more pronounced. Ap-

ple scab suddenly became a serious pest,

the codling moth became more abundant,

the canker worm periodically worked de-

struction, and finally the San Jose scale

made its appearance. The fruit growers

knew very little about insects or dis-

eases and still less about methods of

control. It is not surprising, in the face

of such obstacles, that so little progress

has been made in the growing of apples

on a commercial basis.

Present Conditions

Many of the orchards of the early days
are still in existence. In some of them,

live stock have been allowed to pasture.

In others, successive crops of hay have

been harvested and in these the soil

has become so depleted in fertility that

the trees are dying from starvation. In

still others, brush has been allowed to

grow up, and it is not an uncommon oc-

currence to find apple trees at regular or-

chard distances growing in the younger
forests. A few of the early planted or-

chards are being moderately well cared
for and are producing profitable crops.

Some may be profitably renovated and
others have passed the point of profitable

production and should be grubbed out.

Many of the old orchards are not well

situated, the early planting having fol-

lowed along the valleys. The few or-

chards on the higher levels invariably

produce fruit of better quality and ap-

pearance.

Neglected Orchards

The greatest hindrance to the apple

industry in New England today is the

presence of so many uncared for apple

trees. One of our prominent apple buy-

ers recently made the remark that it

would be a good thing for New England

if all apple trees within its borders were

"wiped out." That is, he believed that

in order to get rid of the worthless trees

we could afford to sacrifice all the good

ones. This is probably true, but we
would rather keep the good ones. The
advent of the San Jose scale in our New
England orchards was to many fruit

growers the "last straw," but, in the

opinion of the writer, it is on this little

insect that we must depend to destroy

these worthless trees. It is rapidly ac-

complishing this task, especially in

Connecticut, Massachusetts and Rhode
Island.

The apple will stand neglect probably

better than any other crop, and a tree

without any care will continue to bear

fruit for many years. A knowledge of

this fact on the part of the New England

farmers has been the cause of such whole-

sale neglect as is in evidence everywhere,

and is largely responsible for the present

condition of the industry. The farmer

has learned that corn and potatoes, if

not fertilized and cultivated, will fail,

and that cattle and hogs if not fed, will

immediately show the effect of neglect,

but the apple orchard he has come to

know will bring fair returns, even with-

out attention. A farmer in the neighbor-

hood of the college was asked recently

which crop on his farm paid him best.

He replied that his apple crop undoubt-

edly was his best-paying crop. Yet this

man is spending his energies raising corn

and hogs, and allowing a 30-acre apple
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orchard to be eaten up with canker

worms and to die from starvation.

The Effect of Insects and Diseases

Although the benefits ot spraying have

been repeatedly demonstrated, and al-

though so much has been written on the

subject, there are comparatively few

sprayed orchards in New Rnfjland. Even

the orchards that are said to be sprayed

are not thoroughly treated. The applica-

tions usually are not made at the proper

time and are not reiieated often enough,

and moreover, the spraying machinery in

common use is entirely inadequate for

thorough work. The codling moth has be-

come so abundant that seldom more than

ten per cent of the apples on an un-

sprayed tree escapes its ravages. The

apple maggot is becoming a serious pest.

The curculio is very destructive in many

localities. The injury from the aphis

or louse is more serious every year. The

canker worm, from time to time, com-

pletely defoliates the trees. The San

Jose scale is spreading rapidly and is

now well established in most parts of

New England. The apple scab, the rust,

and sooty blotch diseases are usually

present to a greater or less extent. Many

other insects and fungous pests of minor

importance are usually in evidence every

year.

The Disposal of Low-Clrade Fruit

The evaporating industry, which has

become such an important industry in the

apple sections of New York state, has

not developed in New England. Rela-

tively small quantities are used by the

canning trade and for the manufacture

of vinegar and beverages. The remaind-

er of the low-grade fruit, except some

of the very poorest, is sent to market

and enters Into competition with the

higher grades and at the same time seri-

ously affects the reputation of local fruit.

Any industry that will utilize the fruit

which is unsuitable for packing into

boxes or barrels should be encouraged.

Careless and Dishonest Packing

The manner in which apples are pre-

pared for market is of utmost importance

and the success of the Western growers is

largely due to their superior methods of

grading and packing. Their progress in

this direction has been greatly enhanced

by the careless and dishonest packing so

prevalent among the Eastern growers.

At the present time there is no recog-

nized system of grading among New
England growers; neither is there any

uniformity in the character of package.

The adoption of some form of voluntary

inspection and some uniform method of

packing, undoubtedly would be of value

in our efforts to regain the confidence

of the Eastern buyers and to develop a

reputation in foreign markets.

Specialization and Co-operation

Co-operation, also, in the hands of the

Western growers, has been a powerful fac-

tor in the way of securing suitable trans-

portation facilities and rational freight

rates. In the East co-operative methods

in fruit growing have received very little

attention, and their adoption there, under

present conditions, would be ot doubtful

value. When apple growing becomes a

specialized industry in any particular lo-

cality, the existence of a local co-opera-

tive association would be of value in the

way of reducing the cost of packages,

fertilizers, spraying materials and the

like, and possibly may become useful

from a marketing standpoint.

The Lack of Capital

Probably the greatest need of New Eng-

land agriculture at the present time is

capital. Banking houses and men of cap-

ital have lost confidence in New England

soil and are eagerly investing their capi-

tal in agricultural enterprises of the

West. This lack of confidence may be

attributed partially to the great losses

sustained by the depreciation of land

values a few decades ago. But the most

potent reason for the investor's change

of attitude was, undoubtedly, the lack

ot confidence displayed by the farmers

themselves. It is therefore the first duty

of the present-day fruit grower to prove

to the investor that there are still great

opportunities for investment in rural

New England. The use of demonstra-

tion orchards to show the possibilities of
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apple growing aufl to demonstrate to the

New England farmer the best methods

of management, would have a far-reach-

ing influence. If the Eastern grower
proves that he can grow apples of a high

grade and can put them on the market
in proper condition, it will not take long

for the investor to see the superior ad-

vantages for investment in New England.

From the foregoing remarks it is plain

that in the interests of the apple in-

dustry. New England needs to cut down
all her old, unprofitable and worthless ap-

ple trees; to renovate the best of her
existing orchards and to start new ones

on the higher elevations; to plant varie-

ties of high quality; to follow the most
approved methods of orchard manage-
ment; to adopt some system of inspec-

.
tion to insure honest and uniform pack-

ing; to employ modern and standard
packages; to devise some way of dis-

posing of her low-grade apples, without
bringing them into competition with the

better fruit; to adopt more business-like

methods in disposing of the marketable
fruit; and to bring the industry to such
a state that it will attract keen business
men and men of capital, and, most im-

portant of all, capital itself.

Outlook for Apple Growing in Jfew

£ii|y;laii(I

While apple growing throughout the
greater part of New England has for a
long time been on the decline, there now
seems to be a general awakening. Many
young orchards are being started and the
industry is attracting some intelligent

men and considerable capital. When
more people engage in apple growing and
when the business becomes the leading
industry in any section, the enterprise

will become more interesting and prof-

itable.

Favorable Soil and Climate

When we know that in New England
apples have been grown for more than
two centuries, and when we see the many
successful commercial orchards of to-

day, no further argument in favor of
soil and climatic conditions is necessary.
There is probably no other section of the

country that possesses such a variety of

soils and offers such a wide range of al-

titude and exposure. In view of the

peculiar adaptations of many of our va-

rieties of apples, this is an important
item. The yearly rainfall is sufficient to

render irrigation unnecessary, yet we
seldom fail to have enough clear weath-
er during the blossoming season to insure
adequate fertilization of the blossoms.
When proper attention is given to mat-
ters of site and exposure there is little

danger from late spring frosts. There
has been much said and written about
the "worn out soils" of New England.
With our better knowledge of soils we
have learned that any soil that was once
productive can be made so again and can
be made continuously productive by prop-
er methods of management. Some of the
soils of New England are so well suited
to apple growing, that for many years
they have been producing large crops of
handsome fruit without the addition of a
pound of fertilizer. Some soils are not
only producing large undeserved crops of
apples, but are supplying a large part,
if not all, of the hay used on the farm.
Such soils, however, cannot retain their
fertility much longer, without the addi-
tion of plant food to make up for that
removed by repeated cropping.

C. D. Jabvis,

Storrs, Conn.

New Hampshire
New Hampshire is comparatively unim-

portant from a horticultural standpoint
on account of the relatively small area
devoted to the culture of fruits. Apples,
however, are produced to a considerable
extent.

The soils of New Hampshire are com-
paratively fertile in the valleys, but the
highlands are rough, rugged and moun-
tainous. The presence of boulders and
the uneven surface, prevent the use of
machinery to any very large extent.

The total number of acres in small
fruits in 1910 is estimated to be 618,

in 1900, 730. Of this amount, 310 acres
were in strawberries and 109 acres in

cranberries. Of other orchard fruits the
total number of trees of bearing age
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was 1,368,937; and of this number 1,240,-

885 were apples; showing that peaches,

pears, cherries and other fruits, were

practically negligible.

For additional information on OiiciiAUD

Sites and Soil, see Selection of Site

under Ai)i>te Orchanl.

Small fruits: 1909 and 1S99. The next

table shows data with regard to small

fruits on farms.

Strawberries are by far the most im-

portant of the small fruits grown in

New Hampshire, with the raspberries and
loganberries ranlving next. The total

acreage of small fruits in 1909 was 618,

and in 1899, 730, a decrease of 15.3 per

cent. The production in 1909 was 998,-

000 quarts, as compared with 1,230,000

quarts in 1899, and the value $107,000, as

compared with $117,000.

CROP
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The total quantity of orchard fruits

produced in 1909 was 1,165,000 bushels,

valued at $720,000. Apples constituted

over 95 per cent of this quantity; peaches

and nectarines and pears most of the re-

mainder. The production of grapes and

nuts was relatively unimportant. The

nuts consisted chiefly of butternuts.

The production of all orchard fruits

together in 1909 was 42.3 per cent less

in quantity than that in 1899, and there

was also a decrease in grapes. The
value of orchard fruits increased from

?708,000 in 1899 to $720,000 in 1909,

while that of grapes declined from $14,-

462 in 1899 to $10,926 in 1909. It should

be noted in this connection that the

values for 1899 include the value of

more advanced products derived from or-

chard fruits or grapes, such as cider,

vinegar, dried fruits, and the like, and

may therefore involve some duplication,

while the values shown for 1909 relate

only to the products in their original

condition.

The following table shows the quanti-

ties of the more advanced products manu-
factured by farmers from orchard fruits

and grapes. Values were not called for

on the schedule.

PRODUCT
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bearing age were estimated at 599,749,

while the peaches not of bearing age were

1,363,632, or more than twice that of

apples. This indicates a new stimulus

in the growing of peaches to which the

state is unquestionably well adapted.

The counties with more than 100,000

bearing apple trees are Burlington, 104,-

009; and Monmouth, 181,232. The coun-

ties with more than 100,000 bearing peach

trees are Monmouth, 111,536, and Hunter-

don, 309,476. There are in the state 8,-

648 acres devoted to strawberries. The

counties that are the heaviest producers

of strawberries are Atlantic, Burlington,

Camden, Cumberland, Gloucester and

Monmouth.
In the growing of cranberries. New

Jersey exceeds any state in the Union

with 9,030 acres of bearing shrubs. The

only state that approaches this area is

Massachusetts with 6,577 acres. Since

the whole area in the United States de-

voted to cranberries Is only 18,431 acres,

it will be seen that New Jersey has

nearly half as much land devoted to this

industry as all the other states combined.

Situated as it is on the Atlantic coast

and so near to New York, Philadelphia

and Baltimore, no other state has better

market facilities than New Jersey.

Arthur J. Parley, in *Apple-GrowJng in

New Jersey, says:

New Jersey has never enjoyed a na-

tional reputation for the production of

apples commercially. The last census

(1910) ranks the state as 45th in area,

11th in population and 23rd in the

amount of apples produced among the

states and territories of the United

States. At first thought it would seem

that New Jersey was not very well

adapted to the production of apples, but

when the area of the state is taken into

consideration it is clear that api)le grow-

ing is quite an important industry. The

large amount of high quality fruit that

is being grown in the state at the pres-

ent time is good evidence that the con-

ditions are suitable for commercial apple

production. There are several successful

• New .Tersev Expfrlmpnt Station, rirrulMr
No. .30.

orcliards of 200 acres iu the state and a

large number of smaller orchards that

are showing a liberal margin of profit.

Favorable soil and climatic conditions

for apple production exist in a consid-

erable portion of the state, evidence of

which is shown by the fruit of high

quality that is being produced by grow-

ers who practice modern orchard meth-

ods.

New Jersey apple growers are particu-

larly fortunate in being located within

easy shipping distance of such large

markets as Philadelphia, Newark, New
York and the seashore resorts. In addi-

tion to these large markets there are

many smaller towns and cities where the

demand for high-class apples far exceeds

the supply of locally grown fruit. The

reason for this can easily be seen by

comparing the population of the state

with the amount of fruit produced in the

state. Efficient railroad service, com-

bined with modern state and county

highways, make transportation rapid

and comparatively inexpensive.

The state of New Jersey offers a wide

range in altitude, topography and soil

conditions. The altitude ranges from

sea level, along the eastern and southern

boundaries of the state, to 1,800 feet in

the extreme northern portion. The aver-

age altitude is somewhat below 800 feet,

enough to give sufficient air drainage for

the production of healthy, vigorous apple

trees and high-quality fruit. That por-

tion of the state lying to the southeast

of a line drawn between Trenton and

New Brunswick is a coastal plain region

having a maximum altitude of 200 feet.

The northern portion of this plain is

quite rolling, while the southern portion

is comparatively flat. Along the coast

there are large areas of swamp and tide

marsh, unadapted to fruit growing. This

applies to the eastern portion of Atlantic,

Burlington and Ocean counties and to

various portions of Cape May county.

There are orchardists in the state who

have secured sufficient returns from the

sale of vegetable crops, grown between

their young apple trees, to pay for the

development and care of the orchanl until
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the trees came into profitable bearing.

This is a very important consideration

in the development of an apple orchard,

and should not be overlooked in select-

ing a location.

Varieties

The varieties recommended for New
Jersey are as follows: Yellow Trans-

parent, Williams, Duchess of Oldenburg,

Gravenstein, English Codlin, Nysack Pip-

pin, Starr, Maiden Blush, Fall Pippin,

Delicious, Rome Beauty, Stayman Wine-

sap, Baldwin and Paragon.

Some of the above varieties are only

profitable in certain sections of the state.

Baldwin, usually a winter apple, be-

comes a fall variety in the southern por-

tion of the state, and is recommended
for planting only in the central and

northern counties. Winesap, on the

other hand, is recommended for plant-

ing in the sandy loam soils, such as is

found in Glouster and Burlington coun-

ties.

For additional information on orchard

sites and soils, see Selection of a Site,

under Apple Orchard.

The conditions in New Jersey make
the production of summer and fall varie-

ties of apples quite profitable. There is

less competition in the apple market at

this time of the year owing to the fact

that most of the summer varieties will

not stand long shipment. This fact pre-

vents apples being shipped from the

West and South into the large Philadel-

phia and New York markets to compete

with the fruit grown in New Jersey and
otlier neighboring states. The increas-

ing demand for high-class fruit at the

various seashore resorts makes the sum-

mer apple particularly profitable in New
Jersey. The summer apple goes direct

from the orchard to the market without

any expense for storage and re-sorting,

thus making the expense of handling

much less than in the case of winter

apples. Gbanville Lowtheb

M.Tp Sbowing Number of Apple Trees in New
.Jersey.

Frost and Precipitation in New Jersey
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rroductiou of Fruits iu New Jersey

Oi'tharil fruits, grapes, nuts and tropi-

cal fruits: 1909 and 1899. The follow-

ing table presents data with regard to

orchard fruits, grapes, nuts and tropical

fruits. The acreage devoted to these

products was not ascertained. In com-

paring one year with the other the num-
ber of trees or vines of bearing age is

on the whole a better index of the gen-

eral changes or tendencies than tlie

quantity of product, but the data for the

censuses of 1910 and 1900 are not closely

comparable and the product is therefore

compared, although variations may be

due largely to temporarily favorable or

unfavorable climatic conditions.

The total quantity of orchard fruits

produced in 1909 was 2,372,000 bushels,

valued at $1,975,000. Apples contributed

nearly three-fifths of this quantity,

peaches and nectarines and pears most

of the remainder. The production of

grapes amounted to 6,501,000 pounds,

valued at $i;i3,000, while the production

of nuts and of tropical fruits was rela-

tively unimportant.

The production of all orchard fruits

together in 1909 was 61.5 per cent less

in quantity than that in 1899, while the

production of grapes increased. The
value of orchard fruits declined from

$2,595,000 in 1899 to $1,975,000 in 1909,

while that of grapes increased from $81,-

758 in 1899 to $132,957 in 1909.

It should be noted in this connection

that the values for 1899 include the value

of more advanced products derived from
orchard fruits or grapes, such as cider,

vinegar, dried fruits and the like, and
may therefore involve some duplication,

while the values shown for 1909 relate

only to the products in their original

condition.
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tance Is the peach. The peaches are best

adapted to the lower valley, and from

Mesilla large quaiUities are shipped to

the Eastern markets.

Apricots, plums, grapes, quinces and

pears do well in the different localities

suited to them.

Prof. Fabrian Garcia says:

*"New Mexico, though lying pretty well

south and frequently thought to be out

of the apple-growing belt, contains many

sections well adapted to apple culture.

Almost every county in the territory has

demonstrated this fact. A very impor-

tant factor governing apple culture in

New Mexico is water. If more water for

Irrigation purposes could be secured,

especially for high land, more apple or-

chards could be planted. Because of the

large area and great difference in alti-

tude a great variety of climatic and soil

conditions exist. The apple will grow in

any part of the territory where enough

moisture may be had for it, but the same

varieties may not be equally suited to all

of the apple growing districts; neither

can the same cultural methods or irriga-

tion practices always be applied.

The largest apple growing sections are

found in the larger valleys and in the

mountains where mountain streams can

be utilized for irrigation. Many of these

sections are comparatively new and

small, but there is no doubt that just as

soon as some of the many irrigation

schemes now under way are completed,

the apple-growing area of the territory

will be increaserl. The apple is undoubt-

edly the most important orchard fruit in

New Mexico and it is likely that it will

always be, because it can be shipped long

distances."

GRANVrLI-E LOWTIIKR

Varieties Adapted to Tfew Mexico

The question of recommending varie-

ties is always a difficult one, but judging

from the results at the station and from

observations made by the writer in the

territory and from reports of different

growers in New Mexico the following va-

rieties are given as being among the best

•New Mexico Experlmfnt Station liiilli-lln

No. la.

of those that have fruited. These have

been classified in groups for the different

sections or counties. The location of

these divisions may be found in figure 9.

These are the most important apple grow-

ing districts in the territory at present.

General Collection. Ben Davis, Gano,

Mammoth, Black Twig, Missouri Pippin,

Winesap, Rome Beauty, Jonathan, Grimes

Golden, W. W. Pearniain, Northern Spy,

Geniton, Arkansas Black. Black Ben

Davis, Maiden's Blush, Yellow Trans-

parent, Red Astrachan, Red June, and

Early Harvest.

Group I. Satisfactory varieties report-

ed from the Mimbres valley, in southwest-

ern New Mexico: Early—Red Astrachan,

Red June, and Early Harvest. Late

—

Black Ben Davis, Winesap, Delicious,

Paragon, and Arkansas Black.

Group II. Satisfactory varieties report-

ed from the Rio Grande valley from north

of Bernalillo to the Texas line. Early-

Maiden's Blush, Red June, Early Har-

vest, Yellow Transparent. Late—Ben

Davis, Arkansas Black, Missouri Pippin,

White Winter Pearmain, Mammoth Black

Twig, Winesap, and Jonathan.

Group III. Satisfactory varieties re-

ported from Otero county districts:

Early—Yellow Transparent. Late—Mam-
moth Black Twig, Ben Davis, Winesap,

W. Winter Pearmain, Jonathan, Arkansas

Black, and Rome Beauty.

Group IV. Satisfactory varieties re-

ported from the Lincoln county region:

Early—Maiden's Blush, Red June. Late

—Mammoth Black Twig, Winesap. W.

W. Pearmain, Geniton, and Northern Spy.

Group V. Satisfactory varieties re-

liorted from the Pecos valley: Early

—

Maiden's Blush, Yellow Transparent, Red

June, Early Harvest, and Strawberry.

Late—Ben Davis, Black Ben Davis, Mam-
moth Black Twig, Winesap, Jonathan,

Arkansas Black, Grimes Golden, and

Missouri Pippin.

Group VI. Satisfactory varieties re-

ported from Colfax county: Early^
Maiden's Blush and Early Harvest. Late

—Ben Davis, Jonathan, Northern Spy,

and Geniton.

Group VII. Satisfactory varieties re-
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ported from San Miguel county: Early

—

Maiden's Blush. Late—Ben Davis, and

Northern Spy.

Group VIII. Satisfactory varieties re-

ported from Santa Fe and Rio Arriba

counties; Early—Maiden's Blush, Early

Harvest, and Red June. Late—Ben

Davis, Winesap, Jonathan, Gano, Rome
Beauty, Mammoth Black Twig, Missouri

Pippin, Chenango, and Arkansas Black.

Group IX. Satisfactory varieties re-

ported from Taos county. Early—Early

Harvest, Strawberry, and Yellow Trans-

parent. Late—Ben Davis, Jonathan, W.
W. Pearmain, Rome Beauty, Stayman

Winesap and Limber Twig.

Group X. Satisfactory varieties re-

ported from San Juan county. Early

—

Red June and Maiden's Blush. Late—
Ben Davis, Winesap, Jonathan, Grimes

Golden, Rome Beauty, W. W. Pearmain
and Janet.

Group XI. Varieties most widely

grown in New Mexico. Early—Maiden's

Blush, Yellow Transparent, Red June
and Early Harvest. Late—Ben Davis,

Mammoth, Black Twig, Gano, Winesap,

Jonathan, W. W. Pearmain, Arkansas
Black, Rome Beauty and Missouri Pip-

pin.

Group XII. New varieties that are

giving satisfactory results wherever they

have been planted. Black Ben Davis,

Paragon, Delicious and Senator.

A great many of the newer varieties,

such as the Raspberry, Ingram, Cham-
pion, Red Akin, King David, Ben Hur,
Bismarck, Stayman Winesap, Stark,

Springdale, are now being planted in

New Mexico, but it is yet too early to

say anything definite about their adapt-
ability to this section.

Frosts and Precipitation in New Mexico
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The total production of small fruits in

New Mexico in 1909 was 76,532 quarts

and in 1899, 59,690, and the value was

$9,335 in 1909, as compared with $5,768

In 1899. The most important of the

small fruits in 1909 were strawberries.

Orchard fruits, grapes, nuts and tropi-

cal fruits: 1909 and 1S99. The follow-

ing table presents data with regard to

orchard fruits, grapes, nuts and tropical

fruits. The acreage devoted to these

products was not ascertained. In com-
paring one year with the other the num-
ber of trees or vines of bearing age is

on the whole a better index of the gen-

eral changes or tendencies than the

quantity of product, but the data for the

censuses of 1910 and 1900 are not close-

ly comparable, and the product is there-

fore compared, although variations may
be due largely to temporarily favorable

or unfavorable climatic conditions.
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does not say whether he thinks the soil

ot Long Island is naturally as fertile as

the soil of Holland, but evidently from

his report he thinks it can he made so.

In order to remedy this lack of product-

ivity, the Long Island Railroad Company
established, in 1905, an experiment station

that brought to the people such favor-

able results that the state is now estab-

lishing a station designed to accommodate

1,000 students.

The soils of this island consist of

stony loams, sandy loams and sands

along the glacial morains forming the

northern and central portions of the

high lands. Sloping from these morains

down to the sea level the soils are of

much the same character with a larger

percentage of sands as "glacial outwash."

All of these soils with proper treatment

are adapted to the growing of fruits and

vegetables, and being so near the mar-

kets are at an advantage as compared

with the sections of the country farther

away.

The best apple-growing counties are

Duchess, with 303,105 bearing trees;

Erie, 472,932; Genesee, 300,865; Monroe,

702,840; Ontario. 369,050; Orleans, 549,-

749; Wayne, 812,410. With the excep-

tion of Duchess, which is located in the

southeast, and Ontario, located in the cen-

tral west and affected by several small

lakes the largest of which are Seneca

and Canandaigua, the greatest apple-

growing counties are in the west and
northwest in a glacial soil or a part of

the old lake bed, with the climate tem-

pered by the waters of the lakes. The
greatest peach-growing districts are

Monroe and Niagara in the west with

339,375 and 591,350 trees respectively and

Ulster in the southeast near the Hudson
river with 313,350 bearing trees.

The greatest grape-growing sections

are the counties of Chautauqua with 15,-

782,646 vines; Erie, 1,141,278; Ontario, 1,-

831,644; Ulster, 1,969,301; Yates, 5,123,-

572.

The largest acreage of strawberries is

in the counties of Erie, 596, and Ulster,

895. Oswego had in the past the great-

est acreage of strawberries, but accord-

ing to the last census several other coun-

ties are ahead of it.

All of the hardy fruits can be grown in

New York, and, on account of its rela-

tion to waters that modify the atmos-

phere, some of the fruits that are of the

tender varieties are grown.

New York has sent out more litera-

ture on fruits than any other state in

the Union. Special mention should be

made of the book entitled the "Apples

of New York," and of the voluminous

writings of Professor L. H. Bailey, of

Cornell University, who has ably and
scientifically treated almost every phase

of the agricultural and horticultural

field. According to Professor Bailey, the

apple best adapted to New York is the

Baldwin, "and it has no close second."

The Northern Spy, Rhode Island Green-

ing and American Golden Russet, are im-

portant commercial varieties.

In the number of bearing fruit trees of

all kinds, Missouri stands first, California

second and New York third. In the value

of orchard crops, California is first and
New York second.

Granville Lowther

Orij^in and Dcveloinnent of Apple Culture

in !Vew York

We are indebted to S. A. Beach, N. O.

Booth and O. M. Taylor, horticulturists

of New York, in the "Apples of New
York," for the following history of ap-

ple culture in that state:

"The principal native fruits of New
York, in addition to the wild crab, are

the wild strawberries, red raspberries,

black raspberries, dewberries, blackber-

ries, elderberries, cranberries, huckle-

berries, blueberries, the beach plum along

the coast, the wild red or Canada plum

along the valley of the St. Lawrence, the

wild red or yellow plum of Central or

Southern New York, the fox grapes in the

eastern or southeastern part of the state,

the summer grape of the southern coun-

ties, and the river bank or frost grape

of general distribution. Improved varie-

ties of the native grapes and of many
of the small fruits are now extensively

grown both for home use and for the

market, but so far as New York state is
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concerned this does not hold true of any

01 the orchard fruits. Some of the na-

tive plums are cultivated in the north-

ern counties to a very limited extent,

but generally speaking, New York or-

chard fruits are all of old world spe-

cies.

Introduction of the Apple

"In view of the primitive character of

our native fruits, it is but natural that

when the Europeans began to form set-

tlements on this continent they should

bring their favorite fruits with them from

the old world. This they did. Some few

brought trees or scions of choice varie-

ties, but more followed the less expen-

sive plan of bringing seeds of selected

fruits to plant about their new homes
in America, just as their descendants of

recent times have continued to do when
leaving the older settlements of the

East to take up pioneer life along the

frontier of civilization.

"The introduction of the apple Into

New York, along with other old world

fruits began nearly 300 years ago. In the

following years at one time or another,

very many of the cultivated varieties of

Western Europe were brought here and

this importation has been kept up with

each succeeding generation till the pres-

ent time. In the earliest settlements

doubtless the first varieties which were

brought into New York were mostly

from Holland. Later some came from

France, Germany and other continental

countries and many from the British

Isles, either directly or through neigh-

boring colonies.

The Early Dissemination of (he .Vpjile

"When once the apple was introduced

its dissemination kept pace with the

progress of the settlement of the country.

In fact it was carried by Indians, trad-

ers and white missionaries far into the

wilderness beyond the uttermost white

settlements. Reports of General Sulli-

van's expedition in 1779 against the Cay-

ugas and Senecas, in describing the In-

dian villages which were then destroy-

ed, make frequent mention of peach and
apple orchards that were found bending
with fruit. Within sight of the Geneva

Experiment Station are tv/o very old ap-

ple trees, the only ones in this vicinity

now left of the many hundreds which
the Indians were growing in the clear-

ings about their town of Kanadesaga,

which was located there.

The Apple Now Grows ^M\A in New
York

"The apple is notably abundant along

fence rows and in hill pastures in South-

ern and Southeastern New York, and on

the Onondaga limestone formations in

Onondaga and Madison counties. Some
of these are superior to some of the cul-

tivated varieties now grown for com-

mercial purposes.

Primitive Orchards

"As the early settlements gradually ex-

tended back from the Atlantic coast reg-

ion, the pioneers who overspread the in-

terior of New York, hewing farms out of

the forest, planted around their new
homes apple seeds brought from the old-

er settlements or from Europe.

"In many parts of New York, espe-

cially in the eastern two-thirds of the

state, there are still seen portions of

the primitive seedling orchards varying

in age from 50 to 100 years, possibly

more. The old trees having outlived

their companions stand as silent remind-

ers of the stage coach, hand loom, spin-

ning wheel, the paring bee, and of the

time when the farmer generally consid-

ered his winter supplies incomplete un-

less there were several barrels of cider

stored in the cellar. Peter W. Yates

writing in 1803, says:

" 'The practice of grafting and inocu-

lating fruit trees in America is but of

modern date. It was introduced by Mr.

Prince, a native of New York, who erect-

ed a nursery in its neighborhood about

1760. But since the American Revolu-

tion, others have been instituted in this

and some other parts of the United

States. Mr. Livingstone has lately estab-

lished one, not far from the city of New
York, which can vie with some of the

most celebrated ones in Europe.'

"Although this idea that grafting and

budding were introduced into America
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by Mr. Pi-ince is based upon a misappre-

hension of the facts, Mr. Yates' state-

ments are of interest because they tend

to show that prior to the Revolutionary

war the planting of grafted trees from

the nursery was not common in the

vicinity of Albany, one of the oldest set-

tlements in the state. Taylor says: 'Cer-

tain it is that in 1647 the apple is rec-

orded as grafted on the wild stocks in

Virginia. Grafting was also practiced in

New England at an earlier date than

that recorded by Mr. Prince.'

foinmercial Orcliards

"The lievolopment of domestic and

foreign commerce in apples and apple

products such as dried apples, cider, ap-

ple brandy and vinegar, naturally first

assumed importance in New York in the

vicinity of New York city because this

was the metropolis and seaport. Speak-

ing of the beginning of the foreign trade

in this country in fruits, Taylor remarks:

'Trade in this fruit with the West Indies

probably developed early in the eigh-

teenth century, though we have no rec-

ord of shipments till 1741, when it is

stated apples were exported from New
England to the West Indies in consid-

erable abundance. No transatlantic ship-

ment has been disclosed earlier than that

of a package of Newtown Pippins of the

crop of 1758 sent to Benjamin Franklin
while in London. The sight and taste

of these brought to John Bartram. of

Philadelphia, an order for grafts of the

variety from Franklin's friend Collison,

who said of the fruit he ate: "What
comes from you are delicious fruit—if

our sun will ripen them to such perfec-

tion." Subsequently a considerable trade

must have resulted, for in 1773 it was
stated by the younger Collison that while

the English apple crop had failed that

year, American apples had been found
an admirable substitute, some of the

merchants having imported great quan-
tities of them.'

"Statistics are lacking until 1821, when
the total export of fruit under the treas-

ury statement consisted of 08,443 bushels

of apples valued at $39,660.

"It was not until after the first quar-

ter of the nineteenth century had passed
that commercial apple culture began to

be developed in New York to any consid-

erable extent above the southern part of

the Hudson valley.

"As transportation facilities gradually

improved by the opening of canals and
railways the farmers in many interior

localities found that they could send their

fruit to other than local markets and
receive profitable returns. Accordingly

commercial orcharding began to attract

attention, especially in the regions which
were found to be naturally favorable for

the production of good apples. Prom
1S50 to 1860 the number of commercial
orchards which were planted increased

rapidly, particularly in Western New
York, and continued to increase there-

after till commercial apple orcharding
assumed the important place which it

now holds in the horticultural interests

of the state.

"With the development of commercial

apple interests the losses from the dep-

redations of codling moth and other in-

sects, also from apple scab and other

fungous diseases, became relatively more
important. Commonly the causes of the

losses which were sustained were not

very well understood and in those cases

that were understood there appeared no
practical remedy. Because of these and
other difficulties which faced them some
orchardists became so discouraged at the

outlook that in a decade from 1880 to

1890 they began to cut down their com-

mercial apple orchards. The practical

use in the orchard of Paris green and
other arsenical poisons against the cod-

ling moth, the canker worm and other

leaf-eating insects, originated in most part

in Western New York in the decade from
1870 to 1880. (See Lodeman, 'Spraying

of I'lants,' 61-62.) The use of fungicidal

sprays was introduced in the decade be-

tween 18851895. The demonstration that

by combined treatment with fungicides

and insecticides, some of the most de-

structive enemies of the apple might be

Iirofitahly kept under control put the busi-

ness of growing apples upon a more
stable basis than before. In the decade
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from 1S90 to 1900 notable improvements

in the metliods of orchard management
in matters of tillage and cover crops

came into vogue among progressive com-

mercial orchardists. During the same
period the facilities for holding apples

both in common storage and cold stor-

age were greatly increased. The export

trade developed more extensively, giving

steadier markets for the better grades

of fresh fruits and also of evaporated ap-

ples, and the business of canning apples

assumed considerable importance. Upon
the whole the industry of growing ap-

ples now rests upon a more stable and
satisfactory basis than at any period in

its previous history.

Varieties Now in the Lead

"In 1896 the writer, assisted by Prof. C.

P. Close, made an inquiry as to what
varieties were then grown most exten-

sively throughout the state and their

relative hardiness. During the present

year many inquiries have been made
also among fruit growers of the state

concerning the varieties that are being

grown, as to their relative importance

and characteristics. From these and
other data it appears that the Baldwin
ranks preeminently above any other

kind of apple in importance in the com-
mercial orchards of the state. Probably

more Baldwin apples are put upon the

market than all other kinds combined.
Rhode Island Greening ranks next in im-

portance It is doubtless speaking with-

in bounds to say that these two varieties

supply at least two-thirds of the apples

grown for market in New York. Next
in general importance comes the North-
ern Spy.

The relative rank of other varieties is

not so easily determined, but in the fol-

lowing list those of more general impor-
tance precede those of less importance,
although it may not be in exact order.

Among the most important kinds besides
the three just named, are Tompkins
King, Roxbury Russet, Golden Russet,

Hubbardston, Esopus Spitzenburg, Black
Gillflower, Ben Davis. Tolman Sweet,
Twenty Ounce, Pumpkin Sweet, Swaar,
Westfield Seek-No-Further, Fameuse, Fall

Pippin, Yellow Bellflower, Yellow New-
town, Green Newtown, Jonathan, Red
Astrachan, Oldenburg, Maiden Blush,

Wealthy, Mcintosh, Gravenstein, Alex-

ander, Early Harvest, Yellow Transpar-

ent, St. Lawrence, Blue Pearmain.

Adiiptatioii of Varieties to Particular

Reg:ions

"It is worthy of notice that the apples

in the above list which are of dominant

importance In the present-day commercial

orchards of New York, are of New York

and New England origin. Baldwin, Rox-

bury and Hubbardston came from Massa-

chusetts; Rhode Island Greening and

Tolman Sweet came from Rhode Island;

Twenty Ounce, Pumpkin Sweet and

Seek-No-Further are from Connecticut;

Fall Pippin is probably from Eastern

New York; Tompkins King is said to

have originated in New Jersey, but was
first brought to notice in Central New
York; Esopus Spitzenburg, Jonathan and

Swaar, originated in the Hudson valley;

Green Newtown Pippin and Yellow New-
town Pippin on Long Island; Early Har-

vest in Central New York; Yellow Bell-

flower and Maiden Blush in New Jersy;

Fameuse, Mcintosh and St. Lawrence, in

Canada; Red Astrachan, Alexander, Old-

enburg and Gravenstein in Russia or

Germany. Only one of the list, the Ben
Davis, comes from south of the Mason and
Dixon line, and this one succeeds better

in the South and Southwest than it does

in New York. While the Yellow Newtown
Pippin, under the name of Albemarle

Pippin, has become a very important

commercial variety in some portions of

the South, yet a case like this is excep-

tional.

"The Baldwin, which in New York is

a standard winter variety, becomes a

fall apple in Virginia and Arkansas.

Varieties like the Ben Davis, Grimes
Golden and York Imperial require a

warmer and a longer period for their

development than do such apples as

Baldwin, Rhode Island Greening and
Tompkins King, therefore, these can nev-

er become standard sorts in Central and
Western New York by reason of climatic

conditions. But the adaptability of a
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variety to a particular region is not al-

together a matter of latitiuie. or length

of seasons. The general character of the

soil, the prevailing climatic conditions

during the blooming season, and other

conditions peculiar to local environment

also enter into the question. Probably

there is no region of New York where
better Esopus Spitzenburgs are grown

tlian in tlie Schoharie valley; or better

Newtown Pippins than in certain loca-

tions on the north shore of Long Island

and in the Hudson valley; or better Fa-

nieusp than along the St. Lawrence riV-

or and Lake Champlain, yet there are

locations having corresponding latitude

and altitude where these kinds do not

succeed as in the regions named."

Frost and Precipitation in New York

Station

Frost

Average Date of

First
Killing in

Autumn

Last
in

Spring

Date of

First
in

Autumn

Last
in

Spring

Precipitation

Annual
inches

Ogdensburg
Saranac Lake
Lowville
No. Four
Appleton
Rochester
Oswego
Rome
Glens Falls
Buffalo
Avon
Auburn
Cooperstown
Albany
Jamestown
Angelica
Ithaca
Honey Mead Brook
Port .Jarvis

New York
Setanket

Oct. 8
Sept. 14

Sept. 24
Sept. 23
Oct. 13

Oct. 19

Oct. 13
Sept. 30
Oct. 6
Oct. 16
Oct. 3

Oct. 12

Oct. 1

Oct. IS

Oct. 2

Sept. 24
Oct. 11

Oct. 9
Oct. 7

Nov. 6

Nov. 10

Apr. 26
May 22
May 14

May 24
May 7
May 1

Apr. 25
May 10

May 10
Apr. 25
May 15

May 4
May 7
Apr. 24
May 4
May 22
May 2

Apr. 30
Apr. 29
Apr. 10
Apr. 15

Sept. 23
Aug. 21

Sept. 6
Sept. 9

Sept. 23
Sept. 26
Oct. 3

Sept. 1

Sept. 14

Sept. 23
Sept. 15

Oct. 2

Sept. 15

Oct. 3

Sept. 15

Sept. 1

Sept. 15

Sept. 25
Sept. 15
Oct. 15

Oct. 22

May 19
June 11

May 29
June 10

June 5
May 30
May 29
June 7

May 25
May 23

May 31

May 15

May 27
May 30
May 29
June 21

May 29
May 23
May 17

Apr. 30
May 17

30.7
35.6
36.4
50.4
32.7
34.5
36.8
47.9
40.5
37.4
27.0
36.7
39.9
36.9
44.2
37.9
34.4
43.2
46.2
44.8
48.5

Synopsis of Fruit Production in New York

The following statement of the fruit

production of New York, by comparison,

is taken from Bulletin 48, entitled "Fruit

Production of New York.' The bulletin

Is written by George G. Atwood, Chief of

the Bureau of Horticulture and Nursery
Inspection.

Fruit growing in the state of New
York has assumed such large propor-

tions and has been pursued so long that

it Is away beyond the experimental stage.

There Is no state where conditions are

more favorable or where the industry

Is so firmly established. Soil, climate

and proximity to the best markets of the

world are ours and it only remains for

growers to apply their knowledge to suc-

ceed.

The value of all fruit produced in the

state of New York according to the last

census is as follows: $24,826,066.

Apples $13,343,028
Peach 2,014,088
Pear 1,418,218
Plum 519,192
Chen-.v 544,508
Apritot and nectarine 14,490
Quince 135,345

Tot.Tl value of orchard fruits. .. $17,988,804
Value of fimnll fruits 2.875,495
Value of grapes 3,961,677

$24,826,006
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The value of all fruit produced in

New York state exceeds the value of

the tropical and sub-tropical fruits pro-

duced in the United States by $2,144,618.

New York has a total of 24,988,707 or-

chard trees which produce 29,456,291

bushels, valued at $17,988,894.

New York ranks third, exceeded by

California and Missouri in number of

trees.

New York ranks second in bushels of

fruit produced, exceeded by California by

about 2,045,216 bushels, because of their

immense prune industry.

New York has 14,076,718 apple trees

which produce 25,409,324 bushels valued

at $13,343,028.

New York ranks first in the value of

apples; first in bushels produced and
second in number of trees. Missouri

ranks first in the number of trees with

17,984,506, but with a production of

9,968,977 bushels.

New York has 3,644,257 pear trees

which produce 1,343,089 bushels valued

at $1,418,218.

New York ranks first in the number
of trees; second in the quantity and value

produced, closely following California in

this respect.

New York ranks third in value of

peaches produced, about equal to Georgia
and less than half the value produced in

California.

New York ranks third in the value of

plums and prunes, producing $519,192;

Washington producing $600,503, and Cali-

fornia, with its enormous prune industry,

producing $5,443,539.

New York has 309,734 quince trees

which produce 132,451 bushels, valued at

$135,345.

New York ranks first, as it produces

about one-fourth of the quinces raised

in the United States.

New York has 35,603,897 grapevines in

vineyards which produce 253,006,361

pounds, valued at $3,961,677.

New York ranks second in number,

production and value of vines, while Cali-

fornia ranks first with a production of

$10,846,812.

New York produced $2,867,673 in flow-

ers and plants, thus ranking first.

New York produced $2,750,957 in nurs-

ery products, thus placing it in first

rank.

New York has 22,496 acres in small

fruits producing 37,857,829 quarts, rank-

ing second, but closely following New
Jersey which is first in small fruits.

New York ranks first with 11,057

acres in raspberries, and first in cur-

rants with 2,557 acres.

The following was furnished by this

department for the' "Arbor Day Annual"
issued by the Education Department in

1912.

Production of Fruits in New York

Small fruits; 1909 and 1S99. The following table shows data with regard to small

fruits on farms;
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Orchard fruits, grapes, nuts, and tropi-

cal fruits: 1909 and 1S99. Tlie following

table presents data with regard to or-

chard fruits, grapes, nuts, and tropical

fruits. The acreage devoted to these

products was not ascertained. In compar-

ing one year with the other the num-
ber of trees or vines of bearing age is

on the whole a better index of the general

changes or tendencies than the quantity

of product, but the data for the censuses

of 1910 and 1900 are not closely com-

parable and the product is therefore

compared, although variations may be due
largely to temporarily favorable or un-

favorable climatic conditions.

CROP
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air drainage, makes it a favorable loca-

tion for the growing of apples in com-
mercial quantities, and many large or-

chards are being planted each year.

With the revival of the fruit industry in

the state it has been shown that many
steep and rough pasture lands that were
formerly considered of little value, are

well adapted to the growing of apples.

Until the planting of these lands to or-

chard, they were gradually being de-

vastated by the action of the winds,

rains and atmospheric erosion, so that

they were annually depreciating in value.

Now, since the planting of trees, the soil

is held by the roots of the trees, and it is

considered that a tree grows into value at

the rate of about fl per year. It is easy
to count from this that if 40 trees are

planted on one acre it will grow into

value at the rate of $40 per annum.
There is considerable difference of

opinion as to the varieties best adapted
to North Carolina conditions. Professor

W. N. Hutt thinks that the Albemarle
Pippin, Arkansas Black Twig, Bonum,
Buckingham, Rome Beauty, Stayman
Winesap and York Imperial are best.

Peaches

Peaches are successfully grown in any
part of the state, but the largest com-
mercial orchards are in the Sand Hill

section in Moore and Montgomery coun-

ties. There is one orchard near South-

em Pines in Moore county that contains

33,000 trees, and one in Montgomery
county near Candor that is about the

same in area. Besides, there are many
orchards of smaller size, which make
peach growing one of the important hor-

ticultural industries of the state.

Pears

Pears are grown in all parts of the
state, but in the lowlands they are very

susceptible to blight, which fact makes
it unprofitable to grow them for com-
mercial purposes. They can be grown
successfully, for commercial purposes, in

the clay soils of the Piedmont region.

Here, the Kleffers are the most profitable

and find a ready market on account of
the quality of the fruit.

Plums

Plums can be grown successfully in all

parts of the state, but are not grown ex-

tensively, because the peach brings larger
profits in proportion to the cost of pro-

duction.

Grapes

Grapes are not very choice of location,

but succeed where almost any other va-

rieties of fruits will grow. In this cli-

mate it is necessary to spray them well,

in order to protect them from fungous
diseases. They are especially susceptible

to phylloxera. The Scuppernong grape is

an exception to this; being a native of

North Carolina, at least so it is claimed,

it is the only variety that stands the

ravages of this disease. It is claimed
that the Rotundifolia type of grapes, of

which the Scuppernong and James are
the most common varieties, is native to

the sandy soils of the Coastal Plain reg-

ion. "These grapes are practically free

from insect and fungous parasites, and
produce enormous quantities of fruit,

with the most indifferent tillage."

Strawberries

The strawberry is very adaptable, and
will grow under very many conditions,

yet there are places where the soil and
climate seem specially adapted to the
production of the best grades. One of

these places is Columbus county. Here,
during the whole season, train loads of

iced cars of strawberries go out every
day to the markets of the Atlantic coast
cities. Here they ripen early, are espe-

cially bright and firm, and command
good prices. From Chadbourn, in Colum-
bus county, it is said that more straw-
berries are shipped in a single season
than from any other strawberry shipping
point in the world. The whole route of
the Coast Line railroad is dotted with
strawberry shipping points where the
soil and climatic conditions are similar to

those that have made Chadbourn fam-
ous.

On these soils dewberries are very suc-

cessfully and profitably grown and
bring good prices because they supply
the demands of the early markets.
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Pecans

It was not until recently that the value

of the pecan and its adaptability to the

coastal region were discovered. This

variety of nuts had been growing wild

from time immemorial, but they were

not thought of as a great commercial

crop. Recently, however, the nut has

been so improved and the demand so in-

creased that its growth for commercial

purposes is very profitable. North Caro-

lina has her share of the great Coastal

Plains region and deep rich soil where

the drainage is good, and the trees root

deeply and find a climate suited to their

demands.

Cranberries grow wild in the high val-

ley lands of Watauga and Ashe coun-

ties, 3,500 to 4,000 feet above the level

of the sea. Granville Lowther

Frost and Precipitation in Nortli Carolina
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Strawberries are by far tho most im-

portant of the small fruits raised in

North Carolina, with blaclvberries and
dewberries ranking next. The total acre-

age of small fruits in 1909 was 6,701

and in 1899, 6,837, a decrease of 2 per

cent. The production in 1909 was 12,-

827,000 quarts, as compared with 11,-

934,000 quarts in 1899, and the value was
$853,000 in 1909, as compared with

$600,000 in 1899.

Orchard fruits, grapes, nuts and tropi-

cal fruits: 1909 and 1899. The follow-

ing table presents data with regard to

orchard fruits, grapes, nuts and tropical

fruits. The acreage devoted to these

products was not ascertained. In com-

paring one year with the other the num-
ber of trees or vines of bearing age is

on the whole a better index of the gen-

eral changes or tendencies than the

quantity of product, but the data for

the censuses of 1910 and 1900 are not

closely comparable and the product is

therefore compared, although variations

may be due largely to temporarily favor-

able or unfavorable climatic conditions.
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Frost and I'rccipitiition in Xortli Dakota
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Nut Growing
Nut growiiiK in America has been re-

duced to a commercial basis only within

the last few years. The pioneers of our

Eastern states could find nuts anywhere

—chestnuts, walnuts, hickorynuts, hazel-

nuts, pecans, beechnuts and acorns. On

beechnuts and acorns they fattened their

hogs, and gathered hickorynuts, walnuts

and other varieties of nuts for winter

use. Now that these forests are destroyed

and their crops of nuts have gone with

them, we are not producing these articles

of food in proportion to the demand, and

the amounts that we consume are most-

ly shipped from Europe, from whence

comes more than 75 per cent of our

supply.

The fact that nuts grew wild in abun-

dance all over this country is evidence

that the climate and soil are well adapted

to them, as well adapted as any of the

parts of Europe where they are such

profitable crops. The only question seems

to be, "Will it pay?" This is the ever-

present question in the American mind,

one that should be clearly worked out and

intelligently met.

Nut trees will pay because of the fruit

they will produce that can be put into

the market and sold at profitable prices,

because in future years the timber may
become valuable, and because if planted

on the hills they save the land from

barrenness and prevent the soil from

washing. This opens the whole question

of reforesting our denuded lands that

were once covered with an abundant

growth of valuable timber; a question

that has been discussed so much during

recent years that it is scarcely necessary

to enter Into it here. I have known wal-

nut groves planted in Illinois. Iowa, and

in other places in the Mississippi valley

two generations ago that have become

immensely valuable. One farm of IfiO

acres in Iowa was all planted to walnut

trees and sold for a price many times

greater than the value of the land with-

out the trees, because the walnut lumber

could be worked into furniture.

Most people In considering the growing

of nuts have only the crop in mind, with

its commercial value. They do not con-

sider the value of the timber, because

that belongs to another generation. They
do not consider the conservation of the

soil of the hillsides, for that also is in

the future. It is hard for some persons

to see anything that is so far distant that

they may not in the near future reap

profitable results from it. This is why so

many farmers give so little attention to

orcharding. In fact, it is why so many are

wage workers instead of farmers. They
do not want to plant the seed and wait six

months for the harvest. They want a

job and a pay check coming in every

month or perhaps oftener. However, there

are those who can sow and wait for the

coming crop, plant orchards and wait for

them to grow, plant forests and permit

their children or grandchildren to inherit

them, rather than to allow them to in-

herit bare rocks and yellow clay.

Where Nut Trees Should Be Planted

Nut trees will grow almost anywhere

from the rich alluvial soil of the bottoms

to the heavy clay of the hill tops. How-

ever, we would advise planting them, gen-

erally, on the rough hillsides where, be-

cause of the difficulty of cultivation, corn,

wheat, oats and potatoes cannot be easi-

ly grown. On the steep hillsides it is

not practical to grow apples, peaches,

pears, and other fruits on account of the

difficulty of spraying, picking and cul-

tivating. It is easy to see a contrast be-

tween the picking of fruits that are ten-

der and have to be handled with extreme

care, and hauled to the packing tables

in baskets on sleds, as compared with the

gathering of nuts that do not bruise in

picking and which require no care in

handling. We would therefore plant nuts

on these rougher hillsides, not because

they will not grow under other conditions

on flat lands, or lands that can be culti-

vated, but because these lands will pro-

duce other crops that are difficult to han-

dle, that require tender care, and can not

be well produced on the rougher lands

where nuts will grow.

For instance, take the farm where the

writer was born in West Virginia. When
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we left that country for Illinois in 1865

the hilltops were covered with chestnuts

and hickory nuts, and the hillsides were
covered with hutternuts, black walnuts

and hickory nuts. After forty years I

returned and visited the place, and to my
surprise there was not a tree standing

that was there when we left, and scarce-

ly a tree of any kind. The soil had been
carried away by the action of the ele-

ments and left the bare rocks and the

heavy clay on which nothing of value

would grow. Now, the question is, wheth-
er it would not have been better for the

one who bought it to have left those nut
trees, planted others of improved varieties

and handed down to his children after

forty years one hundred acres of bearing
nut trees, than to have given them an in-

heritance of bare hills, mostly rocks and
an impoverished soil. I am persuaded
that two acres of chestnuts and pecans on
that farm would have yielded more money
than the one hundred acres now yield,

and my contention is that if nut trees

were planted on the rough hillsides that
cannot be utilized for ordinary field

crops, and cannot be profitably planted to

fruit on account of the difficulty of cul-

tivating, spraying and picking, that these
lands, now of no commercial value, could
be made sources of profit, that they would
grow better instead of poorer for the fu-

ture generations, and that if this course
were generally followed America would
be immensely wealthier than it now is,

because she would add to her commercial
products something for which we pay an-
nually millions of dollars to European
growers.

While it is true that nut trees will

grow and bring profitable returns on lands
that are difficult to cultivate to other
crops, it is equally true that they are
sensitive to good soil and good treatment,
and will yield better returns where the
conditions are favorable, and the best soils
will produce the best results.

In the growing of pecans it is especially
true that a rich deep soil should be se-
lected in which the roots may penetrate
deeply. Walnuts incline more to put out
strong lateral roots and will succeed on

a shallower soil, while chestnuts will

thrive on upland clay.

Gbanville Lowther

Composition of Knts and Their Uses as

Food
The constantly increasing consump-

tion of nuts throughout the United
States augurs well for a better apprecia-
tion of their food value. The time when
nuts were considered merely as a luxury,
or as something to be eaten out of hand
at odd times, is rapidly passing away.
In earlier days the native hickories, but-

ternuts, walnuts, chestnuts, pecans and
many other nuts found in the United
States were to be had in country regions
for the gathering and were of no com-
mercial importance. On the other hand,
the English walnuts (to give them their
most common name), almonds, cocoa-
nuts, etc., brought from other countries,

were relatively expensive luxuries.

Some nuts, like the native hazelnut
and beechnut, still have practically no
commercial value and, though palatable,
are almost never offered for sale, doubt-
less because they are so small and diffi-

cult to gather in quantity. The chinqua-
pin, a small nut allied to the chestnut,
finds a limited sale in Southern cities,

but is doubtless seldom if ever seen in

other markets. In general, however,
conditions have changed and our prin-
cipal native nuts are now staple market
commodities and bring good prices. At
the same time, owing to changes in mar-
ket conditions, and to the growing of
foreign nuts in quantity in this country,
the price of the imported nuts has
dropped so that they are well within
the reach of the majority.

From available statistics it appears
that in 1910 the total quantity of al-

monds, cocoanuts, Brazil nuts, filberts,

peanuts, walnuts and other nuts, shelled
and unshelled, imported into the United
States was, in round numbers, **n5.093,-
000 pounds, with a value of $13,291,667.

In 1910 the total almond crop in Cali-

fornia reached 6,692,000 pounds and the

• TT. 5?. Department of .igriculturp Farmers'
r.nliptin .I.Ta.

•* -Approximate.—Ed.
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walnut crop 21,432,000 pounds. The lii'h-

est yield of peanuts was reported from

the Southern states, chiefl.v Virginia,

Georgia and Tennessee, and amounted to

19.451.000 bushels for the United States.

The total quantity of home-grown nuts,

Including both native and introduced

varieties, must far exceed the quantities

imported, but in the nature of the case

no estimates of the total quantities gath-

ered and eaten are procurable. When
we consider the constantly increasing de-

mand for nuts and the large quantity

which we import from other countries,

the possibilities of the industry for the

American nut grower are obvious. As
the use of nuts has increased, many per-

sons have turned their attention to the

growing of native and foreign nuts on a

commercial scale. Tliis work has been

forwarded by the Department of Agri-

culture, through the Bureau of Plant In-

dustry, and by the California, Florida,

Michigan and other agricultural experi-

ment stations. With nuts, as with other

crops, it has been found that, by selec-

tion and breeding, improved varieties are

obtainable, of larger size, better flavor,

thinner shells, or other desirable char-

acteristics.

The increased demand for nuts is due
in the main to two causes, namely, a

better appreciation of their appetizing

qualities and the numerous ways in

which they form a palatable addition to

the diet of the average family: and,

secondly, to their use by the vegetarians

and persons of similar belief—a group

small in proportion to the total popula-

tion, but still fairly large numerically

—

who use nuts, and more particularly the

peanut, as a substitute for meat and
other nitrogenous and fatty foods.

Even a cursory examination of the

journals devoted to cookery and other

branches of home economics and of the

various books which are published on

the subject will show the fairly general

use of nuts for making soups, for stufRng

poultry, for nut butters, nut salads,

cakes, salted nuts and other difjhes, and
indeed several volumes devoted exclu-

sively to nut cookery have been pub-

lislied.

Many special nut foods, such as malted

nuts, meat substitutes, etc., have been
devised and extensively advertised by
the manufacturers for general use in the

diet and for the special needs of veg-

etarians and fruitarians. It is said that

some of these American nut products

contain soy beans, but apparently the

peanut plays a very important part in

their composition. In either case, since

the peanut, like the soy bean, is a le-

gume, these preparations might more
properly be compared with the bean

cheese and other soy-bean products, so

much used in China, Japan and other

Eastern countries, than with such nuts

as the walnut, almond or cocoanut.

IJescription of ?Jiits

The term "nut" is not a definite one

botanically s|ieaking, but is applied indis-

criminately to a variety of certain fruits

or parts of fruits and implies a more
or less hard, woody covering surround-

ing a meat or kernel. The most diverse

plant groups contribute to our nut sup-

pl.v. many of the common nuts being the

product of our beech, chestnut, walnut

and other deciduous trees and bushes.

Not a few of the nuts which are eaten

in large quantities are obtained from

pines and tropical palms, while others,

like the peanut and pistache, or pis-

tachio, are obtained from leguminous

plants, being the fruit, respectively, of a

vine-like plant and a small tree. Still

another, the water chestnut, is supplied

by a water plant.

Most of the native and foreign nuts

which we find in our markets are too

familiar to need description. Several,

however, are not so generally known.

Pinenuts, which grow in the cones

of a number of varieties of native and

foreign pines, are now fairly common
in our markets. The Indians have al-

ways known and appreciated them and

liave passed on their knowledge to the

white race. Then, too, many immigrants

who came to this country knew the pine-

nut, for it has long been much eaten in
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Italy and other parts of Southern Europe

where there are a number of nut-yielding

pines. A variety of pinenuts is used in

India by natives and Europeans some-

times pounded and mixed with honey

and sometimes like other nuts as des-

sert. In this country the small, rather

pointed pinenuts (pinon) which are

most common are usually marketed

shelled, but as they grow are covered

with a more or less hard, woody shell.

The pistache nut (now grown in Cali-

fornia) has long been used and is prized

by confectioners for its delicate flavor

and attractive green color, yet It is by

no means common. The nuts are small,

not unlike a bean in size and shape,

though more pointed, and before market-

ing are freed from the pods in which

they grow. The individual nuts are cov-

ered with a gray or purplish skin, and

are blanched before they are used.

The so-called lichi nut, which is really

a dried fruit surrounded by a nut-like

shell and not unlike a raisin in flavor, is

a favorite in China and has become quite

common in this country since Its Intro-

duction by the Chinese. The ginkgo nut,

the fruit of an ornamental tree quite

widely grown in the United States and

sometimes called the maldenliair tree

from the shape of the leaves, and which

fruits abundantly In some regions, is sel-

dom eaten except by the Chinese, who
gather it whenever possible. The small,

roundish, oval, thin-shelled nut is sur-

rounded by a very acrid, bad-smelling

pulp, the whole fruit being not unlike a

green Damson plum in size and appear-

ance. In China, Korea and other parts

of the Orient this nut is much used as

a food, but, so far as can be learned, is

always cooked in some way. Roasted

like a peanut, it has a pleasant flavor.

The ginkgo nuts are on sale in the Chi-

nese shops in San Francisco and doubt-

less in other cities, and were studied

at the California experiment station

some years ago, together with a number
of other typical Chinese food materials.

The water chestnut, or horn chestnut

(Trapa tispinosa). an aquatic plant, pro-

duces a seed or "nut" which somewhat

resembles two curved horns united in

one, the kernel of which is largely used

as a food by the inhabitants of Asiatic

countries. This so-called nut is also on

sale in the United States, but chiefly in

Chinese shops. Another water plant

(Elcocharls tuberosa) is also known as

the water chestnut, but in this case it

is the corm or bulb that is eaten. It is

not unlike a chestnut in shape, and has

a tougli, brown skin. This is grown in

Asia, but is imported by the Chinese in

this country. A pointed nut or seed

somewhat like a pecan In appearance,

the pit of the Chinese olive (Canarium.

sp.) is also on sale at Chinese shops in

the United States. The kernels are oily

but palatable, resembling the common
American butternut (Juglians cinerea) in

flavor. Closely related species of Cana-

rium nuts are also imported to some

extent for general trade, though they

are by no means common.

The candle nut of the tropics is very

oily, and after it has been stored for

some time and is thoroughly dried Is

edible and by many considered palatable.

If eaten too soon, however, the croton-

oil-like body which it contains generally

causes very serious illness. The chufa,

nut grass, or earth almond is a small

tuberous root of a sedge-like plant and

may, perhaps, be classed more properly

with the vegetables than with the nuts.

It is not common, though eaten to some

extent.

From time to time new nuts make
their appearance on the market as some
nut prized locally becomes known to

the trade. A nut which seems to be

growing in popularity, though still un-

common, is the Paradise nut of South

America, which resembles a Brazil nut

in appearance and flavor. Still less com-

mon is the South African cream nut.

though it is sometimes shipped to this

country. The choicest member of the

Brazil-nut group is the true "butternut"

of the tropics, which is very seldom

found outside that region. Its flavor is

very delicate and delicious, but it does

not keep well; and even if it would bear

shipment successfully, the available sup-
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ply is iit present very small. The cashew

nut of tropical regions, which many con-

sider one of the most delicious nuts

grown, has long been known. The

roasted nuts both salted and plain are

on sale rather commonly by dealers in

fruits and nuts and the demand for

them is increasing. Cashew-nut candy

is also sold in a limited way in the

United States. This nut must be roasted

before it is eaten, as when raw it has

poisoning properties which are, however,

readily destroyed by heat.

The Kingsland chestnut was almost

unknown a few years ago, but is now
being cultivated in California. It some-

what resembles a filbert in appearance

and is not a true chestnut. The tabebuia

(Tclfairia prdata). from Zanzibar, is a

nut eaten roasted, which has been grown

in a very limited way at the Porto Rico

Agricultural Experiment Station, and is

almost unknown except in the region

where it is native. The so-called nuts

are the seeds of a pumpkin-like fruit.

and are oval, rather flat, and much
larger than pumpkin seeds. The flavor is

oily and fairly palatable. Should a de-

mand arise it could be supplied by Porto

Rican growers. The use of such a seed

as a nut suggests the common use in

Russia of the sunflower seed, which is

rich in oil and not unlike some of the

common nuts in composition. Tlie raw

sunflower seeds are eaten out of hand

at all times and by all classes. In China

watermelon seeds are eaten in the same

way.

The Flavor of Niils

The flavor of nuts is very largely de-

pendent upon the oils which they con-

tain, though in some there are also spe-

cific flavoring bodies. The nut oils

readily become rancid, the very disa-

greeable flavor of spoiled nuts being due

to this property. Some nuts (for in-

stance, the chestnut) have a starchy

flavor as well as a "nutty" taste. The
small native nut is much more highly

flavored than the large Italian or the

.Japanese chestnut. The almond pos-

sesses the cyanic-acid flavor, which is

characteristic of peach pits, plum pits,

etc., and this might be expected when
it is remembered that the almond is the

dried pit of an inedible fruit somewhat
resembling the peach in appearance and
closely related to it botanically. Most
almonds are mild flavored. The so-

called bitter almonds are, however, very

strong, the cyanic-acid-yieltiing glucosid

being present in considerable quantity.

In raw peanuts there is a decided flavor

resembling that of the closely related

beans and peas, and to some persons

this is not unpalatable. In the roasted

peanut, which most of us prefer to the

raw, the flavor is largely dependent upon

the browned oils and starches or other

carbohydrates.

Composition of Xnfs

The composition of nuts and nut prod-

ucts has been studied at a number of

the agricultural experiment stations,

notably California, Maine and Iowa, and
the following table summarizes the re-

sults of this work, the American data

being supplemented in a number of cases

by the results of European analyses. For

purposes of comparison several other

common food materials are also included.
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Average Composition of Nuts and Nut Products
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teiu, the filbert 16.5 per cent, the wal-

nut 1S.2 per cent, the hickory nut 15.4

per cent, the pinenut 14. G per cent, the

pecan 12.1 per cent, and the dry chestnut

but 10,7 per cent. The dry acorn, fresh

chestnut and cocoanut, with 6.4, 6.4, and

6.6 per cent, respectively, are not as rich

in protein as bread.

Of the nuts here included the richest in

fat is the pecan, with an average of 70.7 per

cent, but seven other varieties—the Brazil

nut, butternut, candlenut, filbert, hickory

nut, pinenut, and walnut—contain upward

of 60 per cent. The almond, cocoanut, and

pistachio yield between 50 and 60 per cent

of this nutrient. The beechnut, peanut,

and pignolia contain about 50 per cent.

In other words, in 13 of the varieties of

nuts appearing in the foregoing table, half

or more of the edible portion is fat or oil.

Only a few of the commonly used nuts

yield any notable amounts of total carbo-

hydrate matter, the dry chestnut, with 73

per cent, rating highest. Beechnuts, pine-

nuts, and peanuts have about 18 per cent.

The quantity of starch found is, with

some exceptions, quite small, ranging from

3 per cent in the beechnut to 27 per cent

in the chestnut.

Nuts are, comparatively speaking, well

supplied with mineral matter, this con-

stituent in the majority of nuts exceed-

ing 2 per cent. The ash of the walnut,

almond, etc., is rich in phosphoric acid,

and in this regard compares favorably

with that of cereals. It would appear

from the data on the digestibility of nuts

that the mineral matter is as well assimil-

ated as that from other common foods.

It is a matter of observation that the

nuts of any given species produced in dif-

ferent regions, and indeed those from dif-

ferent trees of any given region, vary de-

cidedly in size, flavor, and composition,

the hickory nuts, for instance, from one

tree being much more oily than those

from another in the same locality. Ad-

vantage is taken of such natural varia-

tions in selecting wild nuts for cultiva-

tion, notably in the case of pecans, where
the range in size and quality is very

noticeable.

Digestibility of >uts

With the exception, perhaps, of certain

rich pies and puddings, no food material

has the reputation for indigestibility that

has been accorded to nuts. Discomfort

from them is certainly not uncommon,
and when it occurs, it seems fair to say,

is largely due to insufficient mastication

and to the fact that nuts are often eaten

when not needed, as after a hearty meal
or late at night; though it is undoubtedly

true that nut protein as ordinarily eaten

is not so easily or so completely digested

as meat protein. Very likely the concen-

tration of nuts, with but 3 to 5 per cent

water, as compared with meats containing

from 50 to 70 per cent water, is a con-

tributing cause. If careful consideration

were given to this matter, and if attention

were paid to the proper use of nuts and

their correct place in the diet, there would

be less unfavorable comment on their di-

gestibility.

The results of investigations carried on

with fruit and nut diets at the California

Agricultural Experiment Station afford

tentative conclusions regarding thorough-

ness of digestion which should be of value

to those who wish to use nuts as a staple

article of food rather than as an occasion-

al article of diet. This work has com-

prised 15 dietary studies and about 100

digestion experiments with elderly men,

young men, women and children, of whom
some had been vegetarians for years, and

some had even limited their diet almost

exclusively to fruit and nuts; others had

previously lived on the usual mixed diet.

The average coefficients of digestibility re-

ported for 28 experiments with two men
and one woman on a fruit and nut diet

were: Protein, 90 per cent; fat, 85 per

cent; sugar, starch, etc., 96 per cent;

crude fiber, 54 per cent; and ash. 68 per

cent, with 86 per cent of the eneri;y avail-

able. The corresponding figures for three

experiments with the same subjects in

which no fruit or nuts were used are:

Protein, 94 per cent; fat, 92 per cent;

sugar, starch, etc., 96 per cent; crude fiber,

49 per cent, with 88 per cent of thf energy

available. The latter coefficients agree

very closely with those in the average
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of nearly 500 experiments with different

sorts of mixed diet, namely: Protein, 92

per cent; fat, 95 per cent; and carbo-

hydrates, 97 per cent.

Nuts were the main source of protein

for the fruitarians, and it will be noted

that this constituent had practically the

same coefficient of digestibility in the nut

and fruit diet as in the other cases cited.

The studies with fruitarians have all in-

dicated that nut protein is fairly well as-

similated; and that this is true with the

average healthy person is well illustrated

Dy an experiment with a university stu-

dent, who, though entirely unaccustomed

to such fare, gradually changed from an

ordinary mixed diet to one of fruit and

nuts, which he followed for a time with-

out apparent loss of health or strength.

It is somewhat difficult to arrive at

definite conclusions regarding the actual

percentage of nut protein digested or as-

similated. The experimental data obtain-

ed at the California station show a range

of 75 to 82 per cent digestibile protein

when fruit and nuts were eaten together,

but the figure for nut protein is doubtless

higher. These coefficients were in all

probability influenced by the fruit pro-

tein, which has been found to be less di-

gestible than the nut protein. The di-

gestibility of protein in 28 experiments

with mixed diets, to which were added
fruit and nuts, averaged 90 per cent.

As fruits, with the exception of the

avocado and olive, yield only a small

amount of fat, the fat which is contained

in a fruitarian diet must be very largely

obtained from the nuts. The average co-

efficients of digestibility for this nutrient

in 30 experiments with men on a diet of

fruit and nuts was 86 per cent, and in

28 experiments just referred to it was
85 per cent. These figures are about 10

per cent lower than the average coeffi-

cient for digestibility of fats in the or-

dinary mixed diet. The digestibility of

the carbohydrates in nuts, so far as the

available data show, is about equal to

that of the same ingredients in other
foods.

So far as can be ascertained no experi-

ments have been made on the ease or

rapidity of digestion of nuts. In the ab-

sence of such data it is fair to assume

that within reasonable limits the finer the

state of subdivision of the food material

the easier, the more rapid, and perhaps

the more nearly complete will be the di-

gestion or assimilation, presupposing, of

course, that the nuts are not eaten in ad-

dition to a hearty meal. Too much stress

can not be laid on the necessity of

thorough mastication of nuts. This is em-

phasized by the results obtained with one

of the subjects at the California station,

a man at moderately active work, who
ate largely of nuts but did not properly

masticate his food. The coefficients of di-

gestibility of the food were far lower than

for other subjects who chewed their food

thoroughly. The experiments with fruit

and nut diets in general indicate that nut

protein is as easily, even if not quite so

completely, digested as protein from bread

and milk.

The present discussion refers only to

the nuts included in the studies at the

California station, viz., the almond, Brazil

nut, cocoanut, peanut, pecan, pignolia and
walnut. It is believed that these are

typical of the ordinary edible nuts, but

further digestion experiments are much
needed for the purpose of testing some
other nuts.

As regards the work of other investiga-

tors, both Memmo* and Merrillt report di-

gestion experiments with cooked chest-

nuts. Memmo's subject was a farm la-

borer, 53 years old, working eight hours

a day. The experiment lasted four days.

During the first two the food consisted

exclusively of chestnut products. This
was modified during the last two days

by the addition of herring and cheese. In

this experiment 75 per cent of the protein,

87 per cent of the fat. 97 per cent of the

total carbohydrates, and 83 per cent of

the ash were assimilated. The last figure

is exceptionally high; the others corres-

pond to those reported for the California

experiments with men on a fruit and nut

diet.

The subjects of Merrill's experiments

• Ann. Inst. Ig. Sper. Univ. Roma, n. s., 4
n.'!94). p. 2fi3.

1- Maine Station Bulletin i;!I. p. 146.
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were two men aged 23 and 34 years, re-

spectively. A mixed diet was used. Each

subject consumed daily 300 grams of the

cooked chestnut Hour, which furnished

about 20 per cent of the proteids, fiO per

cent of the fat, nearly 50 per cent of the

carbohydrates, and not far from 40 per

cent of the total fuel value of the food.

The average digestion coefficients obtained

for chestnuts with the two sub,ierts were

protein. 5G per cent; fat, G3 per cent, and

total carbohydrates 9S per cent, while 89

per cent of the energy was available.

Memmo also studied a kind of acorn

bread eaten in Italy, and found it was

fairly v.-ell assimilated, though not very

palatable. In experiments made by SaikiJ

at Yale University, chestnuts were added

to the diet to obtain data regarding the

raw chestnut starch, and it was found

that it was comparatively indigestible.

This would suggest that it is desirable

to cook chestnuts rather than to use them

raw.

From the foregoing it would appear

that, w-hile it is not possible to determine

the exact digestion coefficients for all

nuts, enough has been done to indicate

their high nutritive value and to show

that the human system can assimilate a

very large proportion of the nutriment

contained in nuts when they are ration-

ally eaten.

Place of Nuts in the Diet

It has been shown by numerous in-

vestigations that nuts are rich in protein

and fat and that these nutrients can be

fairly well assimilated. Nuts being such

a concentrated food, their proper place in

the diet is a matter for more careful con-

sideration than is the case with many of

the ordinary food materials. It must not

be forgotten that a certain bulkiness of

the diet is conducive to its normal assimi-

lation, and that too concentrated nutri-

ment is often the cause of digestive dis-

turbances. It might be expected, then,

that nuts could be most advantageously

used in connection with more bulky foods,

such as fruits, vegetables, breads, crack-

ers, etc Most rationally used, they

should constitute an integral part of the

t Jour HUiI. f'ljcm., nnooi. p.

menu rather than supplement an already

abundant meal. Since nuts are so con-

centrated, eating a considerable quantity

out of hand at odd times will mean an
oversupply of food if a corresponding re-

duction is not made in the quantity of

other foods eaten during the day. The dis-

tress sometimes experienced when nuts

are eaten is undoubtedly often due to im-

proper mastication or to overindulgence,

since investigations made at the Cali-

fornia station indicate clearly that con-

siderable quantities of nuts properly eat-

en do not cause distress. There is a popu-

lar belief that a little salt with nuts pre-

vents the digestive disturbance resulting

from eating them. To most persons salt

undoubtedly adds to the palatability of

the nuts, but no investigations have been

found on record which demonstrate any
actual improvement in the digestibility of

nuts due to salt.

Considering all kinds, nuts are perhaps

more often eaten raw than cooked, though
some sorts like the peanut, which is not

generally considered palatable raw, and
the cashew nut, which is poisonous until

roasted, are quite generally cooked.

In this country the native chestnut is

very commonly eaten raw, and the small

native nuts have a distinct and character-

istic flavor. The European chestnut,

when raw, is lacking in flavor and so is

almost universally cooked. The Japanese

chestnut is much like the European in its

characteristics.

The cocoanut and the almond are impor-

tant ingredients of many sorts of cakes

and confectionery, and often nuts are used

in cooking in many ways.

Nuts may be readily used as staple ar-

ticles of diet, as an ingredient in salads

and in soups, as a stuffing for poultry, in

the making of desserts and in many other

ways. Wild turkey stuffed with pecan

nuts is a dish popular with old Virginia

cooks, just as goose stuffed with chest-

nuts is prized in Germany. Salted nuts

and nuts crystallized in sugar are very

common accompaniments of other foods.

In general, the nuts rich in protein and

fat should be used in combination with

carbohydrate foods, as bread, fruit, green
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vegetables, etc., while such nuts as the

chestnut, which do not contain much pro-

tein or fat, hut are rich in carbohydrates,

may be properly combined with meats,

milk and cream, eggs, and other foods

containing protein and fat.

Since nuts are relished by most per-

sons, are nutritious, and may be readily

used by themselves and in various palat-

able combinations as an Integral part of

the diet, they have a legitimate place in

the menu. Those who, for any reason,

wish to live on ve.getable foods and dairy

products or any form of vegetarian or

fruitarian diet will almost inevitably

look to nuts, particularly such as the pea-

nut, tor a considerable portion of their

total nutritive material. A fruit and nut

diet may be arranged to furnish suffi-

cient protein, mainly from nuts, to satis-

fy the requirements of the body, but the

concensus of opinion of well-informed

physiologists seems to be that such a

diet is not generally advisable nor to be

recommended for the majority of man-

kind in place of the more usual mixed

diet. It should also be remembered that

numerous experiments have shown that

the protein from mixed diet has a high-

er coefficient of digestibility than nut pro-

tein, which indicates that the protein of

nuts is the less economically utilized by

the body. The argument which is so of-

ten advanced that primitive man lived on

nuts and fruits exclusively and hence his

descendants should do so is not generally

accepted.

The comparatively high price of many
of the edible nuts, particularly when
shelled, and the difficulty of cracking

some varieties—like pecans, black wal-

nuts and hickory nuts—and extracting

the kernels at home, greatly militate

against the freer use of nuts in the house-

hold. The consumption of peanuts and

English walnuts is perhaps increasing

faster than that of some other nuts: but,

whatever sort is selected, they should,

as already noted, form a part of the diet

and not supplement an already suflBclent

meal.

>"nts and >'ut Troducts for Diabetics

Nuts and nut products are often recom-

mended as foods for diabetics and others

from whose diet starch and sugar are ex-

cluded, or at least materially reduced. On
this subject the following statements are

made by A. L. Winton,* in a report of

studies made at the Connecticut State

Experiment Station of the composition of

diabetic foods, chiefly commercial prod-

ucts:

"Most of the nuts, including walnuts,

Brazil nuts, almonds, and filberts, since

they contain no starch and only small

amounts of sugar and dextrin but are rich

in protein and oil, are valuable additions

to the diet of diabetics. Almond meal is

used in the preparation of various bis-

cuits and bread substitutes. The chest-

nut is a notable exception among nuts, in

that it is rich in starch and poor In fat,

the composition of the shelled nut being

much the same as that of wheat flour;

it is therefore entirely unsuited for the

use of diabetics. * * *

"The peanut, * * * although very rich

in oil, contains about 11 per cent of

starch, sugar and dextrin, of which about

half is starch."

Jfut Bntters and IVut Milk

Within the last few years so-called nut

butters have been used in increasingly

large amounts, and at least one variety,

namely, peanut butter, is made and sold in

ton lots. It has already been stated that

in order to insure the best physiological

results from the dietetic use of nuts they

should be thoroughly ground up by the

teeth and that, other things being equal,

the digestion coefficient will vary directly

with the fineness of division. The nut

butters, made as they are from the finely

ground nuts with or without the addition

of some water, oil, and salt, have a homo-

geneous consistency not unlike true but-

ter, and when properly made the material

is so finely divided that even if it is not

thoroughly chewed it will presumably of-

fer much less resistence to the digestive

juices than nuts hastily eaten. Nuts, and

hence nut butters, are very rich in fat,

which readily becomes rancid and un-

palatable. This is doubtless one of the

1.-)3.

' Connecticut State Station Kepoi't. UIOO. p.
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reasons why nut butters are quite com-

monly marketed in jars, etc., containing

small amounts which may be utilized In a

short time. The nut butters are recom-

mended by vegetarians as a substitute for

butter in culinary processes and for use

at the table. By persons who are not

vegetarians they are commonly used for

making sandwiches and in other ways for

their agreeable flavor and for the pleasing

variety which they give the diet.

Nut butter may be easily made at home.

The nuts may be pounded in a mortar,

but a mill for grinding them is much
more convenient and may be readily pro-

cured, as there are a number of sorts on

the market. The process of making nut

butters has been frequently described in

.iournals and cookery books. Either the

raw or the roasted peanut may be used

for making peanut butter, but the roast-

ed nut is the more satisfactory. The
kernels should be freed from chaff and
reduced to a paste in the grindin,g mill.

Freshly roasted nuts are necessary, as

those which have stood for a day or so

after roasting lose in crispness, do not

grind well, and tend to clog the mill. Any
sort of nut may be used, but experience

has shown that it is more difficult to

make butters from the almond or Brazil

nut than from the peanut. Blanching

these nuts requires considerably more
time and labor than is needed to free

the peanut from the skin which covers

the kernel, and they are also more diffi-

cult to grind. Nut butters will keep well

if sealed in glass or earthenware jars.

Tin cans also -may be used, but are not

quite as desirable. As might be expected,

nut butters do not differ materially in

composition from the nuts from which
they are ground.

The nut butters just mentioned are en-

tirely different from cocoanut butter or

from cocoa butter, which are expressed

and purified fats. Cocoanut butter, which
is sold under a variety of trade names.

Is made, it is said, by extracting and re-

fining the fat from the sliced and dried

cocoanut or copra. Its natural color is

white, and it is solid at ordinary temper-

atures, resembling refined beef fat in ap-

pearance. It is used as a substitute for

butter and in various culinary ways.

Chocolate and cocoa, as is well known, are

both products of the cocoa bean, the form-

er being much richer in fat than the lat-

ter. The fat which is extracted in the

manufacture of cocoa is called cocoa but-

ter and is used as a culinary fat and for

other purposes. It is an entirely differ-

ent product from the cocoanut butter

mentioned above.

The liquid in the cocoanut, often called

cocoanut milk, is not at all the same as

the nut milks often referred to in books

devoted to nut cookery, which may be

made by mixing nut butter of any given

sort with water.

By pouring a pint of boiling water on

a freshly grated cocoanut, allowing it to

stand until cold and then straining it, a

milky liquid is obtained which is also

sometimes called cocoanut milk or cream
and is used in cooking and other ways
in regions where cocoanuts are grown.

On standing, the fatty portion rises to the

top as cream rises on milk. Cocoanut

cream may be served with fruits and used

in other ways. These cocoanut products

and similar articles made from other nuts

are used to some extent by the strict

vegetarians who do not care to use cows'

milk.

A similar nut milk or emulsion of nut

fat made from Java almonds (a species

of Canarium) is used in Java, apparently

with considerable success, as an infant

food.

Nut Pastes and Nut Preserves

Pastes which are used by confectioners

for candy making and in other ways are

made from nuts with the addition of

sugar. Sometimes water and starch are

added, but such admixtures are inferior

to the nut and sugar pastes. The most

common material of this sort is the al-

mond paste which is manufactured in

large quantities in the United States and

is also imported. It is used tor making

cakes, candies, etc., the highly ornament-

ed cakes called "marzipan," so popular

with the Germans, being one of the very

well known almond paste confections.

Macaroons are also well-known cakes
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made from ground almonds or almond

paste. Cocoanut is also used for the same
sort of cakes.

Chestnuts preserved or candled in syrup

and then dried, the marrons glace of the

confectioners, are esteemed a delicacy and

are eaten alone or are used In confection-

ery, etc. Thus prepared they are a com-

mon commercial article. Much less com-

mon are the English walnut meats pre-

served in syrup, which are manufactured

in Europe and exported to this country

in limited quantities. Preserved nuts

which are similar to these are made in

this country, particularly for the soda-

water trade. Often maple syrup is used

instead of ordinary syrup. Nut syrups,

in which the ground nuts are incorpor-

ated with the syrup, are also well known
for the same purpose, and are quite simi-

lar to the nut bisques or similar pud-

ding sauces made at home. As the data

in the table show, such nut preserves are

rich in carbohydrates, owing to the added
sugar. In Germany walnut meats and
spice are often added to the plum but-

ter which is made in such quantities in

many homes. In the tropics, a thick,

sweet preserve is made from cocoanut
and sugar which is much liked locally,

though those who are not familiar with
it consider it very sweet and insipid.

The Turks make several products from
walnut meats and grape juice which are

considered wholesome and palatable foods.

In one of these the nuts are strung on a

strong thread and dipped in thickened
grape juice until well coated with it.

Nnt Flours and Meals

Among nut products may be mentioned
nut flours and meals. Some of these are

used in large quantities and are made
on a commercial scale, while others, per-

haps owing to the trouble and expense in-

cidental to manufacture, find only a lim-

ited use. In general, meals are made
from the ordinary edible nuts by blanch-
ing, thoroughly drying, and grinding. By
using a nut mill such meals may be
ground at home. Almond meal has been
on the market for a long time, being used
as food for diabetics and for making

cakes, etc., as well as in a number of

technical ways.

Special mention should be made of

chestnut flour, which is on sale in the

United States and is used for most of the
culinary purposes for which the fresh nut
is recommended. In Italy it constitutes

a considerable part of the diet, in some
regions being extensively used for mak-
ing a sort of bread or cake. One of the

most complete studies of the dietetic use
of chestnuts has been reported by Mem-
mo. According to that author, the chest-

nut often serves almost as the exclusive

food of the peasants of Tuscany for a
considerable part of the year. The whole
nuts are eaten in a variety of ways; for

instance, boiled in water without hulling,

hulled and boiled, or roasted. From the

flour various cakes and other foods are

made. Sometimes dough made from
chestnut flour and water is spread be-

tween chestnut leaves and baked in an
oven, and sometimes the dough is baked
between hot stones. Chestnut fritters

are also used, though less commonly than
the bread, as the oil needed to fry them
is comparatively expensive. A half pound
or more of chestnut flour made into por-

ridge for breakfast, chestnut cakes for

dinner, and chestnut porridge or maca-
roni for supper, with a little fish or

cheese, is a common day's ration. Ground
acorns, made into a sort of bread with the

addition of about 75 per cent of flour, is

a common article of diet in several re-

gions, notably Umbria and Tuscany, but

the bread is black and heavy and not very

palatable.

The early travelers and explorers make
mention of the extended use of nuts by
the American Indians, and the custom of

using acorns as a staple food is still kept
up. The method of preparing acorns
followed by the Indians of Northern Cali-

fornia have been described by P. E. God-
dard* in a publication of the University
of California, and by V. K. Chesnut,t
formerly of the Department of Agricul-

ture. Briefly speaking, the shelled nuts

• rnlv. Cal. Pubs., Amer. Arch, and Ethnol.,
1 (]n03t. No. 1, p. 27.

t IT. S. Dept. Aeri., Dlv. Bot., Contrib. Nat.
Ilei-barlum, 7 (1002), p. .'?.''.3.
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are split, dried and grouiul with a mortar

and pestle. Tlie sifted dour is placeil in a

liollow in tlie sand on a convenient river

banl: and leached to free it from the bit-

ter principles present. From the leached

meal a porridge or mush is made, which
to the ordinary palate is much inijiroved

b.v the addition of salt.

These typical Indian foods, when well

prepared, are relished by many persons

who have tried them, and it seems not

improbable that improved methods of

removing the tannin and bitter principles

present in most varieties of acorns might

result in the utilization of the acorn

crop, which is fairly large throughout

most regions of the United States and is

generally wasted.

According to Chesnut's investigations,

the California buckeye or horse-chestnut

is also used by the Indians as a food and

is leached to free it from poisonous or

objectionable matters in much the same

way as the acorn. Many attempts have

been made in Europe and elsewhere to

treat the fruit of the common horse-chest-

nut in some way so that it might be made
wholsome and palatable, for it undoubt-

edly contains an abundance of nutritive

material, particularly starch; but none of

these attempts has been really successful.

In many regions nuts are commonly

added to ordinary bread dough, and such

nut bread is a favorite and staple food.

The use of partly extracted peanuts and

other nut meals with wheat and rye flour

for bread making should also be men-

tioned. Such breads have been used for

patients with diabetes, but have never

come into general use. perhaps because

they are not very palatable, since the nuts

become rancid so readily. In this con-

nection the coarsely ground or shredded

and dried cocoanut so common in our

markets should be mentioned. Sugar is

often added during the process of manu-

facture. Such prepared cocoanut is com-

monly used when it is not convenient to

use the fresh nut. The cocoanut is much
used in fancy cooking in the United

States. In regions where it is grown it is

a staple food. The pulp of the imma-

ture nut is considered a delicacy, and is

used in iiuiny ways. When frozen and

served as an ice it is said to be especially

delicious. The meat of the ripe nut is

used in the preparation of a great variety

of dishes, including sweets as well as

other foods, and the cocoanut milk, par-

ticularly that of the unripe nut, is a very

common and wholesome beverage. The
so-called "milk" is in reality water which

the plant stores in the nut and is very

pure, containing only a little mineral mat-

ter, sugar, etc., in solution. In addition

to the fact that it Is palatable and usual-

ly cool, it is a much safer beverage than

water from some possibly contaminated

spring or stream.

Nut Candies

One of the most extensive uses of nuts

is in the manufacture of candy of various

sorts, such as sugared almonds, burnt al-

monds, nut chocolates, caramels, penoche,

nut brittle, etc. While there are some dif-

ferences in the process of manufacture

followed in these candies, they all in the

main consist of nuts and sugar in vary-

ing proportions, with flavoring extracts,

and in some instances butter and flour.

Perhaps the best known nut candy the

world over is nougat, which is of Oriental

origin, and is a compound originally made
of nuts and honey, but now more often of

nuts and sugar. Usually almonds, fil-

berts, pistachios, and pinenuts are em-

ployed in nougat making, but the kind of

nut is necessarily very largely a matter

of convenience. Sometimes burnt al-

monds are used instead of the blanched

nuts. The nougat which our confection-

ers supply is soft in texture, but a brittle,

hard sort is made in Europe and is im-

ported to this country from Spain, the

oblong blocks, about C by 4 by 2 inches,

being wrapped in wafer and sealed in tins.

The table shows the composition of com-

mon sorts of nut candy. As may be seen,

the water content is low and these candies

are highly concentrated foods. On ac-

count of the added sugar the carbohy-

drate content is high. The i)roportion of

nuts used in candies varies. By assuming

that the nuts furnish the bulk of the fat

in the candy it is estimated that nuts con-

stituted about 50 per cent in the speci-
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mens analyzed. It is perhaps well to sug-

gest that nut candies and other candies

which sometimes cause digestive disturb-

ances would be more satisfactory if eaten

in a rational way and at the proper time.

Since they are concentrated foods they

should naturally replace an equivalent

amount of some other food material and
not be eaten in quantity simply for their

palatable flavor in addition to an other-

wise adequate daily ration.

Jfnt Coffees

A number of coffee substitutes made
from nuts have been devised and placed

on the market, peanut coffee and acorn

coffee being by far the most common. The
nuts are parched and sometimes otherwise

treated. Such coffee substitutes lack the

stimulating properties of true coffee, and
the infusion does not have the high nutri-

tive value which is sometimes claimed for

it.

Green Xnfs

A number of kinds of nuts are used be-

fore they are fully ripe, and are esteemed

a delicacy. In California in spring the

markets quite commonly offer green al-

monds—that is, the almonds picked from

the tree while the husk is of a decided

green color and easily separated from the

soft and immature shell. The kernel, af-

ter the skin is peeled off, is eaten with

or without salt, and is relished by many
persons. The price of green almonds in

California markets commonly varies from
al)out 20 to 35 cents per pound. Green
almonds are found to a limited extent in

fancy fruit shops in Eastern cities and
elsewhere, and are perhaps purchased as

much for their ornamental appearance as

for their palatability. They are much
more commonly used in Europe than in

the United States. Green English wal-

nuts and green hazelnuts are also eaten

to a considerable extent in Europe and
are great favorites. The nuts are gath-

ered when the shells are fully matured
but not thoroughly ripe. Sometimes these

green nuts are imported into the United
States. Many who have grown up in the

country will recall the delicate flavor of

the immature butternut and hickory nut
and the stained fingers which thev caused.

Such green nuts have apparently never
been marketed.

Whole green walnuts and some other

nuts are also used in a quite immature
state for pickle making. They are picked
when still tender enough to be easily

pierced by a large pin; then, after be-

ing kept in brine for a number of days,

they are exposed to the sun until they
turn black. Afterwards they are placed
in jars and covered with hot vinegar and
spices. Sometimes they are treated with
dry salt instead of brine before pickling.

It is claimed that nuts thus treated will

blacken without being exposed to sun-

light. Such pickled nuts are considered
by many as a very palatable relish for

use with meats and poultry. Walnut cat-

sup is also made from green walnuts.

jViit Oils and Oil-f'ake Meals

In some parts of Europe almond oil,

walnut oil, and beechnut oil are manu-
factured and prized as salad oils, and in

South America Brazil-nut oil is used for

table purposes. Cocoanut oil is an im-

portant oil in the tropics. Peanut oil

finds a large technical application and is

also used in large quantities as a salad oil

and for culinary purposes. Oils are also

made from the kernel or nut of the peach
and apricot, but these, like most nut oils

except those mentioned, are used for

medicinal or technical purposes rather

than for food.

The various nut oils, which are prac-

tically pure fats, have a very high fuel

value, and like olive oil and other oils,

may constitute an important energy-yield-

ing constituent of the diet. It is com-
monly assumed that, like olive oil, these

oils are readily assimilated when proper-

ly combined with other food materials, as

in salads, as "shortening" for various

dishes, and in similar ways.

The oil-cake meals, as the ground prod-

ucts remaining after the expression of

the nut oils are called, are much used as

food for-live stock and all kinds of poul-

try, and this is especially true of the pea-

nut and cocoanut oil cakes. It has been

su.ggested that such oil-cake meals might
be valuable dietary articles if properly

manipulated, as they of course contain a

3—8
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higher percentage of protein than the

original nut. Some attempts have been

made to thus utilize poanut-cake meal,

but the results have not been very satis-

factory.

Pecuniary Economj of Nuts

The conijiosition and digestibility of

nuts have been discussed in the forego-

ing pages, but little has been said regard-

ing the cost of nutrients and energy

which they supply as compared with other

and more common food materials. The
table which follows shows the compara-

tive cost of a pound of protein and 1,000

calories of energy when furnished by dif-

ferent nuts and nut products and some

other staple foods, and also the amounts
of nutrients and energy which 10 cents

worth of these foods would supply, rating

the foods at certain average prices per

pound.

Pecuniary Economy of Nuts and Nut Products
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which is more protein and energy than

is furnished by many rations regarded as

adequate for a day. Although peanuts

supply protein and energy for a smaller

sum than bread, they are outranked by

dried beans, which, at 5 cents a pound,

will supply for 10 cents over 200 grams
of protein and 3,200 calories of energy.

If more peanuts and dried beans were

used by fruitarians, their diet would be

enriched and the cost decreased. The al-

mond, so much in favor with fruitarians,

furnishes for 10 cents about one-fourth

the protein and less than one-third the

energy supplied by peanuts.

Handling: and Marketing Jfuts

Within the last few years the trade in

shelled nuts has very markedly increased,

and shelled walnuts, hickory nuts, al-

monds, English walnuts, pecans, etc., are

now very commonly found in shops. The
bulk of the nut crop is, however, mar-
keted unshelled. Some -of the unshelled

nuts, notably pecans and peanuts, are

very often polished before marketing by
rotating them in rapidly revolving drums
in such a way that the shells are worn
down until they are more or less smooth.

This method of treatment also removes
any dirt and is supposed to make the nut
more salable. It is worthy of note, how-
ever, that the highly prized, large fancy

pecans are marketed without such treat-

ment.

In cracking nuts, if one wishes to ob-

tain the meats unbroken, it is necessary,

as everyone knows, to hold the nut in

such a position that the shell will be

crushed along certain definite lines.

Thus, hickory nuts must be struck on

the thin side and pecan nuts and native

butternuts or white walnuts on the end.

With such nuts as the almond and filbert

or cobnut less care is needed, as the nut

is loosed inside the shell. There are a

number of machines for cracking nuts on

a wholesale scale for market purposes,

which give a very large proportion of

unbroken nut meats. In most of these

the nuts passing from a hopper to some
device like an enriless chain with pockets

for holding them in the right position

are crushed one at a time by automatical-

ly moving plungers. The machines
which are used naturally vary in prin-

ciple and in details of construction, one
which would be satisfactory for a pea-

nut or soft-shelled almond being less well

adapted for use with such nuts as hick-

ory nuts or pecans. Some of the ma-
chines used for peanuts and almonds are
equipped with devices for removing the

skin or hull which covers the nut meat.

In order to meet the market demand
for clean and uniformly colored nuts,

many nut growers have resorted to the

process of bleaching their product. The
first attempts in this direction were made
by sulphuring—that is, by exposing the

nuts to sulphur vapor. This treatment,

though improving the color of the shell,

proved injurious to the flavor of the nuts

and lessened the keeping qualities. At
the California Agricultural Experiment
Station experiments with bleaching solu-

tions have been carried on and very satis-

factory results have been obtained with
a mixture of sal soda, chlorid of lime

and water. According to reports of the

Imperial Department of Agriculture of

the West Indies,* a similar process has
been successfully used for bleaching pea-

nuts. The consumer should bear in mind
that the bleaching of nuts is entirely un-

necessary and in no way increases their

food value. The process is carried on
solely for the purpose of improving the

appearance of the nut, and thus com-
manding a higher price. It will doubtless

be continued as long as the public is

willing to be guided by appearance rath-

er than food value. The term "bleach-

ing," as applied to nuts, must not be

confounded with the household term
"blanching," which applies to the process

of removing the skins from nut meats,

as almonds and pistachio nuts, by im-

mersing them for a short time in hot

water and then rubbing off the skin.

Vegetables and fruits exposed for sale

under ordinary conditions may be readi-

ly contaminated with bacteria, dirt and

dust. Nuts sold in their shells are pro-

tected in large measure from such con-

* Imp. Dept. Agr. West Indies Pamphlet No.
43, n. s.
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taiuiiiation. yet many careful house-

wives wash, or at least wipe, the nuts

which are to be cracked and served in

the shells, as anything which adheres to

the shell might readily contaminate the

nuts after cracking, if all were mixed

together in a dish.

Shelled nuts arc now common com-

mercial products. They are sometimes

sold in tight packages, but more often

are not thus protected from dust and in-

sects, and should always be washed be-

fore they are used. Pouring hot water

over nuts which are to be used for salad

and other dishes is a practice which is

recommended, as it removes any acrid

taste and gives the nuts a fresh flavor

and appearance.

If exposed to damp conditions, nuts

mold and decay, and even under favor-

able conditions the nut oils and fats be-

come rancid on long-continued storing.

In the main, however, the keeping quali-

ties of most nuts are excellent. Nuts,

and particularly shelled nuts, should be

stored in such a way that they may be

free from attacks from insect enemies.

When such precautions are not taken,

"wormy" nuts are by no means uncom-

mon.

.Sunimnry

Summarizing the foregoing data, it

may be said that nuts are a very con-

centrated food, even more so than cheese,

but when rationally used they are well

assimilated and may form a part of a

well-balanced diet. Nuts are a very valu-

able source of protein and fat, these two

nutrients being the characteristic con-

stituents of the more common nuts, of

which the walnut and cocoanut may be

taken as types. In nuts like the chest-

nut, carbohydrates are a characteristic

constituent. For most families it is un-

doubtedly wiser to use nuts as part of the

regular diet than as a condiment or sup-

plement to an otherwise hearty meal.

Vegetarians and others who use nuts in

place of meat should not depend upon

them as the main food supply, but should

supplement them with more bulky foods

with n low content of protein and fat.

As a whole, nuts may be classed among
the staple foods and not simply as food

accessories. At usual prices, nuts are rea-

sonable sources of protein and energy.

Peanuts supply protein and energy very

cheaply, even compared with such staple

foods as bread and beans. There are a

number of nut foods on the market, but

it may be stated that there is little to be

gained from the standpoint of food value

or economy in their use in place of the

ordinary nuts and home-made nut prod-

ucts, especially by healthy persons

who are willing to masticate their food

thoroughly and to use nuts in reasonable

combinations. Unless something has

been added, the nutritive materials in

such special preparations can not be

greater than the nuts from which they

are made, though in the mechanical con-

dition or in some other way the foods

may be better fitted for ready assimila-

tion. Furthermore, nut butters and sim-

ilar foods give a pleasant variety to the

diet, and they are relished by many who

would not care for the unprepared nuts.

Though less subject to contamination

than many other foods, nuts should be

handled and stored under good condi-

tions, and especially should be protected

from dampness and insect enemies.

M. E. Jaff.\. M. S.,

I'l-ofessor of Nuti'Hion, University nf Califoinia.

For Varieties of Nuts, follow the

Alphabetical Order.

Nut Culture in Washington. See

Washington.
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Production of Nuts in tlie United States

Almonds, Pecans, and Persian or English Walnuts—Trees, Production, and Value

STATE
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>uts Grown in the United States

The number of bearing nut trees (all varieties) in tlie United States, according

to the census of 1910, is as follows:

(Scale, 6 mm=l ,000,000.)

California. 2.034,302.

Iowa. 1.721.265.

Texas. 1.104.360.

Pennsylvania, 175,457.

New York, 164,333.

Missou ri, 153,244.

Kansas, 143,044.

Oklahoma, 96,766.

Georgia, 86,329.

Illin ois, 85,428.

Nebraska, 79,090.

Mississippi, 66,727.

Virginia, 53,184.

Alabama, 51,585.

Florida, 43,998.

West VirRinia, 42,147.

Wisconsin, 40,789.

South Carolina, 38,743.

Louisiana, 38,466.

Michigan, 37,297.

Tennessee, 24,926.

Vermont, 24,534.

New Jersey, 22,764.

Ohio, 21,702.

Montana and Wyoming

Kentucky, 21,339.

Indiana, 19,179.

South Dakota, 18,409.

Oregon, 16,902.

Arkansas, 13,958.

Maryland, 11,780.

New Hampshire, 10,188.

Connecticut, 9,248.

Minnesota, 8,110.

Washington, 7,107.

Arizona, 6,812.

Massachusetts, 6,720.

Colorado, 3,667.

Delaware, 1,962.

Utah, 1,737.

Idaho, 1,379.

Nevada, 972.

Maine, 815.

New Mexico, 503.

North Carolina, 84.

North Dakota, 62.

Rhode Island, 47.

are not reported as growing nuts.
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Imports of Nuts for the United States—Years Ending June 30, 1909-1910

ARTICLES Pounds Value

Nuts-
Almonds:

Not shelled (pounds)

Clear, shelled (pounds)

Apricot and peach kernels (pounds)

Cocoanuts;
In the shell

Meat, broken, or copra, not shredded, desiccated or prepared (pounds)

Meat or copra, desiccated, shredded, cut, or similarly prepared (pounds)

.

Oeam and Brazil (bushels)

Filberts:

Not shelled

Shelled

Marrons, crude (pounds)

Olive nuts, ground :

.

Palm and palm-nut kernels

Peanut, or cround beans:

Unshelled I pounds)
Shelled (pounds)

Pecans (pounds)
Walnuts:

Not shelled (pounds) ;

Shelled (pounds)

All other, shelled or unshelled, not specially provided for (pounds)

Do (from Philippine Islands)

Total nuts (free)

Total nuts (dutiable)

.

Total fruits and nuts (free)

Total fruits and nuts (dutiable)

.

6,810.055 60
10,495,750.00

27,853.50

20,830,539.00
5,985,308.00
461,496.00

10,026,961.00
1,413,391 00

10,270,398.00

11,297,172.00
16,089,919,00
3,349,460.00

23,269,974.22
10,960,988.00
3,580,8,55.00

3,689.00

S 504,662.59
4,402,124.99

5,230.00

1,298.069.97
762.560 00
384,972.00

1,251,738.00

620,508 69
170,450.00
244,106.00

478.00
6,907.00

419,184.59
729,382 00

2.32,590 OO

1,.546, 197. 34

1,851,408,75
346,650.73

75,00

$3,564,355 97
9,210,839.68

$15,627,166.79
21,229,071.68

Ohio
The state of Ohio has been divided,

physically, into five parts, the central

and western central portions, consisting

of an elevated plateau which was formed

by glaciers; the northern and north-

western portions, wliose soil was formed

of deposits of sand, gravel and clay

washed from the glacial uplands into

what was once a lalte basin; the extreme

southwest, which is thinly glaciated up-

land covered with a limited amount of

fine, silty loess material; the northwest-

ern portion, consisting of a border of

the Appalachian plateau, gently rolling,

undulating, sometimes breaking into

hills, and slightly glaciated; all South-

eastern Ohio, which is more or less hilly,

and the soils of which are formed of the

eroded rocks that underlie the surface. In

the north, bordering on the lake, are

numerous sandy ridges which mark the

ancient beaches of glacial lakes.

For the most part the soils of Ohio

are rich and productive, consisting in

places of vegetable loam, in others muck,

limestone, clay and sand.

The temperature is very similar to

that of other portions of the United

States in the same latitudes, ranging

from the extremes of 98 degrees above

zero in summer to 30 degrees below zero

in winter.

The average rainfall is about 38 inches

per annum, varying somewhat in differ-

ent parts of the state.

All the fruits of the north temperate

zone, such as apples, peaches, pears,

cherries, grapes, strawberries, blackber-

ries, etc., can be successfully grown.

However, some of these are not grown

for commercial purposes, but for home
use or to supply a limited local demand.

Apples, peaches and grapes are the prin-

cipal commercial fruits.

In general the soils best adapted to

apples are the alluvial deposits contain-

ing a mixture of limestone. Ohio, like

many of the other old fruit-growing

states, several years ago permitted her

fruit industry to decline when the scale

and other fruit pests became uncontrol-

able under the old methods and before

new methods were adopted. The fruit

was of poor quality, and many of the

trees died. Now, under the guidance of

the state colleges and experiment work,

much is being done to rejuvenate the
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old onliards and to encourage the adop-

tion of new methods for the new ones.

The industry is now reviving and many
commercial orchards are being planted.

The sections of the state where most

apples are grown are the lake region,

the Ohio River region and along the

smaller streams that empty into the

Ohio, such as Muskingum, Scioto and
Miami.

There are few peaches grown in the

state for commercial purposes, except

along the lake, the most profitable sec-

tion being Catawba Island. The lake re-

gion is also the most profitable section

for the growing of grapes, the counties

of Ashtabula, Cuyahoga, Erie, Ottawa,

Lucas and Loraine producing most of

the grapes shipped out of the state.

Trucking is profitable in the muck and
reclaimed swamp soils of Hardin, Huron,
Medina, Wayne, Cuyahoga, Summit and
Stark counties, and celery, cabbages,

onions, tomatoes, etc., are shipped in

considerable quantities.

Granville Lowther

Frost and Precipitation in Oliio
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Strawberries are by far the most im-

portant of the small fruits grown in

Ohio, with raspberries and loganberries

and blackberries and dewberries ranking

second and third respectively. The total

acreage of small fruits in 1909 was 11,-

591 and in 1899, 21,121, a decrease of

45.1 per cent. The production in 1909

was 15,721,000 quarts, as compared with

33,736,000 quarts in 1899, and the value

$1,296,000, as compared with $1,767,000.

Orchard fruits, grapes, nuts and tropi-

cal fruits: 1909 and 1899. The following

table presents data with regard to or-

chard fruits, grapes, nuts and tropical

fruits. The acreage devoted to these

products was not ascertained. In corn-

Taring one year with the other the num-

ber of trees or vines of bearing age is

on the wliole a better index of the gen-

eral changes or tendencies than the

quantity of product, but the data for the

censuses of 1910 and 1900 are not closely

comparable, and the product is therefore

compared, although variations may be

due largely to temporarily favorable or

unfavorable climatic conditions.
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Oil Sprays

There is a growing opinion among

orcliardists tliat oil as a spray tor scale,

aphis and various insect and fungus

pests, is better than lime-sulphur. We
think that at the present time the ques-

tion has not been sufficiently tested to

justify the expression of an opinion here,

but the fact that some careful orchard-

ists prefer it, raises a strong presump-

tion in favor of its merits. As these

sprays are generally prepared they are

made of crude petroleum. However, a

new oil has been manufactured from

the waste timber of the forests of the

Pacific coast and out of it is being pre-

pared a siiray called the "Crest Spray,"

for which its manufacturers claim the

following merits:

The chemical analysis shows tar and

kindred products, naphthal, pyroligeneous

acid, Douglas fir oil, phenols, creosote,

turpentine, resin, sulphur and soda. It

is non-poisonous and harmless to the

operator, who can put his hand into the

solution without any other effect than

removing the dirt.

The Crest spray requires no boiling or

preparation like lime-sulphur and other

sprays. It is shipped in very concen-

trated form so that while its price, $1.25

per gallon in barrel lots, is higher than

most sprays, yet when diluted with 50

parts of water to one of the spray for

winter spraying and 75 to 100 for sum-

mer spraying, it is more economical than

lime-sulphur. It does not require nearly

so heavy a pressure on the spray-pump

as lime-sulphur. Being composed of oils

which have a great spreading power

when applied to wood, it penetrates the

bark of the tree and the cocoons of the

insects much better than the limo-sul-

phur. This gives it a greater covering

power, so that one gallon goes about as

far as two of other sprays.

One farmer figured out his spraying

bill like this:

Five barrels lime-sulphur spray, or

250 gallons diluted eight to one, makes

2,000 gallons. Five barrels at $10 and

$1.50 freight each, cost $57.50.

One barrel Crest spray, 50 gallons di-

luted fifty to one, makes 2,500 gallons of

spray, winter spraying, or 5,000 gallons,

summer spraying. It costs $62.50 and

$1.50 for freight, or $64.

Oklahoma

For the most part Oklahoma is an

undulating plain with strips of timber

along the streams.

The drainage system belongs to the

Arkansas and Red rivers, with the Cim-

arron and Canadian as tributaries to the

Arkansas and the Ouachita as the prin-

cipal tributary of the Red river.

The Ozark mountain range extends

southward from Missouri and Arkansas,

entering the state at an elevation of

2,500 feet and sinking relatively near the

center to the general level of the country

at an elevation of 1,000 feet, but rising

again in the western part of the state

in the Wichita mountains, the highest

point of which is 3,000 feet above the

level of the sea.

The eastern part is heavily wooded

and along the streams has a rich alluvial

soil. There are in Oklahoma various

types of soil, but the prevailing type is

a deep, dark, red loam which in the east

central portion of the state is made up

of decomposed sandstone, but in the

north central is made up of shales and

decomposed limestone. Sometimes there

are belts of red clay loam on the up-

lands north of the rivers, a deposit of

black alluvium on the bottoms on either

side of the rivers and a belt of red clay

loam on the uplands south of the rivers.

In the western part there are deposits

of alkali in such areas as to damage the

soil in considerable degree, while they

are said to have the largest deposits of

gypsum and salt in the world. Coal, oil,

gas and zinc are abundant in the east-

ern part.

The climate is mild, but cliangeable.

The rainfall at Beaver, in the extreme

northwest portion of the state, is 18.9

inclu's per annum and the mean annual

temperature 57 degrees.

At Lehigh, in the southeast, the rain-

fall is 35.1 inches and the temperature
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60 degrees. At Oklahoma City the mean
annual temperature is 59 degrees and
the extremes have ranged from 17 de-

grees below zero to 104 above.

Notwithstanding the abundance of

rainfall the air is dry and tlie sun hot.

In July and August they have occasion-

ally what they call "hot winds," which
damage the crops. With proper irriga-

tion or by planting orchards and gar-

dens on the north slope of the elevated

lands there could be sufficient protection

against the hot winds so that profitable

commercial crops could be grown. With-

out irrigation the best location for an
orchard is on a northern exposure, where
it will not receive the direct rays of the

sun, and where it is more or less pro-

tected from the hot winds that gener-

ally blow from the south.

The country is new, being first settled

lawfully by whites in 1899, but it is

already producing large crops of apples,

peaches, pears, grapes, plums, apricots,

cherries, strawberries, blackberries, dew-

berries, muskmelons, watermelons, cab-

bages, onions, sweet potatoes, tomatoes,

cucumbers, etc.

The adaptation of fruits to climates,

soils and location with reference to the

prevailing winds is a subject that Is

being carefully studied by the horticul-

turists, and with the possibilty of

irrigation by means of pumps and wells

this industry will annually grow into

prominence. Granville Lowthee

Frodnction of Fruits in Oklaiioma

Small fruits: 1909 and 1899. The following table shows data with regard to small

fruits on farms:
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» Includes Indian Territory.
* Expressed in bushels for orchard fruits and pounds for grapes, nuts and figs.

' Included with "unclassified."
* Consists of products not separately named by the enumerator, but grouped under the designation "all other.'

' Inclmles hazehiuta. butternuts, almonds, chestnuts and other nuts.
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Station

Frost

Average Date of

First

Killing in

Autvunn

Last
in

Spring

Date of

First

in

Autumn

Last
in

Spring

Precipitation

Annual
inches

Beaver
Jefferson. .

.

Stillwater. .

Arapaho. .

.

King Fisher
Oklahoma
Mangum. . . .

Fort Sill...

Heaklton. .

.

Lehigh

Oct. 23
Oct. 29
Nov. 2

Oct. 24
Oct. 27
Nov. 2

Nov. 2

Oct. 29
Oct. 31

Oct. 21

Apr. 13

Apr. 15

Apr. 11

Apr. 11

Apr. 12
Apr. 5

Apr. 3

Apr. 4
Apr. 7

Apr. 4

Sept. 27

Oct. 8

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Apr. 30
May 1

May 1

May 1

May 1

Apr. .30

May 1

May 1

May 1

Apr. 18

18.9
26.9
31.7
27.2
33.1
31.7
25.4
30.1
32.7
35.1

Okra

Okra is a tropical plant, somewhat re-

sembling cotton in appearance, the pods

of which are used in soups. There are

several varieties of okra, the pods vary-

ing in color from a dark green to a

greenish white, and in length from one

and one-half inches to five inches when
ready for use, that is before the seeds

are lialf grown. The pods are usually

ready to pick about the second day after

the blossom has fallen. This, of course,

varies with the vigor of the plant and

with the season.

Okra may be grown in almost any rich

mellow soil where corn would do well

and requires about the same treatment

as corn. In the Northern states the seeds

should be planted as soon as the ground
is warm enough for general gardening.

In the South successive plantings may
be made about four or five weeks apart.

In countries where okra is used to any
great extent the very young pods are

strung on threads and dried for winter

use.

Methods of Preparintr

Okra should never be cooked in iron,

brass or copper vessels, as the pods will

absorb the metal and become discolored

and even poisonous. Agate, aluminum,
porcelain or earthenware should be used.

Okra Sonp

2 pounds of beef, without fat or bone;
2 cups of okra, chopped fine;

One-fourth pound of butter;
4 quarts of cold water;
1 onion, sliced and chopped;
Salt and pepper.

Cut the beef into small pieces and sea-

son well with pepper and salt. Fry it in
the soup kettle with the onion and but-

ter until very brown. Then add the cold

water and let it simmer for an hour and
a half. Add the okra, and let it simmer
gently for three or four hours longer.

Winter Okra Soup

1 can of good New Orleans okra;
1 can of tomatoes;
2 onions, chopped fine;

2 tablesi)Oonfuls of butter;
1 dozen oysters;

3 tablespoonfuls of rice;

A red pepper pod, without the seeds.

Chop the onions and fry them in the
butter. Wash the rice well, then stew
the onions, tomatoes and pepper together
in about three quarts of water and one
pint of oyster water, for about three
hours, stirring frequently. Ten minutes
before serving add the okra and let it

come to a boil. Then drop in the oysters,

boil up once, and serve.
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Okra Giiiubo

1 chicUen;
1 onion;
One-halt pod of red pepper, without the

seeds; ^„ ,

2 pints of okra, or about 50 pods;

2 largo slices of ham;
1 bav loaf;

1 sprig of thyme or parsley;

1 tablespoonful each of lard and but-

ter;

Salt and cayenne to taste.

Clean and cut up the chicken. Cut the

ham into small squares or dice and chop

the onion, parsley and thyme. Skin the

tomatoe.s and chop iine, saving the .iuice.

Wash and stem the okras and slice into

thin layers of one-half inch each. Put

the lard and butter into the soup kettle

and when hot add the chicken and the

ham Cover closely and let it simmer

for about ten minutes. Then add the

chopped onions, parsley, thyme and to-

matoes, stirring frequently to prevent

scorching. Then add the okras, and

when well browned add the juice of the

tomatoes, which imparts a superior

flavor The okra is very delicate and is

liable to scorch if not stirred frequently.

For this reason many Creole cooks fry

the okras separately in a frying pan. sea-

soning with the pepper, cayenne and salt,

and then add them to the chicken.

Equally good results may be obtained

with less trouble by simply adding the

okra to the frying chicken and watching

constantlv to prevent scorching. The

least taste of a "scorch" spoils the flavor

of the gumbo. When well fried and

browned, add about 3 quarts of boiling

water and srt on the back of the stove

to simmer for about an hour longer.

Serve hot with nicely boiled rice. Round
steak may be substituted for chicken,

but it must be borne in mind that the

chicken gumbo is the best flavored.

Another recipe for okra gumbo which

Is very similar to the one just preceding,

the manipulation being practically the

same, is as follows:

1 quart of tomatoes, sliced;

2 pounds of good beef, cut in small

pieces;

2 quarts of okras. sliced;

4 tablespoonfuls of butter;

One-half pound of corned ham or pork.

cut up;
Small piece of red pepper, without the

seeds

;

Spray of parsley.

Okra Salad

Boil the young okra pods whole. When
cold, dress with vinegar, salt and pepper.

or, if preferred, use plain French dress-

ing and serve very cold. This is a most
delightful summer salad, the okra being

very cooling.

Boiled Okra
1 quart of young okra;

1 tablespoonful of vinegar;

Salt and pepper to taste.

Wash the okra well In cold water and
place in a porcelain or agate saucepan.

Add a pint of water and a teaspoonful

of salt. Cover the saucepan and let the

okra simmer for about half an hour.

Place in a dish, season with salt and
pepper, pour over the okra a tablespoon-

ful of tarragon vinegar and set to cool.

Serve as a salad with roast meats, etc.

Baked fiiinibo

Place a thin layer of rice in a baking

dish, add a layer of sliced okra, then a

layer of sliced tomatoes; add salt, pep-

per, a little currie and a small lump of

butter. Repeat with alternate layers of

rice, okra and tomatoes until the dish

is filled. Cover and bake in the oven

until the rice is thoroughly cooked. Re-

move cover and brown on top. Serve in

the baking dish. The rice should be

washed in cold water before using, and
the okra pods and tomatoes washed and

sliced rather thinly.

OKRA DISEASES
Okra AVilt

Neorosmospora vasinfecta (Atkinson)

Erw. Smith

This is one of the cotton wilts and is

due to a fungus which attacks the plants

under all varieties of climatic conditions.

It is a soil fungus which persists in spite

of severe temperature changes. Plants

in sandy soils seem to be affected more

than in heavier soils.

Control

No adequate control measure has been

worked out for this disease and the selec-

tion of resistant varieties is the only

suggestion made.

Litoraliiro

Duggar. Fungus niseases of Plants.

OKRA PESTS
The .Japanese or Mexican Wax Scale

Ceroplastes cerifcrus (Anderson)

General Appearance
Tlie adults look like lumps of dough

stuck to the branches. The body proper

is black and about the size of a garden

pea, with a prominent posterior tubercle

or pygidium. The waxy covering is very

thick, making the diameter of the scale
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from one-fourth to three-fourths of an

inch. The color of the protecting coat

varies from white to cream.

Life History

The young hatch beneath the scale and

soon after leaving settle to feed first upon

the leaves and then upon the stems and

young branches. The wax shell forms

with the growth of the females. There

are from three to four broods a year,

covering a period from April to No-

vember.

Distribntioii

In greenhouses, and taken in quaran-

tine from Japan, Mexico, India, Austra-

lia, Ceylon, Hawaiian islands and South
America.

Food Plants
Hibiscus. Camellia. Gardrnia, Myriea

cerifera, tea, mango and orange.

Control
Spraying should be done before the

waxy covering is formed. Resin wash
or kerosene emulsion is recommended.
White Peach Scale. See Peach Pests.

Olive
The olive is an evergreen with leathery

leaves, small whitish flowers and a

bluish black oily fruit containing a bony
two-celled stone. The common cultivated

olive (Olea sativa), a variety of the true

wild olive, is now generally believed to

be a native of Western Asia and has
been cultivated from very early times
for the oil yielded by its fruit. The tree

grows slowly, attaining a height of 40

feet, and has great tenacity of life.

Klg. 1. An Olive Grove in Palestine Over
Two Thousand Years Old.—CourlcatI XatomoJi XeicK.

The species from which our modern
cultivated varieties have come is called

Olea europaea. from the genus Olea, in-

cluding about thirty species. It is very

widely distributed over the countries

about the Mediterranean sea. South
Africa and New Zealand. The wild olive

Is rather shrubby and thorny, but in

the cultivated forms the tree grows to

be larger, more compact and loses its

spinous or thorny character, while the

shoots become more or less angular.

Soils Best Adapted
In all countries where the olive has

been grown. It has been demonstrated
that limestone or calcareous soils are

the best. Also that the salt sea breezes

are favorable to its health and vigor. The
environment of the sea, both in the

nature of the soil and climate, seems
well adapted to the growing of olives.

How Propaffated
The olive roots in favorable soil almost

as easily as the willow, therefore is most
easily propagated by cuttings or layers.

If the tree is cut down numerous suckers

spring up around the stump and these

suckers may be cut into lengths of sev-

eral feet each and planted rather deeply

in manured soil; or short pieces are

sometimes laid in shallow trenches and
when covered with a few inches of soil

they rapidly throw up suckers or shoots.

In some places grafting is a common
practice, and in others plants are raised

from seed.

Tnltivation

In the Eastern countries the olive is

allowed to grow wild in many sections,

in which case it bears a crop every two
or three years. In California it is

planted and cultivated much the same as
other orchard fruits and pays a big re-

turn on the labor expended in pruning,
irrigating and cultivating. There are

certain dwarf varieties with very green
and very superior fruit which bear in

about three years, whereas the old varie-

ties would not bear until at least twice
that age.

IMekline: the Ollie
The unripe fruit of the olive Is used

in modern, as in ancient times, as an
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article of dessert, to enliaiue the flavor

of wine and to renew the sensitive-

ness of the palate for other viands. For

this purpose the fruit is picked while

green, soaked for a few hours in an al-

kaline fluid or lye, washed well in clean

water and then placed in bottles or jars

filled with brine. Sometimes spices are

used to increase the bitter flavor.

In California many orehardists pickle

ripe olives and claim for them superior

quality and taste to that of the green

olive. They also claim that the demand
is greater than the supply. Ripe olives

for pickling are generally purchased by

packers before picking at prices ranging

from $100 to $125 per ton. At the pack-

ing house they are graded according to

size in three classes, viz., extra large

or fancy, large, and medium.
W. W. Hinsey describes the process of

pickling ripe olives as follows:

First, treatment to extract the bitter-

ness: second, soaking in water to elim-

inate the lye; and third, gradually salted

to suit taste.

To extract the bitterness, the olives

are soaked in a vat containing a solution

of water and caustic potash. If the olives

are very bitter they are put through a

second soaking with fresh lye. A float-

ing cover is used to keep the olives sub-

merged in the solution and the lye is

frequently drawn from the bottom and
poured over the top to insure equal dis-

tribution.

When the color of the olives indicates

that the lye has penetrated to the pits,

it is immediately drawn off and fresh

water used to remove the lye. They re-

main in this vat, the water being fre-

quently changed, until the lye has been

thoroughly eliminated.

After the lye and bitterness have been

extracted the olives are gradually salted

to taste and prepared for use. Special

care is always used to keep the olives

from liardening or shrinking and the

soaking in lye and salt has to be done

gradually and painstakingly.

The olive is now ready for packing.

Some packers put up a natural or or-

Fig. 2. Olive Gniv i( \-, < ;i lllnMji;i

-Naloinas \'civs
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chard run of fruit. Other packers care-

fully select and keep separate different

colored fruit and they are marked light,

brown or dark as the case may be. Uni-

formity of color is usually desired and

this is accomplished by picking fruit of

equal ripeness and treating it with uni-

form solutions of lye and salt. The
olives are packed in bottles, cans or bar-

rels, which are iiroperly sterilized,

labeled and cased for shipment.

Districts Where Grown

District No. 16

Highly recommended: Mission.

Recomjiended : Ascolano ; Macrocar-

pa; Rubra; Santa Catarina; Uvaria.

Recommended for trial: Manzanillo.

District >'o. 17

Highly recommended: Manzanillo;

Mission.

Recommended: Nevadillo Blanco; Ru-

bra.

District No. 18

Highly recomme.vded: Manzanillo:

Mission; Nevadillo Blanco; Rubra.

Recommended: Ascolano; Columella;

Oblonga; Pendulina; Regalis; Santa Cat-

arina; Sevillano.

OLITE DISEASES
Dry Rot

' Characterized by the appearance of nu-

merous large spots on the fruit which

dry and sink in. During some seasons

the olive is considerably affected with

this trouble. Cause not known.

Leaf Spot
Cyclocotiium oleaginum

Causes spots of considerable size on
the leaves. No treatment is usually nec-

essary.

Root Rot (To.\dstool Disease). See

Apple Diseases.

Tuberculosis
Bacterium savastanoi

This is a bacterial disease, the para-

sitic organism causing a production of

galls of considerable size on the trunk,

branches and small twigs. Some vari-

eties are more susceptible than others.

If taken in time the disease can be suc-

cessfully controlled by cutting out all af-

fected parts and saturating the wounds
with a strong disinfectant.

References

Bulletins 120 and 218, California Ex-
periment Station.

OLIVE PESTS
Black Citrus Louse. See Orange

Pests.

Black Scale. See Apricot Pests.

Chrysomphalus rossi Mask.

General Appearance

The scale of the adult female is cir-

cular or irregularly oblong with ragged

margins; flattened; reddish to dark

brown, with inner surface around and in-

cluding exuviae almost black. The male

scale is smaller and lighter in color. The
female body is reddish yellow and about

one and flve-tenths millimeters long. The
eggs are light purple and hatch soon

after being laid. The first hatched lar-

vae are pink.

Distribution

Imported into California from Asia and

Australia and now occurs in the central

and southern parts of California.

Food Plants

Attacks Araucaria bidwillii. Also

works on olives.

Natural Enemy
The steel-blue ladybird beetle, Orcus

c.halybeus, preys upon this scale.

E. O. EssiG

Citrus Thrtps. See Orange Pests.

Greedy Scale. See Apple Pests.

IvY Scale. See Apple Pests.

Pineapple Scale. See Pineapple Pests.

Purple Scale. See Orange Pests.

Red Scale. See Orange Pests.

Oldenberg Apple for Massachusetts.
See Massachusetts.

Onion

The onion in one or more of its several

forms has been in use throughout all time

of which we have authentic history. From
available records it would appear that

the original home of the onion was in

Southern Asia or in the countries sur-

rounding or bordering on the Mediterran-

3—
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Alsie Craig.

ean sea. During early times ttie onion

was highly esteenieii as an article of

food, also as a preventive of thirst while

on the march or traveling In the desert.

In olden times the production of onions

was confined to the alluvial river valleys,

but the improvement and adaptation of

varieties has made it possible to grow this

crop under widely diverse conditions.

The onion belongs to the widely vari-

able species Allium cepa, which forms

part of a family of plants which

Includes many of the lilies, the several

forms of asparagus and smilax, and sim-

ilar plants having a scaly or fleshy en-

larged root. A characteristic of this fam-

ily is that most of its species grow natur-

ally upon soil having an abundance of

moisture, many of them being natives of

low-lying areas along the seashore. An-

other charactertistic of plants like the

onion and asparagus is that they will

withstand considerable salt in the soils on
which they grow. The onion is grown
primarily for its bulb; however, the

leaves are often employed for seasoning,

and there are several kinds that are

grown for their leaves only.

The onion holds third place among the

truck crops grown in the Unite;l States.

In 1908 about 14,000,000 bushels, valued

at $10,000,000, were produced, practically

all of which were consumed in this coun-

try. In addition we annually import

about 1,400,000 bushels from Spain, Egypt,

Bermuda, and the South Sea Islands. The
onion is one of the more common crops

of our home vegetable gardens, and it is

well adapted to growing commercially on

a small scale, very little capital being

required for a beginning. The market for

onions includes practically the entire com-

mercial world, and the demand for a good

article continues throughout the entire

year.

During recent years the production of

the various forms of Spanish and Ber-

muda onions in the Gulf coast states has

become an industry in itself. Owing to

the great quantity of this type of onion

that can be grown upon a small area, a

few thousand acres will produce all that

the market can handle at a profit to the

grower. In the alluvial delta region of

the Mississippi river, the Egyptian onion

is being grown to perfection, and there

are doubtless regions bordering the Gulf

of Mexico where the famous Denian onion

may be produced as successfully as in its

native Spain.

Areas Adapted to Onion Culture
The onion is exceptional in that it will

thrive under a very wide range of clim-

atic and soil conditions. The crop is

grown to perfection in the alluvial valley

of the Nile river in Egypt, on the vol-

canic soils and under the tropical sea

breezes of the South Sea Islands, along
sandy coastal plains, In the irrigated por-

tions of the arid regions, on sandy up-

lands, and on reclaimed swamp soils.

There is perhaps no extended area in the

United States, except the mountainous
regions, where the onion can not be suc-

cessfully grown.

Climatic Requirements of the Onion
For best results a temperate climate

without great extremes of heat and cold

should be selected. Onion culture is rare-

ly profitable in regions where the clim-

ate does not change or has no definite
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seasons of heat and cold or wet and dry.

Naturally the onion does best under

rather pool conditions, with plenty of

moisture during its early stages, but re-

quires a reasonable degree of heat, to-

gether with dryness of both soil and at-

mosphere, for its proper ripening. Where
the onion industry has become establish-

ed in the extreme southern part of the

United States, the growing season is dur-

ing the late autumn and winter, the crop

maturing during the spring and early

summer. If the crop matures at a time

when there is considerable rainfall, it

will be impossible to cure the bulbs and
they will be lacking in keeping qualities.

Certain types and varieties of onions, in-

cluding the "top onions" and the "mul-
tipliers" or "potato onions," are extreme-

ly hardy and may remain in the open
ground throughout the winters of our
Northern states, especially if given slight

protection. These types are, however, not

adapted to growing for market, except as

green onions, "peelers," or "bunchers," to

be sold during the early springtime. In

certain sections of the South Atlantic

coast region large areas of the top and
multiplier onions are grown for this pur-

pose. There is also a marked difference

in the hardiness of the standard com-
mercial sorts, some being adapted to grow-
ing far northward, while others, like the

Bermuda, Egyptian, and Spanish types,

thrive only in restricted southern locali-

ties.

Length of Season Required for Onions

The period required for the production

of a crop of onions will depend upon the

season, the methods employed in growing,

and the variety. If grown from seed, a

period of from 130 to 150 days will be

required. If from sets, the crop may of-

ten be matured in 100 days. If grown in

the extreme northern part of the United

States, where the seasons are short, the

crop will mature more rapidly than to

the southward. Onion seed grown at the

North will is a rule produce mature
bulbs in less time than that produced in

a warm climate. In the case of the Ber-

muda onion, as grown in Texas, the grow-
ing season extends from the middle of

September to the following iUarch or

April.

Rainfall or Irrigation

Onions require an abundance of moist-

ure during the early stages of their

growth, but should be ripened under com-

paratively dry conditions. In most sec-

tions the seed is sown at a time of the

year when frequent spring rains occur.

Their period of greatest growth is during

the early part of the summer, and the

crop is ripened late in the summer when
drying conditions may be expected. In

irrigated regions the application of water

is almost entirely under the control of

the grower. During the active period of

growth the water is applied about once a

week, the soil being thoroughly soaked

and the surplus water drawn off.

The amount of rainfall or Irrigation re-

quired for the production of a crop of

onions will depend largely upon the char-

acter of the soil and its drainage. Many
of the peat or muck soils in which the

soil water remains near the surface will

require very little rainfall; in fact, the

best crops of onions are produced on these

soils during seasons of comparatively

light but evenly distributed rainfall.

Sandy and loose soils generally will re-

quire a greater amount of water, espe-

cially during the early part of the sea-

son. Excessive rainfall or irrigation will

have a tendency to produce onions hav-

ing a large growth of leaves and stems
at the expense of the bulbs. Onions of

this character are commonly termed
"thick necks" or "scullions."

Soils Adapted to Onion Culture

The essential requirements of a soil

upon which to grow onions profitably are

a high state of fertility, good mechanical

condition in order that the crop may be

easily worked, sufficient drainage, and

freedom from weeds. If a soil has the

proper mechanical properties—that is, if

it contains sufficient sand and humus to

be easily worked, is retentive of moisture

and fertilizers, and is capable of drainage

—all other requirements can be met. At
least three types of soil are being exten-

sively planted to onions in this country.
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the oue common essential being proper

mechanical condition.

Clay and AUinial Loams

Soils of this cUaracter aboiuul in the

river valley and delta regions near the

coast. These soils are generally very

fertile, but will require the addition of

humus or stable manure in order to

lighten them. The greatest difficulty en-

countered in growing onions upon land of

this character is the tendency of the soil

to run together and bake after hard rains.

This is especially injurious after the seed

has been sown and before the small plants

have attained sufficient size to permit of

stirring the soil about them. Where
these soils contain considerable sand

they are ideal for onion culture. It is

upon this class of soil that the greater

part of the Bermuda, Spanish, and Egyp-

tian onions are grown.

Sandy Loams
Sandy soils, especially where underlain

by a well-drained clay subsoil, are often

well adapted to onions. Soils of this

character generally require heavy applica-

tions of fertilizers before they will pro-

duce a paying crop, but the quality of

the product is excellent. Onions grown
on sandy loams are generally solid, heavy,

and of excellent keeping quality. Where
sandy soils are lacking in humus this

may often be supplied by means of crops

of crimson or other clover grown upon

the land and plowed under when it has

attained its greatest growth. The use of

leguminous crops should be supplemented

by occasional applications of 1,000 to 1,-

200 pounds of lime to the acre.

Muck and Peat Soils

Throughout the north-central part of

the United States there are vast tracts of

peat or muck soils that are capable of

producing onions. Before planting to

onions, however, these soils must be clear-

ed, drained, and brought to a suitable

state of cultivation. In many cases this

process will require two or three years'

time, but sometimes the soil can be brok-

en during the early winter, allowed to lie

exposed to the action of frost for a few

weeks, and planted to onions the follow-

ing spring. Some of the largest onion

farms are located on muck lands, and
there are still great tracts of this class of

soil waiting to be reclaimed.

The store of plant food in muck soil

is usually large, but often it is not in

available condition, and heavy applica-

tions of manure and commercial fertiliz-

ers, such as lime and potash, are essen-

tial to profitable crops.

Cultural Methods

The onion belongs to that class of

crops which gives best results under very

intensive culture, and the greatest yields

are secured where a moderate acreage

is planted and the work conducted in a

most thorough manner. There is noth-

ing technical or difficult about the grow-

ing of onions, but close attention and

frequent cultivation are essential. Once
the weeds get a start, the cost of pro-

duction will be greatly increased, or the

crop may be lost altogether.

Preparation of New Land

As a general rule new land is not adapt-

ed to onion growing until it has been

worked one or two years with other crops.

Onions should follow some crop that has

been kept under the hoe and free from

weeds the previous season. Corn, beans,

and potatoes are suitable crops with

which to precede onions. Muck and sandy

soils may in some cases be brought to

a suitable condition for onions the first

season, but the fitting will have to be

very thoroughly performed. The land

should be jilowed in the autumn, then

replowed in the spring, after which num-
erous harrowings and doubtless some
hand work will be required to get the

.soil in suitable shape.

If necessary to manure the land heavi-

ly before planting to onions, it will be

desirable to plant to some farm crop one

season, then apply the manure during the

autumn in order to give it time to become
incorporated with the soil. Owing to the

value of good onion land it would not be

advisable to devote it to general farm

crops for any extended period, although

corn is frequently planted and oats or

rye are sometimes used in the North.
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Cow peas may be of great service in

bringing new land into shape for planting

to onions.

Crop Rotation

Onions should not be planted on the

same piece of land year after year, and

some system of crop rotation should be

maintained. Care should be taken, how-

ever, to use crops in the rotation that

will not be exhaustive of the high fertil-

ity necessary in the onion land. During

the years when the land is not devoted

to onions it can be planted to some truck

crop that will give a return that will

justify the application of large quanti-

ties of fertilizers, or, better, to a legum-

inous crop to be turned under as green

manure. Continuous cropping with on-

ions will cause the land to become infest-

ed with both disease and insect enemies

that will sooner or later injure the crop

to such an extent as to render it un-

profitable.

Preparation of the Soil

Assuming that the land intended for

planting to onions is capable of being

brought to a good mechanical condition,

fertile, well drained, and reasonably free

from weed seeds, the first step in the pro-

duction of the crop will be to plow mod-
erately deep, then harrow, disk, roll, and
drag until the soil is smooth and mellow
to a depth of four or five inches. The
method of preparing the soil will depend
somewhat upon its character, the manner
of planting to be followed, and the re-

quirements for irrigation. There are few
truck or other crops that require so care-

ful fitting of the soil as do onions, and
it is essential that the fertilizers be well

mixed with the soil.

On soils that are naturally well drain-

ed and where surface water can not ac-

cumulate, the plowing may be done in

large blocks, but where the opposite con-

ditions are found or irrigation is prac-
ticed it may be necessary to plow the land
in narrow beds. In the case of insuf-

ficient drainage it will be desirable to

throw the soil together into beds, leav-

ing a double furrow between each bed to

carry off surplus water. Where the flood-

ing system of irrigation is practiced the

beds must be leveled and a system of

ditches and ridges provided for distribut-

ing and controlling the water. Where it

is merely desired to secure surface drain-

age the beds may be from 75 to 150 feet

in width, but for irrigation purposes the

beds are generally but 12 or 15 feet in

width. If spring plowing is practiced the

soil should be harrowed closely behind

the plow in order to prevent drying out.

For cutting and pulverizing the soil

there is perhaps no tool as serviceable as

the disk harrow. There is a type of disk

having four gangs, in two sets, one com-
bination in front of the other and so ar-

ranged that the soil is first turned to the

center and then turned outward again

by means of the rear combination. This
tool turns the soil twice and leaves it in

a level condition.

For imparting the final smoothing
touch to the soil before planting there is

a device consisting of a large number
of small disks set in a wooden frame
which does about the same work as a
steel rake, but in a rapid manner. A
drag or float made from several pieces of

scantling nailed together may be used for

this purpose, or if the soil is very loose

a roller should be run over it. The final

leveling should be performed with a tool

that will fill and obliterate all tracks or

other depressions in the soil, leaving a
smooth, even seed bed for either seed sow-
ing or transplanting.

Fertilizers

As the onion is an intensive crop and
yields great quantities of marketable
bulbs for the area planted, the grower is

justified in manuring heavily. It would
be difficult indeed to make the soil too

rich for onions provided the manures are

thoroughly incorporated with the soil. A
heavy application of fresh raw manure
just before planting would have an in-

jurious effect, but where the manure is

well rotted and uniformly applied there is

nothing to be feared.

Commercial fertilizers should not be
applied until shortly before sowing the
seed and should be uniformly distributed

and thoroughly worked into the soil.

There are one-horse fertilizer distribu-
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tors that scatter the fertilizer broadcast,

but where an amount not exceeding 1,000

pounds of fertilizer to the acre is being

used the work of distribution may be

performed by means of a common grain

drill having a fertilizer attachment. On
a small scale the work is generally per-

formed by hand.

Transplantinu' Method of fJrowins' Onions
The transplanting process, often spoken

of as the "new onion culture," is merely

a modification of the regular seeding

method. The objects gained by trans-

planting are an earlier crop, a uniform

stand, and bulbs of more regular size.

Practically the entire Bermuda crop of

the Southern states is handled in this

manner. Where a small area is to be

grown, the transplanting process is the

ideal method, but for large acreages and
where labor is difficult to obtain this

would not be practical. After transplant-

ing, the seedlings will require rain or

watering in order that they may start,

and for this reason the transplanting pro-

cess is practically limited to areas where
some form of irrigation is available.

PropiiKutlon by St'(s

The use of sets is still another modifica-

tion of the regular seedling method, in

which the seed is planted one year to

form the sets from which to grow a crop

of mature onions the following year.

Like the transplanting process the use of

sets is limited in its application. Onions
grown from sets will ripen earlier than

those from seed sown in the field, but the

use of sets for commercial onion grow-
ing is not so practical as transplanting

seedlings. In planting onion sets a fur-

row about two inches deep is opened, the

sets being dropped about three inches

apart and firmly covered. For best re-

sults the sets should be placed in an up-

right position. The quantity of sets re-

quired to plant an acre will depend upon
their individual size and planting dis-

tances, but it is generally between eight

and nine bushels. The price of sets at

planting time is generally about $2.50 a
bushel, or ?20 for an acre.

Methods of Tillage
The cultural requirements of the onion

are frequent shallow stirring of the soil

and freedom from weeds. The feeding

roots of the onion run close to the surface

of the soil and should not be disturbed

by deep cultivation. Sometimes a heavy

Fl;;. 1. SjM.i.ii \\ iii.-cl Hops for CulllvatliiK Diilr.ns.
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rain immediately after seeding will so

pack the surface that the seedlings can

not break through. Under such circum-

stances it will be necessary to slightly

break the surface by means of a steel

rake or a rake-like attachment on a cul-

tivator. As soon as the plants are up

and the rows can be followed the culti-

vator should be started to loosen the soil,

which is always more or less compacted

during seeding.

Hand Cnltiration

Where the rows are 14 inches or less

apart, the work of caring for the crop

must all be done by hand. For this pur-

pose the wheel-hoe tools of various types

are essential. These implements are pro-

vided with several kinds of hoes, cutters,

and sweeps designed to work the soil

away from the plants, to shave the sur-

face and destroy weeds, and to stir the

Fig. 2. High-Wheel Type of Hoe (Pateuteil).

soil and work it back around the plants.

Onions grown on muck and alluvial soils

will require from eight to 14 workings

with the wheel-hoe implements; on shady

soils it will not be necessary to cultivate

so frequently.

Several types of wheel hoe are in use.

but those having a single wheel and

passing between the rows are most de-

sirable. Many growers have designed spe-

cial implements to suit the requirements

of their soils; two of these are shown

in Fig. 1, the one designed to cut the soil

away from the row and the other to stir

and work the soil back to the row.

Horse CultiTatioii

In sections where onions are grown

on a soil that is not well adapted to hand

culture the rows are placed 30 to 36

inches apart and the cultivation is per-

formed by means of horse-drawn tools.

This is particularly true where onions

are grown on the "black waxy" soils of

Texas and other soils of the prairie type.

Hand Weeding

It is well-nigh impossible to produce a

crop of onions without some hand weed-

ing. During favorable seasons the strict-

ly hand work may be reduced to but one

or two weedings, but a greater number

will be necessary during rainy seasons.

Each hand weeding will cost from $5 to

$12 an acre, according to wages paid and

the number of weeds present. The work

of hand weeding may be facilitated by

the use of some of the small hand tools

designed for the purpose.

Propagation

Most of the onions grown in the United

States are propagated from seed. Prop-

agation from seed is conducted by three

more or less distinct methods; First, by

sowing the seed in the rows where the

crop is to grow and mature; second, by

sowing the seed in specially prepared

beds and transplanting the seedlings to

the open ground; third, by first growing

sets from seed and then, after keeping

through the winter, planting them in the

field to produce the crop of mature bulbs.

Of these three methods the one first men-

tioned of seeding in the rows where the

crop is to mature is the only one that is

practical on a very large scale..

Planting the Seed

In the northern onion-growing dis-

tricts the seed is sown as early in the

spring as the soil can be brought to the

proper condition. While it is desirable

to plant quite early it never pays to sow

the seed before the land is in the best

possible condition. When the soil has

been brought to a smooth, even surface

and is fine and mellow, the seed is sown
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by nieuus of oue of the common Sftnl

drills, of which there are several makes
upon the market. The hand drills which

sow one row at a time are extensively em-

ployed, but many of the larger growers

employ a gang of drills hitched together

and plant from five to seven rows at once.

A more even distribution of the seed will

be secured by the use of the single-row

hand drill, owing to the closer attention

that can be given. In heavy or moist soils

the depth to cover the seed should not

be more than one-half to three-fourths

inch, while on loose and sandy soils the

seed may be covered an inch or more.

Planting Distances and Seed Kequircd to

riant an Acre

^^^Jere hand cultivation is practiced

throughout, the usual distance between

rows is 12 or 14 inches. Where horse

culture is employed the distance between

rows varies between 24 and 36 inches.

The quantity of seed required to plant an

acre will depend both upon the distance

between rows and the purpose for which

the onions are being grown. For the

growing of standard market onions in

rows 14 inches apart, about four and one-

half jjounds of first-class seed will be re-

quired. With the rows three feet apart,

but one and one-fourth or one and one-

half pounds will be necessary. Where it

is desired to produce small onions for

pickling purposes, the amount of seed

may be as great as 25 pounds to an acre.

Good seed is essential, and if there is any

doubt regarding the vitality of the seed it

should be tested before planting by count-

ing and planting four or five hundred
seeds in a window box and then determin-

ing the germination by counting the seed-

lings after ten days' or two weeks' time.

There are dealers who make a specialty of

securing and furnishing extra-quality

onion seed, and while their prices are of-

ten somewhat above the general market
the seed furnished by them is always pref-

erable to ordinary seed.

Thinning

Experienced growers are frequently

able by using extreme care in regulating

the drills to distribute onion seed in

rows where the crop is to mature so that

little thinning will be necessary. Thin-

ning is generally left until the time of

the first hand weeding, when all thick

bunches along the rows are thinned to a

uniform stand of eight or ten plants to

the foot. It is always well, however, to

allow for considerable loss of plants, and
unless the plants are so thick as to ac-

tually crowd, thinning will not be neces-

sary.

Harvesting and Curing

In the northern onion districts the crop

ripens and is harvested during the latter

part of the summer and early autumn.
As a rule the work of harvesting onions

begins late in July and is practically com-

pleted and the crop housed before Oc-

tober first. In the Southern states, where
the crop is grown during the winter, the

i-ig. Field of Oni<ins In Condition for Gathering.
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harvesting and marketing period is dur-

ing the spring months and is practically

ended before the Northern product comes

upon the market.

Condition of Bulbs >Vben Ready to

Harvest
In the North the bulbs are allowed to

become as ripe as possible before remov-

ing them from the soil. Growers prefer

that the tops ripen down and shrivel and

that the outer skin of the bulbs be dry

before they are pulled. Fig. 3 shows a

field of onions in prime condition for

gathering. To the southward, where the

onions are not cured so thoroughly, they

are often pulled about the time that the

tops begin to break and fall. The ripen-

ing process may often be hastened by roll-

ing a very light roller or a barrel over

the tops to break them down. This pro-

cess is frequently spoken of as "barrel-

ing."

Metliods of Handlins: tlie Rulbs

Where the bulbs are practically upon
the surface they may be pulled by hand
and thrown in windrows consisting of

eight or ten onion rows. If the onion

bulbs are considerably covered with soil

it will be necessary to employ a one-horse

plow or a cultivator with a sweep at-

tached for lifting them. In any case it

will be necessary to gather them from
the soil by hand. After lying in the

windrows for several days and being

stirred occasionally with wooden rakes

they are gone over and the tops removed

either by twisting or cutting with ordin-

ary sheep shears. In cases where very

bright color is important, as with fancy

White Globe onions, and this would be in-

jured by exposure to the sun and rain,

the bulbs are cured in long, narrow, low

ricks formed by two rows of onions laid

with the bulbs regularly to the center,

tops to the outside, the rows a few inches

apart at the bottom of the rick but com-

ing together at the top, and the top of

the rick covered by straw or boards to

shed the rain. As the tops are removed
the bulbs are generally placed in crates

for drying. In some sections onion-top-

ping machines are employed, the bulbs

being hauled from the field to a central

location and run through the topper.

These machines remove the tops, grade

the bulbs, and deliver them into the

crates or bags. If crates are not employed
for curing, the bulbs are allowed to

lie in the windrows for some time, and
are then either put into sacks or hauled

to slat cribs, where they complete the

curing process. Too long exposure to

hot sunshine will injure the bulbs. Fig.

4 shows a field of onions drying in wind-

rows, with crates ready for their removal
from the field.

Fig. 4. Onions DryinR in Wlnrtruws. Showini; Crates T'sed for Curine and Storinc.
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Fig. Method of Curing Onions in Sacks Standing in Field.

After gathering into crates the crates

are either stacl^ed in the field, hauled to

a central stacking yard, where the stacks

of crates are covered with boards or can-

vas, or hauled to open sheds and there

piled one upon the other with numerous
air spaces until the onions are thoroughly

cured.

Where the bulbs are extremely dry at

the time of their removal from the soil,

they may be allowed to lie in the wind-

rows for a few days only and then sorted

and cleaned in the field ready for packing

and marketing. Where onions are put

into sacks and afterwards allowed to re-

main in the field, the sacks should be

supported on poles laid upon the ground,

as shown in Fig. 5.

In the IJermuda onion districts, where

very little attention is given to the cur-

ing of the crop, it is the practice to pack

and load into the cars as soon as possible

after pulling and topping. When the

shipping is at its height, it is not uncom-
mon for onions that are pulled from the

soil in the morning to be in the cars and
on their way to market by evening; how-

ever, a portion of the crop is given a

more thorough curing process, and the en-

tire crop would be benefited by at least

two days of curing before shipment.

Storage

In order that onions should keep well

when stored they must be well ripened

and thoroughly cured. Those that are

immature, soft, or "thick necks" should

never be placed in storage but sold as

soon as gathered for whatever price they

will bring. Good storage onions will

rattle almost like blocks of wood when
poured from one crate to another. In

order that the bulbs may remain bright

and of attractive appearance they should

not be allowed to lie exposed to the

weather, but should be hauled and stored

in open sheds just as soon as they may
safely be placed in one-bushel crates.

After the bulbs have remained In dry-

ing sheds or cribs for several weeks they

will be ready for screening and removal

to the storehouse. In handling onions

it is the rule to pass them over a screen

each time they are moved, as in this
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way the loose skins are removed and any

soft or decaying bulbs may be sorted

out. When bags are used for drying in

the field, the onions are screened in the

manner shown in Fig. G, and the bags

refilled for hauling to the storage house.

In screening, the onions are placed on

one end of the screen while the men
stand alongside and stir the bulbs about

with their hands, passing them along to

the opposite end, where the bags are

filled.

Conditions Required in Storage

The essentials for the successful stor-

age of onions are plenty of ventilation,

storing in small quantities, a compara-

tively low temperature, dryness, and
safety from actual freezing. Any build-

ing wherein the above conditions may
be secured will answer, but houses of

the type shown in Fig. 7, which are

built especially for the purpose, are most
satisfactory.

The construction of the storage house

should be double throughout, with plenty

of felt or paper lining. Both top and

bottom ventilation should be provided

and the ventilator openings should have

doors that may be closed to control the

temperature. The floors are constructed

of narrow planks with half-inch spaces

between the planks for the passage of

air. Bottom ventilation is frequently se-

cured by means of drain pipes built into

the foundation at the surface of the

ground. These pipes are carried some
distance toward the center of the house

and discharge the cool air at a point

where it is most needed.

The temperature of the storage house

should be carried as low as possible

without actual freezing. During ex-

tremely cold weather the ventilator open-

ings and doors should be kept closed to

keep out cold, and after the onions have

become thoroughly chilled the house

should be kept closed in order to hold

the temperature down and prevent the

entrance of moisture during warm or

rainy periods. Damp, foggy weather is

injurious to onions, especially if it fol-

lows a period of cold, and will cause the

bulbs to become covered with moisture

if the outside air is admitted. A little

artificial heat from a stove or radiator

may be required during excessively cold

Fig. G. Grailiug Ouions in llu' Meld l).v .Means of a Screen.
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rij,'. Oniuu Storulujuses.

weather, but so long as the temperature

in the house does not fall below 33 de-

grees there will be no danger of injury.

A temperature of from 34 to 36 degrees

will give best results.

Methods of Storing

The best method of storing onions is

in staniiard-size slat crates 20 inches

long, 16 inches wide and 14 inches deep,

outside measurements. The material tor

the sides and bottom is about % inch

thick and 2% inches wide, four pieces

being used to form a side. The corners

arc reinforced on the inside by means

of three-cornered pieces of oak, to which

the slats are nailed. These dimensions

provide crates that are interchangeable,

the width of five being equal to the

length of four. These crates will also

nest together when empty, with one in-

side of two turned together. The full

crates are stacked in the storehouse with

1 by 3-inch strips between them to allow

for the circulation of air, as shown in

Fig. 8.

Marfcetinir

Large quantities of onions are sold and

shipped direct from the fields where
they are grown. A part of the crop is

held in temporary storage until late

autumn or early winter. During recent

years the winter storage of onions has

become of great importance and the finest

stock is held for late winter deliveries.

The Bermuda crop from the southwest-

ern part of the country comes upon the

market during April and May, so that

most of the storage onions are disposed

of before that time.

Oradint;

In marketing onions the first essential

is to properly grade and clean the bulbs,

in order that they may present an attrac-

tive appearance when offered for sale.

Ordinarily the bulbs are separated into

three grades—primes, seconds and
"picklers." The primes include all those

of 1% inches in diameter and larger,

and the seconds consist of those from

Yt inch to IVi inches in diameter, while

all those that will pass through a -l^-inch

screen are sold for pickling purposes.

The grading is generally done in the

field during the cleaning process, but as

onions shrink considerably while in stor-

age it is necessary to regrade before

placing upon the market. The type of

screen used for grading onions is shown

in Fig. 9. For cleaning the pickling

onions an ordinary fanning mill is em-
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ployed, special screens being provided

for the purpose.

Shipping Packages

Onions are placed upon the market in

crates, bags, barrels, Delaware baskets,

one-half barrel baskets, and in bulk. The

folding crate, shown in the foreground

of Fig. 9, is undoubtedly the most

attractive package in use for marketing

onions. The bags employed are of heavy

burlap and hold about the same quantity

of bulbs as a barrel. The barrel in most
common use is the same as is used for

shipping early potatoes and holds about

eleven pecks. These barrels are con-

structed of thin staves, have numerous
openings for ventilation, and are headed

with a piece of burlap. Standard apple

barrels having two heads are also used

for handling onions. Onions are fre-

quently shipped loosely in cars and shov-

eled into barrels or bags at their desti-

nation.

Weight of Onions

The legal weight of onions per bushel

varies somewhat in different states, but

56 pounds of dry onions are generally

considered a standard bushel.

Important Commercial Varieties of

Onions

Common Market Varieties

The varieties of onions that have dis-

tinctively yellow, white and red skins

and are of the globular type are of great-

est commercial importance. Among the

varieties that belong to the yellow globe

class are the Prizetaker, Yellow Danvers,

Yellow Globe, Danvers, Southport Yellow

Globe, and Ohio Yellow Globe. The prin-

cipal white varieties are Southport White

Globe, New Queen, Italian Tripoli, Silver

Skin, and White Silver King. Among
the more important red sorts are Red
Globe, Red Wethersfleld, and Australian

Brown.

The principal Bermuda varieties are

Red Bermuda, White Bermuda and Crys-

tal Wax. The Bermuda onions are all

of the more or less flat type. The red

coloration of the Bermuda onion is not

distinctive like that of the Red Wethers-

field or Red Globe varieties, but is lighter

in color. The famous Denia onion is

somewhat of the Prizetaker type, is light

yellow in color, grows to a large size

and is mild in flavor.

I''iK. x. In.sidi' ill .si.iiMKi' IImiisc. Slinwiiij; .Mi'ihijil c.l' .Siuikiiit; Crates.
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Type of Onions Employed

The varieties l^nown as multipliers and

top onions are generally employed for

this purpose; liowever, bunching onions

are sometimes grown from ordinary sets,

from inferior and damaged large onions,

and from seed. The multipliers and top

onions are the only kinds adapted for

this work on a large scale.

BERarUDA ONIONS

Production

The production of Bermuda onions in

the United States is a comparatively new
industry and has thus far been under-

taken mainly in Texas and California.

Soils and Climate
Soils of a silty or alluvial nature are

suited to the production of Bermuda
onions, and those containing consider-

able sand are most desirable. As already

noted in referring to fertilizers for

onions, the Bermuda requires a very rich

soil for the best results, and this can

only be obtained by first selecting a good

soil and then manuring heavily. The
Bermuda onion as grown in this country

is a winter crop; therefore, mild climatic

conditions are required.

Cnltnral Metliods

The cultural methods employed in the

growing of Bermuda onions are essen-

tially the same as those for ordinary

onions. As the greater portion of the

crop is grown in a region which has no

regular rainfall, irrigation methods are

employed almost universally. The greater

part of the crop is grown by the trans-

planting process and a great amount of

hand labor is required.

Bermuda onions are harvested as early

as possible, generally before the tops

have become fully ripened.

Irriiration

Outside of the areas where irrigation

methods are depended upon for the pro-

duction of general crops it is not cus-

tomary to use artificial watering in the

growing of onions. In a few cases the

land has been equipped with an overhead
sprinkling system which is employed to

moisten the soil after the seed is planted

and also during extremely dry weather.

On peat and muck soils the young seed-

lings are frequently lost by the dry muck
blowing with the high winds of early

springtime. In this way a part of the

field may have the soil blown off to such

an extent that the plants will be left

without soil about them, while other por-

tions of the field will be covered by one

or two inches of loose muck. The use

of a small quantity of water sprayed

over the field will prevent this shifting

of the soil during a windstorm, and thus

save the crop from destruction. Sandy
soils are also subject to the action of

winds to a greater or less extent, and
losses may be prevented by the timely

application of water over the surface. In

a few instances subirrigatlon is employed

in the growing of onions.

Throughout the Bermuda district of

the Southwestern states surface irriga-

tion is almost universally employed. The
Bermuda onions are planted mostly in

comparatively level beds with dividing

ridges and are flooded once each week
or ten days during the growing period.

About a week before the plants are set

the soil is flooded and then worked over

with disk and smoothing harrows just

ahead of the planters. Within a day or

two after planting the land is again

flooded and the surface water drawn off;

this process is repeated, with alternate

cultivations, as often as the land be-

comes dry. Toward the end of the grow-

ing season the water is withheld to

allow the bulbs to ripen. As a rule about

ten waterings in all are required, at a

cost of about $1..50 an acre for each

watering, or $15 altogether.

In the principal Bermuda onion-grow-

ing districts the water for irrigation pur-

poses is obtained only after the expendi-

ture of thousands of dollars for pipe lines

and pumping machinery, and the cost of

watering as given above does not include

any share of the original cost for instal-

lation. "W^. R. Be.\ttte.

U. S. nept. .\Kr. Farmprs Bill. 3."i4.

ONION DISEASES
Antliraf-nose or Black Spot

This is chiefly a disease of stored on-

ions and is more conspicuous with the
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white varieties. It causes black circular

spots on the bulbs. Store in a dry cool

place ami avoid piling too deeply in the

bins.

See Smudoe.
B.\CTERi.\L Diseases. See Herat Hot.

this section.

Bi.ACK Neck. See Dry Kot. this section.

Blifrhl

Leaf blight or scald of onions during

mid-season, when the weather is warm

and dry, is rather a common occurence.

While often attributable to insects, spe-

cies of fungi, especially molds, are abun-

dant. It may be possible to check these

molds by spraying.
^ ^ g^^^^^.

Wooster, Ohio.

Onion Brittle

This disease causes many young seed-

lings in the field to die suddenly and

others to curl up and present a spotted

appearance. The cause of the disease is

unknown. The trouble usually starts in

spots which become larger year after

year until the land becomes worthless for

onions. Treating the land with formalin

has been recommended.

Dampi.ng Off. See Cahhage Diseases.

Dry or Black Neck Rot

Sclerntiiim cepivorum Berk.

A serious disease of white onions. The

white onions are grown tor somewhat

special markets and it is the custom to

gather early before the tops fall over, to

top at once, and put up in crates in or-

der to preserve the white color of the

onion. As a rule this is not practiced

with black, red or yellow sorts, so that

this neck or dry rot is not so common

with them. This trouble appears to be

clearly different from the smudge fun-

gus which also disfigures the exterior of

white onions. The losses are very serious

between the gathering of the white onions

and time for winter storage while the

crates are piled in buildings or in covered

ricks in fields.

It appears at this time that the early

topping of the white onions, leaving a

green neck, offers an inviting way for

the disease to enter; that the invasion is

in this direction appears from the sclero-

tia of the fungus which forms in this

region. The disease appears to grow

worse with continuous croi>ping of on-

ions and the losses have been so large in

storage as to render storage of white

onions unprofitable. It has been suggest-

ed that the white onions should be gath-

ered and ricked in crates at once, either

in buildings or covered with tent or tem-

Iiorary enclosure of building paper, and

disinfected or treated with formaldehyde

gas. The enclosure should not be opened

for 24 to 48 hours after treatment. In

this manner it is hoped to keep down the

infection of the white onions as well as

of any others from similar troubles.

ViH. 1. Thf Ki'siill ..r .Mililrw on till' FnliaRe.
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Fiisariuin Blight

This is often serious on young onions

in old soil and is the forerunner of heavy

losses from soft rot in storage.

Heai-t Rot
Bacterial

This disease appears to come in all va-

rieties of onions, following the topping,

by its rapid invasion of the center of the

bulb through bacterial infection. It

should be controlled by attention to dis-

infection of the topping machine or to

similar treatment to that recommended
for dry rot. This disease ends in the

complete destruction of the bulbs through

a soft rot different from that described

under soft rot.
A. D. Selby,

Wooster, Ohio.

Mildew

Peronospora scMeideniana

F. D. Bailey

This disease is one that has long been

known as a serious disease in England
and Europe and other parts of the world

as well as in various sections of the

United States. It is, without doubt, the

most serious and destructive disease of

the onion known. It has been reported

from various sections of Western Oregon

and has been particularly serious during

the unusually moist season of 1912. It

is found most commonly on beaverdam
soils.

Symptoms

The disease attacks the leaves, causing

them to collapse (Fig. 1). It usually ap-

pears first on a few plants in the field,

but spreads rapidly in warm, damp weath-

er. In the first stages of attacks the

leaves of an infected plant will show a

peculiar violet tint. If these leaves are

examined closely this color is found to

be due to the presence of a downy growth

on the affected surfaces. In a day or two
the leaves become weak and gradually col-

lapse. The collapsed leaves dry up and
may become covered with black mold,

which the grow^er frequently mistakes for

the cause of the trouble. It takes only

three to Ave days from the first appear-

ance of the trouble for the plants to be

completely collapsed.

Cause

The disease is caused by a fungus be-

longing to a group of disease-producing

forms commonly referred to as the

"downy mildews" on account of the ap-

pearance of the fungus on the surface of

the diseased parts. It is known technical-

ly as Peronospora scMeideniana. This

fungus, like many others, has two spore

stages. In the summer stage the spores

are formed on branches of the fungus

body which appear in great numbers on

the surface of affected leaves. It is these

spore-bearing structures which cause the

downy appearance mentioned above. The
spores are spread by the wind and cause

new infections. Since the time required

for the fungus to kill the leaves is very

short, it is readily seen why the disease

spreads so rapidly over a field once it be-

comes started.

Treatment

In those sections where onion mildew is

troublesome, the foliage should be kept

covered with a fungicide during the grow-

ing season to prevent the germination of

the spores on the surface of the plant

and the consequent infection. The best

fungicide for this purpose is Bordeau-K

mixture. It should be used in the 5-5-50

strength and should be applied at inter-

vals of from ten days to two weeks be-

ginning when the plants show three

leaves. Onion foliage is so smooth that

Bordeaux prepared in the usual way does

not adhere readily. It is necessary, there-

fore, to add some sticker to the mixture.

This sticker is prepared as follows:

Mix together in an iron kettle two
pounds of resin, one pound of sal soda

crystals, and one gallon of water. Boil

in the open air until the mixture is of a
clear brown color. This will • require

about one to two hours.

The above amount is sufficient for 50

gallons of spray.

Literatnre
1904. New York (Cornell) Experiment

Station Bulletin No. 218.

Smudge
Vermicularia circinans Berk.

This fungus develops as a superficial

spotting upon the exterior, especially at-

.^—10
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tacking the white varieties; it is really au

anthracnose of onions. For some time,

because of its coincident development

with the black neck or dry rot these two

troubles have been confused. It is now
apparently clear that there is no connec-

tion between the two, although this fuu-

gus causes dry rotting of sets and bulbs.

The smudge fungus is cumulatively worse

on old land where onions are grown con-

secutively. Apparently also in addition

to rotation of crops the formalin drip

treatment described under smut gives

good results in keeping down this fungus.

A. D. Selby,

Wooater. Ohio.

Onion Smut
Vrocystis cepulae Frost

The disease commonly known as onion

smut is exceedingly troublesome on

many soils that have been planted con-

tinuously to onions for a number of

years. When this disease once becomes

established in the soil it is very difficult

to eradicate. Cases have been observed

where land infested with smut was not

planted to onions for ten years and
where the smut reappeared in destruc-

tive quantities the first year that the

land was again planted. Onion smut is

a disease that can be carried with the

seed or by cultivators and implements

generally, or the spores may be carried

by the wind. This disease first makes
its appearance in the form of a swelling

or hardening of the leaves, usually just

above where they unite with the plant.

After a time these places burst open and
a powdery black dust, the spores of the

fungus, emerge and are scattered broad-

cast. The disease attacks the entire

plant and few, if any, good bulbs will

be produced by affected plants.

Several remedies are offered for onion

smut, none of which has proved entirely

satisfactory. Soaking the seed for about

twenty minutes in a solution consisting

of one ounce of formalin in one gallon

of water is recommended for destroying

the spores that may adhere to the seeds.

This process must he done but a short

time before planting and the seed dried

by means of plaster; however, the soak-

ing of the seed will render It difficult

to plant evenly.

Another method is to fit the seed drill

with a small tank and allow a small

stream of the above solution to flow into

the row just behind the seed dropper and

before the seed is covered.

A method frequently used by growers

is to provide the seed drills with ferti-

lizer attachments and apply a mixture

consisting of 100 pounds of sulphur and

50 pounds of powdered lime in the rows

with the seed.

On land that is free from smut pre-

cautions should be taken to prevent its

introduction. The danger of the spores

being present with the seed is not great.

The introduction is more often made by

throwing diseased bulbs or tops in the

manure pile and then hauling the manure
on to clean land, or by the dragging of

infested soil from one field to another

with cultivators and other implements.

Literature

Duggar. Fungus Diseases of Plants.

Soft Rot and Storage Rots
Fwsarium sp.

This soft rot is produced by the fungus

Fusarium, yet under study. It not only

causes an early blight but also invades

the onion bulbs quite rapidly after stor-

age infection. The problems of control

are essentially those of storage rots, in-

cluding dry rot.

In onion storage it seems to the writer

probable that disinfection of the onions

after placing in storage buildings either

by sections or otherwise, using the for-

maldehyde gas treatment, will give excel-

lent and safe results. This needs yet to

be worked out.

Stem Rot
This disease causes a rotting of the

onion at the juncture of the bulb and
stem. The rotting continues after the

onions are put into storage. The recom-

mendations are the same as for anthrac-

nose, or black spot.

OMON PESTS
Cantaloup Fly. See Cantaloup Pests.

Cut Worm. See Beet and Cabhage

Pests.

Ref.t Army Woum. See Beet Pests.

Onion Macgot
This small white maggot, which at-

tacks onions Is the larva of a fly that
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somewhat resembles the common house

fly. The eggs are laid on the ground

near the plant, or on the stem of the

plant. The larvae eat into the onion,

and if numerous may do a great deal of

damage.

Practice rotation of crops and fall

plowing of the ground, with destruction

of weeds and all trash where the flies

may hibernate. At the first appearance

of the maggots, treat the onions with

carbolic acid emulsion. Apply thoroughly

and enough to soak into the ground

around the onions, as the solution must
touch the maggots in order to kill them.

Make the first two applications five days

apart, the others once a week for three

or four weeks. The carbolic acid emul-

sion is made as follows: In one gallon

of hot water dissolve one pound of soap;

add one pint of crude carbolic acid and
churn for ten minutes, or until a creamy
emulsion is produced. Then add this to

30 gallons of water and apply as directed

above.

Onion Thrips
Thrips tahaci Lindeman

General Appearance

The adult female is pale yellow in

color with an elongated dusky spot on
the dorsal surface of the middle thoracic

segment. The length of the body varies

from 1 to 1.2 mm. The eyes are brown,
while the antennae and legs are dusky.

The wings are faintly yellowish, their

fringes being dusky. The antennae are

seven jointed. The male larvae are

somewhat smaller than the female and
of a darker color and often with a green-

ish tint. The eyes are red.

Food Plants

The onion thrips is especially destruc-

tive to onions grown for seed. It dam-
ages the seed buds before the seeds have
hardened and in many instances causes

a complete failure of the seed crop. It

is also destructive to roses, carnations

and other flowers (wild and cultivated),

grasses, fruit blossoms and truck crops.

Control
Nicotine extracts or the Government

formula as recommended for pear thrips

are eflicient control methods for this

species. The thrips are most active on

the outside of the buds early in the morn-
ing, so that is the best time for applying
a spray. The flour paste as recommended
for the bean thrips is also applicable to

this species. E. O. Essio

Western Aemy Woem. See Beet Pests.

Orange
The orange that produces the familiar

fruit of commerce is closely allied to

the lemon, lime and citron.

Though cultivated widely in most of

the warmer parts of the world, and ap-

parently in many completely naturalized,

the diffusion of the orange has taken
place in comparatively recent historical

periods. To ancient Mediterranean agri-

culture it was unknown; and though
later Greeks and Romans were familiar
with the citron as an exotic fruit, their

"median apple" appears to have been the
only form of the citrine genus with which
they were acquainted.

The careful researches of Gallesio have
proved that India was the country from
which the orange spread to Western
Asia and eventually to Europe. Oranges
are at present found wild in the jungles
along the lower mountain slopes of Syl-

het, Kumaon, Sikim and other parts of

Northern India. The plants are gener-

ally thorny and present the other char-

acters of the bitter variety, but occa-

sionally wild oranges occur with the

sweet fruit. It is, however, doubtful

whether either sub-species is really indi-

genous to Hindustan, and De Candolle
is probably correct in regarding the

Burmese peninsula and Southern China
as the original home of the orange.

See California Citrus Industry, under
California.

Orangre in California

To the mission fathers we owe the first

introduction of many of the fruits and
vegetables into California. Among the
many fruits which they brought with
them four stood the test of over a cen-

tury and came down to modern times.

These are the Mission olive, the Mission

grape, the Mission fig and the Mission
orange. Recently all these except the

Mission olive have been replaced with
more desirable varieties. All were ex-
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ceedingly hardy, and the grape and the

fig are still grown and for domestic con-

sumption are still in favor; the Mission

orange, however, could not stand before

the Navel, the Mediterranean Sweet, the

Valencia and other varieties, and after

more than a century of popularity it

had to give way.

The work done by the mission fathers

demonstrated the feasibility of growing

the semi-tropical fruits in ("alifornia, but

beyond this nothing was done in this

direction for a century, and the great

citrus industry which, with a full crop,

will now export nearly 50,000 cars of

fruit annually, may be said to have risen

within the past thirty years. The first

commercial shipment was made from the

Wolfskin orchard, which was then lo-

cated in what is now a busy section of

Los Angeles. Freights were high, from

$1,000 to $1,200 per carload, and while

this shipment made good returns to the

owner, owing principally to its novelty,

the export of oranges was slow and lan-

guishing, and ten years after the first

shipments had been made the exports had

not risen much over 2,000 carloads from

the whole state.

The event whirh transformed the

whole situation in California orange

growing was the introduction of the

Bahia or Washington Navel orange, a

description and history of which fol-

lows:

Washington Navel (Bahia. Riverside

Navel). Fruit large, solid and heavy;

skin smooth and of a very fine texture;

very juicy; high flavored, with melting

pulp; is practically seedless, only in ex-

ceptional cases are seeds found; tree is

a good and prolific bearer, medium
thorny, a rapid grower, although it does

not attain a very large size; bears when
very young, commencing to bear as early

as one year old from the bud; ripens

early. This variety was imported from

Bahia, Brazil, in 1870, by Mr. W. Saun-

ders of the Department of Agriculture

at Washington, and in 1874 two trees

were received from Washington by Mrs.

Tibbetts, of Riverside, California. Trees

were also received about the same time

' E. .T. WIckson In California Fruits.

by Alexander Craw, but the Riverside

trees were first to bear fruit, and the

excellence of the variety being at once

recognized, it was propagated rapidly and

took the name of Riverside Navel from

the place where its characteristics were

first made known. As It came to be

known largely in other districts as well,

a broader name, Washington Navel, rec-

ognizing its receipt from the national

capital, was adopted.

There is much tendency to variation

in the Washington Navel, and sub-varie-

ties are to be found involving departures

in the direction of thinness and silki-

ness of rind, etc., as well as interior

characters. The first to become promi-

nent of these is Thompson's Improved

Navel, which A. C. Thompson, of Duarte,

Los Angeles county, claimed to have pro-

duced by a process of propagation, but

which is believed to be a natural varia-

tion. It is a very refined fruit, generally

held to be too fine for ordinary handling.

( ITRITS FRUIT GROWIXG
The growing of the finest citrus fruits

is a horticultural accomplishment not

surpassed in any line of the art. There

are very few agricultural occupations

that require an equal amount of judg-

ment, and very few that give as remu-

nerative a return for the mental outlay.

Climate

In general it may be stated that in all

regions in which the temperature does

not fall below 18 degrees above zero nor

rise above 100 degrees F., and where

there is sufficient moisture, citrus fruits

may be produced. There are, however,

localities within these limitations that

can not be said to be good citrus-growing

sections. In some places, although the

trees grow luxuriantly, heavy rainfalls

occur at the time when the fruits are

maturing, making it impossible to gather

and market them. In others the condi-

tions for vegetative growth are so favor-

able that very little fruit sets. Regions

that are excessively dry may, however,

be utilized for citrus culture when irri-

gation can be practiced. The more nearly

the northern limit of the citrus belt is

approached, the more sprightly and deli-

ciously flavored the fruit becomes, some
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of the very best fruit being marlieted

from areas wliere the trees every vs'inter

are in danger of being frozen out.

Soil

It will be shown under the heading

"Varieties" that citrus trees are exceed-

ingly variable, and consequently will

readily adapt themselves to almost any

kind of soil in which plants can grow.

While the rich, alluvial soils produce

citrus trees of rank growth which often

bear enormous crops of fruit, the finest

and highest-priced fruits are produced

upon the nearly sterile soils. In fertile

soils the plant food is seldom properly

balanced and present in the condition

best suited for producing the finest fruits,

nor is it possible to influence the con-

tents or quality of the fruit by applying

different forms of chemical fertilizers.

If, therefore, a field is normally suffi-

ciently fertile to produce a citrus crop

for an indefinite number of years, it is

usually impossible to influence the qual-

ity of fruit markedly by means of fer-

tilizers. Upon soils which are nearly

sterile, however, trees may be started

and fed with just such chemicals as will

produce the finest quality of fruit. It

therefore happens that soils which for-

merly were considered absolutely worth-

less for agricultural purposes are now
made to produce large crops of most
excellent fruit.

The variation of the soils in the West
Indies and in Louisiana, Mississippi and
California is not so sharply marked as

that in Florida. There are, however,

characteristic soils in each of these re-

gions that are better than others. In

all sections a soil must be chosen that

is not underlain with a heavy substratum
known as "hardpan." The land should

be elevated sufficiently to permit free

drainage, and, in the sections where irri-

gation must be practiced, should be so

located that water can be easily supplied.

Frost Protection

*After determining that the desirable

• In recent years the practice of "smiui'.'
Injr'* or heatinj; the orchard in sections where
frost is lil^ely to occnr has reacherl a lii-'h

state of efficiency, and in California, csppcinlly.
many prrowers reeiilarly provide for artiflcinl
heating. See article on Metiiops op Frdst
Pbeventiox. under Frost.— Ed.

features specified are to be found in the

location under consideration, it is very

important to see that the land is well

protected from the occasional frosts

which visit the citrus-growing sections.

Frost protection is imparted by large

bodies of water, such as make citrus

growing in Louisiana and Mississippi

possible, and in Florida near the lakes

in the central part of the state, along

the Indian river on the east coast, and
on Tampa bay. In the West Indies and
the southernmost part of Florida this

factor does not enter into consideration.

In fact, it seems that those places in the

West Indies which are subjected to the

lowest winter temperature produce citrus

fruits of the highest excellence. The
temperature in the vicinity of Mandeville,

Jamaica, is said to go as low as into the

fifties during winter nights, and yet this

is probably the best citrus-fruit section

on the island.

Protection from High Winds

A location chosen so as to combine all

the qualifications already mentioned may
still be undesirable if it is exposed to

the force of high winds, which may occur

in any portion of the country. It is quite

impossible to protect a grove against

tropical hurricanes, but the more com-

mon high winds of annual occurrence

must be considered. They carry off the

moisture and bring with them a dry,

parching air which is injurious to citrus

trees, and they are also very likely to

cause " thorning" or to mutilate the fruit

in other ways. Sometimes it becomes
necessary to erect artificial wind-breaks

for protecting a grove not well located.

These artificial wind-breaks may later be

supplanted by some natural growth that

can withstand the force of the wind.

Tarieties

The group of plants which is desig-

nated by the generic term "Citrus" is

fairly well circumscribed, but when it

comes to a segregation of the different

species and varieties scientists do not all

agree; the writer has adopted the classi-

fication worked out by Dr. Herbert J.

Webber in the Cyclopedia of American
Horticulture.
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Botanical and Horticultural Classes of the Genns Citrus

Botanical species Botaoical varieties Horticultural races Horticultural varieties

I. Trifoliata.

I. Aurantium

.

Amara

\ Bcrgamia

.

Sinesis . . .

.

UI. Nobilis.

IV. Decumana.

V. Japonica

.

VI. Medica.

Genuina.

T!ie common oranges

.

The mandarin group.

,

Pomelo (grapefruit) . .

.

Shaddock

Kumquats

Citron

Lemon. Lemon

.

Acida. Lime.

Trifoliatas.

fSour.

j Bitter sweet.
[Seville.

Bergamot orange.

Bahia.
Valencia.

Homosafisa.
Pineapple.

(Also other varieties.)

Satfuma.
China (mandarin).
Dancy (tangerine).

Oneco
King.

Royal.
Pernambuco.
Triumph.
(Also other varieties.)

Paradise.

Forbidden fruit.

(Also other varieties.)

Nagami.
Marumi.
(Also other varieties.)

Corsican.

Lyman.
Orange.
(Also other varieties.)

Lisbon.

Villa Franca.

Sicily.

Eureka.
(Also other varieties.)

Imperial.

Mexican.
Persian.

(Also other varieties.)

Selecting Varieties

Experience has taught that no variety

of citrus is pre-eminently useful for all

portions of the world where this fruit

is grown. As an illustration we have

the Bahia, or Washington Navel orange,

which is pre-eminently adapted for Cali-

fornia, but of little value in Florida or

the West Indies, since it produces only

a small crop except on rough-lemon

stock, which stock is only adapted to a

restricted area. Certain varieties of

pomelo have exquisite flavor when fruited

in Florida, but are not of the same ex-

cellence when grown in California. The
Pineapple orange and the Indian River

orange are among the finest of fruits

when grown in the sections where tliey

originated, but when produced in .lamai-

ca they can not be said to have superior

Qualities.

The total number of varieties of citrus

fruits that have been catalogued and de-

scribed would run up into the thou-

sands. Nearly every one has some pecu-

liar merit for a particular locality. Out

of the many thousands a few selected

ones are of general value, and can be

planted with safety over a considerable

area. The following very brief list gives

some of the varieties for the localities

mentioned:

Florida

The Florida State Horticultural So-

ciety has divided the state into four hor-

ticultural sections known as Western

North Florida, Eastern North Florida,

Central Florida and South Florida.

Eastern North Florida includes "that

part of the state between the Aucilla

river and a straight line drawn across

the state from the mouth of the St. Johns

river to Cedar keys."

The following citrus fruits are consid-

ered especially adapted for this region:

Of the sweet-orange group. Parson Brown

and Sweet Seville; of the tangerine

group, the Satsuma; of the kumquat
group, the Marumi and Nagami.

Central Florida includes "that part of
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the state between the line above referred

to and the counties constituting South

Florida."

Of tlie sweet-orange group well adapted

to this section may be mentioned Cen-

tennial, Tardiff, Homosassa, Jaffa, Ma-

jorca, and Parson Brown; of the man-

darin group, Satsuma, China, Dancy and

King; of the pomelo group, De Soto, Dun-

can, Excelsior, Hall, Marsh, Pernambuco,

Royal, and Standard. Shaddocks and

citrons are not grown as commercial

fruits, and Nagami is the leading variety

of kumquat for this section.

South Florida includes the following

counties: Brevard, Dade, Monroe, De
Soto, and Manitee.

The sweet oranges recommended for

this section are the Bahia on rough-

lemon stock, Tardiff, Homosassa, and

Majorca; of the mandarin group, China,

Dancy, and King; of the pomelo group,

De Soto, Duncan, Excelsior, Hall, Marsh,

Pernambuco, Royal, and Standard.

Shaddocks are not grown commer-

cially, and are found only as ornamentals

or novelties. In the kumquat group the

leading variety is the Nagami. Citrons

are grown only as occasional specimens.

Lemons are not grown as extensively

in Florida as in California. There are,

however, some good orchards of this

fruit, the varieties principally produced

in South Florida being Belair, Genoa,

Imperial, Sicily, and Villa Franca.

On the keys and the adjacent coast

considerable quantities of limes grow
without cultivation and are apparently

naturalized. The Department of Agri-

culture has distributed various importa-

tions of limes into South Florida, and

nearly all of these varieties do very well.

The peculiar demands of the market.

however, are such as to make lime grow-

ing unprofitable. Nevertheless, very

high prices are paid for the limes which
are gathered from trees occurring spon-

taneously on the coast and keys. This

lime is generally spoken of as the Key
lime. It is a very small fruit and in-

tensely acid, and usually contains many
seeds. This same lime when taken to

the mainland and put under cultivation

produces a large fruit, with very thick,

rough skin, approaching in size and ap-

pearance that of the usual lemon. Limes
of this size do not meet with ready sale.

Lonisiana and Mississippi

The citrus-growing section of Louisiana

and Mississippi occurs in the region

closely bordering on the Gulf. In Missis-

sippi it is near Biloxi, and in Louisiana

it is south of New Orleans.

In these sections the common sweet

orange grown is known as the Creole.

This, strictly speaking, is not a variety,

but an assemblage of seedling oranges

that have been cultivated in this region

for some time. Of the mandarin group

Satsuma and China are the leading va-

rieties. Of the pomelo group only a few
are grown, these being the earliest varie-

ties, such as Royal and Triumph.

Porto Rico and the West Indies

Generally

Citrus growing throughout the West
Indies is in a rather formative state. The
efforts at systematic work in this line

have not been carried forward with the

same degree of vigor as in California and
Florida. Nearly all the varieties recom-

mended for South Florida may be planted

with more or less confidence in this re-

gion. After years of experimenting in

this region local varieties will doubtless

develop which will prove better than

some of the sorts now introduced on these

islands.

GROWING AlVD MARKETING
Setting Ont

Usually the prospective orange grower

buys trees from a nursery and sets them
out as soon as the field has been cleared,

wishing, of course, to get the trees on

the land as soon as possible and to

hasten the time when he may be selling

fruit. Sometimes this is by no means
the most profitable procedure. Land
especially rich in organic matter and

heavily matted with roots from the na-

tive growth would be decidedly better

for having produced a crop or two of

vegetables before the grove was planted.

If for any reason it is not desirable to

grow vegetables, a crop of weeds grown
on it for a year would do much to
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sweeten the land preparatory to receiv-

ing the trees from the nursery. A crop

of cow peas or velvet beans would be

preferable, however.

The number of trees to be set out to

the acre depends on the variety selected

and the character of the land. Large-

growing citrus trees, such as pomelos

snd the Bahia and Tardiff sweet oranges,

should not be set closer than 100 to the

acre, and on first-class soil 75 are enough.

Smaller-growing varieties, such as the

mandarin group of oranges and the

limes, should not be set closer than 200

trees to the acre. The character of the

land will also need to be considered in

setting out a grove. In a sandy loam

rich in organic matter trees grow much
more vigorously and in consequence

should be set farther apart. In the heavy

clay soils trees grow less vigorously and

may be set nearer together.

Time and Manner of Setting' Ont

The time of setting out trees from the

nursery will depend on the location and

the conditions. In the West Indies and

South Florida trees may be set out at

any time of the year when the land is

ready and there is suflScient moisture to

favor their growth. In Central Florida,

the spring (February and March) is pref-

erable. The same is true of North Flori-

da. Louisiana and Mississippi. In the ex-

treme northern portions of the citrus-

growing section it is usually better to

wait until the danger of freezing weath-

er is past. This will bring the date up
to about the latter part of February. In

setting out trees from the nursery, care

should be taken to injure the roots as

little as possible. Where trees can be

taken up with a considerable ball of earth

and transplanted in this way, they may
be set out without any apparent check in

growth. This, however, is not usually

practicable in sandy soils.

When the trees are taken up the roots

should be carefully protected by means
of wet cloths or moist moss and the

trees set in holes already prepared for

them. If the ground is not already very

moist the addition of one or two i)ails of

water will usually puddle the roots and

cause the trees to grow promptly. At the

time of setting out, the tops should be

cut back to correspond closely to the

condition of the roots. The favorite size

of tree to set out is one that has grown
about four feet tall in the nursery and

has several branches. Such trees are

usually about an inch or an inch and a

half in diameter at the crown.

Catch Crops

As soon as the field has been set to a

grove, cultivation may be begun. The
kind and amount of cultivation will be

determined by the character of the soil.

Light, sandy soil should have shallow but

careful cultivation. Heavy clay soils

need thorough and deep working. Where
there is an abundance of moisture sup-

plied naturally to the soil, other crops

may be grown to advantage between the

orange trees. Where the soil is inclined

to be dry and irrigation has to be prac-

ticed, this is of doubtful utility in the

dry season. During the winter, vege-

tables may be planted and cultivated as

in ordinary fields with decided advan-

tage to the orange tree unless the land is

too dry. Leguminous cover crops may
be planted as soon as the spring and
summer rains begin. When fall droughts

occur the cover crops will have to be

removed to conserve the moisture of the

soil. Cultivation should then be resumed.

If the soil is inclined to be sterile

the cover crop should be used as a mulch
lor the trees. If the ground is sufficient-

ly fertile to permit it, the cover crop

can be utilized for hay.

Pruning

"To prune or not to prune; that is the

question." At many of the meetings of

the horticultural societies the question

of |)runing has been vigorously discussed.

There are many good reasons for prun-

ing trees; on the other hand, there are

reasons why trees should not be pruned.

The question, then, must be decided by

each individual. One point, however, has

been very well settled, and that is, that

low-headed trees are preferable. Twenty-
five or 30 years ago it was a common
practice to have citrus trees trimmed high
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enough to permit a man to drive a cul-

tivator under the branches. The severe

cold of several winters has caused this

custom to be very largely abandoned. In

the southern part of Florida, where there

is no danger from frost, it has been found

that shading the ground by the limbs has

been very beneficial to the grove. An-

other important advantage in low-headed

trees is that the fruit may be gathered

much more cheaply than from tall trees.

Nearly all orange growers will agree

that the pruning out of dead and worth-

less branches is of benefit to the tree.

The extent to which sound wood is pruned

out, however, varies with the notions of

the individual grower. Some of the most

extensive and best growers in Florida

practice no pruning at all. Diseased

branches should always be cut out, re-

moved from the orchard at once and
burned. Sprouts that start from below

the bud must be removed, and this

should be done as soon as possible. Water
sprouts need not and ordinarily should

not be removed. There are conditions

under which removal is entirely proper,

but the very common practice of remov-
ing them simply as a pastime is a very

harmful occupation. The fact that a

water sprout appears shows that the

tree is in a position to elaborate more
reserve material than can be elaborated

by its present leaf area. After a year or

two years these water sprouts produce an
abundant crop.

A citrus tree should be kept in a low,

compact form, but violent pruning, such
as is often practiced in deciduous fruit

orchards, is not only unnecessary but
often harmful. There are special cases,

such as lemon orchards, and there are

some regions in which trees must be
mutilated to make them fruit; but that

does not affect the general rule that cit-

rus trees should be sparingly pruned or

not at all.

Picking

In citrus growing, as in the growing
of other commercial products, the ag-

riculturist frequently does everything
perfectly up to the time of harvesting his

crop. He then gets in a hurry, and as

a result of overhaste his product goes

into the market in bad condition. This

is especially to be regretted since so fre-

quently his fruit is fautless when the

time for picking arrives.

In picking citrus fruits the greatest

care should be exercised not to include

any imperfect specimens. The fruits

should be separated from the tree by

means of a clipper, cutting the stem off

close to the fruit, leaving it smooth, so

that when another fruit comes in contact

with the cut stem it will not be injured

thereby. The picked fruit should be

placed in some sort of basket. Frequently

the fruit is picked in sacks. While
thousands of crates are picked in this way,
and the fruit is marketed in fairly good
condition, first-class oranges in the prime

of condition are apt to be either scratch-

ed or slightly bruised. Thoroughly ripe

fruit is so filled with juice that it will

spurt out if a thorn or the point of a

knife blade be stuck through the skin.

It must be taken to the packing house

with the greatest care and permitted to

cure before it is fit to pack. When the

picker has secured as much fruit as can

be conveniently put in a basket, it Is

turned into a field crate. These crates

are usually of slightly larger size than

the shipping crate, and so constructed as

to make it possible to nest them for trans-

portation to the packing house. After

the fruit has been picked for some time

and the skin has toughened and the fruit

has been permitted to shrink to some ex-

tent, it may be handled with much less

danger of being injured. This usually re-

quires from three days to two weeks. At
the end of this time the fruit Is graded

according to its appearance. This grad-

ing has to be done by hand, and re-

quires the judgment of a man skilled in

citrus sorting. Various names are given

to the grades of oranges, such as brights,

fancies, seconds, golden russets, russets,

dark russets, and so on. Usually there

are about three grades in a grove, the

brights. golden russets, and russets. The
brights are divided into fancies and sec-

onds.

Lemons are picked while the color is
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greeu, the time or nicking being governed

by the size attained by the fruit. After

picking It requires from one to several

weeks to cure them properly for market.

This is usually done in specially con-

structed houses, in tents, or in banks.

Washing

Citrus fruit grown on a tree free from

disease and insect attack is usually in

the most perfect condition possible. Its

appearance can not be improved by wash-

ing or other mechanical process. But a

very large proportion is not grown under

such conditions. Russet fruit is not im-

proved in appearance by washing or scour-

ing, but fruit affected by sooty mold

should be put through a washer. Sooty

mold is a black fungus (Meliola, various

species) that grows in honey dew, usually

excreted by some insect. An insect that

frequently produces the honey dew Is

the white fly (Aleyrodes ciiri) . Sooty

mold very frequently follows an attack

of the soft scale (Lecanium sp.), but this

insect is usually very limited in distribu-

tion as compared with the white fly. The

coloration of sooty mold being due to a

fungous growth on the surface of the

fruit, it becomes necessary to use some

mechanical means for removing it. Vari-

ous machines have been invented for ac-

complishing this purpose. One in very

general use has a series of brushes, slight-

ly larger than scrubbing brushes, ar-

ranged on a chain belt. The fruit is re-

ceived in single file down a chute, at the

bottom of which is water in which the

fruit is washed. The water and the

brushes cause a very decided improvement

in the color of the fruit.

Another form of cleaner is constructed

from a cylinder about two feet in diam-

eter and about four feet long. An axle in

the form of a gas pipe is run through the

axis of the cylinder, a crank is attached

to this, and the cylinder is then mounted

on a frame so that it can be revolved by

hand. The inside of the cylinder is care-

fully padded with canvas. Fruit is placed

within the cylinder until It Is about three-

fourths full, the remaining space is then

filled with wet sawdust. By revolving the

cylinder the wet sawdust wears off the

sooty mold very quickly. When the fruit

has been cleaned it is turned out and

dried and is ready to be packed. The
sawdust used for this work must be as

soft as possible and must be sifted to free

it from any large particles that might

scratch the rind of the fruit.

Sorting

After the fruit has been graded, it is

run through a machine which separates it

according to size. Various kinds of ap-

paratus are constructed for this work.

One of the simplest is that made in the

shape of a hopper with a chute running

from it. This chute gradually increases

in size, so that the fruits as they roll

down drop into secondary chutes, which

carry them into the field boxes from

which they are taken to be wrapped.

Lemons are usually picked when they

have reached the desired size, which rend-

ers sorting for size unnecessary.

Another machine makes a very satis-

factory apparatus for sorting both

oranges and pomelos. It is run by a

treadle. The fruit is poured into the

broad chute and is allowed to run into

two grooves. On the sides of ttese

grooves, or runways, are long, thin

cylinders provided with spirals. The run-

ways as they pass away from the hopper

widen, which permits the fruit to fall

through when the proper width is reach-

ed. The cylinders provided with spirals

revolve so as to carry the fruit forward.

On each side and in front are compart-

ments for receiving fruit of each size.

Wrapping

The usual way of wrapping is by hand.

This has been superseded in the larger

packing houses by machines. The taste

and care displayed in preparing the wrap-

ping paper have frequently yielded good

returns. In the large establishments

wrapping paper having a suitable adver-

tisement upon it, and often with a mon-

ogram or some other pleasing design, is

used.

Packing

The packing may be done either by

hand or by machinery. The greater quan-

tity is packed by hand. The number of
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fruits and their arrangement in the box

have been carefully -worked out so that

each fruit is placed in mathematical or-

der. The orange and grapefruit crates

commonly used contain a space of almost

exactly two cubic feet. The outside meas-

urements approximate 121/^x121/2x27

inches. As these crates are manufac-

tured and sold to the grower all

ready to nail up, he need give this

matter no special attention. In pack-

ing, the boxes are usually filled so

that the last tier of fruit projects about

one-half inch above the top of the box.

After tl^e box has been carefully packed,

it is placed under a lever or screw press

and the lid gently forced into position.

This is then nailed down and strapped,

and is ready to be stenciled tor the mar-

ket. The accompanying diagrams, from

Prof. H. H. Hume's Bulletin No. 63 of

the Florida Agricultural Experiment Sta-

tion, illustrate the arrangement of the

fruit in the crates.

Shipping

The moment the fruit is delivered to

the transportation companies it passes

out of the hands of the grower and be-

yond the possibility of his controlling the

way in which it is handled. Not infre-

quently fruit put up in the very best con-

dition, and with the greatest care, is

slammed from the railway station into

the car, and at its destination is again

thrown from the car into a transfer wag-

on. Anyone wishing to be convinced on

this point has only to follow his ship-

ment past the transfer station and to its

destination on the market. The most

careful packing and best packages are

none too good. To a certain extent the

shipper of fruit is powerless in this mat-

ter, and very frequently the transporta-

tion company's officials are ignorant of

the rough handling.

The only way to correct these abuses is

by vigorous protest and definite action.

All transportation companies are suffi-

ciently interested in the matter to see in

Layera 1 and 3 : 12. Layers Z and i ; 18. Layers 1 and 3 : 14. Layers 2 and 4 : 14. Layers 1, 3 and 6:13. Layers 2 and 4
:
12.

;QQ0.50QPooooooo
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a general way that the fruit is handled

with a certain degree ot care, but as

long as no strong protest is made they

take it for granted that everything is

satisfactory. No matter how carefully

and exactly the fruit is packed, if the

packages are abused in transit the re-

sults must be disai)pointing.

Storing

A great many attempts have been made
to store citrus fruits. With the exception

ot the lemon, storage is not thoroughly

successful unless the fruit is put in cold

storage. Various methods have been

suggested, such as packing the fruit in

Florida moss, packing it in dry road sand,

storing it in caves, etc. The results of

experiments with all of these, however,

have been disappointing.

In general it may be said that citrus

fruits may be stored in a cool, dry place

for two or three months without danger

of serious loss. The temperature should

not fall to the freezing point, and should

not go much above 40 degrees F. The air

should also be dry enough to prevent

moisture from forming on the fruit or

packages during fluctuations in tempera-

ture.

In cold storage very fair success has
been obtained in keeping the fruit, and
when full information shall be at hand
it will doubtless be possible to keep cit-

rus fruits, at least in limited quantities,

until the new crop comes in.

Marketing
The market selected for selling the

fruit will vary with individual growers,
the price being fixed by that obtained in

the large markets, such as Chicago and
New York. The price at the groves will

be largely determined by the quantity of

fruit supplied.

Where the fruit is sold on the trees, a
definite written contract should be made,
so that there is a full understanding as
to the price to be paid for it, a date
agreed upon at which all the fruit must
be removed from the grove, and provi-

sion made for responsibility for injury to

trees. The owner of the grove must ex-

pect to suffer more or less in the way of

broken trees and limbs If the fruit is

sold on the tree. Any unusual damage
done to the trees, either by draft ani-

mals or by careless workers, should, of

course, be borne by the person who buys

the fruit and must be provided for in the

contract.

A more satisfactory way of selling the

fruit is at a definite price per box of a

certain grade and size, delivered at the

shipping station in first-class condition.

Usually the owners of small groves can

not dispose of their fruit in the grove,

but very frequently are able to sell it for

a definite price at the shipping station.

When the fruit is sold in this way, it is

but fair and prudent to have a written

contract giving full particulars as to

prices, grades, sizes and conditions.

While much fruit is sold in this way, the

great bulk of the fruit is shipped to the

large markets to be sold. In such a

case the grower should know to whom the

fruit is consigned, having learned before-

hand whether the sellers are responsible

or not. While the determination of the

financial responsibility of commission
merchants or fruit handlers may seem
difficult to the average grower, it is really

a very simple matter to learn whether a

business firm has any good references or

not. If the persons mentioned as refer-

ences are addressed and no word is heard

from them, it will be the safest course to

assume that the reply would have been

unfavorable.

P. H. Rolfs,

ratlioloKlst, tl. S. DcDartment of AKi-lculture.

VARIETIES
District No. 6

HiniiLY KEcoM MENDED — Dessert and

Market: Bessie; Centennial; Enterprise

iii'cdling; Foster; Hart Late (Hart's

Tardiff); Homosassa; Imperial Blood;

.Jaffa; .Jaffa Blood; Majorca; Maltese

Egg; Maltese Oval; May's Best; Nonpar-

eil; Old Vini; Parson Brown; Pineapple;

Ruby; Valencia Late; Vinous, Madam.
Dessert and Kitchen: Phillips Bitter

fiweet.

Recommended — Dessert and Market:

Acapulco; Acis; Amory Blood; Bahia

(Washington Navel); Beach No. 5;

Boone; Botelha; Brazilian; Buttercourt;
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China; Circassian; Colmar; Cunningham;
Drake Star; Double Navel; Dulcissima;

Dumniit; Du Roi; Early Oblong; Exquis-

ite; Fortuna; Higley Late; Lamb Sum-
mer; Magnum Bonum; Maltese Blood;

Mediterranean Sweet; Melitensis Navel;

Paper Rind St. Michael; Peerless; St.

Michael: St. Michael Blood; Star Calyx;

Whittaker. Dessert and Kitchen: Bitter

Sweet. Eitcheyi: Dwarf; Sour.

Recommended for tkial—Dessert and

Market: Long; Prolific; Saul Blood; Se-

ville Sxveet; White.

District No. 16

Recommended— Dessert and Market:
Bahia (Washington Navel).

Recommended for trial—Dessert and
Market: Mediterranean Sweet.

District No. 17

Highly recommended — Dessert and
Market: Bahia (Washington Navel).

Recommended— Dessert and Market:
Mediterranean Sweet; Parson Brown; St.

Michael ; Thompson Improved.

District No. 18

Highly recommended — Dessert and
Market: Bahia (Washington Navel) ; Med-
iterranean Sweet; St. Michael; Thompson
Improved; Valencia Late.

Recommended— Dessert and Market:
Maltese Blood; Parson Brown; Ruby.

Oranges in the United States

There are but few states in the Union where oranges can be grown successfully

for commercial purposes. The following are the states with the number of bear-

ing trees, as reported by the census of 1910.

California, 6,615,805.

Florida, 2,766,618.

Louisiana, 2G6,116.

Texas. 42,384.

Arizona, 33,373.

Mississippi, 10,452.

Alabama, 2,599.
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ORANGE DISEASES

Anthbacnose. See Wither Tip, this sec-

tion.

Black Rot. See Navel Rot.

Blue Mold
Penicillium italicum and P. digitatum

The fruit shows a soft moldy decay,

the surface of the affected portion being

covered with a dusty mass of spores, of a

blue or green color, according as the

first or second named fungus is present.

The blue fungus is somewhat more ac-

tive than the green and causes occasional

infection by contact from one fruit to

another.

The two fungi named above are the

commonest cause of decay in citrus fruit.

Only very slightly parasitic on uninjured

fruit; this decay is practically confined,

under ordinary conditions, to fruit which

has been injured in handling.

The extensive demonstrations of the

United States Department of Agriculture

have established beyond question that cit-

rus fruit will keep indefinitely so far as

blue-mold decay is concerned, unless the

fruit has been bruised or injured in some

manner. Such injury comes about mainly

either through cuts in the stem end made
in clipping the fruit from the tree, from

rough handling during the process of

hauling to the packing house, or in grad-

ing or packing. As a result of the dem-

onstration mentioned above, the whole

practice of citrus-fruit handling has been

revolutionized along the line of more care-

ful handling, and implements and appara-

tus tending toward less injury in picking

and handling fruit have been developed.

Each year's experience goes more and

more to demonstrate the possibilities of

almost prevention of this commonest
form of decay through careful handling.

Brown Rot of the Lemon
Pythuacystus citrophthora R. E. Smith

Occurrence

The brown rot of the lemon is a dis-

ease which has become very prominent

in the region of lemon production in

California during the past few years. It

affects more or less every operation hav-

ing to do with lemon production and mar-

keting, and at the time of the investiga-

tions which were undertaken in Cali-

fornia for its control it seemed to threat-

en the stability of this industry. The
brown rot may be found in the orchard,

in the packing house, and in storage con-

ditions.

Symptoms

The first indications of the trouble may
be noted in a brownish or purplish dis-

coloration of the rind, showing light on

the greener fruit and darker on the

yellow fruit. Both old and young, vigor-

ous and weak fruits alike are affected,

and the disease is particularly character-

ized by a marked and peculiar odor, by

its rapid spread from fruit to fruit, in

the packing house or while stored in

boxes, and by the presence of small flies

wherever the affected fruit is stored in

quantity. After storage for a week or ten

days there may develop upon the affected

fruit a white mold-like growth, and fre-

quently upon such affected Iruit there is

subsequently produced also the blue

mold Penicillium. The blue mold alone,

however, does not spread rapidly and has

not the peculiar odor of the brown-rot

disease. The disease may appear upon

fruit in storage, which seemed to be per-

fectly colored and sound when passed by

the washer.

Control

The infection of the fruit usually takes

lilace in the orchards, and also subse-

quently by direct contact and also by the

operation of washing. It has been found,

for instance, that if uninfected lemons

are dipped in water in which diseased

ones have been washed, infection will in

time result on the healthy ones. In fact,

the ordinary wash water may itself con-

tain a large number of germs of this

fungus, and it may also live more or less

permanently in the machine used for

washing such fruit. The remedy, there-

fore, for such conditions is very simple

and merely consists in treating the water

used for washing purposes with some
aseptic or toxic agent. The most practical

method which has been devised consists

in using copper sulphate, formalin, or

potassium permanganate. In using for-
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lualiu, one part of the reagent to 10,000

parts of water may be employed, or one

pint to 1,250 gallons has been sufficient to

check infection. Permanganate of potash

is rather a mild disinfectant as compared

with formalin and it is necessary to use

one pound to 625 gallons of water. A
stronger concentration discolors slightly

and the former strength is advised. Cop-

per sulphate, which is both a cheap and

effective disinfectant, may be used, of

about the same strength as the perman-

ganate of potash. Care should be taken

that this is not employed in very much
more concentrated form, one pound to 250

gallons, for instance, resulting in injury

in the form of a burn. Unfortunately, how-

ever, this substance attacks the arm of

the tank and is therefore less desirable

than those previously referred to. A
higher concentration of blue stone is

needed on account of the alkalinity of the

water used. In distilled water, one part

of blue stone to 1,000,000 will be effective.

Brown Spot
A serious trouble in some localities,

characterized by the development of dark

brown, sunken, dead spots of considerable

size on the rind, appearing from five to

ten days after the fruit is picked. Not
visible on the tree. Apparently due to

climatic or other local conditions rather

than to any parasite.

It would appear that in the physiologi-

cal processes which go on in the rind dur-

ing its development and ripening, some
substance or principle is present in cer-

tain areas which inhibits these normal
processes. When the orange is picked

early in the season it appears that this

Inhibiting substance is in an active condi-

tion and causes the area of tissue where
it is present to begin to die as soon as

the fruit leaves the tree. If the orange
stays on the tree until later in the sea-

son the injurious substance seems to dis-

appear or be removed in some manner,
leaving the rind in a normal condition.

Chlorosis

This term applies to cases where the

leaves become yellow and pale, lacking

the normal green color. No definite dis-

ease is indicated by these symptoms.

more than tliat the trees are in distress

of some sort. The cause of the trouble is

usually to be found in some unfavorable

soil condition.

Bainpln^ Off

Rhizi)ctu)i in fiixaiinm

Causes the loss of great quantities of

orange seedlings in the seed beds. The
plants begin to die in spots which gradu-

ally extend, finally involving large areas

if not checked. Two distinct forms of

the disease are recognizable, one caused

by the first-named fungus above, produc-

ing a decay of the stem just above ground,

while the other shows itself in dead spots

on the stem at any point.

These troubles can only be controlled

by strict attention to proper methods of

planting and watering. The seed bed

should be constructed with an inch of

clean, fresh sand on top, with heavier

soil beneath. For the inexperienced grow-

er, particularly, it is better to make fur-

rows six inches deep and about a foot

apart, planting the seed broadcast on the

ridges between. The water may then be

run in these furrows and allowed to soak

into the ground laterally, rather than be-

ing sprinkled on the surface. Where the

seed is sown broadcast all over the sur-

face of the bed and the water applied by
sprinkling, watering should always be

done in the morning and no oftener than

is ab.solutely necessary. In many cases a

good watering once a week is sufficient to

keep the soil under the sand wet enough
and twice a week is almost always suffi-

cient until the plants get quite large. It

is better to give the bed a good soaking

at long intervals rather than to keep

sprinkling on a little water frequently.

One should keep the surface as dry as

possible and after the plants get well

started determine the need of water by
digging down into the soil beneath rather

than wetting the bed as soon as the sur-

face sand gets dry.

Die liack

This general term denotes cases where

the branches die back from the tips. It

is not a specific disease, but as in the

case of mottled leaf, indicates that some-

thing is wrong with the tree. The trouble
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usually lies underground, and most often

denotes unfavorable soil conditions or

lack of water.

Exaiitlieinn, Florida Die Back

The branches die back from the ends

and numerous axillary buds develop,

forming bushy tufts of small twigs all

through the top of the tree. Corky out-

growths develop on the bark of the twigs

and gum exudes from these places. In

the first stages of the disease there de-

velop near the center of the tree abnorm-

ally large, dark-green leaves, giving

the tree a false appearance of unusual

thrift. The fruit takes on a pale-yellow

color while still small and immature and

has an insipid sweetness with no develop-

ment of acid quality. Dark-brown spots

or patches appear on the rind and from

these as centers the oranges crack and

split.

This disease occurs in California mostly

upon coarse or gravelly soils or subsoils,

following the application of stable ma-

nure or other nitrogenous material in an

organic form. It is most apt to occur

when such fertilization is practiced on

trees which have not previously been re-

ceiving it, especially if they have been

suffering somewhat from lack of plant

food and water. The disease may be lik-

ened to a form of indigestion.

On these soils citrus trees should re-

ceive very careful irrigation to the end

that the ground may be kept continuously

moist and not be allowed to become al-

ternately dry and wet, as is the tendency

on such porous soils. Fertilization should

be uniform without the sudden applica-

tion of large amounts of manure or or-

ganic fertilizers.

Floi!ID.\ Die B.\ck. See Exanthema, this

section.

Gum-Spot Leaf Spot

Dark colored, slightly raised spots or

areas appear on the back side of the leaf

in places where it is turned up and ex-

posed to the sun. These spots are form-

ed by the deposition of a gummy sub-

stance in the tissue. The trouble ap-

pears to be in a form of gumming result-

ing from sunburn on the under side of

the leaf. Not serious.

Mai di Goniuia

A virulent decay of the bark of the

roots from the surface of the ground
downward. This is occasionally found on

trees in extremely heavy wet soil or

where too much water is used close about

the trunk of the tree.

Affected trees can rarely be saved but

may be replaced successfully if soil con-

ditions can be improved.

Mottled Leaf
What has been said in the last case

applies to this also. Affected trees show
a yellowing of the leaves between the

veins, with the green color only along

the mid-rib and the lateral veins, giving

the leaf a mottled appearance. Examina-
tion shows that leaves once green never
become typically mottled thereafter, al-

though they may become lighter in color

or even bright yellow. Typical mottled
leaves are found only toward the ends
of the shoots and represent leaves in

which the green color has never com-
pletely developed, rather than those in

which the chlorophyll has once existed

but then disappeared. Mottled leaf is a
case of non-development or slow develop-

ment of chlorophyll. Along with the

mottling of the leaves there also occurs,

if the trees are badly affected, a decided

shortage in the amount of fruit, and in

typically bad cases the fruit present is

of very small size, becoming fully colored

when only an inch or two in diameter.

Considerable die back also occurs and the

foliage is thin and weak, giving the tree

a brushy look, with many small, dead

twigs at the extremities.

All observations point to one con-

clusion, namely, that the most prevalent

and typical form of mottled leaf is due
to an irregular supply of moisture and
plant food.

Nailhead Ru.st. See firnly Bark, this

section.

Navel Rot—Black Hot
Altcrnaria citri

Affected oranges color prematurely in

the fall and are affected with a dry, black

rot in the tissue below the navel end.

This rot is not very virulent and often

remains confined to one section of the

3—11
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orange. Occasionally in seasons of con-

siderable early rain this trouble becomes

(juite abundant, but it is not usually a

serious matter.

I'ulYnii;

Characterized by a condition of the

rind indicated by the above name. The

surface of the fruit becomes rougli and

uneven, due to a spongy condition of the

rind. The whole orange becomes soft

and structureless with an unnatural

sweetness.

This trouble varies with the season

and appears to be connected with soil

moisture conditions.

Root Rot. See Apple Diseases.

Scaly Bark or Kailliead Bust

Characterized by the appearance of

scaly areas of bark on the trunk or

branches, the outer bark rising in scales

from the inner. Small drops of gum

exude in spots on the affected portion,

which gradually spreads. Affected limbs

die back slowly but new growth keeps

taking their place and the tree lives for

many years in an unhealthy condition.

This trouble apparently originates in

an irregular moisture condition of the

soil.

The worst affected trees can not be

saved, but should be dug out and re-

placed. Trees where the disease exists

only on the branches will recover if

affected parts are cut off. In case the

scaly bark is on the trunk and the patch

Is not too large the diseased portion

should be cut out to healthy bark and

the wound painted over. Such cases will

almost invariably heal completely.

If the trunk is badly affected, but the

tree In fairly good condition, the scaly

surface bark should be scraped off and

several slits cut through the affected

area. The scaly part may then be painted

over with pure neatsfoot oil, linseed oil,

10 per cent caustic soda or potash solu-

tion, or kerosene oil.

The soil about the tree should be thor-

oughly dug up and the application of oil

or whatever is used repeated about once

a month for several months. This dis-

ease, as well as the last, is not contagious

and no infection need be feared to neigh-

boring trees.

Shoulder Spot—Stem-End Spot

A dry, brown, dead spot or area de-

velops upon the orange about the stem

end or at one side of the latter on the

"shoulder" of the fruit. These spots are

Ijrimarily dry and not of the nature of

decay, but they often become infected

with blue mold or other fungi. Often,

too, they are covered with a growth of a

Cladusporium fungus, which forms an

almost black mold upon the surface.

These spots may also become infected

with the wither-tip fungus. This form

of spot or deterioration at the stem end

of the orange occurs only In old fruit,

most commonly in the last Washington

Navels of the season. It is especially

abundant in seasons following years of

exceptional drouth, particularly when

the fall rains are very late in commenc-

ing. The normal deterioration of the

orange when its physiological life is

ended begins at the stem end and the

present trouble appears to be simply a

somewhat premature death of the tissue,

owing to the age and weakness of the

fruit. This is made more pronounced, as

has just been suggested, by a long, dry

season during the preceding fall, which

weakens the tree and thus reduces the

vitality and length of life of the fruit.

Splitting

The fruit cracks and splits on the

tree before maturity. Varies from year

to year in abundance. Apparently caused

by climatic or seasonal conditions caus-

ing irregularity in the growth of the

fruit.

Stain

A discolored, darkened condition of

tlie rind developing after the fruit has

been picked. Occurrence apparently con-

fined to fruit which has been subjected

to low temperatures, either in transit or

cold storage.

Stem-End Spot. See fOioulder t^pot.

this section.

Tkar Stai.n. See Wither Tip. this sec-

tion.
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Triiuk Kot

Schizophyllum commune
The trunk or large limbs decay at

points where they have been cut off or

injured, with the production of small,

white, bracket toadstools upon the sur-

face. Not parasitic on sound trees. This

also affects apples, walnuts and other

trees.

Cover all large cuts or wounds thor-

oughly with grafting wax.

Wither Tip—Anthraciiose—Teiir Stain

The wither-tip fungus occurs abund-

antly upon dead or injured twigs, leaves

or trees, but is of doubtful occurrence

as a true parasite. This fungus occa-

sionally causes a decay of the fruit of

the orange quite different from anything

seen in the lemon. The wither-tip rot of

the orange consists in a large, rather

dry brown spot, starting sometimes on

fruit while on the tree during wet
weather, and gradually spreading. These

spots usually develop at places where
oranges touch each other. The same
spotting and decay are quite frequently

found to a considerable extent in oranges

held in cold storage, particularly if the

temperature is a little too low. Under
such conditions this fungus may develop

abundantly and cause a considerable

amount of decay.

R. E. Smith.
California Experiment Station Bulletin 21.S,

ORAIVGE PESTS

Aphids. See General Article nn Aptiirla.

Barnacle Scale

Ceroplastes cirripediformis Comst.

General Appearance

This wax scale greatly resembles tlie

Florida wax scale in shape. The body

is dark red or brown, and the white

waxy covering is mottled with shades of

gray. There is a spine-like projection at

the posterior end of the body, which is

hid by the wax. The length is one-fifth

of an inch; width one-sixth of an inch;

height the same as the width. This

species is larger and particularly higher

than the Florida wax scale.

Distribution

Principally in greenhouses.

Food Plants

Citrus trees, quince, myrtle, persim-

mon.

Control

Same as for Florida wax scale.

E. O. EssiG

Black Citrus Lonse
Toxoptera aarantiac Koch

General Appearance

A small dull-black louse, scarcely over

1.5 mm. in length. The apterous forms

often appear brown, while the young are

a decided reddish-brown to black. Some
of the adults are shiny black and have

been mistaken for the black peach aphis

(Aphis persicae-niger) . It is easy to dis-

tinguish the winged individuals of this

species by the very dark and prominent

stigma and the single branching of the

third discoidal vein.

Life History

This species may be found in the cit-

rus groves throughout the entire year,

all stages being present. The greatest

numbers occur during the spring months,

when all the new growth may be de-

stroyed on the young trees by them.

Older trees are also attacked. The pres-

ence of the insects on the larger and
older leaves is easily told by their curled

appearance, a condition i)rorluced by the

lice.

Distribntion

Throughout the entire citrus-growing

section of California. Especially abundant

in the southern coast counties.

Food Plants

All species of citrus trees, camellia,

Olca straussia and coffee.

Xatiiral Enenijes

This insect would be a far greater pest

were it not for its many natural enemies,

two internal parasites, the California lady-

bird beetle and the larvae of three syrphid

(lies.
E. O. Ei?siG

Br..\CK Scale. See Apricot. Pruts.
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rnlifoniia Anfimlnr-Winpod Kiilydid

Mii roct'ninnn la\(riftitiu)ii Limi.

General Appearance

Large green long-horned grasshopper or

katydid, from one and a half to two and

a halt inches long. Easily distinguished

from the ordinary grasshoppers by the

long, thin antennae and slender hind legs.

The eggs are oval and flat, white in color.

laid so as to overlap like shingles. They

may be laid in a single row around the

edge of the leaves or on the young stems,

or in double rows on the latter. The
young katydids are bright green and ap-

pear to be all legs and antennae. The
adult females have a characteristic sickle-

shaped ovipositor.

Life History

The eggs are deposited in the fall and

constitute the w-inter stage. In the spring

the young katydids escape from the ex-

posed ends and immediately begin work
upon the foliage, continuing their destruc-

tiveness throughout the spring, summer
and fall. The broods are uneven, so all

stages may be found throughout the sum-

mer.

I)istril>utioii

Throughout the entire state, but espe-

cially common in the citrus-growing sec-

tions. More damage is done In the Sac-

ramento valley than anywhere else.

Food Plants

Particularly destructive to orange trees.

Usually the foliage is the only jiart af-

fected, but occasionally they gnaw into

the young fruit, producing deep and ugly

scars which render it unfit for market.

Control and Natural Enemy
The egg parasite (Rupelmiis mirahilis)

Is practically responsible for the control

of this pest and may be relied upon to

keep it down to where great or excessive

damages can not result. It is wise to

collect the eggs during the winter and
place them Into boxes covered with screen.

As the small parasites gnaw their way out
of the egg through small holes at the top

they may escape to continue their good
work, while any young katydids that may
batch out cannot escape because of their

long legs and antennae. It is very diffi-

cult to secure colonies of the eggs without

tiiKling many showing the holes made by

tlie parasites.

Cantaloup Fly. See Cantaloup Pests.

Chaff Scale

Paralaloiia perfiandii Comst.

General Appearance

Small, circular, elongated, irregular

scales with first exuviae near the side.

Male scales are decidedly longer than

broad. The color is a light gray.

Life History

Quite a pi'olific species which does not

spread very rapidly. The breeding con-

tinues through the summer and fall

months and the broods overlap as in the

other armored scales. The trunk, large

and small limbs, foliage and fruits are at-

tacked.

Distribution

Florida and a few localities in Cali-

fornia. It has also been found in a few

other localities in the southern part of

California, having been imported from

Florida.

Food Plants

Orange, lemon, Japonica sp. All parts

of the plants and the fruits are attacked.

Control

Fumigation with full schedule No. 1.

For fumigation schedule see p. 1499. This

is not a very difficult pest to combat.

Citrus or Greenhouse Mealy Bug
Pseudococcus citri Risso

General Appearance
Small mealy-coated soft-bodied insects,

from one-fourth to three-eighths inches

long and two-thirds as wide. They are

specially characterized by a large amount

of white waxy secretion covering the

bodies. There are no perceptible wax
tails or appendages.

Life History

The eggs are deposited in loose cottony

masses by the females upon the food

plants, mostly during the late fall and

winter months, though some may be laid

in summer. The young upon hatching

move about very freely, seeking suitable

feeding places upon the tender foliage or

young fruit. The females continue to

move at will throughout their existence.
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but the young males soon spin a small

white cocoon in which to pupate. Trans-

formation requires but a short time, the

two-winged males emerging when the

females are about half grown. After cop-

ulation the males die and the females con-

tinue to develop for some weeks or

months before egg-laying begins.

During the spring months the young
are to be found in great numbers, but

by summer they have so hidden them-

selves as to give the general impression

that the pest leaves the trees during that

period. In the fall the adults begin to

deposit the large masses of eggs which
make them more conspicuous. The entire

strength of the female is converted into

eggs, only the shriveled and dry skin re-

maining after all have been deposited.

The insect naturally hibernates during

the winter in the egg state, but due to

the uneven hatching caused by the warm
weather in the southern part of the state,

practically all stages of the young and
the adult males and females may be also

abundant during the winter months.

Food Plants

Works on a great variety of plants. The
fruit as well as all tender growing parts

of the plant are attacked.

Control

The control of this pest has been some-

what complicated and unsatisfactory, al-

though at the present time considerable

or complete success attends the efforts of

careful work. Without doubt the best

control measure is the application of a

carbolic acid emulsion spray, which
should be applied plentifully, from 10 to

15 gallons to an average size tree, and
under a pressure of 200 pounds. We
have found that two angle "Bean Jum-
bo" nozzles on a "Y" to each rod give

best results. Large-holed disks should

be used in the nozzles to insure a coarse

driving spray.

If the mealy bug is present in great

numbers it may be necessary to make two,

three or even four applications a week or

so apart.

During the winter, when there are large

numbers of egg masses, or in the spring

when the young are hatching, is the best

time for applying the sprays.

Fumigation has often given excellent

killing results, but is not at all recom-

mended for this pest, unless some other

destructive scale insect, such as red, yel-

low, black or purple scale, is present and
needs that treatment. Experience has

shown that an excessive dose gives little

better result than the ordinary black-

scale dosage (one-half to three-fourths of

Schedule No. 1 at the end of this section).

Natural Enemies

The ladybird beetle, Cryptolaemus mon-
trouzieri, is the most important natural

check.

Citnis Thrips

Euthrips citri Moulton

General Appearance

The adult thrips are orange-yellow in

color, with the thorax and the second an-

tennal segment orange-brown. They are

very minute; so small as to be scarcely

observed by the average orchardist, be-

ing less than one-thirtieth of an inch in

length and one one-hundredth of an inch

in width. The presence of this insect is

usually ascertained by the work, which
consists in scarring the fruit in such a

way as to form nearly regular circles

around the stem and blossom ends, al-

though these scars may extend almost
over the entire surface. They also cause
a characteristic crinkling and thickening

of the young citrus foliage, just as the

buds are unfolding.

Life History

The winter is spent in the adult form,

which hibernates in various protected

places. The thrips become especially

abundant about the time the citrus trees

are in bloom and begin their work as
soon as the petals fall and continue
throughout the summer. The eggs are
laid from May to August, hatching in six

or ten days. The larvae greatly resemble
the adults but are at first somewhat
lighter in color. In from six to eight
days they change into the pupal stage,

and in another three to five days become
adult insects. The entire life cycle, from
the laying of the egg to the beginning
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Of the egg-layiiig of the adults of the sec-

ond generation, is about 20 days. There

are from eight to ten generations a year

in the San Joaquin valley, as estimated

by Jones and Horton.

Food Plants

Citrus, pomegranate. lOviropoan grape

varieties, California pepper tree, "umbrel-

la tree," pear, apricot, peach, European

plum varieties, olive, European raspber-

ry, rose. The work upon oranges some-

times results in great losses.

Control

So far the best results in controlling the

citrus thrips have come from spraying,

experiments being conducted in California

and Arizona with very good results. Two
sprays were used in the work, lime-sul-

phur diluted at the rate of one part to

80 parts of water, and tobacco extract

(40 per cent nicotine) diluted one part

to 1,800 parts of water. The lime-sul-

phur causes slight burnings, but other-

wise is as effectual and much less ex-

pensive than the tobacco extract. Four

applications are recommended: the first

just after most of the petals have fallen;

the second in ten to 1.5 days after the

first; the third from three to four weeks
after the second and the fourth during

the months of August or September, when
the thrips are numerous on the foliage.

In spraying for this insect it is advisable

to use angle nozzles and from 175 to 200

pounds pressure, care being taken that

every portion of the tree is thoroughly

drenched.

Citrus White Fly

Aleyrodes citri Riley and Howard
General Appearance

The adult white flies are about one-

tenth of an inch long; have yellow bodies

and opaque wings covered with a fine

white powder. The males have a charac-

teristic tuft on the under side of the ab-

domen. The pale yellowish-green eggs

are suspended on short stalks. The first

hatched young have legs and antennae
like a small scale insect, but after moult-
ing these disappear and the body becomes
fiat, greatly resembling a soft scale. The
development of the insect takes place in

the flattened shell, which gradually be-

comes raised, showing segmentation and

yellowish color. The adult emerges by

breaking through the top of the skin.

Life History

The winter is passed in the mature lar-

val stage on the under sides of the leaves.

Early in the spring the pupae appear and

in March and April the adults emerge.

The eggs are deposited upon the foliage,

the larvae beginning to hatch in about

three weeks. The first hatched have legs

and appendages and greatly resemble a

young scale. They soon settle to feed and
after several months move no more until

the adult stage is reached. There are

several overlapping broods each year.

Food Plants

The principle food plants of economic

importance are citrus trees.

Control

By far the most effectual control meas-

ure is fumigation, as used for scale in-

sects, two-thirds of Schedule No. 1 being

recommended, see p. 1499. Emulsions and

resin sprays are also effective remedies.

Cottony Cushion or Fluted Scale
Ircrya purchasi Mask.

General Appearance

The adults are distinguished by large,

white, fluted cottony masses with distinct

red or yellow bodies, varying from one-

fourth to one-half inch in length and

three-fourths as wide. There are two va-

rieties, as follows: Icerya purchasi var.

Crawit Ckll., of which the body proper is

yellow or light brown, and Icerya pur-

chasi var. MaskelU Ckll., the body of

which is very dark brown or almost black.

The eggs and young are bright cardinal

red.

Life History

The large cottony masses are the egg-

sacs of the females, and may contain

from 400 to 1.000 eggs. The males soon

after hatching secrete themselves in a

white cocoon for transformation, which

requires nearly one month. The females

are matured in from three to four months.

There are several broods during the sum-
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mer. when the stale increases enormous-

ly and may do sreat damage.

Food Plants

All citrus trees. Acacia baileyana,

Acacia melanoxylon. pomegranate, quince,

apijle, peach, apricot, fig, walnut, locust,

willow, pepper, grape, rose, castor bean,

spearmint, rose geranium, purslane, am-

brosia, flowering almond, pecan, potato,

Bermuda grass,

Control

Artificial control by sprays and fumiga-

tion are never practiced because of the ef-

ficiency of natural enemies. This is the

one case where nature controls perfectly

a serious pest.

Predaeeous Enemies

The common Vedalia INovius cardin-

alls) and the Koebele's ladybird (Novius

koebelei) are the ladybird beetles which

keep the cottony cushion scale in com-

plete subjection. In many localities the

former is the most efficient, but in some
places, and especially in Ventura county,

the writer found the latter doing most of

the control work.

While these ladybirds are usually pres-

ent In limited numbers in most sections,

yet at times they completely disappear

and the cottony cushion scale increases

so as to cause considerable damage before

the beetles can again be established. It

is always well to keep a close watch of

this pest, and if it appears without being

accompanied by the larvae of the Vedal-

ias, adults of the latter should be obtained

and liberated as soon as possible.

True Parasites

There are two true parasites which also

prey upon this coccld: the hymenopter-

ous enemy, Ophelosia crawfordi. and the

dipterous parasite, Crytochaetum, (Les-

toplronus) iceryae Will. The latter is of-

ten responsible for as much effective work
as are the Vedalias, though this fact is not

generally known.

Cottony Maple Scale. See Apple Pests.

Florida Wax or White Scale
Ceroplastes floridertsis Comst

General .Vppearanee

White or pinkish waxy scales, oval in

form, convex above and concave beneath.

from one-twelfth to one-eighth of an inch

in diameter. The upper surface is evenly

and beautifully lobed. The body is red

and seen through the white wax gives the

pinkish color.

life History

The eggs, one-hundredth of an inch long,

are dark red and vary from 75 to 100 to

each female. The young hatch beneath

the scale and soon after leaving settle to

feed, first upon the leaves, and then upon
the stems and smaller branches. The
wax shell forms with the growth of the

females. There are from three to four

broods a year, covering a period from
April to November.

Distribution

Very limited in hothouses.

Food Plants

Citrus trees, quince, apple, pear, fig.

Control

It is seldom that this insect becomes

so numerous as to be destructive, but this

has occurred. Spraying should be done

before the waxy covering is formed.

Resin wash or kerosene emulsion are rec-

ommended.

Fluted Scale. See Cottony Cushion

Scale, this section.

Frosted Scale. See Prune Pests.

Fuller'.s Rose Beetle. See Rose Pests.

under Floriculture.

GIOTer's or Long Scale

Lepidosophes (jloverii Pack.

General Appearance

Greatly resembles the purple scale, Le-

pidosaphes beckii, but is much straighter,

longer and very narrow. The color is also

somewhat lighter.

Life History

Practically the same as the purple scale,

but not so prolific or destructive.

Food Plants

Citrus trees, foliage and fruit; palms

and Magnolia fuscata ars attacked.

Control

Same as for purple scale.
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(iraiii or Stni» ln-rrj Tlirips

Eutttrips tritici Fitch

General Appenraiice

Very minute, beini; Irom 0.0-9 to 0.031

of an inch in length. The color is yellow,

with orange-tinted thorax.

Life History

The eggs are very minute, globular in

shape and red in color. They are insert-

ed within the tissues of the host and
hatch within a few days. The nymphs or

young greatly resemble the adults, and

begin to feed at once. The principal dam-
age is done to the blossoms of the host.

Strawberries especially suffer from their

attacks. Accordin.g to Professor Quaint-

ance, the pistil is the portion of the blos-

som destroyed. The winter is probably

passed in the soil, as in the case of the

l)ear thrips iEitihripa pyri).

Food Plants

Strawberry, orange, rose, lilac, grass.

Control

This insect is seldom destructive

enough to warrant control. The sprays

used for pear thrips (except whitewash 1

are effective in controlling this pest.

Ghkenhou.se Mealy Buc. See Citrms

Mealy Bug. this section.

Greenhouse Thrips
Heliothripn har^mnnhiiidiilis Bouche

General Appearance

The adult insect is characterized by
having the antennae eight-segmented and
twice as long as the head, while the sur-

face of the body is distinctly reticulated.

The abdomen is yellowish brown, with
head and thorax dark brown and an-

tennae, legs and wings colorless.

Life History

The very minute, bean-shaped, color-

less eggs are inserted in the leaf tissues

of the food plants, usually on the under-
side. They hatch in about ten days. Each
female lays from 10 to 20 eggs.

Food Plants

Citrus, azalea. Aspidium, crotons, dah-

lias, phlox, verbena, pink, ferns, vines,

cherry, laurel, laurestinus, palms, Ficus
sp., Pp.Uaca hastata, Liliacaeae, fuchsia.

mango, begonia, cattleya, grape, Norfolk

Island pine, smilax. On citrus the fruit

as well as the foliage is scarred.

Control

S|)rays recommended for pear thrips

(Euthrips pyri) are also applicable for

this pest, but in spraying tender green-

house plants these should be weakened to

two-thirds normal strength. In spraying

for the greenhouse thrips on citrus trees,

use the formulae recommended for citrus

thrips (Euthrips citri).

Fumigating may be employed if the

greenhouses can be made reasonably tight,

using one-third to one-half of an ounce
of potassium cyanide to every 100 cubic

feet of space, proceeding as directed for

orchard fumigation work.

Natural Enemies

Mites prey upon this species to a con-

siderable extent, but render little reliable

aid.

Green Peach Aphid. See Peach Pests.

HEMispHEniCAL ScALE. See Peach Pests.

Ivy Scale. See Apple Pests.

Japanese Wax Scale. See Okra Pests.

Long Scale. See Glover's Scale, this

section.

Melon Aphis. See Aphids.

Orange Cliionaspis

Chiomispis citri Comst.

General Appearance

The female scales are elongated, black-

ish-brown in color, with gray margins
and dark-yellow exuviae. The male scales

are very smali, long and narrow, white
with exuviae yellow. They are often

grouped so thickly as to almost hide the

females and make the branches appear
white.

Life History

Practically the same as that of C.

riioin/nii.

Food Plants

Its favorite food plant is the orange,

though other species of citrus trees are

attacked as well as holly, palm.

Control

Fumigation as for red or purple scales

will easily control this ]icst.

E. O. E.SSIG
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Orange Maggot
Trypeta ludens Loew

This is an insect that is a serious pest

of oranges .in Mexico. The larva or mag-

got develops within the fruit similar to

the codling moth within the apple. From
four or five to 15 or 20 of these maggots

may occur in a single orange. The eggs

from which these maggots hatch are de-

posited on the fruit. About 70 eggs are

laid by a single fly, and these are dis-

tributed over from eiglit to a dozen

oranges. When the worm has attained its

growth it leaves the fruit, which usually

falls. In case it does not fall, the mag-
gots drop to the ground. The complete

life cycle requires about three months.

Appearance of the Orange Maggot

The larva or maggot is dirty white in

color and when mature measures slightly

less than one-half of an inch long. This

is the stage of the insect that occurs in

the pulp of the orange. The puparium,

which is the next stage, is light brown in

color, barrel-shaped and measures about

one-third of an inch long. The adult fly

is straw yellow in general color with

brownish markings on the wings, which
when spread measure about five-sixths of

an inch across.

H. J. QUAVI.E.

Califoi'nia Expei'iment Station Bulletin 214.

Orange Tortrix

Tortrix citrana Fern

(Family Tortricidae)

General Appearance

The adult insects are gray in color and
hardl.v one-h;ilf inch long. The eggs are

cream-colored, circular, flat and covered

with fine mosiac-like markings. They are

laid so as to overlap like the scales of

a fish. The larvae when full grown vary

from one-half to three-quarters of an inch

in length and are white or dusky in color.

The chrysalids are brown.

Life History

The eggs are laid in clusters in early

spring, usually upon the undersides of

the leaves, each moth depositing about .50.

The larvae hatch in about two weeks and

feed upon the surface of the orange fruit

or upon the foliage or tips of the shoots

of the other hosts. Burrows are also

made in the fruit, especially through-

out the peel, thus causing decay and ruin.

The young reach maturity in about two
months. The pupal stage is passed with-

in the old burrow or any protected place

outside. The adults emerge in from one
to two weeks. The broods overlap, but
there are probably three generations a
year.

Food Plants

The greatest damage is done to the
fruit of the orange, by making burrows
throughout the peel and often into the
pulp.

Control

Though the destructiveness to oranges
has been quite great in a few instances,

yet not enough actual damage has been
done to warrant the application of poison
sprays or other methods necessary for

control. The parasitic braconids which
work upon the larvae no doubt play some
part in the subjection of the pest.

Natural Enemies

The tachina fly (Phorocera parva
Bigot) and the internal braconid para-
sites.

Purple Scale
Lepidosaplies beckii Newm.

General Appearance
The female scales are elongated, oyster-

shaped, varying from onersixteenth to

one-eighth of an inch in length and one-

third as wide. The male scales are much
smaller than the females. The scale or
covering varies from a reddish brown to

a rich purple color, giving rise to the
name.

Life History

The pearly white eggs are laid in the

large sac under the protecting scale.

From these are hatched males and
females, which mature in from four to

six months. The fruit, limbs and foliage

are attacked.

Distribution

Throughout the coast citrus belt of

Southern California. Also occurs in vari-

ous places in the San .loaqnin and Sacra-

mento valleys.
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Food Plants

All citrus species, lig, olive, croton. oak.

Control

Fumigate with full schedule No. 1.

This is usually done whe;i the black scale

(Saissctia olac) is in good condition to

kill. See p. 1499.

Natural Enemies

The ladybird beetles, Oiriis chalyheus,

Scymnus marginicoUis. Lindorits lopan-

thac; the larvae of the green lacewing,

Chrysopa califoniica Coq., and brown lace-

wing. Sympherohius angustus Bks.. and

the internal parasite, Aspidiotiphagus cit-

rinus Craw., prey upon this pest.

Rkd Or.\nge Scale. See Grape Pests.

Red Spider. See Apple Pests.

SilTer Mite of tbe Lemon
Eriophyes oleivorus Ashm.
PhytoptMs nleironis Ashm.

General .\ppearanee

The adult mites are so small as to

be invisible except with the aid of a lens.

They are light yellow in color, long and

pointed anteriorly, with two pairs of legs

near the head. The eggs are exceedingly

small, circular and faintly yellow in color.

The presence of the mite is easily told by

the characteristic silvery chafing of the

skin of the lemon, due to the destruction

of the oil cells. In Florida the oranges

are also chafed, causing a russeting.

Life History

The eggs are deposited singly or in

small clusters on the leaves or I'luit.

They hatch in less than a week in hot

weather but require twice as long in cold

weather. After several molts the mites

become full grown in from two to three

weeks. The young and adults feed upon
the oil in the succulent parts of citrus

plants, which is obtained by piercing the

oil cells with their beaks. The adults are

capable of rapid locomotion and move
freely. They breed from spring until late

fall, giving rise to many overlapping

broods a year.

Food Plants

Works upon bark, foliage and fruits of

citrus trees. In California its attacks

are usually confined to the lemon.

Control

Same as for the citrus red si)ider, Tet-

ranychus mytilaspidis.

Strawberky Tiirips. See Grain Thrips,

this section.

Tweive-Spotted Cucumber Beetle. See

('Kiinnbcr Pests.

Long-Tailed Mealy Bug
Psrudoceus longispmus Targ.

Pseudococeus adonidum. Linn.

General Appearance

The same as the citrus mealy bug in

size, shape and color, but is readily dis-

tinguished from it by the long white anal

appendages as long, or longer, than the

body, from which it gets its name.

Life History

No eggs are laid by this species, the

young being born alive. Several genera-

tions appear each year, in fact in the

southern part of the state the breeding ex-

tends throughout practically the entire

year. The life cycle occupies about two

months. It is particularly bad in green-

houses and ornamental gardens.

Food Plants

Is especially destructive to Dracaena

sp., but also occurs on moonvine, citrus,

coleus, sago palm (Cycas revoluta), ferns,

oleander, plum, staghorn fern.

Control

The same as for the citrus mealy bug.

White Scale. See Florida Wax Scale,

this section.

Woolly Citrus Aphid
Aphis cookii Essig

General Appearance

The bodies vary from light gray to

very dark brown or almost black, and are

covered with short or rather long, white

cottony wax, which is arranged in trans-

verse rows across the abdomen. This

covering often almost completely hides

the insects.

Life History

Is not well known. The insect was first

discovered by C. H. Vary at Pomona, Cali-

fornia, in April, 1910.

Food Plants

Navel orange trees.
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Yellow Scale

For Control, see Red Scale, under

Grape Pests.

DOSAGK TABLE FOR FUMIGATION
The amount of cyanide used depends

upon the pest to be treated. Accordingly

several schedules (Fig. 1) have been

made, based upon dosage schedule No. 1

for purple or red scale, made by R. S.

Woglum. This dosage consists of li^

ounces of potassium cyanide to every 100

cubic feet of air space. The schedule

dosage for black scale usually consists of

three-fourths of schedule No. 1 and is

designated dosage schedule No. %.
It sodium cyanide is used the dosages

are reduced 25 per cent.

Black Scale

Eitlier dosage schedule No. % or % for

potassium cyanide or '•_. for sodium cya-

nide. The smaller dosage is recommend-
ed only where there is an even hatch of

very young scale insects.

Purple, Bed. Yellow Scale

Use dosage schedule No. 1 for potas-

sium cyanide and No. % for sodium
cyanide.

Mealy Bug-

Tlie same dosage as for black scale

gives almost as good results as the

heavier doses.

Length of E.xposure

The time required to complete the gen-

eration of the gas is not long, but it is

advisable to leave the tents upon the

trees for at least 45 minutes after the

dosage is placed under the tent. Some
prefer 30 minutes, while others insist

upon a full hour.

Distiiiice Around Trees
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Orchard Brush Burner

When 1 was in Soulhorn Oregon not

long ago I saw what was to me a new
implement. It was a home-made affair

that was the outgrowth of the necessity

for getting rid of orchard prunings. H.

F. Meadcr, of Jackson county, Oregon,

who is an up-to-date orchardist, conceived

the plan of building a portable brush

burner, in which the refuse left after

pruning could be got rid of without the

trouble of hauling it out of the orchards.

He made a frame or running-gear of

four poles about six inches in diameter,

using two for axletrees about seven feet

long, and on top of these two others about

ten feet long were bolted near the ends,

forming a rectangle. To the under side

of one was fastened a round iron rod,

whose projecting ends were used as

spindles for two old farm implement

wheels about a foot in diameter. These

wheels were held in place by linchpins

that were put through holes made in the

ends of the spindles at the blacksmith

shop on the farm. The burner proper

was a huge iron basket or crate, about

six by ten feet on the bottom by two

feet deep, made of old wagon tires rivet-

ed together. The meshes of this crate

were nearly a foot in diameter, which was
sufficiently close to hold the brush. The
bottom was covered with old sheet-iron

scraps to keep the coals from falling

through and thus hold the fire.

On one end, which was the front, and
next where the team was to be hitched, it

was sided up to the top with sheet iron, to

prevent too much radiation of heat in

that direction. Chains or iron rods were

fastened to the front end and extended

about ten feet forward to put the team
a proper distance from the fire.

This crude apparatus, made on the

farm out of old scraps, served a most
excellent purpose. It was taken into the

orchard where the brush was on the

ground; a fire kindled in it, and as the

brush was piled on and consumed it was
dragged forward and more brush added,

until one row after the other was burnt

and out of the way.

Mr. Header told me that some of his

neighbors made fun of it, and thought

it was not practical, but a few borrowed

it of him, and now there are several in

the vicinity.

There is lying about almost every farm
some material, such as old iron wheels,

axles, wagon and buggy tires, that might
be made into one of these handy brush

burners, with the aid of a blacksmith

and at little expense, provided there is

no forge on the farm to lessen the cost

still more. The frame should not be

weak, or it might heat and sag to the

ground. Let there be hundreds of these

brush burners made without delay by

our orchardists and put to use. Several

neighbors might own and use one to-

gether. This will turn the brush into

ashes and spread them in the orchards,

where they should be, and save about half

the expense of getting rid of the brush.

—

H. E. Van Deman in Rural New Yorker.

Oregon
Oregon has an area of 94,560 square

miles and is seventh in size of the states

of the Union.

There are three great ranges of moun-
tains dividing the state from north to

south with cross ranges here and there

running east and west. There is what
is called the Coast range, from 10 to 30

miles from the Pacific ocean; the Cas-

cade range, from 110 to 150 miles inland;

and the Blue mountains in the eastern

part of the state.

The extreme altitude of the Coast

range is about 4,000 feet; the Cascades

are nearly 7,000 feet, with several peaks

rising far above the general range, like

Mount Hood, 11,500 feet; McLaughlin, 11,-

000 feet; and Jefferson, 10,500 feet. The

Cascades are heavily timbered to the snow

line, and all that part of the state west

of the Cascades is forest. Eastern Ore-

gon is a high tableland, embracing about

two-thirds of the state. The rainfall of

this section is light, about enough to

grow wheat, but there are fertile valleys

along the lakes and rivers in the Blue

mountains and in the southern portion

of the state. There is about 300 miles

of coast line, rugged and precipitous, ex-

cept a few bays and harbors like Tilla-
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luook. Winchester, Coos ami Cape Blaiuo.

The largest river is the Columbia, into

which empty the Snake, Umatilla, John

Day, Deschutes and the Willamette rivers.

The principal lakes are Klamath. Goose,

Warner, Salt, Christmas, Albert, Summer,
Silver Henry, and Malheur. Crater lake

in the Cascades, 8,000 feet above sea

level, is the crater of an extinct volcano

10 miles in circumference, and surround-

ed by bluffs 2,000 feet high. It is said to

be the deepest body of fresh water in

America.

The climate is varied, depending large-

ly on relations to the coast and to the

high mountain ranges. The Japan current

sweeps down the coast, modifying both

heat and cold west of the Cascades, and
in some degree east of that range.

The rainfall in the western part aver-

ages 89.6 inches; in the Willamette val-

ley, 50.8 inches: in the east. 12.7 inches;

and in the central portion, 6.5 inches.

The character of the soil is different in

the different valleys of Oregon. For in-

stance, in Rogue River valley, the soil is

largely decomposed granite mixed with
basalt; in the Umpqua valley, clay pre-

dominates, with alluvial sands in the riv-

er bottoms; in the Willamette valley, the

soil is generally heavy, with streaks of

sandy loam; in the Columbia valley all

kinds of soil exist from driftin.? sands to

the compact clays.

The most famous apple-growing sec-

tion in the state is the little valley of

Hood River, about 20 miles long and from
four to five miles wide on the average.

It grows a very fine quality of fruit which
is put up and marketed in the most at-

tractive style, therefore bringing the high-

est prices. Next to this in the state of

Oregon is the Rogue River, justly famous
as a fruit-growing section, and next is the

Willamette, where perhaps cherries are

grown as successfully as in any other

place in the United States. There are

other fruit sections coming into promi-

nence, but these named are the most fam-

ous. Peaches, prunes, English walnuts,

small fruits, in fact all kinds of fruits

.yrowu in the temperate zone, seem
adapted to some part of the state of Ore-

on.

Professor C. I. Lewis, chief of the Divi-

sion oC Horticulture, Oregon Agricultural

College, says: "The Rogue River valley

in Southern Oregon contains about 45,000

acres of fruit land, 30,000 acres of which
is in pears, the Bartlett being the leading

variety, while the Cornice, D'Anjou, Bosc

and Winter Nelis are popular varieties.

The apples planted in this section are

Yellow Newtown, Spitzenburg and Jona-

than. The land values in this district

run from $25 to $50 per acre back in the

hills, while close to some of the central

orchards it will run from $500 up to $2,-

000 per acre.

'.'In the Hood River district we have
some 15,000 acres devoted to apples. The
leading variety of apples grown in this

district is the Spitzenburg, while some of

the other varieties are Newtown, Ortley,

Jonathan, Red Cheek Pippin and Graven-

stein. Land in this district sells all the

way from $300 up to $2,500 per acre.

"In the Grande Ronde valley will be

found about 5,000 acres of fruit land,

l)rincipally of mixed orchards, with the

apple predominating, the leading varieties

being Jonathan, York Imperial and Black
Twig. At Freewater-Milton will be found

3,000 acres principally of mixed orchards.

"In The Dalles and Dufur district are

some 4,000 acres of fruit land. At The
Dalles, cherries, prunes and grapes are

the leading fruits, while at Dufur many
apples and pears are grown as well.

"Willamette valley contains about 40,-

000 acres of fruit land. While 12,000 of

it is pear land, yet apples, walnuts, etc.,

grow to a wonderful degree of perfection.

"The Umpqua valley contains about 3,-

000 acres of fruit land. However, the or-

chards in this district are still quite

young,

"Possibly throughout the rest of the

state will be found 3,000 or 4,000 acres

l)lanted to fruit trees. Not over 15 pei

cent of the fruit trees in Oregon are in

bearing. The average yield of an orchard

is much less than people generally sup-

pose. Many orchards are planted on poor
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soil, have never bonu". ami perhaps never

will. Pears pa.v higher than apples; they

average ?oOO to $500 per acre, while ap-

ples average about $200. In Western and

Southern Oregon we like the cla.v loams

as they are more retentive of moisture,

but in sections where irrigation is prac-

ticed we like the lighter soils as they

are worked more easily and are not

troubled with a surplvis of water."

Eastern Oregon

Eastern Oregon has not made the de-

velopment in the fruit industry that has

been made in the central and western

portions of the state. This may be due

to the physical conditions, that make
fruit growing less profitable than in other

parts, or it may be due partly to lack of

transportation facilities, which until re-

cently was a great bar to settlement.

However, of late a great many orchards

have been planted, that are not yet in

bearing and that promise good results.

At Baker a large acreage has been

planted in the belief that they will pro-

duce rich returns.

In the Grande Ronde valley the soils

are rich alluvial deposits and trees are

being planted.

At La Grande there are some of the old-

est orchards in Eastern Oregon, and ap-

ples have proven a success.

At Cove apples, cherries and other

fruits are grown successfully.

At Freewater and Milton, in the Walla

Walla valley, all kinds of deciduous

fruits are grown, but apples, prunes,

peaches and pears, are the principal

fruits.

At Umatilla is a Government irrigating

project, in which the land is sold in 40-

acre units. The soil is sandy in character

and seems to be well adapted to straw-

berries, raspberries, blackberries, grapes,

peaches, pears and early apples. The suc-

cess of winter apples, for commercial pur-

poses, is yet to be tested.

In the Eagle, the Pine and the .John

Day valleys there are some old orchards,

mostly "family orchards," but the suc-

cess of these has given encouragement for

the planting of commercial orchards on

a broader scale.

Summer lake is well adapted to the

growing of such fruits as winter apples,

especially the Spitzenburg and Winter

Banana; also the tenderer fruits such as

peaches and apricots may be grown. The

soil is a sandy loam and the water from

the lake has doubtless modified the at-

mosphere so as to protect from frost.

At The Dalles, on the Columbia river,

prunes, grapes, cherries and apples are

grown for commercial puri)Oses.

Of the Hood River valley we have al-

ready written in brief, but the district

deserves further mention and we give

here a description by Professor Lewis,

as follows:

"This district has earned world-wide

reputation for its apples. Yellow New-

town and Spitzenburg are the principal

varieties. It has about 10.000 acres in

orchards; has seven or eight different

types of soil, all of which grow fruit suc-

cessfully when supplied with humus and

when deep and drained thorou.2:hly both

as to air and soil. The region which is

directly above the town of Hood River is

known as the lower valley, while in the

vicinity of Mount Hood is the upper val-

ley. In the upper valley we find rich fer-

tile soil, but as yet few tearing orchards

in that district. With the proper hand-

ling the prospects are very encouraging

for orcharding. The elevation of Hood

River valley ranges from 600 to 2,500 feet.

The rainfall is about 35 inches. The main

apples are Yellow Newtown, Spitzenburg,

Ortley and Jonathan.

"Between Hood river and The Dalles

is a small valley known as the Mosier

district. This district has much the same

conditions as are found in the Hood River

valley. Formerly a great many prunes

were grown in this district, but it is be-

coming chiefly an apple district, producing

such varieties as Newtown, Spitzenburg,

Ortley, etc."

Willamette V.allcy

This valley is about 150 miles long and

60 miles wide, vmdulating, rich, and beau-

tiful. It extends southward from Port-

land, and in some respects is the richest

agricultural portion of the state. There

is little or no irrigation i)racticed here
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because the rainfall is from oO to 60

inches and is sufficient for the growing of

ordinary crops. We quote again from

Professor Lewis, who is perhaps better ac-

quainted with this region than any other

writer, being located in his professional

work at Corvalis, which is situated in

the valley, and is the seat of the State

Agricultural College:

"It is a valley of great variations and

wide adaptability. The river bottom

lands are splendidly adapted for peaches

and truck crops. Cherries have also done

well on these bottom lands, and orchards

of apples and pears in a number of cases

are making successful growths. Young
walnut trees planted on many of these

lands have made splendid development.

Whether they will prove to be apple and
pear lands on an extensive scale will

need further demonstration, the one point

being that excessive frosts might damage
such crops where the orchard locations

were at the base of benches quite a dis-

tance from the river. Directly above the

river soils, which are generally sandy and
silt soils, we find especially in the upper

part of the valley quite extensive areas

of so-called white land. Fruit has never
been grown on these lands to any great

extent, and probably never will be grown
until drainage has been undertaken, al-

though with drainage the pear can, in all

probability, be successfully grown in pref-

erence to other fruits. Apples likewise

would be very promising. Small fruits

do especially well on such lands. Be-

tween these white lands and the foothill

lands will be found the gently rolling

clay loams, splendidly adapted for ap-

ples and pears.

"In the lower part of the valley in such
counties as Washington. Yamhill, etc., are

found such areas as we might term table-

lands, tending from an elevation of 500 to

1.500 feet, or in some cases to the very
base of snow-capped peaks. Where these

are deep and contain strong clay loams
they are splendidly adapted for the grow-
ing of apples and pears. Some of the

lighter loams seem adapted for the grow-
ing of cherries and prunes. Wherever of

great depth walnuts should also thrive.

3—12

"The foothill lands which one finds ex-

tending from the tablelands south to the

white lands of the valley are, as a whole,

more adapted for prunes and cherries

than for any other crops. They are apt to

be thin and poor to the west and south ex-

posure, but deep and of greater value to

the north and east; it is true not only in

this valley but also in the valleys found

to the south; there .seems to be a general

tendency for these hill lands to become
poorer as they extend southward.

"The Willamette valley is the center of

the famous Italian prune industry and the

cherry industry of the state. The princi-

pal walnut interests of the state are also

found in this valley, while the apple and
pear industries are also increasing rapid-

ly."

Umpqua Valley
The Umpqua valley lies south of the

Willamette and north of the Rogue river,

has a rich soil, the surface gently rolling,

and has about 25 inches of rainfall. Part
of its agricultural areas are irrigated. It

is said to be the earliest valley in the

state for the production of cherries and
strawberries for the markets. Parts of

the valley are also adapted to the grow-
ing of apples.

Rfl^e River Talley
What is generally called "The Rogue

River valley," is composed of two arms of

the main river, one rising in the Cascade
range, northeast of Medford, the principal

town, and the other rising in the same
range toward the southwest. They are

hemmed in on every side by ranges of

mountains or hills, except toward the

westward, where the river flows toward
the Pacific ocean. There is for these
reasons a meeting of air currents and
counter currents that without artificial

protection would cause injury from frosts

in greater degree than in most fruit-grow-

ing sections of the state. However, this

fact has caused the development of the
best system of orchard heating, perhaps,
in use among the fruit growers of the
United States. (See under Frost.)

The apple best adapted to the Rogue
river is said by experts to be the Yel-
low Newtown. The orchard section is at
an elevation of about 1,100 to 1,600 feet
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above the level of the sea. Perhaps in

uo part of the United States have pears

proved more profitable than in the Rogue

River valley. Here too, they have had to

fight "pear blight" with a great deal of

vigor and have taught the orchardists of

many other sections valuable lessons on

this subject.
G„,,^.v,Li.E LowTHHi

*Varieties of Fruits for Oregon

Th» subject of variety adaptation in

the Pacific Northwest is still in its in-

fancy. Since the greater part of the acre-

age in orchards is still not in a bearing

state, it will be some time before final

conclusions can be adopted concerning the

best varieties to grow under the various

conditions to be found in each locality.

There is a tendency in the state to plant

in some cases too few varieties, or rather

try to adapt a few varieties to all condi-

tions.

For the principal varieties of apples,

the Spitzenburg, one of the most popular

varieties, is one only adapted to deep rich

soils with warm sunny exposure. This

variety is subject to all the troubles a

tree is heir to; it needs constant nursing

and careful handling, and is only profit-

able when grown to a high degree of per-

fection, as the second and third grades of

this variety are often a drug on the mar-

ket.

The .Jonathan apple is an apple of quite

•wide adaptability, but to be at its best

should develop a high degree of color; it

needs careful handling at the time of pick-

ing, as it develops core rot and breaks

down rapidly if allowed to hang on the

tree too long.

The Northern Spy in most sections of

the Northwest is of rather poor quality,

but some sections of the "Willamette val-

ley have been especially successful in

growing this variety. It should not be

placed on too rich or too heavy soil. We
should discourage rank growth by the use

of summer pruning and by avoiding giv-

ing the tree too much stimulation caused

by too intensive cultivation or irrigation.

When highly colored and not overgrown

It is a very desirable apple.

• Oregon Experiment Station Bulletin 111.

The Gravenstein is a very popular ap-

ple, becoming a fall apple in most sec-

tions like the Hood River, Willamette and

Rogue River valleys, but having long-

keeping qualities in some of the coast

counties and some of the uplands of

Eastern Oregon. By careful picking its

keeping season can be prolonged.

King of Tompkins county, has a great

tendency to overgrow and water at the

core, but when grown to a high degree of

perfection it will find a ready market as

a fall apple.

The Wagener is especially valuable as

a filler; it comes into bearing early and

is productive.

The Gano is an improvement in some

ways over the Ben Davis, as it has a

better color and is thought by many to be

of superior quality; while a low-grade

apple, it has been profitable.

The Rome Beauty is rapidly becoming

one of the leading baking apples, and is

steadily increasing in popularity through-

out the state. It is profitable in most

sections where it has been tried.

The York Imperial is grown to consid-

erable extent in the Grande Ronde valley;

it has not been tried to any great extent

in other sections.

The Winesap, while grown to perfection

in parts of Washington, is grown sparing-

ly in most Oregon districts. It has a

tendency to grow too small.

The Mackintosh Red is grown but spar-

ingly in this state as a high-class Christ-

mas apple; it would be adapted to high

elevations and localities or severe weath-

er conditions.

The Russian apples are usually adapted

to more or less hardship, and often suc-

ceed on the high elevations and bleak ex-

posures where others fail.

The Delicious has been grown very lit-

tle as yet in Oregon and is in an experi-

mental stage. It is probably better adapt-

ed to higher altitudes, as in low altitudes

the apple is often poorly colored and too

soft.

The King David is practically a new ap-

ple in Oregon. Only a few trees have as

yet come into bearing, and it is too early

to state just how promising this variety

will be and to what conditions it will be
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especially adapted. It is a productive

apple of pleasing quality and is worthy o£

trial, but like other little-known varieties,

to a limited extent only.

Of the light-colored apples the Yellow

Newtown is the leader; it has wide adapt-

ability and is now being grown to a high

degree of perfection in the Hood River,

Willamette, Umpqua and Rogue River

valleys.

The Ortley is a popular apple in the

Hood River district; it is planted consid-

erably with Yellow Newtowns as filler

and pollenizer. It is a high-quality cook-

ing and eating apple.

Grimes Golden is increasing in popular-

ity, especially in the Willamette valley.

It is a high-class apple; at times it grows

rather small and occasionally has a tend-

ency to drop badly, but it is one of our

most promising varieties.

Winter Banana has as yet little com-

mercial rating. We believe it is better

adapted to the high elevations, as the up-

per Hood River vallej'. than to other sec-

tions of the state.

White Winter Pearmain is grown splen-

didly In parts of Oregon; it is an apple of

excellent vitality. It is a splendid pollen-

izer with practically everything we have

tried, and in certain sections it is worthy

of trying more than at present.

The Rhode Island Greening, where

grown to a good degree of perfection, is of

good quality and should receive more en-

couragement. It is successfully .grown

in parts of Eastern Oregon, and is in-

creasing in popularity in some sections

of the Willamette valley.

As to pears, it is the general belief that

varieties like the Bartlett. Cornice and

Bosc are grown to a greater degree of

perfection on lighter soils than on the

heavier. Whether they will keep as well

when grown on such soils is a question to

investi.gate, and where it is reported that

they have not kept as well when grown
In such conditions, it may have been due

to the fact that the crop was compared in

this way: regions that had nothing but

light soils against regions which had both

light and heavy soils.

The Comice is being planted more than

is justified. While it is high priced when
grown to a high degree of perfection, it is

a shy bearer, coming into bearing late,

and is not as much of a money maker
as many other varieties. The Winter

Nelis should only be planted on the rich-

est of soils. Pear districts should try

varieties of pears at present that are not

commonly grown in Oregon, such as Glou

Morceau, Patrick Barry, Beurre Hardy,

etc.

Varieties of Fruits for Tarious

Localities

For the lower altitudes of Wasco, Mor-

row, Crook, Gilliam. Sherman and Uma-
tilla counties, the selection can be made
from the following varieties:

Apples: Yellow Transparent, Graven-

stein, Jonathan, Winesap, Rome Beauty,

Wagener and Ben Davis. The latter for

spring use.

Pears: Practically any commercial
variety, including Bartlett, Clapp's Favor-

ite, Seckel, Anjou, Winter Nells.

Cherries: Sweet—Lambert, Royal Ann,
and Bing. Sour—Early Richmond, Eng-
lish Morello and Olivet.

Prunes and Plums: Use any of the

standard varieties, such as Italian, Hun-
garian and Peach Plum.

Peaches: Alexander. Early and Late

Crawford. Lemon Cling, and many other

commercial varieties.

Grapes: European varieties are gener-

ally covered and protected In the winter.

Such are Black Hamburg, Muscat, Rose
of Peru and Tokay. American varieties

are: Worden, Concord, Niagara and Dela-

ware.

Strawberries: Clark's Seedling is the

best. Practically almost any of the early,

medium and late varieties would give a

good family supply.

Raspberries: Cuthbert, Gregg, Marl-

boro and Cumberland.

Blackberries: Lawton, Eldorado and
Kittatiny.

Currants: Pay, Cherry and White
Grape.

Gooseberries: Red Jacket, Champion
and Industry.

For the lower elevations of Union,
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Baker and Wallowa counties the follow-

ing varieties are found to do best:

Apples: Yellow Transparent. Graven-

stein. King, Jonathan, Rome Beauty,

York Imperial. Gano, Ben Davis and

Hyde-King.

Pears: Bartlott. Clapp's Favorite and

Anjou.

Cherries: Sweet—Lambert and Bing.

Sour—Early Richmond and Olivet.

Prunes and Plums: Italian and Hun-

garian.

Peaches: Any of the early varieties,

such as Early Crawford. Hale's Early,

Alexander, etc.

Grapes: Worden, Concord, Niagara

and Brighton.

Strawberries: Clark's Seedling, Sharp-

less and Magoon.

Currants: Fay, White Grape.

Gooseberries: Red Jacket, Industry

and Champion.

The higher elevations of Eastern Ore-

gon counties suffer more or less from the

severity of the winter and drouth in

summer. For these counties:

Apples: The Russian varieties will be

hardiest. These varieties in low alti-

tudes are summer and fall varieties, but

often in the high altitudes they are long

keepers. Red Astrachan, Gravenstein,

Duchess of Oldenburg, Wolf River, Wag-
ener and Mackintosh Red are the best

and most satisfactory varieties to plant.

Occasionally nearly any of the standard

varieties grow sufficiently well for fam-

ily use. Varieties of some promise in

such sections are also Rome Beauty,

White Winter Pearmain, Delicious and

Gano.

Pears: White Doyenne, Seckel, Clapp's

Favorite.

Peaches: As a rule they should not

be grown. Occasionally such varieties

as Alexander and Amsden June do very

well. The Gibbs apricot is often suc-

cessful.

Cherries: Sweet—Lambert and Bing.

Sour—Early Richmond and Olivet.

Raspberries: Cuthbert and Turner's

Red.

Blackberries: Any of the standard

varieties, such as Kitatiny. Lawton and
Eldorado.

Gooseberries: Red Jacket and Cham-
pion.

Strawberries: Clark's Seedling, War-
field and Bederwood.

In the districts of Central Oregon, like

Goose Lake and Sumer Lake, probably

any of the commercial varieties can be

planted successfully. Last year a great

many leading varieties of apples were
found growing to a high degree of per-

fection, splendid in color and form, and
with indications of long keeping. Such
varieties as Spitzenburg, Winter Banana
and Winesap were very promising. With
the conditions that prevail in those re-

gions it is probable that there is a long

list of varieties that could be grown com-

mercially.

Varieties for Hood Klver Valley

The leading varieties of apples in the

Hood river valley are the Yellow New-
town, Spitzenburg, Ortley, Jonathan, Red
Cheek, Arkansas Black.

For pears: Anjou is the leading va-

riety and seems to grow well. Other

varieties worth trying would be Bartlett,

Patrick Barry, Hawell and Glout Mor-

ceau.

The varieties at Mosier are similar to

those at Hood River. Very few other

fruits are grown in these districts ex-

cept for home use.

For raspberries: Cuthbert; and for

strawberries, Clark's Seedling.

In the upper Hood River valley variety

adaptation is still in an experimental

stage. The Winter Banana seems to do

well, and it may be that the Delicious

will be good for that district, also Gano,

Jonathan, etc.

In the vicinity of The Dalles we find

a district especially adapted for peaches,

prunes, cherries and grapes. The district

above The Dalles is being cultivated to

apples, varieties of whicli are given in

another list.

For peaches the principal ones are

Early Crawford, Late Crawford, Salway,

Elberta, Muir, Orange and Lemon Cling,

although many other varieties would do

well.
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Cherries: The Lambert, Bing and

Royal Ann do well.

Grapes: Such varieties as Tokay and

Muscat grow successfully and color

beautifully.

Yarieties for Willamette Valley

This is one of the hardest valleys con-

cerning which to give advice as to the

variety of fruit to plant, due to the large

area of the valley and the many varied

conditions that are found, and owing also

to the fact that, with apples especially,

the industry is still in its Infancy.

Apples: Yellow Newtown, Jonathan,

Grimes Golden, Rome Beauty, Gano,

Rhode Island Greening, Gravenstein,

Ortley, Wagener, Spitzenburg, Vander-

pool Red, Northern Spy.

Pears: Bartlett, Anjou, Comice, Pat-

rick Barry and Clairgeau. Worthy of

trial are Glout Morceau, Beurre Hardy,

Bosc and Howell.

Peaches: Early Alexander, Amsden
June, Waterloo, Triumph, Early Colum-

bia, Hale's Early, Mamie Ross, Lovell,

Champion, Early Crawford, Early Char-

lotte, Tuscan Cling, Golden Cling, Muir,

Late Crawford, Elberta, Globe, Fitzger-

ald, Salway. These varieties are named
in their fruiting order. Some of the most

promising of the list are the Amsden
June, Early Crawford, Early Charlotte,

Mamie Ross, Muir, Elberta, Globe and

Salway.

Prunes: Italian. Plums: The Peach

Plum and the Satsuma. The Maynard is

a good home plum.

Cherries: Sweet—Royal Ann, Bing

and Lambert. Sour—Olivet, Montmor-
ency and Early Richmond; and May
Duke and Late Duke for Dukes, which

are especially fine for local cherries.

Walnuts: Pranquette, Mayette and

Meylan.

Grapes: Worden, Concord, Niagara,

Delaware and Brighton.

Apricots and almonds are rarely

grown, but such almonds as Grosse Ten-

der and Languedoc should be tried.

Red raspberries: Cuthbert, Marlboro,

Superlative, Antwerp.

Black raspberries: Cumberland and

Gregg.

Blackberries: Evergreen, Snyder,

Mammoth.
Gooseberries: The Oregon, Downing,

Industry, Smith.

Currants: Perfection, Pay, Victoria,

White Grape.

Strawberries: Gold Dollar, Sixteen to

One, Magoon, Clark's Seedling, Autumn
Bell, Marshall.

VarieOes for the Umpqna Valley

The principal apples grown are the

Yellow Newtown, Spitzenburg and Jon-

athan. Pears have been planted spar-

ingly as yet: the Bartlett. Anjou and

Comice are in the lead. As this district

is very early, more of the early types of

cherries, pears, apples and peaches

should be grown than is now practiced.

These would find a local trade through-

out the Northwest.

Leading cherries are Royal Ann, Lam-

bert, Montmorency, Early Richmond,

Early Purple Guigne. The Olivet should

be tried.

Of small fruits I would advise for

strawberries, Gold Dollar, Everbearing,

etc., while the Clark's Seedling, Magoon,

Sixteen to One, etc., will thrive.

Red raspberries: Cuthbert, Marlboro,

Superlative, Antwerp.

Black raspberries: Cumberland and

Gregg.

Blackberries; Evergreen, Snyder,

Mammoth.
Gooseberries: The Oregon, Downing,

Industry, Smith.

Currants; Perfection, Pay, Victoria,

White Grape.

Grapes: Worden, Concord, Delaware,

Brighton. Possibly in some sections a

few of the European grapes like the Mus-

cat and Tokay will thrive.

Varieties for the Rogue River Valley

Apples: Yellow Newtown, Spitzen-

burg, Jonathan, Winesap.

Pears: Bartlett, Comice, Anjou,

Howell, Winter Nelis. Bosc, are common-
ly grown. Such varieties are Glout Mor-

ceau, Patrick Barry, Beurre Hardy are

worthy of trial.

Cherries: Lambert, Royal Ann, Olivet,

Montmorency, Early Richmond, May
Duke and Late Duke.
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Grapes: Muscat, Tokay, Thompson

Seedless, Worden, Concord, Delaware.

Peaches: Practically all the commer-

cial varieties of peaches thrive in this

district.

Prunes: Few prunes are grown except

for local consumption, such varieties

being Italian, Petite.

Apricots: Royal and Tilton are lead-

ing varieties.

Almonds: Soft Shell, I. X. L., Lan-

guedoc, Drake's Seedling; while the

Texas Prolific is recommended as worthy

of trial.

Varieties for Coast Counties

All varieties of small fruits seem to

grow to a high degree of perfection in

these coast counties. Most of the poma-

clous fruits are still in the experimental

stage. Locations should be chosen that

are not exposed to the strong ocean

winds. The Gravenstein is thought to

be one of the finest apples for these sec-

tions. Only a few of our commercial

varieties are growing to a fair degree of

perfection.

Peaches, cherries and grapes as a rule

will probably only be grown for home
consumption.

Walnut in Oregon

The English walnut is found growing

very extensively through Western and

Southern Oregon; specimen trees and

small plantings are found from Portland

to Ashland. In nearly every city of

Western Oregon one will find bearing

trees, more especially is this true in the

Willamette valley. These plantings vary

from a few trees to 20 or 30 acres of

young orchards; and even much greater

acreage is found. These are also found

growing over parts of Eastern Oregon as

far as Baker.

now TO HANDLE AN ORCHARD IN

THK ROOUE RIVER VALLEV
James Daily

There are at least three distinct types

of orchard soil in the Rogue River valley,

either of which will admit of a slightly

different mode of cultivation from the

others; but aside from the difference in

cultivation the manner of handling the

orchards should be essentially the same.

There is the black, sandy loam of the

creek and river bottoms, the highland

free soil, known as the desert land, and

a heavy, tenacious soil commonly known
as "sticky."

The first two mentioned require prac-

tically the same cultivation, with perhaps

the one exception, that the highland soil

should be cultivated to a greater depth

than is necessary with the bottom land.

The soil of the desert is of a very grav-

elly nature generally and requires irriga-

tion to Insure sufficient moisture. The
"sticky" is considered one of the best

orchard soils, and to this I shall confine

);ot.'ii.' ici\' r \ alley. IIlliTcst Or-rliain
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my further remarks, while using our

200-acre orchard as a model. This orchard

has twice established a world's record

in prices received for fruit in carload

lots.

We do not irrigate for two reasons:

First, it is not necessary, and second, we
believe we raise a much better quality

of fruit without irrigation.

I shall now begin with our spring work

and endeavor to picture to the reader

as vividly as possible every important

move we make in the orchard through-

out the year.

As soon as the buds begin to swell

the spray rig is put into commission and

practically the entire orchard given a

bath of lime-sulphur for the control of

scale, fungus and aphis. This done, the

spray rig is side-tracked till after the

plowing Is finished, when it is again

brought out and we begin spraying with

arsenate of lead for codling moth. To
be exact, we begin the first application

about ten days after the petals begin

to fall, giving the pears three applica-

tions and the apples four at about 30-day

intervals. This completes the spraying

with the exception that every other year

we spray with Bordeaux mixture. We
make our own Bordeaux.

The plow is the next tool to get into

working order. We have our own black-

smith shop and sharpen our own plow-

shares, harrow teeth, etc., and do any
other repair work that does not require

extraordinary skill.

Plowing time with us usually comes

about March 15. Although some have

finished by this time, we feel there is

nothing gained by plowing so early ex-

cept to avert the possibility of being

caught with a dry spring and not being

able to get it done properly. But this

gain is offset by the extra care required

for early plowed ground.

We use three seven-inch one-horse

plows for plowing close fo the trees. The
singletree is attached to the plow beam
by means of a rod or chain of sufficient

length to throw the horse about four or

five feet from the point of the beam.

This allows the horse to swing out

around the lower limbs and back into

line again before the plow is dragged

past the tree, thus enabling an ex-

perienced plowman to steer the plow

directly up to almost any tree in the

orchard.

Our rule is to plow to the trees one

year and from the trees the next, then

turning and crossing the orchard the

next two years in the same manner. This

brings us back to our first starting point

every four years and keeps the orchard

free from high ridges and deep furrows.

Eight ten-inch plows cut out the cen-

ters unless we should get behind with

our work, and then outsiders are em-

ployed to help us out.

We aim to plow from four to six inches

deep and to work this up into a dust

mulch by means of the drag and spring-

tooth harrows. First, the drag follows

the plow to level down the clods some-

what, and then the spring-tooth is put

to work going over the ground in various

directions, crosswise, lengthwise and di-

agonally. Four good animals are used

on each of these rigs and the teeth set

as deep as the teams can handle them.

All the unbroken ground under the trees

that cannot be reached by the spring-

tooth is dug up with spading forks. W«
thus make sure that every foot of ground

is being properly stirred.

After going over the orchard five or

six times with the spring-tooth, or until

the ground is properly broken up, we
again start the drag harrows, going over

the entire orchard every ten or twelve

days, and when the weather is very dry

and the ground cracking badly, as often

as twice a week, until the pears are ready

to pick.

We use the three-section steel-frame

adjustable harrow. Each harrow is fitted

with a spring seat on which the driver

rides when the ground is dry enough to

permit. The teeth are set at an angle

of about sixty degrees, and with the

weight of the driver to force them down
they keep the dust worked up to a de-

sirable depth.

"Sticky" dries out and cracks very

quickly if allowed to settle and harden.
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but it properly worked a mud ball may
be dug up within six or eight inches of

the surface any time during the driest

seasons.

The harrows are not allowed nearer

than 18 inches to the trees, hoes being

used to keep the ground worked around

the trees and to cut out the weeds and

sprouts missed by the Kimball wceder.

We aim to keep all weeds out of the

orchard during the summer, and never

allow them to go to seed. The trees are

hoed around every twenty to thirty

days.

Apple thinning begins about June 10.

We thin to one in a place and from six

to eight inches apart, aiming to make
one thinning sufHce, as we do not believe

Ti-iple-Iieck Orchard Wasjon.

a second thinning will pay for the ex-

pense it incurs. As our pear trees gen-

erally will mature all the fruit they can

be made to stand up under, we seldom

have to bother about thinning them.

When picking time arrives we have

lug boxes distributed through the orchard

a day or two in advance of the pickers,

the distributors estimating the number
of boxes reriuirod for each tree and plac-

ing them accordingly. We selrloni make
but one picking. Ordinarily we work
12 men gathering the fruit, four on the

ground and eight working from ladders.

The ground men clear the lower limbs

before the ladder men arrive, thus pre-

venting much of the fruit being bruised

that otherwise would be by coming in

contact with the ladders. Aprons are

used exclusively, and we find them far

superior to the bucket or any other pick-

ing device that we have ever seen. A
large apronful will fill a lug box, and

with only ordinary care none need be

bruised. I think I am safe in saying

that three-fourths niore fruit may be

gathered in a day with an apron than

with an ordinary picking bucket.

Two orchard wagons equipped with

tripple deck and covered to shut out the

sun and rain, and each holding 54 lug

boxes, are kept busy liauling fruit from

the orchard to the packing house, where
it is graded and packed in boxes which

have been built and labeled here on the

ranch, and immediately hustled off to the

station for shipment. Two large wagons,

each holding from 96 to 100 packed boxes,

are used for this purpose.

The picking, packing and shipping of

pears finished, we turn our attention to

the orchard again and pick up the loose

rocks that have worked to the surface

and then harrow it once more to close

up the wagon tracks. This is done to

prevent the packed ground from drying

and cracking. It is rarely necessary to

harrow after apple picking, for the rain-

falls usually begin before we have fin-

ished picking.

The leaves have now fallen and we
take up the pruning shears. We use the

short-handle shear and a ladder.

The age and condition of each indi-

vidual tree determines the manner of

pruning it. After the young trees have

been "shaped," and until they have been

brought to bearing no more wood is cut

out than is absolutely necessary to re-

tain that shape, unless the tree has be-

come stunted or weakened in some way,

when enough wood is removed to restore

vitality to the remaining parts. After,

however, the tree lias reached the age

of say ten or twelve years, some of the

more crowded large limbs are removed

so that more new wood may be grown

to take the place of the old that will be

removed from time to time thereafter.

For it is a well-known fact that new
wood produces the better quality and the
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greater quantity of marketable fruit, and

that is our principal object in pruning.

The problem is how much to cut out and
still keep the tree in full bearing.

As to shape, we prune for a low, open

head, rounding the top to somewliat of

an umbrella shape. As the prevailing

winds here during the growing season

are from the nortliwest, the tendency of

the young branches is to "drift" to the

southeast, and unless the tree is given

an "upright" training it will soon be

leaning very badly. This we do by cut-

ting off the "outside" surplus branches on

the south side of the tree and leaving

them on the north side, pruning out the

inner branches.

We do no summer pruning as a rule,

except when made necessary by the pres-

ence of blight. One man is kept busy
patrolling the orchard for blight from
about April 15 to August 15, cutting off

all affected limbs from twelve to eighteen

inches below where the infection is dis-

cernible and immediately taking these

blighted limbs out of the orchard and
burning them.

When the large limbs or trunk of the

Hlllcrest Orcliard. Showlns Clean Cultnrp.
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tree become diseased we shave off the

outer layers of affected bark, leaving all

the healthy bark we can consistently

leave. These wounds, as well as all the

tools used, are thoroughly washed with

a strong corrosive sublimate solution for

disinfection. These trees are tlien

watched very closely for the remainder

of the season, for when the outer bark is

once broken during the sap-flowing sea-

son, that tree becomes a target for every

sap-sucking germ distributor that hap-

pens along. It is to prevent the acci-

dental "skinning" of the trees and the

consequent infection that we endeavor to

keep the harrows at a safe distance from

them.

Our orchard work is now completed for

the year, but as the problem of securing

and retaining intelligent and reliable

workmen is no small factor in the hand-

ling of an orchard, a few remarks on this

phase of it may not be out of place.

Men working by the day do not like to

lose any time, and for this reason we
save all of the odd jobs possible for times

when it is too disagreeable to work out

of doors. These jobs include cleaning

and oiling harness, sorting cull fruit, re-

pairing tools, sawing wood, painting, etc.

We paint the interior of all of our out-

buildings, such as barn, packing house.

wagon sheds, etc., with water paint, for

fire protection as well as for the sake of

appearance.

We expect our men to do ten hours of

reasonably hard work, but to do this

they must have a good night's rest and

three good meals, to supi)ly which we
provide sanitary sleeping quarters, adja-

cent to which are both tub and shower

baths, and furnish the table with a liberal

allowance of good, clean and well-cooked

wholesome food. We have our own cows

and chickens and the men are given all

the milk, cream, fresh butter and eggs

they want. The men have a reading

room supplied with daily papers, maga-

zines and other periodicals, where they

can either read or indulge in quiet

games, and they seem to appreciate it.

In the field, if no other place, we en-

deavor to apply the Golden Rule, treating

the men as we would like to he treated

by them were we to exchange places, and
we have come to the conclusion that such

treatment is a paying investment, 'as

evidenced by the fact that it is seldom
necessary to discharge a man for non-

performance of duty. Of the 18 men
now employed, our newest arrival has

been with us about six weeks, the others

ranging from that time up to two and
a half years. Any of these men know
what to do and how to do it—and do it

—when sent out to work, without having

some one along to see that the job is

done and done rightly. Intelligent, re-

liable labor is cheap at twice the wages
I)aid for the ordinary cross-country wan-

derer.

Produetioii of Fruit in Oregon in 1912

(State Report)
Apples, bushels, 3,750,000.

Dried prunes, pounds, 18,000,000.

Plums and prunes sold fresh, pounds,

15,000,000.

Pears, bushels, 550,000.

Peaches, boxes, 1,100,000.

Cherries, pounds, 12,500,000.

Grapes, pounds, 5,715,000.

Strawberries, pounds. 12,000,000.

Loganberries, pounds, 5.500,000.

Raspberries, pounds, 3,500,000.

Gooseberries, pounds, 650,000.

Blackberries, pounds, 2,500,000.

Currants, pounds, 475,000.

Nuts, pounds, 250,000.

The commercial apple crop of the lead-

ing counties for 1912 is estimated as

follows:

Hood River county, 850 cars.

Umatilla county, 700 cars.

.lackson county, 600 cars.

Union county, 550 cars.

The pear crop of the leading counties

is estimated for 1912 at:

Jackson county, 250 cars.

Wasco county, 40 cars.

Douglas county, 35 cars.

Umatilla county, 30 cars.

.Josephine county, 30 cars.

Wasco, Umatilla and Jackson counties

are the leading peach-growing counties,

with Josephine following Jackson closely.

H. M. Williamson,
Secretary OreRon State Buard of Horticulture.
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Production of Fruit in Oregon

Small fruits: 1909 and 1899. The following table shows data with regard to

small fruits on farms.
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The total quantity of orchard fruits

produced in 1909 was 4,423,000 bushels,

valued at $3,340,000. Apples were the

most important of the orchard fruits pro-

duced ami plums and prunes ranked next.

The production of grapes in 1909

amounted to 3,206,874 pounds, valued at

$98,776, and of nuts to 177,632 pounds,

valued at $13,208.

The production of all orchard fruits

together in 1909 was 190.6 per cent great-

er than in 1899, while that of grapes de-

clined. The value of orchard fruits in-

creased from .?906,000 in 1899 to $3,340,-

000 in 1909, while that of grapes declined

from $162,543 in 1899 to $98,776 in 1909.

It should be noted that the values for

1899 include the value of more advanced

products derived from orchard fruits or

grapes, sucli as cider, vinegar, dried

fruits and the like, and may therefore

include some duplication, while the

values shown for 1909 relate only to the

products in their original condition.

The following table shows the quanti-

ties of the more advanced products manu-

factured by farmers from orchard fruits

,nnd grajies. Values were not called for

on the schedule.

PRODUCT
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Under usual conditions we are quite safe

in saying that there may be little danger

to tlie crops on the higher lands sur-

rounding the main floor of the valley.

P. J. O'GOBA,
Special United States Weather Observer.

Official Record of the Rainfall During' the Six Growing Mouths for Eight Years at

Medford, Oregon
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Ctiiiuitir Clmrat'toriistics of the Deschutes

River A'alley, Orefron

In general the climate is dry and sub-

ject to great extremes of temperature;

there is an abundance of sunshine and

for that reason, as well as on account

of tho dryness of the air, tlie extremes

of temperature are not so noticeable as

they otherwise would be. In the heart

of the valley the temperatures sometimes

go below the freezing point in midsum-

mer, but they do not remain below this

mark, as a rule, long enough to injure

hardy vegetation; however, when a tem-

perature of 26 degrees is reached damage
ensues, and the interval between the last

temperature of 26 degrees in the spring

and the first in the fall constitutes the

growing season for the staple crops

raised in the valley. This season usually

begins the middle of May and lasts until

the middle of September. The prevailing

winds are southwesterly, with a tendency

to veer to the west, or even northwest,

at times during the summer months.

Edward A. Beals,

District Forecaster, U. S. Weather Bureau.

Oregon Apple. See Apple, Botany of.

Oregon Horticultural Law. See Law.

Overproduction op Apples. See Apple

Industry.

Oyster Plant. See Salsify.

The Ozarks

*The past two or three decades have

witnessed remarkable development in the

fruit industry. Much of this development

has been along safe and conservative

lines, but the extensive planting of or-

chards in regions whose natural advan-

tages have been overestimated, or over-

exploited, has been too frequent. Prob-

ably in most of these instances the de-

velopment of orchards has been mainly

a land-selling proposition rather than a

carefully planned fruit-growing jjroject.

In this expansion of the commercial fruit

industry of the country the Ozark region

has held a conspicuous place.

It would perhaps be difficult to ascribe

to definite influences the rapid expansion

• Condensed from Bureau Plant Industry
Bulletin 2~rj by H. P. Gould.

of fruit culture in this region, especially

in Missouri and Arkansas, during the pe-

riod from 1890 to 1900, Without doubt,

however, an influence which contributed

largely to the early impetus in the plant-

ing of apples was the very satisfactory

prices obtained in the late eighties for

the abundant crops produced on the com-

paratively small number of trees then in

bearing. This was a period when there

were relatively light crops of fruit in the

older apple-producing sections of the

East. Once given the impetus, the rapid

growth is not difficult to explain. During

the years of most rapid development the

fruit-growing possibilities of the Ozark

region were widely advertised, not only

in this country but also abroad.

The Bureau of Plant Industry of the

Department of Agriculture began in 1903

a study the object of which was to de-

termine as far as possible (1) the exact

behavior of the different varieties, espe-

cially the apple and the peach, in the

different parts of the region; (2) the con-

ditions under which they attain the high-

est degree of perfection; (3) the suita-

bility of each variety for the purpose

intended. The final object of which was

to aid in the introduction of sorts which

may prove more profitable than those

now being grown. This article is de-

voted primarily to the results of these

investigations.

The soil conditions have been suffi-

ciently described under states, in the

articles entitled Missouri and Arkansas.

Clininte

Climatic Conditions a liiniitin^ Factor in

Fruit Growing

In any comprehensive investigation of

a given region with regard to its possi-

bilities for fruit growing and in the con-

sideration of all questions connected

therewith relating to varieties, the

climatic conditions of the region call for

the most critical attention. While it may
not be entirely correct to say that climate

is more often the "limiting factor" in

fruit production than anything else, yet

it is hardly possible to overestimate the

importance of climatic conditions in

their lelation to fruit culture.
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The more important climatic factors

limiting profitable fruit production may
be stated as follows:

The temperature factor.— (1) Excessively

low during the dormant period, causing

injury to fruit trees or buds; (2) ex-

cessively high during the dormant

period, causing buds to swell and be-

come tender, making them susceptible

to injury later even by seasonable tem-

peratures; (3) excessively low during

the blossoming period, resulting in de-

structive frosts, or sometimes in pre-

venting the pollen from germinating,

thus making it impossible for the fruit

to set; (4) destructive freezes subse-

quent to the setting of the fruit; (5)

probably in some instances excessively

high temperatures during the blossom-

ing period, causing interference with

the proper setting of the fruit.

The moisture factor.— (1) Excessive rains

during the blossoming period, which
may wash away the pollen; (2) rains

or continuously damp, cloudy weather,

which prevent the pollen grains from

being properly freed for dissemination;

(3) rains that prevent the activity of

insects which bring about the cross-

pollination which is necessary with

some fruits: (4) excessive droughts,

which injure trees or buds; (5) occa-

sional precipitation in such excess as

to affect the healthfulness of the trees.

The loind factor.— (1) So strong and con-

tinuous during the blossoming period

as to prevent the activity of insects

upon which pollinization often depends;

(2) causing damage to trees or fruit at

some period during growth; (3) in its

relation to the evaporation of moisture

and the serious results which may
follow, especially during protracted

droughts.

The relative amounts of sunshine and
cloudiness and the intensity of the Sun-

shine are also potent factors in their

influence upon the behavior of varie-

ties.

Data of the Missonri Portion of tlio

Regrion

Mr. George Reeder, section director of

the United States Weather Bureau, sta-

tioned at Columbia, Mo., has contributed

a valuable digest of some of the climato-

logical data from several points in Mis-

souri, from which the following quota-

tion is made:*

Notwithstanding the supposition that

orchards may be more liable to injury

from late spring frost at the present time

because in many cases almost the entire

orchard blossoms at the same time, or to

the improved strain of fruit now grown
[the latter statement is much in doubt,

many authorities claiming that improved

fruit is no more sensitive to cold than the

varieties grown 30 years ago], the fact

remains that the springs of the last 10

years, and particularly the last five years,

averaged colder than those of the pre-

ceding 10 or 15 years, and this statement

is well supported by climatological data.

* * * in apparent substantiation of

the popular idea that "our climate has

changed." I would, however, earnestly

caution the reader not to be too hasty in

the conclusion * * * that the climate

of Missouri is undergoing a permanent
change. Meteorologists of the world gen-

erally agree, and the world's climatolog-

ical records show, that the climate is

practically unchangeable; that is to say,

permanent climatic changes are notice-

able, probably, only in geological units of

time. On the other hand, the records also

indicate that while weather may change

from day to day or from hour to hour,

there are certain changes that move in

cycles or oscillations, having uncertain

units of time. The cause of these cycles

or oscillations is not definitely known, but

it has been pointed out by one or two

authorities that the wet and cool periods

and the dry and warm periods on the

earth appear to correspond somewhat
with the periods of maximum and mini-

mum sun spots, which in turn are thought

to be due to changes in the sun's photo-

sphere. A few students of the subject

claim that these weather changes go in

• Keeder. George. "Are the spiinprs colder
now?" Monthly Weather Review, vol. 38. No.
12, December, 1010. d. 18.34. See also "Late
spring frosts in relation to the fruit crop
of Missouri." in the Fourth Annual Report
ffiftv-thlrd meeting) of the State Board of
ITortlculture of Missouri. 1911, pp. lin-l.^l.
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cycles of 3 years, then a longer one of

about 9 or 11 years, and still a greater

cycle of 30 to 35 years, the last being

more clearly pronounced; but no general

agreement has yet been reached regard-

ing them.

Studies of the mean daily, mean
monthly, and mean annual temperatures,

while important in themselves, give us a

nearly unchangeable factor, and one not

particularly interesting or striliing in its

features.

The factor that is the most important,

in my opinion, is the daily minimum tem-

perature, which is as a rule notliing more

than the lowest night temperature. The
night temperatures explain the interest-

ing cause why the crops do not grow and

why the season is delayed. The days may
be warm and bright, but vegetation as a

rule will not flourish as long as the nights

continue abnormally cold.

To the above statement regarding the

importance of the daily minimum tem-

perature in its relation to plant growth

it mi.ght also be added that the duration

of the minimum temperature, if it is suf-

ficiently low to injure vegetation, is a

most important factor. If a critical tem-

perature continues for only a very short

time, as sometimes happens, little or no

damage may occur, while a longer period

of duration may produce disastrous re-

sults.

Mr. Reeder further states:

It appears from climatological data

* * * that the springs of the past 10

years experienced quite marked temper-

ature departures from the normal. The
most interesting as well as the most im-

portant question to be answered is. How
long will the cold period last? Unfortu-

nately our climatological data do not

cover a sufficient length of time to enable

us to work out the number of years to

each cycle. While the records show
periods of both mild and cold springs for

the 30 years, the change during the last

20 years from mild springs to unusually

cold springs is not only of marked inter-

est to the cllmatologist but bears rather

more serious import to the orchardists,

whose earnings have been affected, and

wlio aic of course interested in the ques-

tion of whether mild springs will ever

come again.

In connection with the article by
Reeder, data from several representative

points relating to spring frosts in Mis-

souri are presented which show that at

those points the average date of the last

killing frost in the spring during the

years 1901 to 1910 was 11 days later than

it was during the 10 years preceding 1901.

Data of flic Arknus.as Portion of the

Kegion

An examination of climatological data

from northwestern Arkansas during the

period 1901 to 1910 shows an advance in

the average date of last killing spring

frost at some points but not all. For in-

stance, the corresponding average date at

Fort Smith for the years 1901 to 1908 was
eight days earlier than for the period

1891 to 1900. The difference in variation

between frost dates at Forth Smith and

points farther north may be due to the

influence of the Boston mountains in pro-

tecting the portion of the Ozarks south

of them from the effects of the cold trans-

continental storms which occurred during

those years in their transit from west to

east. Moreover, many of the orchards in

northwestern Arkansas have relatively

high locations, with better atmospheric

drainage than those where the elevation

is the same or nearly the same as the

surrounding country.

VarietiPS firown

On account of the large number of va-

rieties grown in this section, discrimina-

tion is necessary in selecting sorts for

discussion. Space limitations forbid them

all ; but as far as possible the varieties

included consist (1) of the sorts which

are widely grown; (2) of those now
grown only to a limited extent but which

appear to be of such value as to warrant

more extensive recognition; and (3) cer-

tain fault.v varieties which are considered

likely to be planted without a full knowl-

edge of their tendencies.

Ada Red

This variety was originated about 1890

near Springtown, Arkansas, by Mr. A. G.
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Philpot. who planted the seed from which
the original tree grew.

Some of the trees suggest very strongly

the probability of Red .Tune parentage.

As the seed from which the original tree

sprang probably came from an apple of

that variety, according to Mr. Philpot's

statement, the likelihood of sucli parent-

age is strengthened.

The fruit is described as medium or

above in size, roundish; under color yel-

lowish but nearly covered with red and
broken stripes of purplish crimson; dots

indistinct, small: flesh whitish; texture

fine, tender; flavor mild subacid; quality

good. In the vicinity of its origin its

season Is about the middle of August.

During the two seasons of 1906 and 1907

the fruit was badly attacked by apple

scab where not sprayed, but it is claimed

that this has not usually been the case.

It Is said to be excellent for culinary pur-

poses, becoming soft and pulpy after

cooking a very few minutes.

There appears to be a growing demand
in the Ozark region tor a variety ripening

at the season of Ada Red and it is suiTi-

ciently promising to warrant thorough

testing in all sections of this region.

Akin *

This variety is grown in only a few

orchards in the Ozark region, but it is

considered one of the more promising of

the sorts now little known which in

recent years have been attracting the at-

tention of fruit growers.

The tree is a strong, very upright

grower. The fruit is roundish, slightly

ribbed; size medium; under color yellow,

washed over almost the entire surface

with bright crimson; flavor mild subacid;

quality very good. Season, December to

April when held under favorable condi-

tions for keeping.

In this region thus far it has not proved

uniformly productive, though some of the

older trees have borne heavy crops. It is

quite probable that trees now 10 to 12

years old which have not as yet set much
fruit may become more prolific as they

increase in age.

• For a complete history and description of
this variety, see Yeariiook of the Department
of Ajriicnlture, 190.'!. p, i!li8.

.S— 1,"?

.Vrkaiisas

Synonym, Mammoth Black Twig.

Grown from seed of Limbertwig or

Black Twig iWinesap) in 1840 by John
Crawford near the present town of Rhea,

Ark. Not propagated prior to 18G9.

The tree is one of the best, making a

fine, vigorous growth, but seldom suffi-

ciently productive to render it a profitable

commercial apple even though the fruit

has excellent shipping and keeping qual-

ities.

Arkansas Black

This variety originated on the farm of

Mr. Brathwait near Bentonville, Ark. It

has become of some importance in a few
sections of the country, but is not popular

in the Ozark region. Like the Arkansas,

it usually bears very small crops. Its

foliage is also attacked badly by some of

the leaf-blight fungi and the fruit is so

susceptible to apple scab that it usually

becomes entirely worthless unless very

thoroughly sprayed. When it is well de-

veloped it is a good keeping apple and a

good shipper.

.Arkansas Pippin or Maininotli Pippin

This variety is more commonly known
as the Mammoth Pippin rather than the

Arkansas Pippin.

It is a large light-colored apple, ripen-

ing about the last of August or the first

of September. It occasionally produces a

good crop, but is not considered a heavy
bearer: nor is it much prized as a com-

mercial variety.

Beach

The original tree of this variety stood

on the farm of Oliver Yoimg, about a

fourth of a mile west of Bentonville, Ark.

It bore its first fruit about the close of

the Civil war. The tree bears well, but

the fruit, though attractive in appear-

ance, is rather small, subject to soft rot

and bitter rot, and the dessert quality is

rather poor. Its chief points of merit are

its lateness in reaching maturity and its

long keeping qualities.

Baldnin

Though this variety is the leading com-

mercial winter sort in the northern apple

districts from New England westward to
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Michigan, it is entiioly out of its geo-

graphical range of adaptability in the

Ozark region. It ripens or drops in

August or early in September, has a soft

texture, and is undesirable in nearly

every particular. Fortunately, it is found

in only a few orchards.

Ben Davis

Based on the relative number of trees

in the Ozark orchards, the Ben Davis

apple is by far the most important va-

riety which is grown in the Ozark region.

Probably from 50 to 75 per cent of the

entire number of trees in the commercial

orchards consist of this variety. This

statement, however, does not necessarily

indicate its relative value. In fact, there

is such diversity of opinion in regard to

its actual merits, and considered broadly

in its relation to the whole apple indus-

try, the matter is so far-reaching that it

is difficult to define the position which it

actually holds. Its real position may not

be the one commonly ascribed to it.

On the one hand, one grower claims

that the Ben Davis is the most profitable

variety that he can plant, not because of

the high prices for which it sells, but be-

cause of the relatively large quantity of

fruit which the trees bear—or which he

expects them to bear. On the other hand,

another grower could not be induced to

plant this variety on account of its i)oor

dessert quality and his jealoiis regard for

the reputation for high quality of his

fruit on the market.

These two positions represent the two

extremes which growers commonly take

regarding this variety. It is quite prob-

able that some intermediate position re])-

resents more accurately its real value in

this region. That there is a place for this

variety and others of its group can

hardly be denied, though its place should

be more clearly defined than at present.

As to the adaptability of this variety to

the conditions in the Ozarks. there can

be no question concerning its fitness.

since in seasons which are favorable to

the development of any variety, this one

usually reaches a high degree of perfec-

tion. During the unusual climatic condi-

tions of the past few years, however.

other varieties, especially .Tonathan, have
borne as regularly.

The rather extravagant claims which
are sometimes made regarding the high

dessert quality which the Ben Davis de-

velops in this region can not be generally

accepted aside from the fact that in tex-

ture, juiciness, and in other particulars

the fruit from this region is markedly
superior to that grown in a region which
is not within the geographical range of

the variety.

The tree is generally a vigorous grower,

though the foliage is often badly in.iured

by fungous diseases. Bitter-rot and apple

blotch are apt to be very serious on the

fruit unless thoroughly sprayed.

Great quantities of Ben Davis apples,

especially the lower grades, are evapo-

rated in the Ozarks. They make a par-

ticularly white stock, attractive in appear-

ance, but in dessert quality the evapo-

rated fruit is not better relatively than
the fresh fruit.

Considered in its broad relation to the

whole apple industry, the growing of im-

mense quantities of a variety which is

recognized as being of such poor dessert

quality as is the one in question is a mat-

ter which touches every phase of the

apple industry. Any commodity of poor

quality, grown in large quantities and
placed upon the market for a long period

of time, will injure the whole apple in-

dustry by lessening the demand for

apples.

IJenoni

Only a few orchards in the Ozarks con-

tain this variety; those in which it has

been observed are in Southwestern Mis-

souri, where it usually reaches a high de-

gree of perfection and is highly iirized in

its season.

The fruit is small to medium in size;

color yellow, washed with mixed red and

broken stripes of crimson; quality ver,v

good; season in Southwestern Missouri,

,Iuly, about 10 days to two weeks later

than Red .Tune.

Though but limited observation of this

variety has been possible, it is consid-

ered worthy of critical consideration by

those who desire an early variety having
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the size and other characteristics of this

one.

Clayton

This variety is quite generally distrib-

uted in this region and occurs in many
orchards, though it has not been so ex-

tensively planted as many other sorts.

Unless the soil is particularly rich and
deep and the trees are given good care,

they make a rather poor growth and often

have a stunted appearance, with strik-

ingly light-colored foliage.

Different trees of this variety have thus

far shown considerable irregularity in

bearing, even where trees stand side by

side in the same orchard.

Toffelt

This variety originated with Mr. Wyatt
Coffelt, in Benton county, Arkansas.

Though of fairly good dessert quality and

a good keeper, it is only medium in size,

of a dull color, and has nothing especial

to recommend it.

Collius

This variety originated on the farm of

Mr. Samuel Holt, near Lincoln, in Wash-
ington county. Arkansas. The tree is not

a particularly vigorous grower, but is one

of the most regular and abundant bearers.

Under favorable conditions it colors

highly and keeps well, but is of poor des-

sert quality.

Etris

Originated in the orchard of Mr. A. K.

Etris, near Bentonville, Ark. It so closely

resembles the Gano as to suggest a very

strong probability of the two varieties

being identical. A few orchards under

this name are grown in northwestern

Arkansas, but its distribution is quite

limited.

Florence

The tree from which this variet.v was
first propagated stood on a farm owned
by the late W. E. Buchannan, about three

miles southeast of Bentonville, Ark.

It appears to possess much merit for

the Ozark region. The trees are strong,

vigorous growers, healthy and with excel-

lent bearing tendencies. The fruit is

round, large, smooth and yellow, with

stripes of purplish crimson. The flesh is

yellow, rather coarse in texture, juicy,

aromatic, and the quality is good to very

good. Season for harvesting is about the

middle of August, or nearly with the

.Jonathan. It probably does not keep as

well in storage as the Jonathan.

Gano

This variety originated near Parkville,

Platte county, Missouri. The farm on

which it originated was bought by Mr.

Gano, from whom it took its name. The
Gano is a beautiful red but in other re-

spects is so similar to the Ben Davis that

we refer our readers to a description of

that variety for an estimate of the Gano.

Gilpin

This variety was formerly planted in

considerable quantities but is not now rec-

ommended.

Givens

This variety was originated by Mr. H.

Highfill, of Benton county, Arkansas. It

is of fair quality, but not recommended
except in the fact that it may be picked

later than most other varieties, and there-

fore extends the picking season. Never-

theless there is dilTerence of opinion, and
some believe it to be a valuable fruit.

Golden Russet

This variety is not extensively planted

because it seems not adapted to this re-

gion. It ripens too early for winter use

and does not retain the good dessert qual-

ities of the apple grown in the Northern
sections.

Grimes

The Grimes Golden is one of the im-

portant commercial apples of the northern

section of the Ozarks. The fruit does not

develop well and the flavor is not good in

the southern section. It is harvested

during the last of August and first of

September, and if held for winter use

must be placed in cold storage.

Hastings Red
This is a variety of the Gano type and

closely resembles it. It appeared first in

an orchard of Ben Davis trees belonging
to William Hastings, near Benton, Ark.
When the fruit of the trees planted in

that orchanl apijeared, one tree was red
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like the Gano. Wlion he inopagatefl from

that tree by grafts about halt of the trees

were striped like the Ben Davis and half

were a light pinkish red. He then prop-

agated from the trees bearing the pinkish

fruit and. so far as observed, the trees

have all produced fruit colored like the

parent. The tree has no especial com-

mercial value, being so much like the

Gano. only a little lighter in color.

llightill

The tree was originated by Mr. High-

fill near Sprin.gtown, Ark. It is a seed-

ling originating from a Ben Davis, which

it very much resembles. The tree is not

as vigorous a grower as the Ben Davis.

Howard Sweet

Originated in Washington county.

Arkansas. It bears large crops of highly-

colored sweet apples and its merit is prin-

cipally in the fact that it is a good sweet

winter apple.

Joiinthaii

Very few varieties are more extensively

grown in the Ozark region than the .Jon-

athan, and few are grown more success-

fully. It is probably the most valuable

of any variety now grown in this region.

The tree is not particularly strong and

is often quite severely attacked by twig

blight. It is usually harvested about the

last of August or first of September and

is considered a late fall and early winter

apple, but if kept in cold storage it may

be marketed as late as February.

king David

This variety originated on the farm of

Ben Frost, near Durham. Washington

County, Arkansas. It has been widely

planted in many sections of the country,

but in the Ozarks is found in but few

orchards. The tree is a better grower

than the Jonathan, with which its fruit

is more nearly comparable than any

other.

I,a« MT
Synonym, Delaware Red.

This variety is widely distributed

throughout the country, but is not largely

grown. The tree is a vigorous grower,

but it is a light bearer.

LimliertwiK

This variety is not adapted to the con-

ditions of the Ozarks.

Maiden Blush

This constitutes in the Ozarks one of

the leading early ripening sorts. The

trees grow well, are not subject to disease

and are productive. It ripens in this re-

gion during the last half of .July and

early August.

McAfee

This is a good apple, but is heavily at-

tacked by apple scab, and drops its fruit

badly.

Missouri

Synonym, Missouri Pippin.

This variety originated as a seedling in

the orchard of Brinkley Hornsby, of

.Johnson county, Missouri. It has been

widely planted in many sections of the

country, but in the Ozarks it has proved

disappointing. The fruit is of good color

and fairly good in quality. Unless the

tree Is carefully sprayed it is subject to

blight and fungus diseases. It is easily

damaged by winds because the roots are

shallow. In certain other parts of the

country it is of more value than in the

Ozarks.

IVortliern Spy

In the Ozarks this variety is of little or

no value.

Xortlnvesteni Greeningr

A good apple for the Upper Mississippi

and Northern sections. Not adapted to

the Ozarks, where it is a fall apple rather

than a winter variety.

Duchess of Oldenburg

This is a Russian variety and adapted

to the North, but not especially to the

Ozark region.

Red Astrachan

This is a suninier variety not produced

in large quantities. The tree is a vigor-

ous grower, but does not come into bear-

ing early. It is too acid in flavor tor des-

sert, but is prized for cooking.

Red June

Of the summer varieties grown in the

Ozarks this is probably one of the most

popular. It begins ripening by the middle
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of June in the southern part of this re-

gion and by the first of July in the north-

ern part. It therefore strikes an early

market in the cities of St. Louis and

Kansas City.

Rome Beauty

This variety is not adapted to Ozark

conditions. It may blossom well and the

fruit set abundantly, but it subsequently

drops its fruit to such an extent as to

render it unprofitable.

Smith's Cider

This variety is more than a century

old and is adapted to some sections of the

country but not to the Ozark region. It

is only moderately attractive In appear-

ance and little better than the Ben Davis

in quality. The fruit is subject to blotch.

Stayman Wiiiesap

This variety was originated by the late

Dr. J. Stayman. of Leavenworth. Kan.

Have not been largely planted in the

Ozarks and not sufficiently tested to

know about their adaptability to the re-

gion.

Wealthy

The Wealthy in this region is ready for

market about the first of August. It is

not a vigorous grower and will not stand

neglect, therefore has not done well in

the parts of the Ozark region where it

has been generally planted.

White Pearmain

This variety is widely grown through-

out the Middle and Pacific coast states,

but is not so well adapted to the Ozarks.

Willowtiriir

Under certain conditions, this variety

bears abundantly, but is very subject to

bitter rot and is not in good favor as a

commercial sort.

Wiiiesap

Among the commercial varieties of the

United States this one holds a prominent

position. It probably originated in New
Jersey, and the first published description

appeared in 1S17. It has been rather

widely planted in the Ozarks, but has not

given general satisfaction. It is quite apt

to be unproductive and the fruit small

and scabby. However, in the elevations

below 1,000 feet in altitude, it assumes its

normal characteristics and does well.

Yellow Belltlowcr

In this region it is harvested the latter

liart of August and the first of September

and, as a rule, produces a light crop.

While highly prized in some sections,

especially California, it is here of sec-

ondary importance.

Yellow >ewtowii

While this is the best variety for Vir-

ginia and some parts of the Pacific coast,

here it has poor keeping qualities and is

subject to bitter rot and other diseases.

Y'ellow Transparent

This variety was introduced into the

United States from Russia in 1870. It

reaches a fair degree of perfection in a

very wide range of conditions. Its Strong

point with most people is its early ma-

turity. Since summer apples do not form

an important part of the Ozark industry

it is not recommended for this region.

York Imperial

Most of the orchards of this region have

some trees of this variety, but it has not

become one of the leading varieties.

For further information on this sub-

ject see Arkansas and Missouri and Selec-

tion of a Site, under Apple Orchard.

Parker, Dr. Samuel. See History of

Orcharding in Old Oregon.

Parsley, fob Ala.ska. See Alaska.

Parsnip

The parsnip is a tall, biennial Euro-

pean herb of the parsley family {Um.bell-

iferae), with a stout, smooth, furrowed

stem, pinnate leaves, large terminal

umbels of small yellow flowers, and a

large, spindle-shaped, sweetish edible

root, widely cultivated as a culinary veg-

etable, as well as a valuable food for live-

stock.

The parsnip is akin to the carrot, is

grown in much the same manner, but re-

quires a little more care in regard to the

soil, its richness, looseness, etc. The

land should be well manured for the best

results, but if the manure is not well

rotted it encourages the formation of side-
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roots. Also, if the laiui is hard, the taii-

root cannot easily penetrate the soil to

any considerable depth and side-roots are

formed. A well-formed parsnip is one

with a thick, conical tap-root without

side-roots.

Sowing fho Seed

The soil should be broken up to good

depth, well pulverized, and the seed sown

in drills about two to three feet apart, to

admit of cultivation. Seed should be

sown thickly enough to allow for some
seeds not germinating and the plants

should be thinned to the proper distance

to prevent the roots from crowding each

other. The seed should be sown early in

the spring, as it germinates slowly. After

the plants are well started they are hardy

and rather vigorous growers. The roots

may be left in the ground until late in

the autumn, or even over winter, for the

quality is not injured by freezing. Some
gather them in the autumn and pit them,

others mulch them, and still others allow

them to freeze, believing that freezing

improves them. The trouble with this

method of treatment is that it is difficult

to dig them while the ground is frozen.

Markotin);

There are almost as many ways of mar-

keting parsnips as there are growers, but

the best way we have ever observed is to

wash them nicely in clean, pure water,

trim off the side-roots and pack them in

boxes, evenly according to size, and sell

them by weight. The boxes should hold

either a bushel or half-bushel. In the

orchard districts, where fruit is packed in

boxes, an apple box may be used for the

bushel and a peach box for the half-

bushel. If the packing is neatly done

these boxes will hold a bushel or half-

bushel bv weight.
Gn,\ N VILLK LoWT 1 1 in

P.VUSMP DISEASES
Late Blioht. See Celery Diseases.

PARSMP PESTS
Cet.eby Cateri'ili.ab. See Celery Pests.

Parsnij) Louse
ftencral Appearance

The apterous forms are pale apple

green, occasionally with small red spots

on the dorsum. The winged forms are

green, with dark head, antennae, thorax,

middle of the abdomen, tips of cornicles

and leg joints. The species is recognized

by the small tubercle on the posterior of

the abdomen just above the style.

Life History

This is one of the most widely spread

species, occurring on many hosts through-

out the early spring and summer months.

Due to its varied host plants it seldom

becomes serious on any one of them.

Food Plants

Carrots, parsnips, celery, willows.

Jfatural Enemies

Especially preyed upon by the larvae of

syrphid flies. E. O. EssiG

Paw Paw
Asimina

There are several apparent species, or

at least distinctive varieties of the paw-

paw. One of these species, if it may be

called a distinctive siiecies, is the paw-

paw of the tropics, classed botanically as

Gariea papaya. It has usually a stem, or

trunk, without branches, which bears a

crest of alternate leaves, in the axils of

which are born racemes of small flowers,

followed by yellow fruits sometimes a

foot long and containing a large quantity

of black seeds. The unripe fruits are

cooked like squashes but when ripe they

are often eaten raw. In climates free

from frost the plants are cultivated for

home use as other fruits or vegetables.

Another species is grown in many parts

of the United States where the climate is

not too severe. It is a small tree, straight,

with rather soft, brittle wood, large leaf;

grows mostly in deep, rich soils along the

streams, and produces an aromatic fruit

from two to six inches long. The tree is

sometimes grown for ornamental pur-

poses and some improved varieties have

been produced, but it seems not to have

gained favor as a commercial fruit.

Granville Ldwiiiiat
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Peais
Pisum sutivum

The pea is an annual plant of uncer-

tain origin, but proljably a native of Cen-

tral Europe. The flowers are either white

or violet colored, but the most desirable

garden kinds, almost without exception,

bear white flowers.

Varieties of peas are divided into three

classes, those having wrinkled seed, those

having round, small seed, and those hav-

ing edible pods. Wrinkled seeded varie-

ties do not germinate as well as the

smooth-skinned or round sorts, nor do

their germinating powers last so long, nor

are they so hardy in resisting the adverse

conditions of early spring. On account

of the latter reason, gardeners plant the

round seed first in the spring, and do not

plant the wrinkled kinds until the soil is

in best condition and somewhat warm.

The wrinkled kinds are better in quality

than the round and smooth varieties.

Peas having edible pods are not popular

in this country, probably because of the

ease with which string beans are grown.

Culture
Peas may be grown successfully in

almost any good soil; they even do well

on rather poor soil. The kinds having

smooth seeds should be planted as soon

as the ground can be worked In the sprin,g

—even a hard freeze does not hurt the

plants as they are coming out of the

ground, and they will stand considerable

frost when well up. The distance between

the rows and the seeds in the row depends

somewhat on the kinds grown. Some
kinds branch out far more than others

and. consequently, need more room in the

row. They also vary in length of stem

from a few inches to six or seven feet.

The tall kinds require the rows to be five

or six feet apart, while dwarf varieties

are generally planted in rows thirty

inches to three feet apart. The growing

of tall kinds is mostly confined to private

gardens, where it is customary to use

brush or other material in the rows for

support. Formerly, among tall varieties,

were those far excelling in quality any-

thing found among those of a dwarf
habit, but recent introdiictions of the lat-

ter kinds have shown a great improve-

ment in quality, until now the dwarf sorts

are generally grown, even by the most
fastidious. In common practice, the seed

is sown about four inches deep, in rows
three feet apart, putting about ten seeds

to each foot of row. It is best to sow
plenty of seed in order to secure a good

stand. The land should be well culti-

vated between the rows. Unleached wood
ashes or some other fertilizer rich in pot-

ash and phosphoric acid is most beneficial

for this crop. As it belongs to the leg-

uminous section of plants, it is a nitrogen

producer and, consequently, does not need

much nitrogen in the soil. Early peas as

generally grown are out of the way in

time to allow the land to be used for late

cabbage or string beans. When it is de-

sired to extend the season of table peas,

successive sowings should be made at in-

tervals of two weeks, up to the 10th of

.lune. During the summer the vines are

too liable to mildew to make late spring

planting successful. The pea is distinct-

ively a cool-weather plant and on this ac-

count it will often do well when sown in

the latter part of summer for use in

autumn.

The canning of peas is an important

industry in some sections and could be

more generally introduced to advantage.

In sowing peas for canneries it is the

practice in some sections to sow them
with a common grain drill, leaving a path

between each strip for the pickers.

Viirieties

Of the many varieties only a few of the

best are referred to here. For very early

use. almost every seedman has a strain of

smooth, round peas, which he sends out

under his own peculiar name. The early

sorts are generally derived from the old

Daniel O'Rourke, and among them are va-

rieties known as the First and Best,

Earliest of All, and Improved Extra
Early. As a rule, these should be used
for first planting only, to be followed by
jilantings of the wrinkled sorts.

American Wonder is a very dwarf early

pea of unsurpassed quality and very

hardy for a wrinkled sort. A rich soil

and extra cultivation are required to get
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the best results lioiii ii. U' only one va-

riety is to be grown, this is iioiliaps tho

best to plant.

Stratapem.—Very productive and justly

very popular, having remarkably large

pods filled with rich, sweet peas. It does

better on light than an heavy soils.

Yorkshire Hero.—An excellent variety.

Marrowfat.—Among the most iiopular

of the old varieties.

Champion of KnglaiuL—X tall-growing

popular sort, of best quality, that does

best when supported by brush or wire

netting. Late.

Telephone.—Of excellent quality. Pods

and seeds large. One of the most pro-

ductive and, consequently, very popnlai'.

Late.

Bliss's Abundance.—Half-dwarf, branch-

ing, of excellent quality and very pro-

ductive. Late.

Wotfs Excelsior.—A new, very product-

ive, early dwarf variety that is becoming

very popular, and in some sections much
preferred to the American Wonder.

S.\jn:Ki. B. GuEK.N,

\'i't;«*liil)l<' <;ar(i('ninff.

English Peas

(Adapted to Southern Conditions.)

English peas are one of the best of our

early garden crops, and they are grown

quite extensively by truckers for North-

ern markets. When grown for shipping,

only the dwarf, early varieties are used.

The location best adapted to this cro])

is a warm, rich, sandy loam. The land

should be broken in the fall, though not

particularly deep. .lust before planting

time, disk and harrow the soil until it is

free from all lumps or clods.

Peas do not require an excessive supiily

of nitrogenous fertilizers, but some (piick-

acting form such as nitrate is useful in

giving the plants a good start. Many
growers use about 700 lbs. of cotton-seed

meal per acre under the crop and follow

the crop of peas with cotton or corn.

which iitilizes the fertilizer left from the

liea crop. An application of the follow-

ing per acre will give good results.

Acid phosphate (16 per cent) 400 lbs.

Nitrate of soda 70 lbs.

Muriate of potash 80 lbs.

Total 550 lbs.

The above is a 11.6-2-7 goods.

A top dressing of 100 lbs. of nitrate per

acre at blossoming time proves very ben-

eficial.

The pea crop is usually planted in

double rows, the "doubles" being from 12

to 20 inches apart and the alternate

spaces from 3 to 6 feet. If corn or cot-

ton is to follow the crop, they are planted

in these wide spaces, but if not the spaces

can be cut to 3 feet. The double row

allows the two rows to lop together and

thus saves staking. Taller-growing va-

rieties, however, need not be grown vmder

this system, as they need staking in any

event.

Peas should be ready to market about

May 1st in the South, and a good crop

would be 100 hampers per acre. These

hampers hold about seven-eighths bushels

and cost approximately 30 cents each to

ship in carload lots to Northern markets.

When the crop comes in early May the

price is usually about $1.50 per hamper.

The variety used most in Alabama is

"Alaska," though "First and Best," "Blue

Beauty" and "Tait's Nonpareil" are good.

For home use the medium early and late

varieties should be used, as they are

much better in quality, though not as

early as the others. Some good varieties

of these are "Gradus," "Premium Gem,"
"Telephone" and "Champion of England."

These varieties can be planted for suc-

cession up until mid-summer and if plant-

ed late in summer a good fall crop can be

secured.

One quart of seed will jilant 100 feet

of row.

P. F. Williams
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The Pea I'ack of the United States, by States, 1908-1911, as Reported by the Secre-

tary of the National Canuers' Association

STATES
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I'KA I'KSTS
Alfalfa Looper. See Clover and Alfal-

fa Pests.

Bean Tiimrs. See Bean Pests.

BiiAy Weevill. See Bean Pests.

Beet Army Worm. See Beet Pests.

Clover Mite. See Clover and Alfalfa

Pests.

Destructive Pea Loise. See Apltids.

Pea Wfovil
*Laria pi.^oriiiin Linn.

(Famil.v Bnichidae)

Briivhiis pisorium Linn.

(joncral .Vppearaiice

The adult beetles are about three-

eighths of an iijch long, brownish black

in color with well-defined light spots on

the wing covers and a distinct white

spot on the hinder part of the thorax

near the base of the wing covers. The
eggs are very small (1.5 mm. long) and

deep yellow in color. The larvae are

yellowisli in color witli a dark head. The
pupae are first light, gradually becoming

darker with age.

Life History
The adult hibernating weevils appear

in the spring and as soon as the pods

are formed on the vines begin egg-laying.

The eggs are thrust inside of the pod

by the females, thus being thoroughly

protected and out of sight. The young

grubs, as soon as hatched, bore into the

•Note,—Ttip pea weevil Ki'eJitly resembles
the broad bean weevil. Laria niftmartd. Hoh.

tender peas and remain inside, drilling

out sufficient room until they are ready

to emerge as adults in the fall. This is

accomplished by cutting a circular hole

in one side of the pea. Unlike the bean

weevil, this species works only upon the

peas originally attacked when green and

does not continue to breed upon dried

and stored seed. There is but one un-

even brood a year.

Foods
Works upon all varieties of garden and

flower peas.

Control
As the seed is infested before harvest-

ing, control measures are of little avail,

except to prevent a reinfestation by
means of the seed. A thorough fumiga-

tion with carbon bisulfid is a sure way
of accomplishing this.

E. O. EssiG

Striped Cucumber Beetle. See Cu-

cumber Pests.

Twelve-spotted Cucu.mber Beetle. See

Cucumber Pests.

Western Army Worm. See Beet Pests.

Caxada Peas. See Apple Orchard,

Cover Crop.

Peaches
Oritriu

Charles Darwin claimed that the peach

was derived from the almond, and among
his proofs cited the similarity of the pit

of tlie peach to the seed of the almond
in both form and chemical substance. He

Klbertas.
-Exitcritiicnt Funnn, Uttaiia.
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showed further the similarity of form

and habits of the trees, and claimed that

in the development of the almond the pit

had been Improved, and in the case of

the peach the pulp had been improved.

It has generally been conceded that the

peach originated in Persia, hence its

name Prunvis persica. Later investiga-

tions made by DeCandolIe point to China

as the place of origin. Wherever it may
have originated it has come to be propa-

gated in most of the temperate climates

of the globe, especially in the United

States. The seeds are sometimes used in

the manufacture of oil instead of the

seed of the bitter almond. Its leaves,

flowers and bark are often used as medi-

cines.

The Tree

The peach tree is irregularly formed

with spreading branches and grows to a

height of from 15 to 20 feet. While

young it is a very rapid grower; but it

is short lived, generally from 15 to 30

years, with the latter part of that time

in a decaying condition. Its life may
be prolonged by starting the head of

the tree close to the ground when first

planted. Then when the period of decay

begins cut off the old wood, a certain

proportion, say one-third each year, and
allow the young sprouts to grow upon
the old stock. This plan is very suc-

cessful with certain varieties, provided

the head of the tree has been formed at

or very near the ground. The trouble

with the life of the peach tree seems to

be that the heart of the tree dies, leaving

a decaying inner trunk. This can be

obviated by low heading; for the trunk,

if very short, holds its vigor much longer

than if headed some distance above the

ground. The same rule holds good with

apples, except the apple is much longer

lived than the peach. See article on

Pruning under Apples.

The Soil

The soil in wliich the peach thrives

best is a light, loose, rather sandy loam,

although it is adaptable and adjusts itself

to varied conditions. It requires less

humus and less nitrogen than is required

for apples. In fact it is better it there

is not a large amount of nitrogen or

humus in peach land, because they in-

cline too much to stimulate wood
growth rather than fruitage. Prof. Er-

win F. Smith, Washington, D. C, on the

adaptation of peaches to certain soils,

says: "There are many kinds of soil in

whicli orchards can be grown success-

fully. At present there are commercial

orchards in New England on stony and
gravelly soils of poor character; in Mary-

land, Delaware and New Jersey, on fertile

loams and on very light pine sands; in

Pennsylvania, on mountain soils derived

from limestones and sandstones; in

South Carolina and Georgia, on light

pine sands and on stiff red clay lands

derived from the local decomposition of

granites; in Michigan, on rather heavy

clay hills, and also successfully on loams

and light pine sands, even on beach

sand so light as to be blown about by

the winds; in Northwestern New York,

on quite a variety of clays, gravels and
sands forming the old lake bottom of

Lake Ontario; in Florida, on flat pine

sands; in Kansas, on deep black prairie

soils. On all of these soils there are now
growing very successful and profitable

peach orchards. In general it may be

said that the peach prefers light, warm,
well-drained, sandy or loamy land with

a clay subsoil, although some very suc-

cessful orchards have been grown upon
rather heavy clays and many on deep

sands. Muck soils, heavy clays reten-

tive of moisture, and in general all wet

lands and flat, frosty lands are espe-

cially to be avoided."

It might be added further that peaches

are grown successfully under varied con-

ditions of soil and climate in California,

where perhaps more peaches .are grown
for the markets than in any other state

except Georgia; in Oregon, Washington

and Idaho in the volcanic ash of the

hills and the alluvial soils of the valleys;

in the Rocky Mountain section, and un-

der almost all conditions except that of

severe cold.

The Knot

The root system of the peach is what

would be called lateral rather than per-
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pendicular, and as a result the moisture

must be nearer the surface than Is neces-

sary for trees with tap-roots. It is more

drouth-resistant than either the apple

or the pear, largely because the leaf

surface is not so great and there is less

evaporation than there would be from

a larger surface, and because of the

further fact that the leaf is less porous

and therefore holds the water in larger

degree than the more porous leaves

Drouth UesistaiU'c

There are great differences in the

drouth-resisting qualities of peaches of

different varieties. There is a variety

called in the United States "The Indian

Peach," which is very hardy, drouth-re-

sistant, heat-entlnring, and in the hot

and semi-arid climates will succeed bet-

ter than many other varieties. In the

semi-arid portions of Kansas this peach

will look green and healthy and bear a

fairly good crop of fruit when the other

varieties growing In the same orchard

will die for lack of water. It is believed

that this variety was brought to Amer-

ica by the Spaniards soon after its dis-

covery, that it ran wild in the forests

and became adapted to its somi-arid en-

vironment.

rill' Kriiit

The fruit is roundish, elliptical, rang-

ing generally from two inches to four

inches in diameter and covered with

down. Its flesh is whitish, yellowish, red-

dish, or a mixture which sometimes com-

bines all these colors in one. The flavor

is sub-acid, the taste luscious, and as a

food it is nutritious and healthful. The
yellow peach generally brings the high-

est prices in the markets, iirobably be-

cause of its richness and because the

flesh is usually more compact and solid,

holding up longer in shipment.

Selecting a Site

In selecting a site for a peach orchard

the same rules apply as in selecting a

site for most other kinds of fruits. As
in the case of apples and small fruits, the

site should be one that is as free from
frost as possible; therefore the qiiestions

of elevation, air drainage and relation to

largo bodies of water are important. In

general, the relatively higher lands are

less likely to be damaged by frost than

the low lands; the lands, even though
on a low altitude, may be protected from
frost by habitual air currents that tend

to prevent frosts. Then, too, the or-

chards that are adjacent to large bodies

of water, especially if the prevailing

winds carry the evaporated moisture

across the orchard, tend to prevent frost.

A northern exposure is sometimes desir-

able, because on the north slope of the

hill, or range of hills, the site is less

exposed to tlie direct rays of the sun
and the blooming period is delayed more ^
or less, depending on the surrounding

country and the climate. Sandy soils

develop the buds earlier than clay soils,

yet a soil mixed with sand is the soil

in which peaches succeed the best.

Climate has much to do with the suc-

cessful production of peaches and no one

who is wise will plant a large commer-
cial orchard without a study of the cli-

mate, soil conditions, and an effort to

discover the varieties best adapted to the

I)lace where the.v are expected to grow.

It might seem ideal if all peach growers

locate in the sections best adapted to the

growth of these varieties that bring the

highest prices in the markets; but this

cannot be done, therefore we have to

adapt in some degree at least the va-

rieties to our locations. The tendency is

always for any particular industry to

localize itself into those sections where

they can produce the most for the least

expenditure of money and of labor. This

tendency will doubtless increase more

and more as industry becomes more

diversified and as transportation facili-

ties become more general. Therefore

commercial peach-growing will tind to

centralize into certain sections, as in the

case of corn in Illinois, wheat in the

Dakotas, and other sections adapted to

these crops. However, in smaller degree,

and especially for home use, peaches will

he grown in almost all parts of the

United States. Planting commercial or-

chards with reference to the facilities for

marketing should not be overlooked. The
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peach is a perishable fruit, and wliile

experimenters are improving the vari-

eties so that tliey will stand a longer

shipment than formerly and improving

the shipping methods by improved re-

frigerator car service so that they can

be conveyed in good condition for a much
longer distance than formerly, yet there

is always some loss from long shipments.

The loss is not alone in the extra price

of freight paid for long shipments as

compared with short, but in the fact that

there are dangers of wreck, delays and

gradual deterioration of fruits, the cost

of which it is hard to estimate. Further,

peaches that are shipped long distances

must, in order to reach the markets in

good condition, be picked before they are

ripe enough to have developed the finest

flavor. For this reason fruits shipped

from the Pacific coast to the Eastern

states are said to lack flavor. The great

problems of the grower antl shipiier are

concerned with discovering just the right

time at which the fruit must be picked

to give it the proper flavor and still leave

It firm enough to reach the market with-

out breaking down. With the discovery

of methods of handling which will leave

the fruit absolutely uninjured and yet

be economical, and very quick transporta-

tion under conditions which bring the

fruit to its destination free from bruises

and decays, these difficulties will be rap-

idly eliminated.

Prepariition nf Soil for Plantiiifr

There is nothing difficult about plant-

ing a peach orchard, nor in preparing

the land for planting, any more than

there is in preparing the land for corn,

wheat or oats. Deep plowing is always

better than shallow plowing, and there-

fore the deeper the better for peach

trees.

After plowing the land should be well

pulverized by disking or harrowing, or

both. Sometimes it is better to disk,

harrow and drag. For instance, if the

land is grassy or soddy, it should be

disked to cut the sod. then harrowed to

pulverize it, then if it is not fully pul-

verized, or if it is uneven, there is noth-

ing better than a good, heavy drag, which

every farmer knows how to make. In

climates where irrigation is not prac-

ticed and where there is likely to be

insufficient rainfall at any time we can-

not emphasize too strongly the impor-

tance of pulverizing the surface soil in

order to retain tlie moisture. Where irri-

gation is practiced the land must either

be sufficiently leveled so as to run the

water over all parts of the orchard, or

the water must be piped to the high

points where it can be distributed to

every part.

If it is necessary to plant an orchard

on unirrigated lands where the rainfall

is inadequate, then the moisture can be

increased by plowing a deep furrow and

back-furrow, making a trench in which

to set tlie trees. When the showers come

the tendency will be for the surface water

to drain into the trench and the roots

get more than when it is scattered evenly

over the soil.

If, on the other hand, it is necessary

to plant in wet land, the same process

of back-furrowing will make ridges on

which the trees can be planted and get

less moisture than on the level surface.

Plaiitiiiff on Old Pencil Land

The question as to the advisability of

planting a peach orchard on land where

peaches had formerly been grown has

been discussed.

It is not advisable for the following

reasons:

1. There are in every orchard fungus

and insect pests which attack the roots

of trees, some of which may have caused

the death of trees in the old orchard.

These rapidly spread to the roots of the

young trees, and because they are small

and the number of pests proportionately

large, make it difficult for the trees to

survive or to make a vigorous growth.

2. The soil is likely to have become

exhausted in the spot where the old tree

stood. The theory has been advanced

that excretions of the old tree are re-

sponsible for the failure of the new one.

However, if it seems necessary to plant

a young orchard on the site of the old

one, it may be done successfully by pull-

ing out. in so far as possible, the stumps
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of the old orchard, breaking the land,

turning under a heavy coating of manure

and growing some cover crop for a year

or two. By this process the land will

be rejuvenated and many of the insect

pests will be exterminateil.

In a few cases orchards have been

grown on old sites and good trees have

grown in places where old trees have

stood. But this is the exception and

not the rule.

Selection of Trees

On this question we would place first

in importance the selection of healthy,

strong, vigorous growers. We quote

again from Prof. Erwin F. Smith, who
has had a wide range of experience and
observation:

"The selection of the trees themselves

is a matter of great importance. It is

not necessary that they should be very

large, but the trunks should be smooth

and well grown and the roots abundant

and as little injurefl as possible. To se-

cure these desirable qualities it is well

in ordering trees to have a written agree-

ment touching the points in question, so

that inferior trees may be rejected. The
roots should not be close pruned except

for the removal of mangled or splintered

portions, and the holes in which they

are set should be of such dimensions that

it will not be necessary to twist and
cramp them in planting. Care should be

taken that they are not set shallow

—

that is, on top of the earth—nor buried

much deeper than they stood in the orig-

inal nursery. They should not be set

into hard earth, nor should the holes

be filled with stones and rubbish, but

with mellow earth well tramped down.

Experience in the United States has

shown pretty clearly that peach trees in

open orchards do best on peach roots:

but if the situation is low and the soil

rather heavy, plum roots* may be substi-

tuted, in which latter case the trees

should then be closer together, say 1.5 by

15 or 15 by 12 feet. In the United States

• In BPlfftinp pl'ini fttorks oarp sIioiiM I)f' nscfl

to Hfvurf a varU't.v wliifh inakPH i\ t^tnul ;ithI

laRtine union. The marlanna sliuiilil nm he
iiHf*] for a stock.

peaches are not grown to any extent on

espaliers or in houses.

"Judgment differs as to whether it is

best to set June-budded or August-budded

trees. Generally it will be found con-

venient to buy the trees of some reliable

nurseryman, and such are usually propa-

gated from buds set in August; but if

the planter prefers to grow his own trees,

and time is a matter of consequence, the

seedlings should be budded in June so as

to obtain a grafted top the same year.

"In the selection of trees special atten-

tion should be paid to secure those which

are free from fungi and injurious insects.

The greatest care sliould be taken that

the trees are not infested by borers, scale

insects, or root aphides. Unfortunately

trees of this character are sometimes

sent out, and orchards planted from them
are sure to give trouble. In general it

is best to avoid trees grown in regions

much subject to peach yellows and peach

rosette. In buying trees the planter will

do well to deal only with nurserymen

who have by honest dealing gained a well-

merited reputation. It is better to pay

two prices for trees of an assured char-

acter than to take as a gift trees from

doubtful sources." granville Lowther

Grade and Quality of Trees to Buy
Trees are graded by nurserymen in

two ways: by height and by caliper. The
height is measured from the point where

the tree was budded and the caliper is

the diameter of the trunk three inches

"above the bud." The latter is the more

accurate and better system of grading.

The following is an example of a sys-

tem of grading according to height prac-

ticed by a prominent grower of peach

trees:

First class .1 to fi feet

First rlass. medium 4 to .T "

First class. liRht ."? to 4 "

First class. Iiranohed 2 to 3 "

First class, wliips liglit 1 to 2 "
.Tunc l)iiils 12 to IS inches

If one knows the weight and quality

of the trees that a certain nurseryman

produces each year, this system of grad-

ing is satisfactory: but trees from various

nurserymen graded according to height

often vary to a great degree in caliper

and weight.
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Another nurseryman grades his trees year-old trees should always be planted

according to height and caliper in the in preference to June buds,

following manner: Maurice A. Blake,

Grade 1-4 to 6 feet 9/16 inch and u„
ti^^'^^^ife'T-l't^'''"'''"™'

^^'^'"'^'''^ '^'"

2-4 to 5 feet Vi to 0/16 incli

" 3-3 to 4 feet 7/16 to % inch HOME FROPAOATION OF
•• 4-3 to 4 feet % to 7/16 inch TRFF»i
•• 5-2to3feet PtAt H IKthh

6-1 to 2 feet Frank A. WAUG

H

In general, trees four to five feet in *,p,,g fl^st problem in starting a peach
height will caliper five-eighths of an inch orchard is, of course, to get the trees.

or more, but sometimes when grown too -p,^py ^^^ j,g bought or they may be
thickly in the nursery row they will not propagated on the farm where they are
be more than seven-sixteenths to one-

f,, ^e grown. Either method has its ad-

half inch in diameter. A tree three to vantages and disadvantages. Home
four feet in height, which is well propagation has generally been under-
branched and will caliper five-eighths ^^^5^ either by men starting large or-

inch, is more desirable than a tree four chard enterprises or by amateurs having
to five feet which is of the same diameter. g^jali gardens. The former have had in

The ideal type of peach tree for planting yi^^ gyg^ advantages as reduction in

out is a one-year-old tree which will post of trees, certainty of delivery when
caliper one-half to five-eighths inch, is wanted, securing trees reliably true to

well branched and about three to four n^me, and immunity from damage which
feet in height. Some fruit growers prefer oftg^ occurs in shipment. Many of the

the largest trees which can be obtained amateurs have propagated their own
if they are well branched. These will trees for the sake of getting special va-

make a good growth if not too severely rieties which they could not easily buy
injured when dug. The large trees have from nurseries and in order to have trees

a more extended root system in the jrue to name, but chiefly for the fun of

nursery row, and a larger proportion of
t|,g work.

this is broken off when the trees are dug „, , ^. „ , x
. , , ,, ^ The home propagation of peach trees

than IS the case with the smaller trees.
, ^ , ^, ^ ,, ~, -j i,,

, , . has doubtless fallen oft considerably
The larger trees are also more expensive .^, . ^, , , ^ ,^, , ..

, . , . x- • within the last few years, although it
to ship and require more time in prun- ,;, , , ^ ^ x, • i, ^ ,.• »•

would be hard to prove this by statistics.
ing

There appears to be a growing tendency
On the other hand, one should not buy ^^^^^g ^^^^ ^^^.^^ orchard companies, how-

the smaller grades of trees which
^^^^ ^^ ,g^.^,g propagation to the nursery-

measure one to two feet in height unless ^^^ ,j,,^g ^^^^_^^ ^^^,1^ ^^^^ ^^j^y j^.
they are to be planted upon especially portant advantages in growing peach
good soil, as they often fail to make a

^^.^g^ ^^^j^ ^^ 3^;,^ especially adapted to

satisfactory growth, and it generally
j,jg business, experienced workmen and

means an extra year of cultivation be-
g^„ t,,g facilities for digging and handling

fore they come into bearing. And, al- ^^^^^ ,j,,^g nursery business has been
though a smaller proportion of the root

^^ ^g„ systematized in the last few years,
system of small trees is broken when

g^^^^^ j^ naming have been so largely
they are dug in the nursery, they are eliminated, deliveries have so far im-
somewhat more likely to be injured from p^^^^^ ^^^ t,^g p^j^g^ ^,f nursery stock
becoming dry in transit than larger trees,

j^^^g ^gg^^ reduced so near to the cost of
as the roots are very small and quickly production, that it hardly seems feasible
dried out. In general, then, trees of a

f„^ f,jp f^^jj grower to compete with the
medium grade are better to purchase. nurseryman. Either business is a big

First-class trees should not only be of
undertaking by itself and very few men

the proper size but free from scale, root

galls, borers and peach "yellows." One- •CMiiiHy C'liil.^man. N'nv.'inl.i'r- n. iniL'.
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can hope to succood in both linos, no nuU-

ter how good their opportunities may be.

The Seed

The propagation of tlie peach tree be-

gins with tlie planting of the seed. It

must be understood at once that this seed

is not intended to develop into a tree

itself and reproduce its kind. The seed

is simply planted for the growing of a

stock which is afterward budded to the

desired variety. Any sort of peach seed

will do, and the home gardener going at

the business in a small way need give

himself very little concern in selecting

his pits. It will be well, of course, if he

can secure seed from healthy, vigorous

trees. Experienced growers have a

prejudice in favor of taking seed all from

one variety, and some have especial pref-

erence for the Crosby in this connection.

The two customary sources of supply for

the big propagators are the canning fac-

tories and the collectors of so-called

Southern "wild" seed. When peaches are

canned at the canneries the seeds are

taken out and constitute a more or less

important by-i)roduct. They are dried,

packed and sold extensively to nursery-

men. These seeds vary enormously in

quality. Some are very large and run

few to the bushel; others are small and

give fully twice as many trees for each

bushel of seed; some have a high per-

centage of viability; others germinate

very poorly.

The Southern or natural seed is col-

lected from "wild" peach trees, mostly

in North Carolina, South Carolina and

Tennessee. These pits are much smaller

than those from the budded varieties

such as are sold from the canning fac-

tories. They therefore yield from two

to four times as many trees to each

bushel of seed. This is a consideration

of much importance to large propagators.

The seed also gives a large percentage

of germination and a very vigorous, even

growth of stocks for budding. Nearly all

nurserymen consider it distinctly su-

perior to the canning-factory seed. The

old theory, however, that seed from a

wild tree Is necessarily stronger, hardier

or healthier than tiiat from the budded

tree is nothing but superstition.

Care of Seed

The peach pits are bought in autumn

and should be clean and dry when re-

ceived. Customary practice, at least

among small growers, is to bury them in

a moist, well-drained soil for the winter.

They are placed in holes dug in the

ground of any convenient size and cov-

ered with from four to six inches of

earth. The soil should be of such a char-

acter as to keep the pits moist, and the

locality should be such as to prevent

water from draining into the hole and

covering the pits during the winter. The

seeds will freeze and thaw more or less

during the winter season, and this has

the important advantage of cracking the

hard sheels and assisting materially in

the germination.

The pits are dug up at potato-planting

time in the spring, are sifted out of the

soil and should then be planted imme-

diately. In case the pits are not frozen

and so have not been cracked or softened

they may be gently cracked with a ham-

mer before being planted. This treat-

ment if carefully given will greatly In-

crease the percentage and evenness of

the stand, but it is, of course, a slow and

expensive job. Freezing is sometimes

said to be necessary to germination, but

this is not a fact.

IMantinj;- the Seed

The seeds are planted in drills from

three to three and a half feet apart In

order to allow for horse-cultivation. The

seeds are placed in the rows from two

to four inches apart. They should germi-

nate promptly and give a good even

stand. The soil should be thoroughly

and evenly worked and a liberal amount

of fertilizer used. Indeed, the soil should

be enriched before the seeds are planted,

and applications of nitrate of soda be-

tween the rows during the early part of

tlie summer will often he advantageous.

It is of the greatest importance to keep

the young trees growing rapidly through-

out the summer up until budding time.

For this reason seeds should never be
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planted except upon light, warm, well-

drained, rich soil, in a high state of cul-

tivation.

Time to Bud

The budding season may extend, ac-

cording to the locality and weather,

from the first of August to the first

of September, and continues until per-

haps the latter part of September.

Whether the stocks are ready for bud-

ding or not must be determined by in-

spection of the stocks themselves and

not by reference to the calendar or con-

sulting the moon. The trees should be

grown to tlie size of a lead-pencil or

larger and be in a vigorous state of

growth. The bark near the base of the

stock should peel up easily when cut,

as the bark peels from a willow at

whistle-making time. The easy slipping

of the bark is the critical test.

Budding Tools

The propagator now supplies himself

with a suitable budding knife, with some

strips of raffia and with scions in the

form of budding sticks cut from reliable

fruiting peach trees of the variety which

he wishes to reproduce. Usually he takes

with him a healthy boy with freckles on

his nose. The boy will take care of the

rough work and help him in other ways.

The Budding Process

The boy with the freckled nose goes

ahead and rubs the branches off from

the stocks for a space of six or eight

inches above the ground. This work

should not be done much in advance of

the man who is setting the buds, as it

will cause the bark to "set." The budder

carries his budding sticks in a moistened

sack over his back, which serves the

double purpose of keeping the scions

moist and cooling the budder's back

against the blazing heat of the August

sun. It really becomes something of a

chore to creep along the ground for ten

hours a day during August with one's

back turned directly toward the sun.

Each budding stick is a shoot of the cur-

rent year's growth, usually from 12 to

18 inches in length and having at the

base the diameter of a very small lead

pencil. From this the blades of the leaves

are clipped immediately when the stick

is taken from the parent tree. The
petioles or stems of the leaves are left to

serve a very useful purpose in setting

the buds.

The budder kneels or sits beside the

row of stocks and begins his work by

cutting a T-shaped incision through the

bark of the stock, preferably on the

shady north side and as near the surface

of the ground as he can conveniently

work. If the stock is in proper condi-

tion the two lips of this incision peel up

smoothly from the wood beneath, so as

to allow the easy insertion of the bud.

The propagator then cuts a single bud

from his budding stick. This little bud

has attached to it a shield-shaped portion

of bark and the stem or petiole of the

leaf. The shield is slipped down into

the T-shaped opening made upon the

stock and the budder slides along to the

next tree, leaving the work to be fin-

ished by the boy already mentioned, who
follows after and ties in the bud securely

with a strip of raffia.

These ties must be examined from time

to time and should be removed as soon

as the buds "take." This will usually

be in one or two weeks. If the ties are

not removed within a month they will

begin to choke the stocks, which con-

tinue to expand in diameter rapidly at

this season. The tie is cut by running

a sharp knife up the stock on the side

opposite the bud.

Tliese buds should grow fast to the

stocks within from two to four weeks

after being set, but under proper condi-

tions will remain dormant through the

first winter. They should start into vig-

orous growth the following spring. As
soon as their growth is assured the stocks

should be smoothly cut off about an inch

above the inserted bud. Care is required

throughout the year to protect the bud

from the encroachments of the stock.

"Very often suckers start and, unless they

are rubbed off, quickly choke out the

engrafted bud. This work requires an

inspection of the entire field with con-

siderable care from two to four times

.'f— 14
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during the early i)art of the growing

season.

The J line Jliids

For some years American nurserymen
have been practicing a special metliod

of propagating tlie peacli Ivnown as June

budding. Tliis differs from tlie process

already described in the earlier insertion

of the bud and in the different results

which follow. The buds are set as early

as possible in the season, which in mid-

dle and Soutliern latitudes means during

the month of June. Of course the stocks

are planted early and forced to their ut-

most growth in order to be ready for

this extra early budding. Though the

bark of the stocks does not slip so well

during June as during favorable weather

in August, it may, nevertheless, be

handled successfully by an expert bud-

der. Some care, moreover, is to be exer-

cised in securing scions on which the

buds are sufficiently mature for use at

this time. In this form of budding it is

customary to set the buds considerably

higher and to destroy all but a few good

leaves on tlie stock below the bud. As
soon as the bud has grown fast the top

above the bud is cut away. Occasionally

this is done a little at a time, in two or

three operations, in order not to give the

tree too severe a check. The raffia ties

have to be removed very quickly, usually

within five or ton days, as the stocks are

necessarily growing very rapidly at this

season.

A(lvanta^:c

The buds now start into growth within

from two to four weeks after being set,

and with a favorable season will make a

growth of from two to four feet in the

same year they are set. Thus we come
to the most important practical advan-

tage—namely, that we secure a merchant-

able peach tree one year earlier than

•can be done by the usual methods. Those

trees are universally known as "Juno

buds." A few years ago, when there was
a special fever of peach-planting, nursery-

men produced enormous quantities of

June buds in order to meet this special

demand. At present the production of

June buds is falling off considerably.

partly because of reduced plantings of

peach trees and partly because fruit

growers generally dislike to use them.
The regular one-year-old trees, propa-

gated in the usual manner, are distinctly

preferred by nearly all planters. June
buds are chiefly used now in Tennessee,

North Carolina, South Carolina and
Georgia. In the Northern peacli districts,

such as Ontario and Michigan, they are

virtually never used.

Dwarf Ppaclics

A word should be said here with re-

gard to dwarf peach trees. Few dwarfs
are known in this country, and they

serve, in fact, no very Important pur-

pose. They need never be expected to

assume any importance in commercial
peach-growing, but a certain number of

dwarf trees are desired by the owners
of the small gardens. Dwarf peach trees

are valuable under such circumstances

and are easily propagated.

The general method of propagating

dwarf peach trees is to set the buds on
plum stocks. Almost any species or va-

riety of plum will answer, but some are

naturally much better than others. In

Europe the Myrobalan plum is chiefly

used, although St. Julian is sometimes

recommended. Experience in this coun-

try shows that native American plums
are usually much bettor adapted to this

purpose. The two best dwarf stocks are

the native American plum (Prunus

americana) and the dwarf Western sand

cherry (Prunus hessej/i). Furthermore,

these are the stocks which it is easiest

to buy in a nursery. Peach buds are set

upon such stocks in precisely the same
manner as upon peach stocks. They
grow very rapidly for the first year or

two. Sometimes their growth even out-

strips that of similar varieties on regu-

lar peach roots, and the gardener begins

to wonder whether he has not been fooled

on his dwarfing process. The second or

third year, however, the dwarfing shows
itself unmistakably and the trees if prop-

erly handled will develop low, round-

topped bushes and will come into bearing

one or two years earlier than standard

trees of the same varieties.
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Most peach growers will find it strictly

to their advantage to buy their trees

from some reliable nurseryman. In say-

ing this, however, we have given the

most important speciiications. If one

deals with a thoroughly reliable nursery-

man—and this includes a great majority

of the firms engaged in the business

—

most otiier matters may be referred to

the judgment and advice of the man who
sells the trees.

The "Home >'urser.vm."iir'

There is a strong prejudice existing

among peach growers in many parts of

the country favoring locally grown nur-

sery trees. This prejudice is particu-

larly strong in the Northern states. It

is doubtful whether it has any founda-

tion whatever. Experience seems to show
conclusively that the best trees will make
good growth regardless of where they

spent their infancy. Conditions in the

nursery trade are such at the present

time that a large majority of all peach

trees are grown in the Southern and

South-Central states. These are distrib-

uted to all parts of the country, and very

often the buyer who supposes he is get-

ting Northern-grown trees simply be-

cause his bill is made out on a Northern

letterhead is really planting stock which

grew in Alabama. The only advantage of

buying trees from a local nursery is

gained by minimizing the possibilities of

injury in transit. A good many trees

are carelessly packed and, when delayed

during long freight shipments, dry out

and are thereby seriously damaged. This

danger is, of course, reduced by buying

trees near home. There is, moreover,

some satisfaction in dealing with a nurs-

eryman who is one's own acquaintance,

particularly if it so happens that the nurs-

eryman is an old and trusted neighbor.

These considerations need not be over-

looked, but at the same time it is not

necessary to maintain that such home-
grown trees are intrinsically superior to

those grown a thousand miles farther

north or south or east or west.

Year-Old Trees Desirable

Peach trees are planted when they are

one year old. They are usually dug in

the nurseries in the fall, sorted, graded,

put into bundles and heeled in or placed

in cold storage. Sometimes they are left

standing in the nurseries and are dug
early the following spring immediately

before transplanting. In any case the

important point is to see that they come
through the winter in good condition. If

they are frozen while standing in the

nursery rows, or if they dry out in the

trenches or in the storage house, they

will come to the planter with distinct

evidences of these injuries, usually in the

form of blackened bark. Sometimes the

bark is dead and will slip off the tree

when pinched by the fingers. All storage

damages of this sort are serious, and
trees of this kind should be refused.

A few growers still prefer a two-year-

old peach tree, but in most cases it is

safe to say that such preference indicates

a distinct ignorance of the business. It

is the opinion of nearly all fruit growers

that any peach tree more than one year

old is entirely worthless for planting.

The June buds are here included as one-

year-old trees, but as a matter of fact

they are only half a year old.

Prnning the Pe.ich

Experiments conducted by J. C. Whit-

ten, of the Missouri Experiment Station,

to determine the best method of pruning

peach trees, have yielded results which

may be summarized as follows:

1. Under normal conditions, when
peach trees have passed the winter safe-

ly and promise to produce a crop of fruit,

they should be pruned each winter by cut-

ting back the main limbs, so as to leave

one-half to two-thirds of the new growth
which contains the fruit buds.

2. When the fruit buds have been win-

ter-killed the opportunity may be seized

to cut back the main limbs more severe-

ly, thus securing more compact trees and
avoiding the formation of long, straggling

limbs which the trees have a tendency

to form if they are not cut back.

3. The amount of cutting back depends
upon the extent to which the trees have
been injured.

4. If the fruit buds only have been

killed and the wood of the tree is unin-
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jured, trees o£ oouipact I'orni, if they have

been annually pruned, should have their

main limbs shortened so as to leave only

a few inches of the new wood. If, how-

ever, the limbs are getting lon.g and strag-

gling they may be cut back into two or

even three-year-old wood. Before severe

cutting is done the grower should be cer-

tain that there are not enough live buds
left to produce fruit. The peach sets such

an abundant quantity of fruit buds that if

a small percentage of them have escaped

injury there may still be enough to pro-

duce a paying crop of fruit.

5. When the winter is so severe that

not only the fruit buds are killed but

the wood of the tree is badly discolored,

the trees may be invigorated by cutting

them back quite severely. The following

is a summary of results of pruning peach

trees during the severe freeze of 1898-9:

fi. Peach trees which were not ])runed,

or in which only a part of the new wood
was removed after the severe freeze of

1898-9, started into growth first in spring.

and for two weeks after growth began
they appeared to be in more vigorous

condition than did pruned trees.

7. This apparent vigor of trees that

were not severely pruned was only tem-

porary, however. Some of them died a

little later and none of them made satis-

factory growth throughout the season.

They seemed to have used up all their

energy in making a start. At the close

of the season they had made but little

new growth and this was confined main-
ly to the tops of the branches, the old

limbs and trunks containing only dead
twigs. Their annual layer of now wood
was very thin and some of their roots

died.

8. Trees of bearing age that were cut

back so as to leave only the trunk and
bases of the main limbs died in some
cases, and where they did live, their

growth was unsatisfactory, many of the

sprouts starting from the unreliable seed-

ling stock below ground.

9. Trees of bearing age which were
cut back into two-year-old wood in ease

of young trees, and to three or four-year-

old wood in older trees, thus leaving

stubs of the main limbs from three to

four feet long, made the best growth.

They made from six to nine feet of new
growth and entirely renewed their heads
during the following season. They also

developed a good layer of new wood on
their trunks and formed a good crop of

fruit buds.

10. In the case of two-year-old trees,

those that were cut back so as to leave

the trunk and spurs of the main branches

two or three inches long did best and
made tine heads.

11. One-year-old trees that were cut

back nearly to the original bud and had
a single sprout trained up during the

growing season made fine trees.

12. The principal growth took place

near the extremities of the parts of the

tree that were left after pruning. Trees

that were cut back into more than
four-year-old wood failed to grow at all

in some cases, showing that in very old

wood the buds are too dormant to be easi-

ly started into growth. The amount to

cut away in renewing winter injured

trees requires good judgment in choos-

ing between leaving too much wood
(which results in weak growth and too

high heads) and cutting back too far into

old, dormant wood that will not start

new limbs.

13. Experiments to determine the best

time to prune showed that trees that

were pruned any time after the severe

cold spell up to the time the buds began

to start in spring grew equally well.

14. Good cultivation is of more than

usual benefit to peach trees during the

spring and summer following severe win-

ter injury.

Pruning; When Fruit Buds Htiyv Been
Killed

Occasionally the fruit buds of the peach

are killed by a severe winter. As soon

as the cold spell is over it is easy to tell

whether or not the buds are injured by

cutting through them. If the pistil in the

center of the bud looks fresh and green

the bud is all right. If the pistil looks

brown and shriveled, leaving a dark spot

in the center of the bud, the latter is

dead. Usually some of the buds winter-
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kill. It is necessary then to examine a

good many buds on tlie different varieties

to make sure whettier or not enough buds

are left uninjured to produce a crop of

fruit. Almost every winter some one re-

ports that the peach buds are all killed

because he found upon examination that

some of the buds were dead. One should

guard against assuming that the pearh

crop is ruined because he finds that the

first few buds he opens are dead. It is

necessary to thoroughly examine a num-
ber of trees of all the different varieties.

If, however, one finds that the fruit buds

are killed, it is well to seize upon
the opportunity to cut back the trees

somewhat more severely than usual.

If the trees are getting tall and straggly

they may be shortened back somewhat
and thus gotten into a more manageable
form. The amount to cut back depends
upon the shape of the tree and whether
it is high or low. If the tree has been

well pruned every winter and is compact
and low it may be best to cut so as to

leave short spurs of the new wood. If the

trees have never been pruned, or if they

are getting long and stragling, and if the

new growth is short and weak they will

make stronger growth and a better crop

of fruit buds for the next season if they

are cut back somewhat severely. In such

cases the main limbs may be cut back

into two, three or sometimes into four-

year-old wood. One should, however, be

careful not to cut back into wood that is

so old and dormant that it will not form
new branches the following summer. If

the bark looks bright and smooth it will

generally put out new limbs. If it looks

dull colored and rough the wood at this

point may be too old to make new growth.

Usually the limbs may be cut back to

some vigorous side branch, a spur of

which may be allowed to terminate the

limb, just below the cut. Where the trees

are cut back thus severely the small,

weak twigs along the trunk of the tree

and on the bases of the shortened limbs

should be cut off close to the point of at-

tachment.

Of all our orchard trees the peach
stands in greatest need of regular prun-

ing. Not only should i)each trees be

pruned every winter but they should be

cut back more severely than any other of

our fruit trees. In order to understand

the full import of this statement it will

be necessary to keep in mind the habit

of growth of the peach as compared with

some of our other fruit trees. The fruit

buds of the apple and pear are mostly

borne on old, short spurs, attached to the

older limbs. These fruit spurs of the ap-

ple and pear lengthen but little each year.

The fruit then is mostly borne in the body

of the tree instead of on the new growth
at the extremities of the branches. On
the contrary, the fruit buds of the peach

are borne chiefly on the long whips of new
growth which is most abundant at the ex-

tremities of the limbs. In order to se-

cure an abundant crop of peaches it is

necessary to so treat the trees as to se-

cure an abundant new-wood growth the

year before the peach crop is expected.

Let us see what this treatment consists of.

If the peach tree is allowed to go un-

pruned it will make comparatively vig-

orous wood growth while it is young, and

will produce a few good crops of fruit.

The new-wood growth is mainly produced

at the extremities of the wood which grew

the previous year. Ever.y year then, the

new wood, containing the fruit buds, is

farther and farther removed from the

main trunk of the tree. Wood growth be-

comes wealjer and weaker each year. The
twigs in the interior of the tree begin to

die, leaving long, straggling main limbs,

which are bare of fruiting wood except at

their extremities. These fruiting twigs

are weak and so far removed from the

trunk of the tree that the limbs are li-

able to break down if a crop of fruit is

Iiroduced. Furthermore, these long, bare

limbs and the unshaded trunk of the tree

are liable to injury from sun scald. Gath-

ering the fruit from these high limbs is

expensive, and such fruit as may be pro-

duced on such weak growth is of inferior

quality.

The object of i)runing is to avoid the

imdesirable form of unpruned trees just

described. In place of long, straggling

limbs it is desirable to secure low, com-
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pact trees in which the t'niitiug wood is

kept as near the trunk of tlie tree as pos-

sible. In order to accomplish this it is

necessary to properl\' shape the trees

from the beginning.

Suininer Pruning'

Stininier pruning is not a common jnac-

tice among peach growers in general, but

it is a very beneficial and profitable oper-

ation in young orchards. Peach trees set

upon good soil and thoroughly cultivated

will make a very rapid growth the second

summer.
Some of the leading shoots will com-

monly make a growth of from five to six

feet if allowed to develop unchecked, espe-

cially upn the better sandy soils. Where
such a growth takes place the side

branches upon the leaders are often poor-

ly developed and the tree has really grown
out of bounds. A tree will also frequent-

ly develop too many of these long lead-

ing branches besides some smaller shoots,

commonly termed "suckers," and the top

of the tree becomes too dense and thick.

These "suckers" and undesirable branches

develop at the expense of the desirable

ones by shading and otherwise interfering

with their growth. Such a tree will re-

quire severe pruning the following spring

to get it into proper form. A too severe

winter pruning is what we wish to avoid

in young peach trees as it promotes vege-

tative growth and delays fruit production.

Summer pruning has the opppsite effect

of winter pruning, and instead of forc-

ing out still more vegetative growth its

tendency is to check the tree and to pro-

mote fruit bearing.

Perhaps the greatest advantage of sum-
mer pruning is in training irregular trees

into a better form. An orchard may be

made to appear very uniform by a proper

summer pruning of irregular individual

trees.

Objects of Sninnier Pruning

The objects of summer pruning peach
trees the second season may be summar-
ized as follows:

To improve the form of the tree.

To remove "suckers" and undesirable

branches which tend to make the head or

top of the tree too dense.

To remove the necessity for too severe

winter pruning.

To encourage and induce fruitfulness.

Trees which are making a one-sided de-

velopment or an irregular growth can be

trained into better form by a proper

pinching back of the leading shoots in

summer ("pinching" or "heading back"
are terms used to designate the cutting or

pinching off of the tips of growing
shoots).

Trees which tend to make too upright

a growth at the expense of side branches
can best be induced to make a more
spreading symmetrical growth by sum-
mer pruning. A too spreading type of

growth may also be made more compact
by a pinching back of the leading

branches which tend to develop in a too

horizontal or drooping position.

This phase of summer pruning, the

pinching or cutting hack of the tips of

leading tiranches. tends to make a tree

more dense and compact, because it forces

a stronger development of the side

branches.

Summer pruning, then, may be said to

consist of two distinct operations: the

thinning of the new growth, including the

removal of any water sprouts or suckers,

and the pinching back of leading, rapidly-

growing shoots.

Both operations are usually necessary

in summer pruning peach trees that are

.srrowing rapidly the second summer. The
simple pinching back of the tips of the

most vigorous shoots results in making
the tree more dense and compact, which is

the exact thing we wish to avoid. In

general, then, where pinching back is

practiced some thinning of shoots is also

necessary. The exception may occur with

a very open spreading type of tree with

but little growth in the center, where the

pinching back will simply check the

sprawling or very upright form of the

growth without causing the center to be

come dense.

Trees which are making a weak growth
should never be summer pruned, as prun-

ing tends to check them.

Maurice A. Bl.\kk.

Now .lersey Apriculturnl K,\pcrlment Station
bulletin 2?A.
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Pruning to Overconii' Winter Freezing

During the winter of 190940 the Yaki-

ma valley had a long period of exceeding-

ly cold weather, the mercury falling as

low as 20 degrees below zero. Many of

the peach trees were so frozen that it was

a problem with the growers as to what

they should do with them.

Three methods were followed: That of

cutting the trees down to the ground, or

nearly so; "dehorning," or cutting back

the main limbs to within six inches or

a foot of the trunk: and lastly, the more

moderate method of cutting back heavily

but not so heavily as to reach the "de-

horning" stage. Still others dug up their

trees, and either planted other fruits

such as apples or pears in place of the

peaches or planted new varieties of

peaches. The writer watched these ex-

periments with much interest, and at the

same time pruned his own orchard, cut-

ting oil all branches that seemed to be

injured by the freeze. The conclusions

were as follows:

1. Old trees that are beginning to de-

cline, if frozen severely will not pay for

rejuvenating, and it is better to dig them

up.

2. In young trees, the "dehorning"

method was not necessary.

.3. It was found better not to prune un-

til the buds started, and then to cut off

all dead branches.

4. Cutting down to the ground did

not prove satisfactory as compared with

the less radical treatment.

Trees that were in vigorous health are

more resistant to cold than those less vig-

orous. Therefore, fertility of soil, plenty

of water, or whatever tends to promote

vigor, gives greater resistance to cold.

It is possible in the irrigated regions to

water too late and keep trees growing

until so late a period that the new wood

does not sufficiently mature to resist a

heavy freeze.

Gr.\nville Lowtiikh

Top-Working Bearing Peach Trees

With the rapid growth of the peatli in-

dustry many varieties have been planted

in large quantities that are undesirable

for commercial purposes or ill-adapted to

the regions in which they are located.

There are also many orchards more than

ten years old, with trees still vigorous,

but of varieties that are no longer equal

to the newer commercial sorts. To sacri-

fice the orchards by cutting them out

means a loss of labor and capital al-

ready invested, but to leave the trees un-

changed continues an improductive invest-

ment. It is possible to top-bud these or-

chards with better varieties, and it may
be desirable from the commercial stand-

point to do so if the trees have been

given good care, as new tops may be form-

ed that will produce good crops in three

or four years.

The budding may be done either in

June or in the fall, the season depend-

ing on the locality and the convenience of

the grower. The buds may be inserted on

the main branches if the diameter of the

latter within six or eight inches of the

trunk is not over one and one-half

inches. On larger trees it is not ad-

visable to bud the main branches, but new
shoots in which the buds can be inserted

may be provided near the trunk of the

tree by cutting off the main branches

within one and one-half to two feet of

the body, and by thoroughly cultivating

the soil after the heads are removed.

In preparing the tree for fall budding

it is often possible to pick the fruit, then

cut back the top, and insert the buds in

three to five of the main branches near

the trunk, the distribution of the buds

having regard for the form of the future

top. In large trees the cutting back is

done the preceding winter or spring to

provide the new shoots for budding. In

the South, however, where fruit is har-

vested earlier in the season, it is possible

to take the crop, remove the top, and then

by frequent cultivation provide new

shoots on the larger branches that can

be budded in August of the same year.

As soon as the new buds start into

growth the old top should be entirely

removed and the branches bearing the

buds cut back close to the bud. The new

shoots that grow on the old branches

shotild be kept off, and the new head

formed in accordance with the grower's
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ideal for a top. It may be advisable to

head in the shoots of the new top during

the first summer to stock them up and

prevent long, slender, weak branches.

The ends of the old branches should be

painted with red lead to prevent the en-

trance of fungi and bacteria which cause

their decay. If care is exercised in all of

the operations, the new top may bear

profitable crops for many years.

G. Hakold Powell,

U. S. Departniciil .VKrioiiIlwrc Yearbook, 1902.

Cnltivation

The peach tree needs cultivation the

same as any other farm crop, and for the

same reason. Cultivation keeps down the

weeds that would, if allowed to grow, com-

pete with the trees for food. Cultivation

pulverizes tne land and retains the moist-

ure. Cultivation aerates the soil and

makes plant food that is in the soil avail-

able.

The land should be plowed in the

spring or the autumn, depending upon

conditions. If there is a lack of moisture,

fall plowed land will hold the winter

snows and rains better than if the plow-

ing is delayed until spring. But the plow-

ing, whether in autumn or spring, should

be shallow, because the roots of the

peach tree form laterally near the sur-

face, and deep plowing will injure them.

After the first plowing, it is a matter of

simple cultivation with ('ultivator or har-

row, or both, the same as for corn or

cotton, or for other trees.

IntercropphiK

The question of intercropping until

such time as the peach trees come into

bearing, is a controverted one. The an-

swer depends largely on the conditions.

If the land on which the orchard is grow-

ing is rich, there can be no reasonable

objection to growing some other crop

w^hile the trees are coming into bearing.

If the land is ])0or. intercropping roljs

the soil of food which the trees will need

later to mature the best quality of fruit.

However, this may be supplied by the use

of barnyard manure, and if this is added

to the land to an amount equivalent to

that which is taken oft by the crop, the

intercropping imjjroves the soil. It is a

inistaUf to suppose that cropping injures

land, provided as many tons of fertilizing

substance is put on as the crops take off.

The process of intercropping could be

kept up for years with profit to the grow-

er, provided the land were properly fed,

and iirovided the trees did not interfere

with the crops. It is mainly a question

of feeding the land.

GUANVILLE LOVVTHEU

Cover Crops

It will prove to be both economical and

profitable to sow a cover crop in the peach

orchard, and soils deficient in nitrogen

and organic matter may be much im-

proved by such practice without great

expense. And where trees are likely to

make a late growth in fall because of

liberal quantities of moisture and avail-

able plant food, a cover crop can be chosen

and planted that will consume much of

the available plant food and reduce the

moisture content of the soil; this will

check the growth of the trees and result

in a better ripening of the wood for the

winter season.

A cover crop may also prove to be

beneficial in preventing washing of the

surface soil, leaching, alternate freezing

and thawing and winter injury to the

hark of the main root near the surface of

the ground.

Where the soil of the peach orchard is

deficient in both nitrogen and organic

matter, a cover crop of crimson clover

or hairy vetch is to be recommended.

Crimson clover becomes almost an ideal

orchard cover cro]) where there is suffi-

cient moisture in the late summer to in-

sure good germination and where it does

not winter-kill. Hairy or winter vetch of-

ten gives better results than crimson clov-

er where there is lack of moisture in the

late fall, and usually passes the winter

with but little injury. The vetch will con-

tiiiM(> to make growth during quite cold

weather, which is often an advantage un-

der orchard conditions where it is always

desirable to plow early in the spring.

Fifteen pounds of crimson clover seed

to the acre should be sufficient to ensure

a good cover unless the soil conditions

are unfavorable.
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Thirty to 35 pounds of hairy vetch seed

should be used per acre to secure a good

stand of that crop. The seed of the vetch

has been rather high in price in past

years, but is becoming cheaper and is a

profitable cover crop.

The thoroughness of the cultivation of

the orchard during the summer has an

Important bearing upon the success of the

cover crop. Where the cultivation of the

orchard is wholly or partly neglected,

or where a crop is grown between the

trees, considerable moisture is lost by

evaporation, and when the cover crop is

sown in the late summer it fails to find

favorable conditions for growth. Thor-

ough cultivation during the early summer
does much to insure a maximum cover

crop.

The cover crop must be plowed under

very early the following spring to con-

serve the moisture in the soil for the bene-

fit of the trees. It is therefore necessary

that the cover crop make considerable

growth In the late summer and fall, other-

wise full benefit will not be secured from

it.

Crimson clover and hairy vetch should

be sown in the young peach orchard about

July 15th to 20th. If the planting is de-

layed much later than this the best re-

sults are not likely to be secured.

Cow peas are sometimes recommended
as a cover crop for the peach orchard,

but are usually less satisfactory than

crimson clover or hairy vetch. A cover

crop should not be planted much before

July 15th, as the stopping of cultivation

allows the soil to dry out too early, and
cow peas planted late often fail to make
a good growth in the orchard, especially

in dry seasons. The first killing frost

also stops their growth, the plants die

and there is loss of nitrogen before spring.

The expense for seed is also greater than

for a cover crop of crimson clover.

Upon rich, moist, loamy soils, where the

trees are likely to make a late growth, a

cover crop of oats and vetch or oats and

crimson clover can be recommended. The
oats grow rapidly and soon take up much
of the available plant food and reduce the

soil moisture, which checks the growth of

the trees and causes a better ripening

of the wood. Where the soil is moist and

well supplied with plant food in late sum-

mer the legumes cannot be expected to as-

sist in checking the growth of the trees.

When oats are used as a cover crop

with vetch or crimson clover, three or

four pecks of oats to 25 pounds of vetch

or ten pounds of crimson clover is suf-

ficient. The presence of the oats often

protects the clover and causes it to winter

in better condition, but it attracts mice

and rabbits, and damage to the trees

should be guarded against.

The importance of plowing under the

cover crop early in the spring cannot be

overemphasized. Where a crop of crim-

son clover is allowed to grow for several

weeks in the spring, it dries out the soil

rapidly, so much so that in some instances

the soil gets so dry and hard that plow-

ing has to be delayed until after a rain:

and where a large amount of green mat-

ter is plowed under late in spring, it does

not decay and become available to the

trees for some time, and the stimulation

comes too late in the season for the best

effect.

Maurice A. Blake,
New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station,

Jloistiire for Peaches

A far more important factor than food,

for the peach or for any fruit, is drink.

Liebig's "Law of the Minimum," according

to which the yield of any crop is limited

by the amount of one constituent of food,

is now applied to all of the factors af-

fecting the growth of plants. When ap-

plied to the fruits of New York it will be

usually found that water is the limiting

factor. One cannot do better than to quote

several authorities as to the importance

of moisture in growing crops.

King* states: "There are very few

fields upon which crops of any kind, in

any climate, can be brought to maturity

with the maximum yields the soils are

capable of producing without adopting

means of saving the moisture."

Hilgardf holds that "under ordinary

* Physics n£ .^Ki'iculture. p. ].S1, by K II.

KinK. Madison. Wis.: 1001.
'i Soiis. p. -im. bv E. W. HllKard, New Ynil;

1906.
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conditions of cultme. and within limits

vaiyins for different soils and crops, pro-

duction is almost directly proportional to

the water supply during the period of ac-

tive vegetation."

Whitneyt claims that the moisture sup-

ply in the soil is the only imjiortant fac-

tor to be regarded by the cultivator in

most soils, all other factors being, in

general, provided for naturally.

A generation ago Johnsong wrote: "It

is a well-recognized fact that next to

temperature, the water supply is the most

influential factor in the product of a crop.

Poor soils give good croi)s in seasons of

plentiful and well-distributed rain or

when skilfully irrigated, but insufficient

moisture in the soil is an evil that no

supplies of plant food can neutralize."

The trend of this discussion is obvious.

The peach grower must use all possible

means to provide water for his trees in

the dry summer months. After having

selected land naturally retentive of

moisture or having a supply in the sub-

soil, making sure that the drainage is

good, all that can be done is:

First: Supply organic matter to make
the soil more capable of holding water.

Second: By continuous cultivation

conserve as far as possible the rainfall.

1 Circular No. 1.", N. y. Experiment Station.

LayiiiGT Down Peach Trees for Protection

of Buds

Coloradii .Method

The area of successful culture of the

peach can be greatly extended if a prac-

tical means of protection against severe

winter cold and late spring frosts can be

found. The Colorado station has recently

called attention to the successful employ-

ment in that state of the method of lay-

ing down and covering peach trees in

winter. The method as practiced in

ColorafJo apparently does not differ es-

sentially from that tested by Prof. S. T.

Maynard at the Massachusetts Experi-

ment Station as early as 1S86 and dur-

ing the succeeding years, except that in

t U. S. Deptartment ARrlrultnrp. I'.nrcjui of
SollH. Bnllptin 22: ]f)0?..

i How f'ropK Fepil. r> 210, bv Samuel W.
Jobngon, New York: 1S70.

the Colorado method irrigation water is

used to soften the soil so that the trees

may be laid over without any special

training or pruning of the roots. The
Colorado method, as described by Profes-

sor Paddock, is as follows:

"Yearling trees are set in the spring and

they should be laid down the first winter,

repeating the process each season during

the life of the tree. In this instance no

attention is given to training or placing

the roots. As soon as the trees have shed

their leaves and the wood is well ripen-

ed they are ready for winter quarters.

* * * The first step in the operation con-

sists in removing the earth from a circle

about four feet in diameter around the

tree. When sufficient trees have been

treated in this manner to make the work

progress advantageously, water is turned

into the hollows. After the ground has

become saturated the trees are worked

back and forth and the water follows the

roots, loosening the soil around them so

that they are pushed over in the direc-

tion that offers the least resistance.

When treated in this manner the trees

go over easily and with comparatively

little injury to the root system—that is,

providing the trees have been laid down

each year. It is difficult to handle old

trees in this manner that have never been

laid down, and usually it will not pay to

try.

"After the trees are on the ground

further work should be delayed until the

ground has dried sufficiently to admit of

ease in walking, and in the handling of

the dirt. The limbs may now be brought

together with a cord, and so lessen the

work of covering.

"After experimenting with many kinds

of covering, burlap held in place with

earth has proved the most satisfactory.

The burlap is spread out over the pros-

trate tree top, taking special pains to

protect the blossom buds from coming in

direct contact with the earth covering.

A light layer of earth is now thrown

over the tree and the protection is com-

plete.

"The critical time in growing peaches by

this method is in the spring when grow-
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ing weather begins. Close watch must be

kept to see that the blossoms Uo not open

prematurely, or that the branch buds are

not forced into tender, white growth.

When the blossom buds begin to open,

the covering should be loosened so as to

admit light and air, but it should not

all be removed. More of the covering

should be removed as the weather gets

warmer, but the blossoms must be ex-

posed to the sun gradually.

"Air and light are, of course, necessary

for proper fertilization of the flowers, but

after this process is complete and the

fruit is set, all danger from the weather is

considered as being over. The trees are

usually raised about the middle of May
at Canyon City.

"Raising the tree is, of course, a simple

task. The ground is again watered and

when wet enough the trees are raised. To
be sure, trees that have been treated in

this manner will not usually stand up-

right unsupported. Consequently, they

are propped up at an angle—usually two

props being required to keep the wind
from swaying them."

Professor Maynard found that when the

trees were covered too closel.v with soil

the buds were killed by heating, but when
covered with mats and other light ma-
terials a large percentage of the buds

were preserved. In some comparative

tests made by him about 50 per cent of

the buds of unprotected trees were de-

stroyed while only 10 per cent of those

of protected trees were killed. Many of

the trees used in Professor Maynard's ex-

periments were more than ten years old.

Hardiness in Peaches

Possibly the greatest problem the peach

grower has to face is how to avoid or

check injury from freezes and frosts. The
problem is not Insurmountable; for here

and there varieties and orchards are

wholly uninjured, and possibly adjoin-

ing others partly or wholly killed. What
conditions of the trees, of the soil, or of

the care, make the difference? A few
years ago the writer sent several hun-

dred circular letters to peach growers

in Michigan and New York asking for

information on this subject. The follow-

ing is a brief summary of the answers:

The peach must have a warm, well-

drained soil to secure the greatest pos-

sible hardiness inherent in the species.

Either extreme of moisture—excessive

wetness or excessive dryness—gives fa-

vorable conditions for winter-killing

Young trees suffer most in severe winter

freezes. The wood of some varieties is

more succulent than that of others, mak-

ing such sorts susceptible to cold. Early

and Late Crawford are most succulent

in growth, while Chair's Choice, St. John,

Niagara and Surprise are less succulent.

The small-growing varieties with com-

pact heads are hardier than the free-

growing sorts with large heads. The fol-

lowing are the most compact growers:

Hill's Chili, Crosby, Gold Drop, Barnard,

Triumph, Wager and Fitzgerald. Trees

are more likely to suffer from cold if

unthrifty than if thrifty. Late fall

growths are very susceptible to winter

injury in both wood and bud. Peach

growers in the two states hold that the

most effective treatment of their orchards

to avoid winter injury is to sow cover

crops, holding that they protect the roots

from cold, cause the trees to ripen thor-

oughly, and assist in regulating the sup-

ply of moisture. Nearly all growers in

both states prefer low-headed trees, claim-

ing that both buds and branches are

more often injured in high-headed trees.

The testimony secured was for most part

unfavorable to windbreaks.

The five varieties of peaches most

hardy in wood are: Crosby, Hill's Chili,

Stevens Rareripe, Gold Drop and Elberta.

The Crawfords are considered most ten-

der in wood. The five varieties of

peaches most hardy in bud are Crosby,

Hill's Chili, Triumph, Gold Drop and

Stevens Rareripe. The five most tender

in bud are the two Crawfords, Chair's

Choice, Reeves Favorite and Elberta.

rircnlar No. l.**. New York Affrlciillurjil Ex-
pcrinicnt Statiiin.
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the Canadian fruit was inferior in flavor number of nurserymen reporting tlie va-

and quality. Readies are sold here in riety amongst the best sellers.

bundles of three crates each, 15 peaches The numbers at the head of the col-

to the crate, and the Canadian fruit unins are those of the American Pomolo-
brought $4.50 a bundle, as against $3 for gical Society Districts for 1909. See map
the Washington product. I purchased a on page 192.

case of the Ontario peaches to examine
the packing and found that the method DISTRICT \0. 8

employed was as follows: An open-laid "''*** sellers

crate 4 inches deep, 12 inches wide and Elberta O. M. Free

18 inches long is used, with a light cleat Heath Cling Salway

on the ends. A layer of wood wool is
Champion Sneed

first put in and on this is placed the Early and Late Susquehanna

peach wrapped in a fine Impervious Crawford Stump the World

white tissue paper and nesting in the Amsden Triumph

same material. More wood wool is placed Bokana Wager

on the top of the fruit. In appearance Carman Wheatland

no packing could be more attractive. The Bernard's E. Wonderful

Washington fruit was packed in a less
Foster World's Pair

attractive brownish-white paper. Greensboro Belle of Georgia

••ic *i A„ • ._• -,1 1. J Mountain Rose Ortiz
If the American shipper will study

r> lu •

the requirements of the market he will
S

experience no trouble in creating a per- -^ew Varietips

manent demand for his fruit. Dressed in
^^^ ^'°"'^'" ^^'-''^'s ^air

proper clothes the Washington peach
^^''^^ ^- ^'^^'*^ ^rtiz

could sweep the market." DISTRICT \0 1*'

Here is a case where a superior article Best Sellers
sold for a smaller price because it was Elberta

not so well dressed, showing that the DISTRICT NO. 14
beauty of the package in which an ar- Best Sellers
tide is placed has much to do with its Early and Late Salway
selling qualities. Crawford Triumph

Graxville Lowther Elberta Yellow St. John

Cost of Harvesting: Peaches >"ew Varieties

Cost of box of peaches from the tree to GiUingham Golden

the warehouse as worked out in the or- Banner Chance

chard of Mr. Kenneth R. Hume, Selah, Imperial Arkansas Beauty

Wash.: Prolific F. Elberta

pi:;!illlf^ ::::;:::::;;::;;:::::::::::: S district m u
Hauling 01 77 Hest Sellers
^^'^e^ome 0t.V2 Early Crawford MuirBoxes 047.'-> „,, .

Paper 01 o.j
Elberta Fitzgerald——

-

Charlotte St. John

Varieties <o I'lanJ Salway Triumph

As an indication of current opinion on DISTRICT ,\0. 2
the best varieties to plant in the various Best Sellers
districts, the following tables are given, Elberta Champion
having been compiled from reports of Belle of Auburn
nurserymen throughout the United X,.,,. Varieties
States. The varieties are given in the Belle of Auburn Engols Main
order of importance based on the largest Niagara Oceana
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lUSTKK T \(>. :{

Most ScUciN

Crawford's Late

Char's Choice

Greensboro

May Flower

Victor

Belle of Georgia

Champion

\(W

Hiley

Sneed
Ray
Carman
Elberta

Hiley

Triumpli

Viiriclies

Ray
IHSIHUT \0. 5

Best Sellers

Oklahoma Beauty

May Flower
Comnet's So. Ea.

Hiley

Varieties

Brackett

Elberta

Carman
Belle

Greensboro

New

Oklahoma Beauty

Connell's So. Early Carson

May Flower Kent
Munson's Free Waller

Victor Gold Finch

IIISTHKT \(). 14

Best Sellers

Early and Late Elberta

Crawford Yellow St. John

Triumph Salway

>'ew Varieties

Gillingham Golden

Banner Chance

Imperial Arkansas Beauty

Prolific Fay Elberta

DISTKK r \<». I.-,

Best Sellers

Early Crawford
Elberta

Salway

Triumph

St. John

Fitzgerald

Charlotte

Muir

Best sellers as indicated by the largest

number of nurserymen reporting a given

variety as the best seller for his district.

In order of importance:

Elberta

Belle of Auburn
Triumph
Sneed

May Flower
Hiley

Crawford's Late

Heath Cling

Greensboro

Belle of Georgia

Champion
Carman

Poaches for Wasliiiiffton

Peaches recommended by the horticul-

turist at the Experiment Station at Pull-

man, Wash., for the eastern part of the

state. The letters (E), (M) and (L)

refer to the time of ripening, whether
early, midseason or late:

Peaches— (For irrigated valleys) Early

Crawford (E), Elberta (M), Foster (M),

Hale (E), Hill's Chili (M), Late Craw-

ford (L), Salway (L), Wheatland (M)

;

(for upland orchards) Alexander (E),

Champion (E), Early Crawford (E),

Poster (E), Hale (E), Triumph (E),

Wonderful (M).

Prodnction of Peaches and ^'ectariiies in the United States, by Geogiraphic Divisions

and States—Censuses 1910 and 1900.
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BEAKING PEACHES AND NECTARIBfES

The number of bearing peach and nectarine trees, reported by the 1910 U. S.

Census, is as follows:

Scale—1 cm.=l.000,000.
Georgia, 10,609.119

Texas, 9,737, SiT

California, 7.S29.011

Arkansas, t;,8.'.9,9f!2

Missouri. 6..".nS.0:i4

Oklahoma, 4.783,S25

Kansas, 4,:!94,S94

Alabama, ?>,177,:i31

Tcnness(>o, 3,163,737

Ohio, 3,133,368

MichiKan. 2,907.170

Illinois, 2,860,120

New York, 2,457,18 7

Pennsylvania, 2,383,027

K'ntucky. 2.245,402

Indiana, 2.130,298

Mississippi, 1,726,298

Virginia, 1,585,505

Connecticut, 1,540,996

Maryland, 1,497,724.

West Virginia, 1,424,582

South Carolina, 1,333,142

New Jersey, 1,216,476

Nebrask a, 1,188,373

Delaware, 1,177,402

Minnesota, 1,044,156

Iowa, 1,090,740

Idaho, 1,005,688

Louisiana, 903,352

Colorado, 793,372

Utah, 544,314

Washington, 536,875

Florida, 290,850

Oregon, 273,162

Massachusetts, 154,592

New Mexico, 136,191

Idaho, 73,080

New Hampshire, 57,571

Arizona, 51,415

Rhode Island, 39,342

North Carolina, 8,971

Florida, 8,180

Nevada, 6,329

Maine, 5,102

South Dakota, 1,815

Minnesota, 1,571

Montana, 538

North Dakota, 90

Wyoming, 36
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Exports of Dried .Vpricots—Years Eudiiiiu' .liiiii' 'MK liHHi-liHO

EXPORTED TO—
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appear on the surface of fruits as little

velvety cushions of mold not more than

one-eighth or three-sixteenths of an inch

in diameter. See Fig. 1. The decayed

fruits frequently have a tendency to re-

main on the trees and slowly dry up, and

may cling to the trees during the winter

in a shriveled and dried up condition

known commonly as "mummies." The
fungus lives over the winter in such

mummies, and spores, which are pro-

duced from them in the spring, start

new infections.

A blossom blight may result from in-

fection of the blossoms early in the

spring. A twig blight may also be pro-

duced, but this probably only occurs

when the blossoms or fruit have been in-

fected and the fungus has gained en-

trance to the twig through them. The
fungus is probably not able to enter the

twigs directly. Peaches and apricots

have been found to be more susceptible

to the twig form of the disease than the

other stone fruits.

As stated above, the fungus winters

over in the "mummies" left hanging on

the trees or lying on the ground. It is

probable, also, that the disease may be

carried over the winter by spores adher-

ing to bud scales, twigs, etc.

Canse

The brown rot on plums, peaches and

apricots is caused by a fungus known as

Sclerotinia fructigena. This fungus ex-

ists in two spore forms. The summer
spore form has already been described.

The winter or sexual spore stage devel-

ops in the early spring from mummies
that have fallen to the ground. This

stage does not ordinarily develop on the

mummies until after they have lain on

the ground for 18 months.

This stage of the fungus is developed

from resting masses of mycelium called

sclerotia, which develop in the tissues of

mummified fruits. A definite fruit body

is produced known as an apofhecium and

commonly spoken of as a "cup fungus."

This consists of a slender stalk bearing

at the summit a cup-shaped structure,

one-quarter to one-half inch in diameter.

These are found at the surface of the

ground, surrounding buried or half-

buried mummies. Several may be formed

from the same mummy. The inner sur-

face of the expanded bell-sliaped portion

is lined by great numbers of cylindrical

sacks called asci, each of which contains

eight spores. These asci form a smooth

layer. The details of structure are vis-

ible only on miscroscoplc examination.

The spores are ejected forcibly from the

asci, and, wafted by currents of air, reach

the trees. It is probable that much of

the blossom blight is caused by direct in-

fection from these spores.

Control

From what has been said, it is evident

that the destruction of all mummified

fruit in fall and winter would aid in con-

trolling the disease. It is a bad practice

to allow diseased fruits to remain in the

orchard, since, as shown above, the fun-

gus is capable of living over winter in

such mummies and starting the disease

in the spring. Plowing in the spring be-

fore the buds open is to be recommended

where possible, and when consistent with

good horticultural practice. This meth-

od would probably not entirely prevent

the formation of the winter spore stage

and therefore, where practical, the de-

cayed fruit should be gathered and de-

stroyed in the fall.

Peaches should be thinned so that no

two fruits touch each other, as it is found

that moisture may be retained at the

point where the fruits touch and thus

favor infection.

Where the disease is serious the trees

should be protected by a fungicide. Since

this disease is not serious in all sections

of the Northwest, spraying, as a general

orchard practice, may not be necessary

for all growers. Previous .experience

must be taken into consideration in de-

ciding whether sufficient loss is likely to

occur to warrant spraying.

It has been found in most peach-grow-

ing sections to be unsafe to use Bordeaux

mixture or commercial lime-sulphur on

peach foliage except in very weak
strength, so that a special spray known
as self-boiled lime-sulphur is recom-

mended for use on peach foliage.
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The following method of proventiiiK

brown rot on the peach in the East and

Middle West lias been recommended by

Scott: 1. Three or four weeks after the

petals fall spray with 8-S-50 self-boiled

lime-sulphur. 2. Three weeks later re-

peat, using the same mixture. 3. Spray

again about one month before the fruit

is expected to ripen witli the siinie mix-

ture.

On the prune, Bordeaux mixture, 4-4-50,

or commercial lime-sulphur, 1-30, would

doubtless be safe to use. The applica-

tions should be made as recommended

for peach.

Scott has shown that the self-boiled

lime-sulphur, 10-10-50, the commercial

lime-sulphur, 1-40, and Bordeaux mixture,

2-4-50, may be used safely on the cherry

in the East. The writer would suggest

that cherry growers who find it advisable

to spray for this disease try any one of

these mixtures.
H. S. Jackson,

Corv.illis, Oregon.

California Peach Bliirhf and Fruit Spot

Coryneum heijerinckii

One of the very important diseases of

the peach in Oregon is the so-called Cal-

ifornia peach blight or fruit spot. The

disease has also been referred to as the

winter blight. The disease has been

quite pervalent for some years in the

peach-growing sections of the Rogue

River valley, particularly in the vicinity

of Ashland. It has also been reported

from various sections of the llmpqua and

Willamette valleys and has recently been

reported as serious in the Milton-Free-

water district of Umatilla county. It

seems to be rapid'y spreading in the

state, but since no thorough survey work

has yet been attempted with special ref-

erence to this disease, the exact distribu-

tion is unknown. It has also been for

many years one of the most serious dis-

eases of the peach in the peach-growing

sections of California, where the greater

part of the investigations concerning its

cause and control have been conducted.

Symptoms

The most evident symptoms are the

dying of the buds on the fruiting wood,

Fig. 1. Cankers ot I'eiU'h Blifflit on Fh'st

Year Growth.

accompanied later by a splitting of the

bark on the branches of the current

year's growth. The buds may die before

spring and fail to develop altogether, or

they may start and later die after the

leaves are well out and the young fruit

set. Under the latter conditions the

foliage and young fruit die and later

fall. Usually associated with the dying

of the buds and spots on the twigs is a

copious "gumming," which manifests it-

self in the exudation of masses of gel-

atinous sap from tlirse spots and from

the dead buds. The exudation of gum is

most abundant in wet weather, and
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Fig. 2. Fruit Affected with the Fruit-Spot Stage of California Peach Blight.

where the disease is abundant, forms one

of the most characteristic symptoms.

The spots frequently develop into small

cankers which may girdle the twigs.

These may start on twigs of the current

year's growth, as shown in Fig. 1. Simi-

lar cankers are found associated with the

buds that have been killed. The twigs

and branches killed in this way are usu-

ally found first in the lower part of the

tree. The disease progresses upward and

in serious cases only the top branches of

the tree may be healthy. This mode of

progress of the disease may be related

to the fact that moisture is held longer

in the lower branches of the tree and

hence the conditions for the development

of the disease are more favorable than

in the upper branches.

On account of the fact that the one-

year wood in the peach develops the

fruit buds, it is seen that the form of the

disease above described is capable of

causing almost if not complete failure of

the crop.

Constantly associated with the phase

of the disease on the twigs, is a char-

acteristic fruit spot and shot-hole effect

on the leaves. On the fruit, the spots

resemble the effect produced by the San
Jose scale. These are shown in Fig. 2_.

The spots are at first rather small and

purplish red. As the disease progresses

the spots become larger and a light-

colored area develops in the center.

Later the spots turn brown and where

abundant become confluent. On badly

affected peaches cracks may appear and

a more or less copious exudation of gum
may make its appearance. While inocu-

lation experiments have not yet been

carried out to prove that the spots on

the fruit and leaves are caused by the

same fungus as that which causes the

twig blight, it is highly probable that

such is the case.

Cause

Peach blight is caused by a parasitic

fungus known technically as Coryncum.

beijerinckii. This fungus is known only

in the summer spore stage. A sexual

stage, if it exists, has not been certainly

associated with this disease. The fun-

gus, which is the initial cause of the

dying of the buds, and of the formation

of the spots and cankers on the twigs,

produces little three or four-celled brown
spores on the ends of threads from little

cushions which break through the outer

bark. These cushions are visible to the

unaided eye as black spots or pustules.

What is evidently the same fungus has

been found associated with the fruit spot

and shot-hole of the leaves.
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Beniedy

In California it has been found that

the disease may be kept under control

by regular fall spraying with Bordeaux

mixture without spring applications. In

Oregon the fall application is undoubt-

edly the most important, but where the

disease is firmly established it is prob-

able that spring applications will also

be necessary. After the disease is under

control, and where fall spraying is regu-

larly practiced, it may later be found

that the spring spraying may be dis-

pensed with. ^ g Jackson,
Corvallis, Ore.

Cankers

The term "canker" is to be applied to

any definite dead area in the bark of the

limbs or body of the tree. There are

several cankers of the peach tree. The

one most frequently spoken of is per-

haps the Valsa canker. This is a very

common canker on the bodies of the

trees just above the ground or on the

larger limbs. Sometimes the twigs of

the trees appear to be killed by the same

disease. The losses from this malady

are sometimes serious.

Symptoms

The cankers appear as dead, sunken

areas in the bark, at first at least, with

no definite cracking of the bark along

the margins of the diseased area. The

bark in to the wood appears to be killed

and the depression results chiefly from

the formation of a new wood layer over

all the parts of the trunk or limb ex-

cept where the bark has been killed.

The yellowing of the foliage and the

dying of the tree follows as the diseased

areas enlarge and girdle limbs or body.

The surface of the cankers soon show

the white tips of the fruit bodies pro-

truding through the cheeks and cracks

of the dead bark.

Cause

Whether the fungus Valsa Irmr.ontoma

so commonly present in the dead bark

of these cankers is the inimary cause

of the injury is rather doubtful. It ap-

pears more probable that tliese cankers

or dead areas are the result of winter

injury, and the fungus always present

on dead limbs and twigs in the peach

orchard quickly finds its way to this in-

jured bark and there develops rapidly,

no doubt extending the original injured

area from year to year. Here it pro-

duces its spores in the fruit bodies sunk-

en in the bark, the white tips of which

protruding p'^rmit the extrusion and dis-

semination of the spores. It is generally

observed that this disease is much more

severe the season following severe winter

injury.

Control

The prompt cutting out of the dis-

eased bark as soon as the cankers are

discovered is the only measure to be

suggested. Cut half an inch or so out

into the healthy bark all round the dis-

eased area. Carefully and thoroughly

clean away all the diseased tissue and

tar the wound witli gas tar or paint with

good paint free of turpentine.

H. H. Whetzel,
N. Y. State College.

A jVew Disease of Peaches

The disease occurs in the Niagara dis-

trict and extends into New York state

wherever peaches are grown. It mani-

fests Itself by larger or smaller cankers

occurring on trees of all ages, often

somewhat like the common black knot

of plums and cherries. Closer examina-

tion shows, however, that these "knots"

are characteristic canker spots. They

may occur on all parts of the tree, the

main trunk, especially the crotch, smal-

ler limbs and quite young wood. In

some instances, the cankers encircle the

whole limb, rendering it liable to be

broken by wind or by the weight of the

fruit that may still be produced. As far

as could be learned from a personal

examination of a number of orchards,

the disease is contagious and spreads

rapidly. No variety seems exempt from

an attack and the age of the tree seems

to make little difference. The disease

was first observed by growers about four
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years ago, but no steps were taken to

investigate it. It has now become very

serious and is under investigation.

H. T. Gussow,
Ottawa. Canada.

Crown Gall. See Apple Diseases.

Peosty Mildew. See Leaf Spot, tliis

section.

Gdm Flow. See Blight, this section.

Griijiosis. See Blight, this section.

Juno Drop
June Drop is often named by peacli

growers as a specific trouble. It con-

sists in the dropping of tlie young

peaches during the month of June,

though dropping sometimes comes

earlier. The cause seems to be physio-

logical and need not be feared where the

trees have been prevented from over-

bearing, or protected from the effects

of drought by thorough cultivation the

previous season. See Setting and Drop-

ping OF Fruits, under Fruits.

Little Peach. See Yellows, this sec-

tion.

Leaf Curl
Exoascus deformans

H. S. Jackson
The most common and destructive dis-

ease of the peach in the humid sections

of the Northwest, and probably wherever

the peach is grown in that region, is

without doubt the peach leaf curl or

"curl leaf," as it is most commonly
known among growers.

Symptoms
The disease may be recognized by the

characteristic effect upon the foliage and
twigs. The leaves are peculiarly and
characteristically curled as shown in

Fig. 1. This curling results from a stim-

ulation induced by a parasitic fungus,

which grows among the cells of the leaf.

The infected leaves become considerably

increased in thickness and breadth. The
cells of the tissues develop thickened

walls and increase in size and number.
The tissues of the midrib do not increase

to any extent and the abnormal growth
in the tissues on either side, as de-

scribed above, results in a puckering or
curling. Since the greatest growth is

in the tissues toward the upper side.

there is a tendency for tlie upper surface

of the curled leaf to be convex. Affected

twigs are increased in thickness and very

much shortened. The green coloring

matter normally present in healthy twigb

is bleached out so that diseased twigs

appear whitish.

Cause

The parasitic fungus causing the

trouble is known as Exoascus deform-

ans. The vegetative condition of the fun-

gus (the mycelium) is present among
the cells of all diseased tissues and ab-

sorbs the juices needed for the proper

growth of the tree, thus stimulating the

tissues to produce the abnormal struc-

tures described above that are not able

to properly perform the functions of nor-

mal tissues. Reproductive bodies or

spores are produced in little sacs which
form a layer on the surface of affected

leaves. These form under the cuticle,

finally pushing it off and imparting to

the surface a frosted appearance. In

each sac are borne at first eight spores.

These become greatly increased in num-
ber by budding within the .sac. The
spores thus formed escape by the rup-

ture of the sac. These spores, which are
presumably carried over the winter on
the surface of twigs and bud scales, pro-

duce infection as soon as the leaf buds
open in spring.

Affected foliage usually' drops, and,

where abundant, may cause more or

less complete defoliation of the tree.

Such trees set little or no fruit. Defol-

iated trees usually leaf out again, so tliat

in midsummer little sign of the disease

may be found. The effect of such de-

foliation, however, is to stunt the tree.

Trees allowed to become infected year

after year are usually unprofitable.

Besides the method mentioned above,

the fungus may be carried over from one

season to the next by the mycelium liv-

ing over the winter in the twigs. The
fungus probably gains entrance to the

twigs by the growth of the mycelium
down the leaf stalks of affected leaves

into the twig. Where such twigs remain
alive over the winter the leaves produced
in the buds on these twigs will always
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be inefcted. KortiiiKitily. only ii few

branches become infested in this way and

the majority of these die before the next

spring, leaving only a very small per-

centage of the infection caused by this

method even in serious cases.

Control

Since the great majority of infections

take place at the time the buds open in

the spring, from spores adhering over

winter to the bud scales and twigs, it is

obvious that a spray that will kill the

spores or prevent their germination, ap-

Fle. 1. Peach Leaves Affected with the Funeus
(^auslnK Peach Leaf Curl. Note the wrinkled
and distorted tissues.

plied early in the spring before the buds

open, will control the disease.

Use the Bordeaux mixture, 5-5-50, or

the lime-sulphur 30-degree Beaume, di-

luted 1-15, and apply early in the spring

just before or while the buds are swell-

ing, but before any of the buds show any
green. If any of the buds show even

the green tips of the leaves, they may
become infected.

Spraying will not prevent infection

resulting from the mycelium wintering

over in the bark of twigs. Fortunately

this method of wintering over accounts

for only a small proportion of the infec-

tion.

In spraying for leaf curl it is impor-

tant that every twig be thoroughly cov-

ered with the spray.

The general experience of investigators

has shown that either of the sprays men-
tioned are equally good in preventing

this disease. Experiments carried out

by the Department of Plant Pathology

in the spring of 1910 confirm the results

of these investigators. From observa-

tions made during the spring of 1912 it

would seem that the growers had more
uniform success when the Bordeaux mix
ture was used.

Peach Shot Hole

Cercospora circumscissa Sacc.

The effects of this disease resemble

those caused by CyUndrosporium of the

plum. The diseased spots fall out, and
the small branches are also attacked, of-

ten causing a great number of the young
shoot to diet. Spray with lime-sulphur,

as for peach leaf curl.

R. D. Whitmabsh,
Amherst, Mass.

Powdery Mildew

Sphaerotheca pannosa

Podosphaera oxycanthae

H. S. Jackson

Powdery mildew is not an uncom-

mon trouble on peaches, though sel-

Ove.'E.j.v* Sto,.

I''lg. L I'owder.v Mildew on Fruit of Peach.
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dom serious. Trees are occasionally

so seriously affected, however, that they

are unprofitable. Mildew may occur

upon the twigs, leaves and fruit. It

may appear on the fruit while quite

small or during any stage of growth

and is characterized by the presence of

white frosty spots of mold. At certain

stages of growth it has a powdery sur-

face. Sometimes the entire fruit is af-

fected, though commonly only a portion

of the surface is attacked. Fig. 1 shows
the characteristic appearance of the dis-

ease on the fruit. Where it is abundant
upon the fruit, the latter is ruined for

the market. On the twigs the moldy
growth may occur as white blotches.

The leaves which are also usually at-

tacked, are covered with a white growth
and are usually more or less stunted and

FiK. Peach Tree Badly Affected with Powdery Mildew In the Generalized Form.
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curled, and in severe cases tall prema-

turely. While usually the entire leaf is

affected, the mildew occurs also in spots

and then appears most abundantly upon

the under surface.

Powdery mildew on the peach seems to

occur in two general conditions. The dis-

ease may be scattered on the fruit and

leaves, with a few twigs affected; this

may be referred to as the scattered form,

and is the most common condition of the

disease. Occasionally, however, trees are

found on which the disease is generally

distributed, when practically all the

twigs are attacked and the general growth

of the tree is seriously interfered with.

This may be referred to as the general-

ized form. See Fig. 2.

In general the disease may be said to

be more abundant upon seedlings, though

the standard commercial varieties are not

uncommonly attacked.

Cause

Two mildews are reported upon the

peach, namely, Hpliaerotheca pannosa and

Podosphaera oxycanthae. It is possible

both of these diseases occur in the North-

west and that the scattered form is due

to the former species, while the more gen-

eralized form is due to the latter. The

species of powdery mildews are deter-

mined from the characteristics of the

perfect stage which develop late in the

season as small black bodies in the moldy

blotches on the twigs. This perfect stage

is seldom produced on the peach, and no

studies have been made to determine the

exact species occurring in the Northwest.

Remedy

Where occurring in the scattered form

on a few twigs and the fruit, the disease

can doubtless be held under control by

the methods described for the spring

treatment of California peach blight or

for the brown rot. Where the disease

attacks a tree in the generalized form, it

is very difficult to control, and ordinary

spraying methods, according to our ob-

servations, have not been successful. In

• Hee circular Bulk-tin iri. Orecon Expiri
ment Statl'm. for the details or preparation
of this mixture.

many cases such trees are found to be

seedlings and should be taken out. If

this condition occurs upon standard va-

rieties, severe cutting back followed by

thorough spraying should be tried as a

remedy. It is suggested that the grower

combine the recommendations given for

California peach blight in the fall and

for peach leaf curl and brown rot in the

spring.

Crown Gall. See under Apple.

MusuHOOM Root Rot. See under Apple.

Pustular Spot
Helminthosporiiim carpophilum Lev.

Pustular spot of the peach is a disease

referable to a minute fungus, which is ap-

parently spread by spores that alight

upon the upper surface of the fruit, flour-

ish there and produce minute, light-

brown spots, often surrounded by an

angry red border. The red border is con-

spicuous in earlier varieties and is some-

times elevated and pustular in appear-

ance. This fungus greatly disfigures the

fruit and is very easily prevented. Three
applications of Bordeaux mixture have

reduced the amount of pustular spot to

less than one per cent; whereas un-

sprayed trees gave more than 16 per cent

of spotted fruit, much of which was se-

riously damaged.

A. D. Selby

Root Rot. See Apple Diseases.

Rot. See Broion Rot, this section.

Rosette. See "Yellows" this section.

Bust
Piiccinia pruni-spinosae

H. S. Jackson

A true rust of the foliage of prunes is

not uncommon, though it is seldom pres-

ent in sufficient amount to he considered

serious. This disease is caused by a fun-

gus known technically as Ptiiccinia pruni-

spinosae. It is most abundant late in the

season and when serious may cause a
premature falling of the foliage. The dis-

ease is also known to attack the peach,

plum and other related trees. The dis-

ease may be recognized by the appearance
of small dusty brown or black sori on the

under surface of the leaves. On the upper
surface yellowish spots appear. It is
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probable that under Northwestern condi-

tions, should the disease become serious

enough to warrant special remedy, Bor-

deaux mixture applied in the middle of

August or first of September would con-

trol the disease.

Seal) or lllack Spot
Cladosporium carpophilum Thum.

This fungus is a serious drawback in

the growth of certain varieties which
seem susceptible. These are Morris, White,

Salway and some other late sorts. It

causes dark spots upon the fruit followed

by cracking and entrance of the rot fun-

gus with serious results. To control this

disease, spraying with self-boiled lime-

sulphur is the remedy to be applied at

intervals of two to three weeks after

foliage appears.

A. D. Selby

Sooty Mold of the Peach
When the fungus is present, the bark

of the trunk and inner limbs become cov-

ered with a sooty mold, giving the bark
a black appearance; it later in the season

covers the foliage and fruit, interfering

with the health of the tree and the de-

velopment of the fruit, rendering It un-

sightly.

Where winter spraying is done, very
little if any is found; orchards affected

with it should be sprayed while trees are

dormant, with lime and sulphur solution,

or Bordeaux mixture.

J. H. Funk,
Boyertown, Pa.

Stem BUght
It is due to a specific fungus which

attacks the stems of nursery stock, caus-

ing a constriction, and this is in line with
the effects of the fungus described from
Europe as a constriction or lacing dis-

ease. Infection may be prevented by
treatment with fungicides.

A. D. Selby

AVIntcr Injury

In cold climates severe freezing of win-
ter often injures the trunk and branches
of peach trees. The killing back of new
growth is a common occurrence. Also
the killing of the trunk on one side,

usually the west or southwest. The indi-

cations are that where there has been
late growth of the trees followed by
severe winter cold, such injury may be

expected. Late cultivation or irrigation

should therefore be avoided.

Yellows

Peach yellows is a serious, contagious

disease of this fruit. Only in certain

seasons may we find yellowish color as a

marked symptom of affected trees. The
true symptoms of yellows are: 1. Pre-

mature ripening of the fruit, which is

highly colored, often purplish spotted, and
has the flesh marbled with red. 2. The
premature growth of winter buds, result-

ing in excessive branching on new shoots,

and the development of slender, wiry
branched twigs. 3. Resting buds or ad-

ventitious buds are formed on the trunk
and branches; these grow into sickly

shoots with pale, narrowed leaves, and
usually become much branched, with tips

like veritable brooms. Aside from these

specific evidences of yellows, which serve

to distinguish yellow color from true yel-

lows disease, there are others less easily

described but none the less useful to the

practical observer. This disease may be
recognized late in the season by the late,

adventitious growth. The sources of dis-

ease are diseased trees or affected nursery
stock, more often the former. The rem-

edy is to remove and to burn the yellows
trees, root and branch, on the spot where
found. Dragging diseased branches may
spread yellows and all such trees are a
menace. To leave an open hole over win-

ter and replant the next year is a safe

practice.

Recent investigations of this disease

show that it is due to an enzyme which
converts the leaf chloryphyll into a dis-

eased form, causing yellows conditions.

It is doubtless this enzyme which is trans-

mitted, as in the case of tobacco, by
actual contact. These discoveries have
changed in no way our method of hand-
ling the disease.

Rosette of peach is a disease of the

Southern states which appears to be sim-

ilar in cause and transmission to peach
yellows. A T^ c.A. D. Selby
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Little L«ai—Ciilifoiuia Villows

Characterized by the development of

spindling, yellow, siclvly looking shoots

on the new growth, with small, narrow,

yellow leaves. The leaves along the

shoots drop oft during the summer, leav-

ing tufts at the ends. Fruit fails to

develop, shrivels and drops. Worst on

trees from three to seven years old.

This trouble also attacl<s other stone

fruits, walnuts, pecans and other trees.

Always worst on lighter, drier soils, this

feature showing itself by the more pro-

nounced occurrence of the disease on

trees standing in sandy streaks or slight

elevations in the orchard.

This trouble has no relation to the

true Eastern peach yellows, but is de-

cidedly climatic and seasonal in its ap-

pearance. Occurs mostly following un-

usually dry seasons, on trees standing

in light soil or one underlaid with a

coarse, sandy subsoil. Trees on a fairly

heavy subsoil, or those which have re-

ceived abundant irrigation throughout

the preceding season, are decidedly free

from the trouble even in the worst af-

fected localities. Appears similar in na-

ture to "mottled leaf" of the orange, and,

in fact, orange trees growing near

peaches affected by "little leaf" show a

typical "mottled leaf" condition. Many

other kinds of trees are also more or

less affected.

In most cases, regular irrigation dur

ing the summer shows a marked effect

in controlling this trouble. Such irriga-

tion should be given particularly in the

latter part of the season, after the crop

is off, especially when the rains are late

in commencing.

riimatlc Effect

The trees fail to leaf out properly in

the spring and seem to become confused,

so to speak, as to the season. T^ater in

the summer the trees may bloom and

leaves begin to appear, but the tops

usually die back nearly to the forks

of the tree and sometimes the trees die

entirely. If not too badly affected, the

tree sends out new sucker growth from

the trunk and base of the main limbs.

I Mums, apricots, apples and other trees

are sometimes affected.

This trouble is one which occurs

mostly in the southern part of the state

as a result of unseasonable climatic con-

ditions. It is usually most pronounced

in seasons when a period of warm, stimu-

lating rains in the winter is followed by

a long, cold spring. Similar results are

also produced by an abnormal, dry fall,

throwing the trees into a dormant con-

dition, followed by warm, spring-like

weather accompanying the winter rains.

These combinations and various others

often have unfavorable effects upon trees

which are accustomed to a definite rest-

ing period during the winter. Many

peculiar diseases of deciduous fruits de-

scribed in this bulletin under various

names, such as "die back," "yellows

"

etc., are no doubt contributed to by such

disturbances in the normal period of

dormancy. Every few years there is

usually a season, especially in the south-

ern part of the state, when deciduous

trees are badly affected in such ways as

these.

Following such an attack trees should

be pruned back to healthy, vigorous

wood, when they will usually form a new

top and come back into good condition

again. With peaches it is noticeable that

varieties of the saucer or Peen To type

are not affected in this manner, as are

the Persian varieties.

R. E. Smith,

California Experiment Station Bulletin 218.

Biltlioirrapliy

Ohio Experiment Station Bulletin 214.

California Experiment Station Bulletin

218.

Ontario Department of Agriculture Bul-

letin 201.

PEACH PESTS

Ai'PLK Tent Caterpillar. See Apple

Pests.

Black Peach Aphids. See Aphids.

Brown Mite

Bryolia pratensis Carman

The young mites hatched from eggs

early in spring are bright red and have
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only six legs. Later they become olive

green or brown and have eight legs. They
feed principally upon the leaves, occa-

sionally attacking the fruit, and may be

detected by the faded-out appearance of

the foliage.

Toiitrol

Spray with lime and sulphur. This

not only kills the adults, but also de-

stroys the young mites as they hatch.

Sprays such as emulsions, resin wash
and soap solutions are efficient remedies,

but these are usually too destructive to

the tender leaves of the plant to be prac-

ticable. The flour paste spray made of

four pounds of flour in one hundred gal-

lons of water and one gallon of lime-

sulphur solution is especially recom-

mended for mites.

Buffalo Tree Hopper. See Apple

Pests.

California Peach Borer. See West-

ern Peach and Prvaie Borer.

Canker Worm. See Apple Pests.

Citrus Red Spider. See Apple Pests.

Citrus Thrlps. See Pear Pests for

control of thrips.

Climbing Cutworm. See Apple Pests.

Common Termite. See Apricot Pests.

Cottony Maple Scale. See Apple Pests.

Eastern Tent Caterpillar. See Apple

Pests.

European Fruit Scale. See Apple
Pests.

Ete-Spotted Bud Moth. See Apple
Pests.

Fall Web Worm. See Apple Pests.

Flat-Headed Borer. See Apple Pests.

Forest Tent Caterpillar. See Apple
Pests.

Frosted Scale. See Prune Pests.

F^uiT Bark Beetle. See Apple Pests.

Fruit Thee Pulvinaria. See Prune
Pests.

Green Stink Buer of the Peach

Nezara hilaris

The green stink bug of the peach some-
times does great injury to the fruit of

the peach. It is also a great nuisance
in the orange groves of Florida, causing
the fruit to fall because of its punctures.

The damage commences in early summer

when the young nymphs thrust their

sucking, needle-like beaks into the young
fruit to imbibe the sap. Damage is con-

tinued until late in the fall. The fruits

become rough and knotty, somewhat
shriveled, flecked over with drops of ex-

uding gum, and the pulp is hardened
along the line of puncture. The injured
fruit is quite persistent to the tree and
does not drop. The development of the
insect in excessive numbers seems to de-

pend upon some climatic factor, possibly

a succession of dry seasons. With aver-

age conditions It attracts comparatively
little attention. Not enough is known of

its life-history and habits to warrant
specific recommendations. There are
some grounds for believing that dense
cover crops in the orchard encourage its

multiplication. tt a ^H. A. GOSSARD

Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station Bulle-
tin 233.

Geeen Apple Worm. See Apple Pests.

Hemispherical Scale

Saissetia hemisphaerica Targ.

General Appearance
This species is not quite as large as

the black scale. Regular and oval in

shape with polished surface and rich

brown color without markings.

Life History

The eggs are very minute and vary
from pearly-white to cream color. The
life history is practically the same as

that of Saissetia oleae. On citrus trees

the scales are often found around the

margins of the leaves, but on other

plants the stems and foliage are attacked.

Not a serious pest.

Food Plants

The pest has a wide range of food

plants. Works upon the foliage and
stems, but is occasionally found upon
citrus fruits.

Control

On deciduous fruits and olive trees the

following sprays may be used when the

scales are no more than half grown:
Water distillate, distillate, caustic soda,

mechanical mixture and distillate emul-
sion.
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Hemispherical Scale.

Natural Kiiomies

The black ladybird beetle, the egg par-

asite and certain internal parasites aid

greatly in keeping down the numbers of

this insect.

E. O. EssiG

Lesser Peaeli Horcr
Hynanthedun pictipps F. & R.

This borer resembles somewhat the

Western peach and prune borer, but is

smaller. It is known in some sections

as the "wild cherry borer." It attacks

a variety of plants of the plum and apple

family.

It differs from the peach borer in the

fact that it apparently attacks only in-

jured trees and its burrows are more
irregular and larger.

The lesser peach borer is native to tliis

country and is found pretty generally

distributed over the United States.

For method of control, see Western

Peach and Prune Borer, this section.

Bureau of EntomoloFr.v r.ullntin G8.

Obt.iqtje-Bandkd Lk.vf Ror.i.KR. See

Apple Pests.

IVach l{ii([ .Mite

For the past 1.5 or 20 years nursery-

men in the East liave complained of a

well-defined trouble of peach nursery

stock, resulting from injury to the ten-

der terminal bud of the principal shoot.

The injury causes the cessation of fur-

ther upward growth of the shoot and
results in the development from the lat-

eral buds of numerous branches, a con-

dition very objectionable in stock of this

Qlass where a single vigorous shoot is

desired.

Habits aud Natural History

According to Prof. Waite the mites hi-

bernate on the plants behind the bud

scale. The mites appear on the trees

quite early in the spring and by the

time the shoots are 18 or 20 inches in

height their injury is much in evidence.

Control

A thorough application of a suitable

spray to the infested trees, especially

during the period of attack in late

spring, should be of value. At this time

the mites are on the trees in numbers,

and by thorough spraying many of them

should be killed. A contact spray such

as kerosene emulsion or whale-oil soap

solution should be effective, and espe-

cially the self-boiled lime-sulphur wash.

Most observers agree that the mite is

more prevalent on trees on low situa-

tions.

I'.iii-piui nf Entomology Bulletin fi".

Peach Green Aphis. See Aphids.

Peach Green Louse. See Aphids.

Peach Leaf Crumpler. See Apple

Pests.

Peach Lecanlum, Bark Louse,

Terrapin Scale. Lecanium
Euleeaniiim ni(irnfasriatum Pergande

This scale insect can be recognized and

identified especially well in the hibernat-

ing winter stage (Fig. 1), when it ap-

pears as a reddish hemispherical scale

2 mm. in length, mottled with radiating

streaks of black which are especially con-

spicuous about the margin. Sometimes

these radiating streaks coalesce, forming

a subdorsal dark band surrounding the
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FiK- 1- Terrapin Scale (Eulccanlum nirirofas-

ctatvm). Adult females on twig of peach.

(I'ui'due Experiment Station)

central reddish boss. Occasionally indi-

viduals are found which are entirely red

or black.

Food Plants

For many years the terrapin scale has

been considered a specific enemy of the

peach and has been confounded by many
entomologists and others with Euleca-

nium pcrsicac (Fab.), the pre-eminent

peach soft scale of Europe. At present

we know it as infesting a large number
of host plants, including many varieties

of peach and cultivated plums; various

species of wild plums and cherries, apple,

pear, quince, several species of Cratae-

gus, three species of maple, oriental and
western sycamores, Carolina poplar, olive,

blueberry (Taccininm sp.).

I)istril)ution

This scale has been reported from very

nearly the entire section east of the

Rocky mountains.

Parasites

Very small, parasitic four-winged flies

of the genus Coccophagus, family Chal-

cididae, are our greatest benefactors in

the control of this scale insect.

Remedies

Unfortunately the lime-sulphur wash,

which is such an excellent remedy for the

San Jose scale and which at the same

time controls the peach leaf-curl, is

worthless for treating the terrapin scale.

Numerous experiments in the use of the

lime-sulphur wash against this scale on

various host plants have produced only

negative results.

Kerosene emulsion has proved to be

the most effective remedy for the control

of this pest. This emulsion, when prop-

erly made according to the formula be-

low, can be sprayed with safety on any

tree during the dormant period—in win-

ter or early spring before the buds open

—at a strength of 20 to 25 per cent. A
nozzle throwing a fine spray should be

used. Care should always be exercised

to prevent the liquid from running down

the trunk of the tree and collecting about

the roots, as the oil, which will be re-

tained by the soil around the roots for

an indefinite period, might seriously in-

jure or kill the tree.

KEROSENE EMULSION
StoclJ solution (66 per cent oil)

Kerosene (coal oil. lamp oil) 2 gal.

Whale oil or laundr.v soap (or 1 quart
soft soap ) W, lb.

Water 1 gal.

Dissolve the soap in boiling water,

then remove from the fire, add the kero-

sene immediately and thoroughly agitate

the mixture until a creamy solution is

obtained. This can be done by pouring

the mixture into the tank of a spray

pump and pumping the liquid through

the nozzle back into the tank. This is a

stock solution which must be diluted be-

fore using. In order to make a 20 per

cent emulsion, add to each gallon of the

stock solution and 2 1-3 gallons of water

and agitate thoroughly before using. For

a 25 per cent solution add to each gallon

of the stork solution 1 2-3 gallons of
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water and agitato thoroughly. This

strength will kill a large percentage of

the hibernating females, without injury

to the trees.

If a good naphtha soap can be obtained

the preparation of the emulsion will be

simplified. It will be unnecessary to

heat the solution, since the kerosene will

combine readily with the naphtha and

soap and form a perfect, cold, milky-

white emulsion when the mixture is

thoroughly agitated. If naphtha soap is

used, double the amount called for by

the formula, and emulsify in soft (rain)

water.

Bureau nf Entomology Cifcvilar SS.

Pciicli and Plnni Sine

Peach ,Saw Fly

Caliroa (Eriocampoides) amygdaVuw
Rohwer

The adult saw flies are very active

little Insects, running back and forth

across the leaf on the upper side and
occasionally stopping to sip the nectar

at the nectaries at the base of the leaf.

This seems to be its chief food. The
adults appear first in early spring and
may be found until cold weather in the

fall. There are about seven generations

each year, the last one hibernating over

winter.

The larva is of a peculiar slug-like

appearance, swollen in front and cov-

ered with the slimy secretion which

hides the segmentation of its body. The
head is pale brown and the eye s,vois

darker. Its body is translucent and the

course of the alimentary canal can be

traced by the green food within. The
slug feeds upon the green leaves of the

trees to such a degree that trees are

sometimes completely defoliated in

August.

Kenicdies

Without doubt an arsenical spray, such

as arsenate of lead, would very effectively

destroy these insects, and this poison is

advised when the insects occur in sufli-

clent numbers to warrant treatment. The
rapid increase in the spraying of peaches

and plums with arsenate of lead in self-

boiled lime-sulphur wash for the control

of the plum curculio and fungus diseases

of the fruit will unquestionably result

in keeping the peach and plum slug well

reduced in orchards. Its occurrence in

injurious numbers is to be looked for

largely in small unsprayed home or-

chards.

Peach Tree Bark Beetle
Phlacntribus limhiai-is Harr

The peach tree bark beetle is native of

this country and until cultivated trees

were introduced must have held to for-

est trees for food and breeding places.

The work of the beetle is similar to that

of the fruit tree bark beetle (Scolytus

rianilosiis. Ratz), and there exists a

marked similarity in the beetles them-

selves by which the two species may be

easily confused.

Disfribiitioii

From Ohio eastward.

Extent iuid Thararter of Injury

When the beetles are present in large

numbers their injury to the trees is

quickly brought to the attention of the

orchardist by the large amount of sap

exuding from the trees through the many
small borings made both in the trunk

and limbs of the tree. In some instances

from one to three or more gallons of sap

will flow from a single tree during a

season.

The adults or beetles produce the pri-

mary injury to healthy trees, the work
of the larvae being secondary. The
healthy trees, by repeated attacks of the

adults, are reduced to a condition favor-

able to the formation of egg burrows.

When the beetles are ready to hibernate

in the fall they fly to the healthy trees

and form their hibernation cells. These

latter are injurious to the trees, for

through each cell there will be a tiny flow

of sap during the following season.

Methods of Control

Pending further investigation the fol-

lowing treatments are suggested as being

practicable and to a certain degree favor-

able: For trees seriously injured—Se-

verely trim back the trees and apply

barnyard manure or commercial fertili-

zers; then apply a thick coat of white-
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wash three times a season, the first ap-

plication to be made the last week in

March, the second application during the

second week in July, and the third appli-

cation about the first of October. For

trees apparently healthy but slightly at-

tacked—Paint the trees with a thick coat

of whitewash three times each season as

in the previous treatment, applying it to

the trunks and larger limbs. The white-

wash applied at the time specified will

act as a repellent, the emergence of the

beetles being slightly later than the dates

given for the different applications. Add
one-fourth pound table salt to each pail

of whitewash, thus making the latter

more adhesive. All of the dead, or nearly

dead, limbs and trees should be removed

and burned as fast as they appear in an

orchard, as this will destroy the breeding

P^^*^®^- H. A. GOSSARD

Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station BuUe
tin 233.

The Peach Twig Borer
Anaisia UneateVa Zell

One of the most common enemies of

the peach in the United States is the

twig borer, or '"burl worm" as it is some-

times called. Its occurrence has been

reported from most of the peach-grow-

ing states of the Union, both in the East

and West.

The adult of the twig borer is a tiny,

dark-gray moth. It is an Old World
species, supposed to have come to us with

the peach from Western Asia, and has

been known in the United States since

1860.

Kind of Trees Affected.—The twig borer

is principally an enemy of the peach,

and usually we hear of it in connection

with its damage to this fruit. It may
be found, however, on all stone-fruit

trees, but shows a decided preference for

the peach. In Bulletin SO of the Bureau
of Entomology of the United States De-

partment of Agriculture, Dr. Marlatt

mentions the pear among its list of food

plants. The writer has never noted the

attack of this insect upon other than

stone-fruit trees. Its occurrence on the

pear or other pome fruits is probably

rare, and might be compared to the oc-

currence of the coiling moth, which is

almost exclusively an enemy of the pome
fruits, in plums, peaches, or other stone

fruits. While cases of codling moth in-

festing stone fruits in any numbers are

rare, they were found the past season

in Colorado so plentiful in Burbank
plums of a certain orchard that they

were really doing considerable damage.

The twig borer, during a season of abun-

dance, might occasionally modify its

habits to the extent of an occasional at-

tack upon pome fruits, as the codling

moth in a season of abundance may mod-

ify its habits and occasionally attack

stone fruits.

The Larvae and Their Injury.—The
larvae hibernate in little silk-lined cham-

bers constructed within the bark and

very close to its surface.

While hibernating they vary somewhat
in size but are all very small, and their

detection is somewhat difficult except

when very close observations are made.

The presence of the larvae during the

hibernating period could scarcely be de-

tected were it not for the fact that they

construct, at the entrance to their bur-

rows, tiny silken tubes covered on the

outside with bits of bark which were
chewed off while excavating the hiber-

naculare. These little tubes are shown in

I'iK. 1. Larva of Twig Borer Magnified
Twenty-six Times.
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the ciotc!i of a tree in Fis. 3 and again

one is shown at the entrance to a burrow

containing hirva in Fig. 2. The hxrval

cell is also lined with silk. The silken

tube being merely a continuation of this

cell lining. Throughout the winter

months the liibernating larva remains in-

KiK. 1!. IliliiTiialiUK ChiiinlH'r of TwiK Boi'i'i'.

active within this cell. A hibernating

larva magnified 26 diameters is shown

in Fig. 1. These larvae are exceedingly

well protected in their hibernaculae,

and Mr. Warren T. Clarke's experiments

in California show that they are almost

impenetrable to even an oil spray dur-

ing the winter season.

In the spring of the year, about the

time the peach trees bloom, the larvae

leave their winter quarters and eat into

the tips of the twigs, either beginning

their work at the extremities or a short

distance below, sometimes hollowing them

out for usually a distance of less than

an inch from where the twig was entered,

leaving a mere shell or hollow cylinder

of the portion in which they have fed.

Again, they may merely gouge out the

tip of a twig on one side, entering In as

far as the pith and then leaving for some

other twig. Thus they go from twig to

twig, feeding first in one and then in

another, until Often the tips of a great

many branches will be killed back, there-

by checking their growth and more or

less injuring the tree. The detection of

their work is no diflacult matter a short

time after they begin feeding, for the

leaves of affected twigs soon wilt and

later dry up from the injury done to

them.

Tlie injui-y the first-brood larvae do

lo twigs, while sometimes alanuiiig, is

not usually to be compared with the in-

jury to the fruit from the second and

third broods. Often this injury to the

fruit is extensive enough to render great

quantities unmarketable. They usually

enter the fruit from the stem end and may
feed entirely within the flesh, but very

often eat their way into the pits. Af-

fected peaches may be detected by an

issuance of sap mixed with little pellets

from the fruit which have been chewed

up by the larvae. This sap hardens on

the outside and peaches so affected are

often termed "gummy peaches."

The Pupal Stage.—This stage of the

insect is said to last from six to twelve

days, the first brood remaining pupae

for the longest time. This period is

passed by the first-brood pupae, accord-

ing to Clarke, principally in curls of

bark on the trunks of trees in very flimsy

cocoons. They may, however, be found

in other places, such as between two

peaches which come in contact with each

other, under rubbish on the ground, etc.

The second and third-brood pupae more

often pupate in the suture at stem-end

of peaches than underneath the bark,

and the semblance to cocoons is even

less than in the case of the first brood.

The Moth.—The twig-borer moth is a

tiny, gray insect, about V\ inch in length

I iti

Fig 3. Silken Tubes at Entrance to I>ai-v;il

Chamber In Crotch of Peach TwlR.
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and having a wing expanse of about 'j

inch. It is quite beautiful with its dark-

gray, fringed wings. They are very seldom

seen in the orchards by the fruit growers,

because of their small size, their close

resemblance to projections of the bark

and their habit of resting perfectly still

during the daytime.

The Efig.—Eggs of this insect were first

found by Marlatt, who kept the moths in

confinement and found that they were

deposited above the bases of the petioles

of the leaves. Clarke found the eggs

of the first brood in the orchard in the

same location as described by Marlatt.

He found, however, that the eggs of the

second generation were laid not on the

twigs, but on the fruit and in the edge

of the stem-end depression ; the eggs of

the third generation were found in cracks

of the bark, or exposed on its surface

just above the crotches formed by the

new wood and on the old wood.

The eggs are pearly white, changing
to a deep yellow before hatching. They
are quite conspicuous, being about 2/.5

of a millimeter (1/60 of an inch) in

length by 1/5 millimeter in breadth.

These observations of the egg and egg-

laying habits of the insect made in Cal-

ifornia by Mr. Clarke, are very interest-

ing, as they are the first recorded from
studies made under the natural condi-

tions of the orchard.

Remedies.—Experiments conducted by
the writer in Colorado during the sea-

sons of 1910 and 1911, and by Clarke in

California, indicate that commercial lime
and sulphur, used at the strentgh of 1

gallon to 10 of water, is an effective rem-
edy for this pest. We have used it suc-

cessfully both in the fall and spring.

Earlier experiments conducted in this

state by E. P. Taylor indicated that ar-

senate of lead used at the strength of 5

pounds of the paste to 50 gallons of wa-
ter, and applied when most of the blos-

som buds showed their pink tips, would
al.so result in their control.

George P. Wei.don

Pear Scale. See Pear Pests.

Pear Thrip.s. See Pear Posts.

Pi.t'M CrRcri.i, See Plum Pests.

Red SriDER. See Apple Pests.

Rose Chafer. See Hose Pests, under

Floriculture.

San Jose Scale. See Apple Pests.

San .Trse Scale nn Teach

Scurfy Scale. See Apple Pests.

Siiot-Hole Borer. See Apple Pests.

Strawberry Crown Girder. See Straw-

berry Pests.

Striped Peach Worm
Gclechia confusella

The striped peach worm, recorded as

doing serious damage in Michigan. The
larva is described as "dirty white with,

six longitudinal, reddish-brown stripes,

and with a yellowish-brown head and
thorax. It wriggles violently when dis-

turbed. It binds together the leaves with
a web of fine silk, forming a nest of

loosely bound leaves in which several

^—16
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larvae livo ami in wliicli tliey cliange to

pupae." The catei-pillais of llie tali gen-

eration appear al)out the middle of Sep-

tember, reach their growth before the

leaves drop and transform to pupae, in

which state they pass tlic winter.

Either cut out and burn the nests, or.

in case of early varieties, from which tin-

fruit has already been picked, spray with

arsenate of lead, just as the worms ap-

Pt^ar. H. A, Gossard,

Ohio Agruniltural KxpcrliniMit St.iti.ui I'.iillr

tin 233.

Tiirnislicil I'laiit Uns

SU>\> Hack oil Teach

This is a grayish-brown bug, marked

with black and j-ellow, and it is about

one-fifth of an inch long. It is very com-

mon and attacks many cultivated plants.

Troatnient

To protect the peach crop, clean cul-

ture is advised to keep down the weeds

among the trees and about the margins of

the orchard.

TtrssocK Moth. See Apple Pests.

Walnut Scale. See Walnut Pests.

Spotless Fall >Vcb AVorm

Hyiihnntria textor Harris

(Family Arctiiiar)

(Jcneral Appearance

The adults are slightly over one-half

inch long with a wing expanse of one and

one-half inches. The body is light and

the wings pure or dusky white. There

are no spots upon wings or body. This

species is distinguished from the fall web

worm (Hyphantiia cunea Drury) of the

Eastern states by the pure white antennae

and the absence of spots on the abdomen.

The full grown larvae are very hairy, yel-

lowish or greenish in color, with a dark-

er stripe along the back, a yellow stripe

along the side and covered with whitish

hairs which arise from black and orange-

yellow tubercles.

Life History

This species hibernates in the iiupa

stage within a cocoon attached to tree

trunks, fences, rubbish or under the

ground. The moths emergs in the spring.

mate and during the nights the females

deposit from 400 to 500 eggs in clusters

upon the leaves of the food plants. The

caterpillars feed in colonies and spin webs

large enough to accommodate all the mem-

bers, which may include a large limb of a

Fig. 1. Tin- 8|jutli's.s I'^iill Well Worm {Iljiithan-

trla textor (Ilarrisl. Top, temaie ; bottura,

maip. I-;nlarKe(l. (Originai.)

tree. When full grown the larvae leave

the web and descend to suitable pupal

quarters. There are two broods a year,

the second appearing late in the summer.

Kodd Plants

This species feeds upon the foliage of

a great number of wild and ornamental

trees and shrubs, as well as upon fruit

trees.

('(iiitrdl

The application of arsenical poisons,

the collecting of the cocoons and the

burning of the nests or webs containing

the larvae with a torch are the remedies

used against this pest.

Natural Enemies

Internal parasites play a very impor-

tant part in the control of this moth.

E. O. EssKi
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West Iiidiiiii or White Peach Scale

Aiilacaspis pcntayoiia Targ.

General Appearance

The scale of the adult female is cir-

cular with exuviae near one side, and

gray in color. The male scales are elon-

gate, white, and with distinct rib down

the middle. They are longer than the

diameter of the female scale.

Life History

The life history of this scale greatly re-

sembles that of the rose scale (Aiilacaspis

rosa). There are three broods a year.

Food Plants

Peach, mulberr.v, plum, prune, apricot,

walnut, geranium, cherry, pear.

Control

Same as for San Jose scale.

Natural Enemies

The two-stabbed ladybird beetle feeds

upon this scale.

E. O. E.ssiG

The Western Prnne and Peach Root

Borer
Sanninpidea opalescens Hy. Edw.

W. F. WiLsox

Reported only from some four or five

extreme Western states, we have another

insect which so closely resembles an East-

ern species as to be distinguishable only

by the absence of a distinct orange-col-

ored band across the abdomen. Perhaps

very few orchardists have ever seen the

adult of the borer, although every peach

and prune grower has no doubt had the

pleasure of digging out the larvae from

the roots of his trees. The habits of our

Western species vary only in a few im-

material differences from those of the

Eastern. The borers of both seem to at-

tack trees to a greater extent in light

sandy or gravelly soils. Peaches are most
susceptible to attack, although prunes and
apricots seem to be a close second. Al-

monds, cherries, apples and native plums
may be attacked. Myrobalan plum trees

are but very little bothered under normal
conditions and should be used as stocks

upon which to graft domestic plums.

The adults or moths emerge in mid-

summer; at that time they are nietallio-

black in color, fore wings transparent

with black margins; hind wings trans-

parent with a black border. Under side

of wings same as upper. They may often

be seen resting on leaves or trunks of

trees. Soon after emergence the sexes

mate and as soon as copulation takes

place the female moths begin to lay their

eggs on the bark close to the crown of the

tree. Oviposition is finished in a few days

and then the moths die. The egg state

lasts about two weeks and the newly

hatched larvae start In at once to locate

suitable places for entering the bark.

Within a couple of hours they are able

to disappear under the frass thrown out

Fifj. 1. Prune and Peaob Root Borer: 1, lar-
vae in burrows taken from peach tree ; 2,

cocoon pupal case and adult.

(Original)

in starting their burrows. The majority

of the larvae work below the surface of

the soil before entering the bark and will

always enter an old burrow if one is

handy. In rare instances larvae may be

found working in the trunk and larger

branches. Under the bark the larvae

work upward or downward and may
work up the trunk as far as twelve to

sixteen inches, eating away all of the

sapwood. One tree may have as many as

seventy borers working on it at one time.

Apparently the larvae feed at random, as

there is no regular shape to the burrow;

they may be long, wide, narrow, large or
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small, ami nunf lluin one boier may be

found in the same burrow. As fresh cast-

ings can nearly always be found at the

opening the larvae evidently clean house

every day. This mixed with the gum
nearly always indicates where burrows

can be found. When full fed the larvae

leave the main part of their burrows, seek

places where the adults can escape, form

cocoons out of silken threads and chewed

bark or pieces of soil, line them with silk

and pupate. The cocoons are elon.siate

oval in shape and about an inch in lensth.

Pupation usualy takes place about .June

1, the pupal stase lasting about four

weeks.

lU'iiiedies and rrcveutivt's

At Cornell, where a four-year test of

eighteen or twenty preventives was tried.

the best preventives were: gas tar daubed

on the bark, waste tobacco stems and

leaves wrapped around the tree, tarred or

other paper wrapped about the trunk.

Relative value in the order named. At

Corvallis good results were obtained by

use of whitewash and Paris green and

thick Bordeaux and Paris green.

There are two chief difficulties in the

digging out method. 1. At whatever peri-

od one does the work, there will be many
small larvae which will be iindiscovered,

thus necessitating for the best results that

one go over the trees two or three times

during the season. 2. It necessarily does

more or less injury to the tree. Accord-

ing to Cornell results, however, this is the

only satisfactory method that can be used.

and should be supplemented with one of

the preventive methods.

The United States Bureau of Entomol-

og>' now recommends three formulas

which are being used in various parts of

the country against borers. They should

be applied just after worming.

"Formula A'o. 1 — The lime-crude-oil

mixture; place about fifty pounds of rock

lime in a barrel and slake with ten or

fifteen gallons of warm water; while the

lime is boiling, slowly pour in six to eight

gallons of heavy crude oil and stir thor-

oughly. Add enough water to make the
whole a heavy paste. The wash should be
applied immediately with a heavy brush.

"Funinila Xn. 2—The lime-sulphur-salt

mixture. Place about twenty-five pounds

of rock lime in a barrel and slake with

warOi water. Add two quarts of sulphur

and two or three handfuls of salt while

the lime is still boiling. This wash is

heavy and is applied with a brush.

"Formula A'o. 3—Lime, coal tar and

whale-oil soap. Unslaked lime fifty

pounds, coal tar one and one-half gal-

lons, whale-oil soap twelve pounds. Slake

the lime in warm water and add the gas

tar while the mixture is boiling; dissolve

the soa)) separately in hot water and add

this to the lime solution. Add enough

water to make a heavy paste."

.VN|ihaltum Treatment for reach Tree

Borer
* In a recent bulletin of the California

station E. L. Morris calls attention to

the use of hard asphaltum, grades "C"

and "D," for the control of the peach

tree borer. This material was applied

early in the spring to badly infested trees

fiom which the borers had been dug.

It was found that thick, heavy coating

l)revented both the issuance and the en-

trance of about 95 per cent to 98 per cent

of the insects, the degree of efficiency de-

pending upon the thoroughness of the

application. Asi)haltum does not iiene-

trate, crack, deteriorate, or bind the tree,

since it yields to the slightest pressure.

Pour years of experimenting have not

shown the least injury.

The material is applied warm with a

brush from five inches below to five inches

above the ground. It is easier to apply

two or more coatings than to try to put

on more at one time than will adhere firm-

ly. The first coating will harden very

quickly and the second can be applied

without loss of time. Two coatings are

generally sufficient unless the bark is very

rough. But in any case a thick, uniform

covering is absolutely necessary for the

best results.

Borers are seldom uniformly distrib-

uted over an orchard. Small blocks of

trees here and there may be badly in-

fested and the most of the orchard com-

•D. S. Department Acrlciilturp Farmer.s Hul-
letln 517.
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paratively free from the pest. In such

cases it is not necessary to treat all of

the trees with asphaltum. but it is neces-

sary to examine them carefully, for in no

other way can the true conditions be

known.

A convenient way to handle the asphal-

tum is to mount an iron kettle on the

running-gear of an orchard truck and sus

pend beneath it a sheetiron apron as a

firebox. Keep hard asphaltum in the

kettle all the time, so that the melted

asphaltum will not get too hot to carry

in small containers, and apply directly to

the trees.

Peanuts
Arachis hypogea

It is not definitely known when and

where the peanut was first cultivated.

Several allied species of plants are na-

tives of Brazil, and there is every indica-

tion that the common peanut originally

came from tropical America. Peanuts

were introduced into the United States

during the earlier days of colonization,

but did not become of commercial impor-

tance until about 1870. From that time

until 1897, the growth of the peanut in-

dustry was gradual, but a great increase

in the production and use of peanuts has

taken place during the last eight or ten

years.

Botanically the peanut belongs to the

same group of plants as do the beans and

peas, but it possesses the character of ma-
turing its fruit or nut beneath the surface

of the soil, rather than above ground as

do most other leguminous plants.

The technical name of the peanut is

Arachis hypogea. the name indicating the

characteristic habit of the plant to ma-
ture its fruits underground. The pea-

nut is known under the local names of

"goober," "goober pea," "pindar," "ground

pea." and "groundnut." The names "goo-

ber" and "goober pea" are more properly

applied to an allied species, having no
true stem and only one pea in each pod,

which has been introduced and is fre-

quently found growing wild in the Gulf
Coast states. Properly speaking, the pea-

nut is a pea rather than a nut, the term
"nut" having been added on account of

its flavor, which is similar to that of

many of the true nuts.

The small yellow flowers of the pea-

nut are borne in the little pocket where

the leaves are attached to the stems, and

as soon as pollination has taken place

the visible portion of the flower fades and

falls, after which the short, thick stem

that supports the lower portion of the

flower elongates and the sharp-pointed

ovary is thrust downward into the soil,

where the pod develops. Should the

ovary fail to reach or penetrate the soil

no pod will be formed.

The value of the commercial peanut

crop of the United States for the year

1909 was $18,271,929. During recent

years the area of production of peanuts

has greatly increased, especially through-

out the warmer parts of the country. The
value of the peanut, both as a money crop

and for feeding on the farm, renders it

especially desirable as a part of the rota-

tion wherever conditions suitable to its

development exist.

Most persons think of the peanut as it

appears for sale at the news and fruit

stands, but during recent years many new
lines of consumption have been found.

In addition to the great quantity of pea-

nuts sold in the shell each year, thousands

of bushels are shelled for use in the man-
ufacture of confections and food products.

The peanut is well adapted for use as a

part of the cropping system in the South-

ern states, especially on the cotton and
tobacco lands. Soils that will not produce

more than one-fourth of a bale of cot-

ton to the acre can be made to yield a

fair crop of peanuts at a very low cost

for growing. Comparatively few persons

realize the value of peanuts when used as

a farm crop, especially when the product

is fed to live stock on the farm and event-

ually returned to the soil in the form
of manure.

Soil and riimatic Kefiniremenfs of the

Peanut

The soil best suited to the peanut is one

of a sandy, loamy nature, preferably light

or grayish in color rather than dark.

Soils that are dark and those carrying

a considerable percentage of iron or other
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niiiieial are likely to stain tlie shells of

the peanuts, thus rendering them less de-

sirable for the trade. For agricultural

purposes, however, the staining of the

shells is of little consequence, as it does

not materially injure them for stock feed-

ing. In fact, soils that contain consider-

able clay and lime or are loamy in char-

acter produce heavier nuts and sometimes

greater yields than do lighter soils. As a

rule the peanut does best on a sandy loam

with a well-drained clay subsoil, but the.

crop may be grown under a wide range of

soil conditions. Soils that become hard or

compact are not adapted to peanut grow-

ing, owing to the inability of the pod

stems or "pegs" to penetrate the surface.

Soils that are poorly drained or sour

are not suited to the peanut. The ideal

soil consists of a sandy loam containing

a reasonable amount of humus, or vege-

table matter, together with an abundance

of lime. A soil having a suitable me-

chanical consistency is the first essential.

Soils lacking in fertility can be improved

by a proper cropping system or by the

judicious use of manures.

The cultivation of the peanut for com-

mercial purposes has until recently been

confined chiefly to areas in Virginia, Ten-

nessee, the Carolinas and Georgia. Dur-

ing recent years the industry has become

established throughout the South Atlantic

states and westward to and including Cal-

ifornia. This area is one within which

the frost-free season is comparatively

long, and much of the territory has a

soil containing a large percentage of sand

or alluvial matter, making it easily cul-

tivated and well adapted to the peculiar

habits of the peanut plant. There are un-

doubtedly many sections outside of this

area that can be profitably devoted to the

production of peanuts for stock food, and

a few regions where they can be grown

commercially.

The climatic requirements of the pea-

nut are a long season without frost, a

comparatively light rainfall during the

growing period, abundant sunshine, and a

high teinperature. The peanut is slight-

ly more susceptible to injury from frost

than the common bunch bean and requires

a somewhat longer season for its de-

velopment. The Spanish peanut will ma-

ture in 90 days under the most favorable

conditions, but 110 to 120 days should

be allowed. The large-podded varieties

require a longer period for best results.

Preparation ol the Soil

Time for IMowiiig

The time for plowing the land to be

planted to peanuts will depend somewhat

upon its previous treatment. If the land

has been in corn the season before and

a crop of crimson clover was sown at the

time the corn was laid by, it will be

desirable to plow the land just before the

clover blooms in order to get the great-

est benefit from it as a green manure. If

the land is in sod it will be desirable to

break it during autumn or winter. If

there is no crop on the land the plowing

need only be done in time for planting, or

rather but a short time before planting, in

order to allow the soil to settle. Where

a crop of crimson clover is turned un-

der, the soil should be thoroughly har-

rowed and rolled in order to obtain a

compact seed bed and to retain moisture.

Depth of Plowing

The depth of plowing will depend some-

what upon the character and depth of the

surface soil. On sandy soils that are un-

derlaid by a clay subsoil it would be un-

wise to bring a very great quantity of the

subsoil to the surface. If the surface soil

is not of sufficient depth, it should be in-

creased by plowing a very little deeper

each year until a sufficient depth is

reached. As a general rule the depth of

plowing for peanuts should not be quite

so great as that for corn in the same

locality. From five to seven inches of

loose soil will be sufficient for the grow-

ing of all varieties of peanuts. Subsoil-

ing may prove beneficial on soils having

insufficient drainage.

Preparation for Phinting

When the land is plowed liut a short

time before planting it should be har-

rowed within a few hours after plowing,

in order to prevent loss of moisture. On

loose, sandy soils that are reasonably free

from weeds or grass it is often possible
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to dispense with the regular plowing and

cut the land with a disk harrow or disl<

plow. This implement both cuts and

turns the soil, leaving it in fine condition,

so that it is readily prepared for plant-

ing. Where plowing is necessary in or-

der to turn under sod. clover, or weeds, a

tool of the Acme harrow or Kimball cul-

tivator type is desirable for smoothing

and pulverizing the soil afterwards. This

harrow is superior to the ordinary smooth-

ing harrow in that it turns, crushes and

levels the soil in one operation. If the

soil is very loose it may be necessary to

roll or drag thoroughly before planting.

Under ordinary circumstances level

culture should be practiced, but where the

drainage is poor it may be advisable to

throw up slight ridges upon which to

plant peanuts; this is especially desir-

able during a season of excessive rainfall.

When ready for planting, the soil should

be in the same general condition as that

prepared for a crop of snap or bunch

beans. Thorough preparation of the soil

is profitable for all crops, and especially

for peanuts. If the soil can be harrowed

once a week for three or four weeks be-

fore planting, most of the weeds that

would otherwise injure the croi) will be

destroyed.

Fertilizers and Preparatory Crops

Cropping System and Green Manures
Peanuts should be grown in rotation

with other crops rather than as a spe-

cialty. The cropping system will depend

somewhat upon the area of other crops

grown, but the arrangement should be

such that the land will be planted to

peanuts one year in each three or four.

A good rotation is corn or cotton the first

year with cow peas planted between the

rows at the time of the last cultivation;

the next season plow under the remains

of the cow peas and plant the land to pea-

nuts; as soon as the peanuts are har-

vested sow the land with rye and use

as a winter pasture; plow under the rye

during the springtime and plant cow peas,

using the peas as a hog pasture during

the autumn; then return to corn or cotton

the following year.

Another plan would be to devote the

land one year to sweet potatoes instead of

cow peas, or to a crop of early Irish pota-

toes followed by cow peas or crimson clov-

er. In this rotation stable manure should

be applied to the crop of corn or cotton,

and the commercial fertilizers with the

peanut and potato crops. Peanuts should

invariably follow some well-cultivated

crop which has been kept free from weeds.

The Use of Stable Manure

Stable or barnyard manure should not

be used as a fertilizer the same year

that the land is planted to peanuts owing

to the great number of weed seeds that

are contained in the manure. The use of

manure also has a tendency to cause the

plants to produce abnormal tops and a

large percentage of poorly filled pods,

known to the trade as "saps" or "pops."

The proper time for applying stable

manure is with the crop grown the prev-

ious season, thus giving it time to be-

come incorporated with the soil and re-

duced to the proper condition for the pea-

nut crop.

Coniniereial Fertilizers

The peanut responds to the use of com-

mercial fertilizers. However, a reason-

able amount of humus in the soil is es-

sential. If properly handled, the pea-

nut crop is not exhaustive of soil fer-

tility; in fact, the plant is a great nitro-

gen gatherer, as may be observed by the

large number of nodules upon the roots.

On the other hand, if the entire plant, in-

cluding the root, is removed and no part

returned to the soil, the peanut becomes

almost as exhaustive of soil fertility as

cotton or corn. By feeding the straw and

othei' refuse from the crop to cattle, hogs,

and work animals and applying the ma-

nure thus obtained to the land the fer-

tility may be retained or even increased.

On soils that are adapted to the pro-

duction of peanuts it will not be neces-

sary to employ commercial fertilizers in

large quantities. Soils abundantly sup-

plied with nitrogenous matter will, espe-

cially during a rainy season, produce an

overgrowth of vine and poorly filled pods.

A commercial fertilizer adapted to the

production of either Irish or sweet po-

tatoes is as a rule suited for the growing
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of peanuts. A mixtuie which contains

from two to four per cent of available

nitrogen, five to seven per cent of avail-

able phosphoric acid, and six to ten per

cent of potash is desirable; this should

be applied at the rate of from 200 to

1.000 pounds to the acre, according to the

needs of- the land. Most growers follow

the practice of scattering the fertilizer

in a narrow strip where the row is to be

planted, but for the general good of the

land it is a better plan to sow or drill the

fertilizer broadcast. In all cases it is ini-

l)ortant that the fertilizer be thoroughl.v

mixed with the soil.

Importance of Lime in tlic Soil

In order to insure the proper filling

and ripening of the pods, peanuts require

an abundance of lime in the soil. Where
the soil is of a calcareous nature, con-

taining limestone, shells, or lime in its

more active form, it may be necessary

to make a regular application, but on

soils that are deficient in lime or in-

clined to be in the least sour, from 1,000

to 2,000 pounds of fresh-burned lime

should be applied to an acre every four

or five years. The lime should not be put

on at the same time as the commercial

fertilizers, but rather during the previous

autumn, or at the time of plowing the

land. Wood ashes are desirable as a fer-

tilizer for peanuts, as they contain both

potash and lime. Unleached wood ashes

may be applied broadcast at the rate of

1,000 to 1,200 pounds. 2.5 to 30 bushels to

the acre.

The presence on the land of certain

weeds, such as the common sorrel and
the sedges (which have three-cornered

stems), indicates sourness and insufficient

drainage; to correct this an application

of lime will be necessary in addition to

ditching or tile draining. lAme should be

used on land that is to be planted to pea-

nuts, unless it is definitely known that

there Is an abundance of it already pres-

ent.

The Peanut as a >itrogen Gatherer

The peanut plant, in common with

other leguminous plants, has the power
of collecting the free nitrogen of the at-

mosphere and storing it in little nodules

upon its roots. For this reason the pea-

nut is one of the more desirable of our

soil-renovating and soil-improving plants.

It should be borne in mind, however, that

in order to benefit the soil the nitro-

FIr. 1. Roots of Peanut Vine. Showing the
Value of This Plant as a Nitrogen Gatherer.
The nodules on the roots are formed by the
bacteria which collect the nitrogen.

gen so gathered should not be removed,

but that the main portion of the roots

should be left in the soil. Fig. 1 shows

the root of a peanut i)lant which is abun-

dantly covered with the nitrogen-storing

nodules.

The Seed and Its Selection

Importance of IMnntine; Good Seed

A good grade of seed is just as impor-

tant with the peanut as with corn, wheat,

or any other crop. There is perhaps no

other farm crop except corn that is so

greatly influenced by the character of seed

planted as the peanut. The very best

l)eanuts of the previous season's crop

should be selected for seed, and of these

only the most mature and perfect peas

should be used. Seed should be saved

only from well-ripened and mature plants

and should be properly cured and kept

diy during the winter months. Good

seed produces a more even stand of plants,

which in itself returns a greater yield.
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Iiiiproveiiient by Selection

The seed should not only be selected

from plants that are mature, but from

those producing a large number of ma-

ture pods as well. By doubling the num-

ber of well-filled pods on each plant the

yield for each acre will also be doubled.

Many millions of bushels have been added

to the corn crop of the country simply

through the selection and improvement of

seed.

What has been done with corn is pos-

sible with the peanut, and where we now
have an average yield of 34 bushels to the

acre it is reasonable to expect this to be

increased to 50 or 60 bushels through seed

and cultural improvements.

Planting Shelled or "Whole Seed

In planting the large-pod varieties it is

desirable for several reasons that the

seed be shelled. In the first place the

planting machines now in general use

are adapted to handling the shelled seed

only. Second, when planting whole pods

there is always a doubt regarding their

being well filled, and a poor stand may re-

sult. Third, pods containing two or more
seeds will produce more than one plant

in a hill, causing a waste of seed and a

crowding together of the plants. Fourth,

whole seed is slower in germinating than

shelled seed. With the Spanish variety

the case is quite different, as several of

the machines will handle the whole nuts,

the pods are invariably filled, the crowd-

ing together of the plants is no great dis-

advantage, and the few days extra time
required for germination is of little conse-

quence.

Virginia nuts intended for seed should

always be shelled by hand, but the Span-
ish are sometimes shelled by machinery,
although their germination is invariably

injured when so handled. Many grow-
ers of the Spanish peanut practice soak-

ihg the unshelled nuts in water previous

to planting. Soaking for a few hours will

hasten germination, but if for any reason

the seed can not be planted immediately
it will be lost. Shelled seed should never

be soaked before planting.

Time and Methods of Planting

The time for planting peanuts is in the

spring after the soil has become thorough-

ly warm. In order to secure a good stand,

the seed should not be put in the ground
until there is sufBcient warmth to ger-

minate It quickly. As a rule peanuts

should be planted a trifle later than corn

and beans. The Spanish variety may be

planted somewhat later than the Virginia

type, as it requires less time to complete

its growth.

Distance to Plant

A common distance between rows is

36 inches, but this varies somewhat ac-

cording to the soil and variety. For the

Virginia Runner variety on good soil the

IP
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will plant an acre. One and one half

pecks of shelled Spanish peanuts, or two

bushels in the pods, are required for an

acre. The greater the care exercised in

planting, the smaller will be the waste of

seed, and economy is quite an object

when planting specially selected or high-

priced seed.

Depth to Cover the Seed

The depth to which the seed should be

covered will depend somewhwat upon the

character of the soil. On heavy soils

three-fourths of an inch to one and one-

quarter inches will be sufficient, while

on light soils one and one-halt to two

inches may not be too deep.

Tools and Methods of I'lnntintr

Peanuts are generally planted in rows

that are cultivated in one direction only.

Some growers follow the practice of first

marking the land with an implement sim-

ilar to the ordinary corn marker. Others

open a furrow with a one-horse plow,

then after the fertilizer has been dis-

tributed in the furrow the plow is again

used and a slight ridge thrown up. There

is now on the market a tool of the type

shown in Fig. 2, which sows the fertilizer,

throws up a slight ridge, and at the same

time indicates the position of the next

row. If desired, this machine can be sup-

plied with a seeding device, which will

complete the planting at one operation.

The greater portion of the peanut crop

is planted with the one-horse planters

of the type shown in Fig. ?,. These ma-

chines are similar in many respects to a

cotton planter; in fact, a cotton planter

may be adapted to planting the whole

Spanish or the shelled Virginia peanuts

with very little trouble or expense. The
ordinary peanut planter costs in the

neighborhood of $1.") in most localities.

OciKTill rillf l\iltillll

.Method of ('iilli>:ilion

Cultivation of the peanut crop should

begin as soon as the rows can be followed

and continue until the vines begin to oc-

cupy the ground. The work of cultivation

should be pursued very much the same as

for corn, beans, and all similar crops.

Frequent shallow cultivation that will

keep tlie soil loose and prevent the loss

of moisture is essential. Shortly after

rains the surface soil should be stirred

and during dry weather a dust mulch
maintained. After the first cultivation it

will be desirable to work the soil toward

the rows to provide a bed of loose earth

in which the pods may form.

After the peanuts begin to "peg," or

form pods, they should not be disturbed

or given further cultivation. The old

idea that the blossoms of the peanut must

Vig. 3. Peauut Planter.

be covered is erroneous, although grow-

ers frequently allow considerable soil to

be thrown over the vines during the final

cultivation. For the last cultivation it is

a common practice to employ a tool that

will both throw the soil toward the rows

and leave a furrow in the middle of the

alley to carry off the water during heavy

rains.

Tools Adapted to CultiTating Peanuts

Most implements that are adapted to

the cultivation of corn or cotton will be

found suitable for handling the peanut

crop. For the first two or three cultiva-

tions a spring-tooth riding cultivator is

desirable, while for the later workings the

same implement can be used by chang-

ing the spring teeth for regular cultivator

shovels. For one-horse cultivation the or-

dinary cotton sweep is frequently used.

but the five-tooth cultivator will do more

efhcient work. This im])lenient is pro-

vided with several styles of narrow and

broad shovels, sweeps and hillers. making

it adaptable to a great many changes and

suited to a wide range of conditions.

Some growers follow the practice of

running a light roller over the plants
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Fig. 4. Peanut Digger.

after the final cultivation, the object be-

ing to flatten the stems upon the ground

in order that the little pods forming on

the extremities of the stems may reach

the soil. This practice may increase the

yield, but it will also increase the per-

centage of "saps," or unfilled pods, and it

is doubtful if anything is gained by the

practice.

Harvesting

Proper Time for Diffg-ins the Crop

No fixed rule can be given by which

to determine when to remove the peanut

crop from the ground, and each grower

must be his own judge in the matter. In

general practice the growers aim to dig

before the first frosts, in order that the

peanut vines may have greater value for

stock food. To the southward, where

frosts do not appear until quite late, the

vines assume a yellowish appearance dur-

ing the latter part of the season, which

indicates the ripening of the peas. If

digging is deferred too long, the first-

formed peas are likely to burst their

shells and start growing; this is espe-

cially true if there is a period of rainy

weather late in the season. The aim

should be to dig at the time the vines

have upon them the greatest number of

mature peas. Where a large acreage is

grown it will be necessary to begin har-

vesting as soon as the earliest peas are

ready, in order to complete the work be-

fore unfavorable weather sets in.

ItEethods Employed for Liffiiifr the

Plants

Under ordinary circumstances the pea-

nut vines are plowed from the ground

with a one-horse turning plow and after-

wards separated from the soil by hand.

Many growers employ either a two-horse

plow similar to that frequently used for

digging potatoes or a turning plow with

the mold-board removed to prevent a

furrow being turned. Behind the digger

or plow a gang of workmen shake the

vines and peas free from the soil and

throw them in small bunches. In this

manner a team and driver accompanied

by eight or ten hands will dig from five

to seven acres a day at a cost of about

$2.50 an acre.

It has been found by experiment that

the regular machine potato digger drawn

by two or three horses driven by one man
will dig from 8 to 12 acres a day and do

the work in a much cleaner and better

manner than the old plow and hand meth-

od. This machine not only removes the

peanuts from the ground in a more per-

fect manner but also shakes off the soil

and leaves the vines lying loosely upon

the surface of the ground. By the hand

method a great many pods become de-

tached from the vines, while with the ma-

chine potato digger scarcely a pod is lost.

A machine of this character is shown

in Fig. 4.

Special machines are now being offered

which are intended to dig. clean, and

bunch the peanuts. By setting any of

these machines to the i)roper depth it is

possible to sever the main root of the pea-

nut just below where the pods are formed

and thus leave considerable of the ac-

cumulated nitrogen in the soil. It is esti-

mated that the nitrogen left in the soil

by this system has a fertilizing value of

from $3 to $4 an acre.

fiirins Process and Care of Crop After

Dipf-'ing:

After the peanut vines are loosened

from the soil they are allowed to lie

either spread upon the ground or in small

bunches for three or four hours, and are

then placed in small stacks around a

central stake to cure. If the peas are al-

lowed to lie exposed to the weather for

any length of time after digging, the

pods become discolored and loose in

weight.

A better grade of peanut hay will be se-

cured if the vines are placed in the small
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stacks as soon as the leaves and stems

are thoroughly free from dew or from

other moisture. Most growers follow the

practice of putting the peas in shock the

same day they are removed from the soil,

or those dug during the morning are

stacked in the afternoon and those dug

later in the day are stacked the follow-

ing morning as soon as they are free

from dew; however, any dew or rain will

discolor the pods.

The essentials in caring for the crop

during the curing period are that the pea-

nuts be kept in small stacks, given an

abundance of air, and protected from both

the weather and injury from animals.

Owing to the fleshy nature of the stems

they cure quite slowly and are liable to

mildew if placed in large lots.

In order to produce a good grade of

peanuts for the market it is necessary to

cure them in small stacks built around

a central stake or pole. The supply of

stakes should be ready in advance and

may be kept for use from year to year.

These stakes should consist of split or

round poles about three or four inches in

I''lg. it. Nej^i'o Stacking? rcanurs.

diameter, seven feet in length, and sharp-

ened at both ends. For setting the stakes

in the ground a pointed bar of iron or a

crowwbar with which to make the holes

is necessary. The stakes should be set

in the ground to a depth of 12 to 18

inches and well tamped to make them
firm and solid. Before starting the

shock one or two pieces of lath are

nailed across the stake a few inches from
the ground, in order to prevent the pea-

nuts coming in direct contact with the

soil. In starting to build the shock a few

vines are laid across the pieces of lath

and the shock then built up by succes-

sive layers of vines, the pods being kept

well to the center and the tops to the out-

side. The stems should have sufficient

outward slope to shed water. Occasional-

ly a few vines should be hung around the

stake in order to tie the shock together.

By this method the pods will be near the

center and around the pole, where there is

an upward circulation of air and general

protection. When the shock has reached

the desired height, a bunch of vines is

rolled together and pressed down over the

lioint of the stake to form a top, or a

little grass or weeds may he used for

this purpose.

Storage in barns is not advisable when
curing peanuts for market, but where
the entire plant is fed to stock the crop

may be handled in much the same manner
as cow peas, velvet beans, or a heavy

growth of clover.

Picking and Cleaning'

Peanuts for market should be cured in

(he shock at least three or four weeks

before picking. If the weather is dry and

windy immediately after harvesting, the

lining process will be quite rapid, but

sliould the weather conditions be unfav-

orable during this period the pods will

ripen more slowly. Too rapid curing is

not desirable, as the pods are likely to

shrivel and discolor. Peanuts should not

be picked from the vines until the pods

have become dry and the peas firm and

nutty, with the immature ones more or

less shrunken. As a rule very little is

to be gained by early marketing, and a

better grade of peanuts will be secured
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if picking is deferred until late autumn.

If the pods are not well protected in stack-

ing, many will be destroyed by the com-

mon blackbird. In some sections it is

necessary to pick as early as possible

to prevent heavy loss from the ravages

of field mice and rats while the peanuts

are in the shock.

If peanuts are not well stacked the

pods are liable to become discolored by

the heavy fogs and driving rains of late

autumn. The stacks should not be opened

or the vines handled during wet weather.

Picking' by Hand

The standard of excellence in the pea-

nut markets is always based upon hand-

picked stock. Peanuts that are picked

by hand now bring a higher price than

those picked by machinery, but with the

present scarcity of labor and rapid im-

provement in peanut-picking machinery

the time will soon come when a uniform

price will be paid for a given quality of

peas regardless of how the picking is

done.

In some localities the pickers are paid

by the hundred pounds, 40 cents a 100

being the average price paid. At this

rate the cost of picking the peanuts grown
on one acre will vary from $4 to $8.

Use of Machines for Picking

Two types of machines have been em-

ployed for picking peanuts from the vines,

and most of the work done by them has

been quite satisfactory. A cylinder ma-
chine similar to a regular grain separator

except as to size has been used for several

years, especially in the districts where
the Spanish variety is extensively grown.

The principal objection to all the cylinder

machines is the tendency to break the

pods and both shell and injure the peas.

By running the cylinder quite slowly,

say at 400 revolutions a minute, and feed-

ing properly, it is possible to thrash pea-

nuts by using a cylinder machine with a

very small percentage of loss from break-

age. Pods that are merely cracked or

that have what the growers term "oy-

ster mouths" will not keep for a long

period but become rancid or are injured

by small insects while in storage.

There is a machine in use which works
upon an entirely different principle from
the cylinder machines and which does not

break or injure the pods. In this ma-
chine the picking is done by dragging

the vines over a horizontal wire mesh,
and at the same time brushes act on the

lower side of the wire screen to remove
the nuts. Very little power is required to

operate this machine, two complete outfits

being run at once by a five-horsepower

gasoline engine. The capacity of this ma-
chine is from 300 to 500 bushels a day.

In addition to removing the pods from
the vines the machine has the usual

cleaning arrangements and a device for

removing the small stems from the pods,

delivering them in a condition suitable

for the cleaning factory. Fig. 6 shows
one of these machines in operation.

Care of Peanuts After Picking
At no time after the curing process

should the peanut pods be exposed to

Fig. 0. ri'aniit ricking .Mailiine in Oi)pi-iiti<in. Improved Type.
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water, or even ilaniimess. as the shells in-

variably become ilarkeneil and discoloreil

by the addition of moisture. When prop-

erly cured the shells will be covered with

a fine, dry dust, and where this dust be-

comes moistened it adheres and forms a

brownish spot. If the peanuts show the

least trace of dampness after their re-

moval from the vines, they should be

spread on a floor or stored in a well-ven-

tilated building until thoroughly dry.

Many of the larger growers have pro-

vided narrow cribs similar to those em-

ployed for the storage of corn, and the

peanuts are kept in bulk until sold. When
the pods are thoroughly dry they may be

put into bags as they come from the ma-

chine, and either hauled direct to the

cleaning factory or stored in small lots.

Preparation of Peanuts for Market

As the peanuts come from the hands

of the pickers or the thrasher they con-

tain considerable rubbish and have more

or less adhering to the pods. The extent

to which the pods must be cleaned and

graded will depend upon the use to which

they are to be put; if for vending pur-

po.scs they will require a factory process,

but if for shelled nuts very little work
will be necessary to prepare them for the

sheller. Under the present status and

extent of the peanut industry the clean-

ing factory has become an important

factor, and the interests of the grower

and cleaner are correlative and should be

co-operative. Where Spanish peanuts are

grown on an extensive scale it may be

feasible for the farmer to own and oper-

ate a small shelling and cleaning outfit.

In the case of the large-podded varieties

several grades are made from one class

of stock, requiring an extensive, although

simple, equipment and the handling of

large quantities of nuts in order to make
the enterprise profitable.

Methods of rieaiiinir Peanuts in the

Factor*

The cleaning or factory process con-

sists chiefly in the removal of all dirt

and' the separating of the nuts into their

respective grades. In addition to grading,

the higher class product is treated to a

polishing process, which gives the pods

a more attractive appearance when ex-

posed for sale. The modern peanut-

cleaning factory consists of a four or flve-

story building, which is supplied with

power, lighted by electricity and pro-

vided with elevators and bins for hand-

ling and storing the unclean nuts. It

also has a full equipment of fans, grading

machines, polishing drums and shellers,

and an abundance of lower-floor space for

the storage of the bags of nuts that are

ready for marketing.

When the peanuts are received from

the farmer at the factory they are

weighed and then elevated to the top

floor of the factory. During the cleaning

and grading process they descend by

gravitation through the fans and graders,

are tumbled in the polishing drums to-

gether with a small quantity of marble

dust to whiten and polish the pods, are

passed on slowly moving belts between

lines of women who are expert in detect-

ing foreign matter and inferior nuts, and
finally drop Into bags on the lower floor.

In the modern cleaning factory all dust

and refuse is removed by means of fans

and ventilators, the portions of sticks,

stems and broken shells being conveyed

to the boiler room and fed into the fur-

nace. One advantage of a factory process

is that nothing need be wasted, as all

broken or split peas can be worked into

the stock used in the manufacture of

peanut products.

Cleaned Vines as Stock Food

The peanut vine or straw from which

the nuts have been removed is of con-

siderable value for feeding purposes.

Where the peanuts are picked from the

vines by hand the stems become broken

and the greater portion of the leaves Is

lost, but where machines are used for

picking it is possible to save the straw

in fairly good shape. If the vines are

can'fully handled during the curing

process and then put in barns or stacks

that keep out rain, the straw when de-

livered from the thrasher will have a

feeding value about equal to clover hay.

If the vines are bright and clean after

the pods have been removed they can
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either be sold or fed to farm animals,

and they will in this way partially pay

for the cost of planting and cultivating

the crop. Some growers employ a baling

press and bale the straw as it comes from

the thrasher in order that it may be

more easily stored and also be available

for marketing.

V.4RIETIES OF PEATfUTS

There are not more than five or six

distinct varieties of the peanut grown

in the United States, but these few va-

rieties represent at least three separate

types. By classifying the varieties of

peanuts according to types we have first

the large-podded or .Tumbo peas and the

small-podded peas. These types are sub-

divided into bunch and running peas.

Fig. 7 shows pods and peas of the more

important commercial varieties.

Those varieties having a bunch habit

of growth are most generally grown,

owing to the fact that they may be

planted closer together than the running

varieties. The bunch varieties are also

more easily cultivated and harvested

than are the runners.

Descriptions of Varieties

The following descriptions of the more
common varieties of the peanut may be

of interest to those not already familiar

with them:

YifKiuia Bunch

Large-podded variety; plant rather

dwarf, stems upright, foliage rather

light; pods clustered about the base

of plant; usually two, sometimes

three, seeds in a pod; pod bright and

clean, color of peas light brown; pods

adhere well to plant in digging. The
customary weight per bushel of this va-

riety is 22 pounds. (Fig. 8, and Fig. 7 A.)

Virginia Eunncr

Large-podded variety; strong grow-

er; stems creeping, foliage heavy;

pods scattered along procumbent
stems; pods and peas very similar

to those of the Virginia Bunch; pods do

not adhere well in digging. The cus-

tomary weight per bushel of this variety

is 22 pounds.

North Carolina

Similar to Virginia Runner, except

that plant is not so large or vig-

orous and pods and peas are both smaller.

This variety contains a high percentage

of oil. (Fig. 7 B.)

Spanisli

Small-podded variety; strong grow-

er; stems upright, foliage abundant
and heavy; pods clustered about base

of plant; usually two seeds in a pod,

entirely filling the pod; pods rough and
inclined to be darkened in color; color

of peas light brown; pods adhere well

to plant in digging. This variety fre-

quently yields 60 bushels of marketable

peas and two tons of hay to the acre.

The peas of this variety are rich in oil

content. The weight per bushel of Span-

ish peanuts is 28 pounds. (Fig. 7C.)

Tennessee Red

Small-podded variety; similar to Span-

ish, except that the pods are longer,

sometimes containing five or six peas

crowded together; peas dull red in color.

This variety is well adapted to stock

feeding, but does not sell upon the mar-

ket owing to the color and quality of

the peas. (Fig. 7 D.)

Dixie Giant

The variety known as Dixie Giant is

so called owing to the great size of its

pods. It is distinctly a novelty, does not
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yield well and requires a long season

for the pods to mature. Recommended
only for southern part of Gulf Coast

states. The peas of this variety are very

large and are desirable for the manufac-

ture of fancy blanched nuts.

Varioties for .Marketing:

For vending purposes, where the peas

are roasted and sold from the fruit

stands, the large-podded varieties, includ-

ing Virginia Bunch and Virginia Runner,

are in great demand, although consider-

able quantities of Spanish and North

Carolina are used for this purpose. For

shelled peas the smaller nuts of the

large-podded stock are employed; also

the greater part of the crop of Spanish,

North Carolina and Tennessee Red va-

rieties. A large percentage of stock that

is shelled is of the variety known as

Spanish.

Varieties for Stock Feedjiij?

When peanuts are grown exclusively

for feeding purposes the Spanish is un-

doubtedly to be preferred. If it is de-

sired to market the high-grade portion

of the crop and feed the remainder, the

question of variety to be grown will de-

pend largely upon locality. Many grow-

ers throughout the peanut area follow

the practice of planting several acres of

Spanish peanuts and disposing of all of

the better-grade peas to some factory for

shelling purposes, the vines and poorly

filled pods being fed to the farm animals.

The Spanish peanut can be grown un-

der a much broader range of conditions

than can the large-podded sorts, and
should be employed where the season is

short.

This variety also produces a heavy
yield of vine and is desirable for forage

inii'poses. The Tennessee Red is very

similar to the Spanish in habit of growth
and is desirable for stock feeding, but as

this variety does not sell readily upon
the market it is not generally recom-

mended.

rSES OF THE PEANUT
To most iiersons the peanut suggests

only the article as it appears for sale

whole or shelled and salted, but during

recent years the uses of peanuts have

become numerous, and include a wide

range of utility. The demand for pea-

nuts for use in the manufacture of food

preparations is constantly increasing. By-

products of the peanut are now being

employed extensively in the manufacture

of feeds for farm stock and dairy cows,

and the plant is being largely utilized

as forage and as a soil renovator.

Important uses for human food are the

following: It is eaten from the shell, as

salted shelled peas, as blanched peas, in

the so-called peanut candies and brittle,

in combination with popcorn and puffed

rice, In the form of peanut butter, and

as an ingredient of peanut and vegetable

meats, peanut meal and salad oils.

The use of the peanut for eating from

the shell when roasted is most important

and popular, but the quantity of shelled

peas that are first roasted and then salted

and sold by the pound is constantly in-

creasing.

A comparatively small quantity of the

better grades of peanuts is first shelled

and then roasted and the thin brown cov-

ering removed, after which the halves

of the peas are broken apart, the small

germ removed and the meats given a

blanching process which renders them
very desirable for table use.

Greater quantities of shelled peas are

used every year in the manufacture of

peanut candies and brittle, both alone

and in combination with other nuts, pop-

corn or puffed rice. A very desirable
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kind of peanut candy can be made by

simply boiling shelled peanuts with a

thick syrup consisting of two pounds of

granulated sugar and one large cupful

of water, together with a teaspoonful of

lemon juice. When the syrup begins to

boil add two pounds of unroasted shelled

peas and cook slowly until the peas are

tender and the syrup sufficiently hard to

break when quite cold. The cooking

process should as a rule continue for

about an hour, when the mixture should

be poured on a cold buttered platter to

cool. Peanut candies are as a rule not

adapted to handling in warm weather

and should be kept cold after making.

During recent years great quantities

of shelled peanuts, especially of the

Spanish variety, have been employed for

the manufacture of peanut butter. This

butter is prepared by the ton in fac-

tories, is put up in bottles or tins con-

taining from one-fourth pound to five

pounds each, and has become very popu-

lar as a part of the luncheon menu and
for camping and cruising supplies. In

the process of the manufacture of peanut

butter the shelled peas are first given

a medium roast, care being taken that

the meats do not become overdone or

scorched. The peas are then fanned and
screened to remove the thin brown cov-

erings and the germs, after which they

are ground to a pulp by means of a spe-

cial grinder similar to those used for

chopping meats. As the peanut pulp

comes from the grinder it is fed through

a tin tube into the bottles or tins and
tightly sealed. Some manufacturers fol-

low the practice of salting the peanut
butter, while others leave this part of

the process for the consumer, who can

easily salt to suit the taste.

By a little experience and the aid of a

small meat grinder, any one can make
good peanut butter for home use. The
peanuts may be roasted before or after

shelling, but in either case the oven

should be only moderately hot and the

peas should be stirred frequently. After

roasting, rub off the skins and screen

out the small germs, or hearts. In grind-

ing, use the finest plate on the grinder

and screw up the tension until the crank
will be quite hard to turn. If the pulp

is too coarse after one grinding it may
be run through a second time. It will

not be necessary to add anything but a

little salt to the butter, but if desirable

the butter may be thinned by the addi-

tion of a little olive oil.

In the preparation of vegetarian meats

a portion of the oil is expressed from

the ground peanuts, other ingredients,

including various vegetable substances,

are added, and the whole is crushed and
pressed into tins ready for use. In this

case the extra oil is either used for thin-

ning peanut butter or sold as a com-

pound for use in further cooking the

vegetable meats.

Peanut meal, made from finely ground

blanched peanut meats, is used to some
extent in confections. This meal is espe-

cially desirable in the manufacture of

almond macaroons and small cakes, to

which it imparts the desired almond
flavor. This meal is also used in the

manufacture of candies.

Peanut oil is used in the same manner
as olive oil; also for mixing with cotton-

seed oil in order to improve the quality

of the cotton-seed oil for salad purposes.

PEAMIT OIL

The oil of the peanut belongs commer-
cially in the same class as do cotton-seed

and olive oils. Peanut oil is of a higher

grade than cotton-seed oil and of some-

what lower value than first-class olive

oil. Peanut oil is sometimes used for

mixing with olive oil for the production

of an oil that can be sold at a lower

price than pure olive oil. On the other

hand, peanut oil is frequently mixed with

cotton-seed oil in order to improve the

quality of the cotton-seed oil for certain

purposes.

IXSECTS IXJIimOIS TO THE
PEANUT

The insect enemies of the growing pea-

nut crop have been so few that very little

attention has been given them by the

entomologists. Recently there has been

reported a species of aphis working upon
the roots of the peanut plants. This in-

sect belongs to a class that obtains its

.^—17
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food by sucking the Juices of the plant

from beneath the surface of the leaves,

stems or roots. The presence of this root

aphis is indicated by patches of what
appears to be a white mold upon the

roots and pods of the peanut and is gen-

erally not observed until digging time.

Thus far no groat injury from those in-

sects is apparent, but should they be-

come very numerous great damage will

ensue, and about the only satisfactory

remedy which the writer can suggest is

crop rotation, planting peanuts on clean

land each year and only returning to the

original piece after a period of four or

five years.

While in storage peanuts are attacked

by various insects. So long as the shells

remain unbroken these insects can not

gain access to the meats, but where the

shells have been injured or broken in

thrashing or in subsequent handling the

peas can not be kept during the summer
months. These Insects are especially de-

structive in storage houses and cleaning

factories where peanuts are held for

summer trade. They may be destroyed

by fumigation with carbon bisulphid in

the factory or warehouse. Carbon bi-

sulphid forms an inflammable gas and
its use is attended with some danger and
should be applied by an experienced per-

son.*

DISEASES OF THE PEANUT
The peanut crop has thus far been

remarkably free from disease. About
the only disease that has been at all

prominent is a form of leaf spot (Cercos-

pora personnta \B. & C] E. & E.) which
appears in the form of small brown spots

on the leaves. (Fig. 9.)

This disease is especially noticeable on

the young plants during a wet spring,

giving the leaves the appearance of hav-

ing been scalded by the sun. Later in

• For Information rcKardlne tlio use of this
Inspctirld** Ihp rfa<\fv Is rffoiTPd to Farmers'
Bulletin 145. whifh may be obtained upon ap-
plication to the Secrefai'v of Airrlenlturp. No
general work has been published l>y this depart-
ment on the Inflect enemies of neannts, but In-
formation In retrard to any of them may be
obtained by applbathn to the liureau of Kn-
tomolofy. T'orresnondence will be facilitated If

specimens of the Insects concerned In the dam-
aEe accompany letters of Inquiry.

the season the plants will as a rule out-

grow the disease, except in low or poorly

('rained portions of the fields. Where the

disease is abundant upon the foliage the

pods are frequently discolored and rusty.

There can be no doubt that this disease

causes considerable reduction in yield on

land that is sour or poorly drained. It

is often observed that the disease will

be abundant in low spots without spread-

ing to other parts of the field. The pres-

I'-iK. r>. DIsi'ase Appearing,' Tipou tl:

the Peanut.

once of the disease upon the foliage of

the peanut greatly decreases the value

of the vines for hay. Should this trouble

become prevalent it may be controlled

by spraying with Bordeaux mixture. Its

development may be prevented by proper

drainage.

CONCLIISIOIV

The peanut is worthy of more general

cultivation throughout the Southern

states, especially in the boll-weevil dis-

trict, where it will in many cases be

found more profitable than cotton.

The uses of peanuts as a general farm

crop throughout the Southern states are

becoming more numerous, especially as a
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means of providing suitable forage for

range stock during tlie sliort winter pe-

riod.

The demand for peanuts to be used in

the preparation of human foods is con-

stantly increasing.

The United States is a heavy buyer of

peanut oil that is produced abroad, while

there are thousands of acres of waste

lands in the Southern states that would

produce enough peanuts to keep the cot-

ton-seed oil mills running and furnish

more than enough oil for home con-

sumption.

The peanut is a soil builder and reno-

vator. If included in the crop rotation

and properly handled, peanuts are not

exhaustive of soil fertility.

While the average yield of peanuts is

only about 34 bushels an acre, with prop-

er methods a yield of 60 bushels of peas

and 1 to IVn tons of forage may reason-

ably be expected. There are authentic

records of yields of 160 bushels of Span-

ish peas, together with 2 tons of forage,

per acre.

The peanut vines, after the removal of

the first-class peas, have a feeding value

practically equal to the cost of the field

culture of the crop. An acre of flrst-

class peanuts, calculating the yield at a

ton of vines worth from $8 to $10, and

60 bushels of peas worth ?40 to $60, will

give an income of from $48 to $70. The
cost of growing an acre of peanuts is

variously estimated at from $12 to $25,

including seed and fertilizers. These fig-

ures show a net return of from $.36 to

$45, which is above the average for the

crop as now grown in the United States,

but decidedly lower than may be ex-

pected under favorable conditions and

proper cultural methods.

W. R. Beattie,

A.ssi.stant Horticulturist, Bureau of Plant In-
dustry. U. S. Department of Aerioulture.

Condenspd from Farmer's Bulletin 356.

Production of Peannts in the United States

*This table shows that the production of peanuts is practically confined to the

Southern states.

Peannts—-Acreage, Production, and Valne

STATE

Uoited States.

Alabama
.Arkansas

California

Florida
Georgia

Louisiana

Mississippi

Missouri
New Mexico. . .

.

North Carolina.

Oklahoma
South Carolina .

.

Tennessee
Texas
Virginia

All other states.

Acreage

1909

869,887
100,609
10,192

99
126,1.50

160,317
48

2.5,020

13,997
130
126

195,134
1.564

7..596
18,9.52

64,327
145,213

413

1899

516,654
78,878
5,233
433

69,452
100,589

225
3,107
5,853

271

I

95,856
> 2.205
7,162
19,534
10,734

116,914
207

Production (bushels)

1909

19,415,816
1,573,796

168,608
2,991

2,315,089
2,569,787

2,047
412,037
284,791

3,220
1,375

5,980,919
31,880

1.54,822

547,240
1,074.998
4,284,340

7,876

1899

11,964,109
1,021.708

78,237
15,461

967,927
1,435,775

4,516
45,713
95,738
6,679

10

3.460,439
'50,428
131,710
747.668
184.860

3,713,347
3,893

Value

1909

$18,271,929
1,490,654

183,364
2,889

2,146,862
2,440,926

2,669
422,232
317,236
4,040
2,177

5,368,826
34,984
144,211
386,765

1,075,110
4,239,832

9,152

1899

$7,270,515
583.223
69,632
12,650

699,713
935,749
4,306

44,785
89,350
6,407

12

1,852,110
'30,190
106,018
392,648
178,.542

2,261,148
4,032

• 1910 Census Abstract. 'Includes Indian Territory.

The acreage of peanuts in 1909 was
869,887, representing 0.2 per cent of

the total improved farm acreage in the

country as a whole. In the South the

proportion of the improved farm acreage

that was devoted to peanuts was 0.6 per

cent. The total acreage of peanuts in

the United States in 1909 was G8.4 per

cent greater than in 1899. and the produc-

tion in 1909, 19,416,000 bushels, was 62.3

per cent greater than 10 years before. The
value of the crop in 1909, $18,272,000,

which formed 0.3 per cent of the total

value of all crops, was more than two and
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one-halt times as great as that in lSi);t. Tin-

average value per bushel increased from

$0.61 to $0.94. The loading states in the

production of peanuts are North Caro-

lina, Georgia, Virginia, Florida and Ala-

bama, in the order named, the acreage

in each of these states in 1909 exceeding

100.000. Other states in which there has

been a very marked increase in the acre-

age of peanuts are Louisiana, Mississippi,

and Texas.

Pe.xnvt. Sp.vMsir.

Coi'cr Crop.

See Apiilc Orchard

Pears

Pyni.i communis

The pear is a tree of the order

Rosaccaf. It is believed to be native

to Western Asia and Eastern Europe,

and from these countries to have

been introduced into all the temperate

climates of the civilized world. More

An Aniou I'ear Tree at Meilfoni. Oregon. Whicli lias a Itciiinrkablc Hcariuj,' Uecord.
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pears are grown in France and the United

States than in any other countries. In

the United States the principal pear-pro-

ducing sections are New England, New
York, Michigan, California, Oregon, Wash-

ington and Idaho.

Among the fruits of the United States

the pear ranks fourth in commercial im-

portance.

There are two general groups of pears,

viz.: the European and the Oriental. The
European group originated with Pyrus

C07n7nunis, and the Oriental with Pyrus

sinensis, the native pears of China and

Japan. Many varieties of the so-called

European pears originated In America as

seedlings from the European varieties.

Among them are the Seckel Lawrence,

Clapp's Favorite, Wilder, Howell a,nd Ty-

son. However, many of the European

varieties came directly from Europe, such

as the Anjou, Angouleme, Louise Bonne

de Jersey and the Bartlett.

Pears are classified also as Dwarf,

Standard and Oriental.

Dwarf Pears

The dwarf pear consists of European

varieties propagated on quince roots, the

principal stock used for this purpose, be-

ing rooted cuttings of a vigorous variety,

called the Anglers. The trees so prop-

agated are dwarfed in their habits and

bear profusely. In some cases the fruit

is improved in quality and in quantity

by the dwarfing process. An example of

this is the Angouleme. The Seckel is said

not to be so good in quality by dwarfing.

Natural dwarfs, that is, pears on pear

roots, occur occasionally, but generally

dwarfing means grafting pears on quince

roots.

Standards

Standard pears consist of European va-

rieties propagated on pear roots. The
stock for this purpose may be from

European seedlings. Oriental seedlings, or

almost any kind of rooted pear cuttings.

Orientals

These are of Chinese or Japanese

origin. The Orientals are planted in this

country not because of their commercial

value, for in this they are far inferior to

the European varieties, but because of

their vigor, hardiness and disease-resist-

ing qualities. Even the hybrids crossed

with the European varieties are much
hardier than the types of pure European

varieties, and under adverse conditions

where the European varieties cannot be

successfully grown, these varieties are

preferable. However, wherever the Bart-

lett will grow the Oriental varieties

should have no consideration. In the

South the Oriental pears seem much more

resistant to heat and drought than the

European varieties, but they are also

more resistant to cold.

Location and Soil

Pears may be grown wherever apples

can be grown successfully, and are even

adapted to a wider range of conditions

than apples. They succeed well in the

sandy soils of the Southern states where-

ever peaches do well, in the colder regions

of the North and the higher altitudes se-

lected for apples. They are profitable in

the arid regions where irrigation is neces-

sary, and on the coast where there is lit-

tle sunshine and much rain.

In many sections of the West clay soils

have been chosen for pears, because on

such soils the growth is slower and

there is less danger of blight. They are

also more resistant than peaches and ap-

ples to alkali, which in many places in

the arid regions is found in the soil in

excessive proportions. It has been proven

that pears are more resistant to an ex-

cess of water in the soils than other

fruits. For this reason it is common to

see pear orchards doing fairly well on

seepage lands, undrained lands and sub-

irrigated lands, where apples, peaches and

other fruits would not succeed.

This does not mean that pears do bet-

ter on strong alkali soils and where there

is an excess of water than they do on

soils with less alkali and with better

drainage, but that they are more resistant

to these unfavorable conditions than are

most fruits.

Of late years it has been proven that

the Pacific Coast states are especially

adapted to pears. Perhaps no other re-

gion of the United States will produce
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better fruit of this kind than the states

of California. Oregon. Washington and

Idaho, where immense quantities of the

very finest quality are produced. In these

states the Bartlett is the leader. Perhaps

more Bartletts are grown here than all

other varieties combined.

The Dartlett is an early bearer, will

begin to bear at the age of three years

and from that time forward will bear all

that the tree can support. They ripen

irregularly and are therefore generally

picked at three different times. The first

picking takes off the largest, most ma-
ture as soon as they are well enough de-

veloped for the market, and this lightens

the tree so that it will not break under

its load. This allows those left on the

tree to develop into marketable sizes.

The second picking is a week or so later,

and takes those next in development and

maturity. The third picking is a week or

more later than the second and finishes

the crop. Some persons pick four times.

I'ear Tree I'i'} Years Oh], on tlie Old Morrison Karra near Cozad. West Virginia.
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but the average grower will pick but three

times.

The market for the Pacific coast pears

is largely in the Eastern cities, but a

profitable market is now opening in

Europe.

The Bosc is a variety that is rapidly

growing into favor on the Pacific coast

and in the regions west of the Rocky

mountains. It has a very fine flavor and

Prof. F. A. Huntley, formerly Washington

State Horticulturist, believes that it will

take precedence over most other vari-

eties.

Selection of Varieties

In the selection of varieties it is im-

portant to consider the climate and the

pears adapted to the particular section

where the orchard is to be planted. For

instance, in Montana, W. R. Fisher thinks

that the Flemish Beauty, Bartlett and

Clapp's Favorite are the best adapted.

In Wyoming, Prof. Alva Nelson thinks

that the Flemish Beauty. Kieffer, Clapp's

Favorite, Mongolian Snow and Anjou are

best adapted.

In Texas, John S. Kerr thinks the

Kieffer is best adapted to all the con-

ditions of arid, semi-arid and humid cli-

mates found in that state, as it succeeds

well In the "Pan Handle and on the Gulf

coast." Next In importance he mentions

the Bartlett. In the Reeves county por-

tion of the Toyah valley, the Duchess,

Lawren e and Louise Bonne do well. The
orchards of Kendall county require irri-

gation. Here the LeConte, which blights

badly in other parts of the state, suc-

ceeds well.

In giving the varieties that succeed

or that may be grown in Montana, and
that may be grown in Texas, we have
given such extremes as illustrate the im-

portance of wisely choosing according to

conditions.

Granville Lowtheb
Propaeratioii

Pears are propagated by both budding
and grafting, like the apple. The essen-

tial differences between grafting pears

and apples are: That the pear is always
grafted on whole seedling roots, the scion

being four to six inches long and the

union being made at the crown. Also,
Fig. Pear Grafts ShowinR

Operation.
Method of
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after the graft is made, the woumi must

be entirely covered over with grafting

wax. As soon as the hot wax is spread

on, the graft should be dropped into a

tub of water in order to cool it imme-

diately. See Fig. 1.

Seedling pear stock is not extensively

grown in this country, owing to the diffi-

culty of securing the seed. Nurserymen

Import their stoclc from Franco, and per-

sons desiring to do their own propagating

may purchase seedlings from the nur-

serymen at reasonable prices. If pear

seeds are procurable, it is easy to grow

the stock by stratifying tliem in sand

and allowing them to freeze, and other-

wise treating them like apple seed. The
management of the seedlings and scions

and time of doing the grafting, is the

same as for the apple. For time, man-

ner and precautions in planting the

grafts, the reader is referred to tlie dis-

cussion under apples.

Pear trees may be both budded and

top-worked in precisely the same way as

that described for apples.

Dwarf Pears

If pear trees are grown upon pear

roots, either by budding or grafting, they

are known as standards. When worked

on the quince root, the pear is easily

grown as a dwarf. It then comes into

bearing earlier, and since tlie trees are

small, the fruit can be easily thinned and

sprayed and therefore sliould be of a

high quality. Dwarfs require more care

than the ordinary standards, however,

and they should not be planted unless

the owner understands this fact and is

willing to give the attention that they

need. Although the trees are by nature

dwarfed, since they are worked on a

smaller growing species, they neverthe-

less tend to become half-standard if left

to themselves. A dwarf pear tree should

never reach a greater height than 12 feet.

In order to keep it down to this stature,

It is often necessary to remove from one-

half to two-thirds of the annua' f^rowth

late each winter.

A good dwarf pear tree is one in which

the union witii the quince stock is very

close to the ground. When the tree is

planted this union should be from four

to six inches below the surface, after the

ground has settled. It is the common be-

lief that dwarf pears do not live as long

as the standards, but this is not neces-

sarily true. The variety that is oftenest

grown as a dwarf is tlie Duchess. Other

varieties propagated as dwarfs are Louise

Bonne, Anjou, Clairgeau, Manning Eliza-

beth, and to a less extent, Bartlett,

Serkel and Kieffer. Both standard and

dwarf pears are ready to be planted in

the orchard after growing in the nursery

for one or two seasons, tlie two-year olds

being preferred.

See article on Propagation, under Ap-

ples.

W. L. HOWABD,
Columbia, Mo.

Planning the Pear Orchard

In no phase of pear culture is the skill

and experience of the orchardist more
thoroughly brought to the test than in

the preparation of the plans for the orch-

ard. He must not only decide upon the

varieties and the relative importance of

each, and the distance apart of the trees,

but must also consider the relative time

of ripening of the fruit, so that it can be

marketed with reasonable convenience

with the facilities at hand; and he must
also bear in mind questions of pollination,

so as to have mutually fertile varieties,

which bloom at the same time, planted

near together.

In all cases, when planting out an
orchard of an acre or more in extent, it

is best to make a preliminary survey of

the ground, and then draw up a prelimi-

nary plan on paper. This need not neces-

sarily be a plat, but should show the

number of rows and the number of trees

of each variety in each row. Dwarf pears

are ordinarily planted at distances be-

tween 8 and 16 feet apart each way, stan-

dard pears about 20 feet apart, and Orien-

tal pears about 30 feet apart. In the

writer's own orchards the trees have been
planted on a rectangular system, that is,

instead of planting the trees 20 feet apart

and in rows the same distance apart, in

squares, they have been planted 16 feet

part in rows 24 feet apart. The reason
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Fall Sweet Duchess Rutter Seedless

for this is tliat in planting, fillers have

been generally used, that is. temporary

trees have been set out between those

which were to remain permanently. By
planting out the orchard, for example,

with standard pears at intervals of 12 by

16 feet every other row of the 12-foot

rows is a filler row. As the trees begin

to crowd, these are taken out, and the

trees are left 16 by 24 feet apart. In

either case the rectangle approaches so

nearly a square that it is perfectly con-

venient to carry on the operations of cul-

tivating, spraying, etc.; in fact, it is more
practicable to have the trees farther apart

one way than the other, as this leaves a

broader strip for plowing and more room
for spraying and hauling out the fruit as

the trees begin to fill the space completely.

For dwarfs the distance of 12 by 16 feet

was adopted, with a filler row between

IC-foot rows, which makes the trees stand

12 by 8 feet. The distance for the stan-

dard pears is 16 by 24 feet, with fillers

between the 24-foot permanent rows, the

trees thus standing in the original plant-

ing 16 by 12 feet apart. In the Oriental

orchard the distance is 24 by 32 feet,

with a filler row between the 32-foot rows,

making the trees stand 16 by 24 feet

apart. It will be noted that each of the

two latter distances is double that of the

lireceding, so that the orchards can be

planted adjoining and the rows be con-

tinuous, which is a great advantage in

plowing and cultivating. Furthermore,

all the distances are multiples of 4, and

this arrangement gives the convenient

distance of 4 feet for planting truck crops,

cow peas, etc., in the young orchard.

Preparation of tlip Soil

The pear, like most other fruit trees, is

very susceptible to previous preparation

of the soil. As a rule, it is best, if pos-

sible, to plan beforehand where the or-

chard is to be located, and begin the

preparation of the soil one or two years

before the trees are planted. A well-

cultivated crop of Irish potatoes, or any

of the hoed garden truck crops which re-

quire high manuring and thorough culti-

vation, may be considered as good prep-

aration for the pear orchard. The soil,

unless naturally very deep, should be

plowed an inch or two deeper each year

for a year or two in anticipation of plant-

ing out the orchard. In this way the soil

will be materially deepened and enriched

and its mechanical state improved.

These remarks apply more especially to

dwarf-pear culture, but also have a con-

siderable bearing on the behavior of

Orientals and standards. The principal

advantage ih thorough preparation is the
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saving of time. The young trees start off

more rapidly if the soil is previously

thoroughly prepared. Orientals and Bart-

letts may be planted on newly cleared

land when no other is available, but, as a

rule, the land should be planted to a crop

for at least a year or two before setting

out the trees. Most soils suitable for pear

culture have a more or less stiff clayey

subsoil. It is a great advantage to thor-

oughly loosen this subsoil by plowing or

subsoiling before setting out the trees.

If the orchard is planted in the fall of the

year, which is the preferable time in the

Eastern and Southern states, the land

may be subsoiled by following with a

subsoil plow immediately after the turn-

ing plow. It is not necessary, however,

to subsoil the whole area of the orchard

unless this is desired for the cultivation

of other crops among the trees. The land

may be plowed first, and then a special

preparation of plowing and subsoiling

may be given to a strip about 6 feet wide

on which the tree row is planted. This

may be widened by subsoiling a strip

around the trees each year ahead of the

spreading roots until the middle is

KjiiII

reached. Of course, very good prepara-

tion in many parts of the country for

meadow or pasture land would consist in

plowing it up rather early in the fall,

then harrowing a strip on which the trees

are to be planted. More orchards have

been planted without subsoiling than

with it.

How to Plant Out the Orchard

Each orchardist will no doubt develop

some method of his own in planting out

the orchard. There are many methods,

however, of undertaking the work by

which time is saved and accuracy secured.

One of the simplest ways of planting out

an orchard, and a very good one under

certain circumstances, is to measure off

the land with a tapeline or pole, driving

a small stake at the end of each row

around the orchard, and then with a one-

horse plow, or other convenient imple-

ment, check off the field into squares.

The trees are then planted at the inter-

sections of the furrows made by the

plow. On level land, with a skilled man
to run the furrows, quite accurate results

may be obtained by this method. As a

rule, however, the writer has found an-

other method preferable, namely, plant-

ing by stakes. The method by furrows is

objectionable for two reasons: (1) In

order to save digging the holes it was

found desirable to plow out a deep dead

furrow with a two-horse plow, making

from three to five trips, and when this

large dead furrow was thrown out it was

impossible to use it as a planting guide

with any accuracy; (2) difficulty was en-

countered in securing accurately laid-off

furrows, especially on rough land or land

where any sort of obstacles intervened.

The method of planting by stakes

starts out essentially the same as the

above method, by settin.g pegs and laying

off with the plow. The pegs should be

put a rod or two outside of the outer row

of trees and parallel to it all around the

block. These pegs may be quite small,

split from a block of wood, and should be

set accurately. A quantity of stakes

should be made 4 to 6 feet long. The
head man takes an armful of stakes, and

beginning at the peg back of tree No. 1
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drives a stake accurately behind it. At

the same time an assistant, stationed at

the opposite side of the field, also carrying

an armful of stakes, places a stake at his

end of the row. A third man with a sup-

ply of stakes is stationed midway between

these two, and after the end stakes are

driven the foreman sights between them
and accurately locates the position of the

middle stake while the helper drives it,

thus setting the three stakes in line on

each row. In the same manner the rows
are staked out in the other direction.

This is very quickly and accurately done

unless hills are encountered, which are

difficult to sight over, but by using a

long pole for guiding the location of the

stakes this difficulty may be overcome.

The result is a stake marking each end of

each row and a row of stakes across the

center of the field each way marking the

middle point of each tree row.

Taking the most convenient direction,

the deep dead furrows are then plowed,

and necessarily with them the center

stakes, which must be reset by sighting.

The trees are then brought into the field

and the bunch of bundles required to

plant each particular row, as shown by the

plan on paper, is then roughly heeled in

in the dead furrow at the end of the row.

While up to this time considerable labor

has been expended in preparation work,

from now on the planting can proceed

with great rapidity and accuracy. The
planting gang should consist of four men,
viz., the foreman, who holds the tree and
tramples the earth around it; two shov-

elers, one of whom must be a good hand
at sighting a straight row; and a fourth

man, who prunes and drops the trees at

about the places where they are to be

planted. The foreman holds the tree in

his hands in a vertical position and sights

accurately its alignment with the center

stake and the end stake beyond. The first

shoveler stands in line with the cross row
and sights on the center stake and end
stake of that row. This results in easily

placing a tree within an inch of where it

should be. If any additional digging is

necessary the two shovelers strike in

with their shovels and remove the neces-

sary earth. The tree is then set in place,

and the mellow earth shoveled around it,

the foreman trampling the soil firmly

around the roots as it is thrown in. He
keeps the tree in line on the row being

planted, while one of the shovelers sees

that it is kept in line in the other direc-

tion. In this way four good men can

plant out easily from 500 to 1,000 trees in

a day. When the planting is finished, a

one-horse plow is used to fill in the dead

furrows and to throw the earth more
thoroughly around the trees.

Vicar of Wakefield.

Cultivation

The history of the pear orchard in all

questions of cultivation should be consid-

ered as divided into two periods: (1)

the young orchard before it comes into

bearing, (2) the bearing orchard. It is

necessary for complete success in growing

pears that the ground should be thor-

oughly plowed each spring and kept in a

good state of cultivation until midsum-
mer. In the young orchard this involves

a great deal of expense with very little
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apparent return unless some other crop

is grown In the orchard. By growing the

right kind of crop, especially one which

requires high fertilization, instead of

drawing from the soil and impoverishing

it. the result is the enriching of the soil;

in other words, the crop becomes a veri-

table nurse crop. The only disadvantage

comes in a dry season when there is not

enough water in the soil for both the

trees and the crop, even though amiile

plant food may have been artificially sup-

plied. The nurse crop also frequently

prevents the thorough midsummer culti-

vation, which is so necessary in a dry

season.

Of the truck crops grown in the jiear

orchard, almost any of the low-growing

garden crops may be cultivated, such as

cantaloupes, sweet potatoes, Irish pota-

toes, and cucumbers, as well as cabbages,

beans, peas, beets, turnips, etc. Crops

which have to be dug late in the season

with a plow or other implement, such as

Irish potatoes and sweet potatoes, are

probably less desirable than such crops as

cabbages, peas, beans, and similar crops.

During the first two or three years the

truck crops can be planted in the first

row 4 feet from the row of trees, and the

tree row should receive the same cultiva-

tion or even more than the truck crop.

After the third year, when the roots of

the trees have begun to spread out

through the soil and the tops cast a

larger shade, the truck crops should not

be planted quite so close. At five years

of age it is usually best to abandon the

outside row entirely, leaving a space of

8 feet. Most pear trees at six years of

age begin to bear heavily and need all

available soil moisture and plant food.

Com may be grown in the richer soils

for the first year or two; but on the

whole, any plant of as rank growth as

Indian corn can not be considered a de-

sirable crop. Wheat, rye, or cereals,

which do not allow cultivation during the

spring and early summer, are decidedly

objectionable. Unless the soil in the pear

orchard is overrich, which is not apt to

be the case, it should always be the rule

to apply more fertilizer to the nurse crop

than the crop itself removes. The crops

should not be planted within 4 feet of the

trees. This practice of growing other

crops in the orchard is often condemned

by writers and fruit growers on theoret-

ical grounds, but in a practical way, if

the above conditions are properly com-

plied with, there are no serious objections

to it. The young trees themselves require

some fertilizer, but this will be consid-

ered later. By skillful management, the

growing of vegetables or other crops in

the young orchard for four or five years

preceding bearing may be made to pay

the cost of the improvement of the soil.

The cultivation of young trees them-

selves is not very different from the cul-

tivation of any other tender plant, and,

as everybody is familiar with corn cul-

ture, we may lay down this rule: Culti-

vate the pear tree just as you would a

hill of corn if you were trying to grow a

specially fine hill of corn. Great care

must be used to keep from injuring the

trees. Hii-ed help who have not had ex-

perience in cultivating trees, even though

they have had experience in cultivating

corn and other crops, are not apt to real-

ize the injury that a touch of the single-

tree or parts of the harness may inflict on

the tree. When growth starts in the

spring, the young ti-ees, if struck in this

way, are likely to be very seriously dam-

aged. To avoid this, a careful and expe-

rienced man should be employed to plow

the first furrow around the trees. The

singletree should be extremely short, as

short as possible for the horse to conven-

iently work in. Unless some special de-

vice is used for fastening the tug at the

end of the singletree, it should be protect-

ed by wrapping a piece of old sacking

around it, so that in case a tree is struck

it may not be seriously injured. Even

with the utmost care, however, the young

shoots are frequently broken off, when

they are from 3 to 6 inches in length, by

a mere touch.

In the plowing of the ground in the

spring for the young orchard, it must be

borne in mind that the dwarf pears do not

thrive as well if the earth is i)lowed away

from them as when back-furrowed around
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them. The quince root is of such a char-

acter that it prefers the excess of mois-

ture, and the latter method serves to re-

tain moisture, while the former has a

somewhat drying effect. It is therefore

usually best in the dwarf-pear orchard to

continue plowing year after year toward

the trees, and depend upon the cultiva-

tion and cross-harrowing to level the land

again. If the tendency to ridge becomes

too pronounced, it may be obviated by

plowing two or three furrows toward the

tree row, and then back-furrowing in the

middle of the strip, leaving two small

dead furrows near the tree rows instead

of one in the middle. These small dead

furrows will be more easily filled by the

cross-harrowing. In the case of stan-

dards and Orientals, if the soil becomes

ridged, it will do no harm to plow away

from the trees to the level land.

One point should always be borne in

mind in the cultivation of the pear or-

chard as compared with that of peaches,

apples, and other fruits: this is, that the

pear tree makes its growth very early in

the season. Most of the annual twig

growth on the trees, at least after the age

of three years, is made within four to six

weeks of the blooming time, and very

little of it is made during mid-season and

thereafter. Special attention, therefore,

should be paid to the early cultivation of

the pear orchard. Later in the season

cover crops may be grown, or, if compar-

atively free from weeds, the orchard may
be allowed to take care of itself. In case

of young trees, plowing should usually be

finished before the buds have swelled

sufficiently to be easily injured by the

horse when brushing past them. When
the buds are dormant the injury is very

slight; if, however, the buds are an inch

or so long, many of them may be brushed

off. It is often wise to plow the first two

or three furrows with the one horse plow

while the trees are dormant, and then

later, even though the buds may have

pushed out, to finish the plowing in the

middles with the two-horse plow. The
cultivator should, if possible, follow the

plow just before the buds have pushed out

appreciably. The one-horse five-tooth cul-

tivator is suitable for this purpose. This

will mellow the ground and put it in a

finely pulverized condition, which at that

season of the year will enable it to retain

its moisture for a fortnight or more. If

possible, the trees should be allowed to

bloom and to start their twig growth be-

fore the cultivator, with its accompanying
danger to the buds, is again used. By
cultivating the trees on a dry day, when
the foliage and twigs are somewhat limp,

the minimum amount of injury will be

done. At least four or five cultivations

at intervals of about ten days to two

weeks should be given to the young pear

orchard. In the meantime the other crops

planted between the trees may require

cultivation, but the cultivation of the

pear orchard should proceed independ-

ently in case these crops are not ready

for it.

In the bearing orchard the plowing in

spring is, of course, the same, but the ab-

sence of other crops between the trees

renders the cultivation much simpler and

more economical. Having plowed the or-

chard, the cultivator, spring-tooth harrow,

or some other form of harrow should be

passed over at such a time that it will be

most effective. The land can then be left

until after the trees have bloomed, when
a second harrowing, preferably in the op-

posite direction from the first, should be

given. The ground should then be har-

rowed over about once in ten days, five

or six times, keeping the soil in a finely

pulverized state. If heavy rains occur,

liounding the ground and compacting the

surface, the crust which forms on drying

out should be promptly broken before the

soil becomes too hard.

It will hardly be possible to mention

the many implements useful in the culti-

vation of the pear orchard. The disk

harrow, the cut-away harrow, and the

snading harrow are very useful types, and

in certain conditions of the soil are very

effective. The spring-tooth, the ordinary

spike-tooth, the Acme, and even the

weeder, are very good implements. The
weeder, however, is not as desirable in

the pear orchard as it is among peach

trees, for the reason that the pear is
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deep-rooted, ami can better withstand and

profit by dee|i cultivation than the peach.

As to the depth of plowing, the writer is

inclined to favor rather deep plowing for

the pear orchard. If the trees are set

with the point at which they were budded
two inches below the surface the first two

or three furrows may be made about as

deeply as a one-horse plow can go, name-

ly. 4 to 5 inches. After the third furrow

the two-horse plow can he used, and as a

rule the land should be plowed as deeply

as it will stand; in other words, as

deeply as the soil will permit without

turning up too much of the clay subsoil.

It is usually wise, unless great care has

been taken in previous preparation, to

plow the middles of the pear orchard very

deeply, turning an inch of subsoil to the

surface each time. In this way the soil

will be deepened; 8 to 10 inches is none

Seckel Pear,

too deep and less than 6 inches should

not be considered deep enough. As the

trees spread out and the root systems oc-

cupy the soil, the plowing may be an Inch

or two shallower than in the young or-

chard, but with this exception the depth

should always be maintained. It is a

great mistake to plow the orchard shal-

low for a number of years and then plow

it deeply, for many of the roots will have

developed at shallow depths, and the sub-

sequent deep plowing will tear up and

destroy them.

Fertilixatiou

Few soils really adapted to pear culture

are fertile enough to support the bearing

pear orchard without some assistance in

the way of manures and fertilizers. If the

soil is tolerably fertile, that is, capable

of growing 40 bushels of corn per acre,

the young oi'chard may need no assist-

ance whatever until it has borne a heavy

crop, after which, as a rule, some addi-

tional plant food will be desirable, if not

absolutely necessary. As above suggest-

ed, however, young trees usually need to

be fertilized individually during the first

two to four years after planting out. For

this purpose any good, complete fertilizer

may be used, one containing 10 per cent

of potash from muriate of potash, 7 to 8

per cent of phosphoric acid from acid

phosphate or dissolved bone, and 4 per

cent of nitrogen (half from nitrate of

soda or dried blood and half from tank-

age, bone, or some other slowly available

form or organic nitrogen). Before the

trees have pushed out into growth the

first spring after planting, a large hand-

ful (about one-third of a pound) should

be thrown immediately around the tree

and hoed or cultivated into the soil.

When the tree begins to absorb soil water

and push out its new leaves, it will at

once feel the stimulus of this fertilizer,

and as a result the leaves will come out

large and of a dark-green color, and the

twig growth will be robust and vigorous

even though the trees are on poor ground.

The second year it is best to put the

fertilizer in the bottom of the furrow

after the first trip with the plow has

been made on each side of the tree row.

A handful of fertilizer should be strewn

in each furrow for a distance of three or

four feet each way from the tree. The
second furrow is then plowed, the dirt

being thrown on top of the fertilizer. If

stable manure is to be applied, it may be

put in the bottom of the furrow and cov-

ered up in the same way. It is a good

plan to fertilize all the trees the second

year with about one pound of commercial

fertilizer to each tree, and then to give a

special manuring with two to four shovel-

fuls of good stable manure to the weak
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trees and those growing in the poorest

soil. If it is desired to continue fertil-

izing the trees individually during the

third and fourth years, it may be done in

the manner described, but the fertilizer

may be placed in the second or third fur-

row from the tree instead of the first one.

In succeeding applications it is better to

fertilize the whole area of the ground

rather than the individual tree, especially

in the case of standards and Orientals.

In the fertilization of the orchard some
general system of building up the soil as

a whole should be adopted, and the three

following methods are worthy of consid-

eration:

The first method, which has already

been discussed under "Cultivation," con-

sists in applying fertilizers to truck crops

grown as nurse crops in the orchard. The
residual effect of the stable manure and
fertilizers applied to the nurse crops is

very beneficial to the soil and, therefore,

to the trees in the orchard.

The second method consists in the use

of green manures and the mineral fertil-

izers, potash and phosphoric acid. A very

good proportion is three parts of acid

phosphate and one part of muriate of

potash. This mixture is applied at the

rate of 400 to 800 pounds per acre, and
will supply all of these ingredients neces-

sary for large crops. The green manures,

that is, crimson clover, cow peas, etc., are

depended on to furnish the nitrogen and
the necessary organic matter to keep the

soil in a high state of fertility. In the

pear orchard the problem of growing the

green manures is not a difficult one, for

the reason that the tree-growth is made
early in the season and the long growing
period from midsummer to autumn is

available for growing leguminous crops.

If crimson clover is grown, it should be

plowed under rather early in the spring

to get the best results.

The third method, the simplest of all,

consists in the direct feeding of the trees

and the soil with fertilizers and manure.
If the trees do not respond in a satisfac-

tory manner to good cultivation and
pruning, that is, if they do not throw out

from 12 inches of growth on the dwarfs

to 3 feet on the Orientals; and if they

show the ordinary symptoms of starva-

tion, that is, small fruit and small foliage,

plant food should be applied to them until

they grow out of this condition. In this

respect the dwarf pear is much more ex-

acting than either the ordinary standards

or the Orientals. It requires high ma-
nuring and fertilizing, and the fertilizers

must be applied very close to the tree, as

the quince roots do not spread out like

those of the pear.

Many old-fashioned fruit growers pre-

fer to use wood ashes, stable manure, and

ground bone for the fertilization of dwarf

and other pear trees, and there is no ques-

tion that these materials are very desir-

able, if not the best to use. As a rule,

however, potash can be bought much
cheaper in the form of muriate, and phos-

phoric acid cheaper in the form of acid

phosphate, so that it is more economical

to purchase these forms, and they are

probably just as good.

It is an excellent practice to fertilize

the bearing dwarf-pear orchard in the

manner above described for the young or-

chard. Three to six large forkfuls of

stable manure may be applied in the fur-

row in the spring or thrown around the

trees in winter, and from one to five

pounds of complete fertilizer of the form-

ula suggested should be applied early in

spring and cultivated or harrowed into

the soil. Standards and Orientals will of

course respond to good fertilization and
cultivation, but as their root system is

very widespread and deep, they do not feel

the necessity of additional plant food as

keenly as dwarfs, and do not respond to

its application so readily.

In the use of potash and phosphatic

fertilizers there is little danger of injury

from an excessive amount, but nitrogen-

ous fertilizers must be used with great

care. Stable manure should be applied

only in early spring, never in midsummer,
and a light dressing, not to exceed six

large forkfuls, is the maximum amount
that may be used safely on each young
tree, although trees bearing heavily will

stand more. Care must also be exercised

in the use of nitrate of soda, cotton-seed
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meal, blood, tankage, ami other nitrogen-

ous fertilizers, as it Is rarely safe to

apply more than 200 pounds per acre of

any one of these materials. Bone, bone

tankage, or other slow-acting and insol-

uble nitrogenous substances may be ap-

plied in the fall and winter if preferred

and in larger amounts. To avoid waste,

nitrate of soda and other soluble forms

should not be applied until about the time

growth starts. The danger in applying

nitrogenous fertilizers and stable manure

in excessive amounts or late in the sea-

son arises from the fact that the trees are

stimulated to make a late and immature

growth of the cambium and twigs, and

are thus rendered susceptible to injury

from winter-killing and pear blight.

The methods of fertilizing above de-

scribed are intended to push the pear tree

into as vigorous growth as possible and

cause it to bear the largest possible crops

of the best-developed fruits. It is well

known to most growers, however, that

pear trees forced with stable manure and

fertilizers and by good cultivation be-

come very susceptible to blight, and when
attacked are most severely injured by it.

As a result of this, growers are contin-

uall.v restrained in their efforts in fertil-

izing their pear orchards, and generally

aim to keep their trees in a semi-starved

condition. As to the wisdom of this

policy, we are not prepared to decide defi-

nitely, and each grower must be left to

decide the matter for himself; but it may
be said that while a moderate restraint

in the fertilization may be considered

proper as a rule, it is better to take some
risk at least, so that if crops are pro-

duced the fruit will be of such quantity

and quality as to be profitable.

PrnninjT

There is no branch of pear culture more
commonly neglected by the average com-

mercial orchardist than that of pruning,

though the subject has received very care-

ful attention from certain men. In for-

eign countries, especially in France and

Belgium, great attention is given to the

details of pruning. Great labor is often

expended on the trees in the nursery and

in the orchard in developing them into

geometrical forms. While the extreme

conventional forms of trees may properly

be looked upon by American commercial

orchardists as a waste of time and money,

yet the theory is correct. There are prac-

tical reasons for pruning bearing fruit

trees to certain ideal types. For the

American orchardist there are three main
types of pear trees to be considered—the

pyramidal form, the vase form, and the

natural form. Largely through the efforts

of Patrick Barry, Marshall P. Wilder, and

other leaders in American pomology of

the last generation, the pyramidal form of

pear tree has been considered as the

proper ideal, and is in fact the almost

exclusive form for American orchards. In

the opinion of the writer, however, the

pyramidal form has been advocated to an

extent far greater than it deserves. The
vase-form tree, while somewhat more dif-

ficult of development and somewhat less

natural, is in many ways far superior to

the pyramidal form. The natural form

finds its principal advocates among those

who know little or care little about prun-

ing, and seem to find consolation in fall-

ing back on the theory that nature knows
better than man what is best for the tree.

They overlook the fact that the fruit tree

is an entirely artificial product and is

under artificial conditions. Were the

theory that nature knows best to be con-

sistently followed, we should only plant

the seeds of fruit trees, never bud nor

graft them, nor cultivate, spray, nor carry

on any of the other horticultural opera-

tions on which the success of fruit rais-

ing depends.

There are arguments pro and con in

favor of each of these three forms. The
pyramidal form of tree is with most va-

rieties more natural than the vase form.

It permits heavy cutting back and thin-

ning out without interfering with the

general scheme of pruning. This form is

so nearly that of the natural tendency of

most fruit trees, especially while they are

young, that it requires little effort to bal-

ance or OMTh undesirable tendencies. It

has the disadvantage of not being adapt-

ed to such extremely low heading as the

vase form, of having a large portion of
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its fruit more difficult of access, and, in

case of pear blight, the branches are so

arranged that the life of the tree is more

quickly imperiled by the disease.

The vase form of tree has the disadvan-

tage of requiring considerable skill dur-

ing the first few years of pruning. It Is

somewhat unnatural to most varieties of

pears while they are young, and it there-

fore requires considerable effort to keep

the tree properly balanced and to develop

successfully the desired form. It has the

advantage of being the easiest tree to

work around, the easiest for thinning and

picking the fruit, and to prune after the

first few years. It is also the most con-

venient tree to spray, and is a thoroughly

satisfactory form from the standpoint of

fruitfulness. In pear orchards, however,

one factor alone should be sufficient to

lead to the adoption of this style of prun-

ing, namely, the much greater ease with

which pear blight can be fought and

pruned out. The low-headed vase form

of tree, with the body 16 to 18 inches

high and the limbs and main branches

cut back so that they fork at about 12 to

18 inches, and with the main limbs kept

entirely free from fruit spurs and fruit-

bearing branches, is by all odds the safest

form of the three to withstand blight.

The natural form of pear tree involves

very little pruning, merely sufficient to

clear out the interlocking branches and to

remove wafer sprouts and an undesirable

surplus of limbs at any point. It is the

cheapest because it requires the least

work. However, when such trees come

into bearing they usually overbear cer-

tain years. With many varieties of pears,

the Kieffer, for instance, the trees are

likely to break down with their load of

fruit, and require several years to recover.

The saving of expense in pruning by no

means compensates for the loss.

The Vase Form
In order to secure the vase form of

tree, which the writer advocates, the nur-

sery tree when planted in the orchard

should be pruned to a straight c.^ne about

18 inches high. The Garber and some
other very spreading types may possibly

stand two feet in height. On the other

hand, very upright growers like the Kief-

fer, the Bartlett, and, as a rule, most of

the dwarf types, should be pruned to

from 12 to 18 inches. This straight stock,

if properly planted out, will throw out a

number of shoots the first year. When

the buds have pushed out an inch or so

they should be rubbed off the lower half.

When the new growth is about 6 to 10

inches long the trees should be visited

and three branches selected for the future

main limbs. These three branches should

be arranged in a circle so as to form an

inverted tripod, and should not radiate

from one point, whatever the type of

tree adopted, but should be several inches

apart vertically. Having selected these

three main twigs, all the other growth

should be pinched off at the tip, allow-

ing these shoots to become strong, vig-

orous twigs; and in a good tree they may

reach a length of three to six feet the

first year. If any one of these shoots

shows a tendency to outgrow the others,

it may be pinched back when 10 inches

or so long, in order to retard it until the

others catch up. In the winter, or pre-

feralily just before the buds swell in the

spring, the three shoots which have been

selected for the main limbs may be head-

ed back, preferably leaving a branch from

12 to IS inches long, making the inverted

tripod level across the top. A length of

12 inches is best for dwarfs, while a

greater length is more suitable for stan-

dards and Orientals. All other twig

growth is removed. The following spring,

when the buds are pushing out, all of

them starting on the trunk and main

limbs, except on the upper six inches,

should be carefully removed by rubbing

with the hand, protected with gloves if

necessary. When the new growth has

pushed out 8 or 10 inches it is often de-

sirable to go over the trees again, remov-

ing or pinching back any undesirable

sprouts. For the next winter's pruning

two of the most desirable twigs on the

upper part of each of the three arms of

the tripod which extend upward and out-

ward should be selected and cut off to 12

to 18 inches, and the other branches of

the tree should be again removed. The
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third year this operation is repeated, leav-

ing a pair of outwardly diverging twigs,

extending upward on each shoot of the

previous year. By the third pruning it

will he wise to begin to leave certain

small twigs which extend laterally or

downward as temporary fruiting branch-

es. These twigs should be such as not to

interfere with the strong-growing upright

branches, which are intended to form the

nuiin fiiiuiework of the tree. At this

stage of the development the principal at-

tention is devoted to this main frame-

worlv of branches. Every twig which is

left in the tree is carefully considered as

a future branch. These temporary fruit-

ing branches form the only exception to

this rule. The fourth and fifth years'

pruning should be continued on the same

line, but more attention should be paid

I'.ailk'tt Tree.
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to leaving fruiting brandies. As the top

of the tree develops, after the fifth year,

of course very many fruiting branches

will be formed, and later on all such

branches which have been left on the first

five years' growth should be cut away

entirely: but in order to avoid the loss of

fruit during the earlier bearing years

these branches may be allowed to form

temporarily and to bear several crops of

fruit, and may be disposed of when they

can be spared. After the fifth year it is

rarely possible to continue the ideal form

as far as each individual twig is con-

cerned. The general shape and style of

the tree is determined entirely by the

previous pruning. Efforts should be

directed simply to keeping the tree in the

form already attained.

The pruning must vary considerably

with the variety of the tree, and is nat-

urally different in case of dwarfs, stan-

dards, and Orientals. The dwarf pear,

with its usual tendency to overbearing,

should be continually headed back to

about 8 to 10 inches of annual growth. If

an excessive number of fruit spurs de-

velop on top of the tree at the expense of

vegetative shoots, the vegetative tendency

of the tree may be promoted by cutting

back even into 3-year or 4-year-old wood.

This will remove some of the surplus top

and cause the tree to throw out strong,

vigorous sprouts, which may be headed

the next year. In heading back old wood

on bearing trees, if possible the branch

should be cut off where a new young

sprout or branch extends outward, as by

so doing the new branch will take the

place of the old one, and will receive the

tremendous stimulus caused by the con-

centration of the sap into the smaller

twig. In this way a continual renewal

of the bearing wood can be kept up. In

the case of standard trees, if the main
twig growth exceeds a length of 18 inches

it is usually best to head back everything

above that length. In this way long,

slender, drooping branches can be avoid-

ed and the branches made stocky and

strong and capable of bearing a very large

load of fruit. Trees like the Kiefter, If

allowed their own way, develop fruit

spurs in abundance. These form on the

ends of long branches as well as in the

body of the trees, and in a favorable sea-

son the tree loads itself down with fruit.

The result is disastrous, for the slender

branches are unable to support the tre-

mendous load, and break off within about

a foot of the trunk. The heading back

will entirely prevent this destruction and

tend to keep the tree in continuous bear-

ing.

The Pyramidal Form

The pyramidal form is a much simpler

and easier form in which to train most

varieties of pears, because it conforms

essentially to the natural tendency of the

trees. It is usually best to head the trees

to a straight cane in planting them out,

as previously described, though this is

not necessary if the head has been formed

in the nursery at the point desired by the

orchardist. This is very rarely the case,

however, as most nursery trees are head-

ed too high. If the tree is headed at the

proper height in the nursery, it will sim-

ply be necessary to cut the leader back

to about six inches and to trim three or

four of the secondary branches to about

three inches. The tree may then be

allowed to go during the season with very

little pruning. It may be necessary to go

over the trees after six or eight inches of

growth has been made and pinch off an

occasional shoot which has not developed

in conformity with the pyramidal form.

Sometimes two leaders will form nearly

equal in size. One of these should be

pinched back and the other allowed to

remain.

In the winter pruning the central leader

is first selected and cut back to the height

at which the next whorl of limbs is de-

sired. In the dwarf pear this should be

about 12 inches; in Bartletts and other

standards about 14 to 16 inches; in strong-

growing Orientals, like the Kieffer and Le

Conte, 18 to 20 or even 24 inches ma.v be

proper. The lower whorl of main limbs

is then examined and about three or four

branches are selected. These are cutback

to a length of about 12 to 18 inches, or

about two-thirds the length of the leader.

.\11 other branches or twigs interfering
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with this main framework are then re-

moved. In the next year's pruning, at

the conclusion of two years' growth, the

central leader is again selected and cut

off at the same length as in the previous

year; the 1-year-old whorl of branches at

its base is examined and pruned in about

the same manner as the previous year,

leaving three or four twigs to form main
limbs, and the lower whorl, which now
has two years' growth on each branch, is

treated in much the same way that the

pyramidal top has been treated, namely,

the leader for each branch is selected and

headed back, leaving it about two-thirds

as long as the leader at the top of the

tree. At the base of the leader on the

two-year wood about two or three secon-

dary branches are selected and headed

back, so as to subordinate them to the

leader, and the other twigs on these

branches are cut off. All of these main
branches are selected with reference to

their forming the framework of the tree

exactly as described in pruning for the

vase form of tree. Temporary fruiting

branches may be left in the same manner
also as described in that form. Water
sprouts and limbs in undesirable places

are of course removed.

The third-year pruning of the pyra-

midal form proceeds on the same lines,

the upper part of the tree being pruned
exactly as in the previous years, the only

addition being that one more joint is

added to each main branch and one more
set of lateral branches has to receive at-

tention each year. The pyramidal form
of tree does not change, and the general

plan of pruning continues the same
through its entire life. The only thing to

avoid in this type of tree is the tendency

to become too thick and bushy in the re-

peated heading back which it receives.

To avoid this the pruner should be pre-

pared to thin out unnecessary branches
as well as to cut back. Fruit spurs will

begin to form on the branches after the

third year. These may be left tempo-
rarily and afterwards cut away. It Is un-

desirable even in the temporary form to

allow young branches to become thickly

grown with lateral fruit spurs, for the

reason that such spurs are not nearly so

well nourished as those on smaller

branches carrying vegetative shoots, and
furthermore such branches are a great

(leal more liable to destruction by pear

blight. These numerous lateral fruit

spurs when in bloom afford many oppor-

tunities for blossom-blight infection, and
when such a branch is attacked by blos-

som blight the disease has only a very

short distance to run from the fruit spur

into the main limb, which it can girdle

with a minimum aniout of diffusion.

Tlip Natural Form
In each of the other two forms of fruit

trees the aim is to curb the tendency of

the trees and their individualities. The
tree is made to conform to the ideal in

the mind of the pruner. If too many up-

right branches are thrown out they are

headed back and made to sprout laterally;

but, on the other hand, if the tree has a

spreading or drooping tendency the lower

branches are pruned off and the more up-

right ones are encouraged. In this way
all varieties are made to grow as nearly

alike as possible. It is by no means en-

tirely possible, however, to entirely curb

the natural tendencies, and it can be done

only approximately. The natural form,

on the other hand, allows the tree to de-

velop its own individuality. But some

pruning is absolutely necessary, even if

the idea of the natural form is to be car-

ried out. In planting out, the branches

may at least be headed back to spurs

three or four inches long. As far as prun-

ing is concerned, the trees may then be

practically neglected for the first two or

three years, but it is better to look them

over every year and remove water

sprouts and any branches which interlace

and chafe and to examine for any wounds
which should receive attention. Trees of

this sort will come into fruiting earlier

than those beaded back and manipulated

into an ideal form, for the reason that

the vegetative tendency is not encour-

aged at all. As soon as the reproductive

tendency develops It is allowed unre-

stricted course. However, the difficulties

of reaching the fruit in the case of tall

pyramidal trees, the tendency to break
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dowu in the Kieffer and a great many
other varieties, and above all the danger

of pear blight of this form of tree, make
it undesirable in actual practice. Even

in case of the natural form, where very

little pruning is intended to be done, the

writer advocates low heading. The trunk

of the fruit tree has lost its function.

It is an unnecessary and expensive thing

for the tree to construct. It renders the

tree more liable to disease, and by ele-

vating the top from the ground increases

the danger of its being blown over and

of the fruit being blown off. Every inch

of additional height increases the expense

of pruning, spraying, and especially of

picking. The trunk of a forest tree forms

a very conspicuous part of the tree itself,

situated in the open field grow a very

short trunk. Oftentimes enormous oaks,

with a spread of perhaps 100 feet, have

only a few feet of trunk. Orchard trees,

which are not only planted in open

ground, but are also given proper spac-

ing and cultivation, are entirely removed

from the struggle for existence which

competition and crowding brings about.

The trunk of the pear tree, therefore,

may be looked upon as entirely super-

fluous. In a fruit tree, the part that does

the work is the top. In other words, in

pear trees we sliould seek to develop the

top as much as possible. The tree carry-

ing the greatest amount of foliage and

the greatest number of properly placed

fruit-bearing branches is the ideal tree.

Bis Homanite.
Both are very

and in the struggle for existence, espe-

cially among young trees in the forest,

the tall-growing trunk is an absolute ne-

cessity to the species. The effort on the

part of each individual tree of the forest

is to rear its top up to those of its neigh-

bors. The struggle for light and air

causes the tree to develop its trunk,

which becomes very useful to man in

many ways. The trunk of a forest tree,

therefore, has gained our respect through

its usefulness and beauty. On the other

hand, even the native forest trees when

large pears.

Tliinniiitr the Fruit

No discussion of pear culture would

be complete without including this im-

portant operation, and as it belongs on

theoretical grounds with pruning, we
may consider it here. It is a great mis-

take to allow pear trees to overbear.

When the fruit is about an inch in di-

ameter the trees should be gone over

carefully and all the surplus pears, over

and above what the tree can mature prop-

erly, picked off. Each branch should be

examined, and, with the size of the ma-
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turo fruit in mind, tlie number reduced

to the proper amount for that size of

branch. All imperfect, wormy or dis-

torted specinions should of course be

picked off first, and only those which are

expected to make fancy fruit left beliind.

Unfortunately, no general rule can be

given to guide in thinning pears. The

rule of one fruit to six inches, which

commonly guides the peach grower in

thinning peaches, can not be definitely

applied to pears. Experience is the only

guide, and the grower may expect to

allow a few trees to overhear before he

learns the lesson of just how much to

tliin. Thinning not only improves the

quality of the fruit of the current season,

but it places the tree in better shape to

bear the next year. As a rule, greater

profits are secured by regular annual

crops than by heavy crops during occa-

sional years, for it commonly happens

that such seasons are the very ones when
fruit is plentiful and cheap and the profit

in handling it very small.

M. B. Waite, Assistant Chief,

Division of Vecefable PliysinloKy and Path-
olog}-. Washington, D. C.

Pniningr Dwarf Pears

Dwarf pears are as a rule pruned as

pyramids. For this reason the nursery

trees are handled very differently from
standards. Branches are allowed to grow
close to the ground and a central axis

clothed with branches from near the

ground to its extremity is maintained

rather than a bare trunk to the height

at which the head is desired, as in the

standard tree. In the pyramid these lat-

eral branches are left longest near the

ground and shortest near the apex of the

pyramid. This method is adhered to from

year to year in pruning the annual

growth of the tree. The annual pruning

of a pyramid is of even greater impor-

tance than in the case of the standard

pear, for upon it depends the symmetri-

cal development of the tree.

It is well known that orchard trees in

general tend to make their greatest

growth near the extremity of the leading

branches. In other words, the leaders

are the strongest growers and it is fre-

quently a ditlicult task to stimulate lat-

eral branches to grow sufficiently to pre-

serve a symmetrical development in the

tree. The manner, therefore, of cutting

back the annual growth on the various

parts of the tree must be carefully

studied in order to preserve the sym-

metrical development desired. In remov-

ing the annual growth from pyramidal

trees it should be the aim to cut back

to an inside bud each year. This will

tend to make the growth of the tree more

upright and more compact, while with a

vase-formed tree it should be the object

to cut to an outside bud each year.

L. C. COEBETT,

Wastiinffton. D. C.

Pruning Cornice Pears
Rogue River Valley

The methods of bringing pear trees into

bearing by pruning have often been writ-

ten and discussed by authorities all over

the country. The conclusions are varied,

and necessarily so, owing to the influence

of soil conditions, climate, location and

method of handling the trees by the grow-

er during their life. It is a difficult mat-

ter to make set rules, but a great deal can

be accomplished by proper attention to

pruning. In fact there is no more satis-

factory way of bringing pears into bearing

than by a careful and judicious use of

pruning.

Experience has shown to many growers

in Rogue River valley that the time of

the year does not make so much difference

in the matter of pruning for fruit as the

method of doing it and the age of the

tree to be pruned. It is an easy matter

to induce wood growth in young pear

trees on good soil, but it is not always so

easy to bring them into bearing.

Several years' experience with Bosc

and Cornice pears growing on good soil

and in a climate especially adapted to

these varieties have induced me to believe

that most growers are prone to overprune

their young trees. In order to get the

best results the trees should be carefully

planted and from then on must be care-

fully pruned each winter, cutting well

back to induce a healthy, stocky growth

of wood. For four or five years the trees
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should be pruned while in the dormant

state (in fall and winter) with a view to

getting the proper shape and foundation

on the tree.

By the end of the fourth or fifth sea-

son the trees should all have acquired

the proper framework for bearing fruit

and from then on but little pruning

should be done. That is to say, all heavy

cutting and heading back should be ab-

solutely discontinued. It will be neces-

sary each year to remove water-sprouts

and to thin out to some extent, but the

ends of the branches should not be cut

off as it will certainly promote the wood
growth to the detriment of the fruit buds

that should begin to form.

As stated, the first four or five years

of the tree's life should be devoted to

the growing of wood and so pruning

as to make it grow in the proper shape.

After that time the attention should be

directed to the growing of fruit buds

and fruit, and the shape of the tree more
or less ignored. After the fourth or

fifth year It is not important, in sections

like the Rogue River valley, when the

pruning is done. Some advocate sum-

mer pruning for fruit, but this often

interferes with other work on the ranch.

Besides this it is hard to see the frame-

work of the trees through the leaves,

and in pulling a leafy branch through

the tree there is considerable danger of

raking off the fruit spurs. It aids con-

siderably if the water-sprouts are

watched during the growing season and

removed. This can easily be done by

rubbing them off with the hands if they

are not allowed much of a start.

It will require about two years from
the time the heading back is stopped

until the effect is observed, but if the

pruning has been properly done the trees

should begin to set fruit buds. To sum
up: Cut heavily, esjiecially in the winter,

for wood growth: cut lightly and never

head back if fruit buds are wanted.

A. C. Allen,
riollywodd fH','har(]s.

Pickine Tears

Picking pears depends much on the

kinds to be marketed and the purposes

for which they are intended. For in-

stance, if pears are designed for long

shipment, they should be picked a little

greener than if they are intended for

the nearby markets. The Bartlett pear

may be picked before it is fully grown

if it is desired to do so in order to reach

an early market or to lighten the tree

of a too heavy burden. In this state if

it is wrapped in paper and placed in a

dark room or cellar it will ripen nicely

and be of excellent flavor. Some skill is

necessary in order to determine by the

size or color whether the pear is well

enough developed to ripen and retain a

good flavor, or whether it will wither and

be unfit for use. This is one of the arts

of the trade, and the pear grower will

know first by picking and testing a few,

and later as he has gained experience

his eye will be a sufficient guide. In Bart-

lett pears there are generally three and

sometimes four pickings, the largest and

best-developed being picked first, and

then a few days later others will have

developed to a marketable size. Later

still others will have developed, and so

on until the whole crop is marketed.

Generally Bartlett pears are consid-

ered large enough to pick when they

measure two and one-fourth inches in

diameter. The Comice, being a larger

pear, would measure much larger than

this at the proper time for picking, while

the Winter Nelis, being a small pear,

would not at the proper time for picking

measure so much. A good rule by which

the amateur can judge as to the ripeness

of the fruit is to bend the pear back. If

on being bent back the stem separates

readily from the spur, it is ready for pick-

ing. Care should be taken to not pull oft

the fruit spur nor handle the fruit rough-

ly.

Utensils for Picking

The picking equipment for pears is

much the same as for apples. A bucket

with a canvas bottom is good, or a sack

called a "picking bag." according to the

taste of the grower or his notion of what

can be best used by his pickers.

In hauling fruit from the orchard "lug

boxes" are necessary. These boxes are
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larger than the packing boxes, have

strips nailed across the toii to prevent

the bruising of the fruit when the boxes

are stacked level full, and have haiul-

holds cut or sawed in each end in order

to make the lifting of the boxes easy.

Strong ladders are an important part

of a picking equipment because a shaky

ladder causes the picker to be afraid of

falling, makes it harder for him to pick

and often causes the bruising of the fruit.

A low-wheeled one-horse wagon with a

broad platform extending out over the

wheels so as to hold a large number of

boxes placed one tier on the platform is

a good equipment for hauling in the

fruit.

Fig. 1. "Harve.v" Holster Sorinff Suitalilp fnr

TTse on Oi'Cliard Wasons.

After the fruit is hauled to the packing

sheds or house it is assorted by some one

who attends particularly to that work

and placed on the packing tables. In as-

sorting there are certain rules in almost

every commercial orchard which will

govern the conduct of the work. These

rules are determined by the object of the

grower or the purposes tor which his

pears are Intended. If they are intended

for canning, one set of rules would ob-

tain, while if they were intended for

wrapping, boxing and sending to the city

markets, another set of rules would be

given.

In the Eastern states, tor canning pur-

poses pears are almost always shipped in

baskets, while in the West, especially the

Pacific Coast states, they are wrapped in

paper and shipped in boxes.

racking' Pears

Where pears are packed in boxes for

the fancy markets it is important that

the same care should be used as in the

packing of apples. Some of the commis-

sion merchants and fruit associations

send out rules for packing similar to tlie

following;

1. All packers must be registered.

Each packer must have a rubber stamp

with a number, and this number must

be placed on every box packed by the

one liolding this number.

2. There must be a competent fore-

man over all packing crews, and each

packer must look to him for instructions.

3. If any packer whose work is found

unsatisfactory will not do the work as

directed by the foreman, he shall be dis-

charged.

4. All pears shall be packed in two

grades, "Fancy" and "Choice." Some
growers and associations have three

grades, the same as in apples, "Extra

Fancy," "Fancy" and "Choice."

Eastpr. Klcff<-i-. Howell.
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5. Extra fancy consists of "every pear

substantially perfect." Fancy consists of

pears at the proper stage of ripeness,

free from diseases, bruises, worms, worm
stings or other defects. Choice consists

of pears of the proper degrees of ripe-

ness, free from diseases of any kind, but

may be limb-rubbed, misshapen or have

worm stings, but not worms.

See also article on Packing, under

Apples, page 326.

Time for Picking in the Yakima Valley
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Fig Shows the 4-Tipr C'uunts of Iho Three-Two I'ack.

Fig. 3. Shows the F.-Tier Counts of the Three-Three Pack.

Place other layers as indicated for the

three-two pack.

Five-tier counts of the three-three pack:

No. in No. in No. of
No. Box Uows Layers

7 120 4-4 5
8 135 5-4 5
9 150 5-5 5
10 165 6-5 5
11 180 0-6 5

Four-Tliree Pack

When the pears are small enough to

make a straight row across the end of

the box as in Fig. 4, they are placed in

a four-three pack. This is a five-layer or

five-tier pack.

To begin this pack place four pears

blossom end down in the order shown in

Fig. 10. Reverse and proceed as before.

Five-tier counts of the four-three pack:

No. in No. in No. of
Fig. Box Rows Layers
12 193 6-5 5
13 210 6-6 5
14 228 7-6 5
15 245 7-7 5

(Illustrations Courtesy S. S. Busch)

Fig. 4. Shows tlie Counts of the Four-Three Paclf.
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VARIETIES TO PLANT

As an indication of current opinion

on the best varieties of pears to plant

in the various districts, the following

tables are given, having been compiled

from reports of nurserymen throughout

the United States. The varieties are

given in the order of importance based

on the largest number of nurserymen

reporting the variety amongst the best

sellers.

The numbers at the head of the col-

umns are those of the American Pomo-
logical Society Districts for 1909. Dis-

tracts not reporting are omitted. See

accompanying map.

Map Showing the Pomological Districts of the United States and Canada.
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I'vur TiTt's ill the United States

The number of bearing pear trees in the United States, according to the census

of r.tlO, is reported as follows;

(Scalo, :'. 0111=1.UDO.OOO.)

New York, 2.141.596.

Califoniiii. 1.410.996.

.Michisan. l.DUi.l.M.

Ohio. S99.019.

Pennsylvania, 796,882.

Illinois, 786,340.

New Jersey, 731,616.

Indiana. 708,723.

Missuuri, 606 ,937.

Texas, 558,478.

Virginia, 457,177.

Delaware, 449,692.

Maryland, 540,583.

Kentucky, 337,355.

Kansas, 292,383.

Washington, 290,676.

Oregon, 273,542.

Georgia, 262,982.

Tennessee, 233,407.

Arkansas, 221,764.

Oklahoma, 207,271.

West Virginia, 154,908.

Alabama, 142,300.

Mississippi, 118,556.

Massachusetts, 113,365.

Florida, 110,709.

South Carolina, 105,251.

Colorado, 99,989.

Utah, 79,355.

Idaho, 65,113.

Nebraska, 59,285.

Louisiana, 57,603.

Connecticut, 56,788.

Maine, 46,683.

New Mexico, 37,220.

New Hampshire, 36,816.

Wisconsin, 29,841.

Vermont, 26,315.

Rhode Island, 16,907.

Arizona, 16,351.

Montana, 10,297.

Nevada, 3,926.

South Dakota, 1,844.

Wyoming, 178.

Nortli Carolina, 138.

North Dakota, 24.

Minnesota, no pears reported.
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but in the earlier accounts the conclu-

sions concerning the cause of the disease

are erroneous. The earliest record we
have of pear blight was published in the

"Transactions of the Massachusetts So-

ciety for the Promotion of Agriculture,"

in 1794. This report contains a letter

written by William Denning, December

22, 1793. He first saw the disease on the

highlands of the Hudson in 1780. He
also noted that, besides attacking apples,

the malady also affected pears and

quinces. Subsequently, others reported

its occurrence on Long Island and in

New Jersey and Pennsylvania in the

vicinity of Philadelphia. It also seems

to have appeared quite general in the

apple and pear orchards in the Eastern

states, and following the settlements in

Oliio, Indiana, Michigan and Illinois we
find that the pear blight appeared and

attacked the young pear and apple or-

chards. It was also well known that the

disease occurred on wild crabapples and

hawthorns of the Eastern states, but.

singular as it may seem, it was unknown
until about 1910 in Europe and Asia,

where the pear and apple are native.

These facts point to the Eastern United

States as the native home of this disease

and that wild fruits of the pome family,

such as erabapple, hawthorn, mountain
ash and service berry, are its native host

plants. It injures these trees, however,

to a very much less extent than it does

the more sappy and vigorous growths of

the cultivated pear, apple, quince and
other fruits of the pome family. It is

very important that every one should

know that the pear and apple are not the

only species of tlie pome family that may
be destroyed by blight. In some recent

publications it has been noted that no

reference has been made to any other

species of the pome family than the pear

and apple. This is a serious mistake.

Orchardists should know, for instance,

that the quince is most seriously at-

tacked by this disease. The writer knows
an instance where an entire district be-

came infected through a single case of

blight which had its starting point in a

loquat. Therefore, let it be understood

tliat the pear, apple, quince, loquat, haw,

service berry and mountain ash are all

more or less subject to this disease. To
a limited extent the disease also affects

some plums and the apricot. It has been

noted as attacking the blossoms and
young shoots of the latter varieties of

stone fruits. However, from a patholog-

ical standpoint, it cannot be considered

as a serious disease for any of the stone

fruits.

Although the disease was known as

early as 1780, it was not until 1878 that

Professor T. J. Burrill, of the University

of Illinois, one of the pioneer plant path-

ologists, discovered the true nature of

this disease and named the organism

which causes it, namely, Bacillus amy-

lovorus. From the early date when pear

blight first became recognized as a dis-

ease up to the time that Professor Bur-

rill discovered its true cause there had

been much discussion regarding it, but

most of the discussions are of little inter-

est at the present date. I may also add

that even now there are many so-called

fruit growers who do not care to believe

the facts now so well known to every

worker in plant pathology. Rather than

believe the unquestioned facts which

have been made known by the micro-

scope, they are even willing to delude

themselves by such explanations as were

given by those who first recognized the

disease—such as lightning, frost, heat

and various other causes. Dr. Burrill's

discovery of the nature of pear blight is

of striking and fundamental importance

inasmuch as it was one of the first, if not

the first, bacterial diseases of plants to be

discovered. A Dutch botanist, Dr. Wakker,

discovered a hyacinth disease about the

same time to be of bacterial origin, and

it may be said that this is the only rival

in priority to Dr. Burrill's pioneer dis-

covery. At this time, research along the

lines of plant pathology, especially along

bacteriological lines, was not being car-

ried on with a great deal of vigor, and

even after the above-named discoveries

of Dr. Burrill and Dr. Wakker, a good

many prominent bacteriologists hesitated

in accepting this work with any great
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degree of confidence. It was well known
at this time that certain human diseases

were caused by bacteria, but most bac-

teriologists were quite unwilling to think

that vegetables could be invaded by germ

life.

Dr. Burrill's announcement of the bac-

terial nature of pear blight was not ac-

cepted until Dr. J. C. Arthur confirmed

it by a series of brilliant experiments

which were made during the seasons of

1884 and 1885. His results were pub-

lished in the proceedings of the Ameri-

can Association for the Advancement of

Science, for the year 1885. This paper

was read at Ann Arbor, Michigan, in

1885, and produced a great sensation.

Although Dr. Burrill discovered the true

nature of the pear-blight disease, the

work of Dr. Arthur was needed in order

to give Dr. Burrill's theory credence in

this country. After Dr. Arthur's paper,

no man had any doubt as to the nature

of pear plight; at least, no scientific man.
That Dr. Burrill's discovery was doubt-

ed by many eminent men should cause

little wonder, because at that time there

were fewer advantages and fewer labora-

tories equipped for scientific research

than there are now. Even at that time

the great Dr. Koch, the eminent German
authority on tuberculosis, had not yet

discovered the cause of this disease.

However, since the initial discovery of

the bacterial nature of the pear-blight

disease, investigation of its nature and
the life history of the germ liave pro-

ceeded along the lines of modern bacteri-

ological methods until at the present

time we have as complete a knowledge
of the pear-blight germ as the doctors or

physicians have of the typhoid germ or

germ of tuberculosis. In the spring of

1889 Professor M. B. Waite, pathologist

of the United States Department of Agri-

culture, was assigned the task of investi-

gating the pear-blight disease. At the

time when he began his work, while the

disease was known to be of germ origin,

the life history of the germ was not
known. No one had yet found out where
the germ remained during the dormant
period of the trees; that is to say, during
the fall and winter. It had been sup-

posed that the germ lived in the soil or

in swamps, if such were near by, and
that during the spring when the blossom-

ing season began these germs were blown

by the winds into the blossoms, and in-

fection again started. Professor Waite,

after an enormous amount of experi-

mentation, found that the germ did not

live in the soil; furthermore, he found

that it did not blow about in the winds,

but that the germ lives during the dor-

mant period of the tree in "cankers," pro-

duced by the germ during the growing
season.

In the Eastern states pear blight has

done an enormous amount of damage in

the past, more so than the Pacific Coast

orchardists realize. In fact, one of the

reasons for the commercial success of pear

growing on the Coast has been the diffi-

culty or inability of growing the better

varieties of pears in the face of attacks

by this disease in most sections of East-

ern states. During the past few years

pear blight has been very serious in New
York, Michigan and generally through-

out the East. Tlie same may be said of

the Southern states, such as Georgia and
Florida. Usually, blight has been less

severe in Michigan and New York, espe-

cially in the cooler, more damp sections

in the vicinity of the Great Lakes; how-
ever, in Niagara county, New York,

which borders on Lake Ontario, there

liave been serious epidemics of pear

blight. There are many Bartlett pear

orchards throughout the northern por-

tion of the Eastern states, but southward

of this, Bartlett pear growing is almost

abandoned. The Oriental pears are more
resistant and more adapted to the cli-

matic conditions in the South, and hence

are grown quite extensively, or were at

one time. Within the past few years the

Le Conte and Kieffer varieties, grown
principally in Georgia and Florida, have
been practically wiped out by pear blight.

At one time these varieties were shipped

into New York from the South by the

trainload. Apples have also suffered to

a very great extent, although, as a rule,

in the commercial sections of New York,

New England and Michigan but little

damage has been done. Occasionally

.5—10
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Spitzenburg and other varieties have

been very badly blightod; however, most

of the trouble on the apple is due to

blight in the blossoms or in the twigs,

but on the Pacific coast it is not at all

uncommon to see the Spitzenburg and

crabapples entirely l^llled. With the Rus-

sian apples, such as the Yellow Trans-

parent, Alexander, Red Astrachan. etc,

the disease has killed trees just as it

does pears. In the Middle West in the

states of Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska and

Kansas, the injury to the apples is found

to be very severe. The rich prairie soils

of these states, together with an ample

supply of rainfall during almost the en-

tire growing season, produces a rank

growth which causes the trees to become

very subject to the disease. The disease

has moved steadily westward with the

settlement of the country, but for a long

time the wide stretch of plains free from

orchards and giving no opportunity for

the disease to lodge, resulted in complete

freedom from this pest on the Pacific

coast. It is only since about 1S98 that

the disease became known in Colorado,

and about the same time we find its

occurrence in the neighborhood of Van-

couver, British Columbia. About 1901

the disease broke out in force in the San
Joa'iuin valley. California, but it was
probably two or three years developing

before attracting much attention. It has

finally resulted in the destruction of

practically all of the orchards in San
Joatiuin valley, and has moved up into

nearly all the districts of the great Sac-

ramento valley, and in many of the

smaller adjacent valleys. I know of only

one valley, namely, the Santa Clara val-

ley, which so far seems to have escaped

infection. It is only through the efforts

of the commissioners and inspectors in

this valley that the valley has been kept

free from this dreadful disease. To show
the extent of the injury to California I

may state that fully two-thirds of the

pear trees of the Bartlett variety have

been destroyed. As an instance showing
the extent of this calamity, I note in the

report for 1901 and 1902 issued by the

California State Board of Horticulture,

that Fresno county had 12.5,000 pear

trees; Kings county, 43,700 pear trees; in

1903 and 1904 wo find that Fresno county

had only 1,.'500 and Kings county had
none. The disease has moved slowly up
the Sacramento valley, and by slow

stages over the mountains into the Rogue
River valley in Southern Oregon, where
its distribution is general, but under
complete control.

The blight infection now extends into

the Umpqua valley some distance beyond

Roseberg. Many have asked how the dis-

ease could have come from the upper

Sacramento river near Redding, which is

the northern limit of pear-growing in

California, into the Rogue River valley,

since there is a great mountain range

separating the two localities. However,
anyone riding over the Southern Pacific

railway and being observant would notice

that at every station along the railway,

and even at intermediate places, pear and

apple trees may be found; furthermore,

it may be noted that these pome fruits

have blighted more or less seriously, de-

pending, of course, upon the varieties as

well as upon the care given the trees or

the type of soil in which they are grow-

ing. These small plantings, together

with the native pome fruits, have been

stepping stones for the blight germ in

its passage from the upper California

orchards to the orchards of the Rogue

Elver valley.

The blight infection which we find in

British Columbia is an extension of the

Colorado infection which has passed

through the Salt Lake country in Utah,

and northwestward through the state of

Idaho and through Eastern Oregon and

Washington. Therefore, the Willamette

valley, together with the orchards north-

ward and west of the Cascades, have not

yet been invaded. In other words, the

two infections from the south and the

north have not yet met, but it is only a

question of time when they will come to-

gether. When blight does finally reach

these untouched districts the climatic

conditions will tend to favor infection

to a great degree. The increased rain-

fall as well as the late spring and sum-

mer i)recipitations favor infection, and

add difficulties in the way of control. The
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above statements are iiiade in ordi'r that

all districts which are still free from

blight will make a hard fight to keep it

out. There is every reason to fear blight

and to fear it all the time.

There is a common impression among
some of the older residents of the Rogue
River valley that pear blight existed in

tha valley eighteen years or more ago.

.\n unpublished "History of Pear Blight

ill Rogue River Valley" is one of the best

lii.storical evidences that the blight did

not exist so long ago. The statements

that certain varieties of pears which are

known to be practically immune were
badly affected and those very susceptible

to the disease remaining untouched, even
though alongside the blighted varieties.

is proof positive that the trouble was
really something else. Furthermore, the

quince and the Spitzenburg apple were
not noted as having been attacked at all.

Again, several orchards in which it was
said that blight occurred eighteen years
ago, had not come into bloom at that

time. It Is very rare that blight is

troublesome before the trees come into

bloom, and the reason for this we will

show later on. The explanation which
seems best to fit what many of the old

settlers thought to be blight is that un-

favorable soil and weather conditions

was the real cause of the trouble. We
know that undrained soils, especially if

they are cold, have a bad effect on many
varieties of trees, especially apples and
some varieties of pears. The common
term, "sour sap," is certainly the trouble

they had in mind and not blight.

Pear blight did not infest the orchards

of the Rogue River valley until the spring

and summer of 1907. As a matter of fact,

the real outbreaks were not found until

past mid-summer. We know that this

is true by our knowledge of the blight

conditions in the upper Sacramento River

valley. Beginning with the fall of 1907,

when the writer first saw the Rogue River

valley, up to the present time, the loss in

the commercial pear and apple orchards

has been comparatively small.

Host Plants

'I'he disease is usually most serious on

the pear. It attacks the apple, however,

to a very serious extent, sometimes disas-

trously, as I have already note'l. The
quince, wild crabapple, various species of

the hawthorn, the service berry, mountain
ash and other wild fruits belonging to the

pome tamily are more or less subject to

its attacks. The loquat, which is a rela-

tive of the pome fruits, is a somewhat
peculiar host for this disease. Some va-

rieties of plums and the apricot are at-

tacked in a small way by blight, but from
a practical point of view the injury is

not serious enough to attract attention.

Wherever native shrubs or trees of the

pome species are abundant in the neigh-

borhood of pear and apple orchards, at-

tention should be given them, and it

would be better that they were destroyed.

There is this much to say, however, the

native shrubs do not, as a rule, tend to

hold the blight over as do the cultivated

orchards.

Appearance

The blight usually attracts attention in

the spring of the year, and a month or

so after the blossoming period. It is then

found that the flower clusters are shrivel-

ing and dying; however, if examination

has been made very carefully the blight-

ed blossoms may be seen to have been in-

fected for some weeks previous to this

time. The twigs will also be found to

be dying. In some cases the new shoots

are seen to be attacked at the tip and
the disease running downward, killing

the tender twigs, completely and running

down the bark of the twigs and branches

in the form of an ooze, which is slimy in

apiiearance and somewhat sweetish to the

taste. Usually blossom blight accounts

for the greater part of the infection

points, but in some cases twig infection

exceeds blossom infection. If the season

is favorable and the other conditions are

just right, the disease may not run

further than a few inches. It may kill

only the blossom clusters or the fruit

spur a few inches down the twig and
then stop. On the other hand, if condi-

tions are very favorable for the tree.
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which means favorable • to the blight

germs, the disease may run clown into the

main limbs and branches, and in extreme

cases, may continue running downward

during the growing season, until it

reaches the root system. Often it has

progressed much further in the bark and

cambium of the branches than appears on

casual examination, for. as a general rule,

it works only in the bark and cambium

layers, leaving the mature wood un-

harmed.

Sometimes a very small strip of cam-

bium is left unharmed and the sap, there-

fore, is able to continue to flow upwards

so that the leaves and branches may still

carry their foliage or often mature their

fruit. Very often, too, the bark and cam-

bium may be completely girdled, but the

young wood is still able to conduct

enough sap to keep the foliage and fruit

hanging, and often allowing the fruit to

mature. On microscopical examination of

the diseased tissues they are found to be

completely filled with countless millions

of minute germs. These germs are

mixed with a gummy, sticky material

formed by the sap of the tree. The

disease is therefore more in the nature

of fermentation, or perhaps we may say

a gangrene of the bark and cambium pro-

duced by the invasion of an immense

swarm of bacteria. The bacteria proceed

in all directions from the point of in-

fection; that is, when they go down a twig

or spur or a water-sprout into the

branches or bodies of the trees, there is a

development of the disease from this point

upwards and downwards and laterally.

On account of the vessels and fibres of

the bark the most rapid development is

lengthwise, that is to say, upward and

downward on the branches.

The' disease has a tendency to develop

in the green, fleshy or outer bark of the

branches. The branches of the pear tree

usually remain smooth up to eight or ten

years of age, sometimes for a longer

period. During this time, the fleshy out-

er bark grows as fast as the limb grows,

but later on the outer layer dies and is

converted into firm, corky material, or the

characteristic rough bark of trees. This

formation of rough bark often puzzles the

orchardist in getting out pear blight, as

the dead spots resemble, to some extent,

the appearance of blight. However, a lit-

tle study will soon enable one to recog-

nize the rough-bark formation, by cutting

through the dead layer to the fresh,

smooth bark which is found underneath.

It may be stated here that where the

bodies of trees are covered with the rough

bark and these sunken spots of bark are

just beginning to die, the only method of

inspection should be by digging out a

small chip with a gouge, so as to expose

the inner bark, and thus be able to tell

whether or not there is any infection in

the tree. Sometimes the blight runs in

the green layer, leaving untouched the

slightly tougher Inner bark, but such

cases can be easily recognized from their

connection with blighted bark above or

below. When blight is working in the

tissues it invades the vessels of the bark,

the intercellular spaces, and besides often

breaks down in its progress little pores

or channels, or sometimes large lenticular

spots which become filled with some of

the gummy matter. This very frequently

exudes in tiny drops not larger than a

pinhead, or sometimes forms on the bodies

or branches as copious gum masses flow-

ing downward on the bark. When this

exudate comes from newly invaded tis-

sues in the summertime it is milky white

from the numerous germs present in the

liquid. Later, the gum oxidizes into an

amber yellow or slightly brownish, then

finally into a dark brown or almost black

gum. Sometimes when it exudes from the

bark or larger branches it is reddish

brown from the beginning; occasionally

it is quite red in appearance, getting its

color from the red decomposing bark.

When the blight is running rapidly in the

tissues, the margin is at first merely

water-soaked, or very slightly water-soak-

ed in appearance. This is particularly to

be noted in the bark and infected young

fruits of apple, pear or quince. Later on

various stages of its discoloration follow

as the germs fully occupy and decompose

the tissues.
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Tiic (.'o-iii

The serni oausins this (iisease is named

by bacteriologists "BacilUis ami/lovoriis."

For our purpose of discussion we may

call il the pear-blight bacillus, the pear-

blight germ or the pear-blight microbe,

all these terms meaning practicall.v the

same thing. These germs are among the

most minute of living things. Bacteria

or germs are vegetable organisms, and are

as truly plants as trees, grasses, etc. How-

ever, they are very low down in the scale

of the vegetable kingdom since the indi-

vidual organism consists of a single cell,

which may be elliptical or rod-like in

form. They multiply by lengthening a

little and then pinching in two. This is

the only way in which they may increase

their numbers. This process can take

place within half an hour or less, and

this I have proven by observation in a

hanging drop culture under the micro-

scope. Although they are extremely

minute they may be measured by means

of microscopical apparatus. The stan-

dard of measurement for these minute

objects is the micromillimeter, and a mil-

limeter is about one twenty-fifth part of

an inch. The pear-blight germ is from

two-thirds to three-fourths of a micromil-

limeter wide, and from one to one and

SpltzcnloiiK Iiili-.iwi with Pear Blight. Nutc
the two Btppams of ooze running down tin-

body. < Original,)

onc-hair micromillinieters long when it

has reached its mature stage. As another

illustration showing their minute size I

may say that if 25,000 pear-blight germs

were placed end to end they would

scarcely measure an inch in length. Cur-

iously enough, the young germs are

longer than the older ones. When they

are growing rapidly their development in

length goes on more rapidly than their

division. This germ forms no spores, and
for this reason can not live over the dry

season, as do the germs of anthrax which

form spores. The pear-bli.ght germ is

very sensitive to drying, and, in fact, is a

very short-lived germ. The fact that it

does not form spores is highly important,

as spore-forming bacteria are capable of

living over in dust which may be blown

about by the winds. The germ dies rap-

idly in the blighted tissues, as soon as

the tissues have become fully killed. It

cannot withstand drying, usually dying

within two weeks or so. It is killed by

exposure to direct sunshine in a very few

minutes, usually not more than ten min-

utes unless protected by the bark or

twigs. It rapidly dies when it is washed

into the soil, since it can no longer get

the necessary food for its existence and

multiplication. In fact, the pear-blight

germs disappear and die very shortly

after they are exuded or washed out by

the rains from the twigs and branches.

It also dies when the blighted bark dries

up. It can only live along the advancing

margin of the disease in the thick, fleshy

bark or cambium which has been invaded

by the bacteria, and which does not have

time to dry out until the cool weather

approaches. The thick bark of the large

limbs, branches and root system remains

moist during a long period, especially in

the winter. By this method, the impor-

tance of which we will show later, the

germs are able to carry over, or live over,

from one season to another. As a matter

of fact, it is only by this means that the

liear-lilight germ can live over during the

dormant period of the trees. The germs

are killed by high temperature, they are

wholly destroyed when subjected in

li(|uid culture to the temperature of 55
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degrees centigrade for ten minutes, Ttiey

are wliolly uninjured, on tlie other hand,

by any degree of cold. Temperatures of

40 degrees Fahrenheit below zero have

no effect whatever. They may be found

to be frozen at this temperature, but

thaw out Immediately when plunged into

warm water and go on with their activ-

ities uninjured. Cold retards their de-

velopment, but it also prolongs their life.

Like other vegetable organisms, cold

storage has the effect of prolonging life

over a long period of time. In the lab-

oratory the organism lives for a rela-

tively short time at room temperatures,

wliile if the cultures are put into the

icebox the serms may live for months,

providing the culture medium does not

dry out.

Tlie Life Cycle
In the life cycle of this germ, blossom

blight may be considered as the first

step, at least this is the first step in its

life cycle that is noticed by tlie casual

observer. For a long time it was a great

puzzle where the germs came from that

produced the first blossom blight in the

spring of the year. This one link in the

chain, where the germs remained during

the dormant season, was missing. No
one knew how the first blossoms became
infected. Given a number of blossoms

infected, it was comparatively easy to

discover the methods by which the germs
were carried about. Not only in natural

infections, but in those artificially pro-

duced with pure cultures, insects were

found visiting the blighted blossoms. The
germ multiplies in the nectaries of the

blossoms as readily, as it does in a labo-

ratory culture medium, since the nectar

glands exude a sugary solution which fur-

nishes the organism the necessary food

supply. The enzyme or ferment given off

as a by-product by the germ dissolves the

delicate cells beneath, permitting the

germ to pass downward with the greatest

of ease. Ordinarily, the entire pear tree

is sealed up with an air-tight and water-

tight cuticle composed of a thin layer of

the same composition as cork. Even the

breathing pores are plugged up during

the dormant season of the tree so as to

prevent evaporation from the tissues.

This cuticle keeps out the i)ear-blight

germ unless it is injured or broken. The
nectary is not covered by cuticle and is,

therefore, an easy place for the germs to

enter. The gummy exudate pushes out

of the infected blossoms, adding to, or

even taking the place of the nectar; and
honey bees, wild bees, wasps, flies, and
perhaps fifty other species of insects vis-

iting tlie pear blossoms or apple blossoms

carry the germ-infected material. When
once an insect's mouth parts and feet are

infected, blossoms which it visits there-

after become in turn infected as the in-

sect drops oft' a few germs into the nec-

taries. The blight virus being also a

sticky material and usually requiring a

considerable mass, speaking from the

microscopic standpoint, to produce infec-

tion, is not blown by the wind. Of course,

the negative of such a proposition is liard

to prove conclusively, but experiments

have been made to decide this matter by
covering blossoms with mosquito netting

along the side of artificially infected

fiowers, and it was readily found that the

uncovered fiower visited by insects con-

tracted the blight, while those covered by
bags, mosquito netting and other mate-

rial which kept out insects remained free

from the disease. Occasionally, a hum-
ming bird visits the infected blossoms.

This has been observed in a number of

instances. Doubtless, birds get the

gummy material on their feet and carry

the blight long distances. However, we
look upon insect distribution as by far

the most immediate means of infection,

especially in blossoms, in carrying the

blight from fiower to flower, tree to tree

and orchard to orchard, although doubt-

less occasional long-distance distribution

is accomplished by birds or some other

agencies, including man himself. After

the blossoming period is over, or even

before it is entirely finished, blight may
be found attacking the tender twigs. Our
common insects have been found to be

active agencies in not only the distribu-

tion of the disease, but in puncturing the

tissues and thereby introducing the

germs into them. While it is easy to
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Earllptt rear Tree Rhowine the BURlit Eradi-
cated from the Ri dy. It was necessary tn
cut part of the root system awaj'. This tree
is capable of l)eariiig a normal crop. (Orig-
inal.)

prove that insects cause some of the in-

fections of some of the twigs, it is not

absolutely certain that they do all the

inoculatiim. Twigs are sometimes fontnl

with blight started in the axils of tlie

leaves or in the tender bark where no

punctures can be found on careful exam-

ination. It is possible that the germ may
enter in damp weather through growth

cracks where the cuticle is ruptured, ex-

posing the tender tissues.

.Means of Infection

That insects really carry i)ear-lilishl

germs on their feet and mouth parts, I

have proved by capturing these insects

in infected orchards and allowing tliem

to walk about on prepared culture plates

known as Petri dishes, which contained

a substance in which germs might make
growth. In from 24 to 48 hours colonies

of germs would be found growing from

the points where the insecis walked ujjon

the culture medium. By inoculating

growing shoots from these cultures, typi-

cal cases of blight were produced.

Niuiierous experiments have been made
liy atomizing the germs on trees. These

have been failures, except where punctures

tlirougli the cuticle have been made by

a pin point, or where by the breaking of

the leaf or some slight abrasion the skin

has been ruptured, allowing the germ to

enter.

There are, therefore, two main meth-

ods of entry by the germ. First, in the

nectaries of the blossoms, and second, the

tender tips of growing twigs or water-

sprouts on bodies and roots. Blight

occasionally enters by the third method
— directly into the tender, growing,

lleshy bark, through growth cracks.

Sapsuckers or woodpeckers become in-

fected by puncturing cases of holdover

Idight, and afterwards visiting healthy

Irees produce blight infection in them.

We liave several observations along

this line, and doubtless many more occur

in nature. It is even possible for the

wliiffletrees or implements used in culti-

A Had Crown lulLction on Spitzenhiirs: .Apple.
Due Ir) \Val('r-Si)roiits. I'oor attempt at
working out the infection. Note ooze running
down the body above the part cnt out.
I Original. I
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vation to transfer the Infection; pruning

tools are certainly a very frequent cause

of transmitting the disease, especially

during the growing season.

Mr. Waite states that in Maryland he

saw a nursery block of 10,000 Bartlett

pear trees completely destroyed by blight.

This block carried actual cases of hold-

over blight in the stocks. When stocks

were cut off above the dormant buds in

the spring, the pruning tools became in-

fected and the disease was transmitted to

nearly every tree cut back by the pruner.

Instead of the buds starting growth, the

cut surface began to blight. The writer

has seen in certain nurseries in Nebraska
many cases where nursery infection has

been brought about through the use of

tools which had been used in cutting out

blight infection in large orchard trees

without previously disinfecting them.

Pear blight behaves in all sorts of irreg-

ular ways when it runs down the limbs

and branches. Occasionally a fruit spur
blighting causes the disease to spread in

a circular spot an inch or two in diam-
eter on the branches. More often it is

an elliptical spot extending lengthwise

of the branch. It may run down in a

long line from the lower edge, making it

very difficult to save the branch or even
the tree by cutting, on account of this

narrow strip of the disease. It is almost
impossible to anticipate the variations in

behavior of the disease, because it de-

pends upon so many different factors. It

may be well to point out some of the fac-

tors controlling the habits of the disease

in order that it may be seen how varied
are the influences controlling it.

These factors may be divided more oi-

less completely into two sets. First.

those which govern infection, and second.

those which determine the spread of tin

blight in the tree after infection.

The first factor is the presence of Un
bacillus. The pear-blight germ must bi

present in the orchard or must be carried
there during the season in order to hav-
the blight. No matter how favorable the
conditions may be, unless the germ is

there the disease cannot develop. The
immunity of California and Oregon or-

chards up to recent years, of course, is

attributed to the fact tliat the germ was
not there. The second factor is the num-
ber of insect visitors. We have pointed

out that insects carry the blight about.

The honey bee is one of the most active

in carrying the blight to the blossoms.

Other insects visit the pear and apple

blossoms and carry the blight very
widely. The presence of certain species

of insects, as already suggested, has been
the means of introducing the blight into

the twigs and branches or bodies of the

trees. Not only must the insect be pres-

ent and tlie germs there for them to carry,

but the weather conditions must be favor-

able for tlie activity of the Insects and to

bring the trees into proper condition for

infection.

Flower-visiting insects usually like sun-
shiny weather, especially sunny weather
following a moist season, which allows
many kinds to hatch out or develop from
the pupa. Young orchards are not
usually attacked by the blight, rather

liiiil.v InfiTtidii of Bartictt Due lo Water-
Sprouts. First attempt to eradicate the
blight unsuccessful, and it was necessary to
peel the bark and cambium at a greater, dis-

ijince. (Original. 1
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rarely in fact, until thoy have blossomod.

unless there is a bad attack of blight in

a pear or other pome fruit orchard near

at hand. There are some cases of young

orcliards which I have seen in California

and Oregon tliat have blighted somewhat
seriously before they had bloomed, but

they were alongside badly blighted pear

o^chards. The presence of water-sprouts

or spurs from the French stock, on whicli

pear trees are mostly budded, often deter-

mines infection. In many localities tln'

entire loss of the pear orchards has come
through the infection of water-sjirouts

and spurs coming from the crown or

roots of the trees. Perhaps 90 per cent

of the loss in many of the river orchards

in the Sacramento valley has come about

through this sort of infection. Right

alongside of orchards which have been

seriously damaged through the infection

of wat9r-si)roiits from the stock or roots

we found thrifty trees which were
budded on Winter Nelis and Kieffer.

These have not gone down with the disease

through their ability to resist the blight.

It has been particularly noticeable that

Winter Nelis is generally quite resistant.

Cases have come under my obssrva-

tion where the bodies have blighted

as far as the union with the Winter Nelis

and Kieffer stock and then stopped. If

this experience proves universal, it is a
strong argument in favor of using the

Kieffer and Winter Nelis on which to

graft the more tender varieties. These
varieties should be worked on Japan
roots.

Several conditions or factors control

the spread of the blight after it once
enters the tree. Some of these are more
or less connected with the conditions

favoring infection. The vigor of the tree

has a great deal to do with the amount
of damage produced after the blight once
enters it. Another fact which must be
borne In mind is the variety of tree,

w^hether apple or pear, or any other pome
fruit. All varieties are not equally sus-

ceptible under similar conditions, there
being in many varieties a certain ten-

dency toward immunity. The more vig-

orous and thrifty the tree, as a general

A Bad Infection in tho Body .ind Hoot Sys-
tem. Only a small part of the root system
li'ft. This tree will continue to bear "fruit.
I Original. I

rule, the more seriously is it attacked by

the blight. The vigor itself is the effect

of various conditions, such as the fertility

of the soil, the amount of manure or of

commercial fertilizer used, or kind of

cultivation of soil, moisture, rainfall or

irrigation, and the jiresence of other dis-

eases, such as leaf blight, crown gall, root

rot, etc.

As a rule, trees on rich soil blight more
readily than trees which are on poor soil.

There are some apparent exceptions to

this, and there is a difference in the be-

havior of blight on different soils in con-

nection with their fertility. Alkali soils

seem to favor the blight more than corre-

spondingly fertile soils. On the other

hand, trees may blight on the acid soils

of the Ea.stern states. Stable manure
causes the trees to be more susceptible

to the blight than those not manured.
The age of the tree also exerts an impor-

tant influence. The older and slower

growing the tree is, the less it is attacked

by blight, other things, of course, being
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equal. Exhaustive crops of fruit tend to

consume tlie food material of the tree and

help to check the blight to a certain ex-

tent. On the other hand, when the trees

fail to fruit from unfavorable conditions,

such as prolonged rains at the blossom-

ing period, there may not be the oppor-

tunity for infection, and the contradic-

tion to this principle may be observed.

From observation, orchardists know that

during rainy and cloudy weather insect

visitors, such as bees, are very rarely

found working in the blossom. Since the

bees are the principal distributors of the

blight germs, it can be readily seen that

if the entire blossoming period is covered

by rainy or cool weather there is little

chance for very serious and general in-

fection, although there may be consid-

erable holdover blight in the vicinity of

the blossoming orchards.

The style of pruning the tree exerts

some influence not only on the behavior

of the blight, but also on the convenience

of the orchardist in eradicating the dis-

ease. The least desirable form of tree

Is the tall pyramid, having a central

leader with the fruit spurs on the main
trunk and water-sprouts at the base. In

this form of tree, any Infection of blos-

soms or sprouts readily goes into the

body, making it difl^cult to eradicate the

blight without practically destroying the

tree, or at least removing the principal

bearing area. The most desirable form Is

the broad vase-formed tree, clean and
free from water-sprouts at the base, hav-

ing no fruit spurs near the main trunk
and leaders, and having lateral twigs for

fruit-bearing at as great distance as pos-

sible from the crown of the tree. Such
a tree is also in a very desirable form
for other reasons, for it is easier to spray,

easier to prune after the top has been
formed, easier to gather the fruit, and
especially easier to examine and keep
free from blight.

The weather at critical times, espe-

cially in the spring and summer, exerts

an important influence on the spread of

blight. In fact, the weather influences

dominate more equally the infection than
they do the spreading of the blight in the

tr( es. We recognize certain spells or

weather conditions as infection periods,

and by following carefully the relation of

the blight to the weather the intelligent

fruit grower soon learns to anticipate

these difficulties. In fact, it was supposed

by many that the long, dry, hot summer
of the Western states, especially the

Pacific Coast states, gave such poor op-

portunity for pear blight that it was not

able to exist under the prevailing condi-

tions. Of course, we now know that this

is a fallacy, for, as soon as the germ was
introduced, it produced the disease abun-

dantly. Dry sunshine, while favorable to

the orchards, tends to produce a firm,

healthy growth of the tree and prevent

infection periods. However, constant

and intense sunlight produces another

result which may be noted here. Pome
fruits, as well as other fruits, under the

influence of dry, but sunshiny weather,

carry on their processes of growth and
assimilation in the very best possible

manner. The study of blight throughout
the West shows that where irrigation is

used on the one hand, and where there is

a natural supply of water on the other

hand, and where the orchards are kept in

a continual state of high nutrition by the

perpetual and uniform sunshine, the trees

are iieculiarly susceptible to the disease.

In the lower Sacramento valley in Cali-

fornia and in the Rogue River valley,

where irrigation is not resorted to, we
find that there is a great deal of soil

moisture, and in many favored spots the

water table is only a few feet below the

surface of the ground. Under proper cul-

tivation, where a dust mulch prevents

evaporation of the soil moisture, we find

that during even the driest seasons the

roots of the trees are amply supplied

with water. On the other hand, we also

find places where the water table is too

near the surface, and in this case the

trees are in a drowned condition; con-

sequently, perfect assimilation does not

go on, and for this reason such trees,

although situated in rich, nitrogenous

soils, do not blight badly. Where the

trees are growing at their best, the blight

germ feeds on the rich sugars in the
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sap, so that the conditions which favor

the growth and inodiiction of the fruit

also tends to favor tho germ; for we

must remember that tlio germ is itself

a plant, depending upon the rich food

supplied by the tree for its best growth.

The fleshy bark of trees grown under

constant sunshine, especially those of the

Pacific coast, seem to lie richer and

tliicker than in the Eastern states, and

naturally affords an unusually good feed-

ing ground for the pear-blight bacillus.

This rich, fleshy bark also tends to hold

over the germ during the dormant season

in a much more serious way than the

thinner bark of trees grown under other

conditions. Cloudy, rainy weather, there-

fore, while favoring infection, sometimes

results in a starved condition of the tree,

which, of course, is especially unfavor-

able to the pear-blight germ. Trees

grown so as to produce a minimum
growth naturally are short of plant food,

and of course do not favor the pear-

blight germ, even though it should enter

the tissues. Every physiologist knows

that in order that a green plant may
form starch in its foliage the action of

sunlight is required. The more intense

the sunlight the more rapidly the forma-

tion of starch goes on. In cloudy, dark

weather very little starch is made or

elaborated in the leaves. Of course, we
know that the tree does not make use

of its starch as such, but, through the

action of a diastatic ferment or enzyme
the starch is changed into sugar, which

is translocated to all parts of the tree

by osmotic action; that is, througli the

sap. It is this rich sap, which is mostly

sugar, that the pear-blight germ feeds

upon. The more sugar, the more intense

the destructive action of the germ. The
very regular growth of the trees in the

Rocky mountain and Pacific coast or-

chards tends to keep the pear-blight germ
continually at work, unless checked by

prompt and thorough eradication. In

the Eastern orchards, especially with

dwarf pears, which make their growth
early in the season, a heavy rain, if ac-

companied by a day or two of cool.

cloudy weather, will cause the trees to

form their terminal buds.

Before leaving the discussion of

weather conditions, it may be well to

point out more fully the reasons why se-

rious outbreaks of blight occur after

showers or thunder storms. It has been

the common belief that static discharges

of atmospheric electricity have a consid-

erable influence upon such outbreaks.

This, of course, is mere fancy and has

no scientific significance whatever. Every-

one knows that a seed planted in dry soil

cannot germinate unless moisture is ap-

plied to it, either artificially or naturally.

Now, supposing a thunder storm comes

along with a heavy precipitation, or at

least sufficient precipitation to moisten

the soil about the seed, what happens?

The question is so simple that a child in

the primary grade would not hesitate in

answering it. Of course, the seed starts

into growth, the rapidity of its growth

depending upon the temperature follow-

ing the rainfall. Now, was it the rainfall

or the thunder and lightning that caused

the seed to germinate? It was the rainfall

and the warmth, and nothing else. It

has been explained that a germ or bac-

terium Is also a plant, dependent upon
moisture and heat for its growth. In a

dry season an enormous number of in-

fections may take place, but the very fact

that the season is dry and warm accounts

for the fact that these infections fail;

just the same as in a very dry season a

very large percentage of corn, or any
other seed put into dry ground, will fail

to germinate and we have an occasional

plant coming up, just as we find in the

case of blight, only a few Infections ap-

pearing. Everybody knows that after a

rain every vegetable starts into rapid

growth providing the weather is warm.
Now, rapid growth in a pear or apple

tree means nothing more nor less than

an enormous addition of water, plus food

from soil and air to it. Here we have

conditions favorable to the growth of the

blight germ, which uses the pear or apple

as its soil from which it draws its water

supply and its necessary food, namely,

starch and sugar. Just preceding a heavy
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rainfall, the germs may have been dis-

tributed very widely. Had dry weather

continued the fact that the germ had be-

come widely distributed would not have

become apparent because countless in-

fections would not have taken. In very

dry weather the nectaries of blossoms

soon dry, and unless germs have gained

a strong foothold before drying takes

place no apparent infection results. The

above explanation should suffice to show

that the thunder and lightning theory

has no bearing whatever on the disease

known as pear blight. Consider the germ

In the light of a seed whose germination

is dependent upon the same environ-

mental conditions for all of its growth

activities.

To one who knows something of the

theory of the disease, the matter of eradi-

cation often seems very simple. It is

usually a very easy thing to write about

the experiences of others and to tell in

considerable detail how blight should be

eradicated and controlled. The actual

field work is very difficult and tedious,

and a matter of days or months of train-

ing only will make an expert field man.

No one can become expert after a few

hours' work, even under competent in-

struction given by a trained man having

had years of experience. We do find

people, however, who are able to write

and instruct without having had any ex-

perience whatever. To the initiated, as

well as the uniniated, let me say that

the eradication of pear blight is one of

the most difficult problems known to

l)lant pathologists. Let no one say that

it is a simple thing. It is difficult, very

difficult. The reason for this difficulty

is that we are dealing with a consider-

able amount of ignorance and unbelief;

again, few farmers who have not had a

bacteriologist's training realize the pe-

culiar relation existing between the or-

ganism causing the disease and the host

plants. They fail to see that this rela-

tion is practically the same as that which

exists between the germ of tuberculosis

and man. On the one hand, antiseptic

precautions, and the removal of infec-

tions seems unimportant; on the otiier

hand, however, long experience with this

dread human disease instills a sort or

fear, even tliough the true cause may not

be fully comprehended. If every fruit

grower could be made to feel that fruit

trees are living things very much In the

same sense as themselves, and that the

parasites attacking them should be

viewed in a corresponding light for both,

I am sure the whole matter of education

along the lines of pear blight control

would be solved.

Treatment

The treatment for pear blight, or

rather the methods for controlling it.

may be divided into two classes, primary

and secondary. The primary method of

treating this disease consists of cutting

out thoroughly and antiseptically the

hold-over blight during the dormant sea-

son of the trees—that is, during the fall

and winter. It has been explained that

the hold-over blight may be found in the

larger limbs, the trunk and even the root

system. These hold-over cases have be-

come such through the various means of

infection pointed out, namely, through

blossoms, buds or water-sprouts, which

have become infected and through which

the blight has gained entrance to the

fleshy bark and cambium of the bodies

and roots. The other methods of en-

trance are through growth cracks, crown

galls, insect and bird punctures, or any

other way by which the epidermis may
be broken so as to expose the tissues

beneath. It has also been shown that

the pruning knife or other orchard in-

strument may be the means of spreading

the disease. If the work of removing

hold-over cases is done thoroughly it

leaves no opportunity for additional ad-

vantages from any other secondary

method.

Remember that the important thing is

the removal of the source, or what will

be the source of infection the following

year. In the case of the pear or apple

it is important that this work be done

as skillfully as the work of a surgeon

in removing a member infected with

blood poison. Everyone realizes the

attention given to the source of a city's
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water supiil.w and it may be said tliat

the death rate is very largely an index

of its condition. In the same sense, the

attention given the sanitary conditions

of the orchards of any community is an

index of the death rate of the orchards.

Of course, the cutting out of liold-over

blight must be done, not alone in a single

orchard, but the work should be general

and thorough throughout the entire area,

such as an inclosed valley or even, for

better work, an entire state. Complete

eradication of pear blight from such a

large area is, of course, very difficult.

However, the fewer hold-over cases that

may be missed will result in fewer cases

of infection later in the spring and sum-

mer. As may be seen by referring to the

factors influencing the disease, the pres-

ence of the germ is of primary impor-

tance. If the pear-blight germ is not

present in the orchards there can be no

blight, no matter what the weather con-

ditions may be. The orchards of Cali-

fornia existed for 25 years with varying

climatic conditions, and no one ever

heard of blight in those orchards until

the germ was introduced.

The regular development of tlie disease

has been pointed out by which it runs
down on one side of the limb or body and
not on the other; this often leads to fail-

ures in eradicating the blight from or-

chards. While the disease in the top is

very easy to handle and anyone who
looks at all closely can not only detect

it but can readily remove the infected

branches, the disease on the body and
in the root system is not only hard to

see, but is often difficult to find, espe-

cially on old trees where the crowns and
bodies are covered with rough bark. It

may be said here that the removal and
the detection of hold-over in pear trees Is

not nearly so difficult as in the case of

the apple and the quince The Spit/.en-

burg apple is probably the worst variety,

if not the worst species of the pome fam-

ily, in which to detect hold-over and to

effectively remove it.

The gum exudate, when it is present,

gives a clue to many otherwise obscure

caees. However, in cases of late fall and

summer infi'ctions, the lesions may be so

small as to produce no exudate or give

any other evidence of infection. A dead

water-sprout or fruit spur, no matter

how tiny It may be, leads to the detec-

tion of a case. Sometimes these have

been broken off in cultivation or care-

lessly cut off without following up the

infection at the base. Very often a water-

sprout which has come up from the root

system at some distance from the base

of the tree becomes infected, and is later

removed by cultivation; but the infection

passes on up the infected root, finally

involving the entire root system. Some-

times there is infection without a water-

sprout or bud at all, and such cases are

the hardest to detect unless some ooze

has appeared. Such infections come

about through insect punctures and

growth cracks by means of which the

germ has been introduced. Where there

is a large amount of blight to be removed

from the orchard, necessitating a great

deal of labor, it has proven necessary in

every case to go over the orchard crit-

ically, or perhaps we may say leisurely,

on a dry, sunshiny day when there is

good light, and find the few cases that

have been missed on the first inspection.

No matter how thorough the work, this

careful method of inspection has proved

extremely important. Not only should

the work be inspected immediately fol-

lowing the general clean-up, but someone
else with keen, well-trained eyes should

look over the trees several times during

the winter. A special effort should be

made to find out when there is a new
exudation. This may follow any warm,
mild spell in the winter, when there is

a wide range between the day and night

temperature. Such conditions are known
to affect the flow of sap in the sugar

maple and other trees. A final inspec-

tion should be made Just before blossom-

ing time to catch any hold-over blight

the last moment, in case it has been over-

looked before.

After the blossoming period has passed

so that the blight has had time to de-

velop, if an area ot blight infection is

found in the orchard, careful examina-
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tion of this will generally result in the

finding of a case of hold-over blight in

the center and from which all trouble

may be traced. During the first year's

work those who are just learning how
to eradicate blight will probably miss a

good many cases; however, after prac-

tice they usually become keener and

rarely miss any. In fact, I have seen

men who from the very first were able

to do excellent work, but, like other jobs

which require careful work and a sharp

eye, relatively few men are capable ot

making first-class Inspectors. In many
of the large orchards where the question

of efficient labor is serious and where all

sorts of tramp and other low-class labor

has been enijiloyed, absolute failures in

blight control have generally resulted.

As I have stated before, even the better

sort of laborer cannot be thoroughly

schooled in careful work of this kind

within the space of a day or two. In

every event, the best and most careful

men should be placed in charge of work
of this kind. It is a common mistake to

think that the matter of eradication and
control rests with the inspector alone.

An inspector must have the co-operation

of the entire district. I do not know of

any one who would ask an inspector to

assume the matter of cultivation, prun-

ing or any other of the regular orchard

practices; neither should an inspector be

asked to do the actual work of blight

eradication. The inspector is, in the first

place, an instructor, and in the second

place, the one to enforce the horticul-

tural laws, but he is no common hired

man.

>'o Spray Remedy
It must be understood from the very

beginning that there is no spray cure or

remedy for blight. It is a bacterial dis-

ease, and once the germ has gained en-

trance to the bark tissues and the cam-

bium layer, by no means whatever can

any external application In the way of

a spray be effective. There is but one

thing to do after infection has started,

and that is to remove by cutting out the

affected parts. In other words, the oper-

ation is purely surgical. In all of the

cutting a strong disinfectant should be

used to wipe off the tools after cutting

into the blight as well as to wash off the

wounds made by the instruments; other-

wise, it is possible to introduce the germ

into the cut surface and to carry it from

tree to tree on the pruning tools. In the

majority of cases in dry weather infec-

tion would not result from the use of

pruning tools, even though they were not

disinfected, but it is never a wise plan

to take a chance. In the late summer
or early fall when the exuberant grow-

ing season is over, the chances for infec-

tion by the use of unclean tools are not

so great; however, it has been deter-

mined by numerous experiments that

blight punctured into the fresh bark in

the fall may remain semi-dormant

through the winter and may result in a

fine case of hold-over blight the follow-

ing spring. In working out blight as

much care should be used to prevent

accidental inoculation and infection as a

surgeon would use in performing a major

operation.

Disinfection of Tools and Cuts

For disinfecting the cut surfaces and

the instruments, the best thing to use

is a solution of corrosive sublimate, or

bichloride of mercury, in water, one part

to one thousand. It is often advisable

to use the disinfectant a little stronger,

and there Is no danger in using one to

five hundred. Tablets may be obtained

from any drug store, and the number to

be used to produce any strength of solu-

tion is usually indicated upon the bottle.

To be sure that no mistake is made, ask

the druggist how many tablets to use to

produce a solution of desired strength.

When possible, use rain water, as the

slightly alkaline waters in dry countries

tend to precipitate the poisonous mercu-

rial compound. Also use a glass or non-

metallic container, as a tin can or other

metal container will react on the disin-

fectant and remove the poisonous prin-

ciple. Corrosive sublimate kills the pear-

blight germ in solutions in water when
it Is diluted to one part to 10,000; there-

fore, the above formulae are sufficiently

strong and well within the limits. While
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there are other disinfectants which may
be used, bicliloride of mercury is far the

cheapest, and there is nothing gained

by using anything else. The use of kero-

sene, gasoline and such like is certainly

not permissible. Even carbolic acid is

distinctly inferior to corrosive sublimate,

and besides, its noxious smell and burn-

ing tendency do not warrant its use. It

must be remembered, however, that cor-

rosive sublimate is a deadly poison when
taken internally, and the bottle or con-

tainer should be plainly marked poison.

Applied externally to wounds, or upon

the hands, it will cause no injury, but, on

the other hand, will as readily disinfect,

as in the case of the tools and cut limbs.

The greatest care should be takin in

emptying the bottles containing the solu-

tion when returning to the house, or

otherwise keeping both the bottle and
solution away from children or unsus-

pecting persons. As indicated before,

there is no danger in getting the solution

on the hands; in fact, a cut or wound
may be treated with it to prevent bac-

terial infection which might result in

blood poisoning. It should be understood,

however, that the bacteria of pear blight

are not pathogenic to man; that is to

say, the germ can produce no evil effects

even if introduced into the human sys-

tem. It is a good plan to use a sponge,

which, if fastened by a string about two
feet in length and tied to one's clothing,

is always handy when it is necessary to

wipe the pruning tools and the cut sur-

faces of trees. Some operators tie the

sponge by a very short string to the

wrist, and this is probably the most con-

venient way to use it. An inch or three-

quarter-inch carpenter's gouge is also an
excellent tool in the makeup of a work-

er's outfit. With it a small chip may lie

taken out of the rough bark in inspecting

large trees, and, besides, it is a very
handy tool in working the blight out of

difficult places where ordinary tools

cannot be so easily used. In inspecting

large trees, whether apple or pear, the

gouge must be used to examine the bodies

and the crowns. Unless this is done,

cases of hold-over will certainly be

missed. In large, rough-barked trees a

chip should be taken out at intervals of

about two inches all around the crown,

as well as higher up on the body. It is

not necessary to go below the outer layer

of soft bark tissue, and it is quite un-

necessary to cut as far as the wood.

"When the chip is taken out, if the bark

tissue presents a water-soaked appear-

ance, or if it is of a red or perhaps bright

red color, it is almost certain that the

body is infected. When a point of infec-

tion is found, it should be followed up so

as to determine the extent to which the

infection has run. If careful work of

this kind is done, no hold-over will escape

detection.

It is a good plan when ignorant

pruners are in the orchard to make them
disinfect in the general pruning. As a

rule, I would suggest that eradication of

blight precede the general pruning. A
special set of skilled help should do this

work, then the ordinary pruner may fol-

low. Even in ordinary pruning it is

a safe plan to disinfect when leaving

each tree in order to avoid carrying the

disease in case the pruner has cut into

an overlooked case of the blight. There

is a question as to what to do when the

blight is found running down the bodies

and into the roots of the trees. Where
the disease occurs on limbs it can be

readily sawed off, as the removal of even

tlie greater portion of the twigs and the

branches by no means entirely destroys

the value of the tree. The tree will push

its new top vigorously and in two or

three years be in full bearing again.

Wliere the blight has run past the main
forks, however, a serious question is in-

volved. Where inefficient, unskilled labor

has to be used we advise pulling out all

trees where it has run down the bodies,

or has infected the root system. Many
growers, when the matter is explained

to them, condemn such trees and root

them out, and thus, of course, simplify

the matter. On the other hand, it is

possible to effect an eradication of the

blight by carefully cutting out the bark,

and even the discolored wood, entirely

beyond the limits of the infection. An
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inch or two at the side and three to six

inches at the bottom and top of the infec-

tion may be regarrieci as safe if done

during the winter. However, such cut-

ting will not do during the spring or

summer when the sap is flowing rapidly.

Such work invariably results in missing

many cases. It is never a good plan to

leave the matter of working out hold-

over blight until after the sap begins to

flow. The best time to do this success-

fully is during the dormant period. How-
ever, I do not mean to say that hold-over

may not be removed at any time, but I

do mean to say the chances for a success-

ful operation are very much less, and the

amount of cutting necessary is always

much greater and more destructive to

the appearance and health of the tree.

As a general principle, we believe in

drawing the line on those cases wliere

the blight has gone below the crown and
into the root system. Even here, how-

ever, it is possible to dig away the soil

Scven-.vearold Cornice Pear Tree Girdled b.T

Blight in 1008. Bridge grafted spring of
lOon : ptiotographed fall of inio. The bridge
grafts saved the tree, which has Ijorne a
heavy crop of fruit each year since the blight
was eradicated and the tree bridged. (Orig-
inal.)

3—20

and follow up the blight on the roots. A
tree should never be considered as wholly

lost where skilled labor may be had, and

where the body is not completely girdled

or where the root system is not too badly

involved. Where a large portion of the

bark must be removed from the body,

leaving only a small portion to carry sap,

bridge grafting may be resorted to, to

fill in the part cut away. If this is well

done, and if the bared wood has been

protected by a white lead paint, a new
bark covering may be grown. This has

been done in a very successful way in

many instances. In case the tree has

set a heavy crop of buds for the next

year, this plan will eventually help to

carry the fruit crop.

in- I'.'ai' Trr,. SIi.ih ,n- a 1;;mI C;isc ,,( I'.oily

Blight which has been cut out. N'ute the
bridge graft, about two feet long, which con-
nects the healthy tissue above and below the
limits of infection. Additional grafts were
put in after photograph was taiien and these
have united laterally so as to form a com-
plete cover of new bark. (Original.)

Bridge Grafting

In case a part of the root system, as

well as the bark and cambium above,

must be removed, the parts removed may
be eventually filled in by planting good
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young trees from the nursery row, set-

ting the roots well down and grafting

them into the healthy tissues above.

These trees will tend to grow together

and finally fill in the portion cut away.

Care must be taken, however, that the

thrifty sprouts from these young trees

do not become affected with blight.

Summer Cuttinir

Summer cutting intelligently applied

may do a great deal of good in saving

trees which would otherwise be lost. This

is especially advisable where there Is

only a little blight in the orchard (by

this I mean to say that unless the Infec-

tion is so serious as to necessitate the

destruction of the entire tree), and it

should always be practiced. The dry

summer weather of most of the Pacific

coast country, especially from Southern

Oregon southward, is certainly not fa-

vorable for new infections, but occasion-

ally spring rains occur rather late, and

sometimes extend into the summer and

after the blossoming time. Under East-

ern conditions, or where excessive spring

and summer rains are the rule, summer
cutting is only half successful, and has,

therefore, been condemned by moat pear

and apple orchardists as a failure. Sum-
mer cutting is a failure, or is made ap-

parently so because of the fact that new
infections, invisible at the time the work
is done, may develop in a few days so

that a week after the most thorough

cutting out of the blight a new crop of

infection is found thriving. Another

source of difficulty in the spring or sum-
mertime arises from the rapid extension

of the blight infection in the branches

of varieties that are very susceptible to

the disease. Sometimes, especially where
the infection has reached a large leader

or the body, the germs may often be

found a foot or two beyond the discolora-

tion, as the disease is spreading so rap-

idly that the bark has not had time to

discolor sufficiently to be detected; there-

fore, in summer cutting the removal of

the infection must be at a greater dis-

tance from the point of infection than in

fall and winter work. Experienced men

can judge somewhat of the distance by

the rapidity with which the stained bark

blends off into the normal bark. Fur-

thermore, a reddish streak will often be

apparent in the cambium and young
wood, and by following it up a clue may
be had as to the possible trend of the

blight. The greater the distance in

which the blending takes place the lower

the cut must be made, and conversely.

Disinfection is more important in sum-

mer cutting than in winter cutting, and,

although in the dry Coast climate the

sunlight and dry atmosphere will usually

take care of most of the germs acci-

dentally left on cut surfaces, it is by no

means true that infection may not take

place from such cases. Furthermore, a

foggy morning following the cutting

might spoil the whole procedure, so the

only safe way is to always disinfect.

Often in using the tools, accidental cuts

or punctures are made, and it may hap-

pen that infection may be produced by

them. The work of summer cutting of

blight should be done with as great care

as possible; if this is not done one may
reasonably expect to do it all over again,

and, perhaps, lose some very valuable

trees.

Experience on the Pacific coast shows
that such varieties as the Spitzenburg

apple, the Bartlett, Howell, Easter, Bosc

and Comice pears are very susceptible,

and at no time should one disregard the

removal of a fruit spur or a twig which

is found to be infected with blight. Dur-

ing the past eight years on the Pacific

coast it has been my experience that

thousands of trees have been saved by
the prompt removal of infected twigs

and fruit spurs.

Never remove an infected spur by

breaking it off. First find the limits of

the infection and then remove the spur

with a knife. I have in mind a particu-

lar case in which the advice "to break

off the Infected spurs" nearly ruined an

orchard.

By far the greater part, probably as

high as 80 per cent, of the loss of pear

trees in California and Southern Oregon

has resulted from body and root infec-
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tions through water-sprouts and low fruit

spurs. Water-sprouts coming up from

the root system, even at some distance

from the base of the tree, have caused

fatal infections. Fruit spurs, when lo-

cated on the body or main forks and be-

coming infected, soon introduce the

germs Into the thick, fleshy bark, which

carries much of the sap, and destruction

is very rapid if the tree is growing rap-

idly and if it happens to be a very sus-

ceptible variety. Water-sprouts from the

French stocks on which the majority of

our commercial varieties are grafted are

very susceptible and should be removed

with the greatest care. It needs no argu-

ment, therefore, to state that the re-

moval of water-sprouts and fruit spurs

well up on the limbs is an important

subsidiary practice in the control of pear

blight. Much of the cutting of water-

sprouts is done by farm hands, who re-

move them so as to leave a stub an inch

or so long. The result is that several

water-sprouts come from the same place

the next year. Water-sprouts should

always be cut out as far in as the wood,

and a gouge or sharp saw, although pro-

ducing a larger cut surface, effectually

removes the spur for all time. Heavy

pruning back of the tops of the trees, as

generally practiced throughout the Coast

as a means to secure heavy fruit yields,

encourages the pushing of these water-

sprouts so that the problem is really an

important one.

Crown galls, which may be found on

any part of the root system or the body

and branches of a tree, should always be

removed when found. The Spitzenburg

is very susceptible to crown gall, and It

is not infrequent to And numerous galls

on the body and limbs. The peculiar

nature of these crown galls is such that

pear-blight germs find a ready entrance.

I have seen hundreds of infections which

entered the trees through crown galls.

In cutting away crown galls, which in

themselves are caused by a bacterial or-

ganism, the bark and cambium should be

peeled away at least an inch from the

edge of the gall, and the gall itself com-

pletely cut out with a chisel or couge.

Then thoroughly sterilize the exposed

surface. The reason for going well be-

yond the outer margin of the gall in

removing it is because we find the organ-

isms causing the crown gall in greatest

numbers along this margin.

Resistant Stocks

One matter of very great importance,

and which has been mentioned before,

is the possibility of working all the non-

resistant varieties of pears and apples on

resistant stocks or bodies. It has been

stated that the Winter Nells and the

Kiefter varieties of pears are the most

resistant of commercial varieties. Un-

der Eastern and Southern conditions the

Kieffer pear is really the only one that

has stood against the ravages of the

blight. By this I do not mean to say

that it is wholly immune, because under

extreme conditions it will blight. How-

ever, the conditions on the Pacific coast

are such that if the Kieffer were used as

a stock or body there would be little

danger of losing the tree by root and

body infections. Experience in Califor-

nia has shown that while Bartlett and

I'rown (Jail on Branch of Spitzenburg Apple
slion'ins ppar bliBht infection. Note tlie

ooze coming out both sides of the crown
gall. (Original.)
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other non-resistant varieties liave

blighted as far as thi> Nelis and KiefCer

stocks, the infections have usually

stopped at the graft union. Every pear

grower on the Coast who has had ex-

perience with blight knows that Winter

Nelis and Kieffer, the latter being very

rarely grown, seldom blight seriously,

although they may be surrounded by a

great deal of infection. Of course, we

do know, on the other hand, that they are

not immune even on the Coast. I could

offer as a suggestion that Kieffer stocks

might well be set out and afterwards

top-grafted to any of the commercial va-

rieties of pears. This will, at least, pro-

vide resistant bodies and roots which will

eliminate the danger of loss by body and

root infection. I wish to urge that the

finding of a variety of pear entirely im-

mune to pear blight will alone solve the

pear-blight i)rohlem for this species of

pome fruit. The same will be true of

any other of the pome fruits. As soon

as an immune is found the possibilities

of plant breeding will, no doubt, evolve

commercial varieties equal to those that

we have now, and, at the same time, they

will be immune from disease. This is

looking far into the future, but it will

be done as it has been done with other

plants.

Ertidiciition of niiirli)

Some remarkable cases of eradication

have been attempted and successfully

accomplished in California and Oregon

orchards, notably in the vicinity of Vaca-

ville, California, and in the upper Rogue

River valley in Oregon. In some cases

where perhaps 50 per cent of the trees

were infected on the bodies and In the

roots, but still had sufficient living bark

and a few roots left, the diseased por-

tions were completely cut out, even to

the removal of all of the roots on one

side of the tree and peeling fully three-

fourths of the bark from the body. I

have noted in some instances where fully

three dollars in labor was expended in

removing the blight from a single tree.

This, of course, is exceptional, but where

the value of the tree may be placed at

from ten to fifty dollars, depending upon

its ability to bear heavy crops of fruit,

this would not seem to be an undue ex-

penditure in eradicating the blight and
saving the tree. Many of the trees so

treated have not lost their vigor and are

still bearing good crops of fruit. From
the standpoint of the pathologist, if the

pear blight is completely removed under

antise])tic methods from the body and
roots, the job is satisfactory. It remains,

therefore, with the grower to decide how
much labor he is going to undertake to

save the tree. Experience throughout

the East and South has been that where
much work of this sort has been at-

tempted on the bodies, numerous failures

have resulted, and the work rendered

worse than useless. There is also more
or less danger, in such cases, of the

blight in the sap wood. While the germ
almost wholly lives in the bark and cam-

• bium, it is also known that it may infect

the rich sap wood of the Bartlett, Howell

and other varieties of pears. This is also

true of the Spitzenburg apple. Occa-

sionally it has been noted that the germs

spread out in the vessels of the wood
and live on the starch and sugar stored

there. It is, therefore, desirable to let

all eradication work on the bodies dry

out thoroughly for perhaps a month or

so before painting over the wound with

white-lead paint. If any growth of dis-

ease takes place the ooze may be detected

by the discoloration appearing on the

paint. It is certain that a great deal of

blight eradication work may be done to

the best advantage in the early autumn,

for certainly better results may be ob-

tained before the fall rains begin. It is

also much easier to detect the blight

which has attacked the branches and

twigs during the summer, because at this

time the foliage generally shows where

the blight has been working. Besides,

trees that have the roots infected usually

begin to show a reddish discoloration in

the foliage. A bad body or limb infec-

tion will also have a tendency to cause

the same discoloration in the foliage

above the infected part. However, this

reddish discoloration of the foliage is by

no means a certain indication of blight
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infection, as tliere are many other causes

wliich would produce a like appearance

in the foliage. Root rot, borers, gophers

or even a girdle caused by any means

whatever, will produce practically the

same discoloration. In irrigated orchards

where the water has been cut off too

early in the summer, there is always a

tendency toward foliage discoloration.

The foliage test, however, is a sure one

that something is wrong with the tree,

and such a tree should never be passed

by without making a very critical exami-

nation. Careless inspection and careless

eradication are really worse than no

work at all. for on the one hand enough

work may be done to deceive, while on

the other hand the chance for infection

and subsequent spread of the disease

remains.

Popular Remedies

Spraying, as a rule, is of little use in

controlling the blight. In the blooming

season new blossoms are opening every

hour of the day and new shoots are push-

ing forth, all of which are subject to

infection through insect agencies. From
the standpoint, therefore, of attacking

the pear-blight problem by spraying,

there is nothing to be done so far as the

blossoms and young shoots are con-

cerned. On the other hand, we have been

able to cover up some mild cases by

whitewash, applied thickly, so that they

were unable, temporarily, to be a source

of infection during the blossoming sea-

son. Whitewashing or spraying in the

winter time may be of some slight as-

sistance in the matter, but it is not

recommended. A strong lime-sulphur

wash applied to the bodies just before

the blossoms open will have a tendency

to keep insects away from any infection

which would ooze. It must be under-

stood, however, that all pear blight infec-

tion should be carefully removed, and

in no case should there be any attempt

to cover up any known case of hold-over

blight. The only reason for advocating

the strong lime-sulphur wash is that,

should a case be missed by accident, the

use of the wash may prevent the infec-

tion from getting away. Just as soon

as it is discovered, whether the wash

has been applied or not, it should be re-

moved. I wish to emphasize that any

attempt to spray or wash may be consid-

ered only a temporary makeshift. If

there is a case of hold-over that has been

covered by spray or wash, it must be

eventually removed, and especially so if

it is in the body of the tree. The wash
in no way controls the spread of the

blight in the soft bark beneath; its only

office is to prevent, if possible, the spread

of blight to other trees, by preventing

insects from coming into contact with

the bacterial ooze.

There are on the market a number of

so-called remedies for pear blight. All

of the concerns selling these remedies

have no standing whatever, and their lit-

erature, which is sent broadcast over the

country, may well be promptly thrown

in the fire. A favorite remedy is a mix-

ture of potassium cyanide and sulphur

placed about the roots of the tree. Still

others consist of such insolubles as char-

coal, calomel, sulphur, bone black and

other substances put into holes bored

into the bodies of the trees. In every

community trees may be found that have

been treated in this way, and invariably

the material put into the holes has

neither changed its chemical makeup nor

has it diminished in quantity by absorp-

tion.

A common remedy is the use of table

salt, or even some alkali. The use of

table salt Is merely to inhibit the growth

of the tree by preventing the normal tak-

ing up of water by the root system. A
tree grown in a very saline soil cannot

take up water enough to make a strong

growth, hence it does not blight badly;

perhaps not at all. There should be no

desire on the part of an orchardist to

injure his soil, and consequently his

trees, by adding to the soil any chemical

or salt known to have a poisonous action,

or, at least, an inhibitive effect. Do not

take the word of everyone or anyone who
has something to sell. Before buying

any cure or remedy, consult some one

who can be trusted and who has nothing

for sale.
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\\ r iij iuriii of Pear Tree. The central leader
rfnders il diifioult to eradicate or control
lilijilit. The open head is the proper type of
tree. (Original.)

Proper Sliapc of Tree

The whole subject of pruning is such

a lengthy one that it can scarcely be

gone into in full detail. However, the

vase-forniPd tree, headed low and with

the main branches shortened in to 18

inches or less, is decidedly the most de-

sirable form to grow a tree. Up to the

third year the main forks or leaders

should be shortened in so as to make a

tree with sturdy framework, and at tlie

same time keep it down low so as to be

accessible for spraying, picking fruit,

etc. If the water-sprouts are kept off

the body and main limbs, and if lateral

fruit branches are developed within the

fruiting area, the most desirable form of

tree will he produced for controlling the

blight. A tree pruned to this form, even

if infected, has its blossoms well away
from the vulnerable parts of the tree,

namely, the body and framework. The
tall pyramid, with a single main leader

and with its long branches covered with

fruit spurs and water-sprouts, makes the

work of lighting poar blight a difficult

one. It is hard to get into the top of the

tree with this closed center to find out

what is going on, and, besides, the fruit

spurs and water-siirouts being close to

the body as well as upon it, readily carry

the blight in, usually resulting in the

entire loss of the main portion, if not

the entire tree. One only need look

around where the pyramidal or central-

loader type is grown, and it will be seen

that an infection on the body resulting

in a girdling of it necessitates the re-

moval of the entire center above the

point of infection; thus removing prac-

tically the heart of the tree's growth.

Any of the limbs left below the point of

infection are usually long and slender,

and, besides, are usually poorly placed

to form a good tree of any sort there-

after. The prevailing type of Bartlett

tree in California is very near the de-

sirable form; however, in many cases,

after heading back the trees, they are

allowed to grow three or four years and

then reheaded several feet from the

crown, sometimes as high as 15 feet,

resulting in a two-story pear tree. In

very few cases has there been any at-

tempt to keep the fruit off the main
framework branches, and to keep the

water-sprouts and fruit spurs from the

bodies and roots. There has been no

special occasion for forking at the frame-

work, since at the time the trees were

being formed pear blight had not made
its entrance into the California orchards.

Among many growers, especially those

of the old school, we find that there is

a tendency to adhere to the pyramid

form of tree in practically all varieties

grown, even the Bartlett. We readily

understand why this has been the case,

because the pioneer fruit growers recog-

nized this form of tree as being, perhaps,

tlie easiest to prune and undoubtedly the

easiest to keep from breaking down
when heavily loaded with fruit. Their

weak attempts at forming the open-

headed tree were failures because dur-

ing the first two or three years of growth

they neglected to shorten it enough.

Even today this is the common error; it
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Til. i;r.Mi;i Hi \,\,i\\:uA .1 Tree with the Cen-
tral Leader, lilight infection made it neces-
sary to remove practically the entire bear-
ing area of the tree. The limbs left are too
Ions and weak. (Original, i

would be better to shorten to six inches

than to lengthen to 18 Inches. Now that

pear blight has come this method of

pruning or forming the tree by main-
taining a central leader will have to be

altered. I know of perhaps iive or six

hundred trees that have been wholly lost

on account of this style of growth; that

is to say, practically the entire bearing

portion of the trees had to be taken out

on account of blight girdling the leader.

In many young orchards which have
been planted within the past two or three

years, the growers are changing them
into the vase or open-head form, recog-

nizing the great difficulty in saving the

other type of tree should blight become
serious. In the larger trees it is a rather

difficult thing to change them over into

the vase form, but in every case where
blight has seriously damaged such trees

the resultant tree, of necessity, becomes
vase-formed when the blight is cut out.

Severe pruning, though in most cases,

of course, giving good results in stimu-

lating vigorous twig growth and fruit

production, tends also to result in more

serious attacks of the blight. Everyone

knows that the more vigorous the winter

pruning the more luxuriant the twig

growth during the following season. The

result always is that every dormant bud

tends to push, and, being very tender

and sappy, easily becomes infected and

blights badly. On the other hand, as

soon as the trees come into bearing, sum-

mer pruning, if practiced in the proper

way, will result in a more normal vege-

tative condition, and the tendency to set

fruit will also be correspondingly great-

er. A heavy set of fruit, other factors

being equal, will always tend to keep

down excessive vigor; and this is usually

a good thing under Pacific coast condi-

tions, where the growing season is quite

long as compared with conditions in the

eastern sections of the United States.

r«Ui>atioii, Fertflizafion aiul Irrieatioii

Cultivation, fertilization and irrigation

are three very important factors to be

considered in connection with the control

of pear blight. I shall take these up sep-

arately, with only as much detail as will

make the text plain. Thorough cultiva-

tion is more essential, especially from

Southern Oregon southward on the Pa-

cific coast, than in the East, for the rea-

son that rainfall is not only much les^

but from the spring of the year until

autumn the season is practically without

precipitation. In districts where irriga-

tion is practiced, cultivation is just as

necessary. In the East it Is not an un-

common practice to permit pear and

apple orchards to grow in sod when it

is evident that the bliglit is getting be-

yond control. Everyone knows that lack

of cultivation Induces surface evapora-

tion from the soil, and trees are thus

made to grow more slowly because of

lack of moisture, and hence, even very

susceptible varieties of pears and apples

do not blight badly, because the vegeta-

tive vigor is lacking. The necessity for

cultivation, as well as the method to be

used, varies so greatly in the Pacific

coast orchards that it is impossible to

make any general rule. Each soil type

requires different treatment, to the end
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that soil moisture be retaiiu'd durin;; the

growing season of the trees. Some of the

moist, deep soils in the Sacramento river

districts, and perhaps in a few spots in

the Rogue River valley, retain their

moisture so well that pears get along

very well for a year or so without culti-

vation. On the other hand, practically

all of the lands in these districts need

thorough cultivation to bring them up to

anything like normal and to mature full

crops.

The matter of fertilization is an impor-

tant one, especially where large crops

have been taken for several successive

years from an orchard. However, it is

known that nitrogenous fertilizers, such

as stable manure, as well as commercial
fertilizers containing large amounts of

readily available nitrates, tend to pro-

duce luxuriant growth, and hence, trees

so stimulated blight more seriously than
those not fertilized. Fertilizer must be

used, but it should be used in moderate
amounts. There is no advantage in using

an excess of potash to make the trees

more hardy and thus more resistant to

blight. The fondest hopes of some
would-be experimenters have been blast-

ed by trying to prevent blight injury

through the use of potash in the form
of muriate and sulphate. It is the same
old story, the blight must be controlled

by having no hold-overs present during
the infection period. I have seen large

commercial orchards practically ruined

in one year where potash was used as a
preventive against blight; so avoid using
it for any other purpose than adding
fertility to the soil.

The whole subject of irrigation is so

broad that it will only be discussed here
in its connection with the control and
eradication of pear blight. While irriga-

tion cannot be considered in the same
light as rainfall, since it is merely water
applied to the root system, it is, never-

theless, important to understand it thor-

oughly, especially in connection witli

blight control. It has been pointed out
that periods of rainy weather during the

spring and summer produce what has
been termed infection periods, through

the wetting of the trees, and thus per-

mitting a spread of the infection through
infected trees and making it possible for

the germs to be more readily distributed

over a considerable area in any district.

The warm, muggy weather, such as we
find common in tlie East following rainy

periods, further tends to influence the

spread of infection. Irrigation in no way
induces any of the above conditions, but,

on the other hand, its effect is noted in

the tendency of the trees to push very
rapidly under a normal water supply, and
to become sappy and less resistant to

blight. It is well, therefore, to have this

in mind, and to apply no more water
than is actually necessary for the produc-

tion of the crop or the maintaining of a
healthy condition in the tree. In cases

where a serious infection has made itself

apparent, the water should be immedi-
ately turned off and kept off until the

blight is under control.

It is safe to say that in all irrigated

districts some harm usually results from
over-irrigation rather than under-irriga-

tion. The tendency to apply too much
water is especially the great fault with
beginners in irrigation. To irrigate

properly and scientifically one should
know soil conditions, soil depths and
drainage. Another important factor is a

knowledge of the duty of water; by this

it is to be understood the amount of

water which should be used to produce
the best results. It is well known that

the destruction of the pears by blight in

the San Joaquin valley, in California,

was due as much to maintaining too vig-

orous a growth by irrigation as it was
througli lack of the important detail

knowledge of fighting it scientifically.

Not only were the orchards lost, but

valuable soils were practically ruined by
over-irrigation.

In the Eastern states it is a very com-

mon practice to sow a crop of cow peas,

sorglium, or sometimes even Indian corn

in the late spring. This is done to take

up the surplus moisture of the soil from
the trees, and has a tendency to check

luxuriant growth, and hence acts to

check pear blight. It must be under-
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stood, however, that the above practice

would not be at all advisable in most

Pacific coast districts, where there is a

shortage of soil moisture. There are

localities, however, where it may on some

occasions become necessary to make use

of cover crops in this way. The use of

cover crops on the Pacific coast should be

for a wholly different purpose, namely,

to add fertility to the soil as well as to

change its physical condition; in fact,

the use of cover crops may be considered

to serve the same purpose as stable

manure in making the soil more easily

tilled and rendering it in better condi-

tion for giving up plant food. Cover

crops of vetch or field peas, of course,

add nitrogen to the soil, and, from this

standpoint, it is perhaps better that these

leguminous plants should be used in pref-

erence to rye, or any of the grains or

grasses. On some soils such cover crops

as rye or wheat do not give the best re-

sults, especially on the sticky soils. It

usually takes a great deal of labor to

produce a good soil mulch after turning

under a crop of rye.

The rule in the pear orchards of the

Eastern states has been to keep the trees

in a half-starved condition for fear blight

would destroy them. Orchard treatment

of this kind naturally renders the fruit

less luscious and with a distinctly poorer

flavor than fruit grown under good cul-

tivation. While I would advise a good
deal of caution in producing a too vig-

orous or sappy tree, when there is se-

rious danger of destruction by blight, I

would not advise the pear and apple

growers of the Pacific coast to starve or

under-cultivate or under-prune their

trees; but I do mean to say that they

should practice moderation in all these

things. This is especially true in dis-

tricts where the blight is new to them,
and where they are not thoroughly ac-

(luainted with the methods of eradicating

it from their orchards and keeping it

under control. Pear blight is so different

from all other orchard diseases, which
respond so readily to spray treatments,

that it has been the general rule for

whole communities, and even states, to

lose all their orchards before being

brought to a realization of the necessity

for studying the disease carefully and

obeying to the letter the instructions for

combating it.

Losses from liliulit

Mention has been made of the enor-

mous losses in the pear districts of the

San Joaquin valley, California. In the

short space of three years, from 1900 to

1904, almost half a million pear trees

were lost by blight. Practically no at-

tempt was made to check the disease,

and one of the greatest industries of the

San Joaquin valley vanished like a

dream, even before the people realized

what had befallen them. As in other

localities, east and south, the growers

had a self-sufficient and self-satisfled feel-

ing that blight could never hurt them.

They had grown pears for a quarter of a

century and more, and such a thing as

blight entering their valley was just as

impossible as anything one might im-

agine.

In all that time, thunder, lightning,

excessive heat, cold, etc., had caused not

the slightest injury. However, as soon

as blight came, all the factors mentioned

above seemed to explain their predica-

ment fully; they needed no help and
spurned assistance. This is the story, in

a few words, a story which might be told

of many other localities which had suf-

fered the same calamity.

In 1904 the blight invaded the pear

district of the Sacramento valley, and
although some little work was done in

the matter of eradicating it, the efforts

were weak and ineffective. Prominent
men in the state became alarmed and
the pathologists of the United States De-

partment of Agriculture were called to

the Coast. In the fall of 1904 Professor

M. B. Waite made his first visit to Cali-

fornia and inaugurated a plan of cam-

paign for eradicating it, or at least keep-

ing it under control. The Government
pathologists did not come to the Pacific

coast until they were called. Such influ-

ential men as Ex-Governor Pardee and

prominent Southern Pacific oflScials ap-
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pealed to Hon. .lames Wilson, then Secre-

tary of Agriculture, to send as many men

as he had available, to aid in what was

thought to be almost a hopeless case.

Blight was everywhere, with the excep-

tion of the Santa Clara valley, which to

this day has kept it out by very caroful

work. The task undertaken was an enor-

mous one, and the amount of territory

necessary to be covered was so large that

every available source of help was called

for, and the campaign finally started in

the early winter of 1905. The time was

short, but good work was done. In many

districts where there was a willingness

to co-operate with the Government offi-

cers the blight was checked; in others,

where conditions were the reverse, the

blight gained headway. The result ot

several years' work, which has been car-

ried on up to the present time by the

United States Department of Agriculture,

is that several districts in the Sacra-

mento valley and adjacent valleys have

saved their pears. There are particular

instances where practically everything

went excepting single orchards which

were saved by individual growers, by

using heroic measures and carrying into

effect every detail given them by the

Government officers. To this day these

men continue to grow pears, while their

neighbors are entirely out of the busi-

ness. They are charged with being lucky,

but there is no luck in fighting pear

blight; it is careful attention to details

and constant watchfulness.

In the foothill districts of Eldorado,

Placer and Nevada counties, to the east

of Sacramento, the loss has been exceed-

ingly light. The growers in these sec-

tions began their fight at an early stage

and have kept it up unceasingly, so that

at this time there are probably no fewer

bearing pear trees than there were years

ago.

It would be very difficult to tell how

many trees were lost in California

throughout the entire state, but the fig-

ures taken from the carload shipments

will tell the story pretty well. In 1900

California shipped 2,115 carloads of

pears, and in the same year 7,275 tons

were dried, and perhaps half a million

cases were canned. In 1907 only 1,039

cars were shipped and only 500 tons

were dried. We have no data on the

canned product, but it is well known

that it fell off correspondingly. Such

lignn-s should strike terror into any com-

munity whose industry is that of grow-

ing pears and apples.

Importance of ratliolo«lcaI Work

The importance of the pear blight

problem to the horticultural interests

of the Pacific Coast states emphasizes

very clearly the value and neces-

sity of plant pathological work. What

each district needs is a strong man, who

is both scientific and practical, for hand-

ling such a difficult problem. Not only

does each district need the constant and

careful attention of a trained pathologist,

but it needs inspectors and commission-

ers who will see to it that the horticul-

tural statutes are rigidly enforced. If a

grower chooses to lose his crop by any

disease which is not considered conta-

gious or spreading, and which may

readily be controlled by simple spray

treatments, it is his own lookout; but

where his pears and apples are a source

of general infection from pear blight it

becomes a matter for the district com-

missioner and local inspector. There is

only one remedy, and that is to Increase

the inspection and to make it rigid. Per-

haps one other thing might be added. It

would be a wise plan for each county or

district to appoint a large number of vol-

unteer inspectors who would serve with-

out pay in their own interest, but who

would be vested with authority to inspect

and condemn within their immediate

neighborhood.

Factors in the Control of Pear Blight

During the season of 1913 pear blight

was more severe in many districts on the

Pacific coast than it had been for several

years previous. In many sections the in-

fection was such as to cause a great deal

of loss, and generally the disease was in

the form of a severe epidemic. The ques-

tion is often asked, "Why do we have

epidemics of pear blight." This question
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is no more difficult to answer than the

question, "Why do we have enormous

yields of fruit or harvests of grain?" The
answer to the question as to why we have

more bountiful crops one year than an-

other is usually given by the average man
in a single sentence, "The conditions were

more favorable." In other words, the

reason why we have occasional phenom-

enal yields is because the conditions for

plant growth were unusually good.

For our heavy crop of wheat we sowed

the seed at the right time and in the

proper amount, the soil had been pre-

viously well prepared, climatic conditions

during the entire season were favorable,

and, more than likely, we used good judg-

ment in taking advantage of nature.

It must be remembered that the pear-

blight germ is a plant which depends upon

favorable conditions for its best develop-

ment; it must be "planted" on the right

soils and the conditions for its maximum
growth must be favorable, as in the case

of the wheat plant. While it is known
that disease-producing bacteria may be

more virulent at one time than another,

just as seeds may be more or less viable,

nevertheless the conditions for a disease-

producing organism's development must
be favorable or it will not develop so as

to cause what is called an "epidemic."

After all, an epidemic of pear blight may
be compared with an "epidemic of good
wheat crops."

It must be remembered that a plant will

not make its best growth where conditions

are below normal. Change these condi-

tions for the better and maximum growth

or development of the plant is the result.

Those who have lived in the arid Middle

West have probably noted that if the dry

prairie is broken up and allowed to lie

without cultivation the following season

a magnificent crop of sunflowers will be

the result. Where did these sunflowers

come from? They certainly were not car-

ried there by birds or wind in the amount
necessary to produce such a heavy crop.

The sunflower plants were there before

the land was plowed, but no one but a
botanist would have known them to be

sunflowers. Instead of being the rather

tall, yellow-flowered plants which every-

one knows, they were merely minute, few-

leaved specimens, and instead of bearing

the large golden-yellow flowers, these

dwarfed sunflower plants produced but a

single flower, each having but one small

ray and but a single seed. However,

when the land was broken the conditions

for plant growth were improved and the

seeds from the dwarfed sunflower plants

instead of producing dwarfs produced vig-

orous plants. The "epidemic" of sunflow-

ers was produced simply by making condi-

tions favorable. The seed was planted

deeper and soil moisture was conserved.

This example of what the sunflower will

do under various conditions will illustrate

the point I wish to make, namely, that

the pear-blight germ, being a plant,

must be influenced by environment and

change of conditions.

Cause of Serious Infection

In order to have a serious pear-blight

epidemic the following conditions are

necessary: (1) The germ must be pres-

ent; (2) insect or other agencies for the

"sowing" or spread of the blight organ-

ism must be plentiful and active; (3)

conditions for the best development of the

germ after it has been "planted" must be

favorable. It is easily seen that there

can be no Infection if the blight germ

is not present, and, furthermore, there can

be no epidemic even though the blight

germ be present providing the other fac-

tors are wanting. Those who have had

experience with pear blight know that it

will attack all species of the pome family,

and that any part of the tree may be-

come infected—blossom, twig, limb, body,

crown or root.

Such expressions as "blossom blight,"

"twig blight," "body blight," "collar-rot

phase," "root blight," "flre blight," etc.,

are all in a measure misleading, as fruit

growers are often mistaken in thinkin,g

that these terms indicate a different dis-

ease in each case. The term "flre blight"

is not good for the reason that fire-

scorched trees do not resemble trees badly

blighted by the blight germ. Further-

more, serious infection which may result

in the death of the tree may not show
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any indication of the so-called "fire

bliglit." Tills is true in serious crown

and root Infection,

The term "collar-rot phase" is a not-

ably bad one, simply because the germ

does not produce a rot. The germ caus-

ing pear blight does not belong to the rot-

producing group of i)lant parasites. Even

the term "pear blight" is not a good one;

it would be best to make use of the term

"pome blight." or better, "bacterial pome

blight." There are certain other diseases

of pome fruits which often produce effects

somewhat resembling the bacterial blight,

and therefore it would be much better in

speaking of blight to qualify it. If we

would use the term "bacterial blight" in

the case of pears, apples, quinces and

other pome fruits we would not fall into

error.

As stated above, in order to have a

general infection, or for that matter any

infection, the blight germ must be pres-

ent. It has been demonstrated that this

germ will live during the dormant sea-

son of the tree in the cankers formed

by the previous year's infection of limbs,

bodies or roots of pome trees. No part of

a pome fruit tree may be free from In-

fection. The gemi is carried from these

centers called "hold-overs" by various

agencies, principally insects. However,

birds and other animals, even man him-

self, may be distributing agents.

For a good many years, besides having

charge of eradication work, the writer has

done much investigation work in deter-

mining the relation of various carriers of

Infection to blight epidemics. A very

large number of species of insects and

their near relatives have been studied.

Not only flying insects have been found

to be effective in spreading infection, but

also many insects and insect-like species

which do not depend upon flight have

been found particularly dangerous. In

this short article we cannot discuss the

various insect agencies; however, it is

enough to say that insects and their near

relatives are the most important factors

In the distribution of the germ of blight.

Upon the control of blight, therefore,

depends in a great measure the control

of insects. However, in the first place

all sources of infection, namely, the hold-

over cankers, should be carefully eradi-

cated. This is a difficult thing to do, for

the reason that the most careful worker

will often miss hold-over blight. We know

that there are varieties of pome fruits

which are very susceptible to the disease;

others that are quite resistant. We often

hear of varieties being "immune," but, so

far, no species of the pome family has

been found immune to blight. There are

various degrees of resistance, and that

is about all that can be said. Very often

the attention of the fruit grower is di-

rected away from resistant varieties by

the statement that they are so resistant

that blight will not hold over in them.

However, every fruit grower knows

that our cultivated varieties are not grow-

ing on their own roots. For instance, a

Bartlett pear is not all Bartlett; a New-

town apple is not all Newtown, and soon.

Until recently no attention was paid by

the nurserymen to blight-resistant stock

upon which to work our commercial va-

rieties. In the main, our commercial va-

rieties of pears are all worked on French

stock which is very susceptible to blight.

Our apples are also worked on seedling

stock which is never selected for resist-

ance. From this it can be readily seen

that, although the variety top-worked on

the stock may he quite resistant, the

stock or root being very susceptible

renders the tree unsafe.

It is often said that a chain is no

stronger than its weakest link, and, in

the same way, a variety is no more re-

sistant than its least resistant part. It

the root system is very susceptible, the

tree may be lost although apparently

there may have been no infection noted

above the ground. I have seen the worst

cases of blossom and twig infection in

very resistant varieties where not a single

hold-over could be found in the orchard

itself, or in the immediate vicinity, so

far as the examination of the parts above

the ground was concerned. However, by

roting the infection centers, examination
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of the crowns and roots below the ground

showed the presence of hold-over blisht in

certain trees.

In the case of the Newtowns, which are

quite resistant under average conditions,

I have found the most serious holdovers

in the roots (stock). Here, then, is an

important factor in the control of blight.

Not only should the part above the ground

be examined, but the crown and roots of

a tree should be bared so as to be sure

that no hold-over exists there. There is no

mystery about crown and root infection;

certain insect agencies work as readily

under ground as they do above. Further-

more, in cases of severe blossom, twig or

limb infection, infection may be carried

down to the roots from above by rain. I

have been able to demonstrate the pres-

ence of blight germs in droplets of rain-

water trickling down the trunks of trees.

For many years I have advised the

use of sticky bands in the control of in-

sects which are known as blight carriers.

In this connection it may be said that

water-sprouts are not necessarily the only

entrance points for root infection. Of

course many root infections may be

traced directly to infected water-sprouts

coming from the crown and roots, but

many infections are brought about by

direct crown and root infection. The en-

trance directly Into the crown and root

is usually effected through growth cracks

and by means of punctures made by eat-

ing, boring and sucking insects carry-

ing the germs. Such insects may be

caught by the use of sticky bands.

Aphides should also be kept under good

control, as they are notable carriers of

Infection to the succulent growths.

Tree medication has always been a fav-

orite hobby with many people. Theoretic-

ally, there may be some basis for work
of this kind, but the practice of con-

trolling blight by the use of the hypo-

dermic needle has proven unsatisfactory.

In my investigation work covering a long

period of years, I have used all sorts of

chemicals and chemical combinations

both externally and hypodermically, but

so far no promising results have been

forthcoming. It is said that a drowning

man will grasp at a straw; we have

grasped at everything, whether it showed
promise or not.

The work of pear blight control must
depend, at least for the present, upon the

methods which have been worked out,

namely, careful eradication of hold-over

blight, thorough disinfection, and last,

but not least, the control of insect

agencies. Of course, certain insects,

such as bees, are necessary for pollina-

tion, but the time over which they work
is very short as compared with the grow-

ing season following the blossoming

period, and during which period the most
serious infections are produced. During
the growing season, blight should be re-

moved whenever it appears; any living

infection should always be considered a

center for further spread of infection.

In future planting we should demand
at least resistant roots for our commer-
cial varieties of apples and pears. Al-

ready many nurserymen are growing
commercial varieties worked on resist-

ant roots, and many have even gone so

far as to grow resistant varieties for top-

working. The control of blight is not so

difficult when the framework, body and
roots are all resistant to blight to the ex-

tent that hold-overs will rarely occur in

them.

The development of commercial varie-

ties equal to our well-known varieties

and at the same time resistant to blight

is an ideal we have been striving to-

ward for many years. Many European-

Oriental hybrids of considerable resist-

ance have been produced, but their qual-

ity does not compare with our well-

known commercial varieties. Breeding

and selection will In time solve the ques-

tion of blight control, but for the present

we must adopt the best practice known
to save the pear and apple orchards now
growing. Experimentation should go on,

but in a dangerously infectious disease,

such as pear blight is, all experimenta-

tion should be taken out of the hands of

the amateur. Much of our trouble In the

control of this infectious disease is due

to a desire to experiment on the part of

those wholly unfit for work of this kind.
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The man wlio knows nothing about bac-

terioloR>- would hardly considor himself

safe in experimenting with the anthrax

germ: neither should he consider himself

capable of experimenting with the pear-

blight germ.

Summary

To those who have read the preceding

carefully, it may seem unnecessary to

add anything more, as it is believed that

all of the important facts about pear

blight have been clearly stated. How-

ever, a resume will bring before us all

the pertinent facts so that the reader may
see at a glance what he may want to

know without reading the text again.

1. The history of pear blight dates

from the year 1780; the first record

was published in 1794 in the transactions

of the Massachusetts Society for the Pro-

motion of Agriculture. This first paper

on pear blight gave to the highlands of

the upper Hudson the distinction of be-

ing the birthplace of the disease. How-
ever, at the time of the discovery, the

disease had a wider spread throughout

the New England states than has been

recorded.

2. The disease known as pear blight,

although of North American origin, has

found a foothold in Europe.

3. The true character of the disease

was worked out by Professor T. J. Bur-

rill, of the University of Illinois, in 1878,

and was published to the world in 1880.

Dr. Burrill found that the disease is

caused by a small germ belonging to the

great family of bacteria, which are min-

ute, microscopic plants, the smallest

vegetable organism in the world. The
pear-blight bacillus is only 1/50,000 of

an Inch in diameter and about l/2.'5,000

of an Inch in length; under the micro-

scope, when magnified 1,000 diameters,

its appearance is that of a hyphen (-).

4. The pear blight germ attacks all

species belonging to the pome or apple

family, and also in a small way infects

plums and the apricot. Among the cul-

tivated fruits, therefore, it attacks the

apple, pear, quince, lorjuat, plum and
apricot. The following wild fruits in-

digenous to the Pacific Coast states are

also attacked by it. I shall give the com-

mon names and after them the botanical

or scientific names, so that students of

botany may be able to look them up:

(a) Service berry or June berry

{Amelanchier florida).

(b) Thorn apple or haw (Crataegus

douglasii).

(c) Christmas berry or Toyon {Hete-

romcU's arbutifolia)

.

(d) Wild pear or apple (Malus di-

I'ersifolia)

.

(e) Mountain ash or rowan (Pyrus

sitchcnsis)

.

There are many more species of the

above genera to be found in the Eastern

and Southern states, but a knowledge of

the fact that all pome fruits blight should

be sufficient.

5. The damage Ijy blight in the East-

ern and Southern states has been such

that practically all of the better varieties

or pears have gone out and commercial

pear growing is an industry of the past.

6. The blight has spread into every

known section of the United States, South-

ern Canada and Northern Mexico; only a

very few small districts still remaining

free from it.

7. The first appearance of the blight

is made evident by the blossoms and

young shoots becoming withered and

black, finally drying up. Later, branches

and limbs, as well as the bodies and root

system, become infected. Even the fruit

may become infected and wither away.

8. The infections first noted in the

spring come from hold-over cases which

have resulted from the previous year's

infection. These hold-overs may be found

in the larger limbs, bodies and roots of

the pear, apple, quince, loquat and even

wild fruits, though less frequently Dur-

ing the blossoming period these hold-

overs ooze and this gummy substance,

which is filled with the bacteria, become

points for the starting of new infections

in the blossoms and twigs.

9. The germs from the hold-overs are

carried about by liees and other inserts.

Biting and sucking insects cause infec-
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tions in the young twigs, and even tlie

bodies. Sapsuckers, or woodpeckers may
also spread the hlight. The use of prun-

ing tools not disinfected also spreads

it. The blight may also enter small

growth cracks in the twigs, limbs, bodies

and roots, and through crown galls.

10. Weather conditions favor the

spread of blight, as well as favoring in-

fection. Dry weather tends to prevent

not only the spread of infection from tr°e

to tree, but also the spread of the disease

in the tree itself. It is as easy to under-

stand this as it is to understand that dry

weather prevents growth and germina-

tion of seeds and plants.

11. Thunder, lightning and other atmo-

spheric disturbances have no influence

whatever on the disease known as pear

blight. The precipitation which accom-

panies them is the only factor besides

warmth.

12. The only way to control blight is

to remove all cases of hold-over before the

blossoming period begins. Hold-overs re-

moved during the blossoming period do

not insure that some infection has not

taken place from them. To remove hold-

overs, or rather to find them, on the

rough bodies use a gouge or some other

instrument with which to expose the tis-

sues beneath. A water-soaked, reddish

condition of the soft bark indicates in-

fection, which should be antiseptically re-

moved.

13. The antiseptic to be used should be

bichloride of mercury, or corrosive sub-

limate. Use no other. This disinfectant

should be used at a strength of one to

1,000, or perhaps stronger, but never
weaker. The use of the various substi-

tutes is a senseless practice, as there is

nothing cheaper or more effective as a
disinfactant than bichloride of mercury.
It is a deadly poison and must be kept

away from children, and the containers

should be plainly labeled, so that unsus-

pecting persons may not be poisoned.

Never put in a metallic container; always
use glass or wooden vessels.

14. Th^re are no remedies for pear
blight, and all so-called patent washes or
other "remedies" should be avoided. Any-

one who claims to have a cure for pear

hlight is a "fake," and should be treated

accordingly. Those having "remedies"

for sale nave no standing whatever; if

they had they would not oppose every

scientific fact known.

15. Summer cutting of blight should

always be done, but the work, to be ef-

fective, must be done carefully. Always
be sure to get below or above the point of

infection. If infection is found in fruit

spurs or water sprouts never break them
off unless you know how far the infection

has gone. There is no further danger in

the dead spur, but rather in the infection

which has advanced beyond it. Breaking
off the spur and then applying the disin-

fectant is not eradicating the blight.

Never leave an infection imtil you know
that there is no further danger from it.

Remember that there is no such thing as

"pretty good work;" the work is either

good or bad.

16. In order to render the fighting of

pear blight more easy, trees should be

pruned in the vase or open-head form.

Never grow a tree with a main leader or

center. Keep all water-sprouts and fruit

spurs off the body and main limbs of the

tree. Let no water-sprouts come up from
the crown of the tree or the root system.

Cut out all crown galls.

17. When blight is prevalent or when
seasons conducive to blight occur, ex-

treme caution should be used in the mat-

ter of using stable manure, commercial
fertilizer or applying too much water. Ir-

rigation practice should be studied care-

fully, not only in connection with blight

control, but with benefits or injuries

which may result to the soil.

18. The only way to keep blight un-

der control is to increase the inspection

and make it rigid. If a grower is caught

experimenting, or not following out the

directions for eradicating blight accord-

ing to the letter of the law, force him by
law to do what the inspector has ordered.

Besides the regular corps of inspectors

there should be volunteer inspectors who
will look after their own interests by in-

vestigating the condition of neighboring

orchards. Their appointment may be
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made in the resiilar way. niakins theni

officers of the law having the riglit to

enter upon a neighbor's premises.

f rator HIifrht

This term is a rather conuuon one

among pear growers, but is not applied to

any very definite form of disease. It is

supposed to signify a dying of certain

spots or patches of bark situated on tlie

limbs or trunk. In these patches the

bark becomes rougli on the outside and

dark colored beneath the surface. Some
injury of this sort appears to be connect-

ed with the disease described above, the

bark dying in certain spots rather than

in a strip up and down the wliole length

of the branch or trunk. True pear blight

may also cause a similar effect by run-

ning in from a small shoot or fruit spur,

but many cases of both black leaf and
crater blight occur without the presence

of the pear-blight organism. Frequently

what is called crater blight Is really noth-

ing more than the normal roughening of

the bark of the pear tree as it grows

older. In this tree the bark begins to

crack and roughen In patches on the

trunk and main limbs, and its normal
condition has sometimes the appearance

of the outbreak of some disease.

Cbown Gall. See Apple Diseases

Curly Bark

This is somewhat similar to the above,

the bark cracking in concentric rings in

spots upon the surface of the main limbs.

It is not of any serious consequence.

R. K. Smith.
California Kxpcjiiiiciit Station Bulletin 218.

Frost IJcltin;?, or Frost Bands

Pears sometimes present a peculiar rus-

set ring or band caused by low tempera-

ture during blossoming time. The trouble

is not serious.

Fruit Drop

The young fruit drops from the tree

while still very small and immature. Due
to imperfect pollination. Ordinarily, re-

sults simply in a desirable thinning of

the fruit, but sometimes a large part of

the crop drops from this cause. May also

be produced by frost affecting the fruit

soon after setting. Surli fruit may re-

main on the tree and continue to grow
for some time after the frost occurs be-

fore falling.

HypcHNOSE. See Apple Diseases.

Leaf Itlight

Entomosporium tnaculatum Lev.

Leaf blight of the pear is produced by
the leaf-blight fungus, which causes spot-

ting and dying of the leaves, also crack-

ing of fruit. The diseased leaves show a

dense, dark-colored coating on the under

side. This disease is readily and success-

fully prevented by the use of Bordeaux
mixture as a spray.

Leaf Spot
Septoria piricola Sacc.

Leaf spot of pear is another fungous dis-

ease which may flourish despite the use

of Bordeaux mixture, as generally ap-

plied. This fungus appears not to yield

to the standard fungicides. It produces

small, circular dead spots in the leaves;

the spots in later summer may drop out,

leaving holes. It is quite prevalent, but

as yet no specific recommendations can

be made for it.

A. D. Selby,

Wooster, Ohio.

Fear Rust
Gymnosporangiose

The rust of the pear is very similar in

nature to the rust on the apple. It con-

sists of two stages, a summer stage and

a winter stage. The summer stage pro-

duces the rust on the leaves of the pear,

while the winter stage forms the familiar

cedar apple.

The remedy, as in the case of the apple,

consists in removing all cedar trees from

the neighborhood of the pear orchard,

thus eliminating the source of infection.

When this is impossible, the pear trees

should be sprayed with the Bordeaux

mixture immediately after the early rains

which cause the gelatinous horns on the

cedar apple.

This disease of pears is particularly

abundant upon varieties of the Japanese

strain.

F. L. Stevens,

Wpst ItaleiKli, N. C.
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Seal)

Venturia pyrina.

The pear scab is undoubtedly the most

serious fungous disease of the pear known
to occur in Oregon. This disease is

abundant throughout the western part of

the state, especially in the Willamette

and Umpqua valleys and in the coast re-

gions. It does not occur as a serious dis-

ease in the Rogue River valley. It is

very similar in nature to the scab of the

apple, and the general appearance is the

same. Fig. 1 shows well the appearance

of the disease upon the fruit. Unlike the

\

Pear Scab.

Fis. 1. Scab on EYuit of Pear. Badly affected
fruit may become cracked as shown in left
hand specimen.

apple scab, the pear scab causes a disease

of the twigs, producing olive-brown cush-

ions of tissue beneath the epidermis,

which finally break through, giving a

rough appearance to the twigs. Fre-

quently cankers of some size start upon

rapidly growing twigs, which not uncom-

monly may be girdled. There is consid-

erable evidence to show that on the pear

the disease may live over the winter on

the twigs.

Canse

Pear scab is caused by a fungus which

is very similar in morphology and life

history to the apple scab, but it is due to

a different fungus known technically as

Venturia pyrina. The summer spore stage

of the disease is formed abundantly in

the spots on the foliage, fruit and twigs.

These are disseminated by the wind and

serve to spread the disease. Like the

apple scab this fungus produces a sexual

spore stage on the dead leaves in the

spring.

Treatment

Since the fungus may live over winter

on the decaying leaves, it is advisable to

plow early in spring, some time before

the trees blossom, in order to bury as

many leaves as possible. Smith, in Cali-

fornia, has studied the disease, and rec-

ommends a dormant spray late in the

winter, and further advises spraying

twice with Bordeaux mixture while the

buds are unfolding.

In the Willamette valley pear scab has

been successfully controlled by the same

methods recommended for apple scab.

Where the disease occurs abundantly

on the twigs, as it does particularly in

the coast regions, it might be advisable

to follow the California method, after

previously pruning out as many of the

affected twigs as possible. Where or-

chards have been neglected, and on this

account an abundance of twig infection is

present, it is probable that several years

of careful spraying will be necessary to

bring the disease under control. Under

such conditions, severe cutting back be-

fore spraying, where consistent with

good horticultural practice, will aid

greatly in subduing the disease.

H. S. Jackson

Sun Scald. See Apple Diseases.

Winter Injury to Buds. See Apple

Diseases.

PEAR PESTS

ApHiDS. See Aphids.

Apple Leaf Hopper. See Apple Pests.

Bean Thrips. See Bean Pests.

Black Scale. See Apricot.

Blight Beetle. See Cherry Pests.

Blister Mite

Eriophyes pyri Pgst.

General Appe.irauce

The work of this mite makes its pres-

ence easily distinguishable from all oth-

ers. Pear leaves are so affected as to

produce reddish or dark-brown spots

which become darker with age and may
spread so as to entirely cover and destroy

the foliage. On the apple the galls re-

Z-
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Fig. 1. Pear Leaf Blister Mite Injury on Pear Leaves.
(Montana Experiment Station)

main the color of the leaves. The younger

shoots suffer most. The mites are very

minute and can be seen only with the aid

of a microscope. The body is elongated,

with roughened surface, transparent and
having but two pairs of legs near the

head.

Life History

The mites pass the winter on the trees

under the bud scales and begin to work
upon the leaves as soon as they appear

in the spring. The eggs are deposited

in holes bored into the underside of the

leaves. The work of the young after

hatching causes the galls or swellings.

The (lestructiveness continues through-

out the summer and until the leaves

begin to fall in winter. There are sev-

eral generations each year.

Food I'liinls

The pear and apple are seriously

affected, the mites attacking the foliage

as well as the stems of the leaves and
fruit. On the foliage of the pear the

galls are made along the sides of the

midribs of the leaves; on the apple at

the base and along the margins of the

leaves. Other plants found as hosts are

white beam tree, European mountain
ash, wild service berry, common coton-

easter.

Control

Same as for the common red or six-

spotted spider or mite. (Tetranychus

himaculatus Harv.)

E. O. EssiQ

Borers, various species. See Apple

Pests.

Bud Worm

Bud worms may be controlled by spray-

ing with either Paris green, arsenate of

lead or Bordeaux arsenical when leaf

buds open. Repeat in six days if neces-

sary.

Califobnia Tussock Moth. See Apple

Pests.

Cherry Scale. See Cherry.

CiQAB Case Bearer. See Apple Pests.

Citrus Thrips. See Orange Pests.

Citrus White Fly. See Orange Pests.

Climbing Cutworms, various species.

See Apple Pests.

Codling Moth. See Apple Pests.

Cotton Maple Scale. See Apple Pests.

Eye-spotted Bud Moth. See Apple

I'rsts.

Fall Canker Worm. See Apple Pests.

Fall Web Worm. See Apple Pests.
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Plat-headed Apple Bober. See Apple

Pests.

Flokida Wax Scale. See Orange Pests.

Frosted Scale. See Prune Pests.

Fruit Bask Beetle. See Shot Hole

Borer, under Cherry Pests.

Greedy Scale. See Apple Pests.

Green Apple Aphis. See Aphids.

Green Apple Worm. See Apple Pests.

Horn Tail. See Raspberry Pests.

Leaf Crumpler. See Apple Pests.

leaf-Eating Caterpillars

There are a number of species of leaf-

eating caterpillars. In all cases of attack

no damage will occur if arsenical poison

sprays are employed. Arsenate of lead at

a strengtla of three pounds in fifty gal-

lons of water or Bordeaux mixture is a

safe treatment. Paris green, at the rate

of one ounce to ten gallons of spray mix-

ture, is also effective, but is washed off

the foliage by rains more quickly than

the arsenate of lead. The sprayings with

Bordeaux mixture necessary to prevent

leaf diseases will also control practically

all caterpillars, if arsenical poisons are

added.

Lesser Leaf Folder. See Apple Pests.

Mite

Phyllocoptes schlechtejidali nalepa

The introduction of this mite into the

pear and apple orchards of Southern Ore-

gon (Rogue River valley) has been com-
paratively recent. The writer found it

for the first time in the summer of 1910,

but it was thought to be of slight impor-

tance at that time and little attention

was given it. Since that time, however,

it has been very conspicuous in many
pear orchards throughout the valley, and
its effect upon the trees was so noticeable

this season as to attract general atten-

tion.

It is interesting to note that Parrott*

makes mention of it as very common on
apple foliage in the United States, but

does not seem to consider it a serious

pest. However, the writer has noted that

apple foliage is not seriously attacked,

while the foliage, terminals of twigs, and
frequently tlie fruits of the pear are most
subject to injury. In fact, the presence

of the mite on apple foliage seems to be

of little importance, as no serious injury

because of its presence has ever been ob-

served.

* Bulletin No, 28.S. New York ACTicultural
Station, 1906.

Fig. Pear Leaf Bliater Mite Injury on Leaves.
(Montana Experiment Station)
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lu this district this mite seems to be

of economic importance to the pear grow-

ers. The injury resulting from its pres-

ence in the pear orchards is generally

apparent during the latter part of June

or early July. The foliage has a peculiar

rust or russet appearance on the under

side and is also somewhat curled, as

though by drought. There may be some

slight russeting on the upper side, but

this is rather uncommon. The terminals

of shoots are also attacked and have the

same brownish appearance of the under

surface of the foliage. Where the attack

is serious, the whole tree has a brownish

appearance and the trouble has been

given the local name "rusty leaf" by the

fruit growers. During the latter part of

July and through the month of August,

badly injured trees shed the foliage from

their terminals. The terminals have a

somewhat shriveled appearance, the epi-

dermis being brownish-black or black.

Very often the injured epidermis is

cracked or broken, due to the expansion

of the growing tissue beneath. The fruit

is also attacked and is russeted and

cracked in the same manner as the ter-

minals.

The injury to young pear trees is

usually greater than to older bearing

ones. Sometimes almost complete defo-

liation of the young tree results before it

has had its season's growth, and besides

the epidermis of the growing shoots has

been injured. Fortunately, this mite is

very easy to control. As in the case of

all of our economic species attacking

plants, the use of lime-sulphur, dry sul-

phur, oil emulsions, etc., will completely

control it. Since it is a surface-feeding

mite, producing no galls, it would seem

that there should be no trouble in erad-

icating it. P. J. CGara,
Pathologist, Medford, Ore.

Notch Winij

Ennomos magnarius Guen.

This caterpillar appears occasionally

upon pear and apple as well as a large

number of other plants. Its distribution

Is quite general, but it does not seem to

be Important economically. Wherever

spraying is done for codling moth, this

species is not likely to become abundant.

Oblique Banded Leaf Roller. Sci

Apple Pests.

Oyster Shell Scale. See Apple Pests.

Pear Blight Beetle. See Shot Hole

Borer, under Cherry Pests.

Pear Leaf Blister Mite. See Blister

Mite, this section.

Pear Leaf Miner
Ornix geminatella

The pear leaf miner is a very small,

dark, steel-gray moth, expanding about

one-third of an inch. The larva mines in

the leaf tissues of both apple and pear.

It sometimes draws two leaves together,

tying them with silken fibers; again, it

may fold up in a single leaf. Since it

passes the winter inside the fallen leaves,

as a larva, or as a pupa, its numbers can

be thinned, if it should become numerous,

by collecting and burning the leaves soon

after they drop in autumn.

H. A. Gossard,

Wooster. Ohio.

Pear Psylla

Psylla pyricola Foerst.

General Appearance

Adults are small, orange yellow, jump-

ing insects, not unlike miniature cicadas.

More common than the adults are the

nymphs, which are queer looking creat-

ures with wide flat bodies and large

heads. The general color is orange with

dark striped thorax and blackish-brown

abdomen. In the mature winged form

the abdomen is greenish.

life History

The insects appear with the first

healthy growing shoots, which they at-

tack vigorously. They increase rapidly

and often do great damage. All stages

are to be found throughout the summer
months.

Food Plant

The pear.

Control

Same as for plant lice (Aphididae),

consisting of soap and emulsion sprays.

Natural Enemies

The two-spotted ladybird beetle (Adalia

bipiinctata Linn.) and the green lace-

wing (Chrysopa califoriiica Coq.) feed
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upon the eggs and larvae of the pear

P^^"^-
E. O. Essio

Pear Slug. See Cherry Pests.

Peeiodical Cicada. See Apple Pests.

Pistol Case Beaker. See Apple Pests.

Plum Curculio. See Plum Pests.

Red Scale. See Grape Pests.

San Jose Scale. See Apple Pests.

ScuEFT Scale. See Apple Pests.

Sesian
Sesia pyri

Throughout all of the autumn months

a borer may be found working in

the bark of pear and sometimes in

that of apple trees. Its presence is indi-

cated by castings, resembling fine saw-

dust, thrown out upon the bark of the

tree. The larva is whitish to pink and

does most of its feeding under and in the

bark, Injuring the sapwood but little. The

adult is a clear-winged moth, having a

wing expanse of about three-fourths of

an inch and a pair of yellow bars cross-

ing the abdomen transversely; a fan-

shaped tuft of hairs at the end of the

abdomen is of the same color. It appears

in summer and deposits the eggs for the

worms which appear in early fall. It is

known as the apple or pear sesian. The

most satisfactory method of destroying

the worms is to dig them out and kill

them. Whitewashing or painting prop-

erly the trunks of the trees in early sum-

mer is probably of some value in discour-

aging egg-laying.

H. A. GOSSARD,

Wooster, Oliio.

Shot-Hole Borer. See Cherry Pests.

SpRrNG Canker Worm. See Apple Pests.

Tarnished Plant Bug. See Straw-

berry Pests.

Tent Caterpillar. See Apple Pests.

Pear Tlirips

Physothrips (Euthrips) pyri Daniel

S. W. Foster

Distribution

The pear thrips is at the present time

very destructive in the San Francisco

bay region and the larger part of the

lower Sacramento valley of California.

More recently it has been found in de-

structive numbers throughout New York

state and Northwestern Pennsylvania.

Economic Importance

It is at the present time the most im-

portant insect pest with which the grow-

ers of deciduous fruits in the sections

mentioned have to contend. On account

of the minute size of the insect, the rap-

idity of its spread over large areas, and

the suddenness of attack in great num-

bers—completely blasting in a few days

all prospects for a crop—the control of

this pest is a matter of considerable

difficulty. As the insect is each year

extending its range of food plants, its

capabilities for dissemination are cor-

respondingly increased. There is no rea-

son to believe that the insect will dis-

appear, it should be regarded as a per-

manent and serious pest. Conservative

estimates place the damage caused by the

pear thrips in California during the years

from 1904 to 1912 at least $6,000,000. It

is safe to say that the thrips in the ab-

sence of treatment would cause an aver-

age yearly loss to the state of over

$1,000,000.

Character of Injury

Injury to the various fruit trees by

this species is caused by the feeding of

the adults on the developing buds and

yearly blossoms; by the deposition of

eggs into the fruit stems, leaf stems and

newly formed fruit, and by the feeding

of the larvae in the blossoms and on the

young fruits and foliage. On pears the

greater injury is produced by the adults,

which often prevent the trees from

blooming, while on prunes and cherries

the larvae frequently prevent a crop of

fruit from setting after the trees have

come into full bloom. Also, the deposi-

tion of eggs into the fruit stems of

prunes and cherries so weakens the

stems that much of the young fruit falls.

By rasping the tender surfaces in the

developing fruit buds and the young

fruits with their hardened mouthparts,

the thrips rupture the skin, causing an

exudation of sap which is often followed

by more or less fermentation, especially

before blooming. The feeding by larvae
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on prunes after blooming causes the well-

known thrips "scab," while most of the

scarred and misshapen pears are caused

by the work of the adults.

Life History

Adults

The adults or winged form of the

thrips first appear on the trees about

the middle of February, appearing in

greatest numbers in late February and

early March.

By the time the fruit buds have swol-

len sufficiently to separate the bud scales

slightly at the tip the adults force their

way within, feeding upon the tenderest

portions inside the buds.

Eggs

As soon as the first leaf surfaces or

fruit stems are exposed egg-laying usu-

ally begins, depending somewhat on the

variety of fruit attacked. Egg-laying be-

gins the first days of March and con-

tinues till near the middle of April. Most

of the eggs are deposited just under the

epidermis in the fruit stems, young fruit

and leaf stems. The eggs require about

eight days to hatch.

LarTae

By the time the trees are breaking into

full bloom the adults have done most of

the damage caused by their feeding, and

oviposition is at its height. Many of the

earlier appearing adults are dying off and

larvae are beginning to appear in num-

bers. The very first larvae can usually

be found about March 20, and are in

maximum numbers on the trees, feeding

on the small fruit and young foliage,

from the first to middle of April. Reach-

ing their full development, the larvae

drop from the trees of their own accord

or with falling calyces, or are blown by

wind or knocked off by rain. After the

middle of April the number on the trees

diminishes rapidly and by the last of

April all the larvae are off the trees and

In the ground. Here they work down
into the first three or four inches of hard

soil below the loose surface mulch and
construct a tiny cell, where they remain

until the following spring.

Pupae

The larvae mostly remain as such in

these cells till September, when pupa-

tion begins, pupae being most abundant

during October and November. Many
adults can be found in the ground in De-

cember, and by the first of January prac-

tically all the thrips are in the adult

stage and apparently ready to emerge

and go into the trees whenever condi-

tions are right. Broadly speaking, the

thrips spend two months of the year In

the adult, egg and larval condition on

the trees and the other ten months of

the year as larvae, pupae and adults in

the ground.

Control Measures

The pear thrips is in some respects an

unusual insect in that it remains in a

dormant or semi-dormant condition for

about ten months of the year. Although

on the trees for only two months out of

the twelve, it is able in this short time,

in the absence of treatment, to com-

pletely destroy all prospects of a crop of

fruit, in many cases within a very few

days. The trees are attacked at the pe-

riod of bud swelling and blossoming,

when they are most susceptible to injury.

These minute insects come literally in

swarms, and may, if left alone, com-

pletely destroy all of the fruit buds of

an orchard in four or five days. Many
cases have been known where a delay of

four or five days in spraying resulted in

loss of the entire crop of fruit, and in

some cases half of all the buds were

killed in three days after the thrips ap-

peared on the trees in great numbers. In

view of this condition it is very evident

that any means of control must be very

thorough and done in the most exacting

manner at the proper time.

Cultivation

On gravelly and sandy soils plowing

to a depth of from seven to nine inches

results in killing from 60 to 80 per cent

of the thrips present in the soil, but is

not a sufficient control, as enough thrips

escape to cause great injury to the buds

the following spring.
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Spraying

A tobacco extract containing 2% per

cent nicotine, diluted at tiie rate of 1 to

60 in a 6 per cent distillate-oil emulsion,

kills all the tlirips touched and pene-

trates well into the pear cluster buds.

The pubescent covering of the individual

buds in the cluster, being resistant to

water, seems to act on the dilution in dis-

tillate-oil emulsion in much the same

manner as the wick upon oil in a lamp.

Distillate-Oil Emulsion

Horae-Made Preparation

To make soap use this formula or some

multiple of same:

Water, gallons 6
L.ve (98 per cent), pounds 2
Fish oil, gallons 1 %

Put the water in a caldron or boiler

and add the lye. When the lye is thor-

oughly dissolved and the water boiling,

pour in the fish oil, stirring in the mean-

time, and boil slowly for two hours.

When the soap has boiled sufiBciently it

should give a ropy effect when stirred

and brought up upon the ladle. This

formula gives about 40 pounds of mod-

erately firm soap.

Growers are cautioned to buy only gen-

uine fish oil and not a fish-oil compound

or a mixture of fish oils and vegetable

oils. Herein lies part of the secret of

the penetrating efficiency of the distillate

emulsions made by using animal-oil soap

as the emulsifier. The cost of the soap

is $0.0165 per pound made from fish oil

at 35 cents a gallon.

The distillate-oil stock emulsion should

be made as follows:

FORMULA*
Hot water fbolllnK>, gallons 12
Fish-oil or whale-oil soap, pounds 30
Distillate oil (raw) 30° to 34° Baume,

gallons 20

Have the water boiling hot when put

Into the spray tank and add the soap

Immediately while the agitator is run-

ning at a good speed. When the soap is

all thoroughly dissolved, pour in the oil

slowly, keeping the mixture well agi-

tated while the oil is going into the tank.

• For a spray tank of 200 gallons capacity,
five times this formula can be made at one
time.

When all the oil is in and well mixed,

pump out through the nozzles at good

pressure (not less than 175 pounds) into

storage tanks.

No one should attempt to make this

stock emulsion without a power spray-

ing machine, as thorough agitation and

high pressure are important requisites.

Also, care should be used in having

measurements reasonably exact, the

water boiling hot and soap thoroughly

dissolved before any oil is put in. This

stock emulsion contains approximately

55 per cent oil, and to make a 3 per cent

emulsion use 5% gallons of this stock in

each 100-gallon tank. To dilute, first put

the stock emulsion in spray tank (have

the agitator going), and then add the

water, keeping the agitator running all

the time. This is important with the

commercial preparations as well as with

the home-made emulsions. For the com-

bination sprays of oil emulsions and

nicotine solutions, the nicotine should

be added last, that is, after the oil emul-

sion has been diluted to the desired

strength. These solutions should not be

mixed together without first diluting one

of them.

This concentrated emulsion will cost

the grower about 5 cents per gallon, as

most of the various distillates used for

spraying cost from 5 to 10 cents a gallon

in drum lots and home-made soap costs

about 2 cents per pound.

Experiments conducted thus far indi-

cate that success is more uniformly ob-

tained by using an untreated raw dis-

tillate 32 to 34 degrees Beaume with com-

paratively high flashing point.

It was found that fruit from sprayed

trees was nearly free from scab, was
larger, and on account of yield and qual-

ity showed a net profit of $127.44 per

acre over the non-sprayed. Similar re-

sults followed the use of spray in pear

and cherry orchards.

Recommendations

Spraying is by far the most satisfac-

tory means for controlling the pear

thrips on all classes of deciduous fruit

trees. However, to spray successfully
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involves an entirely different concep-

tion of the operation than as ordi-

narily practiced against other orchard

insects. Only the most efficient spray

materials should be used, namely,

the combination of distillate-oil emulsion

and tobacco extract or distillate-oil emul-

sion and nicotine solutions. The spray-

ing must be thoroughly done and put on

the trees when the thrips appear in num-

bers, not waiting till many buils have

been destroyed. It is strongly advised to

use power machines, and growers are

urged to use them for all the spraying,

and to have a tower platform elevated

over the tank so that one man can thor-

oughly drench the tops of the trees. It

is absolutely necessary to use high pres-

sure—from 150 to 200 pounds—and only

angle nozzles should be employed, and

these must be held close to the bud clus-

ters to force the spray directly into the

ends of the buds. This is absolutely

necessary to secure good penetration and

get satisfactory results. Plenty of ma-

terial—three to five gallons per tree for

pears, depending on the size of the tree

—should be used; more liquid is required

for large prune trees; large cherry trees

may require seven to eight gallons per

tree for satisfactory results. Only two

rows should be sprayed at a time, using

three men, one on the tower to spray the

tops of the trees, thus reaching all buds

pointing upward, and two men on the

ground (one to each row) to spray the

lower buds and those pointing down-

ward or laterally.

Tiriiin«- fhe Applifations

Method

The spraying must be done on time

and for the best results all the trees

should be treated within a few days. Dur-

ing the season of 1910 more of the failure

to get satisfactory results was due to

lateness of application than to any other

one cause. Thrips were in the trees and

In great numbers before many of the

growers purchased their spraying sup-

plies, and in many cases half the buds

were entirely destroyed and the others

badly injured before the trees had been

given even the first application. The
grower should have everything in readi-

ness, all materials on hand, concentrated

emulsion made up and spray machinery
in jierfect working order by the first of

March and have all other orchard work
in such shape that when the thrips ap-

pear in numbers the spraying may be

done at once and before the buds have
been seriously injured by the feeding of

the adults. The grower should have
enough spray machines to cover the or-

chard quickly. At least one good power
outfit is necessary for every 30 acres of

orchard.

Schedule of ApplicMtions

In badly infested orchards three appli-

cations are necessary. Two of these

sprayings should be directed against the

adults and one against the larvae, and
to obtain satisfactory results must be

timed properly.

First Application

The first spraying should come as soon

as the thrips can be found on the trees

in numbers, about March 1st.

Second Application

The second spraying, which is also for

adults, should come from four to ten

days after the first, depending somewhat
on variety of fruit, stage of bud develop-

ment and rapidity of emergence of thrips

from the ground. On pears this will

usually be just as the earliest cluster

buds are spreading, and on prunes and
cherries when the tips of the petals first

begin to show.

Both of these applications are impor-

tant and necessary to insure the produc-

tion of a good crop of uninjured blos-

soms. The nozzles should be held close

to the bud clusters and the spray di-

rected into the ends of the buds. This

makes it necessary that the spraying be

done mostly from above.

Third Application

The third spraying is for larvae and

properly comes just as most of the petals

are falling from the trees, depending

somewhat upon the variety of fruit. In

any case the small, white, active larvae
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can be easily seen, and when they first

become abundant spraying should be

done. Spray the under side of the leaves

where the larvae are at work.

Suiiiiniiry

The pear thrips can be controlled by

thorough spraying on any variety of the

deciduous fruits grown in the infested

areas.

The sprayings necessary to control the

thrips are expensive, but the outlay of

money and labor gives large returns.

Many experiments in spraying have given

net returns of from |100 to $600 per acre

more than was secured from adjoining

untreated areas.

The thrips work rapidly and may de-

stroy all prospects of a crop in less than

a week's time. Spraying, to be success-

ful, must be done thoroughly and at the

time to kill the thrips before the fruit

buds have been destroyed.

Those who can do so successfully are

advised to irrigate and plow in the fall.

This is to be followed by tliorough spray-

ing the following spring.

When the thrips begin to appear on

the trees in numbers, spraying should be

done thoroughly, using high pressure,

holding nozzles close to buds and direct-

ing the spray directly into the ends of

the buds and not against the sides.

Growers should not attempt to spray

too many trees with one machine. More

profitable returns will be gained by spray-

ing half of the orchard thoroughly and

at the proper times than by spraying all

the orchard poorly one time. Results of

the work in 1909 to 1912 show conclu-

sively that one application is not suffi-

cient when the thrips are abundant.

Tussock Moth. See Apple Pests.

Walnttt Mealt Bug. See Walnut

Pests.

WAI.NTJT Scale. See Walnut Pests.

White Lined SPHirfx. See Cantaloup

Pests.

White Peach Scale. See Peach Pests,

under West India Peach Scale.

Woolly Apple Aphis. See Aphids.

Pearmain, Blue, Apple for Massa-

chusetts. See Massachusetts.

Pecan

The pecan, Hicoria pecan, is a spe-

cies of hickory, indigenous to North

America, especially the United States.

It belongs to the walnut family

and is one of the most profitable com-

mercially of any one of that species. It

grows to a height of 100 feet, and under

favorable conditions of deep alluvial soil

and plenty of moisture will live to a

great age and bear nuts of great com-

mercial value. Trees are now living and

bearing in Texas and other Southern

states that are said to be 300 years old.

Since the pecan has come to be regarded

as commercially important and profitable

there has been much discussion as to

what sections of the country are best

adapted to its production. This ques-

tion is hard to settle. It grows as far

north as Central New York and as far

south as the Gulf of Mexico. It seems

not to produce profitably for commercial

purposes in the latitude of New York,

but is profitable in all the Southern

states. Louisiana, Texas, Georgia, Ala-

bama, North Carolina, Virginia and

Mississippi all lay claims to special

adaptation to its production. It is also

well adapted to the sections drained by

the Mississippi river as far north as Cen-

tral Illinois, Central Indiana and other

sections in the same latitude. Just now
there is a great awakening of interest

upon the subject, and many orchards are

being planted to improved varieties.

Granville Lowther

PROPAGATION

Pollination

Since two kinds of flowers are pro-

duced on the pecan, one bearing the pis-

tils, the other stamens, the pollen must

be transferred from the latter to the

former in order that pollination may
take place. In many plants the pollen

is transferred from one plant to another

by means of insects, but in the pecan

there are no bright colors, no nectar, no

scent to attract insects to carry pollen,

but, instead, the wind is the carrying

agent and it needs no attractions. Pollen
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is produced in large quantities, neces-

sarily so, since nmcli of it is wasted.

Bri)Dl>G THE I'ECAN

Difliculties Encountered in Pecan Budding:

•The propagation of the pecan has

liitlierto been one of tlie principal draw-

backs to the successful cultivation of

this nut tree. In budding and grafting

the percentage of successful unions in

the total number of plants worked has

been small. Much of the work of pecan

propagation has been along similar lines

to those favorable to the propagation

of well-understood subjects, such as

the apple, peach and other fruit trees.

Consequently the pecan has earned

the reputation of being difficult to work

on stocks of the same or allied species.

This is not to be wondered at, as mis-

takes are very easily made in the selec-

tion of working material, time of operat-

ing, etc.

The principal trouble encountered in

pecan budding is due to the selection of

wrong material from the tree to be prop-

agated. By the use of a method which

has been devised for budding the pecan

and the selection of one-year-old buds the

outlook is good for very successful prop-

agation. It will be seen where some of

the trouble lies if the budding of the

peach is compared with that of the pecan.

In the case of the former a shoot of the

current year's growth will by the latter

part of August give a very large number
of buds which can be worked success-

fully. This is not the case with the

pecan.

Why the Pecan Should Be Budded

It has been ascertained that seedlings

from nuts of the choice varieties do not

come true, resembling in this particular

many of our popular fruit trees. Many
of these seedling pecans bear nuts not

much superior to the common wild

forms. After waiting several years for

the seedling trees to bear, this naturally

causes the grower a good deal of dis-

appointment. So, necessarily, as with

apples, peaches and other fruits, the only

• Cnndpnsed from Bureau Plant Industry
Bnlletln .38.

way in which the choice varieties of the

pecan can with certainty be perpetuated

in a manner to permit of being handled

by dealers, is by budding or grafting on
seedling stocks.

Raising Seedling Stocks

Up to the present time it has not been

demonstrated that there is a better stock

for the reception of buds or grafts of the

pecan than seedling stocks of the same
species. In raising pecan seedlings for

stocks it is advisable to select seeds from
trees at the northern limit of the pecan

belt.

The seed nuts should be secured as

early as possible after they are ripe, and,

late in the fall, stratified. For this pur-

pose it is most convenient to use boxes,

say three feet long, one foot wide and

three inches deep. A mixture of sand

and ashes in about equal proportions is

a good medium in which to imbed the

nuts. A layer of this material one inch

thick should be placed in the bottom of

a box, then a layer of pecans as close

together as possible. It is not advisable

to put more than a single layer in a box,

because of the brittle nature of the root,

the nuts being somewhat irregular in

sprouting. Each box is then filled with

the sand and ashes, and all the boxes

used should be piled together to a con-

venient height. They should occupy a

sheltered position out of doors and be

covered with a considerable thickness of

straw, mats or old sacking until the nuts

show signs of germinating, which will

usually occur toward the end of April.

To give facilities for inserting the buds

on the north side of the seedling stocks,

the nuts are then planted in rows run-

ning east and west. The rows should

be three feet apart and the nuts placed

five inches apart in the row. It is not

possible the first season to raise seed-

lings which are large enough to be used

as stocks, but in order to secure a good,

stout growth, so as to have them large

enough for working the second season,

the soil should be deeply worked with a

plow, rolled, and when necessary har-

rowed several times until it is well pul-
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No. 3 No. 4 No. 6 No. 7
Plate I, No. 1—Branch of pecan, Bhowing growth of two seasons, with old and new buds ; (a)

one-year-old dormant bud; (b) current season's buds: (c) small plump buds at base of growth,
from which the leaves fall earl.v. No. 2—Twig of pecan : top part of season's growth, showing buds
during winter; (a) flower bud; (b) terminal hud. No. 3—Fruiting branch of pecan, developed
from bud shown in No. 2, a; (a) buds from which the growth of the following season Is devel-
oped, the buds (b) remaining dormant. No. 4—Seven-year-old branch of Hicoria lacinlona: (a)
growth made from buds which stayed dormant during seven years: (b) dormant bud In good
condition. No. 5—Patch budding : two-year-old seedling pecan with piece of bark removed

;

(a) bud with section of bark attached, ready to be fitted on stock. No. 6—Seedling pecan
stock, showing incisions made In the hark with a knife previous to lifting the hark; (a I bud
with section of bark which has the sides shaved down, ready to he Inserted under the bark of
the stock. No. 7—Seedling pecan stock, with hark raised and ready for bud to be inserted.
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verized. The remaining part of tlie worlv

must be done by hand.

Selection of Dormant Uuds

After a series of trials with buds of

the current season's growth and those of

the preceding season, none but those

which were formed during the season

preceding the operation of budding are

recommended for use. The dormant

buds (Plate I, No. 1, A) during the

month of June are ready to burst into

active growth when given the slightest

encouragement. Moreover, they can be

very easily removed from the bud stick,

together with a section of thick, solid

bark. The bark on the old wood can be

handled without being injured in any

way, and it is in every particular splen-

didly adapted for successful work. After

the union has taken place and the stocks

are cut back, the bud will give a stronger

growth and attain a greater length than

growths from the current season's buds.

In using buds from the current season's

wood (Plate I, No 1, B) many difficul-

ties will be encountered, and the results

will be found disappointing. Until the

season is pretty well advanced the cur-

rent year's bark is very thin and more or

less succulent, and it can not be re-

moved from the wood without being

bruised. Sometimes, even when the

greatest care is exercised by the oper-

ator, it will split lengthwise and be

rendered useless. Again, especially up

to the latter part of July, the cuticle

is very apt to peel, and where it does

stay on it is almost certain to be bruised

in the operation of tying. Another se-

rious objection is the presence of the

leaf stalk. This, shortly after the bud

is inserted, will shrivel up and fall, or

it can easily be detached; but the scar

left, which in most cases is a large one,

is, it is thought, the channel through

which a large part of the sap of the bark

is lost before it has had an opportunity

to unite with the cambium of the stock.

Location of the Bnds

It is important that the position which

the dormant buds occupy on the branches

be accurately understood, so that the

liroper ones may be selected for the work

of budding. They are to be found on the

branches made the year preceding that

in which it is desired to insert the buds.

The pecan trees which have been ex-

amined in the vicinity of Washington

show exceedingly few growths from

terminal buds. The growth of a season

starts from one of the large axillary

buds near the apex of the preceding

year's growth (Plate I, No. 2, A). Two
or more of these buds may produce

growths, but commonly only one. In

fruiting branches the nut cluster takes

the place of the terminal bud on the

young wood, as seen in Plate I, No. 3.

The strong shoots from these axillary

buds when one year old are the ones

which give good material for budding.

Each bud will be found immediately

above a leaf scar of the preceding season

(Plate I, No. 1, A). Those buds which

are nearest the base of the shoot are the

smallest and firmest; consequently they

are the best fitted for the work. Regard-

ing the period during which buds retain

their power of bursting Into active

growth, Plate I, No. 4 shows a seven-

year-old branch of an allied species of

hickory (Hicoria laciniosa) with three

small growths from dormant buds made

during the present season, together with

a bud quite dormant and evidently able

to persist for some time. In the selec-

tion of bud wood it is preferable to cut

the branches from the tree to be propa-

gated in the early part of the day, choos-

ing shoots as large in diameter as pos-

sible and those which show the greatest

number of short, plump buds. Imme-

diately on severing the branches from

the tree the growth of the current season

Is severed and discarded and the one-

year-old bud sticks are wrapped in

dampened newspapers. If necessary,

tliey can in this manner be kept for sev-

eral days without danger of drying out.

An Improved Method of Undding

A method which has been demon-

strated to be a perfect way in which to

bud the pecan, and one by the use of

which there are very few failures, is as
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No. 9 No. 10

No. 11 No. 12 No. 13

n ..J L*'*^ l- ^°- ®—Seedling pecan stock, showing bud in position ready to be tied. No 9
Budded seedling pecan, the wings of barlt on the stocli almost covering the bud section both are
securely held in posltinn while the union is being accomplished. No. 10—Budded seedling
pecan, showing the method by which the narrow strip of waxed cloth should be applied No
I

—Budded seedling pecan, covered with paper. No. 12—Triangular budding: bud ready for
insertion. No. 13—Branch of pecan, showing shoots from buds near nut cluster of previous
season.
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fMlows: For the reception of the bud

make two transverse cuts in the bark of

the seedling stock (Plate I, No. 5) a few

inches above the ground line, these two

cuts, about one incli apart, to be con-

nected by a longitudinal incision. The

bark at each side of the longitudinal cut

Is then raised far enough (Plate I, No.

6) to admit of the insertion of the sec-

tion of bark on which the bud is situated

(Plate I, No. 5, A). The rectangular sec-

tion of bark when prepared for inser-

tion must be of exactly the same length

as the cut in the stock. It is taken from

the stick of buds by making two trans-

verse cuts through the bark at equal dis-

tances from the bud. (For tliis purpose

a special double-bladed budding knife is

used. These blades are placed on a

handle parallel to each other about three-

quarters to an inch apart.) Two longi-

tudinal cuts are then made through the

bark, leaving the bud in the center of

the patcli, which should be a little over

one inch long and five-eighths of an inch

wide. The patch must be raised carefully

from the bud stick to guard against

breaking and with as little bending dur-

ing the operation as possible. When the

operator finds that he does not succeed

at the first trial, it will be advisable to

practice for a time on wood which is of

no value. The stick of buds should be

grasped firmly in the left hand, with the

knife held by the fingers of the right, the

thumb resting on the bud stick. Insert

the point of the knife at one end of one

of the longitudinal cuts, pressing the

blade toward the thumb; this pressure

will start the bark. Next insert the end

of the handle of the knife, gradually re-

moving the section. The patch is pre-

pared for insertion by first cutting the

two ends as straight as possible, using a

very sharp knife. The outer bark at the

sides (Plate I, No. 6, A) is then shaved

off, so that the edges will make a perfect

fit when under the bark of the stock

(Plate II, No. 8). When the bud is se-

curely in place, the two wings of bark

on the stock are bound firmly over the

bud section with raffia (Plate II, No. 9),

and, as a preventive against the admis-

sion of water during the process of unit-

ing, a little soft grafting wax may be

smeared across the upper transverse cut

and the whole wrapped with a narrow

strip of waxed clotli (Plate II, No. 10).

The wrapping should be started at the

bottom, each wrap being lialf covered by

the succeeding one; this will effectually

keep out moisture during wet weather.

As a protection against the heat of the

sun, strips of paper eight inches long by

six inches wide should be tied around

the stem of the stock an inch or two

above the bud, but covering it (Plate II,

No. 11), allowing the bottom part to re-

main open. After the sixth day the

paper covering should be removed, and

after the tenth day the waxed cloth may
be taken off. By the fifteenth day the

buds will have united sufficiently to

allow of the removal of the raffia. This

method of budding will be found to give

an exceedingly satisfactory union. Ex-

perience has shown that with carefully

selected buds from one-year-old wood and

healthy, vigorous growing seedling

stocks, every section of bark will unite.

Other Methods of Budding

Sometimes, when the seedling stocks

are small and the size of the section of

bark necessary for the union will more

than cover half of the circumference of

the stem of the stock, a quick growth on

the part of the stock will produce a swell-

ing immediately above the upper trans-

verse cut in the bark. This can be

averted by the use of a triangular patch

bud (Plate II, No. 12), with one of the

angles pointing upward. In using this

method care must be taken that the

three sides of the bud section should

exactly fit the sides of the space pre-

pared for them. It will be found ad-

visable to smear a small quantity of soft

grafting wax over the cut parts after

the bud is in position and before tying

with raffia. This makes an exceedingly

neat union and is best used with small

buds. Large ones need a larger section

of bark attached.

In patch budding (Plate I, No. 5) a

rectangular piece of bark, similar in size
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to that given In Plate I, No. 6, is taken

from the bud stick. A corresponding

piece is removed from the stock and tlie

section from the bud stick carefully fitted

in its place. It is then tied with a strand

of dampened raffia, but this is used only

to keep the bud firmly in place; the top

and bottom of the section are left un-

covered, because there is a danger of the

raffia injuring the cut ends, which are

held tightly in place by narrow strips of

waxed cloth covering all but the bud. A
wrapping of paper is then given, as al-

ready described. The principal objection

to this method of budding is that the

sides of the bark are apt to rise some-

what during the growth of the stock.

This, while in no way injuring or retard-

ing the growth of the bud, does not have

a very neat appearance for some time

after the union is effected and may have

a tendency to weaken the point of union,

besides giving opportunities for harbor-

ing noxious insects.

Starting Buds Into Growth

It is desirable that the buds be started

into growth as soon as possible after it

has been ascertained that the union has

taken place. Buds which are united to

stocks having a large section of bark at-

tached are liable to have more or less of

the bark decay during the winter months.

This occurs principally with young buds,

especially when they are worked on one-

year-old wood. This would seem to be

common to all the species of the hickory

family, but where one-year-old buds are

used the danger is lessened considerably.

However, in the latter case they lose

their vigor in proportion to the time

they remain on the stock without being

encouraged to break.

In order to force the bud into growth
it is necessary that the top of the seed-

ling stock be removed, leaving only one

or two healthy leaves at the base of the

present season's growth. In a few days

the buds in the axils of these leaves will

push out, and they should be removed as

soon as they can be handled, and on

down the stem the small dormant buds
formed in the axils of the loaves of the

preceding season will burst into active

growth and must be rubbed off at once.

The practice of tying the growth of the

scion to the top of the stock is a good

one; it not only saves the soft growth

from being whipped about by the wind,

but it also secures a close, upright

growth. At the beginning of the second

season all of that part of the stock which

is above the union should be carefully

removed, not with a pair of pruning

shears, but with a sharp knife, so as to

leave a cleanly cut surface, with the bark

uninjured. The cut surface should be

covered with melted grafting wax to pre-

vent decay.

Transplanting Bndded Trees

The pecan is usually regarded as a

difficult subject to deal with in trans-

planting. A large percentage of the trees

die back after being placed in their per-

manent positions from nursery rows.

However, if certain precautions be ob-

served it will be found that there is no

ground for the supposed difficulty, as the

pecan will withstand the ordeal of trans-

planting in a young state quite as well as

any other forest tree. In transplanting

the pecan its requirements must be care-

fully considered. In a young state it is

a very deep-rooting subject, and any at-

tempt to change its nature by coaxing

the roots to grow near the surface of the

soil will end disastrously.

To insure the growth of the trees after

transplanting it is very necessary to

avoid excessive trimming of the branches

and roots. There must be at least one

healthy undisturbed shoot of the pre-

vious season left on the plant untouched,

because the large, plump axillary buds

near the tip of the shoot will come into

leaf with greater certainty and more

quickly than will older buds on cut-back

growths. Especially is this the case after

the tree has undergone removal, involv-

ing the tremendous disturbance of the

root system, which almost completely

robs the plant for the time being of its

water supply. Seedlings in nursery

rows with undisturbed roots, when trim-

med down to the small lateral buds on
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one or two-year-old wood, will start as

readily, if not as strongly, as the buds

near the end of the most recent growth.

It must be remembered that the terminal

buds of the pecan very seldom grow.

They sometimes do so in seedling, but

very seldom after a certain age. This is

shown in Plate I, No. 3, and Plate II,

No. 13, which represent the growths made
during three seasons. In Plate I, No. 2,

the large, plump bud near the terminal

contains the flowering branch. The
branch shown in Plate I, No. 3, is de-

veloped from thi.s bud. Plate 11, No. 13,

shows a still further development. The
small, dead stump between the two liv-

ing shoots represents the position occu-

pied by the nuts the preceding year,

while the two shoots are from two of the

large buds near the nut. (Plate I, No. 3.)

In transplanting young trees, espe-

cially those which are to a certain extent

weakened by the operation of budding,

it is impossible to save all of the lateral

roots during the operation of digging

from the seed rows. It is, however, very
desirable that as few as possible be sac-

rificed. Very careful lifting will pay for

the extra labor. In seedling trees the

taproot is usually severed much too near
the collar and at too early a stage. It

must be allowed to grow the first and
second seasons if the seedlings are to be

budded, because when removed at the end
of the first season or the beginning of

the second the weak growth will render
It impossible to perform any budding op-

erations during that year. Therefore, it

Is not till the third year that the taproot

can be interfered with, but it is well not

to risk touching it until the growth of

that season is completed, for the reason

that although the shoot made from the

inserted bud makes considerable growth
the same season it is put on, it will make
very largo growth the season following.

The budded seedlings will then bear re-

moval. They may have a small part of

the taproot removed and be either

planted permanently or in nursery rows.

The budded seedlings of the present day.

If the variety be a good one, are retailed

at about $2.50 apiece. When the tree

brings that amount—and the supply is

understood to be far short of the de-

mand—it should be furnished with good
roots. If it is worth that sum to the

purchaser, it is certainly entitled to a
little further expenditure of time and
care in the preparation of suitable con-

ditions under which to grow. The re-

tention of roots at least 2% feet below
the surface of the soil is desirable. If

the ground in which the young trees are

to be placed is not composed of good soil

to that depth, it should be supplied. A
good start the first year after planting

means everything to the future tree; a

bad start will, in the majority of cases,

mean a sickly tree for a long time and
an unprofitable investment in the end.

With the roots deep in good, light, loamy
soil the tree is to a certain extent inde-

pendent of moisture from the surface.

When growth begins in earnest, the roots

will grow in the direction of the food

supply. The severance of a large por-

tion of tlie taproot saves a good deal of

labor in digging and planting, but It

means a complete defeat of nature's

method in supplying the wants of the

tree. Anyone who tries the two meth-

ods and compares the results will be

convinced in one season in favor of large

roots.

As a further precaution the roots

should be plunged in liquid mud the mo-

ment they are free from the soil and

never be exposed for a minute longer

than is necessary, as they too aften are,

to the drying influence of the air. After

taking from the mud the roots should be

wrapped in damp sacking, moss or any

other material which will hold moisture

and kept in this condition until they are

about to be planted. They should then

be again plunged in liquid mud and

while this is hanging to the roots they

should be planted. When the soil has

been well firmed about the roots of the

tree and the hole is about two-thirds

filled with soil, the remaining space

should be filled with water. When this

has disappeared, fill in the rest of the

soil. A mulch of short grass, stable lit-

ter or half-decayed leaves left on during
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the summer will supply favorable con-

ditions. If these little details are faith-

fully attended to there is little danger

that unsuccessful results will follow. A
little extra expense is involved at first,

but careless handling will be far more
costly in the end.

G. W. Oliver

Top-Working

It is often advantageous to top-work

trees in order to take advantage of time

by utilizing stocks which have become

well established, and to secure better

varieties or disease-free trees. It is some-

times advantageous to top-work native

trees where they are properly located.

Method

Top-working is done by budding and

grafting. The method of budding has

already been described under budding.

The advantage of grafting over budding

lies in the fact that it may be done in

February when the pruning is done

Fig. 1. Shows How Trees Are Tupped and
Budded with Fine Sorts. Shows also how
the name of tlie variety budded is mariced
on tree.

rather than in August when the budding
must be performed.

Both the cleft and whip graft are used,

the cleft graft being employed on large

branches while the whip graft is used

for small twigs. The work should be be-

gun at the top of the trees and progress

downward. All cut and split surfaces

should be waxed.

Cost of Trees

It pays to start with good trees. These

should be secured from reliable nursery-

men whose prices are generally reason-

able. The cost per tree ranges from 50

cents to $2 according to size. The ad-

vantage in securing the higher-priced bud-

ded or grafted tree over the seedling lies

in the fact that with the former they will

come into bearing at least within five

years (often in three) from the time of

planting, whereas the tree from the seed

will generally require from 12 to 14 years,

and may never bear. Again, there is al-

ways uncertainty as to the size of the nut

the seedling will produce.

The man with limited capital should be-

gin in a small way with the best trees.

He should plant seed nuts from thrifty

trees to be used as stocks into which the

buds or scion wood from his few stand-

ard trees can be inserted. This is a slow

method, but a sure one as the grower
knows exactly what to expect. A part of

each year's growth of the standard trees

can be cut for bud wood or scions with-

out detriment to the trees and this sur-

plus can be readily sold to nurserymen
where the varieties can be guaranteed.

Supplying this wood from excellent trees

is very remunerative.

Planting

Nursery trees are generally sold ac-

cording to their height, running from one

foot up to ten feet. The experience of the

older growers is that the three to five-

foot trees come out better than the higher

trees. Often the tree is small through be-

ing stunted. Such a tree will seldom re-

cuperate and should be thrown out at

once. This also applies to the orchard,

and where one is noticed growing very

slowly it should be immediately replaced

3—22
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with a thrifty tree. Again we find that

there is often a too rapid growth, such as

eight to ten feet in a season. Buy one-

year budded or grafted trees on two to

four-year roots.

The nurseryman usually prunes the

root at the proper place in digging the

trees. However, the cut may not have

been made smooth and this should be

examined when the trees are ready for

planting.

Two-year taproots should be cut back

from IS to 20 inches. Four to five-foot

trees should have about 10 inches removed

from the top and those of other sizes

should have their tops and roots cut pro-

portionately. This cutting back of the

top is done to balance the loss of the root

system which is made at the time of dig-

ging the trees. Some take trouble to dig

out holes 4x4 feet in setting the pecan.

This is hardly necessary although plenty

of room should be given the roots, which

Flc 2, VVlipD Gov. IIogK. of Texas, was on
his death-bed he requested that pecan trees
be planted on his Kiave. and the nuts dis-
tributed to the school children, to he planted.
This tree bore the second year after plant-
ing and has borne each year since.

when pruned take up more room than any

other trees from the nursery.

Foit Mktiious of Pl.\ntino, see under

Apple.

The surface soil should be used for

filling, and where this is not rich it will

be well to thoroughly mix about one

pound of commercial fertilizer to the soil

which is used in filling the hole. Never

let the young tree roots get dry, and after

planting if there should come a drought,

water should be given to them. Too lit-

tle attention is generally given to the

planting of all fruit trees. It is one time

when the quickest way is by no means
the best. The care will have to be given

for the first two years.

Young trees show a smaller percentage

of loss than older ones going through the

transplanting process, and they are much
more easily handled. It takes the trees

some little time to readjust themselves.

A loss must be expected in transplanting.

All the young trees will not start oft

simultaneously. Some will soon start out

a vigorous growth while others will be

more backward. Some may take another

year to die. Here then is the necessity

for expert care and nursing if the trees

are in the early stages of their orchard

life. A mulch of leaves or straw should

be placed around the tree to prevent evap-

oration.

Time for Setting Trees

The fall is the best time for this. Dor-

mant trees set in the fall establish them-

selves through the winter and are ready

in the spring to push out their buds.

From the latter part of November to the

first of February is the best time for

Gulf states. The earlier in this period the

better.

Ciiltiration

When the growth starts in the spring,

the soil should be plowed and leveled,

this to be followed by a shallow cultiva-

tion every ten days, until July 10th or

15th. The light harrowing should be

practiced, following rains, as soon as the

ground can be worked. Where the har-

row does not reach the hoe should be

employed. Bearing orchards should have
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Fig. 3. Olivier Pecans.

COW peas or velvet beans planted between

the rows.

The following varieties are recom-

mended by the American Pomological

Society. Districts 4, 5, 6 and 7 (See page

1161) mainly comprise the Southern

states. An asterisk signifies that a vari-

ety does well; a double asterisk, very

well, and a dagger, "recommended for

trial."

Varieties of Pecans

NAME
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Tiiur of Beiirinir and Yield

Seedling trees especially are often in-

termittent bearers. The main crop is

heavj' about every third year. The stand-

ard varieties often have better years than

others. There are several reasons for

this. Frosts may occur at the blooming

period, also heavy rains and high humid-

ity may prevail at the same time. If the

trees pass through a drought all the

energy is necessarily directed to the ma-

turing of the present crop. The forma-

tion of buds for the next season's crop

must suffer. The pecan demands a con-

stant, regular supply of moisture, and

without it we must expect irregular

crops. Some years the insect pests are

more troublesome than others.

Ninety per cent of the trees which fail

to mature profitable and regular crops

may be traced to the selection of im-

proper varieties, to trees improperly

planted, and to the trees being improp-

erly cared for after planting.

It will take from 8 to 12 years to

bring an orchard into commercial bear-

ing. There is a Mobile tree on record

which produced 20i/i pounds the fifth

year after planting. Much depends on

the variety, the soil and its treatment

and the management of the orchard. A
tree from 4 to six years old comes into

bearing and from 8 to 10 years will

be profitable, and between the ages of 12

to 15 years should bring a net income of

$100 per acre. Ten to 25 acres of pecans

should produce a good living; 100 or

200 trees properly cared for and planted

on congenial soil will be far more prof-

itable than ten times as many trees not

properly cared for.

Cracking the Pecan

For table use the pecan is readily

cracked and the kernels extracted with

the use of the common two-handled crack-

er which can be secured at the stores for

25 and 30 cents. By grasping the pecan
firmly in the hand and crunching down
on the ends of the pecan snip off these

ends first. Then place the nut longitudin-

ally in the cracker and just press suffi-

ciently to crack the shell. Then turn the

nut and crack it once more. When this is

practiced a few times there will be little

difliculty in removing the kernels either

whole or in halves. For candies, cake,

etc., the housewife will find this method
a great time saver. In snipping off the

ends care should be taken not to en-

deavor to remove too much shell, as in a

well-filled nut the ends of the kernel will

be broken, spoiling the appearance of

them. It is better to take a little time

and not try to get into the tempting ker-

nel too quickly. Cracking the nuts in

the hands or placing them in the cracker

either sidewise or lengthwise generally

results in picking out irregular-shaped

pieces which taste just as good but are un-

fit for the candies.

A well-filled nut is less apt to retain

the "peel" which tastes so bitter. This

clings to the sutures of the poorly filled

nut and helps to score against it.

There are numerous devices for extract-

ing the kernels of pecans, one of which
is a small vice with cup-shaped caps. The
pressure on the nut generally splits the

shell in the center and the two halves are

pulled apart. With some varieties this de-

vice works very well.

Pecans as Food

Many years ago, before the study of

human foods took its true place as a

thing to be considered in the economy of

nations, the value of foods was a matter

of conjecture. Now scientists can tell a

man with a perfect digestion almost to a

grain what nourishment he will get from
any given food. Among the surprises that

food chemists have given the world none
are of more interest than those that re-

late to the value of nuts as a food. Every
one has heard of lost persons existing for

many weeks on the nuts of the forest, but

the average mind until a few years ago
associated them only with the joys of cir-

cus day or the delights of a winter night

before the fire. Now we know that they

are more than condiments or accessories

to the menu and must be regarded as very

real foods. Indeed, bulk for bulk, nuts

are among the most nutritive loods that

we possess. All nuts yield high food

values, and when properly eaten or pre-
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pared may to a large extent form a sub-

stitute for meat, because they contain

much protein and fat in small bulk.

Among the nuts that yield the greatest

amount of nourishment pecans stand al-

most first.

Edible Portion of Nnts—Per Cent
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PECAN DISEASES '

Frozen Sap Ulifrlit

This term has been applied to the in-

jury done by frost to one-year grafts.

Generally a dead spot appears in the

trunk of the trees. Three and five-year

trees are killed by this freezing. These

four to six inches in diameter generally

stay dormant. In grafted trees buds have

been successfully inserted about one foot

above the ground.

Pecan Leaf Blight

Cerospora halstedii

This disease of pecan leaves causes

them to turn brown, wither up and drop

prematurely. At first, small brown spots

are noted. These become larger, and at

length the whole leaf is destroyed. When

attacked by this disease, the tree makes

no progress. An examination of the dis-

colored areas, under the microscope,

shows the presence of tuft-like growths

of spores upon short conidiophores. As

they become matured, the spores are scat-

tered by the rain or wind, and so the dis-

eajse is spread. It probably lives over

from one season to another on the dis-

eased leaves.

This disease is essentially a trouble

found among nursery seedlings and the

author has not noted its doing serious

damage elsewhere. After the trees are

grafted or budded, they do not appear to

be affected by it. The destruction of the

leaves of the seedlings Interferes seri-

ously with their growth, and it is best to

protect them against injury by spraying

with Bordeaux mixture. The first applica-

tion should be given just when the leaves

are expanding, and as each new set of

leaves starts out, another application

should be given. The 4-4-50 Bordeaux

formula has been found very effective.

A power sprayer which will cover four

rows is most economical, if large areas

are to be sprayed. Sprayed seedlings will

make practically double the growth of un-

sprayed. H. H. Hume,
'flip Ppoan and Its Culture.

Bosette

This is undoubtedly the result of an un-

balanced condition of the tree which is

not able to properly assimilate its food.

It is not a bacterial disease, as plant

pathologists have never been able to in-

oculate the germs into an uninfested tree

successfully. It is found in both wild or

native trees and the budded and grafted

varieties.

In appearance it resembles a miniature

shrub rising from the branch of the tree.

The stems and leaves in the cluster are

small and delicate.

Scab
Fusicladium effusiim Wint.

Some varieties are more susceptible

than others and when it shows up badly

in an orchard the trees should be top-

worked to a more resistant variety.

Scab causes circular black spots on the

leaves which fuse together. It also at-

tacks the young twigs. It appears to at-

tack the trees worse which are in low

ground and is most injurious during very

wet seasons. There has not been enough

work done to determine the best dates for

spraying. The difficulty arises in the ir-

regular blooming, causing several spray-

ings to be necessary in a mixed orchard.

P. F. Williams,
Auburn, Ala.

Winter-Killing

Trees which have a thick rough bark

generally escape from this. It has been

avoided by planting seedlings in bottoms

and top-working them when five Inches

in diameter. Four-inch trees do not

winter-kill. In trees in which the sap

rises first there is the greater danger.

PECAN PESTS

Apple Twig Borer. See Apple Pests.

Case Worm. See Pecan Bud Worm, this

section.

Cottony Cushion Scale. See Orange

Pests.

Fall Web Worm
Hyphuiitria cunea Dru.

An insect that becomes, at times, a very

serious pest to pecan trees by eating the

foliage is the fall web worm, so called.

This is the insect that builds so many

large and unsightly webs on many forest

trees, notably iiersimmon, hickory, wild

cherry, ash and others. According to
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Howard it feeds upon 120 different species

of forest trees, ornamental trees and fruit

trees. The fall web worm is widely dis-

tributed, being found all over the eastern

and central parts of the United States,

and as far west as Texas and Montana.

Adults

The adult insect is a beautiful, delicate

moth with wings expanding an inch or an

inch and an eighth.

Natural Enemies

Mantis

Among the best friends of the fruit

growers and general agriculturist are the

Insects variously known as the "devil

horses," "mule-killers," and "praying

mantes." The eggs are laid in large white

masses usually stuck to branches of trees.

The "devil horses" live upon the cater-

pillars of the web worm and destroy num-
bers of them.

Wheel Bug
This is another common insect that

preys upon the web worm caterpillars.

The wheel bug is so called because of the

toothed prominence on its back that re-

sembles half a cog-wheel. The larvae,

which are bright red, and the adults are

all carnivorous and destroy even more of

the web worms than the devil horses.

Stink Bugs

These bugs are familiar to most of us

because of their unpleasant odor. This

is especially noticeable, sometimes, upon
berries, for these bugs leave a strong

trail wherever they travel. One of these,

known as Podisus spinas us, preys upon
the web worm and should be carefully

protected.

An Egg Parasite

Although the eggs of the web worm
moth are very small, there are some in-

sects small enough to live within the eggs

and devour the contents. In some cases,

whole batches of eggs have been found

parasitized by this tiny insect. The name
of this small but efficient parasite is

Telenomus hifidiis.

Parasites on the Caterpillars

There are also a few small insects that

are parasitic on the caterpillars. These

insects deposit their eggs on the caterpil-

lars and the larvae live within the cater-

pillars, eventually killing them.

Remedies

Owing to the fact that the caterpillars

feed in groups, they may be easily reached

and destroyed with considerable eflBciency.

Perhaps the most effective remedy for

this insect in small pecan orchards or

where a small number of trees is con-

cerned is to destroy the caterpillars by
burning them when they have collected

together within their webs. This may be

done by any efficient form of torch fast-

ened to the end of a long pole. A bundle

of rags or a porous brick saturated with

kerosene oil and wired to a pole is as

good as any. Care should be taken not to

burn more of the foliage than is neces-

sary. During the fall and winter months
the cocoons of the web worm may be col-

lected in quantities and destroyed. Fin-

ally, there are the arsenical poisons.

Hickory Shuck Worm
Grapholitha caryana

Sometimes pecan nuts are attacked, as

they approach maturity, by a small white

caterpillar, which mines its way through

the shucks of the nuts. This caterpillar

is the hickory shuck worm, the larva

of a small moth.

But little is known of its life history,

and, until more is known of its habits, the

best advice that can be given is to gather

and destroy the infested nuts by burn-

ing them.

Pecan Leaf Caterpillar

Datana angusii G. & R.

Dataiia integerrima G. & R.

Perhaps the most serious enemies of

bearing pecan trees are the two species

of insects named above. They are better

known than most of the other pests. Both

of these caterpillars are very much alike

in appearance and very likely both of

them are taken for one and the same in-

sect. Prof. H. A. Morgan reports the

second one named as occurring In

abundance on pecans in Louisiana. Prom
our observations we believe the species

angusii to be most abundant in Missis-

sippi.
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Hiiliits and lii.iiiri(-s of llir Pecan lii'al'

Caterpillar

The caterpillars are one and a half to

one and throe-quarter inches long, with

enough soft, dirty-white hair on their

bodies to be called hairy. Their bodies

are dark colored and marked with two
prominent white lines on each side of

the body. The other longitudinal lines

have become very faint. The caterpillars,

in their growth to maturity, shed their

skins several times and change in color

during these molts. Just after the fourth

and last molt the head and body are

light red but soon turn dark. The cater-

pillars have the curious and interesting

habit of leaving their feeding places in

the branches and crawling down the

trunk of the tree, where in a close mass
they shed their skins for the last time.

The masses of cast-off skins may be seen
clinging to the tree trunks late in the
autumn.

When very young, the caterpillars eat

on one side of the leaf only, but as they
grow and molt they begin devouring the

whole leaf, except the large ribs, and
later these are also eaten, thus com-
pletely destroying the leaf. Young pecan
trees are often completely defoliated by
this caterpillar.

The caterpillars, like those of the fall

web worm, feed in colonies but do not
spin large, conspicuous webs. As they
near maturity they may be seen wander-
ing singly over the trees, but this is only
for a very short time. After the larvae
have crawled down the trunk and shed
their skins for the last time, they crawl
back up the tree and feed for a little

while and then each caterpillar starts

down the tree trunk to enter the ground
to pupate. They go into the earth to a
depth of four or five or even six inches,
form a small earthen cell and there
change to pupae.

Kirgs

The eggs are laid in batches of 400 to

800 or even more on the under side of

the leaves. This habit is very similar to

that of the fall web worm. The eggs of

the pecan leaf caterpillar are at first of

a light green color but later become per-

fectly white. They hatch in five or six

days.

Larvae

Already described. The caterpillars

take about three weeks to comy)lete their

growth.

Pnpae

As already stated the pupae are formed
in the ground and the summer broods

remain there about two weeks, while the

fall brood remains there all winter.

Adult

The adult moth of Datana integerrima

has a wing expanse of one and three-

quarter inches. It is buff in color and
the fore wings have four brown trans-

verse stripes on them.

Remedies

Whenever eggs are found they should

be destroyed unless we are sure they are

parasitized. If they are infested with

parasites, they should be left alone in

order that the parasites may develop.

The caterpillar may be destroyed in

considerable numbers, it watched rather

closely, when they descend the trunk to

cast their skins. Of course they will by
this time have done most of their feed-

ing, but nevertheless it Is important that

they be destroyed in order to prevent a

larger future brood.

Finally, there remains the application

of some arsenical poison.

Live-Oak Root Borer
Mallodon melanopus Linn.

The larvae of this beetle are very com-
mon as borers in certain parts of the

south, especially in Georgia and Florida,

on roots of the live-oak. The eggs are

deposited in the foot or collar of the tree

just below the surface of the ground.

"The effect on the tree is to kill the

original sapling, which becomes replaced

by a cluster of insignificant and strag-

gling suckers, forming perhaps a small

clump of underbrush."*

This insect is one of our largest beetles

and is from one and three-fourths to two
and a quarter inches in length and five-

•Rlley. 1884 Kept. Dlv. Ento. U. S.
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eighths of an inch broad. It is liarlv

brown in color with long feelers, or an-

tennae. The larvae or borer that hatches

from the egg laid by the parent beetle

finally becomes as thick as one's fore-

flngor and nearly three and ons-half

inches long. It is supposed that the borer

lives several years before attaining its

growth.

The only thing 1 am able to suggest as

a preventive measure against this insect

is to examine the young pecan trees fre-

quently at their bases for the borers and

if they are present to dig them out. It

may often be possible to run wires into

the burrows of the larvae and kill them

in that way.

Oak Prnner
Elapliidion villosum Fab.

Although this insect is known as the

oak pruner, it attacks many other trees

besides the oak.

Where the oak pruner is abundant it is

a common thing to find the ground be-

neath oak trees littered with small

branches and twigs that have been cut

from the trees by this pruning beetle. It

is said that the insect occasionally cuts

off branches several feet long; but usu-

ally they are from a few inches to one

or two feet in length. Within nearly

every cut-off branch will be found a soft,

white .grub living in a burrow that it has

made for itself in the hard wood of the

branch. This is the larvae of the oak

pruner.

Life History

The adult female beetle deposits an egg

in a branch of the tree which soon hatches

into a small white larva. The larva im-

mediately begins eating the wood just

beneath the bark usually traveling toward

the base of the limb. Later, it works into

the middle of the branch and keeps on

eating out its burrow, which sometimes
reaches several inches in length. Final-

ly, the larva cuts the wood of the branch

all the way around so that it falls of its

own weight or is broken off by the wind.

The larvae transforms to a pupa in the

burrow in the fallen limb. It takes about

three years for this insect to complete its

growth.

The larva does not always cut the

branches off in which it lives.

Food Plants

This beetle has been found to infest a

wide variety of plants. Among the list

of known species are, the oak, abies, hick-

ory, chestnut, maple, apple, plum, peach,

grape, quince, locust, redbud, wistaria,

sumach, orange, osage and pecan.

Remedies

Wherever it becomes abundant it may
be controlled by picking up and burning

the fallen branches.

Pecan Bnd Worm
Acrobasis sp.

One of the most serious pests to the

buds of pecans is what is known as the

bud worm. The larvae is very destructive

to newly set spring buds and sometimes

to the buds of trees the first year after

transplanting. Chittenden reports injury

to pecan buds in Georgia, during 1902,

by three species of Acrobasis; rubrifas-

ciella Pack., angusella Grt., and paUiolella

Rag. The following notes on the habits

of the bud worm were made by Mr. James

Brodie, of Bioloxi, Miss.:

"I found it a very destructive pest

among spring buds when I practiced that

system of propagating pecans. In spring

budding, the buds are placed and forced

out the same season, but are generally

late in starting—say the end of April or

the beginning of May. The moth deposits

her eggs just as the bud opens. At birth

the larva is small, not more than one-

eighth of an Inch in length. It secretes

itself in the inner folds of the opening

bud and begins work. Its presence is apt

to be overlooked until damage is done.

As the larvae advances in growth it spins

a web around the small, expanding leaves,

with the evident object of retarding

growth of the bud and affording cover

while in the pupa stage. When the mis-

chief has been done its presence is easily

detected by the blighted appearance of

the bud and an accumulation of excreta

that entangles in the web.

"The most effective remedy I found was
close daily inspection and the removal of

the worm on a pin point.
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"This same moth frequently attacks the

buds of trees the first year after trans-

planting. Like the spring buds, they are

apt to open late and if weakly they are

liable to be damaged and the planter dis-

couraged. With sound healthy trees or

established summer buds, the case is dif-

ferent. The growth of such buds is well

advanced or made before the moth ap-

pears and consequently beyond the stage

liable to serious injury."

Pecan Catocala

Catocala viihiata Guen.

There are often found on pecan trees

in the early spring, large, grayish cater-

pillars ravenously devouring the fresh,

tender leaves. Occasionally these cater-

pillars occur in considerable numbers and

their presence is always revealed by the

ragged and half-eaten leaves and bare

stems. They are exceedingly ravenous

feeders and defoliate the trees while in

tender leaf.

When disturbed, these caterpillars are

very active, squirming and flopping about

like a fish out of water.

The full grown larva is from two to

two and one-half inches long. The body,

in general, is dark, grayish green, with

various markings of darker and lighter

greens which give it a remarkable resem-

blance to the bark of the pecan trees on

which it is found resting when not eating.

The color of the caterpillar presages well

the color of the adult.

Distrihution

No doubt this insect occurs on the native

wild pecans and probably on hickories,

which are closely related to the pecan.

Dyar, in his list of the Lepidoptera,

says it is distributed over the South At-

lantic states.
Remedies

Owing to the fact that the caterpillars

devour the pecan leaves, they may be de-

stroyed by the application of some arsen-

ical poison, applied at the time the larvae

appear.
Pecan Pniner

Oncideres texana Horn
The female of this species severs the

pecan twigs, after which she lays her

eggs in the cut branches.

Eggs

These are imbedded between the bark

and wood in perforations made by the

female beetle. The opening is closed by

a gummy secretion. The eggs are about

two and one-half millimeters in length,

of a whitish color, and long, oval in

shape. Each egg is laid beneath a bud

and rarely beneath a small branch if it

be not more than one year old.

Larvae

These are white in color and from one-

half to three-fourths of an inch long.

They vary much in size.

After hatching they soon burrow a

little distance into the wood and remain

there until the warm weather. During

following spring and summer they exca-

vate galleries in the dead branch just be-

neath the bark. Occasionally, one is

found burrowing in the solid wood. They

grow rather slowly and apparently little

wood satisfies them.

The larvae exist in these cut-off

branches one year in most cases and then

]iass into the pupal stage within the gal-

lery. Some larvae certainly pass another

winter in the branches.

Before the larva changes to a pupa,

it cuts a pinhole in the bark near the end

of the gallery, and closes up the opening

of the burrow behind with long thread-

like shavings.

Adalts

These are grayish beetles from one-half

to five-eighths of an inch long. The male

is the smaller and has longer antennae.

The antennae of the female are only

slightly longer than the body, while those

of the male are considerably longer. The

wing covers are marked with irregularly

roundish, red spots.

Distribution

This species is probably quite widely

distributed over the Southern states.

Food Plants

Hickory, persimmon and pecans.

Prevention

This insect can be easily controlled by

picking up the severed branches and

burning them in the autumn. It must be
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remembered, however, that all the

branches containing eggs do not fall to

the ground. Some are never wholly cut

off, but even these topple over and can be

easily detected. Others are cut off but

lodge in the tree. Care should be exer-

cised to get all the branches—those in the

tree as well as those on the ground.

Pecan-Tree Borer
Sesia scitula Harris.

Description

The adult form is a beautiful, clear-

winged moth, resembling the parent moth

of a peach-tree borer. The moths re-

semble wasps and, no doubt, are often

mistaken for them. The wings are clear

and the body and legs are marked with

yellow, all of which add to the similarity

to wasps.

Injuries of the Pecan-Tree Borer

The peach tree borer confines itself

almost exclusively to that part of the

trunk just below the ground and to the

roots of the peach tree. "Occasionally a

borer is found in the trunk above

ground." From my observations on the

habits of the pecan-tree borer I have

come to the conclusion that it invariably

works in the trunk and branches above

ground, thus differing decidedly from the

peach-tree borer.

They are especially injurious to the

buds on large trees. That is, where the

limbs of a large pecan tree are cut back

and then budded, the buds are severely

attacked by this insect and in order to

save the buds they require constant in-

spection. In smaller plants very few of

the borers are found.

The larvae in attacking a tree select

some injured spot or some spot which has

been freshly cut, like a newly inserted

bud.

Distribution

The species is found in Canada, New
England, Middle States to Virginia, and
westward to Ohio and Illinois, Georgia

and Mississippi, and very likely all the

Gulf states.

Food Plants

Dr. Beutenmuller in his monograph
records it as occurring on oak, chestnut.

dogwood, and probably on hickory and

willow. Its favorite food plant seems to

be the dogwood.

Remedies

It will be readily seen that the problem

of protecting buds from the ravages of

these borers is a difficult one. There re-

mains the final remedy of digging the

borers out. This is the remedy so univer-

sally used against the peach-tree borer.

The buds will have to be watched from

day to day and the borers removed as

soon as discovered.

It is evident from the habits of this

insect that special pains must be taken

to prevent injury to the trees, especially

while cultivating them. The plow, har-

row, cultivator and other tools used in

cultivation must be kept from knocking

the bark off the trees. If the tree is in-

jured the wound should be sealed over

with wax or fresh cow manure and bound

tightly with rags.

Pecan Weeyil
Balaninus caryae Horn.

*With the increase of pecan culture in

our Southern states frequent inquiry is

made in regard to the cause of the holes

in the nuts. The insect involved in these

cases is the pecan or hickory nut weevil,

a pest which is evidently destined to be-

come one of the principal drawbacks to

the cultivation of the pecan. Indeed, in

many parts of the South it already

divides that distinction with the husk-

worm, so that it has been truthfully said

that what the husk-worm leaves the

weevil detsroys.

The beetle is a uniform dark brown,

nearly black, and the scaly covering is

hair-like on the thorax, fine and some-

what sparse on the wing-covers, and much
duller, with little or no mottling.

The larva is decidedly yellow, having

the head bright red and wider than long.

Its cervical plate is dark. The pupa is

similar to that of the larger chestnut

weevil. CWhich see.)

The distribution extends from New
York to the Gulf, and westward at least

to Iowa.

• Bureau Entomology Circular 00.
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The life history of this weevil, as it

occurs in the pecan in the South, is, so

far as can be gathered from reports from

Georgia and Texas and from laboratory

experiments, very similar to that of the

chestnut weevils. The female begins to

deposit her eggs in August while the

pecan is still immature, and the larva

usually escapes from the nuts in the lat-

ter part of September and in October, but

most of them do not issue until the husks

open, allowing the nuts to fall.

Hcnu'dios

Care in the selection of the site for a

pecan orchard is advised. The grower

should avoid planting in the vicinity of

wild pecan and hickory of whatever kind.

The entire crop, also, should be harvested

or hogs should be turned in to devour

what nuts are left. Whore swine and
chickens have access to a pecan grove,

the ground is well rooted and scratched

up, and there is less loss from weevils

than in the previous year. Evidently

both hogs and poultry devour the larvae

in the ground.

Termite. See Cow m on Termite, page

550.

TwiQ GiBDLEB. See Pecan Prwner, this

section.

Walnut Moth. See Leaf Caterpillar,

this section; also under Walnut.

Pennsylvania

The apple is the principal fruit grown

in Pennsylvania, although all the fruits

common to the north temperate zone are

grown there. In the number of bearing

apple trees Pennsylvania ranks third.

Missouri is first, with 14,359,673; New
York second, with 11,248,203, and Penn-

sylvania third, with 8,968,937. In the

production of apples New York claims

first place and Pennsylvania second, and
the statistics available to us justify these

claims. In the southeastern portion of

the state, Pennsylvania touches the sea

level, and rises from this point to 3,000

feet in the mountain and plateau region.

then slopes off to about 600 feet above the

sea along the shores of Lake Erie. Penn-

sylvania includes a part of the Piedmont

section, so famous in Virginia for the

production of Winesap and Albemarle

Pippin apples. This is a soil formation

(liffereiil, from that of any other part of

the stare, characterized by a red clay and

clay loam, sometimes with so much veg-

etable matter as to make it look like a

black loam. It extends along the eastern

side of the Alleghany mountains at an

elevation of about 500 to 1,000 feet. There

are places also where there is a strong

proportion of lime in the soil. These are

among the most fertile in the state, and,

other things being equal, the best adapt-

ed to the growing of apples. There is a

narrow strip of land along the shore of

Lake Erie which is composed chiefly of

clay, loam, sand and gravel, derived from

the glaciated uplands and deposited be-

neath the water when Lake Erie covered

a much larger surface than it occupies

now, and when a considerable portion of

land that is now in cultivation was part

of the lake bed. Tliese lands in the ex-

treme northwestern part of the state are

well adapted to the growing of apples,

grapes, peaches, and, in smaller areas, to

market gardening.

Pennsylvania is unlike some other

states, in that there is no particular part

of the state where apples can be more

successfully grown than in other parts.

In almost all parts of the state there are

sections where apple growing can be

made profitable. However, the largest

apple-producing sections are in the west

and southeast. It cannot be said that the

business here is more profitable than in

other parts of the state, but that there

are larger areas adapted to this industry.

Susquehanna county, in the northeast,

had at the time of taking the 1910 census

208,614 bearing trees; Bedford, in the

south. 273.241, and other counties in dif-

ferent portions of the state produce good

fruit in abundant quantities.

The number of bearing peach trees in

the state is 2,383,027. The counties that

produce the largest number of peaches

are: Erie, 253,457 trees; Westmoreland,

100,334; York, 92,844; Allegheny. 95.414.

Pears are grown successfully wherever

peaches and apples fiourish, but the pear
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crop of the state is not in any way equal

to that of the other two named fruits.

The principal grape-growing section is

in Erie county, in the northwestern part

of the state, touching the shore of Lake

Erie. The whole state reports the num-

ber of vines as 5,271,246, while Erie

county reports 4,236,332. This report

shows that this one county alone produces

more than four-fifths of the grapes of the

state.

Strawberries are chief among the small

fruits, and Erie, York and Allegheny are

the principal producers.

Pennsylvania, with its mountain ranges,

valleys, lake coast and close proximity to

the ocean, has many varieties of soil,

climate and conditions tor the growing of

many varieties of fruits. In the south-

eastern part of the state the best winter

varieties of apples are said to be the Stay-

man Winesap, Grimes Golden, York Im-

perial, Nottingham Brown, Fallawater,

Gano and Rome Beauty.

In the northwest section the best win-

ter varieties are said to be Stayman

Winesap, Grimes Golden, Jonathan, Bald-

win, King, Northern Spy, Hubbardston,

Rhode Island Greening, Roxbury Russet,

Mcintosh, Wagener and Aikin.

In the central section the Hubbardston

takes first rank, then come the Stayman

Winesap, Grimes Golden, Rome Beauty,

Jonathan, Mammoth Black Twig, Falla-

water, and York Imperial.

In reference to markets, Pennsylvania

is very favorably situated. It is as near

to New York city as the main body of

New York state. It has great trunk lines

of railroads leading in all directions and

within its own borders is the great city

of Philadelphia, with more than one and

one-half millions of people.

Gbanville Lowthee

Frost and Precipitation for Pennsyhania
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rrodui'tiuii of Fruits in rciiiisjlvaiiiii

Small fruits: 1909 and 1S99. The following table shows data with regard to

small fruits on farms:

CROP
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Fig. 1. Ruby Kins I'epper.

kinds most commonly grown are as fol-

lows:

Ruby King.—Fruit very large, brigtit

red, smooth, mild flavored and prolific.

The best for general use.

S. B. Gbeen,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Fig. 2. Tomato Pepper.

Other large mild varieties are Squash,

Bell, Sweet, Mountain and Golden. Coun-

ty Fair and Kaleidoscope are medium
sized and mild. The medium-sized hot

varieties are Long Red, Celestial and Ox-

heart. The small varieties, like Coral

Gem, Tabasco, Chili and Cayenne, are

very hot.

Fig. 3. 1, Mexican Chill; 2, Chill.

I'EPPER DISEASES AND PESTS

Peppers are attacked by diseases and
pests which are common on tomato and
other related plants. (Which see.)

Persimmon

The native persimmon (Diospyros vir-

(jiniana) is one of our neglected wild

fruits which has heretofore received but

little attention from the fruit growers of

this country, although it possesses many
desirable qualities which, when brought

to a higher state of perfection by selec-

tion and cross-fertilization, will certainly

cause it to be more highly appreciated by

all lovers of good fruit. The general pub-

lic is quite ignorant concerning its real

merits. The fruit is scarcely known ex-

cept by those who live in sections of the

country where it grows wild, and even in

these localities but little attention has

been given to its cultivation. Recently,

however, considerable interest in the per-

simmon has been awakened. Reports of

studies and experiments with persim-

mons have been made by both the Indiana

and Tennessee experiment stations, and
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improved native and Japanese varieties

are being grown at several other stations.

A number of persimmon orchards have

also been planted in different parts of

the country. The following information

regarding persimmons is compiled from

bulletins of the Indiana and Tennessee

stations.

The persimmon grows wild in nearly

all the Southern states and as far north

as Rhode Island and the Great Lakes.

The trees when grown in the open are

usually less than 40 feet in height. In

forests however, they often attain a

height of 60 feet or more with a trunk

diameter of two or three feet. They are

very long lived. According to the In-

diana station, the opinion held by some

that a male or nonbearing tree is needed

to fertilize the blossoms of the fruitful

tree is erroneous; both sterile and fertile

flowers appear on the fertile tree. Occa-

sionally, however, trees are found which
do not bear fertile flowers, and of course

are worthless so far as the production of

fruit is concerned. These trees, however,

produce more honey, or nectar, than the

fertile ones, as shown by the much
greater number of honey-bees which visit

these in comparison with the fertile trees.

The fruit in the green or partly ripe

state is intensely astringent (puckery)

to the taste, but usually loses this prop-

erty on ripening. It varies in size from
one-half inch to two inches in diameter,

and assumes a variety of forms. Each
fruit usually contains from four to eight

seeds, though a few varieties are practi-

cally seedless and others contain more
than eight seeds. The fruit ripens from
Ausust to December. Frost apparently

aids in the ripening process of some va-

rieties, but is entirely unnecessary with
others, as is proven by the fact that many
varieties ripen their fruit in August and
September, long before the appearance of

frost.

Varieties are not true to seed, and vary
as much in this respect as does the apple.

Persimmons are usually propagated from
seed, the seedlings being budded or graft-

ed with improved varieties. Seed for this

purpose is gathered in the fall, treated

like peach pits during the winter, and

planted in the early spring. The seed-

lings are allowed to remain in the nur-

sery two years and are budded or crown

grafted in the spring. Fall budding and

midwinter root grafting have both proved

unsuccessful at the Indiana station. Both

cleft and whip grafting are practiced,

care being taken to cover the cut portion

well with grafting wax.

Native seedlings require considerable

time before they come into bearing, but

when grafted or budded with improved

varieties and well cared for they often

produce fruit in three or four years from

the graft.

Transplanting is best done in autumn.

This gives the trees an opportunity to

adjust themselves to their new position

and the pruned roots time to callous be-

fore growth commences in the spring.

The long taproot, which is characteristic

of persimmons, renders transplanting

somewhat difficult. Trees which have

been removed once or twice in the nur-

sery, or young trees not more than one

or two years from the graft, more readily

adapt themselves to this purpose. Ground

intended for new orchards should be

thoroughly subsoiled to a depth of about

eight inches below the roots of the young

trees and kept well cultivated throughout

the first seasons.

Persimmons do well on almost any soil,

from worn-out red clays to the most fer-

tile bottom lands.

Peksimmons, Profits from. See Ala-

bama.

PERSIMMON DISEASES

Leaf Blight

Cercospora diospyri Thum.

This disease occurs in Southern states

on leaves and fruit of perismmons.

Control

This, in common with related fungi,

should yield to Bordeaux treatment.

Peteowski Tttrnip, value of variety.

See Alaska.
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Philippine Islands

These islands aro a Kovonimcntal de-

pendency of tlio United States, and com-

prise tlie northeastern group of the great

archipelago that lies between Australia

and eastern Asia. The land area is

128,000 square miles. The larger islands

are, Mindanao, 45,559 square miles;

Luzon, 4.'^,050: Saniar, 5,198; Negara,

4,093; Panay, 4,752. The Philippine Islands

are nearly twice as large as the five

states of New England, larger than New

Jersey, Pennsylvania and Delaware com-

bined, and larger than the British Islands.

Tlie interior of the larger islands is moun-

tainous, and some of the high peaks rise

more than 8,000 feet above the sea.

The archipelago north of latitude 10

degrees is affected by the trade winds.

The southeast monsoon, beginning in

April or May, blows for about five months.

After a short period of variable winds, the

northeast monsoon appears and lasts the

rest of the year. Typhoons are originated

east or southeast of the Philippines. They

are most frequent about the time of the

equinox. Their course is westward,

sometimes diverging slightly toward the

north, and they move at the rate of twelve

or fourteen miles per hour. The outer

circle of the storm varies from forty to

one hundred miles in diameter; the inner

circle, or calm, has a diameter of from

eight to ten miles.

Up to recent years, hemp, rice, sugar

and tobacco wore the principal products,

but lately considerable attention is being

given to other products, among them veg-

etables and tropical fruits.

The climate is exceedingly mild and

even; perhaps no other point in the United

States or its possessions shows so little

variation. The government thermometer

for seventeen years never registered

colder than 77 degrees, and the warmest

registration was 82.9 degrees. The mean

temperature during that period was 80.42

degrees. There are five dry months, in

which the total average of rainfall is 5.47

inches. There are seven wet months, in

which it is 65.65 inches. An elevation of

five thousand feet would give a change

in temperature of about 17 degrees. The

soils are varied, including clay, sand,

slaty, volcanic and alluvial.

All kinds of tropical fruits can be

grown and vegetables could be produced

in abundance. Among the fruits the

banana is grown most extensively, while

the plantain, of the banana family, is

also grown and the two furnish, together

with rice, the principal food of the

natives. Oranges, lemons, limes, cocoa-

nuts, guava, breadfruit, custard apple,

mango, strawberries, blackberries, and

numerous other fruits can be success-

fully grown. The outlook is that the

Philippines will become one of the great

fruit-producing sections of the world, for

nowhere are the soil, climate and natu-

ral conditions more favorable for the pro-

duction of tropical fruits.

Granville Lowtheb

Phosphoeic Acid. See Apple Orchard,

Fertilization of.

Pickle Worm. See under Cantaloup.

Pignut. See Hickory.

Pineapple
The plant belongs to a very peculiar

family, the Bromeliaceae, and is the most

important species in the genus Ananas.

In its original distribution the family

was confined to the Western hemis-

phere, mainly to South America, though

the genus Tillandsia is represented by a

number of species in the Southern states.

As a whole, the family is either tropical

or subtropical.

* The pineapple is a multiple fruit;

that is, the fruit which we know as a

pineapple is really an aggregate of many
individual fruits, the number of which

determines the size of the pineapple. At

a certain period in the life of the plant

the heart—that is, the last-formed leaves

—will assume a bright red color, and in-

stead of more leaves forming, the flower

head will appear on a stalk which is a

direct elongation of the plant stem. The

flower heads are rather conspicuous,

being covered with the bright red flower

bracts. The flowers, which are incon-

spicuous, are of a violet or purple color.

•Porto nico Exp. Sta. Bui. 8.
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In developing, the flower head loses its

bright red color, and the terminal bracts

form the rosette on top of the fruit that

is called the crown. Later buds may ap-

pear on the stem below the fruit, which

develop into slips.

Propaeratioii

A plant bears but one fruit, and the

next crop must be produced by a new
set of plants. There are several different

parts from which the pineapple may be

propagated, all of which are quite similar.

All are miniature plants, and are known
under different names according to their

position on the mother plant.

Rattoons and Snckers
At the time the fruit is forming buds

appear on the stem among the roots as

well as in the leaf axils. These buds de-

velop into individual plants, and those

which are formed below the soil are

called "rattoons," while those in the leaf

axils are called "suckers." Either of the

tT70 forms soon develops roots, and as the

roots of the rattoon develop directly in

the soil, it will soon be independent of

the mother plant and can be left to con-

tinue the field. The sucker, if left on the

mother plant, also throws out roots, but,

as it is not in contact with the soil, the

roots develop partly around the base of

the new plant under the lower leaves and
partly in the leaf axils of the mother
plant. In that position the sucker will

grow and bear fruit exactly as if its roots

were taking nourishment from the soil.

The nourishment may in this case be

taken up by the roots from the leaf axils

where they are developing or through
the stem by which the sucker is attached

to the mother plant. It has been proved
that the sucker grows as well after sever-

ing the connection with the mother plant

as before, showing that the roots are

actually taking up nourishment, although
not in connection with the soil. The prac-

tical importance of this is that where the

plants are close enough together to pre-

vent the suckers from being blown over

they can be depended on to bear a crop of

fruit. Both the rattoons and the suckers

can be severed from the mother plant at

any time and used for planting.

SUps

The plantlets appearing on the fruit

stalk below the fruit are called "slips."

They are similar to the rattoons and

suckers, but they seldom attain the size

of those while attached to the mother

plant, and they can not reach maturity

and bear fruit without being planted, as

they have no chance for root development.

Crown and Crown Slips

The rosette of leaves on the apex of the

fruit is called the "crown." This is simi-

lar to the slip, and when cut off from the

fruit and planted it will grow and produce

another fruit.

Frequently, and especially in some of

the varieties, a number of slips will be

found beneath and around the crown;

these are called "crown slips." They are

usually small because they do not have

time to develop; they can be used for

propagation, however, if other slips can

not be obtained.

Seedlings

Practically all varieties of pineapples

produce seeds. The quantity produced

varies in the different varieties and ap-

parently depends on the locality as well

as the season.

In propagating from seeds, plant in

boxes under cover, use light soil, and

cover the seeds lightly. The seedlings are

subject to damping off, and it may often

be necessary to sterilize the soil before

planting. After the plants attain the size

of small slips they can be set out in nurs-

eries and later transplanted into the field.

Seedlings will bear in from two and a half

to three years, while slips bear in about

one year and a half, showing that it is

not practicable to propagate from seed, but

it is of great importance in developing

new varieties. The seeds do not repro-

duce the variety true to name, and in

propagating from seeds the result is a

number of different types, some of which
may be equal to the parent, some inferior,

and some superior.

In growing pines, the first consideration

is that the plants must be free from dis-

ease, strong, vigorous and mature.
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Soil and Its PreparaOon

In Florida most of the pineapple soils

consist of over 9!>.5 pei- cent insoluble sili-

ca or sand of rather coarse texture. Pines

can be produced on soils of widely differ-

ent character, although the best quality

of fruit is produced on soils somewhat

resembling those of Florida.

The three requirements of the pineapple

plant are that the roots must have a

limited amount of water, the necessary

supply of plant food, and an unlimited

amount of air. It will be understood that

a well-drained sandy soil in which the in-

dividual soil particles are coarse fills some

of the requirements. It will need frequent

stirring of the top soil until the plants

become large enough to shade and pro-

tect it from evaporation. The plant food,

of course, will have to be supplied.

In clay soil and in loam and even in

fine sand the conditions are not so readily

controlled. A heavy rain will pack the

surface, excluding the air from the roots,

and, unless the land is bedded, the water

is likely to remain in the soil long enough

to cause serious injury to the roots.

Aeration is really the underlying prin-

ciple of pineapple cultivation. The pine-

apple plant is not adverse to water, but

the water, when filling up the soil, ex-

cludes the air.

Methods of Planting:

The methods of planting now followed

range from single rows, six feet apart,

planted on a ridge, to 20 or more rows,

15 to 18 inches apart, planted on level

ground. All of the methods have strong

advocates, and it is simply a question of

which method is best adapted to certain

fields, considering all of the factors that

can enter into the discussion. Let us

first consider a sandy soil, well drained

and free from joint grasses. If the sand

is comparatively coarse, the ground water

not within two feet of the surface, and the

lay of the land such that the surface

water can drain oil quickly, the problem

is very simple. Such land should with-

out question be planted in wide, level

beds.

If the sand is fine and the drainage not

perfect, the soil should be bedded up. The

height and width of the beds will depend

entirely on local conditions. If there are

no noxious weeds to combat, the beds

should be as wide as it would be possible

to make them and not higher than abso-

lutely necessary to insure good drainage.

In loam and clay soils the considera-

tions are: To keep the soil aerated, to

get rid of an overabundance of water in

the shortest possible time, to be able to

keep the soil free from weeds, and to pre-

vent the fruit as well as the plants and
suckers from falling over.

Preparing the Plants

The young plants, whether suckers,

slips, or crowns, are covered with leaves

to the very tip of the base. In stripping

these leaves off and exposing the stem a

number of excrescences will be seen, which

are the root buds, some of which may be

already developed into roots of consider-

able length. Many planters maintain that

it is necessary to trim the plants, that

is, to cut the tip of the base and to strip

the leaves off for a distance of one to two

inches. Other planters maintain that this

process is not at all necessary. Why is

this?

The reason is simply the difference in

local conditions under which the plants

are grown. If a slip is planted without

trimming in a dry, sandy soil, the roots

will form, but instead of spreading out

in the normal fashion, they will wind

around the stem under the leaves.

There are two reasons for this; one

is that on account of the dry soil the

leaves covering the stem remain hard and

dry and the roots would have to overcome

great resistance in order to penetrate

them; they therefore follow the course of

least resistance and develop under the

leaves. The other reason is that the plant

catches a great deal of dew and water

from light rains, which is retained in the

heart and leaf axils, from which it

trickles down around the base and makes

the condition there favorable for root

formation, while at a distance of an inch

or more from the stem the soil is drier.

This growing of the roots around the

stem is called in Florida "tangleroot."
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and there plants are trimmed in order to

insure the desired root development. If

the plants are set in a loamy soil or clay

soil that contains considerable moisture,

the leaves covered up with soil will de-

cay in a short time, and as the soil is as

moist a distance away from the plant as

close by, the roots will spread out just as

well as if the plants had been trimmed.

Therefore for planting in a dry soil or In

a dry season, trim, but for planting in a

moist soil or in the rainy season the work

is not worth the cost.

The trimming consists in cutting off the

base and stripping off the lower leaves,

leaving an inch or more of the stem ex-

posed. If large suckers are planted it is

quite common to cut the ends of the

leaves off, but this is not desirable, be-

cause cutting or breaking the leaves low-

ers the vitality of the plant.

CultiTation

On account of the shallow root growth

and the close planting, cultivation is

confined almost entirely to hand work.

With the single-row or narrow-bed sys-

tem some horse work can be done the first

season, but after that the leaves interlace

and with horse cultivation more or less

damage is caused by breaking and tearing

the leaves. The extent of the damage
compared with the difference in the cost

of cultivating will naturally determine

the best method to be employed, but some
hand work will always be necessary. On
the sandy soils in Florida the scuffle hoe

is generally used, but on the heavier soils

in the West Indies it is necessary to use

the ordinary hand hoe, not alone on ac-

count of the heavier soil, but also be-

cause of the much more abundant growth
of weeds. Wherever the land is weedy,

cultivation should be strictly attended to,

because a crop of weeds is detrimental to

the growth of the pineapple plant; and if

left to grow, large weeds are much more
difficult to eradicate than if attended to

in time.

Varieties most grown in Florida and
the West Indies are Cabezona, one of the

largest varieties grown: Red Sjianish, a
small to medium variety, very susceptible

to soil conditions.

Gathering

In the picking of the fruit, the method
of bedding, the variety, and the size of

the plant influence the method used. Pine-

apples are very susceptible to injuries,

especially in the field before curing, and
should be handled almost as carefully as

are strawberries or ripe avocados.

Because of the spines, - the , pickers

should wear long-sleeved, heavy canvas

gloves, and where they must walk through
the pines it is also well to have protection

for their bodies.

Stiff bushel baskets are best for collect-

ing the fruit. Each fruit should be placed

in the basket, not thrown or dropped. The
Red Spanish can be broken off its stem by

a quick sidewise and downward jerk or

by placing the knee against the fruit

stalk and giving the fruit a quick jerk

across the knee. The Cabezonas must be

cut off, since, if broken like the Red
Spanish, the stem will break deep into

the fruit and decay will soon follow. It

is questionable if it is advisable to make
more than one grade for shipping.

PINEAPPLE DISEASES
With a soil properly drained and with

good culture, few plants are as free from
pests and diseases as the pineapple. It

is almost axiomatic that trouble with pine-

apples means bad management. The
troubles thus far known are chiefly due
to one of three things: First, an ant and
its associate, a mealy-bug; second, wilt;

and third, spike.

Blackbeart
The disease called "blackheart" is due,

apparently, to poor soil conditions and
lack of proper food. It is characterized

by the rotting of the heart of the pine be-

fore any sign of affection is shown on the

outside. Any puncture or injury of the

fruit will admit some of the many fungus
spores that will produce rot. This will

spread to the center, but it must not be
confused with blackheart.

Remedy
The cure, as far as known, is better

culture and fertilizers. Phosphates and
potash are usually the elements needed,

especially the latter. Excess of nitrogen
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will produce soft fruits that easily suc-

cumb to all such troubles.

Leaf Spot

This is a leaf disease characterized in

the first stages by small brownish spots

usually not more than an eighth to a

fourth of an inch in diameter.

Remedy

Culture and fertilizing have been the

most eflacacious means of checking it.

Plants kept growing thriftily do not feel

its effects and soon grow out of it.

Spike or Long Leaf

Characteristics

Any tendency to spike is quickly evi-

denced by the leaves becoming long and

slender. As the disease progresses, the

plant becomes more and more like a

bundle of rod-like leaves. In the final

stages the central leaves of the plant do

not unfold, and thus in their long spike-

like form give the name to the disease. A
plant at all badly affected rarely produces

any fruit; if any is formed it is small

and practically valueless. Plants that are

but slightly affected produce very poor,

small-sized fruit.

Cause

In most cases spike is apparently in-

duced by improper fertilizing. Acid phos-

phate in the fertilizer is one of the most

common causes. Wood ashes and any

poorly proportioned mineral fertilizer

will cause it.

This disease is apparently readily trans-

mitted, and suckers or slips from dis-

eased parents should never be planted.

Experiments have shown that fully 70 to

80 per cent of slips from spiky parent

plants failed to produce marketable fruits.

Remedies

First, never plant a slip that is in the

least affected with the disease.

Second, for nitrogen and phosphorus

fertilizers use tankage, dried blood, bone

meal, or other organic forms. If neces-

sary to use acid phosphate, give a good

application of lime, 300 to .500 pounds per

acre, shortly afterward.

Snn Scald

Sun scald is not strictly a disease, but

is common and causes so much loss that

it is well to consider it here. It is caused

by the bending over of the plant so that

one side of the fruit is exposed to the

direct sun rays. Through moisture adher-

ing to the fruit the action of the sun's

rays produces premature ripening and

scalding at this spot. Rot soon develops

in this scalded part and the fruit is lost.

This can be largely prevented by sending

boys through the patch every week to put

a small handful of dried grass upon every

fruit that has fallen over.

Tangleroot

Tangleroot is characterized by the roots

winding round and round the stem in-

stead of passing out into the surrounding

ground.

Cause

It is caused chiefly, if not entirely, by

one of two things: Hard soil, or the

slip not having been stripped before plant-

ing. In heavy clay soils the ground will

often be allowed to become hard. As the

young roots are tender and have not much

penetrating power, they will follow the

line of least resistance.

Remedy
The cure is simple; keep the ground

in good cultivation, and if conditions are

not very favorable when planting strip

the plants.

Wilt

The disease known as wilt is quite easi-

ly recognized, and if taken in time may be

controlled. Apparently it is transmitted

from one generation to the next, so slips

from infected plants should never be

chosen. According to the best informa-

tion obtainable, the disease is a fungus

one, but it acts in a way not clearly un-

derstood, and should be met with extreme

measures at its first appearance.

Characteristics

Usually the first sign of the disease is

a loss of color, the leaves changing from

green to red, then yellow, and finally

brown and withering. The withering be-

gins at the tip as a rule, and as it passes

down the leaf loses its stiffness and drops,

producing the wilted appearance which

gives the disease its name. If the attack
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is not too severe the plant may produce

a fruit, but it is usually of poor quality

and ripens prematurely.

Cause

It is often impossible to tell just how

the trouble starts, as it may break out

simultaneously in widely separated places.

It can probably exist in the soil under

some conditions for long periods, and it

may be carried from plant to plant by

ants and other insects. Its presence is

usually due to faulty soil conditions,

though Australian investigators claim

that it also occurs where a field is cropped

too long, and by adhering to one source

for supply of plants, as well as poor cul-

tivation and fertilization.

Bemedies

The first precaution to be taken is one

of prevention. Never plant a slip that

could possibly be already diseased. Sec-

ond, if the disease should appear, pull

out all plants affected, burn them on the

spot, or cover with quicklime; also cover

the soil with lime and leave exposed to

the sun for a few weeks, stirring it from

time to time. After a month or six weeks

strong, healthy plants may be reset in the

vacant places. Third, keep the plants

growing vigorously and the soil in the

best possible physical condition.

PINEAPPLE PESTS

Mealy Bug

This pest is easily controlled by sprink-

ling tobacco dust in the crown. The

tobacco dust acts also as a stimulant to

the plant.

Pineapple Scale

Diaspis bromeliae Kern.

General Appearance

The outer shells or scales of the females

are thin, circular and nearly pure white

in color, with exuviae yellow. The bodies

proper are yellow or orange, sometimes

with blue or purple tints.

Life History

The females usually attack the leaves

into which they burrow and may become

almost entirely hidden under the epi-

dermis. The fruit is also infested.

Control

Spraying when the pest occurs in the

field with kerosene emulsion and resin

wash offers effectual control.

E. O. EssiG

Plant Lice

NATURAL ENEMIES OF PLANT LICE

Apbis Lion, or Green Lace Wing
Chrysopa californica Coq.

One of the most common insect pred-

ators, working on all sorts of soft-bodied

species, is the common green lacewing,

called aphis lion, because of its destruc-

tiveness to all plant lice. The eggs, lar-

vae, pupae and adults are to be found

everywhere in the fields, woods and or-

chards. In the citrus orchards of South-

ern California they are very abundant

and play an important part in the con-

trol of many bad pests, but more impor-

tant in keeping down the aphids.

Eggs
The eggs are very small, pearly white

in color, oblong in shape with the base

drawn out to connect with a fine hair or

pedestal which supports it nearly half an

inch above the surface to which the hair

is attached. The egg itself is not more
than an eighth of an inch in length. The
adult insect has no doubt employed the

method of placing her eggs on long stocks

for the purpose of putting them out ot

the reach of other crawling insects which
would otherwise devour them.

Larva
When first hatched the larva is of

course very small, but grows rapidly.

When first born they vary from a light

yellow to a gray color. As soon as it

leaves the egg the search for food is be-

gun and apparently there are few insects

which escape its appetite. At first only

the very youngest plant lice are devoured,

but it is not long before insects twice

and sometimes three times as large as the

lacewing are destroyed. The full-grown

larvae varies from half to nearly an inch

in length, is bright yellow with dark red

markings. The head is equipped with a'

large pair of mandibles, grooved on the

inner side, curved like a sickle and

•E. O. Essig. Cal. Com. Hort. Vol. 1, No. 10
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pointed. With tliese it penetrates the

body wall and sucks out the contents

throush the grooves. The legs are short

with sharp claws to clasp tirnily the loot-

ing it may have in order that it may, as

is its hahit, lift the prey bodily into the

air. where its struggles are in vain, and

hold it there until all the body juices

have been extracted. So fierce are they

that they devour not only mealy bugs, the

larvae of ladybird beetles, but their own
kind.

Pupa

When fully develoi)ed and ready to un-

dergo transformations the larva spins a

thin, hard-walled, globular pupa case

about itself in some crack or crevice and

remains dormant for some time. These

globular pupa cases are often nearly cov-

ered with long white filaments—not un-

like cotton—by which they are fastened,

and are grouped together in small lots or

may be single.

Adult

The adult insect is from five-sixteenths

to three-eighths of an inch long and twice

as long including the length to the tip

of the folded wings, of a beautiful green

color with a longitudinal dorsal yellow

band extending from the front of the head

to the last abdominal segment but one.

There are four large, membranous wings,

wonderfully nerved (from which comes

the name lacewing), and bright, trans-

parent green. The head is yellow above,

green beneath, and amber or brown on

the sides. The thorax and abdomen are

green except the dorsal yellow band. The

wing veins and the entire body are cov-

ered with fine hairs.

Ladybirds or Ladjbngs

Coccinellidae

This family of insects, with but few

exceptions, is predaceous, that is, it lives

by preying upon other Insects. The life

histories of the various members of the

family are so similar as not to require

separate treatment.

The eggs of the ladybird beetle are

laid in clusters not unlike bunches of

cigars stood on end, and may be found

almost anywhei'e, from board fences to

the various parts of the foliage of a tree.

They are small, pointed at both ends, and
salmon colored. The eggs of one variety

Seym us sordidus, are deposited singly and

are difficult to find.

The larvae as soon as they emerge

from the upper end of the eggs begin their

search for food, which consists of very

small insects at first. They grow very

fast and develop tremendous appetites.

The body is long, very rough, hairy and

dark with red or yellow markings on the

back. They have six legs and are capable

of traveling very rapidly. As soon as

fully matured they hang themselves up

by the tail-end to some twig, leaf, limb,

or any other convenient place of sup-

port and transform into the pupal stage.

These pupae may be seen almost any-

where in the orchards. They are reddish

brown or grey with dark markings.

When touched or disturbed they will sud-

denly throw up the head as if to strike

the assailant. From this stage emerges

the adult beetle, which produces more
eggs and begins another life cycle.

Red Ladybird Beetle

Coccinella californica Mann.

A scarlet-red beetle very common
throughout the state of California. Its

head and thorax are black but the wing
covers are bright orange or red with a

dark spot at the middle base. It feeds

on many varieties of aphids.

Black-Spotted Red Ladybird

Hippodamia convergens Guer.

A red beetle with twelve black spots

on its back. Head and thorax are black,

with white margins and small white spot

at base of thorax. The wing cases are

very dark to light red, each with six

black spots. They are a quarter inch

long by three-sixteenths inches wide. The
larvae when fully developed vary from a

quarter to nearly three-quarters of an

inch long. They are dull black with

bright orange or yellow markings on the

back. The pupae are amber or reddish-

brown with transverse dark bands across

the body and numerous dark spots on the

back.
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In the state of California tliis species

has become a very important factor in the

control of aphids of various kinds, and

especially the melon aphis in the south-

ern part of the state. The superintend-

ent of the state insectary sends his men
up into the mountains where the lady-

birds gather in the autumn for their

winter sleep to locate the colonies as

they begin to assemble. Later when the

snow has covered them up these colonies

are dug out, the beetles are sifted out of

the pine needles and other rubbish and

sacked up. They are then carried out on

the shoulders of men to some central

point where they are loaded upon pack

animals and transported, literally by the

ton, to the state insectary and put in cold

storage to await the spring. From the

insectary they are sent out at call all

over the state to hold in check the rising

horde of plant lice.

Ashy Gray Ladybird

Coccinella dbdominalis Say.

This ladybird gets its common name
from its color, which is gray with eight

black spots on each wing cover and

seven on the thorax. The larvae resemble

those of the red spotted ladybird, Hippo-

damia convergens. but are a little larger

with light or yellow spots on the back

instead of orange.

This insect is an enemy of the various

plant lice which are pests of the orange,

but is of special value as a control for

the walnut louse, which It prefers to all

other species of aphids for food. Its im-

portance can hardly be overestimated.

Scymnus sordidus Horn

This is one of the smallest of the aphid

feeders. The larva is considerably larger

than the adult, being nearly a quarter of

an inch long and half as wide. It is

easily recognized by the heavy coating

of rather long white, cottony wax and is

often mistaken for the mealy bug. The
adult is scarcely more than an eighth of

an inch long and two-thirds as wide;

light brown to very dark brown in color

and with elongated body.

This insect is a native of California

and is especially abundant in the south-

ern citrus counties, where it also does

good work on the citrus mealy bug.

Syrphus Flies

Common names: Flower flies, honey

flies, sweat flies.

Always among the plant lice are to

be found greenish, fiat, sticky-looking

"worms" which are decidedly pointed at

one end and which do not have distinct

head, eyes or legs. These so-called

"worms" are the larvae or maggots of

a two-winged insect or fly of the order

Diptera and the family Syrphidae. The
larvae vary from the minutest first-

hatched maggot to nearly an inch in

length, according to the species to which

it belongs. They are usually light or

dark green, but some may be brown,

orange, very light or nearly black. The

mouth is situated at the small end and

all of the food is obtained by puncturing

the body walls of the lice and then smok-

ing out the contents. This operation is

easily observed in the field. The maggot,

firmly supported by the large posterior

end, raises itself up and begins to blindly

move its mouth-end about in quest of

The Lar^e Syrphid Fly
.\. larvae; B, puparlum. from which adult has

emerged ; C, adult.—After Essig
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food. If it touches a plant louse it im-

mediately raises it into the air and sucks

it dry. This is very rapidly repeated

with very disastrous results to the lice.

AVhen the larva is full grown it seeks

some sheltered spot in which to pupate.

The adults are very swift fliers and are

often mistaken for bees. They are com-

mon around flowers, feeding upon the

nectar and from this habit get the names

"flower or honey flies." They are some-

times called "sweat flies" in the Eastern

states. Their eggs are deposited singly

upon leaves and twigs which are infest-

ed with plant lice.

Among the more familiar species of

syrphus flies are the following: Lasioph-

thicus pyrastri Linn. This is one of the

largest species. It has a yellow face with

eyes dark red to brown, thorax irridescent

green or blue, abdomen velvety black.

Widely distributed.

Syrphus americanus Wied.

Somewhat smaller than L. pyrastri,

though similar in form and color, except

that the abdomen has three broken bands

of yellow along the sides. Reported from

nearly every section of the country.

Allograpta obliqua Say.

This species is only a quarter of an

inch in length. The body is dark and

very slender. Eyes dark red. Face yel-

low. Thorax irridescent green. Abdo-

men dark with four transverse yellow

bands on the back and yellow markings

at the base of the ovipositor. Not so

widely distributed as the others.

Internal Parasites

'Icbnenmon Fly, Chalcis and Ensign Flies

A membranous winged insect of the

same general family as the bee, wasp and

ant, parasitic on various pests such as

aphids and certain kinds of caterpillars.

The females of some species are supplied

with sharp ovipositors with which they

puncture the body walls of their victims,

laying their eggs within the living tissues,

where larvae hatch and feed, causing the

death of the host. Sometimes the eggs

are laid on the outside of a caterpillar,

and when the larva hatches he bores his

way down into bis host.

•For technical dpscrlptlon see California Hor-
ticultural CommlsBlon, Vol. 1, No, 7.

The enemy of the aphid is one of the

smaller ichneumons. It punctures the

louse with its sharp ovipositor and lays

its eggs. When the grub hatches it feeds

upon the body of the ajihid until the lat-

ter dies, when it slits a hole in the under
wall and glues the mummy to the leaf

with a sticky substance. It then uses

the body wall of the aphid for a pupa
case and undergoes its transformation,

and when ready to emerge cuts a round
hole in the upper side and makes its es-

cape a full-grown fly, ready to do more
damage in the plant-louse world.

Ictanenmon Fly

The infested lice may be recognized

by the inflated appearance while the

bleached mummies still adhering to the

leaves and stems of aphid-infested plants

are mute witnesses to the elTectiveness of

their parasitic enemy.

There are several species, and widely

distributed.

Chalcis Fly

These flies, of which there are several

species, are mostly minute insects, usual-

ly black with a metallic luster, though

some are yellow.

These flies prey upon many varieties

of insect pests, scales, aphids, caterpillars

and various larvae such as those of the

cabbage butterfly. For the most part

eggs are laid within the body of the

food insect, where the young larvae de-

velop at the expense of the host.

PLANTING TABLE

Usual Distances Apart for Planting Fruits

Apples .30 to 40 feet each way.
Apples, dwarf 10 to 15 feet each way.

Peare 20 to 30 feet each way.

Pears, dwarf 10 to 15 feet each way.

Plums 16 to 20 feet each way.

Peaches 16 to 20 feet eAch way.

Cherries Ifi to 25 feet each way.

Apricots 16 to 20 feet each way.

Nectarines 16 to 20 feet each way.

Quinces 8 to 14 feet each way.

FiKB 20 to 25 feet each way.

Mulberries . 25 to 30 feet each way.

Japanese persimmons . . . 20 to 25 feet each way.

Loquatfl 15 to 25 feet each way.

Pecans 35 to 40 feet each way.

Crapes 8tol2 feet each way.

Currants 4«5 'ee'-

Gooseberries 4i5 feet.

Kaspberries, black 3 J 6 feet.

Rasplierries, red 3x5 feet.

Blackberries 4x7 to 6x8 feet.

Cranberries 1 or 2 feet apart each way.

Strawberries 1 x 3 or 4 feet.

OranRes and lemons 28 to 30 feet each way.
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Distances Recommeuded for Orange PI*"**

. „ ,., . 9ft.x 10(t 484
Trees in Cabfornia 9ft. x lift 440

9 ft. X 12 ft 403

„ , . .„ .„, 9ft.x 14ft 345
Dwarfs, as tangermes 10 to 12 feet. 9 ft. x 15 ft 322
Half-dwarfs, as Washington navel 24 to 30 feet. 9 ft. x l^ it'.'. ,'.'........ .

..'..'..'.'.'.'.[[ 268
Mediterranean sweet, Maltese blood, Valencia. . 24 to 30 feet. 9 ft* x 20ft! 242
St. Michael 18 to 24 feet. 10 ft! x 10 (t..///^\^..y^ //....

...'.'.'.'.'.'.""'.'.
43S

Seedhngs 30 to 40 feet. 10 ft. x 12 ft 363
10 ft. X 15 ft 290

18 ft 242
lOft.x 20ft 217

Jfnniber of Plants Required to Set an loft. x 24 ft 181
10 ft. X 30 ft 145

Acre of Ground at Given lOft. x 36 ft 121
lOft. X 42 ft 103

Distances loft.x 45ft 96
lOft.x 48ft 90

Plants 10 ft. X 54 ft 80
Ift.x 1ft 43,560 lOft.x 60ft 72
Ift.x 2ft 21,780 12ft.x 12ft 302
Ift.x 3ft 14,520 12ft.x 15ft 242
Ift.x 4ft 10,890 12ft.x 18ft 201
Ift.x 5ft 8,712 12ft.x20ft 181

Ift.x 6ft 7,260 12ft.x24ft 151

Ift.x 7ft 6,223 12ft.x 30ft 121

Ift.x 8ft 5,445 12ft.x36ft 100
Ift.x 9ft 4 840 12ft.x42ft 86
Ift.x 10ft 4 536 12ft.x48ft 76
Ift.x lift 3,960 12ft.x54ft 67
Ift.x 12ft 3 630 12ft.x 60ft 80
2ft.x 2ft 10 890 15ft.x 15 ft 193

2 ft. X 3 ft 7,260 15 ft. X 18 ft 161

2 ft. X 4 ft 5,445 15 ft. X 20 ft 145
2ft.x 5ft 4 356 15ft.x24ft 121

2ft.x 6ft 3 630 15ft.x30ft 96
2ft.x 7ft 3,111 15ft.x 36ft 80
2ft.l 8ft..' 2 722 15ft.x42ft 69
2ft.x 9ft 2 420 15ft.x48ft 60
2ft.x 10ft 2 178 15ft.x54ft 53
21t.x lift 1980 15ft.x 60ft 48
2ft.x 12ft 1815 ISft.x 18ft 134
3ft.x 3ft 4 840 ISft.x 20ft 121

3ft. I 4ft 3 630 18 ft. X 24 ft 100
3ft. I 5ft 2 904 18 ft. X 30 ft 80
3ft.x 6ft 2 420 18ft.x 36ft 67
3ft.x 7ft 2 074 ISft.x 42ft 57
3ft.i 8ft 1815 ISft.x 48ft 50
3ft.x 9ft 1613 ISft.x 54ft 44
3ft.x 10ft 1,452 ISft.x 60tt 40
3ft. X lift 1,320 20ft.x20ft 108

3ft.x 12ft 1210 20ft.x 24ft 90
4ft.x 4ft 2 722 20ft.x 30ft 72

4ft.x 5ft 2,178 20ft.x361t 60

4 ft. X 6 ft 1185 20 ft. X 42 ft 51

4ft.x 7ft 1,556 20ft.x4Sft 45

4ft.x Sft 1,361 20ft.x54ft 40

4ft.x 9ft 1210 20ft.x60ft 36

4ft.x 10ft 1,089 24ft.x24ft 75

4 ft. I lift 990 24 ft. X 30 ft 60

4ft.x 12ft 907 24ft.x36ft 50

5ft.i 5ft 1,742 24ft.x42ft «
5ft.x 6ft 1,452 24ft.x 48ft 37

Sft. X 7 ft 1,224 24 ft. I 54 ft 33

5 ft. I Sft 1,089 24 ft. X 60 ft 30
Sft.x 9ft 968 30ft.x30ft 48

Sft. X 10 ft 871 30 ft. X 36 ft 40

Sft.x lift 792 30 ft. X 42 ft 34

Sft.x 12ft 726 30ft.x4Sft 30
6ft.x 6ft 1,210 30ft.x54ft 26

6ft.x 7ft 1,037 SOft.x 60ft 24

6 ft. I Sft 907 36 ft. X 36 ft 33

6 ft. X Oft 806 36 ft. X 42 ft 28

6 ft. I 10 ft 726 36 ft. X 48 ft 25

6ft.x lift 660 36ft.x 64ft 22

6ft. X 12ft 605 36ft.x60ft 20

7 ft. X 7 ft 888 38 ft. X 38 ft 30

7ft.i Sft 777 38ft.x 40ft 28

7 ft. X 9 ft 691 38 ft. X 42 ft 27

7ft.x 10ft 622 38ft.x 48ft 23

7 ft. I lift ,.... 565 38 ft. X soft 22

7 ft. X 12 ft 51S 38 ft. I 54 ft 21

Sft.x Sft 680 38 ft. X 60ft 19

Sft.x 9 ft 605 40 ft. X 40 ft 27

Sft.x 10ft 544 40ft. X 42ft 25

Sft.x lift 495 40ft.x 48ft 22

Sft.x 12 ft 453 40 ft. I 50 ft 21

9 ft. I 9 ft 537 40 ft. X 54 ft 20
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Plants

«tt.i 60ft J8
42tt X 42ft 24

42ft.x 4Sft 21

42ft.x 54ft }9

42ft.x soft ll
48ft.i 4Stt ;^
48ft. I 54ft 1^
48ft. X 60ft |'2

SOft.x 50ft ]l
50 ft. X 54 ft ';

SOft.x 60ft J^
54ft.i 54ft J
54ft.x 60ft ';;

60ft.x 60ft '^

70ft.x 70ft °

80 ft I SO ft
°

90 ft. X 90 ft ^
100 ft. X 100 ft

••

(Bailey's Rule Book. pp. 117, 119 )

Plant Food Requirements. See Soils.

Hungarian Prune Yellow Egg Plum

Plums
The plum belongs to the general genus

Prunus. which also Includes prunes,

peaches, apricots, almonds and cherries.

Numerous species of plums grow wild in

the north temperate zone in both the

Eastern and Western hemispheres. There

is probably greater variation in the spe-

cies of plums than in any other of the

wild fruits, there being over 100 distinct

varieties found north of the equator.

Of all the stone fruits, plums furnish

the greatest diversity of kinds. Varieties

to the number of 2,000, from 15 species,

are now or have been under cultivation.

These varieties give a greater range of

flavor, aroma, texture, color, form and

size— the qualities which gratify the

senses and make fruits desirable—than

any other of our orchard fruits. The

trees are greatly varied in structure,

• Plums of New York.

some of the plums being shrubs with

slender branches; some species have thin

delicate leaves and others coarse heavy

foliage. In geographical distribution,

both the wild and the cultivated plum

encircle the globe in the north temperate

zone, and the cultivated varieties are com-

mon in the countries of the Southern

hemisphere.

The great varieties of plums and the

variability of the kinds, seemingly plastic

in all characters, the general distribution

of the fruit throughout the zone in which

is carried on the greatest part of the

world's agriculture, and the adaptation

of the several species and the many va-

rieties to topographical, soil and climate

changes, make this fruit one of much
present importance and one of great

capacity for further development.

Plum Culture

Propagration

Since plums do not come true from the

seed, the usual method of propagation is

by grafting upon root stalks. The plum

can be successfully grown on a variety of

stocks, and for this reason the practices

of nurserymen differ, depending upon the

cost of the stocks and their adaptability

for the purpose.

In the North Atlantic states and New
England the myrobalan is the almost uni-

versal choice, except for the Japanese

sorts, which are worked upon peach roots,

especially for sandy soils. This seems to

be the practice in the Atlantic states

southward to the Gulf, except that the

peach is more nearly the favorite. J. W.

Kerr (Plums of New York, page 115) says

that there are a great many varieties of

the Domesticas that refuse to unite firmly

with the peach. For these the marianna

or the myrobalan give best results. For

all of the Japanese plums the peach has

proved most satisfactory, when the trees

are propagated by root grafting on the

whole-root plan.

On the Pacific coast the myrobalan and

peach are used in about equal quantities,

the first named for heavy soil and the

latter for the lighter soils. The native

jjlums are not grown in this region.
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Top-Working:

Top-working is not frequently resorted

to in the case of plums, but when this

becomes necessary the usual methods fol-

lowed in the case of apples are used. The

cleft graft is used in case of larger limbs

and the whip graft for smaller ones.

For ordinary grafting upon roots, the

whip graft is the method used.

The Orchard

Plum trees are set from 12 to 20 feet

apart, depending upon the locality, variety

and soil. Because of the fact that plums

are worked upon different stocks which

are adapted to many different kinds of

soils it is difficult to describe the one best

adapted to the production of plums. Plum
orchards carefully managed can be made
profitable over practically the area over

which apple orchards are proving com-

mercially successful.

Varieties

The choice of variety should be made
with reference to the bloom period for

any given latitude.

For Bloom Charts, see under Fruits,

Blooming Periods of.

Of the plums of the Old World the

Domesticas, Insititias and probably the

Trifloras have been cultivated for 2,000

years or more, while the work of domesti-

cating the wild species of America was

only begun in the middle of the last cen-

tury.

Among those generally grown in the

United States are the following:

Primus americana, in the West Central

states north of Missouri, including the

varieties Brittlewood, De Soto, Forest

Garden, Hammer. Hawkeye, New Ulm,

Ocheeda, Stoddard, Surprise, Terry and

Wyant.

In the Pacific Coast states, the Prunus

domestica. Prunus trifiora and hybrids, in-

cluding these varieties: Agen, Bradshaw,

Columbia, German, Giant, Golden Drop,

Golden Prune, Green Gage, Italian, Peach,

Pond, Sugar, Washington, Willamette,

Yellow Egg Burbank, Satsuma and Wick-

son.

Pruning the Plum

The habit of the plum to bear early

and abundantly under favorable condi-

tions limits its annual growth to such

an extent that after the bearing age is at-

tained little annual pruning is necessary

other than to remove dead or interfering

limbs or to head back an occasional

strong shoot which may appear from time

to time in the center of the crown.

Dates of Ripening in Yakima Talley

VARIETY
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Plums and Prunes in United States

The number of bearing plum and prune trees in the United States, according to

the census of 1910. is as follows:

California. 7.16S.705.

On'gnn. 1.764.S96.

Iowa. 1.T :.."». 041.

Texas. 1.020.399

Ohio. 1.001.734 .

New York. 919 ,017

Missouri. 917 ,851.

WashiriKton. 823,082.

Pennsylvania, 744,148.

Arkansas. 731.276.

Kansas. 624,648.

Illinois. 600,087.

Indiana. 566,988.

Michigan. 464,917.

Oklahoma, 436,421.

Tonnessee. 409,627.

Georgi a. 357,323.

Kentucky, 355,851.

Nebraska. 351.321.

Idah o. 302,855.

South Dakota. 268.268.

Mlssi.ssippi. 257,140.

West Virginia, 234.854.

Minnesota, 233.736.

Alabama, 211.991.

Virginia. 171,667.

Louisiana. 149,921.

Colorado. 143.921.

Utah. 135,619.

Wisconsin. 105.909.

South Carolina. 82.212.

Maryland. 69,996.

New Mexico. 51.257.

New Jersey, 46.547.
I

Maine. 43,576.
I

Massachusetts, 41,354.

Florida, 39,921.

Vermont, 32,920.

Connecticut, 30,209.

Delaware. 27.115.

New Hampshire. 23.152.

Montana, 21,140.

North Dakota, 19,147.

Arizona. 12,196.

Nevada, 6,716.

Rhode Island, 4,836.

Wyoming, 4,564.

North Carolina, 1,889.
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Production of Plums and Prunes

Thirteenth census statistics for con-

tinental United States by divisions and

states, 1909 and 1899:

In 1909 there were produced in the

United States 15,480,170 bushels of plums

and prunes, valued at $10,299,495, while

in 1899 there were 8,764,032 bushels, value

not stated. There was a large falling off

In the number of trees of bearing age,

those in 1900 numbering 30,780,892, as

against 23,445,009 trees in 1910.

Production by Divisions

Of the nine main geographical divi-

sions into which the census divides the

country, the Pacific division alone in

1909 produced 12,097,643 bushels, valued

at $6,912 825, which was over 78 per cent

of the entire crop of plums and prunes
in the United States. The Middle At-

lantic division ranks second, with 858,274

bushels, $928,673; East North Central,

568,383 bushels, $674,671; West North

Central, 499,784 bushels. $535,374; East

South Central, 442,125 bushels, $314,199;

Mountain, 366,056 bushels, $319,651; West
South Central, 327,260 bushels, $267,703;

South Atlantic, 257,912 bushels, $236,221;

and Now England, 82,733 bushels, $110,-

178.

Production by States

Of the ten principal producing states,

California leads all others with a produc-

tion of 9,317,979 bushels of plums and
prunes in 1909, valued at $5,473,539, fol-

lowed by Oregon with 1,747,587 bushels,

$838,783; Washington, 1,032,077 bushels,

$600,503; New York," 553,522 bushels, $519-

192. Arkansas, Idaho, Michigan, Mis-

souri, Ohio and Pennsylvania, reported a

combined production of 1,300,551 bushels,

valued at $1,361,554, while the production

in all other states amounted to 1,528,454

bushels, worth $1,505,924.

The Tabular Summary
Further details are afforded by the table

appended:

Production of Plums and Prunes in tlie United States—1909 and 1899

DIVISION OR STATE
Trees of bearing age, 1910

Farms
reporting Number

Products of 1909

Bushels Value

Trees
reported

June 1. 1900

Products
of 1S99
(bushels)

United States

Geographic Divisions:

New England
Middle .Atlantic. . .

.

East North Central

.

West North Central
South .Atlantic

East South Central.
West South Central
Mountain
Pacific

States:

Arkansas
California

Idaho
Michigan
Missouri
New York
Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Washington
All other states

1,120,130 23,445,009 15,480,170 $10,299,495 30,780,892

25,872
148,834
299,672
253,304
114,141
93,098
107,851
20,616
56,742

23,884
18,105
6,317

49,498
92,163
62,024
96,203
18,308
82,758
20,329
650,541

176,038
1,709,712
2,739,635
3,570,012
1,152,080
1,324,616
2,337,965

678,268
9,756,683

62,733
858,274
568,383
499,784
257,912
442,125
327,260
366,056

12,097,643

110,178
928,673
674,671
535,374
236,221
314,199
267,703
319,651

1,912,825

177,126
1,769,479
3,662,320
3,761,789
1,532,414
2,177,474
2.825,796
1,242,413

13,6.32,081

731,276
7,168,705
302,855
464,917
917,851
919,017

1,001,734
1,764,896

744,148
823,082

8,606,528

194,649
9,317,979

179,027
181,188
234,872
5.53.522

215,657
1,747,.587

295,158
1,032,077
1,528,454

137,003
5,473,539

132,804
205,765
211,472
519,192
278,505
838,783
396,005
600,503

1,505,924

1,082,749
9,823,713

585,173
1,378,952
745,187
988,147
892,441

2,517,523
707,512

1,290,845
10,768,650

8,764,032

24,976
428,583
596,753
428,048
190,561
228,558
397,266
248,223

6,221,064

174,734
5,632,036

164,468
213,682
111,603
303,688
81,435

359,821
100,210
229,207

1,393,148

Bureau of Census.
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Imiiurts 01 riiiius niul Prunes—Year
Eiidiiie .liiiio 30. 1910
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ture. The young larva bores into the

fruit and feeds around the center until

mature, when it crawls to the ground

and enters the soil to a depth of several

inches, where it pupates. The larval stage

lasts from two to three weeks and the

pupal stage from two to more weeks. The

complete development from egg to adult

thus lasts about five or six weeks. After

emergence the beetles feed on the leaves

and fruit until fall, when they enter

hibernation and come out in the spring

as indicated.

Remedies

A combination of clean culture and the

application of arsenical sprays thor-

oughly applied are satisfactory In keep-

ing this insect under control.

European Fruit Lecanium. Eueopean

Fbuit Scale. See Lecanium, under

Pninc.

Eye-spotted Bud Moth. See Apple

Pests.

Fall Cankee Wobm. See Apple Pests.

Fall Web Worm. See Apple Pests.

Flat-headed Bobeb. See Apple Pests.

Forest Text Caterpillar. See Apple

Pests.

Gray Dagger Moth
Apatela mterrupta

The caterpillars of the gray dagger

moth are often found upon plum foliage

in early September. The caterpillars

reach full growth about the middle of

September and are then about one and

one-half inches long. The large, black

head is marked with yellowish dots at

the sides. About the middle of Septem-

ber, these caterpillars of the second

brood spin slight'cocoons in any sheltered

spot and transform to chrysalids in which

state they spend the winter. If numer-

ous enough to require attention, spray

with powdered hellebore, or else with

Paris green, one pound in 100 gallons of

water. Use the milk of lime from two

or three pounds of freshly slaked stone

lime in the Paris green mixture, to pre-

vent burning of the leaves. Arsenate of

lead should be used instead of Paris

green on trees that are not carrying fruit.

H. A. GOSSARD,

Wooster, Ohio.

Green Apple Worm. See Apple Pests.

Hop Louse. See Aphids.

Leaf Crujipler. See Apple Pests.

Lecanium. See Prune Pests.

Loug-Tailed Mealy Bug
Pseudococciis longespiuus Targ.

Pseudococcus adonidum Linn.

General Appearance

The same as the citrus mealy bug in

size, shape and color, but is readily dis-

tinguished from it by the long white anal

appendages as long or longer than the

body, from which it gets its name.

Life History

No eggs are laid by this species, the

young being born alive. Several genera-

tions appear each year; in fact, in South

ern California the breeding extends

throughout practically the entire year.

The life cycle occupies about two months.

It is particularly bad in greenhouses and

ornamental gardens.

Control

AVithout doubt the best control meas-

ure is the application of a carbolic acid

emulsion spray, which should be applied

plentifully, from 10 to 15 gallons to an

average sized tree, and under a pressure

of 200 pounds. The two angle "Bean Jum-

bo" nozzles on a "Y" to each rod give

best results. Large-bodied discs should be

used in the nozzles to insure a coarse

driving spray. E. O. Essig

Fijj. 1. The LonR-Tailed Mealy Bug.

3—24
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Mi'ul) I'liiin Louse
Hyatopterus arundinis Fab.

General Avpearniice

Tlio adult liii' aro long and slender,

light green with three darker longitudi-

nal stripes on the back, and covered with

a white powder from whence it gets its

name. It usually occurs in large colonies

on the under side of plum and prune

leaves, causing them to turn yellow and

drop but not to curl.

Life History

The first broods hatch in the spring

from the black, shining eggs deposited

upon the twigs of the trees the previous

fall by the sexual females. These lice

settle upon the under side of the first

leaves and bring forth young which soon

mature and produce others. During the

summer, in July and August, the lice,

most of which have acquired wings by

this time, leave the trees and feed upon

grasses, the fall migrants returning to the

trees to give birth to the true sexual

winged males and wingless females, which

mate—the females laying the over-win-

tering eggs.

Food Plants

The only fruit trees attacked appear to

be the prune, apricot and plum.

E. O. Essio

Mottled Plum-Tree Moth
Apafela superans

The caterpillars of the mottled plum-

tree moth reach maturity about the

middle of September, enter the chrysalis

stage, and thus pass the winter. This is

a green caterpillar, about an inch long,

and is somewhat flattened vertically as if

the sides had been compressed. There is

a chestnut-colored stripe along the back,

margined with yellowish, and on all the

segments are shining tubercles, each giv-

ing rise to one or more blackish hairs. A
few whitish hairs are found on the sides

of the body. Remedy same as for the

gray dagger moth.

H. A. floSSARD,

Wooster, Ohio.

OvsTER-SnEix Scale. See Apple Pests.

Plant Ltce. See Aphids.

Oyster-Shell Scale.

The Plum Gall Mite

Eriophyes phloeocaptes

Hibernates during the winter in small

sub-spherical galls at the base of the buds.

A cluster of galls may completely sur-

round the twig. In early spring the mites

leave the galls to form new ones. The

newer galls are plump and smooth, but

the older ones become dry and wrinkled.

Prune out the infested twigs before the

buds swell and burn them. Spraying

thoroughly with lime-sulphur about the

time the buds are swelling will doubtless

prove a valuable measure against these

mites.

H. O. Go.SSARD,

Wooster. Ohio.

Plum Gonger
Coccotorus prunicida

During late August and in early Sep-

tember, plums are sometimes found

falling as if stung by curculio, but in-

vestigation discloses that the pit has been

eaten out and that no crescent-shaped cut

is shown on the skin of the fruit. Soon

after the fruit falls, a small, mottled,

brown-snout beetle eats its way out
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through the side of the fruit, making a

rather large, circular hole. This insect

is the plum gouger, Coccotorus prunicida.

It is slightly larger than the plum cur-

culio, lacks the warts or humps of the

latter on the wing covers, and has many
short, whitish hairs which give it a prui-

nose or light-colored, dusty appearance.

Until it escapes from the fruit, there is

generally no indication of its presence,

except possibly a small scar from which
the gum exudes. Occasionally a mal-

formed fruit indicates its presence. The
pupal stage is passed in the pit and the

fruit seldom falls until the beetle is just

ready to escape. By far the most effect-

ive remedy is to pick and destroy the in-

fested fruit as fast as it falls, because

spring spraying is not very successful.

Hogs running in the plum orchard do the

work very well, but where these animals

are not available, or are objectionable,

pick up the fruit by hand and feed to

hogs, or burn or bury fully two feet deep.

The beetle hibernates over winter. This

insect is quite injurious in the states fur-

ther west, but so far as known, it causes

little or no damage in Ohio.

H. O. GOSSAKD,

Wooster, Ohio.

Plum Weh Worm
Lf/da rufipes Marlatt

The gregarious false-caterpillars of a

saw fly which web together the leaves of

small branches and strip them of all

green cellular portions in a very similar

manner to the larvae of the cherry-tree

tortrix.

Seems to be distributed in Minnesota
and the Dakotas northward into Mani-
toba. Plum trees in Manitoba are report-

ed to have been defoliated one year by
them.

The eggs are deposited in close masses
along the under side of the mid-rib of the

leaf, the long axis of the eggs lying par-

allel with the mid-rib. The younger
leaves are invariably selected, and the
eggs laid before the leaves are expanded.
Immediately on hatching, the young
larvae begin to spin a web and feed

through or crawl over to the upper sur-

face of the leaf. As they continue to

grow, they travel to other leaves and
spread over the whole side of a tree be-

fore the insects have become full grown.

When ready to pupate the larvae go to

the ground and gradually envelop them-
selves in cocoons, turn to pupea and
emerge again the next year in the late

^^c*-
**'-^ .,

San Jose Scale on Plum Twle.
(Purdue Exp. Sta.)
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spring or early suiumer as mature in-

sects.

As a remedy, plum trees should be

sprayed with Paris green or dusted with

white hellebore as soon as the webs ap-

pear.

Red Spideb. See Apple Pests.

Sajt Jose Scale. See Apple Pests.

Scurfy Scale. See Apple Pests.

Sltjo. See Pear Pests.

Soft Scale

Control

Same as for San Jose scale.

Sprixo Canker Wou.Nr. See Apple Pests.

Tent Caterpillar. See Apple Pests.

Tussock Moth. See Apple Pests.

The Tachina Flies

This is one of the most beneficial fam-

ilies of insects, because of the parasitic

habits of the larvae upon destructive

caterpillars, grasshoppers, bugs, beetles,

saw flies, etc.

The adults are little larger than house

flies, being striped and grayish in color

with hairy bodies. They are only active

on warm days. The eggs are usually

white and stuck to the living larvae upon
which the coming maggot is to feed. Upon
hatching the larvae bore through the

Tussock Moth Tachlnld.
Peletcria rohuHta, Wlod.

Parasite of the Tussock Moth, slightly
enlarKed.

skin of the host, nourishing themselves

throughout their development upon the

Internal tissues, avoiding the destruction

of the vital organs until ready to pupate.

When the host is destroyed they leave

the old carcass and form hard brown

puparia near the surface of the ground.

The adults issue from these in a very

short time. Breeding is rapid, there be-

ing several generations each year.

E. O. Essie,

Viceroy Butterfly

Linicnitis arrhippus

Occasionally the larva of the viceroy

butterfly is found feeding on plum leaves,

though its normal food is the willow.

The larva occurs from the latter part of

September until the leaves drop. This

species is not apt to become sufficiently

injurious to require special attention.

Hand-picking and spraying with poison

can be resorted to if necessary. The
hibernating larvae are easily discovered

after the leaves drop and can be collect-

ed by hand and burned.

H. A. GOSSARD,

Wooster. Ohio.

Western Prune and Peach Root Borer.

See page 1571.

Pomegranate
Punica granatuvi

The pomegranate is a small tree or

bush, a native of Palestine and India.

It was well known to the Egyptians and

Assyrians and is referred to in the Old

Testament. The Greeks and Romans
were acquainted with its medicinal prop-

erties and with its use as a tanning ma-

terial.

The fruit of the pomegranate is about

the size of an orange and is filled with a

great many seeds, which are surrounded

by a juicy, acid pulp, greatly prized as a

cooling drink.

Pomegranates may be grown in parts

of Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louis-

iana, Arkansas and Texas, where the

climate is not too cold.

The following varieties are recom-

mended by the American Pomological

Society for culture in the above states:

Acid, Dwarf, Sweet and Violet.

Pomegranates, Profits from. See Ala-

hama.

POMEGRANATE PESTS
Black Scale. See Apricot Pests.

Citrus Thrips. See Orange Pests.
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CiTBUS White Fly. See Orange Pests.

Cottony Cushion Scale. See Apple

Pests.

Flokida Wax Scale. See Orange Pests.

Greedy Scale. See Apple Pests.

Ivy Scale. See Apple Pests.

Pomelo. See Grapefruit.

Porto Rico

Porto Rico is one of tlie group of West

India islands, and belongs to the United

States. It is situated about 1,000 miles

from Havana, Cuba: and now that the

Panama canal is finished is in almost a

direct line with the traffic of the Pacific

and the Atlantic oceans, so that it is a

convenient coaling station for European-

bound ships. Its latitude is about 70 de-

grees north in the tropical zone. The es-

timated area is 3,550 square miles. From
east to west there is a chain of moun-
tains ranged in two nearly parallel lines,

the highest point of which is El Yunque,

3,699 feet above the sea. Between these

ridges is a high tableland interspersed

with valleys sinking into wide and fertile

plains that border on the coast. The
eastern and northern slopes, valleys and
plains receive an abundance of rainfall

for all kinds of crops, while the southern

and western slopes are often parched by

drouth.

The maximum temperature at San
Juan is 99 degrees. In 17 years it has

not risen above this, while the minimum
during that period has been 57 degrees.

The mean temperature for several years

past has been from 78 degrees to 82

degrees.

The island is drained by numerous
streams and rivers, some of them navi-

gable for a short distance from the coast.

It is indented with bays and harbors that

make it easy for ships to anchor and

attractive to commerce. On the north

coast are 17 rivers; on the west, 16, and

on the east, 9, besides several freshwater

lakes.

The rocks are metamorphic with a

strong admixture of limestone, which dis-

integrates, mixing with the soil and ren-

dering it very fertile.

The principal agricultural products are

coffee, tobacco, cotton, sugar-canes and

tropical fruits.

The climate of Porto Rico is healthful.

The water, gushing from the hillsides, is

pure, and the market conditions are often

more favorable than those of some of our

own states, because the island is nearer

Europe.

The fruit industry is as yet undevel-

oped, but there is every reason to believe

that it will become a great producer of

oranges, lemons, bananas, cocoanuts and

all varieties and kinds of tropical fruits.

It is claimed by some, on what seems to

be good authority, that Porto Rico is the

best pineapple region in the world, while

sweet potatoes reach the highest degree

of perfection. The industries are mostly

agricultural and a large percentage of

its arable land is under cultivation. Man-

ufactures are not well developed. On
account of the removal of the tariff on

Porto Rican products the grower of or-

anges in that island at this writing has

an average of 1 per cent per pound the

advantage of growers outside of the

United States, and on a crop of 300 boxes,

which may be produced per acre, this will

amount to about $200. On pineapples the

duty is 7 cents per cubic foot, or 35 cents

for a standard crate, making a difference

of at least $50 per acre. The duty on

vegetables is 25 per cent on the listed

valuation. There seem to be great oppor-

tunities here for the development of the

tropical fruit industry, and great wealth

is sure to result from proper investments

and well-directed labor.

Granville Lowthee

Potash. See Apple Orchard, Fertiliza-

tion of.

Potatoes

The potato is the edible starchy tubers

of a plant known to scientists as SolanUm

tuberosum, of the night-shade family

(SolaiMceae). The tuber is usually round-

isn or oblong, with a whitish interior and

a dark-colored skin.

There has been much controversy as to

the origin of the potato. It is conceded

that it came from America, but from
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what part and when it was first intro-

duced into Europe, and by whom, is diffi-

cult to settle among several conflicting

claims. It is conceded that the plant

grew wild in the Andes mountains, from

Chili to Columbia and as far north as

New Mexico. Also, Sir Walter Raleigh

introduced it into Ireland from North

Carolina in 1585-6.

In 1563 John Hawkins introduced it

into England from Santa Pe, New Mex-

ico. In 1553 it is said that Hieronymus

Cardan, a monk, introduced it from Peru

into Spain. For practical purposes it is

of little consequence to us now who first

introduced it into Europe, although vol-

umes have been written upon this sub-

ject. The potato is here and is now one

of the staple articles of food for a large

part of the civilized world.

Peenliarity of Growtli

The potato owes its value to the pecu-

liar habit of developing underground

leafless shoots or branches which differ

in character and office from true roots,

and gradually the swelling at the free

end produces the tubers (potatoes),

which are the common vegetable food.

The nature of these tubers is further

rendered evident by the presence of

"eyes," which are really leaf buds, in pe-

culiar forms, and which in due time

lengthen into shoots and form the stem

called the "top." The cause of the

formation of tubers is a subject that has

been much discussed and is not definitely

settled. Professor Bernard claims that

it is caused by the presence of a fungus,

Fusarium solani, which, growing in the

underground shoots, irritates them and

causes the swelling. Tiie result is that

an efficient method of propagation is se-

cured, independently of the seed, which

grows on the top of the vine. Starch and

other materials are stored up in the

tubers for the nutrition of the young

shoots and for food. The theory of Prof.

Bernard is not generally accepted. The

chemical composition of the potato dif-

fers as it is grown in different soils, dif-

ferent climates, different degrees of

moisture, and on account of different va-

rieties. However, there is an average

composition, given by Letheby, as fol-

lows:

Nitiosenous matters 2.1

Starch 18.8

Sugar 3.2

Fat 0.2

Saline matter 0.7

Water 75.0

Total 100.0

Early Freeman Netted Gem Earl.v Six Weeks Gcilfl Coin
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Eaily Rose. Burbank Early Ohio. Early Biuce.

Propagation

The potato is propagated generally by

planting the tubers. The tubers are cut

sometimes into small pieces containing

but one eye or bud each and planted in

rows, either in hills of two to four pieces

in a place, or in drills of one in each

place and two to four inches apart. They

are then covered to a depth of about four

Inches so that when the tubers form on

the root they will be below the surface

of the ground, because tubers above

ground are green and poisonous. In

planting small patches for home use, the

planting is done by hand and the tubers

covered with a hoe or a plow; but in

planting large quantities for commercial

purposes the work is done with a potato

I'ride of Multnomah.

planter, by means of which several acres

can be planted in one day. The seed of

the potato, which is really the fruit and

which forms on the top, is never planted

except for the purpose of propagating

new varieties. The largest crops are not

likely to come from planting the whole

tuber, especially if it is large; neither is

it better to cut the pieces too small, for

in that case the plant would not have

sufficient nourishment to get fairly

started; but a medium size of two or

three eyes is better. The choice of small

tubers is not good, for the constant use

of small tubers has been shown to cause

degeneration of the stock, or, as the

farmers generally say, "the seed runs

out."

Varieties of potatoes grown on the

same land and under similar conditions

for several years seldom retain their

vigor and productiveness. It is better,

therefore, to grow something else, like

clover, alfalfa, corn or wheat occasion-

ally, and to renew the seed by getting

potatoes from another soil and climate.

Soil Best Adapted

We have seldom seen a better soil for

the growing of potatoes than the volcanic
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Blue Victoi'. Wee McGregor. Late Rose.

ash of the Rocky Mountain or Pacific

Coast states. However, there are parts

of North and South Dakota admiralily

adapted to this crop. In the Eastern and

Southern states the sandy soils are con-

sidered better than the clays or the black

loams. New soil is better than that

which has been long in cultivation, and

"sod land is also good." The land

should not be manured heavily because

of the tendency in very rich soil to

fungous diseases.

Varieties

There are many popular varieties,

some early and some late. Among the

good early varieties are the Early Rose
and the Early Ohio.

Among the good late varieties are the

Burbank, Netted Gems and Rural New
Yorker. However, there are varieties

better adapted to certain sections than

any of those mentioned, and it is better

to consult with pxperipnced growers who

Salad Potato
Pari'le in I"l'-»h. Used to Give Color to Salads

have succeeded best in order to deter-

mine the varieties best adapted to any

particular soil, climate or condition.

Pitting Potatoes

In the autumn if potatoes are grown

merely for home use they may be dug

and placed in a cool cellar or in pits with

straw and earth thrown over them for

protection from the freezing of winter.

If they are grown for commercial pur-

poses and are to be marketed soon after

they are dug they are put into sacks

holding 100 pounds in weight. If they

are grown for commercial purposes and

are to be held until spring for the mar-

kets they are generally placed in pits and

covered for winter. In all cases where
potatoes are pitted there should be some
adequate means of ventilation. If the

pit is dug about two feet deep, four to

six feet wide and long enough to store

several tons, there should be an open

space in the bottom of the pit by means
of two perforated boards nailed together

at the edges, making a "v" shape to ad-

mit the air the whole length of the pit.

In the center and at each end there

should be flues or ventilators to admit

of the escape of the foul air. The whole

system is designed to give sufflcient air

circulation through the pit to keep the

potatoes from becoming stuffy and rot-

ting.

Granville Lowtheb
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Sprouting: of Potato Tubers During Grow-

ing Season; How to Prevent It

P. J. O'G.^A, Pathologist

It has been said that "there is no royal

road to potato-growing on the Pacific

coast," and this saying is decidedly true.

While much may be said of the adapta-

bility of many of the commercial vari-

eties of potatoes grown in the East to

this district, climatic conditions are more

or less responsible for this. Little has

been done to originate new varieties of

potatoes for our particular climatic con-

ditions, and the experimental work in

the acclimatizing of the older commer-

cial varieties so popular under eastern

conditions has been very meager. The

important matter of potato-growing in

our district alone opens up a broad field

for investigation, and, if prosecuted as

it should, would certainly lead to im-

portant results.

It is commonly stated that this dis-

trict is not a potato district. This state-

ment would be entirely true if certain

varieties of potatoes were to be planted

and grown under unfavorable conditions.

The matter of when to plant for both

early and late varieties is a considera-

tion so important that even the most

adaptable varieties will not bring results

if this one factor is overlooked.

One of the greatest troubles experi-

enced by potato growers is the so-called

secondary sprouting, which usually oc-

curs after the tubers have almost reached

their full size. Usually this sprouting

occurs during the middle of July, or a

little later, depending upon the season.

Another trouble is the erroneously named
"dry rot," which, after all, is not a rot,

but rather a browning of the fibro-vascu-

lar bundles in the tubers, and is physiolo-

gical. We shall show that both these

troubles are due to very much the same

conditions. If there are any unfavorable

climatic conditions during the formative

period of the tuber, especially about the

time the tuber is very nearly full size,

either one of the above troubles, or both,

are liable to be the result.

Every one has noticed that a tree hav-

ing its leaves severely injured to the

extent that partial defoliation will take

place, subsequent sprouting or pushing

of the buds, which should have remained

dormant until the next season, will take

place. For instance, in the East and the

South, where the pear leaf blight fungus

Beauty of Hehrun. Early Frazee. Garnichili.
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(not pour bligUf) causes defoliation of

the pear trees during the early part of

the summer, tlie fruit buds whieli have

set are caused to come out and a full

bloom in the early fall is the result. The

attack of the fungus on the leaves causes

a premature setting or development of

the buds. As climatic conditions follow-

ing this period are normal to the tree's

growth, of course, these newly formed

perfect buds will push. But we do not

need to go so far as the pear leaf blight

of the pear tree for an example. We
have even noticed here in this district

that trees having their foliage badly in

jured by Insect agencies will also tend

to make a late secondary growth. But

you will say, "What does all this have

to do with understanding the cause of

the secondary sprouting of the potato?"

Under our climatic conditions during

midsummer all plants transpire very

freely; that is to say, they lose water

by evaporation through the stomata or

breathing pores very rapidly. The higher

the temperature and the lower the rela-

tive humidity of the atmosphere the

greater the rate of transpiration. At

very high temperature, say from 90 de-

grees to 110 degrees, with the relative

humidity of the atmosphere 10 to 15 per

cent, the rate of transpiration is so great

that the roots of the plant cannot take

water fast enough from the soil to supply

the demand made by the foliage. When
this point Is reached, Injury to the whole

plant is the result and there is a ten-

dency to check the growth of the tubers

and cause the buds to set prematurely.

It must be remembered that the tuber

of the potato is an enlarged underground

stem, and the eyes of the tuber are just

as truly buds as the axillary and terminal

buds we find on the stem above the

ground. Now, as soon as normal cli-

matic conditions return, there will be a

tendency on the part of the entire plant

to resume growth, and the buds on the

tuber will tend to push just the same as

those on the stem, the result being that

both secondary tubers and shoots on the

stems will bo formed. Under severe con-

ditions it will make little difference

whether the plants are well supplied with

water or not. It has been noted that

this secondary sprouting has taken place

even where the potatoes had been well

irrigated and where the soil contained

a sufficient supply of water. The reason

for injury, even where water was sup-

plied artificially, is that the root system,

even under the best conditions, could

not supply the demand for water made
by the leaves.

Since the water stream going upward
from the roots through the stem follows

the fibro-vascular bundles, it Is easily

seen that if the injury to the part of the

SI 4.

White Wonder. Peach Blow. Mammoth IVarl.
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plant above the ground is considerable,

injury will also take place in the bundles

of the tuber, the result being that they

become brown or discolored. This par-

ticular type of injury has been very fre-

quently noted and is spoken of by our

English potato growers as "sprain." It

is seldom, however, that we notice

"sprain" in potatoes that are irrigated

in the proper way.

It will be interesting, therefore, to

know how we are to avoid these troubles.

In the first place, we should avoid such

varieties as are particularly subject to

the troubles, or at least find some means

of growing them so as to avoid the

troubles. One of the varieties which

seems to be fairly resistant is the Blue

Victor. Since we have seen that injury

really takes place during the very warm,

dry weather in early July, it would seem

that by planting the late varieties late

so that their tubers will not begin to

form well until after these extremely

unfavorable weather conditions have

passed, we would easily avoid the

troubles. There have been some observa-

tions along this line which would seem

worthy of our attention. In planting the

early varieties we should aim to plant

them as early as possible so as to have

the tubers ripened and ready for market

before severe dry weather conditions ar-

rive. Potatoes are by no means the

only plants that suffer from high tem-

peratures accompanied by low humidi-

ties. The Anjou pear is particularly sus-

ceptible to what is often called "tip-

burn" of the foliage. Even serious drop-

ping of the foliage may take place. The
cause, of course, is primarily due to the

fact that the foliage is not properly sup-

plied with water from the root system.

Injury may also occur to the fruit. This

injury is manifested by a browning or

drying of the blossom end of the fruit;

for, after all, the fruit is merely a trans-

formed leaf and the tip-burn of the leaf

is analogous to the blossom-end injury of

the fruit.

The question may be asked why some

varieties of plants are subject to this

physiological injury and why some are

not. This question may be answered by

stating that the structures and physio-

logy of the various varieties vary. Cer-

tain plants have certain inherent quali-

ties not found in others, such as resist-

ant to drouth, fungus diseases and insect

attacks. Even in the human family and

in animals generally we find individuals

capable of resisting that which others

cannot.

Potato Culture

(Adapted to Southern Conditions)

For the best results with this crop the

soil should be well drained and should

consist of a mellow loam with subsoil of

clay when possible. Prepare the land by

plowing it good and deep, occasionally

turning up a small portion of the clay,

then harrow thoroughly. Lay off the

rows three and one-half feet apart with

a shovel plow and apply the fertilizer by

distributing it in the furrows at the

amount given below per acre:

Pounds
Acid phosphate. 16 per cent 425

Cotton-seed meal oW

'

Sulphate of potash. 50 per cent l^^

Total ions

The above is approximately an 8-4-10

goods. This should be mixed with the

soil by running a scooter point in the

furrow. The seed potato should be care-

fully cut, leaving two or three strong

eyes on each piece, being careful to di-

vide the eyes on the little end. Cover

the potatoes by running a shovel plow

on each side of the furrow. Do not allow

rocks or other rubbish to fall on the

potatoes. If the ground should become

baked, it would be well to run a light

harrow over the rows, breaking the crust

so the plants will push through.

When the plants are up well cultivate

with a five-toothed cultivator and hoe

out between the plants, pulling the soil

to those that are leaning: also cover

roots that are in the least exposed. The
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culture should be thorough and care

should be taken not to break or injure

the roots or underground stems. Repeat

the cultivation in 10 days or two weeks.

Keep away from the plants, as deep close

culture destroys the tubers. Cease all

culture after bloom buds begin to ap-

pear. At the last cultivation the vines

should be billed up well.

Sliould the plants be bothered with

potato bugs, spray with the following

solution:

2 pounds arsenate of lead.

3 pounds pure rock lime.

50 gallons water.

Should the bugs appear in quantities

another application of the above solu-

tion could be made.

If the vines are affected with blight,

spray them with Bordeaux mixture made
up as follows:

4 pounds copper sulphate (blue stone).

5 pounds rock lime.

50 gallons water.

The first spraying should be given

when the plants are about four inches

high and repeat in 10 days to two weeks.

To obtain the best results all parts of

the vines should be well sprayed, espe-

cially the underside of the leaves, and

those lying on the ground. Two or three

sprayings should be sufficient.

The best varieties for yields are Bur-

bank and Peerless. For a very early

crop plant Bliss Triumph or Irish

Cobbler. At Auburn, Alabama, we plant

March 1st, but the time will vary with

the locality.

If the potato fields exceed 10 acres in

size and help is scarce a machine digger

will be found economical. With a tive-

acre field or larger a power sprayer

should be used.

W. P. Wn.LIAMS,

Auburn, Ala.

Potatoes—.Voreafje. by Divisions and

Stales: 190!) and 1899

DIVISION OR STATE
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I'otatoes-
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Cause

The term black-leg is to be considered

in a general sense and includes a group

of bacterial organisms, all of which have

been found capable of producing the dis-

ease described under this name. Bacillus

phytophthorus and Bacillus solanisaprus,

are two that have been studied perhaps

more than any others.

These organisms are capable of causing

soft rot when they come in contact with

bruised or cut surfaces of the tubers. It

is probable that such conditions are es-

sential in order that the bacteria may
live over winter. They cannot withstand

drying, and in the East it is thought that

winter conditions are too severe for them

to live over in the soil. It has also been

shown that decaying, bruised or cracked

tubers will carry the disease over and

produce affected plants.

The disease appears early in the sea-

son. When plants have lived long enough

to form a hard woody stem, this trouble

seldom affects them; this may, however,

be due to the fact that the organism be-

comes immediately active and so kills

off the plants wherever it has obtained

an early foothold. Since it does not

spread from hill to hill in the field, no

serious epidemic has been known.

Wherever loss is caused, only occasional

scattering plants are taken: in some

cases this amounts to rather a high per-

centage, however, and should not be over-

looked.

Control

Since this bacterial disease does not,

to our knowledge, live over in the soil,

it must be introduced on the seed. It is

not a difficult matter to inspect the seed

and discard any that are decaying,

bruised or discolored, and this practice

should be followed. In addition, use the

seed treatment with formalin, as given

under potato scab, and you should be

able to eliminate this disease.

General Consideration

This disease has not been studied to

any extent in the Pacific Northwest, con-

sequently we cannot be certain that the

bacteria causing it will not winter over

in the soil under our conditions. In fact,

our conditions are such that we may find

it living for some time and causing more

serious trouble here than it has in the

East.

Bibliography Itlack-Leg

1909. Maine Experiment Station Bull-

etin 174.

1911. Maine Experiment Station Bull-

etin 194.

Black Scab. See Potato Wart, this

section.

Blight or Downy Mildew

This is the most serious pest of the

potato and often causes the loss of the

whole crop. There are two kinds of

blight, both caused by fungi. The early

Fig. 1. This riant Was Inoculated Witli llie

Black-Leg Bacterial Organism.
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blight affects the foliage only. The late

blight not only kills the foliage but often

causes the rotting of the tubers, both in

field and in storage. The two forms are

treated in the same way. Commence
spraying with Bordeaux mixture and

arsenate of lead before the disease ap-

pears, or about the second week in July,

and repeat every 10 to 15 days through-

out the season, making about six appli-

cations In all. The arsenate of lead Is

added for the control of the Colorado

beetle and may be omitted If the beetles

are not present. Thoroughness of appli-

cation Is of utmost importance In spray-

ing for blight, the aim being to cover

completely both upper and lower sides

of the leaves, and thus prevent the access

of the fungus. On large areas where the

horse-power sprayer is used this is al-

most impossible, but where the spray

may be directed by hand it is quite pos-

sible, and when applied in this way three

or four applications during the season

will suffice. It is claimed that ridging

up the rows after the last cultivation will

prevent the disease spores from reaching

the tubers and in this way reduce the

proportion of rotten potatoes. There
seems to be but little difference in the

varieties with regard to susceptibility to

disease. The earlier varieties, however,

often mature their crop before the dis-

ease appears.

C. D. Jakvis,

Storrs, Conn.

Brown Rot. See Black-Leg, this sec-

tion.

Cankeb. See Wart Disease, this sec-

tion.

Downy Mildew. See Blight, this sec-

tion.

Dry End Rot. See Unj Rot, tliis sec-

tion.

Dry Kot of the Irisli Potato Tnber

Fusarium tuherivorum Wilcox

Symptoms
The dry rot here described is a strict

tuber rot affecting mature tubers only.

Neither the stems nor the young tubers

are ordinarily in the least affected. Nat-

ural infection is known to occur solely

througli wounds produced in the process

of digging or subsequent handling. In

many cases this rot secures a foothold

through wounds made by scab-producing

animals of certain sorts, and perhaps

even through scab spots due to fungus

parasitism, though the latter method is

certainly very rare, if we may judge

from the laboratory experiments. The
fungus cannot invade the tuber either

about the "eyes" or through the normal
lenticels.

The rotting is rather slow, and in gen-

eral within four to six weeks from one-

third to three-fourths of the tuber is

destroyed. The epidermis of the rotted

portion becomes slightly wrinkled and
usually has a characteristic bluish color.

On account of the rapid destruction of

the underlying tissues the surface over

these areas soon becomes distinctly de-

pressed (Fig. 1).

The rot may make its appearance at

any point on the surface of the tuber,

though more commonly perhaps at the

bud end of the tuber. There is no watery

degeneration of the tuber unless other

organisms gain entrance, so that this is

In fact a dry rot.

Fie. 1. Ilry Kot of IVitato Tuber.
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Cause

Numerous inoculation experiments

have shown that this dry rot is caused

by a parasitic fungus, for which we have

proposed the name Fusanum tuberivo-

rum. At the same time it has also been

demonstrated that this dry-rot fungus

does not cause the injury to the leaves

and stems often referred to as "blight"

or "wilt." In other words, the present

dry rot of the tuber is not connected in

any manner witli diseased conditions of

other parts of the plant.

Methods of Control

Experiments at the Nebraslia station

in 1912 demonstrated that the disease

could be held in check by the use of

lime-sulphur wash, boiled in the usual

manner in proportions of 5 pounds of

lime to 5 pounds of sulphur in 15 gal-

lons of water, formalin dip and formalin

vapor. The dip and vapor treatments

follow:

Formic aldehyde solution. The tubers

were placed in sacks and dipped for two

hours in a solution of one pint of 40

per cent formic aldehyde solution (often

called "formalin") in a barrel of water.

The tubers were then dried before being

placed in storage.

Formic aldehyde vapor. The tubers

were exposed to the vapors generated by

23 ounces of potassium permanganate

placed in 3 pints of a 40-per cent solu-

tion of formic aldehyde (formalin) to

each 1,000 cubic feet of space.

E. M. Wii.cnx and G. K. K. Link.

Nfliraska Expprinif^nt Station Bulletin 1.34.

Dry Rot or Wilt

Fusarium. oxysporum

F. D. B.^ILEY

This fungous disease is both a fielil and

a storage trouble of wide distribution and

often causes considerable loss. The
trouble has long been known both in this

country and in Europe, but little was

known until recently concerning the exact

cause. In the United States the "dry

rot" has long been recognized as a seri-

ous trouble; just what the actual loss

amoiints to it would be impossible to de-

termine. The damage in the field is even

harder to estimate, for many times the

grower is not aware of any disease or

abnormal appearance.

Distrilnition

In the Northwest the disease is ap-

parently wide spread. Investigations

throughout the Willamette valley and

lower Columbia basin during the sea-

son of 1911 showed very few fields entire-

ly free from the disease. The season of

1912 being exceptionally wet. this trouble

seems not to have shown up as extensive-

ly.

Symptoms

The wilt disease makes its attack on all

parts of the plant below ground. It gen-

erally enters through a root and spreads

to all other parts beneath the surface.

The first indication of the disease is a

different appearance of the foliage. It

gradually takes on a lighter color, loses

its glistening appearance, and the leaves

roll in during the heat of the day. (Fig.

1.) If the plant is attacked while growth

Vis. 1. Wilt of Potato Vine Cau.sed by the
Soil FunKUS. Fusarium. Dry stem-end rot
of tubers is caused by tbe same oi'Kanism.

is Still taking place, it is quite certain to

be dwarfed. The death of the plant comes

on slowly and to the casual observer

would seem to be little different from the

normal maturing. It is premature, how-

ever, and the yield is much cut down.

It has been shown that the growth in
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weight of potatoes, and acconliuKly the

yield, continues to increase at a remark-

able rate for every week added to the nor-

mal growth of the top. Premature ripen-

ing from any cause certainly results in re-

duction of yield.

As the plant slowly succumbs, owing to

the death of the roots, it falls over and

can be more easily detected. Such plants

pull easily. The roots are easily broken

and are often covered with a white or

pinkish fungous growth. The main root

is discolored; frequently this brown dis-

coloration can be followed along the un-

derground stems into the stem end of the

tubers. In this way the fungus enters

the potatoes, and, under favorable condi-

tions, it produces the dry stem-end rot.

If rot is not produced the fungus can live

over winter in the tubers and so spread

with the seed potatoes to new fields. Such

Infected tubers can be detected if a thin

slice is cut off at the stem end. If the

fungus is present the vascular or fibrous

tissue is brown and this tissue spreads so

that a ring or a portion of a ring of the

brown spots appears on the cross-section

at different depths, always following near

the surface of the potato. This brown
discoloration may follow the fibers back

only a very short distance or it may ex-

tend very nearly to the apical end of the

tuber; in either case it indicates the

presence ot the disease. In case of rot

the fungus does not confine its attack

to the vascular tissue but slowly spreads

from it through the surrounding tissue,

finally lireaking it down. As it comes to

the surface it breaks through and pro-

duces dense tufts of the delicate white

fungus.

Cause

The cause of this disease is a soil fun-

gus ( Funarium oxysporum)*. It is closely

related to the organisms causing the west-

ern tomato blight and the wilt of water-

melons. It can live for years as a sapro-

phyte, depending on dead organic matter

In the soil for food. When potatoes are

planted on infested soil the fungus again

assumes Its parasitic habit and produces

disease of the living |)laiit.

• Several other spefles of FiiHarla aip linown
to caune decay of potato tutu-is.

Like the fungus causing watermelon

wilt, this fungus forms small spores

which are produced in the vessels of the

plant, and larger curved spores on the

surface. These larger spores will with-

stand long periods of drought or cold and
germinate when conditions are favorable.

They are scattered by wind and insects

or at digging time by the implements used

in the field.

Control

The fact that this fungus is a persistent

soil organism, capable of producing dis-

ease whenever potatoes are planted in soil

where it is present, makes it necessary to

use precaution in keeping the fields free

from it.

All seed used should be carefully in-

.spected. It would be a simple matter if,

at the time potatoes are cut for seed, a

thin slice be cut at the stem end and any
tubers that show brown discolorations of

the fibers be discarded. In case infected

seed is found it will be advisable to use

in addition, the formalin seed treatment

as tor potato scab. This will dispose of

spores which may have collected on the

surface. It will not, however, serve to

disinfect potatoes which show the brown
discoloration of the vascular tissue.

Decaying potatoes often carry this fun-

gus to the compost heap, either directly

or through being fed to stock. Such prac-

tices are to be avoided. Also avoid cul-

tivation or travel from diseased fields

onto new land or land where the disease

does not exist.

Wliere the fungus is once established

in a field, practice long periods of rota-

tion, preferably to cereal crops. It may
be found possible to develop a potato that

will be resistant to this disease. There
is evidently a varietal difference in this

respect, and in time a strain may be de-

velor)ed through i)rocesses of selection

and breeding which will prove highly re-

sistant.

Itiblio!;rai)hy for the Fusariiim Wilt

Disease

(The better references indicated by**)

**]904. V. S. I)e|)artment of Agricul-

lure, Hureau Plant Industry Bulletin h5.
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1904. Report Connecticut Experiiiii'iit

Station, 1903.

1907. Washington Experiment Station

Bulletin 87.

1909. U. S, Oopartiiient ol' AKi'iciilture,

Bureau of I'iant Industry, Circular 23.

1910. Oliio Experiment Station Bulle-

tin 214.

**19n. Ohio Experiment Station Bul-

letin 299.

*1912. Wisconsin Experiment Station

Circular 36.

1912. Journal Washington Academy of

Science, Vol. II, No. 6.

••1913. Nebraska Research Bulletin 1.

••1913. Nebraska Bulletin 134.

••Phytopathology, Vol. Ill, No. 1.

Internal Brown Rot

Internal brown rot is the name given

to a disease which has recently appeared

in a few potato-growing sections of this

country. It is first noticed by the dark-

ening more or less of the starchy portion

of the tubers, without any manifestation

of its presence on the outside; later on

the potato rots. The life history of this

disease is not known, nor are any

remedies known for it. Ordinary pru-

dence, however, would indicate that seed

potatoes in the least affected with this

trouble .should not be planted.

Early Blight

Alternarm solani {E. & M.) .Jones & Grant

Early blight of |)otato is a premature

spotting and dying of the potato leaves,

due to the work of a parasitic fungus.

The occurrence of the early blight is li-

able to be influenced by the general vigor

and other conditions of the plant; yet

there is no just basis for denying, in the

light of our present knowledge, the

parasitic nature of this disease. .Tones

has made cultures of the fungus and pro-

duced the disease by inoculation (Ver-

mont Experiment Station Bulletins 24 and

28; Report 1892) and has secured most

admirable results by the use of fungicides.

This successful spraying in itself is in

the nature of proof of parasitic character.

Control

S|)ray thoroughly with Bordeaux mix-

ture, adding arsenites for the insects, as

required.

There is real danger of the confusion

of early blight with the I'^usarium blight

described elsewhere in this section.

Late Blight of Potatoes

Pliytoiilillidia iiifcslaiis

P. D. B.\ii.i:y

The disease of potatoes commonly
known as late blight or downy mildew is

almost universal in extent and has caused

moie loss than all the other pests of this

crop combined. In New York state it

has caused a loss of $10,000,000 in one

.year and an estimate for the United

States places an annual loss at $3(!,000,000.

The outbreak of blight in Ireland in

184.'') is often spoken of as the starting

point, but, as a matter of fact, records

show that it originated in Chili, the home
of the potato, and was introduced into the

United States, near Boston, as early as

1840. In Australia and Tasmania the in-

vasion has been more recent, probably in

the present century.

In the Northwest we have no record to

show when the disease first appeared.

It is certain that it has appeared occa-

sionally in the coast region for years.

The season of 1912 was unusually favor-

able to it and the fungus rapidly spread

and damaged late potatoes throughout

the lower Columbia and Coast region.

The large acreage planted made the loss

in some cases quite serious.

Symptoms

The leaves are the first point of attack

when the disease is spreading in the field.

Spots appear on any i)art, more often

near the tip or margin; these affected

areas spread rapidly until the entire leaf

is blackened and dead. As the spot

spreads, the margin is changed to a light

green and is watery in appearance, often

a fine white down can be seen, generally

on the lower surface. Drought or unfav-

orable temperature will check the growth

of the fungus, but if the mean daily

temperature ranges between 70 degrees
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Fiff. 1. I.ate Wiflit of I'olaloes. At this stage the lops appear very Diiieh as IhouKh trusted.

and 74 degrees, with an abundance of

moisture, it will rapidly change the en-

tire top into a moist, ptitrid mass and

sweep over large fields in a few days.

(Fig. ].)

The damage resulting from the loss of

the tops might not always prove serious,

since the outbreak rarely comes until late

in the season, but the fungus does not

stop at this. The greatest loss may re-

sult from the attack on the tubers. Any

exposed potatoes are pretty certain to be-

come infected by the numerous spores

formed in the spots on the leaves, and if

rains come many spores are washed into

the soil and reach many potatoes below

the surface. Rot follows and spreads in

the hills. At digging time some of the in-

fected potatoes are pretty certain to go

into storage with the sound ones, and, if

storage conditions are not properly

watched, the entire lot may rot.

The tubers, when first affected, show

slight depressed areas on the surface;

these areas are dark colored and at first

penetrate but a short distance beneath

the surface (Fig. 2). This gradually ad-

vances into the interior until the whole

tuber is decayed. If the soil is wet, the

decay is aided by soft rot caused by bac-

teria, and where a field is affected in this

way, the putrid odor of decay may be

noticeable for some distance. The white

tufts of the fungus on which spores are

produced come out on the surface of the

tubers when the soil or air is humid, in

this way greatly aiding the spread of the

disease.

Sometimes dry weather follows a period

favorable to the spread of the blight.

Under these conditions the fungus ad-

vances very slowly in the foliage, produc-

ing no spores and seldom spreading to

new fields. The tubers which have been

infected rot more slowly and take the

form of a dry rot.

Cause

At the time of the famine in Ireland in

1845 many ideas and theories were held

concerning the cause of the potato blight.

Some said it was a direct visitation of

Providence, some ascribed the disease to
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insects, some thought it due to atmos-

pheric influence or electricity, others said

wet weather, and some were right in

ascribing it to fungi. Many farmers still

believe wet seasons to be the cause of

this disease. The wet warm season does

not cause the blight, but these conditions

are essential to the growth and dissemina-

tion of the causal fungus.

The scientitic name for this causal fun-

gus is Phytophthora infestans. It has

been the subject of a great deal of in-

vestigation, and much literature regard-

ing it has been published from time to

time. The group to which Phytophthora

belongs shows a great deal of variation.

Other more or less common forms which

are closely related are the mildew of

onions and the one frequently occurring

on lettuce.

>» Si.

Fig. 2. Early Stage of tlie Blight mi Tuhcr.

It has been shown by several investiga-

tors that the fungus seldom, if ever, runs

back from the blighting foliage to the

tubers through the stem, but that the

spores carry it to the exposed tubers and

those near the surface. This same fungus

causes a blight of tomatoes (Fig. 3). It

is favored somewhat on the tomato by the

fact that the fruit is not only easily in-

fected, but also furnishes a great abun-

dance of moisture and food, so that great

numbers of spores can be produced.

Leaves and stems are also affected.

Treatment

It has been very clearly demonstrated

that late blight and the rot of tubers

caused by the same fungus can be pre-

vented by proper spraying. Several of

the Eastern states have carried on spray-

ing experiments for a number of years,

and in every case the results show a

marked advantage.

It has been demonstrated that the vigor

of the plant is held up in this way and

an increased yield results, even when no

blight appears.

The only satisfactory spray to use for

lateolight is Bordeaux mixture. Several

applications during the season will be

necessary, and the time for spraying will

depend on a number of factors, namely,

time of planting, weather conditions, and

other pests. If the spray is to be put on

for blight alone it will be safe to put on

the first application when the blossoms

of the late plantings are well out, unless

rainy weather sets in earlier, in which

case spra.v as soon as possible after the

rain. Follow this with later applications

every two weeks. The first application

should be with 4-4-50 Bordeaux mixture,

and the later with 6-6-50. In the case

of an epidemic of blight it is necessary to

spray oftener, once every week or ten

days being advisable.

Other pests, especially flea beetles, re-

quire an earlier application.
'

There is no practical method of seed

treatment for this trouble. The fungus

is carried over in the seed but under

proper storage remains dormant and often

cannot be detected. Seed should be care-

fully sorted so that no decaying or dis-

colored tubers are used in order to se-

cure good germination and later depend

on proper spraying to prevent the infec-

tion from outside sources.
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1906. Vermont Agricultural Experi-

ment Station Bulletin 119.

1908. Wisconsin Agricultural E.xperi-

ment Station Bulletin 168.

1911. New York Agricultural Experi-

ment Station Bulletin 338.

1912. New York (Geneva) Agricul-

tural Experiment Station Bulletin 349.

1912. New York (Geneva) Agricul-

tural Experiment Station Bulletin 352.

1912. Vermont Agricultural Experi-

ment Station Bulletin 162.

1912. U. S. Department of Agriculture,

Bureau of Plant Industry Bulletin 245.

Dors AVintcr Kill Potato Blifrht in tlie

SoiU

Rotation of crops is necessary to pre-

vent transmission of several plant dis-

eases. Cabbage should not be planted the

second year where the first season's crop

has shown much clubroot, and potatoes

should not follow potatoes where scab has

prevailed, nor where Fusarium wilt and

its accompanying tuber rot have been de-

structive.

The most destructive potato disease,

however, is late blight, with the common
rot that follows it; and questions relating

to transmission and control of these

troubles are exceedingly important. Does

this fungus survive the winter in the soil

and make a blighted field of one year un-

safe to use the next?

Winter Probahly Destroys Phytoplitliora

Most authorities hold that the fungus

causing these two troubles, Phytuphtora

infestans, does not over-winter in the

soil: and that there is no more liability

to blighting and rotting on a field thus

affected the year before than on one free

from the disease. Recently two authori-

ties, one in England and one in America,

have advanced the oi)posite view and ad-

vise against planting potatoes on soil

where blight has been prevalent.

To test the liability to such transmis-

sion, the station botanist at Geneva, N.

y., has carried on careful tests in two

seasons; and finds no evidence that the

fungus can survive the winter in the

•Geneva (N. Y.) Bulletin .367.

field in Central New York at least. In

each of the tests, soil from a field of dis-

eased potato plants was thoroughly

mixed, in boxes, with broken rotten

tubers and pieces of blighted stems; and

the boxes were exposed to the weather

during early winter. Later the boxes

were brought into the forcing house, a

sound potato tuber was planted in each

and conditions made as favorable as pos-

sible for growth of plants and develop-

ment of the disease. In spite of warmth,

abundant moisture, both in the soil and

in the air, and luxuriant, succulent

growth of the plants, not a sign of blight-

ing appeared, even when the plants were
grown in a special glass chamber and
thoroughly wet daily with water drained

from some of the soil mixed with diseased

material, or were painted with a thin

mud made from such soil.

The results, being negative, do not

prove that the late-blight fungus cannot

remain alive over winter in the soil,

but they make such persistence appear

highly improbable.

Depend on Spraying

It would seem unnecessary, then, to

change the location of the potato crop to

avoid this disease; especially as we know
that thorough spraying will control both

blight and rot and will increase the crop

enough, taking one year with another, to

make this a highly profitable regular prac-

tice in potato growing.

The spraying of late potatoes shoirid

never be neglected.

Leaf Blotch

Cercospora concors

Appears in some of the New England

states, but does not appear to be serious.

Leaf Curl. See Leaf Blotch, this sec-

tion.

Leaf Roll

As indicated by the name, leaf roll is

marked by an upward rolling of the

leaves on their midrib. There is usually

a pronounced change in the color of the

foliage to a yellow, unhealthy shade, of-

ten tinged reddish or pur])lish.

The disease may start early in summer
and be far advanced by the end of July.
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The plants do not die quickly, as they

do when attacked by Fusarium wilt, but

may live nearly as long as healthy ones.

The growth is checked and the formation

of tubers prevented. Often no potatoes

are set, or only small ones clustered

around the base of the stem, while num-

erous rudimentary tubers are formed on

the stolons.

The browning of the woody part of the

potato stem and the presence of a brown

discolored ring at the stem end of the

tubers is not so much a character of the

leaf roll, but is rather to be taken as an

indication of the presence of another dis-

ease, the Fusarium wilt.

The formation of aerial tubers is some-

times a feature of leaf roll, but in other

cases is the result of stem cankers caused

by the fungus Rhizoctonia.

Leaf roll is considered to be hereditary

through the seed potatoes; that is, if po-

tatoes borne on plants affected by leaf

roll are planted the resulting crop will

be diseased and usually much worse than

the first crop.

The cause of leaf roll remains unknown,

though it has been prevalent in Europe

since 1905, and has been given much study

there. It is now believed to be a physio-

logical disorder rather than one caused by

a parasite. Many consider it due to some

unfavorable soil or climatic condition, but

no one has been able to show what condi-

tions produce it or how it may be con-

trolled by any cultural practices.

No fully satisfactory remedy for leaf

roll has been discovered. We have, how-

ever, the benefit of seven years of Ger-

man experience with the same trouble.

The anxiety caused by its appearance in

Germany has been somewhat allayed with

the passage of time, and the best author-

ity on potato diseases there even states

that through the awakening of interest in

better culture and in improvement of seed

the leaf roll will prove in the end a bene-

fit to German agriculturists, and their po-

tato production will be permanently in-

creased.

Leaf ScoBcn. See Tip Burn, this sec-

tion.

Linie-Sulpbur Dwarfs Potato Plants

Bordeaux Best for Potatoes

Lime-sulphur solution cannot replace

Bordeaux mixture as a preventive of po-

tato diseases. Orchardists who also grow

potatoes hoped that they might use the

lime-sulphur spray in the field as well as

in the orchard and dispense with the Bor-

deaux altogether, as it would be conven-

ient to prepare only one fungicide; but a

careful test made at the Geneva (New
York) Station in 1911 proves the lime-sul-

phur harmful to potatoes. The plants in

rows sprayed with lime-sulphur were

dwarfed by the fungicide, died early and

yielded about 40 bushels less to the acre

than plants in check rows; while the Bor-

deaux-sprayed rows produced 100 bushels

to the acre more than the checks.

Geneva (N. Y.) Bulletin 34T.

LiT-n.E Potato. See Rhizoctonia, this

section.

Potato Scab

Oospora scabies

F. D. Bailey

Potato scab is a fungous disease that

is prevalent in Europe and the United

States and probably in all countries

where potatoes are raised. The chief loss

is in the depreciation in value due to the

appearance of affected potatoes, although

it is claimed that the yield is also re-

duced.

In the Northwest scab is prevalent

only in fields that have been heavily

manured, where wood ashes have been

applied, or in alkaline soils. An abun-

dance of moisture also favors its spread

and development.

Symptoms
This disease is confined to the tubers

and is readily recognized by the charac-

teristic rough corky patches on the sur-

face (Fig. 1). The affected spots may be

quite deep, even forming cracks if the

attack is made when the potatoes are

small. The lenticles or openings in the

surface are the points more often af-

fected. The first indication is a small

reddish-brown surface spot; this grows

both outward and downward and soon a

brown corky growth begins to form over
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Fig. 1. TuIm ArtfctPtl With Si-ab.

the diseased area. These spots are rarely-

more than one-half of an inch in diame-

ter, although many such spots may grow

together, forming large scabby areas over

the surface.

Cause

Tlie fungus causing this disease is a

very minute form. Spores are formed

that are but little larger than some of

the bacteria. It is a parasite, but is able

to live in the soil, in old stems or decay-

ing vegetation for several years. Tur-

nips, beets and mangels are sometimes

affected.

Control

Avoid planting on alkaline or heavily

manured soils. Where the soil already

contains the fungus, practice rotation

with crops not affected and where pos-

sible plow under green crops.

Avoid planting scabby seed on land

that is clean. If it is necessary to use

potatoes that are scabby, the following

seed treatment should be given:

1. Use a solution of one pint or pound

of formalin in .30 gallons of water, soak

the potatoes in this for two hours, then

spread them out to dry before cutting.

The sacks or crates should also be treated

at the same time.

2. When a largo iiuantity of seed is to

be treated the gas method will be more
simple. This method consists in pro-

ducing formalin gas by adding commer-
cial formalin to potassium permanganate

crystals. An air-tight shed should be

provided large enough to hold whatever

quantity it is desired to treat and pro-

viding for an open space near the center,

which should be about six feet across.

The potatoes to be treated should be dry.

They may be kept in sacks or crates and

should be stacked in such a way that air

spaces are kept open around them. For
the gas generator use a large pan or tub,

place this in the center of the open space

and spread the crystals of permanganate

over the bottom. When all is ready add
the formalin and leave quickly to avoid

the suffocating fumes. Use these sub-

stances in the proportion of 23 ounces

potassium permanganate with three pints

of formaldehyde to every 1,000 cubic

feet. Keep the shed closed as tightly as

possible for 24 hours. At the end of

this time it may be opened and the po-

tatoes taken out.

Since the gas is more effective in a

humid atmosphere, it is a good plan to

sprinkle the floor with water before start-

ing the sterilization.

Potato Wart, Potato Canker

Bynchltrium rinlnliinticiim Perc.

This is one of the most important Eu-

ropean diseases. It is caused by a fungus,

and is extremely difficult to control. It

has been introduced into Newfoundland.

On the severely affected tubers it causes

coral-like scaly nodules, which are read-

ily recognized. Seed potatoes may be

slightly affected and escape notice. The
danger of the introduction of this disease

has been greatly reduced by the quaran-

tine which the United States Department

of Agriculture has placed on all foreign

countries in which it is known to exist.
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However, growers sliould be constantly

on the lookout for it.

New .Ipi'sey Agricultural Experiment Stntimi
Circular :{:i.

Powdery Dry Rot. See Dry Rot, this

section.

Powdery Scab
Spongospora subterraiica Wallr.

This serious disease of the potato has

recently been introduced into Canada

from Europe and has spread to one of

the seed-producing sections of Maine. In

1914 there was a quarantine established

by the federal authorities against ex-

portations of seed potatoes from that

state.

The Government also prohibits im-

portations of potatoes from countries

where the disease is known to exist.

Prof. J. W. Morse, of the Maine Experi-

ment Station, describes the disease as

follows:

"The early stages of powdery scab on

young tubers appear in the form of small

pimples, with a slight discoloration of

the surface. When cut open the infected

areas appear purplish. These minute

pustules may occur in patches or scat-

tered over the surface of the tubers. As

they enlarge they become raised and

break through the epidermis, which

stands up and curls back around the spots

in a characteristic manner.

"If the surfaces of the diseased pota-

toes have not been exposed to too much
friction specimens may be collected fre-

quently in the storehouses in the winter

which show distinct raised, blister-like,

dark-colored spots, usually not more than

one-sixteenth to one-eighth of an inch

in diameter, in no way resembling the

common type of scab. These are shown
indistinctly on the surface of the appar-

ently decayed tuber.

"If the top of these blisters or pustules

is carefully removed by means of a

needle or penknife the interior will be

found to be filled witli dead tissue and a

dark-colored or brownish powder, fre-

quently having a slight olive tinge.

Usually, however, when affected tubers

come under observation they have been

subjected to more or less friction, which

has not only removed the top of the pus-

tules but most of the powder as well.

After one acquires a slight familiarity

with the disease one can usually recog-

nize it without trouble, even in this stage,

on account of the size, grouping and ap-

pearance of the spots.

"Unless several spots have run together

and coalesced, they are usually oval to

circular in shape, small, seldom more
than one-sixteenth to one-eiglith of an

inch in diameter; frequently several oc-

cur together in clumps. Occasionally

they may extend diagonally across the

surface of the potato in more or less

irregular, parallel lines. The ragged,

turned-back margins of the rutpured epi-

dermis already mentioned are usually

still in evidence after the tops of the

pustules have been rubbed off.

"This is by no means the only form of

alteration that the parasite may produce

in the normal appearance of the host. In

severe attacks, especially In moist soil,

a distinctly warty appearance may de-

velop, quite different from the ordinary

type of powdery scab. These warts are

several times larger than the scab pus-

tules and are usually smooth and round-

ish, although somewhat irregular, vary-

ing in color from a light to dark brown
and more frequently occurring at the

terminal or seed end of the tuber. Still

another stage is recognized, where con-

siderable portions of the surface of the

tuber become destroyed and eroded, leav-

ing a distinct, hollowed-out, cankerous
area.

"A few other characteristics of the dis-

ease as observed in Maine should be

noted. The most important is, perhaps,

that potatoes affected by powdery scab,

especially in severe or moderately severe

cases, show a tendency to wither rapidly.

This takes place even under good storage

conditions, and it becomes very evident

it the tubers are removed from the cellar

and kept at the temperature of the aver-

age living room for a few days.

"Very frequently the skin of the potato

in a circle immediately surrounding the

individual scab spots becomes depressed

and browned, taking on a color very sim-
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ilar to that produced by tlu' comnion dry

rot associated with tlie late blight fungus.

This sicMlarity to the late blight dry rot

is greatly increaspd if the spots of pow-

dery scab are nuincrous and close to-

gether, so that the discolored area of the

skin becomes continuous.

"In such cases the tissues dry out and
shrink away very rapidly beneath the

discolored area, giving every appearance

of a form of dry rot. Cutting through

these blackened areas of the surface

usually reveals simply a thin layer of

dry, dead tissue resting on the appar-

ently sound and healthy flesh of the

tuber below. Frequently a distinct strat-

um of dry rot has been found beneath

some of these discolored areas, but

whether or not this is due simply to sec-

ondary infection by some fungus I am
not yet able to say."

Thus far no satisfactory method of

seed treatment has been devised. When
the soil is once infected it requires sev-

eral years' rotation of crops to eradicate

the organism.

It is unwise to buy seed potatoes from

localities where the disease is known to

exist; examine the seed carefully before

planting; treat the seed with formalde-

hyde or corrosive sublimate even though
neither of these treatments is an abso-

lute preventive.

Rliiznctonia, Little Potato

Corticium rnyum. var. soUini

F. D. Bailey

This disease is widely distributed in

this country and in Europe and Asia.

The fungus causing it attacks many other

plants, and consequently is an organism

having a wide range of destruction. It

is often present when very little damage
is caused, however, and seems able to

live indefinitely in the soil.

During the season of 1911, this disease

has been found on potatoes In the Pacific

coast region, and has caused a loss of 30

per cent in some cases.

Symptoms
The affected plant displays a number

of symptoms, some of which accompany
the disease only under certain conditions.

Fig, 1. Uhizoctonia on the Stem of a Yoiin;;.
Rapidly Gi'owine Potato Plant.

Wo often find aerial potatoes produced

resulting from early attacks of the fun-

gus. This does not always follow, how-

ever. Sometimes this production of

aerial potatoes is brought about in other

ways. It has been observed in a field

where gophers had worked around the

roots and cut the underground stems of

the plants. Many times the tops are

large, or aa abnormal branching, result-

ing in a rosette, accompanies the attack

on the underground parts; in this case

many small potatoes are produced close

to the surface of the ground. Sometimes

as many as 50 potatoes, varying from

the size of a pea to that of a hen's egg

have been found in such hills.

When conditions are favorable for the

fungus to attack the plant early in its

growth, death may follow immediately.

In such cases the stem rots off at the

surface of the ground and the plant falls

over. Fig. 1 shows the grayish white

fungous growth on the stem just above

the surface of the ground. The stem
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has not rotted off, yet the plant was too

young and succulent to withstand the at-

tack for any length of time.

Rhizoctonia, as it occurs in this coun-

try, probably does not directly damage
the tissue of the tubers, but it frequently

forms small, irregular growths on the

surface which give them a scabby or

dirty appearance. These fungous growths

are so firmly attached that a vigorous

scrubbing is necessary to break them
away. When wet they are black in color.

(Fig. 2.)

Cause

The fungus causing this disease is

closely related to the mushrooms and

toadstools. It was, for many years, con-

sidered a sterile fungus, and supposed to

have no true spore stage. This has been

disproved and the classification changed,

since it has been found that spores are

produced.

The fungus can live indefinitely with-

out the intervention of the spore stage,

and it is probable that it depends largely

for its distribution and perpetuation on

the small patches of fungous tissue

(sclerotia) that are formed on the sur-

face of the potatoes and stems. (Fig. 2.)

Control

Since this fungus is able to live in the

soil indefinitely, it is necessary to ob-

serve special precautions against intro-

ducing it. It is introduced, in most cases,

on seed. Careful inspection for the pres-

ence of the small black bodies on the sur-

face of the potatoes should always be

made before planting and, in case they

are found, the general seed treatment

as recommended for potato scab should

be used.

Liming the soil and rotation with crops

which are not affected is also recom-

mended where the disease is prevalent.

Fornialdflijde and Corrosive Sublimate

for Scab and Rhizoctonia in Potatoes

The following discussion is from the

New York (Geneva) Station:

It seems best to advise potato growers

who wish to disinfect potatoes they use

for seed to use the gas treatment only

In cases where it is impracticable to use

either the liquid formaldehyde solution

or corrosive sublimate. The safety and
efficiency of both the liquid treatments
for scab have been thoroughly estab-

lished, while the evidence proves the gas
treatment unreliable for controlling

Rhizoctonia, and casts considerable doubt
on its effectiveness against scab. When
it is desired to treat potatoes for both
Rhizoctonia and scab the corrosive sub-

limate solution should be used; but in

treating for scab alone the formaldehyde
solution is effective, while the corrosive

sublimate solution, though effective, is

in many ways less desirable to use.

Directions for Using Treatments
The method to be used in applying any

one of these treatments is summarized
in the following paragraphs, which
should be carefully read before begin-

ning the work.

W

Fig. 2. The small black patches on the sur-
face ot the tuber are a restins condition of
Rhizoctonia and furnish a means for its
distribution.

Formaldehyde Gas

Use a thoroughly tight, unheated room.

Place the seed tubers in shallow, slatted

crates, not over eight inches deep, and

so arranged that the gas may circulate

freely on all sides of the potatoes. For

each 1,000 cubic feet of space in the dis-

infection room use three pints of formal-

dehyde (40 per cent solution) and 23

ounces of potassium permanganate (slen-

der, needle-shaped crystals). Spread the

potassium permanganate over the bottom

of a large pan or pail having a capacity

equal to about one quart for each ounce

of permanganate. Pour on the formalde-

hyde, close the door at once and keep

it closed for 24 hours. It is important

that the disinfection room contain ap-
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proximately 10 pounds of potatoes per

cubic foot or 167 bushels per 1,000

cubic feet. With smaller quantities the

tubers are liable to be injured by the

treatment; while with larger quantities

the treatment may not be effective. If

necessary to treat smaller quantities than

10 pounds per cubic foot it is suggested

that a smaller room be fitted up for a

fumigator if possible, or that the quan-

tity of chemicals be reduced propor-

tionately. No tubers should be placed

directly above the generator. If possible,

the treatment should be made before the

tubers have begun to sprout as sprouted

tubers are more liable to injury. The

temperature of the chemicals at time of

mixing should be above 50 degrees

Fahrenheit.

Formaldoliyde Solution

Mix one pint of 40 per cent formalde-

hyde solution with 30 gallons of water.

Soak the uncut tubers in this solution

for two hours. The same solution may

be used repeatedly. Treated tubers not

required for planting may be used for

food or fed to animals with perfect

safety.

Corrosiu' Snitliniiite Solution

Prepare a solution containing 2 ounces

of corrosive sublimate in 15 gallons of

water. This is best done by first dissolv-

ing the corrosive sublimate in a small

quantity of hot water and afterward di-

luting to the required amount. Soak the

uncut tubers in this solution one and one-

half hours. Recent investigations by

Gussow and Shutt in Canada indicate

that the strength of corrosive sublimate

solution decreases so rapidly with use

that it is necessary to reject it after

using three or four times. As the solu-

tion corrodes metals it should be used

only in wooden or stone vessels. These

should be kept away from animals until

very thoroughly cleansed from the solu-

tion. It is very poisonous. All treated

tubers should be either planted or

buried.

With any of the scab treatments care

should be taken that treated tubers are

not reinfected by coming in contact with

Ijags or crates which have held scabby

potatoes.

Now York (Geiunn) I'.iilh'tlus HGn and 370.

RossETTE. See Rhizoctonia, this sec-

tion.

Russet Scab

A russet scab has been reported as

more or less common in a number of

states, and has been attributed to the

Rhizoctonia fungus, but the cause is not

well understood.

Silver Scurf

This is a new fungus disease, Spondy-

lorUidinm atrovirrns Harz, introduced

from Europe. The disease appears as

small dark spots on the skin. In storage,

these spots enlarge and the tuber shrivels

and becomes somewhat silvery in appear-

ance.

Control

It is very doubtful if this disease can

be controlled by seed disinfection, hence

seed selection is the only alternative.

Soft Rots

Various Causes

Several soft or wet rots commonly

affect tubers in the field or after storage.

They seem to be caused in each case by

bacteria, and are not to be confused with

the Fusarium or Phytophthora dry rot,

although they often follow these as well

as scab injury. Dig the potatoes as soon

as possible if wet weather prevails and

they have been grown in heavy soil. Store

in a dry, cool, well-ventilated place. Ro-

tate crops and avoid using seed potatoes

from affected hills. If possible, use hardy

strains.

Southern Bacterial Wilt. See Bhirk-

Leg, this section.

Stem Blioht. See Rhizoctonia. this

section.

Stem Rot. See Rhizoctonia, this sec-

tion.

Snn Scald

Symptoms
Wilting and burning of the tender

young leaves in June and early .luly dur-

ing very bright, hot weather; especially

likely to occur after a period of warm
cloudy weather. The youngest upper

shoots suffer first and worst.
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Remedy
There is no remedy, and since the

plants usually recover quickly, little per-

manent injury results.

Tip Itiirii

Sjmptoms
During protracted dry hot weather in

midsummer, the leaves weaken and die,

beginning at their tips and margins. The
older leaves and those on the lower part

of the plants suffer first and worst. This

has been a common trouble in Wisconsin

potato fields, especially on the earlier po-

tatoes. Anything that weakens the plants

or injures the foliage increases this

trouble.

Remedies

Soil rich in humus, good surface culti-

vation to keep down weeds and check
evaporation, spraying with Bordeaux mix-

ture to keep the foliage healthy.

L. R. .Tones,

Madison. Wis.

Verticillinni Wilt
Verticillium alboatrum Reink. and Berth.

This is due to a fungus and is very

similar to the Fusarium wilt. The black

discoloration of the tuber is much more
pronounced than in the case of the Fusar-

ium wilt and the wilting is more rapid.

It is not so common nor so widely dis-

tributed.

New York Agricultural Experiment StaOon
Circular 33.

Wilt. See Dry Rot, this section.

POTATO PESTS

Beet Army Worxi. See Beet Pests.

Colorado Potato Beetle

Leptinotarsa decemlineata Say
A. L. LOVETT

This insect is fortunately so far not

known to be present on the Pacific coast,

except in a small area in Eastern Wash-
ington and Northern Idaho. That this

condition of freedom can long exist seems
rather doubtful. There is practically no
one interested in potato culture but who
knows the vivid examples we have had
in the Middle West of what this pest is

capable of doing.

Description

The adult beetle is of a very robust

form. About three-eighths of an inch in

length and a little more than half as wide.

It is of a dusky yellow color, the wing
covers marked with ten longitudinal black

stripes. The larvae resemble slugs, but

have only three pairs of legs located on

the three segments just back of the head.

They are of a dark Venetian red, soft in

texture and are slimy disgusting looking

creatures. The pupal stage is passed in

the soil. The pupa is about the color of

the larva but shows, the forming legs,

wings, etc. The eggs are a lemon yellow

and are laid in masses on the leaf, usual-

ly on the under side near the mid-rib.

They are also deposited on straws, dried

roots, etc., which protrude above the

ground.

Both the adult beetles and the larvae

feed voraciously on the foliage of the po-

tato. The beetle is a fairly strong flier

and on warm sunshiny days often takes

wing and flies about. The insect passes

the winter as an adult beetle, usually

hibernating in the soil or in a very well

protected spot. They emerge in very early

spring and feed on any of the Solanaceae

that are handy. They deposit eggs on

their host, but this egg-laying extends

over a considerable period of time, the

beetles depositing more eggs whenever
they migrate to a new host. There are

ordinarily two broods during each season.

Remedies

Where this insect is very bad no

remedy will prove entirely efficient, but

the arsenical sprays are the standard solu-

tion for their control.

CoM.MON Nematode. See Potato Eel-

loorvi, this section.

False Chinch Bug. See Cabbage Pests.

Flea Beetle. See Western Flea Beetle.

Grasshoppers. See Grape Pests.

Green Peach Aphids. See Aphids.

Harlequin Cabbage Bug. See Cabbage

Pests.

Hop Flea Beetle. See Cabbage Pests.

Jerusalem Cricket. See Sand Cricket.

this section.
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Mealy Bugs

Tuber Mealy Bug
PseiKlococcus a/Jinis Mask.

The tuber mealy bus occurs in Aus-

tralia, and is found upon the tuliers of

dahlias and potatoes.

Solaiiiim Mealy Bug
Pseudococcus sohini Ckll.

Color

The body is pale yellowish and sparsely

covered with fine white iiowdory wax.

Food riants

This species appears lo be a subterran-

nean form and lives either entirely un-

der ground or upon the branches which
touch the ground. It has been found
feeding upon the following plants: Aster,

sp. nightshade, pigweed, potato, purslane,

wild sunflower, tomato.

E. 0. EssiG

Potato Eel Worm or Conimou >'eniato<le

Heterodera radicicola Greef.

General Appearance

The presence of this pest is told by

such characteristic injuries as root knot

on nursery trees, galls on tomato vines

and the rough warty surface of potato

tubers. The animal causing the injuries

is commonly known as the nematode
worm and was recently given much prom-
inence as the potato eel worm. The males
and young, the usual forms of the animal,

are microscopic, transparent and shaped
much like minute eels. The female is

pear-shaped and pearly-white. The eggs

are oval in shape and laid in great num-
bers.

Life History

The young eel worms feed upon the

roots of various plants causing galls or

knots which may greatly impair growth.

The female develops within the affected

areas and begins egg-laying, the young
hatching in a very short time afterwards.

The winter is passed in the original host

if it remain growing in the soil, such as

nursery stock, but if the host is removed
they feed upon various plants left in the

fields. The young have the ability to en-

cyst themselves so as to resist great ex-

tremes of weather and unfavorable condi-

tions, so once in the soil it is very di-

ficult to eradicate them.

Food Plttuts

According to Dr. E. A. Bessey there are

480 species and subspecies of plants af-

ected by root knot. The list includes

members of practically every flowering

plant. Most of the garden plants are af-

fected, as are many of the field crops and

fruit trees. For definite information con-

cerning the host plants the reader is re-

ferred to pp. 10-22, Bulletin 217, Bureau

of Plant Industry, U. S. Department of

Agriculture, by Dr. Bessey.

Control

The control of this pest is extremely

difficult and eradication almost impossible.

In greenhouses the soil may be sterilized

with steam or formaldehyde (one part to

100 parts of water). Rotation of crops

which are not attacked by the nematode

is perhaps the best control measure in

the field. Summer fallow, frequently

turning up the soil and allowing it to

dry out, will help to reduce the num-
bers. Irrigated districts are more liable

to become infested, and are very favorable

to spread and difficult of control.

E. O. EssiG

Fid. 1. I'olatoos SliiiwiTii; I ho Wcirk of the
Common Nematode or Eel Worm, Heterodera
raUieicola Greef. —Photo hy Brcmmcr

Potato Tuber Moth

PhtUorimaea operculella Zeller

(Family Gclechiidae)

General Appearance

The larvae vary from white to slightly

l)ink—the head being black. When full
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Fig. 1. Potato Tuber Moth (Phthorimaea
operculella Zeller). 1, cocoons containing
chrysalids ; 2, larvae; 3, bare chrysaiids.
(Enlarged.) —Essig

grown they are about one inch long. The
cocoon is spun of fine white web, the

chrysalis being light brown in color and

about three-eighths of an inch in length.

The wings of the adults are decidedly

gray in color with the bodies silvery.

They are about one inch long.

Life History

The small pearly-white eggs are laid on

the stems of growing potato plants or

upon exposed tubers in early summer, or

upon the tubers at digging time. Within

15 days they hatch into caterpillars,

which feed upon the leaves, stems or

tubers, or only upon the latter when they

are stored in bins. It requires from three

to five weeks to mature, when it seeks a

shaltered place and spins a cocoon, in

which to pupate. During the winter the

pupal period may occupy several months,

but in the summer and fall from 14 to 20

days are required. The adults are night

Fig. 2. Adults of the Potato Tuber Moth
(Phthorimaea operculella Zeller) enlarged
several times. (Essig. M. B. Cal. Hort.
Com.)

flyers and are especially abundant in the

fall, particularly when early potatoes are

dug. If the tubers are exposed over night

the females lose no opportunity to deposit

their many eggs, generally over all of

them, so as to make a serious infestation.

The adults live but a few days.

Distribution

Throughout the central and southern

parts of California, in Florida, North and

South Carolina and Virginia.

Food Plants

Potatoes, tobacco, nightshade, and cat-

tails are attacked.

Control

All host plants should be kept from

growing in or around the potato fields.

Deep planting and hilling should be prac-

ticed to prevent access to the tubers. The
potatoes should be dug as early as pos-

sible and not allowed to remain in the

fields over night, unless sacked. In places

of general infestations the tubers may be

thoroughly disinfected before storing, by

soaking them in water for 36 hours. In

the storage bins, two pounds of carbon bi-

sulfid to every 1,000 cubic feet of air space

will prevent injury, provided this is done

four or five times, or as often as adult

moths appear.
E. O. Essig

Sand or Jerusalem Cricket

Stenopelmatiis irregularis Scudd.

General Ai)i)earance

The adults never have wings and are
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fSSIG

Fig. 2. (11 Work of Tuber Moth on Potato. (2) Cross-section of Potato Showine tbe
Interior Work of the Potato Tuber Moth. (Essig, M. B. Cal. Hort. Com.)

of a light brown or amber color, with the

abdomen dark excepting an extreme pos-

terior band around eacli segment, which

is amber and gives a decided striped ap-

pearance. The antennae are long and

filiform; legs large and strong. There

are two noticeable horn-like processes on

each side of the posterior end, which

stand perfectly upright. They are light

in color and slightly hairy. The ends of

all spines are black. The length of the

adults varies considerably, but the

largest are one and three-quarters inches

long. This species is separated from

others by having five inner spines above

on the hind tibiae, the third and fourtli

of which have the greatest interspace be-

tween them.

They are often responsible for consider-

able damage to potatoes before they are

dug. The tubers are gnawed so as to be

unfit for keeping or selling. Occasionally

a large proportion of the crop may thus be

injured, but this is more likely to happen

only in small places.

Control

The most injury is done in fields

placed under cultivation for the first time

or lands left for some time to sod or

pasture. Well cultivated fields seldom if

ever suffer from the attacks of this pest.

Clean cultivation around the fences so as
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to break up the breeding places will prac-

tically eliminate all possibilities of in-

jury.

Solanuni Root Louse

Triftdaphis radicicola Bssig

General Appearance

The apterous females are distinctly

globular in shape, and vary from amber
to cream-color and often with a fine,

wliite, powdery covering. The winged
forms are amber with head and thorax

dark. The wings are also dusky. Length,

1 to 2 millimeters.

Life History

The lice are subterranean in their

habits and are evident during the early

spring and the entire summer. The
winged forms appear in July and August.

It has not been determined whether eggs

are deposited or not, but so far the

the writer has been unable to find any.

E. O. EssiG

Tomato Sphinx. See Tomato Pests.

Twelve-Spotted Cttcttmbeb Beetle. See

Cucumber Pests.

Western Army Worm. See Beet Pests.

Western Potato Flea Beetle

Epitrix subscrinita Lee.

A. L. Lovett.

This potato flea beetle (see Fig. 1) is

one of our very serious insects pests of

the potato in the Northwest. The trouble

it causes and the total injury it does are

hard to estimate. The small black-brown
beetles, which jump quickly like a flea

when approached, are fairly well known.
They eat small irregular holes in the

foliage of the potato, tomato and other

crops. From these feeding punctures a

fungus spreads. The total leaf surface

thus destroyed is considerable, and where
tlie attack is severe the food supply of

the developing tubers is materially cut

down. The larvae are small, white and
thread-like. They occur below ground,

feeding on the underground stems of the

potato plant aud also on the tuliers. They
give the potatoes a peculiar pimply ap-

pearance, which may affect their commer-
cial value. There are two generations in

a season. The beetles from the fall gen-

eration pass the winter as adults, and
attack the crops in the spring. The sum-
mer generation, which really does the

most injury, appears about July 10 to

August 5.

Remedies

Spray with Bordeaux mixture.

Fie. 2. The Western Potato Plea Beetle. Po-
tato foliage showing injury. (Original.)

White Grubs

Lacnosterna sp.

For description and control see Straw-

berry Pests.

Fig. 1. The Western Potato Flea Beetle. A,
adult beetle: B, pupa; C, larva. (Original.)

3—26

Note.—Other species of flea beetle
tomato in other parts of the country,
remedy applies.—Ed.

attack
Same
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White Grubs and Potato Injury.

Wire Worms

Elateridae

A. L. LOVETT

Fields are sometimes found infested

with elongated, worm-like larvae with a

bard, smooth, reddish brown surface. The

segments are very well definerl, and on

the first three, just back of the head, are

a pair of short, stout legs. The head is

flattened, wedge-shaped and fitted with a

pair of powerful jaws, which enables the

Insect to bite roots and tubers with great

ease. These wire worms vary from one-

half inch to an inch and a quarter in

length, are active, strong and hard to

hold.

Fig. 1. Adult Wire Worms. Pig. 2. Wire Worms.
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Remedies

A well-planned rotation ot crops, with

the object of getting as far as possible

from the grass family, is recommended.

Traps, consisting of boards or stones

placed about the field with poison dain-

ties beneath them, such as bran mash or

some sprayed succulent crop, are good.

Salt, at the rate of from 250 to 500

pounds to the acre, or even in greater

amounts, is recommended by some of the

successful onion growers as an effective

remedy for wire worms. No careful ex-

periments have so far been undertaken

by this station, however, and we cannot

commit ourselves as to the value of this

treatment.

Pbajbie Apple. See Apple, Botany of.

Pre-cooling of Fruits

Pre-cooling is a term that Is used to

designate the process of cooling fruits

before shipping. Every year adds to the

importance of this process.

Mr. A. V. Stubenrauch, expert of the

Department of Agriculture in charge of

storage investigations, says that pre-cool-

ing has become a very important factor

in the transportation of fruit. To the

grower and shipper it is important as a

means of extending the marketing area

of the product by assuring its delivery in

sound condition over long distances. To
the carrier the sound condition of the

fruit is an important consideration, but

mainly from the traffic standpoint. Pre-

cooled fruit may be loaded more closely

and heavily, thereby increasing the carry-

ing capacity of the cars, and less ice will

be consumed en route. But whether the

reduction of the initial temperature is

properly the function of the shipper or

the carrier is still an open question.

As an adjunct to careful handling

in preparing fruits for market, pre-cool-

ing will materially assist in minimizing
losses from decay and deterioration in

transit. It is in no sense a panacea for

all the difficulties of carrying fruits in

sound condition to distant markets. It

cannot improve the quality or condition

of the product packed, and can only tem-

porarily retard decay following injuries

made by rough handling, but it renders

unnecessary the packing of such fruit as

peaches, plums, and apricots in a hard,

green condition in order to offset the

ripening which takes place in cars under
ordinary icing methods. It reduces the

differences frequently occurring between
the top and bottom tiers of the load by

equalizing temperature conditions within

the car.

Results of Pre-cooling Experiments on

Bartlett Pears in the Rogne Riyer Val-

ley, Oregon—Season of 1912.

Two facts make this experiment of

great value to the pear growers ot the

Rogue River valley. The first Is the ex-

tensive plantings which have been made
there. Fifty thousand acres represented

the area planted to pears in 1912, and
plantings were still being made. The
second is the fact that Rogue River pears

marketed during the first half of the sea-

son do not bring such high prices as

those marketed later, on account of com-

petition with California pears.

These facts make it important that the

Rogue River pear season be extended ma-

terially; and the Bureau of Plant In-

dustry authorized an investigation of the

problem.

The experiment covered 384 boxes of

Bartletts, taken from three different types

of soil. Four pickings were made, one
week apart, three weeks elapsing between
the date of the first and last pickings.

Half of each picking was pre-cooled, while

the other half was handled under average

commercial conditions.

Results of the Experiments

While it is realized that the work here

reported must be considered as only pre-

liminary. Indicating the scope which

future investigations should follow, the

results were striking and consistent

throughout, and sufficient data are at

hand to warrant a full commercial test

and demonstration of this method of

marketing. Bartlett pears in the Pacific

Northwest. Further study is necessary in

order to determine the factors of seasonal
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influence, which must be taken into con-

sideration before all phases of the prob-

lem arc solved.

The results indicate that the marketing

season of Bartlett pears can be length-

ened or extended six or seven weeks, pro-

vided some changes are made in the

method of handling the crop.

The pickings as a rule should be made

fully two weeks later than is the ordinary

Iiraetice. At this time the fruit will be

of larger size, of better quality, and in

every way will hold up better in storage

and in transit. There will be some drop-

ping where the fruit is held on the trees

two weeks longer, but this will largely be

offset by the increase in size and the im-

provement in keeping quality. It is also

of the greatest importance that the fruit

be placed in storage or in an iced refrig-

erator car as soon as possible after pick-

ing, as a delay in cooling of even two

days caused much more deterioration

than occurred in fruit stored imme-

diately, whether packed before or after

cooling.

The results also indicate that the prac-

tice of picking the trees clean at one pick-

ing, especially early in the season, is not

conducive to the best keeping quality and

uniformity. Where only one picking is

made, and that early, much of the fruit

is picked while it is still immature, and

this fruit will show a great deal of wilt-

ing, shriveling, brown stain or scald, and

physiological decay, thereby detracting

from the appearance of the pack and

lessening the returns from the fruit

which was of proper maturity when
picked. The pickings can be extended

over a longer time than is generally be-

lieved to be the case, and this is especially

true where two, or possibly three, pick-

ings are made during the season.

The results further indicate that when
picked at the proper time and when care-

fully handled and promptly pre-cooled,

Bartlett pears stored for four weeks at

th<? shipping point and afterwards loaded

into pre-iced refrigerator cars and

shipped to Eastern markets will arrive in

sound, marketable condition and remain

sound for a sufficient time to allow reship-

ment and consequent wide distribution to

ultimate consumers. The season can be

extended from six to seven weeks by leav-

ing the fruit on the trees two weeks

longer than is at present the practice, and

by storing for four or five weeks at a tem-

perature of 32 degrees or 34 degrees Fahr-

enheit after the fruit has been pre-cooled.

Bureau I'laiit Industry Circular 114,

Pre-eooliiig Investigations

A. V. Studesraucu

*It is wholly impossible to discuss the

question of the pre-cooling of fruit with-

out reference to the importance of the

handling given the fruit in preparing it

for shipment or storage, and it will be

necessary to devote a large part of the

discussion to handling problems.

The term "pre-cooling" has been applied

to the method of promptly and rapidly

reducing the initial temperatures of pro-

duce intended for shipment. The work

requires special equipment aside from

that needed to maintain the low tempera-

ture after the initial heat has been re-

moved.

Pre-cooling, or chilling, has been used

for a number of years in preparing meats

for shipment, or storage, but as far as is

known, the first application of this pro-

cess to the handling and shipment ot

fruits was made in 1904 by Mr. G. Harold

Powell, who was then in charge of the

fruit transportation and storage investi-

gations of the Bureau of Plant Industry.

The first work consisted of the pre-cooling

of peaches intended for shipment from

Georgia to northern markets. The equip-

ment used was necessarily rather crude;

yet some very definite results were ob-

tained. Later on, the process was ap-

plied to oranges and deciduous fruits in

California: and since Mr. Powell's early

work, special attention has been given by

the office of Field Investigations in

Pomology to the investigation of the

problems connected with the pre-cooling

of different fruits. In addition to oranges

and peaches, these investigations have

been extended to table grapes in Califor-

• \Vastiin''tnn State Horticultural Assecla-

tlon 1912 Report.
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nia, and last season work was begun on

cherries and fresh prunes in Oregon, and

raspberries in Washington. Special equip-

ment has been supplied In order to enable

the work to be carried on at different

points in the United States.

In an article on "The Pre-cooling of

Fruit" ic the Year Book o£ the Depart-

ment of Agriculture for 1910, a general

discussion of the subject was presented,

and the following paragraphs are quoted

from that article:

"The Heasons for Pre-cooHng. During

the maturing of a normal fruit on the

tree certain chemical and physiological

changes are constantly taking place

within the fruit itself. These changes.

which result in the acquirement of quality

and flavor, constitute the ripening pro-

cess. After a certain point is reached the

fruit becomes overripe, quality and flavor

are lost, and deterioration progresses un-

til eventually the fruit is destroyed by

fungous decay or fermentation or through

destructive physiological changes.

"A fruit may be considered as a living

organism which has a definite span of

existence, the length of this span depend-

ing upon the conditions surrounding the

organism. The most important factor

which modifies this span of life is tem-

perature. When the fruit is removed

from the parent plant the life processes

constituting ripening are materially

hastened, and the life span is greatly

shortened if the fruit is allowed to re-

main warm for any considerable length

of time. Hence, the importance of re-

ducing the temperature as promptly and

rapidly as possible after the fruit is

pirkf'd.

"The length of the life span differs with

the character of the fruit. It is shortest

in the soft fruits, such as berries, cher-

ries, peaches, apricots, plums and most
pears, and longest for the harder fruits

—

citrus fruits and apples. It varies with

different varieties within the same group

of fruits. Some varieties of apples, for

example, keep longer than others; lemons

keep longer than oranges. The impor-

tance of quick and prompt cooling—pre-

cooling—then. Is greatest in the case of

the soft fruits and least for the harder

fruits. Experience so far confirms this

rule.

"Aside from the breaking down from

overripeness, fruits are subject to prema-

ture decay due to the attacks of various

fungi. The most common forms of these

fungi, however, have not the power to

penetrate the sound, unbroken skin of a

healthy, normal fruit. Most of the decay

occurring in fruits in transit and storage

starts at injuries and breaks in the skin,

caused almost entirely by rough handling

in preparing the fruit for market, either

in picking, grading, hauling or packing.

Wounds, bruises, scratches or abrasions

of any kind allow the organism of decay

to gain entrance. Other fungi which are

not dependent upon injuries to start,

attack fruits in transit and storage; but

these' forms of decay are much less prev-

alent.

"The germination of the decay spores,

which are analogous to the seeds of

higher plants, is dependent upon proper

moisture and temperature conditions.

Germination does not take place while

the fruit is perfectly dry or when the

temperature is low. After the spores

have germinated, however, and the decay

has started within the fruit, even as low

a temperature as 32 degrees Fahrenheit

will not wholly check it. Growth of the

mold is only retarded and the decay con-

tinues slowly to develop."

The prompt and rapid reduction of the

temperature below the point where decay

spores germinate prevents the develop-

ment of the disease. Some fruits which

have been rendered susceptible through

mechanical injuries occurring in handling

may be transported with only slight loss

from deca'y when promptly cooled. It is

not safe, however, to depend upon pre-

cooling to prevent decay which follows

improper handling. Pre-cooling should

never be expected to replace proper work.

The fact that it does not always effect-

ively replace careful handling is shown

by the Bureau Investigations with table

grapes.

It has been the policy of the Bureau to

advise conservative caution in the appli-
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cation of pre-cooling on a commercial

scale. It was realized that pre-cooling

would not prove a panacea for all of the

troubles wliich the different fruit indus-

tries were experiencing in transporting

fruits to market. The importance of

careful handling was consistently urged

and all efforts were made to emphasize

the necessity of handling the various

fruits in a manner to insure their sound

carrying qualities. The Bureau work has

shown that there is a consistent relation

between the type of handling given fruits

in preparing them for shipment and their

behavior during transit and storage.

There is practically no way to avoid re-

sponsibility for the occurrence of decay

and deterioration due to careless

handling on the part of the grower or

shipper who prepares the fruit for mar-

ket. To use precooling as a means to

overcome difficulties which ordinarily can

be eliminated by packing the fruit in

sound condition, is not only poor policy,

but is dangerous to the reputation of the

product. Pre-cooling does not absolutely

prevent decay. The reduction of the tem-

perature simply arrests the development

of mold and therefore the deterioration

due to these agencies occurs after the

fruit arrives in market. Such fruit will

soon gain a reputation of poor shipping

qualities. The correctness of this early

conclusion regarding the uses of pre-

cooling have been emphasized by later

work with table grapes. With this class

of fruits, the results of three consecutive

seasons show that pre-cooling does not

effectively replace careful methods of

handling. There was In some Instances

a slight reduction in decay due to inju-

ries or to otlier causes in cars which con-

tained pre-cooled fruit, but the benefits

from the pre-cooling process without at-

tention to careful handling were not suf-

ficient to justify the extra trouble and
expense.

In order to emphasize the results from
.the table grape handling and pre-cooling

work, the accompanying tables and
charts, giving summaries of the three

seasons' work on Tokay grapes from Cal-

ifornia are presented:

Table 1. .Vverage Porocntaffes of Decay in Shipments of Tokay Grapes from

LodJ, California, to ^'ew York City, Seasons of 1908, 1909, 1910.

On 2 Days After 4 Days After
Season of 1908— Arrival. Arrival. Arrival.

Packed In ground cork 1.6 4.2 6.6
Carefully handled In crates 4.2 7.8 16.2
Commerclallv handled In crates 9.6 14.7 33.9

Season of inOO

—

Packed in redwood sawdust 0.2 0.6 0.7
Carefully handled In crates 0.9 2.6 ."i.l

Commercially handled in crates 4.4 7.4 15.8
Season r,f 1910

—

Packed In redwood sawdust 2.2 3.6 4.2
Carefully handled In crates 4.0 5.8 9.3
Commercially handled In crates 6.5 9.6 1.5.8

A glance at the figures shows that by
careful handling, aside from pre-cooling,

the decay in grapes shipped from Califor-

nia may be held at a minimum. The fig-

ures presented comprise the results ob-

tained from the systematic handling,

shipping and inspection of a large num-
ber of crates of grapes produced under a

wide range of conditions. The figures

also show the behavior of this fruit after

arrival in market. Inspections were

made on the day of arrival, after holding

two days and after four days; the fruit

being held under open market conditions

and without refrigeration. The consistent

effect of careful handling after the fruit

arrives in market is strikingly shown.

The importance of having such perishable

fruit hold up after it arrives in market
need hardly be emphasized. Grapes which

arrive with as low a percentage of decay

as is shown in the figures for the care-

fully handled lots on arrival in New
York may be reshipped to neighboring

cities with perfect safety; whereas, the

commercially handled lots deteriorate so
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rapidly after arrival that they must be

immediately consumed, otherwise a large

proportion of the fruit is wasted. The
figures also show the percentages of decay

obtained from grapes packed in ground

cork and redwood sawdust. The use of a

filling material in packing California

table grapes reduces the decay percentage

to a minimum. It has not been thought

wise to advise the change from the old

method of packing in crates to one using

a filler because of the difficulty of intro-

ducing a new style of package under com-

mercial conditions. From the last sea-

son's experience, however, there is some
indication that at least the best grades of

grapes may be packed with this filler, and

an attempt will be made to introduce this

new system of packing for ordinary com-

mercial shipment next season.

Table II. ATerage Percentages of Decay in Pre-cooled and Tfon-Pre-cooled

Commercial Shipments of Tokay Grapes from Lodi, California, to New York City,

Seasons of 1909, 1910 and 1911.

On 2 Days After 4 Days After
Season of 1809— Arrival. Arrival. Arrival.

Pre-cooled 6.6 12.7 16.8
Nonpie-cooled 7.5 10.9 15.1

Season of 1910

—

Pre-cooled 7,4 11.1 15.1
Non-pre-cooled 8.7 12.2 17.5

Seasrn of 1911

—

Pre-cooled 6.5 12.2 16.7
Non-pre-cooled 8.1 12.8 17.0

Table II shows the results from com-

parable shipments of pre-cooled and non-

pre-cooling table grapes to New York
during three consecutive seasons. No at-

tempt was made to handle these grapes

carefully: the ordinary commercial pack

was used. The pre-cooling was accom-

plished by means of a cold-air blast cir-

culated through the cars until the aver-

age temperature of the fruit was reduced

to a point near 40 degrees. The figures

show that decay was slightly less in the

pre-cooled cars, but the differences are

not sufficient to warrant any considerable

extra expense. A greater reduction in

decay was accomplished by careful hand-

ling without pre-cooling than by pre-cool-

ing alone.

This is a most important point, and
one which cannot be too strongly em-

phasized. The tendency to regard pre-

cooling as a means to overcome all of the

difficulties which are experienced in

transporting fruits is widespread, and

while we feel that this system of pre-

paring fruits for shipment over long dis-

tances is a most important one, and one

which will have a very great influence on

the carrying qualities of fruit after the

grower, the packer and the shipper have

done their share to insure the prepara-

tion of the fruit for market in sound

condition, pre-cooling must not be de-

pended upon to replace all of these spe-

cial efforts.

The fruit-handling investigations of

the Bureau of Plant Industry have been

in progress about ten years. During that

time a very comprehensive study has

been made of the relationship of hand-

ling various kinds of fruit to their be-

havior in transit, in storage and while

on the market. This study has been

extended to the California orange and
lemon, the California table grape, the

Georgia peach, the Florida orange and
pomelo, and last season investigations

were begun with red raspberries in

Washington, and cherries and fresh

prunes in Oregon. The results of these

studies covering a wide range of fruits

are consistent throughout, and show a

very definite relation between the meth-

ods of handling the fruits and their be-

havior after packing. I will not attempt

to give all of the data which have been

accumulated along these various lines. It

is, however, important to present some
of the results in order to show how con-

clusive and how consistent the work has

been.
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Table 111. Florida Oranjjre Sliippinir Experiments, Season (»f l!)T0-19n.

Averasre Per t'ent Decay in Eigrlitcen Experiments in Seventeen I'aeking: Houses.

On At End ot At ICnd of At Rnd of
Arrival. 1st Week 2d Week. 3d Week.

Careful pick and pack 0.7 1.4 1.7 2.0
Commercial pick, careful pack 2.9 5.3 7.0 7.9
Commercial pick and pack 6.7 12.1 15.3 10.0

In Table ill the results from tlie sliip-

ping experiments witli Florida oranges

during the season of 1910-11 are shown.

The fruit used in tliese experiments

was obtained from 17 paoliing houses lo-

cated in various parts of the Florida

citrus districts. The fruit used there-

fore was produced under a wide range

of conditions, and the investigation was

continued tliroughout the entire shipping

season. The data are therefore the result

of a large number of experiments consist-

ing of a sufficient number of boxes of

fruit to place the work on a commercial

basis. A glance at the figures shows the

consistency of the general principle ex-

pressed above. Of all of the series of

oranges picked, packed and shipped by

the Bureau workers, the percentage of

decay was only .7 per cent on arrival at

Washington, D. 0. The fruit was held

for three weeks, inspections being made
at the end of the first, second and third

weeks. At the end of the first week the

carefully picked and packed fruit showed
1.4 per cent, while at the end of the sec-

ond and third weeks, respectively, 1.7

and 2 per cent decay developed. Contrast

these figures with the fruit picked and
packed under ordinary commercial con-

ditions. On arrival the commercially

picked and packed fruit had 6.7 per cent

decay, and after holding one week 12.1

per cent, after two weeks 15.3 per cent

and after three weeks 16.6 per cent.

Red Raspberrj' Handlinfr and Pre-eool-

ins Experiments

This work was begun during the sea-

son of 1911, and records from only one

.season are available. All pre-cooling was

done after the fruit was loaded into the

cars. The data obtained were clear cut

and are consistent with the general prin-

ciples developed with other fruits; they

are presented as additional corroborative

evidence.

Table IV. Red Rasitlierrj Handling Experiments, Puyallup, Washington, Sea-

son of ]!)11.

Carefully Handled. Commerciall.y Handlcil.
On With- One Day On With- One Day
drawal. After. drawal. After.
% Decay % Decay. % Decay. % Decay.

Four days in refrigerator car 0.2 0.6 1.4 12.2
Six days In refriprerator car 0.3 S..") 7.2 27.6
Bight days In refrigerator car 1.7 7.8 22.2 44.3

Table V. Red Raspberry I're-cooling Experiments, Puyallup, Washington,
Season of 1911.

Pre-cooled.
Commercially Handled.

Four days In refrigerator car.

.

Sli days in refrigerator car...
Eight days In refrigerator car.

On With-
drawal.
% Decay

... 2.1

... 9.1

. . . 18.4

One Day
After.

% Decay.

9.5
19.1
35.2

Non-Pre-cooled.
Commercially Handled.
On With-
drawal.
% Decay.

• 5.9
15.4
27.4

One Day
After.
% Decay.

16.5
28.S
45.8

It was impracticable to obtain the in-

spection data after shipment to Eastern
points. The raspberry crates were there-

fore held in an iced refrigerator car at

Puyallup, Washington, and the lots of

fruit were withdrawn after holding pe-

riods, which represent trips of four, six

and eifcht days respectively. The con-

ditions for rapid cooling in the iced car

at Puyallup were considerably more fa-
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vorable than obtain during a transconti- Cherry and Fresh Prune Handling
nental trip. Tlie car was kept fully iced Exneriments
throughout the season, and at no time

was a full carload of fruit on hand. The This work was begun at Salem, Oregon,

fruit held without pre-cooling was there- during the season of 1911. The results

fore cooled much more rapidly than are given in order further to emphasize

would have been the case under actual the consistency of the careful handling

shipping conditions. It is necessary to principle.

take these factors into consideration in . . ^, ^ ^,

, , , As in the case of the raspberry expen-
making comparisons of pre-cooled and

, , . ... , ^ • X ments, it was impracticable to make in-
non-pre-cooled crates. It is only fair to

^, ^ , , . . ,.^. spections after actual shipment and the
assume that under shipping conditions
., , . 1 J ,, • ,j lots were held m an iced car for periods
the decay in non-pre-cooled berries would

. „ „ ^ , „ ,,,.,., , ^ X, . representing trips of 10, 15 and 20 days
be higher than shown by these expen- „ ,. . ,

„, J. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^, respectively. The conditions were only
ments. The point to be drawn from these ...

. ., X .1, , 1.
approximately those of a car in transit,

figures is the consistently clear-cut re-
«-r ..

^

,^ ^ ^ , , J,,. .i, ^, . as owing to the car being only partially
suits from careful handling with this „ ^ , ,.^.

• , ,-, ^ .i rr,, X X t, filled, the temperature conditions in the
very perishable fruit. The two tables „ , , , , ,

, , , . , , . , , car were more favorable than during
should be considered separately and are . . „ ..

„ , ^, , ^ ^i . J shipment with a full carload. The fruit
not comparable. Only the data obtained ... . , ,

. . , ,

,

^ . was held after withdrawal from th-^ car
from actual comparable series of expert- . .

, • , J J . ^, .o , under open market conditions,
ments are included in the figures shown
in each table, and the series for the Careful handling in the work with

handling and pre-cooling experiments are cherries and prunes consisted not only in

not the same. The figures for the per- using care in picking and packing, but

centages of decay in the pre-cooled lots in grading or culling out all imperfect

do not tell the whole story. The pre- fruits. The season was very unfavorable,

cooled berries presented a much brighter there having been considerable rain dur-

and more favorable appearance than the ing the shipping season, and a large pro-

non-pre-cooled, and the consensus of portion of the fruit was cracked and otli-

opinion of all who examined the fruit erwise damaged. These were carefully

was that a material benefit resulted from culled out as far as practicable in the

the pre-cooling. This need not in any carefully handled lots; in the commer-

way detract from the importance of the cial packs, little attention was paid to

results from the handling experiments. culling out the imperfect fruits.

Table VI. Arerag-e Pereentagt's of Decay in Carefully Handled and Commer-
cially Handled Cherries at Salem, Oregon, 1911.

Carefully Handled rommerclallv riandled.
At With- Two Days At With- Two Days
drawal. After. drawal. After.
% Decay % Decay. % Decay. % Decay.

Five days in refrigerator car 0..*) .'?..'> 2.8 10.8
Ten days in refrigerator car 1..5 3. ,'5 12.3 21.4
Fifteen days in refrigerator car 4.3 7.3 16.0 • 26.1

Table VII. Areraee Percentages of Decay in Carefully Handled and Commer-
cially Handled Fresh Prunes. Salem, Oregon, 1911.

On With- Two Days Four Days Six Days
drawal. After. After. After.
% Decay % Decay. % Decay. % Decay.

Ten days in refrigerator car

—

Carefully handled 0.7 1.2 1.6 2.1
Commercially handled 3.5 5.6 0.3 8.7

Fifteen days in refrigerator car

—

Carefully handled 0.4 1.2 2.1 3.7
Commercially handled 7.1 8.8 11.5 16.6

Twenty days in refrigerator car

—

Carefully handled 2.7 3,8 4.7 6
Commercially handled 6.8 0.7 19.3 23.3
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Preserving Fruits for Exhibition

Fruits for iirosirviition and show pur-

poses should be put up when very firm,

and for at least 48 hours after being put

into the preservative fluid should be kept

under a low temperature and in a dark-

ened room.

Following are some of the preservative

formulas:

Formalin, 1 pint.

Salt solution, 2 pints.

Water, 17 pints.

When made up, the solution will keep

indefinitely. Another solution weaker in

formalin has also been used here satis-

factorily. The proportions are:

Formalin, 3 parts.

Salt solution, 10 parts.

Water enough to make 100 parts.

For raspberries, the following mixture

is recommended:
Formalin, 1 part.

Glycerine, 10 parts.

Water, 89 parts.

Strawberries may be preserved fairly

well in a saturated solution of common
salt, and, better still, in a fluid composed

of formalin, 1 ounce; alum, 1 drachm;

glycerine, 5 ounces; water, 3 pints.

Red currants keep best in a solrtion of

Corrosive sublimate, 1 part.

Glycerine, 10 parts.

Water, 90 parts.

The corrosive sublimate must be dis-

solved in hot water and the solution and

fruit preserved in it should be labeled

poison, as it is very deadly if swallowed.

The glass stoppers of bottles and jars

may be made perfectly tight by smear-

ing the ground surface with a small

amount of light-colored vaseline. This

will also prevent in great measure the

sticking of the stoppers when it is de-

sired to remove them.

Produce in Tkansit, Control of. See

Reduction of Waste in Marketing, p. 1327.

Propagation of Fruits

Particular Metliiids lij Which Various

Kriiits arc Multiplied

Barberry—Cuttings of mature wood;

seeds.

Orange—Seeds; seedlings budded or

grafted.

Figs—Cuttings, either of soft or ma-

ture wood.

Mulberry—Cuttings of mature wood.

Some varieties are root-grafted and some

are budded.

Olive—Cuttings of mature or even old

wood. Chips from the trunks of old

trees are sometimes used.

Pomegranate—Cuttings, layers and

seeds.

Apple and pear—Seeds; seedlings bud-

ded or grafted.

Peach and other stone fruits—Seeds;

seedlings budded. Peach trees are sold

at one year from the bud, but other stone-

fruit trees are planted when two or three

years old.

Quince—Cuttings usually; the cuttings

often grafted.

Grape—Cuttings of from one to three

buds; layers.

Currant and gooseberry—Cuttings.

Raspberry, red—Suckers from the root;

root cuttings.

Raspberry, black—Layers from tips of

canes; root cuttings.

Blackberry—Root cuttings; suckers

from the root.

Dewberry—Layers of tips of the canes;

root cuttings.

Dwarf Juneberry—Sprouts or suckers

from the root.

Cranberry—Layers or divisions.

Strawberry—Runners; tip cuttings.

Stocks Used for Varions Fruits

Almond—Peach, hard-shelled almond,

plum.

Apple—Common apple seedlings. Para-

dise and Doucin stocks, crabapple and

wild crab.

Apricot—Apricot and peacli in mild

climates and plum in severe ones. Mari-

anna.

Cherry—Mazzard stocks are preferred

for standards; mahaleb stocks are used

for dwarfing. The wild pin cherry

(Prunus pennsylvanica) is sometimes

used as stock in the Northwest on ac-

count of its hardiness. Seedlings of

Morello cherries are also used there.

Medlar—Hawthorn, medlar, quince.
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Mulberry—Seedlings of white and Rus-

sian mulberry; cuttings of Downing.

Orange—Seedlings; Otaheite orange;

shaddock; Citrus trifoliata, particularly

for dwarfs.

Peach and nectarine—Peach. Plum is

often used when dwarfs are wanted, or

when the peach must be grown in a too

severe climate or upon heavy soil.

Pear—Pear (seedlings of common pear

and the Chinese type). Quince (rarely

mountain ash, or thorn) for dwarfs. Ap-

ple temporarily.

Persimmon, Japanese—Native persim-

mon.

Plum—Plum, myrobalan plum; peach;

marianna.

Quince—The finer varieties are some-

times grafted upon strong-growing kinds

like the Angers. When cuttings are diffi-

cult to root, they are sometimes grafted

upon apple roots, the foster root being

removed upon transplanting if it does

not fall away of itself.

Bailey's Rule Book. dp. 127. 128.

Prune
H. C. Atwell

The prune is supposed to have been

introduced into France from Turkey or

Persia near the close of the Crusades.

The bulk of the European product is

grown in France and Bosnia. The prune

industry of the United States is mostly

confined to the Pacific coast. In Califor-

nia the variety of commercial impor-

tance is also that most extensively grown

in France. It is known on this coast as

the French or Petite prune, although in

the American market it is termed the

California prune. This variety flourishes

especially in the Umpqua valley of Ore-

gon. In other portions of the Pacific

Northwest the larger, darker-colored and

more acid Italian prune, known in the

East as the Fellenberg plum, is more gen-

erally grown, and finds a very congenial

environment. Its culture here has be-

come an important industry, second only

to the apple among fruits. In the arid

districts of the Pacific Northwest the bulk

of Italians are shipped fresh, and are

known to the trade as plums.

In the Willamette valley and portions

of Western Washington, notably Clarke

county, this fruit is almost exclusively

dried in evaporators and has become the

leading pomological product. It is known
commercially as the Oregon prune, and

is driving the smaller and sweeter Petite

from many markets. In the Pacific

Northwest the prune is almost univer-

sally worked on peach roots. This prac-

tice is approved by most growers, al-

though it limits successful prune culture

to well-drained soils. Only yearling trees

are planted. Experience has demon-

strated that trees should not be planted

closer than 20 feet. Clean cultivation,

with an occasional turning under of a

leguminous crop, after bearing age is

reached, is general practice. The Italian

prune thins Itself. The prune makes the

best evaporated article if left on the tree

until fully ripe. They are not gathered

until a considerable quantity have fallen.

Four or five gatherings are made always

from the ground, the trees being lightly

shaken during the latter part of the

season. At the evaporator the fruit is

rinsed, dipping for a few seconds in boil-

ing lye, spread upon wire-bottom trays

and placed in the kilns. The dipping

facilitates drying, by checking the outer

skin, thus allowing more rapid evapora-

tion of moisture. Italians are evaporated

in from 30 to 36 hours and Petites in

18 to 24. The shrinkage of Italians in

drying is about two-thirds, of Petites

somewhat less. After being dried the

fruit is allowed to sweat in bins for a

few weeks, being graded according to

size into 30-35, 35-40, etc., according to

the number required to make a pound.

Most of the crop is handled by Pacific

Northwest distributors, who regrade,

steam and pack in boxes while hot. The

evaporated prune is pronounced by ex-

perts to be one of the most nutritious

and healthful food products.

Evaporating Prunes

Evaporators used in the Northwest are

of two general types, the tunnel and the

stack, both having warm advocates. In

the hands of a competent operator both
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appear to do equally cfficiout work, and

at no appreciable difference of cost. There

have been some new styles placed upon

the market, but so far as I can learn

they are unsatisfactory. The majority of

our growers are satisfied with the types

in use for the past 15 years.

The tunnel dryer consists of tunnels,

whose inside measurements range around

30 inches in width and four and a half

feet in height. In them are placed trays,

usually of galvanized woven wire spread

on a wooden frame. These trays are

placed either on cars or on rows of porce-

lain insulators attached to sides of tun-

nel. Nine trays are placed on a car,

spaces between the trays being wider at

the bottom and gradually decreasing to-

ward the top. About the same distance

between trays is observed when they are

placed on insulators. Tunnels vary in

length from 18 to 36 feet. The end
farthest from the furnace is made higher
than the other end. The difference in

height of ends varies according to length
of tunnel and views of architect. My
36-foot tunnels had a difference of four
feet. The fruit is placed in the upper
end, and a car or tray of done fruit is

removed at the lower end. The greener
fruit advances toward the heat.

The stack dryer consists of a stack of

trays placed one above the other to a
height convenient to be reached from the

operating floor. In the most uniform
styles of this type it is arranged so that

pressure of upper trays can be lifted

from the lower tray. The latter is then
withdrawn when its fruit is sufficiently

dried. The trays above are then mechan-
ically let down to take its place, leaving
room at the top for inserting a fresh

tray. Pour tunnels or 16 stacks feight

on each side) are considered about the

proper limit for one furnace.

With all dryers there must be a lower

story for accommodation of the furnace

and pipes. For safety from fire a space

of at least eight feet should intervene

between the furnace and the floor of the

stack or tunnel. A side hill affords best

location for a dryer, as it allows room
for the lower story without having to

build a platform driveway to roach the

main floor. A temperature of about 180

degrees, at the point where the heat

emerges from the furnace room into the

kiln, produces best results. Hop stoves

of specially durable construction, or

steam boilers fitted up for the purpose,

are more satisfactory than brick fur-

naces. It is very difficult to keep the lat-

ter in safe condition. The pipes are con-

fined to the furnace room and are de-

signed mainly to assist the furnace in

radiating heat. A large area of radiating

surface in the pipes is therefore desir-

able. Sixteen-inch pipe is a common size.

From three-fourths to a cord of fir wood
is consumed in turning out a ton of

dried prunes. Mr. A. C. Goodrich, of

Yamhill, Oregon, member of the Oregon
State Board of Horticulture, has recently

fitted out an apparatus for burning oil.

This requires no change in construction

of evaporator. He tells me that the oil

is cheaper than fir wood at $3.50 a cord,

and has the further advantage of making
it possible to maintain a uniform tem-

perature, regardless of weather condi-

tions. This cannot be done with wood
for fuel.

Twenty-eight to 30 hours is the aver-

age time required for drying Italian

prunes, depending on ripeness and
weather conditions. Evaporation is

much more rapid on a clear, warm day

and in absence of wind.

Apples require considerably less time

to dry than prunes. All prunes should

be dipped in boiling lye before being sub-

jected to the drying process. A dipping

vat containing boiling lye is provided.

Into this a wire basket holding about a

half bushel of fruit is immersed two or

three times and for only a few seconds.

The same basket is then dipped into va-

rious rinsing tubs of cold water and the

contents of the basket are then emptied

upon a tray to be spread.

There are satisfactory appliances in

use by which the operations of dipping,

rinsing and spreading are accomplished

with a miiiinium of hand labor. The ob-

ject of dipping in the lye is simply to

facilitate evaporation by checking the
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outer skin, making it easier for tlie

moisture in the fruit to escape when
subjected to heat. If left too long in the

lye the checking will extend into the

flesh of the fruit. This is very undesir-

able. If properly dipped and rinsed no

trace of lye is left on or in the fruit.

Another object in dipping is to remove

dirt, as our prunes are allowed to ripen

and fall upon the ground before being

gathered for the dryer.

Evaporation of fruit is not a complex

process, nor is it difficult to acquire skill

in the work in a short time. It affords

a promising outlet for lower-grade fruit,

and may be made a valuable adjunct

to the business of shipping fresh fruit.

I look for a large increase in use of the

evaporators in the Pacific Northwest.

Future of the Prune Industry in Oregon

*Fifteen and twenty years ago the prune

industry was overdone in the Northwest.

This was due to the fact that prunes were
often planted under conditions that were
not congenial. We did not understand

handling the product properly. Often the

prunes were dried too much, and again

the product was rough and very unat-

tractive in appearance; a great deal of

the product was insufliciently dried, so

that it became mouldy and decayed, and
we tried to force this then unknown
product upon the world's markets.

The present outlook for the prune is

very encouraging, and more people

should become interested in this industry.

It offers one of the most attractive in-

vestments in this state at the present

time. It can probably be said that when
one considers the cost of land, cost of

production, etc., the prune offers one of

the most attractive investments to be

found in Oregon. One of the prominent
prune men this year remarked that we
could have sold twice as many prunes as

we had without lowering the price. The
present indications are that the prune
will pay larger dividends in the future

than they are even paying today.

The world's markets are thoroughly

•Oregon Experiment Station Bulletin 111.

familiar with the Oregon prune, and are

demanding more and more of the fruit.

They are easy to handle and can be put

up in an attractive way.

The principal prune grown in Oregon
is the Italian, though some Petite, Hun-
garian, Silver, etc., are grown. At The
Dalles and parts of Eastern Oregon like

Cove, prunes are raised largely for ship-

ping green. In the Willamette and Ump-
qua valleys the prunes are raised prin-

cipally for evaporating purposes, although

much of the product is being shipped

green. Undoubtedly years of light prune
crops in the East will find trainloads be-

ing shipped green from the valleys of

Western Oregon. Salem is perhaps the

center of the prune district, although
one finds large areas in the vicinty of

Newberg, Sheridan, Dallas and other

cities.

The prune likes a well-drained loam,

and does especially well on rolling foot-

hills when deep and provided with good

air and soil drainage. While they can be

planted 15 to 16 feet apart at the time the

orchard is set, by the time the trees come
into heavy bearing they will need greater

distance—probably 25 feet would not be

too great a distance at which to plant.

The ground should be given especially

good preparation in the spring, followed

by frequent summer cultivation. Where
extra good care is given up to the middle
of July many of the growers cease cultiva-

tion from that time on, claiming that by
this method they get a standard prune
and one with tender skin. This can be

done only where good care has been given
to the orchards during the spring months.

Prunes are allowed to drop upon the

ground and are picked up in boxes. Gen-

erally five cents a box is paid for such

work. They are then usually dipped in

boiling water, rinsed in cold water and
graded. The fruit is then placed on trays

and put in a dryer, where evaporation

takes place. There are many types of

dryers. Average heat is started at from
80 to 120 degrees and gradually increased

to 180 degrees. It will generally take

about .'!6 hours to dry prunes well. After

drying, the fruit is taken to the packing
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house, where it is well graded and very

thoroughly cleansed and sterilized by

steam; it is then packed according to

size in boxes for the market.

PRUNE DISEASES

Prunes are subject to some of the same

diseases as plums, peaches and other stone

fruits. The reader will find diseases and

pests of prunes listed under these various

fruits.

Bacterial Black Spot

Psendomonas pruni Sm.

This disease has the same generic or-

igin as the crown gall but is widely differ-

ent in nature. It attacks the green fruits

which show conspicuous black-purple

sunken spots, sometimes as large as half

an inch in diameter. It has been ob-

served upon triflora plums only, and is

not serious.

Bl.\ck Spot. See Scab under Peach

Pests.

Leaf Curl. See Peach Diseases.

Mushroom Root Rot. For description

of this disease see Apple Diseases.

Prune Mushroom Root Rot.

Peach Scab or Black Spot. See Peach
Diseases.

PEUJfE I'ESTS

Black Scale. See Apricot Pests.

Brown Bay Moth

Pseudohazis eglanterina Boisd.

(Family Saturniidae)

General Appearance

The eggs are salmon-colored and laid in

clusters around small stems or branches.

The larvae are dark or nearly black with

fine lateral red stripes and spots on the

dorsum. The bodies are covered with

long tufts of black and light-brown hairs.

When full grown they are a little over

two inches long. The chrysalids are

dark reddish-brown and about one inch

long. The adults are beautiful yellow

moths blended with red or salmon color

and regularly marked with black. The
thorax is deep orange; the dorsal half of

the abdomen is yellow and the central

half red. A black band encircles each

segment. The posterior end has a long

tuft of yellow and red hairs. The an-

tennae of the female are orange, and
brown in the male. The legs are yellow

with black spines.

Life History

The eggs are deposited in the spring of

the year upon various fruit trees, wild

trees and bushes. The young attack the

foliage, almost entirely defoliating the

plants. When full grown the larvae seek

the ground, where they pupate and thus

pass the winter, emerging early in the

spring as adults. These are often seen

flying during the day.

Food Plants

This species attacks a great variety of

both wild and cultivated trees and shrubs.

Prune trees have often been severely at-

tacked, the young larvae destroying the

first appearing buds.

Control

The egg masses are very conspicuous

and great numbers of them may be easily

destroyed by hand picking in the spring.

Arsenical sprays applied when the lar-

vae become apparent are also effective.

Natural Enemies

Internal humenopterous parasites per-

form a very important role in checking

the ravages of this pest. Caterpillars are

often found with the cocoons of these
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Fig. 1. Brown Day Moth In Its Various Stages.

parasites attached to the bodies. The Remedies
eggs are also destroyed in large numbers

Lj^e-sulphur is not very efficient
by small parasites. E. O. Essig

^^^j^^^ ^^^^ .^^^^^^ ^^^ ^j^^^,^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^
CiTEUs Red Spider. See Apple Pests

^^^^^^ ^ ^^^.^^^ p^^^ .^ ^JH ^^ ^e^essary
under Red Spider.

^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^p^ ^^^^ .^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^
Clover Mite. See Clover Pests.

Distillate-oil Emulsion Spray, which is

Common Cutworm. See Cabbage Pests. ^^^^ ^^ ^^jj^^^.

European Fruit Lecanium ^^^ ^^j^,. 12 gals.

Lecanium corni Bouche Fish Oil Soap 30 lbs.

H F Wilson Distillate oil (28° Baume) 20 gals.

In Oregon we have found this pest on The fish oil soap is made as follows:

prune only, and how bad a pest it may get water 6 gals.

to be Is hard to say. It also attacks Lye 2 lbs.

. , „ ,
Fish oil 1 Vi gals.

peaches and apricots as well as a large

number of non-fruit trees. In California The soap ingredients should be boiled

it is known as the brown apricot scale, for about two hours and produce about 40

because it seriously attacks apricot trees. pounds of soap. Use this at the rate of

The adult females are brownish in color six per cent distillate emulsion by taking

with a few black markings, convex in 5% gallons of the concentrated emulsion

shape and oftentimes covered with a and 44V2 gallons of water. Add one

white powdery secretion. They measure pound of caustic soda to soften the water,

about one-eighth inch in length, are In mixing the original solution it should

slightly less than that in width and are be driven through a force pump and back

raised about one-sixty-fourth of an inch. into the containing vessel in the same
(See Fig. 1.) manner as kerosene emulsion is mixed.
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Fig. 1. The Fruit-Tree Pulvinaria (Pulvi-

naria amiiqdali Clcll.). (Natural size.)

Mealy Plum Louse. See Plum Pests.

Peach Borer. See Peach Pests.

Pear Thrips. See Pear Pests.

Red Humped Caterpillar. See Apple

Pests.

San Jose Scale. See Apple Pests.

FIe. 1. The Euioiii'.in Fruit Leeanium.

(OriKinal.)

>'atiiral Eueiiiy

Comys Fusca.

Fall Cankeu Worm. See Apple Pests.

Frosted Scale. See Apricot Pests.

Friiit-Trec rulyinaria

Pulvinaria aniyodaU Ckll.

General Appearance

The general appearance o£ this insect

is well shown in Fig. 1. The body proper

is yellowish to brownish and the large

egg-sac white. The entire length, includ-

ing egg-sac. Is nearly one-half inch.

Food Plants

The foliage of the prune and peach

trees.

E. O. EssiG

"i^M
^/^;

San Jose Scale on I'rune greatly maK'uified.

(Purdue Experiment Station.)

Spring Canker Worms. See Apple

Pests.

White Peach Scale. See Peach Pests.
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Publications

Reference List on Fruit Growing
J. P. Stewart, Ph. D.

Experimental Pomologist, Pennsylvania

Agricultural Experiment Station,

State College. Pa.

Introductory

* This list is prepared largely to meet
the needs of those actively engaged in

fruit growing, or about to engage in it,

who desire to know more of the best pres-

ent-day methods and of the means for

keeping in touch with advances as they

are made. The list also contains some
references of a more technical character,

that may be of value to the investigator.

The following lists are obtainable, on

request, from the Secretary of Agriculture,

Washington, D. C:
1. List of publications of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture available for free dis-

tribution. Circular 2, Division of Publica-

tions.

2. List of publications of Department
of Agriculture for sale. Circular 3, Divi-

sion of Publications.

3. Enrollment on mailing list to re-

ceive;

a. Monthly list of publications.

b. List of station publications re-

ceived at the office of experiment stations.

For those desiring additional and full-

er information on agricultural and kind-

red publications throughout the world,

with brief abstracts of the more valuable

articles, the Experiment Station Record
is available. It is now issued in two
volumes a year, eight numbers each, at

$1.00 per volume, payable in advance to

the Superintendent of Documents, Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Washington, D. C.

Department Bureaus
The various divisions of the U. S. De-

partment of Agriculture are found oh page
665.

Their free publications are obtainable

on request from the Secretary of Agricul-

ture, Washington. D. C ; and those for

sale are obtainable from the Superintend-

ent of Documents, at prices indicated in

Circular 3, mentioned above.

• Pennsylvania Expeilmpnt .Station nuUetln

3—27

Esperinient Stations

The addresses of the various experi-

ment stations and their directors are

found on page 934.

Their publications may be obtained, so

far as available, by writing the directors

or stations direct, or by writing the

author of the desired publication at the

station address.

Horticultural Societies

The reports of horticultural and other

organizations referred to in the following

list are obtainable at moderate cost, so

far as available, from the sources in-

dicated below:

1. Society for Horticultural Science,

Secretary, C. P. Close, College Park, Md.

2. American Pomological Society, Sec-

retary, E. R. Lake, Washington, D. C.

3. Pennsylvania State Horticultural As-

sociation, Secretary, C. J. Tyson, Flora-

dale, Pa.

4. Western New York Horticultural

Society, Secretary, John Hall, Granite

Building, Rochester, N. Y.

5. New York State Fruit Growers As-

sociation. Secretary, E. C. Gillett, Penn

Yan, N. Y.

6. Woburn Experimental Farm. (Re-

ports obtainable from The Amalgamated
Press, Ltd., Carmelite St., London, Eng-

land.)

7. Pennsylvania State Department of

Agriculture, Harrisburg, Pa.

7a. Adams County Fruit Growers As-

sociation, Secretary, C. J. Tyson, Flora-

dale, Pa.

8. Ontario Department of Agriculture,

Guelph, Ontario.

9. Canada Central Experimental Farms,

Ottawa, Canada.

10. Washington State Horticultural As-

sociation, Secretary, R. E. Trumble, We-

natchee. Wash.

Periedicals

The more important periodicals relat-

ing to fruit, wholly or in part, are as

follows:

1. Better Fruit. Hood River, Oregon.

2. The National Nurseryman. Roches-

ter, N. Y.
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3. The Kruit Grower and Farmer. St.

Joseph, Mo.

4. The Canaiiian Horticulturist. Peter-

boro, Ontario.

5. Colorado Fruit Grower. Grand

Junction, Colorado.

6. The Fruit Magazine. Vancouver,

B. C.

7. The Rural New Yorker. New York,

N. Y.

8. The American Agriculturist. New
York, N. Y.

9. The Americulturist. Fowler, In-

diana.

10. The Country Gentleman. Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Books

The American Garden and the West-

ern New York Apple are referred to in

the list below, but are no longer pub-

lished, the articles in question being

found only in certain libraries.

The books referred to below have the

publishers indicated briefly in connection

with the reference. The full titles and

addresses of these publishers are as fol-

lows:

1. University Co-operative Association,

Madison, Wis.

2. The Macmillan Co., 64-66 Fifth Ave.,

New York, N. Y.

3. Orange Judd Co., 439 Lafayette St.,

New York, N. Y.

4. Ginn & Co., 70 Fifth Ave., New York,

N. Y.

5. J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia,

Pa.

6. Doubleday, Page & Co., New York,

N. Y.

These lists are not intended to be com-

plete in any case. Many articles were

omitted purposely to avoid confusion or

because of difficult availability of the

reference. The articles that have seemed

to the writer most important, however.

have been included; and in most cases

there are enough references given to per-

mit of considerable choice and to pro-

vide against failure in obtaining any par-

ticular article.

I. STARTING APPLE ORCHARDS

Looatioii, Variety, Selection and Purchase

of Stock

The Apple in Pennsylvania: Varieties,

planting and general care, Stewart. Penn-

sylvania Station Bulletin 106: 3-20. 1910.

Summer Apples in the Middle Atlantic

States. Gould. U. S.

Orchard Practice. Green. Ohio Station

Circular 108: 1-8. 1911.

Bureau of Plant Industry. Bulletin

194: 7-53. 1911.

Connecticut (Storrs) Station Bulletin

62: 97-108. 1910.

Establishing the Apple Orchard. Erwin

& Bliss. Iowa Extension Bulletin 5: 4-27.

1910.

Goff's Lessons in Fruit Growing, pp.

3-13. 1902. (University Co-operative As-

sociation, Madison, Wis.)

Bailey's Principles of Fruit Growing,

pp. 37-61. 1897. (The Macmillan Co.,

64-66 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.)

Office of Experiment Station Bulletin

178, pp. 14-17. 1907.

Suggestions on Planting Orchards.

White. Michigan Bulletin 262: 5-29. 1910.

Fruits Recommended by the American

Pomological Society for Various Sections.

Ragan. U. S. Bureau of Plant Industry

Bulletin 151: 5-69. 1909.

The Ben Davis Group of Apiiles. Shaw.

Massachusetts Station Report. 1910, pp.

176-193.

Variation in Apples. (Technical.)

Shaw. Massachusetts Station Report.

1910, pp. 194-213.

Blowing Stumps with Dynamite. Rob-

erts. Kentucky Station Bulletin 154:

19-30. 191L

Varietal Adaptations to Soils

Wilder. American Pomological Society

Report for 1909, pp. 138-143.

Wilder. Pennsylvania Horticultural As-

sociation Report for 1908, pp. 55-57.

Bonsteel. Office of Experiment Station

Bulletin 178: 14-16. 1907.

Wilder. Annual Report, Pennsylvania

Experiment Station, 1910-11.
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Preparation of Soil, Planting Systems

and Planting

Planting the Apple Orchard. Jarvis.

Connecticut (Storrs) Station Bulletin 62:

109-133. 1910.

Planting the Commercial Orchard.

Moore. Wisconsin Bulletin 201; 2-34.

1911.

Bailey's Principles in Fruit Growing,

pp. 237-276. 1897.

Planting Systems. Craig. Western New
York Horticultural Society Report. 1910,

pp. 67-73.

Starting Apple Orchards. Munson

West Virginia Bulletin 116- 213-248. 1908.

Apple Planting in Idaho. Judson. Ida-

ho Bulletin 43: 321-351. 1904.

Apple Planting in Idaho. Shinn. Ida-

ho Bulletin 64: 3-37. 1908.

Value of Different Planting Distances,

N. Y. Cornell Bulletin 262: 311-312. 1909;

and also Cornell Bulletins 226 and 229.

1905.
General Cnltnre

Growing the Apple Orchard. Alwood.

Virginia Bulletin 99: 53-79. 1899.

Apple Culture. Macoun. Central Ex-

perimental Farm (Canada), Bulletin 37:

7-74. 1901.

Apple Culture. Hutt. Ontario Depart-

ment of Agriculture Bulletin 144: 2-37.

1905.
Intercrops

Bailey's Principles of Fruit Growing,

pp. 170-172. 1897.

Interplanting. Jarvis. Connecticut

(Storrs) Station Bulletin 62: 135-137.

1910.

Pennsylvania Department of Agricul

ture Report, 1908. Roberts, pp. 502-4.

Intercropping (and note on planting

hillside orchards). Stewart. Pennsyl-

vania State Horticultural Association Re-

port. 1908. pp. 48-50.

Intercropping of Young Orchards.

Watts. Report for 1909 of the Fruit

Growers' Association, Adams County, Pa.,

pp. 53-61.

n. CULTUR.\L METHODS AND COV-
ER CROPPING

Cultivation and Cover Crops. Green, S.

B. Office of E.xperiment Stations Bulle-

tin 178: 19-23. 1907.

Control or Moisture in Orchard Soils.

Shutt. American Pomological Society Re-

port. 1909: 32-41.

Tillage: Methods, Implements and Pur-

poses

Principles and Practice of Earth

Mulches. King. Rural New Yorker,

.Tuly 2, 1910, pp. 689-90.

Cultivation of Orchards. Bailey. New
York Cornell Bulletin 72: 299-314. 1894.

Bailey's Principles of Fruit Growing,

pp. 133-174. 1897.

New York Cornell Reading Course for

Farmers. Craig. Ser. III. No. 3, 1903.

Mulching

Mulching. U. S. Department of Agri-

culture Farmers' Bulletin 202: 8-12. 1904.

Grass Mulch. Vergon, P. P. Rural

New Yorker, No. 2874, 1905, pp. 137-38.

Collingwood. Rural New Yorker, Oct.

23, 1909, p. 921; Oct. 30, 1909, p. 941.

The Apple in Pennsylvania. Stewart.

Pennsylvania Station Bulletin 106: 3-20.

1910.

General Orchard Management

Orchard Management. Jarvis. Con-

necticut (Storrs) Station Bulletin 66:

217-263. 1911.

Management of a Bearing Orchard.

Moore. Wisconsin Bulletin 207: 2-34.

1911.

Cost of Growing New York Apples.

Burritt. Rural New Yorker, 1911, pp.

733, 734.

Orchard Management. C. I. Lewis.

Oregon Experiment Station Bulletin 111.

1911.

Experiments on Relative Value of Dif-

ferent Methods
Experiments in Orchard Culture. Emer-

son. Nebraska Bulletin 79: 3-33. 1903.

(Abstract) in U. S. Department of Agri-

culture Farmers' Bulletin ,202: 16-17.

1904.

Orchard Culture. Green, W. J., and Bal-

lon. Ohio Bulletin 171: 189-216. 1906.

(Brief Abstract in U. S. Department of

Agriculture Farmers' Bulletin 207: 23-25.

1906.)

A Comparison of Tillage and Sod Mulch

in an Apple Orchard. Hedrick. N. Y.

Geneva Bulletin 314: 77-132. 1909. (Ab-

stract by Hall in popular edition of Bulle-

tin 314).
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Experiments with Cultural Methods.

Stewart. Pennsylvania Station Bulletin

100: 17-28. 1910.

Tillage vs. Sod Muk-h in Apple Or-

chards. U. S. Department of Agriculture

Farmers' Bulletin 419: 5-10. 1910. (A
brief general review of Nos. 9 and 12

above.)

Cultural Methods for Orchards. Burrill

& Blair. Illinois Bulletin 52: 105-127.

1S9S.

Effect of Grass on Trees. Pedford &
Pickering. Woburn Experimental Fruit

Farm Report. 1903; also Journal of Ag-
riculture Science (England), 1908, pp.

411-434; and Nature (London), 1907, No.
19G2. pp. 126-127.

Orchard Survey of Niagara County.
Cummings. N. Y. Cornell Bulletin 262;

295-300. 1909; also compare Cornell Bul-

letins 226 and 229. 1905.

An Apple Orchard Survey of Ontario
County. Miss H. M. Martin. Cornell
Bulletin 307: 169-215. 1911.

nL ORCHARD COVER CROPS AND
IRRIGATION

.\. Cover Crops
General Considerations

Craig. In Cyclopedia of American Hor-
ticulture. Vol. I. p. 388. 1905. (Double-

day. Page & Co.)

Summary of Experimental Work on
Cover Crops up to 1903. Smith, C. B. Of-

fice of Experiment Stations Report, 1903:

55.5-558.

Orchard Cover Crops in Delaware.
Close. Delaware Bulletin 61: 3-32. 1903.

Relation of Plants in the Orchard. Hed-
rick. Proceedings of the Society for Hor-
ticultural Science for 1903-4, pp. 72-82.

Orchard Cover Crops. Thornber. Wash-
ington Station Bulletin S: 1-4. 1908.

In Relation to Winter Injury

Cover Crops for Young Orchards. Emer-
son. Nebraska Bulletin 92: 3-23. 1906.

Cover Crops. Sandsten. Wisconsin Re-

port 1904, pp. 252-57.

Orchard Cover Crops. Craig. N. Y.

Cornell Bulletin 198: 97-133. 1902.

A Side Light on Cover Crops. Hedrick.

Rural New Yorker, Vol. 43 (1904.) No.

2862, p. 858.

Value as Manures

Hopkins' Soil Fertility and Permanent
Agriculture, pp. 207-225. 1910. (Ginn

& Co.)

Cover Crops as Green Manure. Penn.

Delaware Bulletin 60: 3-44. 1903.

Natural Agencies in Soil Improvement.

Voorhees. Pennsylvania State Department
Agricultural Report for 1907, pp. 172-81.

(General value of cover crops.)

General Culture of Certain Crops

The Clovers. Hunt. Forage and Fiber

Crops, pp. 140-173. 1907 (Orange Judd

Co.)

The Clovers. Voorhees. Forage Crops,

pp. 221-252. 1907. (Macmillan Co.)

Cow Peas, Soy Beans, Vetches, etc.

Voorhees. Forage Crops, pp. 253-274.

Cow Peas, Soy Beans, Vetches, etc. Hunt.

Forage and Fiber Crops, pp. 241-274.

Crimson Clover Culture. Grantham.
Delaware Bulletin 89: 3-36. 1910.

The Soy Bean; History, Varieties and
Field Studies. Piper & Morse. U. S.

Bureau of Plant Industry. Bulletin 197:

9-31. 1910.

Orchard Green-Manure Crops in Cali-

fornia. McKee. U. S. Bureau of Plant

Industry Bulletin 190: 7-40. 1910.

B. Irrigation

Imiiortance of Water. King. Irrigation

and Drainage, pp. 1-46. 1907. (Macmil-

lan Co.)

Conditions Which Make Irrigation De-

sirable or Otherwise. King's Irrigation

and Drainage, pp. 91-116. 1907.

Increase in Yield Due to Irrigation in

Humid Climates. King's Irrigation and
Drainage, pp. 171-195. 1907.

Review of Irrigation Investigations for

1903. Mead. Office of Experiment Sta-

tions Report for 1903, pp. 469-71; 483-87;

in Italy, 493-90.

Experiment in Orchard Irrigation.

Lamson. Proceedings of the Western
New York Horticultural Society, 55: 49-

59. 1910,

Methods of Ai)plying Water

Practical Information for Beginners in

Irrigation. Fortier. U. S. Farmers' Bul-

letin 263: 5-40. 1906.

King's Irrigation and Drainage, pp.
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329-402; Emphasizing importance of wat-

er, pp. 373-391. 1907.

Irrigation of Orchards. Fortier. U. S.

Farmers' Bulletin 404: 5-36. 1910.

Mead. Office of Experiment Stations

Bulletin 145: 7-S4.

Irrigation in Fruit Growing. Wickson.

U. S. Farmers' Bulletin 116: 3-48. 1900.

Irrigation in Field and Garden. Wick-
son. Farmers' Bulletin 138: 5-40 1901.

IV. ORCHARD FERTILIZATION, FRUIT
THINMNG AND GIRDLING

A. Fertilization

General Considerations

Fertility of the Soil; What It Is. Cav-

anaugh. Cornell Reading Course for

Farmers. Ser. I, No. 3. 1901.

Origin, Composition and Utility of Fer-

tilizing Materials. Davidson & Ellet. Vir-

ginia Bulletin 163: 3-48. 1906.

The Use of Fertilizers. Voorhees. New
Jersey Bulletin 172: 3-32. 1904.

The Fertilizers for Fruits and Berries.

In Voorhees' Fertilizers, p. 282. 1902.

(Macmillan Co.)

Feeding the Orchard. Waters. Mis-

souri Station Circular 22: 1-32. 1905.

Amounts of Plant Food Used by Bearing

Trees

Van Slyke. N. Y. Geneva Bulletin 265:

205-23. 1905.

Warren & Voorhees. New Jersey Re-

port. 1906. pp. 192-204.

Roberts. Cornell Station Bulletin 103:

621-637. 1895.

Stewart. Pennsylvania Station Annual
Report. 1910-11.

Orchard Fertilization Experiments and

Their Results

Fertilization of Apple Orchards. Stew-

art. Pennsylvania Station Bulletin 100:

3-28. 1910. (Also note results of Massa-
chusetts Experiment on p. 24 of this Bul-

letin.)

(a). Manuring an Apple Orchard.
Brooks. Massachusetts Station Report
1910, pp. 10-20.

(b) Is It Necessary to Fertilize an
Apple Orchard. Hedrick. N. Y. Geneva
Station Bulletin 339. pp. 153-195. 1911.

(c) Fruit Bud Formation. Pickett. New
Hampshire Bulletin 153, pp. 3-36. 1911.

The Effect of Wood Ashes and Acid

Phosphate on the Yield and Color of Ap-

ples. Hedrick. New York Geneva Bulle-

tin 289: 211-235. 1907.

Summary of Station Results to 1903.

Smith. U. S. Office Experiment Station

Report 1903. pp. 558-62.

Orchard Experiments. Munson. Maine
Bulletins 89, 122, 139 and 155. These
bulletins give especially: (1) Results of

test on value of different potash salts;

(2) Relative value of manure, Fisher

formula, and the station formula; and
(3) the value of nitrogen (Bulletins 139:

53 and 155: 135).

Results of Experiments with Strawber-
ries, Gooseberries, Raspberries, Currants
and Apples at Woburn and Milbrook. Bed-

ford & Pickering. Woburn Experimental
Fruit Farm Report, 1904, p. 99.

Blake and Farley. New Jersey Report
1908, pp. 81-84.

Impression of Our Fruit Growing In-

dustries. Bailey. N. Y. Cornell Bulletin

153: 122-126. 1898.

Feeding the Orchard for Color. Chand-
ler. American Pomological Society Re-
port. 1911, pp. 231-234.

Fertilizers for the Citrus Fruits. Paint-

er. American Pomological Society Re-
port. 1911, pp. 54-58.

Fertilizer Experiments (on Pineapples).
Blair & Wilson. Florida Station Bulletin

101: 28-42. 1910.

Relation of Calcareous Soils to Pine-

apple Chlorosis. P. L. Gile. Porto Rico
Station Bulletin 11, pp. 5-45. 1911.

Results on Fertilizers, Obtained in

Orchard Surveys

Orchard Survey of Niagara County.
Cummings. Cornell Bulletin 262: 293-295.

1909; and Orchard Surveys by Warren.
Cornell Bulletins 226: 273. 1905; 229:

473. 1905; and 307. 1911.

B. Thinning of Fruits

Thinning Apples. Beach. N. Y. Geneva
Bulletin 239: 197-224. 1903.

Thinning Fruit. Fisher. Montana Re-

ports 1905, pp. 281-284; and 1906, pp. 142-

154.

Thinning Apples. Whipple. Colorado
Bulletin 118: 12-13. 1906. Also U. S.
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Farmers' Bulletin 73: 15-20; and 202:

16-17.

Thinning Apples. Close. Delaware Re-

port 1902, pp. 91-94.

Thinning Fruit. Bennett. Connecticut

(Storrs) Station Report 1903, pp. 2S-32.

Summary of Results to 1903. Smith.

U. S. Office Experiment Station Rejiort

1903, pp. 562-563.

Oirdlingr or Ringing

Stripping Bark from Apple Trees.

Booth. Rural New Yorker, 1900. No.

2642. pp. 621-622.

Girdling Trees (and Vines) to Produce

Fruitfulness. Maynard. Massachusetts

Bulletin 1: 12-14. 1888.

Ringing and Girdling. Bailey. The
Pruning Book, pp. 281-297. 1898. (Mac-

niillan Co.)

V. PRUNING, GRAFTING AND ORCH-
ARD RENOVATION

A. Frnning

Physiology of Pruning. Bunyard.

Journal Royal Horticultural Society (Lon-

don) 35 (1910) No. 3, pp. 330-34. (A gen-

eral discussion.)

Results of Pruning Experiments. Bed-

ford and Pickering. Woburn Experiment-

al Farm Report, 1907, pp. 1-56.

Notes on Pruning. Card. Nebraska
Bulletin 50: MO. 1897. Also Rhode
Island Report 1898, pp. 106-110.

Pruning of Young Fruit Trees. Pow-
ell. Delaware Bulletin 45: 3-16. 1899.

Munson. Maine Bulletin 139: 60-64.

1906.

Summer Pruning. Gardner's Chronr

icle (London) 4], 1907, pp. 400-403 and
406-7.

Pruning (Methods). Corbett. U. S.

Department of Agriculture Farmers Bul-

letin 181: 3-73. 1903.

Pruning Fruit Trees. Paddock & Whip-
ple. Fruit Growing in Arid Regions, pp.

80-146. 3910. (Macmillan Co.)

Renewal Pruning. Goff. American Gar-

den 23 (1902), No. 385; 302-3.

Stringfellow Pruning System. Starnes.

Georgia Bulletin 40: 147-177. 1898.

Setting Out and Pruning Trees. Yeo-

mans, T. G. Country Gentleman, 66

(1896) No. 2254, p. 228. (Of historical

interest mainly.)

Grape Propagation. Pruning, Training.

Husmann. Farmers' Bulletin 471: 5-29.

1911.

Pruning and Training the Grape. Bail-

ey's Pruning Book, pp. 431-489. 1898.

(Macmillan Co.)

Pruning. Woods. U. S. Department of

Agriculture Year Book 1895: 257-268.

B. Grafting

General Metliods and Principles

Bailey's Nursery Book, pp. 73-132. 1896.

(Macmillan Co.)

Propagation of Plants. Corbett. U.

S. Farmers' Bulletin 157: 16-23. 1902.

The Graft Union. Waugh. Massachu-

setts Technical Bulletin 2: 16. 1904.

Budding the Walnut. Kraus. Oregon
Station Circular 16: 3-8. 1911.

Grafting With Whole Roots ts. Piece

Roots

Burrill & McCluer. Illinois Bulletin

21: 73-81. 1892.

Mason & Jones. Kansas Bulletin 65:

1-18. 1897; also Dickens & Greene, Kan-
sas Bulletin 105: 29-31. 1902.

Stewart. Pennsylvania Station Report

1907-8, pp. 198-200.

Topworking

Topworking Apple Trees. Paddock &
Whipple, in Fruit Growing in Arid Re-

gions, pp. 147-172. 1910. (Macmillan

Co.)

Topworking Orchard Trees. Powell. U.

S. Department of Agriculture Year Book.

1902, pp. 246-58.

C. Orchard Renovation

The Renovation of Worn Out Orchards.

Hedrick. New York (Geneva) Circular 6,

new series, p. 4. 1906.

Renovation of Old Apple Orchards. Jar-

vis. Connecticut (Storrs) Bulletin 61:

75-89. 1910.

Renewal of Old Orchards. Ballou. Ohio

Bulletin 180: 89-110. 1907.

Improving an Orchard. Card. Rhode
Island Bulletin 83: 143-152. 1902.

Orchard Renewal in Southern Pennsyl-

vania. Stewart. Pennsylvania State Hor-

ticulture Association Report for 1908, jip.

50-52.
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VL PICKING, PACKING AND MARKET-
ING FRUIT, AND UTILIZATION OF
INFERIOR GRADES
Picking Fruit. Paddock & Whipple.

Fruit Growing in Arid Regions, pp. 250-

66. (Macmillan Co.)

Apple from Orchard to Market. Lewis.

Oregon Bulletin 94: 4-48. 1907.

Apple Packing. Judson. Western New
York Horticultural Society Report, 1908.

pp. 71-77.

Picking, Packing and Marketing the Ap-

ple. Judson. Idaho Bulletin 54: 3-36.

1906.

Picking, Packing and Marketing the

Apple. Powell. Bureau of Plant Industry

Bulletin 123: 9-20. 1908.

Packing Apples in Barrels and Boxes.

McNeill. Dairy and Cold Storage Com-

missioners Series Bulletin 19: 5-35. 1907.

Department of Agriculture, Ottawa, Can-

ada, Bulletin 19: 5-35. 1907.

Packing and Grading Fruit. Paddock

& Whipple. Fruit Growing in Arid

Regions, pp. 267-301. 1910. (Macmillan

Co.)

Fruit Packing. Vincent. Adams Coun-

ty (Pa.) Fruit Growers Association Re-

port, 1910.

The Packing of Apples in Boxes. Wil-

son. New York Cornell Bulletin 298: 681-

693. 1911.

Marketing Methods

Co-operation in the Packing and Mar-

keting of Orchard Fruits. Burritt.

Western New York Horticultural Society

Report 1908, pp. 55-70; or Adams County

(Pa.) Fruit Growers Association Report

1907.

Chemistry and Ripening of the Date.

Vinson. Arizona Bulletin 66, pp. 403-435.

1911.

Paddock & Whipple's Fruit Growing in

Arid Region, pp. 302-323. 1910.

Fruit Growers Associations. Paddock.

Colorado Bulletin 122: 318. 1907.

Marketing Fruit and Truck Crops.

Maryland Bulletin 116: 211-257.

Co-operative Methods. Tenny. New
York State Fruit Growers' Association

Report. 1912.

Utilization of Inferior Grades of Fruit

Evaporation of Apples. Gould. Farmers

Bulletin 291: 5-38. 1907.

Utilization of Unmerchantable Apples.

Alwood. Virginia Bulletin 57: 147-60.

1895.

Canning Peaches. Gould. United

States Farmers' Bulletin 426: 5-26. 1910.

Use of Fruit as Food. United States

Farmers' Bulletin 293: 7-38. 1907.

Cider and Vinegar Making

Cider Vinegar. United States Farmers'

Bulletin 233: 28-32. 1906.

Commercial Handling of Cider Fruit.

Grinding and Expressing the Must. Al-

wood. Virginia Bulletin 137: 99-135.

1902.

Fermentation and Finishing of Ciders.

Alwood. Virginia Bulletin 138: 139-172.

1902.

Chemical Composition of Apples and

Cider. Alwood et al. United States

Bureau of Chemistry Bulletin 88: 7-46.

1904.

Cider Making in France, Germany and

England. Alwood. United States Bureau

of Chemistry Bulletin 71: 5-114. 1903.

Chemistry of Homemade Cider Vine-

gar. Van Slyke. New York Geneva Bul-

letin 258: 439-480. 1904.

Results of Investigations Into Cider

Making. F. J. Lloyd. London Board of

Agriculture and Fisheries, 1903, pp. 1-145;

abstract in Experiment Station Record

XV, 930.

Effects of Fermentation upon Compo-

sition of Cider and Vinegar. C. A.

Browne, Jr. Journal American Chem-

ical Society 25 (1903), No. 1, pp. 16-33.

French Cider Apples in Virginia. Price

& Ellet. Virginia Station Report 1908, pp.

39-54.

Feeding Value

For Cows. Massachusetts Station Re-

port, 1904, pp. 85-87; Vermont Report,

1889, pp. 54 and 74; Canada Experi-

mental Farms Report, 1905, pp. 60-61.

For Pigs. Illinois Bulletin 16: 503-4.

1891. New Hampshire Bulletin 66: 111-

116. 1899. Oregon Bulletin 80: 4. 1904.

Utah Bulletin 101: 188-89 and 200. 1906.
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VII.—PEACHES AJiD CHKBKIES

A. Peaches

General Importance and Classes of

Peaches. Smith. Offioe Experiment Sta-

tion Report, 1906, Reprint 1029, pp. 399-

403 (including foot note references).

Propagation, Stocks; Orchard Loca-

tion; Soils and Planting. Officer Experi-

ment Station Report, lltUG, reprint 1029,

pp. 415-419 (and foot note references).

The First Two Seasons With a Peach

Orchard. Blake. New Jersey Bulletin

219: 5-27. 1909; Bulletin 231: 3-41. 1910.

Peach Growing in Alabama. Williams

& Price. Alabama Bulletin 156, pp. 111-

142. 1911.

Peach Experiments. 1906-10. Garcia &

Mundell. New Mexico Bulletin 76, pp.

4-42, 1911.

Growth Period, Bud Formation, Bloom-

ing Habits, Self-Fertility and Winter In-

jury. Smith. Office Experiment Station

Report, 1906, Reprint 1029, pp. 403-413

(including principal foot note refer-

ences) .

Cultivation and Fertilization of Peach

Orchards. Waite. U. S. Year-book, 1902,

pp. 607-626.

Cultivation, Fertilization, Thinning

and Pruning. Smith. Office Experiment

Station Report, 1906, Reprint 1029, pp.

419-420 (and chief foot note references).

Cultivation vs. Mulching. American

Garden, No. 325, 1901, p. 168; No. 443,

1903, pp. 384-86; No. 505, 1904, p. 662.

Harvesting, Shipping, Storing, Canning,

Profits, etc. Smith. Office Experiment

Station Report, 1906, reprint 1029, pp.

426-34 (and leading foot note references).

Studies on Peaches. (Analyses; and

changes in composition during growth,

ripening and storage. Technical.) Bige-

low & Gore. U. S. Bureau of Chemistry

Bulletin 97: 5-32. 1905.

Insect Enemies on tlie Peacli

Peach Tree Borer, Slingerland. Cornell

Bulletin 176: 157-232. 1899; Bulletin 192:

191-196, 1901.

Peach Tree Borer. Starnes. Georgia

Bulletin 73: 149-189. 1906.

Control of Borers by Immune Stocks.

Blake. New Jersey Report, 1907, pp.

129-130.

The Principal Insect Enemies of the

Peach. Quaintance. U. S. Year-book, 1905,

pp. 325-348.

Peach Diseases and Their Control

The Control of Peach Brown Rot and

Scab. Scott & Ayres. Also see Ref. IX

35, U. S. Bureau of Plant Industry Bulle-

tin 174: 7-26. 1910.

Peach Yellows and Little Peach. Blake.

New Jersey Bulletin 226: 3-26. 1910.

Peach Yellows. Clinton. Connecticut

Report, 1908, pp. 872-78.

Peach Leaf Curl. Dnggar. Cornell

Bulletin 164: 371-388. 1899.

Contribution to the Study of Bordeaux

Injury on Peaches. Groth. New Jersey

Bulletin 232: 3-20. 1910.

B. Cherries

The Cherry in North America. Macoun,

Little & Farrand. American Pomological

Society Special Report, 1904-5, pp. 14-29.

The Cherry in Delaware. Powell. Del-

aware Bulletin 35: 1-23, 1897; also Del-

aware Report, 1900, pp. 99-129.

Cherries in Iowa. Price & Little. Iowa

Bulletin 73: 48-60. 1903.

Cherry. Powell & Wickson. In Bail-

ley's American Cyclopedia of Horticul-

ture, pp. 291-4. 1900.

Stocks for Cherries. Iowa Bulletins 10,

22, 28; Canada Experimental Farms Re-

port, 1893, p. 117; Bailey's Nursery

Book, p. 206. 1896.

Culture and Grafting. Rural New
Yorker, 1910; 489 and 494.

(Cherries in Washington. Thornber.

Washington Bulletin 92: 3-32. 1910.

VIII. PLUMS, PEAES AND QUINCES

A. Plums

Propagation. Waugh's Plums and Plum
Culture, pp. 235-250. 1901. (Orange Judd

Co.)

Selection of Varieties. Waugh's Plums
and Plum Culture, pp. 251-264; 308-316.

Notes Upon Plums (chiefly domestical.

Willard and Bailey. Cornell Bulletin 131:

169-195. 1897.

Pollination of Bartlett and Kieffer
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Pears. Fletcher. Virginia Station Re-

port, 1909-1910, p. 12.

Plum Varieties (chiefly Americanas).

Little. Iowa Bulletin 114: 121-149. 1910.

Japanese Plums. Bailey. Cornell Bul-

letin 106: 39-67. 1896; Cornell Report

1898, pp. 369-382; also Mead in Rural New
Yorker, 1901, p. 103.

Hybrid Plums (technical). Waugh.

Vermont Bulletin 67: 3-30. 1898; Ver-

mont Report, 1899, pp. 218-230.

Culture

Waugh's Plums and Plum Culture, pp.

265-281: also Vermont Bulletin 89; 19-28.

1901; abstract in U. S. Farmers' Bulle-

tin 149: 20-25. 1902.

Culture of Native Plums. Goff. Wis-

consin Bulletin 63: 3-26. 1897.

Culture in Iowa. Craig. Iowa Bulletin

46: 234-242; 295-303. 1900.

Culture in Ohio. Green & Ballou. Ohio

Bulletin 162: 229-23.5 (cultural) and pp.

236-258 (varieties).

Pollination

"Waugh's Plums and Plum Culture, pp.

282-307. 1901. (Orange Judd Co.)

Pollination. Vermont Bulletin 53: 47-

64. 1896; and Vermont Station Report,

1899, pp. 189-209. Abstract and compar-

ison in U. S. Farmers' Bulletin 65: 14-19;

and 103: 6-13. 1899.

Influence of Weather. Vigor, etc., Upon
Petting of Fruits. Goff. Wisconsin Re-

port, 1901, pp. 289-303.

Preliminary Frost Fighting Studies in

the Rogue River Valley. Lewis & Brown.

(Also see files of Better Fruit.) Oregon

Station Bulletin 110: 3-62. 1911.

Flower DcTelopnient and Growth Period

Flower Development in Cherry, Plum,

Apple and Pear. Goff. Wisconsin Report,

1899, pp. 289-303.

Bud Development in the Wild Plum.

Waldron. North Dakota Report, 1900, pp.

31-39.

Fruit Bud Formation and Development.

Drinkard. Virginia Station Report, 1909-

10, p. 47.

Growth Period in Trees. GofC. Wiscon-

sin Reports, 1898: 220-228; and 1900: 291-

294 : and Cranefield Wisconsin Report,

1900: 300-308. Also compare New Jersey

Report, 1906, p. 223. Warren & Voorhees,

and Keffer Tennessee Bulletin XIV No. 4:

3-16. 1901.

Diseases

Waugh's Plums and Plum Culture, pp.

317-348.

Cooking and Ornamental Use

Waugh's Plums and Plum Culture pp.

349-362.

B. Pears

General Discussion, Origin and Classes.

Bailey's Cyclopedia of American Horti-

culture, pp. 1242-1244. 1901.

The Kieffer; Dwarf Pears, etc. Collins,

Yeomans and G. T. Powell Cyclopedia of

American Horticulture, pp. 1250-1252.

Culture

Commercial Culture. Waits. Year-

book, 1900, pp. 369-396.

Soils, Propagation and General Care.

T. T. Lyon. In Cyclopedia of American

Horticulture, pp. 1244-1249. 1901. (Dou-

bleday. Page & Co.)

Culture in New Jersey. A. T. Jordan.

New Jersey Bulletin 142: 3-14. 1910.

Culture in New York. J. B. Cornell.

Rural New Yorker, 1901, 163; also in

American Pomological Society Special

Report, 1904-5, pp. 61-64.

Culture in Virginia. Alwood. Virginia

Bulletin 49: 19-32. 1895.

C. Quinces

Quinces in Western New York. Bailey.

Cornell Bulletin 80: 609-31. 1894.

W. W. Meech's Quince Culture, 1888.

(Orange Judd Co.)

Craig. In Bailey's Cyclopedia of Ameri-

can Horticulture, pp. 1485-1486. 1901.

IX. THE CONTROL OF INSECTS AND
DISEASES

X. General Control: Condensed Direc-

tions

Control of Insects and Disease Affect-

ing Horticultural Crops. Fulton, Wright

and Gregg. Pennsylvania Station Bulle-

tin 110: 3-44. 1911.

Control of Insect Pests and Plant Dis-

eases. Slingerland, Herrick, Crosby and

Whetzel. Cornell Bulletin 283: 465-498.

1910.

Spraying Peaches for the Control of
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Brown Rot, Scab and Curculio. Scott and

Quaintance. U. S. Farmers' Bulletin 440:

5-40. 1911.

Calendar for the Treatment of Plant

Diseases and Insect Pests. Green, Solby

and Gossard. Ohio Bulletin 199: 89-102.

1908.

Control of Insects and Plant Diseases.

Jarvis. Connecticut (Storrs) Station Bul-

letin 56: 220-282. 1909.

Control of Plant Diseases. Wilcox and

Stone. Nebraska 22nd Annual Report,

pp. 22-63. 1909.

Common Diseases and Insects Injurious

to Fruits. Beech, Lowe and Stewart, F.

C. N. Y. Geneva Bulletin 170: 381-445.

1899.

Plant Diseases and Spray Calendar.

Norton and Norman. Maryland Bulletin

143: 177-215. 1910. (Also discusses

pumps and nozzles.)

Orchard and Garden Spraying. Ruggles

and Stakman. Minnesota Bulletin 121:

3-32. 1911.

Pests and Their Treatment. Surface.

Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture.

(Harrisburg) Zoological Bulletin Vol. 1,

No. 1, pp. 4-61. 1911.

Injurious and Beneficial Insects in Cali-

fornia. Sacramento. 1913.

Oregon Crop Pest Report. Corvallis,

Oregon. 1913.

Publications Especially Useful in the

Identification of Pests

Insects Injurious to Fruits in Michigan.

Petit. Michigan Special Bulletin 24: 5-64.

1904.

California Plant Diseases. R. E. & E.

H. Smith. California Bulletin 218: 1039-

1193. ISll.

Apple Tree Insects of Maine. Patch

and .lohannsen. Maine Station Miscel-

laneous Publication 383, pp. 1-67. June
1910.

Fungous Diseases of Fruits In Michi-

gan. Longyear. Michigan Special Bulle-

tin 25: .3-68. 1904.

Some Apple Diseases. Brooks. New
Hampshire Bulletin 144: 109-138. 1909.

Maine Apple Diseases. Morse and
Lewis. Maine Bulletin 185: 337-382. 1910.

Handbook of the Diseases of Cultivated

Plants in Ohio. Selby, Ohio Bulletin 214:

307-456. 1910.

Injurious and Beneficial Insects of Cal-

ifornia. E. O. Essig, Sacramento, Cal.

1913.

Notes on New York Plant Diseases, I.

Stewart, F. C. New York Geneva Bulle-

tin 328: 305-404. 1910.

Duggar's Funguous Diseases of Plants,

pp. XII-f508. 1909. (Ginn & Co.)

Diseases of Economic Plants. Stevens

& Hall, pp. X-f-513. 1910. (Macmillan

Co.)

Insects Injurious to Fruits. Saunders,

p. 436. 1883. (.1. B. Lippincott Co.)

15. Publications Dealing With tlie Pro-

tection of Certain Crops

Principal Insect Enemies of the Peach.

Quaintance. Reprint Year-book, 1905.

U. S. Department of Agriculture, pp.

325-348.

Insects Injurious to Peach Trees in

New Jersey. Smith. New Jersey Bulletin

235: 3-43. 1911.

Some Important Pear Diseases. Dug-

gar. Cornell Bulletin 145: 597-627. 1898.

Insect Enemies of Cantaloupes, Cucum-
bers, and Related Plants. Smith, R. I.

North Carolina Bulletin 205: 340. 1910.

Cabbage Worms and Their Control.

Rumsey & Brooks. West Virginia Bulle-

tin 120: 345-352. 1909.

The Cabbage Aphis. Herrick & Hun-

gate. Cornell Bulletin 300: 717-746. 1911.

Insects of Field Crops. Petit. Michi-

gan Bulletin 258: 36-84. 1910.

A Preliminary Report on Grape Insects.

Hartzell. N. Y. Geneva Bulletin 331: 485-

581. 1910.

Cutworms, Army Worms, and Grass-

hoppers. Washburn. Minnesota Bulletin

123: 67-84. 1911.

C. The Nature and Control of Certain

Fruit Diseases

Attacking the Apple

Spraying for Apple Diseases and the

Codling Moth in the Ozarks. Scott and

Quaintance. U. S. Farmers' Bulletin 283;

.5-42. 1907.

Fire Blight of Pear, Apples, Quinces,

etc. Wetzel & Stewart. Cornell Bulletin

272: 31-51. 1909.
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Apple Blotch. Scott & Rorer. Bureau of

Plant Industry. Bulletin 144: 7-28. 1909.

Apple Diseases Caused by Coryneum

and Phoma. Lewis. Maine, Bulletin 170:

185-200.

Control of Apple Bitter Rot. Scott. Bu-

reau of Plant Industry Bulletin 93: 7-33.

1906.

Attacking tht Peach

Control of Brown Rot, Scab and Curcu-

lio. Scott and Quaintance. U. S. Far-

mers' Bulletin 440: 5-40. 1911.

Control of Peach Brown Rot and Scab.

Scott & Ayres. Bureau of Plant Industry

Bulletin 174: 7-31. 1910.

Peach Leaf Curl. Wallace & Whetzel.

Cornell Bulletin 276: 157-175. 1910.

Peach Yellows and Little Peach. Blake.

New Jersey Bulletin 226: 3-26. 1910.

Summer Spraying of Peaches. Stewart.

Pennsylvania State Horticultural Asso-

ciation Report. 1911, pp. 181-195.

Attacking the Grape

The Black Rot Disease of Grapes. Red-

dlck. Cornell Bulletin 293: 289-364. 1911.

(Technical.)

Spraying tor Black Rot in a Dry Season.

Reddick, Wilson and Gregory. Cornell

Bulletin 296: 573-588. 1911.

The Control of Black Rot of the Grape.

Shear, Miles and Hawkins. Bureau of

Plant Industry Bulletin 155: 7-42. 1909.

The Grape Root Worm. Johnson &
Hamman. Bureau of Entomology. Bulle-

tin 89: 9-33. 1910.

.Vtfacking tlie Tomato

Tomato Blight and Rot in Virginia.

Reed. Virginia Bulletin 192: 3-16. 1911.

I). The Control of Certain Insects, Etc.

•Scale Insects

The San Jose Scale and Its Control.

Quaintance. Bureau of Entomology Cir-

cular 124: 1-18. 1910.

The Summer Control of San Jose Scale.

Stewart. Rural New Yorker, 1910, p. 944.

Spraying, Fumigating and Dipping for

the Control of San Jose Scale. Symons,

Peairs and Cory. Maryland Bulletin 148:

47-81. 1910.

The Terrapin Scale. Symons and Cory.

Maryland Bulletin 149: 83-92. 1910.

The Oyster Shell Scale. New Hamp-
shire Circular 4: 1-4. 1908.

Citrus Fruit Insects. Quayle. Califor-

nia Bulletin 214: 443-472. 1911.

The Red or Orange Scale. Quayle.

California Bulletin 222: 99-225. 1911.

Miscellaneous Insects Attacking the

Apple

The Apple Red Bugs. Crosby. Cornell

Bulletin 291: 213-225. 1911.

Life History of the Codling Moth in

Northwestern Pennsylvania. Hammar.
Bureau of Entomology Bulletin 80: Part

VI: 71-111. 1910. (Technical.)

On Certain Seed-Infesting Clialcis Flies.

Crosby. Cornell Bulletin 265: 367-388.

1909.

The Apple Leaf Hopper. Webster. Iowa

Bulletin 111: 3-32. 1910.

The Fruit-Tree Leaf Roller. Stedman.

Missouri Bulletin 71: 3-21. 1906.

Apple Maggot and Other Insects. Patch

and Munson. Maine Bulletin 109: 169-

184. 1904.

The Apple and Pear Mites. Parrott,

Hodgkiss and Schoene. N. Y. Geneva Bul-

letin 283: 281-318. 1906. Also Geneva

Bulletin 306: 418-438. 1908

The Larger Apple Tree Borers. Chit-

tenden. Bureau of Entomology Circular

32: 1-11. 1907.

Control of Mice and Rabbits

Meadow Mice in Relation to Agricul-

ture and Horticulture. Lantz. Reprint

U. S. Department of Agriculture Year

Book for 1905, pp. 363-376.

Protecting Trees From Rabbits. Cun-

ningham. Kansas Circular 17: 1-4. 1911.

X, SPRAY MATERIALS: PREPARA-
TION, USE, MACHINERY, LEGISLA-
TION, ETC.

A. Lime-Siilphnr

Condensed Practical Directions

Preparation and Use of Concentrated

Lime-Sulphur. Stewart. Pennsylvania

Station Bulletin 99: 3-15. 1910. Also Bul-

letin 115: 1912.

Practical and Popular Treatment.

Caesar. Ontario Agricultural College Bul-

letin 177: 34-64. 1909.

Lime-Sulphur as a Summer Spray.
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Wallace. Cornell Bulletin 289: 141-162.

1911.

Experiments With Concentrated llome-

Made Lime-Sulphur. Porrott and Schoene.

N. Y. Geneva Bulletin 330: 451-484. 1910.

Preparation and Use of Self-Boiled

Lime-Sulphur. Scott and Quaintance. U.

S. Farmers Bulletin 440: 33-40. 1911.

The Development and Teehnique of Lime-

Sulplmr

Recent Advances in Our Knowledge of

Lime-Sulphur. Stewart. Cornell Country-

man, Feb. 1911; and reprint from the

Pennsylvania State Horticultural Asso-

ciation Report, 1911, pp. 1-5.

Concentrated Lime-Sulphur: Its Prop-

erties, Preparation and Use. Stewart.

Pennsylvania Station Annual Report

1908-09, pp. 259-296. Also Pennsylvania

Station Bulletin 92: 3-20. 1909.

Chemical Investigation of Best Condi-

tions for Making the Lime-Sulphur Wash.

Van Slike, Bosworth and Hedges. N. Y.

Geneva Bulletin 329: 405-449. 1910.

The Lime-Sulphur Wash. Chemical

Study. Fulmer. Ontario Agricultural

College Bulletin 177: 4-33. 1909.

Lime-Sulphur Spray. Harris. Michi-

gan Technical Bulletin 6: 3-15. 1911.

Manufacture and Storage of Lime-Sul-

phur Spray. Patten. Michigan Circular

10: 71-77. 1911.

Studies of the Fungicidal Value of

Lime-Sulphur. Wallace. N. Y. Cornell

Bulletin 290: 167-207. 1911.

B. Bordeaux Mixture

Brief Directions for preparation are

given in references 1, 2, 4, 5, etc., of our

Section IX above.

History and Preparation. Crandall.

Illinois Bulletin 135: 201-217. 1909. Also,

Fairchild, U. S. Division of Veg. Path-

ology Bulletin 6: 7-30. 1894, and Lode-

man's Spraying of Plants, pp. 24-30,

and 125-133. 1896. (Macmillan Co.)

"Woburn" Bordeaux. Bedford & Pick-

ering. Woburn Experimental Farm Re-

port, 1909, pp. v+191; Journal Agricul-

tural Science 3, 1909, No. 2, pp. 171-178;

abstracts in Experiment Station Record
XXIII, pp. 50-51, and Experiment Station

Record XXIII: 455-456.

Action of Lime in Excess on Copper
Sulpliate Solutions. Bell & Taber. Jour-

nal Physical Chemistry 11, 1907, No. 8,

pp. 632-636; abstracts in Experiment Sta-

tion Record XXII, pp. 456-457. (Tech-

nical.)

C. Miscible Oils

How to make them. Penny. Pennsyl-

vania Station Bulletin 86: 3-20. 1908; and
Delaware Bulletin 79: 3-40. 1907.

Proprietary and Home-made. Jarvis.

Storrs Connecticut Bulletin 54: 169-197.

Dec. 1908.

D. Arsenicals

Directions for use are found in ref-

erences 1, 2, 4, 5, of Section IX, and in

references 1 and 3 of the present Sec-

tion X.

Lead Arsenate. Composition, home-
preparation and action on foliage. Hay-

wood and McDonnell. U. S. Bureau of

Chemistry Bulletin 131: 5-49. 1910.

(a). The Significance of Lead Arsenate

Composition. Volck. Science, 1911, pp.

866-870.

(b). Preliminary Report on the Effects

of Arsenical Compounds Upon Apple

Trees. Swingle & Morris. Reprint from
Phytopathology. June, 1911, pp. 79-93.

(c). Takanap Soap Co., Darby, Pa.

(Fine soap for making kerosene emulsion

without heating.)

E. Spray Injury

Spray Injury of Lime-Sulphur and Ar-

senicals. Stewart. In Pennsylvania State

Horticultural Association Report 1911. pp.

186-189. (Reprint obtainable from the

author.) Further discussion in Pennsyl-

vania Station Bulletin 106: 11-13. 1910;

and Pennsylvania Station Report 1908-

09, pp. 286-292; and New Jersey Horticul-

tural Society Report for 1911.

Spray Injury Induced by Lime-Sulphur

Preparations. Wallace. Cornell Bulletin

288: 10.5-137. 1910.

Orchard Spraying Experiments. Bonns.

Maine Bulletin 189: 33-80. 1911.

Bordeaux Injury. Crandall. Illinois

Bulletin 135: 217-296. 1909.

Bordeaux Injury on Peaches. Groth.

New Jersey Bulletin 232: 3-20. 1910.
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Bordeaux Injury. Hedrick. N. Y.

Geneva Bulletin 287: 107-182. 1907.

The Action of Copper on Leaves. Bain.

Tennessee Bulletin XV, No. 2, pp. 21-108.

1902.

Arsenical Injury

Arsenical Poisoning of Fruit Trees.

Headden. Colorado Bulletin 157: 3-56.

1910.

Discussion of Arsenical Poisoning.

Grossenbacher. N. Y. Geneva Technical

Bulletin 12: 395-397. 1909.

F. Dust TS. Liquid Spraying

Dust vs. Liquid Spraying. Close. Del-

aware Bulletin 72: 3-23. 1906.

Spraying vs. Dusting. Faurot. Mis-

souri Fruit Station Bulletin 19: 3-24.

1908.

G. Spraying to Control Weeds

Spraying to Control Weeds. Selby.

Ohio Circular 102: 1-6. 1910.

Weed Control by Means of Chemical

Sprays. Bolley. North Dakota Bulletin

80: 513-573. 1908.

Killing Mustard and Other Weeds with

Iron Sulphate. Olive. South Dakota

Bulletin 112: 485-498. 1909.

Weeds, Their Eradication and Control.

Rhode Island Bulletin 133: 51-61. 1909.

Spraying for Weeds. U. S. Farmers'

Bulletin 360: 291-293. 1909. (Also gives

references.)

Eradication of Farm Weeds. Publica-

tions of the American Steel & Wire Co.,

Chicago, 111. January 1909, pp. 2-16; and
Nov. 1909, pp. 2-15.

Spraying to Eradicate Dandelions

from Lawns. French. New York Geneva
Bulletin 335: 35-44. 1911.

H. Spray Macliinery

Spray Mixtures and Spray Machinery.

Beach, Clark and Taylor. N. Y. Geneva
Bulletin 243: 339-373. 1903.

Spray Machinery. Taylor. Missouri

Fruit Station Bulletin 20. 1909.

(a). Roller Tank Sprayer. Van Deman.
Rural New Yorker, 1911, p. 735.

(b). Spraying Machinery. Goodman.
Ohio Bulletin 216: 491-526. 1910.

L Legislation and Composition

The Federal Insecticide Act of 1910.

Public Doc. No. 152, pp. 1-5. (Obtainable

from Congressmen.)

Analysis of Paris Green (and Pennsyl-

vania Paris Green Law). Kellogg. Penn-

sylvania State Department of Agriculture

Bulletin 192 9-37. 1910. Also Bulletin

2:04: 9-33. 1911.

Insecticide Studies (and State Laws on

Insecticides). Haywood. U. S. Bureau

of Chemistry Bulletin 76: 7-63. 1903.

Insecticides. Lead Arsenate. Composi-

tion, Home Preparation and Action on

Foliage. Haywood & McDonnell. U. S.

Bureau of Chemistry Bulletin 131: 5-49.

1910.

Analyses of Paris Green and Lead Ar-

senate. Cathcart. New Jersey Bulletin

214: 3-14. 1908. (Technical.)

Insecticides and Fungicides (Chemical

composition and analytical methods.)

Haywood. U. S. Bureau of Chemistry

Bulletin 68: 7-58. 1902; and U. S. Far-

mers' Bulletin 146: 7-14. 1902.

Lead Arsenate and Paris Green. Street

and Britton. Connecticut Bulletin 157:

3-13. 1907.

Vegetable Culture
Books:

ABC of Potato Culture. Terry. 45

cents.

Asparagus Culture. Hexamer. 50 cents.

Cabbage, Cauliflower and Allied Vege-

tables. Allen. 50 cents.

Celery Culture. Beattie. 50 cents.

Gardening for Profit. Henderson. $1.50.

Gardening for Pleasure. Henderson.

$1.50.

Garden Making. Bailey. 75 cents.

How to Make the Garden Pay. Greiner.

$1.00.

Mushrooms, How to Grow. Falconer.

$1.00.

Melon Culture. Troop. 50 cents.

New Onion Culture. Greiner. 50 cents.

New Rhubarb Culture. Morse and
Fiske. 50 cents.

Principles of Vegetable Gardening.

Bailey. $1.50.

Tomato Culture. Tracy. 50 cents.

Vegetable Gardening. Watts. $1.75.
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Success in Market Gardening. Rawson.

11.10.

Sweet Potato Culture. Fltz. 50 cents.

Insects Injurious to Vegetables. Chit-

tenden. $1.50.

Vegetable Gardening. Watts. $1.75.

Periodicals:

The Garden Magazine, Garden City, N.

Y., per year, $1.50.

The Market Growers' Weekly .Tournal.

Louisville, Ky., per year, $1.00.

The Vegetable Grower, Chicago, Illi-

nois, per year, 50 cents.

Farmers' Bulletins, U. S. Department
of Agriculture:

Asparagus, No. 61.

Beans, No. 289.

Cabbage, No. 433.

Celery, No. 282.

Frames as Factor in Truck Growing,
No. 458.

The Home Vegetable Garden, No. 255.

Mushrooms, Culture of. No. 204.

Onion Culture, No. 354.

Sweet Potatoes, No. 324.

Tomatoes, No. 220.

Cucumbers, No. 254.

Greenlionse ^fanagenient and Floricul-

ture
Books:

Commercial Violet Culture. Galloway.
$1..50.

The Forcing Book. Bailey. $1.25.

Greenhouse Construction. Taft. $1..';0.

Greenhouse Management. Taft. $1.50.

Practical Floriculture. Henderson.
$1.50.

The American Carnation. Ward. $3.50.

The Chrysanthemum. Herrington. 50

cents.

The Rose. Ellwanger. $1.25.

Periodicals:

The Florists' Exchange, New York City,

per year, $1.00.

The Florists' Review, Chicago, Illinois,

per year, $1.00.

The American Florist, Chicago, Illinois,

per year, $1.00.

Farmers' Bulletins, U. S. Department
of Agriculture:

Propagation of Plants, No. 157.

Annual Flowering Plants, No. 195.

Landscape Gardening
Books:

Landscape Gardening. Parsons. $3.50.

Landscape Gardening. Waugh. 50

cents.

Lawns and How to Make Them. Bar-

ron. $1.17.

What England Can Teach Us About

Gardening. Miller. $4.32.

Periodicals:

Country Life in America, New York
City, per year, $4.00.

Park and Cemetery, Chicago, Illinois,

per year, $1.00.

Farmers' Bulletins, U. S. Department

of Agriculture:

Beautifying Home Grounds, No. 185.

Tree Planting in School Grounds, No.

134.

PUGET SotTND, EARLY ORCHARDS OF. See

Hi.itori/ of Orcharding in Old Oregon.

Pumpkin
The pumpkin is a well-known product

of American farms, generally grown in

corn-flelds In the same area as the corn.

Sometimes it is grown as a separate crop,

as food for stock, or occasionally in large

quantities for the markets. It is easily

grown and reasonably profitable. The
scientific name is Cucurbita pepo, a spe-

cies of the gourd family, and is largely

cultivated in Europe as well as in Amer-
ica. The pumpkin varies much in form,

color and size. We have seen the larger

kinds weighing 75 to 100 pounds; but the

smaller varieties are best for home use.

When ripe the pumpkin is boiled, baked,

or made into various kinds of pie, butter

or sauce. It is difficult to keep any par-

ticular variety of pumpkin from mixing

with other varieties, if they are grown
closely enough together for the bees to

carry the pollen from one to another.

When mature, if they are gathered in the

autumn before freezing and stored in a

cool place, they may be kept for winter

use. Certain varieties will keep until

late in the season. With the early pio-

neers of the United States it was an im-

portant article of food, because it was

healthful, nutritious, productive and

cheap; also because other fruits, such as
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apples, peaches and pears, were of slower

growth and required more lahor to pro-

duce them.

Geanville Lowthbr

DISEASES AND PESTS
The pumpkin is attacked by the same

list of diseases and insect pests, for the

most part, as squash, cantaloup, cucum-

ber and other cucurbitious crops. The
various subjects in this department will

be found under those plants.

Ptrus. See Apple, Botany of.

Quince

Mammouth Quince.—Ma-xtcd Photo.

The common quince is a native of Per-

sia and Anatolia, and perhaps also of

Greece and the Crimea, but in these latter

localities it is doubtful whether or not

the plant is not a relic of former cultiva-

tion. By Franchet and Savatier Pyrus

cydonia is given as a native of Japan,

with the native name of "maroumerou."

It is certain that the Greeks knew a com-

mon variety upon which they engrafted

scions of a better variety, which they

called Kydonion, from Cydon, in Crete,

whence it was obtained, and from which

the later names have been derived. Pliny

(H. N. XVII) mentions that the fruit of

the quince. Malum cotoneum, warded off

the influence of the evil eye; and other

legends connect it with ancient Greek

mythology, as exemplified by statutes in

which the fruit is represented, as well as

by representations on the walls of Pom-

peii. The fragrance and astringency of the

fruit of the quince are well known, and

the seeds were formerly used medicinally

for the sake of the mucilage they yield

when soaked in water, a peculiarity which

is not met with in pears. This mucilage

Is analogous to, and has the same prop-

erties as, that which is formed from the

seeds of flax.

The quince is but little cultivated, two

or three trees planted in the slip or or-

chard being in general found to be suffi-

cient for a supply of the fruit. The fruit

has a powerful odor, but in the raw state

is austere and astringent. It, however,

makes an excellent preserve, and is often

used to give flavor and poignancy to

stewed or baked apples.

There are three principal varieties of

the quince—the Portugal, the apple-

shaped and the pear-shaped. The Portu-

gal is a taller and more vigorous grower

than the others, and has larger and finer

fruit; the apple-shaped, which has round-

ish fruit, is more productive, and ripens

under less favorable conditions than

either of the others; while the pear-

shaped has roundish-pyriform fruit, which

ripens later than that of the apple-shaped

variety.

The quince prefers a rich, light and

somewhat moist soil. The tree is gener-

ally propagated by cuttings or layers, the

former making the best plants, but being

longer in growing. It is much used as

a dwarfing stock for certain kinds of

pears, and for this purpose the young

plants when bedded out should be short-

ened back to about 18 or 20 inches; the

effect is to restrain the growth of the

pear, increase and hasten its fruitfulness,

and enable it to withstand the effects of

cold. Those required to form standard

fruit-bearing trees should be trained up

to a single stem till a height of five or six

feet is attained.

The common .Japan quince, Cydonia. or
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Pyrus japoiiica. is grown in siuileus lor

the sake of its flowers, which vary in

color from croamy white to rich red, and

are produced during the winter and early

spring months. The fruit is green and

fragrant but quite uneililile. Ci/<lonia man-

lei, a more recently introduced shrub from

Japan, bears a profusion of equally beau-

tiful orange-red flowers, which are fol-

lowed by fruit of a yellow color and

agreeable fragrance; so that, when
cooked with sugar, it forms an agreeable

conserve, as in the case of the ordinary

quince.

QUIKCE DISEASES

The quince is attacked by the diseases

and pests common to apple and pear; and,

for the most part, they will be found

listed under those heads.

Antliracnose

H. S. Jackson

Mr. C. C. Cate, formerly assistant in

plant pathology at the Oregon Agricul-

tural College, records the presence of

apple tree anthracnose as a disease of tlie

quince. The writer has also observed this

disease upon several occasions in the

vicinity of Corvallis, first in the fall of

1909. We are informed by W. H. Law-
rence that he found the disease quite com-

mon in the Hood River valley in the fall

of 1911. It is apparently not infrequently

found on the fruit, particularly in sea-

sons of early fall rains. It also causes

small cankers on the branches and twigs.

No experiments looking toward the con-

trol of this disease on the quince have
been carried out, but it is probable that

fall spraying with Bordeaux mixture, as

for the apple, would control the trouble.

Apple trees in the vicinity of quinces

should be protected by fall spraying in

order to prevent the disease from spread-

ing to the quinces.

Fire Itlitrlit

The disease known as fire blight (Sec

Blight, under Pear Diseases), is also

known to attack the quince. In districts

where fire blight is prevalent, quinces

should be inspected as carefully as apples

and pears, and the treatment recom-

mended for the control of the disease on

those crops should be followed out.

Black Knot, or Crown Gaix. See

Croirii (lall. under Apple Diseases.

Leaf niig:lit

Entomosporiiim maeulatum
H. S. Jackson

In rainy seasons the leaf blight of the

quince, due to Entoinosporium. macula-

turn, which causes spots on the foliage

and fruit, is occasionally found in Oregon,

though it is seldom serious. This disease

may he controlled by spraying with Bor-

deaux mixture, first as soon as the petals

fall, followed by two applications at in-

tervals of two weeks.

Little Leaf. See Peach Diseases.

QUINCE PESTS

Greedv Scale. See Apple Pests.

Green Apple Aphids. See Apple Pests.

also Aphids.

Oyster Shell Scale. See Apple Pests.

Pear Slug. See Pear Pests.

San Jose Scale

Fig. 1. San .Tose Scale on Quince Leaves.
-For control see under Apple I'csts.

—Purdue Experiment Station.

Scurfy Scale. See Apple Pests.
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Radish

The radish belongs to the mustard fam-

ily (Cruciferae), and has a fleshy, pun-

gent root. Radishes are commonly eaten

raw, with salt. The radish grown for

summer use is an annual, while the

winter radish is a biennial. The flower

stalks are branched about three feet high,

and have white or lilac-colored flowers,

but never yellow. The seed is two or

three times larger than the turnip seed

and more variable in size. It is claimed

from experiment stations that the larger

seeds germinate better and produce bet-

ter roots than the smaller.

Culture

Radishes are easily cultivated, are vig-

orous growers and the roots of some of

the earliest varieties, under favorable con-

ditions, may be ready for use in three

weelfs after planting. The plants are

frost-resistant in considerable degree, and

may be sown earlier than many other

vegetables, for early use. The small tur-

nip-rooted variety is one of the earliest,

but seed may be sown at any time during

the season, for fresh, tender roots a few

weeks after sowing. Seeds are usually

planted in drills, and thinned to the

proper distance.

Winter radishes are grown in much the

same manner as turnips and may be

stored in pits or cellars. For this kind

the seed is sown in June or July, or, in

the Southern states, in August, and for

this purpose the larger rooted varieties

are generally planted.

Varieties

Varieties differ greatly in size, color,

form, texture and taste. The following

are among those in common use:

French Breakfast.—This variety is

small, but one of the best very early kinds

for the markets. It is not desirable for

home use, because it remains in good con-

dition but a short time, and the average

family will not consume them fast enough
to save the main crop. When grown for

the market this objection does not obtain.

Early White-Tipped Scarlet.—This is a

turnip-shaped variety, handsome, round,

early, and matures very quickly.

Early Deep Scarlet.—This variety is

just what its name indicates—early in

maturity, and deep scarlet in color.

Long Scarlet Short Top.—A variety

having long roots, scarlet in color.

White Strasburg.—Grows to a medium
length, flesh white and tender, and one
of the best for summer use.

Rose.—The skin of this variety is of a

pinkish color, and it is one of the most
popular for winter use.

Black Spanish.—The skin of this va-

riety is very black, flesh white, firm, ten-

der, but very hot, biting and pungent. It

is a winter radish and, for certain pur-

poses, considered very good.

Granville Lowther

RADISH DISEASES

The following diseases of radish will

be found under Cabbage Diseases.

Black Rot, Club Root, Damping Off,

Downy Mildew, White Rust

RADISH PESTS

The following pests of radish will be

found under Cabbage Pests.

Cabbage Worm, Harlequin Cabbage
Bug, Hop Flea Beetle, Radish and Cab-

bage Maggot.

Bean TuRrps. See Bean Pests.

Garden Sing
A. L. LOVETT

Limax agrestis Liinn. (?)

The garden slug, during a protracted

wet spell, is a most annoying and de-

structive pest of garden crops. These
repulsive, slimy, slow moving creatures

are usually termed snails, but are prop-

erly called slugs.

There are several species of slugs and
some snails which attack cultivated crops.

Slugs occur all over the world but are

more abundant and a more injurious pest

in humid climates; their size and habits

make it very easy for them to be trans-

ported from place to place. The one
under discussion, if Lim.a.r agrestis, is an
imported species.

The host plant list is a long and varied

one. A variety of greenhouse plants are

a—28
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attacked, also many ornamental shrubs

in the field. In garden and truck fields

almost all crops may serve as hosts. The

Crucifcrac seem the favorite host, cab-

bage especially, and radishes to almost

the same extent. Beets, beans, peas, corn

and potatoes all suffer. Field crops of

hops, wheat, clover and rape are common

hosts. The small fruits are also attacked,

strawberry plants often being injured

severely during a wet season.

These pests locate at the surface of the

soil, where they feed on the host and sap

its energj'. The feeding punctures thus

formed afford a ready means of entrance

for a decay that soon renders the plant

worthless. I have found them feeding on

the radish at a depth of three inches.

During the night they come above

ground. It is at this time that they at-

tack the leaves of plants, often climbing

up to the foliage of certain of the bush

fruits. Young cabbages suffer most.

Whatever the host, the evidence that this

slug is the offender may usually be found

in the coating of mucous left behind. En-

tire plantings are often devoured or ren-

dered worthless by this pest, and no sea-

son passes that the slugs do not collect a

heavy toll. Dry weather checks their

feeding, but does not cause them to cease

operations entirely. At any time when

the soil Is again moist, they may appear

in numbers.

Natural Enemies

Birds are probably the greatest natural

check we have for the control of the

slugs. The thrush is especially fond of

them. Moles and shrews also feed on

these slimy creatures. Certain of the

Carabid beetles and their larvae have

been found feeding on the slugs. Centi-

pedes also attack them occasionally. Do-

mestic fowls will feed on the slugs and

may sometimes be used to advantage in

checking them.

Control Measures

With such a variety of host plants as is

enjoyed by this slug, and because of its

general habits, it is necessary to practice

both preventive and remedial measures

for Its control.

I'revontive Measures

Uemovo the refuse tops, stumps, etc.,

after the crop is gathered. Clean up all

weeds and trash about the fields and in

fence corners. In my observations the

point from which the original infesta-

tions seemingly took place was a strip

of stinging nettles (Vtrica lyalli), about

the borders of the field. The slugs oc-

curred in the dense, cool growth all the

season and in all stages of development.

Traps, consisting of pieces of board,

sacking and similar materials may be

placed about the field. The slugs will

collect under these in the early morning

and may be gathered up in a salt-water

solution or otherwise destroyed.

Remedial

Air-slaked lime ten parts, hellebore one

part, or air-slaked lime five parts and

tobacco dust one part, are both very good

and would possibly prove efficient.

The arsenical sprays, applied as an

under spray, are worthy of trial.

The air-slaked lime alone is unsatisfac-

tory for our conditions west of the Cas-

cades. Crude carbolic acid emulsion is

not satisfactory.

Salt, air-slaked lime and salt, air-slaked

lime 96 parts and caustic soda 4 parts,

and tobacco dust, are among the mate-

rials recommended by various authors

which seem to give very fair success.

Drippings arc recommended by one

authority, who suggests rubbing the

grease over the underside of well grown

cabbage leaves and distributing them

about the field. The grease proves very

attractive to the slugs, which gather here

in numbers and may be collected. It

would seem that an arsenical poison

might be added to drippings and the

leaves thus serve as a poisoned bait.

Poison Bran il/as^i—consisting of

coarse bran 16 pounds, Paris green 1

pound, salt % pound, cheap syrup 1 gal-

lon, and warm water to make a coarse

mash is good for cutworms and should

prove equally effective for the garden

slug. The material may be placed in

small heaps about the base of the host

plants.
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Turnip Leaf-Miner

Scaptoniyza flaveola

Clip infested leaves and burn.

Rape and Tubnips for Cover Crops.

See Apple Orchard Cover Crops.

Raspberry

The first historic account we have of

the raspberry is from the Greeks, who
traced its origin to Mount Ida, where it

grew wild, and from which fact it re-

ceived its name, Rubus idaeus.

Paladius, a Roman agricultural writer

of the fourth century, mentions it as one

of the cultivated fruits. From the gar-

dens of Southern Europe it has found its

Black Caps, Showinc Method of Facing
the Pack.

way all over the continent and to the

United States. However, in most parts

of the United States, the raspberry was

found growing wild when the earliest

inhabitants settled the country.

The Soil Best Adapted

The raspberry will grow on almost any

kind of soil, but has its likes and dislikes,

and will succeed best on a rich, sandy

or clay loam, well drained and well fertil-

ized. Yet there are adaptations of va-

rieties in relation to soil and climate,

which must be studied in order to reach

the highest degree of success.

A sodden soil, one that is sub-irrigated

until it is habitually wet, or one where

the water stands for any considerable

time, is not adapted to raspberries. A
heavy coating of barnyard manure will

always increase the drought-resisting

qualities of the soil as well as enrich

the land.

Propagation

W. L. Howard, of Columbia, Mo., on the

propagation of raspberries says:

"There are three kinds of raspberries,

the reds, the blackcaps and a cross

(hybrid) between the two. Red raspber-

ries are readily propagated by means of

the sprouts springing up abundantly

from the roots. They may also be prop-

agated by means of root cuttings in the

manner described for blackberries. Plants

of one season's growth are ready to be

set in the permanent planting. The rows

should be at least four feet apart and the

plants three feet apart in the rows. They
quickly spread and cover all the ground

between the plants, and also between the

rows if this space is not kept clear by

regular summer cultivation.

"Blackcap raspberries are propagated

entirely by what is known as 'root tips.'

The old plants produce long, drooping

branches, which bend over and touch the

ground and take root at the tips. To take

root readily the soil must be cultivated

during the summer or else a shovelful of

earth must be thrown over the tips of the

branches in midsummer. To rapidly in-

crease the plants by this method, it is

only necessary to pinch out the terminal

bud when it begins to show a tendency to

take root, which will cause from three to

five branches to spring out at or near the

end, each of which will soon touch the

ground and take root. Of course, these

plants will not be as strong as a single

one would be without the pinching.

"The third form of raspberry is often

classed with the red raspberries, although

it is the result of a cross between the

reds and the blackcaps. The fruit is very

much like the reds, but in its manner of

propagation it is like the blackcaps. The
Shaffer (or Shaffer's Colossal) and the

Cardinal are the best representatives of

this type. All of the plants coming from

root tips are formed in the summer and

have two or three months in which to

grow. The following spring the rooted
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Red Raspberries. 1. Sunbeam—Fruit small, round, dark red, prolific: season quite long,
one of the earliest varieties ; flavor poor. 2, Hansel—Fruit small, round, llelit red :

flavor poor : season very early. S. Miller—Fruit resemblinp: tbe Cuthbert but
smaller, earlier and of inferior quality. 4. Thompson's Earl.v—Fruit rather small,
roundish, dark red; poor flavor: season early.

.

—

Photo and Descriptions by J. H. StaM, Western Washinnton Experiment Station.

branches may be cut off about six inches

from the ground, thus leaving a handle

by which to pick up the plants.

"The root tips of both the blackcaps and
the hybrid form are planted in spring in

well prepared soil, the rows being four

feet apart and the plants set three feet

apart in the rows. These plants never
sprout from the roots, hence the .spaces

In the rows between the plants are in no
danger of being taken by sprouts, but if

no care is taken the rooted branches may
soon cover all the unoccupied ground."

Preparation of Soil

The preparation of soil for planting is

much the same as for any other crop.

There is no secret about it and no pecu-

liarity. Of course, deep plowing is good,

because it makes more plant food avail-

able. Pulverizing the land with a good

harrow is good, because it tends to aerate

the soil and form a dust mulch on top.

When this is done the land may be

marked off into rows, by the check

system, if the contour of the land will

permit, preparatory to setting in squares.

The distance of planting depends on the

kind of plants, whether upright or bushy

growers; the kind of soil, whether rich,

medium or poor, and the amount of mois-

ture available. In rich soil or in damp
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soil the plants may be set much closer

than where there is a lack of fertility or

moisture.

System of Planting
Provided the contour of the land is

adapted to the hill system, or, as it is

sometimes called, the square system, we
much prefer that method. Our preference

is based upon the belief that by this sys-

tem a greater amount of fruit can be

produced with a given amount of labor

than by the system of setting in rows.

Ciwlvci,:

Red Raspberries: 3. King—Fruit resembling Culhbcrt in size, season, shape and
quality (a good variety). (!. Uuby—Fruit small, dark red, earlv, of poor quality.
«. Franconia—Fruit bright red. early, good size, very poor qualitv. 11. Red Ant-
werp—Medium to large, dark red. acid, rather eoarse ; one of the popular early
varieties ; most proliflc, and next to Cuthbert the most popular.
•

—

Photo and Descriptions bii J. 11. HtalU. Western Wiishinqton Exvcrlment Station.
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The land can be plowed both ways and

much hoeing avoided if this system is

adopted. However, in case the land is

rough, uneven, or for any other reason

this method cannot be made practical,

then the plants may be set in rows. The
distances apart may be from four feet to

eight feet each way, depending on the

character of the soil, the moisture, the

kinds of plants and the methods of plant-

ing. The plants may be set from two to

four inches deep, depending somewhat on

the size of plant and its root system.

Trainingr and Staking

Where the plants are set according to

the square method. In hills, a single stake,

to which the canes of the upright growers

can be loosely fastened, is all that is

needed. However, it is common to plant

two posts, with cross-arms and wires, the

wires extending along the row, one about

two to three feet from the ground, an-

other at the top of the stake, from four

to six feet from the ground. The wiring

method cannot be used where the plants

are set to cultivate both ways.

Tillage

There is the same reason for cultivat-

ing a crop of raspberries as for cultivat-

ing any other crop. First, it keeps the

land pulverized, so as to make plant food

available. Second, it keeps down the

weeds that would, if allowed to grow,

compete with the raspberry for suste-

nance. A good cultivator and harrow
that will fit between the rows is needed.

Anyone who knows how to plow corn will

know how to cultivate raspberries.

GRANVn.LE LOWTIIER

Pruning

The usual plan is to allow the young
shoots which annually spring up from
the root of the plant to grow to the

height of two feet or a little more. When
the shoots have attained this height the

first step in the pruning of the raspberry

begins by breaking off three or four

Inches of the topmost portion of the

shoot, leaving it twenty to twenty-two

Inches in height. The rapidly growing,

succulent shoots snap off easily between

the thumb and finger, and as a rule no

shears or other pruning device will be

found necessary to accomplish this head-

ing-in. As a result of the check sus-

tained by breaking off the terminal bud,

the stalk thickens, the leaves grow larger,

the axillary buds near the end of the stalk

increase in size, and soon lateral shoots

develop from them. As a rule, five or six

of the topmost buds push out and, in-

stead of having one sturdy stalk several

feet in length which would carry one-

half dozen fruit clusters near its tip the

succeeding season, pruning has restricted

its height to 20 or 22 inches and has in-

duced the formation of five or six lateral

shoots, each of which may grow to be as

much as 18 inches or more in length be-

fore the close of the season; and, instead

of a single cane for fruit production,

there are five or six, each of which will

carry as many fruit clusters as would

have been produced by the original shoot

had it been left to itself. Here, then, is

an example of pruning inducing fruitful-

ness.

The second stage in pruning the rasp-

berry consists in cutting out all the wood
which is older than the present season's

growth. This pruning should be done

immediately after the season's crop has

been harvested. If done at this period

it is easy to distinguish the fruiting wood
from that which has grown during the

season, and by taking out all the useless

wood at this time the whole energy of

the root is reserved for the new growth

whicli is to supply the crop next season.

For cutting out this wood a special imple-

ment is made. A cutting edge is pro-

vided at the end of a long handle which

reduces to a hawk-bill knife. It also

contains a chisel-shaped portion at the

back of the hook. In one case the imple-

ment serves the purpose of a brush hook

on a small scale and in the other when
the chisel blade is used it serves as a

spud.

A third step in the pruning of the rasp-

berry is shortening the lateral branches

which have developed from the headed-in

shoot. This work is usually done in the

spring before or at blooming time, and is
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for the purpose of regulating the crop as

well as reducing the wood so as to en-

able the cane more easily to support the

fruit and to make the work of harvesting

more easy.

From what has been stated it will have

been inferred that the raspberry bears its

fruit most abundantly upon wood one

year of age, and that older wood is of

little or no use and should be cut out for

the good of the plant. There are excep-

tions to the rule, for raspberries fre-

quently bear a few fruits upon the new
shoots which annually come up from the

root of the plant when those shoots are

allowed to grow unchecked; but as this

forms a late or second crop, and as it

does not occur as a fixed habit of the

plant, but rather as a result of peculiar

weather conditions, it is never taken into

account in commercial raspberry culture.

The shortening of the shoots to two
feet or less in height, together with the

thickening which follows, renders them
able to support a crop of fruit without

the aid of a trellis.

Varieties of Raspberries

Card In "Bush Fruits" gives the follow-

ing classification of raspberries:

1. Black raspberries.

2. Purple-cane raspberries.

3. American-type red raspberries.

4. European-type red raspberries.

5. Unclassified varieties.

Varieties recommended by the Ameri-

can Pomologica! Society: (Only very

successful varieties are given.—Ed.)

(See p. 1161 for map of districts.)

District No. 1. Vermont, Columbian,

Shaffer, Gregg, Cuthbert, Golden.

District No. 2. Vermont, Columbian,

Shaffer, Gregg.

District No. 3. Gregg, Cuthbert.

District No. 4. Shaffer, Hillborn, Kan-

sas, Cuthbert.

District No. 5. Cuthbert.

District No. 6. None are recom-

mended.

District No. 7. None are recom-

mended.

District No. 8. Shaffer, Kansas.

District No. 9. Columbian, Shaffer,

Eureka, Gregg, Kansas, Nemeha, Ohio,

Older, Palmer, Cuthbert.

District No. 10. Gregg, Kansas, Cuth-

bert.

District No. 11. This district includes

part of Texas and New Mexico. Not

adapted to raspberries.

District No. 12. Gregg, Kansas, Cuth-

bert, Marlboro.

District No. 13. This district includes

the western parts of North and South

Dakota, Wyoming and Montana. This

region is considered to be too cold for

raspberries, yet there are doubtless sec-

tions of these countries where a few

could be grown for home use.

District No. 14. Gregg, Kansas, Bran-

dywine.

District No. 15. Red Antwerp, Gregg,

Cuthbert, Miller.

District No. 16. Cuthbert, Hansel.

District No. 17. Cuthbert.

Prof. C. I. Lewis, of the Experiment

Station, Corvallis, Oregon, recommends
for that state the following:

The Marlboro is a berry that is increas-

ing in popularity, and is often planted

with the Cuthbert. It ripens and is out

of the way before the Cuthbert is ready.

The Cuthbert is practically our standard

market variety. The Red Antwerp is a

good bearer, but should not be left on the

vines too long, else it becomes hard to

remove. The Superlative, of compara-

tively recent origin, was expected by

some growers to revolutionize the indus-

try. It is a heavy bearer of fair quality,

but is a poor shipper, and soon after

gathering takes on a dull or dead color,

thus losing its attractiveness.

Prof. W. S. Thornber, formerly of the

Experiment Station, Pullman, Washing-

ton, recommends the following for Wash-
ington:

Black Raspberries

Gregg

One of the best and most popular black

sorts. Valuable for home as well as com-

mercial growing.

Kansas

An old, well-known variety, but not

adapted to our conditions. Valuable only

as an early sort.
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Uurkliart

A comparatively new, unknown sort

which promises to become very valuable

for both homo and commercial growing.

Ohio

An old, well-known sort, especially val-

uable for canning and evaporating pur-

poses. While strong and vigorous, it Is

not generally productive in this state.

The following varieties have been

thoroughly tested in the Station gardens

and found worthy or unworthy as indi-

cated in these brief notes:

Red Raanberrlra : 7, Loudon—Fruit medium In size and parliness. Ileht red lather

lonE of fair qua Ity (a popular variety In some localities but Inferior to the Cu h^

berf^ crown here). Eaton-Kruit dark red. restMnbllni; the Antwerp but as

iareerdrupfds- Inclined to crumble; navcr fairly Rood; season medium. 10. 111-

ba8ket--lTKest erry In the list; comes In fruit early and stays late; very prolific

but soft and of poo? quality. ] 2. Superlative—Fruit laree. lonp:, coarse, soft, of

poor flavor. (Not to be recommended.)

—Photo and DcHcHpUom bu ./. JI. Utahl. Western WasMmton Experiment Station.
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Red Raspberries : 13, Turner—Resembles the Cuthbert in almost every characteristic.
14. U. S. 40.')40—Almost identical with the Cuthbert. W. Brandywine—Lieht red.

medium size, of good quality; season about the same as Cuthbert. 10, Cuthbert

—

The most popular red raspberry grown ; shape long, dark red, drupels small, firm,

quality excellent : season late.

—Photo and Descriptions by J. H. Stahl, Western Washinoton Experiment Station-

Eed Easpberries

Cuthbert

One of the oldest and most reliable

strong-growing, mldseason varieties, pro-

ducing large crops of firm, medium-sized

good shipping berries of fair quality. Its

deep-rooting habit malces it possible for

it to withstand severe drouth as well as

cold winters.

Crimson Beauty

A strong, erect grower, producing large

crops of medium-sized, rather soft ber-

ries. Good for home use but too soft for

shipping.

IniproTed SuperlatiTC

A very popular, strong-growing variety

with deep-rooting habits, producing large

crops of firm, dark, crimson berries.

Good for shipping as well as for home

use.

Marlboro

An old, well-known variety, adapted to

Western Washington conditions, but too

much subject to sunburn for Eastern

Washington conditions. A strong grow-

er, heavy yielder and a good shipper of,

good quality.
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Philadelphia

A good early-season variety that can

be usod for homo use, but the fruit is too

small and soft to be of value for com-

mercial purposes.

Rod Antwerp

A well-known standard commercial

sort, producing large crops of dark red,

fine quality, good shipping berries. Valu-

able for Western Washington, but rather

tender for Eastern Washington.

Turner

A good early liome-use berry, but too

soft for commercial use. The plants are

strong, productive and free from insect

pests.

It should be kept in mind that the con-

ditions on the east and west of the Cas-

cade range are very different. On the

west side there is rainfall enough to

grow fruits without irrigation and the

air is full of moisture. On the east side

the sun is hot and there is nothing grown
for commercial purposes without irriga-

tion, except in the wheat belt, where but

few fruits of any kind are grown.

COST OF STARTING AN ACRE OF
RED RASPBERRIES

Many people hesitate about setting out

red raspberries because of the un-

grounded supposition that no return may
be expected the first season. During the

past year I have kept a fairly accurate

account of the receipts and the expenses

of the first year of one acre of rasp-

berries.

The acre on which the account was
kept was practically new land the pre-

ceding year; that is, it had not been

plowed for 75 years at least, and per-

haps never had been. This made the

expenses much greater than they ordi-

narily would have been, because of rough-

ness and stonincss of the land, and also

because it was thought advisable to sow
a crop of rye for humus.

In the summer of 1912 the land was
plowed and fitted and sowed to rye at a

cost of $16. This last spring, 1913, the

rye was turned under, the ground was
fitted and set to red raspberries. The

rows were six feet apart and the plants

three feet apart in the row.

Instead of letting the land between

the plants lie idle on most of tlic acre I

set a cabbage plant between each two

berry plants and a full row of cabbage

between each two rows of berries. There

were about twenty-four hundred berry

plants an acre, and about seven thousand

spaces for cabbage plants set as fillers.

However, only about five thousand cab-

bages were set, the remainder of the acre

being used for turnips. Cultivation was

kept up during the summer, but the cab-

bages were hoed once and the turnips not

at all. The expense and receipts account

is given below:

Cost of putting in rye for a humus crop..$16.00
Plowing under same ;100
Harrowing 2 00
Marking HO
2.50 lbs. of a 2-6-8 fertilizer, broadcast. . 4.75
Cost of Rowing fertilizer 25
2.400 plants at $8 per M 19.20
Cost of setting plants 2.00
Cultivation five times, at 60 cents S.no
Hoeing three times 3.00
Spraying for tent caterpillar 50

Total expense of berries alone $53.72

Additional cost of filler crops:

Cabbage and turnip seed $ 1.00
Setting plants 7.00
300 lbs. of 2-6-8 fertilizer In the row... 5.25
Hoeing cabbage once 1.50
Sowing fertilizer 30
Paris gi-een-bran-raoiasses mash for cut-
worm 1.00

Applying poison mash 1.00
Harvesting turnips and cabbage 19.70

Total additional expense $36.75
Plus cost of berries alone 53.72

Total expense of berries and filler. . $90.47

Receipts were:

1 40 bu. turnips at 25c $ 35.00
10 tons of cabbage at $14 140.00
800 lbs. of cabbage at 50c per 100 lbs.. . 4.00

Total receipts $1 70.00
r.,ess total expense 90.47

Profit from one acre $ S8..53

Thus it can be seen from an actual ac-

count that the first year of an acre of red

raspberries yielded an income almost

double the expense. I will say, however,

that the cabbage crop was much better

than the average, and the price was some-

what higher than usual, being about

$14 a ton at the field, or $20 delivered

New York or Boston. I think, however,

that, year in and year out, this system
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of intercropping will easily pay the en-

tire cost of starting a raspberry iield.

Geo. D. Aiken,

Vermont Fruit Grower and Farmer. March
1, 1914.

Raspbebbies foe Alaska. See Alaska.

facuanii to'i^cn ^t

Red Raspberries: 17. Carolina Golden—A yel-

low berry resemblinc the Cuthbert in size,

shape and season ; quality excellent but
fruit soft: good for home use but not as a
distant shipper. (Thought to l)e a sport
of the Cuthbert.) 18. Golden Queen—Almost
Identical with the Carolina Golden.

—Photo and Descriptions hv J. H. Stahl.
Western Washinaton Experiment Station.

DISEASES

Anthracnose of Baspberry, Blackberry,

Loganberry, Etc.

Oloeosporium venctum
H. S. Jackson

The disease known as anthracnose is a

very common trouble of certain varieties

of blacicberries and raspberries through-

out the United States; and in Oregon, at

least, the disease is becoming serious

upon the loganberry as well. This is

apparently an American disease, first de-

scribed by Burrill in Illinois about 1882,

and has often been referred to as caus-

ing considerable loss in various sections

of the country. It is probably the most
serious disease with which the logan-

berry grower is likely to have to deal,

and in most sections spraying for this

disease will doubtless become a regular

operation in connection with the culture

of this fruit.

The disease attacks the canes, leaves

and the fruit. On the stems the disease

produces spots of varying size and color,

depending upon the variety attacked. The

spots are pale in the center with irregu-

lar brown and black (or on the raspberry,

Fig. 1. Anthracnose Spots on Loganberry
Canes.
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particularly, purple) margins. Fig. 1

shows the characteristic appearance on

canes of loganberry. The spots may run

together, forming long, irregular patches

of diseased tissue. On the leaves small

spots are produced with pale centers, but

with rather broad reddish or purple bor-

ders. (Fig. 2.) On some varieties the

diseased area may drop out and give

more or less of a shot-hole effect. On
the fruits the drupelets are found to be

affected, the fungus spotting the indi-

vidual drupelets. These may be attacked

when about half ripe or later. The dis-

ease on the fruit has been reported as

particularly serious on the Snyder black-

berry and on the loganberry.

Canse

This disease is due to a fungus, Glocos-

porium venetum, which, growing in the

tissues of the plant, produces the spot-

ting described above. The fungus is re-

produced in the spots by the formation

of many minute spores. These spores are

disseminated most abundantly by wind
and rain. Under favorable conditions

spores are produced in great numbers
and the disease may spread rapidly over

the field. No winter st^ge has been re-

corded for this fungus, and it is probable

that the summer spore stage may live

over on the dead leaves or canes, or in

the spots on the living canes.

PrcTention

Experience has shown that proper pre-

cautions in regard to sanitation have a

very important bearing upon the control

of this disease. All fruiting canes should

be removed as early as practicable after

the fruit is picked. These should bo re-

moved from the field and burned, prefer-

ably before all leaves fall. In trimming

out the patch in the fall one should also

prune out any seriously affected canes

of the current year's growth. The re-

moval of the canes of the current year's

growth might be delayed till early spring

on account of the danger of winter in-

jury, but if this is practiced then they

should be protected, as suggested below,

by a fall application of spray. There

seems to be considerable difference In the

susceptibility of varieties to this disease,

and where possible resistant varieties

should be grown. The experience of in-

vestigators regarding spraying for this

disease has not been uniformly success-

ful; but it seems probable from experi-

ments conducted by Lawrence that three

sprayings in the spring will go far to-

wards controlling this disease in the

Northwest. Bordeaux mixture should be

used in the 4-4-50 or 5-5-50 formula.

Spray first before the leaves appear in

the spring, covering the canes thor-

oughly; spray again as soon as the leaves

are well out and the young shoots are

about six inches in height; spray a third

time just before the plant blossoms.

Where loss due to infection in the fruit

is experienced, it may be found desirable

to spray when the fruit is lialf to three-

fourths grown. In this case the use of

some spray mixture such as the Ammo-
niacal Copper Carbonate or Bergundy
mixture may be found desirable, since

such sprays leave no deposit on the fruit.

Where the disease is particularly serious

and spring spraying has not been en-

tirely successful an application of Bor-

deaux mixture about the middle of Au-

gust or first of September, before the fall

rains begin, might prove advisable, be-

cause it would doubtless prevent a large

Fig. 2. Locanberry I-eaf Showine Sputs
Caused by Anthracnose.
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part of infection which occurs upon the

canes and leaves in the fall. Since very

little experimentation for the control of

this disease, particularly on the logan-

berry, has been carried on under Oregon

conditions, the above remarks on spray-

ing should be considered as suggestive

rather than as definite recommendations.

It is hoped that careful experiments may
be carried out by the Department of

Plant Pathology at an early date.

Crown Gall

The disease known as crown gall or

root knot is a common one on a large

number of trees and small fruits as well

as upon many herbaceous plants.

On the cane fruits crown gall is known
particularly as a serious disease of the

loganberry, blackberry and raspberry.

See under Apple.

Mnslirooni Root Rot

The trouble known as mushroom root

rot, which has attracted so much atten-

tion as a disease of apples and prunes in

some sections of the Northwest, is known
also as a disease of cane fruits. This dis-

ease has been reported as a serious

trouble on cane fruits only in the North-

west. See under Apple Diseases.

Raspberry Cane Blight

Coniothyrinm fukelii

P. J. O'Gaba

In 1910 the attention of the writer

was called to what appeared to be a new
disease to those engaged in growing
blackberries, raspberries, loganberries

and other related varieties in the Rogue
River country. The disease has shown
marked virulence in some places and
with some varieties.

Causes of the Disease

The disease has been named raspberry
cane blight, although it attacks blackber-
ries, loganberries, and other related vari-

eties of the blackberry family. It is

caused by a fungus (Coniothyrinm fu-

kelii), which produces minute spores in

enormous numbers.

These spores when blown about by the
wind, or carried in any other way to the

raspberry canes, are capable of germina-

tion when the proper temperature and

moisture is present. Once the spores

germinate and send their little root-like

threads into the canes, destruction of the

canes begins. After the fungus has vege-

tated within the canes for some time, it

is found that the canes begin to wilt,

and dead areas from which new spores

come may be seen. When the spores are

being expelled the dying canes often have

a smutty appearance on account of the

presence of countless numbers of these

minute globular bodies. A close inspec-

tion of the diseased cane shows that the

diseased patches on it are covered with

minute pimples or pustules.

Varieties Diseased

Observations In the field show the fol-

lowing varieties to be affected: Gregg,

Mammouth Cluster, Cumberland, Cuth-

oert. Amongst dewberries, Lucretia and

Primus. The loganberry. Amongst black-

berries, Mercereau and Blowers. The
Gregg seems to be most susceptible, while

the Golden Queen, a yellow variety, and

the Phenomenal are least affected.

Fie. 1. Raspberry Cane Blight. Badlv dis-

eased blackcap (GreKC Variety). Note the
small size of leaves and berries, and wilted
condition.
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\,,l>e.iraiice of the Diseased Canes

MthousU the cane blight fungus is

found to attaclc the fruiting canes most

seriously, it also attacks young canes

during the first season's growth and de-

stroys them. In either case the whole

cane may be involved, and generally in

verv susceptible varieties, such as black-

caps the canes wilt and die down to the

crown To the casual observer, the leaves

first begin to show a sickly yellow color,

later becoming wilted and brown. In

blackcaps the first, or early ripening ber-

ries may be gathered, but as a rule the

canes wilt so quickly in a severe case of

the blight that the crop becomes a total

loss.

Conditions Necessary for Infection

Owing to the fact that the blackberry

and its related species are grown in rich

soil where irrigation is practiced, the

conditions for continuous infection dur-

ing the summer season are always pres-

ent. At this time ripe spores capable of

Immediate germination are being pro-

duced in countless numbers, and some of

the canes have a smutty appearance due

to the large number of spores which have

exuded from the pustules found on the

diseased canes. These spores may be

transferred in many ways to healthy

canes. It may be seen, therefore, that

this season's young canes which are to

be left for next year's crop may be dis-

eased before the dormant season begins.

There is no doubt that infection may also

take place during the dormant season,

that is. after the leaves have fallen from

the canes. Owing to the mild winter

weather in Rogue River valley there is no

doubt that the fungus may continue its

activity during the winter.

Control Measures

It has been stated that the only prac-

tical method of preventing the disease is

to obtain healthy plants at the outset,

and to avoid planting where raspberries

or other related species have been grown.

It is also advised to remove and burn

old canes as promptly as possible before

the leaves fall. Where the disease has

become very serious all the canes should

be cut close to the crown, and the ground

carefully cleaned of all rubbish, which

should be burned. The soil may then be

drawn away from the crowns, which

should be sprayed with a 5-5-50 Bordeaux

before the winter rains begin. Where

the disease has not become serious all

old canes, and particularly the diseased

Fig. '.;. Raspberry Cane Blleht. Badly d s^

eased cane of Gregg blackcap Note the

small pustules caused b.v the fungus at «

and 6. These pustules contain the spoies

of the fungus.

ones, should be cut off close to the crown

and the remaining canes sprayed very

thoroughly with Bordeaux. In spraying,

it should not be considered wasting ma-

terial to spray the ground about the

crowns.

Sprinp and Summer Spraying

A thorough application of Bordeaux

mixture should be given the canes in the

spring before the leaves appear. This is

done in order to kill any spores which

might have escaped destruction by spray-

ing in the fall. When the leaves are well

out and the young shoots are six inches

in height a second application of 5-5-50

Bordeaux should be made. A third appli-
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cation should be made just before the

canes begin to blossom. If thorough work

is done the disease should be controlled.

For formula and directions for making,

see under Sprays.

PESTS
Flat-headeh Apple-tbee Boker. See

Apple Pests.

Leaf Hoppers
Jassidar

A. L. LOVETT

The leaf hoppers are very small insects

belonging to the order Hemiptera, or

true bugs. They have the characteristic

piercing or sucking mouth parts of this

order, and have, in the adult state, wings

with which they fly quickly when ap-

proached. Where they occur in numbers

their presence is usually noted because

of their habit of rising in small, quickly

disappearing clouds ahead of one as he

walks through the field.

Nature and Extent of Injuries

The injury to loganberries and black-

berries due to leaf hoppers is seldom no-

ticed unless severe. Often the injury

they cause is charged to other agencies,

such as fungus, drouth or frost, and their

ranking as a pest is certainly underesti-

mated. The foliage first appears speckled,

white spots occurring on the upper sur-

face of the leaves. Later the foliage

becomes a sickly yellow with spots of

white and dark green all over the sur-

face. An examination of the under sur-

face of the leaves at this time reveals

the cast skins and a few adult forms. In

addition to the injury to the foliage the

hoppers often attack the developing

flower buds. A bud or flower pierced by
the leaf hoppers will not develop normal-

ly nor produce a perfect fruit.

Control Measures
Preventiye

Clean up all leaves and trash in and
about the field. Burn any grass in adja-

cent fence corners and fields where pos-

sible. Plow in the spring where prac-

tical.

Remedial

Remedial measures to prove most effec-

tive must be practiced in the early season

on the nymphal forms. At this time the

hoppers occur principally on the lower

leaves, and by using an underspray noz-

zle and maintaining a fairly high pres-

sure almost any of the contract sprays

will control the pest. It must be borne

in mind that the spray must actually

wet the insect to prove effective. The
adult insects and eggs are not usually

killed by the spray and a second or even

a third application may be necessary.

Among the contract sprays which are

recommended are the following:

Whale-oil soap, 1 pound to 10 gallons

of soft water.

Kerosene emulsion, if properly pre-

pared, is possibly the best spray for the

leaf hopper. It should be used as a 10-

per cent solution.

Resin spray composed of 1 pound of

resin and % pound of lye dissolved in 15

gallons of water.

The tobacco sprays are also effective.

"Black Leaf-40" at the rate of % pint of

"Black Leaf-40" and 2 pounds of whale-

oil soap to 50 gallons of water makes a

very efiicient contact spray.

For the adult leaf hoppers one might

use sticky shields, something as recom-

mended for the grape leaf hopper. These

shields consist of heavy wires slightly

curved and about 5 feet in length, the

completed shield being about 4 feet wide.

The wires are covered with oilcloth or

canvas and the cloth smeared with crude

oil or oil of resin. If two men each carry-

ing one of these shields pass down oppo-

site sides of the row at the same time,

many of the hoppers will fly against the

sticky surface and lodge.

Raspberry Horn-Tail

Hartigia cressoni (Family Siricidae)

Bartigia abdominalis

General Appearance

The adults are slender wasp-like in-

sects, little more than one-half inch long

and very active fliers. The females are

yellow with dark markings, while in the

males black predominates with very little

yellow. The eggs are pearly white and
oblong with a curved point at one end.

The full-grown larvae are white with
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dark head and tip and are nearly one

inch long. Thoy are almost the shape

of a letter "S" and have a very notice-

able point at the tail end. The pupae

vary from the color and shape of the

larvae to those of the adults.

Life History

The winter is passed within the canes

of the host plants in the larval and

pupal stages. The adults emerge in April,

and after mating the females begin to

insert their eggs into the tender tips of

the young shoots. The eggs hatch in a

short time into larvae, which work up

the shoots until the latter are killed,

when they turn and go down the middle

pith of the stems and transform in the

late fall and winter into pupae. There

is but one brood each year.

FlR. ]. The Ra.spbeny Horn Tail. Hartiiila
cressoni. a. adult female: 1). adult male:
c, well-developed pupa : d, very voung pupa

:

e and t. larvae. (EssIk, M. B. Cal. Hort.
Com.)

Food Plants

The native host of this insect is prob-

ably the wild rose. Raspberries suffer

most from the attacks. Cultivated roses,

blackberries and loganberries are also

food plants.

Control

Measures necfssary to remove or de-

stroy the eggs before the young larvae

hatch should be inaugurated. As the

eggs are very tender and their locations

plain, great numbers may be quickly de-

stroyed by exerting a slight pressure

over them with the fingers, which in no

way injures the shoot. Cutting out in-

fested canes is also recommended.

E. O. ES.SIG

Oystkr-Shei.l Scale. See Apple Pests.

Raspberry Cane Maggot
Phorbia ruhivora Coq.

A. L. LOVETT

The new canes of the raspberry, logan-

berry, dewberry and blackberry are some-

times observed in the spring drooping in

a characteristic manner. If the affected

shoot is examined carefully, a bluish

ring will be observed at the base of the

wilted tip, and by cutting into the inte-

rior a small, whitish maggot is disclosed.

The adult of this maggot is a fly, sim-

ilar in appearance to the house fly,

though somewhat smaller in size. These

flies appear in early April and are pres-

ent through May and June. The females

deposit eggs on the canes of their host.

The egg is usually placed in the groove

formed by the branching off of the leaf

axil from the growing stem. The egg

is white in color, elongated and of a fair

size. The maggot which hatches from

this egg crawls down the cane a short

distance and bores its way through the

surface of the stem and into the pith.

The maggot feeds down the cane for a

short distance, it then turns toward the

surface or bores through the woody tis-

sue to Just beneath the surface of the

bark. It now turns at right angles and
girdles the cane. This girdle constitutes

the bluish ring, from the effects of which
the tip wilts and dies.

Remedial Measures

Cut off the Infested canes well below

the girdle and destroy.

Raspberry Root Borer or Blackberry

Crown Borer
liembecia marginata Harr.

A. L. LOVETT

This insect has appeared in certain of

the bush-fruit districts of the Northwest,
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and while it is at present confined to a

ratlier limited area, it will without doubt

spread and eventually become a serious

pest. The larva or borer of this insect

tunnels into the canes, crowns and even

the lateral roots of the blackberry and

raspberry, eating out the pith and weak-

ening the entire plant system. Only in

severe cases do they kill the plant out-

right, their presence usually being first

indicated by the wilting or death of an

occasional cane or by the smaller size

and inferior quality of the berries.

Life History aiid Haliits

The adult of this borer is a rather

attractive clear-winged moth, nearly

three-quarters of an inch in length and

bearing to tlie ordinary observer a close

resemblance to a wasp. The head and

thorax are brownish black. Around each

eye is a yellow ring, the antennae are

black. The abdomen is colored with al-

ternating rings of yellow and black.

These adult moths commence emerging

from the pupa cases about the middle of

July and individuals continue to appear

until late September. These adult moths
are very sluggish, move slowly and fly

heavily. The female deposits eggs on

the under side of the blackberry and
raspberry leaves. These eggs are reddish

brown, about 1-16 inch in length, and
hatch in late September or October. The
larvae burrow into the cane near the

ground and hibernate. They become ac-

tive in crowns and stems the following

spring, hibernating a second winter, after

which they pupate and emerge as adults,

to begin a new cycle.

Not all of the injury these insects do

is directly traceable to the feeding of the

larvae on the roots. The exit holes af-

ford a means for the ready entrance of

water and the subsequent decay of the

canes and roots.

Remedies

Numerous birds have been observed

flying about in yards catching and feed-

ing upon the adult moths. Therefore,

protect the birds. On account of their

sluggish habits of flight poultry could

undoubtedly pick up many of the emerg-

ing adult moths. No spray is practical

for the adult moths nor for the larvae

after they have entered the cane or root.

It would seem that some sticky sub-

stance applied to the canes in early fall

might prevent the hatching larvae from

crawling down the stalks to enter the

root. So far as we know no such trials

have been made, and until they are, we
could not consistently advise any such

treatment. The digging and burning of

infested plants seems practical only when
the infestation is sufllciently severe as

to show an effect on the plant. Many of

the larvae may be collected in the old

canes and stump of canes during June

and July, when they are forming the

emergence tunnels for the escape of the

adults.

Rose Scale. See Blackberry Pests.

San Jose Scale. See Apple Pests.

Snowy Tree Cricket. See Blackberry

Pests.

STR.\WBERRy Crown Moth. See Straw-

berry Pests.

Tree Crickets

Ecanthiis sp.

One of the most common forms of

injury to the canes of blackberry and

raspberry is a series of punctures re-

sembling a line of pin pricks, ranged

longitudinally with the cane. By split-

ting the cane there will be found in each

puncture an elongated, yellowish, slight-

ly curved egg, about one-eighth of an

inch long. The insects which lay these

eggs are pale, whitish-green insects, with

long, thread-like antennae and whitish

or membranous wings, which, particu-

larly in case of the males, lie flat on the

back. With some species there are dusky
stripes on the head and thorax and the

legs and antennae are blackrsh. They
are allied to the grasshoppers and
crickets, and are commonly known as

tree crickets. There are two common
species, Ecanthus nigrieornis and Ecan-

thus guadripunctatus. which oviposit in

raspberry and blackberry canes, chiefly

during the month of September. The
young crickets, when first hatched in

midsummer, feed to a limited extent upon
plant lice, but in the fall upon ripe fruits

."?—20
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or other succulent food. There is no

remedy except to prune out and burn the

canes containing eggs. This may be

done in late fall or early spring.

Recipes

The recipes in this department were

arranged by Miss Alice M. Hodge, Super-

visor of Domestic Science in the Public

Schools, North Yakima, Wash.

Table of Weights and Measures

A teaspoon of regulation size holds 60

drops.

3 teaspoons liquid equal 1 tablespoon.

4 tablespoons liquid equal 14 gill or %
cup.

2 gills equal 1 cup.

2 cups equal 1 pint.

4 cups (2 pints) equal 1 quart.

4 cups flour equal 1 pound.

2 cups butter equal 1 pound.

% cup butter equals 14 pound.

2 cups granulated sugar equal 1 pound.

2 cups milk or water equal 1 pound.

2 cups chopped meat equal 1 pound.

9 or 10 eggs (without shells) equal 1

pound.

2 tablespoonfuls butter equal 1 ounce.

2 tablespoons sugar equal 1 ounce.

4 tablespoons liquid equal 1 wineglassful.

4 tablespoons flour equal 1 ounce.

APPLES
Always cook apples in earthen or

granite ware utensils, and use silver,

granite or wooden spoons for stirring.

Average Composition of tlic Apple

Water 82.5
Carbohydrates 12.5
I'roteld 4
Nitrogenous 4
FatR 5
Acids 1.0
Cellulose 2.7

From a dietetic standpoint the most im-

portant function of the apple is that of

furnishing mineral salts and organic

acids, but it has an important nutritive

value as well, furnished by the carbo-

hydrates present. As the fruit ripens

the starch changes to sugar.

The apple has a medicinal value as

well, especially if eaten at the beginning

of the meal or between meals.

Varieties Good for

Alexander

Baldwin

Duchess of Olden-

berg

Gravenstein

Grimes Golden

Golden Russet

Gano
Hubbardston
Jonathan

Jefferis

King
Lawver
Lead
Maiden Blush

McMahan's White
Ortley or Yellow

Bellflower

Sauce and Baking

Peck

Red Astrachan

Rome Beauty

Rhode Island Green-

ing

Rainbow
Siegrende Renette

Shiawasse Beauty

Spitzenburg

Twenty Ounce Pip-

pin

Wallbridge

Wealthy
Wagener
Wolf River

White Pearmain

York Imperial

Yellow Transparent

Good Cider Apples

Baldwin

Buckingham
Dyer Sweet

English Russet

Gravenstein

Golden Sweet

Imperial Rambo
Jefferis

Maiden Blush

Newtown Pippin

Seek-No-Further

Wolf River

Afterthought

One pint of nice apple sauce, sweetened

to taste; stir in the yolks of 2 eggs well

beaten. Bake for 15 minutes. Cover

with a meringue made of 2 well-beaten

whites and I/2 cup of powdered sugar.

Return to the oven and brown.

Apples With Almond Praullnee, Jelly and

Cream

Core and pare 10 apples, cook in a

syrup made of a cup of water and a cup

of sugar, turn the apples and cook until

fork will pierce them in the hollow cen-

ter. Set the cooked apples on a serving

dish. Blanch and chop fine Vt of a cup

of almonds. Cook % of a cup of sugar

to a caramel; when the sugar begins to

turn a light brown add the nuts and

stir constantly until the sugar is cooked

enough. Put a spoonful of the caramel

on the top of each apple, around the
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central opening; put a teaspoon of cur-

rant jelly in the center of each apple.

Beat a cup of cream until firm; put this

around the apples and serve.

Apricot Sherbet Served in Apple Shells

Select bright red apples of uniform

size, rub until they have a high polish.

Cut off the blossom end and scoop out

the pulp; carefully notch the edge. Pill

with apricot sherbet and serve upon

apple leaves.

Apple Balls With a Mixture of Fruit

Peel large apples; with a potato scoop

cut out small balls, dropping them into

water with a little vinegar added to keep

them white. Prepare a mixture of grape-

fruit pulp, pineapple and banana, and put

into glasses; add a few of the apple

balls; pour over all the juice left from

the fruit, which has been boiled down
with sugar: cool and serve at once or

the apples may turn brown.

Baked Apples With Nuts

Peel and core as many apples as are

desired and place them in a deep pan,

with a heaping tablespoonful of sugar

and half a cupful of water to each apple.

Place in the center of each apple a spoon-

ful of chopped nuts and a strip of lemon
or orange peel. Sprinkle with cinnamon
and nutmeg, and bake very slowly until

the juice becomes jelly-like.

Apples in Bloom

Cook red apples in boiling water until

soft. Have the water half surround the

apples and turn often. Remove skins

carefully that the red color may remain,

and arrange on serving dish. To the

water add 1 cup of sugar, grated rind

of 1 lemon and juice of 1 orange; sim-

mer until reduced to 1 cup. Cool and
pour over the apples. Serve with cream
sauce.

Cream Sauce

Beat the white of 1 egg stiff; add the

well-beaten yolk of 1 egg, and gradually

add 1 cup of powdered sugar. Beat %
cup of thick cream and Y, cup of milk

until stiff; combine the mixture and add
'4 teaspoon of vanilla.

Brown Betty

Pare and chop six apples. Place a layer

of apple in a well-buttered pudding dish,

then a layer of bread crumbs; sprinkle

with brown sugar and cinnamon; repeat

until the dish is full; add several gen-

erous lumps of butter and pour sweet

milk or hot water on until it comes
within an inch of the top of the pan.

Bake in a moderate oven until brown,

and serve with plain or whipped cream.

Apple Butter Canapes

Cut thick slices from a loaf of brown

bread. Stamp into rounds with a biscuit

cutter. Spread each round with apple

butter. In the center place an English

walnut or hickory nut meat, and arrange

a border of chopped nuts around the

edge. Serve with cheese cubes.

Apple Butter

Pare, core and quarter the desired

quantity of apples, allowing one-third of

sweet to two-thirds of sour apples. Boil

sweet cider until it is reduced one-half.

While the cider is boiling rapidly add

apples until the mixture is the desired

thickness. Cook slowly, stirring constant-

ly, and skimming when necessary. When
the apples begin to separate from the

cider, take 2 pounds of sugar to each

bushel of apples used; add a little ground

cinnamon, and boil until it remains in a

smooth mass, when a little is cooled.

Usually 1% bushels of apples are enough
for 1% gallons of boiled cider.

Apple Biscuit

To 1 pint of light bread sponge add %
cup of molasses, 1 tablespoon of lard and
graham or whole wheat for a soft dough.

Beat vigorously and finally work into the

dough 1 large cup of chopped apple;

shape the dough into biscuit and place

in muffin pans, and allow them to be very

light before baking.

Apples en Casserole

Pare, core and slice 2 quarts of apples

and put in an earthen dish, alternately,

with 1'^. cups of sugar; add % cup of

cold water, cover the dish and bake in a

moderate oven. Serve either hot or cold,

with cream.
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Ai>|>U' ratcluip

Quarter, pare and core 12 sour apples.

Put in a sauce pan, cover with water and

let simmer until soft; nearly all of the

water should be evaporated; rub through

a sieve, and add the following to each

quart of pulp: 1 cup of sugar, 1 tea-

spoon of cloves, 1 teaspoon of mustard,

2 teaspoons of cinnamon and 1 table-

spoon of salt, 2 cups of vinegar and 2

grated onions. Bring the catchup to a

boil and let simmer gently for 1 hour.

Bottle, cork and seal.

.Vpple Charlotte

Pare, core and slice apples; cook in

butter until soft and dry; add sugar to

taste. Line a plain mould with sippets

of bread an inch wide, dipped in melted

butter; let one overlap the other; ar-

range lozenges of bread similarly in the

bottom of the mould. Fill the center

with the apple and cover the top with

bread. Bake for half an hour in a hot

oven. Serve with cream and sugar or a

hot sauce.

Clarified Apples

Make a syrup of 2 cups of sugar and
1 cup of water. Pare, core and cut into

sixths 6 large, tart apples. Cook a few

at a time in the syrup until clear, re-

move and drain; add the rind and juice

of % lemon to the syrup, boil until thick;

remove the lemon rind, and pour over

the apples.

Clove Apples for Cold Meats

Take S'/t pounds sugar, 2 cupfuls of

water and boil to a syrup. Drop in

quarter of apples, pared, and when they

are cooked lift out carefully with a fork.

When all the fruit has been cooked drop

some of the skins in the syrup with 1

dozen cloves. Cook about 20 minutes,

remove the skins, but pour the syrup

with the cloves over the apples in a jar

and cover up. This is inexpensive and
beats all kinds of chutney.

Apple Cobbler

Pare and quarter enough tart apples

to fill a baking dish three-fourtlis full.

Cover with a rich baking powder bis-

cuit dough made soft enough to stir;

spread it over the apples without rolling.

Make several cuts in the center to allow

tlio steam to escape. Bake for three-

quarters of an hour, and serve hot with

sugar and rich cream.

Coddled Apples

Take tart, ripe apples of uniform size,

remove the cores. Place the fruit in the

bottom of a porcelain kettle; spread

thickly with sugar; cover the bottom

of the kettle with water and allow the

apples to simmer until tender. Pour the

syrup over the apples and serve cold.

Apple Conserve

For each pound of quartered and pared

apples allow % of a pound of sugar and

half a pint of water. Boil sugar and

water until a rich syrup is formed; add

the apples and simmer until clear. Take

up carefully, lay on plates and dry in

the sun. Roll in sugar, and pack in tin

boxes lined with waxed paper.

Compote of Apples

One pound of apples, % pound of lump
sugar, 1 cup of water, the juice of halt

a lemon, a few drops of red coloring.

Put the sugar, water and lemon juice

into a clean enameled sauce pan and let

them boil quickly for 10 minutes. Mean-

while, peel the apples, cut them in quar-

ters and remove the cores. Throw the

pieces into the boiling syrup and let

them cook slowly until clear and tender,

but not broken. Then remove the quar-

ters of apple carefully, reduce the syrup

a little and color it pink with the red

coloring. Arrange the apples on a glass

dish and pour the syrup over. A little

cream of custard served with the com-

pote is a great improvement. If the

apples are small, they may be cored and

cooked whole.

Apple Compote and Oranpre Marmalade

Boil 12 tart apples in 1 quart of water

until tender; strain through a jelly bag;

add 1 pound of granulated sugar, and let

boil. While boiling add 12 apples, cored

and pared. Wlien the apples are tender,

drain them carefully in a perforated

skimmer. Boil the syrup until it jells;

fill the apples with orange marmalade
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and pour the syrup over them. Serve

with whipped oream.

Craliiipitle Mnrinalade

Wash aiifl core crabapples and put

them through the meat chopper. Put

into a preserving kettle and add water

until it shows through the top layer of

apples. Cook until soft. Weigh and add

an equal weight of sugar. Cook until

the mixture forms a jelly when cooled,

and pour into sterilized glasses. Cover

with paraffin.

Apple Custards

Steam two large, tart apples that have

been peeled and cored. Rub them through

a sieve, and add 1 cupful of milk, 2 tea-

spoonfuls of butter, % of a cupful of

sugar and the yolks of 4 eggs. Turn

the mixture into baking cups, stand them

in hot water and bake about 20 minutes.

When they come from the oven, pile the

beaten white of egg on top of each cup,

sprinkle with powdered sugar and place

in the oven to brown slightly. Serve

cold.

Apple Croquettes

Pare, quarter and core enough tart

apples to make a pint
;
place in a sauce-

pan with 1 small tablespoon of butter

and, if the apples are not juicy, a few

tablespoons of water. Cover and stew

gently until tender, then press through

a sieve. Return to the fire and add

sugar. Add 1 tablespoon of cornstarch

and % of a teaspoon of salt, mixed to a

thin paste with cold water; stir until

thickened, cover and cook slowly for 15

minutes. Turn out on a greased dish

and set away until cold. Form into tiny

croquettes, roll in bread crumbs, dip in

lightly beaten egg, then roll again in

crumbs and fry in deep fat; drain on

unglazed paper and serve with roast

pork or roast goose.

Delinonic'o .Vpples

Put a layer of apple sauce in a but-

tered pudding dish, sprinkle with ground
almonds, dot with butter and sprinkle

with crushed macaroons, add a little

water and bake. Delicious when served

with meat.

Apple Delight

Put a layer of apple sauce in a but-

tered pudding dish, dot with butter, add
a layer of chopped peaches and apricots,

sprinkle with blanched almonds ground
rather coarsely, repeat until the pan is

full; pour the peach juice over the mix-

lure and bake for one hour. Serve as a

relish with meat course.

East India Cliutiiej (Apple)

Pare and core 12 sour apples. Peel

1 medium-sized onion. Remove seeds

and stems from 3 peppers, 1 of which

sdiould be red. Chop apples, peppers,

onion and 1 cup of raisins very fine. Add
the juice of 4 lemons, 1 pint of cider

vinegar and half a cup of currant jelly;

let simmer very gently for one hour,

stirring frequently. Add 1 pint of cider

vinegar, 2 cups of sugar, 1 tablespoon

each of salt and ground ginger and 14

of a teaspoonful of cayenne; cook for

one hour more, stirring constantly. Store

as canned fruit.

Apple Farci

Choose tart red apples. Northern Spys,

if possible: wash, wipe and core. Do not

pare. With the corer remove apple In

three places, equally distant from stem

and blossom end, holding corer in

oblique position and pressing downward
toward center. Pill these cavities with

raisins, dates or figs, sugar, cinnamon.

Canned or fresh pineapple is delicious

filling. Always use raisins, placing them
in the cavities first to prevent the other

filling from slipping through. After

filling, place the apples in a pan that

has been sprinkled with sugar and cin-

namon. Sprinkle each apple with sugar

and cinnamon. Place in a hot oven until

the sugar melts, then add ^4 cup of water

or fruit juice, and bake until tender.

Baste frequently with the syrup. Serve

either hot or cold, with whipped cream

sprinkled with cocoa.

Apple Float

Peel six big apples and slice them. Put

them in a sauce pan with just enough
water to cover them, and cook until ten-

der. Then put them through a colander
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and add the grated rind and Juice of half

a lemon, sweeten to taste and stir in a

trace of nutmeg. Fold in the stilly beaten

whites of four eggs, and put the dish on

ice. Serve with whipped or plain cream.

Appk's Fried With Onions

Peel onions and slice. Fry in fat until

a rich grown; drain on soft brown paper.

Fry unpared quarters of apple in the fat

left from the onions. Arrange apples in

a border on a platter; fill center with the

fried onions, and serve hot.

Fried Apples

Quarter and core five apples without

paring. Put into a frying pan one cup of

sugar, one tablespoon of butter and three

tablespoons of water. Let this melt and

lay in the apples with the skin up. Cover

and fry slowly until brown.

Apple Fritters

One cup of sweet milk, one egg, one

teaspoon of baking powder, one-fourth

teaspoon of salt, one half cup of chopped

apples; flour to make a batter stiff

enough to drop heavily from the spoon.

Fry in deep fat.

Frosted Apples

Pare and core ten large apples. Cover

with one pint of water and three table-

spoons of sugar; simmer until tender.

Remove from the syrup and drain. Wash
the parings and let simmer with a little

water for one-half an hour. Beat the

white of one egg to stiff froth and add

one tablespoon of sugar. Coat the top of

the apples lightly with the meringue and

place in a cool oven to dry. Strain the

juice from the parings, add two table-

spoons of sugar, return to the fire and let

boil for five minutes; add a few drops of

lemon and a little nutmeg, cool and pour

around the apples.

Apple Gelatin

Cover one-half box of gelatin with half

a cup of cold water and let stand for half

an hour. Pare, core and quarter 6 tart

apples, add the thin, yellow rind of half

a lemon, cover with sweet cider, or water,

boil and press through a sieve; add one

cup of sugar and juice of one lemon.

Pour over the gelatin, mix, turn into a

mold and let harden. Serve with cream
or cider sauce.

Ginger Apples

Pare and core some good apples. Green-
ings or Pippins. Pill the cavity in the

center of each apple with a spoonful of

chopped preserved ginger. Stand them
in your baking dish (not tin) and pour
over them a syrup made either of sugar
and water flavored with lemon, and with
a piece of dried ginger cooked in it, or if

there is enough ginger syrup, this may
be used with the addition of a little water.

Bake until soft and transparent, but not

broken, basting occasionally with the

syrup. Serve hot or cold, with a little

whipped cream garnished with some
pieces of ginger.

Garnish for Koast Goose

Cook rings of apples clear in syrup.

Drain, place a stewed prune in the center

of each and sprinkle with chopped pista-

chio nuts. Arrange around the platter

and place the goose in the center.

German Apple Cup

Core fine-grained apples, pare except

one ring around the center. Cut celery

hearts fine; mix with mayonnaise dress-

ing, to which a little salt, pepper and
half the bulk of whipped cream has been

added. Fill the cavities of the apples

and round up a little. Set on heart-

shaped lettuce leaves. If the apples must
stand after being pared, rub lightly with

a cut lemon to prevent discoloration.

Apple Goodie

Cut apples in balls with a vegetable

scoop and cook until tender in a little

syrup, to which a little lemon juice has

been added. Toast slices of bread or stale

cake; dip in milk, to which a little salt

and butter have been added. Pile apple

balls on slices of bread or cake, with five

or six blanched almonds; add bits of any
kind of jelly or marmalade. Serve with

plain cream.

Glazed Apples With Spiced Pnines

Choose large apples of uniform size;

pare, core and cook until tender in syrup.

Remove to a platter. Boil the syrup

down to a jelly and pour over the apples.
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Fill the centers with spiced prunes and

dust the top of each apple with powdered

sugar and serve hot.

Hodgepodge Pudding

2 cupfuls of apples, chopped fine.

1 cupful of chopped English walnuts.

% cupful of raisins, seeded and chopped.

% cupful of orange juice.

% teaspoonful of ground cinnamon.

3 tablespoonfuls of sugar.

Mix the Ingredients, turn into a but-

tered baking-dish, dot the top with bits

of butter, and bake (covered) until the

apples are tender. Moisten with a little

water if the apples are not sufficiently

juicy. Serve hot with a sauce made as

follows: Cream half a cupful of butter,

add gradually 1 cupful of brown sugar,

heat in a double boiler, adding gradually

and very slowly half a cupful of cream.

Stir constantly to prevent curdling. Add

1 teaspoonful of vanilla extract after re-

moving the sauce from the fire.

Apple Icing

One cup of sugar, one-third cup of

water, 1 saltspoon of cream of tartar;

heat gradually and boil without stirring

until the syrup will thread when dropped

from a fork. Pour slowly over the well-

beaten white of one egg, beating con-

stantly, and continue until thick enough

to spread. Add 2 tablespoons of grated

apple, beat and spread on the cake.

Apple Jonathan

Peel and slice very thin four large or

five small Greening apples; place in deep

pudding dish or baking dish with 2 table-

spoonfuls cold water. Make batter of

one-third cupful of butter, 1 large cupful

of granulated sugar, 2 eggs beaten thor-

oughly, 2 large cupfuls flour, with 4 tea-

spoonfuls good baking powder and 1 tea-

spoonful salt sifted together, stirring

well; then add flour. Blend the whole

for five minutes, then pour over the

apples; let stand five minutes before

placing in oven; bake 30 minutes.

Sance for Apple Jonathan

One and one-half cupfuls sweet milk, 1

tablespoonful butter, one-half cupful

sugar, 2 tablespoonfuls constarch, 3 heap-

ing tablespoonfuls raspberry jam. Place

milk in porcelain dish over fire, let boil

slowly; mix butter, sugar and cornstarch

together; add one-third cupful cold milk;

mix until smooth, then stir slowly into

the boiling milk; let boil five minutes,

then remove from fire and add raspberry

jam. To be served hot.

Jellied Apples TVith Almonds

Pare, core and quarter Golden Pippins;

stew until soft and beat smooth. Make
syrup by boiling a pound and a half of

sugar and a pint of water for every two

pounds of apples. Put the apple pulp

and the juice of 3 lemons into the syrup

and boil gently until stiff enough to drop

heavily from the spoon. Pour Into a wet

mold and when cold turn onto a serving

dish. Stick blanched almonds into the

jelly and surround with whipped cream.

Apples, Lexington Style

Core and pare eight apples, rub with

lemon and cut in halves and cook in a

syrup until tender. Let them cool, then

roll in sponge cake crumbs, then in egg

and milk, then In the crumbs, and cook

in deep fat. Fill the centers with grated

pineapple and currant jelly. Surround

the apples with the syrup and serve.

Apple Loaf

Reserve enough bread dough to make

a small loaf. Work thoroughly into It

one tablespoon of butter, one-third cup

of sugar, one-quarter of a teaspoon of

cinnamon and 2 well-beaten eggs. Add
flour to make a soft dough, knead lightly

and let rise. Divide into three equal

parts and roll each part to fit the pan.

Lay one piece in a buttered pan, spread

over it an inch layer of sour apples

chopped fine. Pour over the apples a

tablespoon of melted butter; cover with

the second piece of dough and continue

as before; brush the top with milk and

let rise until very light. Steam for one

hour, then place in a hot oven to brown

lightly. Serve in slices with sugar and

cream.

Apples in Maple Syrup

Cut eight apples in halves and remove

the cores with a teaspoon; put into a bak-
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ing pan with 1 cup of luaplo syrup anil

IMs cups of water and 2 tablespoons of

butter. Bake until the syrup Is thick and

serve with wliipped cream.

Apple 3Iaeedoiiie

Cut a thick slice off the stem end of

red apples, core and remove the pulp

with a potato-ball cutter. Cook one-half

cup of sugar with 1 cup of water. Add
clean rose geranium leaves and apple

balls; cook until the balls are tender.

When the syrup is cold, add the juice of

1 lemon and a couple of peaches sliced

into small pieces. Fill the apple shells

with the mixture and serve very cold as

a first course at a luncheon.

Apple Marmalade

Pare, core and cut into small pieces

coarse-grained apples. Allow a pound of

sugar to each pound of apples. Add
enough water to dissolve the sugar and

boil until thick: add the apples and boil

until tender; pass through colander; add

the juice and grate rind of a lemon to

every 4 pounds of fruit. Boil again until

thick and put up in jars or glasses. Cover

with paraffin.

Crabapple marmalade may be made in

the same way with the lemon omitted.

When cold it should cut like cream

cheese.

Apple Meringue

Two cups of steamed apple pulp, one-

half cup of sugar, 1 teaspoon of butter,

one-half teaspoon of cinnamon or nut-

meg. Add the yolks of 2 eggs, slightly

beaten, and 1 tablespoon of thick cream.

Fill a deep pie tin lined with crust and

bake without an upper crust. Make a

meringue of the whites of 2 eggs and 2

tablespoons of sugar; brown in a very

moderate oven.

Apples With >'iit Stiii'lint; and ^Vln'itped

fream

Scoop out api)l''S and fill the shell with

English walnuts and apple pulp mixed

with mayonnaise: iilace in a circle on a

large serving dish and heap whipped

cream In the center.

Apjile Omelet

To eight large apples stewed very soft

and mashed fine add 1 cup of sugar, and
flavor with nutmeg or cinnamon. When
cold stir in 3 well-beaten eggs and one-

half tablespoon cornstarch dissolved in 2

tablespoons of milk. Stir well and bake

slowly 20 minutes. Serve hot.

Oxford Apjtles

Pare, core and quarter 4 large, tart

apples and boil in very little water. Mash
and add 1 tablespoon of butter, half a

cup of sugar, half a cup of fine bread

crumbs, the yolks of 4 eggs and the whites

of 2 eggs beaten light. Pour into a bak-

ing dish and cover with a meringue made
of the whites of 2 eggs and two table-

spoons of powdered sugar, and brown.

Apples With Oatmeal

Core apples, leaving large cavities, pare

and cook in a syrup made by boiling 1

cup of sugar with I14 cups of water for

five minutes. When the apples are soft,

drain and fill cavities with the hot, well-

cooked meal, and serve with cream and

sugar.

Ai)ples a la Parisienne

Pare several sour apples, cut them in

half crosswise and remove the cores.

Cook them with 1 cupful of sugar to 1

cupful of water, taking care to retain the

shape. Drain the apples and set each

half on a round of stale sponge cake,

sprinkled lightly with orange juice and
either orange or peach marmalade. Cover

the apple with a meringue and some
chopped almonds and set in the oven to

brown delicately. Serve either hot or

cold.

Apple Pone
Pare and chop iine 1 quart of sweet

apples. Pour a pint of boiling water

over 1 quart of white corn-meal; when
cool, add enough sweet milk to make a

very soft batter; add 2 tablespoons of

sugar and one-half teaspoon of salt. Add
the apples and pour into a well-buttered

pan, cover and bake in a moderate oven

for two hours.

Craliiipple Pickles

Leave stems on, prick with a fork,

steam until cooked through. Pour over

the sweet syrup three days in succession.
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third time returning to thoroughly heat

through before putting into jars.

Porcupiue Apples

Select apples of equal size. Pare, core

and cook In syrup made of 1 cup of water

to each half cup of sugar. Boil syrup

down and roll the apples in it. Stud with

blanched almonds; fill the centers with

jelly. Arrange on a large plate with

rolled wafers between apples.

Apple and Potato Gatean

5 apples.

1 cupful of sugar.

Juice and grated rind of half a lemon.

2 good-sized baked potatoes.

2 eggs.

1 wineglassful of sherry.

1/, cupful of apple jelly.

% cupful of unsweetened custard.

Core and peel the apples and put them

in the double boiler with the sugar and

lemon juice and rind. Remove the skins

from the baked potatoes and rub the

pulp through a sieve. Separate the yolks

and whites of the eggs, beat them thor-

oughly and add them to the apple pulp

when cool. Add the potato pulp, and the

sherry—if it is to be used. Bake in a

greased mold. When done pour the apple

jelly and custard over the pudding. The
dish may be attractively decorated with

chopped pistachios and candied cherries.

Apple Punch

Cut six tart apples in quarters; core, but

do not pare; put into a preserving kettle

and add 1 cup of raisins; 2 bay leaves, a

small piece of stick cinnamon, the grated

rind of 3 lemons and 2 quarts of cold

water; let come to a boil and add 2 quarts

more of cold water, cover and let boil

for 30 minutes; drain through a muslin

bag. When cold add the juice of 3 lem-

ons and 2 pounds of sugar; stir until the

sugar is dissolved. When ready to serve,

add a little shaved ice.

Kaised Apple Biscuit

Scald 1 cup of milk, add 1 teaspoon of

sugar and 1 tablespoon of butter, let cool.

Add one-half cake of yeast dissolved in

warm water, 1 teaspoon of salt and 1 cup
of flour. Let rise; add cup of apple,

pared and grated, and 1 cup of Hour sifted

with one-half teaspoon of soda. Let rise

for one hour. Shape into two flat cakes,

let them double their bulk, bake in hot

oven; split while hot and butter. Serve

hot with sugar and butter.

Apples and Rico

Pare and core apples, place in a baking

dish and fill the holes in the apples with

chopped raisins and sugar; fill the spaces

between the apples with rice that has

been boiled for 15 minutes. Cover and
bake for 15 minutes, remove cover and

bake for 15 minutes longer. Serve hot

with cream.

Apple Relish

Three pounds of apples diced with the

skins on. Take 3 pounds sugar, 1 pound
raisins, 1 pound pecans, 2 oranges; re-

move peeling and grind it in meat
grinder; then cut the orange Into small

pieces. Cook for one hour, adding the

nuts five minutes before removing from
the stove.

Apple Sandwich

Cut lady-flnger cakes in halves and
spread with apple sauce; press halves to-

gether and cover with whipped cream and
walnuts chopped fine.

.Vpple Schraarren

Make a batter of 1 tablespoon of pastry

flour, 2 tablespoons of milk, a pinch of

salt and a well-beaten egg. Slice into this

batter 1 good-sized apple. Put into a

frying pan 1 teaspoon of clear lard, heat

it and pour in the batter, fry a nic3

brown and serve with powdered sugar.

Apple Sherbet

Boil 1 quart of apples in a pint of water

until soft. Mash through a sieve. Add
the juice of 1 orange and 1 lemon, half

a pound of sugar and a quart of water.

Beat well and freeze. When it becomes
like slush, add the well-beaten white of

one egg and finish freezing.

Spiced Crabapples

Select sound Siberian or Transcendent

crabs with the stems on. Boil 3 pounds
sugar and IVn pints of cider vinegar to a

rich syrup, add 2 ounces of stick cinna-

mon. Drop a few of the crabapples into
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the synip. turn and cook until tender, re-

move and place in jars; continue until the

apples are all used, boil the syrup down

and pour over the fruit. It" the crab-

apples are very ripe it is better to stoam

them until tender. Place in jars and pour

the syrup over them.

Sausages and Fried Ai)ples

Prick the sausages well with a fork.

Place in a deep frying pan; pour In

enough boiling water to cover the bot-

tom; cover and cook over a moderate fire.

When the water evaporates, remove the

cover and turn several times, that they

may be nicely browned. Turn onto a

platter. Core a number of large, tart

apples, cut them in rings an inch thick

and fry in the sausage fat. Garnish the

sausage with the apples and serve.

Stuffed Apples to Serve With a Roast

Into a sauce pan put 2i^ cups of white

stock, add a bay leaf, 1 teaspoonful of

minced onion, half a teaspoonful of salt

and a very little pepper. Simmer for 20

minutes and strain. Pare and core ten

tart apples, put them in a granite pan,

pour the stock around, cover and simmer

until tender, but not broken. Carefully

remove from the stock and set aside.

Blanch two cupfuls of chestnut meats,

slice, cover with the stock, add four tea-

spoonfuls of currant jelly, half a salt-

spoonful of salt, a little paprika, and sim-

mer until the nuts are tender. Fill the

center of the apples heaping full, and gar-

nish the roast meat with them.

Apples en Surprise

Make apple cups by cutting a thick

slice from the stem end and removing the

pulp with a teaspoon. Fill the cups with

equal quantities of the apple pulp, pecan

meats and maraschino cherries cut into

small pieces. Add 1 teaspoon of sugar to

each apple and bake until the apples are

soft, but will hold their shape. Remove
from the oven and arid 1 teaspoon of mar-

aschino and 1 teaspoon of sherry to each

cup.

Apple Spontre

Cover one-half box of gelatin with cold

water and allow it to stand for half an

hour; then pour over it half a pint of

boiling water and stir until dissolved.

Mix a pint of strained apple sauce with

the gelatin, add a pound of sugar and stir

until it melts, and the juice of 2 lemons.

Set on ice until it begins to thicken.

Beat the whites of 3 eggs to a stiff froth,

stir into the apple mixture and pour into

a mold. Serve with whipped cream.

Apples StnlTcd With Figs

Pare and core large apples; fill centers

with chopped figs, cover with sugar, place

in a deep baking dish and add a little

water; bake, basting well frequently.

Serve cold with cream.

Sweet Cider Frappe

Pack the can of a freezer with one

measure of salt mixed with three meas-

ures of crushed ice. When the can is

frosted, pour in sweet cider and freeze

like sherbet. Serve with roast turkey or

immediately after it.

Apple Souffle

Pare, core and cook 4 tart apples in

just enough water to prevent burning.

Pass through a sieve, sweeten to taste,

and add 1 teaspoon of lemon extract.

Sift together 4 level tablespoons of corn-

starch and 1 level tablespoon of flour,

dissolve in 4 tablespoons of cold water.

Melt 1 tablespoon of butter and add % ot

a teaspoon of salt, pour in 1 cup of boil-

ing water, add the flour and cornstarch

mixture and cook until clear. Add the

apple pulp, remove from the fire, stir

thoroughly. Beat 3 eggs separately, add

first the yolks to the apple mixture and

lastly the whites of the eggs. Pour into

a shallow baking dish and bake in a mod-

erately hot oven until puffed up and

brown. Serve at once.

Apple Slump

Pare, core and quarter apples, add a

little water and sugar to taste, stew until

tender and cover with the following mix-

ture: Sift 1 pint of flour and 1 teaspoon

of baking powder, add a pinch of salt and

2 cups of milk, mix and turn out onto a

lightly floured board. Roll to a one-half-

inch thickness and place over the stewed

apples, cover and cook for 10 minutes

without lifting the lid. Serve hot with

cream and sugar or soft custard.
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Apple Stcplian

Mix 2 pounds of flour with 1 pound of

finely chopped suet, add water to make a

soft dough. Roll into a sheet 1 inch

thick. Grease a shallow pan with hot

suet, sprinkle with 2 tablespoons of brown

sugar. Place the crust In the pan and

cover with the following mixture: One

pound of sliced apples, 14 pound of orange

and lemon peel chipped, % pound of cur-

rants and 14 of shredded citron. Sprinkle

with 1 cup of brown sugar, 1 saltspoon

each of cloves and cinnamon. Squeeze

the juice of 3 lemons over all and add 1

gill of water, cover with a thin layer of

paste and bake in a moderate oven for

four hours. Serve with sauce.

Apple Tart

Line a deep, round pie tin with rich

pie paste and fill it three-quarters full of

apples, pared, cored and sliced. Dredge

with sugar, put a twist of crust around

the edge. When nearly baked, spread

with a thin layer of orange marmalade
and pour over a rich custard made of 1

cup of milk, 1 tablespoon of sugar and 2

egg yolks. Return to the oven and bake
until the custard is set.

Apple Tarts

Line patty pans with nice crust, put in

each chopped apples and a little sugar,

bake in a moderate oven and let cool.

Just before serving, cover each tart with

whipped cream and place a drop of cur-

rant jelly on the top of each.

Prone and Apple Tart

Stone 1 can of prunes, put them into a

pudding dish, add to them 1 pound of

sliced apples, 3 tablespoons of sugar, 1

teaspoon of mixed spice and grated rind

of half a lemon. Cover with a good

pastry and bake in a hot oven until ready.

Apple Taffy

To 1 pound of sugar add 'A tablespoon

of vinegar and 'j cup of juice drained

from stewed apples. Put the ingredients

in an agate sauce pan and let boil to the

"crack." Turn onto a buttered platter,

and when cool enough to handle pull until

white and glossy.

Apple Tapioca

Soak three-fourths of a cup of tapioca

for one hour in water to cover, drain, add

2V2 cups of boiling water and Vz teaspoon

of salt; cook in double boiler until trans-

parent. Core and pare apples, arrange in

a buttered baking dish, fill cavities with
sugar, pour tapioca over apples and bake
in a moderate oven until the apples are

soft. Serve with sugar and cream or

with cream sauce. Sago may be used in-

stead of tapioca.

Cream Sance

Mix and beat until stiff three-fourths of

a cup of thick cream and one-fourth of a
cup of milk, add one-third of a cup of

powdered sugar and one-half teaspoon of

vanilla.

Apple Tea
Roast tart apples and pour boiling water

over them, letting them stand until the

water is cold. Sweeten to taste.

Apple TnrnoTers

Cut ordinary pie crust in squares. Put
apple sauce through a sieve, add a few
grains of salt and a few gratings of nut-

meg. The apple sauce should not be too
moist. Trace a figure on one side of the
square of paste, on the other side diago-

nally place a spoonful of the apple sauce.

Brush the edges of the paste around the
apple with cold water, turn the other half
of the paste over and press the edges
closely together. Set the turnovers on a
buttered baking sheet and brush the tops
with slightly beaten white of egg, dust
with granulated sugar and bake in a mod-
erate oven.

Tirginia Apple Toddy
Bake tart apples until nearly tender,

cover with brandy and sugar and bake
slowly for two hours. The alcohol in the

brandy evaporates, leaving only a deli-

cious flavor.

Apple Water
Wipe, core and pare one large, sour

apple, put two teaspoons of sugar in the

cavity. Bake until tender; mash, pour
one cup of boiling water over it and let

stand one half hour, and strain. This is

especially refreshing for fever patients.
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Apple Whip

Pare, quarter and core four sour apples,

steam until tender, and rub through a

sieve; there should he three-fourths of a

cup of pulp. Beat on a platter the whites

of three eggs, gradually add the apple

pulp, sweetened to taste, and continue

beating. Pile lightly on a serving dish

and chill. Serve with cream or soft cus-

tard.

Baked .Vpples

Wipe and core sour apples. Place in a

baking dish and fill centers with sugar

and cinnamon, allowing one-half cup of

sugar and one-fourth teaspoon of cinna-

mon to eight apples. Cover the bottom

of the dish with boiling water and bake

in a hot oven until soft, basting often

with syrup in the dish. Serve hot or cold

with cream. The centers may be filled

with raisins or jelly if preferred.

Panned Haked Apples

Core and cut apples into eighths. Put

a layer in a baking dish, sprinkle with

two tablespoons of sugar, add another

layer of apples and continue until the

dish is full. Add to each quart of apples

a half pint of water; cover the dish and

bake in a quick oven until soft. The

skin, which is left on, gives a fine flavor.

Serve hot in the dish in which they were

baked. This is very nice when served

with the meat course at dinner.

Apple Cake

Stew 3 apples and let cool; take V2 cup

of butter, 1 cup sugar, 2 eggs, 1 table-

spoonful soda, 1 cup of sour milk, 4 cups

of flour, cinnamon, cloves and nutmeg;

then 2 cups of apple sauce, 2 cups of mo-

lasses; bake in moderate oven; when

done spread with whipped cream.

Dnteli Apple Cake

Mix one cup of scalded milk, onetliird

of a cup of butter, one-third of a cup of

sugar and one-half a teaspoon of salt.

When lukewarm add one yeast cake,

broken into small pieces, two unbeaten

eggs and flour to make a soft dough. Beat

thoroughly, cover and let rise until the

mixture has doubled its bulk. Beat thor-

oughly and again let rise. Spread as

thinly as possibU' in a well-buttered drip-

ping pan, brush over with nulted butter.

I'ri'sw sliced apples into the dough in even

rows. Sprinkle with one-fourth cup of

sugar mixed with one-half teaspoon of

cinnamon, then with two tablespoons of

well-washed currants. Cover and let rise;

hake in a moderate oven for 30 minutes.

Cut in squares and serve plain, or with

whipped cream.

Dried Apple Cake

Chop fine 3 cups of dried apples which

have been well soaked. Add 3 cups

sugar, 1 cup of raisins and 1 cup of cur-

rants; cook in very little water until the

apples are soft. When cold, add 3 well-

beaten eggs, V2 cup butter, 1 teaspoon

each of cinnamon, cloves and allspice, and

3 cups of fiour sifted with one teaspoon

of soda. Stir well and bake in one loaf.

Bake for one hour in a moderate oven.

To Dry Apples

Select sound fruit that has matured.

Pare, core and quarter, and slice length-

wise. String and dry near the fire, or

spread on frames covered with muslin or

netting, and let dry in the sun. If the

winter apples are not keeping well, it is

a good plan to dry them to prevent waste.

Although some have a prejudice against

dried apples, they can be made very pal-

atable with a little care.

Dried Apple Roly-Poly

Sift a pint of flour, two tablespoons of

baking powder and one-half teaspoon of

salt, rub in one tablespoon of shortening.

Add two-thirds cup of water, knead

quickly and roll out into a very thin

sheet. Brush with melted butter. Chop

dried apples fine. The apples should have

been soaked over night. Sprinkle over the

dough the apples and four tablespoons of

sugar. Roll up and place in a buttered

baking pan, brush with water and bake

in a moderately hot oven for three-quar-

ters of an hour. After the roll has been

baking for half an hour, baste with a

tablespoon of sugar dissolved in two

tablespoons of water; return to the oven

to glaze. Serve hot with cream and

sugar.
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Individual Apple Duiiipliiigs

Butter six muffin rings and set tliem on

a shallow agate pan which has been well

buttered. Fill the rings with sliced

apples. Make a dough of 1% cups of

pastry flour sifted several times with

one-half teaspoon of salt and three level

teaspoons of baking powder. Chop Into

the dry ingredients one-fourth of a cup

of shortening; gradually add three-fourths

of a cup of milk or water. Drop the

dough on the apples on the rings. Let

bake about 20 minutes. With a spatula

remove each dumpling from the ring,

place on a dish with the crust side down.

Serve with cream and sugar, hard sauce

or with a fruit sauce.

Apple Jelly

Cut 12 pounds of apples into quarters

and core. Put into preserving kettle and

add 6 quarts of water; cover and boil

gently for 20 minutes. Drain over night

and strain the juice. Boil rapidly for

five minutes and add one pound of hot

sugar to each pint of juice: stir until the

sugar dissolves, and boil quickly until it

will form a jelly on the spoon or on a

cold plate. Add the seeds of two vanilla

beans and pour into sterilized glasses.

Cover with paraffin. See Canning and

Preserving Fruit, page 729.

Apple and Barberry Jelly

Equal parts of barberry and apple

juice; let boil for 20 minutes and add an

equal amount of sugar. Let boil briskly

until it jellies on a spoon. Quince, grape,

strawberry, raspberry, blackberry, rhu-

barb, cherry, peach, mountain ash, Ore-

gon grape, wild plum, or almost any high-

ly flavored fruit may be used instead of

the barberry juice.

Apple Mint Jelly

Mint jelly may be made by adding a

few sprigs of spearmint and enough

green vegetable coloring to apple jelly

while hot to give it a good color and

flavor.

Spiced Apple Jelly

Wash and quarter apples. Cover with

three quarts of cold water and one quart

of vinegar. Boil until soft. Drain

through a colander. Strain juice through

a jelly bag. Take equal measures of

sugar and juice, two dozen whole cloves

and some stick cinnamon. Boil until it

jells; strain out the spices.

Apple PreserTes

Make a syrup of one pound of sugar

and to half a pint of water add the thin

outer rind and the juice of one lemon;

let boil briskly for five minutes. Drop

quarters of apples Into the syrup and

cook gently until clear; stand aside to

cool. When cold, transfer carefully to

jars and boil the syrup down. Pour over

the apples and seal.

Apple and Quince Preserves

Pare, core and quarter Baldwin apples;

add a third as many quinces that have

been pared, cored and cut into small

pieces and boiled until tender. Make a

syrup of the water in which the quinces

were boiled and as much sugar as there

are apples and quinces. Let boil, skim

and drop the quinces and apples in, and

let boil for 15 minutes; dip out carefully

and put into jelly glasses; boil the syrup

until it will jelly and pour over the fruit.

Apple Chips

Cut eight pounds of sweet apples into

small pieces. Do not pare. Add four

pounds of sugar and one-fourth of a

pound of Canton ginger. Add the sugar

and ginger to the apples and let stand

for 24 hours; add four lemons cut into

small pieces, rejecting seeds. Cook slowly

for three hours. Put into glasses or stone

jars and cover with paraffin.

Preserved Hyslop Craliapples

Cut out the blossom, but leave on the

stem. Cover the bottom of an earthen-

ware crock with water; put in a layer of

apples. Cover with a thick layer of

sugar. Add a layer of crabapples, and

continue in this manner until the crock

is full. Cover and bake for eight or ten

hours in a very slow oven. Cover, and

when cool place in a dark, cool place.

The result is a delicious, translucent

apple in a red jelly.

Preserved Apples (Whole)

Pare and core large, firm apples. Boil
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the parings in water for 15 minutes,

allowing a pint to each pound of parings.

Strain, and add three-fourths of a pound

of sugar to each pint of water, as meas-

ured at first; add the grated rind of one-

fourth lemon to each pint of syrup and

return to the kettle and let boil for five-

minutes, skim and pour over the cold raw
apples. Let stand until cold. Then cover

and cook slowly until transparent. If

directions are carefully followed the

apples will remain unbroken.

.Apple Pudding
Sift together 1% cups of flour, 2 tea-

spoons of sugar, Yi teaspoon of salt, and

IV2 teaspoons of baking powder. Work
into the dry ingredients 3 tablespoons of

butter and add % cup of milk. Butter a

quart pudding dish and fill two-thirds full

of apples out in quarters; sprinkle with

sugar and add two teaspoons of lemon
juice and one-half teaspoon of nutmeg or

cinnamon. Cover and hake until soft.

Roll the dough mixture out lightly, place

over the apples and bake for 20 minutes,

and serve with hard sauce.

Hard Sauce
Cream one-third cup of butter, grad-

ually add one cup of powdered sugar and
two-thirds teaspoon of vanilla.

•Apple and Brown Broad Puddinff

Mix two-thirds of a cup of chopped suet

with two cups of Boston brown bread

crumbs; add two cups of apples chopped

fine, half a teaspoon of salt, a cup 01 rai-

sins dredged with two tablespoons of

flour and half a teaspoon of ginger or

mace. Beat one egg, add a cup of milk

and stir into the dry ingredients. Steam

In a buttered mold for two and one-half

hours. Serve with creamy sauce.

-Apple Christmas Puddini?

Pare, core and quarter six tart apples.

Add a cup of water, cover and boil

quickly for five minutes. Press through

a sieve; add a tablespoon of butter and a

cup of sugar. Beat three eggs until liglit;

add one pint of milk and a cup of hot

boiled rice. Add the apples and bake for

half an hour. Lemon or orange rind may
be added. Serve cold with cream or

lemon sauce.

.Apple Corn-meal Pudding

Pare, core and slice very thin twelve

medium-sized King apples. To 1 quart

of sweet milk add 1 quart of corn-meal,

1 teaspoon of salt, 4 tablespoons of

chopped suet, 1 cup of molasses, 1 tea-

spoon of soda dissolved in the molasses,

and the sliced apples. Stir well and pour
into a well-buttered pudding mold. Steam
for four hours and serve hot with any
good pudding sauce.

Apple Custard Pudding

To one quart of pared and quartered

apples add one-half cup of water and
stew until soft; remove from the fire and
add one-half cup of sugar, two table-

spoons of butter and the juice and grated

rind of one lemon. Mix two tablespoons of

flour with two cups of fine bread crumbs,

stir into the apple mixture and add the

well-beaten whites of two eggs. Pour into

a buttered pudding dish and bake for 45

minutes in a moderate oven. Serve with

hard sauce.

Bird's-nest Pudding

Core and pare eight apples, put into a

deep, well-buttered pudding dish, fill the

centers with sugar and a little nutmeg,

add one pint of water and bake until ten-

der, but not soft. To two cups of flour add

three teaspoons of baking powder, one

teaspoon of salt, one pint of milk and

the well-beaten yolks of four eggs; stir

thoroughly and fold in the whites of four

eggs beaten dry. Pour over the apples

and bake for one hour in a moderate

oven. Serve hot with any pudding sauce.

Indian Pudding With Apples

Scald two quarts of sweet milk, stir

in a cup of corn-meal, stir until the mix-

ture thickens. Remove from the fire, add

one and one-sixth cups of molasses, one

teaspoon of salt, one-half teaspoon each

of nutmeg and cinnamon and two cups

of sweet apples pared, cored and quar-

tered. Pour into a deep pudding dish

and bake for four hours. When the pud-

ding has baked for one and one-half

hours, add, without stirring, one pint

of cold milk. Serve with cream and

sugar or syrup.
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Creamy Sauce

Boil one cup of sugar and half a cup

of water to the soft ball stage; then pour

the syrup in a fine stream over the well-

beaten white of one egg; continue beat-

ing until cold; fold in one cup of double

cream beaten dry; add one-half of a

teaspoon of vanilla.

Pan Fnddin^

Add sufficient milk to a pint of flour

to make a stiff dough; knead for fifteen

minutes. Cut into four pieces; roll each

piece in a thin sheet about one-sixteenth

of an inch thick and the size of an ordi-

nary roasting pan. Grease the pan with

melted suet, place a layer of the paste

in the pan and brush over with melted

suet. Mix one-fourth pound of almonds
blanched and chopped fine, one cup of

chopped raisins, one-half pound of

chopped apples and one cup of brown
sugar. Put a layer of this mixture on

the paste and cover with another layer

of paste, brush with suet and continue

until all the sheets of paste are used.

Brush over with suet and sprinkle with

sugar; bake in a quick oven for three-

quarters of an hour.

Apple Rice Pudding:

Sprinkle one cup of thoroughly washed
rice into two quarts of rapidly boiling

salted water; boil for 15 minutes and
drain. Spread the rice in the center of

a good-sized square of cheesecloth. The
rice should be about one-half inch thick

and cover a space as large as a dinner

plate. Pare, core and quarter four good-

sized tart apples, sprinkle with sugar

and heap in the center of the rice. Gather
up the ends of the cloth so that the rice

will cover the apples and tie tightly. Boil

in a good-sized kettle of boiling water
for one hour. This will come out per-

fectly round if liandled carefully. Serve
hot with cream or any pudding sauce.

.\pple Rolj-Poly Puddinsr

Pare, core and slice sour apples; roll

a rich baking-powder dough one-half inch

thick, lay the sliced apples on the dough
and roll, tuck in the ends and prick

deeply with a fork, steam tor one and

three-fourths hours, or wrap in a well-

floured pudding cloth, tie up the ends,

plunge into boiling water and boil for

three-quarters of an hour. Serve with

hard sauce.

Royal Apple Pudding

Select enough large apples to fill a pud-

ding dish; pare, cut a thick slice from
the top and save, core and scrap? out

the centers until only a thin wall is left.

To the scrapings add a finely chopped

apple, a few chopped almonds and
raisins, a little sugar and cinnamon.

Press the mixture into the apple shells

and replace the lids; place the apples in a

well-buttered baking dish; set in a pan
of hot water and bake until the apples

are tender. Beat four whole eggs until

light colored, gradually add a scant cup
of sugar and pour over the apples. Bake
in a moderate oven until the meringue
is done and serve with cream or lemon
sauce.

Steamed Apple Pudding

Line a mould with slices of buttered

bread, put in a layer of stewed apples,

a layer of buttered bread, continue until

the mould is filled. Add one pint of milk

to two beaten eggs; pour over the apples

and bread and steam for one hour. Serve

with cream or pudding sauce, or liquid

sauce.

Liquid Sauce

Mix one tablespoon of flour with one-

half cup of sugar, pour over it one-half

pint of boiling water; boll for one minute

and pour slowly over one well-beaten

egg; add the juice of one-half lemon.

Sago Apple Pudding

Soak one cupful of sago in a quart of

water for one hour; core and pare eight

apples and place in an agate baking pan.

Boil the sago until clear and add one

teaspoon of salt; thin with hot water

until about as thick as heavy cream and

pour over the apples; bake for one hour

and serve with cream and sugar.

Shaker Apple Pie

Pare, core and cut into eighths sour

apples and put into a lower crust; add

half a pint of seeded raisins. Put on
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tho upper crust, being careful to not let

it stick to the lower crust. Bake in a

slow oven until the apples arc thoroughly

cooked and the crust is nicely browned.

This will require about forty minutes.

While the pie is hot take off the top crust

and lay it aside, then with a wooden or

silver knife stir the apples and remove
any hard pieces that may be left. Add
sugar, nutmeg and a small piece of but-

ter and replace the top crust.

Apple Wasliingfon Pie

Take two large apples grated, whites of

two eggs, cupful of sugar, juice of half

a lemon, beat this until thick and white

and spread between layers of Washington
pie (which is really a plain jelly cake)

and then heap some on top.

Pastry

Have everything cold; do not make
the dough too moist; use pastry flour If

possible; roll only once. Paste kept on
ice over night becomes much more flaky

than when first made.

To prevent the lower crust from be-

coming soaked, brush over with white

of egg. Brush the edge with unheated
white of egg or water and press the two
crusts together with the thumb and
finger, a pastry roller or the tines of a

fork. Always leave an opening in the

center of the upper crust that the steam
may escape. Bake pies having a cooked
filling in a quick oven and those with an
uncooked filling in a moderate oven.

Let pies cool upon plates on which
they are made, because slipping them
onto cold plates develops moisture, which
always destroys the crisi)ness of the

lower crust.

Bt-atinir and Itakine: a Jrerintriie

Have cold, fresh eggs; beat the whites

until frothy; add to each white one level

tablespoon of powdered sugar. Beat un-

til so stiff that it can be cut with a knife.

Spread on the pie and bake with the

oven door open until a rich golden

brown. Too much sugar causes a me-

ringue to liquify; if not baked long

enough the same effect Is produced.

Plain Pastry

Sift one cup of flour and one-fourth

teaspoon of salt into a bowl, rub into it

five level tablespoons of shortening until

the whole is reduced to a fine powder;

add cold water, slowly, to make a stiff

dough. Place on a slightly floured board

and roll into a circular shape to fit the

plate. Fit it loosely into the plate, as it

shrinks when baked.

Apple Pie

Line a pie plate with good paste. Fill

with thin slices of good cooking apples,

sprinkle with one-half cup of sugar which
has been mixed with a heaping teaspoon

of flour and a pinch of salt; cover with

an upper crust and bake in a moderate
oven for half an hour.

Apple Custard Pie

Heat a pint of milk steaming hot and
pour it into a mixture of three eggs

slightly beaten, three heaping table-

spoons of sugar, a pinch of salt and a

very little nutmeg or lemon. Grate one

cup of apple, using mellow, slightly tart

fruit; add to the milk mixture and bake
in a very moderate oven without an up-

per crust. If the pie is baked too quickly

the apple will separate from the milk.

Dried-Api»lc I'ic

Soak and stew apples until tender,

pass through a sieve and add sugar, a

little orange or lemon rind and a small

amount of butter. Fill and bake as any

other pie. Serve warm with sweetened

cream.

Salad

For salad dressings see Dressings for

Salads, under Vegetable Recipes, this sec-

tion.

Apple Peanut Salad

Pare, core and chop slightly acid ap-

ples and mix them with half as much
chopped celery. Mix a dressing of pea-

nut butter, using five tablespoons of

lemon juice to one tablespoon of peanut

butter. Mix dressing througli the apples

and celery and season with salt and cay-

enne pepper. Chill the salad and serve

on lettuce and garnish with peanuts.
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Red Apple Salad

Make apple cups of bright red apples

and put them into water containing a

little lemon juice until time to fill them.

Mix some of the apple pulp with celery,

grapefruit carpels and mayonnaise dress-

ing and fill the apples. Garnish with red

maraschino cherries that have been

drained and stuffed with blanched hazel-

nuts. Serve on lettuce leaves with

wafers which have been spread with

cream cheese mixed with tomato catsup.

A ?few .Vi>ple Salad

Beat one-half a cup of double cream,

a tablespoonful of lemon juice and one-

fourth of a teaspoonful of salt until firm

throughout. Cook three apples, cored

and pared, in a syrup of equal measures

of sugar and water, with two or three

cloves and an inch of stick cinnamon,

and set aside to become thoroughly

chilled. Chop fine four maraschino or

candied cherries and eight or ten pecan

nut meats or blanched almonds. Wash
three small heads of lettuce, remove the

outer leaves and cut the stalks so that

the heads will stand level. Place the

lettuce on plates, with an apple in the

center of each. Mix the nuts and cher-

ries through the cream and pour it over

the apples.

Apple, Oranee and Peach Salad

Equal parts of apples, peaches and

oranges are cut into cubes and mixed
with cream dressing. Serve in apple

shells or in the rind of the oranges.

Apple and >'ut Salad

Mix one pint of celery and one pint of

apples cut into small match-like pieces

with one-half pint of English walnut
meats broken into small pieces. Dress

with boiled salad dressing and serve in

apple cups or on lettuce leaves.

Salad Dressing Made With Butter

Cream two tablespoons of butter. To
the beaten yolks of two eggs add one

tablespoon of cold water, three table-

spoons of tarragon vinegar, one-quarter

of a teaspoon of salt, a dash of cayenne

and one-eighth of a teaspoon of mustard.

Beat well and cook in a double boiler

until very thick. Remove from the flre

and stir in the creamed butter. Wlien

very cold add two-thirds of a cup of

whipped cream.

Apple Chicken Salad

Take six ripe apples and scoop out the

centers. Fill them with cold cooked

chicken, minced fine, seasoned with finely

minced green peppers and salt, with

enough cream to moisten. Place apples

in a steamer and cook until almost ten-

der. Put them on ice and serve with

mayonnaise on lettuce.

Cream Salad Dressing

Cook one-third cup of cream, two
slightly beaten yolks of egg, two table-

spoons of sugar and two tablespoons of

lemon juice in a double boiler until as

thick as soft custard. Add a pinch of

salt and strain.

Apple and Dale Salad

Cut pared apples into tiny strips. Cut
dates into similar pieces, using about

one-fourth as much date as apple. To
each pint of material add two table-

spoonfuls of olive oil and turn the mix-

ture over again. Let stand closely cov-

ered for half an hour. Turn into a bowl
lined with lettuce leaves. Serve with
bread and butter at luncheon or supper.

Apple and Banana Salad

Slice bananas and roll in lemon juice

and sugar; mix with an equal amount
of sliced apples. Serve with boiled dress-

ing or witli mayonnaise dressing.

Apple and Cabbage Salad

Shave cabbage fine and soak for one

hour in celery water, made by adding

one teaspoon of celery salt to each quart

of water. Drain and dry on a soft towel.

Add an equal amount of apple cut into

match-like pieces; mix with boiled dress-

ing.

Apple and Celery Salad

Pare, core and cut into three-eighths

of an inch cubes mellow apples; mix with

half the amount of celery cut into one-

fourth inch slices; add a little salt and
put into a salad bowl. Mix with may-
onnaise dressing and serve on lettuce

leaves or garnish with celery tops.

Z— ,-n
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Apple aiitl Clu'cso Siilad

Mix chopped pecans with twice tlicir

bulk of cream clieese, adding a little

thick cream to blend tlie mixture. Sea-

son with pepper and salt and make into

tiny balls. Pare mellow, tart apples, core

and slice across the center into rings

about one-half inch thick. Arrange rings

on lettuce leaves and place several

cheese balls in the center. Serve cream
salad dressing.

Cider Apple Sauce

Reduce four quarts of new cider to

two by boiling; add enough pared, cored

and quartered apples to fill the kettle.

Let cook slowly for four hours. This is

very nice when served with roast pork.

Apple Sauce

Cut into eighths and core unpared

King or Baldwin apples; cook quickly in

thin syrup. The skins give it a pretty

pink color.

APRICOT

.\pricot lee

One can of apricots, five oranges, two

lemons, whites of four eggs, one quart

and one cupful of sugar, one quart of

water, one quart of cream.

The apricots, oranges and lemons are

pressed through a sieve. Then boil the

sugar and water to a syrup and allow to

cool. Mix the fruit and syrup and add

the stiffly-beaten whites of the eggs.

After this start to freeze, add the cream

and freeze until almost solid, then re-

move the dasher and pack well. This

will be sufficient for one gallon. This

ice is pleasing to the eye as well as to

the palate.

BA>A>A
Appr.E AND Baxaxa Sat.ai). See Apple

Recipes, this section.

Banana Salad

Make a good boiled salad dressing and

when it is cold stir in a cup of whipped

cream; chop some peanuts quite fine.

Cut the bananas lengthwise then halve

the pieces, roll the bananas in sugar,

then in the salad dressing and then in

the chopped peanuts, and place in crisp

lettuce leaves. Sprinkle a few nuts on

top and spoonful of the dressing.

UAIM5KHHV

Barberry Jelly

BAKiiKiiitY Jkily. See Barberry and

Apiilc Jelly, under Apple Recipes, this

section.

BLACKBERRY
Blackberry and Apple Jam

Use equal weights of nice ripe black-

berries and fresh apples, peeled, cored

and chopped. Put on to cook with equal

weight of sugar and halt a cupful of

cold water for every pound of sugar. Let

the sugar melt and the fruit heat slowly

until it reaches the boiling point, stir-

ring it now and then. When it boils

put where it will cook very gently tor

an hour, or until the fruit looks clear

and is as thick as jelly when tested in

a saucer. Let it cool a bit before putting

in jars.

Blackberry Roll

Make a plain paste as for fruit pies, and

make It stiff enough to prevent the ber-

ries from escaping. Roll this out in a

sheet at least 12 inches in length to

serve a family of six. Spread with a

quart of fresh blackberries, not letting

them get too close to the edge. Some
leave the berries unsweetened, others

like them sugared and also dredged with

a little flour and flavored with a dash

of nutmeg. Roll up the paste, turning

in the edges; then fold up a piece of

cheesecloth, tying the ends with cord.

Drop into a kettle of boiling water and

keep it boiling continuously for at least

two hours and a half. Take out, drain

and carefully remove the cloth, and serve

at once with sugar and cream or hard

sauce.

Wild (irii|ie or Blacklierry Pickles

Pick over carefully, rejecting all un-

sound ones. Put into any kind of jar or

bottle, then pour over molasses. Keep
filling up as it settles—which will take

time. These cannot be sealed; just tie

over the top a piece of cotton cloth and

set away. They will soon be "sharp."
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The sweet pickle syrup given above

can be used for peaches, plums, apricots

and crabapples.

Canned Blackberries. For canning

and preserving blackberries, see Rasp-

berries, this section.

Blackberry Jki.ly. See Barberry and
Apple Jelly, under Apple Recipes, this

section, also page 729.

CHERRIES

Cherry Cake

A delicious cherry cake can be made
by putting stale bread into a pint and
a half of scalded milk, which cover and
let stand for 40 minutes. Beat into the

bread and milk, one by one, the yolks

of six eggs and a half a cupful of sugar.

To this add the beaten whites of the

eggs and three pounds of stoned cherries.

Put the mixture into a shallow, well-

buttered baking tin, bake one and a half

hours, turn out while hot and sprinkle

plentifully with powdered sugar and a

little ground cinnamon.

Cherry Pie

Fill a fairly rich crust not quite full

with stoned ripe cherries, sprinkle evenly
over them a heaping teaspoonful of corn-

starch, or a tablespoonful if they are

very juicy: add a teacupful of sugar, and
dot with small pieces of butter. Cover
with paste, wet the edges of the upper
and under crust, press well together,

brush over with well-beaten egg; bake in

a hot oven till ready. Dust over with
fine sugar.

Cherry Roll

Early in the morning pit a box of fine

cherries and cover them with a cupful
of granulated sugar and let them stand
until needed. Sift two cupfuls of flour

with two teaspoonfuls of baking powder,
one of sugar, a quarter of a teaspoonful

of salt. Rub in two tablespoonfuls of

butter and mix to a dough with two-
thirds of a cupful of milk. Roll out into

a long, thin sheet; sprinkle with two
tablespoonfuls of sugar; spread with the
cherries; add a grating of nutmeg and
roll up, pinching the ends so that the

juice will not escape. Boil or bake this

as you prefer.

Cherry .Salad

Cherry salad is most appetizing, and
a cream mayonnaise seems the dressing

best adapted to use with it. Wipe cher-

ries, remove stems and stones and fill

cavities thus made with filberts. Ar-

range in nests of lettuce leaves and garn-

ish each nest with three selected cher-

ries, from which neither stems nor stones

have been removed.

Spiced Cherries

Boil three cupfuls of cider vinegar with
two inches of cinnamon stick and one
tablespoonful of cloves tied in a bag.

Then add four and a half pounds of lump
sugar and boil 15 minutes more, skim-
ming well. Put in seven pounds of

stoned cherries and cook very gently for

half an hour. Lift out the fruit with a
skimmer and boil the syrup down until

it is very thick. Put the cherries into

jars and keep hot, add the syrup, then
close and seal. These are very good with
cold meats.

Cherry Wine
Take four quarts fruit, either sweet

or sour, place in a mortar and slightly

bruise without crushing the stones. To
this add three quarts water and let stand
in a jar 48 hours. Strain, and to each
four quarts juice add three and one-

half pounds sugar if the fruit is acid, or

eight pounds if sweet. Fill into jars,

reserving a bottle of the liquid, with
which to keep the jars filled while fer-

menting. Cover the openings with a thin
cloth. After the fermentation ceases cork
tightly and keep in a cool place three
months; drain off carefully and bottle.

Canned Cherries. For canning cher-

ries, see Canning and Preserving Fruits.

page 725.

CiiERKY Jelly. See Barberry and Ap-
ple Jell!/, under Apple Recipes, this sec-

tion.

CRA>BERRY
Cranberry ^truftins

Beat one-third cup of butter to a
cream; gradually beat in one-fourth cup
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of sugar, then one egg, beaten light,

three-fourths cup of milk and two cups

of sifted flour, sifted again with two

rounding teaspoonfuls of baking powder

and half a teaspoonful of salt. When
well mixed, beat in one cup of cranber-

ries cut in halves. Bake about twenty-

five minutes in a well-buttered mufiSn

pan.

Cranberry Sauce

Wash and pick over one quart of cran-

berries. Put in agate saucepan with one

cup of water. Cook until very soft. Put

through a colander or sieve to remove

the skins. Add three-fourths cup of

sugar, and stir until it is dissolved. Serve

either hot or cold.

rUMQU.VT

Apple-and-Cumqnat Salad

Wash the cumquats in cold water and

dry each one separately, on a soft cloth,

to clean thoroughly. Cut the fruit into

quarters, lengthwise through pulp and
skin, then cut the quarters into three

or four lengthwise slices, discarding the

seeds. Cut an equal bulk of apples into

match-like pieces and pour over the apple

(for a pint) two or three tablespoonfuls

of lemon juice in which one-fourth of a

teaspoonful of salt has been dissolved.

Pour two or three tablespoonfuls of oil

over the prepared cumquat and toss thor-

oughly; add the apple and toss again.

Serve on heart leaves of lettuce, washed
and carefully dried. This salad may be

served with meats or with bread and
butter.

CURRANT
Xmas Currant Loaf
(Overnight Method)

Two cakes Fleischmann's yeast, one

pint lukewarm milk, one pint lukewarm
water, one tablespoonful salt, one cup

butter and lard mixed, one cup granu-

lated sugar, one cup chopped raisins, two

cups cleaned currants, six pints sifted

flour, one teaspoonful ground mace, one
teaspoonful cinnamon.

Make sponge from milk, water, yeast

and two pints of the flour. Cover and set

aside to rise for about one hour. Then
add sugar, shortening, salt, fruit, thor-

oughly floured, spices: add remainder of

flour gradually. Knead tlioroughly, cov-

er and set aside to rise in a warm place,

free from draft, for about eight and a

lialf or nine hours, or until very light.

In the morning divide into loaves, put

into well-greased pans, cover and let rise

for one and one-half hours, or until real

light. Bake one and three-fourths hours

in a slow oven.

This amount makes four ordinary

loaves or three large ones. The whole

process takes about fourteen hours.

If a richer cake is desired, add more
fruit and some chopped citron.

This bread is lighter and in every way
much superior to that made from a bread

dough.

Cnrrant Vinegar

A fine vinegar may be made from cur-

rants by simply pressing the fruit to

a mash; let it stand over night, then

drain the juice off clear and fill the bot-

tles to the brim. Set them, uncorked,

in the sun or in a warm place until fer-

mentation ceases. Any little impurity

that rises skim off with a piece of blot-

ting paper, and cork the bottles well.

White currants are excellent for a deli-

cate, pale vinegar.

Currant Jelly. For method of mak-

ing currant jelly, see Canning and Pre-

serving Fruit, page 729.

DATES
Wlipatona With Dates

Three-fourths cup of wheatena, one tea-

spoonful of salt, three-fourths cup of cold

water, two and one-fourth cups of boiling

water, one-half pound of prepared dates

(or one cup).

Mix the wheatena, salt and cold water.

Add to this a little of the boiling water,

then pour the paste into the remainder

of the boiling water and let it boil five

minutes. Put it into a double boiler and

cook for 30 minutes. Add the dates

(stoned, washed very thoroughly and cut

into pieces) when the wheatena is put

into the double boiler. Serve either hot

or cold, with milk or cream and sugar.

It may be molded in cups and chilled be-

fore serving.
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An Excellent Dessert

One pint of cream, white of one egg,

sugar to taste, one-half cupful of ground

walnuts, 12 figs, six dates.

Beat up the cream until stiff with the

white of the egg, which adds to the stiff-

ness and bulk. Sweeten the cream to

taste, add the ground walnuts, the figs

and the dates cut into small pieces. Mix
carefully and put into a wet mould; cov-

er tightly and pack in ice and salt. Al-

low it to remain so for four hours. This

quantity will serve eight persons.

FIGS

Sliced Figs in Sherry Wine Jelly

One tablespoonful of granulated gela-

tine, one-fourth cup of cold water, three-

fourths cup of boiling water, one-half cup

of sugar, one-half cup of sherry wine,

juice of one-half a lemon, five or six figs,

whipped cream.

Soften the gelatine in the cold water,

dissolve in the boiling water; add the

sugar and stir occasionally until cold.

Add the wine and lemon juice. Let a

mold holding a scant pint become chilled

in cold or ice water. A fluted mold is

good for this dish. Cut the figs in slices,

dip some of these in the jelly mixture

and use them to decorate the mold; then

fill the mold, alternately, with slices of

figs and the mixture, letting the jelly

"set" partially, each time, before adding

the slices of figs. When the jelly is un-

molded garnish with whipped cream, put

on with bag and tube and bits of fig.

Orange or lemon juice may be used in

place of the sherry wine.

llaeedoine of Midwinter Frnit

Five or six cooked figs, one banana,

one grapefruit or two oranges.

Cut the figs in smooth slices of tlie

same size, scrape the banana and cut

in thin slices; remove the grapefruit or

orange pulp in neat pieces from the re-

spective fruits, cut in halves. Save all

of the juice. Dispose the fruit in glass

or china saucers, reserving a slice of

banana and five or six slices of fig for

each saucer; divide the fruit juice among
the dishes; set the slices of banana in

the center and arrange the slices of fig

from the banana to the edge, like the

spokes of a wheel. Sprinkle with pow-

dered sugar before finishing the dishes,

or pass the sugar at time of serving.

Fig Whip

Five cooked figs, four whites of eggs,

one-half cup of sugar, one-fourth tea-

spoonful of salt. Boiled custard made of

one pint of milk, four yolks of eggs, one-

third cup of sugar, one-fourth teaspoonful

of salt.

Cut the figs in tiny bits; beat the

whites dry; gradually beat in the sugar

and salt, then fold in the figs. Turn into

a buttered-and-sugared dish. Bake on

many folds of paper and surrounded with

boiling water. The water should not

boil during the cooking. The whip or

souffle is done when firm in the center.

Serve hot with boiled custard, or with

cream and sugar.

Fig-and-Orange Salad

One-half pound of cooked figs, three

oranges, one head of lettuce, three or four

tablespoonfuls of oil, one or two table-

spoonfuls of lemon juice, one-fourth tea-

spoonful of salt.

Dispose the heart leaves of the lettuce,

carefully washed and dried, to form a

bed; on this turn the pulp of the or-

anges, freed from skin membrane and

seeds; above dispose the figo, cut in nar-

row slices. Dissolve the salt in the lem-

on juice, add the oil, mix thoroughly

and pour over the whole; turn the fruit

over and over, and serve at once.

Steamed Fig Pudding

One pound of figs, one-half cup of nuts,

one-half pound of suet, two cups of

bread crumbs, two cups of milk, three-

fourths cup of sugar, one teaspoonful of

salt, one teaspoonful of cinnamon, one

teaspoonful of mace, one-third teaspoon-

ful of cloves, four yolks of eggs, four

whites of eggs.

Chop the figs, nuts and suet together

(cook the figs a few moments and they

can be chopped more easily), mix the

sugar, salt and spices and add to the

beaten yolks; mix the bread crumbs
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through the lig-suct mixture, then mix

in the yolks and sugar and, lastly, add

the wliites, beaten dry. Steam in a well-

buttered mold four hours. Serve with

hard or liquid sauce, or both.

FRl'lT (S.VI.AI)

One teaspoontul banana extract, one-

half teaspoonful lemon extract, one-half

teaspoonful almond extract, one pint

canned pineapple, one pint marshmal-

lows, one-half pound white grapes, one-

fourth pound English walnut meats, six

egg yolks, two tablespoonfuls flour, three

tablespoonfuls vinegar, two tablespoon-

fuls sugar, one-half teaspoonful salt, one

cupful cream.

Cut the pineapple into small pieces;

divide the marshmallows into quarters,

halve and seed the grapes, and cut the

walnuts into small pieces. Mix the sugar

and flour well and beat into the eggs;

add vinegar, banana extract, almond ex-

tract, lemon extract and salt.

Cook in a double boiler until it begins

to thicken, stirring constantly, then take

from the stove and beat till smooth, add-

ing the cream gradually. When cold,

mix witli the fruit and set aside to chill.

This salad should be prepared two hours

before serving.

GK.VPE

Sillabub

One quart of fresh cream, white of four

eggs, one glass of grape juice, two small

cups of powdered sugar; whip half the

sugar with the cream, the balance with

the eggs; mix well; add grape juice and

pour over sweetened strawberries and

pineapples or oranges and bananas. Serve

cold.

ISolioiniiin Cream

One pint thick cream, one pint grape

juice jelly; stir together; put in cups

and set on ice. Serve with lady fingers.

Besides the recipes just given, many
more are enumerated, such as grape Ice,

grape lemonade, grape-water ice, grape

juice and egg, baked bananas, snow pud-

ding, grape gelatine, junket and grape

jelly, tutti-frutti jelly, grape float, grape

jelly, grape jiiiee plain, gra|)e soda-water

and scores of others.

Grape Jfectar

Take the juice of two lemons and one

orange, one pint of grape juice, one small

cup of sugar and a pint of water. Serve

ice cold. If served from punch bowl,

sliced lemon and orange add to the ap-

pearance.

.Vn Invalid Drink

Put in the bottom of a wine glass two

tablespoonfuls of grape juice; add to this

the beaten white of one egg and a little

chopped ice; sprinkle sugar over the top

and serve. This is often served in sani-

tariums.

Grape I'uiicli

Boil together one pound of sugar and

half a pint of water until it spins a

thread; take from the fire and when cool

add the juice of six lemons and a quart

of grape juice. Stand aside over night.

Serve with plain water, apollinarls or

soda-water.

Grape Sherbet

For eight persons mix one pint of

grape juice (unfermented), juice of

lemon and one heaping tablespoonful of

gelatine soaked in cold water and then

dissolved in boiling water; freeze quick-

ly; add beaten white of one egg just be-

fore flnisli.

Grape Ice Cream

One quart of unfermented grape juice,

one quart of cream, one pound of sugar

and the juice of one lemon.

Wild Grape Jelly for Game

One gallon of green grapes, one pint

of vinegar, two tablespoons of whole

cloves, two tablespoons of stick cinna-

mon, one and one-half quarts of sugar.

Cook the ingredients except the sugar

until the grapes are tender. Strain

through a jelly bag. Put the juice in the

kettle and boil for 20 minutes. Add the

sugar heated and cook until it will jelly
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—about five minutes will be needed.

Turn into sterilized glasses and seal as

directed.

Green Gnipp Jam

Pulp the grapes, putting the skins in

one kettle and pulp in another. Bring

pulps to boiling point and when soft

enough rub through a coarse sieve. Add
the skins, and measure. To every pint

of the grapes add three-quarters of a

pound of sugar, and finish as with other

jams.

Grape Consort

One basket Concord grapes, five

pounds sugar, two pounds seeded raisins,

one-half pint shelled walnuts broken,

juice of three lemons.

Pulp the grapes, put the seeds on and

boil till the seeds go to the bottom, put

through colander, put the juice on rinds,

add the sugar, cook 10 minutes, add the

raisins and lemon and cook till like jam.

Remove from fire, stir in the broken wal-

nuts and put in jelly glasses. It is then

ready for use.

To Can Muscat Grapes

Pick them from stems in clear water

and drain. Have jars heated and fill

with grapes. Then pour medium hot

water over them and let stand for one

or two minutes. Pour this water oiT and

have ready a boiling hot syrup made of

one-half cup sugar and water enough to

cover a quart jar of grapes; then seal.

Grapes put up this way retain their nat-

ural flavor and keep whole and firm.

To Keep Grapes Fresli

Select perfectly whole grapes and wrap

each bunch in soft tissue paper, or a

very soft, thin paraffin paper—something

that will fold softly and closely over the

fruit, and that can be twisted firmly over

the stem end. Before wrapping in the

paper it is, a good plan either to single

the ends of the stems or to dip them in

melted paraffin. Grapes treated in this

way may easily be kept fresh for Christ-

mas and New Year's.

Grai'e Jelly. For method of making

jelly, see Canning and Preserving Fruits.

page 729.

GRAPEFRUIT

Grapefruit, Plain Service

Cut the grapefruit into halves, cross-

wise, to form two portions. Remove the

seeds. With a thin, sharp-pointed knife

cut around the pulp in each little section

of the fruit, so that each triangular sec-

tion of pulp may be lifted out with an

orange spoon or fork. Set the halves

of fruit on plates. A lace-paper doily is

often laid between the fruit and plate.

Grapefruit AVith Powdered Sngar, Etc.

Prepare the grapefruit as above, but

also run a sharp knife between the mem-
brane that separates the sections and tlie

skin, so that all uhedible membrane and

the white center may be lifted out in one

piece. Put a rounding teaspoonful of

sifted powdered sugar in the center of

each half of fruit. Finish with a maras-

chino cherry and a teaspoonful of the

liquid from the bottle, or use a table-

spoonful of sherry wine.

LEMO>

Lemon Marmalade

Take 12 good lemons, wash well, cut

in quarters and slice the skin very thin-

ly; remove seeds and cut up the pulp

i-oughly. and put all together in the pre-

serving pan with six or seven quarts

of water and let this soak for 12 hours

or more; then boil this all gently to-

gether for two hours. Weigh the mix-

ture and for each pound take an equal

weight of sugar and boil till clear and

beginning to set, when it must be potted

and tied down whilst still hot.

Lemon Filling for Cake

Beat the yolks of two eggs; add one

cup of sugar, gradually, the grated rind

and juice of one lemon and two table-

spoonfuls of butter. Let cook over hot

water, stirring constantly, until the mix-

ture thickens. Use when cold. If a
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thicker consistency be desired, use one

whole egg and the yolk of another,

instead of two yolks.

Lemon Butter. See Cider Products

Made on Farm, page 811.

LOGANBERRY

For recipes for loganberry juice, see

under Loganberry, page 1250.

Jelly. For method of making jelly,

see Canning and Preserving Fruit, page

729.

Can.ning. For method of canning, see

Raspberry, this section. Loganberries

will require more sugar than raspberries.

MINCESTEAT

Mincemeat

Use good tart apples; chop moderately

fine. If it is desired to have the apples

show white in the finished meat, drop

them into a basin of cold water to which

a small quantity of salt has been added,

keeping the apples wet with the solu-

tion. While chopping be careful to re-

move cores and seeds. Wash and clean

the raisins and currants, hand-picking to

remove stones. Chop the orange and

lemon peel very fine and the citron

coarse. Select good, fresh, firm suet;

trim out all kernels, meat, bloody parts

and the larger strings. Meat as cooked

by many simply forms a tasteless and

expensive filling. To cook meat prop-

erly it must be first plunged in a boiling

hot solution of salted water (one and a

half tablespoons of salt to a quart of

water), then changed to an ordinary so-

lution, where the cooking is finished.

Trim out all fat and gristle and chop

quite fine. In mixing, always first mix
the apples and suet, then spread out

over the bottom of pan and add the other

dry ingredients in even layers. Turn
over with a wooden spoon. Make a

syrup fsugar and water), add other

juices (if recipe calls for it), turn over

again, then allow to soak 24 hours, or

long enough for the fruit to swell out

plump; mix again and store away in

glass jars or anything suitable.

Mincemeat No. 1

Two pounds sugar, two pounds meat,

two pounds apples, three pounds raisins,

two pounds currants, one and three-

fourths pounds suet, one-half pound lem-

on, one-half pound citron peel, one quart

brandy, juice of four lemons and grated

rind of three, one tablespoon cinnamon,

lliree nutmegs, one teaspoon cloves

(ground), salt to taste, two pounds sugar.

Cider may be substituted for brandy.

Mincemeat No. 2

Four pounds fresh beef, four pounds

apples, one pound suet, one pound cur-

rants, one pound raisins, one-fourth

pound mixed peel. Proceed as before,

chopping apples, stoning raisins, etc. Put

it over a fire with one pound sugar dis-

solved to a syrup in water, two quarts

of cider and one-half pint of brandy. Add,

while heating, the spices as follows: One
tablespoonful of cloves, one of allspice,

one of salt, one of ginger and one of

ground mace, with one nutmeg grated,

and the juice and rind of one lemon.

Let it all boil together.

Ciiri»<tnin8 Piiddinp:

One pound sultanas, one pound suet,

one pound sugar, one pound raisins, one

pound currants, one-half pound flour, one-

half pound bread crumbs, one-half pound

mixed peel, one-fourth pound blanched

almonds cut small, the juice and grated

rind of two lemons, eight eggs, one-half

pint of milk, two teaspoons of baking

powder, two pinches of salt, nutmeg,

mace and cinnamon. Dry-clean the cur-

rants; clean and chop suet fine; chop peel

fine; mix all dry ingredients together;

add other ingredients and steam until

done.

NUTS

riiocolate Nut Fiidee

One teaspoonful clove extract, one-half

cupful molasses, one-half cupful cream or

milk, two cupfuls brown sugar, one cup-

ful chopped nut meats, two heaping

tablespoonfuls butter, two squares bitter

chocolate.

Melt the chocolate in a saucepan, add
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the molasses, sugar, butter, milk or

cream. Stir them over the fire till they

boil for four minutes. Test it in cold

water and remove from the fire when it

forms a soft ball or registers 240 degrees

Fahrenheit on the thermometer.

Add the extract and nuts and beat

until smooth. Pour into a buttered pan

and cut into squares when cold.

Queen of >'ut Candies

One teaspoonful mace extract, one tea-

spoonful almond extract, one and a half

cupfuls molasses, three-fourths cupful

granulated sugar, three-fourths cupful

butter, one-half pound figs, one cupful

pecan nut meats, one cupful hickory nut

meats, one and three-fourths cupfuls Eng-

lish walnut meats, one and one-fourth

cupfuls almonds, pinch of baking soda.

Put the molasses and sugar into a

saucepan and boil until it forms a hard

ball when tried in cold water, then add
the butter and continue boiling until it

is brittle when tested in cold water. Now
add the soda, the figs put through a meat
chopper, the extracts and the nuts. The
almonds should be blanched and the

other nuts should be carefully picked.

Pour into a well-buttered pan or mold
and leave in a cool place for 12 hours.

Turn out and cut in slices.

Pecan Tfnt Roast

Two-thirds cup pecan meats; one-third

cup blanched almonds, chopped fine; one

cup fine dry bread crumbs seasoned with

chopped onion, pinch of sage and thyme;
pepper and salt to taste. Mix with one

cup cream or milk, bind with two well-

beaten eggs, bake three-quarters of an

hour in oiled dish.

Pecan Panoche

Make a custard of one quart milk, four

well-beaten eggs, one cup sugar. In each

custard cup put two tablespoonfuls very

finely ground pecan meats. Fill with

liquid, stir well, bake in pan of water in

moderate oven until set. Add to each

cup just before serving one heaping tea-

spoonful whipped cream fiavored lightly

with bitter almond. Serve very cold.

Pecan Surprise Salad

Make good-size balls of hearts of head

lettuce, fill inside with one cup coarsely

ground pecan meats, one cup chopped

tender celery, half cup diced tomato, well

mixed. Keep in refrigerator and serve

very cold with mayonnaise dressing.

Squirrel Pecan Dainty

Chop or grind three pounds stoned

washed dates, add two cups finely ground

pecan meats, mix and knead to stiff

dough. Form rolls three inches in di-

ameter, cut with sharp knife into slices

one-fourth inch thick, roll in powdered

sugar, put in tin boxes and keep in cool

place as healthful sweet for children.

Will keep indefinitely if cool.

French Almond Cake

One-half teaspoonful almond extract,

one-half teaspoonful orange extract, one-

half teaspoonful vanilla extract, one-

fourth lb. almonds, three bitter almonds,

one-half cupful sugar, one-half cupful but-

ter, three eggs, pinch salt, one lb. puff

pastry.

Blanch the almonds and dry them

thoroughly. Pound them, adding one of

the whites of eggs liglitly beaten; then

add the sugar and butter beaten to a

cream, salt, almond extract, orange ex-

tract, vanilla extract, one egg well beaten,

and, when well mixed in, add a second

egg.

Divide the pastry into two parts, roll

out one to half an inch in thickness, put

it on a baking tin, spread the almond

paste on it, so that it does not come quite

to the edge, but leave an inch width all

round, and brush the edge lightly with

water. Roll out the other half of the

pastry and lay it on the top; press the

edges firmly together, trim the cake

round neatly, and ornament the top with

the point of a knife. Beat up the re-

maining yolk of egg with a little water,

and brush the top of the cake over with

it.

Bake in a hot oven for forty-five min-

utes. Let the cake cool a little and

sprinkle sifted sugar over the top.
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OLIVES

Beef (iitniidins >Vitli Olives

One tablespoonful onion extract, one-

fourth teaspoontul mace extract, one tea-

spoonful celery extract, two lbs. steak,

one carrot, one turnip, one-half lb. fat

bacon, bunch sweet herbs, salt and

pepper to taste, one heaping tablespoon-

ful butter, one tablespoonful flour, 18

large olives.

The steak should be one inch thick.

Cut it into small rounds, and carefully

lard each round on the top with neatly

cut lardoons cut from the bacon one

inch long and a quarter inch square. Pre-

pare the vegetables and cut them in

slices, and lay them in the bottom of

a saucepan, add the herbs, salt, pepper,

onion extract, mace extract, and celery

extract. Lay on the top the grenadins,

and pour round a little boiling stock or

water; allow these to simmer slowly for

one and a quarter hours. Remove the

grenadins into a baking tin with a few

tablespoonfuls of gravy set in a hot oven

to brown. Meanwhile, heat the butter in

a saucepan until brown, add the flour,

strain into this the gravy; then add the

olives, parboiled, stoned, and chopped;

boil for fifteen minutes. Dish the gren-

adins in a ring on a hot platter, and

pour the gravy and the olives in the

center.

OHAAGK
Orant;e Marmalade

Take nine oranges and six lemons and

prepare the same as for lemon marma-

lade, using less sugar if sweet Cali-

fornia oranges are used.

Oranpe Custard

Peel and cut up two oranges in dish

you are to serve desert from. Pour over

them the following custard: One and a

half cups of milk, a heaping tablespoon

of cornstarch, a pinch of salt, two table-

spoons of sugar, two eggs. Heat milk

in double boiler, saving out a little to

make a smooth paste with cornstarch.

Slowly add this paste to the hot milk,

stirring the milk as you add. Cook 15

minutes, stirring constantly. Beat the

sugar and salt with tli(> yolks of the

eggs and slowly stir into the thickened

milk. Cook for a minute or two stirring

all the time. Remove from the hot water

and when slightly cooled add the beaten

whites and the flavoring. Pour over or-

anges, chill and serve.

I'KVCH

Teaeli Pie

One teaspoonful peach extract, a few-

drops yellow color, one-fourth teaspoon-

ful rose pink color, peaches, sugar to

taste, one pint whipped cream, pie crust.

Line a deep pie plate with a rich pie

crust and bake until done. Peel and chop

some peaches, sprinkling them over with

sugar to taste.

Fill the pie with these and bake until

they are tender. Cool the pie. Beat up

the cream, add the peach extract to it

and divide it into two portions. Add

the yellow color to one portion. Decor-

ate the pie with the white cream and the

yellow cream using a forcing bag and

tube. Put the rose pink color into a

saucer and rub enough granulated sugar

into it to obtain a prettily colored decor-

ation. Sprinkle a little of it over the

top of the cream. The colored sugar may

be kept in a bottle for future use.

Compote of Peaelies With Rice

Cook quarter pound of rice in double

boiler in sufficient milk to cover. When

nearly cooked add a little vanilla and

one tablespoonful of granulated sugar.

Take saucepan off fire and keep it covered

for 10 minutes. Butter a mold and mix

a little butter with the rice and press

it down into the mold. Fill the center

until quite full with halves of peaches

which have been stewed for 10 minutes

in a little well-sweetened water, then

pour the syrup of the peaches over it.

If desired, stick the halves of sweet al-

monds in the center of each peach.

C.ANXF.n Pkaches. For method of can-

ning peaches, see Canninn and Presei-r-

infi Fruits, page 725.

Peach Buttck. See Cider Products

Made on Farm, page 811.
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PEAR
PreserTcd Pears

Pears for preserving should be firm.

Take, say, 12 Bartlett pears, peel, core

and cut in halves (quarter if large).

Take two and one-halt pounds of sugar,

the thin rind and juice of three lemons,

and about three pints of water. Put in

a preserving pan and boil for about 20

minutes, removing any scum; then put

in the pears and boil till tender. Take

up the pears carefully and put into sealed

jars, previously warmed; then if the

syrup seems thin and watery boil it up

quickly for a few minutes and pour over

the pears, covering them. The addition

of the lemons brings out the true flavor

of the pears. A few cloves added to the

syrup is jireferred by many instead of

lemons.

See Canning and Preserving Fruits,

page 725.

Pear Butter. See Cider Products Made
on the Farm, page 811.

PERSDIMOX
Persimmon (Japanese) Salad

Beginning at the blossom end, score

the skin of Japanese persimmons in

straight lines nearly to the stem end;

then with a sharp-pointed knife loosen

the skin from the pulp, thus forming

petal shapes. Score the pulp directly

under the scorings made on the skin,

and cut through to the center, thus par-

tially separating the fruit into sections

similar to the sections of an orange.

Set each fruit on heart leaves of lettuce.

Bend the sections of peel (petals) over

the lettuce. To a cup of mayonnaise

dressing add about one-third of a cup of

cream, beaten firm, also a few grains

each of salt and paprika. Serve the

dressing in a bowl apart.

PKUNE
Prune Souffle Pudding

Fourteen large prunes, whites of six

eggs, one cupful of sugar, one-fourth cup-

ful of chopped walnuts.

After the prunes have been boiled

until soft remove the stones and chop
fine. Beat the whites of the eggs until

very light; beat in the sugar gradually,

then add the prunes and nuts and turn

into a buttered baking-dish. Bake in a

slow oven for thirty minutes. It must

be served as soon as cooked, as the

pudding will fall. It is delicious with

cream.

Spiced Prunes

Wash two pounds of prunes. Boil down
a pint of vinegar and three pounds of

sugar, with a handful of whole spices,

until it is very syrupy. Add the prunes

to this mixture and let them simmer
very gently till they are soft.

Canned Prunes. For method of can-

ning, see Canning and, Preserving Fruits,

page 725.

Prune and Plusi Butter. See Cider

Produets Made on the Farm, page 811.

QUINCE

Apple and Quince Jam
When preserving quinces you are sure

to have some left-over juice. To a pint

add a pound of sliced apples and three-

fourths of a pound of granulated sugar.

Boil two hours, stirring well to prevent

burning. If you have no left-over juice,

cover the cores and parings of the

quinces with cold water, heat slowly until

they are soft; then strain off the juice

and add to the apples and sugar.

Quince Preserves. See Apple and

Quinee Preserves under Apple Reeipes,

tills section.

RAISIN REf'IPES

How to Cook Raisins

Raisins are delicious when returned to

their original form as near as may be

possible. Soak them, simmer them. The

result will be most pleasing. Fireless

cooker gives perfect results. Raisin juice

extracted in cooking is simply unferment-

ed grape juice and is very pleasing and
nourishing to weak stomachs.

In bringing out the good qualities of

puddings, cakes, and mince pies, the

raisin has no rival. Thanksgiving with-

out raisins would be like Thanksgiving

without turkey. But there are many
uses to which raisins are adapted that

are just becoming known. They are
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good, every-day food — an unrivaled

health food. The following recipes con-

vey some of the new ideas.

Raisin Puffs

Two eggs, one-half cup butter, three

teaspoons baking powder, two table-

spoons sugar, two cups flour, one cup

milk, one cup seeded raisins chopped fine.

Stoam one-half hour in small cups.

Sweet Raisin Rolls

One quart milk, four ounces lard, four

ounces sugar, one and one-half ounces

salt, yolks of five eggs, two ounces com-

pressed yeast, four pounds patent flour,

two pounds raisins, one-half ounce spices.

Cake in hot oven. When cold wash over

with thin water icing.

Honie-Miide Raisin Bread

One pint water, one pint sweet milk,

two ounces sugar, one ounce salt, two

ounces lard, one and one-half ounces com-

pressed yeast, two pounds seeded raisins,

four pounds flour (white or whole

wheat). Have milk and water warm.

Dissolve yeast in water. Mix dough

thoroughly. Let dough raise well, then

punch down and let raise again. Mould

in round loaves, and when raised bake in

hot oven of about 450 degrees. When
potato yeast is used, use one pint yeast

and one pint milk or water.

Raisin Brown Bread

Three cups yellow corn meal, one and

one-half cups graham flour, one and one-

half cups white flour, one cup N. O. mo-

lasses, one teaspoon soda dissolved in

one-half cup hot water, one teaspoon salt,

enough sour milk to make soft batter.

Mix flour and salt, then molasses with

soda, stir until foamy, then add milk and

one and one-half cups Sultana raisins.

Fill mould half full and steam three

hours.

Kaisiii Pic and Piiddintr

.Mock .Mince Pie—Cheap hut Good

Two cups Sultana raisins (one pound),

one-fourth cup vinegar (good), three-

fourths cup boiling water, one cup sugar,

one-fourth teaspoon cloves, one-half tea-

spoon cinnamon, one-fourth teaspoon all-

spice or nutmeg; little salt; chop or

grind raisins, add three-fourths cup boil-

ing water and cook 10 minutes. Mix
the vinegar, boiling water, sugar, salt,

spices, and boil until it becomes a syrup

(eight or ten minutes). Combine the

syrup and raisins and let cool slightly.

Cover and bake.

Raisin Pie (Without Eggs)

Two cups raisins (Sultana or Thomp-
sons preferred), small stick or one-hall

teaspoon cinnamon, one-half tablespoon

butter, one-half cup sugar, tablespoon

flour and pinch salt. Cover raisins with

boiling water, add cinnamon and cook

20 minutes. Mix sugar, salt and flour

and sprinkle one-half on lower pie crust;

add raisins and sprinkle with other one

half of sugar, etc. Add few dots of butter

and upper crust and bake.

Rice Pudding

Boil rice until tender. One quart milk,

three eggs beaten light, four tablespoons

sugar, one teaspoon vanilla, one and one-

half cups cooked rice, one cup seeded

raisins. Put in dish, grate nutmeg over

top and bake until brown.

Bread Pudding

Make custard of one quart milk, three

eggs and four tablespoons sugar; add

bread in small pieces and one cup raisins.

Flavor with vanilla and nutmeg and
bake.

RAISIN CAKES AlVD COOKIES

Si)lendid Raisin Cake

One-fourth cup butter or lard, one cup

sugar, one-half cup milk, two and one-

half teaspoons baking powder, two eggs,

one-half teaspoon vanilla, one and three-

fourths cups flour, one and one-fourth

cups chopped raisins. Cream butter and
add sugar gradually. Add beaten eggs

and milk. Add the flour sifted with bak-

ing powder, vanilla and raisins. Bake
in layer tins 20 to 30 minutes. Filling

—Whip one and one-half cups heavy

cream until stiff, add one-half teaspoon

vanilla, two tablespoons powdered sugar,

three and one-fourth cups chopped rais-

ins (finely chopped).
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Potato Cake With Raisins

One cup butter, two cups sugar, two

cups flour, one cup mashed potatoes, one-

half cup milk, one cup chopped walnuts,

one cup seeded raisins, one cup chocolate,

four eggs, one-third teaspoon cinnamon,

one-third teaspoon cloves, one-third tea-

spoon nutmeg, two teaspoons baking

powder. Spread dough In bread pan and

bake in medium hot oven.

Raisin Nnt Cake

Six eggs, two teacups sugar, three and

one-half cups flour, one cup butter, one

and one-half cups sweet milk, one cup

walnuts, two pounds raisins, one wine

glass brandy, two teaspoons baking

powder, spices to taste. Bake in mod-

erate oven.

Fruit Cookies

One pound sugar, one pound dark

brown sugar, one pound butter, one and

one-half pounds raisins, two and one-

halt pounds flour, one-half cup molasses,

eight eggs, cinnamon and cloves to taste,

one teaspoon soda dissolved in a little

hot water. Cream butter and sugar as

for regular cake and mix accordingly.

Drop a tablespoonful on a buttered pan

and it should spread like a cookie. If

too thin a little more flour may be added.

This is a very large amount.

Oatmeal and Raisin Gingerbread

Warm one pound of molasses with one-

fourth pound of butter, lard or dripping

and one-fourth pound of brown sugar.

Mix with one and one-half pounds of fine

oatmeal, one-half pound of flour, one tea-

spoonful of baking powder, one table-

spoonful of ground ginger, one-half tea-

spoonful of mixed spice, one ounce of

candied peel cut fine, and one pound of

raisins chopped small. Pour the molasses,

etc., over the dry ingredients and mix
well. Pour Into a buttered tin and bake.

A portion of this mixture can be made
into squares or nuts and baked in a slow

oven. Eggs may be worked in as for

ordinary cake if preferred. This is es-

pecially good and nourishing for chil-

dren.

Raisin Candies

Raisin Fudge

Two cups sugar, one cup milk, butter

size of an egg, one-half cup chocolate.

Cook, stirring continually until bubbles

break slowly. Have ready one-half pound
walnuts chopped fine and one pound
chopped seeded raisins. Add these and

stir until stiff and pour into buttered

pans; mark in squares when sufliciently

cool.

Raisin Chocolates

Select smooth seeded raisins. Put one-

half pound cake of vanilla sweet choc-

olate in a sauce pan over boiling water,

and when melted add two level table-

spoons butter and two of boiling water.

Dip raisins and put on oiled paper.

Raisin Panoche (For Confectioners)

Five pounds maple or brown sugar,

one and one-half pounds glucose cooked

with quart of rich milk to medium ball.

Grained off in kettle. Add three pounds

of seeded raisins and one pound almonds
or walnuts. Flavor with vanilla.

Italian Cream (For Confectioners)

Five pounds white sugar and one pound
glucose cooked with one quart cream to

medium ball. Grained off in kettle. Add
three pounds seeded raisins and one

pound walnuts. Flavor with vanilla.

Raisin Opera Caramels (For Confection-

ers)

Four pounds of sugar and three pounds

of glucose cooked with one gallon rich

cream to hard ball. Stir while cooking.

Set off and add five pounds seeded rais-

ins and few nuts if desired. Pour on

slab and mark in caramel squares.

Miscellaneous Raisin Recipes

Raisin Sandwiches

Delicious for afternoon teas, picnics

and children's lunches. Chop fine one

cup of seeded raisins, together with one

cup of nuts, preferably walnuts, mix with

whipped cream or the white of an egg

beaten, season with salt. Spread between

slices of bread cut very thin.

With Mayonnaise
Chop fine one-half pound seeded rais-

ins and one-fourth pound walnuts, to-
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getlior. Mix with a little mayoimaiso

dressing and spread between well-but-

tered pieces of steamed bread. The most

delicious sandwich ever offered a child.

Delicious Rnisin Ice Croam

Two cups (one pound) best seeded rais-

ins finely ground, two cups sugar, four

eggs, one pint rich cream, five pints fresh

milk, one teaspoonful pineapple flavor-

ing. Beat eggs well and add sugar and

beat again: add cream and beat again.

Thin raisins with milk and stir thorough-

ly in freezer. Makes one gallon of ice

cream fit for a royal family.

There is no finer fruit ice than finely--

ground seeded raisins added to ice cream

of any flavor.

Ilaisin Salnd

One cup celery cut in pieces, one-half

cup of walnuts, cut in pieces, one-half

cup chopped raisins. Combine and serve

on lettuce leaves with mayonnaise dress-

ing or cream dressing.

Stuffed Raisins for Lunches and Teas

Blanch almonds. Select large Muscat

raisins and take out seeds. Slit raisins

slightly and insert almonds and draw

skin around to cover opening.

romparatiTC Food Values

One pound of raisins represents a food

value equal to each of the following.

Six pounds of apples.

Five pounds of bananas.

Four and one-fourth pounds of po-

tatoes.

One pound of bread.

Four pounds of milk.

Four and three-fourths pounds of fish

(edible portion).

Two pounds of eggs.

One and one-third pounds of beef.

An important medicinal value of rais-

ins is in their la.xativ<,' effect.

—

V. S. Dept.

of Agriculture Bulletin No. 142.

RASI'UKKRV

Rasplicrry Buns

Two and one-half teaspoons raspberry

extract, four cupfuls flour, three-fourths

cupful sugar, one-half cupful butter, two

eggs, oni'-half cupful milk, two heaping

teaspoonfuls baking powder, some rasp-

berry jam, one-fourth teaspoonful salt.

Sift the flour, baking powder and salt

into a basin. Then rub in the butter

finely, and add the sugar. Beat up the

eggs, stir in the milk and raspberry ex-

tract, add these to the other ingredients,

mixing the whole to a stiff paste.

Divide the mixture into twelve or

fifteen pieces, shape each into a ball,

make a small hole in the middle, put

just a little raspberry jam into it, then

draw up the paste over the jam; put

the buns, with the side which had the

hole downwards, on a buttered baking

tin, brush them over witli a little beaten

egg, and dust over with sugar. Bake in

a hot oven for twenty minutes.

Rasi'berhv Jelly. See Canninq and

Preserving Fruits, page 729. Also see

Barberry and Apple Jelly under Apple

Recipes, this section.

To Can Red Raspberries

Put the wash boiler on the stove, with

small piece of lath or shingle in the

bottom, fill jars with the berries, being

careful not to crush them, set them in

the boiler, being careful that the jars

do not touch one another, and fill the

boiler up to three inches of top of jars

with cold water, let boil; in the mean-

time make a syrup of two cups water, one

of sugar, have it boiling hot, and when
the berries are at scalding (use a dairy

thermometer to ascertain that, by run-

ning it down into the jars of berries),

fill with the boiling syrup and screw on

the tops, removing at once from the

boiler. The berries will remain whole,

have a beautiful color and delicious

flavor.

Othei- fruits and berries may be

canned in the same way as raspberries.

The amount of sugar will of course vary

somewhat with the different kinds of

fruit, some requiring more sugar and

some less tlian raspberries.

For other methods, see Canning and

Preserving Fruits, page 725, and Canning

Fruit with Honey, this section.
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KHrBARB
Klnibarh Biittpr

Wash and chop fine the desired amount
of rhubarb. To each pound allow one

pint of sugar and just enough water to

keep it from burning. Let it simmer
very gently for an hour or even longer.

The time depends entirely upon the age

of the rhubarb. An asbestos mat should

be kept under the preserving kettle and
the rhubarb stirred frequently. This

makes a delicious butter, which may be

varied by adding half an orange pulp,

when a delicious marmalade will be the

result.

Pieplant Dniiipliiisrs

Cut up and cook until tender one and
one-half pounds of pie plant, sweetening

it with a heaping cupful of sugar cooked
in half a cupful of hot water. Cook
seven minutes. Make a paste with half

a cupful of flour, a scant half cupful of

butter and a level teaspoonful of baking
powder. Moisten just enough to hold

together with cold water. Roll out and
cut in four-inch rounds. Place two table-

spoonfuls of stewed pieplant in the

center of each round ; gather up the edges
into a ball, pinch the edges together,

brush with milk, sprinkle with sugar and
bake in a hot oven. Serve with a sauce
made with the remainder of the pieplant,

to which add a lump of butter the size

of a walnut and a tablespoonful of corn-

starch dissolved in cold water to thicken
it. Boil up once and serve.

Rhubarb Jeli.y. See Barberry and
Apple .TeUii under Apple Recipes, this sec-

tion.

STRAWBERRY
HuUinsr Strayiberries

A pair of candy tongs is especially use-
ful during the strawberry season. Hold-
ing a berry in the left hand, one can
remove its hull more quickly and easily
with these tongs than without them.
They save staining the fingers too, and
the accompanying accumulation of seeds
under the nails.

Sfniwlierry Cream .IpHj

For a delicious strawberry cream jelly

soak a package of gelatin in one cupful

of water for one hour, then pour over

it one pint of milk that has been scalded,

with one-half cupful of granulated sugar,

stir over the fire until thoroughly dis-

solved, strain into a bowl, and, when
partially cooled, stir in one cupful of

sweet cream that has been whipped to

a froth. Have ready one quart of ripe

strawberries, washed, hulled and crushed
with one cupful of fine white sugar; beat
them into the cooled gelatin mixture and
add gradually the strained juice of a
lemon. Turn the jelly into a mold that

has been standing full of cold water and
set on ice until firm. To serve, turn out
carefully on a shallow dish and garnish
with frosted strawberries rolled in gran-
ulated sugar.

Strawberry Ice Cream
A strawberry ice cream in which the

actual fruit is used and not merely the
flavoring extract, is quite ambrosial for

a hot-weather dessert. For this sprinkle
one and one-half cupfuls of granulated
sugar over one quart of hulled strawber-
ries and let it stand for an hour. Soak
one tablespoonful of gelatin in just
enough water to cover it for half an
hour, then pour slowly over it one quart
of thin cream that has been brought to

a scald with half a cupful of white
sugar. Stir until the gelatin is all dis-

solved, and when it is cool mix in the
strawberries, which have been pressed
through a fine sieve. Freeze and pack
in ice and salt.

Strawberry Shortcake
One cup of sour cream, one teaspoon-

ful of cream of tartar, two-thirds tea-

spoonful of soda, flour enough to make a
suitable dougli to roll out one-half inch
thick, bake nicely, split open and spread
each half with only the sweetest, fresh-
est butter, then pour on one of the
halves two whole cups of perfectly ripe,

luscious strawberries, put on the other
half for a cover, and pour over sweet-
ened cream when eaten.

Strawberry Slirnb

Over three quarts of hulled berries
pour sufficient vinegar to just cover, let

stand for two days, then drain off all the
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liquid without pressing. Pour it over a

second lot of berries, let stand as before

and drain a second time, then measure.

For one quart, take over half a cupful

of water, add to it one tablespoonful of

whole cloves and two tablespoonfuls of

broken stick cinnamon and simmer gent-

ly for l."") minutes. Strain, pressing hard,

add to the measured vinegar, and bring

to a boiling point. Add two pounds of

granulated sugar, boil 10 minutes longer

and bottle. A few tablespoonfuls to a

tumbler of water makes a delightful sum-

mer drink.

CANNED Strawberries. See Raspberries,

this section.

Strawberry Jelly. See Barberry and

Apple Jelly under Apple Recipes, this

section.

TAPIOCA

Fruit Tapioca

One cupful of pearl tapioca, strained

juice of one lemon, strained juice of one

and one-half oranges, one-half can of

sliced pineapple, shredded, with its juice,

one and one-fourth cupfuls of sugar, one

cupful of water, whites of two eggs.

Soak the tapioca over night in cold

water. In the morning drain off the

water and place the tapioca in a double

boiler with all the other ingredients ex-

cept the whites of the eggs. Cook until

clear. More than one cupful of water

may be found necessary. When done pour

into a large dish, then fold the whites

of the eggs, stiffly beaten, into the hot

tapioca. Serve cold with or without

cream.

Tiitfi-Fniifti Fillinir for Cake

Stone and chop half a pound of raisins;

cut one-fourth a pound of citron into thin

slices and one-fourth a pound of figs into

small pieces; blanch and slice one-fourth

a pound of almonds and cut half a pound

of crystallized fruits into small pieces;

squeeze over these the juice of one lemon.

Add one pound of confectioners' sugar

(sifted) and enough boiling water to

make a paste that will hold its shape.

CA>'M>G FRUIT WITH HONEY

There is no mystery or luck about the

successful canning of fruit. If properly

done, failure is almost out of the ques-

tion. The fruits or vegetables should

be barely ripe, never overripe, perfect

of their kind, or at least with no fer-

mentation started in them, and the

sooner they are taken from tree or gar-

den and sealed up in jars the better.

New fruit jars are best put over the

fire in cold water to cover them, brought

slowly to a boil, and slowly cooled;

then they will stand greater extremes

of heat and cold.

If particular about keeping the fruit

in shape, or where a large amount is to

be done at once, it is usually put un-

cooked into the jars and covered with

the honey. The jars are then set into

a large boiler with a perforated rest

under them to keep them from the bot-

tom. Fill the boiler with cold water

nearly to the shoulders of the jars.

Screw the tops on rather loosely; put

the cover on the boiler and bring to a

boil. Both fruit and vegetables can

be done up in this way. As a rule, the

latter is more difficult to keep than fruit,

and require much longer cooking.

Twelve quarts of raspberries require

two quarts of honey. Put two quarts

of the fruit in the preserving kettle and

heat slowly on the stove. Crush the

berries with a wooden vegetable masher

and spread a square of cheesecloth over

a bowl and turn the crushed berries and

juice into it. Press out the juice and

turn it into the preserving kettle. Add

two quarts of honey and put it on the

stove. When the syrup begins to boil,

add the remaining ten quarts of ber-

ries. Let them heat slowly. Boil ten

minutes, counting from the time they

begin to bubble. Skim well while boil-

ing. Put in cans and seal.

Of cherries, take six quarts, one and

one-half quarts of honey. Measure the

cherries after the stones have been re-

moved. Pit them or not, as you please.

If you pit them, be careful to save all

the juice. Put the honey in the pre-

serving kettle over the fire until it sim-

mers. Put in the cherries and heat slow-

ly to the boilin'; point. Boil ten minutes,

skimming carefully.
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Of pears, plums and peaches, you take

the weight of the fruit in honey. Plums

should boil about fifteen minutes; peaches

and pears from twenty to thirty.

Blackberries are put up same as rasp-

berries.

Of strawberries, take four quarts of

fruit and one and one-half quarts of

honey. Boil ten minutes. From the time

it begins to boil, skim well.

Of rhubarb, take equal weight of fruit

and honey. Boil ten minutes.

Of apples, take two quarts of fruit and

one pint of honey and a half pint of

water. Boil twenty minutes.

Of corn, take two quarts, cut off the

ear; half a pint of honey, one pint of

water, four even teaspoonfuls of salt;

boil twenty or thirty minutes, then put

into jars or bottles.

Of tomatoes, take three quarts, one

pint of honey, three tablespoonfuls of

salt; boil the same as corn.

Of corn and tomatoes, take two quarts

of corn, two quarts of tomatoes, one and
a half pints of honey, half a pint of

water, five even tablespoonfuls of salt;

boil thirty minutes, then seal.

Grape, raspberry, blackberry, cherry,

plum and peach juices are made as fol-

lows: One quart of juice, one pint of

honey; boil from ten to twenty min-

utes.

rOMBIMNG FRFITS
Many fruits can be bettered by judicious

use of other fruits. Blackberries and
blueberries make a better pie than single,

using blueberries in large quantity.

Combine quinces with apples.

Tomato preserves are improved with
sliced orange or lemon.

Jelly of apples and pears have pear

flavor and apple firmness. Strawberries

and gooseberries make better jam. To
five quarts strawberries add two of goose-

berries, either green or turning red.

Gooseberries, currants and raspberries

in equal parts make good jam.

Elderberries, with green grapes, goose-

berries or crabapples for jelly, sauce or

pie.

For roly poly or jam, black currants

and red currants.

Ripe red currants and ripe goose-

berries make good preserves or pies.

Black raspberries stewed with red,

juicy cherries.

Peach jam and grated pineapple is

pleasant.

Blackberries are improved with a cup-

ful of currant juice to each jar of fruit.

Evaporated peaches and apricots are

better than alone.

NATURAL FRUIT JAMS

Such fruit as red and black rasp-

berries and strawberries make the most

delicious uncooked jam and one can en-

joy a very palatable shortcake in the

middle of the winter at very small ex-

pense. To prepare this jam, be sure first

that your berries are sound. Throw out

all soft, mouldy or in any way decayed

fruit. This is imperative. Then mix
equal amounts of sugar and fruit, and
crush the whole mixture carefully. Be
sure that no berries are left whole.

Before putting into the jars some
•people stir the fruit occasionally for sev-

eral days to be sure that the sugar and
fruit become thoroughly mixed. After

the fruit and sugar are so mixed, put

them into fruit jars but do not seal them.

The only covering that should be given

them is a little paper to keep out dust.

If the jars are sealed, the chances are

that the fruit will spoil, but if left un-

sealed, it can be kept for some time. I

have kept it for two years.

Red and white currants treated this

way make a delicious jam. This is some-

what different from that known as sun-

dried jam. The sun-dried jam is cooked

somewhat. In the natural jam the flavor

of the fruit is preserved,

C. I. Lewis.

Corvallis, Ore.

VEGETABLES

For methods of canning vegetables, see

Canning Vegetables in the Home, page

732.

Artichokes

Globe Artichoke

The large flower bud of the Cynara

scolymtis is known as the globe or French

n
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artichoke. Tlu> ttowor buds must be used

before they open. The edible portion con-

sists of the thickeneil portion at the base

of the scales and the receptacles to which

the leaf-like scales are attached. In

cookery books the receptacles are always

spoken of as the bottoms. The parts of

the flower in the center of the bud are

railed the "choke" and must always be

removed.

When the artichoke is very young and

tender the edible parts may be eaten raw

as a salad. When it becomes hard, as it

does very quickly, it must be cooked.

When boiled it may be eaten as a salad or

with a sauce. The scales are pulled with

the fingers from the cooked head, the base

of each leaf dipped in the sauce and then

eaten. The bottoms (receptacles), which

many consider the most delicious part

of the artichoke, may be cut up and

served as a salad, or they may be stewed

and served with a sauce. To prepare the

artichoke remove all the hard outer

leaves. Cut off the stem close to the

leaves. Cut off the top of the bud. Prop

the artichokes into boiling water and

cook until tender, which will take from

30 to 50 minutes, then take up and re-

move the choke. Serve a dish of French

salad dressing with the artichokes, which

may be eaten either hot or cold. Melted

butter also makes a delicious sauce for

the artichokes if they are eaten hot.

.lernsalein Artielioke

This tuber is in season in the fall and

spring, and may be cooked like kohlralii

and served in a white cream or sauce.

The artichoke may also be cooked in

milk.

When this is done, cut the washed and

peeled artichoke into cubes, put in a

stewpan, and cover with milk (a generous

pint to a quart of cubes). Add one small

onion and cook twenty minutes. Beat

together one tablespoonful of butter and

one level tablespoonful of flour, and stir

this into the boiling milk. Then season

with a teaspoonful of salt and one-fourth

of a teaspoonful of pepper, and continue

the cooking half an hour longer. The

cooking should he done in a double boiler.

The artichoke also makes a very good

soup.

ASPARAGUS

This delicious spring vegetable should

be treated very simply, yet carefully.

Cut off the woody part, scrape the

lower part of the stalk. Wash well and

tie in bunches. Put into a deep stewpan.

with the cut end resting on the bottom of

the stewpan. Pour in boiling water to

come up to the tender heads, but not to

cover them. Add a teaspoonful of salt for

each quart of water. Place where the

water will boil. Cook until tender, hav-

ing the cover partially off the stewpan.

This will be 15 to 30 minutes, depend-

ing upon the freshness and tenderness

of the vegetable. Have some slices of

well-toasted bread on a platter. Butter

them slightly. Arrange the cooked as-

l)aragus on the toast, season with butter

and a little salt and serve at once. Save

the water in which the asparagus was

boiled to use in making vegetable soup.

Another method of cooking asparagus

is to cut all the tender part into short

pieces. Add boiling water enough to just

cover the vegetable and place where the

water will boil. Cook until tender (about

fifteen minutes), season with salt and

butter, and serve in the greater part of

the juice.

If preferred, a cream dressing may

be served with asparagus.

BEANS
To Blaiicli Green Beans

Green beans should always be blanched.

To do this drain them from the cold

water and put them into water that is

boiling rapidly, allowing a teaspoonful of

salt to two quarts of water. Boil rapid-

ly, with the cover partially off the sauce-

pan, for twenty minutes. Turn into a

colander and let cold water run upon

them. They are now ready to be finished

in any manner you like. The blanching

can be done in the morning while the

fire is good and the beans be finished

for dinner at the proper time.

Green Beans, Plain

One quart beans, one-half pint water,
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one generous tablespoonful butter, one

level teaspoonful salt.

String the beans if necessary and cut

into two-inch lengths. Blanch them as

directed. Drain and put in the saucepan

with the water, salt, and butter. Cook

for ten minutes over a hot fire, turning

the contents of the saucepan from time

to time. Serve very hot. If the beans

are not tender it may take fifteen minutes

to cook them, but under all circumstances

be careful not to overcook, as this ruins

the flavor. If overcooked, green beans

become yellow or brown.

Stewed Slielled Beans

One quart shelled beans, one-fourth

pound salt pork, one onion, one-half tea-

spoonful pepper, one tablespoonful flour,

one quart boiling water, salt to taste.

Cut the pork in slices and fry it slowly

ten minutes in a stewpan. Add the onion,

cut fine, and cook twenty minutes very

slowly. Cover the beans with boiling

water and boil ten minutes. Drain off

the water. Put the beans and flour in

the stewpan with the pork and onion,

and stir over the fire for five minutes.

Add the quart of boiling water and the

pepper. Place the saucepan where its

contents will simmer for two hours. Taste

to see if salt enough; if not, add salt.

This method of cooking new shelled

beans gives a savory and substantial

dish.

Green Lima Beans

Cover one quart of the shelled beans

with boiling water. Place on the fire

where they will boil up quickly, then

draw back where they will just simmer
until done. When tender pour off a part

of the water. Season the beans with a

teaspoonful of salt and two heaping table-

spoonsfuls of butter.

Or drain the water from the beans.

Put the butter in a saucepan with one

tablespoonful of flour. Stir over the fire

until smooth and frothy, then add the

beans and stir over the fire for five min-

utes. Draw back and add half a pint of

water, meat stock, or milk. Simmer ten

minutes. If liked, a tespoonful of fine

herbs may be added a few minutes before

serving. It will take from forty-five to

sixty minutes to boil the beans sufficiently.

Dried Beans

All dried beans require the same pre-

liminary treatment, no matter how they

are to be finally cooked and served. Look
them over carefully to remove all dirt

and pebbles, then wash clean. Soak them
overnight in plenty of cold water. In

the morning pour off the water and put
them in a stewpan with cold water
enough to cover them generously. Let
them come to the boiling point in this

water, then drain. If the beans are old

and hard, for each quart put a piece of

soda about the size of a large bean in

the water in which they are soaked over-

night, also in the first water in which
they are boiled.

The scalded and drained beans should

be put back in the stewpan and covered

generously with boiling water. Add one

tablespoonful of salt for one quart of

beans. They should now cook slowly,

with the cover partially off the stewpan
until they have reached the required de-

gree of tenderness. For stewed and baked
beans the cooking must stop when the

skins begin to crack. For beans served

with a sauce they should cook until per-

fectly tender, but they must not be broken
or mushy. For puree and soups they

should be cooked until very soft.

Puree of Dried Beans

Cook one quart of beans in water until

very soft, then drain well (saving the

water) and rub through a puree sieve.

Put one pint of the strained beans in a

stewpan with two tablespoonfuls of

butter or savory drippings, one teaspoon-

ful of sugar, one teaspoonful of salt, one-

fourth of a teaspoonful of pepper, and hot

milk enough to make the puree like thick

mush. About half a pint of milk will be

right. Cook in the double boiler for one

hour, stirring often and adding more
milk if too dry. Heap the puree in the

center of a hot platter. Garnish with

a circle of fried sausages, pork chous.

mutton chops, or any fat meat. The puree

may be served as a vegetable, with any
kind of meat. A soup may be made with
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the water in which the beans were coolv-

ed and the remainder of the strained

beans.

Pried Beans Smite

Cooli the beans until tender, but not

brolcen. Drain off the water and save it

for soup. For one quart of beans put

three tablespoonfuls of savory drippings

or butter in a large-bottomod stowpan.

When the fat is hot put in the drained

beans, which have been seasoned with a

tablespoonful of salt and half a teaspoon-

ful of pepper. Cook over a hot fire for

fifteen minutes, frequently turning the

beans over with a fork. Cover and let

them cook for half an hour where they

will not burn. If the beans are liked

moist add a cupful of meat broth, milk,

or water before putting them to cook for

the last half hour.

This dish may be made more savory

by frying a tablespoonful of minced

chives, shallot, or onion in the butter or

fat before adding the beans. A table-

spoonful of fine herbs may also be added

to the beans to make them more savory.

Dried Beans in Salad

Season the cooked and drained beans

with any of the salad dressings described

under salads, and serve as a salad.

Baked Beans

Cook the dried beans gently until the

skins begin to break, then drain off the

water. Put a layer of beans in a bean pot

or deep earthen dish, and on this layer,

in the center of the dish, place a piece

of salt pork ("streak of fat and streak

of lean"), having the rind side up, using

for one quart of beans a half pound of

pork; the rind should be scored. Fill up

the dish with the beans, and add season-

ing and water to cover the beans. The
simplest seasoning is one tablespoonful

of salt and half a teaspoonful of pepper

to a quart of beans. Mix the salt and

pepper with the water. If liked, a table-

spoonful of mustard may be added as

well as a tablespoonful or more of mo-

la-sses and an onion. Instead of the pork

a piece of salt or fat beef or mutton may
be employed. In this case there should

be from one and one-half to two pounds

of the meat per quart of beans. If fresh

meat be used, add more salt to the beans.

If, on the other hand, salt meat is used,

probably one teaspoonful of salt will be

enough.

When mutton is employed trim off

every particle of the skin.

Bake the beans in a very moderate

oven for eight or ten hours. Add a little

boiling water from time to time, but

never enough to bring the water beyond

the top of the beans. Any kind of bean

may be baked in this manner. However,

the small pea bean is the best for "Boston

baked beans." The Lima and large white

beans are best for the deep earthen dish.

Do not cover the beans while baking.

Lentils

Lentils may be cooked in puree, soups,

etc., like dried beans.

BEETS
Beets are among our most useful vege-

tables, since they may be had all through

the summer and may also be stored in

good condition for winter use. Some-

times beets are cut in small pieces, af-

ter boiling, and served with white sauce,

but the most common as well as the most

palatable way of serving them is with

butter.

Beets With Butter

Wash the beets, being careful not to

break the skin. Put into a stewpan and

cover generously with boiling water and

boil until tender. Young beets will cook

in one hour. As the beets grow old the

time of cooking must be increased. In

winter this vegetable becomes so hard

it may require four or more hours of

steady boiling to soften it. It is then

only suitable for pickling in vinegar

after being thoroughly boiled.

When the young beets are cooked take

them from the boiling water and drop

them into cold water. Rub off the skin.

Cut the beets in thin slices and season

with salt and butter. Serve at once.

Beet Greens

Beets are usually thickly sowed, and

as the young beet plants begin to grow

they must be thinned out. The young
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plants pulled from the bed make deli-

cious greens, particularly it the root has

attained some little size. Unfortunately,

of late years the leaves are attacked by

insects; therefore, they must be exam-

ined leaf by leaf, and all which are in-

fested rejected. Do not separate the

roots from the leaves. Wash thoroughly

in many waters. Put into a stewpan

and cover generously with boiling water.

Add a teaspoonful of salt for every two

quarts of greens. Boil rapidly until ten-

der. This will be about thirty minutes.

Drain off the water, chop rather coarse,

season with butter and salt.

The vegetable may be boiled with pork

as directed for "Cabbage and Pork."

BROCCOLI
This vegetable is a species of cauli-

flower, and can be cooked and served in

the same manner.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS
Remove the wilted or yellow leaves

from the little heads or "sprouts," cut

the stock close to the head, and soak

in salted cold water for an hour or more.

Drain well and put into plenty of boiling

water. Allow one teaspoonful of salt to

two quarts of water. Boil rapidly for

15 or 20 minutes, the time depending on

the size of the heads. When done turn

into a colander and pour cold water over

the heads. They are now ready to cook

in butter, or to serve with any kind of

sauce. Or the boiling water may be

drained from the sprouts, which can then

be seasoned with butter, salt and pepper.

Brussels Sprouts Saute
One quart Brussels sprouts, three table-

spoonfuls butter, one-half teaspoonful

salt, one-fourth teaspoonful pepper.

To sauter a food is to cook it quickly

in a frying pan in a little fat. Blanch
the sprouts and drain well. Put them
into a broart-bottomeil saucepan with the

butter and other seasonings. Place over

a hot fire and shake frequently. Cook
five minutes. Serve hot.

CABBAGE
To Boil Caliba!?e

Cut a small head of cabbage into four

parts, cutting down through the stock.

Soak for half an hour in a pan of cold

water to which has been added a table-

spoonful of salt; this is to draw out any
insects that may be hidden in the leaves.

Take from the water and cut into slices.

Have a large stewpan half full of boiling

water; put in the cabbage, pushing it

under the water with a spoon. Add one
tablespoonful of salt and cook from 25

to 45 minutes, depending upon the age
of the cabbage. Turn into a colander

and drain for about two minutes. Put in

a chopping bowl and mince. Season with
butter, pepper and more salt if it re-

quires it. Allow a tablespoonful of but-

ter to a generous pint of the cooked
vegetable. Cabbage cooked in this man-
ner will be of delicate flavor and may
be generally eaten without distress. Have
the kitchen windows open at the top

while the cabbage is boiling and there

will be little if any odor of cabbage in

the house.

Cabbape Cooked With Pork
For a small head of cabbage use about

half a pound of mixed salt pork. Boil

the pork gently for three or four hours.

Prepare the cabbage as for plain boiled

cabbage. Drain well and put on to boil

with the pork. Boil rapidly for 25 to

45 minutes. Serve the pork with the

cabbage. The vegetable may require a
little more salt.

Smoked bacon or ham may be substi-

tuted for the pork. Cabbage may be
cooked in water in which corned beef

was boiled.

Cabbage With Sausage
Six sausages, one quart minced cab-

bage, one-half teaspoonful pepper, salt,

if necessary.

Fry the sausages crisp and brown.

Take from the frying pan and pour off

all but three tablespoonfuls of the fat.

Put the minced cabbage in the frying

pan and cook six minutes. Arrange in a

hot dish and garnish with the sausages.

Serve mashed potatoes with this dish.

CARROTS
Carrots With White Sauce

Scrape the carrots lightly; then cut

into large dice or slices. Put into a
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stewpan with saltod boiling water, al-

lowing a teaspoonful of salt for a quart

of water and boil until tender. The

young carrots will cook in 30 minutes

and the old ones in 45. Drain, season

with a little salt, put them in a vegetable

dish and pour the white sauce over them.

Or the carrots may be cut into dice

before cooking and boiled and drained

as directed; then put them back in the

stewpan, and for every pint add one table-

spoonful of butter, one teaspoonful of

sugar, half a teaspoonful of salt and

one gill of water or meat stock. Cook

over a hot fire until the carrots have ab-

sorbed the seasonings and liquid.

Carrots a la Fonlette

Wash and scrape carrots and cut in

small cubes; there should be two cupfuls.

Remember that the best flavor, as well

as the brightest color, lies nearest the

skin, for which reason they should never

be pared. Cover with boiling water and

let stand five minutes. Drain and cook

in boiling salted water, to cover, until

soft. Melt three tablespoonfuls of butter,

add three tablespoonfuls of flour and stir

until well blended; then pour on grad-

ually, while stirring constantly, one cup-

ful of chicken stock (the liquor in which

a fowl has been cooked) and one-half

cupful of rich milk, or cream. Bring to

the boiling point and add carrot cubes

and one-half teaspoonful of lemon juice

and season with salt and pepper. As soon

as thoroughly heated, add the yolks of

two eggs, slightly beaten. Turn into a

hot vegetable dish, garnish with a sprig

of parsley and serve at once.

CAITIvIFLOWER

This vegetable, which a few years ago

was a luxury, is now cultivated by nearly

all market gardeners, and is within the

means of all housekeepers. It is a most
delicious vegetable when properly cooked,

and vile when improperly cooked, which
generally means when overcooked.

Remove all the large green leaves and
the greater part of the stalk. Put the

head down in a pan of cold water which
contains to each quart a teaspoonful of

salt and a teaspoonful of vinegar. Let

it soak in this water an hour or more.

This is to draw out worms, if any should

be hidden in the vegetable. When ready

to cook the cauliflower put it into a large

f.tewpan, stem end down, and cover gen-

erously with boiling water. Add a table-

spoonful of salt and cook with the cover

of the saucepan partially off, boiling

gently all the time. A large, compact

head will require a full half hour, small

heads from 20 to 25 minutes. If the

flowers are loose the heat penetrates to

all parts quickly. When compact a little

extra time should be allowed for the

cooking, but the time must never exceed

the half hour. The cauliflower begins

to deteriorate the moment it begins to

be overcooked. Overcooking, which is

very common, can be told by the strong

flavor and dark color. It makes the veg-

etable not only unpleasant to the eye

and palate, but indigestible also. If this

vegetable must be kept warm for any

length of time, cover the dish with a

piece of cheesecloth. In hotels and res-

taurants it is better to blanch it, chill

with cold water and then heat in salted

boiling water when needed.

Creamed Cauliflower

One pint cooked cauliflower, one pint

milk, one teaspoonful salt, one-third tea-

spoonful pepper, one tablespoonful but-

ter, one-half tablespoonful flour, three

slices toasted bread.

Have the cooked cauliflower broken

into branches and seasoned with half the

salt and pepper. Put the butter in a

saucepan and on the fire. When hot add

the flour and stir until smooth and

frothy, then gradually add the milk, stir-

ring all the time. When the sauce boils

add the salt, pepper and the cauliflower.

Cook 10 minutes and dish on the slices

of toast. Serve very hot.

CELEKLVr
This vegetable is also known as "knot

celery" and "turnip-rooted celery." The

roots, which are about the size of a

white turnip, and not the stalks, are

eaten. They are more often used as a

vegetable than as a salad.

Pare the celeriac, cut in thin, narrow
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slices and put into cold water. Drain

from this water and drop into boiling

water and boil 30 minutes. Drain and

rinse with cold water. The celeriac is

now ready to be prepared and served the

same as celery.

CELERY

Only the tender, inner stalks should be

eaten raw. The hard, outside stalks

make a delicious and wholesome dish

when properly cooked. When thus used,

celery should be blanched and served

with a sauce.

Slewed Celery

To blanch celery in cooking, remove

all the leaves from the stalks. Scrape

off all rusted or dark spots, cut into

pieces about three inches long and put

in cold water. Have a stewpan of boil-

ing water on the fire, wash and drain

the celery and put in the boiling water.

Add one teaspoonful of salt for every

two quarts of water. Boil rapidly for

15 minutes, having the cover partially

off the stewpan. Pour off the water and

rinse with cold water, then drain. The
celery is now ready to finish in the fol-

lowing manner: Put the celery in the

stewpan with one talilespoonful of butter,

and one teaspoonful of salt for each

quart of celery. Cover and cook slowly

for 15 minutes. Shake the pan fre-

quently while the celery is cooking. Serve

hot.

GREEN CORN
Boiled Corn on the Cob

The most satisfactory way to serve

green corn is on the cob. Free the corn

from husks and "silk." Have a kettle

of water boiling hard, drop the corn into

the water and cook 10 minutes. If only

a few ears of corn are put in a kettle

of boiling water, the temperature of the

water is not lowered greatly and the corn

will cook in eight minutes. On the other

hand, if a large quantity of corn is

crowded into a kettle of boiling water,

the temperature is very much lowered

and the time of cooking must be in-

creased. When possible, surround the

corn with a generous quantity of boiling

water.

Com Cut from Cob

Corn may be cut from the cob and
heated with butter, pepper and a little

milk. For this dish cook the ears five

minutes in boiling water to set the juice.

Then with a sharp knife cut through the

center of each row of grains and with

the back of a case knife press the grains

of corn from the hulls. Put the corn in

a saucepan and season with salt, pepper

and butter. Add enough hot milk to

moisten well and cook 10 minutes. Serve

at once.

The raw corn may be cut from the cob

and treated in the same manner.

Corn Oysters

Grate raw corn from cobs. To one cup-

ful of pulp add one egg well beaten and
one-fourth cupful of flour. Season highly

with salt and pepper. Drop by spoon-

fuls on a hot, well-greased griddle. Saute

until browned on one side, turn and
brown other side. Try these, when your

corn is not as sweet as you wish it to

be to eat from the cob.

Snccotash

To a pint of corn cooked as above add

a pint of cooked and seasoned shelled

beans.

CUCUMBERS
The cucumber Is much oftener eaten

in the United States as a salad than

cooked, yet it is a very palatable veg-

etable when stewed and served with a

white sauce or seasoned with butter, salt

and pepper and served on toast. The

pared and quartered cucumber should be

cooked until tender in boiling salted

water, which will require about 15 min-

utes, and then served as directed. Cu-

cumbers may also be cut in slices length-

wise and fried like summer squash or

eggplant.

Stewed Cucumbers

Stew pared cucumbers, cut in quarters

or in thick slices, for 15 minutes in a

saucepan with a little water and a

minced shallot or a small minced onion.

Pour off the water; stir in a little flour,

butter and salt; heat for two or three

minutes and then serve.
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riiciiiiil)pr Smite

Boil pared and quartered ciicuiubers

for three minutes only. Then drain the

pieces and season with salt and pepper.

Roll in flour and cook in a saucepan with

butter for 20 minutes. This dish may
be varied by adding minced parsley,

chives and chervil about five minutes

before the cooking is finished.

Stuffed riicuiiiber Cups

Stuffed cucumber cups make a tasty

entree which is something of a novelty.

Pare cucumbers, cut in two-inch pieces,

crosswise, and remove seeds. Place cups

thus made in pan and fill with the fol-

lowing mixture: To four tablespoonfuls

of soft, stale bread crumlis add two table-

spoonfuls of finely chopped, cooked ham,

two tablespoonfuls of grated Parmesan

cheese. Season with salt, pepper and

cayenne and moisten with tomato sauce.

Surround cups with chicken stock and

bake in a moderate oven 30 minutes. Re-

move to buttered pan, cover with but-

tered crumbs and bake until crumbs are

brown.

EGGPLATfT

This vegetable, as well as potato and

tomato, belongs to the nightshade fam-

ily. Like all succulent green vegetables,

it has little nutritive value. The com-

mon methods of cooking are by frying,

broiling and baking.

linked Eggplant

For baked egprplant make a dressing

as for stuffed peppers, except that a little

more salt, pepper and butter are used.

Cut the eggplant in two lengthwise,

scrape out the inside and mash it fine,

then mix with the dressing and return

to the shells. Place on a pan and in the

oven. Cook 45 minutes.

Fried Ecirplant

For fried eggplant cut the vegetable

in slices about half an inch thick and

pare. Sprinkle the slices with salt and

pile them upon one another, put a plate

with a weight on top of the slices. Let

them rest for an hour, then remove

weight and plate. Add one tablespoonful

of water, half a tablespoonful of salt and

half a teaspoonful of pepper to an egg.

Beat well. Dip the slices of eggplant in

the egg, then in dried bread crumbs.

Spread on a dish for 20 or more minutes.

Fry till brown (in deep fat).

Broiled Eggplant

The eggplant is sliced and drained as

directed above. Then spread the slices

on a dish, season with pepper and baste

with salad oil, sprinkle with dried bread

crumbs and broil.

KALE, OR BORECOLE
There are several varieties of this veg-

etable. The dwarf, green-curled kale is

the best for the table and is a fall and

spring vegetable. The leaves are sweeter

and more tender after having been

touched by the frost. In the North the

roots may be banked with earth at the

beginning of winter and when extreme

cold weather sets in the plants may be

covered lightly with hay or straw. In

the spring the old stalks will produce

young shoots that make delicious greens.

Kale Boiled With Pork

Cook the kale the same as cabbage

with pork.

Jlinced Kale

Remove all the old or tough leaves.

Wash the kale thoroughly and drain,

then put on to cook in a kettle of boiling

water, to which has been added salt in

the proportion of one tablespoonful to

four quarts of water. Boil rapidly, with

the cover off the kettle, until the veg-

etable is tender. Pour off the water and
chop the kale rather fine; then put back

into the kettle and add one tablespoonful

of butter and two of meat broth or water

for each pint of the minced vegetable.

Add more salt if required. Cook for 10

minutes and serve at once. The time

required for cooking kale varies from 30

to .50 minutes. If young and fresh from
the garden it will cook in 30 minutes.

Sea Kale

This is a delicious spring vegetable. It

requires practically the same culture as

asparagus, and the young shoots are

cooked in the same way as this veg-

etable. Sea kale may be cut the third
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year from the planting of the seed. Cut-

ting should not be continued after the

flower heads begin to form. The flower

heads may be cooked the same as broc-

coli.

KOHLRABI, OR TURNIP CABBAGE

Wash and pare the vegetables, then

cut in thin slices. Put into slightly-

salted boiling water and boil, with the

cover partially off the stewpan, until the

vegetable is tender. This will take from

30 to 50 minutes. Pour off the water and
season with butter, salt and pepper.

Kohlrabi may be boiled with pork in

the same way as cabbage. The cold

boiled vegetable may be served as a salad.

OKRA
Though okra, a variety of Hibiscus

with mucilaginous edible pods, will grow

in most parts of the United States, it is

much more commonly eaten in the South-

ern states than elsewhere. The young

pods should be boiled in salted water

until tender (about 20 minutes), drained

and heated for five minutes with cream

(a scant cup to a quart of okra), a table-

snoonful of butter and salt and pepper.

Okra is also a common ingredient of

soups.

ONION

Boiled Onions in Wliite Sauce

Peel the onions and cut off the roots,

dropping into cold water as fast as they

are peeled. Drain from the cold water

and put in a stewpan with boiling water

to cover generously. Add a teaspoonful

of salt for each quart of water. Boil

rapidly for 10 minutes, with the cover

partially off the saucepan. Drain off the

water and cover the onion with hot sweet
milk (a quart of onions will require a

pint of milk). Simmer for half an hour.

Beat together one tablespoonful of but-

ter and one level tablespoonful of flour.

Add one teaspoonful of salt and one-

fourth of a teaspoonful of white pepper.

Gradually beat in about half a cupful of

the milk in which the onions are cook-

ing. When smooth, stir the mixture into

the onions and milk. Let the dish cook
10 minutes longer and serve.

Stewed Onions

Cut the onions in slices and boil in

salted water for 10 minutes. Drain well

and return to the stewpan.

For a quart and a half of onion, meas-
ured before it is boiled, add two taljle-

spoonfuls of butter, one teaspoonful of

salt and one-fourth of a teaspoonful of

pepper. Cover the stewpan and cook over
a hot fire for five minutes, shaking the
pan to prevent the onion from browning.
Set the stewpan back where the contents

will cook slowly for 40 minutes. Drip-

pings may be substituted for the butter,

but, of course, the dish will not be so
delicate in flavor.

Broiled Onions

For this dish a broiler, in which the

wires run both ways, is needed, other-

wise the onions persist in dropping into

the fire. Put onions in cold water and
remove skins while under water, then
there is no trouble with one's eyes

"watering." Cut in one-fourth-inch slices,

arrange in a broiler, brushed over with
butter. Set over dripping pan and bake
until onions are soft; then broil over a
clear fire to brown on one side, then turn
and brown other side. Spread with but-

ter and sprinkle with salt and pepper.

These make a very attractive garnish for

broiled beefsteak.

Baked Onions

Peel six onions and place in a baking
dish with two tablespoons of butter, salt,

pepper and half a cup of water. Bake
in a moderate oven until tender, basting

occasionally with the butter and water in

bottom of the dish.

PARSNIPS

This vegetable, because of its pro-

nounced taste, is probably not so gen-

erally liked as are most of the other

roots. It is at its best in the early

spring, when it has been in the ground
all winter.

The simplest method of cooking the

parsnip is to wash it clean, boil it and
then scrape off the skin. Now cut in

slices and put in the vegetable dish. Sea-

son with salt and butter. When the
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parsnips are tender and just out of tlio

ground they will cook in 35 minutes;

wlien old it takes from 40 to 50 minutes

to cook them. Tlie cooked and peeled

parsnips may be chopped rather coarse,

seasoned with salt and put into a stew-

pan with hot milk enough to cover them.

Place the stcwpan on the range where

the heat is moderate.

For a pint and a halt of parsnips beat

together one tahlespoonful of butter and
one teaspoonful of flour. Stir into the

parsnips and milk. Simmer for 10 min-

utes. Parsnips are often cut in slices

after boiling and fried in butter.

OREE\ PEAS

This vegetable should be gathered

when the seeds are about half grown,

and it should be cooked as soon as pos-

sible after gathering. When the peas

are thus young and tender they are best

simply boiled and seasoned with salt and

good butter. Some varieties of peas lack

sweetness, and in this case a little sugar

in the water in which they are cooked

improves the flavor. Overcooking spoils

the color and flavor of the vegetable.

Peas should always be boiled slowly and

with the cover partially off the stewpan.

It is impossible to give the exact time

of cooking this vegetable, since so much
depends upon the maturity of the peas,

the length of time they have been picked,

etc. Young, tender peas will generally

cook in 20 or 30 minutes, and the sea-

soning should be added while they are

still firm and crisp. If the peas are

cooked until the green color of the chlo-

rophyll is destroyed they are overdone

and their delicate flavor is spoiled. When
peas are overgrown and a little hard
they should be cooked by the rule "Peas

with pork." When this rule is followed

a pinch of delicate, small, white onions

may be added to the peas and other in-

gredients and will give a very savory

dish. Peas that have lost much of their

natural sweetness are improved by a bit

of sugar.

Hoilert Peas With IJiiUer

Put one quart of shelled peas in a

stewpan and add enough boiling water

to cover them generously. Place over a

hot fire and when they begin to boil draw
back where the water will bubble gently.

Until the peas are done cook with the

cover partially off the stewpan. When
the peas are tender add one teaspoonful

of salt and three tablespoonfuls of good

butter. Cook 10 minutes longer. If the

peas are not the sweet kind add a tea-

spoonful of sugar with the salt and
butter.

Peas With Pork

One quart peas, four ounces pork, one

tahlespoonful butter, one gill water (one-

half cupful), two small white onions, one-

eighth teaspoonful pepper.

Cut pork into small bits. Put butter

into stewpan and on the fire. When the

butter is melted add the pork and cook

gently until a light brown, then add the

water, peas, onion and pepper. This is

a good way to cook peas when they are

a little old and hard.

Peas With Lettuce

One quart peas, two tablespoonfuls but-

ter, one head lettuce (the heart), one

small onion, one teaspoonful sugar, one-

half gill water.

Put all the ingredients into a stewpan,

cover and place over the fire and cook

for five minutes, tossing the vegetables

several times. Now draw the pan back

where the contents will simmer slowly

for half an hour.

Sugar Peas

The green pods of the sugar pea may
be prepared like string beans.

Gather the pods while the seeds are

still very small. String them like beans

and cut into two or three lengths. Cover

with boiling water and boil gently until

tender. If they are young and fresh they

will cook in 25 or 30 minutes. Pour oft

some of the water, which will serve for

soup. Season with salt and butter and

serve at once. When the pods are fresh

and tender they have an exquisite flavor.

When the seeds have grown large and

tlie pods become tough they may be

shelled and cooked like any other variety

of peas. The seeds of the sugar pea are

tender and fine flavored.
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GREEN PEPPERS
The sweet green pepper, though fairly

common in our city marliets, is not as

widely known as a vegetable as it de-

serves. Sliced, it makes a very fine salad

alone, or, more commonly, mixed with

other salad plants like lettuce. Stuffed

and baked peppers are very palatable.

Green Peppers Stuffed and Baked

Use only tender sweet peppers. For six

medium-sized peppers make a dressing in

the following manner: Soak, in cold

water, enough stale bread to make one

pint when the water is pressed out. Sea-

son this with two teaspooufuls of salt, one

tablespoonful of fine herbs, about one-fifth

of a teaspoonful each of sweet basil and

summer savory, and two tablespoonfuls of

butter or savory drippings.

Cut off the stem end of the pepper and

remove all the interior, being careful to

take out every seed. Fill the peppers

with the dressing. Place them on end in

a shallow baking dish and pour around

them a sauce prepared as follows:

Put into a saucepan and on the fire one

tablespoonful of drippings. When hot,

add one level tablespoonful of iiour. Stir

until smooth and brown, then add, gradu-

ally, three gills of meat stock or water.

Season with one level teaspoonful of salt.

Cook five minutes, then pour around the

stuffed peppers. Put the dish in a moder-

ately hot oven and bake the peppers one

hour, basting often with the sauce in the

dish. Peppers may also be filled with a

well-seasoned dressing of chopped meat,

made with or without the addition of

bread crumbs or rice.

PICKLES

For sweet pickles, boil together two

pounds brown sugar, two quarts cider

vinegar, one teaspoon each of cinnamon,

cloves, nutmeg, ginger, cayenne pepper

and a tablespoon of whole mustard. Pour
over cucumbers and seal.

For sour pickles, add a cup of grated

horseradish to each gollon, then pour over

clear hot vinegar and seal.

It is not generally known that green

muskmelons can be put down in brine

the same as cucumbers, then soaked and

made into sweet pickles even more de-

lightful in flavor than the best of other

pickles, but such is the case.

Before putting in brine merely open and

remove seeds; when freshened remove

tough skins before pouring on the

syrup. The late ones that refuse to ripen

may be used.

Bean Pickles

Take tender string beans, string them,

and boil or steam them whole in salted

water until done tender. Then place in a

jar, sprinkling each layer with a little

red pepper, or cayenne, to season. Or
mix some chopped green pepper with

them, then cover with strong vinegar.

Pickled Canliflower

Break the cauliflower in small clusters,

plunge in boiling salted water for three

minutes, drain, and cover with cold vine-

gar, let stand for two days, then pack into

glass or stone jars. On third day boil

vinegar, add red pepper to taste and pour

over cauliflower, then seal.

Grandfather's Chopped Pickle

Use one dozen green tomatoes, three

heads of celery, one head of cabbage,

three green peppers (seeds removed), one-

half dozen good-sized onions, two large

cucumbers, one cup of nasturtium seeds.

Chop all together and scald in a weak
brine, drain, and scald in about a quart

of vinegar and water. Drain this off, and

pour over the pickle, hot, the following:

Two quarts of vinegar, one and one-

half pounds of brown sugar, one-quai-ter

of a pound of white mustard seed, one

tablespoonful of cinnamon, one teaspoon-

ful each of red pepper, ground mustard,

clove and allspice. Put in a stone crock.

Ripe Cucumber Pickle

Take large thick ones, remove skins

and seeds; cut into rings or pieces suit-

able for serving. Boil until clear but not

too soft in water to which has been added

vinegar to give sour taste. Put into col-

ander and drain. It is really better to

let them stand several hours, pouring off

the water frequently. Many failures arise

from the fact that this is not done. The
water comes out into the syrup and con-

sequently the pickles spoil. Or one can
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cover with cold vinegar and let stand 24

hours. It's less work, but more expen-

sive, as the vinegar can not be used again.

To each quart of vinegar tor the syrup

use two pounds of sugar and one ounce

of cassia buds or a little more of the

stick cinnamon and a little salt, about

one tablespoonful. Boil together for 20

minutes. If put into crocks keep closely

covered.

Dill Pickles

Line bottom of a three-gallon crock

with grape leaves, add double layer of

washed cucumbers; cover these lightly

with fresh dill, then layer of leaves, etc.,

till crock is nearly full. Boil one large

cup of salt and 19 cups of water, adding

one teaspoon of coriander seed; when

cool pour over pickles. Place a plate on

top and weight down. In a few hours the

brine will cover contents of crock.

Mustard Pickles

One quart each of small whole cucum-

bers, green tomatoes, small onions, one

large cauliflower or cabbage, four green

peppers cut fine, two stalks celery cut

fine.

Make brine of four quarts of water and

one-half pint salt. Pour over the mixture

of vegetables and soak over night. Next

morning heat up just enough to scald

and drain in colander. Then mix one-half

cup flour, one tablespoon turmeric, six

tablespoons mustard with two quarts cold

vinegar and stir into a smooth paste. Add
one cup sugar, two quarts vinegar and

boil mixture until it thickens and is

smooth, stirring all the time. Add vege-

tables and cook until well heated through.

This is delicious and equal in every

way to the prepared mustard pickles

found in the stores.

Pickled Onions

Make a brine, let it come to a boil

and skim. Put in the small onions, let

come to a boil, then stand on the back of

the stove for 1.5 minutes. Boil together

five minutes one quart of vinegar, one

large red pepper, chopped, seeds as well as

outside. Fill quart jars with warm
onions, pour in vinegar to overflowing

and seal. These will keep any length of

time and will be ready for use in two

weeks.

Piecnllly

Two gallons cabbage, one gallon to-

matoes, 12 large onions chopped, mixed

and well drained. One and one-half

pounds of brown sugar, quarter-pound

mustard seed, one ounce each of celery

seed, cloves, allspice and pepper, one gill

of salt, one gallon of good vinegar. Boil

all together slowly for 30 minutes. One
ounce of tumeric may be added if one

likes the flavor or yellow color.

Green Tomato Pickle

One peck of green tomatoes sliced the

day before pickling and sprinkled through

and through with a little salt.

In the morning drain off the liquor.

One dozen onions sliced, six red peppers

chopped coarsely. Put in a suitable keg

layers of tomatoes, then onions. Be-

tween each sprinkle the peppers and one

cup sugar, one tablespoon each of cloves

and cinnamon, one of mustard, teaspoon

of cloves. Pour over vinegar to cover

and boil 30 minutes. This is excellent.

AVatermolon Sweet Pickles

To each quart of best vinegar add three

pounds of brown sugar, and mixed spices

to taste. Tie the spice in a cloth and

boil in the vinegar and sugar for five

minutes. Pour it over the rind which has

been peeled and cut in pieces of size and

shape desired and let stand for 24 hours.

Then boil all together until the rind is

clear, remove the rind, place in jars, boil

down the syrup, and pour it over the

melon.

POTATOES
Boiled Potatoes

The method and time given for boil-

ing potatoes are the same whether the po-

tato be peeled, partially peeled, or left

with the skin intact. If a dozen or two

ordinary sized potatoes are put on the fire

in a large stewpan and are covered gen-

erously with boiling water and a cover

is immediately put on the stewpan, they

will be cooked to the proper point in 30

minutes from the time the cover was put

on the stewpan. Small potatoes will cook

in two minutes less time, and very large
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potatoes will require about 35 minutes

cooking. If the potatoes are to be boiled

In their skins, wash them until clean

and then with a sharp knife cut a nar-

row band of the skin from the center of

the potato. Cut a little bit of the skin

from each end of the potato. If the po-

tatoes are to be peeled, use a very sharp

knife and remove the thinnest possible

layer. The skins may be scraped off, if

preferred, and there are special knives

for this purpose. Let the potatoes boil 15

minutes, then add one tablespoonful of

salt for every dozen potatoes. When the

potatoes have been cooking 30 minutes,

drain off every drop of water and let all

the steam pass off. They are now ready

to serve, though they will not be injured

but in fact will be improved by being

kept hot for an hour or more, if they are

well ventilated in such a way that they

dry rather than retain moisture.

When boiled or steamed potatoes must
be kept warm for any length of time,

place the stewpan on the range on a

tripod or iron ring and cover the pota-

toes with one thickness of cheesecloth.

This will protect them from the cold air

and allow the moisture to pass off.

Steamed Potatoes

Steamed potatoes are prepared as for

boiling, put in a closed vessel having a

perforated bottom, which is then put over

a kettle of boiling water. The water must
be kept boiling hard every moment. They
will require from 30 to 40 minutes to cook.

Baked Potatoes

Select potatoes having a smooth, un-

marred surface. Wash perfectly clean

and let them drain. Put them in an old

baking pan kept for this purpose—do not

crowd them—and put in a hot oven. If

the oven is large and hot and the po-

tatoes of medium size, 40 minutes will

answer for the cooking. On the other

hand, if the oven is filled with cold pota-

toes the temperature of the oven will be

reduced quickly and it will require an
hour to cook the potatoes. Baked pota-

toes should be served as soon as they

are done. If they must be kept any
time after the cooking is completed, break

them in order that the moisture may es-

cape. Keep them in a warm oven or

covered with cheesecloth in a stewpan.

Escalloped Potatoes

This dish may be prepared by mixing a

pint and a half of cold potatoes cut in

cubes and seasoned with a teaspoonful

of salt, one-fourth of a teaspoonful of

pepper and a pint of cream sauce. Put

the mixture in a shallow baking dish,

cover with grated bread crumbs and dot

with butter. Bake half an hour in a

moderate oven.

Sweet Potatoes

BakeA Sweet Potatoes

Wash the potatoes and bake the same
as white potatoes. Small ones will bake

in half an hour, while very large ones

will require an hour or more. If the

potatoes are liked very moist and sweet,

bake from an hour to two hours, depend-

ing on size.

Browned Sweet Potatoes

Boil medium-sized sweet potatoes 45

minutes. Peel them and cut in halves

lengthwise. Put them in a baking pan
and baste with savory drippings and sea-

son with salt. Cook them in a hot oven

for 20 minutes.

Candied Sweet Potatoes

Candied sweet potatoes are very popu-

lar on Southern tables and are extremely

palatable when well prepared. Cut boiled

sweet potatoes into long slices, place in

an earthen dish, put lumps of butter on

each slice and sprinkle with sugar. Some
cooks add a little water also. Bake until

the sugar and butter have candied and

the potatoes are brown.

RICE

Wash one cupful of rice in several

waters, rubbing the grains between the

hands to remove all the dirt. Put the

washed rice in a stewpan with two and

one-half cupfuls of water and one tea-

spoonful of salt. Cover and place where
the water will boil. Cook for 20 min-

utes, being careful not to let it burn. At
the end of this time put the stewpan on

a tripod or ring and cover the rice with
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a fold of cheesecloth. Let it continue

to cook in this manner au hour, then

turn into a hot vegetable dish. The

rice will be tender, dry, and sweet, and

each grain will be separated. During the

whole process of cooking the rice must

not be stirred. If a tablespoonful of but-

ter is cut up and sprinkled over the rice

when it has cooked 20 minutes the dish

will be very much improved.

SALSIFY

This vegetable is sometimes called oy-

ster plant, because the flavor suggests that

of the oyster, particularly when the

boiled vegetable is sliced and fried in

butter. Salsify is one of the roots that

may be left in the ground over winter,

thus making this vegetable available for

the late summer, fall and spring.

To prevent this root from turning dark

it must be dropped as soon as it is pared

and cut into a mixture of flour and water

made slightly acid with vinegar. For six

good-sized roots mix together one table-

spoonful of vinegar, two tablespoonfuls

of flour, one teaspoonful of salt and three

pints of water. Wash and scrape the

roots, then cut into slices about three

inches long. Drop into the j)repared

water. Place the stewpan on the fire

and cook the salsify 30 minutes, counting

from the time it begins to boil. Drain
and serve in a white sauce. Or mix to-

gether one tablespoonful of butter, half a

teaspoonful of salt, one teaspoonful of

lemon juice, and one teaspoonful of

minced parsley or chervil. Add this to

the drained salsify and serve at once.

SALADS APTD SALAD DRESSINGS
Lettuce Salad With French Dressinis!'

Two heads lettuce, two or three sprays

tarragon, six or eight branches chervil,

one tablespoonful minced chives or cibol,

if the flavor is liked, French dressing.

Remove all the green, tough leaves from

the heads of lettuce. Break off the ten-

der leaves one by one and rinse in cold

water. Shake off the water and lay the

leaves on a piece of cheesecloth and put

the lettuce, wrapped lightly in the cheese-

cloth, on ice. At serving time, put the

leaves in the salad bowl. Have the herbs

torn into small bits and sprinkle over the

lettuce. Sprinkle the dressing (a spoon-

ful at a time) over the salad. Lift and

turn the salad with the spoon and fork.

Continue mixing in this manner until all

the dressing has been used. The work
must be done lightly and carefully that

the lettuce shall not be crushed. Serve

immediately.

This is the French salad that so many
travelers remember with great pleasure.

The secret of its exquisite quality is that

the lettuce is crisp and tender, delicate

flavoring herbs are added to it, the vine-

gar is never strong, the oil is good, and,

finally, the dressing is added just before

the salad is served. In the heat of the

summer, when head lettuce is not plenty,

the tender young plants may be used.

The flavor of the salad may be varied by

the addition of other green salads and
herbs, such as chicory, sorrel, borage,

burnet, etc. When fresh tarragon is not

available, tarragon vinegar may be em-

ployed.

Lettuce Salad With Cream Dressing

One large solid head lettuce, one table-

spoonful vinegar, one-half teaspoonful

salt, one-quarter teaspoonful pepper, four

tablespoonfuls thick, sweet cream.

Remove the outer leaves from the head

of lettuce, leaving only the crisp, clean,

bleached leaves. Break the leaves one by

one from the head, and if perfectly clean

do not wash them. If not clean, wash
quickly in cold water and drain. Tear

each leaf into three or four pieces; put

the shredded lettuce into a large towel or

napkin and place on the ice or in a cold

cellar. At serving time put the lettuce

in a salad bowl. Mix the salt, pepper and

vinegar in the salad spoon and sprinkle

over the lettuce; stir well, then add the

cream, a siioonful at a time, and mix by

tossing the lettuce lightly with the spoon

and fork. Serve immediately.

t'abbagc Salad

Either red or white cabbage may be

used for salad, and must be firm, crisp

and tender. Remove the outer leaves and

cut ftie tender cabbage into fine shreds.
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Wash well and let soak in cold water for

half an hour. Drain and season with

French dressing or cooked salad dressing.

Serve at once.

Cucumber Salad

This vegetable should always be crisp

and fresh when used. There Is an old

and widespread belief that cucumbers are

more wholesome if the slices are soaked

in cold water or in salted water before

serving. Doubtless the distress which
some persons experience after eating cu-

cumbers is due to the fact that they

are swallowed without proper mastica-

tion. It does not seem probable that

there is any unwholesome property in this

vegetable when we recall the extent to

which it is eaten in some other countries

and the good reputation which it bears

there. In Persia the cucumber is most
highly prized and is consumed in very

large quantities. On account of its suc-

culent character it is often used by
travelers in place of water, as the water

supply in many villages and towns is

not above suspicion.

Cucumbers should be pared and sliced

thin, and then may be dressed with oil

and vinegar, like lettuce, or with a lit-

tle vinegar, salt and pepper. Cucumbers
are at their best for salads when fairly

young, and should not be used after the

seeds have become hard and tough, as

most persons consider them objectionable.

A pleasant variation in the appearance
of the dish may be easily obtained by
slicing rather small cucumbers lengthwise
instead of across, as is the more common
method.

Dressings or Sances for Salads

Froiicli Dressiiifr

One tablespoonful vinegar, four table-

spoonfuls olive oil, one-quarter teaspoon-

ful salt, one-eighth teaspoonful pepper.

Put the salt and pepper in the salad

bowl, or in a small bowl if the sauce is

to be served separately. Add a little oil

and stir well, then gradually add the re-

mainder of the oil, stirring all the while.

Last of all stir in the vinegar, which
should be diluted with water if very
strong.

This sauce may be modified to suit dif-

ferent vegetables. As it is given it is

right for lettuce, chicory, cooked aspara-

gus, cauliflower, artichoke, etc.

Cream may be substituted for the oil,

but the salad is not so rich.

Cooked Salad Dressing

Two eggs, one gill vinegar, two gills

milk, one tablespoonful oil or butter, one

teaspoonful salt, one teaspoonful mustard,

one-quarter teaspoonful pepper.

Put the oil and dry ingredients into a

bowl and mix well. Add the eggs and
beat for five minutes, then add the vine-

gar and beat one minute. Now add the

milk, place the bowl in a pan of boiling

water, and cook until the sauce thick-

ens like thin cream. It will take about
ten minutes. Stir the sauce constantly

while cooking. Cool and bottle what you
do not require for immediate use. This
sauce is good for nearly all kinds of

cooked vegetables.

If butter is substituted for the oil, add
it just before taking the sauce from the

fire.

Sonr Cream Dressing

One-half pint sour cream, two table-

spoonfuls lemon juice, two tablespoon-

fuls vinegar, one scant tablespoonful

sugar, one teaspoonful salt, one-quarter

teaspoonful pepper, one teaspoonful or

more mixed mustard.

Beat the cream with an egg beater un-

til smooth, thick, and light. Mix the
other ingredients together and gradually
add to the cream, beating all the while.

This dressing may be modified to suit

different vegetables. Having beaten sour
cream for a foundation the seasoning may
he anything desired, as, for example, the
mustard and lemon may be omitted and
the dressing be seasoned highly with any
kind of catsup.

A sweet cream may be substituted for

the sour; it should be quite thick.

Cream Salad Dressing

One cupful cream (sweet or sour), one-

half cupful tomato catsup, two table-

spoonfuls olive oil, two tablespoonfuls
vinegar, two tablespoonfuls sugar, one tea-

spoonful salt.
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Mix the oil, salt, sugar and vinegar to-

gether, then beat in the catsup and final-

ly add the cream, beating it in gradually.

This dressing is very good for yos^c-

tables, or for fish salads.

seasomngs for sat'cks for vkok-
takm;s

Tarrairoii Yiiipgnr

Strip about three oun:'es of leaves from

the branches of tarragon; put into a

quart fruit jar and fill with good vinegar.

Close and let stand for about 20 days, then

strain. The best vinegar to use for this

purpose is white wine vinegar, but good

cider vinegar will also answer. The best

time to make tarragon vinegar is about

the last of August, when the plants are

large and vigorous. Tarragon vinegar

may be used for salads and sharp sauces,

when the fresh herb is not available.

Cream Sance

One-half pint milk, one tablespoonful

butter, one teaspoonful flour, one-half tea-

spoonful salt, one-quarter teaspoonful pep-

per.

Heat the milk over boiling water; beat

the butter and flour to a cream and stir

into the hot milk. Cook five minutes,

then add salt and pepper, and use. This
sauce is suitable for boiled cauliflower,

potatoes, carrots, etc. It is also a good
sauce for escalloped dishes. This sauce

may be modified by the addition of flav-

oring herbs.

Cream Mnstard Sance

Make the cream sauce as directed

above. Mix one tablespoonful of mustard
with a teaspoonful of cold water and stir

into the sauce about two minutes before

serving. The quantity of mustard may
be increased or diminished, as one may
desire the flavor strong or mild.

White Sauce

This sauce is made like the cream

sauce, except that half a pint of white-

meat broth is substituted for the milk,

and two tablespoonfuls of flour instead

of one are used. The saucepan is put

directly on the stove and the sauce is

simmered 10 minutes. White sauce, like

cream sauce, may be modified by the add-

ition of other flavors.

Tomato Sauce

Cook one pint of peeled and cut to-

matoes 10 minutes, then rub through a

strainer. Beat in a saucepan until

smooth and light one tablespoonful of

Hour and one generous tablespoonful of

butter. Gradually beat the hot tomato
into this. Add the salt and pepper and
cook 10 minutes. This sauce may be

served with macaroni, rice, etc., as well

as with fish and meat. The flavor of the

tomato sauce may be modified by the

addition of onion, spice or herbs.

TEGETABLE SOUPS
Nearly every vegetable grown may be

employed in the preparation of soups,

either as the foundation for the soup or

as a garnish to any kind of meat stock.

A few types of vegetable soups are here

given. Meat, meat broth or beef extract

may be added to any of them if addi-

tional flavor is desired, but as they stand

they are very satisfactory soups.

Mixed Vegetable Soup

Three quarts water, one quart shred-

ded cabbage, one pint sliced potato, one-

half pint minced carrot, one-half pint

minced turnip, one-half pint minced

onion, one leek, two tomatoes, two table-

spoonfuls minced celery, two tablespoon-

fuls green pepper, two tablespoonfuls but-

ter or drippings, three teaspoonfuls salt,

one-half teaspoonful pepper.

Have the water boiling hard in a stew-

pan and add all the vegetables except the

potatoes and tomatoes. Boll rapidly for

10 minutes, then draw back where it will

boil gently for one hour. At the end of

this time add the other ingredients and

cook one hour longer. Have the cover

partially off the stewpan during the en-

tire cooking. This soup may be varied

by using different kinds of vegetables.

Herb Soup

One-half pint finely shredded spinach,

one-fourth pint shredded sorrel, one-

fourth blanched and sliced leek, the white

heart leaves of a head of lettuce, four

potatoes (medium size), three level tea-

spoonfuls salt, four tablespoonfuls but-

ter, one tablespoonful chevril, two quarts

boiling water, one-half pint bread cut in
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dice and fried in butter or browned in

the oven.

Have tlie sorrel, spinacli and lettuce

fresh, tender and free from tough mid-

ribs. Wash and shred. Cut the washed
leek into thin slices. Put in the stew-

pan with the butter and cook 15 min-

utes, being careful not to brown. Now
add the potatoes, salt and boiling water.

Place the stewpan where the contents

will boil quickly, and when the soup be-

gins to boil draw the stewpan back where
the contents will boil gently for one hour.

At the end of this time crush the pota-

toes with a fork, add the chevril and
simmer five minutes longer. Turn into

the soup tureen, add the crisped bread

and serve.

If preferred the soup may be rubbed
through a puree sieve, returned to the

fire and when boiling hot be poured on
the yolks of two eggs which have been

beaten with two tablespoonfuls of milk.

This soup may be varied indefinitely.

Any number of green vegetables can be

employed in making it. care being taken

to use only a small quantity of those of

pronounced flavor.

Sorrel Soup
Three pints boiling water, three table-

spoonfuls butter, one-third cup shredded

sorrel, three tablespoonfuls milk, one tea-

spoonful salt, yolk two eggs, one-half

cupful bread cut in dice and dried in

the oven or fried in butter.

Tear the tender green parts from the

midribs of the cultivated sorrel; wash in

cold water and shred very fine. Put half

the butter in a stewpan and add the

shredded sorrel. Place on the fire and
cook five minutes, stirring frequently.

Now add the boiling water and salt and

boil 10 minutes. Beat the yolks of the

eggs well, then add the milk and pour

into the soup tureen and add the remain-

ing half of the butter cut into bits. Grad-

ually pour the boiling-hot soup in the

soup tureen, stirring all the while to

combine the hot mixture with the egg

yolk. Add the bread dice and serve.

L«'ck Soup
Three quarts boiling water, two cupfuls

leeks (cut fine), four cupfuls potatoes

(cut in dice), two tablespoonfuls butter

or drippings, three teaspoonfuls salt, one-

half teaspoonful pepper, four slices stale

bread cut in small pieces, four table-

spoonfuls minced onion.

Wash the leeks and cut off the roots.

Cut the white part in thin slices. Pare
the potatoes and cut in dice. Put them
in a bowl of cold water. Put the butter,

leeks and onion in the soup pot and on
the fire. Cook 20 minutes slowly, stir-

ring frequently, then add the hot water,

potatoes and seasoning and cook at least

half an hour longer. Serve very hot. If

it is convenient and likerl. cook with the

leeks and butter the white stalks of four
or five cibols, or one shallot may be cut

fine and cooked with the leeks.

This is a delicious and wholesome soup
and is even better reheated the second
day than the first.

Cream of Leek Soup
Make this soup as directed for leek

soup, using only three pints of water.

When it is cooked, rub through a sieve,

return to the soup pot and add one quart
of hot milk. Beat with whisk until

smooth. Half a cupful of the milk can
be reserved cold and added to two well-

beaten yolks of eggs. Stir this into the

soup just as it is taken from the fire.

The yolks of the eggs make the soup

very much richer.

Potato Soup

Eight medium-sized potatoes, one-half

pint chopped celery, tour tablespoonfuls

minced onion, one tablespoonful butter,

one tablespoonful flour, one and a half

teaspoonfuls salt, one-half teaspoonful

pepper, one teaspoonful minced chervil or

parsley, one quart milk.

Pare the potatoes and put in a stew-

pan with the celery and onion. Cover

with boiling water and put over a hot

fire. Cook 30 minutes, counting from the

time the pan is put over the fire. Re-

serve half a cupful of the milk cold and
put the balance to heat in the double

boiler. Mix tlie flour with the cold milk

and stir into the boiling milk. When the

potatoes, etc., have been cooking 30 min-

utes pour off the water, saving it to use

.!—.i2
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later. Mash aud beat the vegetables un-

til light and fine, then gradually beat in

the water in which they were boiled,

rub through the puree sieve and then put

back on the fire. -Add the salt and pep-

per. Beat with an egg whisk for three

minutes, then gradually beat in the boil-

ing milk. Add the butter and niinced

herbs and serve at once.

Cream of Celerinc Soup

One quart celeriac cut in cubes, one

quart white stock, one pint cream, one-

half pint canned peas, two tablespoonfuls

butter, two tablespoonfuls salt, one-half

tablespoonful pepper, yolks of two eggs.

Cook celeriac. Gradually add the hot

white stock, rub through a fine sieve, re-

turn to the fire and add a cupful of

canned peas. Reserve one cupful of the

cream cold and add the remainder to the

soup. Beat the yolks of the eggs well

and add the cold cream to them, then

stir the mixture into the soup. Draw
back from the fire and beat with the

whisk for one minute, then serve at once.

Tomato Soup

One quart peeled and finely cut to-

matoes, one quart cold water, one onion,

one tablespoonful sugar, two teaspoon-

fuls salt, one-half teaspoonful pepper,

two tablespoonfuls butter, four table-

spoonfuls cornstarch, one tablespoonful

flour.

Mix the cornstarch with the water and

put into a stewpan with all the other

ingredients, except the butter and flour,

the onion being left whole. Stir fre-

quently until the soup boils, then cook

half an hour, counting from the time it

begins to boil. At the end of this time

beat the butter and flour together until

light and smooth and stir into the soup.

Cook 10 minutes longer, then take out

the onion and serve the soup with toasted

or fried bread. If a smooth soup is de-

sired strain through a fine sieve. This

is the simplest kind of tomato soup. It

may be varied by the addition of rice,

macaroni, beans, peas and other veg-

etables. Instead of the fried bread stale

bread may be cut in small pieces and put

in the bottom of the soup tureen.

Okrn and Tomato Soup

One pint sliced okra, one and a half

pints tomatoes pared and cut fine, two
(luarts water, three tablespoonfuls rice,

three tablespoonfuls minced onion, one

green pepper (seeds removed and pepper

cut fine), three tablespoonfuls salt, one-

fourth teaspoonftil pepper.

Put all the ingredients into the soup

pot and cook gently for two hours, then

add two tablespoonfuls of butter or sweet

drippings and serve. The bones from
roast meat or boiled meat cooked with

this soup add to the flavor.

Green Pea Soup

One quart shelled peas, three pints

water, one quart milk, one onion, two
tablespoonfuls butter, one tablespoonful

flour, three level teaspoonfuls salt, one-

half teaspoonful pepper.

Put the peas in a stewpan with the

boiling water and onion and cook until

tender, which will be about half an hour.

Pour off the water, saving for use later.

Mash the peas fine, then add the water

in whicli they were boiled and rub

through a puree sieve. Return to the

saucepan, add flour and butter, beaten

together and the salt and pepper. Now
gradually add the milk, which must be

boiling hot. Beat well and cook 10 min-

utes, stirring frequently.

Split Pea Soup

One pint split peas, four quarts water,

one-half pound salt pork, one large onion,

two tablespoonfuls celery, one tablespoon-

ful flour, one tablespoonful butter, one

teaspoonful pepper, one sprig parsley.

Pick the peas over, that there may be

no blemished ones among them, then

wash and soak in cold water over night.

In the morning turn off the water and

put them in the soup pot, with the cold

water and salt pork. Simmer gently

seven hours, being careful that the soup

does not burn. When it has cooked six

hours add the seasoning. Have a large

wooden spoon to stir the soup. Wlien

done it should be thin enough to pour.

By boiling it may become too thick; if

so, add boiling water. When thoroughly

cooked, the soup is smooth and rather
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mealy. If not cooked enough, after stand-

ing a few minutes the thick part will

settle and the top look watery. At the

end of seven hours strain the soup
through a sieve and return to a soup

pot. Beat the flour and butter together

until creamy, then stir into the soup and
simmer half an hour longer. If the salt

pork has not seasoned the soup suiE-

ciently add a little salt. For some tastes

the soup would be improved by the addi-

tion of a quart of hot milk.

Serve little squares of fried bread in a

separate dish.

Dried Bean Soup

One pint dried beans, four quarts

water, one large onion .(minced fine).

four tablespoonfuls sweet drippings or

butter which gives a better flavor, three

tablespoonfuls flour, one tablespoonful

minced celery or a few dried celery

leaves, one-half teaspoonful pepper, two
teaspoonfuls salt.

Wash the beans and soak them over

night in cold water. In the morning pour

off the water and put them in the soup

pot with three quarts of cold water. Place

on the fire and when the water comes to

the boiling point pour it off (throw this

water away). Add four quarts of boiling

water to the beans and place the soup

pot where the contents will simmer for

four hours. Add the celery the last hour
of cooking. Cook the onion and drip-

pings slowly in a stewpan for half an

hour. Drain the water from the beans

(save this water) and put them in the

stewpan with the onions and drippings.

Then add the flour and cook half an
hour, stirring often. At the end of this

time mash fine and gradually add the

water in which the beans were boiled

until the soup is like thick cream. Then
rub through a puree sieve and return to

the fire; add the salt and pepper and
cook 20 minutes or more. Any kind of

beans may be used for this soup; the

Lima beans give the most delicate soup,

but the large or small white beans are

very satisfactory and are less expensive

than the Limas.

In cold weather the quantities of beans

and flavorings may be doubled, but only

six quarts of water are used. The result-

ing thick soup can be kept in a cold

place and a portion boiled up as required

and thinned with meat stock or milk.

Cream of Bean Soup

Make as above, but add only enough
of the water in which the beans were
cooked to make the mixture like thin

mush. Have this very hot and add boil-

ing hot milk to make it like thick cream,

about a quart of milk to three pints of

the bean puree. Boil up at once and
serve. It spoils a cream soup to let it

cook many minutes after the milk is

added.

SPIXACH

To clean the spinach cut off the roots,

break the leaves apart and drop them
into a large pan of water; rinse them well

in this water and put them in a second

pan of water. Continue washing in clean

waters until there is not a trace of sand

on the bottom of the pan in which the

vegetable was washed. If the spinach is

at all wilted let it stand in cold water

until it becomes fresh and crisp. Drain

from this water and cook. For half a

peck of spinach have in a large saucepan

three quarts of boiling water and one

tablespoonful of salt. Put the drained

spinach in the boiling water and let it

boil 10 minutes, counting from the time

it begins to boil. When it begins to boil

draw the cover of the saucepan a little

to one side to allow the steam to escape.

At the end of 10 minutes pour the spin-

ach into a colander, and when the hot

water has passed off pour cold water

over it. Let it drain well and mince
coarse or fine, as is suitable for the man-
ner in which it is to be served.

One peck of spinach will make about

one and a half pints when cooled and

minced.

Spinach With Cream

One-half pock spinach, two tablespoon-

fuls butter, one tablespoonful flour, one

teaspoonful salt, one-half teaspoonful pep-

per, one-half pint cream or milk.

Cook and mince the spinach. Put the

butter in a saucepan and on the fire.

When hot add the flour and stir until
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smooth and frothy, then add the minced

spinach and the salt and pepper. Cook

for five minutes, then add the milk or

cream, hot, and cook three minutes long-

er. Serve.

Spinaicli With Egg
One-half peck spinach, three table-

spoonfuls butter, one-half teaspoonful

pepper, two eggs, three teaspoontuls salt.

Wash and cook the spinach, using two

teaspoonfuls of the salt in the water in

which the vegetable is boiled. Drain and
chop rather fine, return it to the sauce-

pan and add the salt, pepper and butter.

Place on the fire and cook 10 minutes.

Heap in a mound on a hot dish and garn-

ish with the hard-boiled eggs, cut in

slices.

Spinarli Cooked Without Water
Fresh spinach when washed holds

enough water for cooking. Put the spin-

ach in a stewpan and on the fire; cover

and cook for 10 minutes. Press down
and turn the spinach over several times

during the cooking. At the end of 10

minutes turn the spinach into a ehoi)-

ping bowl and mince rather fine. Return
to the stewpan and add the seasonings,

allowing for half a peck of spinach two
generous tablespoonfuls of butter and a

teaspoonful of salt. Simmer 10 minutes;

or, if very tender, five minutes will be

suflicient.

Spinach cooked in tlils manner will

retain all its salts. It will be morn laxa-

tive and the flavor strongcT than when
blanched (boiled in water). In young,

tender spinach this is not objectionable,

but when the overgrown vegetable is

cooked in its own moisture the flavor is

strong and somewhat acrid.

SQUASH

The various varieties of the summer
squash are generally cooked when so

small and tender that the thumb nail

can pierce the rind easily.

To prepare for the table wash the

squash, cut into small pieces and either

cook in boiling water or steam it. It

will cook in boiling water in half an

hour. It takes about an hour to cook it

In the steamer. The cooked squash is

mashed fine and seasoned with salt, pep-

per and butter. This method gives a del-

icate flavored but rather watery dish.

Summer S(|uash is very palatable cut

in slices and fried like eggplant.

It is claimed by many that the very

young summer squashes, particularly the

turban variety, or "cymlin" of the South-

ern states, are very delicate and palatable

cooked whole. For this dish they should

not be much larger than a silver dollar.

The crook-necked and other summer
squashes are richer in flavor when grown
to a large size. From the more mature
squash remove the thin skin and seeds.

Cut the squash in small pieces and put

in a stewpan with boiling water enough

to cover. Boil for half an hour. Drain,

mash and season with salt, pepper and

butter.

Cook winter squash in the same man-

ner. Squash is one of the vegetables that

requires a good deal of butter.

SWISS CHARD

This vegetable is a variety of beet in

which the leaf stalk and midrib have

been developed instead of the root. It

is cultivated like spinach and the green,

tender leaves are prepared exactly like

this vegetable. The midribs of the full-

grown leaves may be cooked like celery.

TOMATOES
To Peel Toniiitoes

Put the ripe tomatoes into a dish and

pour boiling water over them. Let them

rest in the water about one minute; then

pour the water off. The thin skin will

now peel off readily.

When a quantity of tomatoes are to be

peeled have a deep stewpan a little more

than half filled with boiling water and

on the fire where the water will continue

to boil. Put the tomatoes in a frying

basket and lower into the boiling water.

Let the basket remain one minute in the

water. There must, of course, be water

enough to cover the tomatoes.

Stewed Toiiintoes

Peel tlie tomatoes and cut into small

pieces. Put into a stewpan and on the

fire. Boil gently for 20 minutes or half
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an hour, counting from the time it be-

gins to boil. Season five minutes be-

fore the cooking is finished. Allow for

each quart of tomato one generous tea-

spoonful each of salt and sugar and one

tablespoonful or more of butter.

Esciilloiu'd Tomatops

One pint peeled and cut tomatoes, one

pint grated bread crumbs, one level tea-

spoonful salt, one tablespoonful butter,

a suggestion of pepper.

Reserve three tablespoonfuls of the

bread crumbs and spread the remainder

on a pan. Brown in the oven, being care-

ful not to burn them. Mix the tomato,

browned crumbs, salt, pepper and half

the butter together and put in a shallow

baking dish. Spread the unbrowned
crumbs on top, and dot with the re-

mainder of the butter, cut into bits. Bake

In a moderately hot oven for half an

hour. The top of this dish should be

brown and crisp.

Tomato Toast

Boil one quart of peeled and cut to-

matoes for 10 minutes, then rub through

a strainer. Return to the stewpan and

add two level teaspoonfuls of salt, half

a teaspoonful of pepper and two table-

spoonfuls of butter. Place on the fire

and cook five minutes. Have the bot-

tom of a hot platter covered with well-

toasted slices of bread and pour the hot

tomato over it. Serve at once. A drop-

ped or poached egg may be put on each

slice of toast.

Tomato Jam
Wash the tomatoes well, selecting

sound, ripe, deep red tomatoes. Remove
the stem and slice them into a preserving

kettle. Heat and cook gently until they

can be pressed through a sieve to re-

move the skins and seeds. Return to the

kettle and add an equal weight of sugar;

and to each pound the grated yellow skin

and juice of two lemons. Boil until clear

and thick and then seal up when cool.

Fish St«ak, Tomato Dressing

Dip two slices of fish steak in flour,

fry in covered skillet until done brown
on both sides. In another skillet put two
tablespoons of butter, add to it some pars-

ley cut fine and four small onions and
let fry until onions are cooked a light

brown, then add the solid part from a

can of tomatoes, salt and pepper, half

teaspoonful of Worcestershire sauce and
let all come to a boil. Remove fish to

platter and pour sauce over it.

Baked Tomatoes With Cream Sauce

Select sound, ripe, medium-sized toma-

toes. Wipe, prick several times with a

fork, arrange in pan and bake in a mod-

erate oven. Remove skins, place on

rounds of sauted bread and pour over

them a rich white or cream sauce.

Deviled Tomatoes

Wipe, peel and cut four tomatoes in

slices. Sprinkle with salt and pepper,

dredge with fiour and sauter in butter

Arrange on a hot platter and pour over

them the following sauce:

Work four tablespoonfuls of butter un-

til creamy and add two teaspoonfuls of

powdered sugar, one teaspoonful of dry

mustard, one-half teaspoonful of salt and

a few grains of cayenne. When thorough-

ly blended, add one egg, slightly beaten,

the yolk of one hard-boiled egg, rubbed to

a paste and two tablespoonfuls of vinegar.

Cook over hot water, stirring constantly

until mixture thickens.

TURNIPS
Boiled Turnips

Have the turnips peeled and sliced.

Drop the slices into a stewpan with boil-

ing water enough to cover generously.

Cook until tender, then drain well. They
are now ready to mash or chop. If they

are to be served mashed, put them back

in the stewpan; mash with a wooden vege-

table masher, as metal is apt to impart an

unpleasant taste. Season with salt, but-

ter, and a little pepper. Serve at once.

Hashed Tnrnips

Chop the drained turnips into rather

large pieces. Return to the stewpan, and

for a pint and a half of turnips add a

teaspoonful of salt, one-fourth of a tea-

spoonful of pepper, a tablespoonful of

butter, and four tablespoonfuls of water.

Cook over a very hot fire until the tur-

nips have absorbed all the seasonings.
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Serve at once. Or the salt, pepper, but-

ter, and a tablespoonful of flour may be

added to the hashed turnips; then the

stewpan may be placed over the hot fire

and shaken frequently to toss up the tur-

nips. When the turnii)s have been cook-

ing five minutes in this manner acid half

a pint of meat stock or of milk and cook

ten minutes.

Maria Parloa,

Washington. D. C.

Red Astrachan Apple for Massachu-
setts. See Massachusetts.

Red Spiders or Mites. See under Apple

Pests and Currant Pests.

Rhode Island Greening Apple for

Massachusetts. See Massachusetts.

Rhode Island

Rhode Island is the smallest state in

the Union and is often called "Little

Rhoda." Its extreme length is 48 miles,

its extreme width is 36 miles, and it con-

tains 1,250 square miles of territory.

The general surface of the state is un-

dulating and hilly, but the hills are low,

the highest reaching an altitude of only

850 feet. On the east and south the

coast line is indented with bays and nav-

igable inlets, the chief of which is Nar-

ragansett Day. Then there are lakes and
islands, all of which add to the beauty

of the scenery and tend to modify the

climate. Over the whole state there are

evidoncos of deposits from glacial drifts

and the soil is fairly productive. As com-
pared with the other New En.i^Iand

states the climate is mild. The rainfall

is sufliciont for the growing of all kinds

of farm crops, ranging from 40 inches in

the northwest to 50 inches per annum
near the coast.

Rhode Island, partly on account of its

size, is not an important commercial

fruit-producing section. The total num-
ber of apple trees reported in the census

of 1910 was 152,009; total number of

peaches, 39,342; pears, 16,907; plums and
prunes, 4,836; cherries, 964; grapes,

7,662 vines; small fruits, 281 acres.

Granville Lowtiier

rrodiictioii ol' Fruits in Rhode Island

Orchard fruits, grapes, nuts and tropi-

cal fruits: 1909 and 1899. The follow-

ing table presents data with regard to

orchard fruits, grapes, nuts and tropical

fruits. The acreage devoted to these

products was not ascertained. In com-

paring one year with the other the num-
ber of trees or vines of bearing age is on

the whole a better index of the general

changes or tendencies than the quantity

of product, but the data for the censuses

of 1910 and 1900 are not closely com-

parable, and the product is therefore

compared, although variations may be

due largely to temporarily favorable or

unfavorable climatic conditions.
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The total quantity of orchard fruits

produced in 1909 was 246,000 bushels,

valued at $198,000. Apples contributed

about seven-eigliths of tliis quantity;

peaclies and nectarines and pears most
of the remainder. Tlie production of

grapes amounted to 153,000 pounds, val-

ued at $10,000, while that of nuts and
of tropical fruits was relatively unim-

portant.

Small fruits: 1909 and 1S99. Straw-

berries were by far the most important

of the small fruits grown in R,hode

Island, with cranberries ranking next in

quantity, and raspberries and logan-

berries next in value. The total acreage

of small fruits in 1909 was 281 and in

1899, 581, a decrease of 51.6 per cent. The
production in 1909 was 438,000 quarts, as

compared with 580,000 quarts in 1899, and
the value $43,000, as compared with

$51,000.

The following table shows data with

regard to small fruits on farms:

CROP
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lished is allowed to stand four or livo

years, when the crowns arc taken up

and divided and a new planting made.

The crowns become very large after a few

years and the stalks tend to become small.

Some growers plow or dig trenches

where the rows are to run. iilacing a few

inches of rotted manure in the bottom

below the plants, and allow the plants to

remain eight to ten years, but this in-

creases the expense, and ordinarily the

other method is to be preferred.

Under favorable conditions the leaves

and stalks grow to enormous size, and

at the distances named almost complete-

ly sliado the siround. crowding out we?ds.

Cultivation, however, should be given one

way to keep the soil from becoming hard

and dry. No cropping should be allowed

till the third year. Each fall there sliould

be a broadcast application of ten to

twelve cords of manure. Tliis should be

cultivated into the soil, and the ground

thoroughly worked over again in the

spring. Manure along the rows should

be forked under. Cultivation is sus-

pended during the bearing season. Hence

the importance of thoroughness in the

early working. After the bearing season

is past cultivation should be resumed.

HariPstinB: and Marketing

The leaves are gathered by i)u!ling

them off. This operation requires care

to avoid unnecessary injury to the young

leaves and crowns, and to have the stalks

come off at the very base two or three

inches below the ground. The leaves are

gathered up and taken to a shed where

they are tied in bundles, cutting off the

leaf proper a couple of inclies from the

stalk. In forced rliubarb tlie undevelop-

ed leaf is not removed, its hriglit yellow

color adding to the attractiveness of the

bundles. For local market the stalks are

cleaned of hulls and washed, but for

shipment the stalks are cleaned by

simply brushing off the dirt. The stalks

are tied at bases and near the tops with

ordinary binding twine or raffiia, into

bunches of three or four stalks, and these

again formed into bundles of a dozen

bunches. This method is a convenience

for the retail merchant. For shipment,

tliesc bundles are wrapped in paper and
boxed six or more bundles to a box.

Again the single stalks are tied nearly

at top and base, into bundles of twenty-

five to thirty pounds, or loose packed
in boxes of about a barrel capacity.

Weights are marked on the package or

on attached tag at the time. In such

inatlers one must be governed by the re-

quirements of the market. Neatness in

packing, and a good article, however, are

always in order.

Growers dispose of their crops in var-

ious ways—in the local market, to gro-

cers, hotels or private families, or to

dealers in more or less distant cities, and
commission merchants. Care must be

taken that the rhubarb is not frozen in

shipment. Express shipment consumes

much of the profit, but is the only safe

way for small quantities.

Common yields are from 16,000 to 20,-

000 pounds per acre in the open air. The
price varies according to the season,

market, etc. It seldom brings less than

one cent per pound. The forced and

early pickings bring the best prices, from

five to fifteen cents per pound being fre-

quently realized.

Forcing

Rhubarb is readily forced, the expens-

ive appliances needed in the case of many
other crops when brought in out of

season being wholly unnecessary. The
business is carried on to a considerable

extent in the neighborhood of many of

the large cities of the country. This

early product finds a ready market at

good prices.

Cold frames, the cellar, or cheap forc-

ing liouses may be used for the purpose.

Sash and glass are unnecessary, as the

crop does not require light—warmth and

moisture only being needed. For use in

forcing only strong well-grown roots two

or three years old are used. At the low

temperature commonly furnished when
the plants are forced in cold frames or

cellars, it is important that the roots

used shall have been frozen. Here they

should be dug with what earth adheres

to the roots, and left on the surface of

the ground until they have been solidly
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frozen. They may then be covered with

litter or straw to prevent alternate freez-

ing and thawins. They may be forced

without freezing in hotbeds, or where
given higher temperature, but high tem-

perature gives a poor product, a smaller

crop and more fully exhausts the roots.

The roots are commonly placed in

position for forcing early In February,

the time required being from four to

six -weeks, according to the temperature
supplied. This varies from 45 to 75 de-

grees. The best yields and results are
obtained at the lower temperature. The
roots are packed closely together on the

ground or floor of the structure used.

The spaces between the roots are filled In

with soil. No water is required until

growth has started actively. It may then
be given freely.

A few roots will provide a supply for

early home use, and may be eqsily forced

in a corner of the cellar, partitioned or

curtained off for convenience in heating.

A small coal oil stove or a couple of

lanterns will supply warmth. A large

dry-goods box may answer. The space
under the stages of a conservatory or

greenhouse may be also used by curtain-

ing or boarding up to exclude light. Or-

dinarily the temperature in such places is

higher than necessary, and the results

are not as satisfactory as in a cellar. The
roots should not be placed too near the

heating pipes. A small box put in a well-

drained place on the south side of the

house or other buildings may be used,

the warmth being supplied by a covering
of boards and piling manure about the

sides a foot or so thick, and over the top

to half that depth. A barrel or box so

arranged may be placed over a clump in

the garden for supplying a few early

stalks.

For forcing on a larger scale a good-
sized cellar or a cheap building made
for the purpose may be used, the heat
being supplied by a flue, a stove, or in

case of a permanent structure by means
of steam or water pipes. A shed or large

cold frame built of rough boards covered

with building paper and roofed over the

same way or with sash, may be used for

the inirpose. It need not be over five

feet high at the sides, the width and
length being according to convenience.

The walls may be lower, provided walks
are sunken a foot or more deep through

the length of the shed. The heat may
be supplied by means of a flue or a stove

in case the structure is of moderate size,

placing the stove and the pipe so as to

secure as uniform distribution of the

heat as possible. It will be desirable to

have the stove stand in a small vertical-

walled pit with ample space about the

sides and let the pipe in passing out-

ward to the end of the house and chim-

ney run neither close to the roof nor to

the ground. Placing the stove in the pit

secures a better circulation of the air in

the house and more uniform heating.

The ordinary King or Wilson (sheet

iron) heater, with the opening in the top,

is well suited for the purpose of heating

a moderate sized shed or pit. A damper
in the pipe near the outlet, together with

that on the stove, gives a very fair con-

trol of the heating after a little experi-

ence.

In general the arrangement here de-

scribed is well suited to the needs of those

having a small conservatory or pit to

be heated. The heating of such without
too much care and expense has always
been a problem. When not in use the

heater is removed from the pit and
stored. If left in the pit it rusts out in

the course of about two seasons.

Having the general idea as to forcing

rhubarb, it is an easy matter to adjust

the details according to the requirements
of the operator. In some cases rather

compact permanent plantings are made
in the soil and the house built over them,
giving the plants open culture during
summer by removing the sash or other

covering. Sometimes half the house
being forced one year, the rest the next.

Forced rhubarb is very attractive in

appearance. The stalks grown in the

dark assume a very bright, crimson color.

The leaf blades remain small and unde-

veloped, taking on a bright yellow. The
quality is also very superior, having a

delicacy not found in the open-air pro-
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duct. Forced rhubarb brings from eight

to 15 cents per pounii.

The roots, if not liighly foroc-d, may be

used for division and planting out. They
regain their vigor after two or three

seasons, with good care. A supply of

roots must be kept coming on when forc-

ing is re^uUirly luiilortakcn. Soeillings

and divided roots may be rendered suit-

able for use earlier by liberal manuring
and high cultivation.

Roads

The subject of Good Roads is one that

is of considerable importance to the fruit

grower. The general farmer can haul his

product to market without any consider-

able damage on account of rough roads;

his loss in hauling over bad roads is

mainly in the fact that it takes more
power to transport a given amount of the

farm produce to the market than it re-

quires where the roads are good. But
with the fruit grower there is the addi-

tional reason that in hauling over bad
roads his fruit is damaged by jolting,

bruising, disarranging the pack, etc., so

that when it reaches the market it is of

less value and brings a less price than

if it reached the market in good shape.

»°' s^-^
POWER RIOUIRtO ON DirfOirNT GRADCS

FIk. 1. An Illiisli-ation of tlic Difference In
Power Re(|uii(,-(I un the Ijiffeient Grades Fiom
That of a 15 Per Cent Grade Down to the
Level Grade.

An instance is given by a Wisconsin

fanner who held 1,000 bushels of potates

in his cellar waiting for a good price.

He was offered 92 cents in March, but

they must be delivered in town and the

roads were so bad he could not haul over

them. When he finally got them to

market, his potatoes brought him 30

cents a bushel. Bad roads, therefore,

cost him 1620.

In many cases it is not necessary that

a great deal of money be spent on the

roads, but what is invested should bo

used carefully and intelligently. A few
dollars spent at the right time will save

repairs costing hundreds of dollars, and
most of the roads where there is no heavy

through travel may be improved in this

way. The average cost for sand-clay

roads is but $723 per mile for the 24,601

miles of such roads said to be in use in

Fig. 2. Split Log Drag Used for Keeping
Dirt Roads in Repair.

the United States. This may be com.

pared with a cost of $4,989 per mile for

macadam; in other words, about seven

miles of good sand-clay road can be built

for the same money as one mile of plain

or water-bound macadam. The cost of

maintenance is also less than for any

other form of improvement, except earth

road, and horses and autoraobilists alike

prefer it to any of the hard-surface

roads.

Granville Lowther

Rodents

"Digger Squirrels" or Ground Squirrels

H. F. Wilson

The ground squirrels are of great econ-

omic importance, not only because of the

injury to grain, fruit trees, etc., but be-

cause the United States Public Health

and Marine Hospital Service has recently

found that one of the California species

is a carrier and disseminator of plague.

These animals do considerable damage

to young trees and scions by climbing

them and eating the buds and stripping

away the leaves. Dr. C. Hart Merriam,

of the United States Biological Survey,

is authority for the statement that

ground squirrels are gooil to eat and were

at one time regularly sold in the markets

of San Francisco. He also states that
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they are nuieh prized as food by the In-

dians.

Methods of Destruction

Traps may be used with good success.

and the Washington Experiment Station

states that they liave found this to be

the most desirable method of getting rid

of them. Ordinary steel traps No. or

No. 1 placed unbaited and as far down
in the burrow as the chains will permit.

Poisouingr

The following formula is recommend-
ed by Mr. Merriam. "Strychnia sulphate

one ounce, borax two ounces, crushed

wheat, rolled oats, acorn meal or corn

meal 20 pounds. Dissolve the strychnine

and borax in two quarts of hot water in

a closed vessel, stirring occasionally for

20 minutes or until completely dissolved.

Then add four quarts warm water (in

which one-fourth pound of honey may
be dissolved) and sprinkle the solution

over the crushed grain or meal, stirring

or mixing thoroughly until absorbed.

Half a teaspoonful of this should be

placed at the entrance of each occupied

burrow." Cut pieces of carrot and sugar

beet or other vegetable into which strych-

nine" crystals have been inserted are ef-

fective. Prunes and raisins so treated

have been recommended by several or-

chardists in this state.

Crude bisulphide of carbon may l)e

used to a good advantage where the an-

imals are thick. Two persons working
together can cover considerable ground
in a day and destroy many squirrels. It

should only be placed in burrows where
squirrels have been seen to enter, other-

wise many empty burrows may be treated,

which is a waste of time and materials.

Using pieces of horse manure, corn cobs,

lumps of earth or other absorlient ma-
terial, pour about a tablespoonful of car-

bon bisulphide on each piece and throw
it as far down the burrow as possible,

immediately close the opening. This is

best done just after a rain, as the water

in the ground tends to keep the gas in

the burrow.

Shooting is decidedly effective and
affords amusement during resting hours.

'i'o Kill Large Ground Squirrels

A. G. Cbajo

Take four gallons cheap sugar and
enough water to make five gallons of

syrup. Heat to a boiling point and add
one and one-third ounces strychnine, and
boil for five minutes. The syrup can be

bottled and kept indefinitely. When
ready to use, saturate rolled barley with

the hot syrup. As much of the syrup

should soak into the barley as is pos-

sible. Place a large tablespoonful of the

mixture at one side of the holes. The
squirrels are very fond of the sweet bar-

ley and it is sure death.

We have tried several things to soak

up the syrup but find that the rolled

barley gives the best satisfaction. Any
cheap syrup may be used in place of

sugar, so long as it is sweet enough. All

receptacles should be labelled "poison."

We have used it throughout the season,

but the squirrels can be controlled much
cheaper, by using the mixture as soon as

they come out in the spring.

Field Mice

H. F. W1L.SOX

Perhaps these little animals cause far

more damage than they are accused of,

as they are directly responsible for a

great deal of the damage which is or-

dinarily laid to moles and shrews.

The quantity of green vegetation eaten

by a single adult field mouse in the

course of a year has been calculated at

from 24 to 36 pounds, and on that esti-

mate a thousand would require twelve

tons of grass or other vegetation to main-

tain them for a year.

Metliods of Desfruction

Thorough cultivation of fields tends to

keep down the number of mice. Cultiva-

tion implies the destruction of weeds and

all the annual growths that provide

winter shelter for the animals. The mere
plowing of a field badly infested with

mice is sufficient to drive out most of

them. While a high state of tillage does

not always bring immunity from mice, it

does much to lessen the danger of attacks

from them.

All things considered, strychnine is the
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most satisfactory poison tor lUld mice.

AltliouRli a deadly substanre, it is less

dangerous to liandle tliau cither phos-

phorus or potassium cyanide. For poison-

ing field mice various baits may be used.

sucli as wheat, oatmeal, or corn. The
bait should be soaked over night in a

poison syrup, which may be prepared

as follows: Dissolve an ounce of strych-

nia sulphate in a pint of boiling water,

adding a pint of thick syrup and stir

thoroughly. The prepared syrup may be

scented with a few drops of oil of anise.

The above quantity is enough to poison

a half bushel of wheat or corn, but small-

er proportional quantities of grain or

syrup may be prepared as needed. After

thoroughly mixing the solution if it is too

wet a little dry corn meal will take up

the excessive moisture. If the solution

is not suflBcient to wet the grain thorough-

ly add a little water.

Because of the danger of destroying

native birds, such as quail, sparrows, and
others, the poisoned bait should not be

placed in exposed situations, but under

shelters which will admit mice but ex-

clude birds. Wide boards lying upon
thin cross-pieces of wood are excellent

for this purpose.

Woles

The moles thrive best in a loose moist

soil containing an abundant supply of

grubs and earthworms. There are two
parts to its system of runways, tlie deep-

er channels leading to underground
chambers, and the shallow surface chan-

nels ranging over the hunting grounds.

During the rainy season in the fall they

seem to be most active. It is generally

considered that the diet of moles consists

of insects and worms, although pieces of

vegetable matter have been found in

their stomachs. Whether they do oi' not.

in all justice to them as destroyers of

insects, we should explain that many mice

run about in their burrows and undoubt-

edly do most of the damage to seeds,

roots, etc., laid to the moles.

In general moles are beneficial, but

that does not mean that they should be

allowed to work in small gardens, lawns.

etc., because of the disfigurement caused

thereby.

IH'struction of .Holes

All methods which may be employed

are more or less unsatisfactory.

Trapping is probably the most practi-

cal method, and after a little experience

one can become quite efficient at setting

the trap in the right place. Success de-

pends a great deal upon the operator's

proper knowledge of the mole's habits.

When ready to set tlie trap one should

locate a place in tlie surface runway
where fresli work can be seen—press

down firmly tlie burrow at one spot for a

little more than the length of the trap

—

do not disturb any other part of the

burrow. Of the large number of mole

traps on tlie market there is probably

not much difference in their efficiency,

but one should be sure to secure proper

instructions for operating the ones tried.

Directions for setting the trap should be

given with each trap sold. Small steel

or spring traps set in their runways are-

useless as the moles will burrow under

or around them without noticing any

liait ))laced in them.

Poison

Of all the methods tried by various ex-

periment stations the following from the

Michigan State Agricultural College

seems to be the best. Remove the seeds

from raisins and insert instead crystals

of strychnine. Insert into burrow through

a small hole made with a sharp stick.

Rolling the lawn ds a very good prac-

tice to follow where moles are working

in the lawn, repeated rollings seem to

discourage the moles and compacts the

dirt around disturbed grass roots, as well

as leveling the ridges.

Pocket ftopluTS

H. F. Wii.sox

The ridges and mounds of earth

thrown up by moh^s are often incorrect-

ly supposed to be the work of gophers.

A few careful observations will show the

difference.

The gopher piles up the dirt on the

surface of the ground, building a mound

by the addition of load after load on top
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ol' Uial alreutly deposited. A mole sinii)i.v

heaves up the dirt from beneath, form-

ing piles whicli show radiating cracks.

Associated with these piles are the sur-

face ridges made by the animal when
ranging in searcli of food. The feeding

runways of the gopher never sliow in

surface ridges.

The natural food of the gophers con-

sists of the fleshy roots and underground

stems of various plants. They are busy

at almost every season of the year (un-

less the ground be frozen hard) but are

more so in the spring and fall.

Methods of Control

Poisoning is the best method for de-

stroying this animal, although traps and

fumigation are used to some extent.

Fis. 1. Shows One Form of Trap Used,
"Cinch" Trap.

The most successful poison is prunes,

raisins, pieces of apple, potato or some

other vegetable into which crystals of

strychnine have been inserted. The pieces

containing the poison must be inserted in-

to the burrows. The burrows are easily

located, running on a direct line between

two mounds of earth, and one should

have a sharp stick with which to make
e. hole into the burrow. After the poison

is placed it is better to leave the hole

uncovered, as the gopher noticing the

light will be attracted by it.

Riiisin Formula

A. G. Craig

To prepare raisins to poison gophers,

take a raisin, punch a hole in it with a

toothpick, then place a large grain of

strychnine into the hole, and roll the

raisin in the fingers until the strychnine

is broken up and mixed with the pulp

of the raisin. Prepare as many raisins

as necessary for the day.

The gopher's mound is almost always

located on a short run from the main

run or hole. Dig down at the mound
until the branch is located, and follow

the branch until the main run is reached.

Place two treated raisins in the run on

each side of the branch run and cover

the hole with a shingle or chip and soil.

If any new mounds are thrown up, re-

peat the treatment. We have found it

a sure remedy.

Roselle

Roselle is sometimes called the "Mock
Cranberry." It is adapted to Southern

Florida, California and Texas, and is so

much like cranberry sauce, when pre-

pared, that it is highly prized and is

described in substance as follows by J. P.

Wester, formerly of the U. S. Bureau of

Plant Industry. Mr. Wester's description

was published in the Country Gentleman

of March T, 1914.

Roselle, Hibiscus sabdariffa L., is an

annual plant of the mallow family con-

siderably resembling the cotton plant in

general aspect. It grows to a height of

from five to seven feet, has profusely

branching reddish stems, and bears large

yellow flowers, each with a red eye. Aside

from its uses as a fiber-plant—to which

little attention has been paid in this

country—it was, until recently, grown en-

tirely for the reddish fleshy calyxes sur-

rounding the seed pods. These yield a

brilliantly colored jelly or jam, and can

also be used for making wine. The plant

is exceedingly sensitive to frost, and Its

culture has accordingly been limited hith-

erto to tropical and subtropical countries.

A new era for roselle began, however,

with the recent discovery by Mr. Wester

that the leaves and stems yield products

little if any inferior to those furnished

by the calyxes. This discovery not only

increased the value of the plant in the

far South, but also greatly extended its

possible range of cultivation^ For the

herbage alone it can be grown almost

anywhere, as in this case it is harvested

before the season of frost.

Hlooins Laic in October

As now cultivated in the Southern

states roselle is usually planted in Feb-

ruary or March. It has the peculiar

habit of blooming late in October, regard-

less of the time of planting; thus, plants

sown in June blossom almost simultan-
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cously witli those sown Iq February. The

plants from early sowing grow to great-

er size but bear smaller calyxes than

those planted later. Almost any rich or

well-fertilized soil is suitable for its cul-

tivation, but badly drained lowlands sub-

ject to inundation should be avoided. As

the roots are rather long the land should

be deeply plowed. Stiff clay soil must

be well pulverized. The plant is subject

to attack of nematode worms and should

not be grown in a soil infested with this

pest.

As a rule the seed is sown thinly in a

frame or seedbed in drills six Inches

apart, covered from one-quarter to one-

half inch, and the soil is then firmed and

watered. The seed germinate in a few

days. The seedlings are transplanted to

the field when three or tour inches high.

Another plan Is to plant directly in the

field, four or six seeds to a hill, the

plants as they develop being thinned to

one plant to a hill. Thinnings may be

used to reset hills where the seeds have

failed to germinate. In cither case if

grown for the calyxes alone the plants

In the field should be placed in rows from

six to ten feet apart and from four to

eight feet apart in the row. If grown for

the herbage, as well as calyxes, the seed

should be sown thinly in drills from two

to three feet apart. After the last cut-

ting of herbage two out of every three

rows may be plowed up and the middle

space cultivated, leaving the remaining

plants plenty of room for growth to the

flowering stage, after which the calyxes

are cut.

In the early stages of growth thorough

weeding and shallow cultivation are nec-

essary, but may be discontinued as soon

as the plants have spread enough to

shade the ground and choke out the

weeds. Fertilizer should be applied at

the rate of from one thousand to two

thousand pounds to the acre. In sandy

and leachy soil it is found advantageous

to make several small applications in-

stead of applying the whole at the time

of planting.

In view of the fact that jelly, syrup

and wine—though not sauce or jam—can

be made from the herbage of the young

plants, the most productive method of

harvesting is to cut the plants two or

three times before the period of blossom-

ing. They should be cut to two or three

inches above the ground, the weeds hoed

out between the stubble, and the land

irrigated. The stubble promptly sprouts,

and in the course of a month or so th-s

plants have grown enough for another

cutting. Finally the plants are allowed

to blossom, and about three weeks later

the calyxes are ready for a first picking.

If the field is gone over every few days

and the full-grown calyxes are picked,

the plants will send out new flower buds

and may thus be forced to fruit contin-

ually from October to February.

Roselle Jelly and Jam

In using the calyxes for making sauce

or jam the seed pods must be removed,

but this is not necessary in making jelly.

The pods are removed by cutting off the

stem and the base of the calyx, and forc-

ing out the pod with the finger. The
jelly, syrup and wine made from the

herbage are said to be equal in flavor

to those made from the calyxes, but have

not the same bright red color. As al-

ready stated, a very good imitation of

cranberry sauce can be made from the

calyxes.

The following recipe is used in the

Philippines for making jelly from the

whole plant—leaves, stems, calyxes and

pods: Having rinsed and cut up the

material, add one quart of water to each

two heaping quarts of material, boil for

30 or 40 minutes, and strain. To

each quart of juice obtained add one

pint of sugar, and allow the latter to

dissolve; then boil over a slow fire for

about 20 minutes, or until the syrup jel-

lies. Do not stir the syrup in the act of

boiling.

The same recipe applies to making
jelly from the calyxes. In making jam,

one quart of water is used to four quarts

of seeded calyxes.

There are now several ini|)roved varie-

ties of roselle, of which the Victor and

the Rico have hitherto proved most suc-

cessful in ordinary culture. There is also

a white-fruited variety.
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The only disease to which roselle is

subject, so far as is known, is a mildew

which attacks the plant In the autumn
with the approach of cool and damp
nights. It is easily controlled by dusting

dry sulphur over the plants in the early

morning while the dew is still on them.

Root System of Apple Tree and

Other Plants

The root system of the apple tree is dif-

ferent in some respects from other va-

rieties of fruit trees, especially peaches,

plums and almonds. These latter fruits

root near the surface of the ground, ex-

tending their roots laterally near the

surface, while the apple, especially some
varieties, has a central tap root extending

deeply into the soil. It is possible there-

fore to grow the stone fruits successfully

on a soil of less depth than that on
which apples could be grown. The root

system of the apple is normally as large

or nearly as large as the top system and
where the soil conditions are favorable

extends to very great depth.

We have seen the peach doing fairly

well on a soil where it was only 18 inches

to hardpan so solid that no roots could

penetrate it. On the same land the apple

trees were unhealthy, the tap root mal-

formed, sometimes turned upward after

having struck the hardpan, and the tree

showing every evidence of lack of nour-

ishment.

The fibrous roots are the feeders. The
new growth on these fibrous roots is

covered with a multiude of minute, uni-

cellular projections known as root hairs.

These root hairs come into contact with

the film of water which envelops the soil

particles, and, absorbing this moisture

with its contained food, forces it into the

root, where under the combined pressure

of the multitude of root hairs it is forced

upward into the tree. It is therefore

important that there be a soil content

that furnishes in proper proportions

the food best suited to the health

of the tree. Sometimes the mistake is

made of supposing that because some
barnyard manure is good, more is better.

This is the same as supposing that be-

cause the human organism needs some
acid as part of the food content that more
acid is better and a diet made up prin-

cipally of acids is better yet. This would

soon bring its results in disease. It is

just so with a tree. There are certain sub-

stances necessary for its growth, and
health, but they must be properly bal-

anced. In the arid regions of the North-

west most of the soils are rich in min-

eral substances, but lack humus. How-
ever, it is possible through an attempt to

supply humus by the application of barn-

yard manure, to injure the tree by the

materials which the manure contains if

the application is excessive. In some of

the volcanic soils of the Pacific Coast

states there is a large content of alkali.

This substance, in certain proportions,

is a fertilizer and is good for the soil,

but in larger proportions it destroys the

little root hairs that feed the tree. We
have discovered that when a tree is dis-

eased and the disease is manifest in the

top, that much more frequently than we
have generally supposed, the trouble or-

iginated in the root system on account

of some injury, lack of opportunity for

root expansion, or soil condition that do

not furnish a properly compounded food.

Distribntion of Feeding Roots of Apples

This is a question of much interest, both

in the application of fertilizers and meth-

ods of culture.

It raises the whole question as to how
deeply we should cultivate; or how deeply

we can cultivate without injury to the

roots. Suppose we put the "breaking

plow" into the orchard and turn over the

surface soil to a depth of five inches, are

we improving or injuring the trees? Sup-

pose we put the cultivator into the or-

chard and tear up the soil to a depth of

three inches, are we improving or injur-

ing the roots?

What is the effect of clover or alfalfa

as compared with the breaking up of the

surface roots?

In clean cultivation, do we injure the

large roots, so that aphids collect in the

wounds, causing galls and other diseases?
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Other questions arise, but tliese are suf-

ficient to show the importance of the sub-

ject.

Various experiment stations have inves-

tigated this subject, among them the sta-

tions of Wisconsin, Illinois. Arizona, Ohio.

and the managers of the Wooilburn Fruit

Farm, in England.

It was found that varieties differ

greatly, and that the same varieties dif-

fered niiuh under different conditions of

soil. The greatest depths of roots ob-

served at the various places were as fol-

lows: Wisconsin, 9 feet; Illinois, 5 feet;

Arizona, 20 feet.

More evidence was obtained at the

Pennsylvania Experiment Station in

1908, both with reference to root dis-

tribution and the horizontal and verticle

in each of 28 apple trees.
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Ryk. See Apple Orchard Cover Croi).

San Jose Scale. See Apple Pests.

Score Cards
The following score cards for use in

judgins exhibition fruits were compiled

by R. J. Barnett, Pomologist, Washington

Experiment Station:

The relative importance of the different

characteristics of fruits is denoted by

score cards. It is unfortunate that stan-

dard values for the various points have

not been developed for fruits as they have

for live stock, and that different shows, in

the same section even, use different rat-

ings.

For plate displays of one variety a good

score card is:

Form 15
Size 1.5

Color 20
Uniformlt.v 25
Freedom from blemishes 25

If quality were a factor, one variety

competing against another, this would he

modified as follows:

Form 10
Size 10
Color 20
T'niformity 20
Freedom from blemisiies 20
Quality 20

The British Columbia Horticulturist

recommends:
Form 15
Size 15
Color 25
Uniformit.v 25
Freedom from lilemislies 20

100
The Society for Horticultural Science

recommends as follows, plate exhibits:

r^or apples and pears

—

Form 15
Size 15
Color 20
Uniformity 20
Freedom from blemish iio

For Plums

—

Form in
Size 25
Color 20
I'nlformlty 20
Freedom from blemish 25

Peaches and Cherries—
Form 10
Size 20
Color 2!)

T'nlfomiltv 20
FriM'drnn from blemish 25

In all the above quality, when scored, 25.

drapes

—

Form of bimoh 10
Size of hnnch 15
Size of herry in
Color 10
rmformltv 10

!''i-eedom from blemish 20
(.nialit.v 20
t'i rmiiess 5

For Boxes of a Giien Variety

Fruit

—

Texture and Mayor 100
Size and form 100
Color 150
I'niformit.v 150
Freedom from blemishes 150

CoO
Box

—

JIatprial 30
Marking 10
Solidity (nailing, cleats, etc.) 10

50
Pack

—

Bulge or swell 100
.Mignment 20
Ileigbr of ends 60
.Vttractiveness and style 40
Compactness 80

300

Total 1,000

Tlie National .Vpple Sliow Score Card
Quality (all alike perfect within a variety) 20
Color 20
Size 10
Uniformity 10
Condition (including blemishes) 20
Pack 20

Total 100

Pack is subdivided as follows:

Bulge 4
Alignment 4
Height of ends 4
Compactness 4
Attractiveness and style 4

Total 20

Unless the entries are numerous, the

judge wil not use the score card, but will

keep the values in his mind and score by

inspection, especially in plate exhibits.

The exhibitor should, however, make him-

self quite familiar with the various points

to be considered and the value attached to

each of them.

District Display

The Interstate Fair uses the following

score card for this class of displays:

Quality 60
Variety 20
.\rrangement 20

Total 100

Sat.su.ma Orange. Profits from. See

Alabama.

Seed per Acre
Qiiantit} Kcquircd for Solving

Mammoth clover, pounds 12
Common red clover, pounds 12
Ci'imson cloyei'. pounds 15
-\lslke clover, pounds 12
Alfalfa, pounds 20
Cow pea. bushels IVi- ~
Soy beans, bushels 1 Ms- 2
I'.rond Fngllsh beans, bushels 1 - 1%
Winter vetch 1
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Summer vetch, bushels I M:
rnnada pea, Imsliels 1 M;
Buckwheat, busliel 1

Rye, bushels 1 ^
Barley, bushels 1^,4- -
Barley aud peas, bushel, each 1

"rhe American .\pple Orchard. " by Wau.iih.
Puhlished by Orange .Tudd Comi)aiiy.

Seedling Gitowixti. See Apple Nursery.

Seepage. See Irrigation.

Service Berry. See June Berry.

Service Tree
Horhu.'i riomrsticata

A round-headed, slow-growing tree, na-

tive of Europe, reachin.!? a height of 50 to

65 feet. It is sometimes confounded with

the ash when not in bloom, for the leaves

very much resemble those of the ash, but

the glutinous withered buds help to identi-

fy it. It blooms profusely, has small,

whitish flowers, gathered in pinnacles at

the end of the branches. It bears a pear-

shaped fruit, astringent and only edible

when very ripe or in a state of semi-de-

cay. The wood is a very fine grain, solid.

hard and is highly prized and much used

for cabinet making, turning, wooden
screws for presses, etc.

Gr.\nvili,e Lowther

Skttixg or Fruits. See p. 1059.

Siberian Apple (large). See Apple.

Botany of.

Siberian Apple (small). See Apple.

Botany of.

Sou Mulch. See Apple Orehard, Culti-

vation of.

Soils

The term soil is aiiiilied to that part of

the surface of the earth which is stirred

or tilled by implements in the process of

agriculture. Below that outer stratum is

the subsoil. The soil is formed by the

action of the atmosphere, changes of heat

and cold, frost, snows, lain, wind and

other agencies which tend to jnilverize the

rocks, to disintegrate their masses, and

to form out of them the finer particles

which remain in place or are carried

by the wind, water or gravitation to

other situations. This outer surface is

looser in texture than the subsoil. The
subsoil frequently contains materials

which are not favorable to the growth

of crops. On this account deeper tillage

than usual, which often implies what is

called by farmers the subsoiling pro-

cess, and which allows easier penetra-

tion of the subsoil to the surface, must
always be considered. Generally the sub-

soiling process increases crop production.

These considerations are of great impor-

tance when we reflect that directly or in-

directly all food materials needed by man
and beast are taken from the soil.

In addition to the process of the disin-

tegration of rocks already named in the

formation of soil, there is the process of

the growth and decay of vegetable mat-

ter, such as leaves, stems, trunks,

branches of trees, grasses, weeds and all

kinds of vegetation, together with a slight

mixture of animal substances. These,

mixed together, form the principal bulk

of the soil on the earth's surface, and the

proportions of the ingredients of these

mixtures determine largely the quality of

the soil.

Gu.vNvii.LE Lowther

ESSENTIALS OF CROP PRODrCTIO^
It is essential for the proper growth of

plants that they should have sufficient

water, light, the proper amount of space,

a suitable temperature, a suitable phys-

ical condition of the soil, and be well sup-

plied with plant food. If any of these

essentials are deficient the crop produc-

tion will be deficient also, and the de-

crease in production will be. to a certain

extent, in projiortion to the deficient con-

ditions.

Plant food is only one of the conditions

which are necessary for the production

of crops. The other conditions are

equally important. Chemical analysis

deals almost entirely with the plant food

of the soil. The other conditions we have

mentioned are largely conditioned by the

situation of the soil, the climatic condi-

tions which affect it, and its physical

character and structure.

Plant Food.—Material which is essen-

tial to the growth of plants is termed

plant food. Plants require a number of

substances, but experience has shown that

practically all soils contain a sufficiency

of all kinds of plant food, with the excep-

tion of phosphoric acid, nitrogen and pot-
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ash. The term "plant food" is often con-

fined to these three substances wliich are

so often needed.

Lime may also be needed by ilic soil,

but the object of an addition of lime is to

correct the acidity of tho soil or to per-

form other functions, rather than to serve

as a plant food.

The object of fertilizers is to supply

phosiihoric acid, nitrogen or potash in

available forms, that is, in such com-

pounds that plants can easily take up the

plant food.

A soil, to be fertile, must contain plant

food in such forms that plants can secure

a sufficient amount of it. A soil may con-

tain a large quantity of plant food, yet

not produce good crops, because the

plants cannot secure the food which it con-

tains. We apply the term active jjlant

food to the plant food contained in the

soil in such forms that plants can easily

take it up.

Pliysical Deficiencies of Soils

Some of the physical deficiencies of

soils will here be mentioned only briefly.

The soil may be too shallow. If this

is caused by rock near the surface, the

soil is not suitable for cultivated crops.

If caused by hardpan, it must be broken

up. If caused by water, the soil may be

drained. Soils in arid regions should be

deeper than those in humid regions.

The soil may be too wet. If properly

situated this condition may be remedied

by drainage, either by ditches or by tile

drains.

Porous and stiff soils are both bene-

fited by organic matter, such as is pro-

duced by manure or green crops plowed

under. Lime may improve stiff soils,

making them more easily worked.

Soils which blow too easily may re-

ceive benefit from manure. A wind-break

may also be of advantage.

Chemical Deficiencies

Acid soils contain an excess of acid.

The remedy is to apply lime in sufficient

amounts to correct the acid. Acid soils,

judging from our work under way, are

not found to any large extent in Texas.

Definite conclusions, however, cannot be

reached until further work has been done.

.-\lkali soils contain too iiiucli soluble

salts. These consist of sulphate of soda,

chloride of soda, and carbonate of soda,

as a rule, but we have sometimes found

calcium chloride to be present. Cro|)s

vary in their sensitiveness to alkali. Some
plants will not stand much, while others

will stand very large quantities. Alfalfa,

when young, will not stand much alkali,

but it appears to endure a large quantity

when it is old and well established.

Most of the alkali which has been

brought to our notice occurs in compara-

tively small spots, but often is very

troublesome on account of its eitect upon
the appearance of the field in which it

occurs. The remedy for alkali is under-

drainage. either by means of deep ditches

or tile drains.

Deficiency of Apple I'lant Food

A soil cannot be productive unless it

suiiplies the plant with sufficient food;

that is, unless it contains sufficient "ac-

tive" plant food. The amount of active

plant food depends upon conditions sur-

rounding the soil, as well as on the chem-

ical and physical character. The pres-

ence of sufficient moistme, and of decay-

ing vegetable matter, appear to aid in the

maintenance of a supply of active plant

food in the soil. A "run-down" soil may
often be "brought up" by increasing the

activity of the agencies which make inac-

tive ])lant food active.

G. S. Fr.m'.s,

Cliciiilsl. Tt'xas .\grifultiiral Experiment Sta-
tion.

COMPOSITION OF FKUIT SOILS

The ijercentage of essential elements of

plant food in the typical soil of each of

the more prominent fruit districts of the

State of Washington is shown in Table

I. These figures were obtained by aver-

aging the results of all the analyses of

soil sam|)les from each of these districts

which were collected during the progress

of the soil survey of the state, which

was conducted by the Division of Chem-

istry of the State Experiment Station

during the years of 1893 to 1907 inclusive.
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TABLE I

CompositiOD of Soil from Typical Fruit Districts in WiisliiiiKton

SOIL FROM {
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nius decay going oti rapUlly onousli to

make sufficient plant food available for

the needs of the growing crop. In soils

containing low percentages of luiiiius.

this means the plowing under of vegetable

materials, such as manure, or cover

crops, followed by suitable tillage to en-

courage the processes of decay. In soils

well supplied with vegetable, or organic

matter, proper tillage alone is sufficient

to maintain these favorable conditions.

riant Food Re(nilrenients of Fruit Crops

The amounts of the different plant

food elements which are found, by anal-

ysis, in the mature crop are generally

considered a measure of the quantity of

these materials which the crop took from
the soil. If there are no losses due to

other sources than the growing of the

crop, these amounts then represent the

yearly drain upon the total food su])ply

of the soil. Table III shows the amounts
of the critical elements of fertility which
are found in the indicated yield of each

of some of the common fruit and garden

crops.

(Taken from Van Slyke's "Fertilizers

and Crops.")

TABLE III

Plant Food Reqniroiii.eiits of Different Fruit and Veftetable Crops

Variety of Fruit
No. of Trees
per acre

Nitrogen
lbs.

Pliosphoric
Acid (Pj05)

lbs.

Potash
(K,0)
lbs.

Lime
(CaO)
lbs.

Apple
Peach
Pear
Plum

Kind of \'egctablc

Cabbage
Onions
Cantaloupes
Tomatoes
Watermelons

35
120
120
120

Yield
per Acre
10 tons

300 bu.
5 tons

2.50 bu.
10 tons

52
75
30
30

60
39
22
30
34

14
18

20
1,5

S
11

12

55
72
33
38

80
38
40
.53

60

57
114
38
41

The figures given are, in each case, for

the yield of edible material, and do not in-

clude the plant food used by the non-

edible leaves, stalks, etc., it being assumed
that these will be returned to the soil

each year. The plant food used in mak-
ing the wood growth of fruit trees is, of

course, not accounted for in these cal

culations.

Value of Legutiiinoiis Cover Crops

Reference has been made above to the

value of a sufficient supply of vegetable

matter in the soil, in order that its active

decay may insure an ample supply of

available plant food. Humus performs

many other important beneficial functions

In the soil. It affects very beneficially

the physical proijerties of the soil, in-

creasing the ease of tilth, moisture-hold-

ing capacity, capacity to absorb heat, etc.,

and decreasing the tendency to "puddle"
when wet and "bake" when dry.

Any farm crop which is grown for the

sole purpose of plowing it under to in-

crease the supply of organic matter in

the soil is known as a "green manure."

Green manures affect the soil beneficially

in many ways. Some of the possible bene-

fits are: (1) The addition of vegetable

matter or "humus," with its attendant

beneficial effect upon the physical and

chemical properties of the soil. (2) In-

creasing the nitrogen content of the soil

by fixation of nitrogen of the air, when
leguminous crops are used as the green

manui-e. (3) Using surplus available

plant food, .which might otherwise be

lost. (4) Plant food from lower depths

may be brought nearer to the surface and

made available for subsequent crops.

The kind of crop which may best be

used as a green manure depends upon

which one or more of these beneficial ef-

fects is most desired. If the addition of

humus, or an increased supply of decay-

ing vegetation, is the only necessity, then
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any raiik-Krovving farm croii may l)e used.

The more succulent or juicy plants are

best, as they decay much more quickly

and are more easily incorporated in the

soil. If. however, the supply of nitrogen

in the soil is small and its increase is

either the chief necessity or a desirable

addition to the increased humus content,

then some leguminous crop must be used,

as no other farm crop has the power of

utilizing atmospheric nitrogen or of re-

turning to the soil any essential element

of fertility which it did not draw from

it. If it is desired to bring up from be-

low some of the mineral plant food which

is present in deeper layers of soil, then

a deep-rooting crop should be used.

Legumes as Green Manure

The legumes, or leguminous crops, are

a group of plants which are characterized

by growing their seed in pods and by hav-

ing peculiar knots or nodules on their

roots. These nodules are formed by the

action of a certain group of bacteria, im-

mense numbers of which are found in

each nodule, which have the peculiar

property of being able to use the gaseous

nitrogen of the air for their own growth,

and supplying this element as they die

and decay to the host plant on whose
roots they are located. Included in this

group are alfalfa, all the clovers, vetches,

peas, beans, etc. No other group of

plants or animals, so far as is now
known, is thus able to make use of at-

mospheric nitrogen. Legumes may grow
in soils which are rich in available nitro-

gen without the presence of the nodule-

producing bacteria, deriving their nitro-

gen supply directly from the soil as do

other crops, but have the distinctive pow-

er of being able to flourish in soils poor

in nitrogen if the proper bacteria are pres-

ent to grow upon their roots and supply

them with nitrogen from the air, and

when so grown to Increase the supply of

soil nitrogen when plowed under as green

manures.

The amount of actual gain in nitrogen

to the soil from the growing of legumi-

nous cover crops depends upon several fac-

tors, such as: (1) the kind of crop used:

(2) the amount of nitrogen already pres-

ent in the soil, as this affects the propor-

tion of nitrogen which the crop will take

from the air, and (3) the proportion of

the crop which is returned to the soil.

Nitroeren Content of Different Legumes
Analyses have been made by the writer

in the laboratory of the State Experiment
Station of the different parts of various

leguminous crops—the samples being

taken from adjacent plots where each

legume was given equal conditions of soil,

moisture-supply, etc., for its growth. The
results of some of these analyses are

shown in Table IV.

TABLE IV

>'itrogeii Content of Different Legnmes

CROP

Tangier Pra. .

Field Pea. , . ,

Spring Vetch.
Hairv Vetch.
Alfalfa
Red C-'lover. .

White Clover.

Per Cent Nitrogen in Dry Matter

Tops

3.63
2,68
2.61
2.96
1.72
2.30
1.87

Hoots

2.

2.
2.

2.
1.27
1.91
1.73

.47

.38

.54

.4.5

Nodules

4.00
2.84
5.0!)

5.07
6.92
5.97
5.86

Whole Plant

3 .50

2 62
2 .58

2.80
1.50
2,18
1.82

As has been pointed out, the proportion

of this nitrogen which the crop will gath-

er from the air, through its bacteria,

depends upon the supply of available ni-

trogen present in the soil. On average

soils, with a generous supply of nodules

developing on their root systems, it is

estimated that about one-fifth the total

nitrogen content of the crop comes from

the soil and the other four-fifths from

the atmosphere.

If the tops, or foliage growth, of the
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froi> is cul off ami reuiovLHl from Uie land,

the gain in nitrogen to the soil is slight

if any. It is generally estimated that for

most common forage cro|)s, the dry matter

in the root system constitutes about one-

fifth, and the above-ground portion tour-

fifths of the total growth. By coniiiaring

this statement with that in the iirereding

Ijaragraph. it will be seen tluil, under or-

dinary conditions, the amount of nitrogen

returned to the soil by the decay of the

roots only of the crop would be just equal

to the proportion of the crop's total sup-

ply which originally came from the soil.

If, however, the tops, as pastura.ge, soiling

crop, or hay, are fed to live stock and the

manure therefrom returned to the land to

be plowed under, nearly ninety per cent of

the total nitrogen of the crop will be re-

stored to the soil.

If the entire crop is plowed under, all

of the nitrogen which it contains is re-

stored to the soil, and as the crop de-

cays, becomes available to succeeding

crops.

(>ain of Nitrou'en per Acre and Market

Value

The gain of nitrogen per acre to the

soil if any one of these crops be plowed
under as a green manure may be cal-

culated by multiplying the percentage of

nitrogen in the whole jilant by the weight

of dry matter produced on an acre. This

wei,ght of growth will, of course, vary ex-

tremely in different seasons, on different

soils, and with different cultivation.

Table V shows examples of possible gains

which may be made, computed from the

yields per acre as given. The present

market value of nitrogen in commercial

fertilizers as sold in this state is about

twenty cents per pound. The market
value of the gain in nitrogen per acre by
plowing under the average crop as shown
is indicated in the last column.

TABLE V

Gains in Nitrogen by Plowiny Crops I luler

CROP
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there is no single article of liunian food

that is sufBcient of itself.

This has been disroveretl to be true in

the feeding of stork as well as in the

preparation of human food, and it is a

common remark among the breeders of

poultry that chickens, iu order to la.v

large quantities of eggs, must have a bal-

anced ration.

This seems to be a law that runs

through all nature, and it is equall.v true

in vegetable as it is in animal life. The
vegetable gets its food mainly from the

soil, and it is known that clay is a fertil-

izer for sandy loam. Sand will also fer-

tilize a clay soil, a boggy soil, a gumbo or

an adobe soil ; and in turn the boggy soil

will fertilize the sand or the clays of the

upland. A soil rich in humus will fertil-

ize both sand and clay. Wood ashes is

an excellent fertilizer for apple orchards,

and alkali is a fertilizer for soils deficient

in the alkali substances. Alkali is a fer-

tilizer up to a certain degree, when it be-

comes injurious.

The proper balance of food substances

for the different kinds of vegetables and
fruits may be hard to determine, but in

the ability to do this lies the difference

between the ordinary farmer and the one
who succeeds in the highest degree.

Gra^'ville Lowtiier

Influence of .VIkali on ilie Germination

and (Jrowtli of Plants

In experiments by the Wyoming sta-

tion on the influence of alkali salts on

the germination of wheat and rye it was
found that small amounts of these salts

hasten germination and no doubt also

"assist in the life of the plant, either

rtimulating its growth or acting directly

as plant food." When, however, the pro-

portion of alkali salts exceeded certain

limits, germination was interfered with.

*I*Iants .Vdaptert to .VIkali Soils

Throughout the western portion of the

United States, especially where irrigation

is practiced, areas of alkali soils of

greater or less extent are of frequent oc-

currence. These soils derive their name
from the fact that they are strongly im-

pregnated with soluble salts, which efflo-

resce or "bloom out" in the form of a pow-
der or crust during dry weather follow-

ing rains or irrigation. The basis of
these salts is mainly soda, together with
smaller amounts of potash and usually a
little lime and magnesia. They are mix-
tures chiefly of sodium sulphate, sodium
chloride (common salt), and sodium car-
bonate in varying proportions. They
often contain in addition small amounts
of potassium sulphate, sodium phosphate,
and sodium nitrate, substances whose fer-

tilizing value is well known.

Of the different forms of alkali, that
in which sodium carbonate predominates
(black alkali) is by far the most injuri-

ous to vegetable growth and to the tilling

qualities of the soil; common salt (sod-
ium chloride) ranks next in injurious-
ness; while sodium sulphate is the least
injurious.

While the occurrence of alkali in excess
in the .soil constitutes a serious menace
to the successful production of most farm
crops, recent investigations have shown
that there are many plants of economic
value which are able to tolerate a consid-
erable amount of alkali. The investiga-
tions of the California station have shown
that the resistance to alkali varies
greatly with the kind of plant and the
character of the salts in the alkali.

Thus the plants of the goosefoot fam-
ily, comprehending, besides the goose-

foot proper, the beet, spinach, samphire,
saltwort and the salt bushes generally,

will resist very large amounts of all

three of the salts; while, on the other
extreme, the legumes—clovers, peas,

beans, vetches, etc.—resent even small
amounts of either. The entire sunflower
family is rather tolerant of alkali, while
most of the cultivated grasses proper are
quite sensitive, if only because their shal-

low rooting exposes them peculiarly to

the evil effects of the surface accumula-
tion of alkali by evaporation.

• See also I'nited States Department of Atrrl-
oultiire Farmers' Bulletins 02
page 14.

page 207 T'nlled State.s Depai-tment of .\Ki-ioiilliire,
Olllce of Experiment Stations.
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HisrlH'st (oiicoiitriition of Alkali Hiiriii-

lf>s t(i Viirii)\is Fdrms of Vriro-

tiitioii

The foUowiug table, prepared liy Pro-

fessor Hilgard, gives a fair idea of tlae

relative resistances of various crops. Tlie

information was gathered under certain

conditions. Init experience shows the rela-

tions are generally true. One or two ex-

ceptions have been noted in several West-

erns states, viz., corn, which appears at

the end of Professor Hilgard's list, has

shown itself to be more resistant than al-

falfa and the grains, and grapes have

withstood conditions that drove alfalfa

and sugar beets from the field.

(Pounds of sodium i)er acre in four foot

depth.)
Sodium SiiiiUim Sodliiin

Forms of Total Sul- Clilor- Car-

Vesetation Alkali pliatc Ide bmiate
Salt Ki-ass i:(C,.(ioii ]4.:20(l 27,700 5!l.-Jijn

Salt bush .-iti.ool) 40.700 40.:iOO S.KiO

Alfalfa, old.. 3'.»,40O JiH.iOO l.OJii

.Mfalfa. vouns 4.(i!HI H.OOO 1.020
S.irt'lium

"

. . . . 2i),100 L>o.on() H.Hlo 4.110
Hadlsh 22..".00 1G.800 880 :i,7.80

Supir beet... 21.400 17.000 4.030 1.740

Sunflower ... 21.400 17.000 2.140 700
Grapes 1(;.:!00 i:i.200 3,700 3.280
Onions 13.700 2.290
Potatoes 13.700 2,290
faiTots 10.2011 8.0.10 930 .-.40

l-i(,-s 9.430 7.920 320 48(i

Almimds .... 9.130 7.3."iO 940 030
liarlev 9,120 3.890 2.000 .".280

I'cars 7,480 5.70O ,-)40 7(!0

Wheat 0.170 4.900 4."i(i 640
.Apples .1.700 4.010 488 278
r-elerv 4,890 1,320 3.780
Kve 4.400 3.170 680 417
I'hinps 4.2C0 2.990 472 .-)90

Pearhes 4.0.30 3.110 393 29.-.

Aprlrots 3,600 2.800 378 208
Sweet corn 780

By reference to the above table it is seen

that in some instances the amount of

total salts which a plant will withstand is

greater than the sum of the three compo-

nent quantities. The reason for this is

that the salts operate against one another

and neutralize the respective actions.

R. A. Haht.

United States DrainaRO Enplnper.

TRUCK A\D FRIIT SOILS

Early Trnck niid Potato Soils

To grow market-garden crops in a sat-

isfactory manner and to get them In the

market early enough to warrant a good

price, one needs a notably warm soil. The
better types of this class of soil usually

contain relatively large amounts of sand

and small amounts of clay. Snyder,

whose discussion of this matter is being

followed in this particular portion of this

article, suggests that the better types of

early truck and potato soils are apt to

contain about 60 per cent of medium sand,

from 20 to 25 per cent of silt, perhaps

about .'> per cent of clay, and that, when
carrying S per cent of silt, they hold from
r-i to 12 per cent of water. He i)oints out

that when these crops arc grown on soils

containing much more water than this,

they are apt to be slow in maturing.

When used for the production of early

market-garden crops, and as one gets fur-

ther north, the proportion of sand may
relatively increase, and of silt decrease.

Soils like this are not ai)t to be naturally

as rich in plant food as are some of the

other types, but are of a nature to make
admirable use of large quantities of added
plant food.

fieiu-ral Truck and Fruit Soils

Where extreme earliness is not a fac-

tor, and where water constitutes a large

percentage of the market crop, as in mar-

ket-garden crops and fruit, more of clay,

rather less of sand and, consequently, a

greater water-holding capacity are to be

desired than when early truck is grown.

From 10 to 15 per cent of clay, 50 per

cent of sand, and 10 to 18 per cent of

water are preferred. Great divergence

of practice is observed, particularly in the

growth of fruit. Some fruits succeed ad-

mirably on soils with a large percentage

of clay; others on soils such as those now
under consideration.

EFFECT OF Ml'LCHES OF DIFFERENT
DEPTH I> COXSEKVIX; SOIL

MOISTl HE
The purpose of the soil mulch is to

break, as completely as possible, the cap-

illary connection by means of which the

soil moisture moves ujjward, and to pro-

tect the moist soil below from the rapid

evai)orating effect of moving air. No
mulch can accomplish these results per-

fectly and prevent all loss by evaporation.

Since the mulch, being dry soil, in which
plant roots cannot grow, is just that much
lost soil so far as furnishing i)lant food is

concerned, it ought not to be any deeper

than is necessary to conserve the largest
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possible proi)ortion of soil moisture. This

depth will vary with different types ot

soil. Professor Thorn, soil physicist of

the Washington State Experiment Station,

working with the ordinary "volcanic ash"

soil of the Palouse regions, found the fol-

lowing effect of mulches of different

depths upon the loss of soil moisture from

the soil during the month of August,

1912:

Table VI

Effect of ncjitli of Mukli Upon Evapora-

tioii of .Soil Moisture
Moisture loss.

Depth of calculated as
mulch. to acre-inches.

No mulch 1.66
1 inch 1.42
2 inches 1.15
,3 inches 1-02
4 inches 1.01
5 inches 08

These results show that while mulches

deeper than three inches save slightly

more moisture, the saving is too little to

compensate for the additional loss of

plant food supply. Similar results have

been reported from measurements made
by the United States irrigation investiga-

tions on irrigated lands in California,

where it was found that a three-inch

mulch saved 72 per cent of the total pos-

sible saving and that increasing the depth

of the mulch to ten inches only resulted

in a saving of 88 per cent of the total pos-

sible amount. For all ordinary soils and

conditions, therefore, a three-inch mulch

is the most efficient depth.

R. W. Thatcher,
Director Washington Experiment Station.

RAPIDITY OF KISE OF ( APILL.VRY
MOISTURE l> lUFFERENT TYPES

OF SOIL
The rate at which water rises through

soil by capillary action depends upon the

size of the soil particles and the propor-

tion of humus which the soil contains.

In an experiment conducted by Prof. C.

C. Thom, soil physicist of the experiment

station at Pullman, Washington, the fol-

lowing results were obtained. The dif-

ferent soils were placed in large galvan-

ized iron tanks in the open field, all

equally compacted, and a constant supply

of water fed to each at a depth of two

feet below the surface. The amount of

water, expressed both in pounds and in

the equivalent acre-inches, which came up

through the soils and evaporated away

into the air during the month of August,

1912, is shown in the following table:

Table VII

Rate of Capillary Rise of Water iu Soil,

as Shown by Evaporation

Losses
Kind of Loss Loss, as
Soil in lbs. acre-ins.

Sand 'S'^.y- 2.10
Loam 26.2 1.66
('lav 24.0 1.53
Humus 18.4 1.17

R. W. Thatcher,

Director Washington Experiment Station.

PROBLEMS I> SOIL FERTILITY IN

WESTERN WASHINGTON
From all over Western Washington far-

mers are constantly inquiring "What fer-

tilizer shall I put on my soil to make it

grow vegetables, grasses, or fruit?" or

"Will you please analyze my soil and tell

me what element it lacks, or what element

it contains?" These inquiries show a very

general need for inform.ation as to how

food elements exist in the soil and how

fertility may be developed within the soil.

All agricultural plants require for their

growth thirteen elements, all of which are

found in greater or less quantity in every

soil that will grow plants at all. Of these

elements the only ones apt to be deficient

in any soil are nitro,gen. potash, phos-

phoric acid, and sometimes lime. Phys-

ically, all soils consist of broken down

rock and decaying organic matter (the

remains of leaves, stems, roots, manure,

etc.). The plant must derive its potash,

phosphoric acid and lime from the broken

down rock of the soil. The nitrogen

needed by the plant is secured from the

decaying organic matter of the soil, ex-

cept in the case ot leguminous plants,

which are able to secure some of the free

nitrogen of the air through the action of

certain bacteria on their roots.

How do the plants take uj) these ele-

ments? Pour water through a bucket of

good soil; it will come throiigh discolored.

Chemical analysis will show that the

water has dissolved certain compounds

of potash, of phosphorus, and of nitrogen

(as well as compounds of other elements)

from the soil. This solution of compounds
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of elements is taken up by llie iiUuU rool

hairs in contact with the soil particles

and serves as plant food. If we continued

to pour water through our bucket of soil

we should soon discover that we had prac-

tically exhausted the soluble material in

the soil. Kxaniination of the soil from a

vi.corous growing, well cultivated crop in

.luly or August would also show that the

Immediately soluble material in the soil

would supply the growing plants only a

few weeks at best—not nearly enough to

last through the growing season.

How. then, is the growing plant to be

kept in food? If the bucket of soil from

which you washed practically all the sol-

uble material be set aside for a few days

and be kept nicely moist it will be found

you are again able to dissolve consider-

able material from the soil. Certain

chemical changes have been going on in

the bucket of soil that have changed a

small amount of the insoluble material

into soluble form. These same chemical

changes take place in the field under suit-

able conditions, but the rapidity of the

changes will vary markedly with varia-

tions in the necessary conditions.

The secret of successful soil manage-
ment rests in keeping (he conditions right

for the liberation of as much food as a

bumper crop can use—no more, no less.

If the soil is managed so that consid-

erably more of the imiiortant elements

are made soluble than the crop can use,

the surplus will be washed away to a

large extent and the soil will be rai)idly

depleted of its latent or reserve fertility.

If less than enough to support a maximum
crop is made available, the legitimate

profits of soil tillage are directly reduced,

or, as is true in many cases, the receipts

do not pay the cost of operation.

Xecessarj' Conditions— .\ir

1. The proper circulation of air in the

soil. Oxygen of the air helps to break

down the hard rock material In the soil

much as it changes the hard, shiny sur-

face of a plowshare to a powder frust) in

the presence of moisture. Without
oxygen plant roots will die. Oxygen
taken in by the leaves will not take the

place of oxygen needed by the roots.

Many of the desirable chemical changes

in the soil are due to the action of soil

bacteria with which all healthy soils are

teeming. These bacteria cannot thrive

without oxygen. .lust to the, extent that

the full amount needed is reduced will

the desirable bacterial action be reduced.

There cannot be proper circulation of air

in a soil well filled with stagnant water,

nor can there be proper circulation of air

in a field packed hard and dried into

brick-like clods. We recognize by the

growth on such soils that something is

wrong.
Humus

2. A good supply of organic matter.

This furnishes food for soil bacteria.

Through their action the organic matter

decomposes, and weak acids are formed,

which attack and dissolve the rock ma-

terial, putting it into available form for

the plants. With a deficiency in organic

matter there will not be enough acids

I'ornied to liberate the desired amount of

mineral elements. A variation in the

amount and rapidity of decomposition of

the organic matter will also cause corre-

sponding vai'iation in the supply of avail-

able nitrogen for the i)lant. Deficiency

of nitrogen and need for more organic

matter is readily recognized by the light

yellowish color of growing vegetation,

while an abundant supply is recognized

by the rich, dark-green, luxuriant foliage.

Note difference in color after the applica-

tion of barnyard manure or the plowing

under of a clover sod.

The organic matter makes heavy soils

more friable and easy to work, and less

likely to puddle and bake, and opens

them up so they will take water and air

lietter. It partially fills the pores of loose,

sandy and gravelly soils, making them
more compact, increasing their power to

hold water and soluble plant food, les-

sening the danger in a wet climate, or,

under irrigation, of leaching away of

available plant food.

Moisture

3. A pro|)er supi)ly of capillary mois-

ture. Water alone has a very gradual

solvent action on the rock material, but

it is as essential in keeping up healthy

bacterial action in the soil as it is to a
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milch cow. Fvirtheimore, plants cannot

take up soluble plant food from the soil

without it is first dissolved in capillary

moisture. A loose, cloddy, dry seed bed

then will not furnish the best conditions

for the rapid development of soluble

plant food, no matter how full of straw

and air it may be. It must be worked
down thoroughly to hold the moisture.

Proper Temperature

4. Bacterial action and chemical

changes progress very slowl.v with a soil

temperature lower than 55 degrees. The
temperature varies considerable with the

kind of soil, the amount of water pres-

ent, the color and amount of organic mat-

ter present and the tillage. Sandy soils

are well known to be earlier and quicker

growers than heavy soils. This is be-

cause they are warmer.

A poorly drained soil will often be 10

to 15 degrees colder than a similar soil

well drained. This is equivalent to put-

ting the crops behind about one month.

The yellowish color of plants growing in

poorly drained spots in a field are ready

evidence of retarded bacterial action in

the soil.

E.xperiments have shown that the sup-

plying of an abundance of organic matter

may sometimes make a difference of one

or two degrees in field culture. This is a

hotbed effect, only much reduced in in-

tensity.

In the development of available plant

food in the soil these four factors just

enumerated are equally essential: proper
circulation of air, plentiful supply of or-

ganic matter, good supply of capillary

moisture, and a suitable temperature.

Translating these needs of the soil into

farm operations, what shall the Western
Washington farmer do to provide these

conditions?

Take Off Surplus Water

1. Provide thorough underdrainage

wherever water will collect in a hole

within four feet of the surface during the

growing season. Quite a large percentage

of the farming lands of Western Wash-
ington need underdrainage badly, and
will never give thoroughly good results

until it is provided. Many soils that are

now being tilled with moderate profit

would do much better if underdrained.

In many cases a more iirofihilile kind of

crop could be grown.

Thorough drainage will ultimately make
the soil warmer and earlier and more
friable and easy to work, and the period

during which it may be tilled will be

greatly extended.

Plow, Harrow and Disk

2. Thorough tillage, including deep

plowing, thorough cultivation of the en-

tire furrow slice, and thorough surface

tillage through the growing season, where
possible, is essential in order to hold the

moisture and destroy weeds.

A healthy plant develoi)s a very large

root system compared to the top of the

plant, develops it very rapidly and in all

directions. With ordinary crops every

cubic inch of soil to the depth of four feet

will be penetrated with fine roots before

the plants have made their growth, if the

soil is in condition for such development.

The magnitude of the portion above the

ground, In other words "the drop," will

depend upon the freedom with which the

roots may develop and the completeness

with which they may occupy the soil.

The feeding capacity of the plant varies

with the e.xtent of its root system. The
seed bed should come into the homogene-
ous condition of a nice bowl of granulated

sugar, where a delicate root would find

practically no resistance to development
in any direction, yet would come into

contact with soil particles on every side.

Veteb. (lover and Peas

3. Keeping a supply of humus in the

soil may be accomplished in two general

ways:

(1). In general farming, the plowing

under of a good clover or grass sod every

four or five years will usually keep the

soil well supplied with organic matter.

Many instances are found in the older

states where worn-out soils have been

brought into a high state of fertility by
thorough tillage and the judicious use of

clover in a rotation, without the introduc-

tion of any outside source of fertility
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whatever. The srowing of peas ami

vetelies aids sreatly in keei)ing up the fer-

tility of the soil, but will not add to the

hunnis supply of the soil like a clover sod.

unless the tops are plowed in.

Where the system of farming does not

include the growing of a biennial or per-

ennial crop, like clover and grasses, some
qiiiek-.growing crop must be plowed in oc-

casionally. Rye or vetches, sown in the

fall after an early crop is removed, will

be ready to plow under for a late spring

crop. In almost any system a humus-pro-

ducing crop may be sandwiched in some-

where occasionally.

(2). By the use of barnyard manure.

This is preeminently the best means for

keeping soil in a high state of fertility.

In all countries and in all localities where
dairying has become well established and
where thorough tillage has accompanied

the use of the manure, high average

yields are secured, and nothing will op-

erate faster for the building up of West-

ern Washington soils than the develop-

ment of the dairy industry, accompanied
with careful saving and use of the ma-
nure produced.

Excellent examples are scattered all

over Western Washington, showing that

conformity to the foregoing jirinciides

will bring the majority of our Western
Washington soils into a very high state

of fertility. Nearly all our soil contains

stored plant food enough for a great many
bumper crops.

GlCOItGE Sevkrantk,

SiipprintPDdpnt Wostorn WashlnKloii Expirl
nipnt Slatlon, I'nynlliip, Washington,

HEAT AM) SOIL FEKTIIJTV

The Rothamsted experiments have re-

cently thrown great light on the earlier

known fact that heating the soil, thus ac-

complishing something approaching ster-

ilization, results In a heightening of the

"fertility" of the soil. The experiences

of Stone of Amherst and others show that

the general fact has come under observ-

ation. The experience that carbon bisulfid

used for killing the Phylloxera increases

the growth of the vines, even though the

I'livllcixcra was not previously present,

and the piactice of the ancients of "firing"

the soil, are other examples.

The reason for this is that heating the

soils may improve their fertility. It ap-

pears that, in addition to the bacteria In

the soil which have to do with the prepa-

ration of those nitrogenous substances

which can be taken uj) by the plant, there

are numerous animal forms called proto-

zoa, similar to the white corpuscles or

phagocytes of the blood. As these destroy

bacteria which gain entrance to the body
through wounds, so the protozoan forms

in the soil devour and thus destroy the

bacteria which are so useful in the prep-

aration of materials for the plant. If,

therefore, there are many protozoa in the

soil this will be a poor soil, since the bac-

teria are destroyed. Heating may be ar-

ranged so as to destroy all the protozoa,

and, while the numbers of bacteria are

reduced, they may not be totally de-

stroyed. Thus, the bacteria remain to

start afresh the nitrifying processes, and
their recovery and multiplication is very

rapid. In this way the "fertility" of a

soil treated is very much increased.

It will appear that the method of heat-

ing the soil by steam will be of great

practical importance, especially in green-

houses and hotbeds and cold frames in

which vegetables and seedlings are raised.

EXTENT OF SOIL EROSION IN THE
UNITED STATES

Investigations by the United States Geo-

logical Survey of the erosion of numerous

drainage basins of the United States show

that the surface of the country is being

removed at the average rate of about an

inch in 760 years. Though this amount

seems trivial when spread over the sur-

face of the country, it becomes stupen-

dous when considered as a total, or even

in separate drainage basins. Mississipi)i

river, for instance, carries annually to the

sea 136.400,000 tons of dissolved matter

and 340,.500,000 tons of suspended matter,

and of this total Ohio river carries 83,-

3.'iO,000 tons and Missouri river contrib-

utes more than twice as much. Colorado

river, which has built up for itself a vast
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delta, brings down more suspended mat-

ter than any other river in the United

States, deliverin.a; annually 387 tons for

each square mile of its drainage basin, or

a total of 100,740,000 tons.

The rivers of the United States carry

to tidewater every year 270,000,000 tons of

dissolved matter and 513,000,000 tons of

suspended matter. This total of 783,000,-

000 tons represents more than 350,000,000

cubic yards of rock, or 610,000,000 cubic

yards of surface soil. If this erosive ac-

tion had been concentrated on the Isth-

mus of Panama at the time of American
occupation it would have excavated the

prism for an 85-foot level canal in about

73 days.

Geo. Otls S.mitii.

Director T'nited States GeoIoKual .Survey.

South Carolina
South Carolina has 33,393 square miles

of area. The drainage system is towards

the southeast, into the Atlantic ocean.

There are a number of harbors along the

Atlantic coast, the principal of which is

Charleston. The Savannah river is nav-

igable for the most part along the border
of South Carolina, and furnishes cheap
transportation to the ocean.

Geologically, South Carolina is divided

into ezoic, Silurian, tertiary, quartenary
and cretaceous formations. Along the

rivers there are cretaceous formations;
the level pine lands and coast lands be-

long mostly to the tertiary and quarter-

nary age, and the upper hill lands to the

ezoic and Silurian.

Physically it is divided into the "red
sand hill region," the "Piedmont region,"

and the "Alpine region." The red sand
hill region borders on the coast, and con-

tains a number of fertile islands. This
region is adapted to certain kinds of hor-

ticulture, such as the growing of figs,

grajies. peaches, plums, pecans, almonds
and, in |)arlicular1y favored places along

the coast, oranges and olives. Vegetable

growing is an important industry here,

and cabbages, peas, beans, asparagus, Irish

potatoes, sweet potatoes and other vege-

tables are grown with profit, and find a

ready market. On account of the near ac-

cess to the coast and to the Savannah
river, which is navigable for most of the

distance along the southeastern border of

the state, transportation is easy and in-

expensive.

The Piedmont region is sometimes
called the pine belt. Strawberries, grapes,

peaches, plums and the earlier varieties

of apples may be grown successfully. This
region is also noted for the growing of

watermelons, cantaloupes, asparagus, po-

tatoes and sweet potatoes. Here sweet
l)otatoes reach a high state of perfection,

and from 400 to 600 bushels are often

grown on one acre of land.

The Alpine region rises to a height of

3,000 feet above the sea, and Table moun-
tain, one of its peaks, rises to a height of

4,000 feet. It is on account of the eleva-

tion that it is possible to grow winter
apples in this region. For the varieties

that will succeed best, see Varieties Rec-
ommended for Planting, page 192.

The grapes grown in this region are of

superior quality, and the Delaware, Con-
cord and Niagara are practically free from
diseases that altect them in other sec-

tions.

The fruit industry in the hill sections

has not reached a high state of develop-
ment, yet nature has given to this coun-
try advantages which make an extensive
and profitable horticulture possible. They
are farther from markets, and the trans-

portation is not so easy as in the lower
sections, but the fine quality of the fruit

will compensate for these disadvantages,
and it will doubtless become an itni)ortant

fiuit-growing section.

Gr.V.WII.I.K LoWTIIKIt
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perature. in its Iviiown extremes, ranges

from 40 below zero to 111 above. Tliere

are places where irrigation is carried on

to considerable extent, notably in the

Black Hills region, where the water is

supplied b.v the North Pork and South

Fork of the Cheyenne river, and in cer-

tain districts where the water is supplied

from artesian wells, that furnish abun-

dant supply and good pressure at small

cost. Granville Lowthbk

South Dakota is not a great fruit-pro-

ducing country. The following from the

United States Census Reports will give

a pretty good idea of its relative im-

portance in horticulture:

Small fruits: 1909 and 1899. The fol-

lowing table shows data witli regard to

small fruits on farms:

CROP
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Southern Apple. See Apple, Botany of.

Spinach or Spinage
tfpmacia uleracta.

A garden annual pot herb of the goose-

foot family. The plant has a hollow stem

about two feet high, with large, thick

deep-green leaves, somewhat triangular

in shape. It is probably of Persian origin,

having been introduced into Europe about

the middle of the 15th century.

It should be grown on good ground, well

worked and manured, and for the sunmier

crops abundant water will be necessary.

The first sowing of winter spinach should

be made early in August and another

toward the end of the month, in some

sheltered but not shaded situation, in

rows 18 inches apart, the plants as they

advance being thinned and the ground

hoed. By the beginning of winter the

outer leaves will have become fit for use,

and if the weather is mild, successive

gatherings may be obtained up to the be-

ginning of May, provided the winters are

not too severe, or provided the plants are

covered with a coating of hay, straw or

leaves.

Spring sowing for summer use may be

early, and between early peas, cabbages,

potatoes, or other slow-growing crops; or

there may be a succession of sowings dur-

ing the season, about two weeks apart.

They will be ready for table use about six

weeks from the time of planting.

Spinach is very hardy, and not difBcult

to cultivate, but requires a very rich soil

to get the best results.

Yarictics

There are several varieties, differing in

their qualities of hardiness, succulence

and times of maturity. Among the best

In common use in the United States are

the following:

Long Standing.—An excellent variety

for spring and summer.

Prickly, or Winter.—An excellent win-

ter variety.

Bloomsdale.—Very hardy and of good

quality.

Granville Lowtheu

SPINA( 11 DISEASES

Dowu) iUildew

Peronospora effusa (Grev) Rabh.

During moist weather this fungus de-

velops a destructive disease of spinach.

Pale or water-soaked spots appear, and

the leaves may be rapidly killed.

SPINACH TESTS

Spinach or Beet Leaf Magg:ot

Pegomyia vicina Lint.

A leaf miner, distributed from the At-

lantic to the Pacific, infesting beets and

spinach, and sometimes rendering the lat-

ter unfit for consumption. The eggs are

laid on the underside of the leaves and

as soon as they hatch the larvae enter the

leaf, feeding between the upper and lower

surfaces. When mature the maggot drops

to the soil to pupate and emerges as an

olive, ash-gray fiy about a quarter of an

inch long.

It infests the common pigweed, or

lamb's quarters, hence the most impor-

tant remedy is to destroy all weeds of

this variety on the premises, as well as

tops of infested beets and spinach.

Twelve-Spotted Cucumber Beetle. See

Cucumlier Pests.

Sprays and Other Means of

Control

Insecticides and Fungicides

Spraying for diseases and pests has be-

come a very important factor in the grow-

ing of all crops and especially in horti-

cultural work. As such it is now a reg-

ular and well established business, which
has received a tremendous amount of in-

vestigation work, with the result that

there is on the market a spray for every

individual ailment a tree or plant is heir

to. This is true of both the home-made
and commercial products, and it has be-

(ome an exceedingly difficult task for

the orchardist or farmer to select a spray

which is to give the best results for the

financial outlay.

It is beyond the limits of this work
to give a complete list of the formulae

and uses of all these preparations, and

should this be done the results would
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prove unsatisfactory. It is, therefore, ttie

aim to include only those preparations

which are known to give definite and re-

liable results.

In general, insecticidal sprays and pow-

ders are listed in three main classes, viz.:

poison sprays, contact sprays and repel-

lents. The poison sprays are used in

controlling biting and chewing insects

which are capable of taking the poison

internally; while the contact sprays are

for piercing and sucking insects which
cannot be controlled by poison sprays.

The repellents do not kill, but, applied to

the plants or soils, serve to drive the pests

away and thus prevent attacks.

A number of the contact insecticides

are also fungicides and some of the fun-

gicides are insect repellents.

POISON IIVSECTICIDE FOR CHEWING
INSECTS

Poisoned sprays are usually made of

arsenical compounds, and are therefore

known as arsenical sprays, or insecticides.

Formerly Paris green and London purple

were used, but of late years it has been

found that lead arsenate and zinc arsen-

ite are as efficient, cheaper and do less

damage to the fruit and foliage.

These sprays are used in combatting

leaf-eating insects, such as grasshoppers,

army and cut worms, tent caterpillars,

red-humped caterpillars, tomato and to-

bacco worms, cabbage worms, pear slugs,

beetles, etc.

Arsenate of Lead
(1)

Arsenate of lead (poison) lib.
Water .^0 gals.

For newly hatched insects it is not
necessary to use It stronger. For old
or large insects use double the quantity.
Mix the paste well with a small amount
of water. Powdered arsenate of lead is

about twice as strong as the paste. Do
not use arsenate that settles quickly or
feels gritty. Agitate while spraying.

Arsenite of zinc powdered is about
four times as strong as paste lead. It
may scorch in a damp season.

Arsenate of lead 4 lbs.

Water 100 gais.

It is better to purchase arsenate of
lead than to attempt to make it. In
mixing, preparatory to spraying, the
amount of arsenate of lead for each spray

tank full should be worked into a very
thin paste having the appearance of milk
of lime. It should never be thrown as
a mass into the spray tank. This is the
standard spray for codling moth and
other eating insects. It is possible, how-
ever, that we shall use arsenite of zinc
in the future.

O'Gaba

Arsenate of Lead and Bordeaux Mixture

It is often desirable to use a combin-
ation arsenical spray with a fungicide
for scab and codling moth. With Bor-
deaux mixture use four pounds of ar-
senate of lead to one hundred gallons of
the preparation when ready to apply
to the trees.

Lead Arsenate and Lime-Sulphur

A combination arsenical and fungicid-
al spray may also be made by adding
five pounds of arsenate of lead to every
100 gallons of the lime-sulphur after it

is properly diluted for spraying.
EssiQ

Bordeaux
(1)

Bluestone 6 lbs.
Oood lime 6 lbs.

Water .50 sals.

Dissolve the bluestone by suspending
it in a sack in 25 gallons of water in
a barrel. Slake the lime in another ves-

sel, adding a little water slowly, and di-

lute to 25 gallons. Mix the two thorough-
ly. Even the best Bordeaux may scorch
in rainy weather.

O'Gara
(2)

Bluestone lbs.

CJood lime 4 lbs.

Water 50 gals.

Dissolve the bluestone by suspending
it in a sack in 25 gallons of water in a
barrel. Slake the lime in another vessel,

adding a little water slowly, and dilute
to 25 gallons. Mix the two thoroughly.
Even the best Bordeaux may scorch in

rainy weather.
For double strength Bordeaux use

twice as much bluestone and lime.
This is the standard fall spray for

apples and stone fruits.

W. S. C.
(3)

Bluestone (copper sulphate) .'5 lbs.
Lime (unslaked) .5 lbs.
Water 50 gals.

Dissolve the bluestone by suspending
it in a sack in water and dilute to 25
gallons. Slake the lime to an even paste
and add water to make 25 gallons. Mix
these dilute solutions by pouring to-

gether slowly into the spray tank or
barrel. Strain through a 20-mesh strain-
er made of brass wire while pouring into
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the spray tank. In larsc operations it

is best to prepare stock solutions of both
bluestone and lime. The bluestone may
be dissolved at the rate of one pound
per sallon of water. The lime may also

be slaked, but not too far in advance of

the time necessary to use it. By having
a sufficient number of barrels for stock

solutions, one man can easily keep three

or four power spray outfits supiilied with
the Bordeaux mixture. An elevated plat-

form upon which the mixing may be done
will save a great deal of time. As little

hand labor as possible should be the rule.

and all that should be necessary in a well-

appointed mixing plant should be simply
opening and closing valves or gates. A
scale to weigh the materials used should
be a necessary part of the equipment.

Carltolated Lime

This may be used for root maggots.
Work the mixture Into the soil.

I.lme (unslal<(>dl 10 lbs.

Carliolic acid (crude I 1 to 2 pis.

Water 50 gal.s.

Slake the lime with a little water, add
the rest of the water and the carbolic

acid.

Hellebore
HpIIeborc 1 oz
Water 2 gals.

This is valuable as an insecticide for

use on vegetables which are almost ready
for market and on which arsenicals can-

not be used.
0'G.\Ti\

Paris (i ret' II

If lead arsenate cannot be had, Paris
green may be used as follows:

Paris ereen 10 ozs.
Air-slaked lime 2 lbs.

Water 100 sals.

First slake the lime, stir the poison
into a thin paste with a little water, add
this to the lime, then strain the mixture
through a sieve into a tank containing
the required amount of water. If it is

desired to spray for both fungi and in-

sects on peaches or other tender foliage.

200 gallons of water should be used. Jl

is necessary to keep this mixture well

agitated while spraying.

As a dust Paris green is mixed as fol-

lows:
Paris creen n ozs.

Alr-8lakcd lime 1 II).

The Paris green and lime are thorough-

ly powdered, mixed and dusted upon the

plants through a muslin bag or by means
of a blower.

In combination with Bordeaux mixture
or limf-sulphur add eight ounces of Paris

green to every one hundred gallons of the

diluted spray.
ESSTG

KeKln-llorilcaiix itiixture

This is the standard spray for black-

berries, raspberries and other cane fruits.

Kesin 1 lb.

Sal soda cr.vstals '1: lb

Water ',{: Kal.

Boil together until a clear brown color

appears; then add the above to each 50

gallons of Bordeaux mixture made ac-

cording to the 5-5-50 formula, given above.

The reason for usinp; the resin mixture
is to cause the Bordeaux to spread and
adhere better. The Resin-Bordeaux
should be applied with a good spray
pump and a nozzle giving a very thin

fine mist spray. Keep the mixture well

agitated, and before using remember that

it should be carefully strained so as to

keep out all material which would tend
to clog the nozzle.

0'G.\I!A

Zinc Arseiiite

'zinc arsenite 2 to 6 lbs.

Water 200 Rals.

A powerful poison for resistant insects,

as the tussock moth, or for early spray-

ing for canker woi-m and codling moth
in the dry interior climates.

ESSIG

FUNGICIDES AND CONTACT INSECTI-

CIDES FOR SUCKING INSECTS

Liquids

Lime-sulphur is easily the most im-

portant insecticidal spray now used and
its fungicidal properties make it even
more useful to the orchardist. It is

especially valuable for controlling scales,

insects and fungi on deciduous fruit

trees, though if properly weakened it

may also be used as a summer spray,

particularly for the citrus and almond
spiders.
Formerly lime-sulphur spray was a

home-made product, but today the com-
mercially prepared product is so supe-

rior to the home-made inixtures that the

latter have almost ceased to exist.

Essio

The Iron Sulphide Spray

This is the standard spray for apple

and rose mildew. The following formula
is for summer use, or after the buds have
opened.

Iron sulphate t copperas) 1 lb.

I.lme-sulphur (32 doRree Heaume
test) 1 It

Water lOprals.

Dissolve the iron sulphate in about five

gallons of water and add the quart of

lime-sulphur, stirring well. Let the black

precipitate settle for a few hours and
pour off the liquid, keeping the precipi-

tate. Then add five gallons of water,

stir thoroughly, and let settle again. Pour
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oft the liquid as before. This process is

called washing, and is necessary in order

to get rid of the excess lime-sulphur
which would burn tender foliage. Repeat
the washing until the water is no longer
yellow. The black "muck" should be di-

luted to 10 gallons and sprayed with
good agitation. If plant lice are present,
tobacco extract or kerosene emulsion
may be mixed with it. Arsenate of lead
for the codlin,g moth may also be applied
in the same mixture without any injuri-

ous effect. For making up large quanti-
ties, proportionate amounts of the ma-
terials should be used.

It is often necessary to apply the iron
sulphide before the buds open, and in

this case, washing is not necessary. The
best way to apply it in the case of apple
mildew is with the spring lime-sulphur
spray. For apples badly mildewed the
previous year, use the following formula:

Iron sulphate (copperas) 15 lbs.
Lime sulphur (.'52 degrees Beaume

test) 15 qts.
Water 100 gals.

Partly fill a 100-gallon tank and add
the regular amount of lime-sulphur so-

lution for the spring spray, and to this

add 15 quarts more of commercial lime-
sulphur solution. Then add 15 pounds
of dissolved iron sulphate and fill up to

100 gallons, stirring the mixture thor-
oughly; then spray with good agitation.
If the lime-sulphur tests less than 32
degrees, add a little more; if over 32
degrees, a little less.

Considering the fact that for each de-
gree Beaume there is about three-fourths
of one per cent combined sulphur present.
it will be easy to calculate the exact
amount of any concentrated lime-sulphur
solution which must be added, If the test

is known.
O'Gaka

Limc-Snlplmr

(1)

This is the standard spray used dur-

ing the spring for all fruit trees, vines,

shrubs, etc., before the buds open. Lime-

sulphur in concentrated form may be

purchased, but there are many who pre-

fer to boil their own solution. The pro-

portions of lime, sulphur and water, ac-

cording to the most recent investigations,

are:

Lime (unslaked) 1 pound
Sulphur (flour or flowers) 2.2 pounds
Water 1 gallon

In order to make 50 gallons of lime-

sulphur at one time, all that is necessary

to do is to multiply the above formula

by 50. The formula will read:

I.lme (unslaked) 50 pounds
Sulphur (flour or flowers) 110 pounds
Water—.")0 to 55 gallons total product when

boiled.

Put about 10 gallons of water in the

kettle or boiler and start the fire. Place

the lime in the kettle, and, after slaking

has well started, add the dry sulphur

and mix it thoroughly, adding water

enough to maintain a thin paste. Sift

the sulphur so that there will be no

lumps. After the slaking and mixing are

completed, add water to about 50 gallons

on the measuring stick or to a mark on

the side of the boiler, and boil, stirring

until the sulphury scum disappears. Then
add water to about the height of 60 gal-

lons and boil down to about 55 gallons

if the spray is to be used at once. If it

is desired to keep it for a short while,

it may be boiled down to 50 gallons. Dur-

ing the boiling process the mixture

should be well stirred. As a rule, 60

minutes of vigorous boiling will cause

the sulphur to unite completely with the

lime. A slow fire will necessarily take

longer. Do not overboil; when the sul-

phur has combined with the lime and
the mixture is to be applied at once,

continued boiling only adds expense and
does not help or benefit the spray. Prop-

erly made lime-sulphur is an amber-col-

ored liquid, and there should be very

little sediment. After settling and cool-

ing, the mixture should be tested with
a hydrometer. The following table,

which may be used for the commercial

as well as the home-boiled lime-sulphur,

indicates the proper dilution for the va-

rious concentrations:
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Tiiblp for Diluting roiicrntratod Liiiie-Siilplnu* Solutions

Reading on Hydrometer
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number of dilutions. Anotlier example:

Supposing the decimal of the concen-

trate is known and this concentrate is

diluted by a certain number of volumes

of water, what is the decimal of the

spray? Let us take the figures in the

example above. The decimal of the con-

centrate is .288 and 13.4 volumes . of

water are added to it. 13.4 plus 1 equals

the number of dilutions. .288 divided by

14.4 equals .020. which is the decimal of

the spray and corresponds to 3 degrees

Eeaume.

Self-Boiled Lime-Snlpliur

This is the standard summer spray for

peaches and other stone fruits to pre-

vent the fruit spot disease. Its use, how-

ever, is never necessary if proper fall

spraying with Bordeaux has been done.

This spray is much safer than dilute

lime-sulphur solutions, as it will not in-

jure foliage. It may be used to prevent

apple and pear scab where this disease

appears. It also has a beneficial effect in

a limited way in the control of scale.

Infestation of the fruit may be checked

by its use.

Lime (unslaked) 8 pounds
Sulphur (flour or flowers) 8 pounds
Water .50 gallfns

The lime should be placed in a barrel

and enough water poured on to almost

cover it. As soon as the lime begins to

slake, the sulphur should be added after

sifting it so as to break the lumps. The
mixture should be stirred and more
water added as needed to form a thick

paste at first, and then gradually a thin

paste. The heat of the slaking lime will

cook the mixture, and from five to 15

minutes will be necessary, according to

the quickness of the lime. Be sure not

to let it overcook, as this would tend to

form compounds which would burn. As
soon as the sulphur and lime have

reached the paste state, fill up the barrel

to 50 gallons with cold water. Do not

use any hot water in making this mix-

ture. For large operations, proportion-

ate amounts of lime and sulphur should

be used, and it will be found that it is

easier to make large quantities than

small amounts.

Lime-Sniphnr
(2)

Fresh stone lime % pound
Sulphur 1 pound
Water V. gallon

Slake the lime in the cooker. Add the

sulphur and the water. Boil briskly till

the sulphur is dissolved (about 45 min-

utes), stirring continuously and keeping

the cooker covered. As it boils down
keep adding water. When finished let

settle. Use only the clear liquid, which
may be stored if kept from the air. Pre-

pared in this way lime-sulphur should

have a hydrometer reading of about 26

degrees, but little weaker than the fac-

tory-made product. Write for bulletin

on lime-sulphur—Popular Bulletin No.

28.

For use, any concentrated lime-sulphur

may be diluted according to the following

table

:

Hydrometer test of concentrate
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Linir-Siiliiliiir iiiid Flour rastc

For spraying trees in foliage and ten-

der plants . a lime-sulphur Hour paste
spray has given remarkably good results.

The following formulae are recommend-
ed:

No. 1.

Water 200 sals.
Floiir paste. 8 lbs. flour in. . .8 gnls. water
SubMniod snlphvir 10 lbs.

I.iino-svilpbnr solution 'J^l. ^a]s.

The flour is first made into a thin paste
by adding one pound to each gallon of
water, according to the above formula.
The sulphur is niaile into a paste also
and added with the flour paste and lime-
sulphur solution to the two hundred gal-

lons of water in the spray tank. This
spray is excellent for the red spider on
almond and citrus trees. Minus the lime-
sulphur solution it is a very effective

spray for the yellow mite (Tetranychiis
bimaculatus) on hops.

No. 2. (Iron sulphide.)

Water 200 cala.
Flour paste, 8 lbs. tlour In. . . .8 yals water.
LIme-siilpbur solution 21;. gals.
Iron sulphate 4 lbs.

This spray is mixed as the preceding,
and the iron sulphate after being dis-

solved is added directly to the diluted
mixture in the tank.

The above spray is especially recom-
mended for late summer sprayings for
re'l spider, but should not he applied to

fruit trees just before the fruit is ready
to pick, as the fruit might be stained.

EssiG
Pyretlirura

Pyrethrum 1 0?,.

Water 2 galK.

This is a contact insecticide but is not
poisonous to man. Burning a little py-
rethrum powder in a room will tend to

destroy flies and mosquitoes. It may be
dusted on plants as a dry powder.

Tobacco Decoctions

For soft-bodied insects in greenhouses,
conservatories, or on house plants, as
well as for plant lice, leaf hoppers and
other similar insects in the open, the
tobacco decoctions are invaluable be-

cause they do not injure the foliage, and
give excellent killing results.

(1)

Tobacco black leaf 1 cal
Water G't sals.

(2)

Sulphate of nicotine (black leaf 40 1. 1 pt.

Water 1 1 2 to 1 2.". cals.

This Is the standard summer spray for

sucking insefts. suoh as green aphis,

woolly aphis and other aphides.

Coiiuncrcia! Extracts

C. 1

The extract containing two and three-
fourths per cent nicotine should be di-

luted to sixty parts of water. Tlie ex-

tract containing 40 per cent nicotine
should be diluted from one to one thous-
and parts or one to fifteen hundred parts
of water.

Home-iriadc lOxtract

(4)

Tobacco leaves or stems 1 lb.

Water 4 gals.

Steep the tobacco in the hot water
and apply directly.

(5)

Blackloaf 40 121/; lbs.

Fish-oil soap .SiJ lbs.

Water 1,000 gals.

Dissolve the soap in hot water. Black-
leaf (old style) is one-tenth as strong.

For orchard mites or scab add 36 gal-

lons of 32-degree lime-sulphur.

EMULSIONS
Emulsions are oil sprays in which soap

is used as an emulsifying agent. They
are especially valuable where high power

of penetration is necessary or where there

is a waxy covering to overcome, as in the

case of woolly aphis, mealy bugs, etc.

They also have the power of rapid and

even distribution over the sprayed sur-

face. If properly prepared, emulsions and

water mix easily without agitation and

are suitable for spraying tough and ten-

der foliage alike.

Certain commercial emulsions are made
by breaking up the oils into exceedingly
small particles, thus forming a creamy
liquid which readily mixes with water.

Carbolic Acid Emulsion
(1)

This, like the above formula, may be
used to destroy eggs and young maggots
infesting onions, radishes and other gar-

den crops.

Carbolic acid (crude) 1 pt.

Soap (hard) 1 lb.

Water 1 gal.

Dissolve soap in boiling water; add
acid and stir or churn, as in making
kerosene emulsion, until the substance
bec-omes creamy. To use. dilute one
part of the emulsion by adding 30 parts

of water.
(2)

Whale-oil snap 40 lbs.

Crude carbolic acid -T gals.

Water to mix 40 gals.
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Dissolve the soap in hot water (the

soap must be entirely dissolved) ; add the
carbolic acid and heat to the boiling point
for twenty minutes (reserve some water
to add in rase the mixture begins to boil

over). For use add twenty gallons of

water to every gallon of the above stock
solution. The emulsion needs little or
no agitation.
This spray is especially recommended

for mealy bugs, but is also suitable for

plant lice and soft brown scales. It is

also a good contact insecticide for ants.

Crude Oil Knuilsion
WatPr 17.T gals.
Liquid soap 3 gals.

Crude oil 25 gals.

Fill the spray tank with the 175 gal-

lons of water: add the liquid soap: agitate
thoroughly for one minute, after which
add the crude oil, continuing the agita-

tion.

If the liquid soap cannot be had, use
20 pounds whale-oil soap, dissolved in 10
gallons of boiling water, to which three
pounds of lye have been added.

During the spraying operation this mix-

ture should be thoroughly agitated and

great care taken to wet all of the twigs.

From 8 to 15 gallons should be used on a

tree. The application should be made
from November to February.

The crude oil emulsion is especially rec-

ommended for black scale (Saissetia

oleae), European fruit scale (Lecanium
corni), European pear scale {Epidiaspis

piricola), cherry scale (Eulecanium cera-

sorum) and other scales infesting decidu-

ous fruit trees. It should be applied in

the winter, when the trees are dormant.

To also kill moss or lichens on fruit

trees add two pounds of lye to the form-

ula of the stock solution. Essk;

Distillate Oil Emulsion

Tliis is the standard spray for thrips.

Water gals.

L.ve I OS ppi- cent) 2 lbs.

Fisii nil 1 Vj gals.

Put water in boiler and add lye. When
dissolved and the water boiling, pour
in fish oil, and boil for two hours. When
soap has boiled sufficiently it should
have a ropy effect when stirred. This
formula gives about 40 pounds of mod-
erately firm soap.

The distillate-oil stock emulsion should
be made as follows:

riot water 12 gals.

Flsh-oll or whale-oil soap (above for-

mula) 30 lbs.

Dlstillate-oil (raw) ."iO to 34 degrees
Beaume 20 gals.

Have the water boiling when put into

the spray tank and add soap while agi-

tator is running at good speed. When
soap is thoroughly dissolved, pour in the

distillate oil slowly, keeping the mixture
well agitated. When oil and soap are
well mixed, pump out through the spray
nozzle at a pressure of not less than 175
pounds into a storage tank. Tills is the
stock emulsion, and contains 55 per cent
oil. To make a three per cent emulsion
use five and one-half gallons of this

stock in each 100 gallon tank. To dillute

first put the stock emulsion in spray tank
and then add water, keeping agitator run-
ning. To make the spray more effective,

tobacco black leaf or sulphate of nicotine
may be added after the emulsion has
been diluted. The amount of each to

add will be in accordance with formulae
given elsewhere.

0'Gar.\

Distillate Oil Mechanical Mixture

Water 200 gals.
Caustie soda (95 per cent) 7 lbs.

Di.stillate {2S degrep.'s Bpaumei .... 10 gals.

Fill spray tank with the required
amount of water; add the caustic soda,

wliich has been dissolved in a small
amount of water and then the distillate.

Keep agitator going rapidly while ap-

plying the spray.

This spray has been thoroughly tested

by the writer and is one of the cheapest

and best for spraying black scale (Sais-

setia oleae) or the European fruit scale

(Lecanixuni corni) on apricot and olive

trees.

Distillate Enmlsion and Tobacco

Government formula for pear thrips:

Water 12 gals.

Whale-oil soap 30 lbs.

Distillate (32 tn 34 degrees Beaume) . . 20 lbs.

The above emulsion is prepared in the
ordinary way as a stock solution. For
use in the orchard dilute one to twenty
parts of water. To every two hundred
gallons of this diluted spray add one
pint of tobacco extract containing forty

per cent nicotine or about three and one-

half gallons of tobacco extract contain-
ing two and three-fourths per cent nic-

otine.

This spray is especially recommended
for pear thrips. Essio

Kerosene Emnlsion

(1)
Kerosene 2 gals.

Hard soap (whale-oil soap) ',4 lb.

Water 1 gal-

Dissolve soap In water by boiling; add
hot suds to the kerosene. Do not do this
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near a fire. Agitate the mixture with a
spray pump so as to emulsify the oil.

After live minutes the mixture becomes
creamy. To use, dilute the above stock
solution at the rate of one gallon to 10

gallons of water. This is a standard
remedy for destroying green a|)liis. woolly
aphis, mealy bugs and other plant lice.

It may be used instead of the tobacco
solutions if desired.

OT.AHA
(2)

Whale-oil soap 40 lbs.

Waier 2 gals.
Kerosone 4 gals.

First dissolve the pound of soap in two
gallons of hot soft water. When this is

accomplished add the kerosene and agi-

For 4% strength add l.T 2/S gallons
For 5% strength add 12 1/3 gallons
For 7% strength add 8 1/2 gallons
For 10% strength add 5 2/.'? gallons
For 127o strength add 4 1/2 gallons
For 1!i% strength add .S 1/2 gallons
For 18% strength add 2 2/S gallons
For 20% strength add 2 1/3 gallons
For 25% strength add 1 2/3 gallons

Oil Spray
Crude oil emulsion for winter spray-

ing:

Fish-oil soap 20 lbs.

(Dissolved In 20 gals, hot water)

Lye 4 lbs-

(Dissolved in 2 gals, water)
Mix. add water to make 177 gals.,

run agitator at full speed and add
Crude oil 20 gals.

When emulsified do not add anything
else to the spray liquid, or free oil will

separate.
W. S. C.

Resin ^Vash

Though not a true emulsion and fast

losing prominence as a spray, this wash
is included here because of its value as a

spray and dip for plants with tender

foliage.

Kesln 10 lbs.

Caustic soda (76 per cent) 3 lbs.

Fish oil 11/4 lbs.

Water .TO gals.

Put oil, resin and a gallon of water
in an iron kettle and heat until the
resin is softonfd; add the lye (dissolved
in a small amount of water) and stir

thoroughly, after which add enough
water to make fifty gallons of spraying
material.

This wa,sh is only effective for young
scale Insects, plant lice, or other soft-

bodied insects.

Soap Solution

I'/i Inch cube soap.
1 gallon warm water.

tate vigorously by pumping it back into
itself until a thick creamy liquid results.

This makes the stock solution.

For use on dormant trees and plants
in the winter dilute the stock solution

one to five of water. On trees or plants
in foliage dilute with ten parts of water.

In giving directions for diluting kero-

sene emulsion many writers recommend
the use of a certain per cent. This is ex-

ceedingly confusing to the average or-

chardist, and in order to have the infor-

mation necessary to follow these recom-

mendations the following dilutions show-

ing per cent of strength are taken from
O'Kane:

of water to 1 gallon of stock solution
of water to 1 gallon of stock solution
of water to 1 gallon of stock solution
of water to 1 gallon of stock solution
of water to 1 gallon of stock solution
of water to 1 gallon of stock solution
of water to 1 gallon of stock solution
of water to 1 gallon of stock solution
of water to 1 gallon of stock solution

Essio

Soap Waslies

A simple and easily prepared spray for

use in small gardens is made from soap

as follows:

Whale-oil or hard laundry soap lib.
Water 5 gals.

The soap is first dissolved in a small
amount of hot water and the remainder
added afterwards. This spray will not in-

jure tender plants or foliage, and is

recommended only for young scale in-

sects, plant lice and other soft-bodied in-

sects.

E. O. E.

Wliale-Oil Soap and Quassia

Whale oil soap 10 lbs.

Ouassia 5 lbs.

Water 100 gals.

Place the quassia chips in a sack, cover

with about 10 gallons of water and soak

for 24 hours. Then boil, remove the

chips, add the soap and boil until dis-

solved. Add water to make 100 gallons.

For making whale oil soap see formula
given elsewhere. This formula has given
good success in destroying soft-bodied in-

sects like plant lice, young squash bugs,

etc.

P. .T. O.

DUSTS

A number of valuable insecticides are

applied dry as dusts. We have already

referred to Paris green and lime as being
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used in this way. Dusts are easy to mix

and handle and are often of great service

to the farmer and orchardist.

FldwiTM of Sulphur

For a number of years flowers of sul-

phur was used alone as a remedy for

mites on citrus and almond trees. It was

distributed over the trees by hand or with

a blower in the early morning when the

foliage was damp, thus enabling it to ad-

here. The warm sunshine oxidizes the

sulphur, the liberated sulphur-dioxide be-

ing the killing factor. Accordingly sul-

phur is of little avail in the cool summer
weather of the coast counties or during

the winter months anywhere. However,

in the warm interior districts this is still

a very effective remedy for mites.

Lime and Sulphur

Even better than sulphur alone is de-

hydrated lime and flowers of sulphur

mixed in equal parts and blown upon
the trees with a power machine. In

citrus orchards this Is a very important

method of controlling the citrus red

spider (Tetranychus mytilaspidis) and
the six-spotted or yellow mite (Tetrany-

chus Vimaculatus)

.

Lime-Sulphur and Sal Bordeaux

This mixture is prepared as follows:

Dehydrated limo (finely powdered
slaked lime) 40 lbs.

Flowers of sulphur .^ lbs.

Sal Bordeaux (a mixture of bluestone,
charcoal and naphthol ) .5 lbs.

Mix these ingredients thoroughly and
appl.v with a power blower. This is one
of the most efficient preparations now be-

ing used in controlling the almond red
spider (Bryodia pratensis).

Essio
Hellebore

Powdered white hellebore has been

used for many years as a specific remedy
against "currant worms," "rose slugs" and

other saw-fly larvae, and is very effective,

either dusted on as a powder, or in the

form of a decoction. In the field it is now
quite generally replaced by arsenate of

lead or even Paris green, but in the gar-

den it still holds its own. When applied,

it may be used pure, or it may be mixed

with two or three times its own weight

of dust, cheap flour, lime, or almost any

other light, finely powdered material.

When used as a spray, steep one ounce

in one quart of boiling water and add

another quart of cold water when ready

to apply.

It is also quite effective against certain

root maggots, like those affecting cabbage

and cauliflower. For these it is used in

the form of a decoction, one ounce in one

gallon of water and about half a pint

poured around an infested plant, from

which the earth has been drawn away to

facilitate soaking directly around the

plants. To be effective, the material must

be brought into direct contact with the in-

sects. Hence, it should be liberally used

and applied before the maggots get down
too far, or into the plant too deeply. In

the garden its use is quite practical; in

the field it has not been found so satis-

factory.

Pjrethrum

This is commonly known as Persian or

Dalmatian insect powder, or Buhach,

and comes as a finely ground yellow pow-

der with a pleasant, rather pungent odor.

It is a contact poison, and most larvae

and softbodied insects are thrown into

convulsions when they come under its in-

fluence. Unfortunately it is not only

expensive but quickly loses its effective-

ness when exposed to the air. Its prac-

tical range is therefore limited, and it is

chiefly used on house plants, in the con-

servatory and in the garden. It is en-

tirely harmless to vegetation of all kinds,

and doos not spot or mark even the most

delicate flowers when used dry. It acts a

little more promptly and effectively if ap-

plied to the insects while they are moist,

or at least damp. If the dusty appearance

is objectionable, a decoction may be made
by steeping one ounce in one quart of

boiling water, and then adding two or

three quarts of cold water. Into this

material potted plants may be dipped,

or it may be applied with an atomizer.

Against plant lice on house plants this

makes a very clean and effective applica-

tion.

KEPELLEMS
It is apparent that certain materials,

applied to the foliage of jdants, are some-
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what repulsive to some insects. One of

the most important of these repellents is

the well known fungicide, Bordeaux mix-

ture. Because of this and its use as a

combined insecticide and fungicide the

formula and directions for making are

here presented quile fully.

Bordfanx Mixture

fnslaked lime * j!;^'

l-oppor sulphate (bluestone)
."'ro al's

The task of mixing these chemicals,

where large quantities of the spray is

used, is no small thing in itself. A great

deal of study has been given to the con-

struction of suitable mixing apparatus.

The first consideration is to get the ma-

terials high enough on a platform so that

they can be easily and rapidly placed in

the spraying tanks of the power machines.

This is done by constructing at conven-

ient places in the orchard platforms large

enough to hold a large box for slaking

lime, a lime solution agitator, and a vat

for dissolving the bluestone. Such a plat-

form is about 12 feet square and V^j feet

high. A large standpipe for filling the

tanks is desirable, or the water must be

pumped into the tank while the solutions

are being added.

The lime is first slaked in a common

vat for that purpose. The great trouble

has always been to keep the slaked lime

agitated properly when it was being

drawn off to mix with the bluestone in the

spraying tank. This problem has been

solved by the use of a special agitator for

this purpose. The lime from the slaking

vat is strained into this tank through the

slanting bottomed strainer. The agitator

works by means of a hand lever and the

contents of the tank may be thoroughly

mixed in a few minutes before it is drawn

off for use. Here it is again strained

through the strainer as well as is the

bluestone.

The bluestone vat contains slats, across

the entire box or simply across one end.

These slats must be low enough so that

the bluestone, which is placed upon them

In sacks, will be completely immersed in

the water. This method admits quick dis-

solving of the bluestone, much more rapid-

ly than if simply poured into the tank

and stirred.

The lime and bluestone are mixed with

a given amount of water so that the prop-

er quantities of the resultant solutions

can be measured so as to give the mix-

ture the strength of the above formula.

The sieve used should be made of brass

wire and contain 20 meshes to the inch.

This spray is usually used as a repel-

lent for the flea beetles, cucumber beetles,

diabrotica, and other leaf-eating insects.

POISON BAITS
Poison baits occupy a very important

place in the control of certain insects,

such as grasshoppers, army and cutworms,

wireworms, etc., and are especially useful

to the small gardener though they have

often been used with excellent results in

large fields and orchards.

Poison Bran Mash
No. 1

Kian 25 lbs.

I'arls Rreen % lb.

Cheap molasses 1 qt.

No. 2

Bian 40 lbs.

Arsenic 5 lbs.

Molasses 2 sals.

In preparing these mix the arsenic or

Paris green and bran dry, and add the

molasses, which has been diluted in

water. Add enough more water to moist-

en the bran so that it will appear between

the fingers when the mixture is squeezed

in the hand.
Some prefer to moisten the bran first

and afterwards stir in the molasses and
poison.

Ant Poison

Syrup containing between one-quarter

and one-eighth of one per cent arsenic.

A sponge saturated with the arsenic solu-

tion and placed in a small fruit jar with

perforated cover should be placed where

the ants frequent. Carbon bisulphide

may he applied to the nests in the ground.

Bran-Arsenic Mash
White arsenic 1 'b.

lifown siiRar (or molasses) 1 to 2 Ihs.

Itrnn *", Ibs^

Thoroughly mix the above and add
enoiigli water to make thoroughly wet. A
spoonful should be placed near the crown
of each tree. The mash may be used to

kill grasshoppers, but it is usually best

to cover the trees and use the Bordeaux
mixture as a repellent.
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Brau-riiris Ureeii Miisli

raris green 1 lb.

Bran 40 lbs.

Molasses or sugar 1 to 2 lbs.

Salt ^ lb.

Make a mash by adding water; add
molasses (or sugar) and salt; mix
thoroughly and scatter in small piles
among plants or in beds before planting.
This bait will prove more or less effective

in killing cutworms and cabbage worms.
It may be sown among the rows of plants
to be protected. It is valuable for de-

stroying cutworms in young onions.

Criddle Mixture

Though this mixture is somewhat dis-

agreeable to make and handle, it is ex-

ceedingly cheap and effective, especially

for grasshoppers.

Fresh horse dung GO lbs.

Common salt 2 lbs.
Paris green lib.

The Paris green is mixed with enough
water to form a paste and is then stirred
thoroughly into the horse dung with the
salt.

These poisoned baits are scattered about

in fields infested with grasshoppers, army
and cutworms and various other destruc-

tive chewing insects, or they may be

placed in advance of the oncoming hordes.

A very important thing in handling the

poisoned baits is to see that they are kept

moistened all the time, as they become
worthless when dry. To prevent this dry-

ing out the mixture should be put out in

small piles and occasionally moistened.

They may also be placed under boards or

in the shade, while for cutworms and
wireworms it is often advisable to bury
them in the ground.

FIMIGATION
Fumigation consists in the generation

and uses of gases to kill destructive in-

* For further Information relative to fumiga-
tion, see

Bulletin No. 76. Bureau Entomolocr. TJ. S.
Department Agriculture, b.y A. W. Morrill.

Bulletin No. 70, Bureau of Entomology. U. S.
Department Agriculture, by R. S. Woglum.

Bulletin No. 00. (Part I.) Bureau of En-
tomology, TI. S. Department of Agriculture, by
n. R. Woglum.

Bulletin No. 00. rPart II.) Bureau of En-
tomology. IT. S. Department of Agriculture, by
R. S. Woglum.

Bulletin No. 1.52. California Agriculture Ex-
periment .Station, by C. W. Woorlworth.

Circular No. 11. California Agriculture Ex-
periment Station, by C. W. Woodworth.

Circular No. ."iO. California Agriculture Ex-
periment Station, by C. W. Woodworth.

sect pests. Formerly such practices were
limited to the uses of carbon bisulfid, sul-

phur dioxid and tobacco fumes. The use

of hydrocyanic acid gas in citrus orchards

has lately been so perfected as to become
of very great importance, and has opened
up a remarkable field in the control of or-

chard pests.

Carbon Bisulfid

Carbon bisulfid is a liquid which evap-
orates into a heavy, highly explosive gas.

It was first used for fumigating beans,

grains or cereals for weevils, and is still

a very efficient method of controlling such
pests. In handling the liquid great care
should be taken to keep it away from
a flame on account of its being highly
explosive.

For Storehouse Pests

Before fumigation is begun care should
be taken to see that the room or contain-
er is made as tight as possible. The
temperature should be 70 degrees Fahren-
heit, or above, as poor and unsatisfactory
results are sure to follow even excessive
doses at a lower temperature. In a tight
compartment five pounds to every 1,000
cubic feet gives excellent results in kill-

ing weevils. If the compartments cannot
be made tight, increase the amount of car-
bon bisulfid.

For Root Pests

In the field this liquid is used to kill

root pests, as woolly aphis, black peach
aphis, phylloxera, grubs, maggots, etc.,

but is practical only in sandy or porous
soils. For a small plant a single hole
is made near the base and a teaspoonful
of the liquid poured in and the hole cov-
ered to prevent outside evaporation. For
larger plants several or many holes
should be made, deep enough to allow
the liquid to evaporate around the in-

fe.sted roots. A syringe-like instrument
is sometimes used to inject the liquid
around the roots.

For Borers

Injections of carbon bisulfid into the

burrows of wood borers and stopping the

entrance of the burrows will kill all the
insects reached by the gas.
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For Aiifs and Wasp Nests

A small amount of this liquid poured

Into underground nests of ants, wasps,

etc., will suffice to destroy the inhabitants

very quickly.

Hydrocyanic Acid Gas

Hydrocyanic acid gas is generated by

the addition ot diluted sulphuric acid to

sodium or potassium cyanide. The gener-

ation is made in an earthenware jar, the

gas being confined in a fumigation house

or, if the work is being done in the or-

chard, in a tent thrown over the tree.

For many years the methods of fumiga-

tion depended entirely upon each fumiga-

tor, there being no uniform or common
procedure. The results o£ this early work

so clearly showed the need of systematism

that the United States Department of Ag-

riculture set experts to work out a re-

liable and uniform system of procedure.

Dr. A. W. Morrill inaugurated the pres-

ent system of marked tents and a sys-

tem of dosage, which is known as "The
Morrill System." This work was done

in Florida. Later Mr. R. S. Woglum be-

gan operations in California and greatly

perfected this system, so as to make it at

once practical and available to all the or-

chardists.

HYDROCYANIC ACID GAS
Potassium c.vanlde 1 oz.

Sulphuric acid 1 fluid oz.

Water 3 fluid ozs.

Place water and acid in earthenware

vessel and add cyanide. To be used un-

der tents or tight rooms or boxes.

For fumigating buildings or nursery

stock, one ounce of cyanide to each 100

cubic feet for one hour.

For scale insects on citrus trees, maxi-

mum or purple scale dosage found by mul-

tiplying distance around by distance over

top of tented tree and pointing off two

places. Example:

Distance around Distance over
40 ft. X 20 ft.^8 ozs. cyanide

For red or black scale, reduce one-

quarter. Example:
Distance around Distance over

40 ft. X 20 ft.=8.—yi:=0 ozs. cyanide

Fumigation Schedule. See page 1499.

Tobacco Fnincs

For very tender house and greenhouse

plants infested with plant lice, thrips,

etc., it is sometimes advisable to fumi-

gate them with slowly burning tobacco,

but even in such cases iiydrocyanic acid

gas is replacing the more uncertain to-

bacco fumes.

HANDS

To prevent insects from crawling up

the trunks of trees and plants various

bands have been devised which have

proven exceedingly successful in many
instances.

Asphaltum

A strip (J to 8 inches wide painted about

base of tree trunk to prevent the entrance

of the peach-tree borer.

Cotton liiinds

Bands of loose cotton fastened around

the trunks of the trees are excellent in

preventing the ascent of insects.

Mosquito wire netting similarly applied

is also in use against the canker worm.

Oiled Paiier

Oiled paper tied around the trunks of

small vines and plants is an old method

which sometimes proves practical today.

Sticky Rope

In the work on the California tussock

moth, W. H. Volck recommends the use

of rope bands saturated in an easily pre-

pared mixture as follows:

Castor oil 1 gal.

Ucsln Ifi lbs.

lor any fraction thereof)

The resin and castor oil are gently

heated until the former is completely
melted. If too thick more oil may be

added. The bands dipped in this mixture
should be replaced by new ones about

every ten days.

Crude oil rich in asphaltum or a mix-

ture of equal parts of pine tar and
molasses have also given satisfactory re-

sults.

Taiiglofoot

Tree tanglefoot is a thick, sticky sub-

stance which, when applied as a band, re-

mains moist for several weeks and is a

very effective barrier against canker

worms, caterpillars, cutworms. Fuller's

rose beetle and other crawling insects.

The material is put up in cans. It

should be applied directly to the trunk of

the tree several feet above the ground.
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MISCELLANEOUS FOnHIULAE

Torrosivc Siililiiiintc

Bichloride of Mercury

This is the standard disinfectant when

working i)ear blight. No other disin-

fectant should be used to wash the cut

surfaces or to dislnfert the pruning tools.

Corrosive sublimate 1 part
Water 1.000 parts

Corrosive sublimate may be purchased

in tablet form at drug stores, and direc-

tions for making solutions will be found

on the container. Never put corrosive

sublimate into a metallic container, al-

ways use a glass bottle. Be sure to

label the bottle "POISON" in large, plain

letters. It is the deadliest of poisons.

Formalin

Formaldehyde

Formalin (40 per cent solution) 1 pt.

Water .SO gals.

This is a preventive of potato scab and

smut of grains. Potatoes and grains

should be soaked in it for about two

hours. Smut of onions may also be pre-

vented by treating the seed. Practically

all garden seeds will be disinfected by

the use of this formula.

Pine Tar

For soil-infesting, seed-eating insects

such as the wireworm, tar may be used

with good results.

Pine tar 1 teaspoonful
Seeds 1.5 lbs.

Dampen the seeds, such as corn, squash,
cantaloupes, etc.. with a little warm water.
Put in the tar and mix thoroughly; allow
to dry before planting. The tar acts as a
repellent.

WHITEWASHES
(1)

Goyernnieiit Wliifewash

r.ime (unslaked) 40 lbs.
Salt 15 lbs.
Uice flour for ground rice) 3 lbs.

Spanish whitinti i^, lb.

Olue 1 ' lb.

Water 5 gals.

Slake the lime in warm water and cover
so as to keep in the steam: strain through
a fine sieve or strainer; add thf salt, well
dissolved, in warm water. Then add the
rice boiled hot: the Spanish whiting;
and finally the glue which ha.s been previ-
ously dissolved over a slow fire. Lastly,
add the five gallons of hot water. Stir
well and let stand for a few days. Apply

hot with a brush. One pint of the mix-
ture will cover a square yard. Coloring
matter may be put in, such as Spanish
brown, yellow ochre, etc.

(2)

Wliitewash f<»r Trees

Lime (air slaked) 30 lbs.
I'allow 4 lbs.
Salt 5 lbs.
Water Enough to make wash flow well

When old trees are cut back for top-

working, they may be protected from sun
scald by using the above wash.

(3)

Whitewashing the limbs of trees has

been an old practice of considerable merit,

because it serves somewhat as an insecti-

cide and a fungicide. It also prevents

sunburn.

Lately whitewash has been used with

considerable success in the control of

pear thrips, as follows:

Quick lime 80 lbs.

Water 100 lbs.

After the lime is slaked and mixed the
material should be strained through a
fine sieve into the spray tank.

WHITE LEAD PAINT
White lead, slightly thinned with lin-

seed oil, should be used where large cuts

are made, or in cases where the wood is

exposed by the removal of the bark and
cambium, as in the case of pear blight

eradication. It should not be applied in

the latter case until it is certain that the

disease has been eradicated.

GRAFTING WAX
(1)

Uesin 4 lbs.

Reeswax 2 lbs.
Tallow 1 lb.

(2)

Resin 3 lbs.

Beeswax 2 lbs.
Tallow 2 lbs.

(3)
Resin 4 lbs.
Ri'pswax 2 lbs.

I.inseed oil 1 pt.

(riiftiiiu: Wax for Walnuts

(1)
r.ecswax 1 lb.

Resin 5 lbs.

Linseed oil 1 pt.
Lamp black 1 oz.

(2)
Ueeswax 1 lb.

Resin r> lbs.
I.inseed oil 1 pt.
I'Mour 1 pt.
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AlTROXiaiATE (OST OF SPRAYING
MATERIALS

The foUowins prices have been secured

from a large number of dealers, and repre-

sent the average retail cost of these ma-

terials. Such prices, though exceedingly

variable, enable the grower to arrive at

the approximate cost of a spray and also

show that it is desirable to buy in as

large quantities as possible.

Arsenate of Lead

Paste, l.T per rent Per lb.

In n lb. steel containers $0.1 3 Mi
In 10 lb. steel containers 12%
In 2.'; lb. steel containers 12
In 50 lb. steel containers 10%
In 100 lb. steel containers 10

Arsenate of Lead
Drv Per lb.

In 1 lb. lots .$0.32

In .-. or 10 lb. lots .30

In .^0 111. lots 20
In ton lots these prices are reduced 10 per cent

Arsenite of Zinc
Powder Per lb.

14 or 2 lb. cartons .$0.20

48 lb. cartons 18

Caustic Soda
Powdered. O.S per cent Per lb.

In .-. lb. lots .$0.0.5 y.
In 2." lb. lots 05
In 100 lb. lots 04i/>

In 500 lb. lots 04
In ton lots 0.3 M,

Commercial Lime-Snlphur Solution

Per Bbl.
In lots of from 1 to 2.5 barrels .$10.00
In lots of 20 barrels 0.00
In lots of 100 barrels S.OO

There is an extra charge of from $1.00

to $1.50 on each barrel which if returned

is refunded.

These prices are f. o. b. at point of

destination.

Copper Sulphate

The price of this commodity is exceed-

ing variable, but at present is as fol-

lows:

Bhiestone Per I^b.
In r, or 25 lbs. lots $0.25
In 1 00 lb. lots 0!)

In 450 M). lots 07'/.
In 2.000 lb. lots 07

"

In car load lots 06

Crndc Ciirliolic Acid

15 to 20 per cent phenol I*er Lb.
In 1 lb. lots $0.25
In 5 lb. lots 23
In 25 lb. lots 22
In .50 lb. lots 20

Crude oil may be purchased at from
3 to 5 cents a gallon.

Distillnte

28 dcKi'ees Beaume Per Gal.
In 1 sal. lots $0.10
In 5 gal. lots 08
In 25 Kal. lots 07
In 50 gal. lots 00

Containers extra.

Kerosene
Cheap grade Per Gal.

In 1 to 5 gal. lots $0.15
In 25 Kal. lots 13%
In 50 . gal. lots 12

Lime
TTnslaked

In 5 to 25 lb. lots 2 cents per lb.

In 100 Ih. lots $1.15 per 100 lbs.

In barrels of 220 lbs $1.50 to 1.S5 each

Paris Green
Pit Lb.

1 Ih. lots $0.30
5 or 10 lb. lots 27

50 or 100 lb. lots 25

Pyretlirum
Powdered Per Lb.

In 1 Ih. lots $0.36
In 5 lb. lots 34
In 1 11). lots 32
In 50 lb. lots 30

Resin
Per Lb.

In 5 lb. lots $0.05
In 25 lb. lots OiV-
In 100 lb. lots , 04
In 500 lb. lots $3.85 per 100 lbs.
In ton lots 3.75 per 100 lbs.

Sulphur

Flowers or resnlilimed Per Lb.
In 5 lb. lots $0.04
Tn 25 lb. lots 03V.
In 100 lb. lots 02%
In 500 lb. lots $2.65 per 100 lbs.

In ton lots 2.50 per 1 no lbs.

Tobacco Extract

40 per cent
1 gal. cans $1.15pergal.
n gal. cans 90 per gal.
10% gal. cans 12.00

Whalo-Oil Soap
Per Lb.

In 5 lb. lots $0.10
In 25 lb. lots 07%
In 40 to 45 lb. lots 04

PESTS CONTROLLED BY OTHER
REMEDIES THAN SPRAYING

I'ciir IJIiuhf (Fire Hliuht of Pear and

Apple)

Prune out every sign of blight, cutting

well below the disease. Swab the cut and

tools after every cut with corrosive sub-

limate fl to 1,000 of water).
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Western 'i'oiiiiito Blight

Set out strong plants close together, or

plant the seed thickly in the rows. Give

best of care, shaiie and plent.v ot water.

You will probably lessen the blight.

Potato Scab

Soak seed for two hours in formalin

{one pound to 30 gallons of water), then

cut and plant. Do not plant in soil where

scabby potatoes were grown.

Root Maggrot of Badish, Turnip, Cab-

bage, Etc.

Spray soil with carbolated lime before

maggots appear. Repeat often. Cultivate

well after crop is removed. Place a three-

inch tarred paper collar on young cabbage

plants.

Cabbage Worms

Paris green one part, bran 40 parts.

Mix well. Dust the plants before worms
eat in.

Climbing Cutworms

Garden Cutworms

Paris green one part, bran 40 parts.

Make a mash by adding water. Season

with a little molasses, stale beer or salt.

Scatter by spoonfuls before planting or

among plants.

Woolly .Vpliis on Roots

Expose the roots as much as practicable

and spray with tobacco, kerosene emul-

sion or sulphur-lime. Root treatment is

not completel.v reliable.

\V. S. C.

FUMIGATIOX FOR >URSERY
For nursery stock, use one ounce cy-

anide to 100 cubic feet.

For grafts and scions, use two-thirds

ounce cyanide to 100 cubic feet.

To every ounce of pure potassium

cyanide (poison) add cue and one-half

liquid ounces sulphuric acid diluted with

two and one-half ounces water. The gas

generated is extremely poisonous. Fumi-
gate 30 to 45 minutes.

SPRATIXG CALE>D.\R
P. J. 0'Gar.v

The following information was issued

from the office of the pathologist for the

Rogue River valley, Oregon, and will be

adequate for all similar situations:

Attention is called to the part devoted

to the use of lime-sulphur in the spring.

It will be seen that black-leaf 40 is com-

bined with lime-sulphur where aphides

must be combatted. This combination

makes a rather costly spray, but if prop-

erly applied will save spraying later on

for aphides. The rosy aphis is a serious

pest because it attacks the fruit clusters.

Fig. 1. At this stage of development, just be-

fore the blossom clusters open, the orchard
should be spra.ved for scab, with dilute lime-

sulphur or Bordeaux. Arsenate of lead is

added for control of insects.

(Purdue Experiment Station)

The nitrate of soda spray for stimulat-

ing shy bearing trees has also been in-

cluded. As indicated, the nitrate of soda

may be mixed with the lime-sulphur, espe-

cially in the spraying of pears, or in

spraying apples where it is not necessary

to delay lime-sulphur spraying until the

buds begin to swell.

The iron-sulphide spray has been omit-

ted and in its place atomic sulphur is ad-

vised. The iron sulphide spray is very

effective, but the trouble of making it up

has sometimes deterred fruit growers

from doing the necessary spraying in the

prevention of apple mildew.
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Fig. 2. SliowinK Blossom Cluster Just After
Petals Have Fallen. This is the tiuie for

the most important sprajlns for codling
moth. Thoroughness of application at this

time is absolutely essential.

(Turdue Experiment Station)

Potato growers are advised to pay par-

ticular attention to the matter of pre-

ventin.? Rhizoctouia infection on pota-

toes. Scab should also be prevented.

For Rhizoctonia, it will be noted that

the calendar advises the dipping of pota-

toes for three hours in a 1 to 2,000 water

solution of corrosive sublimate. This will

also prevent scab infection.

Fig. 3. A Few Days After the Petals Fall, the
Calyx Lobes Close Vp, as They are BeRlnnlnp;
to do Here. The second spraying of the or-

chard should be finished before this time.

(Purdue Experiment Station)

Fif. 4. A Little Too Late to Spray for Cod-
ling: Moth.

(Purdue Experiment Station)

Treated potatoes should never be eaten

or fed to animals. Formalin is the regu-

lar treatment for scab, where Rhizoctonia

is not present. Prevention of these dis-

eases by dipping the tubers to be used

for planting is the only treatment outside

of rotation in crops, which is also advised.

It must be understood that the calendar

does not contain all the information that

Fig. 5. The Time for the Tliinl Spraying Three
or Four Weeks After Petals Fall.

(Purdue Experiment Station)
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may be needed at times. Now and then

minor troubles on special crops appear

and require treatment not given in the

calendar.

Again, a disease, although important in

itself, but having a very limited distribu-

tion and of little general interest, could

not be given space in a calendar. As an
instance, the rust of apples and pears is

omitted for the reason that it is not, as

yet, generally serious.

To read the spray calendar, read right

across two pages. When it is determined

what you wish to spray for, follow the

line to the next column, which tells what
to use; then read the notes following the

same line. Very often the notes give just

the information needed, and also refer

to the formulae and directions for use.

How to Spray

Use plenty of pressure, 200 pounds or

more is better than lower pressure. Ap-

ply thoroughly, drenching every part of

the tree. Do not try to save by economiz-

ing on spray. If your trees are tall, use

a tower and spray down from it. Exam-
ine trees after they , are sprayed, espe-

cially for codling moth spraying, and
see that poison has entered the calyx

cups. Nothing short of good work should
be tolerated. Do not think that a spray

applied out of season will be effective. A
spray is only effective when applied at the

right time. Sprays are not "cure-alls."

Use the spray suited to the case in hand.

Fig. 0. Twies Sprayed witli Limp-Sulphur.
Spraying should be done thcirouglily. The
unsprayed surface of the Iwigs to the right
might harbor many scales.

(Purdue ICiperlment Station)
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NOTIiS.

Combination of I.inie Sulphur with Black Leaf 40 for Aphides only. Add Black Leaf 40 to the
diluted Linie-Sulphui- at the rate of 1 pint per 100 gallons.

For woolly aphis, do not fail to spray bodies and crowns thoroughly. It is a good plan to

uncover roots, at least one foot from crown, and drench thoroughly.
reach moth may also be controlled by applying arsenate of lead, 4 pounds to 100 gallons of

water, when blossoms are opening.

Spray first before the leaves appear ; second, when the leaves are well out and the young shoots
are about six inches in height : third, just before the blossoms appear. See formulae.

See formulae.

Force spray well into fruit bud clusters.

Pears, peaches, cherries, prunes, are all attacked by this insect. Write for Circular No. 131,
Bureau of Entomology, U. S . Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. See formulae.

Thornughly cover with spray the unopened blossoms. Do not spray during bloom. Another
application after "shucks" have fallen. _^^

Use a nozzle with an angle of 4.5 degrees, and spray with pressure of 175 to 200 pounds. See
that every young fruit has had spray forced into the calyx cup. Spray should be coarse
and, if trees are tall, a platform on the spray tank should he used. Pears need not be
sprayed until apples are ready, as pear calyces remain open. Repeat the above in a week
or ten days on apples only. All moths do not emerge from their cocoons at the same time.
Band some trees with cloth; the number of worms caught will indicate the effectiveness of
the above treatment. Later sprays should not be coarse, but a fine mist, to cover fruit and
foliage.

To be combined with arsenate of lead spray above where scab occurs. Another application two
or three weeks later may be necessary in certain seasons.

To be combined with the flrst codling moth spray. Another application may be necessary.

Do not apply within a month of picking, as fruit will be stained. To be applied where fall

spraying with Bordeaux mixture has been omitted. A second treatment the latter part of
May if necessary. See formulae.

The flrst codling moth spray will be more or less timely.

Be sure to spray as soon as the colonics of the insects appear. In the case of aphides it is

very difficult to eradicate them after they have curled the leaves badly. Kemember this is

a contact spray and the insects can only be killed by direct contact witla the insecticide. The
black-leaf may be mixed with arsenate of lead, if necessary, to save labor of double spraying,
where aphis and codling moth are to be controlled at the same time. For red spider, erinose
mite of grape, and "Rusty Leaf" mite of pear, dry sulphur, atomic sulphur or self-boiled
lime-sulphur may be used. The soap solution may be combined with the black-leaf to make
It adhere better, never combine «oap and arsenate of lead.

Do not spray on ripe fruit, as spray is poisonous.

All vegetables sprayed with arsenicals should be carefully washed in preparing them for the
table.

Formula for carbolated lime: 10 pounds of lime; water. .'jO gallons; carbolic acid, 1 pint or
more. Slake lime with a little water, add rest of water and the carbolic acid.. Work the
mixture Into the soil.

Clean culture Is Important. All rubbish in the field and ainng fences should be destroyed. Fall
plowing should be practiced. Insects may be trapped by placing shlnjiles or boards among
the vines. In cucumber and melon fields damage from squash bug may be lessened by the
use of squash vines planted a week or so earlier between the other hills as trap plants. For
the young Insects spray as Indicated.

For cutworms, kainit, which Is a ijotash fertilizer. Is effective.

For grasshoppers. It Is usually necessary to cover young trees with cheesecloth where they are
numerous. This should be done promptly upon first appearance. Pyrethrum powder may
also be used for (lea beetle.

Spray thoroughly first week In June and two or three weeks later if necessary.

Third application dependent upon season, but usually latter part of .Tune. An application the
latter part of July Is usually necessary. If the calyx spraying Is well done, few worms will
be left for the last two sprays.

After the field has been thoroughly cleaned ui). spray before the i-alns begin. See formulae.

Be sure to spray all stone fruits as well as apples before fnll rains begin. I>o nut wait frir

leaves to fall. Fall spraying for pears unnecessary.
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NOTES.

There is no spray remedy for this bacterial disease. Carefully remove all infections in the
bi dies, limbs or roots before the blossoming season opens. If blight appears during tlie

growing season, remove it, using great care to cut well below infection point. Wipe the
instruments and cuts with corrosive sublimate (bichlorid of mercury) 1 to 1000. This is the
most serious of all orchard fruit diseases and the one most to be guarded against.

Cut out and burn all infested canes.

Soak three hours. Jscvcr use tnaied potatoes for food.

Soak the potatoes before cutting fi r two hours. Uo not plant potatoes in ground from which
scabby potatoes have been dug. Rotate with other crops.
Sprinkle tlie grain thoroughly, mix on a bin floor, let dry and sow.

Mix well. Dust the plants well before worms eat in. If plants are heading, use white hellebore,
cne ounce to two gallons of wate r.

Make a mash by adding some water; add a little molasses and salt; mix and scatter in small
piles among plants or in bed before planting. Be careful that chickens do not get at the
poison. Black-leaf 40 (1 to 800) may also be used to saturate the ground.

Poisoned slices of potatoes may or may not be readily eaten. The use of black-leaf 40 (1 to
800 ) applied to the ground about the plants will drive tbem away. See formulae.

Dust the sulphur on the vines frequently during the summer. If applied while dew is on the
vines, it will adhere much better. Atomic Sulphur spray more effective.

Band the trees with "Tree Tangle-foot." Tar or other sticky preparations should not be applied
directly to the bark of trees.

Wrap young trees with heavy building paper at least a foot above ground, and have wrapper
extend two or three inches below surface. Young pear trees are not troubled so seriously.

It is also a good plan to shade the trees by driving a shake into the ground on southwest
side. Place shake three to four inches from tree. Inter-cropping with corn also effective.

Use wash made as follows; 5 gallons whitewash; 1 pint liquid glue; Vq pint carbolic acid;
IV, ounces Paris green. Apply about May 1st. This remedy is not entirely effective, and
trees should be examined for borers. Another treatment is to apply two coats tf warm
asphaltum with brush in spring to trees after borers have been dug out. The asphaltum
coat may reach five inches below to five inches above the ground.

Three weeks after cutting stops, spray with whale oil soap and water (6 pounds soap to 50
gallons of water), then dust with flowers of sulphur at the rate of 100 to 150 pounds per
acre. A month later, apply on dewy mornings, 150 to 200 pounds of flowers of sulphur per
acre. Atomic Sulphu r spray more effective.

There is no known remedy. Destroy infested plants before May 1st. Do not replant in
infested ground.

Do not plant in soils in which diseased plants have grown. Practice rotation with other crops.
Use corn, small grains for at least two years, then plant only carefully selected clean seed.

Mix well together and leave where ants can feed upon it. The ants will go to their nests after
eating and will die. Species which are cannibalistic will be killed upon eating the poisoned
ones which return to the nests.

Cut p< tatoes or carrots in two lengthwise. Spread arsenic on cut surface and pin the parts
together with toothpicks or sharpened matches. Put poisoned vegetable in ground where
gophers are working.

Liver rubbed on trunks will also act as a repellent. Otwell Tree Paint is a good repellent.

Rabbits and ground squirrels may he poisoned with strychnia sulphate. This poison may be
applied directly to apples where they will be eaten. There are also proprietary poisons pur-
chasable at drug stores. Moles must be trapped

Poultry houses should be thoroughly sprayed with a strong lime-sulphur solution, while the
roosts ma.v be washed with carbolic acid solution (six ounces of crude carbolic acid to one
gallon of hot water). Dust baths may be of fine road dust, equal parts of sulphur and pow-
dered tobacco or wr'od ashes.

Walls and furniture may be sprayed with 1 to 500 solution of corrosive sublimate in alcohol.
Alcohol win dissolve paint or varnish on wood .Tnd water may be used instead. Where it is

P'^ssible. fumigation is best. T'se cyanide of pot.nssium (08 per cent), one ounce, hy weight;
sulphuric acid (crude), one ounce, liquid measure; water, two ounces. Place water' in earth-
enware dish; add the sulphuric acid and then drop the cyanide of potassium in. Get out of
the room quickly, and close doors and windows tightly. Do not enter until room has been
thoroughly ventilated. This is a most ilrndlti poison if inhaled, and qrcat care should be ex-
ercised in its use. The above formula is sufficient for 100 cubic feet of space. For fumi-
gating greenhouses. It is sufficient for .^no cubic feet.

Plow up infected fields and rotate in grain for at least two years.
~

This Is a bacterial disease of a large number of species of plants of widely separated genera.
There is no cure or remedy. All plants, such as pears, apples, peaches, etc., found to be
infected should he rejected. This disease la more serious In our dry regions.

Place In shallow dishes in the bins. The gas, being heavy, will go downward. Or use potas-
sium cyanide as above.

See formula e.

This spray destroys mustards, dandelion, thistles, ragweed, and other broad-leaved plants.
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CoiiipiiUbilit.v of liisectifhU's iiiid

FiiiifTifidrs

Gico. I'. Gu.vv

University of California

The cost of spray materials is no small

item, but is usually insignificant as com-

pared to tlie cost of application. One

way of reducing the latter expense is by

combination spraying, that is, by mixing

two or more spray materials and apply-

ing them together. In mixtures of this

sort grave chemical changes may take

place which render the mixture wholly

unfit for use. On the other hand, the

original ingredients may remain un-

changed or may be improved by their

new associates.

Numerous experiments have been made

to determine the advisability of combi-

nation sprays, and the results have boon

published in the bulletins of tlic United

States Department of Agriculture, the

state experiment stations and in agricul-

tural journals. These reports are scat-

tered tliroiish so many publications, and
the conclusions are at times so conflict-

ing, that no inconsiderable amount of time

must be spent in a search of the litera-

ture to arrive at a definite conclusion

as to the suitability of applying some
particular remedy in combination with

another.

In order to bring this information into

more available form and of more easy

access, it has been condensed Into the

form of a compatibility table.

Computability Tabic—Insecticides and Fungicides
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be prescribed together because of oppos-

ing medicinal qualities.

(3) Physically—Not suitable to be

mixed on account of liability to produce

undesirable physical change.

In a broad sense, it seems that the

word may bo applied to insecticides and

fungicides. The distinctions made be-

tween the different sorts of incompatibil-

ities as applied to pharmacy might also

be applied in a general way to spray

mixtures. To avoid technicalities, how-

ever, it seems best to divide mixtures of

insecticides and fungicides into five

classes designated by letters.

CL.1SSIFICATI0\ OF MIXTURES
The key to classification is briefly given

at the bottom of the table for convenient

reference. A little fuller statement is de-

sirable and is as follows:

Class A-1

Compatible. Mixtures in which the

chief constituents remain practically un-

changed, but are less liable to decomposi-

tion after application, or in which an un-

desirable constituent has been neutral-

ized or rendered less soluble. Mixtures in

which the spreading or adhesive quali-

ties are improved are also included in

this class.

Class A
Compatible. Mixtures in which no im-

portant chemical or physical changes oc-

cur.

Class B
Incompatible chemically, but compat-

ible in respect to use ('therapeutically"

and "physically"). Efficient, non-injuri-

ous.

Mixtures in which important chemical

changes occur but the original killing or

preventive properties and physical prop-

erties are not impaired, and no injurious

new compound is formed.

Class C
Incompatible chemically, and also in-

compatible in respect to use ("thera-

peutically" or "physically" or both). In-

efficient, non-injurious.

Mixtures in which important chemical

or physical changes occur and render a

part or all of the original ingredients

inert, or less active, or physically unsuit-

able for use, but not necessarily injurious

to the host of the parasite.

Class D
Incompatible chemically, and also in-

compatible on account of injurious prop-

erties ("therapeutically" or "physically"

or both). Dangerous mixtures.

Mixtures in which important chemical

changes occur and render all or a part

of the original constituents injurious to

the host of the parasite.

Note—It so happens that D stands for

dangerous and the table has been so ar-

ranged that dangerous mixtures are thus

easily recognized by associating the let-

ter which designates the class with the

word.

Interpretation of the Table

The point must be brought out and

strongly emphasized that it is not in-

tended to recommend any particular mix-

ture shown in the table in preference to

any other. That is not the purpose of

the table. For example: An A-1 mix-

ture is not necessarily a better mixture

to use than an A mixture. The compari-

son is not between the mixtures them-

selves but is intended to be made solely

between the mixture and the original in-

gredients of the mixture; the classifica-

tion is intended to show the effect of mix-

ing only. It is seen by looking at the

table that a Paris green Bordeaux com-

bination is classed as A-1 and a neutral

lead arsenate-Bordeaux combination is

classed as A. This classification is not

intended to mean that the fiirst combina-

tion is safer to use than the latter,

b\it that the Paris green-Bordeaux

combination is safer to use than Paris

green alone, and that neither benefit nor

harm results from the mixing of neutral

lead arsenate and Bordeaux.

Classification tentative.

SPllAYLVfi MACHINERY
W. H. Goodwin

Ohio Experiment Station

Spraying machinery has become of spe-

cial importance during recent years

through the interest in fruit growing

aroused among farmers and fruit grow-

ers in general.
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In harmony with the evolution of spray-

ing, spraying machinery has been passing

through a period of transition during the

last decade, and pumps used for different

kinds of spraying are rapidly becoming

special purjiose machines, designed to

spray some certain crop or series of crops.

which are treated in a similar manner.

For example, this evolution has developed

a traction machine of large capacity

which will furnish liquids at high pres-

sures to do grape, field and potato spray-

ing thoroughly with a minimum of ex-

pense of labor and material. This is usu-

ally a two-wheeled, traction-power type

of machine, in which the power is trans-

mitted from the wheels by gears, chains,

eccentrics, or cams, and the horse does

the work instead of a man at the end of

a pump handle.

Sometimes a man has made the ac-

quaintance of some particular make of

machine and knows its little faults so

well that it may be better for him to re-

tain this machine rather than jjurchase

some simpler, less troublesome type of

pump. On the other hand, in the pres-

ent period of evolution in spraying ma-
chinery, it will often pay a man well to

discard his old favorite for some more
modern, more efficient type of machine
which is better suited to his special line

of work and better adapted to the par-

ticular conditions existing in his locality.

Factors to he Considered in Choosine: a

Spray riiniii

Capacity, which involves: size, weight.

Simplicity, which involves: accessibil-

ity of part, ease of repair.

Durability, depending upon: quality of

material, kind of material, workmanship,
correct mechanical principles and designs.

strength, weight.

Cost, determined by: capacity of pump,
type of pump, amount of labor involved

in manufacturing, material used, cjuality

of material.

Capacity

A ijump of larger capacity than is act-

ually needed will always prove more sat-

isfactory than one which falls short of

the demands made upon it. As trees and

orchards increase in size, the import-

ance of liaving a machine which will en-

able the fruit growers to cover a consid-

erable area quite rapidly becomes ap-

parent. The grower must either pur-

chase a new machine of larger capacity or

look aliead at the outset, and provide for

the future. Four acres of good bearing

orchard is worthy of a power sprayer if

the best results are desired, and nothing

of smaller capacity than a large hand
pump should be considered. A larger or

smaller orchard will require a pump pro-

liortionately larger or smaller, but there

is a limit for even the larger machines,

and twenty acres of large trees is about
all one large power sprayer was ever de-

signed to spray.

Siinplieity

Spra.v pumps should be as simple as

possible, with a minimum of parts which
ordinarily require attention. These parts

should be easily replaced when worn, and
should not be expensive when replace-

ment becomes necessary. The ideal sought

demands ease of repair, a minimum of

parts, and these readily accessible, when
worn, or not working properly. Leaky
packing, clogged valves, worn-out valves,

valve seats, cylinder liners, and plunger

packings or cups must all be considered

before choosing a pump that will fulfill

its mission and serve the purpose for

which it was purchased.

Durability

On the quality and kind of material,

the excellence of the workmanship, to-

gether with weight and strength depends

the durability or lasting qualities of the

machine. Good design is also an im-

portant factor. Cheapness quite often

means that inferior material has been

used, and that inefficient or negligent

laborers, who slight their work by acci-

dent or design, have been employed in the

pump's manufacture.

Designers and builders of pumps often

seem unwilling to adopt new ideas or

better designs, and continue to build the

same type of machine that they did ten

or twelve- years ago. Such machines will

squirt liquid after a fashion but they do
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not give the purchaser the returns de-

sired with a minimum ot expense for la-

bor and repairs.

Some machines were never intended by

their designers to pump gritty spray so-

lutions, oil emulsions, caustic solutions,

or acid oils in emulsion form, and con-

sequently will not prove satisfactory.

The efficiency of a pump depends largely

upon the construction of its valves, valve-

seats, plunger, cylinder and stuffing box,

if built with the last. Air chambers are

also very important, hence these subjects

will be taken up under separate heads.

The body or frame of the pump should

be heavy and strong enough to with-

stand hard usage and excessive strain.

Bearings are often too short, gears too

narrow and too light in weight, oil cups

are omitted where they are needed, and

the frame upon which the machine is

mounted is so light that it is warped and

buckled at every stroke of the pump.

Air chambers are often omitted on

small pumps, and some large machines

are equipped with very small ones. A
barrel pump is greatly improved by the

addition of an air chamber five or six

Inces in diameter and about two feet long.

Intake and hose supply-pipes must be

from a point near the bottom of the cham-

ber, or the value of the resilient column of

air is lost. The value of an air chamber
lies in the even pressui-o obtained, in

the taking away of the heavy shock upon

valves, and of the sudden strain often

put on other parts of a pump. A good

air chamber also eases the labor of the

man at the handle of the pump or of

the engine which is furnishing the power.

The liquid in the air chamber is often

unagitated unless some jjrovision in de-

sign has been made so that the opening

of a nozzle cut-off agitates the liquid con-

tained in the air chamber, in addition to

the agitation caused by the supply of

liquid being forced into the chamber.

Cylinders

Of cylinders we have several types, but

no spray pump cylinder should be made
of cast iron or steel except lor spraying

miscible oils and lime-sulphur solution.

Brass tubing of heav>- weight and thread-

ed to fit the cylinder head is quite a

commo.n design. Some makers use a brass

tubing cylinder clamped l^etween the cyl-

inder heads. Others use a solid cast

chamber with some form of a brass liner

or cylinder instead of the cast-iron one.

The most durable and the one least af-

fected by spray solutions is undoubtedly

the heavy, cast-iron cylinder enameled

with porcelain. The chief obstacle to the

use of such a cylinder has been to get

an even coat of enamel on the inside of

the machined cylinder-casting, or a plun-

ger-packing or cup which would have

sufficient resiliency to adapt itself to the

uneven wall of the cylinder. Some of

the manufacturers seem to have solved

this problem in a satisfactory way, while

others claim it is but a partial success

when used in the type of machine which
they manufacture.

Valves

Kinds of valves are almost too numer-

ous to mention if one takes into account

the variations in each class. We may
divide them into four classes: ball, pop-

pet, swing-check and steam-check valves.

For the first, three materials are used:

rubber, steel and bronze, the latter ma-

terial being, of course, the most durable

for all-round work. Of the styles of pop-

pet there are many which may be class-

ified as follows: plain, square-faced pop-

pet valves with rod-guide to hold them in

Ijosition as in Fig 1 No. 1. No. 2 shows
how uneven is the wear on such a valve.

No. 3 shows a plain poppet valve with

wing-blades to right it instead of a rod.

No. 5 is a bevel-faced, wing-guided pop-

pet valve, which approaches a large ball

valve in durability and efficiency, when
it is made so that it will rotate. No.

4 shows a modified form of a wing-guided

poppet valve, with a rubber or leather

ring to improve its efficiency in helping to

retain the liquid above it. Fig. 2, Nos.

1 and 2 are ball valves.

4^tte&
Fig. 1. Poppet Valves
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Nos. 1 and 2 are about tlie liesived size to

give the inaxiniiim of iluiability and elTici-

ency. The niininium size, shown in Fis- -.

No. 2, should not be less than three-quar-

ters inch in diameter, and the upward
range may extend to one and three-

eighths inches in diameter, as in Fig. 2.

for the maximum size, in large power

pump. Small hand pumps may have l)all

valves as small as one-half inch in diam-

eter. Poppet valves should be much
larger in proportion to the amount of

liquid passing through them than should

the bronze ball valves. It is well to re-

member that, w'hen the pumji is running,

the valve becomes as much lighter in

weight as is the weight of the amount of

liquid it dispatches, hence a much heavier

valve can be used than a novice might

suppose.

FiK. Hall Valves.

Swing check and steam check valves

are types designed for use in water and

steam pipes. Both types work well in

spray pumps when they are new, but

their lasting qualities in a spraying ma-

chine are yet to be demonstrated. A flat

face in any valve wears unevenly and

makes a leaky valve when in combination

with a flat valve-seat. Threads or waste

sucked through the strainer often lodge

across the square edge of the valve-seat

and hold grit, hence the desirability of

having bevel edges in valve-seats so that

such material will not catch.

Valvc-.Scats

Valve-seats are built to receive the type

of the valve used, and are made corre-

spondingly cheap or costly. Iron valve-

seats are common, and are usually found

in ordinary well pumps. Some few mak-

ers use a rubber or leather ring as a

secondary seat, which prevents back flow,

througii its elasticity, when the weight of

the liquid or the pressure above holds the

valve down. One company has equipped

a pump with hard rubber valve-seats, but

the majority of the manufacturers use

a removable brass valve-seat. Strange

to say, no company, so far as I know,

seems to have tried to build valve-seats

of the harder, non-corrodible alloys—that

is, those not affected by spray solutions.

In valves, a large part of the wear is on

the valve-seat, especially in the case of

the bronze-ball types. The ball may wear
some, but constant turning keeps it a

perfect sphere, while the valve-seat is

hammered and worn away at every stroke

of the pump, making plain the desirabil-

ity of using a harder metal for a valve-

scat than is used for the ball. I think

that any man who has had experience

with pressure pumps will also concede

that a large ball valve is the most efficient

and durable type made, especially for

gritty solutions such as many of the spray

mixtures are known to be. Fig. 2 shows
valve-seats, and the accompanying balls

are on the left and right of the valve-

seats.

Plungers

Plungers are fitted with various types

of packing. Very few pumps are equip-

I)ed by their makers with poor packing,

but leather hardens so rapidly that it is

almost worthless as a packing for a spray

pump, and hence should not be used for

plunger-cups when other material can be

obtained. The following materials are

used for plunger packings: hemp, candle-

wicking. steam packing, paraffine canvas,

cotton cloth reinforced with rubber, and

various other packings which go under

trade names. Most of the packings are

treated with oils, graphite or paraffin, but

this does not include those in which rub-

ber has been incorporated. Plungers are

usually designed to carry a special kind

of packing, and they work better with

that kind of packing than with almost

any substitute. A packing that is cheap,

easily renewed or replaced, and that will

last for a considerable period of time

without wearing away so rapidly that it

requires constant attention to keej) it in

shape, is the most desirable.
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Agritjitors

Agitators are a frequent source of

trouble in spraying outfits, especially in

power machines. Swinging paddles usu-

ally pose as agitators, or long rotary types

are used in the bottoms of round tanks

or barrels. These work very well in

small tanks or barrels but are a decided

failure in large tanks. The sliding agi-

tator is the type used ordinarily in most
power machines. Connections of the ag-

itators to power are made in various ways,

but the principle is much the same in

different makes. The amount of power
required to operate such an agitator is

enormous, in proportion to the agitation

one gets in an ordinary tank. Propeller

agitators are much more efficient than

other types, because of the higher speed

at which they may be run, their dur-

ability, simplicity, light weight, small

size, and neat appearance, all being in

their favor; besides possessing these qual-

ities, they agitate the spray liquid

thoroughly, and require less power to op-

erate them than any of the large, sliding

types of equal efficiency. .let agitators

are often used on small hand pumps, but
they are always inefficient and give very

little agitation. A jet agitator, properly

constructed, would give fair agitation, but

I know of none which utilizes the shape of

the tank helping to agitate the solution.

A number of hand pumps are patterned

after the oi dinary water force pump. With
these the stuffing box Is the source of so

much friction that barrel pumps of this

type should be avoided. Simpler types

of pumps, without a stuffiing-box, should
be selected. Plungers with a plunger-

cup, or inside plunger-packing, require

less power to operate them. Outside plun-

ger-packing, or a stuffing box on the out-

side of the plunger, is another method
used in order to facilitate packing and
obviate trouble. Double-acting pumps
must necessarily have the stuffing-box

and plunger-packing too, but some of the

strongest and most durable power pumps
are of this type. Of the two latter types
I have no particular choice, as each has
its merits, and each requires about the

same amount of care. The simple, single-

3— .'ii;

acting punii) with a phmger-cup or plung-

er-packing on the outsids or inside, re-

quires less attention than any of the other

types, and is preferable to the other types.

.Supply Tanks

Supply tanks are of various shapes and
sizes, but the round-bottom tank is most
used because it is easy to build and easily

kept tight by merely tightening a few
nuts on the clamp rod. Hoop tanks al-

ways dry out and give trouble. Square,

rodded tanks are very good, but require

more tightening of rods when they be-

come leaky. They have some points of

superiority in case the ordinary types

of agitators are used, since these will

agitate the solution better when it is

driven into the corners of a square tank.

Jfozzles

Nozzles are often a source of consid-

erable trouble to the operator of a spray-

ing outfit. Bordeaux nozzles throw an
uneven flat spray, which is too coarse for

most spraying. Vermorel types with med-
ium caps throw a narrow-angle, fine spray,

but they are of small capacity, are al-

ways catching on limbs and frequently

clogging. Pressure at the nozzle cap is

also much reduced by the narrow orifices

and tortuous channels through which the
liquid must pass. Nozzles utilizing the

principle of the whirl caused by the liquid

entering from the sides of the whirling
chamber, do not reduce so much the pres-

sure and force, and give a broader, finer

spray, without reducing the speed of the
liquid as it passes through the nozzle

cap. They also allow the use of much
larger orifices and abolish the trouble of
nozzle catching on limbs. This brings us
to the large types, which are made by a
number of the companies, and, so far as
I know, all of these types of large nozzles

are good.

Farfors Which Tend fo Make a Xozzle
Throw iiii Kv<'ii .Sjiniy

One fault that manufacturers seem to

have overlooked is the tendency of the
large-type nozzle to throw the bulk of
the spray in one quarter of the circle.

This may be overcome by making more
supply boles through the plate or top of
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the nozzle luuier llu- wiiirliu.u cliaiulior.

Nozzles with four holes through the iiUilo.

instead of two. throw an almost perfecfly

even circle of spray. These holes make the

supply of liquid come from four quadrants

instead of from one or two quadrants, and

even ui) the spray passing out through

the nozzle cap. The illustration of large

nozzles shows one with a four-holo supply

and another with four jetties around the

holes and on the sides of the whirling-

chamber which give the whirl to the

liquid and make a fine, even spray, es-

I)ecially with the hi.gh pressure obtained

from power outfits.

On an ordinary power outfit, two leads

of hose should be used, a larger number

seldom being of any great advantage in

orchard work. The lead of hose to the

man in the tower need be only fifteen

feet long, while the man on the ground

should have at least thirty feet, and forty

feet of hose is not too much when spray-

ing large trees. On hand or barrel pumps

one lead of twenty-five or thirty feet in

length does very well for all spraying

work, or two leads of that length may

be used when two men are on the ground.

High-pressure hose with long hose

couplings and good hose bands are a

necessity in spraying, for ordinary hose

bursts under the high pressure to which

it is subjected, and short couplings are

always making trouble. Half-inch high-

pressure hose is most used, but three-

eighths inch is also good and is not so

heavy. The latter is harder to get con-

nections for, when they are lost or broken,

and may prove a little small in capacity

when one uses three large-type nozzles

on the end of a spray rod.

liods

Rods are made of iron idpe, brass pipe,

and bamboo with a brass or aluminum

tube running through the hollow bamboo.

Aluminum-lined bamboo rods are lighter

than any of the others and when prop-

erly reinforced at the ends are as strong

as any bamboo rod i)Vit out. In length

the rods should not be less than eight

feet. Ten-foot rods are preferable and

twelve-foot rods are often a necessity in

order to reach the tops of high trees.

Via 3 Ihirdic Ks.-iipe Valvi' Showinc Com-
pn-ssor. Sprinf.-, Itnll. .in.l Seat. A neat, re-

liable aud (luialile type <.£ safety relief valve.

Longer rods are not often needed, and are

cumbersome and hard to handle on ac-

count of their length,

I'owcr Oiiltits

Power outfits should be cho.sen accord-

ing to rapacity and simplicity. Weight

is a factor to be determined by the or-

chardist. His orchard may be hilly or

level, and the size of trees and the kind
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of usage a machine is to get will de-

termine what sort of an outfit to pur-

chase. Exteremely light outfits, in most

cases, are not as durable as the slightly

heavier types. Weight and strength have

been sacrificed for lightness, but the dur-

ability of such an outfit is in some few

makes of machines nearly equal that of

the heaviest types. Type of pump, valves,

etc., also figure largely in durability, but

most of the leading pump manufacturers

use bronze-ball or bevel-faced wing-guided

poppet valves, so this factor does not

enter so largely in the choice of a pump.

Capacity, simplicity, eiliciency, durability

and cost, are the factors one must con-

sider. Choose preferably a close-coupled

truck, with fairly large wheels in the

rear and smaller wheels In front, all

wheels with broad tires, and with the

spraying machine frame set low, using the

wagon without a bolster in the rear, if

possible, but with the machine set level.

Home-made power outfits are not ad-

visable, as very few have the facilities

for connecting up pump and engine satis-

factorily. Special purpose machines may
be built at home, and also a good hand or

Independent power pumj) outfit may be

readily assembled.

Traction-power sprayers are for the

most part special purpose machines.

There are a few machines of this type

built for orchard spraying but most of

them were designed for spraying grapes,

potatoes and similar field crops, or spray-

ing for the destruction of weeds. Power
is transmitted from the wheels by means
of cams, eccentrics, chains or gears, and
the pump is operated by these various

mechanical contrivances. Here, as in the

case of other types, the same factors,

strength, simplicity, durability and capac-

ity, must be considered.

Traction machines were designed as

special purpose machines, and are not a

complete success for orchard spraying.

Some few machines can be operated as

hand pumps as well as used as traction

machines.

For the man who has a small oichard

and needs a field sprayer, some machine
of this type should be selected; but the

fruit grower who has a large orchard

must look to the other types for a more

suitable machine.

Large hand pumps approach small

power machines in capacity and are better

than any barrel pumps on account of the

long leverage that can be used. Two .

cylinders of smaller diameter are often

used and the capacity is then greatly

increased over that of the ordinary bar-

rel pump. The entire weight of the body

can be applied to the lever without stoop-

ing or bending the back, while any type

of a tank or barrel can be used as the

spray liquid container. For the man
who cannot afford a power sprayer, or

who has a medium sized orchard and can

get cheap labor, this style is very satis-

factory.

Barrel pumps of medium capacity are

well suited to the small fruit grower or

farmer who does not care to invest much
money and yet wishes to raise good fruit.

Medium capacity barrel pumps are to be

preferred before the large capacity barrel

pumps because the latter are hard to op-

erate and it takes a heavy, strong man
to pump one all day. Besides being use-

ful for the man with a small home or-

chard, they may be successfully used tor

cold-water painting, whitewashing, spray-

Kijr. 4. A Barrel Pump. Sliowlnc ARitator. A
lietter type has valves, pluDKer and packins
at the top where they are accessible, also an
air chamber. —Courtesy W. B. Dougtas
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ing chicken coops to destroy mites, lice,

etc.

Bucket pumps were never designeil for

spraying ttie apple orchard, but they are

convenient for spraying truck crops, small

trees and bushes around the yard, chicken

, coops, and doing many other small .lobs

about the home, where a small, convenient

pump is needed. The Knajjsack pump is

a portable type of bucket pump, very

useful for small work, and for spraying

truck and garden crops.

Automatic sprayers are more conven-

ient than knapsack sprayers, for they

may be filled and then pumi)ed up with

air and the entire attention of the

operator can be devoted to spraying with-

out having to do the double duty of pump-

ing and spraying at the same time. They

are very convenient and readily carried

about. For truck crops they are hard to

beat when they are well made.

A fault of the larger part of the spray-

ers of this type is that they are made of

galvanized iron and are corroded so rapid-

ly by the Bordeaux sprays that they be-

come worthless in a year or two. To be

durable they must be constructed of

heavy sheet brass, preferably seamless or

with well riveted joints. For small work,

a well-made s])rayer of this type is al-

most ideal.

Compressed-air sprayers have some ad-

vantage, since they are easily operated

and are of very simple construction. For

such outfits the first cost of the charging

and mixing plant and of the sprayer tanks

is somewhat greater than that of the av-

erage power outfit having an equivalent

daily capacity, so far as the amount of

liquid sprayed out is concerned. The
pressure, when using a compressed-air

sprayer, must vary between two extremes,

usually from 160 to 80 pounds while the

tankful of solution is being discharged.

This tends to make the work uneven,

since the quality of the spray varies from

fine to coarse and there is also a vari-

ation in the amount of liquid discharged

in a given time. On the other hand,

power outfits are operated under an al-

most constant pressure which is often as

great as 200 pounds to the square inch.

Considering those facts, and also thai

the amount of skilled labor required to

operate either outfit is practically the

same, I have reached the conclusion, after

having operated both types of outfits in

the field, that for the average orchardist,

a power outfit is superior to the com-

pressed-air outfit.

In either case the operator must pos-

sess average mechanical ability and ex-

ercise reasonable care.

Sprayers using compressed gas have the

disadvantage of decomposing the lime-

sulphur sprays. For killing scale insects,

lime-sulphur spray is one of the best, and

is almost universally used in orchard

work.

Dust sprayers have been successfully

used in treating cotton, tobacco and a

lew similar field crops. In general or-

chard work they have not proved a suc-

cess, as has been demonstrated in ex-

tensive competitive tests against liquid

sprayers. However, they have shown
merit for such special use as dusting

orange groves for rust niitc. Their range

of usefulness is evidently quite restricted.

In the following tables I have attempt-

ed to list the manufacturers who make
various kinds of machines, so that an

intending purchaser may write to those

companies which build the kind of a

machine he wishes to purchase, for cat-

alogues and prices of the same.

In conclusion:

1 Choose a machine that has the fact-

ors of simplicity, durability and capacity

and the eflSciency of the machine will be

unquestioned.

2 Cost is another question. A few

dollars higher in price usually means
better quality and "the best is the cheap-

est in the end."

3 Clean up your machine and access-

ories each time when you are through

spraying.

4. Keep your machine in good trim, all

bolts and bearings tight, plunger packed,

etc.

5 Use good oil and plenty of it.

G If something goes wrong and fails

to work find out what the trouble is

before you change any adjustments.
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Changing adjustments without knowing
why only means more trouble.

7 Results depend upon thorough work
and the use of good standard brands of

spraying materials.

-VCCKSSORIES

The accessories are taken up in their

order of sequence, beginning with the

preparation of the spray and following

the liquid through its course until it is

delivered on the trees. Before the liquid

is poured into the tank it must always

be strained, unless one is looking for

trouble.

Strainers

Tank strainers, of the sloping-screen

type, clog if the liquid is not poured on
the upper end of the screen and allowed

to wash the sediment to the lower end.

A modification of the Stewart strainer,

in which the liquid passes upwards
througn the screen from below, combined
with the essential feature of the sloping-

screen type, is shown in Fig. 5 (1). This

type of strainer will not overflow under

ordinary conditions, will not clog readily,

and will usually drain out completely.

It possesses all the advantages of the

Stewart strainer with the additional value

of the sloping-screen type of tank strain-

er. The screen should be of heavy brass

cloth and have at least 14 wires to the

inch. Wire cloth having more than 24

meshes to the inch is not strong enough
to withstand the rough usage, and the fine

mesh fills up with sediment and is hard
to clean. A strainer of some kind is

Vig. 6. (2) Tliis kind of strainer will always
leave several Inches of solution in the tank,
f.*,) A brass strainer with an easily replace-
able brass screen of large area. A strong,
durable accessory which permits practically
the complete emptying of the tank by means
of the suction hose.

usually placed on the suction pipe or

suction hose, but some machines are equip-

ped with a metal box or well, attached

permanently to the botom of the supply

tank. This type permits the tank to be

drained completely and a simple, easily

cleaned strainer is enclosed in the well.

These are furnished with only a few-

makes of machines. The usual types are

shown in Fig. 6 (2) and (3).

Fig. 6 (2) and similar types always leave

an inch or two of liquid in the tank and
seemingly have no advantage over the

type shown in Fig. 6(3). The latter almost
completely drains the tank and seldom
clogs if it is at least four inches in di-

ameter. These strainers should always
be made of brass or some metal which
is not corroded by any of the spray
liquids. The iron strainers often seen

on barrel pumps are entirely too small,

and rarely last more than two or three

seasons, even if the machine receives

normal care. The screen on the suction-

pipe strainer should be readily replace-

able in case it is damaged in any way.

Fig. r>. (1) A home-made tank strainer of large
capacity, having all of the advantages of the
sloping-screen and Stewart strainers.

S/«,/..„gr sere^^ Str-
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Fig. N. Stewart SIrainei'.

Suction Hose or Tipe

The wire-lined suction hose, which is

furnished with machines requiring such a

connection, should be o{ the very best

quality. One and one-fourth-inch pipe

connections, although not flexible, nor as

easily changed as the same diameter

suction hose, possess the advantage of

not becoming leaky, are not affected by

the oil sprays, and cost very little when

their replacement becomes necessary.

However, a suction hose permits the

washing out of the pump without wash-

ing out the tank, and it is usually long

enough to be placed in the storage tank

when using a tank filler. Plain hose will

collapse when the pump is operated, hence

it cannot be used in place of wire-lined

suction hose.

Air (iianil)crs

The air chamber, in most cases, comes

next in order. This serves a two-fold

purpose; first, it acts as a storage for the

liquid under pressure; .secondly, the air

confined above the stored liquid is a

resilient body which tends to equalize

the pressure when there is a sudden in-

flux of liquid. When a pump has a large

capacity per stroke, and is equipped with

a small air chamber, it is not unusual to

see the indicator on the pressure gauge

swing through a range of fifteen to forty

pounds at every stroke of the pum]). The
strain upon hose and connections is ex-

tremely severe, and the shock upon the

closing valve is comparable to the blow

from a hammer, when the pump is op-

erated under these conditions. The
capacity of the air chamber on power
outfits should lie al least one-half as

great as the amount of liquid the pump
delivers per minute when it is operated

FIk. fi. (4) A sitiipl*' pliiiiKt'i" t.vpi' iTlli'f valve
which Ih very Hensitive to preasxu-e variation
iiihI lias all of the apparent requisites of
durability.
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Fig. 10. !.">) A pressure regulator of a novel
t.vpe which effects a great savins in power,
prevents unnecessary wear, is positive in ac-
tion, and has readily accessible parts.

at nomial speed. Hand and barrel pumps
should have air chambers which hold at

least as much as the amount of liquid

dispatched by the plunger per minute,

while twice this size is better and is not

too large. Traction machines need an

air chamber having about twice the ca-

pacity of the pump in gallons per minute.

The air chamber usually forms part of

the pump, but most of the traction spray-

ers and a few of the hand and power

machines have it separate. The better

types of air chambers are made as light

as possible consistent with the strength

required, and some provision is made for

agitation when the chamber is of large

capacity.

Pressure Gauges

The pressure gauge is the index which

makes possible careful and exact spray-

ing when the remainder of the acces-

sories are normally good. The operators

of hand and barrel pumps are especially

liable to overestimate the pressure they

obtain while spraying. With hand or

barrel sprayers, few operators realize how

much the pressure varies, or how much it

depends upon the degree of weariness

the operator feels toward the end of the

day. The work varies in thoroughness,

and the spray in quality, whenever the

pressure is allowed to run down below

the normal working amount.

Relief Valvts

Power and traction spraying machines

must be equijjped with a relief valve or

pressure regulator in order to avoid ac-

cidents. The poppet types of relief valves,

ordinarily furnished with power outfits,

are not suitable for use on spraying ma-

chines where the spraying mixture con-

tains grit and solid matter. When the

valve is raised by the pressure of the

liquid, it usually closes with a particle

of sediment lodged between the broad

face of the valve and its seat. This al-

lows the spraying liquid to escape through

the narrow opening at high speed, carry-

ing with it particles of solid matter which

soon channel or cut the face of the valve,

and it becomes leaky and inefficient. If

this type of relief valve had been designed

especially for catching and retaining sed-

iment, it could not serve the purpose

better.

The ball relief valve has a narrow

seat and the ball turns, giving a much
greater surface with a shape whicli ob-

viates any serious wear. When a relief

valve having a small ball is used, it is

of small capacity and of little value, as

Fig. n. (fl) An ciccior or jet pump of ex-
tremely small size hut of large capacity. A
simple i)lece of apparatus which lessens the
labor of filling the sprayer tank, especially
on power ouHits.
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Fig. 12. (7) A tank filler which is so de-
signed that it can be attached permanently
to the sprayer tank.

it will not take care of the overflow when
both leads of hose are shut off.

A plunger type of relief valve, which

appeared on the market recently, is very

sensitive to pressure variation and ap-

parently has all ot the requisites of dur-

ability. When the pressure becomes

great enough to overcome the forcing of

a spring, the iilunger is raised, uncover-

ing a row of holes in the wall ot the

sleeve, through which the liquid escajies

back into the tank. Fig. 9 gives a de-

tailed view of its construction.

Several forms of pressure regulators,

on some power and traction machines,

automatically throw the pump out of gear,

saving power and obviating trouble and

danger when all of the pump's capacity

is not utilized. This also effects a great

saving in wear and prevents lire;iking the

machine or straining it unnecessarily.

.\no(her form of regulator, which is

|)laced on the suction pipe, shuts off the

supply when the pressure becomes suffi-

cient to raise the plunger against the

spring. This allows the engine to run

free, excepting for the vacuum created

by the pump in pulling against a reduced

opening or shut-off suction pipe, the ex-

penditure of power and the wear of the

niac^hine being greatly lessened by this

little device.

A special type of pressure regulator,

which is placed between the pump and

the air chamber, is operated by the liquid,

under lu-essure, raising a diapliram

against the spring regulator. The rod

attached to the diaphratn lifts the ball

in the lower valve box, and the upper

valve closes automatically. This retains

the pressure in the air chamber and al-

lows the liquid sujiplied by the i)um]i to

I'lf. 1.".. (S) A tank filler which lifts the
vvali'i- above the hi(;b pi-essui-e Jet stream. A
convenient tank (illcr which can he left at

the (illing station.
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Fig. 14. (0) A sectional view of a globe valve,

showing the ahi-iipt changes of direction the
liquid must make and the broad faces of the
valve and its seat where sediment is caught
when the valve is closed.

pass under the lower valve into the tank.

"When the pressure in the air chamber

Is lowered, the lower valve closes and the

upper valve is opened by the solution

which is again forced into the air cham-

ber. Fig. 10 shows the appearance of

this regulator, which is large and heavy

in comparison with the relief valves, but

it is much superior to any of the other

pressure-regulating devices for power

sprayers.

Tank Fillers

Several forms of tank fillers, weighing

from 40 to 200 lbs., were furnished with

power sprayers of different makes several

years ago. The lightest kind were ro-

tary pumps which were of large capacity,

but these pumps are not long-lived, as

they must be run at high speed, and often

pump water which is full of grit from

ditches or ponds.

The jet pump or ejector types of tank

fillers are supplanting most of the other

kinds, as they have no moving parts

to wear out or get out of order, and at

the same time are light and convenient.

They are operated by the i)ressure stream

from the spray pump, which is forced

through a reduced opening into a pro-

portionally larger diameter pipe. The
expansion of the jet of water creates a

vacuum below the jet and lifts water

in amounts proportional to the pressure

and to the abundance of the supply. The

height to which water can be raised de-

pends upon the pressure furnished by

the pump, and the height of the jet pump
above the source of supply. If it is neces-

sary to raise the water to greater heights

than the ordinary suction hose permits,

place the jet pump nearer to, or in the

water to be raised. None of the fillers

will raise water successfully by suction

much higher than eighteen feet, but those

placed in the water will lift it considei'-

ably higher than this, depending entirely

i:pon the pressure of the supply to the

jet stream. Three different types of tank
fillers are shown in the illustrations. Fig.

11 is an ejector which may be used with

steam or water; by connecting it up in

a vertical position and turning on the

pressure the water is raised. It is like

Fig. 12 in that it depends almost entirely

upon the vacuum created by the jet to

raise the water. Fig. 13 shows a type

which, when dropped into the supply,

lifts the column of water above the pres-

sure jet. Each type has desirable fea-

tures, and the choice of kind must de-

pend largely upon individual taste. When
operated under 200 lbs. pressure, they

will raise from twenty to forty gallons

Fig. in (10) A simply constructed large leak-

less cutoff.
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Fie 16 (11) A secUoual view „£ a leakless

fod cutotr showinR the comparatively large,

straij-'ht passage-ways.

per minute, depending upon the size of

the jet pump and how high the water

must be lifted.

Piping and Ciit-Offs

The piping used to carry the spray

liquid from the air chamber to some

convenient point for attochment of the

leads of high-pressure hose should be at

least one-halt inch in diameter and make

as few turns as possible The pressure

of the spray liquid at the nozzle is great-

ly reduced by friction of the solution

against the walls of tho pipe if the

changes of direction are frequent, and if

the size of the orifices through which it

passes are small. The cut-off, at the

point of attachment of the hose lead, per-

mits the shutting off of one lead of hose

whenever desired, and this takes unnec-

essary strain off the hose which is not

in use. The three-way cut-offs, ordin-

arily furnished with machines, are al-

ways being turned in the wrong direction,

with the result that some one is fre-

quently drenched with spray liquid. Plain

cut-offs are superior to the globe valves.

See Fig. 14 (9). The latter usually change

the direction of flow very abruptly, and

soon become leaky, besides requiring a

lot of time to shut off the hose lead. Gate

valves are apt to become partially clogged

with sediment, which prevents their clos-

ing properly, lJ»t they are superior to

the globe valves, because they are of

large capacity and do not change the di-

rection of the flow of the liquid. The

simple, leakless cut-off. shown in Fig. 15,

is positive in action, easily operated, does

not change the direction of the flow of

the liquid, is readily adjusted or reiiacked,

and is of large capacity. A sectional view

of the leakless rod cut-off is shown in

Fig. Ifi, giving an idea of the simplicity

of its construction. .Tust under the cap-

nut is a packing gland which allows any

slack in the valve to be taken up, and

also prevents any leakage.

Hose. Hose ronnections and Hose Bauds

The high pressures tised in spraying

with modern power spraying machines

make the use of strong, heavy-walled hose

imperative. Half-inch high-pressure hose

of five, six, or seven-ply construction is

generally used for this purpose. The

heavier grades usually last enough long-

er, except -where oil sprays are used, to

warrant their purchase. Three-quarter-

inch hose, having sufficient strength to

I'-lK 17 (12 and 13) Slngle-lcnctli hose con-

t nna with round mit. The kind every

or, t ™l ^p.av I c ontflt should not have

'i Vm in l...uhh. length one-tourth nch

; ,t- im-ad mah. and sL^nda.-d fonnUe hose

•onnections, per.nllling the "«'
,,

' ^^ ' ''^^^

i.nndM of the Sherman type. J hese nave a

hexago al lange and hexagonal nut so hey

ean he adjusted with an ordinary wreneh.
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withstand 200 lbs. pressure, is not i)rac-

tical to use, as it is too cumbersome,

being entirely too heavy for the operator

to drag around. Three-eighths-inch high-

pressure hose costs almost as much as

half-inch hose of similar quality, yet it

does not have sufficient capacity to supply

a cluster of large nozzles without greatly

reducing the nozzle-pressure of the spray

solution. The hose connections for this

size of hose have much smaller openings

than the half-inch connections, which

partially accounts for the reduction of

pressure at the nozzle cap. The lead of

hose to the operator on the ground should

be at least thirty-five feet long, btit the

lead to the tower can be as short as

twelve feet without hampering the op-

erator in handling the spray rod. Barrel

pumps or large hand pumps will seldom

successfully supply more than one lead

of hose at a satisfactory working pres-

sure; but two nozzles can be used on the

spray rod, when one nozzle does not

utilize more than half of the capacity of

the pump. Fig. 17 (12), (13), (14) and

(15) shows a number of the various styles

of hose connections; the double-length

kinds, permitting the use of two hose

bands, are the only ones which should be

used. A connection having a hexagonal

nut of the form shown in (14) is supe-

rior to the round, coupling type (13).

The flange or a corresponding section of

the male hose connection should be hex-

agonal, as in (15), so that an ordinary

wrench can be used to turn it, and when
the connection at the base of the exten-

sion rod has one-fourth-inch pipe-thread,

as in (15) and Fig. 18 (16), the reducer

of the type shown in (17) is not needed.

The Sherman hose-band, shown in (18),

is much superior to a wire or narrow

galvanized iron band, and is the kind that

is amost universally used. "Never-slip"

clamps, like those shown in (19), are

so built that the hose cannot be pulled off

of the connection by pressure. The hooks

on the clamp extend over the flange on

the connection and supplement the clamp

on the hose in preventing it from slip-

ping off of the connection. For power

sprayers this style of clamp and con-

Fig. 18. (10) A one-fourth pipe-thread male
hose connection with a hexagonal sectii.n and
held b.v a single Sherman hose-hand. This
connection is long enough to permit the use
of two liose-bands. (17) A reducer which I)e-

comes unnecessary when a one-fourth thread-
ed connectit-n is used instead of a standard
male hose connection. (18) A Sherman hose-
band. (10) A Never Slip hose-clamp and a
donl>Ie-length connection in position. The hex-
agonal nut is superior to the round Itind

often furnished.

nection is superior to any other kind, as

it is impossible to blow the hose off of

the connection by high pi-essure.

Kod Cut-Offs

The one-fourth-inch cut-offs, used at

the base of the sj)ray rods, must have

sufficiently large oiienings so that the flow
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rig. ir>. (UOi A onc-fmirlli sjloljo viilvo. liil)

A smalloapnclty om>-l'ourlli iuch sprinp cut-
off with ways similar tn tho j::lol)p valve.
(221 A onc-l'Durth-incli steam cut-olT of small
capacity. (i;:i) A ono-foiiclii-incli Icakless rod
cut-off whicli is simple in construction, pos-
itive in action, and of a practical size.

of the liquid is not obstructed. The globe

valve shown in Fig. 19 (20) has fair ca-

pacity, but changes the direction of the

flow of the liquid too often at very sharp

angles, also it closes slowly and soon be-

comes leaky; (21) has some similar faults,

but serves the purpose better for small

sprayers, as it acts quickly in cutting off

the spray. The cut-off shown in (22) is

of very small caitacity and soon becomes

leaky. A ball cut-off, which was tested

for several seasons, did not prove en-

tirely satisfactory, as it was a little

clumsy and cumbei'some. The gate valve

cannot be closed quickly, although the

ways are large. The leakless cut-off

shown in (23) is sim))le, easily operated,

and is positive in action. The ways are

large, permitting the flow of the spray

liquid without changing its direction, and

if it becomes leaky, it is easily repacked.

The use of this little accessory prevents,

each season, the wasting of enough
spraying mixture to pay for it many times.

Spray Kods

Extension rods are necessary for spray-

ing large trees, since most of the modern
spray nozzles produce a fine mist spray

which has very little carrying iiower.

Kor siiinll orchards a section ol' one-

loiirth-inch iron pipe serves the purpose

very well, if the rods needed are not

over six or eight feet in length. Longer
lengths of one-fotirth-inch iron pipe are

hard to handle on account of their weight,

and they often break off in the threads.

Hods made of brass pipe are too flexible

when made of light t\ibin,g, and too heavy

it made of strong tul)ing large enough in

diameter to obviate flexibility.

Extension rods made of bamboo and

lined with brass or aluminum pipe are

light, strong and large enough in di-

ameter to be bandied conveniently with-

out unduly tiring the operator. The base

and (op should be constructed like rod

ends shown in Pig. 20, (24) or (25), for

these Uiimbles prevent the accidental

breaking of the rod at the juncture of the

fitting and the lining pipe. Aluminum-
lined rods of this type are practically

as strong as the brass-lined ones, and

they are much lighter in weight. Bamboo
rods ten feet long are usually the most

jiractical ones, although twelve-foot rods

I'l;;. 'JO. (L'4) A section oi; an aluminum-lined
l>amboo spray rod with a thimliie extending
over the outside of the bamboo casing, (ifi)

A section of an aluminum-lined Ijamboo spray
rod with the ion;; brass thimbles fittins
closely inside the bamboo, and clamping; it

tightly endwise Ijetvveen the cup-shaped caps
of the thimbles. The hexagonal and si|uare
sectiims riermit the use of an ordinary wrench
in tighlening llie connections.
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are not too heavy nor too loiii; for tall

trees. The plain, thinibleii bamboo rods,

with wired ends, are seldom as durable

as the kinds mentioned previously, as the

bamboo is liable to split, and the rod

ends are more readily broken off. The
lining pipe and thimbles get loose and

turn around in the bamboo support, and

there is no satisfactory way to remedy
the defect.

AukIo KIIs and Ys

Angle ells, like those shown in Fig.

21, but with base and top made hexagonal,

are more convenient than either the

round style (27), or the cast-iron angle.

(2S), which requires a pipe nipple in one

end before a nozzle can be attached. These

angle connections are used to change the

direction of the spray by making the

straight-hased nozzle, used alone or on the

plain Ys, almost face the perpendicular

when the extension rod is held in the

position for spraying. Angle Ys can be

used in place of the angle ell of the plain

Y. When more than one nozzle is used
on a rod, straight nozzle should be used,

as the angle-base nozzles have to be forced

into position. When turned on tight,

angle-base nozzles rarely stand in the

correct position, while ftraight nozzles

are always standing right when used on
an angle Y, like that shown in (29) ; (30)

has the nozzle branches made too di-

vergent to be satisfactory, and cannot be
used in practical work.

?rozzles

Spray nozzles are readily divideil into

four classes, when separated according to

the different shapes of spray they form,

but on account of the extreme variation

or intermediate forms of spray which
some nozzles give, it seems the better

plan not to class them as hollow cone,

solid cone, solid stream, and flat or fan-

I
Fig. 21. C2') A r)ni--foiirth-lncli liiass ancle I., with r und liase and top which reqnli-i'S a pipe

wrench to hold it. A better type Is one with a hexagonal section at the hase and near the
top which can be t'lined with an ordinary wrench. (L'Hi A nnefourth-lnch cast-li-on L,
which retiulres a one-fourth-inch pijie nipple before a nozzle can he attached. It is lieavy
and soon becomes ccrroded. t~U} .\n angle Y. having braiu-hcs diverging jirojjerly, and
angled so that straight-based nozzles can be used. i.'iDi A straiglil V, witli ilic "nozzle
branches too divergent for use In practical spraying.
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I'late I. Test Hheet ghowing the (llstrlliiulon <>! tlii> sjiiav

ptar'Pd on the nozzle testing: niacliine. (It 'I'l^'t-i-.

(4) Simplex. <r,) Scientific. (lii Friend,

h.v (lifffrcnt nuiUes of iiozzlfs when
(L'l AIasso.>i|iia.v. C!) Wliirlpoi.l.
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I'late n. Test sheet showing the distribution of the spray l>.v differeut raal<ps of nozzles when
placed on the nozz.le testinR machine. <^) Morrill and Morleys' Vermorel. (U) Myers"
GraduatlnK Vermorel. i:i) Clipper. (4) Myers' Bordeaux. (5) Blizzard. (lil Deming
Vermorel. (7) Demorel.
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shaped types of spray nozzles. When
divided into classes according to their

construction, several fairly balanced

3-sil iiv

Fig. 2:;. (lill Disc nozle. Tlie simple striiiglit-

liascd disc nozzle, slmwint; tlie gradual cliaiif^e

of direction of flow of tlie liquid and tlie

large openings permissible witli tliis t.vpe of
no/.zie. (.SS) A variable modified Verraorel
nozzle. Tbe bead of the degorger, which is

threaded and lits loosely in the threaded bar
rel, may lie shifted in position to form a
hollow cone spray when above the supply
orifice, and a solid stream when below thi.«!

opening. Packing under the nut prevents
leakage around the degorger stem. (33) A
modified Vermorel nozzle in which the whirl
Is imparted lo the IPpiid in tbe whirl cham-
ber by the spiral an the head of tlie degorgei-.
A packing nut prevents leakage around the
stem of the degorger. Note the number of
changes of direction of flow, the abrupt angles
and narrow orifices through which the liquid
must pass In becoming a si)ray In all of the
Vermorel nozles in comparison with the pass-
age-ways of the simple disc nozzle. (?A) A
Vermorel nozzle. The outside aiipr-at-anci'

gives very little idea of the inner foiiiH-rlirin.

Note the shape and pro.iecting [laris wbicb
catch over limbs. r.'!.">i A sectional view <if

a true Vermorel nozzle. The bead of the
nozzle may be set at an angle by turning it

around on the threaded stem. Tbe liipiid
enters the whirl chamber through a hole at
one side of the chamber which gdves it the
whirling motiim around the needle of the
degorger. Packing imder the nut iirevenls
any leakage around the needle stems and the
Hprlng holds the needle back leaving tbe way
to the hole in the cap tinobstructed. t.'UIt A
sectional view of a Self fleaner nozzle show-
ing the narrow passageways anil tbe needle
which cleans the hole In the cap when the
head of the nozzle is pushed Iiack.

groups are lorined, wliiili ;iiv known as

Disc, 22, (31), Vermorel, (32) and (33),

Modified Vermorel, (34) and (35), Self

Cleaner. (3G), Cap. Bordeaux, Cyclone,

and Solid Stream nozzles. This classi-

lication follows the trcuil of names with

which we are more familiar, and these

give some idea regarding construction.

Different nozzles are suited to liil'ferent

worlv, and, as tlieir efficiency sometimes

(ieiieuds upon the amount of pressure

used, care must he talien not to select a
nozzle which will be unsuited to the ma-
chine with which it is to he used. Some
nozzles are of very large capacity and
should not be used with pumps whose
capacity per minute is less than that of

the nozzle. The Disc nozzles are larger

in capacity than most of the Vermorel or

Self Cleaner types; more compact, lighter

in wei.ght, less liable to clog, and do not

have an projecting ])arts to catch over

limbs and make trouble. AKhough Disc

nozzles have been on the market for only

a few years, they are rapidly superceding

the older and more common types.

Most of the Vermorel and Self Cleaner

nozzles are of small cap.acity, largely be-

catise the small orifices through which the

liquid must pass, and the abrupt changes

of direction which it must make, reduce

its speed and nullify the effects which

should be obtained if no hindrance was
liresent. The Bordeaux nozzles, strongly

advocated by many western orchardists,

usually make a flat, fan-shaped spray

which is coarse and much heavier in the

center of the fan than at the edges. These
are also of large capacity and can be

adjusted to throw a solid stream of liquid.

Cap nozzles of small capacity are suit-

able for bucket pumps and small hand
sprayer.-!. They are often miniature types

of Disc nozzles. Those of large capacity

tire preferable to the Vermorels. Solid

Stream nozzles are best suited for spray-

ing tall trees, and, because of their ex-

tremely large capacity, cannot be used

with any of the smaller power machines.

This observation applies es|iecially to the

Worthley nozzle, which has been develop-

ed for use in spraying for the control

of the gypsy and brown-tail moths in

Massachusetts.
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A few types of nozzles which can hard-

ly be given any definite place are included

in the ajjpended tables. These tables do

not include all of the different kinds of

spray nozzles sold in Ohio, but they in-

clude most of the important makes. The
illustration shows the difference in the

construction of some of the common noz-

zles, giving the defects and good points

of the several kinds. It is a fault common
to many of the hollow-cone spray nozzles

to throw the bulk of the spray in one-half

of the circle. In the case of Disc nozzles

this may be prevented by increasing the

number and the size of the openings in

the directing disc, which is just below
the whirl chamber. The angle of the

spray may be changed by increasing the

depth of the whirl chamber and the carry-

ing power of the spray will be increased

accordingly if the supply of spray liquid

is adequate.

The depth of the whirl chamber and
its proportion to the diameter have much
to do with the width of the angle of the

spray. The size, shape, angle, and num-
ber of supply holes in the directing dies

also affect the spray obtained. The diam-

eter of the hole in the cap or disc has

much to do with the capacity of the noz-

zle.

The lack of care in machining the parts

of the nozzle is often responsible for

some of the discrepancies which are

shown by the testing machine. When
the hole in the cap has a burred edge or

is not perfectly centered, one-half of the

ring of spray is usually heavier than

the other half. Burred edges on the

holes of the directing disc are also the

cause of unevenness in the ring of spray.

Nozzles having a wide-angle spray re-

quire that the operator keep the nozzle

close to the object that is being sprayed,

while those giving a narrow-angle spray

usually require the operator to keep the

nozzle some distance from the tree being

sprayed in order to allow the spray to

break up and cover the same area as a

nozzle of the former class. Disc nozzles

which throw an even, well distributed,

broad ring of spray, with broken spray in

the center of the circle, and which also

have enough carrying power to the spray

to permit the operator to hold the nozzle

some distance from the tree, are es-

pecially desirable. The maximum of

efficiency in the Disc nozzles is to be
found in those which most nearly give

a solid circle of spray.

Likewise, of the variable Disc types,

the best patterns will be found in those

which are capable of most nearly making
a perfect ring of spray, though, of course,

such types are also designed to grade
their discharge from the perfect ring

through the hollow cone to the long driv-

ing stream. A few of the true Vermorel
nozzles give well distributed rings of

spray. Most of the modified Vermorel
nozzles throw the bulk of the spray in

one-half of the circle, there being only

one exception, and this one gives a nar-

row, even ring of spray. Only one nozzle

of the Self Cleaner type gave an even
ring of spray. The Cap nozzles were,

with one exception, superior to most of

the Vermorels, both in distribution of the

spray and in capacity. The Cyclone
nozzles are of little value, unless used in

clusters. Many of the nozzles which do
not distribute the spray evenly in the
circle, can be used successfully in clusters.

When thus massed together, good results

are obtained, but they should not be
used singly.

Squash

The squash is described as "the fleshy

edible fruit of any one of the trailing

annuals of the genus Gurcurbita allied

to the pumpkin." At least 60 varieties of

winter and summer squashes are named
by horticulturists, which include many
forms, sizes, colors and adaptations for

use. Some are summer varieties, others

autumn, and still others may he kept for

winter use and until the following early

spring.

They may be grown either in field or

garden, are rather hardy and vigorous

growers. They should be planted in hills

about six feet apart and in rows about

the same distance. This method of plant-

ing gives room for the vines to form so

as to produce an abundant crop. They

3—.-57
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are pollinated by bees and other insects

carrying the pollen from one flower to

another, yet while they are closely re-

lated to the pumpkin, it is claimed that

they will not hybridize with that species.

The following varieties are recom-

mended by Samuel B. Green as being

adapted to northern sections:

Suiuiiior Yarioties

Cuctiibita pcpo

Summer Crookncck

A summer sort, generally with a

crooked neck, that is highly esteemed.

dark green in color and sometimes

marked with red. When well grown it

has a rough shell of flinty hardness and

thick, heavy flesh that cooks dry. The
quality varies much according to the

quality of the land on which it is grown,

sandy loam generally producing the best.

Marltlehead

Marblehead is a variety that resembles

the Hubbard in quality of flesh, and by

many is considered superior. It differs

from the Hubbard in form and color, is

Fig. 1. Varieties of Sumiiipr Squashes.
Crookncck. Boston Marrow. Scalloped.

A form of this with a straight neck Is

also grown.

Basil Scalloped

Yellow and white varieties of this for

summer use are much grown by market

gardeners, differing from each otiier only

in color of the skin. They are round-flat

and have a scalloped edge.

Kostnn Marrow

Much grown for marketing and very

highly esteemed for summer and fall use.

Oransie .Marrow

A form of the Boston Marrow.

Fall and Winter Varieties

Cucurbita maxima

*Hubbard

This is the best known and most large-

ly grown of the winter varieties. It

varies somewhat in form, is generally

• In the Northwest the Pike's Peak Is con-
sidered to be as Kood and perhaps a better
variety In some localities than the Hubbard.

Pike's Peak Is somewhat similar in shape
to the Hubbard with a tendency to flattening at
the ends a little more than the above varletj'.

It Is a much smoother varlet.v. Its chief dls-
tln^nilshlng feature Is Its color, which Is a
neutral blue gray. It Is thick-fleshcd and dry.
—Ed.

Kiff. 2. Hubbard Squash.

ashy gray and the flesh is much thinner.

It yields less in weight but generally pro-

duces more squashes per acre.

Essex Hybrid

Very fine grained, rich, sweet, and a

good keeper; excellent for autumn and

winter.

Bay State

A good variety.

Miscellaneous Varieties

Winter Crookneck

One of the hardiest, most reliable and

best-keeping squashes, but in quality no

better than some of the pumpkins. Very

little in demand for marketing, but pop-

ular in some sections for home use.

Cocoanut, Perfect Gem and Chestnut

are varieties producing a large number
of small squashes of excellent quality

and are very easily raised.

SQUASH DISEASES AND PESTS

Diseases and pests of squash are those

common to the cucurbits, and where not

specially treated here they will be found

under Cticumier, Cantaloup, Melon, etc.
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Coiniiion S(|iiiisli Itiii;

Anasa tristis De G.

Stink bug is a name often applied to

this insect, as well as to several closely

related forms, because of their disagree-

able odor.

The squash bug is a sucking insect

which feeds solely by extracting the

plant juiceo. Fortunately, the bugs do

not emerge from winter quarters until

late in spring, and the early planted

crops are usually well advanced when
feeding commences.

Squash bugs are commonly present in

gardens and fields from early June until

late fall, and in addition to their de-

structive feeding habits they are charged

with being distributing agents for the

melon wilt disease, by transferring the

wilt bacteria from one plant to another.

Squash and pumpkin are the favorite

food plants, but other cucurbits are fre-

quently attacked. Certain varieties of

squash are injured more than others.

Description and Habits

.\dult Bngs

Mature squash bugs measure about

five-eighths of an inch in length. Their

shape is shown in Fig. 1. The color is

dirty brownish black above and yellow-

ish beneath. The head bears two promi-

nent antennae (feelers), projecting for-

ward, and a slender jointed beak that lies

fiat against the body, between the legs,

when not in use. These bugs are noc-

turnal in habit, hiding under leaves or

other shelter during the day.

Eprers

These are quite large, about one-six-

teenth inch long, oval in shape, bronzy-

brown in color, and are laid at night in

irregular rows on the underside of the

leaves. Egg clusters contain from a few

to 40 or more. They hatch in from eight

to 13 days into small, awkward creatures,

called nymphs.

K«niedial Measures

Ordinary insecticides are of little value

against squash bugs. Arsenical poisons

are valueless and contact spray mixtures

are effective only against the young soft-

Squash Bugs. (a) Common Squash
Bug; (b) Horned Squash Bug,

bodied nymphs. However, the bugs may
be fought quite successfully by some one

or more of the following methods:

Hand Picking

The first bugs appearing in spring

should be collected by hand in order to

prevent egg-laying. Later on, both adults

and egg masses should be gathered and

destroyed, or, if the eggs have hatched,

the groups of young nymphs may be

easily crushed. To facilitate catching

the adult bugs, shingles, large cabbage

leaves, or something of the kind, may
be laid around the cucurbit plants, as

many wMlI take refuge under such shelter

during tlie daytime. Eggs and nymphs
will be found on the underside of the
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growing leaves. Hand picking is profit-

able all summer it the bugs persist, but

by thorough work most of the first gen-

eration may be destroyed, thus avoiding

further injury.

Clean Culture

Burning or composting remnants of

curcurbit plants, together with all rub-

bish about gardens and fields, both after

the crop is gathered and during late fall

or winter, will aid materially toward

preventing the adult bugs hibernating

successfully. This practice is equally val-

uable for checking the increase of many
other injurious insects.

The horned squash bug yields to the

same treatment.

North Carolina Bulletin 205.

Squash Lady Beetle

Epilachna borealis Fab.

The above common name is applied to

a large species of lady beetle which may
occur in small numbers on squash, gourds

and other cucurbits. They are seldom

numerous, but are mentioned because

their feeding habits are so strikingly dif-

ferent from other lady beetles whose

food consists chiefly of scale insects,

plant lice, or other small insects. For

this reason lady beetles are generally

considered beneficial and should be en-

couraged to multiply.

The squash lady beetles, and their

larvae also, are plant feeders, occasion-

ally numerous enough to partially de-

foliate the plants on which they occur.

Cucurbit growers should learn to recog-

nize them in order to avoid making the

mistake of attempting to destroy the

really beneficial lady beetles, which re-

semble this plant-feeding species in gen-

eral shape and appearance.

Description and Habits

luetics

The beetles measure about one-third

inch in length, have a small head and

thorax and rather short legs. The whole

body is slightly oval with a strongly

arched back. The general cover is light

yellow. The thorax bears four small

black spots, while the wing covers when
closed show 12 black spots of irregular

size, two of which are divided by the

inner margin of the wings, forming two

large median dorsal spots. The ventral

side of the body is yellow, marked with

black. The legs are yellow.

Tlie only other native lady beetle liable

to bn mistaken for this species has only

nine black spots on the wing covers,

while the body beneath is black, includ-

ing the legs. It is also of a smaller size.

The Northern lady beetles hibernate

during winter, come forth in spring and

feed on the foliage of cucurbits, and at

times on the rind of melons and squash.

The eggs are yellow in color, elliptical

in shape and are laid in clusters on the

underside of the leaves.

Larvae and Pupae

The larvae are a little longer than the

parent beetles, yellow in color, with each

segment of the body bearing six promi-

nent branched spines, of which the basal

half is yellow and terminal half black.

They always feed on the underside of the

leaves. When grown they transform to

the pupal stage, attached to a leaf, and

after a week or 10 days change to adult

beetles.

Remedial Treatment

Both larvae and beetles are slow and

stupid in action, so that removing them

by hand is readily accomplished, and

generally nothing further is needed than

an occasional hand picking. Poison

sprays, applied while the plants are

small, will kill many of the beetles.

Squash Vine Borer

Melittia satyriniformis Hbn.

As its name implies, this insect lives

during the destructive period of its life

as a borer in the main stem or leaf stalk,

but prefers to feed in the woody tissue

near the root. The damage is caused by

the larvae, which are white, fleshy, grub-

like worms, changing eventually to moths

somewhat resembling wasps.
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Squash, simblins and pumpkins are the

favorite food plants, although other cu-

curbits, like cucumbers and cantaloupes,

are sometimes attacked.

Several borers may occur in a single

squash plant and their presence remain

unobserved until the whole plant sud-

denly withers and dies, seemingly in a

single day. The reason for this sudden

collapse is because the borers, feeding in

the main stem, eventually girdle it com-

pletely, thereby cutting off the flow of

sap from the roots to the branches, and

the plant, thus suddenly deprived of

food, rapidly withers under the hot July

or August sun. If such plants are ex-

amined, quantities of powdered, yellow-

ish excrement will be found around the

stem, having been forced out of the feed-

ing channels made by the borers. These

dying plants usually contain several

borers—a dozen or more is not an un-

usual number—for plants are often able

to survive the presence of only three or

four unless they happen to girdle the

stem near the roots. Severe injury may
usually be prevented by learning to rec-

ognize the first sign of borers, evidenced

by the yellowish excrement around the

stem, and removing them in the manner
to be described later.

Distribution

Its distribution now extends from Can-

ada southward to the Gulf states, and to

the West at least as far as the Rocky
mountains. It also occurs in Mexico,

Central and South America, and is

thought to be of tropical origin.

Description

Parent MotJis

The adult or parent stage is a hand-

some moth belonging to a family known
as clear-winged moths. The front pair

of wings are opaque, olive-brown in color,

with metallic-green reflections; the hind

wings are clear and transparent, with

black veins and a wide bronzy-green

fringe of hairs. The hind pair of legs

bear a heavy fringe of hairs, those on

the outer edge orange or reddish, while

the inner fringe is black. The abdomen
is conspicuously orange or red, with black

or bronze markings. Altogether, these

moths present a striking appearance.

(Fig. 1.) They are readily recognized as

they fly about squash plants, depositing

eggs during the day, and may be easily

captured in a butterfly net, or knocked
down with an evergreen brush or simi-

lar weapon.

These are dull reddish-brown in color,

oval, about one-twenty-fifth of an inch

in length, and when magnified, show a
surface composed of many five, six, or

seven-sided areas. The eggs are glued

to the plant and flattened on the attached

side.

Larvae

Larvae or borers are robust, white,

grublike worms (Fig. 1), with the body
distinctly segmented. Average length is

about one inch.

Cocoons and Pnpae
When the borers are fully grown they

desert their feeding burrows, tunnel an

Fig. 1. Squash Vine Borer. (1) Adult (2) Larvae and pupae,
showing manner of escape.

(."!) Kmpty pupae shell
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inch or two into the soil, and (here <on-

struct cocoons in which they transform

to the pupal stage.

Life History and Goiieratioiis

Squash vine borers pass the winter

in the pupal stage in the soil. Parent

moths, commencing to emsfg:; during late

April or early May. soon mate anrt lay

eggs on all parts of the plants, but chief-

ly on the main stems. Ekrs hatch in

from 6 to 15 days, usually nearer the

former, and larvae attain full growth in

about one month.

The cocoons are formed in the soil an

Inch or two below the surface, near in-

fested plants. The pupal stage lasts from

two to three weeks, or all winter, depend-

ing on the generation it represents.

The entire life cycle covers nearly two

months, allowing one week for eggs to

hatch, four weeks for larval development

and three weeks for the pupal stage.

The second generation occurs mainly

during August and September. After this

the food supply is largely exhausted.

Remedial Measures

Cultural Methods

Clean farming methods, such as the

most successful farmers are accustomed

to practice, involving the prompt removal

and destruction of squash, cantaloup and

other cucurbit crops when their yielding

season is past, serve in a large measure

to reduce the annual injury from squash

vine borers, and also other insects.

These crops are generally worthless

after July or August, particularly when

borers are numerous; so that, by pulling

and biirning, or composting infested

plants, himdreds of borers in the stems or

fruit may be killed.

The compost heap furnishes, in the

writers' opinion, a valuable method of dis-

posing of remnants of • garden or field

crops, as it produces a manure that most

soils require. As a means for destroying

insects like squash vino borers, melon

worms and others, the compost heap may

prove as effective as fire if the infested

material Is packed down and covered with

earth, or decomposed compost, in order

that the heat generated in the pile may

destroy the larvae and pupae or imprison

the adults, which sometimes emerge from

their cocoons a few days after the mater-

ial is piled. Many moths may mature and

escape from cucurbit plants which are

gathered and dumped loosely in a pile.

It is safest to burn this material and thus

lose most of its fertilizing value, unless

it is worked into compost as suggested.

Diseased vines should always be burned.

Late fall and early winter plowing

serves to bury over-wintering pupae so

deep that the emerging moths cannot

escape, or exposes the pupae so that some

die from unfavorable weather conditions

and others fall i)rey to birds and fowls.

One objection often raised to fall plowing

is that land should not remain hare all

winter; but that condition may be avoid-

ed by sowing some cover crop like crim-

son clover, vetch, winter rye, or winter

oats, which puts the land in better condi-

tion than it would be otherwise.

Deep spring plowing and rotation are

valuable.

Remove borers during June by splitting

the stems lengthwise.

Kill moths when seen flying around.

R. I. Smith,

NiirUi Carolina E.xpeviment Station Bulletin

20.->

Stink Bug. See Squash Bug, this sec-

tion.

Squibrels. See Rodent.

Standabd Barisel Act United States.

See Law.
Storage. See various articles under

Marketing.

Strawberry
The strawberry belongs to the botan-

ical species Fragaria chiolensis. Perhaps

no fruit is more adaptable to the different

varieties of soil and climate than the

strawberry. It is found growing in Flor-

ida and Alaska, two extremes of the

United States, and while they will prob-

ably not prove a profitable commercial

crop in Alaska without change of char-

acter so as to adapt them to that climate,

C. C. Georgeson, in charge of the experi-

ment stations there, thinks that by cross-

ing with native seedlings, varieties may

be produced that will at least be profit-
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the necessity of irrigation except in the

western portion. A large portion of this

region has been covered with timber and

recently logged over. The soil was found

to contain more or less acid, and a liberal

application of lime may be found ben-

eficial.

The Paloiise Country

This region Includes Latah and a

section of Kootenai county in Idaho.

and Whitman and part of Spokane

county in Washington. The climate is

humid with an annual precipitation of

20 to 30 inches. The elevation varies

from 1,000 to 3,000 feet. The contour of

the country is rolling. The soil is of a

basaltic formation, very fine in texture,

and holds moisture remarkably well. The

deep, moist friable soils characteristic of

this region are admirably adapted to the

growing of the strawberry. Frequent

cultivation during early spring and sum-

mer will aid the strawberry growers in

obtaining very satisfactory yields.

Lewistoii and Clarkston Districts

This section comprises Nez Perce, parts

of Idaho and Lewis counties in Idaho,

and a portion of Asotin county in Wash-

ington. The lowest point in Idaho is

In the Lewiston valley, having an eleva-

tion of 700 to 750 feet. To the south and

east of the Clearwater, there is a grad-

ual rise in elevation, reaching an altitude

of 3,000 feet in some parts. The annual

precipitation ranges from 12 to 20 inches.

Certain parts of this country require

Irrigation, but at the present time this

is not practiced to any great extent

outside tlie vicinity of Lewiston and

Clarkston.

The climate, being mild in summer

and pleasant in winter, presents con-

ditions especially favorable to the pro-

duction of the strawberry. The soil is

very easy to work, being of a loose friable

Tiature, and described as a sandy vol-

<:anic ash of basaltic origin. It is quite

rich in all the elements necessary for

plant growth, the only deficiency being

in nitrogen, which can be easily supplied

by giving a liberal application of barn-

yard manure, or by the growing of le-

guminous crops.

I'ajctte, Wclser nud Malheur Valleys in

Idaho and .Vlonp: the ISnalie llivcr

in Oregon
These valleys comprise part of Canyon

and Washington counties in Idaho and
Malheur county in Oregon. The soil is

a volcanic ash and varies from a light,

sandy soil on the uplands to a heavy

dark loam in the valleys. Under irri-

gation these soils are admirably adapt-

ed to the growing of the strawberry and

at the present time many small acreage

farms are being planted. It is not un-

usual for growers in this region to get

from 200 to 300 crates per acre.

The annual precipitation ranges from
10 to 20 inches, thus the necessity for ir-

rigation. The altitude is from 2,000 to

3,000 feet. Since the strawberry can be

grown to perfection, this section offers

many attractions to the strawberry en-

thusiast. The transportation facilities are

such that the grower is enabled to ship

his berries to distant markets without

much difficulty. Excellent local markets

are within easy reach of all.

Boise Valley

This valley cromprises a region in the

south central part of Idaho. With the

combination of soil, climate, and water

that this region possesses, strawberries

grow in profusion. The climate is very

mild. The long summer days coupled

with a long growing season make this

section ideally adapted to the raising of

strawberries.

The soil is very rich, being volcanic

ash of a decomposed basaltic formation.

Throughout the valley sandy, loamy soils

abound. The elevation varies from two

to three thousand feet. This region has

an annual precipitation of 10 to 15

inches. Irrigation is depended upon to

mature the crops grown in the valley.

Idnlio Falls

The Idaho Falls region comprises

Bingham and Fremont counties in Idaho.

The industry in this locality offers many
inducements and the grower has excel-

lent local markets for the disposition of

his fruit.

The soil is of a lava formation, being

sandy in nature, loose and easy to work.
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This region depends upon irrigation for

the maturing of its crops, as tlie annual

rainfall is only ten to fifteen inches. The

elevation ranges from four to six thous-

and feet.

Twin Falls

The Twin Falls district, consisting of

portions of Twin Falls and Lincoln

counties in Idaho, is in the southern part

of the state near the southern border.

The horticultural interests are very high-

ly developed in this section. The fruits,

as well as small fruits, grow abundantly.

The growers have demonstrated that

strawberries can adapt themselves to all

parts of this region.

The soils are of a lava formation and
sandy in nature, which is characteristic

of a large region in the southern part

of Idaho. The elevation varies from 3,000

to 5,000 feet, and has an annual rainfall

of 10 to 15 inches.

Tbe Coast Region

This region, consisting of a strip along

the Pacific coast in Oregon, 40 miles

in width at the widest parts, comprises

the counties of Clatsop, Tillamook,

Lincoln, part of Lane and Douglas west
of the Coast range, Coos, and Curry. The
country is composed of rolling hills,

mountains, slopes, small fertile valleys,

and rich uplands. The annual rainfall

varies from 55 inches to 132 inches. The
soils in the valleys and lowlands are very

deep and rich in humus, composed of

alluvial deposits and silt. Upon the up-

lands the red clays and sandy loams
predominate. The strawberry industry

while still in infant stages of develop-

ment, offers many attractions in various

localities of this region.

Tiie WillamcUe Valley

The Willamette valley, located in the

north central part of Western Oregon, is

the largest and most important valley

in the state. It comprises the counties of

Columbia, Washington, Multnomah, Yam-
hill, Clackamas, between the Coast and
Cascade ranges. This section embraces a
most fertile and productive area, with
slightly variable conditions of climate

and soil and other material advantages.

The elevation ranges from 100 feet above

sea level on the broad open prairies to

2,000 feet near the foothills. The av-

erage annual rainfall is from 40 to 50

inches. The soils being of alluvial de-

posit vary from a sandy to a clayey loam

in the valleys to a reddish clay in the

foothills. In many sections of the region

the strawberry is one of the leading

small fruits grown, and large quantities

are grown annually to supply the local

demand.

Umpqua Valley

The Umpqua valley is a rich and

fertile region wholly within the county

of Douglas, Oregon. This section is sim-

ilar to many other large valleys in Ore-

gon, for it contains many smaller valleys

which extend back into the creek can-

yons. The soils of the valleys are allu-

vial in character, while on the foothills

and mountain slopes they are of a red-

dish loam. The elevation ranges from

300 feet in the bottom to 4 000 feet in the

uplands. The average maximum precipi-

tation ranges from 20 to 40 inches. Ir-

rigation is not necessary for the matur-

ing of the crops. Strawberries grow
exceptionally well in all parts of this

valley.

The Bogue Biver Valley

In the most southerly portion of West-

ern Oregon lies the Rogue River valley,

which consists of Jackson and Joseph-

ine counties. The soils ranging in depth

from 10 inches to several feet are of

an alluvial disintegrated lava and gran-

ite formation. The black, gray, and red

soils are all rich in the essential qualities

necessary for the production of excellent

strawberries. The altitude ranges from
1,000 to 3,000 feet. The annual rainfall

is between 20 and 25 inches. Irrigation

is practiced quite extensively in many
parts of this valley. A large amount
of the strawberries found in the larger

cities comes from this ricli and fertile

valley.

The Dalles District

This district, which consists of Wasco,
Hood River, Morrow, Sherman, Gilliam,

and Wheeler counties, is east and north

of the great plateau region. It is moun-
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tainous in places but is generally rolling

hills, high tablelands, and narrow val-

leys as a rule. The soils throughout this

region are of basaltic origin, while in

the valleys volcanic ash and silt arc

found; all are deep, rich, fertile, and last-

ing. The rainfall varies from 9 to 36

inches, so in places it is necessary to

irrigate to mature crops. Owing to the

abundance of sunshine, the strawberry

grows to perfection, so is one of the lead-

ing crops in many of the highly devel-

oped valleys.

La Grande District

In Northeastern Oreson is located the

La Grande district, which comprises the

counties of Baker, Grant, Umatilla, Union

and Wallowa. The soils of this terri-

tory are of volcanic origin and are rich,

deep, and productive. The elevation

ranges from 4.")0 to 3,000 feet. Irrigation

in many instances is depended upon to

mature the crops. The long growing

and early maturing season makes this

region admirably adapted to the pro-

duction of small fruits. The products are

of fine quality and meet with ready sale

upon the market.

Tentral Oregon Region

In this section the counties of Klam-

ath, Lake, Crook and Harney are found.

The great level plains and rolling up-

lands are characteristic of this region.

The soils are composed of disintegrated

lava, underlaid with porous lava and ba-

salt. The average annual rainfall for

Central Oregon is about 12 inches, and is

not suflicient to mature crops without

irrigation. While ideal conditions do not

exist in this region for growing straw-

berries commercially, by selecting the

hardier varieties enough can be grown to

supply home consumption.

SOILS AM) rUEPAIJ.VTIOlV

Kind of Soil

The strawberry thrives on a wide

range of soils. This plant can adapt

itself to almost any type of soil found

in the Northwest. In fact a soil that will

produce good field crops is satisfactory

for growing the strawberry. It seems

to be the consensus of opinion among

the growers throughout these different

regions that the light, warm, sandy moist

soils produce the best crops. "The soil

which seems the best adapted for grow-

ing strawberries is a sandy loam. Heav-

ier soils are good, but require more cul-

tivation, as they bake hard, especially

after rain or irrigation."*

Preparation

To meet witli the best success the

ground should be placed in excellent con-

dition before the plants are set. Deep

plowing is essential. The growers should

endeavor to put the surface of the soil In

a mellow conilition. To accomplish this

he will find the disc harrow and clod

masher serve a useful purpose. The
strawberry thrives best on a soil con-

taining large amounts of plant food,

hence if these elements are lacking they

should be added. Successful strawberry

growers give their land a good applica-

tion of stable manure in the fall and

plow early in the spring.

LOCATION
Site

The proper selection of a site is one

of the important factors to be considered

in successful strawberry culture. Neg-

lect in this respect often results in fail-

ure. The following points are well worth

considering in making a selection. Low
lands, lower than the surrounding area,

should be avoided as the cold air seeks

these places making them more subject

to frost than those slightly elevated. Air

drainage is as important as soil drain-

age. When slightly elevated places are

selected good air drainage is insured.

Slope

Considerable importance should be

given to the matter of selecting a suit-

able slope for the berry plantation. A
southern aspect is preferred when early

berries are desired. An exposure to the

south insures a warm soil, thus maturing

and ripening berries in advance of any
other slope. However, discretion should

be used if there is danger of early spring

frosts or excessive heat. In either case

• W. H. Garner, Preston, Idaho.
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a northern or eastern exposure should

be selected, as the ground is cooler, thus

retarding the blooming period and giving

more moisture.

Irrigation

Since irrigation is such an Important

factor in the procuring of large berries

the location should be carefully consid-

ered. It is very essential that the ground

be thoroughly pulverized and leveled be-

fore planting, as this is an important

factor in irrigation. Level land is usu-

ally given the preference by most grow-

ers, but slightly elevated places can be

utilized to good advantage by planting

on contour lines. The irrigation furrows

can be run in such a way as to prevent

washing of the soil. Strawberry growers

in the Hood River valley, Oregon, are

meeting with remarkable success with

this system. Steep grades should be

avoided.

Transportation

Proximity to shipping stations, if

berries are grown for distant markets, or

the nearness to local markets if catering

to the local trade are points to be con-

sidered in selecting a location for a berry

plantation. Strawberries cannot stand

rough treatment, and if hauled a few
miles over a poor road usually reach

their destination in poor condition. If

the grower intends to go into the bus-

iness on a commercial scale and expects

to grow berries for distant markets it

is well to locate where there are com-

peting lines of transportation. This usu-

ally enables him to secure cheaper rates.

A perishable product like the strawberry

cannot be grown too far away from the

place of consumption unless special

means, such as ice refrigeration, has

been secured to stay its ripening process.

8ELEfTI0\ OF TARIETIES
What the .Market Prefers

The selection of the proper varieties

Is an important question to the one con-

templating the growing of this fruit. His
success depends largely upon this, as

many varieties are quite local in their

requirements. The grower must also de-

cide whether the berries are to be grown

for market, home use, or for the can-

nery. The shipping quality of the fruit

is of prime importance when growing

berries for the market. Some varieties

are fine shippers, though not of the

best flavor and quality, but no trouble

is experienced in disposing of them. In

growing berries for this trade they should

be firm, regular in form, possessed of

pleasing color, and large. The well-se-

lected berries always bring the best

prices in the market. "My observations

are that most people prefer a dark red

berry and one that is red to the core,

as it generally has the best flavor."t

For Home Use

When growing berries for home con-

sumption it is well to select those that

will ripen their fruit in succession

throughout the season. This will enable

the farmer to be well supplied with de-

licious berries during the summer. Par-

ticular attention should also be given to

the bearing qualities of the fruit when

selecting for home use. Some varieties

are prolific bearers, but are very poor

shippers. The flavor, size, and color are

also points that should be borne in mind

when selecting varieties for the table.

For tlie Cannerj-

The canneries prefer a berry that is

firm and red throughout. Those that

are soft and fall to pieces after being

put up are not desirable to grow for this

trade. Varieties grown for the general

market are very good for canning pur-

poses.

Fift. 1. Brandywlne.

t Mr. J. E. Butler, Lewiston, Idaho.
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The foUowinK varieties are grown quite

extensively througliout tlic diftorent sec-

tions mentioned:

Korthern Idaho and Northeastern Wash-

iugtou

Varieties Oroion—Pride of Michigan,*

Parson's Beauty,* Sharpless.* Senator

Dunlap.* Climax,* Cardinal.t William

Belt,* Brandywine.*

Recommc7ided varieties for commercial

planting. — Parson's Beauty.* Clarli's

Seedling,* Senator Dunlap,* William

Belt,* Glen Mary,* Brandywine.*

Falouse Country

Varieties arown. — Sample.t Brandy-

wine,* Gandy,* William Belt,* Senator

Dunlap,* Clarl£'s Seedling,* Rough Rid-

er,* Marshall.*

Recommended varieties for commercial

planting.—GrSindy* Clark's Seedling,*

William Belt,* Senator Dunlap,* and

Marshall.*

Lewiston and Clarkston District

Varieties Groton.—Warfield,t World's

Wonder.* Crescent,t Glen Mary,* Ma-

goon,* Tennessee Prolific,* Dewey,* Wil-

son.*

Recommended varieties for commercial

planting.—WorUVs Wonder,* Warfleld.t

Clarlt's Seedling,* Glen Mary,* and Wil-

liam Belt.*

Payette, Weiser and Malheur Valleys

Varieties Grown.—Senator Dunlap,*

Warfield,t Glen Mary,* Aroma,* Parlier

Earle,* William Belt,* and Jumbo.*

Recommended varieties for commercial

plantitig.—Sen&tOT Dunlap,* Warfield,t

Glen Mary,* and William Belt.*

Boise Valley

Varieties Grown.—Jumbo,* Climax,*

Magoon,* Haverland.t New York,* Wil-

liam Belt,* Dorman,* Pride of Michigan,*

Parson's Beauty,* Parker Earle,* Sam-

ple,t Jessie,* Glen Mary,* Klondike,*

Miller,* and Warfleld.t

Recommended varieties for commercial

planting.—CMmsiX* Magoon,* Dorman,*

Parson's Beauty,* Pride of Michigan,*

New York,* William Belt,* and Glen

Mary.*

Fig. 2. Parson'8 Beauty.

•Bl-spxual.

t Pistillate.

Fig. 3. William Belt.

Idaho Falls

Varieties Grown.—Jumbo,* Wilson,

Sample,! Stevens' Late,* Gandy.*

Recommended varieties for commercial

planting.—3nmho* Senator Dunlap,* and

Gandy.*

Twin Falls

Varieties Grown.—Marshall,* Senator

Dunlap,* Warfield.t Gandy,* Aroma,* Glen

Mary,* William Belt,* and Jacunda.*

Recommended varieties for commercial

planting.—^\ms.m Belt,* Glen Mary,*

Marshall,* and Jacunda.*

•Bl-sexual.
tristlllate.
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Fig. 4. Bough Rider.

Willamette Valley

Varieties Grotvn.—Gold Dollar,* Six-

teen to One,* Magoon,* Clark's Seedling,*

Autumn Eell.t Marshall,* Wilson, Doi--

man.*

Unipqiia Valley

Varieties Oroxcii.—Gold Dollar,* Ever-

bearing, Clark's Seedling,* Magoon,* Six-

teen to One.*

Rogue Eiver Valley

Varieties Orown.—Gandy,* Glen Mary,*

Parker Earle,* Aroma,* Jumbo.*

The Coast Resrion

Varieties Grown.—August Luther,*

Glen Mary,* Magoon,* William Belt,*

See also article on Strawberry Culture

on Puget Sound, at the end of this ar-

ticle.

Tbe Dalles District

Varieties Orown.—Clark's Seedling.*

La Grande District

Varieties Grown.—
Central Oregon Region

Suggested varieties for trial.—War-
field,! Bederwood,* Clark's Seedling.* Par-

son's Beauty.*

A List of Varieties tliat IVill Stand

Shipment
To ship berries successfully to distant

markets, it is essential to grow varieties

possessing great firmness and keeping

qualities that will stand transportation.

The following varieties, owing to the

firmness of the fruit, would be excellent

for shipping to distant markets:

Warfield,t Brandywine,* Crescent,! Par-

son's Beauty,* Klondike,* William Belt,*

Clark's Seedling,* Jacunda,* Glen Mary,*

and Aroma.*

POLLINATION
Bi-Sexual and Pistillate Floioers. In

selecting varieties for the plantation it

is well for the grower to become famil-

iar with the sex of the plant. Strawberry

plants fall into two classes when the

flower characters are compared: (1) bi-

sexual; (2) pistillate. The plants known
as bi-sexual, or perfect, have the power
of producing both stamens and pistils.

The pistillate plants produce pistils only.

Some growers have been unsuccessful in

growing those varieties that fall under
the pistillate class because they did not

plant them in close proximity with per-

fect kinds to insure fertilization. Such
varieties as Mark Hanna, Haverlaud,

Buback, President, Sample, etc., should

not be planted alone.

Alternating Varieties in Rows. To in-

sure complete fertilization the varieties

that fall in these two classes should be

alternated in the rows. There is some
diversity of opinion among the growers
as to the proportion of perfect and im-

perfect plants that should be planted.

Excellent results have been obtained when
cne row of the pistillate is alternated

with two, three or four rows of the bi-

sexual. Some authorities in discussing

the subject recommend planting two rows
of the pollenizer with two of the pistil-

late. Varieties that bear blossoms about
the same time should be selected for this

purpose.

PLANTING
Selection of Plants. Care should be

exercised in the selection of the plants

for the new plantation. If bought from
a strawberry dealer the grower should

insist upon having the best. Only plants

that have developed strong crowns and
healthy root systems are capable of pro-

ducing large crops. Hardly two plants

out of thirty develop large thrifty roots,

hence the necessity of careful selection.

Only plants formed by runners should be

* Bl-sexual.
t Pistillate.

' Blspxiinl.
I'lstlllati'.
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used for this purpose. The selection of

plants from the old bed should be avoided

as much as possible, as continued fruit-

ing saps the vitality, thus preventing,

to a marked degree, the development of

strong runners.

Treatment Before PJantinv. When
plants have been ordered through a

strawberry firm they usually arrive in

small bundles packed in damp moss.

Plants are very seldom set out on their

arrival, so in order to prevent unneces-

sary loss by moulding or drought, the

bundles should be opened and "heeled in"

immediately. In case the plants have

become abnormally dry, immerse them
in water up to their crowns for a few

minutes and then heel them in. The heel-

ing in process is a very simple one. All

that is necessary is to dig a trench deep

enough to cover the roots of the straw-

berry and lay in the plants close to-

gether in a single row with roots spread

out. The soil should be pressed firmly

around them leaving only the crowns and

leaves exposed. This will prevent drying

out. When the time arrives for the trans-

ferring of the plants to the field it is

very essential that they be protected so

as not to subject the roots to the action

of the wind. Drying out of roots is very

detrimental to the life of the plant. As
a means of precaution many growers

practice dipping the roots in water and

placing the plants in small bundles, then

wrapping with a damp cloth.

Pruning the Plant. The plants shoiild

never be placed in the field just the

way they have been received from the

nurseryman. Experience has taught us

that it is a good plan to correctly prune

the plant before setting, as it will respond

more quickly in the spring and make
a more vigorous growth than one care-

lessly pruned or left unpruned. In pre-

paring the plants for setting all the

diseased and dead leaves and all large

ones, except one or two of the thriftiest,

should be removed. A removal of the

leaves prevents excessive transpiration.

To establish equilibrium between top and

roots it is a good practice to remove

about one-third of the root. Fig. 5,

Fig. 5. I'runed and Unpruned Plants.

Nos. 1 and 2, represents a pruned and un-

pruned plant. As shown In No. 2 all

the leaves except one have been removed

and the roots shortened back to the

lino.

Time of Planting. Fall and spring

planting are both practised in the North-

west. However, fall planting is not ad-

vocated in many sections, although per-

missible in regions having ample rains.

Springtime has the preference by the

majority of the growers, as at this time

the soil is moist, warm, and in better

condition to be worked. When set care-

tully the plants will respond with a more

rapid growth, thus producing the follow-

Inf; season a large crop of berries for the

grower. In discussing this subject Mr.

Garner says: "My experience has proved

that spring planting is the most satis-

factory, for the reason that a plant set

in the fall does not have time to produce

a large crown system, which is essential

to a large crop of berries."

netting the Plant. The rows should be

evenly spaced and marked out. If pos-

sible it is a good practice to have the

rows run north and south, as the berries

will color up much better. Many devices

are used to mark out the rows. A simple

one can be made by nailing some two by

four-inch pieces together at the proper

distance and attaching a handle or

tongue. A shovel-toothed cultivator can

also be used for this purpose. After

marking, the grower is ready to set his

plants, and this may be done by the use

of a trowel, dibble, or spade. The hole

is opened and the plant placed in at the

proper depth, with the roots spread apart
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like a fan, as showu in the illustration

(Fig. 6). The soil should be pressed

firmly against the roots of the plant.

Fig. 6, Nos. 1, 2. 3, 4 show the proper

and improper methods of setting. No. 1

represents the proper way of setting the

Fig. 0. Showinir I'l-npiM- and Improppr Mothod
of Setting.

plant, as the roots are well spread out

and the crown placed just at the surface

of the soil. No. 2 represents too shallow

planting. In this case the crown is ex-

posed much more than is necessary and
the result will be more or less drying
out. No. 3 shows the opposite extreme.

The crown of the plant is set too deep
and there is danger of the bud not push-
ing itself through the soil. No. 4 also

shows careless planting, as the roots are

bunched entirely too much. Many plants

are lost annually by careless planting.

Systems of Planting

The Hill System. This system consists

of growing the single plants in rows. No
runners are allowed to form, and in this

way the full strength of development
is thrown into the plant. This causes the

plant to stool out and develop additional

crowns, which tend to produce fruit

stems. If planted on the square three

feet apart, the grower is enabled to work
the soil both ways, thus eliminating hand
cultivation. As some growers prefer to

cultivate only one way, the rows should
be two and a half to three feet apart

and the plants from 12 to 18 inches apart

in the row. Larger berries are grown
by this system than the others. The
following illustration shows this method
of planting.

The Single Hedge Roio. In this system
enough runner plants are allowed to grow
and form a continuous row. The usual

method followed is to allow each mother
plant to set two runners as shown in the

Illustration. The first runners develop-

ed are turned into the row and held in

ysK^iA

Fig. 7. Uill System.

FiR. 8. Single Hedge Uow.
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Fig. n. Double lledse Uow.

place so as to encourage root growth. All the Northwest. Less labor is involved

other runners are clipped off. The rows and the quantity of the fruit greater.

should be two or three feet apart and the It Is a system that Is becoming quite

plants from 20 to 30 inches apart. popular in sections where berries are

The Doublc-Uedge Row. By this sys- grown for the cannery. All runners are

tern the mother plant is allowed to de- allowed to develop. The cultivator is run
velop four to six runners. On four sides in only one direction, and this enables

of the plant one runner each is allowed the grower to narrow the rows as he

to set a plant. The following illustration sees fit. The proper distance apart is

shows this system very nicely. Super- from three to three and one-half feet be-

fluous runners should be removed. Many tween the rows, and from 20 to 30 inches

growers prefer this system, as the plants between plants. The following illustra-

are distributed more uniformly over the tion shows the matted row system.

ground. This eliminates crowding and
p,„„^^ Required per Acre. The fol-

permits plenty of sunlight and air, thus j^^j^g 4^,^,3 ^jn ^j^ ^^^ grower in de-
Insuring a large crop of large, well-form- termining the number of plants required
ed berries. The rows should be about ^^ ggj pg^ ^cre-
three feet apart and the plants thirty
, , . ^, ' PLANTS PER ACRE.
Inches in the row. Distancf. No. Plants

m.. .T ,.. , r. n^v. *. .
I'f! foot 4.S.560

The Matted Row. The matted row i x2 foet 21,780

system also has its advocates throughout
If/xl*!/' feet ^t'^tt

Fife'. lO- Matted Row.
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IT.ANTS PER ACRE.— (Coniluuoii) The method of applying the water var-
Dlstance. No. Plants jgg jjj different sections. The majority
1'4X2 feet 17,424 ... o *,,,.,.., ^ j
1 Vi xs feet 11,016 Of the growers of the Northwest do not

J S?".!^^ J"" J?'?on advocate flooding. The most satisfactory
1 ^, x2 feet 14,.'>JO •'

lVjx2w. feet 11,616 way is to lead the water close to the rows

1 2"'3xl 2/3^'feet !!!!.!...!!!.!!!.!... l.'')!681
'o small rills. Better results are ob-

1 2 '3x2 feet
^r't??

tained by running a larger amount for

2x~lM! feet ........ ...]..\ ..\\\l 14!520 a less time. While on the other hand,

o^T,,j_ j|^' ^s'ri^ '^'^ coarse open soil should receive copi-

2x.s feet 7,260 ous waterings of shorter duration. Dur-
2Vix2ii feet 8.604 • t,, , ^ , x, , ,

2 14x2 '4 feet 7,744 i°S the heat of the summer water has a

2V.x^w" feet 6069 pooling effect on the soil. Fall irrigation

2i|x.3 "
feet ..!.!....!!...!.!!!!.!! .'i!.so.s is practiced in some sections where there

3x3 feet ]\ ..\. .....' ....... ..l.\. 4^840 '^ ^ possibility of a dry winter.

TREAT5ra;\T OF PLANTATION IN TREATMENT OF PLANTATION IN

IRRIGATED REGIONS NON-IRRIGATED REGIONS
The Young Plants. While the straw- The Young Plants. Just as soon as the

berry is a plant that requires a great young plants are set out in the spring

deal of water, the tendency is to irrigate cultivation should begin. This should

entirely too much. The practice of al- be continued whenever needed up to the

lowing the water to run day and night first of September, as it Is very essential

should not be tolerated, since in this way that strong healthy plants be developed

many of the elements necessary for plant the first year. Plants that are neglected

growth are washed out of the soil and during the first season seldom amount
other injuries result. The first summer to much. It is highly essential that the

after the plants are set they should be soil be kept mellow and a dust mulch
irrigated as little as possible. When the preserved in order to conserve the moist-

ground shows signs of drying out the ure. One of the best implements for this

first application should be made. The work is a wheel hoe or Planet Junior,

number of applications, however, should This should be run over the plantation

be governed largely by the moisture re- every ten days or two weeks or following

quirements of the different soil types. A every hard rain, as this keeps the soils

few copious waterings, followed by fre- loose, friable, and prevents a crust form-

quent stirring of the soil to conserve ing. The weeds should never be allowed

moisture, is better than many shallow to get a start in the plantation as they
irrigations. Intensive cultivation should rob the plants more or less of the ele-

be practiced after every application. raents necessary for plant growth. How-
The Bearing Plants. For early berries ever, if the grower begins operations just

the water should be kept off just as long as soon as he is able to work the soil in

as possible in the spring. An application the spring little trouble will be exper-

of cold water tends to chill the ground. ienced.

thus retarding to a certain extent the There appears to be some difference of

ripening of the berries. Cultivation opinion regarding the summer, treatment
should continue until the plants begin of young plants. Some growers say to let

to throw out blossoms, then it should the plants bear the first season, but the
cease. During the fruiting season fre- majority are discouraging this method,
quont irrigations are advised. "For bear- For the perfect development of the plant
ing plants I irrigate as soon as the no buds or blossoms should be allowed
ground begins to get dry, and after they to develop the first season, as the plant
begin to ripen I water two or three times thus has a better chance of building up a
a week, as it takes water to make big good strong crown and root system. Just
berries." as soon as a bud appears it should be

3—38
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pinched off. If this method is adhered

to large crops will be the result.

The Bearing Plants. To meet with the

best success, bearing plants should re-

ceive as good care as the young planta-

tion. With the fruiting plant intensive

cultivation is essential to mature a large

crop of berries. Frequent stirring of the

soil aids in conserving moisture, and pre-

vents it from drying out. No time should

be lost in performing this operation. Just

as soon as the ground is tillable in the

spring the narrow-tooth cultivator should

be started, and if the season is dry run

continuously. A few rules to remember
in cultivating the bearing plants are: (1)

that the strawberry is a shallow rooted

plant, hence the cultivations should be

shallow so as not to disturb the fibrous

roots; (2) a dust mulch sliould be ob-

tained as this prevents undue evapora-

tion; (3) grass and weeds seriously

check the growth of the plants by rob-

bing them of nourishment, thus they

should never be allowed to get a start.

Thorougli clean cultivation is the secret

of success in strawberry culture.

HARVESTIXG

When to Pick. The strawberry is a

fruit that requires a great deal of care

in handling. The patch should be gone

over every other day—every day if neces-

sary—to insure fancy fruit. For long

shipment, the berries should be picked

•while still firm, and colored over with

red on the upper side, blending into a

light pink on the under. In discussing

the subject of picking Mr. J. E. Butler

says: "The only way to tell when berries

are ready to pick, is by experience, pick-

ing them greener for shipping than for

the home market. I prefer picking them

a little green for all purposes, as thoy

will ripen; while if picked ripe, hauled

a few miles and set around the store

awhile, the customer gets mainly juice."

The berries should never be picked If

the vines r.re wet, as moisture invites

fungi, and when placed on the market

are uninviting and sell at a disadvantage.

If allowed to stand In the sun for any

length of time, a premature brcaliing

down is the result.

Experts always pick berries by tlie

stem, breaking them off a fourth to one

half inch above the fruit. If the berries

are seized by the fingers they soon be-

come mussy and worthless and not flt

for the local market. The grower should

supply his pickers with small carriers,

which hold from four to six boxes. The
packing house or packing shed should

be located In close proximity to the berry

patch.

Method of Packing. Berries that bring

the highest prices in the market are

those which are packed neatly and care-

fully. The successful grower never al-

lows overripe, ill-shaped, or small berries

to iind their way into the box. In order

to establish a reputation it behooves him
to put up a first-class pack. He should

never allow a crate of berries to leave

his packing house without first stamping

on it his name and address. The pack-

ing of strawberries is not a complicated

affair. The berries are brought to the

packing shed, wliere they are emptied

on small trays 3x3 or 3x4 feet in size

and all imperfect or defective specimens

removed. They are now sorted into their

respective sizes and placed in boxes, the

top layer being arranged evenly and
attractively. These layers may be ar-

ranged in tiers 4x4, 4x5, or 5x5, ac-

cording to the size. Berries under five

tier should never be packed. When the

solid pack is used the berries should

come even with the top, for if too high

they will be crushed by the cover and if

too low will jostle about causing more
or loss bruising. One packer can put

up from 12 to 20 crates of 24 quarts each
per day and can keep three pickers busy.

For direction on packing, see Suggestions

for Handling.

Crates Used. At the present time one

finds many styles of boxes and crates

on the market. These vary in size and
shape. The Boise market prefers the

single deck, 15 tin-tip cups to the crate,

while the 24-nuart and 24-pint crate finds

considerable favor in the Lewiston mar-
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ket. There is, however, a splendid op-

portunity for the strawberry grower to

build up an extra-fancy trade by marliet-

ing his fruit in specially constructed con-

tainers. These may be after his own
origination or he may find something

suitable which is handled by some straw-

berry firm.

It should be remembered that all mar-

kets prefer clean, neat boxes and crates,

hence the necessity for cleanliness in

the berry patch and packing house.

Marketing the Fruit. The marketing
of the fruit in many cases is more of a

business proposition than the growing.

If the grower has access to a local as-

sociation no difficulty will be experienced,

but if not, arrangements should be made
for their disposal before the harvest be-

gins. As a general rule in many sections

of the state the fruit is sold in the local

markets. In transferring the fruit from

the berry patch to the city, the grower

should take every precaution to Insure

his berries against the heat and dust.

Good spring wagons covered with a tar-

paulin may be used to good advantage.

When the output is less than a carload,

and the grower wishes to ship a short

distance, the pony express may be used

successfully. The contrivance is par-

titioned off so that the ice can be placed

at the top and the berries at the hottom.

Berries placed in portable refrigerators

arrive on the market in first-class con-

dition. They may also be shipped short

distances by fast express. When straw-

berries are shipped in car lots the grower
should understand the methods of load-

ing the car to insure his fruit arriving

in prime condition in the market. Enough
space should be left between each tier

to insure perfect circulation of air. About
five rows are made across the end of the

car. Small laths are placed between the

crates and nailed firmly so as to prevent

them from jostling around. The center

of the car is never filled, as this space Is

utilized by braces which hold the crates

firmly in place and prevent them from
moving lengthwise. Only refrigerator

cars that have been previously cooled

should be used in shipping berries. When
these precautions have been observed

good berries will carry six to seven days

in prime condition. An ordinary car will

hold from 600 to 700 crates.

Yields. Many elements, such as the

care of the plantation, location, varieties

grown, prices received, etc., determine

largely the profits derived per acre. An
average crop in Hood River, Oregon, is

estimated at 150 crates per acre. The
yield per acre in Idaho varies from 100 to

300 crates. The prices also fluctuate

more or less according to the scarcity of

the fruit.

Treatment of Plants After Fruiting.

After the berries have been harvested

the plantation should receive special at-

tention. The old leaves should be re-

moved, the ground stirred, and the weeds

destroyed. There is no better way of

doing this than by following the advice

of Mr. D. M. Ragon, of Meridian, one of

the most progressive growers in the Boise

valley. He says in part: "After the

berries are harvested mow the vines close

to the ground. On drying rake the tops

to the middle of the row and burn, then

irrigate. When dry enough cultivate

thoroughly between the rows and with

the hoe draw the dirt evenly over the

crowns being sure that it is well pul-

verized to the depth of one-half inch. Con-

tinue to irrigate the ground well the rest

of the season, cultivating enough to down
the weeds." The practice of covering

the crowns assists the old plants in

growing a new root system. Some grow-

ers have by care and attention secured

two crops of berries during the season.

DURATION OF PLANTATIOIV
Just how often the strawberry plan-

tation should be renewed seems to be a

disputed question in many sections. Lack
of sufficient knowledge on this subject

has caused many growers to give up in

despair and pronounce strawberry grow-

ing an unprofitable industry. Mr. A. K.

Bowden of Sand Point comments as fol-

lows on the subject: "The people have
not yet learned that the strawberry must
be renewed and cannot go on bearing
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forever like the apple or other fruits,

and for this reason many have become

discouraRed the third or fourth year,

plowed them under and given them up."

It is the practice in some sections for

the growers to renew their beds every

year, when the plants have been set in

the fall. They claim where insect pests

and fungous diseases are iirevalent it is

cheaper to plant new beds than to put

the old plantation in shape again. The

plants produce the largest berries the

first year. Most all growers agree that

two years is as long as a plantation may
be run with profit. After the second year

the fruitfulnoss and vigor of the plants

greatly diminish. Tlie practice of allow-

ing the beds to produce crops the third

and fourth year is followed by some, but

the results obtained are as a general rule

far from satisfactory. Commercial grow-

ers are agreed that larger yields and

larger berries are obtained from younger

plantations, thus the practice of renew-

ing their beds every two years. To meet

with success in the strawberry business

the growers should plan to have a new
bed coming on every year.

Keeping up the Strain. How can I

improve my strawberries? is a live ques-

tion witli all progressive growers. One
means of accomplishing this is by ob-

serving the following points: The new
bed.s should be set with the best plants

obtainable. Vigorous, healthy, productive

plants only, should be used for this pur-

pose. The grower should study his in-

dividual plants, as they are very peculiar

in their habits, some possessing the

power of growing an abundance of fruit,

while others grow leaves. Those cap-

able of producing a large number of ber-

ries should be marked in some way, and

runner plants selected from them. From
good, strong one-year-old plants the best

.selections can be made. The following

illustration shows a desirable plant for

propagating purposes. Continued selec-

tion for a number of years will enable the

grower to improve his strain materially.

Pedif/ree of Plants. In case the grower

has not the time or inclination to select

his own plants, they may be secured

through several reliable firms. The R.

M. Kellogg Company, of Three Rivers,

Michigan, is making a practice of send-

ing out nothing but pedigree plants. Much
has been said lately regarding the merit

of these so-called plants. Their method

of obtaining them is a matter of selec-

tion. Undesirable characters are elim-

inated as fast as time will permit. Thus

by their process of long-continued selec-

tion, they have made rapid strides along

the lines of improvement. There is no

reason why commercial growers could

not accomplish the same thing by a little

forethought and perseverance.

SUGCJESTIONS OIV HANDLING STRAW-
BERRIES

The following are the rules for pick-

ing, packing, and hauling of strawberries

issued recently by the Hood River Fruit

Growers Union in Oregon:

PicUinp;

1. Berries must not be picked while

there is moisture on the vines.

2. Berries must be pink all over or

three-fourths red.

3. Berries should be picked riper in

cool weather than in warm.

4. Pickers must not be allowed to liold

several berries in their hands at the same

time.

5. Filled carriers must not be allowed

to stand in the sun.

6. Berries must be picked with stem a

quarter of an inch long; not longer or

shorter.

*Packing

1. No culls in the boxes. Put nothing

but fair-sized berries, none under five-

tier.

2. After filling box about half full

place the rest stems down, so as to be

able to place the top layer all nice and

level, stems down.
'.'>. Fill boxes solid, leaving no vacant

spaces, especially at corners, or they will

be short weight, settle, spoil your pack

and bring less money.

• Tlip Krnili' and pack rules of the Yakima
Valley Fnilt (iro\ve]-s' Assiielntlon may be
found at the end of this article.
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4. Fill box so that top of layer will

come three-eighths of an inch above the

top of the box.

5. Allow no berries to project over side

of box; if you do the berries will be

crushed, the pack spoiled, and the box

stained.

6. Packers must be required to sort

out all green, over-ripe, misshapen and
under five-tier berries.

7. Use clean crates and keep them from
being soiled.

8. After crates are nailed, place them
in a cool place in the packing house.

Hauling

1. Haul in spring wagon and use

wagon cover to keep out dust.

2. Growers are requested to send in a

load as soon as ready.

3. Do not wait until you are through

with your pack for the day. If everybody

waits until 6 p. m. the shipping associa-

tion will not be able to load the day's

pack.

DE.srmPTiox OF varieties
The following varieties have been grown

on the testing plats at the Idaho Experi-

ment Station during the past three years.

In the notes upon the varieties, points

that are of value or of interest to the

grower have been discussed. Detailed

descriptions of plant and fruit accompany

each variety. Typical specimens of the

several varieties were selected and pho-

tographed, and all uniformly reduced:

Variety.—Brandywine (bi-sexual). Ori-

ginated by E. T. Ingram, of Pennsylvania.

Plants.—Plants of low-growing habit,

vigorous, thrifty, and forming a medium
number of runners. They are of medium
size and comparatively free from disease.

Foliage of a dark green color, medium
size, with many leaves to the plant.

Leaves rather rhick, leathery, hairy, and
of a fairly fine texture. The petioles are

short and stout.

Fruit.—Berries of medium size, conical

and wedge shape, irregular apex, deep

crimson, with yellowish crimson seeds

that are somewhat conspicuous. The fruit

is firm, but rather soft at the core. Flesh

varies from pink to scarlet, sub-acid, fair

to good in quality. Fruit stems medium
length, calyx large. Season, early to me-
dium. First fruit ripe June 11.

Remarks.—The Brandywine is very pro-

ductive and is a profitable variety to grow
commercially. Good for canning pur-

poses. A variety that continues in bear-

ing for some time.

Variety.—Clark's Seedling (bi-sexual).

The plants are small to medium, vigorous,

healthy, very compact, and slightly sub-

ject to disease. The foliage is dark green,

medium large, rather coarse to smooth.

Leaf stems rather long, inclined to slen-

der. Calyx large.

Fruit.—Medium, roundish .to slightly

conical, blunt, very attractive, color crim-

son. Flesh red to the core, very firm,

well flavored and of good quality. Fruit

stems long and slender. Season early to

medium. First ripe fruit June 11.

Remarks.—A variety that is a good
shipper, excellent for canning and very

productive; can be grown successfully in

many sections of the Northwest.

Variety.—Parson's Beauty (bi-sexual).

Plants.—An upright growing plant, vig-

orous, large, but not entirely free from
disease. The plants send out many long

runners. Foliage dense. The leaves are

fine in texture, smooth, many to a plant,

large, quite thin and dark green in color.

Petioles rather long and slender.

Fruit.—Berries above medium to large,

light crimson, v,'ith prominent greenish

seeds extending out conspicuously. The
shape is conical and wedge, often flat-

tened, to fairly acute at the apex. The
flesh varies from scarlet to salmon pink,

firm but rather soft at the center, juicy,

slightly acid, quality fair to good. Calyx

bushy and large. Fruit stems long and
slender. Season, early to medium. First

ripe fruit June 11.

Remarks.—A variety that is very pro-

ductive and is grown commercially in cer-

tain sections of the Northwest.

Variety.—Rough Rider (bi-sexual).

Originated by Charles Learned, of New
York.

Plants.—An upright growing plant,

small to medium, thrifty and fairly free
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from disease. Plants produce but very

few runners. Leaves many, medium in

size, darl^ green, witli spreading habit.

Inclined to be hairy. Leaf stem slender

and medium in length.

Fruit.—Fruit medium, light crimson,

elongated, conical, inclined to wedge. The
flesh is uniformly scarlet throughout, firm

texture and hard at the core. A variety

that is juicy, rich, sweet and pleasant and

of good quality. Peduncle medium slen-

der to stout. Calyx medium to large.

Season, early to medium. First ripe fruit

June 11.

Remarks.—One of the best varieties

grown on the Idaho Experiment Station

grounds. Very productive. Desirable for

home or for market.

Variety. — William Belt (bi-sexual).

Originated by William Belt, of Ohio.

Plants.—The plants are low and spread-

ing, large, vigorous, but inclined to be

susceptible to disease. Leaf stalk long

and slender. The leaves are large, light

green, smooth and of fine texture. Foliage

of medium thickness.

Fruit.—Berries large, fairly uniform,

conical, inclined to coxcomb, apex acute

to blunt. Calyx large, peduncle above

medium length and slender. The berries

are uniformly covered with scarlet; at-

tractive; fiesh scarlet to pink to the cen-

ter. Moderately firm, mild, sweet, rich,

pleasant flavor and of excellent quality.

Season early to medium.

Remarks.—These plants produce large

berries of excellent flavor. A desirable

variety for commercial planting.

In order to assist the grower in dis-

tinguishing between early and late var-

rieties the writer has placed them accord-

ing to their fruiting season into the fol-

lowing groups:

Early fo Medium Varieties

Senator Dunlap MiilniKht

Parson's Beauty

William Belt

Miller

Clark's Seedling

Rough Rider

Parker Earle

Jirandywine

Aroma

La(c Varieties

Sample President

Marshall Mark Hanna
Oregon Iron Clad Haverland

Gaudy Buback

Variety for Columbia Kiver District

We advise that all, in this part of the

country, confine their varieties to the

Clark's Seedling. While this is not the

heaviest yielder, experience has demon-

strated, year by year, that there is more

profit to growers here in this variety than

in any other. It is by all odds the best

shipper and the most popular in the mar-

ket. There are other varieties slightly

earlier, but do not stand shipping. The

later varieties do well, but come into com-

petition with berries from other districts,

and even though the yield is larger, the

net proceeds are less.

E. M. Sly,

Kennewick, Wash.

TAKIMA VALLEY FRUIT GROWERS'
ASSOCLiTION PACK AND GRADE

RULES

Grades

"Extra Fancy." This grade shall con-

sist of all perfect berries, Clark's Seed-

lings variety, picked at the proper stage

of ripeness for shipping. Ail berries must

show at least three-fourths red. Nothing

smaller than a 5x5 and no stemless in

this grade.

"Canning Stock." This grade to con-

sist of berries irregular in shape, un-

packed, but well colored, firm, clean, free

from leaves, grass or other trash.

Other varieties, such as Nick Ohmer,

Glen Mary, etc., designated as "soft" va-

rieties, are to form a separate grade and

called "fancy." This grade does not in-

clude the Clark's Seedling, which shall be

packed in two grades only. The berries

in this "fancy" grade shall be all perfect

berries, picked at the proper stage of ripe-

ness, well packed and topped with uni-

form berries. Nothing smaller than 5x5

and no stemless berries in this grade.
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I'upk

As the strawberry is delicate, perisli-

able fruit, it must be handled with the

best of care from the time of picldiiR until

It reaches the ronsumer. The following

rules are therefore laid down for pack-

ers and are complied with to the letter

under the supervision of an expert in-

spector:

Each packer Is registered under a num-

ber and furnished with a stamp, which

is placed on each crate packed by him,

and he is held personally responsible for

the proper grading and packing of the

fruit.

Each box is packed with berries as uni-

form in size as possible, and the face ber-

ries must not misrepresent the contents

of the cup. Cups must not be filled with

5x5 and capped with 4x4.

Berries brought in from the field must

be emptied out by the packer on a sieve

constructed of wire or cloth, in order to

allow the sand and dust to fall away from

them.

Each cup is packed without bruising

the fruit, so that there will be no settling

of the berries.

The top of the box is faced with berries

16, 20, or 25 size.

Cups are filled so that top layer will

show three-eighths of an inch above the

top of the cup. Berries must not extend

over the side of the cup.

The cups are carefully placed in the

crate, u.sing a sheet of paper to cover the

fruit and keep out the dust. The lid is

put on, dividing the space between the

outside and the center of the crate.

Cleats are used on all crates and the lid

is nailed on through the cleat,

STR,VW»ERRY ( IITrRE IN THE
IMGET SOIM» (OUNTRY

The basin of Puget Sound comprises

that country between Canada and the

southern boundary of Pierce county,

Washington, and between the Cascade

range and the Olympic mountains.

Soils

The contour is generally rolling and

frequently cut by deep valleys. The soil

Is quite variable throughout, generally of

glacial deposit. Considerable of this is a

composition of gravel and clay, supplied

with humus which proves excellent straw-

berry land. In some places, however, the

soil is so thoroughly washed that nothing

but gravel remains and the land is unfit

for agricultural purposes. An example of

this tyiie of soil is found in the prairies

immediately south of Tacoma and about

Steilacoom. There are considerable areas

of lake-bed deposit which, with the delta

formations of the river valleys, are of silt

and loam composition, which is very fer-

tile and well adapted to strawberry grow-

ing. Most of these lands are new and
well supplied with humus. Owing to the

damp climate, potash is quite deficient.

The heavier soils and those which have
not been sufficiently drained are more or

less sour and require applications of lime.

Climate

The climate of the Sound country is

humid throughout. The winters are mild,

with considerable cloudy weather and

very little ice or snow. The summers are

moderately warm, with cool nights.

Precipitation

The annual precipitation varies from

25 inches at the north to 55 inches at the

south extremity of the Sound, being 35

inches at Seattle and 45 inches at Ta-

coma. Seventy-five per cent of the rain-

fall occurs during the months of Novem-

ber to April, inclusive.

Irrigation

Thorough cultivation conserves sufft-

cient moisture without irrigation in prac-

tically all localities. There are, however,

a few instances where sandy soils are

benefited by light applications of water

during the summer.

Districts

As in other sections of the country, the

strawberry plantations of this section are

generally within easy access of the cen-

ters of population. This is so, primarily,

because of the convenience in securing

hel]) for the harvest. The islands and

near shore lands show the greatest de-

velopment by this industry, probably

owing to the favorable influence of the
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water in diverting the late spring frosts.

There are three principal strawberry-

growing districts as commonly referred

to. The Vashon Island district is a large

island in the Sound between Tacoma and

Seattle: the Lake Washington district

comprises the east shore of the lake and

adjacent country lying east of Seattle;

the Bay Island district comprises the

islands and shores of the south part of

the Sound, principally near Tacoma.
Many other sections are favorable for the

industry, but are not yet extensively de-

veloped.

Varieties

The varieties commonly grown are the

Magoon, Marshall and Clark's Seedling.

Besides these the Warfield, Wilson, Gold
Dollar and New Oregon all do well and
are profitable.

Marketing

The various steam and electric roads,

as well as the excellent service by boat

lines, solves the transportation problem
perfectly. The growers have access to

several good canneries, which care for the

surplus fruit.

In the Vashon and Bay Island districts

the growers are well organized into co-

operative associations for marketing their

produce.

F. H. BUBGLEH.\US

STBAUBEItRY GROmKG Ilf THE
IVEST KOOTEXAY DIS-

TKKT, B. C.

The possibilities of successful straw-

berry growing in the Kootenay have been

fairly well demonstrated to be one of the

most profitable adjuncts to general fruit

growing. The character of the soil, along

with the ideal climatic conditions to pro-

duce a large crop of the highest quality

berries in color and flavor, has been the

means of creating considerable favorable

comment from those capable of judging.

The yield and profits from strawberries

in the Kootenays are quite varied, de-

pending almost wholly upon the grower,

the condition and preparation of the soil

and the cultivation and attention given

the patch. As an instance, the average

yield per acre in this district has been es-

timated at less than 200 crates per acre,

while Individual growers have reported

yields of from 400 to 600 crates per acre

in a good season. Mr. O. J. Wigen, at

Wyndall, has produced as high a yield as

14,000 pounds, or about 600 crates per

acre, and an average of some 400 crates

per acre, during a fair season, on some
seven or eight acres which he devotes to

the crop. Last season the berry crop In

the Kootenay was badly affected by cut-

worms. In some instances the plants

were completely ruined, while in others

they were injured sufficiently to mate-

rially affect the bearing of the plants.

Application of Paris green and bran in

the proportion of one pound of Paris green

to 50 pounds of bran, with about three

or four pounds of brown sugar added to

sweeten it, gave good results where it

was applied to the patch in good time in

the spring.

The varieties which are most commonly
grown in the district for the factory are

the Glen Mary, William Belt, Royal Sov-

ereign and the New York. Those for ship-

ping are the Magoon, Royal Sovereign and
the Parson's Beauty; the softer of the

berries being sold in crates locally. The
Magoon is a~good berry and is probably

the most widely known. It is very dark-

colored and is not so attractive when put

up in jam as is the Glen Mary or William

Belt, which are lighter colored with large

light-colored seeds, giving them a very

attractive appearance when put up as jam,

especially when put up in glass. The Glen

Mary, William Belt and New York yield

somewhat larger crops than the Magoon.

Unquestioning the demand for the ber-

ries and the adaptability of the district

for the growing of them, we must be at-

tracted by the great variance of crop

yields obtained. It will be the endeavor
in the balance of this article to give the

Iiractlces followed b.v the most successful

growers in the district. It costs about 60

cents to pick ai'.d pack a 24-pound crate

of strawberries. The total expense in

growing a crate of strawberries is esti-

mated at about $1.20 per crate, calculated

on a 250-crate yield per acre. It will be
seen that as the yield is increased the
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cost of production per crate will be de-

creased, and consequently greater profits

realized. The estimated cost of planting

out and caring for an acre of strawberries

is calculated at from $125 to $185 per

acre, depending on local conditions and

facilities.

The methods employed and the selec-

tion of the sites should receive the first

attention. There are very few really poor

sites for strawberry growing in the Koote-

nay, with perhaps the exception of those

very light soils and those located too low,

where the rise and fall of the water would

affect them. Strawberries do best on a

good, heavy silty to clay loam soil which
contains a good supply of humus, or veg-

etable matter. They must have a well-

drained soil. This last remark led a

great many in the earlier days to sup-

pose that strawberries would do best on

an open sandy soil, but time has demon-
strated that so long as the soil is well

drained the heavier soils will yield the

best and heaviest crops of berries. The
preparation of the land before planting is

a point upon which a great deal of the

success or failure depends. In the Koote-

nay the newly-cleared land should be

worked a year or two and enriched by the

plowing under of green crops, preferably

a leguminous crop, or an application of

barnyard manure before setting out to

strawberries. Poultry manure is one of

the very best fertilizers for strawberries.

Another important point in the prepara-

tion of the land before setting is to thor-

oughly level it down; all holes and hol-

lows should be filled in by means of a

scraper or split-log drag levcler. This im-

plement is easily and quickly made at

home and works wonders in leveling un-

even sites. If strawberry plants are set

on uneven land the growth will be very

uneven, resulting in a great many of the

plants being either killed out by water

settling in the hollows or by the heaving

action of the frost.

Spring planting is best. Select the

plants from the runners in the bearing

patch. Select the plants from the first

two plants formed on the new runners.

These will be much stronger and better

than the third or fourth plants on a run-

ner. Where large numbers of plants are

required the planting out of a special

propagating bed is advisable. The plants

set in the bed are allowed to throw as

many runners and set as many new
plants as they will. In the spring, when
ready to plant, the whole bed is dug up
and the best of the plants selected for

planting. There is a great scope for se-

lection of the best and most prolific

strains of the varieties by marking the

best producing plants in the bearing patch

and then propagating from these. There

is one man who by this practice increased

his yield from 8,000 pounds to 16,000

pounds per acre.

The plants are generally planted in

what is known as the matted-row system,

the plants being set 18 inches in the row

and the rows set S^A to 4 feet apart, de-

pending on the growth of the variety

being planted. In new land, weedy land

or on poor, light soil, the hill system of

planting is followed, as it gives better

results. In this system the plants are

generally set two feet apart in the rows

and the rows three feet apart. This sys-

tem allows far better cultivation and is

not as hard on the soil's water supply as

is the matted-row system. The patches

are allowed to crop two or three years.

The third crop should only be taken when
the ground is rich and clean. Strawber-

ries are heavy feeders and will leave the

ground in poor condition if grown too

long, especially where no manure of a

lasting nature is supplied. As the berries

are, as a general rule, grown as an inter-

crop in the orchards, they should not be

allowed to remain too long, as this will

affect the growth of the fruit trees. In

young orchards strawberries should not

be planted closer than four feet from the

trees, and this distance should be in-

creased as the trees become older. Great

care should be exercised during the first

fall in not causing the fruit trees to make
late growth by the cultivation which is

necessary in the berry patch in order to

develop good, strong crowns for the fol-

lowing season's crop. Irrigation is not
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always ueeded in the West Kootenay dis-

trict, but wliere it is convenient it sliould

be in readiness for the insurance of a

good crop. An application of water to the

patch just after the first or second pick-

ing will often double the yield. Mulch-

ing the berries to prevent them from be-

coming soiled during the picliing season

is very important if the berries are to be

shipped. This is one of the serious prob-

lems confronting the growers in some
parts of the district where no straw or

slough grass is to be obtained locally. In

some parts ferns are cut and used to good

advantage. Others cut clover and mulch
the patches with it, allowing it to remain

and be worked into the soil as a fertil-

izer. This is especially good during the

last year of the berry patch, which is

plowed immediately after the crop is

picked.

M. S. MUJDLETON, B. S. A.,

Assistant Provincial Horticulturist, Nelson,
B. C.

COST OF GROWING ONE ACRE OF
STRAWBERRIES

While the strawberry crop is one of

the most profitable to grow, it is also

one of the most expensive, and in order

to give those who may desire to begin

growing strawberries for sale some idea

of the cost of producing this fruit, the

following estimates, furnished by repre-

sentative growers, are given:
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Mr. Kcvitfs method is to set the ])Iaiits feet to the center row. This method of

ill beds 4 feet wide and 20 to 25 feet long, setting requires 33,975 plants to the acre,

five plants to the cross row, making a or 1,940 plants to each 25xl55-toot bed. In

plant occupy one square foot of ground, this way plants do not choke each other,

Runners are not permitted to grow, so nor do runners sap the strength of the

that the whole strength of the plant is plant, which is allowed to develop a
thrown into the production of fruit. Be- strong root and crown. Plants, instead of

tween these beds paths IS inches wide are running out in two or three years, will

run, and from these the picking is done, yield good crops for eight to ten years,

necessitating a reach by the picker of two according to the originator.

STKAWBEUIUKS I\ THE UNITED STATES
The amount of acreage in the United States devoted to the growing of straw-

berries, as reported by the census of 1910, Is as follows:

Scale—1 mm^l.OOO acres.

Maryland. 14,292.

Tpnnessee, 12..")?.ii.

Missouri
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STEAWBERRY DISEASES

Autlirariiose

Oloeosporimn fragariae Mont.

According to C. L. Shear, pathologist of

the Bureau of Plant Industry, United

States Department of Agriculture, this

disease does not occur in America.

Black Heart or Frost lujury

The cultivated varieties of strawberries

and raspberries are more or less subject

to frost injury, which manifests itself by

producing a blackened center in these

flowers. In severe cases, all flowers form-

ing a cluster may be found affected, espe-

cially in varieties where most of the blos-

soms open at one time. Night frosts are

capable of great injury by destroying the

styles of the flowers and thus preventing

the fruit from being formed. In some
instances, a few styles only may be killed

and the result will be a crippled, mal-

formed fruit, which does not recommend
itself by its appearance to the buyer. It

has been found, especially in the case of

strawberries, that the injury may be

largely prevented by covering all early-

flowering varieties at night with straw

or loose litter of some kind. The harvest

may thus often be increased from 10 to 20

per cent and more. Raspberries may be

planted between sheltering hedges, or

they may be covered over night with

cheesecloth. Where these suggestions

may not be practicable, spraying with cold

water early in the morning before the

rays of the sun take effect has been
proved a useful preventive.

The lighting of smudge fires and keep-

ing them alive throughout cold nights

has also proved quite successful.

H. T. Gussow,
Experiment Farms Reports, 1011.

Black Root

A rather indefinite trouble, character-

ized by the blackening and ultimate decay
of the roots of plants during the second
year after setting. It usually starts at

the season when new growth is beginning
in spring, and affected plants may put
forth leaves and blossoms only to die

later on. The trouble appears to be
closely associated with winter injury and

unfavorable soil conditions, but nothing

definite is known about the condition at

the present time.

B. 0. LONGYEAR.
Colorado Repnrt, 1910.

Frost Injury. See Black Heart.

Leap Blight. See Leaf Spot, this sec-

tion.

Leaf Spot

Mycosphaerella fragariae

H. S. Jackson

The only fungous disease of the straw-

berry occurring in Oregon that has been

thoroughly studied by pathologists is the

disease known as the strawberry leaf spot

or blight. This disease is nearly always

present to a greater or less extent in

every field. It is not always serious and,

in fact, is rarely considered by Oregon
growers to cause sufficient damage to need
special treatment. In many cases, how-
ever, it causes more damage than is real-

ized, and hence is considered of sufficient

interest to warrant a discussion in this

connection. All of the cultivated varie-

ties may be attacked, though many are so

resistant as not to be seriously affected.

The disease affects the foliage pri-

marily, making its first appearance on the

plants as minute purplish spots more or

less thickly scattered. (See Fig. 1.)

These soon enlarge and the center be-

comes pale gray or nearly white in color.

The margin, however, remains purple,

shading into brown towards the lighter

area in the center. When numerous these

0« Xlv S<a.

I'lg. 1. Strawlierry Leaf Showinj; Spots Caused
by the I.eat Spot F^lnf,^ls.
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spots may run together. In severe cases

the leaves may gradually turn yellow,

wither and die. In certain instances the

disease has been reported as being so se-

vere that the plants are killed.

Cause

This disease is caused by a fungus

known technically as MyrosphaercUa fra-

gariae. The mycelium grows in the tis-

sue, killing it and forming the character-

istic spots. This fungus is propagated

by means of summer and also by winter

spores.

In the Northwest it seems to spread all

winter and it is possible that in this re-

gion the summer spores are sufficient to

keep the fungus perpetuated.

Control Measures

Only healthy plants should be set.

Plants should be secured, If possible, from

fields where the disease was not present.

In any case all diseased leaves from

plants should be picked off before plant-

ing. Cutting and burning the foliage

after harvesting the fruit, as carried on

in some sections of Oregon, is an excel-

lent practice, since it destroys many
leaves affected with the disease. When
the disease is severe, spraying may be

practiced. Use Bordeaux mixture 4-4-50.

In Oregon three sprayings are suggested

for trial, two in early spring before the

first fruits are half grown, and another

about the first or middle of September.

Powdery Mildew of the Strawberry
Sphaerotheca castarjnei Lev.

The disease known as powdery mildew

Is not common in this country, but in

one locality in Ontario, at least, it has

done considerable harm, and as it may
soon spread, it should be referred to here.

WTien this disease is bad. it covers the

fruit with mildew, making it unfit for

sale or consumption. The grower does

not usually notice the disease until it af-

fects the fruit, but as a rule It starts on

the under side of the leaves, which even-

tually curl up, and in order to control it,

It must be treated early, as the plants

cannot be sprayed satisfactorily when the

fruit is developing, although ammoniacal

copper carbonate might then be used. For

spraying the foliage, Bordeaux mixture

may be used or flowers of sulphur in the

in'oportion of one part lime and two parts

llowcrs of sulphur. It is important that

the underside of the leaves should be well

covered, and even the soil, so that spores

may be destroyed. These are scattered

early in the spring from the tiny sacs in

which they are contained during the win-

ter. They soon germinate and attack the

leaves. As this disease spreads only on
the surface of the leaves, it is readily con-

trolled if treated at the proper time.

W. T. Macoun,
Central Experiment Farms Bulletin 62.

STRAWBERRY PESTS

Introduction

Strawberries and Insects

J. B. Smith

In the course of this article the terms

"staminate" and "pistillate" are used in

referring to varieties, and it may be well

to explain the meaning of these terms and
their bearing on fruit production.

The term "staminate" as applied to a

strawberry flower means that around the

central disc-like protuberance there is a

series of stems or thread-like processes,

the filaments, bearing an enlargement at

tip, the anther—together called stamens.

On the anthers the pollen is produced, and
strawberry flowers so provided are said

to be perfect or "staminate."' When these

stamens are absent, and only the yellow

disc-like center bordered by the white

petals is present, the flowers are said to

be imperfect or "pistillate."

A bed of pistillate plants remote from
others or sheltered from insects could

never produce satisfactory, if any, fruit,

and pistillate varieties only are never

planted in one area. Staminate varieties

may be isolated in any way and will pro-

duce perfect fruits, provided the pollen

is brought into contact with the pistils.

Where a mixture of varieties is planted,

the pistillate varieties will usually bear

quite as freely as the others, because the

staminate varieties bear a great excess of

pollen and have suflScient not only for

their own needs, but for many others be-

sides, provided only that there is a car-
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rier to bring the pollen to the plant that

needs it.

Probably every strawberry grower has

noticed that when his plants are in full

bloom there are a large number of insects

on the flowers, and he may have noticed

that many of these are bees of various

kinds, large and small. But probably few
have ever realized what an important

function these insects really exercise on
the strawberry bed, and how much they
are indebted to these insects for the crop

to be harvested later.

Many insects visit strawberry flowers

for what nectar they can obtain, and in

moving about among the blossoms, the

sticky pollen adhering to the surface of

the bodies is carried to other plants and
left on the pistils, where it exercises its

specific effect. But bees are not mere
casual visitors; they need pollen in their

domestic economy and they need honey as
well. They visit the staminate varieties

and the hairy surface of the body becomes
absolutely loaded with pollen as they roll

around in the blossoms. In this process

the blossoms so visited are fertilized, and
then the bees visit the other blossoms,

and in every blossom so visited they leave
some grains of pollen in return for favors
received, and thus fruit is produced.

And as a gatherer of pollen the hairy
coating of the bees is especially adapted,
for the hair is not a single, simple stalk

or cylinder, but is furnished with pro-

cesses, teeth and branches in great va-

riety, so that the pollen grains become
caught and entangled in the mass and
retain their position until rubbed off or

deliberately combed out by the bee.

Over a single short row of berries I col-

lected over 200 specimens of insects,

mostly bees, by simply sweeping a net to

and fro about six inches over the bed.

It is well for the grower to understand
that while some insects exact a tax from
him, others add to his income without
charge and without recognition.

It explains also why staminate or pol-

len-bearing varieties are absolutely nec-

essary in any scheme of planting, even
though their presence continues the at-

tacks of some insect species that cannot
subsist on pistillate varieties.

New .Jersey Experiment Station Bulletin 225,

Chafeb Beetle. See White Grub, this

section.

Chinch Bug. See False Chinch Bug,
this section.

Cntworms—Various Species

These may appear in the spring in the

strawberry bed or amongst newly set

plants, and do great damage. To destroy

them place poisoned bran bait under
boards scattered over the field.

The bran mash may be made as fol-

lows: Use one-half pound of sugar or

molasses per gallon of water and use
enough of such sweetened water to

dampen 50 pounds of bran. Add one-half

pound of Paris green or white arsenic by
sprinkling lightly over the surface of the
bran, while vigorously stirring so as to

mix the poison thoroughly with the mass.
Place a tablespoonful near the base of the
plants. It will keep better if placed under
a board.

Dagger Moth

Apatela oliUnta

One of the dagger moth caterpillars

which is rather common in strawberry
beds. The full-grown worms may be
found in early September. The cater-

pillar is about one and one-quarter inches
long, of a deep, velvety, black color,

with a transverse row of tubercles gird-

ing each segment. A tuft of short, stiff

hairs radiates from each tubercle, those

from the topmost tubercles being red in

color, while those from the lateral ones
are yellowish or mixed with yellow. Two
rows of bright yellow spots extend along
the back, one on each side, and below
these a crescent-shaped, bright yellow
band ornaments each segment. The
breathing pores are white. Early in

September it draws together a few leaves

or other light fragments, and by webbing
them together with silk, constructs a
coarse cocoon in which it passes the
winter. The following June it issues as
a gray moth, with a zigzag line of black-

ish, dagger-like points crossing each fore-
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wing in a transveree direction near the

outer border. 'I'he hind wings are white.

This is not a serious pest and remedial

measures seem unnecessary.

H. A. GOSSARD,

Ohio Riilletin 23;i.

False rbinrli Bii^

\ysiiis anpustaiiis Vh].

General Appearance

The adults are very small grayish-

brown bugs, about one-eighth of an inch

long. The young are somewhat lighter in

color, having reddish-brown abdomens
and lacking wings. The legs and anten-

nae appear very long and are dark.

Life History

The eggs are deposited in the siirin.s;

and early summer by the adults which
have hibernated. The young are dull gray

or brownish-red, and collect in great num-
bers upon the host plants. The life cycle

is short, there being many successive

broods during the year.

Distribution

Throughout California. A roninioii

plant pest.

Food Plants

Besides strawberries, grapevines, let-

tuce, potatoes, apple foliage, the cruci-

ferae.

Control

As this bug breeds largely upon wilil

plants, such as mustard, radish, purslane,

etc., clean culture should be practiced to

eliminate these food plants.

Soap emulsions and tobacco sprays are

excellent remedies. Pyrethrum is also

recommended, but is too expensive for

large plantings.
E. O. Es.sio

False Woum. See Strawberry False

Worm.

Fuller's Rose Beetle

Aramifiu-1 fiilleri Horn.

(General ,\i)pearaiiee

The adults vary from a gray to a very

dark brown in color and from three-

eights to one-half an inch in length. The
eggs are pale yellow and laid in rows.

The larvae are milky white and with-

out legs. The pupae are also white.

Life History

The eggs are laid in secluded places

close to the ground. The young white

grubs live under ground, doing great

damage to the roots of many plants. The
adults when seen during the day are very

sluggish. Tliey have no power of flight.

The damage done is usually unknown ow-

ing to the fact that the larvae work under

ground and at night.

Distribution

California, eastward.

Food Plants

Strawberry roots.

Control

The larvae, like all subterranean pests,

are difficult to control, but thorough cul-

tivation and hoeing close to the plants

are great aids. In light sandy soil, car-

bon bisulfid is efficient. The adults being

unable to fly are easily kept from trees

by a cotton or tanglefoot band around

the trunk.

E. O. EssiG

Grain or Stran))erry Thrips
EutUrips tritici Fitch.

Very minute. The color is yellow with

orange colored thorax.

Life History

The eggs are very minute, globular in

shape and red in color. They are insert-

ed within the tissues of the host and

hatch in a few days. The nymphs or

young greatly resemble the adults, and

begin to feed at once. The principal

damage is done to the blossoms. The
strawberry especially suffers, the pistil

being the portion of the bloom destroyed.

The winter is probably spent in the soil

as in the case of the pear thrips.

Distril)uiion

General.

Control

Seldom destructive enough to warrant
control, when necessary the sprays for

pear thrips (except whitewash) are effect-

ive in controlling this pest.

E. 0. E.SSIO
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dirapo t'olaspis

CoJaspis brummea

H. A. GOSSARD

The grub of this species is found feed-

ing on the roots of strawberries during

the fall, winter and spring. It has on the

underside of each legless joint a pair of

fleshy appendages resembling legs, each

tipped with two or three stiff hairs. The
beetles are about onefifth-inch long, of a

pale yellow or straw color, the wing cov-

ers being sculptured with alternating

elevated ridges and depressed lines or

rows of punctures, or dots, like fine pin

pricks. They probably feed on the roots

of other plants, so that fall plowing for

their destruction would probably not

much avail. Spraying with arsenicals to

kill the beetles when they are feeding on

grape would appear to be more depend-

able. They appear on grape foliage dur-

ing July and August.

Graphops Nebulosus

The larvae of this small, uniformly
brownish beetle injures the roots of the

strawberry much the same as the straw-

berry root borer. It has a coppery, metal-

lic luster and is about one-eighth inch

long. The grubs of these various species

are practically indistinguishable by any
ordinary method of separation. The
beetles appear in June and July and de-

posit eggs for the brood of larvae, which
works in the late summer and fall. These
larvae remain in the ground over winter,

to continue damage the following spring.

Distribution

For CoxxnoL, see Strawberry Crown
Borer.

Goldsiiu'tli Beetle

Cotalpa lanigera

This is, without doubt, one of the most
beautiful of all our leaf-eating beetles. It

is nearly an inch in length, of a broad,

oval form, with the wing-cases of a rich

yellow color and pale metallic lustre,

while the top of the head and the thorax

gleam with burnished gold of a brilliant

reddish cast. The under surface has a
polished coppery hue, and is thickly cov-

•Saunders, "Inaects Injurious to Fruits.'

3—39

ered with whitish, woolly hairs; this lat-

ter characteristic has suggested its spe-

cific name, lanigera, or wool-bearer.

This insect appears late in May and
during the month of June, and is distrib-

uted over a very wide area, being found

in most of the northern United States and

Canada; and, although seldom very abun-

dant, rarely does a season pass without

some of them being seen. During the

day they are inactive and may be found

clinging to the underside of the leaves of

trees, often drawing together two or three

leaves and holding them with their sharp

claws for the purpose of concealing them-

selves. At dusk they issue from their

hiding-places and fly about with a buzzing

sound among the branches of trees, the

tender leaves of which they devour.

The pear, oak, poplar, hickory, silver

abele, and sweet-gum all suffer more or

less from their attacks. Like the common
May-bug, this beautiful creature is at-

tracted by light, and often flies into

lighted rooms on summer evenings, dash-

ing against everything it meets with, to

the great alarm of nervous inmates. In

some seasons they are comparatively com-
mon, and may then be readily captured

by shaking the trees on which they are

lodged, in the daytime, when they do not
attempt to fly but fall at once to the
ground.

The beetle is short-lived. The female

deposits her eggs in the ground at vary-

ing depths during the latter part of June,

and, having thus provided for the contin-

uance of her species, dies. The eggs are

laid during the night, the whole number
probably not exceeding 20; they are very
large for the size of the beetle, nearly

one-tenth of an inch in length, of a long,

ovoid form, and a white translucent ap-

pearance.

In about three weeks the young larva

is hatched; it is of a dull white color,

with a polished, horny head of a yellow-

ish brown, feet of the same hue, and the

extremity of the abdomen lead color. The
mature larva is a thick whitish, fleshy

grub, very similar in appearance to that

of the May-bug, which is familiarly

known as "the white grub." It lives in
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the ground and feeds on the roots of

plants, and is thus sometimes very de-

structive to strawberry plants. It is said

that the grub is three years in reaching

its full growth; finally, it matures in the

autumn, and late the same season or early

in the following spring changes to a

beetle. Cotalpa Imiigera is found both in

Eastern United States and Eastern Cana-

da, and Northern Mississiiipi Valley states.

fireenhoiisi' Ortliczin

Orthrzia iiisitiiii.s Dougl.

Gpiiprnl .Vppearnnce

Body ochreous to dark green, covered

with plates of white waxy secretion,

which are extended posteriorly in a

large rectangular plate, to hold and pro-

tect the eggs and young. Length 1.5 mm.
Males are smaller and darker in color

with two long white wax filameuts pos-

teriorly.

Life Historj

There are several generations a year.

The eggs of the female are carried in the

white egg-sac fastened to the posterior

end of the abdomen. The young females
vary from yellow to green in color. As
they grow the white covering forms
around the edges and as a distinct middle
longitudinal ridge. When full grown the

bodies are completely hidden. All stages

are active.

Distribution

In greenhouses throughout the entire

state and country.

Food Plants

Numerous including strawberry and to-

mato.

E. O. EssiG

(iroiind Beetles

Cnrabidae

It sometimes happens that an insect

which is, under normal conditions, harm-
less or even beneficial, becomes under un-

usual conditions more or less pestilent

and then offers great difficulties in con-

trol.

"Ground beetles," belonging to the fami-

ly Carahidae, are as a rule predatory in

character, and their presence in cultivated

fields is to be looked upon as rather an

advantage than otherwise. But there is

one group of the series which, under cer-

tain conditions, varies its diet somewhat,
and in the adult stage may turn to vege-

table food, and chiefly seeds. It is not

uncommon to find in late summer or early

fall, the large bla'ck species of UarpaUm
on seeds of grasses and of rag-woeds, and
so.nictinies ihey are present in very large

numbers.

The beetle is somewhat shining bronze-

black in color, with grooved wing-covers

and is less than half an inch in length.

It is active, runs readily at all times, and
flies readily at night. It feeds only at

night and eats only the seeds of ripening

berries, incidentally mutilating them so

much that their market value is des-

troyed.

Control

Insecticide applications after the in-

sects have begun injury are manifestly

out of the question.

Injury from ground beetles can never

be very wide-spread, and will always be

temporary when it does occur.

June Btio. See White Orub.

Leaf Beetle. See Htrawherry Leaf
Beetle.

Leaf Feeders

There are a number of species that oc-

casionally feed on strawberry foliage in

numbers sufficient to attract attention.

Notable among these are the larvae or

slugs of certain saw-flies. These resemble

caterpillars in appearance, but have one

more pair of legs on the middle of the

body and tend to curl up on the surface

of the leaf. They usually feed in colonies

and may be very numerous on a single

I)lant, while all around the plants are free.

All these slugs succumb very readily

to arsenate of lead and, indeed, to al-

most any contact insecticide like helle-

bore, finely powdered tobacco, or even air-

slaked lime. This is of advantage for

these slugs are apt to make their appear-

ance, when they come at all, when the

berries are well advanced and when ar-

senical poisons are not indicated.

J. B. Smith,
New .Terspy Kxporiment Station Bulletin 225.
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Leaf Roli-KK. See Strawberry Leaf

Roller.

May Bef.ti.e. See White Griihs.

Oltsolrtp—Banded Strawberry Leaf

Koller

Archips olisolctaiia

Habits similar to strawberry leaf roller,

which see. Also similar methods of con-

trol.

Roller. See Straioberry Leaf Roller.

Root Louse. See Strawberry Rout

Louse.

Rose Beetle. See Fuller's Rose Beetle.

Saw Fly
Harpiphorus maculatus

The larva of this insect is a pale green

worm which works on the foliage and is

distinguished from other worms which

affect the strawberry by the number of

legs (22). See Leaf Feeders.

Spittle Insect

Aprophoninae sp.

Small bugs which lay their eggs in the

stems of the plants in the autumn and

hatch in the spring. A clear viscid liquid

is secreted at the anal end and by a con-

tinual thrashing about of the tail the in-

sect brings in air which produces the

froth or "spittle" which so attracts curios-

ity to these bugs. They are sought after

by certain wasps who drag them out of

their froth to provision their nests.

*According to Melander they are not

materially harmful unless in great num-
bers. On account of their conspicuous

"spittle" they may be gathered by hand
and destroyed most economically. They
are found usually near the base of the

plant

Howard. The Insert Book.

Strawberry frown Miner
Aristotellia sp.

A. L. Lovett

This strawberry crown miner is present

in the Pacific Northwest about everywhere

that the strawberry is grown. In many
localities fields have been observed which
were severely injured and an examina-

tion showed this pest to be wholly re-

sponsible for the trouble.

While the names of these various in-

sects infesting the strawberry roots may
at first appear confusing, a glance at Pig.

1 will aid in distinguishing the work
of this pest. The larvae are not grub-like,

but are longer, more slender, of a distinct

reddish color and with a brown head.

When mature they are less than half an

inch in length. They feed almost entirely

within the crown, usually mining just

within the bark, constructing long tun-

nels either up and down or around the

crown. Others tunnel directly through

the crown or else up and down the cork-

like interior of the root. Still other lar-

•Melander Bet. Frt., Dec. 1912.

Fig. 1. (.iriiitotcllia sp.) Strawberry crown,
.showing the burrows of the crown miner-
Also a mature larva in its cocoon in the
crown. (Original. I

vae are found feeding in the whorl of

leaves at the growing tip of the crown

and a few have been observed mining in

the petiole of the leaves.

The adult of this crown miner is a

small moth, resembling very closely in

general appearance the peach twig miner,

Anaisia lineatella. It is a weak flier and

very sluggish in its movements. The eggs

are deposited on the sheaths about the

crown, on the underside of the leaves,

and along the leaf petioles. They are

usually pushed well down among the fine

hairs. The egg is white with a dull lustre,

a slight area at the smaller end being

transparent. The surface of the egg is
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ribbed and pitted, very nuicli resonibling

the hull of a peanut. The egg is elongate,

flattened at the larger end, the edges

rounded. From the base end it gradual-

ly increases in size to near the middle,

then slopes down to a blunt rounded

point. It measures .55 mm. long and .29

mm. wide.

Remedial Measures

Plowing up the infested plants is the

method of treatment recomniemled.

It would seem that possibly the young

larvae on hatching from the egg might

feed on the leaf or petiole before enter-

ing the crown and could be successfully

poisoned with an arsenical spray.

Strawberry False Worm
Harpiphorm maculatus Nort.

This insect is sometimes known as the

strawberry slug. The adult saw-flies are

a little less than one-fourth of an inch

long with a one-halt inch wing expanse.

The pupa is of a dull greenish-white

color. The larvae are a little over one-

half inch in length and of a greenish-

yellow color.

There is but on brood each year, the

larvae hatching at about the time the

first blossoms appear on the plants and

continuing until the berries are ripe.

By thoroughly dusting fresh and pure

pyrethrum among the plants, we can kill

a large per cent of the worms, and hold

them in check so as to prevent any seri-

ous damage. As this substance is ab-

solutely harmless to man, it can be used

with perfect safety at any time, even

when the fruit is fully ripe and ready to

pick. Two or three applications may be

necessary to kill the bulk of the larvae

in severe attacks. This method is too ex-

pensive for anything but home patches or

those supplying a home market.

The larvae may be practically all killed

and further damage prevented, by thor-

oughly spraying the plants once or twice

immediately after the larvae appear and

before the first berries are more than

one-third grown, using for this purpose

either fresh powdered hellebore in the

proportion of one pound of hellebore to

each three gallons of water, or one pound

of Paris green and three pounds of fresh

lime in 150 gallons of water.

Powdered white hellebore, which must

be fresh and unadulterated, is the best

and safest all-around substance to use,

since it kills the larvae readily, is less

poisonous to man than the arsenics, and

soon looses its strength or poisonous prop-

erty after it has been sprayed on the

plants. Hence there is no danger con-

nected with its use if applied as directed.

J. M. Stedman,

Ml.ssourl Experiment Station Bulletin 54.

Strawberry Leaf Beetle

Typophorus qxiadrinotatus Say

J. B. Smith

* This is a small, chunky beetle, shin-

ing blackish in color at first sight; but

when more closely examined it is found

that the color of the upper surface is

really a very dark, smoky clay-yellow and

that there are two oblique black bars on

each wing cover. The adult appears in

the fields on the leaves during the early

days of May, and lingers until after the

25th, in ever-decreasing numbers, eating

irregular holes in the tissue. These holes

vary in size and are so close together

that the plants look as if loads of shot

had been fired into the foliage at short

range. The result is a drying and with-

ering of foliage.

No life history.

Remedial Measures

As the insects feed openly and eat

the entire leaf tissue, arsenical poisons

are indicated, and of these arsenate of

lead is the most satisfactory and effec-

tive. Applied at the rate of one pound in

25 gallons of water, as soon as the beetles

are noticed, a single application will be

sufficient. A very prompt treatment is

desirable as the spray should not be ap-

plied after the fruit is more than halt

grown.

Strawlx-rry Leaf Roller

Ancylis comptana Frohl.

Orifjiii and Appearance of the Insect

This leaf roller seems to be of Euro-

pean origin, and is one of those species

which in Its native home is not seriously

• N. J. Ei. Sta. Bui. 225.
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injurious, but in its new surroundings fre-

quently outruns its natural checks. At

the present time it extends from Canada

to Virginia and probably even further

south, and westward to the Mississippi

valley, very often in harmful numbers.

In the adult stage, it measures with ex-

panded wings about three-fifths of an inch.

Its color is light reddish brown, the fore-

wings streaked with wavy darker brown

and white lines.

Life History and Habits

This moth makes its appearance in the

strawberry fields in early May, and may
be expected in full force about the mid-

dle of and extending up to June 1st.

The insects mate soon after their ap-

pearance and egg-laying begins at once.

Larvae hatch from these eggs in from

five to seven days, and at once make their

way to the upper surface. At this time

the minute creatures are light green In

color, with a proportionately large head

and rather long hair. When first noticed

they are about an eighth of an inch in

length and are feeding along the midrib

or a large vein. For a day or two the

minute caterpillar feeds thus without pro-

tection, gnawing into the vein or along-

side so as to weaken the tissue, and then

it begins to draw the upper surfaces of

the leaf or lobe together by means of

fine silken threads, until there is a com-
plete fold that forms a shelter for its

maker.

It feeds continuously within its shel-

ter, and improves it by making the fold

more complete and more secure, and
sometimes actually making a roll of an
entire leaf.

The life cycle is about 45 days. Three
broods hatch during the summer but the

last does not complete its transforma-

tion until the following April.

The important parts of this record are

that the eggs are laid on the underside

of the leaves; that the larvae wander to

the upper surface as soon as hatched and,

for a day or two, feed openly on this

upper surface, and that for the rest of

their growing period the insects feed in

a shelter that cannot be reached by any
effective insecticide.

Injuries Caused

Although this is best known as a straw-

berry pest, it is not confined to that plant,

but attacks blackberry and raspberry as

well. While the first brood is almost con-

fined to strawberries, the second and third

may be more abundant on blackberry and
raspberry, and, at all events, their in-

juries on these plants are all caused after

midsummer. On strawberries only the

first brood is really injurious and the

middle broods seem better controlled by
natural checks.

Each of the adult female moths lays

an average of about 70 eggs, and a single

larva is sufficient to spoil a small leaf.

Fig. 1. Strawberry Leaf Roller.

On varieties In which the foliage is

thin and scant, the injury is serious, and
may reach 75 per cent of the total crop

and an impairment of 25 per cent in the

value of the remainder.

Remedial Measures

Destroy all old leaves in the fall and

promptly turn under any beds not longer

in use.

Spray with arsenate of lead, four tc

five pounds to 100 gallons of water. This

must be done at the time the eggs begin

to hatch, so that the young larvae will get

the poison before they roll the leaves.

As for the apparatus, any outfit that

gives a fine spray under good pressure

will answer. On small patches a knap-

sack pump with vermorel nozzle 'will serve

every purpose. A barrel pump mounted
on a cart will do for two lines of hose,

and a geared machine will serve to spray

four rows at once.

Strawberry Root Borer
Sesia rutilans Hy. Edw.

A. L. LOVETT

This root borer is a serious pest of

the strawberry, occurring in the North-
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4
Fig. 1. Strawberry Leaf Borer (Sciia ruiihwx)

adult moths. (Original.)

west nearly everywhere the strawberry is

grown. The elongate, white larva, with

brown head and darker biting jaws, feeds

on the interior of the crown and tap root

of the strawberry plant, eating out the

entire heart. The plant, as a result, looks

sickly, and when i)ulled up will often

break just below the crown, pxi)osing the

tunnel filled with frass and excrement and

often the larva itself. The adult insects

are clear-winged moths. (See Fig. 1.)

Rrinediiil Measures

Dig up and destroy infested iilants,

preferably in late fall or early si)ring.

Fig. 2. Larva of Strawberry K'"! I'..]']-.

(Orifj'iiialj

Strawberry Kool Louse

Aphis forbesi Weed
Except for a brief time in the spring

when the young lice are working their

"/ay down from the leaves, where they

hatch, to the crown of the plant, the

strawberry root louse spends most of its

time upon the roots of the strawlierry,

whither they are carried by ants which

feed upon the sweet excretions of the

aphids.

The presence of the lice may be de-

tected by the failure of the plants to ma-

ture fruit and by the dying of plants in

si)ots ill (he beds. Suspicion should be

aroused also when numerous nests of

brown ants appear in the strawberry beds

after the first weelv in April.

The aphids are very small, about one-

twentieth of an inch long, blue black in

color and pear-shaped, tapering toward

the head.

Food Plants

This sjiecies oE ajihis is found only on

tne tame strawberry, not even the wild

strawberry in the neighborhod of infested

tame ones being attacked.

Life History

Sometime in Inte October or early No-

vember the root louse deposits its eggs

along the stems and ribs of the green

leaves, where they remain until the latter

part of March or April, when they begin

to hatch out. The eggs are very small

and shiny black, about one-thirtyfifth of

an inch long. The first brood feeds upon

the tender green leaves, slowly working
their way down to the crown of the straw-

berry. They reach their growth in about

15 days.

Ants are largely responsible for the

lupscnce of the aphids on the roots of the

plants. The aphids themselves do not

seem to be able to get to the roots. But
in late April ants begin to appear in the

strawberry bed and are seen busily car-

rying the young lice to the roots of the

plants, where they have provided quar-

ters by excavating galleries under the

crown of the plant, and along the radiat-

ing roots. The ants care for the aphids

all summer, sometimes carrying them
from one plant to another when they be-

come too thick on the roots of any jilant.

Distribution

The insects are spread in three ways:

first, by the sale of plants which are al-

ready infested; second, by flight of the

winged aphids: third, liy ants.

iN'iitural Kncuiies

This species of aphids has two natural

enemies: The common ladybird beetles

and their larvae which feed upon the

lice, and the jiarasitic (ly which lays its
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eggs upon the lice, hatching into a grub

which feeds within the body of its host,

eventually emerging as an adult through

a large circular opening in the body of

the louse. These two enemies dispose of

considerable numbers of the pests, but

not enough usually to constitute an im-

portant factor in control.

Control

The first consideration in prevention is

clean plants on clean land. If land has

become infected, rotation should be prac-

ticed with crops requiring constant cul-

tivation. If coin and melons are the

rotation crops, care should be taken that

they are not infested with root lice, for

while the strawberry root louse is not

found upon these plants they might spend

a season there if the ground is badly in-

fested with them to begin with.

When plants are purchased from a nurs-

ery the utmost care should be taken that

they are clean of all lice. If none are in-

troduced of course none will appear. The
best plan is to buy from a region where

as yet no root lice have appeared. In

this way it may be possible to keep them
out of new territor.v. Compel the nurs-

ery man to guarantee freedom from pests.

If it is impossible to get plants free from
lice they may be disinfected.

The following discussion of a method of

disinfecting strawberry plants is repro-

duced from Bulletin 49, Delaware Experi-

ment Station, by E. Dwight Sanderson:

Disiiifecfioii of Plants

All methods of disinfection must be ap-

plied after the aphis eggs have hatched

(first week in April), as none of them
have been found to kill the eggs. Inas-

much as the weather conditions upon
which depends the time of planting also

determine the time of hatching of the

eggs, but little inconvenience will usual-

ly be. experienced by waiting for all the

eggs to hatch. The plants will need to be

carefully gone over and the eggs exam-
ined with a magnifying glass to see that

they have hatched before disinfecting can

safely be commenced.

1. Dippinie;

In dipping plants they should be

thoroughly submerged, as a few lice will

be found both on the leaves and roots at

almost any season of the year.

Kerosene Emulsion

Dr. C. M. Weed states that he success-

fully disinfected plants in Ohio by dipping

in dilute keiosene emulsion. This may be

made according to the following formu-

la:

Kerosene, two gallons; whale-oil soap

(or one quart soft soap), one to two

pounds: water, one gallon. Dissolve the

soa]) in the water by boiling, and add,

boiling hot, away from the fire, to the

kerosene. Agitate violently for five min-

utes by pumping the liquid back upon It-

self with a force pump and direct-dis-

charge nozzle throwing a strong stream.

The mixture will have increased about

one-third in bulk and have become about

the consistency of cream. Well made, the

emulsion should keep indefinitely, and
should be diluted only as wanted for use.

Dilute this with 10 to 15 parts of water.

The plants should not be left in this

emulsion more than two or three minutes

and should then be well washed in fresh

water.

2. Funii^fation with Hydrocyanic Acid

Gils

Though dipping in an insecticide will

undoubtedly kill most of the aphids, fimri-

gation by means of hydrocyanic acid gas

is much quicker, less work, and a more
certain and complete remedy. It should

always be remembered that it is a most
poisonous gas and should be used with

caution.

A. Apparatus

The only apparatus needed is a fair-

sized air-tight box. This box is 2x2x2%
feet, without a bottom, made of two
thicknesses of matched wainscoting with

buildmg paper between; the cover closes

upon a rabbet the depth of the thickness

of the material and lined with felt; a
small door about 6x6 inches is placed at

the lower corner and similarly fitted so

as to close on felt; four or five frames cov-

ered with wire netting rest upon the

cleats, the lower one being about three or

four inches above the ground and extend-
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ing to the small door, and the rest of the

trays extending clear across the box, be-

ing about five inches apart. Such a box

will hold from 1,500 to 2,000 loose plants,

placing only one layer on a frame, which

permits a quick and thorough diffusion

of the gas.

The only other apparatus necessary is

a coffee cup in which to generate the gas.

B. Stronirth of Gas and ].oni:rtl> of Fumi-

gation

Numerous experiments have been made
to determine the effect, both upon the

aphids and the plants, of different

strengths of this gas and various lengths

of fumigation. Thougli these experi-

ments are not absolutely conclusive, they

seem to warrant the conclusion that in

a tight box or room, approximately

cubical in shape, gas at the strength of

three-tenths of a gram potassium cyanide

per cubic foot of space, fumigated for ten

minutes, or two-tenths of a gram for 15

or 20 minutes, will kill the aphids without

injury to the plants. These strengths

may safely be recommended for use.

C. Procedure

The process of fumigation is essentially

the same as that employed in fumigating

nursery trees. Earth is firmly packed

around the open bottom of the box. The
plants, which should be well cleaned of

earth, are laid on the trays, the bundles

being cut open and thoroughly loosened.

The lid of the box is then closed and

fastened. A coffee cup or similar vessel

is now placed in the lower corner of the

box by the door and into it is first

dropped a vial containing a proper

amount of the cyanide in solution. A
Tial containing the sulphuric acid is then

dropped In and the door quickly closed.

Of course the vials are dropped in with

the mouths down, and if they be long and

narrow the contents will drain out gradu-

ally, avoiding a puff of the gas by too

rapid generation. The box is kept closed

for ten minutes, or as long as desired.

Both doors are then thrown open and the

trays lifted out so that the plants can he

thoroughly aired.

The cyanide solution should be secured

from a druggist, put up in homeopathic
vials, one dose in each vial. The solu-

tion consists of 100 grams 98 per cent

I)Otassium cyanide dissolved in water to

make c.c. solution. The amount neces-

sary for each dose is easily computed;

multiplying the cubic contents of the box

by four-tenths will give the number of

cubic centimeters of the solution to be

used (this giving a strength of two-tenths

gram potassium cyanide per cubic foot).

Use an equal amount of sulphuric acid,

which can be readily measured into emp-
ty vials. Thus tor the box described,

2x2x2 V' feet, or 10 cubic feet, 4 c.c. of

the solution, or a two-drachm vial half

full, and an equal amount of sulphuric

acid (best grade commercial, 1.85 sp. gr.)

would be used for a strength of two-tenths

gram potassium cyanide per cubic foot, or

the same vial three-quarters full for a

strength of three-tenth gram potassium

cyanide per cubic foot.

D. Caution

Cyanide of potassium is as deadly a

poison as is known, and is sure and cer-

tain death if taken internally—no anti-

dote being known. Each vial should

therefore be plainly labeled in red, with
a druggist's poison label.

The vials should be locked up, and af-

ter use should be carefully washed. The
residue left after the generation should

be washed from the vessel and buried so

that it cannot be found by animals. The
sulphuric acid should also be labeled and
carefully handled, as it will destroy cloth-

ing and other things with which it comes
in contact.

3. Prevention of Introduction of Aphis
After Pianting

With uninfested plants planted on clean

land there exists no chance for injury

from the root lice except by the winged
form being introduced from neighboring

beds. Thus in many cases it will be neces-

sary to plow under deeply the old infested

beds some time before the winged lice ap-

pear in order to prevent their spread to

the ones newly planted.
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B. Renioiliiil Measures

Siiiniiinr.Y of TreiUmeut

As a conclusion from the above, the fol-

lowing procedure seems to be the best

method of controlling the strawberry root

louse. Plant only absolutely clean plants,

requiring a certificate of freedom from in-

sect pests, if purchased; plant only on

ground which has not recently been in

strawberries; plow under all old infested

beds before May 1st, or locate new beds

as far from them as possible; if the use

of infested plants is unavoidable, disinfect

them carefully by dipping or fumigation,

and do not plant them on land previously

in strawberries, corn, or melons. These

measures are all preventive; no successful

remedial measures are known.
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Strawberry Root Weevil
Otiorhynchus ovatus Linn.

A. L. LOVETT

The strawberry root weevil is pre-emin-

ently the most serious of the insect pests

of the strawberry in the Pacific North-

west. Fortunately, it appears as yet

rather restricted in its range, occurring

in abundance only through Northern and

Eastern Oregon and Washington and in

British Columbia, Canada. At present it

bids fair to render the berry business un-

profitable in some sections unless the

growers, through a common interest,

adopt more stringent methods of hand-

ling the industry.

The strawberry root weevil was un-

doubtedly introduced from Europe. The
first report we have of it in this country

is in Massachusetts in 1852. Since that

time it has spread steadily westward and
also northward, being reported successive-

ly from Michigan, Canada, Wyoming, New
Mexico, Minnesota, Montana and Oregon
and finally Washington.

When we consider the fact that this in-

sect cannot fly, but must depend almost

entirely on outside agencies for trans-

portation, its spread seems fairly rapid.

Comiiioii >'ame

There are a variety of common names in

current use for this pest. In the earlier

literature of this country it received the

name of graveyard bug, in some of the

later literature it is referred to as the

pitchy legged Otiorhynchus. Canadian en-

tomologists refer to it as the sleepy wee-

Fig. 1. Strawberry Leaves Showing Effect of
PeedinR of the Adult Strawberry Root Weevil.
(Original.)

vil. The name commonly adopted has

been the strawberry crown girdler, and in

Oregon it is termed the strawberry grub.

If a common name is to be descriptive

and individual, the author would suggest

the name strawberry root weevil. In my
observations, the habit of girdling the

crown is rather exceptional, the major-

ity of the grubs feeding on the small,

fibrous, lateral rootlets. When they do

attack the crown the habit of burrow-

ing straight through it is just as common
as that of feeding around it. So, while

realizing that a mass of common names
tends but to confuse, the author feels jus-

tified in adopting the name strawberry

root weevil.

Destructivcness

The strawberry root weevil is a pest

both as a beetle and as a grub. The
beetles feed on the foliage, stripping and
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ragging it in a characteristic manner

tFig. 1). The grubs feed on the entire

root system of the strawberry. The

smaller grubs are usually found feeding

on the fibrous rootlets, often devouring

them entirely or barking them so that

they die. A seriously infested plant may
be kicked out with the foot or easily

pulled up, often with the fibrous root

system eaten away. Undoubtedly a por-

tion of the grubs feed closely about the

main tap root and their feeding there

will sometimes girdle the crown. The

larger grubs are often found buried in

the tap root, and tnis food seems to give

them a more pinkish cast, giving rise to

a common belief that two species of lar-

vae are present.

These beetles may be present in a patch

for years and but little injury result from

their attacks. In the weevil districts, un-

der normal conditions, an infested patch

will show a few sickly hills the first sea-

son, small patches here and there dead

the second season, and the patch rendered

worthless the next spring. This affords

one full crop in the usual system of cul-

ture. A condition that is becoming quite

common, however, is for the i)atch to be

materially weakened the first season ; and

the second season, or the first expected to

yield a full crop, the patch is absolutely

worthless. Two factors render this condi-

tion possible. The soil is often already

infested with the grubs even though

strawberries have not been grown on the

ground previously, and again the beetles

from older infested beds all about tend

to concentrate on the new patch.

Food i'lauts

While the strawberry root weevil shows

a decided preference for the strawberry, it

is by no means confined to this food

plant. The following list is conipili'd

from reported food plants:

Food Plant List for Adult Beetles of

0. o vat IIS

Strawberry, raspberry, loganberry

blackberry, rose and other shrubbery,

borage, currant, muskmelon, sorrel (Kum-
er. acetoHeUfD . wild rose, balsam root

( Balsamorrhiza sar/atata) , potatoes, wild

buckwheat, hemlock, pumpkin, wheat,

corn, cabbage, clierry. red clover, apple

(fruit), dahlias i bloom 1, orchid (fruit).

it

I''ig. 2. Sti'awbei'i'y Weevils. rpppi' figures,

adults ol' (). rufjitons. I.nwer liguri'S, adults
of O. ardlitN.

Food I'liint List of Larvae—Koot System

Strawberry, raspberry, blackberry,

loganberry, wild strawberry, sorrel {Rum-

c.r aceto.iella) , grass (.pna cerotine). tim-

othy, bluegrass, potentilla glandulosa,

.June grass, white clover, hemlock, cab-

bage (?).

Dpscriplioii

The adult weevil is a snout beetle, 6

mm., or nearly one-fourth of an inch in

length. The color of the insect varies

from a dull reddish-brown when freshly

emerged to almost pitch black; the sur-

face is roughly pitted and slightly shiny.

The beak is short, broad and emarginate

at the tip; there is a distinct puncture

l)etween the eyes. The antennae are el-

bowed and consist of nine segments.

The Egg

Very small, milky white, smooth and

li-anslucent at first but later yellowish-

brown and rough.

Larvae

Pinkish or white and when full grown
three-eighths inch long. On each segment

is a row of reddish-lirown hairs.

Pupa
retire white at first but tui'ning to dark

liTown finally. Segmenls of head, thorax
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and abdomen have a transverse row of

reddish-brown hairs.

Seii!soiiiil Histury

The strawberry root weevil is single

brooded. The adult beetles may remain
alive and active for more than a year.

There are then for a short period of

time two generations of beetles jiresent.

This complicates matters somewhat and
affords a reasonable chance for error in

checking up the life history. These
beetles are busily engaged in feeding on

the foliage of the strawberry and other

host, ragging and stripping it. The in-

sects pass the winter in both the adult

and grub stage. The beetles hibernate in

all conceivable sorts of places. Many of

them become restless in early September
and begin seeking a place for hiberna-

tion. Very often in this search they en-

ter dwellings and prove a source of no
little worry to the housewife by crawl-

ing over and under everything and drop-

ping from the walls and ceiling into

dishes and vessels. Many of them remain
in the field, hibernating in the soil up
close about the crown of their host, or

crowded down into the sheaths about the

central whorl of the crown.

They have been found in bundles of

shingles, in bundles of bedding and in

crates of nursery stock and ether trans-

portable material. This may account in a
large measure for their spread to new
localities. The grubs pass the winter in

the soil about the roots of their hosts.

A portion of them are mature in late

fall, and even form in the soil what will

constitute the i)upa cell. The major-

ity of the grubs pass the winter as near-

ly mature larvae, feeding to a limited

extent on their host. A very few grubs
occur during the winter as only half-

grown larvae, and these naturally pro-

long the period ot pupation and emerg-
ence of the adult weevils the following

spring.

The first pupae occur in early May.
During late May and June the majority of

the new generation of beetles emerge.
Even earlier than this the overwintering
brood of beetles assume a traveling habit
and crawl for a considerable distance.

The new generation of beetles also travel,

and during May the liousewife is again

worried by the presence of this beetle in

the house. About two weeks after the

new generation of beetles commence to

emerge the first eggs are found. The ma-
jority of these eggs are deposited prom-
iscuously through the soil from one-half

to three inches below the surface and ex-

tending from close about the crown out

in a radius as great as that covered by
the foliage of the plant. Later in the

season as the soil dries out, eggs are de-

posited about the central growing whorl
of the crown, usually well down among
the sheaths. They are also found in

cracks and crevices frequented by the

beetles and in tunnels that sometimes oc-

cur about the base of the plants. These
tunnels are mentioned by Cooley* as

formed by the beetles, but it is my belief

that they are formed by earth worms and
are simply appropriated by the beetles.

The largest number of eggs deposited by
a female in confinement was 43. The
beetles themselves feed at night and dur-

ing the day crowd down in dark sheltered

places. They will often be found in num-
bers under a clod, in a crevice or crack in

the soil, in the tunnels mentioned above,
or crowded down about the crown of the

plant itself.

The eggs begin hatching in about nine
days, and unlike the egg of many insects,

will hatch even In dry soil. By far the
majority of the eggs are deposited during
June. The young grubs are fairly hardy
and active. They can live in dry soil

for 36 hours without food, and can travel

over loose dry soil at the rate of eight

inches in 16 hours.

.^--*l-^^:^
^ii \

"£.

Fig. .'!. Adult Larva and I'upa of Larue Weevil
found at Milton. Oregon.

•Cooley, R. A.. Montana Kxperinient Station
Bulletin 5.5.
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Control Measures

One Crop Rotation

Prof. James Fletcher, late Entomologist

of Canada, recommends what he terms the

one-crop plan.

"This consists of setting out new beds

of strawberries in the spring, cultivating

these for the first summer, taking one

large crop of berries the next spring, and

then ploughing the plants up as soon as

the crop is off. In the meantime a new

bed will have been set out from the run-

ners of the bearing bed early in the

spring before the fruit ripened. This plan

of strawberry culture not only prevents

loss from the attacks of siich enemies as

the white grubs and the above mentioned

weevils [0. ovatus, 0. sulcatws], but is

also a paying operation, giving better re-

turns from the higher price secured with

the large fruit thus grown than from a

large crop of small berries."

Trappinjr

The insects feed at night and tend to

seek shelter in darkened, cool places

through the day. Various traps may be

used to attract them. Professor Fletcher*

recommends common flower pots filled

with hay, inverted and raised slightly

from the ground. If these are placed

about the field the beetles will crawl in-

side for protection and may be shaken

out into a bucket of water having a thin

surface-coating of oil.

Distribution

Irrigation ditches are a ready means of

distribution. Where a company ditch is

used by a community, beetles from an in-

fested patch up stream will crawl into

the ditch and be washed down and into

new fields below. To avoid this means of

infestation the use of private wells and
a pumping station seems the only solu-

tion, and this is not always possible or

practical.

New plants should be obtained, so far

as possible, from uninfested districts.

When obtained from a suspicious neigh-

borhood the plants and containers should
be examined carefully for adult beetles.

• Flptchpr. .TaD3<>8. Canada Experiment Farms
Report, 190.";, p. 18C.

Natural Kncmics

The natural enemies have not been

given the study they should. An imma-
ture Gamasid mite was discovered feed-

ing on the eggs at Greshani, Oregon.

Domestic fowls feed on the larvae and

pupae when allowed to follow the plow.

Carabid beetles and their larvae are of-

ten found about the hills.

At least two species of spiders attack

the adult beetles. These spiders con-

struct their webs in the foliage of the

strawberry plant. The remains of as high

as 18 adult weevils were found in a

single web.

More Recent Literature

1884. Weed, C. M. Report Michigan

Station Horticultural Society, p. 84. De-

scribed as 0. lingeus, lite history notes,

etc.

1895. Lintner, J. A. Forty-eighth Re-

port New York Station Mus., p. 416. Short

report. Bibliography and short refer-

ences to previous articles.

1899. Lugger, Otto. Fifth Annual Re-

port Michigan Experiment Station, p. 184.

1904. Cooley, R. A. Montana Agricul-

tural Experiment Station Bulletin 55, p.

130. Life history, habits, hosts and rem-

edies.

1904. Fletcher, James. Canada Experi-

ment Farms Report, p. 242. Short treat-

ise on habits and control.

1905. Fletcher, James. Canada Experi-

ment Farms Report, p. 186. Short treat-

ise, control.

1905. Patch, Edith M. Maine Agricul-

tural Experiment Station Bulletin 123.

Host plants; as a pest in the house.

1905. Forbes, S. A. Twenty-third Re-

port Illinois Station Entomology, p. 192.

Short bibliography.

1906. Pettit, R. H. Michigan Agricul-

tural Experiment Station Bulletin 244, p.

102.

1909. Britton, W. E. Ninth Report

Connecticut Station Entomology, p. 370.

A pest on hemlock.

Allied Species of Weevils Found on

Strawberry

Several very closely allied weevils have

been found infesting the strawberry in
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the Northwest. Otiorhynchus sulcatus oc-

curs about everywhere that 0. ovafits is

found. In Oregon a larger species also oc-

cui-s (Fig. 3), which in the Milton-Free-

water district is doing considerable dam-

age in a few of the strawberry fields. In

the vicinit.v of Oswego, Oregon, a third

species, Otiorhynchus rugifrons (See Fig.

2), bids fair to outclass the Otiorhynchus

ovatus in its ability to multiply and to de-

stroy berry fields.

Otiorhynchus sulcatus is not considered

of especial importance by the growers. It

apparently does not spread rapidly nor

multiply fast enough to injure a field to

a noticeable extent. The larger weevil

has a variety of host plants. It is cap-

able of injuring a strawberry patch by the

third season or the fourth spring from
planting. No especial study of these

species has so far been made. It would
seem that the same remedial measures

would apply as for ovatus.

Strawberry Thrips. See Grain Thrips,

under Strawherry.

Strawberry WeeTil
Anthonomus signatus Say

It is a curious fact, for which we have

no explanation thus far, that this insect

is not equally abundant in the same lo-

cality more than two or three years in

succession, and that after a period of

abundance there may be an equal period

during which nothing will be seen of it.

Meanwhile some other locality may be

suffering an invasion. Thus far we have
no way of predicting at the beginning of

a season whether or not injury will be

caused by the beetle.

The strawberry weevil has been re-

ported from Virginia, Maryland, District

of Columbia and New Jersey.

Life History, Habits and Injury

The adult beetle makes its appearance

in the strawberry fields as soon as the

season opens and growth begins. The
adult is less than an eighth of an inch

in length, black in color, with bands of

white scales, often with a reddish tinge

through the black ground, and with a
darker, bare spot on the side of each wing
cover behind the middle.

This beetle hibernates in and under

leaves and rubbish, and mating takes

place as soon as the insects have fed. To
feed, before the blossoms open, the weevil

punctures a forming bud, usually select-

ing one that is well advanced, and thus

gets at the immature pollen.

Eggs are laid in the buds of staminate

varieties only. The beetle first punctures

the bud with its beak as in feeding, then

turns, lays an egg into the puncture, turns

again, and with the beak forces the egg

into the bud, while the plant tissue closes

over the opening, leaving only a small dis-

colored spot. Then the beetle, shifting

its point of operation, crawls down the

stem below the bud about one-quarter of

an inch, and punctures this to such an

extent that the tissue is broken, the cir-

culation of sap arrested, and the further

growth of the bud checlied. After a day

or two the bud wilts and droops, and in

a few days usually falls to the ground.

As to the amount of injury, estimates

vary. All growers agree that it is seri-

ous, and it is not unusual to see 50 per

cent of the early buds cut.

Since the beetles feed very little upon
exposed leaf tissue, spraying with internal

poisons is likely to have little effect. How-
ever, Bordeaux has proven a fairly ef-

fective repellent. The mixture should be

4-4-50 formula.

The spraying should be done just be-

fore blossoming begins, and should be

very thorough. Spraying while in bloom
is objectionable because of the danger

of preventing pollination by bees and
other insects.

Another measure, sometimes resorted to

with good effect, is to burn over the field

just as soon as picking is done. The
vines are mowed close, left to dry out a

day or two, covered lightly with straw

and then set afire, when the wind is right.

This burns off all surface rubbish, the

field is cultivated, and the plants make
a new start.

It has been demonstrated that the

plants can be kept free by covering the

rows with muslin or other light fabric,

put in place a week before the first buds

are ready to open, and that this covering
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promotes early ripening and better fruit.

On a small patch only is this a practical

measure. If applied, the covering need

remain only until the first berries begin

to color, because by that time the plants

would be no lon,ger attractive to the

beetles.

A much better prospect for avoiding in-

jury lies in the selection of varieties. Pis-

tillate varieties are not subject to attack

by the beetle, and it should be possible

to secure a good pistillate variety to form

the main bulk of the crop. This will

need, as a poUenizer, a profusely flower-

ing staminate variety, which may form

every fifth row in the field, and the cro])

from which may be sacrificed to the

beetles if they furnish flowers enough to

poUenize the others.

Clean culture is highly important, and

especially wild blackberry and raspberry

in the vicinity of strawberry patclies

should be destroyed. Burn all rubbish

and undergrowth around the edges of the

fields when the ground is frozen in

winter. Especially burn along and under

fences and at the edges of woods, where
the bulk of the wintering beetles are usu-

ally found.

During their long dormant stage, from

mid-July to the following April, the in-

sects are exposed to the attacks of small

rodents, predatory insects, toads, frogs

and lizards. It has been demonstrated

in the case of the cotton boll weevil that

few survive the winter unless shelter con-

ditions are favorable.

Strawberry White Kly

Alewrodes packardi Morrill.

These white flies are very small, four-

winged creatures, which, when at rest on

the underside of the leaf, look like min-

iature moths. This impression is height-

ened by the white mealy powdering that

covers the surface of the insect, and is

responsible for one of its common names.

These flies occur at intervals through-

out the summer from May to September.

and lay their small, shortly stalked eggs

on the undersides of the leaves. They
hatch In about ten days into active yel-

lowish larvae that very much resemble

those of scale insects. As in the case of

scales, this active stage is short, and in a

short time the little creatures settle down
and begin to suck the plant juices.

Then their resemblance to the scale in-

sects becomes yet more marked for a

time; they lose antennae and legs and are

as much fixed to the plants as any scales.

As they grow, this outside case or scale

becomes fringed with waxy filaments, and

honey-dew is excreted. When the insects

are abundant this honey-dew dropping to

leaves below may form a sticky varnished

surface, upon which a black soot fungus

develops.

As a result the foliage loses vitality and

dries up or decays, seriously injuring or

destroying the plants, especially if they

be young or small.

The insects are rarely abundant enough

to do severe injury on large plots, and it

is only in droughty periods that they

seem to become dangerous.

Remedial Measures

In the active larval stage this white fly

succumbs readily to any of the contact

insecticides at moderate strength, and the

adult is not much more resistant, though

this is harder to reach, because it flies

readily if not very strongly. As against

the nymphs or scale-like stages, kerosene

emulsion diluted with 12 parts of water

seems to be most effective; but it must
be applied with a bent nozzle so as to

hit the underside of the foliage. If

adults are flying when the application is

made, a fine spray is desirable, for this,

if applied with sufficient force, will fill

the air above and around the plants with

a fine mist that will hit and disable many
of the insects on the wing. Whale-oil

soap suds, one pound in six gallons of

water, has also been used with good

effect in the same way.

A badly infested patch should never be

used as a source for plants to make a new
bed, unless these plants are first fumi-

gated with hydrocyanic acid gas.

J. B. Smith.

New .Tersoy Exporlmnnt St.ntinn Rnllctin 22.".
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Tariiisliod riaiit Iiii$?

Lyons prateitsis Linn.

(Family Capsidae)

General Appearance

The mature bug varies from pale green

to grayish-brown, marked with yellow.

black and red. The legs are pale brown

or yellow with dark rings. The young

bugs are lighter in color than the adults,

without pronounced markings. All forms

are exceedingly common and very active.

Life History

Hibernation is usually passed in the

adult stage, under any convenient shel-

ter. In the early spring the females de-

posit their eggs directly upon the food

plants. The young begin to feed as soon

as hatched, and continue throughout their

life history. This species is exceedingly

prolific, and its ability to travel rapidly,

and the large variety of food plants, make
it a constant menace.

Food Plants

This bug feeds on almost every kind of

plant. It is especially abundant in grain

or hay fields. All vegetable gardens afford

a ready supply of food. It is often de-

structive to apple, pear and strawberry.

Control

Because of its omnivorous habits and

wide spread it seldom becomes a serious

pest of any one crop. For the same rea-

sons, control measures are most difficult.

The presence of the insect need cause no

alarm unless it is concentrating its at-

tacks to a damaging degree upon culti-

vated crops. In such cases contact in-

secticides, such as emulsions, soap washes,

tobacco sprays, resin washes, etc., may be

used with deadly effect. These insecti-

cides should be applied early in the morn-
ing and great care taken that they are not

strong enough to injure the foliage of ten-

der plants.

Clean culture serves to rid them from
the fields before planting and to lessen

the attacks the coming year.

E. O. EssiG

Weevii,. See Strawberry liont Weevil

and Strawberry Weevil.

White Fly. See Strawberry White Fly.

>Vliite Grubs, May Beetles or Jnne

Bups

J. B. Smith.

*White grubs occur in strawberry fields,

sometimes in troublesome numbers, but

rarely two seasons in succession, and then

it is only the young fields that are

troubled.

Life History

White grubs are larvae of "May beetles,'

or "June bugs," the clumsy brown beetles

about an inch long, that fly to light and

often into houses in late May and early

.June. These beetles lay their eggs in

grass lands or land covered with vegeta-

tion to form a sod of some kind. Theii

growth is slow and it requires three years

to complete the transformation. During

this time they have remained under-

ground, feeding upon roots, emerging as

adults in May or June of the third sea-

son.

There are several species of May beetles,

and there is probably some difference in

their life cycle, but, in a general way, that

above given is correct.

It will be readily seen that after a plot

is in sod for three years the ground will

be full of grubs in all stages of growth,

and that every year thereafter the num-
ber of full-grown larvae is likely to in-

crease.

When such a sod is turned under and
another crop is planted, that crop almost

inevitably suffers, for the insects, deprived

of the mat of roots upon which they have

been feeding, concentrate on the small

number of plants, and the result is fatal.

Remedial Measures

We have no satisfactory insecticides to

reach underground insects. They have

their natural enemies among the verte-

brates—birds, moles and the like—as well

as insect parasites and fungous diseases,

but these do not keep down the insects

to harmless numbers.

It is in farm practice that our hope of

control lies. In the first place keep land

in grass or fallow as short a time as pos-

sible consistent with the desired rotation

and never allow a field to become badly

•New Jer.soy liiilk'titi I22."i.
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overrun by weeils early in tho season it it

can be avoided.

In case it is necessary to use an old sod,

plow in early fall. Although the white

grubs change to beetles in September they

are at that time soft and helpless, and if

turned up to the surface they are unable

to find their way back and will perish. It

still in the pupal stage they will perish

without being able to transform. Plow-

ing in mid-September will be best for this

purpose, and, it desired, a cover crop can

be put on. In the more northern counties

early September may be better, as it will

give more chance for a cover crop to take

hold. This process will kill the brood

ready to transform, but will not kill the

younger grubs yet in the ground.

To reach these, turn hogs, or chickens,

or turkeys, or all three into the newly

plowed field, and they will get the great

majority of all the grubs in the field. In-

deed, in an old sod, if a few shallow fur-

rows be run through it and hogs turned

in, they will from the start thus given

them root the entire field, and get all but

a small percentage of the grubs. In lo-

calities where white grubs are known to

be troublesome, every sod field to be put

into strawberries should be treated in

this way to avoid injury.

Where white grubs are actually in a

strawberry bed, there is nothing to do but

dig them out wherever a plant shows in-

jury. In such a case it is well also to let

the field run moderately to weeds to dis-

tribute the feeding, while not enough to

attract beetles to lay eggs.

(See Potato Pests for illustration.)

Wire Worms
Elateridae.

See Potato Pests.

Summer Pruning. See Pruning, under

Apple.

Sutton Apple fob Massachusett.s. See

Massachusetts.

Sweet Potatoes

The sweet potato is related to the morn-

ing glory, and is known botanically as

Ipomaea batatas. The plant is not known
in a truly wild state, and it Is not known
with certainty v/here it originated; but

A. de Condolle thinks that it is in all

probability of American origin, where it

has been cultivated from prehistoric times

by the aborigines for the sake of its nu-

tritious, sweetish tuberous roots, which

as an article of diet are greatly prized in

all parts of Europe and America. It is

a climbing perennial with entire or

palmately lobed leaves, variable in shape,

borne on slender twining stems, and

flowers in loose clusters. The edible por-

tion of the root dilates into a large club

shape, or cone shaped mass filled with

starch and other nutritious elements.

While in its original state it was a per-

ennial, it is usually cultivated as an an-

nual.

How Propagated

It is easily cultivated in the southern

part of the United States, where the win-

ters are mild, but in the Central or North-

ern states it is propagated by planting the

tubers in a hotbed early in the spring, and

when the sprouts are two to four inches

long severing them from the tuber, leav-

ing the tuber to produce other sprouts,

and planting the sprouts in ridges made
for the purpose, or in hills. These plants

are set much like cabbage plants, except

that the ground must be prepared in a

different way by ridging. The soil best

adapted is a sandy loam, not too rich. It

too rich the potato will be large but more
subject to the atacks of insects and not

so well flavored. The yam is a variety of

the same species, but not so popular. In

the autumn, when the potatoes are dug,

they may be stored in a cool, dry place

for winter.

We quote from W. H. Seattle as fol-

lows:

"Toward the northern part of the area

over which sweet potatoes are grown it

is necessary to start the plants in a hot-

bed in order that the length of season may
be sufficient to mature the crop. The
roots that are too small for marketing are

used for seed, and these are bedded close

together in the hotbed and covered with

about two inches of sand or fine soil, such

as leaf mold. The seed should be bedded

about five or six weeks before it will be

sate to set the plants in the open ground,
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which is usually about May 15 or May
20. Toward the last the hotbed should be

ventilated very freely in order to harden

off the plants.

"The ridges for planting sweet potatoes

should be three to five feet apart and the

plants about 14 inches apart in the row.

Cultivate sufficiently to keep the surface

soil loose and free from weeds, and the

vines will soon cover the ground, after

which no cultivation will be necessary.

In the warmer parts of the country the

seed is not bedded, but is cut in small

pieces and planted in the ridges instead

of plants. After the plants come up and

begin to make vines freely, pieces of the

vines are removed and used as cuttings

for planting additional areas, the cuttings

taking root and growing the same as

plants grown from seed. In this manner
three and four plantings are made, the

last being as late as the middle of .Tuly.

If a rainy spell be selected for making
and planting the cuttings, very few will

fail to grow, and an excellent crop may
be produced.

"To the north sweet potatoes are dug
as soon as the vines are nipped by frost.

In the South the potatoes are allowed to

remain in the ground until a convenient

time for handling them, and in Florida

or Texas they are frequently left until re-

quired for use. Sweet potatoes should be

dug on a bright, drying day when the soil

is not too wet. On a small scale they may
be dug with a spading fork, and great

care should be taken that the roots do not

become bruised or injured in the process

of handling. It is desirable that the roots

should lie exposed for two or three hours

to dry thoroughly, after which they may
be placed in a warm, well-ventilated room
to cure for several days. The proper tem-

perature for curing sweet potatoes is from
80° to 90° F. and 45° or 55° F. after-

wards."

Granville Lowtiieb

SWEET POTATO DISEASES

Bin or Soft Rot
Rhizopus nigricans Ehr.

Is encountered by sweet potato grow-

ers. The fungus producing it may be

present in the plant bed and apparent as

3—40

dark spots or rotted tips on the plants at

setting. All such plants ought to be dis-

carded if avoidance of disease is sought.

Avoid bruising potatoes, and store in

dry place with good ventilation, at tem-

perature of about 60 degrees. The tem-

perature in potato houses or banks should

not go below 50 degrees F. at any time.

Black Rot

Sphaeronema fimbriatum (Ell. & Hals.)

Sacc.

The black rot of the sweet potato is one

of the most destructive diseases of this

host, and It is known to occur from New
Jersey southward practically throughout

the Atlantic coast region. The distribu-

tion of the fungus, however, is not com-

pletely known. The disease may appear

in the seed bed, resulting from the use

of infected seed roots. The disease upon
the seedlings is known as black shank,

due to the black spots or discolorations

on the roots and young stems. The com-

mercial root may be infested either as a

result of f)lanting diseased slips, or the

infection may be due to the presence of

the fungus in the soil. Upon the full-

grown root the disease appears in the

form of dark patches or decayed spots,

which, upon careful examination, and
especially upon removal of the skin, will

appear green. These spots vary in size

from minute flecks to extensive areas in-

volving practically the whole root. When
the roots are diseased there is no appear-

ance of the vegetative parts which sug-

gests the presence of the parasite.

Control

Seed roots for planting purposes should

be carefully selected and no slips should

be taken from plants in the seed beds

showing disease. Rotation of crops in

necessary to rid fields of this fungus.

Apparently no experiments of interest

have been made to determine the possibil-

ity of preventing the spread of the fungus

in stored roots. Nevertheless, any con-

dition favoring the accumulation of

moisture would be favorable to the or-

ganism.

Duggar. Fungous Diseases of I'lants.
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Black Shank. See Black Rot, this

section.

Dry Eot

Phoma hatatae Ell. & Hals.

Occurs on underground parts, causing

wrinkled and pimply appearance. In-

side of potatoes turn brown and become

dry and powdery. Rotate crops. Gather

and burn diseased potatoes. Plant clean

stock.

Soil Rot

Acrocystis hatatas Ell. & Hals.

Soil rot is a serious disease of the

sweet potato for which the following

treatment has proved successful.

Bake a mixture of six parts earth to

one part flowers of sulphur and drop in

handfuls where the plants are to be set

and set the plants through this mixture.

Literature

New Jersey Experiment Station Bulle-

tin 126.

Soft Rot. See Bin Rot, this section.

Stem Bot or Yellow Eot

Nectria ipomoeae Hals.

Appears as dark streak on stems and
upper ends of potatoes at or near sur-

face of ground, causing vines to die and
extending downward into roots, causing

potatoes to rot.

It is necessary to have clean seed, the

hotbed surrounding must be free from
the organisms, and the plants must be
set in soil which is free from disease.

Rotation so as to bring sweet potatoes

onto the same soil not oftener than three

years is advised.

SWEET POTATO PESTS
Cutworms

*Under some conditions and in some
seasons cutworms do considerable mis-
chief in sweet potato fields, and their in-

jury is always clean-cut and readily rec-

ognizable. The plants are cut off close

to the surface and the heart is chewed out

Remedial Measures
If by some misfortune a field is found

infested after it is set with plants, the

cutworms can be cleaned out by using

•New Jersey Experiment Station Bulletin 229.

poisoned bran. For some reason bran is

very attractive to these insects, and they

will take it in preference to even succu-

lent plant-food. Mix one pound white

arsenic or Paris green with fifty pounds

of bran and five pounds of powdered
sugar; add water enough to moisten

thoroughly, so that it can be ladled out

without dripping. The sugar will hold

it together and a spoonful to a hill of

plants will attract every cutworm in a

field in two or three nights, absolutely

cleaning them out. No one who has not

tried this method carefully can realize

how complete is the remedy.

The Gold Bugs or Tortoise Beetles

The leaves of the newly-set plants are

apt to be eaten into irregularly, and some-
times altogether devoured before they get

a fair start at growth; and even in the

forcing bed such eating may appear to

some extent. The authors of this injury

are called "tortoise beetles" from their

shape, which is a somewhat squared oval,

very flat beneath, and not very convex
above, or "gold bugs," from their beauti-

ful color, some of them looking like drops
of molten gold. There are four distinct

species of these beetles— two-striped

sweet potato beetle, golden tortoise

beetle, black-legged tortoise beetle, and
mottled tortoise beetle—but their habits

are so much alike that, for convenience,

they may first be considered together.

General Life History

The insects live through the winter in

the adult or beetle stage in crevices,

under bark, and in similar dry places

wherever they can find shelter. They
make their appearance in May, when
warm weather has fairly set in, and feed

on any Convolvulus plant that is avail-

able, favoring sweet potato in every in-

stance. At first they favor the under
side of the leaf, eating round or oval

holes until the tissue is so much eaten
that they take it as they can get it, and
leave only the larger veins and leaf

stalks. They continue feeding until after
the middle of June, but usually disappear
before the end of the month.
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The larvip are docidedly flattened, more

or less oval, with lateral spines or pro-

cesses from the margins, and at the end

of the body is a fork which, in some

species, holds all the excrement voided

during life, and sometimes the cast skins

as well, often making a mass nearly as

large as the larva itself.

Remedial Measures

The same measures suggested for pois-

oning the flea beetle will answer for these

tortoise beetles as well. Dip the plants

before they are set out In a mixture of

one pound arsenate of lead in from six

to ten gallons of water, to kill off the

adult beetles as soon as they begin to

feed. In the forcing bed, plants can be

sprayed with the weaker mixture with

good effect because, as the insects eat the

entire leaf tissue, they will be poisoned

whether they eat from the upper or under

side. So, in the field, should the "ped-

dlers" become numerous enough to be

harmful, spraying may be resorted to

with good effect, as these also eat the

entire leaf tissue.

Sweet Potato Flea Beetle

Chaetocnema confinis Lee.

This is a small, bronzed, or brassy-

brown shining beetle, about one-sixteenth

of an inch in length, very active, some-

what chunky, with deeply ridged or stri-

ated wing covers. All these characters,

except the general shape and bronze color,

requiring a magnifying glass to make out

clearly.

These beetles live through the winter

in rubbish, under logs, stones or among
masses of leaves and other vegetation.

Early in May, when the weather be-

comes really warm, these beetles leave

their winter quarters and seek food.

Their eating is peculiar in character and

easily recognized. On either upper or

under side they chew out narrow grooves

or channels, at first close to and parallel

with some of the principal veins; later,

when the leaf has been pretty well eaten

Into, the channels may run any way.

Early in June the beetles begin to de-

crease In number, and, as the bindweeds

are by this time growing vigorously, the

tendency on their part is to forsake the

cultivated tor the wild plants.

Remedial Measures

These may be direct or indirect, and

may consist of applications of an arsenic-

al poison, or a modification of cultural

methods. The simplest plan is to dip

the plants, before setting, into a mixture

of one pound arsenate of lead in ten gal-

lons of water. Use a good grade arsenate

of lead, running 14 per cent or more of

arsenic, or if a 12 per cent material is

used, make it one pound in six gallons

of water. Spraying will not answer the

same purpose as dipping, because it is

simply impossible to coat the leaves on

both sides as thoroughly. But in the

forcing bed the plants may be sprayed to

good advantage should the insects at any

time become sufficiently abundant to

make it desirable.

The second method consists In delaying

the setting until the latest possible mo-

ment, so that the beetles may be forced

to the bindweeds and other natural food-

plants before the sweet potato plants get

into the field.

Sweet Potato Stem Borer

Omphisa anastomosalis Guen.

Frederick Maskew

The sweet potato stem borer is Oriental

In origin, having been recorded as being

more or less general throughout the Indo-

Malayan region. So far it has not yet

become established in this country.

There is but little hope of relief from

the application of remedies In localities

where this pest has become established.

During the most vulnerable stage it

works in secret, protected from interfer-

ence by the tissues of the plant it has

attacked. Those who by reason of ex-

perience in dealing with this pest are

the most competent to advise, offer as

the only practical course to pursue, a

complete change of location. The work
upon the mature potatoes is very insid

ious and not to be detected until tht

potatoes are cut open.
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Sweet Potato Weevil

Cylas formicarius Tryon.

CpJas formicarius is a very widely dis-

tributed species, and a native probably

of Cocliin China. Compere has a record

of finding it at Bombay and also at

Calcutta in sweet potatoes offered for sale

in the public markets at both of those

places. It has also been reported from
Madagascar, Southern United States,

West Indies and Northern Australia; but

not yet, so far, from the sweet potato

fields or markets of this country.

It also occurs in the Hawaiian terri-

tory.

The beetle is somewhat ant-like in

form. The color of the elytra (wing
covers) and of the head and beak is

bluish black; that of the pro-thorax is

reddish-brown. The yellowish-white oval

eggs are laid in small cavities eaten by
the parent beetles near the stem end
of the tuberous roots. The milk-white

larvae bore little tunnels through the
roots in all directions, so that the vine
dies; and frequently the entire potato is

tunneled; these burrows become filled

behind the larvse with excrement. When
about to assume the pupa state, the in-

sect forms an oval cavity at the end of

its burrow, whence it undergoes its trans-

formation.

ToBTOiSE Beetles. See Gold Bugs, this

section.

S)rrphus Flies

Syrphidae

Flower, Honey or Sweat Flies

Always among the plant lice are to be

found greenish, flat, sticky-looking

"worms" which are decidedly pointed at

one end and do not have distinct head,

eyes or legs. These so-called "worms"
are the larvae or maggots of files be-

longing to the family Syrphidae, which
are commonly called syrphid or flower-

flies. The larvae vary from the minutest

first-hatched maggot to nearly an inch in

length, according to the species to which
they belong. They are usually light or

dark green, but some may be brown,

orange, very light or nearly black. Those

feeding upon plant lice are green with a

longitudinal darker green or brownish

stripe on the dorsum. The mouth is

situated at the small end and all of the

food is obtained by puncturing the body

walls of the lice and then sucking out the

contents. This operation is easily ob-

served in the field. The maggot firmly

supports itself by the large posterior end,

raises itself up and begins to blindly

move its mouth end about in quest of

food. If it touches a plant louse it im-

mediately lifts it into the air and sucks it

dry. This is very rapidly repeated, with

very disastrous results to the lice. When
the larva is full grown it seeks some
sheltered spot in which to pupate (trans-

form into the adult fly). This it may do
on the stems or upon the surface of a leaf.

The puparium is a long, roundish, or

oval, brown body, showing no signs of

life. The adult fly removes one end of

the case to escape. The adults are usual-

ly dark with transverse yellow bands
across the abdomen. They are very swift

filers and are often mistaken for bees.

They are common around flowers, feeding

upon the nectar and from this habit get

the names "flower or honey flies." On
hot days they are sometimes very num-
erous and are called "sweat flies" in the

Eastern states. They deposit their eggs

singly upon leaves and twigs which are

infested with plant lice and these give

rise to the green larvae.

While these insects do much to pre-

vent the spread of the plant lice, they

are in turn preyed upon by other insects.

Ants, which foster and protect the plant

lice, kill and carry off the larvse in large

numbers and greatly reduce their eflSci-

ency. Internal parasites also prey upon
them.

There are three species which are do-

ing good work in keeping down plant lice;

a very large species, Lasiophihicus pyra-

stri Linn., the American syrphid, Syr-

phus americanus Wied., and the small spe-

cies AUograpta obliqiia Say.
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Tennessee
Tennessee lias an area of 42,050 square

miles.

On the east a part of the Appalaohian

range extends through the state, rising to

a height of fi.GOO feet, with many coves

and beautiful valleys adapted to fruits

and vegetables. Adjoining this section

on the west is what is called the Valley

of East Tennessee, a beautiful section

lying between the Unaka mountains on

the southeast and the Cumberland moun-
tains on the northwest. This valley is

undulating, and viewed from the higher

elevations looks like the waters of the

ocean arrested in their movement. It

is an extension of the Shenandoah valley

of Virginia. Next, going westward, is

what is called the Cumberland tableland.

rising 2,000 feet above the sea. Next
to this is a portion of uneven surface

extending from the western edge of the

Cumberland tablelands to the Tennessee
river. In the center of this section is

a basin or depression called the Central

basin, probably once the bed of a lake,

which is now the richest body of farm-

ing land in the state of Tennessee. It

is on an average 300 feet lower than the

lands around it, and contains 5,450 square

miles. West Tennessee is an iindulating

plain stretching toward the Mississippi

river.

The great drainage systems of the state

arc the Mississippi river, the Tennessee

and the Cumberland rivers. The av-

erage rainfall is 50 Inches, and from the

lower elevations on the Mississippi to

the mountain lands, 6,000 feet higher,

there is a marked difference in climate.

It is said that on the mountains the

climate is about that of Montreal, while

in the Mississippi valley near the river

semi-tropical fruits may be grown.

On account of the many geological

formations the soils of Tennessee are

perhaps more varied than those of any
other state in the Union. One of the

proofs that Tennessee is well adapted to

horticulture is that all kinds of wild

fruits and nuts, such as blackberries,

raspberries, strawberries, grapes, goose-

berries, dewberries, June berries, cherries,

pawpaws, persimmons, huckleberries,

crabapples, walnuts, chestnuts, pfcans,

hazlenuts, butternuts, and other fruits

and nuts grow there. All classes of fruits

commercially grown in the northern cli-

mates are grown in Tennessee.

Granville Lowtheb

Small fruits:

to small fruits on farms,

Production of Fniits in Tennessee

1909 and 1899. The following table shows data with regard

CROP
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paring one year with tlie otlier tlie num-

ber of trees or vines of bearing age is on

tlie whole a better index of the general

changes or tendencies than the quantity

of product, but the data for the censuses

of 1910 and 1900 are not closely com-

parable, and the product is therefore

compared, although variations may be

due largely to temporarily favorable or

unfavorable climatic conditions.

The total quantity of orchard fruits

produced in 1909 was 6,485,000 bushels,

valued at $3,459,000. Apples contributed

nearly three-fourths of this quantity,

peaches and nectarines most of the re-

mainder. The production of grapes In

1909 amounted to 1,979,480 pounds, val-

ued at $85,423; that of nuts to 783,570

pounds, valued at $14,041. and tropi-

cal fruits produced in 1909 were valued

at $4,127.

The production of all orchard fruits

together in 1909 was 15.8 per cent more

than that in 1899, while the production

of grapes decreased decidedly. The

value of orchard fruits increased from

$1,480,000 in 1899 to $3,459,000 in 1909,

and that of grapes decreased from

$120,199 in 1899 to $85,423 In 1909. It

should be noted in this connection that

the values for 1899 include the value of

more advanced products derived from or-

chard fruits or grapes, such as cider,

vinegar, dried fruits and the like, and

may therefore involve some duplication,

while the values shown for 1909 relate

only to the products in their original

condition.
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rainfall is abundant and all kinds of

fruits common to the north temperate

zone may be grown, except the hardier

varieties adapted to colder climates. This

region is especially adapted to peaches,

and John S. Kerr says that ninety per

cent of all the peaches grown in the state

are produced in this region.

The third section, or the Red River val-

ley, for about 250 miles westward, has

about the same soil, climate and forest

conditions as Eastern Texas, although

its southern bluffs, about five to ten miles

wide, are practically free from forests.

In this strip of territory the summer
varieties of apples do well, and peaches
seldom fail. In this belt have grown
up flourishing towns like Texarkana,
Sherman, Paris, Dennison and Gaines-

ville. Along the Trinity and Brazos
rivers, there are places where the soil,

climate and physical conditions are sim-

ilar to the 200-mile strip along the Red
river which have developed such towns
as Dallas, Fort Worth, Brazos and Waco.

The fourth section, the black, waxy
prairie region of Texas, lies west of the

East Texas forest region and extends

westward about 150 miles. It does not
include the coast region nor the Red river

region, but is more nearly the center of

the state. This region has an elevation

of about 400 feet in the eastern part and
1,000 feet in the northwest. The rainfall

varies from 50 inches in the east, to 30

inches in the west. The soil is a lime-

stone base mixed with decayed vegetable
matter, that makes it very rich and waxy.
It is not well adapted to fruits, but
grains, grasses, cotton and many veg-

etables are grown successfully.

The fifth section, the brown choc-
olate region, lies westward of the black
land region, and is about 600 miles long,

by 200 wide. It is a semi-arid region.

Horticulture has not developed largely

in this region and will not be profitable

without irrigation. The same may be
said of the Staked Plains region, excei)t

that this section has a higher elevation,

less rainfall, and that irrigation is prac-

ticed on a somewhat larger scale, by

means of water pumped from wells,

either by engines or windmills. This

region is partly underlaid with a gravel

base through which the water percolates,

and wells sunk to a depth of 10 to 30

feet will furnish a supply sufficient for

the irrigation of orchards and gardens,

and even field crops could be properly

irrigated in this manner.

West of this is the Pecos valley, where
irrigation is practiced on a larger scale,

and there is considerable commercial

fruit growing. West of the Pecos valley

region is the dry plains region, extend-

ing from the Pecos to the Rio Grande.

This is more particularly a stock region.

Farming is not an important industry,

except in a few places where the lands

are irrigated, but sheep, goats and cattle

are grown in great numbers. There are

a few places where the rainfall is suffi-

cient for certain kinds of crops.

In the seventh section there are var-

ieties of conditions. The land in this

section is, in considerable degree, covered

with mesquite brush and the clearing

will cost from $5 to $15 per acre. The
dominant feature of this section is the

Rio Grande valley. In the upper part

of the valley, Vinifera grapes are grown
under irrigation and put upon the market
in commercial quantities in August and
September. Further down the valley

toward the Gulf, near Del Rio, Eagle

Pass, Laredo and Brownsville, grapes of

the European varieties ripen in June and
July, and at that time have no competi-

tion in the markets of the cities of Texas.

There is a section in Southwestern
Texas, extending from Laredo to San
Antonio, in which it has been proved that

grapes are of a very fine quality, are

easily grown, and the market conditions

are the very best.

The following fruits have been suc-

cessfully grown in Texas:

Apricots
Apricots, not largely grown for com-

mercial purposes, but succeeded wherever

peaches succeed. There are native seed-

ling trees in different parts of the state

which seldom fail to bear and produce

heavy crops.
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Cherries

Cherries aro not largoly p;ro\vn in Tex-

as. Sour cherries do well in the Pan-

handle and Llano Estacado areas, but

cherry culture is not generally suceess-

ful, and sweet cherries are considered

failures.

Pears

Pears are not largely Siown in Texas

on account of the ravages of blight. In

Reeves county, Kendall county, and the

Panhandle some pear orchards have been

grown successfully. The Kieffer and

Bartlett do well.

Prunes

Prunes are much the same In their

adaptability to soil and climate as peach-

es and can be successfully grown in the

eastern part of the state, also in the

Llano and Estacado or Staked Plains

country.

Pecans

Pecans grow wild in Texas, and that

Is the best reason to suppose they can

be grown commercially. For ages the

strips of timber along the streams have

contained pecan trees, and the work of

the farmer in preparing the land for

cultivation was to get rid of his pecan

trees, as he would of other timber. This

he found a difficult task, for the pecan

is tenacious of life where the conditions

are favorable for its growth.

Apples

John S. Kerr, one of the oldest and

most experienced orchardists in Texas,

thinks apples may be grown much more

extensively than Is generally supposed.

He says: "The success of small apple

orchards has long been known in the

following counties: Erith, Montague,

Fannin, Grayson, Denton, Collin and

Cooke. The Shinnery oak districts of

Texas have proved to be valuable lands

for apple culture, and many orchards

are now being planted in those sections.

In the western part of Texas, the Pan-

handle, and Llano Estacado territories,

there are vast areas of level farming

lands, dotted with orchards containing a

considerable sprinkling of apple trees of

assorted varieties. The Toyah and the

Pecos valleys are producing some good

apples.

In East Texas, the lied Aslrachan, Red

•Tune, and Summer Queen and Yellow

Horse do well. In the western portion,

the Missouri Pippin probably leads in

favor, quality and productiveness. Along

with it, we find in successful production,

the Ben Davis, Gano, Arkansas Black,

Mammoth Black Twig, and Limber Twig.

Orange CiiUiire

The great question in reference to suc-

cessful orange culture in Texas, is that

of protecting the trees from the cold of

winter. Sometimes for several years the

orange-growing districts of Texas will

succeed without injury from frost, then

a "norther" will sweep down upon them

and kill their trees. How to overcome

this difficulty has been the study of the

orange growers. Much progress has been

made by the selection of frost resistant

varieties, grafting on hardy stocks, and

the control of the sap. In the selection of

varieties, the consensus of opinion now

is that the Citrus trifoliata. a deciduous

tree of Japanese origin, is the best

adapted. Taking this as a stock on which

to graft the Satsuma. gives the best re-

sults.

As to sap control, this is largely a

matter of watering, cultivation and fer-

tilization. Trees that are heavily water-

ed late in the season, heavily fertilized

and cultivated, make a very rapid growth,

and the wood is tender in the winter.

The tendency now Is to push the growth

during the early part of the season, and

encourage dormancy during the latter

part as the winter approaches.

Figs

The following is a report of N. E.

Stout, Friendwood, Texas, on the gross

receipts of his Magnolia flg and Sat-

suma orange orchards for four years.

This state does not include several hun-

dred dollars worth of cuttings and buds,

used in the writer's home nursery. The

report is as follows: "The fig orchard,

consisting of ISVa acres, was planted in

the spring of the following years: 1899,

4 acres; 1901, 1% acres; 1903, 8 acres.

The orange orchard, consisting of 61/2

acres, was planted as follows: Two acres

in 1902, four acres in 190."? and one-half
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acre in 1904. Earlier than 1906, I had

sold several hundred dollars worth of

fruit. My 1905 fig crop sold for more
than 1700.

Figs sold in 1000 $ 6nfi.07
OiaiiKes sold in 1006.... 445.91
No buds or cuttings sold

Total $1,142.88
Fljjs sold in 1907 .'t;i.463.62

Oranges sold in 1907.... 2.895.74
FlK cuttings sold In 1907 24.20
Orange buds sold In 1907 25.15

Total 4,408.91
Figs sold in 1908 .$ 963.52
Oranges sold in 1908.... 1,653.98
Orange buds sold in 1908 30.00

Total 2.647.50
Figs sold in 1909 1.893.86
Oranges sold In 1909. . .

.

6,363.79
Orange buds sold in 1909 406.95

Total 8.664.60

Grand total for four years $16,863.69

N. E. Stout

Persinuiions

The persimmon, as it was known to

the pioneers of the Middle and Atlantic

states, was not a good fruit. It was ex-

ceedingly sour and only late in autumn,

when it was so thoroughly ripe as to be

partly decayed, was it considered good

for food. Yet there were so many var-

ieties, and the fruit has been so im-

proved by selection, that it is now found

on sale in all the fruit stores of the

South, and is relished by the majority of

people. This fruit grows in nearly all

parts of the state, in all varieties of soil,

and with some profit. Professor T. V.

Munson developed a new variety, called

the "American Honey"; and certain Jap-

anese varieties have been introduced

which succeed well. J. E. Fitzgerald,

now president of the State Horticultural

Society of Texas, says: "When I set out

my first fruit trees, I set out 500 apple

trees and two persimmon trees. I now
wish I could call back that planting. I

would set out 500 persimmon trees and

two apple trees."

The persimmon trees cannot stand root

rot, but outside of that, they are as hardy

as oak, and insects do not bother them.

Strawberries

The strawberry succeeds anywhere in

Texas that any other fruit can be grown.

Blackberries

Blackberries grow wild in Eastern Tex-

as in the "Great Peach Belt," and have

been transplanted into other parts, but as

yet no varieties have been developed that

succeed well along the Gulf coast.

Dewberries and raspberries are adapt-

ed to much the same conditions as the

blackberry.

The mulberry succeeds almost any-

where in Texas that trees of any variety

will grow. Granville Lowtheb

Prodnctioii of Frnits in Texas

Small fruits: 1909 and 1899. Straw-

berries are by far the most important

of the small fruits raised in Texas, with

blackberries and dewberries ranking

next. The total acreage of small fruits

in 1909 was 5,053, and in 1899, 3,904, an
increase of 29.4 per cent. The production

in 1909 was 6,183,000 quarts, as compared
with 5,209,000 quarts in 1899, and the

value was $480,000 in 1909, as compared
with $305,000 in 1899.

The following table shows data with

regard to small fruits on farms:

CROP
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paring one year with tlic other the num-

ber of trees or vines of bearing age is

on the whole a better Index of the gen-

eral changes or tendencies than the quan-

tity of product, but the data for the cen-

suses of 1910 and 1900 are not closely

comparable, and the product is therefore

compared, although variations may be

due largely to temporarily favorable or

unfavorable climatic conditions:
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PRODUCT

Cider
Vinegar
Wine and grape juice

Dried fruita

* Less than one-tenth of 1 per cent.

Farms reporting, 1909

Number

114
572
731

S63

Per cent of

all farms

(')

O.I
0.2
0.1

Quantity produced

Unit

Gals.
Gals.
Gals.
Lba

4,803
10,039
42,036
26,189

1899

55,566
43,659
104,987
84,630

Frost and Precipitation in Texas
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toad will be worth $21.60. Indeed, in

France gardeners sometimes pay $25 per

100 for them, besides offering other "spe-

cial inducements" in the way of conven-

ient places to hide in the daytime or a

little pond in which to breed in the

spring. Besides the host of cutworms the

toad will eat l.SOO thousand-legged worms,

2,160 sow-bugs. 3,240 ants, 360 weevils,

etc. He will thus destroy in three months

9,720 injurious insects. Greenhouse men
frequently cultivate their acquaintance for

their value in keeping down slugs, sow-

bugs, plant lice and other greenhouse

pests.

They may be encouraged to stay if

shallow holes are dug for them and cov-

ered with a flat stone or board, where they

may hide in daytime.

Tomato
One of the nightshade family, and

closely allied to the potato, grown more
in the United States than anywhere else.

A native of Western South America.

Pear Tomato.

Tomato Culture

W. H. Wicks
*Where the growing season is short,

due to late spring and early fall frosts,

tomato growing is not encouraged. The
vines under these conditions will develop

a heavy yield of fruit but they cannot ma-

ture it.

Location

In Northern Idaho and Washington the

desirable locations for tomato growing are

to be found on the warm slopes of the

rolling hills which comprise the Palouse

country. Freedom from frost, good soil

drainage, and distance from market or

transportation must be carefully consid-

• Idaho Ejcpprlment Station Hiillelln 70.

ered by the prospective tomato grower.

If one can locate in a district where a

canning factory is established, it will be

found a great aid in disposing of that part

of the crop which he does not care to pack

for fancy trade.

Soil

The tomato adapts itself quite readily

to a number of different types of soil.

Such factors as frost, length of growing

season, altitude, sunshine and moisture

supply, influence the total results in to-

mato growing so strongly that the char-

acter of soil is to be made one of the

least considerations.

The type of soil which will warm up

early in spring and retain moisture rea-

sonably well is to be preferred over those

soils which are commonly spoken of as

"late." Especially is this true in the non-

irrigated sections where a longer growing
season is desired.

Seed

Seed should be purchased from some
firm which makes a specialty in tomato

seed. It is seldom wise for the tomato

producer to grow his own seed, unless he

intends to select for certain character-

istics which will keep up the type of the

variety which he is growing or unless he

is endeavoring to secure new strains.

Careful judgment should be exercised

in choosing tomato seed. Good seed must
be true to name, viable, pure, and be of

the greatest possible longevity. Buy the

best seed that the reliable seed man has

to offer. Buying cheap seed is poor econ-

omy. Seed should be ordered in ample
time to secure a good choice. Some grow-

ers test their seed before planting, which
is a very desirable practice, but a larger

number of plants than necessary should

always be grown, to give an opportunity

for selecting only strong, vigorous plants

for planting.

Varieties

The tomato fluctuates rapidly according

to environmental factors. This should be

kept in mind at all times. Novelties are

constantly appearing and disappearing.

The grower must decide which are the

most desirable for his use. The range of

conditions found in the Northwest has
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an important bearing upon the success or

failure of a variety, and ttie growing of

a variety for one year is not sufficient to

determine conclusively its merits or de-

fects.

A variety test should extend over a

series of years. Work at experiment sta-

tions shows that new varieties are usually

great yielders. In some cases, after a few

years they run out and are replaced by

others. Such varieties usually run high

in yield for the first few years. Examples
of this performance may be illustrated by

the Ignotum, Greater Baltimore and

others.

I desire especially to recommend At-

lantic Prize for the home garden. Spark's

Earliana also is a most desirable early

variety. Early Ruby, Sutton's and Stone

are subject to rot, a disease which attacks

the blossom end about the time of ripen-

ing.

Varieties Tested at Yirginia Station

The following table, giving a list of va-

rieties, is taken from Bulletin 8 of the

Virginia Truck Experiment Station, of

Norfolk, Virginia. This bulletin was pub-

lished May 1, 1912. While this list has

not been tried in the various sections of

the Northwest it will be found useful

from which to select varieties for trial.

Table 1

First
Ripe

•Character tColor Fruit at
of of Idaho

Variety— fJrowth. Fruit. tForm. Station.

Acme S P R Jul.v

Atlantic Prize.... W R R July 6
Beauty S R R July
Buckeye State .... S P R .July 11
Chalk's Early Jewel M R R June 26
Cherry S R R June 27
Cherry S T R June 22
Coreless S R R July 19
Crimson Cushion.. S R R July 11
Dwarf .Aristocrat. S R R June m
Dwarf Champion.. S P R June in
Dwarf Purple.... S P R June 2r,

Earliana M R R July G
Earlibell W R R June 27
Early Freedom ... M R R July
Early Jewel S R R July 10
Emperor S P R July 1

1

Fayorite S R R June 2r,

Globe W P R June 2G
Golden Ball S Y R June 26
Grandus W P R June SO
Honor Bright .... S R R June 30
Hummer S R R June in
I. X. L W P R June in

• S—strong : M—medium : W—weak.
t P—pink : R—red : Y—yellow.
t R—regular ; I—Irregular.

First
Ripe

•Character fCoIor Fruit at
of of Idaho

Variety— Growth. Fruit. JForm. Station.
June Pink M P R July 19
Magnitude S R R June 26
Magnus S P R June 27
Mascot M P R July 9
Matchless S U I July 9
Mikado M P R July 9
New Discoyery . . . W R R June 19
Norfolk S R R July 9
Peach W P R July 11
Pear M R R July 6
Pear S Y R July 6
Perfection S R R July 6
Plum s B B June 27
Ponderosa S R I July 19
Royal Red S R R June .30
Stirling Castle . . . M R R June 26
Stone S R R June .30
Tenderloin M R R June 30
Trophy M R R .Tune 26
Yellow (large) ... S Y R July 19

For a market tomato one should choose
a type of fruit which has few seeds, thick,

meaty cavity walls, tough skin, and runs
uniform in shape and color. For canning
a type should be chosen with the follow-

ing characteristics:

1. Flesh firm and well formed.

2. Fruit smooth and without depres-

sions.

3. Vine a good grower, with strong
stems and resistant to disease as far as

possible.

4. Plant producing a large yield of

fruit throughout the season.

5. Uniform red color that remains
bright during the preserving process.

The Stone variety is grown considerably

for canning purposes in some states and
is a good variety for the Northwest.

Other varieties worthy of trial are:

Bolgania, Royal Red, Greater Baltimore,
Livingston's Globe, Field's Early June and
Maul's Success. As already stated, the

varieties fluctuate rapidly, and while these
varieties are generally mentioned today
for canning purposes they may not be as
desirable as others in the future.

Method of Starting the Plants

While the use of the greenhouse facil-

itates the work and is the ideal way to

start plants, yet equally good results may
be secured by the use of a hotbed. In

either method the gardener is compelled

to exercise his best judgment and atten-

tion to bring out strong, thrifty plants.
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Seeding the Hotbpd

When the temperature of the hotbed is

satisfiictory, the soil should be made ready

at once lor seeding. Care should be taken

in handling the soil so that it will be ab-

solutely level and uniformly firm through-

out the bed. If not, trouble will be found

when the first few waterings are given.

This will cause the soil to wash from one

side of the bed to the other. The time of

planting the seed depends upon the local

conditions. It varies from year to year,

so the grower will need to use his best

judgment on this point.

Seed can be sown in rows four Inches

apart and from four to five seeds to the

inch. At this di&tance one ounce of seed

will plant about two sash. For enough

plants to plant one acre and also allow for

the rejection of inferior plants, from one

to three ounces of good seed are neces-

sary.

Hotbed Management

The points to consider in managing a

hotbed are:

1. Maintaining the proper heat.

2. Ventilating.

3. Watering.

4. Hardening oft.

5. Transplanting.

When the seed is planted, close the hot-

bed and keep the temperature recorded by

the use of a thermometer. The frame will

need ventilation, and especially on bright

days. This will prevent the temperature

running too high. Fresh air must be

given every day. This is accomplished by

sliding or raising the sash. Weather con-

ditions govern the distance that the sash

Is moved. In cold or windy weather the

bed should be opened slightly for a few

minutes two or three times a day. In

changing the air of a hotbed never allow

the plants to become chilled by a strong,

cold wind blowing directly upon them. If

the weather turns unusually cold protect

the plants by covering the sash with mat-

ting made for the purpose or with heavy

burlap or material of that nature. See

that this covering is removed as soon as

possible each morning so the plants may
have the benefit of all the light. This

will prevent them from growing weak and

slender. There can be no best system

worked out for the management of the

hotbed, because of the fact that conditions

vary so much and rapidly.

Experience will soon prove the best way
to manage a hotbed. As a rule beginners

are apt to start plants too early. A to-

mato plant should be stalky, strong, and

vigorous when ready to leave the hotbed

for the cold frame for the hardening off

process.

Transplanting Seedlings

A new hotbed should be made ready for

receiving the seedlings, which should be

transplanted about three weeks from the

time the seed is planted. They can now

stand from three to four inches apart.

See that the conditions are congenial in

the new bed before the transfer is made.

Dig up the seedlings with as much of the

roots and soil as possible. A trowel is

very convenient for this. The plants are

usually set with a dibber and should be

placed in the ground almost to the seed

leaf. Firm the soil well about the roots.

This is important. Water the plants im-

mediately after setting.

The management of this bed is prac-

tically the same as for the seed bed. The

weather at this time becomes warmer, so

the plants may be exposed more from day

to day. During the process of transplant-

ing see that the plants are not exposed to

the cold or drying winds. The amount of

hotbed space for receiving the seedling

will be about four times as great as the

seed bed.

Cold Frames

A cold frame differs mainly from a hot-

bed in that it has no bottom heat. It

should be placed near the hotbed, where

the same careful attention may be given.

In most parts of the Northwest sash cov-

ered with cloth may be used instead of

glass. However, cloth-covered sash is not

as safe. It is advisable in some localities

where strong winds prevail to bank up

the outside of the coldframe with coarse

material such as strawy manure.

Transferring Plants to the Cold Frame

Just before the plants begin to crowd in

the second hotbed, shift them to the cold
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frame. The soil should be of a good com-

position and plants may be set in this six

inches apart. This gives them room until

they are transferred to the field.

The management of the cold frame dif-

fers materially from that of the hotbed.

The season becomes warmer and the sash

may be left entirely open the greater part

of the day. However, the gardener must
watch for cold, cloudy days, when the

sash will need to be left on. Ventilation

should be given each day. There is

usually danger of a sudden drop in tem-

perature during the first days of spring.

The grower should see that the cover of

the cold frame is always put on at night

during this season of the year. Wnen
frost is feared add additional cover to the

frame.

Hardening of tbe Plants

It is necessary to gradually harden off

the tomato plant in the cold frame to pre-

pare it for field conditions. If they are

properly hardened and handled in trans-

ferring, they should receive no check in

growth. Begin to harden the plants from

two to three weeks before they are set in

the field. This is done by leaving the

cold frame uncovered late each day and
having the sash raised to admit night air.

As the nights become more congenial, the

cover may be left off entirely. When thus

handled they are in good condition for

setting in the field.

Setting Plants in tlie Field

The date of setting plants in the open
ground varies greatly, due to different

altitudes, kinds o" soil, and climatic con-

ditions.

Much care should be exercised at this

time to see that the root system is not

molested or exposed to wind or sun while
being transferred from the hotbed to the

field. Where plants are grown in the hot-

bed, a small cube of dirt should be raised

with a sharp spade. If a four-inch flower

pot is used no difficulty will be expe-

rienced in molesting the root system. This
latter method is recommended.
Every precaution should be made to put

the field in the best condition and tilth

for the reception of the plants. Fall plow-

ing of the garden ground is the most sat-

isfactory and it should be left in the

rough. The following spring, as soon as

it is sufficiently dry, disk thoroughly,

which process will pulverize the large

particles, break up the crust, and prevent

loss of moisture. Several weeks may
elapse between the time of the first work-

ing of the soil and the date when the dan-

ger of late killing frost is over.

Just before setting the plants give the

ground a thorough harrowing. Furrows
are now made crosswise of the field by

using a single-shovel plow or one-horse

turning plow. When furrows are made
in the other direction the plants are set

where they cross. The cross-furrows

should not be made, however, any faster

than the planting is done, as this gives

plenty of loose, moist earth to be used in

setting the plant. The distance for plant-

ing varies with the individual grower.

The average distance for planting to ac-

commodate the nature of growth of com-

mercial varieties is from four by five to

five by five feet. Some growers recom-

mend that the plants be set in rows four

or five feet apart and the individual plants

four to three feet apart in the row. It

is well for the grower to plant a sufficient

distance apart and have rows run straight

in two directions so practically all of the

cultivation can be done by horse power.

In some of the large commercial tomato-

growing districts planting is done by ma-
chine. Machine planting is recommended
only where a large acreage is being plant-

ed. See that the plants are set deep and
firm. The size of the plant causes the

depth of planting to vary, but well-grown,

stocky plants should be set from five to

six inches deep and firmly. Long-stem
plants may be set deeper.

Table 2

Cost per .\cre for Planting Tomatoes

1010 1!111 1!)12 .\vpr.
Marking rows... $0.9.'> .$1.i;o $O.H0 JO.n.S.T
IlaulinR plants. . . 1.80 2.80 l.fiO 2.0G6
Si'ttinc plants,... 3.C5 3,45 iJiO 3.860
CathprInK pots In

Held 35 .30 .40 .35

Totals $6.75 $7.75 $7..30 $7,205
NoTF.—Fifty cents per hour was paid for

man and team, 20 cents per hour was paid for
liand labiir.
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Table S—Arerage Cost of Pninliis auid Training Tomato Plants for Tliree Tears
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but the grower must necessarily deter-

mine this for himself after the study of

his soil and the behavior of his plants.

As a rule when the fruit begins to mature

more water will be needed than in the

earlier life of the plant.

Picking

Only ripe fruit should be picked when
it is to be sold on the local market. For

shipping it must be picked much greener,

as it ripens in transit. Overripe or "leak-

ing" tomatoes cannot be handled profit-

ably. This will necessitate frequent gath-

ering, and all plants should receive equal

attention, in order to prevent some fruit

from becoming over-ripe.

The tomato must be carefully picked.

It is very easily bruised, and a picking

basket lined with some soft material like

burlap may be found convenient. There

are many styles of picking utensils on

the market. One will have no difficulty in

choosing a satisfactory type.

Tomatoes collect considerable dust while

growing. If spraying has been done for

disease or insect pest it also is noticeable.

Therefore, every fruit should be carefully

wiped. This can be conveniently done

just before they are placed on the pack-

ing table.

Grading

Before placing the tomato upon the

market have it carefully graded, fancy,

second, and culls. Accuracy in grading

pays well on any market. In this way
a reputation can be secured and main-

tained.

The tomato that is sound, smooth, reg-

ular in shape, free from cracks and blem-

ishes, is packed as fancy. Second-grade

tomatoes consist of those specimens which

are slightly inferior to the fancy grade

in smoothness, size or extent of cracks,

but ripe and make a uniform pack. All

rough, over-ripe, cracked, or unsightly

specimens are classed as culls.

Facliing

The Western Standard tomato box is

made in two sizes—length, 18% inches;

width, ll'l. inches; depth, 31A inches.

The other size is, length, 18% inches;

width. ll'{. inches; depth, 4 inches. This

box is used both for local market and ex-

port. A careful packer will see that no

package leaves the field defective in re-

gard to quality of pack, name of variety,

and any labeling that the grower is using

to establish his reputation. As a rule, the

market demands that this style of pack-

age be only for the fancy and second

grade.

In some markets, principally in the

Middle West, the four-basket crate is

used. This is especially preferable for

fancy, early tomatoes. The dimensions of

this crate are 22 inches x 13 inches x 4%
inches, and contains four baskets, each

one being 10 inches x 6% inches at the

top, 8% inches x 4% inches at the bottom,

and 4 inches deep. This is the standard

package for tomatoes produced in South-

ern Illinois.

Throughout the Boston market district

the favorite package for tomatoes is the

Boston bushel box. While there are some
districts in this state able to produce a
fancy early tomato, the type of container

is governed by the demand of the market.

As most of the fruit is consumed in local

markets, probably there will be no change
from our present package.

For canning purposes some canneries

prefer to furnish the crates to the grower.

These crates hold about 50 pounds, and
are constructed to prevent any injury to

the fruit. No crate of tomatoes should be
delivered to the canning factory in a drip-

ping or otherwise defective condition, as

only choice fruit will produce the first-

grade canned product.

Marketing

The prospective tomato grower should

ascertain his market before planting ex-

tensively. A few tomato growers can sup-

ply the local market in towns averaging

from 4,000 to 5,000 people, but in locali-

ties where a cannery is in operation the

fruit can be disposed of at a profit first

to the fancy trade and then to the can-

nery.

Yields

In a good season, with proper care of

vines and without exceptional loss from

disease or insect attacks, the yield may
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be expected to run 1 roni live to twelve tons

per acre. Occasionally a good tomato

grower secures even a higher yield than

this.

It is assumed that the commercial

tomato grower will fertilize his ground

each year with well-rotted stable manure

or its equivalent. This should increase

his yield each year very materially. The

tomato responds readily to fertilization.

An excess of nitrogen causes a rank

growth of the plant at the expense of the

fruit. A study of the amount of fruit and

vine on each plant will aid the grower in

the question of handling the fertilization.

rROSSI>G TOM.VTOES TO INCKEASE
THK YIELD

"New Blood (Jives New Vigor"

Stock breeders have long recognized the

principle that mating animals of differ-

ent strains, races or varieties of the same

or closely allied species usually gives off-

spring of great vigor and frequently of

larger size than the parents. This view

had received some recognition from scien-

tists even before the time of Darwin; but

he collected so many illustrations of its

truth among both animals and plants that

biologists generally accepted the principle

as one of nature's laws, though it is a

law with exceptions. Other students and

investigators since Darwin's time have

tested this law in many fields, and, among
others, have proven it true with corn,

beans, sorghum, cotton, tobacco, peas and

other farm crops.

In order to test this law in the case of

tomatoes, Richard Wellington, of the

Geneva station. New York, undertook an

experiment covering four years, which re-

sulted in first generation crosses from

standard parents giving more ripe fruit

and larger total yield by 2V2 tons of ripe

fruit and iVj tons total yield.

It is only in the first generation that

this favorable influence is likely to be

profitable.

Why Does Crossing Increase Yield?

The fact that crossing parents not too

closely nor too distantly related increases

the vigor, size and productivity of the off-

spring is apparently well established; but

only recently has any plausible explana-

tion for this effect of cross-breeding been

given. Now, however, Mendel's experi-

ments and observations on heredity have

given at least a workable theory to ac-

count for this increase in size or vigor in

the first generation of descendants from

parents of diverse characteristics, and the

rapid disappearance or reversal of this

favorable effect in subsequent generations.

Practical Suggestions for Seed Growing

High-yielding mother plants should be

chosen two or three generations pre-

viously. This can easily be done, and

the strain kept pure, since tomatoes are

readily self-fertilized. These high-yield-

ing strains should be continued and new
crosses made as new seed is needed. The

crossing need not be done every year,

since tomato seed retains its vitality for

at least three years, so that enough

crossed seed could be secured in one sea-

son to grow the crop for three years to

follow. But the tomato grower who does

not regularly raise his own seed must buy

the crossed seed each year unless he

wishes to find his second-season crop run-

ning down in yield. The improvement in

yield is not inherent in the strain; it is

merely the result of the crossing.

Too violent crossing must not be at-

tempted, else sterility will result, as in

the well-known case of the mule. In

crossing the tomato and Jerusalem cherry

total sterility resulted.

The best results can probably be se-

cured by keeping within the species and

crossing the distinct varieties and the

distinct strains; and in selecting these,

regard must be paid to the inheritance of

such qualities as smoothness, color, shape,

size and earliness. To obtain smooth

fruits only varieties producing smooth,

even-surfaced fruits should be used, since

roughness appears in the first generation.

If (lark red tomatoes are desired, one of

the parents at least must be dark red; but

the other may be red, pink or yellow, since

the red is a stronger character than the

pink or yellow, and will hide them in the

first generation. If pink is desired the

red must be avoided and two pink varie-
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ties or a pink and a yellow used; while

to get yellow fruits both parents must be

yellow.

Size appears to be inherited in a blend-

ed condition, as it is probably not a unit

character; therefore, to obtain tomatoes

of large size, both parents must produce

large fruits; to produce small ones both

parents must be small-fruited; while to

produce medium-sized fruits, either me-

dium-fruited parents must be crossed or

small-fruited and large-fruited types. The
same condition prevails with regard to

gefteral shape as with size—an interme-

diate inheritance; and earliness probably

follows the same rule.

F. H. Hall.
Geneva Bulletin 346.

Literature on Tomato Culture

Bailey, L. H. Encyclopedia of Horti-

culture. (B-M), p. 956.

American Naturalist, June, 1887, p. 517,

and Bulletin 31, Michigan Agricultural

College.

Tracy, W. W. Tomato Culture, p. 4.

Henderson, Peter. Hand Book of

Plants, p. 456.

Tracy, W. W. Tomato Culture, pp.

16-17.

Harland, Marion. School for House-

wives.

Bailey, L. H. Survival of the Unlike,

pp. 480-485.

Virginia Experiment Station Bulletin

177.

Georgia Experiment Station Bulletin 96.

The Tomato Pack of the United States, by States, 1908-1911, as Reported by the Sec-

retary of the National Canners' Association

STATES 1908 1909 19111

Maryland
Delaware
New Jersey

Indiana
Oliio

New York
Missouri
Virginia

West V'irginia..

.

Washington
Utali

Colorado
California'
Iowa
Miciiigan

Illinois

Minnesota
Pennsylvania. .

.

Tennessee
Kentuclty
All other states.

ToUls.

Cases
4,716,000

940,000
653,000

1,126,000
406,000
369,000
646,000

607,000

779,000

646,000

611,000

182,000

Cases
4,609,000
1,236.000
944,000
852,000
339,000
298,000
244,000

985,000

930,000

247,000

223,000

77,000

3,675,000
992,000
519,000
537.000
209.000
118,000
350,000

630,000

463,000

258,000

164,000

116,000

11,479,000 10,984,000 8,031,000

Cases
3,908,000
931,000
670.000
806,000
293,000
193,000
120,000

681,000

269,000

188,000

46,000

8,449,000

> Included in the above are 390.000 dozen No. 10 tomatoes and 1,818,000 No. 2 tomatoes, ali of which have been equalised to

represent No. 3. for the purpose of comparison. In some states where 23^ size has been used totals have been made to equal 38,

and they are not otherwise shown.
' The statistics of 1910 were issued on December 6th, at which time the California tomato pacli was in progress and figures

unobtainable. Therefore, totals of this state were omitted.
The figures for California since completed are:

1910, equalized to Ss 1,204.000
1911, equalized to 3s 1,300.000

To prevent confusion or misunderstanding, the figures of this state are given in this explanatory note.

TOMATO DISEASES
Anthracnose

Colletotrichum sp.

One or more fungi are responsible for

a fruit rot. It generally causes sunken
blotches on the side of the mature fruit,

and in severe cases the whole fruit

eventually becomes affected and decay

quickly follows. The disease has been

described by different writers, and its ap-

pearance has been noted in widely sep-

arated localities.

Rolfs, who has had considerable ex-

perience with this disease claims that it

can be held in check by Bordeaux mix-

ture.

G. E. Stone,

Massachusetts Bulletin 138.
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HiAcK Kor. See Blossom End Rot, this

section.

Blight

BaciUus solaiiacearum Smith

This disease has caused considerable

Injury South. E. F. Smith has fully de-

scribed the disease and recommended as

precautions against it an early and com-

plete destruction of insect pests, and the

removal of any diseased vines. Ho also

advises the use of land on which there

have been no diseased plants, together

with seed taken from localities where

the disease has not existed.

.1. S. Robinson found that by s|n-aying

plants affected with this blight three or

four times in the summer with Bordeaux

an increased yield of two to two and one-

half tons per acre was obtained.

See also Doiony MUdeic.

G. E. Stone,

Massachusetts Bulletin 138.

Klossoiii-End Uot

—

Point Rot

F. D. Bailey

This disease is quite generally distrib-

uted throughout the country. It seldom

causes extensive loss, but from the fact

that it is more serious on the early crop,

the financial loss becomes a factor of

importance.

This rot may occur at various stages

of development of the fruit, generally

before it has reached full size, and, as

has been stated, early in the season. It

makes its appearance at the blossom end

in the form of sunken brown spots which

gradually enlarge. Such spots are dry

and hard. Many times molds or bacteria

gain entrance at this point when the fruit

is imperfect and cause decay. Such

troubles should not be confused with the

one under consideration, although they

frequently follow it.

Fig. 1. Blossom-Knd Uot of Tomato. Early stage, late ^^tage a^d^^ross-^^f
'Jf";^^^.
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The true cause of point rot does not

seem to be thoroughly understood. There

is evidence to indicate that it is an in-

fective disease, the cause of whicli is dis-

tributed by insects.

It is known that the trouble is more
serious in dry weather on light soils

where the supply of water is insufficient.

This can be corrected either by irriga-

tion or by adding organic matter so that

the water-holding power is increased.

Surface tillage should also be practiced.

Experimental work has shown that sub-

irrigation is better than surface water-

ing, and that where plants are shaded

so that transpiration is reduced the

amount of rot is considerably lessened.

Burn or Scald

A disease of rare occurence character-

ized by drying up of leaves. It is an

indoor disease attributed to burning

from sudden exposure to bright sunshine

after cloudy weather, or to lack of water,

especially when plants have been accus-

tomed to warm, moist air and plenty of

water. Plants grown under optimum
temperature conditions in properly light-

ed and ventilated houses, especially

where attention has been paid to their

care during cloudy weather, are not like-

ly to be affected with this trouble.

G. B. Stone,

Massachusetts Bulletin 138.

Collar Disease

Yermicularia sp.

A peculiar collar disease of fall green-

house tomatoes. The symptoms are an

abnormal leaf development, after the

manner of mosaic disease by artificial

inoculation.

The case under study occured in houses

that appeared to be overwatered. The
plants set very little fruit and were not

profitable. The root system normally de-

veloped except in adventitious whorl of

roots near the surface. Between these

roots and the root crown below, the

collar of the plant is surrounded by a

development of what appears to be a

parasitic fungus, a species of Yermicu-

laria. The black masses of the fungus

are also visible extending down upon the

root bases, which are lighter in color.

A similar abundance of Vermicularia

has been noted on the dead stems of

potato tops which have died from fus-

arium blight.

Something can be accomplished by

spraying with Bordeaux mixture about

the base of the plants. Certainly good
will come by withholding excess water.

A. D. Selby,

Ohio Bulletin l:14.

Damping Off. See Root Rot. this sec-

tion.

Downy Mildew, Blight

Phytophthora infestans

F. D. Bailey

This disease is due to the same cause

as the late blight of potato. It has been

quite prevalent in certain sections of

the Northwest where the potato blight

occurred during the season of 1912, and

it has caused the loss of a large per-

centage of the crop in some cases. (For

full account see late blight of potato.)

Fig. 1. Late Blight of Tomatoes. Caused by
the same fungus as the late blight of pota-
toes.

Dby Rot or Dby Weather Rot. See

Blossom End Rot, this section.

Eel Worms. See Root Knot, this sec-

tion.

Fruit Rot. See Blossom End Rot, this

section.

Hollow Stem

P. H. Rolfs mentions this trouble as

occuring in Florida. Plants suffer from
this disorder immediately after being set
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out. The central portion of tho plants

remains green, while the large leaves

turn slightly yellow; then in the course

of a week or ten days the most severely

affected fall over. On examination it is

found that the lower part of the stem

is hollow. The trouble is caused by forc-

ing the plants in the seed bed, and any-

thing which induces a soft watery growth

is likely to cause hollow stem. Quick

growing varieties are more likely to be

affected, and transjilanting before hard-

ening off the plants is favorable to the

trouble.

G. E. Stone,

Massachusetts Bulletin LIS.

Loaf Blight. Kust

Cylindrospurium sp.

Considerable trouble has been exper-

ienced with this blight on Long Island*

and in New Jersey.** It occurs as brown-

ish spots on the leaves, and as the trouble

progresses it involves the whole leaf,

causing it to turn brown and dry up.

In severe cases of infection practically

all of the foliage may be destroyed.

The trouble has occasionally been ob-

served on greenhouse tomatoes.

For field crops spraying has been rec-

ommended. In the greenhouse the rem-

edy is more simple, since the disease

results from too much crowding.

A similar spot is often found on chrys-

anthemums. On botli tomatoes and chrys-

anthemums the disease is confined to the

lower shaded leaves of closely planted

crops, and Is never observed on individ-

ual plants of chrysanthemums grown in

pots or where light and air have access

to the foliage. In the fall and winter,

when the light is poor, the lower loaves

of crowded plants often deteriorate and

show signs of prematurity; consequent-

ly becoming more susceptible to disease.

To prevent this trouble the crop should

not be planted too closely, and the foliage

should receive more air and sunlight.

On too closely planted tomato plants the

men
520

• New York (Geneva) Aerleultural Ktufir'

»nt Station, 14th Annnual Ueport, 1H'.).,. p.

-• NVw .Tersev Acrldilturfll Kxnerlment Sta-

tion, 15th Annual Report. 1804, p. 361.

lower leaves may be removed, and if

diseased, destroyed. The pruning of the

lower leaves is not harmful and lets in

more light and air where it is needed.

Leaf might

.^cptoria sp.

Leaf blight is frequently seen on field

crops of tomatoes. It is reported as

being rather serious in New Jersey, Ohio

and tlie south, and it has recently caused

much trouble in the Middle West.

This disease is distinguished from

other leaf diseases by the presence of

circular spots, at first appearing on the

lower leaves. The infection increases

with the development of the plant, and

in severe cases little remains of the plant

but bare stems and small, stunted fruit.

It yields to treatment with the Bordeaux

mixture. The first spraying should be

given about two weeks after transplant-

ing, followed by two or three additional

sprayings at intervals of three weeks.

G. E. Stone,

Massachusetts Bulletin 138.

Leaf Mold

Cladosporium fulvum

F. D. Bailey

This fungous disease is often found on

tomatoes when raised under glass. In

the South it is sometimes destructive in

the open. In the Northwest where green-

house men are familiar with it, little

concern is felt, for while the foliage is

somewhat decreased in efficiency, it at-

tacks only the older leaves, and the plants

mature a good crop. The yield is pro-

ably held down, however, and careful

comparative tests will doubtless show

the advisability of spraying.

Symptoms

This fungus attacks the older leaves,

causing yellow spots to appear on the

upper surface. On the lower side these

spots are darker in color, and on close

examination will be found to be covered

with a gray-colored mold or fungus.

Many spores capable of spreading the

fungus are produced on this growth. Air

currents, water or insects furnish means

of scattering to other leaves.
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Control

The most satisfactory method of con-

trol is the maintenance of dry atmo-

sphere. The foliage should be sprinkled

only on very bright dry days. It is

claimed that sprinkling lime-sulphur on

the heating pipes has checked the fungus.

Loaf Mold

Altcrnaria Solani (E. & M.) Jones &
Grout.

The fungus causing leaf mold is the

same as that giving rise to the early

blight of potatoes. It often occurs on
the leaves and fruit of field crops. The
leaves affected with this fungus present

at first minute spots, which gradually

enlarge and become marked with con-

centric lines. These spots are sometimes
associated with the injuries caused by
the flea beetle.

The remedy advocated is similar to

those that are applied for the early blight

of potatoes, namely, spraying with some
good fungicide.

Mildew. See Leaf Mold, this section.

llosaic Disease

The so-called mosaic disease,* whch is

common to tomatoes, is characterized by

a peculiar yellow spotting of the upper

surface of the leaves. These yellow spots,

particularly when exposed to bright sun-

light, subsequently become purplish in

color, and the margins of the leaves curl

up. Many crops are affected with what is

termed "mosaic trouble," and in all cases

this is associated with too extensive

pruning. The more a tomato plant is

pruned the more likely it is to be affect-

ed with the mosaic disease, and topping

or pruning of the leader induces this

trouble more than other methods of

pruning.

The mosaic disease is apparently a

functional trouble, and little is known
about it. Similar troubles are associated

with tobacco (calico) and are believed

to be infectious. The presence of this

disease on tobacco is thought by some to

be associated with certain methods of

transplanting. The disease on tomatoes
does not destroy the foliage of the plant,

but the abnormal metabolic processes

which appear to be associated with this

disease apparently affect the yield.

Nematodes. See Root Knot, this sec-

tion.

Oedema

This peculiar trouble of greenhouse to-

matoes was first investigated by G. F.

Atkinson* of Cornell University, who
made an exhaustive study of it. He
diagnoses the disease as follows:

"Oedema of the tomato is a swelling

of certain parts of the plant brought

about by an excess of water, which
stretches the cell walls, making them
very thin and the cells very large. The
excess of water may be so great that the

cell walls break down, and that part of

the plant dying, exerts an injurious in-

fluence in adjacent parts."

The cause of Oedema is insuflScient

light, too much water in the soil and too

high a moisture content of the air. It

is an abnormal disease of very rare oc-

currence, and should cause no trouble if

good judgment is exercised in growing
the plants.

Oedema is easily produced by maintain-

ing too moist an atmosphere and too high

a soil temperature.

Point Rot. See Blossom End Rot, this

section.

Root Knot

Eel Worm, Nematodes
Heterodera radicicola (Greef) Mull.

One of the common troubles on indoor

tomatoes is caused by nematodes—small

worms which inhabit the soil. They
gain entrance to the young roots where

a part of their development takes place.

The presence of these minute worms in

the tissue of the roots causes a reaction

on the part of the cells, resulting in the

formation of galls. On tomato roots

many galls are formed which cut off

the water supply and cause more or less

injury to the crop.

Eel worms are very susceptible to treat-

• Bureau of Plant Industry. U, S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture. A. F. Woods, Bulletin IS. • Cornell Bulletin SS. 1893.
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ment by drying, freezing or excess of

water, ami lush temperatures, and the

methods of treatment are based upon our

knowledge of the influence of these fact-

ors upon the organisms. Drying the soil

has been employed in Europe on field

crops and is very satisfactory when ap-

plied on a small scale in the greenhouse.

Removing the soil and replacinj; it with

new, or freezing it, is quite effective, and

the so-called catch crop method has

proved successful in some instances. The

method consists in planting some crops

like mustard or rape before the regular

crop is planted, and when the galls are

well formed the crop is dug up, and the

roots exposed to the drying action of the

sun, which kills the worms. By this

method the females are captured and de-

stroyed at the most advantageous time.

One of the most practical methods of

rirlding a house of eel worms, when the

proper facilities are at hand, consists in

sterilizing. With special appliances this

can be done effectively at no great cost,

and is on the whole the cheapest and

best method of destroying this pest.

Where water is allowed to stand for

some time in the soil it becomes destruc-

tive to eel worms.

G. E. Stone,

Massachusetts Bulletin 138.

Root Kot, Bosctte, Dampin^-Off

Khizoctonia sp.

Root root or rosette occurs frequently

in greenhouses where tomatoes are

grown following crops of lettuce. The

fungus produces various effects which

are commonly damping-off of the younger

seedlings or collapse of the older ones;

recently a basal constriction of the stem

of mature plants is traced to Rhizocto-

nia. In this case wilting of plants re-

sults. It seems to be propagated un-

der greenhouse conditions where much

organic matter is used and calls for soil

disinfection through steaming or for-

malin drench. In older plants the symp-

toms are a shortened development of the

axis, giving effects similar to that in let-

tuce.

Rust. See Leaf Blight, this section.

Sc.\n. See Leaf Mould, this section.

Selerotiiini Hllght

This is a wilt disease first reported by

Rolfs from Florida but it is now general

in greenhouses. The first symptom is wilt-

ing of the terminal portion of plant. The

(lead plants and diseased portions show

in them sclerotia of the fungus which

causes the trouble. These are of the size

of mustard seed or smaller, at first milk .

white and finally mahogany red to black.

Sometimes these sclerotia grow together

in anvil-shaped masses. Burning diseased

plants is advised.

A. D. Selby,

Ohio Bulletin :;14.

Sleeping Dise.\ses. See Wilt, this sec-

tion.

Summer Blight. See Wilt, this section.

Surface Molds

White Fly Excretions

Tomatoes under glass suffer to a con-

siderable extent from the excretions of

the greenhouse white fly (Aleyrodes).

When this fly becomes abundant and is

allowed to thrive in the house the plants

become coated with a sticky substance

(honey dew), which forms a favorable

medium for the development of surface

molds. The remedy is to destroy the flies.

Hydrocyanic acid gas is recommended and

the following formula has been used with

success.

Ten gms. fused cyanide of potassium

(98-99% pure), 20 c.c. commercial sul-

phuric acid; 40 c.c. of water to 1,000 cubic

feet of space.

Turn the acid into the water in an

earthen or graniteware jar and then, by

a loose bag and string, drop the cyanide

in, after tightly closing the place to be

fumigated.

Fumigate every two weeks as long as

the fly is present. Cyanide of potassium

is a virulent poison and the house should

be thoroughly aired before it is re-entered.

Timlier Rot

Sclerotinia libcrtiana Fckl.

The fungus causing what is termed

"timber rot" is occasionally found on

tomatoes, and the effects are similar to
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those produced by the stem rot of cucum-

bers. Tomatoes, however, are not as sus-

ceptible to timber rot as cucumbers, al-

though when affected the crop is great-

ly injured. We have repeatedly grown
crops of tomatoes In soil badly infected

with the timber rot fungus but as a rule

only a few plants become diseased, and
from this it would appear that tomatoes
are generally immune to attacks from
Sclerotinia.

Sclerotinia is a sterile soil fungus, and
gains entrance to the plant near the sur-

face of the soil. When the plant becomes
infected the fungus traverses the stem
and breaks out some distance above the

ground, the part of the stem affected be-

coming whitish in appearance. Small,

hard, black masses called sclerotia. about
one-thirty-second or more of an inch in

diameter, make their appearance on the

surface of the stem. These sclerotia are

capable of throwing out filaments, or ger-

minating and affecting other plants. Dry-
ing the soil greatly increases the activity,

and infection of succeeding crops is there-

by materially increased.

Control

Since the disease has not proved to be

of great importance on tomatoes in North-
ern greenhouses, remedial measures are

not urgently needed; but should it ever

become so, soil sterilization will be found
efficacious, and the treatment of the soil

with formalin may prove valuable.

G. E. Stone,

Massachusetts Bulletin 138.

Western Tomato Blight

F. D. B.\iLEy

This disease of tomatoes has, for some
time, caused severe losses to growers and
in certain sections has forced them to give

up what would otherwise be a very profit-

able crop. It is apparently confined in

distribution to the region of the North-

west known locally as the "Inland Em-
pire." In Oregon it is serious only in

the eastern sections of the state and west-

ward along the Columbia river.

This disease is characterized by a grad-

ual yellowing and curling of the foliage;

as the leaf tissue turns yellow the veins

take on a purplish color. The plants are

dwarfed and fail to mature fruit. The
stem of an affected plant is thickly cov-

ered with glandular hairs, the stain which
they produce seeming to be much more
abundant than from a healthy plant. The
root systems of diseased plants are of-

ten very different from the normal healthy

ones. The smaller lateral roots show the

effect of some organism. They are at first

discolored and finally die back. Where
such a root is killed, several more start at

its base from the main root to replace it.

These are often killed and the same
thing happens again, so that a cluster or
mat of short laterals is produced instead
of the long normal feeding roots. This
condition has led to an investigation for
the presence of a fungus which attacks
the roots from the soil.

Investigations have been carried on for
some time at the Washington State Ex-
periment Station, where Professor H. B.

Humphrey has succeeded in proving that
the causal fungus is a species of a com-
mon soil organism. This fungus is a dif-

ficult one to combat. There are several
further experiments to be tried toward
this end. So far the following courses
are recommended:

Treatment
The work at the Pullman station seems

to show that the most help along control
lines at present can be obtained if the
seed bed is done away with. The seed
should be planted four to a hill and in
hills three or four feet apart in the field.

Individual forcing boxes should be used,
if practical, until the plants are five or
six inches higb. After removing these,
thin the plants so as to have one to a
hill.

The experiments where this method
was trietl showed a very smair percent-
age of blight as against varying losses
where checks were kept by setting plants
from seed beds. The difference probably
is due to the fact that the roots are in-

jured in transplanting, thus furnishing
the fungus an opportunity to enter.

Resistant Strain

Another course which may well be pur-
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sued is the development of a resistant

strain. The grower first selects several

desirable varieties. These are planted

where it is known that the disease has

appeared previously, and from any plants

that mature fruit, seed is saved. Mark

especially any plants that show resistance

to the wilt and take the seed from several

tomatoes on such plants. The following

season this method is followed out asain,

using the seed saved from the seeming-

ly resistant plants. After several years

of careful selecting, a strain should be

obtained which v.-ill retain the character

of resistance.

Wliite Mold

Eriophyes caJacladopUora

This is a disease of the tomato char-

acterized by general fuzziness. In its first

stages it may be recognized from the

following description by P. H. Rolfs:

If one is standing in a tomato field

shortly after sunrise, or near sunset, and

looking across the field in the direction

of the sun, the plants which are attacked

will be easily distinguished from the

others in the field by a peculiar white,

fuzzzy appearance of the upper portion

of the stem.

In spite of its name "mold," it is not

caused by a fungus parasite, but, as was

determined by P. H. Rolfs in 1892, by a

small mite, closely related to the rust

mite of citrus. This mite Is almost pe-

culiar to Florida, although it occurs as far

north as South Carolina.

The remedy is the same as for its close

relative, the mite of citrus; that is, sul-

phur. In this case the sulphur is best

used as a spray, which must be thorough-

ly applied.

Caustic soda (98 per cent), 10 pounds;

flowers of sulphur, 20 pounds; water, 20

gallons.

Mix the sulphur in cold water to a

thick paste, add the soda, and as it boils

add water gradually to make 20 gallons.

This water should be added fast enough
to prevent burning, but not fast enough
to stop boiling. The result will be a

dark coffee-colored liquid. Strain through

a fine-meshed cloth or spray-strainer.

Keep in tightly-corked jugs. Mix one-half

.gallon of this stock solution in 40 gallons

of water when ready to use. Other good

remedies are: lime-sulphur solution, dry

sulphur and dry sulphur and lime.

J. R. Watson,
Florida Bulletin 112.

Wilt or Snminor Itli^^lit

F. D. BAiLiiV

This disease is very much like the

Western tomato blight in many respects,

but should not be confused with it. It is

described as occurring throughout Cali-

fornia, and, in some instances, causing

a total loss of the plants in a field.

In Oregon occasional reports, of what
is quite certainly this disease, have come
from the southern part of the state.

Symptoms
The trouble makes its appearance in the

early summer. Often the plants are quite

large and fruit Is set before the disease

begins to appear. Scattering plants

through the field are the first to appear
sickly; these gradually fall behind the
rest in growth, take on an unhealthy color

and finally wilt. The wilting is at first

noticeable during the hot part of the day
only, but as the disease progresses, the
plant finally collapses entirely. This
condition may continue to spread through
the summer until very few or no plants

are left.

Cause

The cause of this disease is a species
of Fusarium, a common soil fungus. This
fungus attacks the roots from below the
surface of the soil and causes a root rot.

It also enters the conductive tissues of
the plant, where it spreads and plugs
the vessels so that the water supply is

prevented from reaching the top, and as
a result the plant wilts.

Treatment

As regards control measures little of

value can be recommended. In some
cases it may be advisable to sterilize the

soil in the seed beds in regions where the

trouble is prevalent. This method would
not generally prove practical, however,
and the use of new land, when possible,

is to be preferred.
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There is more hope in combating this

disease by the development of resistant

strains or races. While this is a slow

process, it has proven satisfactory where

similar diseases have occurred in other

plants. (See Western Tomato BUyht for

method to employ.)

AVilt, "Sleeping Disease"

Fusarium lycopersici Sacc.

The symptoms of this wilt are rather

characteristic. It may attack plants

either vigorous or of slow development.

Commonly the first symptom noticed is

the yellowing and drying up of the lower

leaves. Soon dark areas appear in the

stem and also in the fruits. At all stages

cross sections show darkening of vessels.

The roots become darkened and watery in

the region of the vessels. Eventually the

top of the plant wilts and the leaves die

both above and below, while the fruit has

become worthless. This is a soil-infesting

disease that should be controlled by

thorough soil sterilization.

A. D. Selby,

Ohio Bulletin 214.

Winter Bliglit of Tomato

Winter blight occurs on the winter ship-

ping crop or in early spring plants. The
leaves and stems are blackened and killed

and spots appear on the fruit causing it

to soon decay. Bordeaux mixture 5-5-50

formula, sprayed on the plants following

a rain holds the disease in check. The
late blight of the potato Is also caused

by this disease.

Tomato Diseases—Bibliosraphy

Western Tomato Blight
None.

Wilt

1906. California Experiment Station

Bulletin 175.

1912. Tennessee Experiment Station

Bulletin 95.

Blight

1906. California Experiment Station

Bulletin 175.

1911. Virginia Experiment Station

Bulletin Polytechnic Institute 192.

(Also see Late Blight of Potato.)

Leaf Mold

189S. Florida Experiment Station Bul-

letin 47.

Point Rot

1907. Massachusetts Experiment Sta-

tion Technical Bulletin 3.

1911. Georgia Experiment Station Bul-

letin 96.

TOMATO PESTS

Blister Beetles

Epicauta sp.

These insects, also known as "Spanish

flies," or "old-fashioned potato bugs,"

sometimes become sufficiently numerous

to strip the leaves from quite an area

of their favorite foods, such as tomato,

potato, beet and tobacco. The adults

move in large companies, which can strip

a number of plants in a few hours. It is

only the adult beetles that injure vege-

tation. The young feed either on the

honey and eggs of wild bees, or on the

eggs of grasshoppers, in which latter

event they do much good. In view of this

fact, it is probably as well to make no

very strenuous attempt to destroy them

unless they occur in such excessive hordes

as to threaten serious damage.

The best remedy is probably lead ar-

senate, or zinc arsenite. The spraying

should be done very thoroughly, so as to

cover every portion of the plants in order

to discourage feeding. The beetles take

fright readily, and an old remedy is to

drive them from a small patch by means
of leafy branches, brooms or switches.

J. R. Watson,
Florida Bulletin 112.

Boll Worm. See Tomato Fruit Worm,
this section.

Bugs

In common with many other plants, the

tomato suffers from the attacks of a num-

ber of bugs which suck the juices of the

plant. Among them are the green soldier

bug, or pumpkin bug (Nezara hilaris),

the stink bug (Eusctiistus variolarius)

,

and the leaf-footed plant bug (Lepto-

glossus phyllopus)

.

Kerosene emulsion, or tobacco decoc-

tion, will prove effective against the young
nymphs, and it is at this stage that they
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should receive the attention of the grow-

er. When they have become adults it

is rather more difficult to kill them. Then
hand picking, or knocking them off into

a pan of kerosene in the early morning or

on cool days when they are sluggish, is

about the only practical method of deal-

ing with them.

Besides these larger bugs, tomato

plants are often attacked by a number
of smaller, more delicate bugs. Among
them may be mentioned the tarnished

plant bug, a greenish-brown insect about

one-fourth of an inch long; the sharp-

shooters, and the leaf hoppers. One of the

latter is the "destructive leaf hopper"

(Cicadula), a brownish bug about one-

fifth of an inch long. This lays its eggs

in the tender branches, causing them to

wilt. These wilting branches may be de-

stroyed with the contained eggs. The to-

bacco sprays will prove effective against

any of these smaller bugs even in the

adult stage.

Colorado Potato Beetle

Leptinotarsa decemlineata

Occasionally attacks tomatoes. The
best remedy, if the beetles become serious,

is a solution of lead arsenate, one pound
to from seven to ten gallons of water.

Where they are but few, hand picking

will prove to be more practical.

J. R. Watso.n

See also Colorado Potato Beetle under

Potato Pests.

Cobn-Ear Worm. See Tomato Fruit

Worm, this section.

Cutworms

Many species, but all naked larvae of

the Noctuid family of moths.

Remedies to Use

Spray grass or weeds with poison on

ground in preparation for cultivation sev-

eral days before plowing; or scatter over

the ground before planting a poisoned

bran mash made as follows:

Use one-half pound of sugar or mo-

lasses per gallon of water, and use enough

of such sweetened water to dampen ,'50

pounds of bran. Now add one-half pound

of Paris green or white arsenic by sprink-

ling lightly over the surface of the bran,

while vigorously stirring so as to mix the

I)oison uniformly through the mass. Vege-

tables already planted may be protected

l)y a teaspoonful being placed near the

base of the plant.

This poison keeps effective through a

longer period if placed under boards or

chips scattered through the garden. An-

other good poisoned bait is obtained by

spraying clover or other succulent vege-

tables with poison, mowing the same and

scattering it in fair-sized heaps over the

infested ground. Make the piles large

enough to prevent the under portion from

quickly drying out.

Robins, blackbirds and bluebirds de-

stroy many cutworms.

H. A. GOSSARD

Grasshoppers

Many species.

These attack tomatoes in common with

other plants, and in occasional years there

is an outbreak of a serious nature. In

the tomato field the best method is prob-

ably one of the poison baits. The most

successful is the following "Minnesota

mixture:

Sodium arsenite (commercial), one

l)ound; horse manure, 120 to 150 pounds;

cheap molasses, one pint. The arsenite

and molasses should be dissolved in

enough water to moisten the mass.

It has been found that field crops may
be protected and the grasshoppers killed

by spraying with the following:

Commercial arsenite of soda, three

pounds; molasses, one and one-half gal-

lons; water, 180 gallons.

Green Soldier Bug. See Bufis, this

section.

Leaf-footed Plant Bug. See Bugs, this

section. Also under Squash Pests.

Leaf Hoppers. See Bugs, this section.

Potato Fi.ea Beetle. See Potato Pests.

Pumpkin Bug. See Bugs, this section.

Scniltropical Army Worm
Prodenia eridania

This insect is related to the cutworms.

The fore wings are gray with brown mark-

ings, and the hind wings are pearly white.
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The caterpillar lias five longitudinal yel-

low stripes.

Spray with lead arsenate or zinc arsen-

Ite.

J. R. Watson

SiiAiiPsnooTERs. See Bags, this sec-

tion.

SoLANUM Mealy Bug. See Potato Pests.

Sti.nk Bug. See Bugs, this section.

Sphinxes

Tobacco Sphin-t

Phlegethontiiis giiinguemaculata Haw.
(Family Sphingidae)

Protoparce quinquemaculata Haw.
Protoparce celeus Hubn.

General Appearance

All forms of this species greatly re-

semble those of the tomato worm in size

and general appearance. The lateral

oblique white stripes of the larvae do not

extend as far up the back in the tobac-

co worm as in the tomato worm. There

are also longitudinal white stripes below

the spiracles, forming "Vs" with the obli-

que stripes. The horn at the tip of the

body is black. The chrysalis has a much
longer tongue case in this species than

has that of the tomato worm. The adults

are about the same size, this species be-

ing duller and with less distinct white

markings. The abdomen is more pointed;

the spots are lighter orange in color and
two less in number than in the tomato
sphinx.

f»10
I

Fig. 1. The Tobacco Sphinx ( Phlei/cthonHua
quinqurmaettlata Haw.) at Left and the To-
mato Sphinx ( PMefiethontius sexta .Tohan.)
at RiRht. The chrysalis and larva are of
the tobacco sphinx. 'Oriclnal.)

Food Plants

The principal food plants of this in-

sect are tobacco and tomato, though they

feed upon various varieties of the Solana-

ceae.

Natural Enemies

Internal parasites prey upon the larvae

and greatly aid in keeping down the num-
bers.

White-Lined Sphinx ob Morning
Sphinx. See page 755.

Tomato Sphinx

Phlegethontiiis sexta Johan.

(Family Sphingidae)

Protoparce sexta Johan.

Protoparce Carolina Linn.

General Appearance

The larvae of this moth are exceedingly

large, often attaining a length of nearly

four inches. They are green in color with

showy, oblique white stripes, and highly

colored spiracles along the side. They
always have the characteristic curved

spine on the last segment, which is red

in this species. The chrysalis is rich

brown and nearly two inches long. The
adults are two inches long, having a wing
expanse of from four to five inches. The
general color is gray with orange or yel-

low spots on each side of the abdomen.

Distribution

Exceedingly common.

Food Plants

The larvae work largely upon tomato
plants, often defoliating large areas. They
also attack potato, tobacco and various

Solanaceae.

Natural Enemies

Internal parasites perform an impor-

tant part in the control of this pest and
are responsible for the comparatively

small amount of damage done.

E. O. Essio

Snck Fly

Dicyphwi minimus Uhler

This small bug which is a serious pest

of tobacco, occasionally attacks tomatoes

and eggplants in the early fall.

The adult is about one-eighth of an
inch in length. Quaintance found that a
strong tobacco infusion was the best
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reinoiiy. Oiu' pound of tobacco to every

gallon of water was found necessary to

kill them.

Boil thoroughly for an hour, and strain.

The decoction will keep two or three days

only. Here, as elsewhere, clean culture

is one of the best preventives. Clean up

and burn all plants of both tobacco and

tomato as soon as the crop is harvested.

Tarnished Plant Bug. See Strawberry

Pests, also Bucis. this section.

Tomato Aphis

ilegoura solan i Tlionia.'i

For method of control, see general ar-

ticle on Aphids.

Tomato, Coni-Kar Worm or Cotton-

Boll Worm
Heliothi.i obsoleta Fab.

(Family :Noctui(Uir)

Hiliothis armiger Hubn.

General Appearance

The adult moths are day as well as

night flyers and are exceedingly common.

They are nearly one inch long and gray-

ish or brownish in color, with or without

markings upon the fore wings. The eggs

are dirty yellowish-white in color. The
larvae are nearly two inches long when
full-grown and vary from yellowish to

brownish in color with longitudinal gray

and white stripes and with eight dark

spots or tubercles on each segment. The
pupae are rich brown.

DistrilMition

Exceedingly common.

Food Plants

This species is perhaps most commonly
known as the corn-ear worm from its at-

tacks upon the ears of sweet corn. The
larvae enter near the silk end and de-

stroy either the tip or the whole ear. The
damage done is often enormous. The
fruit of the tomato is also attacked, the

worm eating large holes into the bot-

toms or sides and thus causing decay.

In the Southern states this species works

upon the cotton bolls anfi is there known
as the cotton-boll worm.

Control
The control of this pest is somewhat

more complicated than in the case of the

ordinary cutworms, due to the fact that

the young worms work in the ear of the

corn, in the tomato or cotton boll and are

thoroughly protected from external rem-
edies. The use of early-ripening vari-

eties as well as a trap crop is highly

recommended. Spraying the young ears,

tomatoes, or bolls with poisoned sprays
gives relief if the work is done thorough-

ly and often, but it must be begun before

the worms are inside.

White Fly of Tomato
Alcuroflfs tabaci

This relative of the too well-known
citrus white fly occasionally attacks toma-
toes. Kerosene emulsion is recommended,
as well as destruction of badly infested

vines.

J. R. Watson
Tools. See Apple Orchard, Cultivation

of.

Toi'-WoiiKi.No. See Apple. Propagation,

p. 125.

ToRiNGO Applr. See Apple, Botany of.

TowNSHEND, .1. K. See History of Or-

charding in Old Oregon.

Transportation of Nur.sery Stock. See

Laws.

Tracing Movements of Cars. See Re-

duction of Waste in Marketing, under

Marketing.

Trees, Where to Buy. See Apple, p.

135.

Tree Roots. See Root System.

Turnip

The word turnip is defined as "the

fleshy, globular, edible root of a biennial

plant of the mustard family; also the

plant." The roots are boiled and served as

a vegetable in various ways, and also fed

to domestic stock The tender growing

tops are also gathered in the spring, and

cooked as greens. The turnip is grown

generally in autumn; and while it is

sometimes grown in early spring, the seed

is sown mostly in August, or September,

depending on the latitude and climate.

and grown during the cool weather of

autumn, reaching its highest development

in the later part of the season, just be-

fore the ground freezes. During the first
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year of its growth, the root is formed,

and if allowed to remain in the ground

during the winter, or taken from the soil

and stored, then transplanted in the

spring, the second year will form a long

branched stem, bearing bright yellow flow-

ers, which form the seeds for sowing the

following year.

Varieties

The varieties of turnip are generally

classified according to their shape.

First: The long varieties with a root

three or more times as long as the

breadth.

Second. Spindle-shaped varieties, with

a root about twice as long as the breadth.

Third: Round or globe varieties with

an almost spherical root.

Fourth: Flat varieties with a root

broader than long.

There are also many intermediate

forms. Turnips may also be grouped ac-

cording to the color of the upper part

of the root which comes above the ground,

and according to the color of the flesh,

which is white or yellow. The yellow-

fleshed varieties, many of which are prob-

ably hybrids between the turnip and the

Swede, are more robust, hardy, of slower

growth, more nutritious and of superior

feeding qualities. This variety is also

less injured by Irost than the white tur-

nip.

The Swede turnip differs from the tur-

nip proper in having the first foliage

leaves of a pale bluish-green color, some-

times called sea green, and covered with

a bluish-white bloom; rather than the

grass green of the ordinary turnip. The
root of the Swede also bears a distinct

neck with well-marked leaf scars, the

flesh is yellow or reddish orange, firmer

and keeps better during the winter.

Rutabaga is another name for the

Swede turnip. It is grown in the same
manner as the common turnip, except that

it is of slower growth and should be

planted about a month earlier, say about

the last of June, or the first of July.

Cnltivation

The turnip should be grown in rich

rather sandy loam. It is not best that

the soil should be heavily fertilized with

barnyard manure, on account of the tend-

ency to attack from worms. A new soil

is good, or a soil recently in pasture, or

meadow, or a soil rich in potash. To be

of the best quality, the turnip should

grow rapidly. The seed is very small,

and in sowing Is generally mixed with

some fine substance like dust, or ashes.

It may be sown broadcast, or in drills and
thinned to the proper distances. Often

turnips grown for use late in the season

are grown on ground where an early crop

has been harvested, such as early pota-

toes, early cabbages, wheat, rye or early

corn. In this manner the ground may
be used for the growing of two crops in

one season.

Gkanville Lowther

TURNIP DISEASES AND PESTS

Turnips are attacked by the same dis-

eases and pests as other cruciferae. See

Cabbage, Mustard, Cauliflower, etc.

Turnips, How Grown in Alaska. See

Alaska.

TuRNiP.s AND Rape iob Cover Crops.

See Apple Orchard Cover Crops.

Utah
Utah was named after the Ute tribe of

Indians. It contains 84,000 square miles.

Running north and south through the

state are mountain ranges, the principal

of which is the Wasatch range, termed
the "Backbone of the State."

The Green and Grand rivers drain the

territory east of this range. In the west-

ern part of the state is a range of moun-
tains that is a part of the Sierra Nevadas.

Between these two ranges, one on the east

and one on the west, is a great basin in

which is situated the Great Salt Lake,
sometimes called the "Dead Sea of Ameri-
ca," and Utah lake about 40 miles south-

ward from Salt lake.

The annual rainfall is only about 10i/>

inches per annum, and little can be grown
without irrigation.

Cache valley iu the Wasatch range is a
fruit-growing section about GO miles long

and from 12 to 18 miles wide, but the dif-
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Acuity here is Uiiit only a small iiropor-

tion of it can be irrigated.

In the northern portion of the state

there is much danger from frosts, except

where the land is protected by air drain-

age, usually by what is called canyon
winds, which begin blowing about eight

o'clock in the evening and blow with al-

most absolute regularity all night. These
winds are so strong as to make necessary

wind breaks to protect the trees.

In Washington county in the southwest-

ern part of the state there is a section

where the climate is mild, the air drain-

age good, and where all kinds of fruits

common to northern climates can be suc-

cessfully grown.

GUANVILLE LOWTIIER

Trodiiction of Yeftetables and Fruits In

Utah

Vegetables, flowers and plants, and
nursery products: 1909 and 1899. The
table which follows shows details with

regard to vegetables, not including pota-

toes and sweet potatoes and yams, and

also with regard to flowers and plants

and nursery products:

CROP
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tity of product, but the data for the cen-

suses of 1910 and 1900 are not closely

comparable, and the product Is there-

fore compared, although variations may
be due largely to temporarily favorable

or unfavorable climatic conditions.

Small fruits: 1909 and 1899. The following table shows data with regard to

small fruits on farms:

CROP
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i-liard fruits increased from $263,000 in

1899 to $641,000 in 1909. and that of

grapes from $27,736 in 1899 to $28,126

in 1909. It should be noted in this con-

nection that the values for 1S99 include

the value of more advanced products de-

rived from orchard fruits or srapes, such

as cider, vinegar, dried fruits and the

like, and may tlierefore involve some du-

plication, while the values shown for

1909 relate only to the products in their

original condition.

The next table shows the quantities of

the more advanced products manufac-

tured by farmers from orchard fruits and
grapes. Values were not called for on

the schedule.

PRODUCT
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not hinder the growth of the trees nor

in the least injure them, provitied as many
tons of barnyard manure is placed upon

the land as there are tons of vegetables

removed. In some cases where the land

is naturally fertile, this may not be neces-

sary, but in most cases this rule will ap-

ply.

Much depends on the circumstances un-

der which orchards are grown as to

whether inter-cropping pays, or to what

extent it will pay; but more depends on

the man. the intelligence with which he

chooses the varieties, the cultivation and

last but not least, the marketing.

Management

After all the crops are harvested the

ground should be plowed. After it is

plowed then it should be manured. Some
people would manure it before the fall

plowing, but our objection to this is that

when the land is plowed again in the

spring the manure that was plowed under

the previous autumn will be turned back

and be on the surface after the spring

plowing, while if it is placed on the land

after the fall plowing and allowed to re-

main during the winter the rains and

the snows will leach the soluble sub-

stances down into the soil, and the follow-

ing spring when the early plowing is

done this manure will be turned under

and will be a few inches below the sur-

face, where it will more readily decay,

and from which position the roots of the

growing crops will draw their food.

Ground should not be plowed when It is

too wet, for the stirring of wet land tends

to pack the soil, and when it dries it be-

comes cloddy.

In the autumn bulbs should be covered

with leaves, straw or litter to a depth of

two or three inches to protect them from

freezing. The old stalks of asparagus

should be cut and burned and the bed

covered with barnyard manure about

three inches deep. In the autumn the

seed should be selected for the following

year, and the best and most perfect speci-

mens of all products should be chosen for

seed.

In the selection of potatoes for seed

many people think that it is not impor-

tant to select the best specimens. They

plant the small unmarketable potatoes,

thinking that they will produce as good

a crop as if the best were selected; but

the opinion of experts in the government

stations and in the state agricultural col-

leges is against this idea. They advise

planting perfect specimens of potatoes in

order to get the best results.

Rhubarb requires a rich, mellow soil,

which should be deeply plowed and well

fertilized.

Certain kinds of vegetables will mix
by the carrying of pollen from one to an-

other it planted side by side at such times

as the pollen will form at the same period.

For instance, if summer squashes and

pumpkins are planted near together

about the same time, the bees will carry

the pollen from one to the other and
there will be a mixture of the two vari-

eties. Field corn, popcorn and sweet

corn will mix in the same way.

Gbanville Lowther

COMMON VEGETABLES
The different species of vegetables

commonly grown for home use and com-

mercial purposes are listed here:

Anise, artichokes, asparagus, beans,

beets, Brussels sprouts, cabbage, caraway,

carrots, cauliflower, celery, celeriac, cori-

ander, corn, cress, cucumber, dill, egg-

plant, endive, fennel, garlic, gourd,

greens, horseradish, kale or broccoli,

kohlrabi, leeks, lettuce, melons; (1) musk-

melon, (2) watermelon; okra, onions, oys-

ter plant or salsify, parsnip, parsley,

peas, peppers, potatoes: (1) Irish, (2)

sweet; pumpkins, radishes, rhubarb, ruta-

baga, salsify or oyster plant, spinach or

spinage, squash, tomatoes, turnips, water-

cress.

CLASSIFICATION OF VEGETABLES
Samuel B. Green classifies vegetables as

follows:

Vegetables may be classified in many
ways, but perhaps the most helpful way
is to divide them according to the con-

ditions under which they grow best into

(1) warm and (2) cold climate vege-

tables:
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(1) Among warm climate vegetables

(often called tropical) we have tomato,

corn, beans, pepper, eggplant, cucum-

ber, musk melon, watermelon, squash,

pumpkin and okra. These plants all re-

quire hot weather for their growth, are

severely injured by first hard frost, and

should not be planted in open ground un-

til warm weather Is assured. They are

generally at their best on a warm south-

ern exposure and in soil having a little

sand in its composition. These plants

are all natives of hot climates and will

not survive long in cold climates when
left to themselves.

(2) Among cold climate vegetables,

we have practically all those commonly
grown not mentioned above, (1) such as

asparagus, rhubarb, horseradish, salsify

and parsnip, which stand our severest

winters without injury; and those that are

less hardy, such as onions, leeks, peas,

beets, spinach, cabbage, Brussels sprouts,

cauliflower, cress, kale, kohlrabi, rad-

ishes, rutabaga, turnip, carrot, parsley,

celery, celerlac, lettuce, endive, potato,

tomato and others. These all grow well

at a cool temperature and most of them
will stand some frost without injury.

They may be divided into those with tops

that are frost hardy or frost tender

as follows:

By frost tender is meant those whose

tops are injured by a light frost, such as

potato, asparagus, strawberry, tomato,

and of course all the tropical plants men-

tioned above (1). Some plants like aspar-

agus and our native oak trees may have

foliage that is very susceptible to frost

but are hardy in winter.

By frost hardy is meant those having

foliage that is not injured by light frost,

such as horseradish, rhubarb, onions,

leeks, garlic, peas, spinach, beets, cabbage,

Brussels sprouts, cauliflower, cress, kale,

kohlrabi, radishes, rutabaga, turnip, car-

rot, parsley, celery, lettuce, endive and
most of the garden herbs.

Botanical Classiiieation

All plants may be divided into families,

each of which has its distinguishing fea-

tures. Our garden vegetables and herbs

belong to at least 17 families, the spe-

cial features of each oC which will be

found with the cultural directions for the

plants grouped under them; but for con-

venience a list is here given, arranged

under their proper family names:

Funy;i Group or Family

Mushrooms or toadstools.

Grass Family

Oramineae
Corn.

Lily Family

Lilliaceae

Asparagus, onion, leeks, garlic.

Hiickwhcat Family

Polycjonaceae

Rhubarb or pie-plant.

(Joosi'foot Family

Chenopodiaceae

Beet, Swiss chard and spinach.

Cabbage Family

Cruciferae

Cabbage, cauliflower, radishes, rutabaga,

turnip, Brussels sprouts, kale, kohlrabi,

horseradish, cress and watercress.

Clover Family

Leguminosae

Beans, peas and pulse.

Mallow Family

Malvaceae

Okra.

Parsnip Family

Umhelliferae

Parsnip, parsley, carrot, celery, celerlac,

caraway, dill, anise, coriander and fennel.

Morning (Jlory Family

Convolvalaceae

Sweet potato.

Mint Family

Labiatae

Sweet basil, lavender, balm, spearmint,

peppermint, summer savory, winter sav-

ory, sweet marjoram, thyme, sage and cat-

nip.

Potato Family

Solanaceae

Tomato, potato, eggplant, peppers and

strawberry tomato.
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Martynia Family
Martiniaceae

Martynia.

Gourd Family
Cucurbitaceae

Cufumber, squash, muskmelons. water-

melons, pumpkin and gourd.

Smillower Family
Compositae

Lettuce, salsify, endive and dandelion.

Kne Family
Rutacea

Borage Family

Boraginacea

Borage.

Suggestive Flan for Home Garden

Any good farmer or gardener can make

a plan for a home garden that will suit

his circumstances better than anything we

can suggest; but we submit the following,

by P. F. Williams, Alabama Experiment

Station:

Rue.
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Fig. 1. Plan tor a Home Garden
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Farmer's Vegetable Garden

Another plan is presented by W. H.

Wicks, ot Moscow, Idaho. The sugges-

tion provides for a plot 290 feet long by

75 feet wide, with the rows niniiiug

lengthwise of the plot.

Tarleties of Tegretables Planted

First Row. Conover's Colossal aspara-

gus, one-half row; rhubarb, one-fourth

row Myatt's Victoria, one-fourth row St.

Martin's.

Second Row. Hollow crown parsnips,

one-third row; Emerald parsley, one-third

row; Sandwich Island Mammoth salsify,

one-third row.

Third Row. Prizetaker onions, one-

half row; large Rouen leek, one-fourth

row; Australian Brown onion, one-fourth

row.

Fourth Row. Golden Self-Blanching cel-

ery, one-half row: onions, one-half row.

Fifth Row. Onion sets, one-fourth row;

Deacon lettuce, one-fourth row; Long

Standing spinach, one-half row.

Sixth Row. Early potatoes, one row;

radishes, one-fourth row each—French

Breakfast, Celestial, Scarlet Turnip, New
White Icicle.

Seventh Row. Peas, Nott's Excelsior.

Eighth Row. Crosby's Egyptian beets,

one-fourth row; Blood Red beets, one-

fourth row; Golden Ball carrots, one-half

row.

Ninth Row. Late potatoes.

Tenth Row. Grand Rapids lettuce, one-

fourth row; Giant Fringed Endive, one-

half row; Improved Guernsey parsnips,

one-fourth row.

Eleventh Row. Early York Cabbage,

one-fourth row; Best Early cauliflower,

one-fourth row; Fordhook Bush Lima
beans, one-fourth row; "Burpee" Im-

proved Bush Lima beans, one-fourth row.

Twelfth Row. Prosperity peas, one-

third row; Horsford Early Market, one-

third row; Telephone peas, one-third row.

Thirteenth Row. Extra Early Refugee

beans.

Fourteenth Row. Bismarck Black Wax
Prolitic beans, one-half row; Dwarf Hor-

ticultural beans, one-half row.

Fifteenth Row. American Drumhead
Savoy cabbage, one-half row; Tall Green

Curled Scotch kale, one-half row.

Sixteenth Row. Burpee's Danish Prize

Brussels sprouts, one-fourth row; Tabas-

co peppers, sixteen hills; Sweet Upright

pepper, twenty liills; Early Freedom to-

matoes, one-half row.

Seventeenth Row. Golden Bantam
sweet corn, one-half row; Cory Early

sweet corn, one-half row.

Eighteenth Row. Early Long Purple

ggplant, one-half row; Spark's Earliana

tomatoes, one-half row.

Nineteenth to Twenty-fourth Row.
Burpee's Extra Early White Spine cucum-
ber, 12 hills; Early White Bush summer
squash, 10 hills; Hubbard squash, 12

hills: Small Sugar pumpkin. 12 hills;

Cole's Early watermelon, 24 hills; Ford-

hook nuiskmelon, 26 hills.

NoTK.—Rows are three feet apart ex-

cepting the vine crops, which are six feet

apart.

Composition of Tegetiibles
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Composition of Vegetables— (Continued)
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Vermont

Liko most ot" tho Now England up-

lands, Vermont is a portion of a platoau

which rises about 1,000 feet above the

sea and is broken by narrow valleys, IiIkU

hills, mountain ranscs and peaks. The
principal mountains of Vermont are the

Green mountains, extending north and
south almost through the center of the

state, and the Granitic mountains, of less

size and altitude, along the eastern bor-

der. The drainage system on the east

is toward the Connecticut river, toward

Lake Champlain in tho northeast, and
toward the Hudson river on the south-

east.

For the most part the soil of Vermont
Is a glacial drift, varying greatly in

depth, and composed of clay, sand and
gravel in the valleys, where it is very

productive. Among the uplands, hills

and mountains it is rough, stony and
sterile.

The principal fruit is the apple. The
regions that produce the largest quanti-

ties of this fruit are the sections that

drain into the Connecticut river, Wind-
ham, Windsor and Orange counties, and
Addison and Chittenden on Lake Cham-
plain. Tho number of bearing apple

trees is 1,183,529. The total number of

fruit trees is 1,266,700. This leaves for

peaches, pears, plums, cherries and all

orchard fruit trees other than apples,

82,171. The total number of nut trees,

such as black walnuts, butternuts, hick-

ory nuts and chestnuts, is estimated at

24,534. The total area of small fruits

estimated in acres is 469, of which
267 acres are in strawberries.

Granville Lowthee

BHOWINO THE KXTC:<T or COUMEBCUX OBCHABDIIfO IN VIBUOITT AlfD THE LOCATION WHENCE BHIPliXNTB OBIQIAATB.

Lana.na

C.lid*"-

0'«nja

W-4fiaf

Artraje Annual BarFtt ihipmtt^la

of AppUa
bu Cdunliaa

Itfaa aaia.

Vetch, Haiby. See Apple Orchard,

Cover Crops.

Vi.NKOAii. See /itrlr.r. also pp. 669, 810.

Virginia
From the sea level on the eastern side

of Virginia to the mountain tops on the

west there is a difference in altitude of

7,000 feet. The coastal plain is level and
rises to a height of 400 feet, where it

joins the Piedmont plateau, which is un-

dulating, in some places hilly, and rises

to a height of 1,300 feet. This section

joins the Blue Ridge mountain region,

which separates the Piedmont from the

Valley of Virginia, famous for its beauty,

fertility and fruits. This valley is about

20 miles in width, is undulating, witla

frequent low ridges and spurs ot the

mountains. West of the Valley of Vir-

ginia and separating it largely from

West Virginia is the Alleghany moun-

tain system, with several small valleys,

the soils of which are fertile and well

adapted to the growing of all farm crops.

These valleys are rich in limestone, and

the soils furnish both mineral and veg-

etable elements necessary to the growing

of high-grade fruits. Tlie Piedmont sec-
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tion is similar In character. Prominent

in this section there is also a red clay,

called by some "the Porter loam," which

adds to the quality of the soils. There

are very few apples and pears grown in

the coast section, this region being better

adapted to the growing of small fruits

and to trucking. The apples are grown
mostly in the Piedmont and valley sec-

tions.

Virginia has come to be famous for the

fine quality of her Winesap and Yellow

Newtown apples. The Yellow Newtown
in that section bears the name of Albe-

marle Pippin, after Albemarle county,

where it grew to such perfection that it

became famous in both Europe and

America. The climate on both sides of

the mountain range is well adapted to

the apple as is evidenced by the fine, vig-

orous trees, some of them more than 100

years old. Under especially favored con-

ditions of soil and moisture, where the

roots could penetrate deeply, where

there was seepage from the higher lauds

furnishing plenty of moisture, and yet

where there was good drainage, some of

these trees have yielded fabulous crops

and brought immense profits. One tree

measures nine feet five inches in circum-

ference; from side to side its branches

measure 90 feet; 130 bushels of apples

have been picked in one year. Our ob-

servation of old trees in general Is that

the fruit is of inferior grade, but where

the life and vigor of the tree can be pre-

served this is not necessarily true.

In this section the inhabitants point

with pride to the fact that here Thomas
Jefferson took an active interest in horti-

culture, and from the "vicinity of Monti-

cello apples won their first supremacy

in the markets of the world."

The Blue Ridge and Appalachian sec-

tions up to an altitude of 4,000 feet may
grow good fruit in specially favored sec-

tions, in coves where the soil is rich in

humus and where there is seepage to

furnish sufiicient moisture, but these

lands are largely undeveloped.

Of the fruits of Virginia apples con-

tribute about nine-tenths, while all other

fruits, such as peaches, pears, grapes,

cherries, apricots, plums, etc., contribute

Ito.se ClifT (n-L-har(i. Wayin'shorn, Va.
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one-tenth. Grapes are of flue quality,

but are not grown largely for commer-

cial purposes. Near Charlottesville, how-

ever, a winery has been erected and the

quality of its products is said to be equal

to the best of the same kinds manufac-

tured in France.

The counties producing the largest

quantities of apples are Albemarle, in

the Piedmont section, and Augusta, ad-

joining it on the west on the opposite

slope of the mountain range in the Val-

ley of Virginia.

Among the advantages claimed for Vir-

ginia as a fruit-producing section are its

relation to good marlcets and its ship-

ping facilities.

Situated as it is on the Atlantic coast,

with railroads extending in all directions

into the interior, it has rather unusual

transportation facilities, except in the

mountainous regions, where farming is

not extensively conducted.

The census of 1909 showed a smaller

number of bearing apple trees in Vir-

ginia tliau the census of 1900, but the

value of the crop was more in 1909 than

in 1900. This is due largely to the fact

that the old trees are dying and the com-

mercial orcharding is passing into the

hands of large producers, who grow bet-

ter grades of fruit than formerly. Pears

are grown successfully in almost all the

fruit sections of the state, but are not

grown extensively.

Cherries grow to a high state of per-

fection. Tlie sweet cherries can be very

successfully grown for commercial pur-

poses, the trees growing to immense size

and yielding profitable crops. However,
like many other crops that could be

grown successfully, they are not grown
extensively.

Among the nuts that can be grown
successfully are the English walnut,

black walnut, chestnut and pecan.

Small fruits, such as strawberries,

blackberries, raspberries, dewberries,

currants and gooseberries, flourish in all

parts of the state. Gbaj<vili,e Lowtheb

Production of Fruits in Virginia

Small fruits: 1909 and 1S99. The following table shows data with regard to

small fruits on farms:

CROP
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tity of product, but the data for the cen-

suses of 1910 and 1900 are not closely

comparable, and the product is therefore

compared, although variations may be

due largely to temporarily favorable or

unfavorable climatic conditions.
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Walnut

The walnut is the edible nut of any

tree of the genus Juglans, especially

Juglaiis regia and Juglans nigra. Gen-

erally in the United States Juglans regia

Is called the English walnut, although

it is sometimes called the French walnut,

European walnut or Madeira nut. It was

cultivated in Palestine in the time of

Solomon, and was later known among
the Romans as Persian nut. Royal nut,

Eubean nut and Jove's nut. It is round-

oval, rather ellipsoidal in shape; is from

one to two inches long and has a thin

husk which shrivels away irregularly

from the light colored rather smooth,

thin shell. This shell incloses a kernel,

which is highly prized for eating and

yields an excellent oil. There is no place

known to the writer where the English

walnut is so extensively and profitably

grown as in California. The tree grows

well in Oregon and in some parts of

Washington, but is not so extensively

grown in these states as farther south.

If walnuts are to be grown successfully

for commercial purposes in the states of

Oregon and Washington, it would seem
to be necessary to plant the hardier va-

rieties, such as the Proeparturien, May-
ette, Chaberte, Parisienne, and especially

the Franquette. These varieties are said

to be hardier than most others, and are

often grafted on the black walnut stock.

When dormant the walnut is hardy

and will stand considerable freezing, but

when growing it is tender. Therefore no

place subject to early warm weather and
late spring frosts can grow walnuts suc-

cessfully. It is also sensitive to ex-

tremely hot, dry weather, which scorches

the nuts and leaves, therefore it cannot

be grown in the extremely hot and arid

regions, but succeeds in Southern Cali-

fornia, if grown along the coast, where
the breezes from the ocean temper the

heat.

*The English walnut is found growing
very extensively through Western and
Southern Oregon; specimen trees and

small plantings are found from Portland

to Ashland. In nearly every city of

Western Oregon one will find bearing

trees; more especially is this true in the

Willamette valley. These plantings

vary from a few trees to 20 or 30 acres

of young orchards, and even much
greater acreage is found. These are also

found growing over parts of Eastern

Oregon as far as Baker City. Probably

the large commercial area of walnuts in

this state will eventually be found west

of the Cascade mountains.

The root system is such that it requires

a well-drained alluvial soil. The trees

are heavy feeders and the soil must be

rich and porous. Heavy clay lands are

not adapted to walnuts.

In the nursery the nuts are planted in

rows about like corn rows and the nuts

about one foot apart. They are then cul-

tivated to keep down the weeds, and if

the soil is sufficiently deep and loose

the tap root will penetrate to a depth of

six to eight feet, while the top will make
a growth of only two feet. Then, in the

winter or spring, they are grafted and
treated in much the same manner as ap-

ple trees. After removing from the nur-

sery and planting in the orchard, the

growth is slow for the first year, but by
the end of that time the root system has

a good start and the top grows rapidly.

No one has so improved the walnut
as Luther Burbank, whose work has been

• Oregon Experiment Station Bulletin 111.

American Black Walnut.

Grown in Washin^on.
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worth millions of dollars to the walnut

growors of California.

niark AValniit

The black walnut grows a nut that is

rich, oily and much prized by some per-

sons, but the shell is thick and hard, and
the nut does not sell in the market as

well as the English walnut. It has a

much higher northern range than the

English walnut.

Itutteriiut

The butternut, Juglans cinerea, some-

times called the white walnut, has an
oily nut, with a hard, elongated tuber-

cled shell. It is not grown largely for

commercial purposes.

Butternut Grown in Yakhna Valley, Wash.

EIlgli^«h IValniits in Washington

Walnuts can doubtless be grown in fav-

ored localities in Eastern Washington.
Mr. W. P. Shepard, of Chelan. Wash-

ington, says: "I became acquainted with
the walnut industry here 10 years ago
with a small orchard of about 100 trees

of walnuts from grocery stock, planted

about 10 years before as an experiment.

These being seedlings, varied widely in

fruit and character, but came into bear-

ing at the ages of five, six and seven
years from the seed, and have borne reg-

ular crops every year since that time.

Some of the trees are now 30 feet in

spread and most of the walnuts are of

excellent quality, identical with some of

the most tender varieties grown in

America. Doubtless the influence of the

deep water of the lake, which never

freezes, accounts for the fact that the

walnuts can be grown in this latitude

There are now several young bearing or-

chards about the lake."

A letter from Mr. Heartgood, also of

Chelan, says: "I have 150 trees 14 years

old and they have been bearing every

year since they came into the bearing

period."

Mr. A. A. Quarnberg. horticulturist and
nut specialist, Vancouver, Washington,

says: "Generally speaking, I do not con-

sider walnut-growing a success east of

the Cascade mountains. That is not say-

ing that walnuts cannot grow there, as

there may be limited areas fairly situ-

ated where they would succeed. Neither

do walnuts succeed everywhere west of

the Cascades.

"The location for walnut groves must
be carefully selected or failure, partial

or complete, will be the result. In the

Yakima valley I would try the hardier

varieties, such as the Rush, Pomeroy,

etc., rather than the delicate varieties

that are grown west of the range. As
horticultural inspector I spent more or

less of four years' time in the Klickitat

country. On the lower elevations with

good soil and exposure I found some
good-looking walnut trees; in the west-

ern portion of the country and one place

in the eastern part, which was protected

from the cold and winds, I found a few

very flne-looking walnut trees, while in

the exposed sections of the same neigh-

borhood they were not successful.

"It is claimed that the first English

walnut tree in the state of Washington
grew in Vancouver. Mr. Gay Hayden,
in 1853 or 1854, secured some nuts from

a ship anchored in the harbor and plant-

ed them in his yard in Vancouver. There
are now between five and six hundred
acres of English walnuts planted in

Clarke county, Washington.

"The walnut requires a deep soil with

plenty of moisture. In its native state

it generally grows in a rich alluvial soil

and succeeds best where the conditions
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are favorable for an extensive root sys-

tem."

English Walnuts in Soutliwestorn

Washington

The planting of nut-bearing trees has

gradually attained such proportions in

this section that nut-raising undoubtedly

will in the near future become one of

its Important industries. Foremost

among a variety of nut trees planted is

the walnut, known in America under the

name of English walnut, given it by the

colonists to distinguish it from the na-

tive or black walnut.

In Clarke county about fifty-five years

ago was planted the first English walnut

tree in all the Northwest which, with-

out any particular care, had grown to

such proportions that when cut down in

1907 to clear the way for the North Bank
railroad, its trunk measured seven and a

quarter feet in circumference and the

spread of the crown was over fifty feet

in diameter.

There are two strains of English wal-

nuts grown on the Pacific coast—the

Southern California or Spanish Mission,

and Chili varieties, and the European or

French varieties. The first-mentioned

strain of walnut trees is tender, buds

out too early in the spring, is irregular

in blooming and does not succeed well

in the Northwest.

From the sole planting of that unpro-

ductive kind of walnut trees people for

a long time were under the impression

that this part of the country was not

adapted to walnut culture, as trees even

40 to 50 years old remained compara-

tively barren.

With the introduction of the hardier

and late-blooming French varieties that

opinion has changed, and walnut-growing

is now considered one of the most prom-

ising of future industries. The climate

and soil are said to be very similar to

those portions of France which for gen-

erations have been producing the world's

best walnuts.

The first French walnut trees, six in

number, were planted in Clarke county

in the spring of 1888 by William Smiley

in Fruit valley; they were bought from

that veteran French walnut propagator,

Felix Gillet, of Nevada City, California,

and among them were two grafted trees,

one Mayette and one Franquette, which

for the past 12 years have borne con-

tinuous crops of fine nuts, showing that

just as good nuts may be grown here as

in France, where walnut culture has

been an industry of such vast propor-

tions.

The next lot of French walnut trees

brought to Clarke county consisted of

nine trees, also bought from Felix Gillet,

in the winter of 1893 and 1894, by the

writer, and planted in Fruit valley. In

the spring of 1894 Augustus High set out

the first trees of that now fine French

walnut orchard in Fruit valley, and the

same year Henry J. Biddle planted the

first walnut trees on his place six miles

east of Vancouver.

These experimental French walnut

trees flourished surprisingly and were

the cause of later plantings, which have

been increasing annually. The writer's

15-year-old trees now measure three and

a quarter feet around the trunk near

the ground and their height and spread

of crown are each about 30 feet.

The old French standard varieties such

as Mayette, Franquette, Chaberte, Pari-

sienne. Proeparturien, etc., are mostly

planted. Second-generation trees are

those grown from nuts borne on the first-

generation trees or the original variety

reproduced solely by grafting.

While the orchard is young, hoed crops

can be raised between the trees or other

fruit trees may be planted as fillers and

removed when crowding begins.

So far the English walnut trees have

been remarkably free from disease and

insect pests in Southwestern Washington,

and with good care and cultivation they

generally have come in bearing when
seven or eight years old, and their bear-

ing capacity naturally increases with the

age and size of the trees. However, "wal-

nut blight" has now made its appearance

in the Northwest, and that will necessi-
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tate the selection of blight-resistant va-

rieties for planting hereafter.

The best-bearing English walnut trees

in France are between 100 and 200 years

old, and some trees are of astonishing:

old ago and groat size and yot iinmensoly

productive.

There are but few more handsome or-

namental trees than thrifty English wal-

nut trees, and, planted either for the

house, the yard or lawn, they add much

to the beauty and value of a home.

rropafiatioii of >Valniils

\ Method of HinldinK the >Valiuit

Many didiculties have confronted the

nurserymen and the orchardists alike in

the propagation of the best varieties of

English walnuts. Various methods of

nursery grafting and budding have been

employed with varying success. In gen-

eral tlie percentage of unions has been

very small, resulting in a consequent

high-priced tree. The method of budding

as outlined in the following paragraphs

consists in the combination of the old

principles adapted to new subjects and

conditions. By this method, and the ex-

ercise of ordinary care, with good buds,

and one-year-old seedlings, at hast 70 to

90 per cent of the buds should take and

form satisfactory trees.

Stocks

Various stocks have been employed,

and among these may be mentioned the

English, the American Black and the

hybrid between the California Black and

the English. The best of these is the

California Black, and the least desirable

the English. The hybrid is very fre-

quently used, but in some cases is not

dependable, such stocks being very vari-

able, some giving a good root system and

others poor.

Buds Used

Up to the present time usually buds of

the current year's growth have been em-

ployed in attempting to bud the walnut.

This is unsatisfactory from several

standpoints. In the first place the bark

on the current year's wood is exceedingly

tender, and the outer layers are very

Japanese Wahiiil r.niwn Near Nortli Valdma,
Wasliinston.

apt to be rubbed off in handling. Sec-

ond, the leaf stem is attached below the

bud, and if this is removed before the

bud is inserted a large scar is left, which

is a source of oxidation and loss of mois-

ture, both of which tend to prevent a

satisfactory union. If this stalk is left

on the bud it is very difficult to tie prop-

erly. This difficulty has been avoided

somewhat in the past by cutting off the

leaf several days before the burls were

taken for budding, and the remaining

loaf stalk soon shrivels and falls away.

In the method as outlined in this ar-

ticle buds one year old are used. These

will be found at the base of the current

year's growth. Only those plump buds

which have remained dormant are to be

employed, although if material is scarce

smaller buds may be used, but they do

no break with the same ease that the

larger buds do.
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It is also possible to use buds from

scion wood cut during tlie winter, or

very early spring, wlien it is in a per-

fectly dormant condition. If such scions

are placed in moist sand for a couple

of weeks before the budding is done

the buds may be removed quite easily.

Although the labor is somewhat in-

creased in removing the buds from the

stick, yet there are more large, plump

buds available than if taken later in the

season, when many of the desirable buds

have broken into shoots.

Makiusr the Bud

(1) The Hinge Bud: About one inch

above the surface of the soil make a trans-

verse incision about half an inch long,

and a similar one about three-fourths of

an inch above this. Connect the two

with a longitudinal incision. This forms

the completed "I" cut on the stock. It

is very desirable to use extra care in

making these cuts. The ideal condition

is to merely penetrate the bark just to

the wood but not cut into it. The bud,

which is rectangular and of exactly the

same length as the distance between the

two transverse cuts on the stock, is re-

moved from the bud stick by first mak-
ing two transverse cuts of the proper

distance apart to give the correct length

to the bud, and then connecting these by
two longitudinal cuts about half an inch

apart. The bud proper should be ap-

proximately in the center of this piece.

The bud is then easily removed by gently

inserting the back of the knife blade un-

der one corner of the piece of bark, and
prying up, when it will be found that

it will readily part from the bud stick.

No wood should be removed with the

bud, and care should be taken when the

bud proper is extra large to avoid pulling

the soft wood or core out of it. It may
be necessary in such a case to first

loosen the bark containing the bud on
one side up to the bud proper, then
carefully cut this soft core with a knife,

and the remainder of the bud piece may
be easily removed. As soon as the bud
is removed from the bud stick it should
be immediately inserted into the stock.

This is readily accomplished by first care-

fully turning back the upper corners of

the "I" shaped cut, slightly prying them
away from the wood, then inserting the

base of the bud into the opening, push-

ing it down until the top and bottom of

the bud are flush with the transverse cuts

on the stock, and the bud lies smoothly
and snugly against the latter. By mak-
ing the bud force its own passage under
the bark of the stock after this manner
there Is much less exposure to the air

than if the sides of the cut are first

turned back and the bud then laid in

place. The bud is now ready for tying

and waxing as explained below.

(2) The Flute Bud: In this method
of budding it is best to first shape the

bud and then cut the stock to fit it. The
bud, which is rectangular, about three-

fourths of an inch long, and five-eighths

of an inch wide, is made and removed
from the bud stick exactly as in the pre-

ceding. A similar piece of bark is re-

moved from the stock and the scion bud is

then put in its place, taking care to see

that the sides of the bud fit up snugly

all around.

The T and inverted T buds proved un-

satisfactory in our work.

In either case after the bud is well in

place on the stock the two are wrapped
snugly with rafl5a. Special care should

be exercised in the wrapping to see that

the bud is pressed flrml.v against the wood
of the stock, especially at the center

where the bud proper is located. Much of

the success of the operation depends on
proper wrapping. In many cases there

is a prominent elevation where the leaf

stalk has become detached, and unless

care is used in pressing this down firm-

ly in the tying it will draw away and no
union will result. When properly tied

wrap the entire bud with waxed cloth to

keep out moisture and air, and wax all

over with some good wax. The following

is recommended:

Graftiiis: M'ax

Resin, five jiounds: finely pulverized

wood charcoal, one-half pound; beeswax,

one pound; raw linseed oil, one gill.
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First melt the beeswax and resin, udd

the charcoal, stirring constantly, and

then add the oil. Mould into cakes by

pourinK into greased pans. When desir-

ing to use break off a few lumps, melt

and apply in a liquid state with a brush

or swab.

A more rapid method of making the

bud air tight is the following; After

tying with ratlta tear a small piece of

soft paper, newspaper is good, about one

and a half by two inches, then holding

this in place over the bud tlioroughly

wax over the whole and in addition about

one-half to three fourths of the way
around the stock. The paper prevents

the wax from getting into the bud, but

even should this happen it would cause

.i*«--

ICiiKll.sli Walnut 1

.

iiake River In Whitman County, Washington.
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little trouble, as the buds in starting will

break through a light covering of wax.

During warm weather it is a good plan

after waxing to tie a piece of paper

or paper sack split down the side over

the bud to protect it from the sun. If

the trees stand closely in the rows, and

have sufficient foliage to shade the

trunks, this will not be necessary. In

about ten days after waxing the bud will

have sufficiently united with the stock so

that the wax and paper may be removed,

and about a week later the raffia should

be cut and removed. Care should be exer-

cised, however, in the last regard in that

if the stock is growing very rapidly the

raffia is apt to girdle it. In such a case

the raffia should be cut sooner, or if the

bud is not sufficiently united, retie more
loosely.

Starting the Bud Into Growth

If the budding has been done in June

or earlier and the buds are to be started

into growth the same year, the trees

should be headed off at the time the raf-

fia is removed—about 15 days after the

budding. Cut off the stock about one and

a half to two inches above the bud, al-

lowing the top CO remain attached at one

side by a small piece of wood or bark.

These tops should then be broken over

and laid overlapping each other in the

row, thus providing shade to the buds

and aiding in the carrying off of excess

sap and preventing to a considerable ex-

tent an excessive sprouting from the root.

In about two weeks the scion bud will

have started into active growth. The
top of the stock should then be removed
entirely, close to the bud. In sections

subject to high winds, the young shoots

should be staked. See that all buds and
shoots from the stock are taken off, as

they are a material drain on the reserve

food supply in the stock.

If the budding has been done late in

the season so that the trees can not be

headed back before August 1. such head-

ing back had best be deferred until the

following spring, just about the time that

growth starts. There is some danger of

the buds being killed during the winter,

or injured by excessive wet weather. It

is therefore preferable in such cases to

put the buds somewhat higher on the

stock than when the trees are to be

headed back in June or July. Trees com-

ing from stock headed back about the

middle of June to the first week in July

will make from 14 to 20 inches growth
the same season, and usually mature
thoroughly, so that there is no danger of

killing back during the winter. Such
young trees could be put on the market
the winter following the budding. Trees
from stock which has been headed back
in the spring will make a straight growth
of five to seven feet during the season.

E. J. Kraus,
Oregon Experiment Station.

WALNUT DISEASES
Black Sap. See Sun Burn, this section.

Walnut Bligbt or Bacteriosis

Pseudomonas juglandis

This disease is the most important one

affecting the English walnut as grown in

the United States. It has been known
in California for over 20 years, being first

mentioned in scientific literature in 1893*

Since then the disease has spread until at

present it is well distributed through the

walnut-growing sections of California,

and also is to be found at other points on

the Pacific coast. In foreign countries the

disease has been reported from New Zea-

land, and California walnut growers who
have visited France report having seen

the disease there. These observations

have been confirmed by those of Professor

R. E. Smith, who, during a recent visit to

France, saw there typical cases of walnut
blight on nuts, twigs and nursery stock.

The disease was undoubtedly brought to

California on nursery stock and scions im-

ported from France. **

Hosts

The natural occurrence of the disease is

probably confined to the English walnut
and its hybrids with the black walnut.

Blighted nuts have been found on a Par-

adox walnut tree (a hybrid of English

and California black) and in one instance

• Report of Secretary of Agriculture. Divi-
sion of V'ecetable PatlioloEy, IKn."!, p. 27."!.

••California Cultivator, Vol. CI. No 12,
September IS, iniS.
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Fig. 1.

Walnut Blight.

Walnut Jiiuli'ilosis uu Twigs, Showing Lesion on Older Wood Healing Over.

blight infe(-tion sprecad in the nuiseiw iuid

infected the leaves of a California black

walnut seedling. Several different spe-

cies of juglans have been artificially in-

fected from pure cultures of the organism.

Cliaracleristics of Disease

The disease may be found on any of the

tender new growing jiarts of the tree, such

as young nuts, branches, nursery stock,

and the vascular system and parenchyma

of the leaves. The affected parts have a

characteristic blackish color, and often

pronounced lesions are produced. The

disease never kills back the branches to

any great extent, neither does it cause de-

foliation of the tree, and were it not for

its occurrence on the nuts, would be of

little economic importance, except some-

times on nursery stock, where the disease

is especially severe in the succulent

growth of the graft.

The disease is especially virulent and

destructive on the young nuts. Many of

these become diseased and fall when from

one-eighth to one-half an inch in diameter.

These infections on the small nuts may

take place at any point, but are more fre-

quent at the blossom end, and readily

spread to the kernel or meat of the nut,

which becomes black and unfit for use.

The most destructive period of infection

is early in the season, during April and

May in Southern California. Later during

the summer, under favorable conditions, a

superficial infection may occur, which

shows as small, dark-colored areas scat-

tered over the surface of the nut. This

infection is usually of little importance,

as the climatic conditions are unfavorable

and the outer tissue of the nut has com-

menced to harden, and so is unfavorable

for the deep development of the disease.

The infection first appears as a small

discolored or water-soaked area. This

gradually increases in size and becomes

blackish in color, with a surrounding

water-soaked zone of affected tissue. The
diseased tissue at length becomes black

and may have a shrunken, dried out and

cracked appearance. The diseased condi-

tion in the branches does not continue to

increase after the first year and eventu-

ally dies out, when the in.1ury a.gain heals.

Cause

The disease hn.j been jiroven to be pro-

duced by a species of bacteria {Pscudo-

mnnas juglandis) living in the diseased

tissue. Professor Newton B. Pierce first
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isolated the organism, which has sinoo

been isolated many times and its cultural

characteristics described. Pure cultures

of the or.s;anism, when atomized on

healthy walnut tissue, will cause typical

walnut blight. The organism produces a

yellow growth on media, has a single

polar flagellum. Its winter habitat is in

the diseased branches of the previous

year's growth. It probably does not live

over in the fallen nuts and leaves.

Loss
The loss from the disease varies from

year to year. In one of the first bad blight

years, that of 1903, the crop in California

was only about one-half that of the pre-

vious year. It is probably conservative to

estimate the average loss of nuts during

the past ten years from blight in the seed-

ling groves of Southern California as

from ."SO to 50 per cent. During the last

decade the walnut acreage has multiplied

many times, yet the total crop has in-

creased but little during this period.

Favorable Conditions
The amount of walnut blight infection

corresponds closely to the amount of mois-

ture, such as fogs, dews and other humid
conditions. Rains rarely occur in Califor-

nia after the appearance of the small nuts,

but foggy weather is more or less fre-

quent. Low fogs and especially foggy

nights are very favorable for blight dis-

semination and infection. At first only a
few infections on young leaves or nuts

are evident. From these there are other

infections that may involve a large num-
ber of nuts.

%

\

k
Walnut Blight.

Fig. 2. Walnut BacterlosU on Small and naif-Grown Nuts.
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Fig. 3. Bacterlosis on Large Nuts, StiRina or Blossom End Infection, Section of two
nuts, the one below affected with bacterlosis ; above, normal nut.

It is not probable that insects play

much part in the dissemination of the

disease, although the organism has been

isolated from flies which were found

around walnut trees affected with blight.

A species of aphis is often abundant on

the leaves ( rarely found on the nuts and

branches) that probably causes some leaf

infection, as well as a sooty deposit on

nuts and leaves.

Natural Resistance

Considerable variation exists between

individual varieties as to susceptibility

to* blight. The walnut groves of the past,

and largely of the present, are seedlings.

Individual trees often show considerable

resistance to blight. This immunity in

a large measure is due to a later blooming

period. The difference in time of bloom-

ing is frequently one to three months be-

tween the earliest and the latest French

varieties. Such a wide range in time of

blooming gives considerable chance for

difference in climatic conditions. Some of

these late varieties are comparatively free

from blight, although no variety iB

thought to be immune to the disease, and

even some of the most resistant and for

this and other reasons most desirable

kinds will show, during certain seasons

and in certain localities, some blighted

nuts. The number, however, is so small

as to be of little commercial importance.

A variety should not be propagated alone

for blight resistance, unless the other

characteristics of a good nut are present.

It is more profitable to grow a productive

tree that gives some blighted nuts than a

scant producer that never blights. It has

become the practice among the best wal-

nut growers of California to graft over

their worst blighting and poorest yielding

trees to better varieties. Doing this a

little every year does not diminish the

yearly output to any marked extent, and

in a few years the crop will be increased.

Freedom from blight is not of necessity

resistance, but may be due to the fact that

the disease is not yet present or the con-

ditions are unfavorable for blight devel-

opment. Care should be exercised in con-

cluding too hastily that a given variety

is resistant before it has been tested in

sections and groves that show this dis-

ease. The most promising means of con-

trol will be secured by growing more re-

sistant and better varieties of walnut.
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Walnut Spnijiiig

Experiments in spraying walnuts have

been carried on by the United States De-

partment of Agriculture, by the Univer-

sity of California,* and by a number of

walnut growers. Bordeaux mixture 5-5-50

and lime-sulphur, as well as other sprays,

have been used. The conclusions from the

work thus far done are as follows: (1)

There are undoubtedly some beneficial

effects on the tree from Bordeaux and
lime-sulphur sprays, especially in the con-

trol of the aphis by the latter spray, and
of various fungi. (2) The cost in mate-

rials and time is rather large, being from
30 cents to $1 per tree, according to size,

thoroughness of application, and equip-

ment. (3) The thorough application to

large trees is slow even with the most im-

proved machinery. (4) It has not yet

been demonstrated that spraying for the

control of walnut blight is very effective,

although there might be a cumulative

• Walnut Culture In California. Walnut
BIlRht. California Experiment Station Bulletin
2.71.

Circular 107, California Experiment Station.

effect from a yearly application through

a long period of time.

C. O. Smith,
University of California.

Crop Failure

It is a very noticeable fact in connection

with the California walnut industry that

the total product of the groves of the

state is not materially increasing,

although the acreage has multiplied many
times during recent years. This is due
to a very general condition of poor pro-

duction in the large walnut-growing sec-

tions of the southern portion of the state.

Trouble of this nature is quite com-
monly attributed to walnut blight, with
which disease, however, it has nothing to

do. There is probably no one cause or

reason for this condition. It is due, gen-

erally speaking, to a loss of vitality in the

trees, brought about mostly by unavoid-

able mistakes made in planting when the

industry was new and experience in wal-

nut growing very limited. These mis-

takes are, briefly:

1. Too close planting. The common
practice of setting 40 feet apart is not

fc

Walnut Blight In Foliage.

Fig. 4. Leaves Affected with Bacteriosis, Showing Diseased Vascular S.vstem, and Small
Black Diseased Spots on Leaf.
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adequate when trees reach ten years or

oUler.

2. Lack of cultivation and Certili/.a-

ticn.

3. Unfavorable soil for the walnut

root. This root requires a very deep,

porous soil.

4. Deterioration of stock through im-

proper seed selection.

5. Climatic conditions.

These faults suggest their own correc-

tion.

R. E. Smith,

California Experiment Station Bulletin 218.

Chown G.\ll—Br..\ric Knot. See Apple

Diseases.

Die Back

The limbs die back from the ends,

sometimes for only a short distance and

sometimes down to the main forks of the

tree. All the limbs or only a part of

them may he affected. Two general types

of die back may be distinguished, one on

the old trees, particularly "hard shells,"

which die back slowly all over the top,

and another In young trees from two to

ten years old. which die back suddenly

during a single winter in part or all of

the limbs, or sometimes the whole tree

dies back clear to the ground.

The former type of die back, affecting

old trees, occurs mostly on light soils,

where the trees are getting old and the

roots find insufficient moisture. Such dy-

ing back is also hastened by lack of cul-

tivation, irrigation and plant food, which
lack becomes more pronounced as the

trees grow older and the tops and roots

become more crowded. The only remedy
for this trouble is to thin out the trees

where they are too closely planted and
give the soil better care. Most of these

old hard-shell orchards, even at best, have
now become so unprofitable and unde-

sirable as to make it seem better for the

owners to cut down the trees and use the

land for some other purpose.

The second form of die back mentioned,

that occurring in young trees which have
formerly been thrifty, killing them down
to the forks or even to the ground, is a

very serious matter in some districts.

The trouble shows usually to a greater

extent in a certain portion of the orchard

or ill certain orchards worse than in oth-

ers near by.

This disease is practically the same in

its nature as that described as "Little

Leaf" of the peach, and shows similar re-

lations.

Trees affected in this way should be

linmed back to good live wood, if not too

far gone, and it is to be expected that a

new top will soon be produced. By proper

attention to irrigation late in the season,

especially in dry years, it is not to be ex-

pected that the trouble will occur again

save in soils most unsuitable for walnuts

on account of coarse subsoil near the sur-

^'^''®-
R. E. Smith,

Califoinia Experiment Station Bulletin 218.

Leaf Disptises

The walnut is attacked by a number of

leaf diseases, such as anthracnose or leaf

blight, leaf spot and mildew.

These are likely to yield to spray treat-

ment if they should become serious.

Little Leaf. See "Yellows," this sec-

tion.

Mou.se Injury. See Rodents.

0.\K Fungus. See Root Rot, this sec-

tion.

Perforation

The shell fails to develop properly, be-

ing only partially formed, with numerous

openings and thin places. This appears to

be simply a lack of development due to

climatic conditions, and occurs In seasons

with a dry spring and a dry, hot summer.

Seems worse on trees attacked by aphis.

Root Rot

Oak Fungus—Toadstool Disease

The English walnut root is quite sus-

ceptible to the so-called oak fungus or

toadstool disease, which occasions the loss

of many fruit trees of various kinds in

California. This disease consists in a

decay of the roots, in which the white

mycelium of the fungus may be found be-

tween the affected bark and wood. Occa-

sional clusters of toadstools appear at the

base of affected trees. The disease usually,

if not always, occurs in spots where oak

trees formerly stood, and when once start-

ed spreads from tree to tree in quite a
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regular concentric manner. Experience

has amply demonstrated that our native

black walnut roots are immune to this

fungus and we have seen cases where

English walnut, jjrune, almond and other

roots have been jiioked out and killed,

while northern California black walnuts

interplanted with these trees remained en-

tirely unaffected. It is altogether prob-

able that all of our black walnut species

and hybrids are highly resistant if not

totally immune to this disease.

i''i^' 1. Walnut Killed hy K
Arniillaria mellca.

.1 li.it.

SeedUng Root Rot^Wilt

Nursery seedlings of the Southern Cal-

ifornia black walnut occasionally wilt and
die rather suddenly, and show, on exam-

ination, a black rot of the main root just

below ground. This may appear either

before or after grafting, and, ordinarily,

at the worst, picks out only a tree or two
here and there, even in a large nursery.

We have known of only one case where
serious loss was experienced from this

source, and this on poorly drained land

where the trees were injured by an excess

of water. The trouble Is caused by a soil

fungus, and seems to be confined to the

Southern California black.

Sliriveh'd Meat

Much trouble is experienced with wal-

nuts in certain seasons on account of the

meat being shriveled and poorly devel-

oped. This affects some varieties and

some individual trees more than others,

and is often much worse the same year in

certain localities than in others. The
trouble is more apt to affect varieties

which come out late in the spring than

those which develop early. The cause of

this poor development or shriveling of

the meat has been ascribed to various in-

fluences, none of which have been posi-

tively proven to bring about this trouble.

The influences suspected have been the

same as those to which perforation or

non-development of the shell have been

laid, namely, poor pollination, lack of soil

moisture, and the attacks of the walnut

aphis. Which of these actually causes the

trouble has not been positively deter-

mined.

While this trouble cannot be attacked

specifically, it can doubtless be alleviated

by sufficient irrigation, cultivation and
aphis control.

California FOxpoi-iment Statinn Rulletin 231.

Sun Burn
Serious damage is sometimes caused

from this source, both on the fruit and

the tree. In the latter case the trunk is

usually affected, dead areas developing in

the bark on the sunny side. This origi-

nates mostly in winter when the nights

are cold and the days bright and sunny.

Not usually serious on thrifty trees grow-

ing in good soil. Black walnut trunks

with rough bark are not affected by sun

burn, so that trees grafted high on such

trunks are immune.
On the fruit the sun sometimes has a

disastrous effect, causing a blackening

and burning of the husk on one side dur-

ing extremely hot weather in summer.
The meat is also blackened, and the husk
sticks to the shell so that separation is

difficult and a black spot is left. Thrifty

trees are less affected, i)articularly when
supplied with an abundance of moisture

at the root. Individual trees or varieties

vary in susceptibility to this trouble, and
this quality should be considered in plant-

ing in localities where trouble from sun

burn is likely to occur, r e. Smith.
Cnlifdi-nia Expprlincnt Station Iliillcliii L'IS.
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Toadstool Disease. See Hoot Rot, this

section.

Trunk Rot

Sch izophyllii m comni une

The trunk or main branches rot. with

a production ot small, white bracket toad-

stools on the surface of the affected wood.

This fungus does not affect sound trunks,

but follows deep wounds, bruises, heavy

cutting, sunburn or other injuries. The
wood of the English walnut is particularly

susceptible to this form of decay.

All severe cuts or wounds should be

carefully covered with grafting wax to

allow healing ever without decay. In

top-grafting walnut trees this should be

given special attention or serious decay

may follow.

Witt.

tion.

See Seedling Root Rot, this sec-

Yellows

Spindling, yellow shoots develop which

usually die back from the tip. All degrees

of the trouble may occur from slightly

unnatural yellowing and slenderness ot

the normal shoots to the production of

masses of small, yellow shoots, with con-

tinual dying back. This disease appears

to be the same which affects the peach

(which see), and also to some extent the

pecan, apple, and many other trees. It

is probably due to a climatic or soil con-

dition rather than to any parasite. Con-

ditions which result in sour sap and sim-

ilar troubles in the stone fruits seem to

be related to this disease, and it is very

likely due to a disturbance of the dormant

or resting condition through which these

trees normally jiass during the winter.

Also seems to be connected with lack of

rain or irrigation late In the season.

R. E. Smith,

California Experiment Station Bulletin 218.

WALNUT PESTS

Blister Mite. See Erinose, this section.

Cai.ikohxia Tussock Moth. See Apple

Pests.

Erinose

Blister-like swellings appear on the

leaves, sometimes becoming very abun-

dant. This trouble is caused by an insect

so minute that it is not visible to the eye.

Not serious or requiring treatment.

Frosted Scale. See Apricot Pests.

Greedy Scale. See Apple Pests.

Pear Tiiuips. See Pear Pests.

Red Scale. See Grape Pests.

Red Spider. See Apple Pests.

San Jose Scale. See Apple Pests.

Walnut Aphis, European. See Walnut

CalHpterus, this section, also Aphids.

Walnut Callipterns

Chromaphis juglandicola Kalt.

H. F. Wilson

This is a little green plant louse about

one-eighteenth inch long which feeds on

the leaves of walnuts throughout the sum-

mer. The life history has never been

worked out, but we believe that it is about

the same as other species of this group.

The winter is spent in the egg stage on

the twigs about the buds. As the buds

are turning green in the spring little

greenish-yellow lice issue from the eggs

and, crawling to the opening buds, feed

on the expanding leaves. Towards late

spring winged individuals appear and mi-

grate to other trees, where they produce

living young. During the summer and

until late fall viviparous females are pro-

Flu. 1. Mou.se Injury to Nut Tree.—H. A. Oosaard
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Fig. Mouse Injury to Nut Tree.—H. R. Oossard.

duced. Then more winged forms appear,

which produce true males and females.

The males have wings but the females

are wingless. Copulation takes place and

the overwinter eggs are deposited by the

females about the buds on the young

shoots.

Remedies

Spray with "Black Leaf-40" or kerosene

emulsion 10 per cent.

'^Valniit Caterpillar

Datana integerrima Gr. & Rob.

The walnut caterpillar does much in-

jury to the walnut, butternut, hickory and

pecan trees in the Mississippi states by

eating their leaves and in many cases

completely defoliating the trees. When
full grown, the caterpillar is about two

and one-half inches long, dark, nearly

black in color, and sparsely covered with

long, silky, white hairs. The eggs are of

dull white color, and are laid in masses

of from 200 to 300 on the undersides of

leaves. (Fig. 1.) The caterpillars feed

in large numbers, clustered together.

They first work on one leaf, then on a

branch, completely cleaning them up as

they go. The moth has a body measuring

three-fourths of an inch long and wings

when spread measuring one and five-

eighths inches in the male to one and

seven-eighths in the female. The fore

wings are of light brown color crossed

by four darker brown lines; the hind

wings are of pale yellowish color, un-

marked. The winter is passed in the

chrysalid stage in the ground.

Remedies

While the caterpillars are still young

and feeding upon the leaves, they may be

destroyed by spraying with arsenate of

lead at the rate of from two to three

pounds to 50 gallons of water. After the

caterpillars have come down the tree and

clustered there to molt, the mass may be

burned or crushed. Parasites such as the

Tachina flies are efficient in killing great

numbers of this insect. The eggs of the

fly are laid upon the caterpillar and later

hatch into maggots, which feed upon their

host, causing its death. So effective are

these parasites that it is rare for the wal-

Klu'. 1 Ekk Mass of Walnut Motli. Aljout
onp-liair .Natural Size. (Original.)
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Fig. 2. Adults of the Walnut Caternillar.
Female above, Male below. (Original.)

nut caterpillar to do serious damage in

the same place two successive years.

E. M. Bentley,
Knoxville, Tenn.

Ualiiiit Moaly Bug
Pscudococcu.s hakcri Essig

General Appearance

Slightly larger than the citrus ami
long-tailed species. Does not secrete as

much cottony covering and has tails half

as long as the body.

Life History

Eggs are deposited in loose masses sim-

ilar to those of the citrus mealy bug. Does
not multiply nearly as rapidly as the other

species.

Foud Plants

Walnut, apple, pear and lemon. Works
under the bark and in crevices upon the

tender cambium layer.

Control

Spray with carbolic acid emulsion

upder 200 pound j)ressure.

Walnut Motli

Ephestia eluU^lla Hubn.
This Insect is recorded as being cosmo-

politan in distribution, but so far we have
no account of its being established in this

country, but it is likely to be imported

from Asia. It is a serious pest in its na-

tive haunts.

Walnut Scale

Aspidiotus jucilans-regiae Com.

H. F. Wilson

This insect is found in two or three lo-

calities of Oregon, but as it has never been

a serious pest in other sections of the

ITnited States where walnuts are grown,

we do not l)elieve that spraying will be

necessary for some time. The scale of the

female is circular, flat, with the nipple

slightly out of the center. The major
liart of the scale is pale grayish brown,

with the nipple reddish brown, diameter

of scale .13 inch. The scale of the male
resembles that of the female in color, but

is elongated and is narrower. Length of

scale .05 inch.

Remedy
Lime-sulphur as used for San ,Tose

scale may be used with success when
trees are dormant.

Weevil. See Pecan Pests.

White Peach Scale. See Peach Pests.

Washington
Washington is divided into two distinct

sections by the Cascade range of moun-
tains, and these sections are as different

in their general characteristics as if they

belonged to different zones. On the west

of the mountains the state is heavily tim-

bered for the most part, with plenty of

rainfall for the growing of crops, a cli-

mate charged with moisture durin.g most
of the year, and a glacial soil formation.

East of this range the soil is a volcanic

ash, or disintegrated basaltic rock, arid

or semi-arid in the eastern part, covered

with sage brush and bunch grass, and
crops cannot be grown without irrigation,

e.\cept along the streams and on the high

elevations, as in the extreme eastern part

of the state, where the rainfall is suffi-

cient for the growing of wheat, certain

kinds of fruits, potatoes and other crops.

For greater convenience the state has

sometimes been divided into four parts.

The first, along the coast between Puget
sound and the Pacific ocean, including the

Olympic mountains, Tliis is rough and
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rocky, rising to an elevation of 8,000 I'eet.

is heavily timbered and, for the most |)art,

is as yet undeveloped and unimproved.

The second includes the Cascade range

east ol: Puget sound and west of the arid

and semi-arid belt. This section is mostly

mountainous, including the foothills on

either side of the mountain range, and

rises to an elevation of 10,000 feet, includ-

ing a few peaks like Mt. Rainier, which

rises to an elevation of 14,400 feet, and

Mt. Adams, 12,500 feet.

The third division includes the Colum-

bia River valley, an arid plain, except in

the extreme north, which is mostly cov-

ered with timber, where the rainfall is

sufficient for the growing of crops with-

out irrigation.

The fourth section, the Blue Mountain

region, in the extreme eastern and south-

eastern part of the state, rises to an ele-

vation of about 5,000 feet, with the high-

est points 7,000 feet above the sea.

In the western part of the state the

temperature is modified by ocean currents

and breezes, and the cold of winter and

the heat of summer are so modified that

there are not the extremes of either heat

or cold experienced in like altitudes fur-

ther inland. In the eastern portion, the

atmosphere is pure and invigorating, sel-

dom very cold in winter, and in the sum-

mer, during .luly and August, the days

are hot and the nights cool.

In Washington large areas of land have

been brought under irrigation and plant-

ed to fruits, which, because of their supe-

rior quality, bring high prices in the mar-

kets of the world. What California is to

the citrus fruits, Oregon and Washington

will doubtless be, in their later develop-

ment, to the deciduous fruits.

Cbelan

The orchard sections around Lake Che-

lan are protected by mountains. The only

outlet for air and water drainage is east-

ward to the Columbia river. The soil is

a mixture of volcanic ash and disinte-

grated granite. This granite gives the

soil a grayish appearance and also makes
it porous and less liable to puddle from

irrigation than the soils composed mostly

of volcanic ash. The granite contains a

mixture of lime, well adapted to the grow-

ing of apples.

English walnuts have been grown suc-

cessfully at the lower end of this lake.

Okanogan

The soil of this valley is decomposed

granite mixed with the volcanic ash, mak-

ing it peculiarly adapted to the growing

of commercial apples. The climate is

colder than in the Chelan and Wenatchee

districts and the snows comparatively

deep. Yet the fruit trees are never killed

and the bloom seldom if ever Injured by

spring frosts. The quality of the fruit is

unsurpassed. Peaches, pears, plums, apri-

cots, cherries and other fruits are grown

in limited quantities.

In 1912, 689,868 apple trees three years

old and under were planted. The Methow

valley claims equal distinction for the

quality of its fruits. There is in these

valleys a large undeveloped area where

the finest of winter apples and the hardier

fruits will be grown.

Pnyallnp

Puyallup valley is the most famous

berry-growing district in the state of

Washington and one of the most famous

in the United States. It lies on the west

side of the Cascade range, not far from

Puget sound. The soil is largely a wash

from the surrounding hills and mountains

and is mixed with vegetable matter. One

particular feature of the berry industry of

this section is the Berry Growers' Asso-

ciation, which operates a co-operative can-

nery and marketing organization which

has helped to make the industry very

profitable and has brought the value of

the farm land to from $500 to $1,000 per

acre. Strawberries, blackberries and

rasi)berries are the principal crops.

Spokane

The Spokane district is In the valley of

the Spokane river. In many parts of this

section fruits are grown without irriga-

tion. In these sections the Wagener apple

reaches its highest state of perfection.

The basic soil is volcanic ash, together

with a considerable mixture of humus.

In other places, especially in the Spokane

valley proper, the soil is a fine gravel.

3—44
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which at first would be incouiiteii insuffi-

cient for the growing of fruits, but which

is being planted to the extent of thou-

sands of acres.

Walla Walla

The Walla Walla valley is one of the

oldest agricultural and horticultural dis-

tricts in the state of Washington. It was

soon proved by experience that fruits

could be successfully grown, but at that

early period little thought was given to

commercial orchards and most of the

fruit was grown for home use.

Industry was largely confined to the

growing of wheat and vegetables, to

which the region was discovered to be

well adapted. The Blue mountains, ad-

jacent to the valley, rise to a height of

about 5,000 feet.

In recent years artesian wells have been

sunk, which furnish at small cost an

abundant supply of water with unusually

heavy pressure.

Commercial fruit growing has become

a considerable industry in recent years.

Wenatchec

Wenatchee valley is small, but for the

quality of its apples it has never been ex-

celled. It has a soil peculiarly adapted

to the growing of the best commercial

winter varieties. It is a volcanic ash

common to all the region east of the Cas-

cade range and west of the Rockies. But

in this particular section there is a strong

admixture of iron which is favorable to

the production of the best grades of

apples. The tendency of fruit growing In

this district is more toward apples than

in any other direction, for in this fruit

the orchardists have found their greatest

profits.

Takima Talley

The Yakima valley is at present the

largest fruit-growing district in the state

of Washington. The Government has

built dams at the outlets of the lakes,

In order to impound water for the supply

of the present irrigated areas, and also

for a much larger area of land than is

at present under any irrigating system.

In addition to the irrigating systems

from "gravity flow ditches and canals,"

there are several sections where artes-

ian water is being used. The farming

district in the "Upper Yakima valley"

begins near EUensburg, and from this

point to Kennewick, at the mouth of the

Yakima river, is about 150 miles. The

width of the valley is hard to estimate,

because it is so irregular; from a broad

plain, as in the case of the Yakima In-

dian reservation, to narrow gorges, as in

the case of Union and Selah gaps. In

this valley, the great varieties of soil,

climate, altitude and wind currents, make

it possible to grow successfully for com-

mercial purposes many varieties of fruits.

For instance, at Kennewick, on the Co-

lumbia, near the mouth of the Yakima,

the season is about two weeks earlier

than at North Yakima, and about three

weeks earlier than at EUensburg. At

Kennewick, the conditions are favorable

for the growing of strawberries, black-

berries, raspberries, grapes, peaches and

pears. Strawberries can be ripened for

the early markets. As we proceed

further up the valley, the spring seasons

are later, and the climate better adapted

to the growing of commercial apples.

In the vicinity of North Yakima, the

conditions are ideal for the growing of

such varieties of winter apples as the

Winesap, Spitzenburg and Yellow New-

town; while further toward the moun-

tains, or on the higher elevations, the

conditions are equally good for the grow-

ing of Jonathan, Rome Beauty, Delicious

and Wagener.

Yakima Valley Soils

Yakima farmers have, in the conser-

vation of nitrogen in their soil, a prob-

lem before them equally as important

as the proper marketing of their fruit.

Productive as is the basaltic ash, and

remarkable as are the crops, the fact

remains that, according to chemical an-

alyses carried on by the state college

at Pullman, Yakima county soils show a

decided shortage of that most important

plant food, nitrogen. Indeed, only two

counties in the state, Benton and Grant,

have less. For King county the nitrogen
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is 14 to 1 as coiiiparrd with the Yakima
valley.

Prof. Thatcher thinlvs that "by plowing

under each year the leaves which fall

from the trees, the nitrogen supply may
be prolonged, since the leaves carry more

than half the nitrogen taken from the

soil. To replace the supply, however, in

quantities sufficient to prevent the soil

from becoming impoverished, it is neces-

sary to plant and plow under leguminous,

nitrogen-gathering crops.

"In lime Yakima soil is stronger than

any in the state except Okanogan, Mason

and Benton counties. While lime is not

of the highest importance as a plant food,

it exercises very beneficial effects upon

the physical properties of the soil and the

ease of tilth and upon the processes

which make plant food available. In

phosphoric acid, this county has 5,320

pounds per acre, which is hardly up to

the average of other counties. Of potash

there are 8,920 pounds, which is only

about one-half or one-third as much as is

contained in the soil of nearly all the

other east side counties, though gen-

erally more than is to be found on the

west side. Island county has in places

27,040 pounds to the acre and Benton

15,340.

What a rhemjcal Analysis Shows

"While a chemical analysis shows the

percentage of plant food elements in the

soil, it does not show the proportion of

this total plant food supply in such form

as to indicate what crops are best suited

for that particular section. It does not

show whether there is a sufficient supply

of available plant food for immediate

crop needs; nor does it throw much light

upon many other questions about which

a land owner or prospective purchaser

is concerned. The growth of any given

crop upon any piece of land depends

much more upon elevation, moisture sup-

ply, air and moisture drainage, physical

conditions of the soil, etc., than it does

upon the chemical composition of the

soil.

Leaves Hearty Eaters

"Experiments, however, showing the

amount of food elements taken from the

ground by various crops have been made,

and prove intei'esting reading. A wheat

crop, 50 bushels to the acre, takes from

the soil 40 pounds of potash, 30 of phos-

phoric acid, and 100 of nitrogen. The
basaltic loam of Adams county, there-

fore, contains enough potash to grow

430 crops of such wheat, phosphoric acid

enough for 108 such crops and nitrogen

enough for only 26. Obviously, there-

fore, nitrogen is the limiting factor in

wheat production in that soil.

"Similarly the fine sandy soil of the

Yakima valley shows enough potash for

68 crops of 600 boxes each of apples,

phosphoric acid enough for 160 crops and

only nitrogen enough for 12 such crops.

On the other hand the same soil, if crop-

ped to alfalfa, which draws practically

its entire nitrogen supply from the air,

would be exhausted of Its potash by 52

crops of eight tons each of alfalfa hay,

while carrying enough phosphoric acid for

65 such crops.

"A whole apple crop of 600 boxes of fruit

per acre takes from the soil 134 pounds of

potash, 33 of phosphoric acid and 112 of

nitrogen. Of this the tree growth re-

quires 7 pounds of potash, five of phos-

phoric acid and 6 of nitrogen; the leaves,

estimated at four tons, 71 pounds of

potash, 16 of phosphorus and 59 of nitro-

gen, leaving for the apples proper 56

pounds of potash, 12 of phosphorus and

47 of nitrogen. Potatoes, 300 bushels

to the acre, exhaust the soil to the extent

of 600 pounds of potash, 22 of phosphoric

acid and 80 of nitrogen."

Gbantille Lowther

riant Food in Washinp^ton Soils

In tables 1 and 2 are presented the

number of pounds per acre of each of the

four important plant-food constituents in

the top foot of soil in each of the types

of soil more commonly found in the dif-

ferent parts of the state, as computed

from the results of our analyses of

samples representing that type. In nearly

every case several samples of the same
type from adjacent localities within the
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same county have been analyzed and the

results presented are computed from the

averages of these analyses. In many
counties of the state several distinct

types of soil are to be found, sometimes

lying In fairly distinct areas of consid-

erable size, but frequently more or less

intermingled or overlapping. In each

county, those types which are thought

to be most representative and likely to be

most easily recognized, or most common-
ly met with, are included in the tables.

Information as to the composition of

types not included in the tables may gen-

erally be obtained by correspondence

with the station chemist.

Table I—Plant Food in Soils

—

Eastern >Vasliiiig:ton

COUNTY
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following table (Table III) for prartiral

rating of soil from its chemical composi-

tion has been devised. The table as

originally prepared by Prof. Maercker. of

the celebrated Halle Experiment Station,

of Germany, is expressed in terms of per-

centages of the several elements, but

these have been computed as pounds per

acre-foot in order to facilitate compari-

son with the other tables of this bulletin.

Table III—Practical Ratings of Soils by Content of Plant Food—Plant Food Com-
pnted in Founds per Acre of Top Foot of Soil
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Frost and rrcciititutiuii iu M'lisliiiigtuii

Station

Tatoosh Island
Olga
Snohomish
Lakeside
Waterville
Spokane
Seattle
Aberdeen
Olympia
Ellensburg
Colfax
Centralia
Moxee Wells'.

.

Pomerov
Walla Walla...
Lyle
Wenatchee
Kennewick
Lakeside
ConconuUy . . .

.

Sunnyside

Frost Precipitation

Average Date of

First

Killing in

Autumn

Last
in

Spring

Dec. 9
Nov. 13

Oct. 21

Oct. 21

Sept. 16

Oct. 12
Nov. 22
Nov. 1

Nov. 5
Sept. 20
Sept. 11

Oct. 25
Sept. 21

Sept. 28
Nov.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct. 15
Oct. 19
Sept. 21

Oct. 8

1

17

21

Mar. 13

Mar. 21

April 21

April 8
June 1

Mar. 21

Mar. 21

April 19
April 16
May 23
May 17

April 30
May 23
April 26
April 6
April 19
April 30
April 28
April 10
May 18

May 7

Date of

First

in

Autumn

Nov. 1

Sept. 21

Sept. 21

Oct. 3
Aug. 26
Sept. 7
Oct. 23
Sept. 25
Sept. 21
Sept. 6
July 24
Oct. 7
Sept. 6
Sept. 6
Sept. 28
Sept. 21
Oct. 1

Sept. 25
Sept. 25
Sept. 10
Sept. 25

Last
in

Spring

April 19

April 11

July 12
April 21

June 25
June 8
Mar. 10
May 6
May 14
June 6
June 8
June 3
Jime 14
May 24
May 3
May 7
May 21

May 25
May 4
June 23
June 2

Annual
inches

93.9
30 7

46 7

12.7
13.3
18.3
37.0
88.7
55.1
9.3
24.0
46.4
8.9
19.4
17.7
27.2
14,33
6.34
12.45
16.14
6.65

• Near North Yakima and, according to Special Frost Forecaster Reed, the coldest spot In
the vicinity.—Ed.

Production of Fmits in Washington

Small fruits: 1909 and 1899. The following table shows data with regard to

small fruits on farms:

CROP
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on the whole a better index of the gen-

eral changes or tendencies than the quan-

tity of product, but the data for the cen-

suses of 1910 and 1900 are not closely

comparable, and the product is there-

fore compared, although variations may
be due largely to temporarily favorable

or unfavorable climatic conditions.

CROP

Trees or Vines of

bearinc age
1910

Farms
reporting Number

Trees or Vines not of

bearing age
1910

Farms
reporting Numlier

Product

1909

Quantity* Value Quantity*

Orchard Fruita. total.

Apples
Peaches and nectarines. . .

.

Pears
Plums and prunes
Cherries
Apricota
Quinces
Mulberries
Unclassified

Grapes.

27,156
7,139

20,343
20,329
19.716
3,623
2,555

14

4,944.889
3,009,337

536,875
290,676
823.082
241.038
36. OSS

7,628
165

2,121 322,007

Nuts, total

Peman or English walnuts . .

.

Almonds
Pecans
Black walnuts
Unclassified

509
149
12

104

•7,107
3,651

695
34

1,427

21,401
8,199
13.752
10,508
13,703
3,294
1,928

19

6,951,251
4,862,702
1,028,141
617.754
122.912
229,067
80,722
9.689
264

4.244,670
2,672,100

84,494
310,804

1,032,077
131,392
10,789
3,008

$4,274,124
2,925,761

118,918
328,895
600,503
278,647
17,280
4,198

22

2,212 371,733 1,704,005 51,412

1,461
293
35
76

< 36,854
23,406
8,800

140
601

•65,441
16,450

770

•3.522
2,241

43,438 687

1,180,357
728,978
80,990
78,236

229,207
52,114
5,254

m
(')

'5,578

,194,700

14,780
1,860
4,800

20

'8,100

1 Expressed in bushels for orchard fruits, and pounds for grapes and nuts.
' Included with "unclassified."
' Consists of products not separately named by the enumerator, but grouped under the designation "all other."
• Includes butternuts, chestnuts, filberts, hazelnuts, beechnuts, hickory nuts, Japanese walnuts and other nuta.

The total quantity of orchard fruits

produced in 1909 was 4,245,000 bushels,

valued at $4,274,000. Apples contributed

considerably more than one-half of this

quantity; plums and prunes most of the

remainder. The production of grapes in

1909 amounted to 1,704,005 pounds, val-

ued at ?51,412, and that of nuts to 65,441

pounds, valued at $3,522.

The production of all orchard fruits to-

gether in 1909 was 259.6 per cent greater

than in 1899, and the production of

grapes also increased. The value of or-

chard fruits increased from $999,000 in

1899 to $4,274,000 in 1909, and that of

grapes from $27,242 in 1899 to $51,412

in 1909. It should be noted that the

values for 1899 include the value of more
advanced products derived from orchard

fruits or grapes, such as cider, vinegar,

dried fruits and the like, and may in-

volve some duplication, while the values

shown for 1909 relate only to the prod-

ucts in their original condition.

The following table shows the quanti-

ties of the more advanced products man-
ufactured by farmers from orchard fruits

and grapes. Values were not called for

on the schedule.

PRODUCT
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Watermelon

The watermelon is a native of Africa.

It is very different in appearance, and in

the character of its fruit, from the musk-

melon. There are many varieties, but the

characteristics of the varieties are not

so different as those of the muslimelon.

The watermelon has a very compact and

shell-like rind, a little like the shell of

a gourd, and which holds water with but

little evaporation from its surface. For

this reason watermelons can be grown

more successfully on a dry soil, in a

semi-arid climate, than muskmelons,

pumpkins, or squashes. The soil best

adapted to the growins of watermelons

is a sandy loam. The climate best adapt-

ed is one without too much rain, say

about 20 to 25 inches. In sections where

irrigation is practiced, care should be

used not to give them too much water.

The edible part of the flesh ranges in

color from cream to deep red, and the

color of the rind is from very light to

dark green.
GRANVrLLE LOWTHEB

Growing: Watermelons

Depth to riant

Where irrigation is practiced and

where the humidity of the atmosphere is

low, the depth at which the seeds are

planted is somewhat greater than it is

in the humid regions. If the seed is

planted in very shallow soil, frequently

it will not come up on account of the

soil losing so much of its moisture be-

fore germination takes place. In such

cases it is necessary to irrigate again in

order that the young plants may come

through the soil. The usual deiith varies

from one and a half inches to three inches.

The depth depends on the texture and

moisture condition of the soil.

Thinning:

If all, or almost all, of the seeds plant-

ed in the hills germinate, it is necessary

to thin them out before they get too

large. If all of the little seedlings are

allowed to grow, the vines will tend to

crowd each other, which will result in

weak plants and poor crops of inferior

(luality. It is advisable to thin twice. The

first time, only thin to about four iilants

to the hill. This is a safeguard against

mice and squirrels or insects that some-

times destroy some of the i)lants in the

hill. At the last thinning, wliich should

be done about the time the plants begin

to send out runners, all but two plants

to each hill should be removed. It Is

better to have one or two plants to the

hill than more.

Distance Apart to riant

The distance at which to plant the

seed varies with the variety and with

the fertility of the soil. If the soil is

quite rich the distance should be greater.

The common practice followed on ordi-

nary soils is to plant the seeds from

seven to nine feet apart in the row. The

distance between the hills in the row is

always less than the distance or width

of middles between the ditch borders.

The closer the hills are planted in the

row, the wider should be the middles.

According to our system of growing
watermelons more hills can be grown to

the acre than by the Eastern method.

In the following table the number of

hills per acre at different distances is

given;

Width of ditch
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Training the Tines

The training should be begun just as

soon as the vines begin to make runners.

The runners are never allowed to remain

in the ditches. By training the vines

back on the dry middles the melons are

always on dry soil and the chances for

the decay that might result from the

melons resting on wet soil are consider-

ably lessened. It is often necessary to go

over the field three or more times during

the earlier part of the season and turn

the vines over on the higher and dry

middles. Tliis makes it necessary to

handle the vines more, perhaps, than is

desirable for the good of the plant. The
gardner should be careful in doing the

work not to injure the vines more than

necessary. Some melon growers in the

humid sections do not favor the practice

of turning the vines. One author writes

as follows:

"Never, under any circumstances, turn

a vine! More will be lost by so doing

than will be gained by giving the plant

an extra cultivation. This is another

ancestral practice and doubtless arises

from the fact that vines when turned

are apt to be carelessly handled. If re-

turned gently and deftly to their original

position, it is difficult to realize how they

would be injured. Any weeding that is

found necessary after this time should

be effected with a scythe blade, lopping

off the tops of the weeds above tlie vines.

They should not even be pulled out by

hand, on account of the danger of mutilat-

ing the vines, which generally hold them
in a tight embrace with their tendrils.

Indeed, rather than risk disturbing a

vine it would be preferable to leave the

weeds and the melons to 'have it out' be-

tween them; for a few well-anchored

weeds, here and there, prove rather a

benefit than a detriment, since they pre-

vent the winds from rolling up and mat-

ting the vines."*

Cnltlration

The cultivation of the watermelon is

very simple. It consists in hoeing the

• Georgia Experiment Station Bulletin 38.
p. 75. by Hugh N. Stearns.

weeds in the ditches and around the

vine during its earlier growth, and in

occasionally drawing up the soil to the

vine with the hoe from the inside of the

ditch. The middles are cultivated during

the early part of the season; and as soon

as the runners get large enough to take

up a considerable part of the middles,

cultivation is stopped. Since the middles

are never irrigated, very few weeds grow

in the middles. If, after cultivation has

stopped, the middles get weedy, the large

weeds can be pulled up by hand or they

may be cut off with a scythe.

How to Tell a Ripe Melon

The knowledge of telling a ripe melon

comes mainly by experience and observa-

tion. It is often claimed that when the

little "curl" or tendril on the stem is

dead, the melon is ripe; if green, the

melon is also green. This is not alto-

gether a reliable sign. The flat, dead

sound emitted by the melon when thump-

ed with the finger is also an indication

of ripeness. If on turning the melon over

and exposing the under side, the white

blotches are found yellowish, rough and

warty with the surface sufficiently hard

to resist the finger nails when scratched.

It is another sign of ripeness. After the

melon looks ripe and thumps as if it

were ripe, and if on pressing it down the

interior appears to give, and this is also

accompanied by a slight crisp crackling,

the melon is almost sure to be ripe.

Melons that are to be shipped should not

be put to this latter test.

Fabian Garcia,

Santa Fe, N. M.

WATERMELON DISEASES
Dajiping-off or Rhizoctonia, see Cu-

cumber Diseases.

leaf Diseases

Anthbacnose, Downy Mildew, Leaf
Mould, Leaf Spot, see Cucumber and

Cantaloup Diseases.

Wilt
Fusarium

F. D. Bailev

The fungous wilt of watermelons is

a disease that causes great loss in certain
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sections of the country. Onoe established

in a field, it will live there for years and

kill off the plants whenever watermelons

are planted in it.

The disease is quite Renerally distrib-

uted throughout the soulheastern part of

the United States and has been reported

from Iowa, Indiana, Arizona, Oklahoma
and California. It is also destructive

in some parts of Oreson,

Symptoms

The name indicates the characteristic

symptoms, the wilting and drooping of

the foliage as though the water supply

were cut off (Pig. 1). This wilting

comes on suddenly and in a very short

time the plant is dead. If the main stem

of a wilted plant be cut in cross section,

the woody part is found to be yellow and

discolored, making a marked contrast

with the normal plant in which the tis-

sues are uniformally white. Sometimes

a pinkish, mold-like growth comes out

on the surface of the stem soon after

the plant is killed, extending for a foot

or more up the stem from the crown.

Cause

This wilt is caused by a Fusarium, a

fungus which is capable of living in the

soil for several years, and may attack

any melon plants that are afterwards

planted in fields where it exists. This

fungus is composed of a very delicate,

branching thread-like growth, so delicate,

indeed, that its presence could not be

detected in the soil. This growth, on

coming in contact with the tender roots

of the melon plant, is able to penetrate

them, and, once within the tissues of the

plant, it linds the proper nourishment
for rapid growth. Very small spores are

produced and set free in the vessels,

where they germinate to start new points

of infection. These spores, having ger-

minated, produce a growth which plugs

up the vessels and so prevents sap flow.

This condition results in wilt and in the

death of the plant. The fungus rapidly

spreads through the roots and older part

of the vine, often coming to the surface

where another and larger kind of spore

than those formed within the vessels

may be produced in great numbers. These
spores are readily carried by wind or

insects, thus helping to scatter the dis-

ease over wide areas.

Another way in which this disease is

frequently spread to new fields is through

the application of manure. Diseased

plants frequently are carried to the com-

post heap. It is also claimed that the

fungus spores are not killed when pass-

ing through the alimentary canal of

cattle. It is, therefore, necessary to avoid

any chance for cattle to pasture on wilted

vines.

Treatment

Take every precaution, in the first

place, to keep the disease from spreading

to new fields. Tools used in a field where

the disease is found should be cleaned

and sterilized before using them in

ground free from trouble. Do not drive

or walk directly from the one to the other

or allow soil to be transferred, as might

be the case where irrigation is practiced.

Keep the compost heap free from the

fungus. If doubtful on this point, it

would be advisable to try fertilizing a

Fig. 1. WatiTmi'lnn Will, a Kt-rlous Disease In Some Sections,
by a soil fungus.

Tills (lisoase is caused
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few isolated plants for a year before tak-

iiiK a chance of infecting new fields.

When the disease appears in a patch

the plants affected should be removed and

burned as soon as they are discovered.

In districts where this wilt is already

widespread and the further culture of

melons is desirable, the only course open

to the grower Is to secure a resistant

strain by breeding and selecting. It has

been found that these resistant strains

can rarely be transferred to new locali-

ties and still retain their resistance. The

problem, therefore, becomes an individual

one for each section of the country. The

task will take several years and it will

be necessary to devote several acres of

good melon soil to the work In order to

secure the desired results.

The experimental work consists in

crossing the watermelon with the citron,

which is more hardy and resistant to

the wilt. By following the breeding with

careful selection, a resistant melon hav-

ing good flavor and shipping qualities

can be developed.

TVATERMELOX PESTS

Banded Leaf-Footed Plant Bug. see

Cucumber Pests.

Common Squash Bug, see Squash Pests.

Melon Aphids, see Aphids.

Melon Fly

Dacws cucurbitae

This important pest is a near kinsman

of the much-feared Mediterranean fruit

fly, against which a rigid luarantine is

maintained in this country.

riK. 1- -Mi-I.li Fl.v.

The fly seems to have become dis-

tributed pretty well over the islands of

the Pacific, and is frequently intercepted

in fruit from Honolulu.

(Jrowers should be on the watch for it.

Melon Worm, see Cucumber Pests.

NoKTHERN Leaf-Footed Plajst Bug, see

Cucumber Pests.

Plant Louse, see Aphids.

Pickle Worm, see Cucumber Pests.

Potato Flea Beetle, see Potato Pests.

Squash Lady Beetle, see Squash Pests.

Striped Cucumber Beetle, see Cucum-

ber Pests.

Twelve-Spotted Beetle, see Cucumber

Pests.

Water Required to Produce

Certain Crops

A table showing the pounds of water

required to produce a pound of dry

matter has been worked out by Profes-

sor C. C. Thom, Soil Physicist at the

Washington Experiment Station.

Kind of Crop Pounds of Water

Potatoes 167

Sorghum 230

Onions 235

Corn 290

Barley 294

Carrots 297

Sugar Beets 304

Timothy 315

Oats 345

Tomatoes 350

Cabbage 398

Soy Beans 408

Alfalfa 414

Emmer 415

Canada Peas 444

Field Beans 444

Red Clover 448

Wheat 450

Water Rights, see Irrigation.

Water Supply fob a Farm Home, see

under Farms.

Water, How to Estimate Quantity op,

see Irrigation.
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Waxes for Grafting and for

Wounds
I

—

Common Kosiii and Itofsmix >Vaxes

1. Reliable Wax.—Resin, four parts by-

weight: beeswax, two parts: tallow, one

part. Melt together and pour into a pail

of rold water. Then grease the hands

and pull tlie wax until it is nearly white.

One of the best waxes, either for indoor

or outdoor use.

2. Resin, four pounds; beeswax, one

pound; tallow one pound.

3. Resin, six pounds; beeswax, two

pounds; linseed oil, one pint.

4. Six pounds resin, one beeswax, and
one pint linseed oil; apply hot with a

brush, one-eighth of an inch thick over

all the joints.

5. For Warm Weather.—Four pounds
of resin, one pound of beeswax, and from
half to a pint of raw linseed oil; melt

together gradually, and turn into water

and pull. The linseed oil should be

entirely free from cotton-seed oil.

6. Resin, six parts; beeswax, one part;

tallow, one part. To be used warm, in

the house.

7. Resin, four or five parts; beeswax,

one and one-half to two parts; linseed

oil, one to one and one-half parts. For
outdoor work.

II—Alcoholic Waxes
8. Lefert's Liquid Grafting Wax, or

Alcoholic Plastic.—Best white resin, one

pound; beef tallow, one ounce; remove
from the fire and add eight ounces of al-

cohol. Keep in closed bottles or can.

9. Alcoholic Plastic with Beeswax.—
Melt six parts white resin with one part

beeswax; remove from stove and partially

cool by stirring, then add gradually, with
continued stirring, enough alcohol to

make the mixture, when cool, of the con-

sistency of porridge. In the temperature
of the grafting-room it will remain suf-

ficiently plastic to permit applying to

the cut surfaces with the finger.

TO. Alcoholic Plastic with Turpentine.

—Best white resin, one pound; beef tal-

low, one ounce; turpentine, one teaspoon-

ful; add enough alcohol (13 to 15 fluid

ounces of 95 per cent alcohol) to make
the wax of the consistency of honey.

Or, less alcohol may be added if the wax
is to be used with the fingers.

Ill—French and Pitch Waxes
11. Common French.—Pitch, one-half

pound; beeswax, one-half pound; cow-

dung, one pound. Boil together, melt,

and apply with a brush.

12. Common French Bandage Wax.

—

Equal parts of beeswax, turpentine and
resin. While warm spread on strips of

coarse cotton or strong paper.

13. Grafting Clay.—One-third cow-

ilung, free from straw, and two-thirds

clay, or clayey loam, with a little hair,

like that used in plaster, to prevent its

cracking. Beat and temper it for two
or three days until it is thoroughly in-

corporated. Wlien used it should be of

such consistency as to be easily put on

and shaped with the hands.

14. Two pounds 12 ounces of resin

and one pound 11 ounces of Burgundy
pitch. At the same time, melt nine ounces

of tallow; pour the latter into the former,

while both are hot, and stir the mixture

thoroughly. Then add 18 ounces of red

ochre, dropping it in gradually and stir-

ring the mixture at the same time.

15. Black pitch, 28 parts: Burgundy
pitch, 28 parts: beeswax, 16 parts: grease,

14 parts; yellow ochre, 14 parts.

16. Black pitch, 28 pounds; Burgundy
pitch, 28 pounds; yellow wax, 16 pounds;

suet or tallow, 14 pounds; sifted ashes,

14 pounds. When used, warm sufficiently

to make it liquid.

17. Melt together one and one-fourth

pounds of clear resin and three-fourths

I'ound of white pitch. At the same time

melt one-fourth pound of tallow. Pour

the melted tallow into the first mixture,

and stir vigorously. Then, before the

stuff cools, add, slowly stirring mean-

time, one-half pound of Venetian red.

This may be used warm or cold.

IT—Waxed String and Bandage

18. Waxed String for Root Grafting.—

Into a kettle of melted wax place balls

of No. 18 knitting cotton. Turn the balls

frequently, and in five minutes they will
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be thoroughly saturated, when they are

dried and put away for further use.

This material is strong enough, and at

the same time breaks so easily as not to

injure the hands. Any of the resin and

beeswax waxes may be used. When the

string is used it should be warm enough

to stick without tying.

19. Waxed Cloth.—Old calico or thin

muslin is rolled on a stick and placed in

melted wax. When saturated it is al-

lowed to cool by being unrolled on a

bench. It is then cut in strips to suit.

V—Waxes for Wounds
20. Any of the more adhesive graft-

ing waxes are excellent for dressing

wounds, although most of them cleave

off after the first year. Stiff and ochreous

paints are also good. Tar is useful.

21. Coal Tar.—Apply a coating of coal

tar to the wound, which has first been

pared and smoothed. If the wound con-

tains a hole, plug It with seasoned wood.

22. Hoskins' Wax. — Boil pine tar

slowly for three or four hours; add one-

half pound of beeswax to a quart of the

tar. Have ready some dry and finely

sifted clay, and when the mixture of tar

and wax is partly cold, stir into the above

named quantity about 12 ounces of the

clay; continue the stirring until the mix-

ture is so stiff and so nearly cool that

the clay will not settle. This is soft

enough in mild weather to be easily ap-

plied with a knife or spatula.

23. Schaefells Healing Paint. — Boil

linseed oil (free from cotton-seed oil) one

hour, with an ounce of litharge to each

pint of oil; then stir in sifted wood ashes

until the paint is of the proper consis-

tency. Pare the bark until smooth, as

the fuzzy edge left by the saw will cause

it to die back. Paint the wound over in

dry weather, and if the wound is very

large cover with a gunny-sack.

24. Tar for Bleeding in Vines.—Add
to tar about three or four times its

weight of iiowdered slate or some similar

substance.

25. Hot Iron for Bleeding in Vines.

—

Apply a hot iron to the bare surface until

it is charred, and then rub into the

charred surface a paste made of newly

burnt lime and grease.

2B, Collodion for Bleeding in Vines.

—

In some extreme cases two or tliree coats

will be needed, in which case allow the

collodion to form a film before applying

another coat. Pharmaceutical collodion

is better than photographic.

Bailey'.s Rule Book, pp. 86-89.

Other Forniulnr

Resin four or five parts, beeswax one

and one-half to two parts, linseed oil one

to one and one-half parts. This is melted

in a mass, and when cool enough it may
be drawn out into thin strips and applied

by wrapping it firmly around the stock

where the scion is inserted; or a more
convenient mode of using this wax is

to spread it while melted upon thin mus-

lin or strong manila paper and, when
cool, cut or tear in strips of convenient

width for wrapping around the grafted

stock.

Resin six pounds, beeswax one pound,

linseed oil one pint. Melt together, and
when at the temperature of 180 degrees

F. apply directly to the joints with a

small bristle brush. In order to keep it

at the proper consistency the vessel con-

taining the wax may be placed in an-

other vessel containing boiling water.

G. B. Brackett.

Washington, D. C
Weights of Apples, see under Apple

P'li'king.

West Virginia

West Virginia is quite irregular in

shape. Seven of its counties, viz., Jeffer-

son. Berkshire, Morgan, Hampshire.

Hard.v, Mineral and Pendleton, are east of

the Alleghany mountain range and their

waters drain into the Potomac river.

Four counties lie in a narrow strip, ex-

tending north from the main body of the

state, along the Ohio river. These

counties are Hancock, Brooke, Ohio and

Marshall. In the region east of the Al-

leghany mountains are considerable de-

posits of limestone, which greatly im-

proves the soil for agricultural and horti-

cultural purposes. According to the
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census of 1910. Berkeley county produced

more apples than any of the counties of

this section, or 246,508 bushels from ICC.-

IIS bearing trees. West of the mountains,

extending to the Ohio river, is the main

body of the state; hilly, in some places

rugged; in others undulating, with beaut-

iful valleys. Unlike most other states,

the horticultural interests are somewhat

evenly distributed, rather than being lo-

calized into one or two sections of the

state. For instance, it is shown by the

1910 census that the counties with more

than 100,000 bearing apple trees were

Berkeley, Braxton, Hampshire. Harrison,

Jackson, Kanawha, Marion, Mason, Mon-

roe, Preston, Ritchie, Roane, Summers,

Wayne, Wood. This shows that the con-

census of opinion among the fruit grow-

ers of the state is that in favored loca-

tions in all parts of the state fruit grow-

ing is a profitable industry. However,

the wealth of the state is in so large

degree dependent upon oil, gas, and coal,

and in many cases it has been so easy to

realize large fortunes from these sources

with but little labor, that all kinds of

agricultural interests have been neglected

in greater degree than they would other-

wise have been.

In West Virginia, as in most other

states, the tendency is toward commer-

cial orcharding on a large scale. The
smaller orchards are being neglected, and

as a result fail to produce a high-grade

fruit; but, except for home consumption,

this tends to centralize the work into the

hands of large dealers, or producers, who
adopt the best methods and place on the

markets fruits of high grade.

The drainage system of West Virginia,

west of the Alleghanies, is mainly through

the Little Kanawha, Great Kanawha, and

Guyandotte, with a few smaller streams.

These all empty, directly or indirectly,

into the Ohio river. The upland soils are

generally clay, but along the streams there

Is clay, sand and loam, with a mixture of

disintegrated limestone.

The climate of West Virginia is not ex-

treme, and the rainfall is abundant for

the growing of all kinds of fruits com-

monly grown in the temperate climates.

The principal crops are apples and

peaches. Pears, plums, cherries, grapes

and small fruits can be grown, but are not

considered commercial crops, because they

are grown mostly for home use and not

for the markets.

Walnuts, chestnuts, hickory nuts, pecans,

and others are indigenous to the soil, but

are not grown in large quantities, and

only walnuts have any commercial value.

Of the small fruits, strawberries, black-

berries, raspberries and dewberries grow
wild in great abundance. Grapes also

grow wild in all parts of the state.

Granville Lowther

Frost and rrecipitatiou for West Virginia
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Production of Fruits in West Virginia

Small fruits: 1909 and 1S99. The following table shows data with regard to

small fruits on farms:
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The production of all orchard fruits

together in 1909 was 38.4 per cent less

in quantity than that in 1S99, while the

production of grapes increased materi-

ally. The value of orchard fruits, liow-

ever, Increased from $2,156,000 in 1899

to $3,040,000 In 1909, and that of grapes

from $50,874 in 1899 to $92,834 in 1909.

It should be noted that the values for

1899 include the value of more advanced

products derived from orchard fruits or

grapes, such as cider, vinegar, dried

fruits and the like, and may therefore

involve some duplication, while the

values shown for 1909 relate only to the

products in their original condition.

The following table shows the quanti-

ties of the more advanced products man-

ufactured by farmers from orchard

fruits and grapes. Values were not

called for on the schedule.

PRODUCT
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Frost and Preeipitation for Wisconsin

2033

Station

Frost

Average Date of

First
Killing in

Autumn

Last
in

Spring

Date of

First
in

Autumn

Last
in

Spring

Precipitation

Annual
inches

Washburn . . . ,

Grantsburg .

.

Hayward
Florence
Osceola
Barron
Medford
Koepnick
Eau Claire.

.

Xeilsville

Stevens Point
Oconto
Green Bay. . .

Hancock. .

.

Fon du Lac

.

Manitowoc .

La Crosse . . . .

Viroqua
Lancaster
Madison
Harvey
Milwaukee. . .

.

Beloit

Oct. 12

Sept. 22
Sept. 9
Sept. 10
Sept. 8
Aug. 31
Sept. II

Sept. 15

Sept. 26
Sept. 16
Sept. 22
Sept. 29
Oct. 4
Sept. 24
Sept. 29
Oct. 11

Oct. 8
Sept. 26
Sept. 29
Oct. 17

Oct. 1

Oct. 10
Oct. 10

May 16
May 20
June 3
June 1

May 26
May 31
June 2

May 9
May 17

May 25
May 24
May 14
May 5

May 16
May II

May 12

May 2

May 6

May S
April 21

May 4
April 29
April 23

Sept. 25
Sept. 9
Aug. 9

Aug. 19

Aug. 27
Aug. 6
July 29
Aug. 12
Sept. 11

Aug. 29
Sept. 9

Sept. 14

Sept. 16

Sept. 12

Sept. 12

Sept. 24
Sept. 21

Sept. 12

Sept. 12

Sept. 30
Sept. 20
Sept. 25
Sept. 27

June 5
June 7
June 30
Jime 12

June 12

June 29
June 30
June 24
June 12
June 12

June 30
June 5
xMay 30
June 12
May 27
May 31

June 23
June 12
June 12

May 13

June 6

May 29
May 20

29.8
31.1
32.8
31.5
32.7
30.0
33.3
34.9
33.7
34.2
28.0
29.3
31.0
28.3
26.2
30.0
30.9
36.4
29.7
31.9
31.9
31.0
32.8

Production of Fruits in Wisconsin

Small fruits: 1909 and 1S99. The following table shows data with regard to

small fruits on farms:
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of 1910 and 1900 are not closoly com-

parable, and the product is therefore

compared, although variations may be

duo largely to temporarily favorable or

unfavorable climatic conditions.

The total quantity of orchard fruits

produced in 1909 was 2,344,000 bushels,

valued at |2,087,000. Apples contributed

about 95 per cent of this quantity; cher-

ries most of the remainder. The produc-

tion of grapes in 1909 amounted to 701,-

329 pounds, valued at $25,537, and that

of nuts to 609,428 pounds, valued at $1S,-

196. The nuts consisted mostly of hick-

ory nuts.

The production of all orchard fruits

together in 1909 was nearly seven times

as great in quantity as that in 1899, and

the production of grapes also increased

materially. The value of orchard fruits

increased from $267,000 in 1899 to

ii;2,087,000 in 1909, and that of grapes

from $15,173 in 1899 to $25,537 in 1909.

It should be noted in this connection that

the values for 1899 include the value of

more advanced products derived from or-

chard fruits or grapes, sucli as cider,

vinegar, dried fruits and the like, and

may therefore involve some duplication,

while the values shown for 1909 relate

only to the products in their original

condition.
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Wyoming
Wyoming lias an area of 97,800 square

miles. The Rocky mountain system, with

its spurs, traverses the state, and the av-

erage elevation is about 6.000 feet. There

are peaks rising to a height of from 10,000

to 14,000 feet. The Black Hills, In the

northeastern portion, and the Uintah

mountains, In the southwest, form the

principal groups. In the northern part

are the Big Horn mountains, and in the

northwest are the Teton, Gros Ventre.

Sanke River and Owl Creek mountains.

In the southeast are the Laramie, Medi-

cine Bow, Seminole, Rattlesnake, Sheep

and Snow mountains. The principal

plains are the Laramie, the Platte, the

Cheyenne, in the east and southeast, and

the Red Desert, in the southwest.

Great rivers and drainage systems rise

In the state.

Every age of geological formation may
be found in Wyoming.
The extremes of temperature show 116

degrees above zero and 44 degrees below.

In the valleys the soil is a dark fertile

lime. In the hills there is a large admix-

ture of sand, and in some places these

highlands are fertile. In the Red Desert

region there are large deposits of alkali

and other saline substances that render

the land practically useless.

Irrigation is practiced in many parts of

the state and is necessary, except along

the streams, in order to successfully grow

crops of any kind. More than half the

total area of Wyoming is above 6,000 feet

in altitude, and therefore at too great a

height for the growing of fruits. There

are a few favored places protected from

winds, with air drainage and low alti-

tudes, where fruits can be successfully

grown, which are of fine quality; but the

present outlook is that Wyoming will tend

much more to the production of other

crops, to which it is better adapted than

to fruit. However, with a better knowl-

edge of adaptation of varieties to condi-

tions, there are sections where fruit of

all the hardier kinds can be profitably

grown for commercial purposes.

Granville Lowthee

Frost and Precipitation for Wyoming
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CROP

Famu reporting, 1909

Number
Per cent

of nil

farms

Acres

1909 1899

Value of products

1899

Vegetables, other than potatoes and sweet potatoes and
yams, total

Farms reportini! a product of 1500 or over—
All otber farms

Flowers and planta, total

Farms reporting a product of $250 or over.

All otber farms

Nursery products, total

Fi

U,271
65

4.206

5
3
2

38.9
0.6

38.3

(')

(.')

2,933
228

2,705

1,431

arms reporting a product of $250 or over.

All other farms

$332,120
51,687

280,433

12,280
12,020

260

1,680

$87,882

2,480

215

1,680

' Does not include 1,503 farms which reported that they had vegetable gardens, but gave no information as to their products,

' L^s than one-tenth of 1 per cent.

' Reported in small fractions.

In 1909 the total acreage of potatoes

and other vegetables was 11,266 and their

value $856,639. Excluding (so far as re-

ported separately*) potatoes and sweet

potatoes and yams, the acreage of veg-

etables was 2,933 and their value $332,000,

the acreage being more than twice and

the value nearly four times as great as

in 1899.

The raising of flowers and plants and
of nursery products was unimportant in

Wyoming.

Small fruits: 1909 and 1899. The fol-

lowing table shows data with regard to

small fruits on farms:
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Index

KJii
Tj lie

Subject headings in the Index appear in alphabetical order in black capitals.

These refer to main articles in the Encyclopedia, to paragraph headings, and in many
cases to subjects treated without paragrai>h headings.

Scientific names are in small black-face type.

Subheadings and paragraphs under all headings are in light-face type, but sub-
headings are flash with the column while headings under subheadings use the
indented paragraph. All numbers are in light-face type and refer to pages.

How Subjects Are Listed

It has been the aim to list in the Index all subjects of importance In two ways:
First, they appear under their own heading in alphabetical order. Second, all large
subjects, such as the different fruits and vegetables, have their related topics listed

under them in aliihabetical order in the form of subheadings and i)aragraphs under
subheadings.

For example: .VPPLE 56-552

Orchard S5-326
Cover crops 236-55, etc, etc.

This means that the whole subject of Apple is to be found between pages 56 and
552, that the Apple Orchard is treated on pages 85 to 326. and that the subject of

Cover Crops for apple orchards is found on pages 236-55. Cover Crops is also found
under C in the main index. Thus all subjects of importance in the Encyclopedia will

be found in the Index either in black capitals or under a main or subtopic to which
they are directly related.

Diseases and Pests are listed in two ways: First, under their own headings fol-

lowed by the host plant, under which they are treated, in (). Second, under the host
plant in light-face type in alphabetical order, under the subheading Diseases or Pests.

Scientific names are given in connection with the Diseases and Pests where they
occur separately.

Recipes are listed under Recipes and also under each fruit and vegetable.

A
ACETIC FERMENTATION 955
ACHEMOX SPHINX, Bolus
achemon Dru. (Grape) 1128

AD.* APPLE FOR OZARKS
1520

ADVERTISING. Value of 1310
AGER.4TI.M 9SG
AGRICn.TlRE. neflned 1

AKIN APPLE FOR OZARKS
1521

AI.ABAMA 1-5; Apple, Area,
Climate, Figs. Frost. Grapes.
Horticulture. Nursery Busi-
ness. Oranges. Peaches and
Plums, Peach Growing.
Pears. Pecans. Persimmons,
Pomegranates, Smllax, Soil.

Trees. Truck Growing. 1-5;

Laws on Horticulture 1224

ALASKA 5-12; Apples, Beets,
Broccoli, Brussels Sprouts,
Cabbage, Carrots. Chard.
Cherries, Climate, Currants,
Gooseberries. Kale, Lettuce,
Location, Parsley. Plums,
Potatoes, Radishes. Rasp-
berries, Salmon Berry, Salsi-
fy, Spinach. Turnips

ALCOHOL 12-29; Chemical
Formula, Denaturanta and
Denaturing. Denatured Al-
cohol, Law, Distilleries, Fer-
mentation, Industrial Alco-
hol, Uses, Ether. Extracts.
Illumination, Heating, Mo-
tors, etc. 12-29

ALCOHOL AND GASOLI>'E
ENGINES, Cost. Adaptabil-
ity, Thermal Efficiency 36-43

.ALCOHOLIC FERJIENTA-
TION a.'..'.

ALCOHOLIC WAXES 2028

ALFALFA as Honey Producer
591 : as Intercrop 260

Pests 822-3; Alfalfa Crane Fly
S22; Alfalfa Looper S23; Al-
falfa Weevil 823

ALF.-iLFA CRANE FLY. Ti-
pula simplex Doane (Alfal-
fa) 822

ALFALFA LOOPER, Autogra-
pha gamma ealifornica
(Clover and Alfalfa) S2;!

ALFALFA WEEVIL, Phyto-
nomus posticus (Clover and
Alfalfa) 823

ALEXANDER APPLE 206
ALKALI, Defined 43; See also

Soils 1S49
ALLSPICE 43
ALMOND MITE. Bryobia pra-

tensin Garnian (Clover) 824
ALMONDS 43-45
ALTERNARIA DECAY (Ap-

ple) 438
ALVSSUM 9S6
AJIERICANA BREADNCT

60 2

AMERICAN Cl'BRANT BOR-
ER, Psenocerus supernota-
tu9 Say S71

ANAHEIM DISE.4SE (Grape)
1127

ANNIAL APPLE CROP, How-
to Grow It 301 ; by Pruning,
by Thinning 312

AN03IALA. .\nomnla blpunc-
tata (Apple) 502

ANTIIR.ACNO.SB. Neofahraea
mallrorticiH (Cordley) Jack-
son (Apple Tree) Distribu-
tion. Method of Treatment
438-46. 449-50; Colletotrich-
um sp. (Asparagus) 560; Col-
letotriclium trifnlli B. & E.
(Clover and .Mfalfa) S16;
Colletotriehum olIs:orhactuni
(Cant.iloup) 754; .MarMonIa
ochrnlFuca B. & C. (Chest-
nut) S07; GloeoHporium
sp. (Cranberry) 844;
I'HeudupeKlza ribis (Currant)

869; Gloeosporium nielonge-
nae Ell. & Hals. (Eggplant)
916; Sphaoeloma ampelinuni
DeBy. (Grape) 1121. (Onion)
1471. (Shade Treesi 1002.
(Orange) 1491. (Quince)
1760; Gloeosporium fragariae
Mont. (Strawberry) 1933;
Ascorhyta pisi I^ib. (Peas)
1529; Gloeosporium laetico-
lor Berk. (Peach) 1552; Col-
letotrichum Sp. (Tomato)
1973

ANT POI.SON 1.S70

APICULTURE JOURNALS 600

APHIDS 45-56
(Apple) Clover. European
Grain, Green, Rosy, Woolly
46-49, 526

Bean 54
(Beet) Beet. Beet Root. Cali-
fornia Beet Root 55

(Blackberry and Raspberry)
Blackberry Aphis 53

Cabbage 54
Chestnut 53
Cherry. Black 52
Citrus 53
(Corn) Corn Leaf, Corn Root 55
Cotton 53, 55
(Currant and Gooseberry) Cur-
rant 52, 871

(Grain) English Grain 56
Hop 56
(Melon) Melon. Cotton 55
Pea 54
(Peach) Black. Green 5!?

Potato 56
(Prunes and Plums) Mealy
Plum Louse, Hop Aphis,
Rusty Brown Plum 51

Strawberry Root 53
(Walnut) European Walnut 53

APHIDS, Enemies of 618
Aphis Lion 16S7

APPLE
Aphlds 46-49. 526
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Bloom Chart 4:6
Bottiny of 6S-61
Butler SIO. SIS
Comiiosltlon of 402. 177S
Cross-hrod ond Hybrid Vari-

eties 41S
Deliiwuro. Orowliig In SS2
Diseases 43S-9S; AUernarla
Decay, .\ntlirncnose 43S; Bit-

ter Kot 446; Bitter Rot Cank-
er 4.".6; Black Heart. Black
Rot 446; Black Spot Canker
449; Hlack Spot FiniKUS 450;
Blister Canker. Blotch 451;
Blue Mold Decay 453; Botry-
tls Decay. Brown Rot. Brown
Spot or Dry Rot of Baldwin.
Calvx Injvirv. Canker and
Twin BIlKht 454; Collar
Blight 457; Collar Rot 402;
Core Decay of Baldwin 457;
Coryneum or Orange Leaf
Spot 465; Coryneum and
Phoma Cankers. Crown Gall
457; Crown Gall. Hard. Soft
459; Cytospora Canker 457;
Dropping of I-eaves. Dry Rot
465; Ed?ma. European .^pplo

Canker 466; Failure of Blos-
soms to Set 40S. 413; Fruit
Pit 466; Fruit Rot 467; Fruit
Spot 46S; Hall In.iury. Hol-
low Trunks. Hypocnus. Jona-
than Fruit .'ipot 409; Leaf
Blight. Leaf Spot. Leaf Spot
or Frog Eye. Lichens 470;
Mushroom Root Rot 471;
Xew Disease on Apples. New
Hampshire Fruit Spot. New
York Apple Tree Canker. Or-
ange Rust. Pink Rot. Pow-
dery Mildew 475; Ripe Rot,
Rosette 477; Rust 4S5; Pa-
cinc Coast Cedar Rust 4S6;
Scab 4S7; Scurf. .Silver Leaf,
Sooty Blotch and Fly Speck
489; Sooty Mold, Spray In-
jury 490; Stag Horn 491;
Stlgmonnse. Storage Rots.
Sun Scald. Syncarpy, Twig
Blight. Variegated Foliage
492; Volutella Rot. Water
Core 493; Winter Injury 496;
"Winter Injury and Cankers
497; Wounds 49S; Disease
Susceptibility of Various Va-
rieties 499; Failure of Blos-
som.s to Set 40S. 413

Diseases not listed here will be
found under their own head-
ing In the main index

History of 56-70
Botany of 5S-61; Crab, Va-

rieties of 57-5S; Greer's Seed
65; Future of 61; Hawthorn
57; Oldest Tree 61; Origin
56; Beginnings In Oregon 61-

65; Puget Sound, Earliest
Orchards In 65; Species 59-

61; Vancouver Tree 61-03;
Whitman Apple Tree 65;
Wild Crab 57; Takima's Old-
est Orchard 66-69

Hybridization 417
Individuality of Trees 420
Industry 70-85

Development 79; Decrease
of Trees 70; Increase of
Trees In United States S3,

«5; Mountainous Regions 70;
Number of Trees and Pro-
duction 71; Production In
United States 70; Shipments
1911 74; Spraying. Develop-
Tnent of 81-3; Statistics of
Exports 76-8; of Bearing
Trees 73; of Production by
Geographical Dhlslons 72:
Varieties Propagated 79-81

;

Yakima. Apple Trees in 84;
Zones. Apple 69-70

Juice. Preparation. Steriliza-
tion, Carbonatlon 403-6

Literature. Picking. Packing,
Marketing. Cider Making,
Feeding Value, etc. 1751

Orchard S5-32G
Cost and Mangement 370-

SSS, 396-7; Accounting, Meth-
ods of 3S5-G; Clearing Tim-
ber Land 376-7; Fertilization
Costs 393; Hauling 396-7
How to Make It Pay 266-72
Idaho 3S4; Missouri 3$G
Montana 3S0-2; New York
3S3; Planting 377-80; Spray-
ing 3S7-S; Washington. Cost
of Producing In 3S3-4; Yaki-
ma \"aUey 3S5
Oommercial Fertilizers 254
Cover Crops 236-40. 246-

65; Buckwheat 263; Canada
Field Peas, Clovers 254; Cow
Peas 253; Crops for Eastern
Conditions 262; Deep Root-
ing Plants. Work of 251;
Elements Removed by Crops
24S; Hairy Vetch. Legumes
253; Missouri Soils 249-51;
Needs of Soils, Removing
the Crop 247; Rye 253;
Score Card for Cover Crops,
Seed per Acre 254; What
Not to Grow 248; Why
Grown 247

Cultivation 234-7, 241-5;
Campbell System 2.16; Cover
Crops 236; Culture vs. Sod
Mulch 237; Culture for Con-
necticut 244; New York 237;
Oregon 240; Washington 241

;

West Virginia 237; Irrigated
Sections 236; Plowing. Deep
234. 236; Reasons for 234;
Sod for Ilills'des 244; Sod
for New England 245; Till-

age vs. Sod Mulch 237-40;
Tools 245; What It Does
235-0

Fertilization 313-20; Bear-
ing Orchards 318; Elements
Needed 314-lS; Feeding the
Apple Tree 317; Formulas
for Fertilizers 319; Manufac-
tured Fertilizers 319; Limit-
ing Factors 313; Nitrogen
.110; Potash and Phosphoric
Add 310; Quantity Needed
319; Soil Analysis 320; Bal-
ancers 319; Constituents Re-
moved by Apples 314; Stable
manure 31.S-20; Young Or-
chard 317

Intercropping 256-06; Al-
falfa 200: Arrangement- for
First Six Years 201 ; Cab-
bage. Turnips. etc. 2 0;
Cantaloupes 258; Cucumbers
269: Distance to Plant 266;
Double Planting for Middle
States 265; Fillers, Apple
206; Fruit Trees 263. 264;
Peach and Pear 256; Rule
for 265; Fruits, Small 260;
Kinds to Grow 2 67; New
Mexico 266; Onions 276;
Plan for Eastern States 202;
Potatoes 259; Profits from
Vegetables 260; Tillage with
Intercropping 204; Toma-
toes 259; Turnips 260; Wa-
termelons 268; Yakima Val-
ley, Plan for 255

Literature 1740-50; Loca-
tion, Variety. Culture, Inter-
crops. Cover Crops. Irriga-
tion. Fertilization. Thinning.
Pruning. Grafting, Top
Working 1740-50

I^aylng Out the Orchard
150-64; Chart 150: Plan and
Polin.ation, Block Planting
164; Rules 164, 162; Setting
Stakes 152; Systems 150-S;
Table of Distances 155;
Trees per Acre 162 *

Nursery 119-50: Age to
Plant 137; How to Determine
Age 138; Apple Seedlings
119; Budding and Grafting
120-30; Care of Trees 140;
Cultivation IIS; Evergreens,

Frosted Trees, Treatment of
142; Fumigating 134; Grades,
First and Second 137; Graft-
ing Apple on Pear 132; Graft-
ing Dwarfs 129; Grafting
Roots 130; Grafting Wax
12S; Harvesting 11!); Head-
ing Trees 132. 133 ; Heeling in
141; Kind to Buy 130; Pedi-
greed Stock, Does It Pay 149;
Pedigreed Trees 142-9: Place
to Buy Trees 136; Planting
124-6, 119: Propagation 120-
32; Root Grafting 130-2;
Root Pruning 139; Scions
120; Seed. Amount of. Soil
119; Stock. Dry 142; Healthy
137; Care of 134. 136. 139,
141-2; Top Working 125-S

Picking 320-6; Boxes 325;
Date of Picking 326; Lad-
ders 325; Operations 323;
Palls 324; Size of Apples 326;
Time 322: Trucks 320

Planting 164-80; Care First
Summer 174; Depth 170;
Distances in Relation to Va-
rious Factors 175-8; Devices
107-70; Holes. Digging, Fill-
ing, etc.. Manuring 172;
Holes. Size of 164. 172:
Planting Losses 17S; Plant-
ing Board 107-9; Planting
Close 178; Pruning Roots
and Top 171-5; Puddling
169; Treatment at Planting
Time 171-4; Triangle 109;
Time 106-7; Windbreaks
17S-S0

Preparation of Land 107-
19; Clearing Brush Land 117

;

Desert Land 116; Logged-ofC
Land 108; Costs 110; Crop-
ping 119; Literature on
Clearing Land 108-15; Time
118

Profits 388-98; Efficiency
398; Michigan 391-3; New
York 389-91; One Apple
Tree 394; Results of Fertili-
zation 393; Small Orchard
394
Propagation 119-32; Scions.

Grafts. Planting. Top Work-
ing, Budding. Root Grafting,
etc., etc.

Pruning 272-308; Annual
and Biennial Crops 296;
Branches. Which to Remove
290: Bearing Trees 300; Con-
necticut Viewpoint 289: Con-
trol of Disease 297: Cut,
Making the 291; Definite
Plan 272: Dehorning 2S2;
Effect of Cutting Back 296;
Experience in Arkansas 286-
9: Factors to Be Considered
305; Forcing Newtowns 303:
Form of Training 292; Fruit
Buds. Location of 300; Fruit.
Pruning for 296. 301; Head.
Forming the 295; Height of
Head 281 ; Low Headed Trees
276-9; How to Grow An-
nual Crop 301; How to Pro-
ceed 300: Importance 295;
Indiana Vle^vpoint 304; Iowa.
Pruning "Adapted to 292-4;
Low Heading 272-81. 289:
Main Branches 296; Method
for First Five Years 281.
298-300; Natural Method
284-0; Ohio Viewpoint 304,
Open Center 290; Reju\-enat-
Ing Old Orchards 297. 303;
Root Pruning 282. 139-42;
Rules 275-7; Shaping and
Thinning the Trees. Thin-
ning the Orchard 307;
Thornber's Method 297: Time
279. 294; Top. Form of 2S1;
Tree Formation 282; Tree
Support by Intertwining 300;
Vermont Viewpoint 280;
West Virginia 294; When to
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Prune 297: Will It Pay 305;

Wood. Pruning for 281; Work
of 2S2; Wounds, Care of 308

Site Selectins 85-lOS; Air
Drainage and Frost 100, 102;

Altitude 99; Elevation 9G,

101, 103; Exposure 97-101,

103; Humidity and Disease
104; Land Selection 89; Mar-
ket Conditions 105, 107; In

North Carolina 104; in Ohio
104; "Pockets" 103; Rolling
Land 100; Slope 97; Soil 90-

lOS; Thermal Fruit Belts 99;

Valleys 97; Varieties Adapted
9S; Water. Proximity to 97;

Weather lOC-S
Soils 90-1 OS; Clay 93; Clay

Loam 90; Depth S5; Forest
92; Hard Pan 107; Limestone
90; Loam 91; Rich 93; Sand
91: Stony 92, lOS; Subsoil
90-1; Upland 94; For Various
Apples S7-9; Various States
91-3; Volcanic Ash 90

Spraying 1860-1905; See
also Specific Disease or Pest
for Control
Systems of Laying Out

150-8; Square, Rectangular,
Quincunx. Hexagonal, etc.

150; Irregular Field 153;
Square and Furrows, Toe-
man 156; Plan and Double
Planting, Kinds of Fillers

158, 163
Thinning 309-13; in Ar-

kansas. Overbearing 309;
Spraving 310; Will It Pay
310-11; When and How 311-12

Packing 326-76. 395. 1056-9
Barrel Packing 332-6. 395;

Facing. Filling. Grades,
Heading, Hauling, Press,
Tailing, etc.

Box, Making, Standard
Specifications 32S-9
Box Packing 336-74;

Requisites 366-9; Bulge,
Firmness, Neatness, etc.

Grades and Tiers 351-8;
Northwest Fruit Exchange
Rules 351; North Pacific Dis-
tributors' Rules (Various
Fruits and Cantaloupes) 352-

7: Tiering 1059; Tier De-
fined 357

Styles 360-6; Jumble Lay-
er, Diagonal, etc. 2-1, 2-2,

2-3 Packs, etc.

Grading Rules. Northwest
Fruit Exchange 351; North
Pacific Fruit Distributors 352
Packages 226-32: Barrel.

Basket, Box, Barrel vs. Box
Packinghouse 336-51, 369-

73; Construction, Location,
Storage Room, Work Room,
Sanitation, Furniture. Wip-
ing and Sizing Machines,
Sorting Tables. Nailing,
Presse.<!. Racks. Accessories
348: "Wrapping Paper and
Method of Wrapping.
Stamps. Labels, etc. 336-51;
Management 369-73

Pests 502-45; Anamola, Aphids,
Apple Leaf Grumpier, Apple
Leaf Hopper 502; Apple Leaf
Sewer. Apple Leaf Skeleton-
Izer. Apple Maggot or "Rail-
road Worm" 503; Apple
Measuring Worm. Apple Red
Bug and False Red Bug 504;
Apple Seed Chalcls. Apple
Tingis. Apple Twig Borer
505: Apple Wilt Bug. Bag
Worm 506; Borers—Apple
Bud 401. 506: Apple Twig.
Branch and Twig. Plat-
Headed Apple Tree 507:
Fruit Tree Bark 508; Round-
Headed Apple Tree 509;
Spotted Apple Tree 510;
3ronze Apple Tree Weevil.

Brown-Tail Moth 510; Buffa-
lo Tree Hopper 612; Canker
Worm. Case Bearers 513;
Cecropia Moth, Climbing
Cutworms. Codling Moth
614: Cottony Maple Scale.

Curculio 518; Curtis Scale,

Ermine Moth, European
Fruit Lecanium. European
Fruit Scale or Curtis Scale.
Bye-Spotted Bud Moth 619;
Fall Web Worm 520; Fruit
Tree Bark Beetle. Fruit
Tree Leaf Roller 521; Fruit
Tree Leaf Syneta 524;
Gophers 401; Greedy Scale
526; Green Apple Aphis 401,

526: Green Apple Worm or
Green Fruit Worm 527;
Gypsy Moth 529: Hag Moth,
Hickory Tiger Moth, Ivy or
Oleander Scale, Lesser Apple
Leaf Folder, Lesser Apple
Worm 530: Lime Tree Win-
ter Moth, Mediterranean
Fruit Ply 531; Mites (See
Red Spider) 536: Oblique
Banded Leaf Roller 531;
Oyster Shell Scale 532; Pe-
riodical Cicada 533; Pheno-
coccus, Rabbits 534; Railroad
Worm 503; Red Bug 604;
Red-Humped Apple Tree
Caterpillar 535; Red-Necked
Apple Tree Caterpillar. Red
or Six-Spotted Spider or
Mite 636: Resplendent Shield
Bearer 537; Rosy Apple
Aphis 47; Saddle-Back Cater-
pillar. San Jose Scale 537:
Scurfy Scale 539; Seventeen-
Tear Locust 540; Six-Spotted
Spider 636: Syneta. Fruit
Tree Leaf 624; Tent Cater-
pillar 540; Tingis 506; Trun-
pet Leaf Miner 542; Unicorn
Prominent 543; Weevil 610.

401: Western Tussock Moth
543; White-Dotted Apple
Worm 545; Wilt Bug 606;
Woolly Aphis 401. 545: Tel-
low-Necked Datana 545

Pests not listed here will be
found under their own head-
ing in the main Index

Pollination of 408-11; How Se-
cured 411, 413; Effect of
Cross-Pollination 422

Pruning 399-400; Summer
Pruning 400

Recipes 1778-95
Apple Butter 810, 813, 1779;

Miscellaneous Desserts. Jel-
lies. Marmalades. Puddings,
Pies, Sauces. Salads. etc.

1778-95
Self-fertile and Self-sterile 424
Shows 373-6; Judging 373-6;
Items of Pack 376: Score
Card tor Exhibitions 375-6

Spray Calendar 1875-S3
Spray Schedule 453: See also
Spray

Varieties 181-234; Cooking
Quality 187-S: Cost and
Value 182; Dates for Picking
and Consumption 203-5;
Description 206-33: For Drv-
Ing 928; For Tnterplanting
411: List 428; Local Condi-
tions 233; Present Demand
233: Price 188; Recom-
mendations 1S5-6. 192-202.
700. 706, 183-4; For British
Columbia 700: For Eastern
Washington 183-4; For On-
tario 706: Selection for
Planting 181-2; Weights per
Bushel 191; For Baking and
Sauce, For Cider 1778

APPLE BUD BORER, Sten^a-
noptycha p.vricolana Murt.
nor,

APFLE LEAF CRUMPI-EB,
.Mineoln indigenelln 502

APPLE LEAF HOPPER, Em-
poaHi-a mall Ij'- 1-i. TtiiJ

APPLE LE.VF SEWER, Ancy-
lis nubec'ulana 503

APPLE LEAF SKELETON-
IZER, Canureia haiiiniondi
503

APPLE BIAGGOT OR RAIL-
ROAD WORM. Rhagoletis
(Tryeta) pomonella Wash,
503

APPLE RED BUG AND
FALSE RED BUG, Hetero-
cordylus malijuis Reut. 504

APPLE SEED CILALOIS. Syn-
toniaspis druparuiii 506

APPLE TINGIS, Corythuca sp.

5 05

APPLE TREE MEASURING
WORAI, Ennonios subsigna-
rius 50-1

APPLE TWIG BORER, Am-
phicerus liicaudatus Say 606

APPLE WILT BUG, Euthoc-
tha galeator (Apple) 506

APRICOT 540-S
Culture, Propagation 647; Pick-

ing and Preparing for Mar-
ket 548, 1053-5; Soil 546: Va-
rieties 547

Diseases 649; Brown Rot. Bud
Blight. Fruit Drop. Scab.
Blossom Rot, Shot Hole and
Fruit Spot. Sour Sap and
Seasonal Effects 549

Diseases not listed here will be
found under their own head-
ing in the main index

Pests 550-2; Black Scale,
Frosted Scale

Pests not listed here will be
found under their own head-
ing in the main index

Recipes, Apricot Sherbet 1779;
Apricot Ice 1794

ARIZONA 653-5
Frost and Precipitation 665
Fruit Growing 554
Transportation of Nursery
Stock 122 6

ARKANSAS 5 52

Frost and Precipitation Chart
553

Ozark Mountain Region 1518-
25

Transportation of Nursery
Stock Laws 1225

ARKANSAS APPLE for Ozarka
1521

ARKANSAS BLACK APPLE,
Description 206: For Ozarks
1521

ARKANSAS KINGBIRD 638
ARKANSAS PIPPIN for Ozarks

1521
AltMY WORM, Laphygma ex-
igna Hubn. (Beet) 612

Western Chorieagrotis agrestis
Grote (Beet) 614

AR.SENATE OF LEAD 1861;
Cost 1S74

ARSENICAL POISONING (Po-
tato) 1710

ARSENICAL SPRAT LITER-
ATURE 1766

ARTICHOKE 555
Globe. Jerusalem; Recipes,
Cooking and Serving 1809

ASHT GRAY LADYBIRD
(Plant Louse Enemy) 1689

ASPARAGUS 556-62
Canning 735
Cooking and Serving 1810
Culture 666-8; Adapted to

Southern Conditions, Cost of
Bed 558; Cuttings, Propaga-
tion 666; Varieties 658

Diseases 560; Anthracnose,
Bust, Damping Off. Rhizocto-
nla. Root Rot Fungus. Stem
Rot Fungus. Tendency to

Variation



ASPARAGUS—BLACK HEART INDEX

Diseasos not listed here will

be found under their own
hendhiR In Ihe main index

Pests r.6l-2; AsparaKUs Minor,

Common AsparnKUs Beetle,

Twelve - Spotted Asparagus
Beetle

Pests not listed here will bo

found under their own head-

InK In the main Index

ASr.VRAOrs as Honey Pro-

dii.'.r t.90

ASI'ARAOrS MINER, Agroray-

XII hiniplex l.eow. 561

ASrilALTUM B A N p S for

Crawllni: Insects 1S72

ASTKR 9S6 „ ^ ^
AISTRAI.IA 5C2-3; Orchards
and rruits _ I

AVAI1.ABLE FERTILITY II
I

B
llVltVI.OMA. Irrigation In IISI

ISAl rKKIA. Classltlcation. Dls-

tr'hution. Inoculation. Im-
munity. Method of Study
163-5 „

BACTERIA, Yeasts and Fer-

iiit-utation 7ir.

BACTKRIAI. BLACK SPOT,
I'seudomonnH p r u n I Sm.
ii'iuiuM 17 r:

BACTKRIAI, BLIGHT, Bacte-
rium sohiniueartmi Erw. &
.'JTii. (Egci.hintl 917

BACTERIAL BLIGHT, Tellow-

InK nf .Mfiilfn anil Clover 816

BACTERIAL BLIGHT. Apples,

Pears and Olh.T rome Fruits

K.15-4S
BACTERIAL DISEASE OF
LETTI'CE r.MI

I$.\<; WORM, Thyridopteryx
ephemerrtcformiw riilC,

B.\L1>*VIN. Descrllitlon 207;

for Massachusetts 1339; Soil

S7; Time for PIckInK 322; for

Ozarks 1521
B.\LSAM 9S7

BANANA 5GC-7n
Culture 567; Flour 568; Im-

ports 569; World Production
570; Recipes. Salad 1794

BANDS for Crawling Insects

1S72
BANDAGES, Waxed 202S

BARBERRY A N H APPLE
.IKI.LY ITv'i

BARK LOl SE, Euleeanium ni-

Brofaseiatum Pergande
(l'<-ach) l.^,r,(-5

BARNACLE SCALE, Cero-
plaHte« eerripediformis Comst.
rfjrangel 1191

B.ARN OWL 041

BARRELS for Packing Apples
321-30; Packing 332-6. 395;
IlMullnK M',

B.\BTERING 1257
BE.VJ'H APPLE for Ozarks 1521

BEA.M TREE 571

BEANS 571-2
Canning 734-5
Culture 572-4; In Washington,
Oregon and Idaho 572; Seed
per Acre 574; Truck Crop In

South 574
Diseases 575; Anthracnose

Spot, Bacterial Spot, Pow-
dery Mildew. Rust

Diseases not listed here will

he found under their own
heading In the main Index

Pests 575-9; Bean Aphis 64.

675; Bean Cutworm 675;

Bean Thrlps. P,ean Weev-
il 576; Flea Beetle 577;
Four-Spotted Bean Weevil
578; Ladybird, I-lma Bean
Borer 678; So'-d Corn Mag-
Kot 679; Twelve-Spotted Cu-
cumber Beetle 861

Cucumber Beetle 861
Pests not listed here will be
found under their own head-
ing In the main Index

Recipes 1811-12; CooUInK GrcLMi.

Dry, Lima and Shell Beans;
Bean Soup, Puree Saute;

Baked Beans lSll-12; Soup
1S27

BEAN APHIS, .\phls ruinlolB

1,. .^.4. r.T:.

BE.VN CITWORM. OKdocon-
Iji <'Inerenla i:\vcii. 575

Bi;.\N Til KIPS, Heliothrlps
faelulus r.ruande 576

ISE.VN WEEVIL. Aranthosee-
lides oliteitus Say 570

BEES 5S0-C00
Bees and the Orchard 681

Classification and General De-
scription 5S0

Diseases and Pests 597

Keeping 5S-I-99; Comb Honey
592; Dequeening 589; Ex-
tracted Honey. Grading
and Shipping Honey 502;

Hives 687; Location 6S4;

Manipulation 6S6; Races 686;

Returns from 6S4; Requeen-
ing 689; Robber Bees 599;

Selection of Stock 589; Ship-

ping 692: Stings 6S1; Sur-

plus Honey 592; Swarming
5SS; Wax 691; Wintering
Bees 594; Ventilating the

Hive 581
LItei-ature 600
Races of Bees 586

Robber Bees 599

BEETS 600-12
By-Products of Sugar Beets COO

Canning 734
Cooking 1S12
Diseases 612; Beet Scab. Crown

Rot, Curly Top, Downy Mil-

dew, Leaf Spot, Root Knot.

Root Rot, Rust
Diseases not listed here will be

found under their own head-
ing in the main index

For Alaska 9

Growing Sugar Beets Under Ir-

rigation 601-10; Soil. Climate
and General Conditions

Pests; Beet Aphis or Louse 65,

612; Beet Army Worm 612;

Beet Leaf Hopper 612; Beet

Root Aphis 55. 612; Beet
Root Aphis. California 65;

Blister Beetles. MIniite False

Cinch Bug. Plant Bugs 613;

Spinach or Beet Leaf Mag-
got. Western Army Worm
614

Pests not listed here will be

found under their own head-
ing in the main Index

Profliu-tion In United States

and Europe 611

Varieties ami Planting 600

BEET A PHIS OR LOUSE,
I*empliiBUH hetae Doan 55,

612
BEET ARMY WORM, Laphyg-

nni exigtia 612

BEET LEAF MAGGOT, Pego-
meyia vleina I^lnt. (Spinach)
IS 00

BEET ROOT AI'HIS, Tychea
brevicornis Hart. 55

BEET LEAF HOPPER, Eutet-
lix lenella Baker 612

BELLFLOWEB, Description

988; for ozarks 1525

BEN DAVIS, Description 207,

209; Soil for S9; Time for

Picking 322: Variation of

4 34; for Ozarks 1622

BENEFICIAL INSECTS 614

:

Propagating and Distributing

of, by California State In-

sectarv
Tachinid Flies 1700

BENONI APPLE for Ozarks

BIBlfriOOBAPHY (Partial List.

See also under Publications
1745-58)

Bee Journals 600

Black Leg of Potato 1711
Cabbage Cluli Root 677
Cabbage Maggot 682
Cabbage IV'sts 686
Cherry Gummosis 789
Cherry Pests 799
Cranberry 843
Crown Gall 464
Cruclferae Diseases 676
Fusarlum Wilt of Potato 1714
Galls 1072
Late Blight of Potato 1718
Lettuce Diseases 1243
Montreal Market Muskmelon

1392
Mushroom Root Rot 475

Peach Diseases 1562
Tomato Diseases 19S1

BIENNIAL BEARING OF
FRl'IT TREES 1062

BIN ROT, RhigopuH nigricans
ICIir. iSw.-.l rnlalu) 195:i

BITTER BOOT VALLEY
FRUIT GROWING 1302-7;
Climate. Irrigation. Kinds of

Ci-ops. Soils, etc.

BITTER ROT. Glomerella ru-
fonniculanN (Apple) 446. 466

BITTER ROT CANKER (Ap-
ple) 450. 466

BITTER ItOT. Melanconiuni
fnligineum (Grai)e) 1122

BIRDS IISEFUL TO FARM
AND ORCHARD 623-46; List

of 50. Giving General Habits,

Food. Enemies. Description.
Economic Status

BLACK BEES 687
BLACKBERRY 645-53
Canning 723; Jelly 729: Juice

731
Culture 746-9; Cost of Growing

In Puyallup 649: Cultivation

646; Picking and Marketing
647; Planting, Propagation
645; Pruning 647; Training
and Staking 640

Diseases 651; Crown Gall, Fruit
Rot, Leaf Spot, Mushroom
Root Rot. Orange Rust, Red
or Bramble Rust, Rust

Drying Blackberries 64S
Medicinal Qualities 645

Pests 651-3; Blackberry Crown
Borer. Brandle Flea Louse.
Cane Borer 651; Gouty Gall

Beetle. Pithy Gall and Seed-
Like Gall. Rose Scale 652;

Sawfly, Snowy Tree Cricket

653
Recipes; Blackberry and Apple
Jam. Blackberry Boll. Black-
berry Pickles 1794; Black-
berry Jelly 1789

Varieties for Ontario 711; for

Washington, for Various Dis-

tricts 649
BLACKBERRY APHIS, Am-
phorophoru rubi Kalt. 53

BLACKBERRY CROWN BOR-
ER. Bembecia marginata
651

BLACKBIRD; Crow. Brewer's
634; Red-Winged 635

BLACK CHAMPION CUB-
R.*NT S6S

BLACK CHERRY APHIS, My-
zuH cerasi Fa)>r. 5 2

BLACK CHERRY TWIG
BLIGHT. Sclerotinia seaveri

Kchm "SO

BLACK CITRUS LOUSE, Tox-
optera aiirantiae Koch (Or-

ange) 1491
BLACK CURRANTS, Varieties

BLACKHEAD CRANBERRY
WORM, Eudemis vacciniana
Pack. S46

BLACK-IIEADED GROSBEAK
632

BLACK HEART (Apple) 447

BLACK 1IE.\RT (Pineapple)

BLACK HEART OB FROST
IN.HRV (Strawberry) 1933



INDEX BLACK KNOT—CABBAGE

B I. A C K KNOT, IMowriKlitiil
ilKtrhoMii Srhw, (ClU'iTy) Tsn

B I> A ( K KNOT. Biirterium
tuiiU'farienh u'lrape) 1122

BLACK LEAF (PoMrl 1016
BLACK LEC. Biirillun soliinl-

Napnis I l'i>t:ito) ITKl
BLACK LlOt; OK l> II O M A
WILT OF CAHUACK. Flloinii

<>Iera<-eii tiT::

BLACK XF.CK KOT. Sclero-
(funi r o p i V <i r u in Berk.
^Oni 1 47 J

BLACK TKACII APHIS. AphiB
perwic'iK'-niKer Smith 52

BLACK KASI'BKKRY. Seo in-
dex vnuler Raspbt-rry

BLACK KOT, Spiieropsis ninlo-
ruiii Hcrk. (AT>I>lfl J4 7-n

BLACK OK BKOWN ROT.
Biicteriiiiii i':iiiipt*s(re (P.Tm)
Erw. .\i S. iCabbuKf) G75

Literature t>7i5

BLACK ROT, Guignardia bid-
wellii I Ell.) V. & R. (Grape)
IU'2

BLACK KOT (Mustard) 1392
BLACK ROT. Spbaeronema

flnibriatum lEM. & Hals.)
Sacc. (Sweet Totato) 1953

BLACK ROT (Strawberry)
1933

BLACK .SCALE. Saiesetla oleae
Bern. (Apricot) 550

Parasite of fil6: Dosage Table
1499

BLACK .SPOT, Rbytsima ace-
riDuni (Pers. 1 Fr. (Maple)
IDOL'

B L .\ C K SPOT, Fhyllachora
trifolii rPers. ) Pckl. (Clover
and Alfalfa! «16

BLACK .SPOT (Mushroom)
13SG

BL.*CK SPOT (Onion) 1471
BLACK SPOT C.4NKER, Neii-

fahra!>a malioorticia (Ap-
ple)

; See also Anthracnose of
Apple 43S. 449

BLACK SPOT FFNGrS OR
SCAB, Fii8irladiani denlriti-
eum (.\pplei 4.-,d

BL.4CK - Sl'OTTED RED
L.\nYBIRn ir.&s

BL.\CK TERN fi44

BL.\CK VICTORL4 CURR.\NT
.SfiS

BLACK WALNFT 2001BLADDERS, Exoasous sp.
I Plum) ir,9C

B L .* S T OF CR.4XBERRY.
Ciuifninrdia sp. S44

BLEACHERS for Dried Fruit
923

BLIGHT. BotryHophaeria ribis
(Currant I STO

BLIGHT. Barilius Milanarea-
rum (Tomato ( 197 4

BLIGHT. Pli.Tlopblhora infes-
tann (Tomato i 1975

BLIGHT OF CR.ANBERRY S44
BLKillT (Onion I 1472
BLIIiHT. BacilluiK aniylovoruN

(Burrlll) De TonI: Bacterial
Blight of Apples. Pears.
Quinces and Other Pome
Fruits li;ir.-4S: History and
OrlKln 1616; Hosts. Appear-
ance 1620; the Germ 1622-
24; Means of Infection 1624;
Treatment 1629; Disinfection
of Tools and Cuts 1631;
Bridge Grafting 1633; Sum-
mer Cutting 1634; Resistant
Stocks 1635; Eradication
1636; Popular Remedies 1637;
Shape of Tree 163R: Cultiva-
tion and Irrigation 1639:
Losses 1641; Importance of
Pathological Work 1642; Fac-
tors In Control 1642; Epi-
demics 1643; Summary 1646

BLIGHT. Seploria ptsi West
(Pcasl 1529

BLIGHT OR DOWNV MIL-DEW (Potato) 1711

BLLSTER BEETLES (Beet)
i; 1 :!

BLISTER BEETLES. Epicauta
.sp. (Tomato) 19S1

BLISTER CANKER. Nunimii-
lurirt dlNcreta Tul. (Apple)
4 5

1

BLISTER MITE, Eriophyea
pyri i'fc'st. 1649

BLOOM CII.4RT 656-9; Cher-
lies. Pears 659; Phims 656

BLOOMING PERIOD OF
TREE FRI ITS 653-6

BLOSSOM END ROT (Tomato)
1974

BLOSSOM ROT. Sclerotinia
c.Vl.pl.'i 549

BLOSSOMS. Causes of Failure
to Set Fruit 40S. 413

BLOTCH. Phjiloslicta solifa-
rla E. .>i B (Apple) 451

BLUEBERRY 660; Canning
723; Impro\-ement of 660;
Jelly, see Currant Jelly 729;
References 661

BLFEBIRD 626
BLUE .JAY' 63 7

BLFE OR GREEN MOLD.
IVniciliium italiclini and
Penicilliuin digitatum (Or-
ung:e and T.emon) 1487

BLVE MOLD DECAY' (Apple)
453

BLCE FEARMAIN. for Massa-
chusetts 1345

BOBOLINK 636
BOmVHITE 643
BODY BLIGHT OR SITN
.SCALD (Chestnut) S07

BOISE for Strawberries 1912
BOKHARA OR SWEET CLO-
Y'ER as Honev Producer 591

BOLL WORJI. Heliothis oliso-
leta Fab. (Tomato) 19S4

BOOKS ON HORTICFLTCRE.
List 1746

BORAGE FAMILY 1991
BORDEAUX. Method of Mak-

ing 452. 1S61. 1S70
Literature 1756; Cost 1S74
BORER. American Currant
INenocerus supernotatus Say
S71

BORERS, Apple 506
BORERS. Branch and Twig

I'ol.vcaon confertus Lee. 507
BOTRYTIS DECAY' 454
BOX .MAKING 329-30
BR.YN-ARSENIC MASH 1S70
BRAN .MASH (Poison) 1S70
BRAN-PARIS GREEN MASH

1S71
BRANCH AND TWIG BORER.

Poi.vc.aon cunfertus Lee. (Ap-
ple) 5(17

BR.4ND. Value of 1311
BR.iZIL NUT 661
BREAD FBI'IT 661
BRE.AD NUT. Americana 662
BREEDS of Fruit and Their

Survival 663

BRITISH COLUMBIA 700-3;
Apples for Horticultural Dis-
tricts 702; Export Fruit Pack-
aces 703; Fruit (Jrowing 700;
Map of Horticultural Dis-
tricts 701; Varieties of Fruit
700

BROCCOLI. Culture and De-
scription 1193

For Alaska 7; Method of Cook-
ing 1S13

BRONZE APPLE TREE
WEEVIL. .>lagdale»t aenes-
cens Ijcc, 5 I

BROWN .\PKICOT SCALE. Ea-
lecaniuni amieniaoum Craw.;
See European Fruit Scale 519

Parasite ..f 621
BKOWV BEES 5S7
BKOWN CREEPER. Certhia

fiimiltarJN arnericana 62S
BROWN D.AY .MOTH, Pspado-

IiuzIh eglanterina B o i s d.
( Prune) 1742

BROWN .MITE, Bryohfa pra-
leilKi« CMrmali (Peach) 1562

BROWN KOT (Apples) (See
also i''i-uii Pit 4(;i;i 454

BROWN ROT. Sclerotinia fruc-
ligena (Apricol) 549; (Cher-
ry) "xn- (Peach) 1552-4BROW N ROT, Bacterium
campeslre I'am. (Cabbage)
675

BROWN ROT. Pythiacystis cit-
riiphtliora (Lemon) 1235;
(Orange) 14X7

BROIVN ROT. Pol.rporus snl-
phureus (Bull.) Fr. (Shade
Trees) 11)02

BROWN SPOT OR DRY ROT
OF BALDWIN 454; See also
Fruit P't 466

B R O W N SPOT. Altemaria
brassicae (Berk.) Sacc.
(Horseradish) 114S

BROWN SPOT (Orange) 14SS
BBOWN-T.AIL MOTH. Euproc-

tis chr.vsorrboea Linn. (Ap-
ple) 510-12

BROWN THRASHER 629
BRUNISSURE (Grape) 1127
BRl:SSELS SPROUTS, Vari-

eties 663
For Alaska S; Method of Cook-

ing 1813
BUCKINGHAJI. Description 209
BUCKWHE.YT as Cover Crop

253; as Honey Producer 591
BICKWHE.AT FAMILY' 1990
BUDDING PEACHES 1537-8
BUDDING TOOLS 1637
BUDDING THE PECAN. Meth-

ods 165S-65
BUD BLIGHT 549
BUD MITE (Peach) 1564
BUD VARIATIONS 4 20
BUD WOR.M (Pear) 1650; (Pe-

can) 1673
BUFFALO BERRY' 664
BUFFALO TREE HOPPER,

Ceresa bubnius Fab. 612
BUGS (Tomato) 1981
BUGS (Potato) 1725
BULBS, Spring Flowering 958
BUNCH BEANS OB BUSH
BEANS 572

BUREAUS of United States
Department of Agriculture
665

BURN OR SCALD (Tomato)
1975

BUSH BEANS 572
BUSH FRUITS 665; Fertilizers

for 665; Selection of Varie-
ties of 666; tor Ontario 711

BUTTERNUTS 2001
BY-PRODUCTS OF APPLE;

Cider Products Made on
Farm, Recipes for 810; Sweet
Cider. Difficulty of Keeping
667-S; Vinegar 669

BY'-PRODUCT Fruit Charts;
See Index under Charts

BY-PRODUCTS of Evaporated
Fruits 932

BY'-PRODUCTS of Sugar Beets
609

c
CABBAGE 670-3
Cooking, Methods 1813; Salad

1S22
Culture. Marketing Varieties,

etc. 670-3; as Intercrop 260;
for Alaska 6

Diseases 673-6; Black Leg or
I'homa Wilt, Black or Brown
Rot, Club Root. Damping-
Off, Downy Mildew, Leaf
Blight. White Rust. Fusarl-
um Wilt. Root Rot. Stem
Rot. Rhizoctonia 673-6

Pests 677-86; Cabbage Aphis
54; Cabbage Curculio. Cab-
bage Hair Worm. Cabbage
Louse 677; Cabbage Maggot
or Radish Maggot 678; Com-
mon Cabbage Looper. Cross-
Striped Cabbage Worm, Cut-



CABBAGE—CHARTS INDEX

wv^nns »>S2; Dlmnomi-Raokotl
Moth. Dipterous Lonf Minors.
Flea Boetlos CSS; Oroen Cnb-
bage Aiihls 52. 54; Uarlc-
QUtn Cabbage Bug CS.I; Hop
Plea Beetle 6S4; Imported
Cabbage Web Worm, Iin-

ported Cabbage Worm 6S6;
see also 1S75: Native Cab-
bage Worm. Seed Stalk
Weevil 6S6

Literature on Cabbage Pests
CnC

C A B It A G E APHIS, Aphis
brasNloae 1^. r>4

CAUU.VC.K FAMTLY, Cruci-
fenie l;i'.iO

r.VI.KNK.VRS. Spray 1875-S3
C.Vl.KMH I-A ?S7
CAI.irOllM.V ANGCr-AB-
WINGKI) KATYHin, Mlcro-
eentriim laurefolium Ijinn.

(Oraiito) 14 Hi;

CAI-irORNIA 6S9-93
Calitoriiia Canned Fruit and
Vegetable Packs GOl

California Citrus Industry
692-3

California Fruit Growers' Ex-
change 694

Frost and Precipitation 690
Harvest Time for Various
Crops 6S9

Laws on Transportation of
Nursery Stork 1225

Table of Productiveness 690

CALirOKXIA B K K T ROOT
APHIS. TrifidaplilN radici-
cola EssIk (Beet) 55

CALIFORNIA GRAPE ROOT
WOR.M. A d n X 11 H obseurus
Linn, it'rape) 1129

C.\LlFORM.\ JAY r.n7

CALIFORNIA P K A C H
BLKiirr .\ND FRFIT SPOT.
Corvneiini l»ei.ierinckll 1554-6

C.\LIF<>K\L\ I'OPPV 9S7
CALnORNIA VINE DIS-
EASE (Grape) 1127

CALIFORNIA Y E L L O W .S

( Peach 1 1.162

CALYX INJURY (Apple) 454
C.^LLIOPSIS 9S«
C.*MPANILA 9SS
CANADA 687-713
British Columbia. Export Fruit
Packages. Horticultural Dis-
tricts. Varieties Recommend-
ed 700-3

Fruit Divisions 698-700
Horticultural Laws 1198-1203.

1233
Nova .Scotia 703-5
Ontario. Fruits and Varieties
necommended 705-13

CANAD.4 PE.4S as Cover Crop
2r.3-r.

C.^NDLEBERRY 714
CANDYTIFT 9SS
r.ANE BLIGHT, Neetria rinna-

liarlna 'Todei Fr. (Currant)
,'>70

CANE N^ECROSIS. Botryos-
phnerin ribis (Currant) 870

r.\NKERS (Apple Tree Anth-
racnose) 4 38

CANKER, Sphaernpflis malo-
riim (Apple) 447

CANKER AND TWIG BLIGHT
(A PI. If I 4.'',4

CANKER (Peach) 1556
CANKER WORM, Nntnlnpus

sp. '.\pplc) 513

CANNING AND PRESERVING
P-RIITS IN THE HOME
714-31

Bottling Fruit Juices 731; See
also index under Recipes

Jelly Making 727-30; See also
Index under Recipes

Making Syrups for Canning 720
Methods of Canning Various

Fruits 722-25; Stewed 722;
Cooked In Oven 725; In Wa-
ter Bath 726; Recipes 722-5

Methods of Preserving Various
Fruits 725-7: in Grape Jutco
726; in Cider 727 (.See

Ueclpes); In Honey ISOS
Preser\lng for Market, Packing
and ShippniK 715

Principles of Canning and Pre-
serving. Bacteria. Yeasts,
Fermentation. Molds. Sterili-

zation. Utensils. Seloction
and Preparation of Fruit
715-19

Canned Fruit Pack In Califor-
nia 091

Canned and Dried Fruit In

United States, Value of 737
Canning Vegetables in the
Home 732-6; Kinds of Jars
Preserving Powders 732;
Recipes for Varlovis Vege-
tables 733; Retaining Fresh-
ness and Color of Vegetables
736; Selection and Preijara-
tion. .Sterilization 733

CANT.ALOl'P FLY, EuxeBta
notata 756

CANTALOl'P 738-55
Culture 73S-1S; Care. Climate

741: Cultivation 746-S; Im-
portance of Good Seed 739;
Intercrop 258; Irrigation 745:
Planting and Securing Stand
744: Points for Commercial
Growers 738; Preparing Land
743; Soil and Fertility 742;
Tools 747

Diseases 750. 754-5, Anthrac-
nose. Cladosporium. Downy
Mildew 754; Muskmelon Leaf
Blight. Wilt. Root Rot 756

Harvesting and Marketing 750-

2; Marketing 752; Picking.
Packing. C r <a t 1 ng 750-1;
Grade Rules 357

Pests 755; Cantaloup Fly.
White-Lined Sphinx 765:
Melon or Cotton Aphis.
Striped Cucumber Beetle 749;
Pickle Worm 750

Varieties. Early Rust Resist-
ant. New Strains of Promise.
Pollnck, Rockyford. Ryan's
Enrlv Walters Strain 752-3

CANTERBITRY BELL 988
CAI'ILL.ARITV, Control of 896
CAIMTAL STOCK IN CO-OP-
ERATIVE ASSOCIATION.S
127(1

CARBOLATED LIME 1862
CARBOLIC ACID EMULSION

isci;: Cost 1874
CARBON ISISULrillD 1S71
CARLOAD SHIPMENTS 1327
CAB MOVEMENTS, Tracing

1296. 1328; Rate 1329; Regu-
laritv 1330: DIver.llon 1333

CARNATION BFD ROT, Spo-
rafrlchiim piiae I'lt. (Orna-
mentals) 1002

CARNATION PINK 997
CABNIOLAN BEES 586
CAROB 756; as Honey Pro-
ducer 591

CARROTS 757-S
Canning 735
Cooking Methods 1814
Culture 757; in Alaska 9

Diseases 757; Leaf Spot. Root
Rot. Soft Spot

Pests 758; Carrot Beetle. Car-
rot Rust Fly

CABEOT BEETLE. Lig.vrlns
Kibliosus Del 758

CARROT BUST FLY, Psila
roHue Fab. 758

CASEBEARERS, Coleophora
fletcherella (Apple) 513

CASTOR BE.AN 9SS
CATALPA as Honey Producer

591
CATBIRD 629
CAUCASIAN BEES 586
CAULIFLOAVEB 758
Canning 735
Cooking and Serving 1814
Culture 758; In Alaska 7

Diseases 758; Rlcing. Soft Rot
or Stump Rot

Pests. Soo Cabbage Pests 677
CAVES AND CELL.ARS for
Mushriiom Culture 1:178

CECROPI.A MOTH, Sanila cre-
copia t.\in>lc) 514

CEO.AR BU.ST. Pacltlc Coast
(Apjile, I'eai- and Other
Pome I'^rultsl <«.vmn4>Npnran-
Srulni bliiNdiileaniini 4S6

CBLERIAC, tor Alaska 9

Cooking and Serving 1814;
Soup 1826

CELEBY 769-70
Cooking 1814
Culture 769-66; in Alaska 9: in
Humid Sections. Setting, Cul-
tivating. Harvesting. M.arket-
ing. Crates. Storing 763-6;
in Irrigated Sections. Seed,
Setting. Cultivating. Irrigat-
ing. Blanching. Harvesting,
Marketing, Storing 759-62

Diseases 766, 767-9; Damping-
Off. Early Celery Blight 766,
767; Late Celery Blight 766,
768: Bad Seed, Black Root,
Heart Rot. 767: Root Rot,
True and False Rust 769

Pests 766, 769-70; Celery Leaf
Tyer, Celery Looper, Parsley
Caterpillar, Grasshoppers,
Tarnished Plant Bug 769-70

Propagation, Soil for Propaga-
tion 759

CEMENT, Saving Trees by Use
of S92

CENT.AUREA 990
CENTRAL .SELLING AGEN-
CIES i':69

CHAFF SCALE, Parlatoria
pergandii Comst. (Lemon)
1237; (Orange) 1492

CHALCID FLY, Golden 620,
1690

CHABACTEBISTICS OF JIAB-
KETS 12 28

CHARTS
Amount and Value of Canned
and Dried Fruit in United
States 737

Area Under Fruit in Common-
wealth 663

Apples. Best Sellers 183; Dates
for Picking and Consumption
203-5; Disease Susceptibility
of Variet'es 500; New Vari-
eties 183; Origin of Species
of Apples 61: Prices. Grades.
Sizes 186: Recommended for
Commercial Orchards i n
United States and Canada
185; Shipped on Interstate
Railroads in United States
74; Trees in United States
73, S3; Trees in Yakima Val-
ley 84; Apple Yield in Sod
and Tilled Orchards 239

Bloom Chart of Plums, Pears.
Cherries 656-9

By-Products from Fruits in
Nebraska 1395; In Nevada
1400; in New Hampshire
1405; in New Jersey 1409: in

Utah 1988; in Virginia 1997:
in Washington 2023: in West
Virgln-a 2032; in Wisconsin
2034; in Wyoming 2037

Capillary Water. Rate of Rise
1851

Carload Grape Loading 1120
Commei-clal Orchards In Idaho

1153
Compatibility of Insecticides
and Fungicides 1884

Composition of Banana Flour
and Other Foods 569: of
Fruits 1039-40; of Nuts 1433;
Composition of Fruit Soils

1845
Cost of Fruit and Other Foods.
Comparative 1047; Cost of
Pumping Water for Irriga-
tion 1183; Water for Private
Projects 1184; for Public



INDEX CHARTS—CLOVER

Projects 11S5: Cost and Man-
agement of Orchards 376-401

Dates of Ripening for Plums
in Yakima Valley ICSS

Decay in Shipment 1734-7
Dosage Table for Fumigation

1199
Effect of Mulch on Evapora-

tion 1S51
Elements Removed from Soil
by Crops 24S

Exports of Apples from United
States 75-7S

Exports of Dried Apples from
United States 75

Exports of Dried Apricots and
Peaches 1552

Exports of Raisins 11 IS
Food \'alue of Nuts 1442
Frost and Precipitation for
Alabama 5: Arkansas 553:
Arizona 555; Florida 1006;
Georgia 1077; Illinois 1158;
Indiana 1159; Iowa 1164;
Kansas 1196; Kentucky 1197;
Louisiana 1253; Michigan
134S; Minnesota 1350; Miss-
issippi 1355; Missouri 1358;
Montana 1367; Hamilton.
Montana 1362-4; Nebraska
1393; Nevada 1399; New Jer-
sey 1407; New Mexico 1411;
New York 141S; North Car-
olina 1423; North Dakota
1426; Ohio 144S; Oklahoma
1453; Oregon 1517; Pennsyl-
vania 1677; South Carolina
1S56; South Dakota 1S69;
Tennessee 1960; Texas 1965;
Utah 1S96; Washington 2022;
TiVest Virginia 2030; Wiscon-
sin 2033; Wyoming 2035

Gains in Nitrogen. Various
Legumes 1S4S

Highest Alkali Harmless to
Crops LSSO

Horticultural Experience 398
Hydrometer Test for Spray

1865
Imports of Bananas in United

States 569; Nuts In United
States 1447

Imports of Apples into United
Kingdom. Apples into Ger-
many 1324; Pears Into
United Kingdom. Apples and
Pears Into France 1325;
Raisins and Grapes 1118

Irrigated Land in Idaho 1151
Loss Caused by Insects 1160
Minor Articles of Farm Equip-
ment, Number and Cost 938-
41

Nitrogen Content of Legumes
1S47

Number of Bearing Trees,
Peaches and Nectarines 1551;
Peach Trees S3; Pear Trees
lfi!4; Plums and Prunes 1694

Number of Plants per Acre,
Various Distances 1691

Percentage of Decay In Ship-
ment. Grapes 1734; Oranges,
Raspberries 1736; Cherries,
Prunes 1737

Plant Food in Washington
Soils 2020

Planting Table and Garden-
ers Calendar 1073

Planting Table for Flowers
1001; Distances 1690

Plant Food Requirements 1840
Practical Rating of Soil Con-

tent In Washington 2021

Production of Fruits and Veg-
etables. Apples In United
States 72; Figs in United
."States 958; Fruit in Great
Britain 1051; Fruit in Illi-
nois 1156; Kansas 1194;
Maine 1254; Maryland 1337;
Massachusetts 1345-7; Mich-
igan 1348; Minnesota 1361;
Mississippi 1355-7; Missouri
1359; Montana 1367; Nebras-

ka 1393; Nevada 1399; New
Hampshire 1404; New Jer-
sey 140S; New Mexico 1411-
13; New York 141S-21; North
Carolina 1423-25; North Da-
kota 1426; Ohio 144.8; Okla-
homa 1451; Oregon 1514;
Pennsylvania 1G7S; South
Carolina 1856; South Dakota
1S5S; Tennessee 1958-60;
Texas 1963-6; Utah 1986:
Virginia 1997; Washington
2022; West Virginia 2031;
Wisconsin 2033; Wyoming
2036; Grapes in United States
1116; Mushrooms in Paris
1377; Nuts in United States
1445-6; Oranges in United
States 1485: Peaches and
Nectarines in United States
1560; Pears in United States
1615; Raisins in California
1095; Sugar Beets in United
States. Sugar Beets in Eu-
rope 611: Wine in United
States 1117

Rainfall in Medford, Ore. 1517
Table of Weights and Meas-

ures. Cooking 1778
Table tor Diluting Lime-Sul-
phur 1SG4

Table of Specific Gravity and
Degrees Beaume for Sprays
1SG4

Time Required for Digesting
Foods 1006

Value of Fruits In Australia
563

Weights and Measures. Cook-
ing 1778

CHELAN 2017
CHERRY 773-9
Bloom Chart 659
Canning 723-5. 731; Cooked in

Jars 725; Juice 731
Classification 773
Culture 773-4; Soli. Planting,

Fillers. Cultivating

Diseases 780-90; Black Knot.
Brown Rot. Black Cherry
Twig Blight. Chery Gum-
mosis 780; Canker. Blighting
of Buds and Spurs 782; Die
Back. Fruit Drop. Leaf Curl
or Witches' Broom 789; Leaf
Spot or Shot Hole 790

Harvesting and Preparing for
Market 776, 1053; Picking
1053; Packing. Sorting 1055;
Tiering 1059; Cost of Mar-
keting 776

Literature. Culture 1752: Dis-
eases 7S9

Pests 790-99; Black Cherry
Aphis 52: Cherry Fruit Fly
790: Cherry Saw Fly. Cherry
Leaf Beetle. Cherry Scale
791 ; Cherry and Pear Slug
792: Divaricated Buprestis.
Dogday C'cada or Harvest
Ply. Emperor Moth 794; Fall
Canker Worm. Smaller Shot
Hole Borer 795; Pear Blight
Beetle 796; Bibliography of
Cherry Pests 799

Production in United States 777
Propagation 775
Pruning 776-7; Cutting Back.
Framework. Fruiting Habits.
How to Prune. Pruning First
Pour Years. When to Prune

Recipes. Cake. Pie, Salad.
Wine, Rolls, Spiced Cherries
1795

Varieties Recommended 778;
for Alaska 11: British Co-
lumbia 700

CHERRY FRIIT FI,V. Rago-
lellH eingnlilla 790

CHKKKV rRI IT SAW FI-Y,
Hiiploeanipit <-ookei 790

CHERRY CI'RR.^NT 860
CHERRY <;i'>IMOSI.S 7 SO:

Bibliography 789

CHERRY SCALE, Eulecanium
oerasorum Ckl. 791

CHESTNUT 799-810
Classification 802
Culture 799
Diseases 807-8; Anthracnose,
Body Blight. Bark Disease

History SliO: .\daptability, Eu-
ropean and Japanese

Orchard 804; Care. Cross-Fer-
tilization

Pests 808-10; Chestnut Weevil
Larger Chestnut Weevil 808
Lesser Chestnut Weevil 809
Two-Lined Chestnut Borer
810

Price of Nuts 805
Propagation 803-4; Bud Vari-

ation. Stocks for Grafting
Uses 801-2: Honey Producer

591; Uses In France. Italy.
Japan. Korea 801-2

Varieties 803. 806-7; Advantages
and Disadvantages of Euro-
pean and Japanese Varieties
806: Production of New Va-
rieties 803; Varieties Recom-
mended 807

CHESTNUT APHIS. CaUipfe-
rus eastaneae Bucltt. 53

CHF.STNITT BARK DISEASE.
l>inporthe parasitica Murrill
SOS

CHICKADEE 6 28
CHICKORY' as Honey Producer

591
CHILDREN ON FARM 936
CHIPPING SPARROW 633
CHLOROSIS (Grape) 1127 (Or-
ange) 1488

CHRYSANTHEMUM 989
CHKY'SOMPHALUS ROSSI

(Olive Pest) 1457
CICADA, DOGDAY. Cicada

linnei (Cherry) 794
CIDER 667. 403-8
CIDER PRODUCTS Made on

the Farm SlO-2
Butter Apple. Cider Apple

SIO; Fruit S12: Grape, Lem-
on 811: Peach 810: Pear.
Plum 811: Tomato 810

Vinegar. Apple and Pear 812
CITRANGE 813
CITRONS 814
CITRUS APHIS 53
CITRUS FRUITS 814
Trees. Production and Value

of. 1910. 815
CITRU.S FRUIT GROWING,

See Orange 1475-1484
CITRUS INDUSTRY' in Cali-

fornia 692; Citrus Protective
I-.e'igue

CITRUS MEALY BUG. Pseu-
doroocus oitri Risso (Lemon)
1237; (Orange) 1492

CITRUS THBIPS. Euthrips
citri Moulton (Orange) 1493

CITRUS WHITE FLY, Aley-
rodes oitri RHey & Howard
(Orange) 1494

CITY- MARKETS 126 2

CLADOSPORIUM (Cantaloup)

CL.ARKI.\ 989
CLASSIFICATION OF SPRAYS

1SS5; of Vegetables 19S9
CLAYTON APPLE f6r Ozarks

1523
CLEARINti LAND 108-119
CLIMATIC CONDITION.S Af-

fecting Certain Crops 815:
Peaches 562; Sugar Beets
602

CLIMATIC EFFECT on Peaches
1562

CLIMBING CUTWORMS, Va-
rious Species (Apple) 514

CLOVER as Cover Crop 254
Clover vs. Alfalfa Mulch as
Cover Crop 241-4

CLOVER as Honey Producer
590

CLOVER .\PHIS. Apliis l>nkerl
Cowen 4 9



CLOVER—CrCl'MBER INDEX

II.OVKK MITK. Itr.voliia prii-

triiHU (laKiniin SL't

ri-OVKK AN-1> AI.VAl.FA
Disoasos S10.-21; Anthrttcnose.

Bnclei-lnl KllKht t Yellowing).
Black Spot S16; Crown Hall
S17: Dodder, Varieties of
SIS; Downy Mildew, l.eat

Spot. Root Nodules S20;
Root Rot. Rust. Stem BllKht.
Wilt or Stem Rot s;i

Pesta S:2-6; Alfalfa Crane Fly
S22: Alfalfa Looper. Alfalfa
Weevil s:3; Clover and Al-
mond Mite. Cirasshoppers
S24; Valley and Differential
Grasshoppers. Hopper Dozer
S2.-. ; Zolira Caterpillar S20

n.OVKK 1-.\MII.V. I.ei,Mimi-

nosae 1 ;''.'<>

(I.l II KOOT. riaNmodioplinra
hnissicae iCnbhaKe^ I'lT.^i

rO.^ST KKCIOX OF WASH-
IXCTOX tor Strawberries
1913

COBAEA SCANT>ENS. Orna-
menlnls 9«fl

C0CKS<0>II5 000
COCO.W'IT l'.VI,M S2ri

rol)LIN(i MOTH. Carpocnpsa
ponionella T^lnn. .^^l-t-T: T.,lfe

History, l")eserlption, Spray
OOFFELT .\PPI,E for Ozarks

I.l 2 3

COI.,\ NI'T <!27

COi.D ri{.\ME lor.s

roi.i.Aii lii.KiHT ir,-

roI.I.AK DISEASE, Vermiou-
laria sp, (Tomato I 107f;

rOI.I.AKS FOB DR.\rNAGE
DITfllES 904

roI.I.INS .4PPI,E for Ozarks
1.''.23

COLORADO 827-30: Climate
S30: Orand Valley, Grand
Junction S29: Frost and Pre-
cipitation for Colorado S30:
Nursery Stock Transporta-
tion T„-n>-s lia.';

"COI,OR,\DO" BOX PACK
3B2-3

COLORADO POTATO BEE-
TLE. Leptlmotarsa decemll-
neata Say (Potato) 112,5:
(Toninln) lOSC

rOI.IMISINF. 000
rOI.IRE (r;r,opfi 1123
rOMBININfi FRl'ITS FOR
I'RF.SKRVES 1S09

rOMUT CIRKANT sr.O

COMMON ,\SP.\RAC.rS BEE-
TLE, CrioceriH nHpariiel T.,lnn.

.'-.r.i

COMMON NEMATODE, Hete-
rn'l T-i ridi^ienP. ''riT-f 1720

COMMON TERMITE, Termen
inrlfntrUN Rossi C,\r>rlcot)

COMPARATIVE Food value of
RaHlns IROO

COMPARATmE Cost of Fruits
as Food 1047

COMPATTBTLITT OF INIEC-
TH'IDKS AND FINGKIDES
1SS4

COMPOSITION of Atnilos 102:
Rinanas r.09: Fruits 1037-9:
Trrlc'ited and Xon-Trrlirated
•^nills S31

COXKFLOWER 990
rOXXKCTICl'T S31 : Nursery

Stock T.awR 1''2.-.

CONSERVATION OF MOIS-
TI'RE r.'i.-

CONSIGX.MEXT MARKKTIXfi
l2r,o

COXSTITIKXTS RE.MOVKD
BV APPLES 314

CONTACT INSECTICIDES.
How They Kill 1161

CONTRACTS. Co-operative
Markeilnc 1207

COXTROL OF INSECTS and
Diseases. Literature 1753-7

CONTROL OF PRODICE IN
TRANSIT 1332

COXI'lJOl. Ol- DISTRIBUTION
OF I'KI ITS 1207

COXTUtH.I.IXr. FRUIT Bl'DS
lii

.\S,SOCIA-CO-OPFKATIVE
TIONS IL'7..

CO-OPKR.VTIVE JI.IRKETING,
Co-operative HandlliiK and
Markotlntr of Fruits 1273-SS:
Co-operntlon East and West
1273: Fundamentals of Co-
operation 12G5-73; North Pa-
clllc Fruit Distributors liSS;
Organization 1275: Yakima
Valley Fruit Growers ,\sso-

clatlon 12S4; Weakness of
Co-operative Marketing 1305

COOPER'S ll.\WK 042
CORK nKC.W of Baldwin 467
COKMOPSIS OSS
CORN .s;;2

CannluK 733
CookiuK Recipes ISIG
Culture S32
Pests: Corn Root Aphis, Corn

T.eaf Aphis fiT,

CORN" EAR WORM, Helio-
Ihin ol.MdcIa V:ih 10S4

COHN I.IO.AF APHIS, Aphis
niaidis I'Mlch 5.5

COltX ROOT APHIS, .\pllis

liiuidiradiciN Forlics 55

COHNM.OWKR 000
COiiitosn !: Sl'BLIM.VTE 1S73
COinXiaM AND PHOM.\
C.ANlvURS (.\pplci 457

CORVNEl'M O R OR.^XGE
LEAF SPOT. Coryneum folli-

eoluni (Apple) 405
COSMOS 001
COST OF MANUFACTURING
ALCOHOL 20

COST OF RAISING APPLES
:i70-SS. 390-7

COST OF HAULING TO MAR-
KET, Apples 300

COST OF SPRAV MATERIALS
1S74

COST OF RAISING RASP-
ISKRRIES 1770-1

COST OF R.AISING LOGAN-
BERRIES 1245-G

COTTON as Honey Producer
591

COTTON APHIS 55

COTTOX BANDS FOR COX-
TROL OF IXSECTS 1.S72

COTTOXV CI'SHION SC.'VLE.
Icerya pureliasi Mask ((Jrape)
1120; P.iraslte of 010

COTTONY MAPLE SCALE.
I'ulvenarhi vUis Linn. (Ap-
ple) 51 S

COTTOXV MOLD, .Srlerntinla

liherfiana (T^emon) 1235

COVER CROPS 236-7, 246-55;
for Peach Orchard 1544

COW PKAS as Cover Crops 253
CR.AB APPLES 832-3
Can n i n f,' 7 2 4

MarketinE 1053-0: Picking.
Packing. Sortlnp:

Recipes; .lelly 730: See also
Index under Recipes

Varieties. Common Crab S33:
Hybrids S32; Recommended
for British Columbia 700; for

Horticultural Districts 833;
Wild 57, (;i

CRACKING THE PECAN 1668
CKAXitlJKRV S35-S51
Culture S37-42: Developing

Hop. Plants and Planting
841-2: in P4aciflc Northwest
837-40: Clearing and Prepar-
ing r,and 839; Buildings and
Equipment 840: Drainage
and Climate 838: Ditches.
Darns. Dikes, etc. 839; Sand.
Soil. Water, etc. 837-40

Diseases 843-4; Cranberry An-
thracnose. Cranberr.v Blast.
Blight. Cranberry Rot. Cran-
berry Scald 84 4

Marketing 835-0, 842: Picking,
Sorting. Storing. Marketing,
Prices, etc. S35-6: Production
and nisi)08ul 842

Pests 840-61: Blackhead Cvan-
berr.v Worm, Yellowhead
Cranberry Worm S46: Cran-
berry Fruit Worm 847: Cran-
berry trlrdler 848; Cranberry
Katydid 849; Grasshoppers
and Crickets 850; Cranberry
Span Worm. Inch or Measur-
ing Worm. Cranberry Tip
Worm 851

Propagation 835; Cuttings
Recipes 1796: Cranberry Muf-

fins, Cranberry Sauce 1796:
Cranberry .Telly (See Bar-
berry .lelly) 1789

Varieties 837

CBANDALL BLACK CUR-
RANT S6S

CRANE FLV, Tipula simplex
Doane (Alfalfa) 822

CRATES AND TRAYS for Dry-
ing Fruit 925

CRESS 862
Pests: Watercress Leaf Beetle,
Watercress Sow Bug 852
852

Pests not listed here will be
found under their own head-
ing in the main index

(RIDDLE MIXTURE for In-
sects 1871

CROP ROTATION 008
CROSS INFECTION 400
CROSSING TOMATOES to In-

crease Yield 1972
CROSS-STRIPED CABBAGE
WORJI, Pionea rimosalis
Guen 682

CROW 636
CROW BLACKBIRD 034

CROWN GALL, Bacterium tu-
mefaciens 457-64; Causes,
Effects. Infection 457-60;
(Apple) 461; (Grapes). Hops.
Small Fruits 463: Stone
Fruits 4 6 2; Ornamental
Plants 1002

CROWN GALL, Bacterium tu-
mefaciens (Apple and Other
TIoslsl 457: (Almonds) 1070;

(Alfalfa) 1071: Urophlyctes
alfalfae (Clover and Alfalfa)
817

CROWN KNOT, See Crown
Gall 467

CROWN ROT. Plionm betae
(Beet) 612

CRUCIFERAE DISEASES 676;
Cabbage Aphis 54; Green
Peach Aphis 54

CRI CIFERAE F.-VMILY 1990
CRUDE OIL E.MI'LSION 1867
CUCKOO, Yellow Billed 640
CUCUMBER 864-61
Culture: In South 854: Soil

853; Intercrop 259-60; Honey
Producer 591

Diseases 865-7: Anthracnose.
Cucumber Rot. Damping Off
856; Downy Mildew. Leaf
Mold Leaf Spot Disease. Mo-
saic Disease. Nematodes and
Eel Worms 856: Powdery
Mildew. Scab. Wilt, Bacteri-
al Wilt 8B7

Pests 857-61: Banded Leaf-
Footed Plant Bug, Cucumber
Plea Beetle. Cutworm 857:

Melon Aphis 65: Melon
Worm. Northern T^eaf-Footed
Plant Bug 868; Striped Cu-
cumber Beetle SOO: Common
or Greenhouse White Fly.

Western Twelve-Spotted Cu-
cumber Beetle 861

P'cking 863
Recipes for Cooking and Serv-

ing 1815-10: Salad 1823
Varieties 854
CUCUMBER FLE.* BEETLE.

Epitrix cucumeriH Ilarr. 857
CI CIVMHFR ROT 855



INDEX CULTIVATION—EGGPLANT

Cri.TIVATION or FRIITS
A N 1> VKiiKTAItLES, See
Index umiei- tlie Viirious
Fruits ami \'euelaMes

Cl'LTlKK KKFINKH 1

CUMQl'AT AM> AITI.K SAL-
Al> I Tin;

CI'RCl I.IO. AiitlioiioiiiuH i|uad-
rljrihlHiw Say lApplo)r)ls; Ceu-
torliyrliUH riipiie Oyle ( Cab-
bane > t;77; ConotrachelUB
ntMiiiphar Ilbst. (Plum) 1696

CI UI.Y KI.KillT (Pear) 1648
CrilKANT SC4-77
Canning 723. 725; Juice 731
Culture 864-5; Propagation,

Soil. Planting, Cultivation.
Pruning

Diseases 869-71: Antliracnose
S69; Cane Bllsht. Currant
Blight. Currant Cane Blight
S70; Currant Cane Necrosis.
Dropsy. European Currant
Rust. Knot. T.eaf Spot S71

Harvestinc and Marketing S65
Pests 871-77; Currant Aphis 52.

S71: Currant Leaf Hopper.
Currant Maggot or Goose-
berry Fruit Fly S72; Cur-
rant Soft Siale. Cunant Span
Worm .'.7.3: Currant Stem
GIrdler. Currant Worm or
Imported Currant Saw Fly.
Pour-I,lned Leaf Bug 874:
Imported Currant Borer 875:
Oblique-Banded Leaf Roller.
Oyster Shell Scale S7G: Red
Spider S77

Recipes: .felly 729; .Juice 731;
Xinas Currant Loaf. Cur-
rant Vinegar 1796

Varieties; Black SBK; Red 866;
White S6S: for Alaska 11:
Ontario 712; Various Dis-
tricts scs

CIRRAXT .APHIS. SI.tj!us rilris
T,. r, 2

CIRRAXT lU.IGIIT. Botryo-
Npliaeria r-his S70

CI HK.\NT |;(>|{KR. Imported.
Sesia lipnliforini>4 Clerck875;
American I'KpnoceniN ttiiper-
notatiiH .'<;i\' S71

CIKRANT CANK NECROSIS
OK ltl.l<;tlT vTI

CI KKANT I.KAI- HOPPER,
Knipuaxca niali, Le Baron

CIRRANT MAGGOT. Kpncbra
r"<niifl»nMtA T^ncw ^72

CI KKANT SOFT .SC.*I.E, J.e-
cnhiin ri|M« Kitrh *^73

CIKRANT SI'AN WORM. Cjr-
lli;i(iM>lior:i f 'be-trl!! Fitch S73

CI RRANT sVeM GIRIILER.
•I:iini*i intet'cr s7»

CIRRANT W O K .M OR ni-
PORTKI) ITRRANT S.AW-
FLV, I'leroiiitN riheHii Scop
874

CFRTIS SCAI.K. A>in-dintU8 os-
f reaefornti** (,\riple> .'19

CISTOM HOrSE XrRSER\-
S ro< K I..\HS 1230

CITWORMS. Nnrliilflqc rc^h-
hagei 1,82: Se- also 1875;
(Tomatnl 1982. (Sweet Pota-
to i 19.T.1. Various Species
(Strawberries) 1935

cvr.i>-nRospoRir»i friit
SPOT. CyllndrnHpnrlum iioiiil
Hni.ik.'i (Apiil^p lor,

CYI'RIAN PKES -.m;
!

CVPKIO - CARNIOr.AN .\ N D |

CVPRIO-C.\rCASIAN KKES

CVPRIS VrXE 991 993
CYTOLOGY 877
CYTOSPORA CANKER (Ap-

plet 457

D
DAGGER MOTH. Apalella ob-

liptji (Strawberry) 19.35DAim 271

D.VLLES, THE for Strawberry
1913

DAiMPING-OFF, Cortlcum tbb-
um H. & C. (.Vsparagus) 560;
(Cabbage) 676; (I^ettuce)
1242; Rhlzortonln fusarium
(Orange) 14SS; (Tomato)
197S

HATES 879
Date Palm in United States SSO
Date Recipes 1790
HEC.AY OK B R O W N ROT,

PoI.VI»oniN Nulphnreus (Bull.)
I''r. (Shaile Tifcs) 1002

HKllORNING TREES 2S2
DEHVUR.ATION O F FKIIIT

'.US

DELAWARE SS2-3: Apple
Growing. Fruit Crop, Nur-
sery Stock Ti-ansportation
Laws 1226

DELICIOl'S, Description 209-
10: Time to Pick 322

DENATURED .4LCOHOL, Law
13-16

DEWBERRY 883-0
Culture; Cultivation. Fertiliza-

tion. Irrigation. Picking.
Planting. Propagation. Prun-
ing, Varieties. Yield and Re-
turns

Diseases: Double Blossom 886
Pests: See Blackberry and
Raspberry Pests

DIAGRAM .SHOWING METH-
OD OF LOADING CAR OF
(iR.APES 11211

DIAMOND - IS.XCKED MOTH,
Plulella niaculipennis (Cab-
bagel CS3

DIE-B.ACK (Cherry) 7S0; (Or-
angel HSS; (Walnut) 2012

DIFFERENTI.AL GRASSHOP-
PER (Clover and Alfalfa)
8 25

DIGITALIS 992
DIPL.\CrS CEROPUTO, Cero-
puto yiiccae Cog. (Lime)
1243

DIPTEROUS LEAF MINERS
(Cabbage) 683

DIPTEROIS P.-VRASITE, Cryp-
locliaetum iceryae Will.. Les-
tophonuK icer.vae Will. 616

DISEASES; For diseases of
various fruits and plants, see
index under each fruit or
plant

List of Publications on Control
1753-7

DISEASES ATTACKING
BLOOM 65 4

DISE.ASES OF PL.\NTS SS6-
92; All Plants Once Aquatic
888; Diseases Classified 889;
Health and Disease Com-
pared 890: Health the Nor-
mal Condition SS9; History
and Deflnitlon 890; Nature of
Organisms and Disease 8SS:
Origin and Nature of Dis-
ease 886; Prevention 891; Re-
lation of Environment SSS;
Saving Trees by Use of Ce-
ment 892

DISTILL.ATE EMULSIONS
AND TOBACCO 1SC7; Cost
1874

I>ISTILLATE on, E JI U L -

SIONS 1S67: Cost 1874
DISTILL.ATION 27-S
DISTRlniTION OF BACTE-
RIA 563

DISTRIBUTION OF FRUITS,
Systematic 1331; Car Lots
1334

DISTRICT ORGANI7,.ATFON
OF lO-OPERATIVE .ASSO-
CIATIONS 1271

IHTCHES. (•r.nstrucll..n of S9S
niVARIC.VTED BIPRBSTIS,

Dicerra illvarlcata (Cant.)
71'i

DIXIE GIANT PEANUT 1 583
DODDER OF ALF.ALFA AND
CLOVER VIV.9

DOGD.AY CICADA OR HAR-
VEST Vl.\. Cicada liniiei
(Ch.-irvi 7:il

DONKEY ENGINES 111
DOS.VGE T.VflI.E FOR FUMI-
CJATION 14119

DOWNY .MILDEW, Bremia lec-
tucae (Lettuce) 1242; Plas-
niopara sp. (Cantaloup) 754;
(Grape) 1123: Peronospora
sp. (Beet) 612; (Clover and
Alfalfa) 820; (Spinach) 1860;
Phytopbthora infestanH (To-
mato) 1975: (Cabbage) 076;
Literature 677

DOWNY WOODPECKER 640
DR-ilNAGE 894-910
Construction of Ditches. Cross-

Section. Capacity, etc. 898-9
Drainage of Farm Yards 906;

Septic Tanks, etc.
Drainage of Irrigated Lands

907. 908-10
Expense 907
History and Principles. 895-908;

Soils. Water Zones. Control
of Capillarity. Benefits, Kinds
896-S

Laying Out a Drainage System
904-6

Leveling 903
Reasons for. Soil Where De-

sirable 894-5
Special Problems 906
Tile. Kinds. Systems, Depth,

Distance Apart 900-3

DRIED FRUIT, VALUE OF IN
UNITED STATES 737

DROP. Solerotinia llbertiana
(Lettucei 1242

DROPPING (Grape) 1123
DROPPINfi OF BLOS.SOMS,
Causes 408, 413

DROPPING OF LEAVES OF
APPLE 465

DROPSY' 871
DROUCiHT 910
DRY F.AR.MING 234. 911; Some

Misconceptions 912
DRYING FRUIT 918
DRY L.AND FAR.MING 234.

911
DRY ROT (Apple) 465; (Olive)

1457
DRY' ROT OB BL.ACK-NECK
ROT, .Sclerotitmi ceph-orum
Berk. (Onion) 1472; Fusari-
um tuberivorum (Potato)
1712; Phoma batatae (Sweet
Potato) 1955

DRY' ROT OR WILT, Fusari-
um oxyNporiiiii (Potato) 1713

DI'CIIESS APPLE, Time to
Pick 322; for Ozarks 1524

DI'.ST INSECTICIDES 18GS
DUTY' OF WATER 1175

EARLY' BLIGHT, Altemarla
Nohini (E. & M. ) Jones &
Grant. (Potato) 1715

EARLY' HARVEST APPLE,
Description 210; Time for
P'cking 322

E.VSTERX OREGON 1504
ECONOMICS OF FRUIT MER-
CIIANDISINC; 1304-10

EDEM.V (.Vp],l,.) 4 66'

EDIC.YTING THE CONSU.M-
ER 1313

EDUCATION IN C O M M O X
SCHOOLS 913: Methods of
Agricultural Education 914

EEL WORMS, Ileterndera radi-
I'lcola Grecf. (Potato) 1726

EFFICIENCY IX ORCHARD,
Co.st of 39S

EGCiPLAXT 910-7
Canning 734
Diseases 910-7; Anthracnose.

Bacterial Blight. Fruit Rot.
Leaf Spot, Rot. Stem Rot

Pests 917
Recipes 1816: Baked. Bnibd.

Fried



ELDERBERRY—FROST INDEX

KLUKKUKKRY 917
KAtft-.KDK MOTH, CiUlOMIulla

liroiiit'lhea ^OherryJ 794
KMl I.SIONS IMiG-S
KN'UIVI:: 91!^

KNUIMKS, Alcohol and Gaso-
line 36-43; Adaptability 40:
Development of Alcohol En-
Kines 41; Donkey 111; Effi-

ciency. Thermal Si.; Ener-
gies, Cost of 37, 33; Fuel,
Cost ot 39; Power, Cost of.

Sources of Energy 36

KNGLISU PKAS, Canning 735;
Culture 15"JS

£>'ULI8U WALNUTS 1999-2016
UNOI.l.SlI Sl-AKKOW 6;H
KNSltiN riA 1i;;hi

KUIU'MKM' rOli lARM 937-
41

EKIXOSE, Kriophyes v 1 1 1 8
iGrape) 1130

KKINOSK OValnut) 2014
KKAllXK MOTH, Yponumenti-
dae i'l;*

EROSION OF SOIL IN
IMTEU STATES Is 5

4

ESOPUS SPITZENBUKG, De-
scription 210

ESPAKCET OK SAINFOIN as
Honey Producer iltu

ESSENTIALS OF CROP PRO-
UL'CTION 1843

EXUI^K 33
EXRIS APPLE for Ozarlts

1523
EfCALYPTI as Honey Pro-

ducer ijyi

ElKOPE as Market for Apples
and Pears 1322-7; Quality of
Fruit Demanded, Importa-
tions Into England, Germany,
France, etc.

ElKOPKAX APPLE CANKER,
Neclria ditihNima Tui. 460

ElKOPF.\N BLACK CUK-
R.iN'IS SOS

EIROPEAN Cl'RRANT RCST,
Crunartitini rit>icula (Fiscti.)
dc W'Mldli. i-71

ElKOPEAN FRUIT LECA-
NlC.U 1743

EUKOPE.VN FRUIT SCALE
OK CURTIS SCALE, Aspi-
dlotus ostreaeformis (Apple)
519

Parasite of G21

EUROPEAN GRAIN APHIS,
ApliiH padi L. 4'.)

EUROPK.\N WALNUT ,4PHIS,
Chruniaphib jusiandieula Kalt
."..1. 2014

EVAPORATION OF APPLES
91!>-34

Apples Suitable for 92S
Evaporator Appliances 922-f»;

Paring Taoies. Machines,
Crates, Trays. Racks. Bleach-
ers

Evaporators. Types of 919;
Heating Apparatus. Fuel.
926-7; Capacity. Oiling Floors
and Hacks 930; Curing Room
93 2

Handling and Marketing; Pre-
paring. Temperature Main-
tained, Turning. Time Re-
quired. Grading. Packing,
Packages. Handling Waste,
.Storlru-. Weight 930-3

KVF;MN<i PKI.\IRO:SE 991
EVERGREENS as Wind Breaks

ISO; in Nursery 142
EVOLUTION OF PROPERTY
RIGHTS. Water IISS

EXANTIIE.MA (Orange) 1489
EXI'ERLMENT STATIONS,

L.St ot ;)34

EXPORTS, Apple 7.^-8

EXPORT FRUIT I'ACKAGES
IN BRITISH COLU.MBIA 703

EVK-SI'OTTKK BUI) .MOTH,
Tmeloeera ocellana Schlieft.
lApple) 519

FACTORS OF BEAN PRO-
OUCTION 572

FALL CANKER WOK.M, Al-
suphila pronietariu Harris
(Clu-ri.\l 7;'.'.

F0LLETA»;E (ilrape) 1127
F A L I. I'll'PIN, Description

211; Si>il Inr >s; lor New
England ISill

F^VLL WEB WORM, Hyphan-
trla ciuiea Dru. (Apple) 620;
(I'ecan) 1070

Parasite 1071
FALSE CHINCH BUG, NyslUS
uuKUMlalus Uhl. (Strawberry)
l',l3li

FA.UIiUSE, Description 211,
213

FARMS 935-52; Farm Value Of
Crops 935; Farm Wages 930;
Keeping Cliiltiren on Farms
930; Farm Eciulpment 937;
Water Supply for Farm, 942-
5; Farmhouse 940-52

FAR.MER'S VEGETABLE
tiAKOKN 1992

FAR.MIiOlSE; l>Ians. Improve-
ments. Ventilation. Range,
Laundry. Sink. Hot Water,
Bath Room, Soil Pipe. Heat-
ing System, etc, 940-52

FARMY.VRU, Drainage 906
fay's prolific currant

,si;g

fertility of blossoms
4 24

FERMENTATION AND FER-
MENTS 27. 715. 953-5; Ace-
tus 955; Aerobic or Anerobic
954; Alcoliolic. Ammoniacai.
Butyric 955; Conditions Nec-
essary for 954; Enzymatic.
Glycerine, Lactic 955: Insol-
uble 953; Soluble 954; Theory
of Disease 955

FKRTII.IZ.VnON 313-20. S7S;
Api,!,. 17i;, 202

FERTILIZATION AND CLOSE
PLANTING 176: Cost, Re-
sults 393: Sugar Beets 60S

FERTILIZING VALUE OF
RAIN AND SNOW 955

FIELD .MICE 1S35
FIGS I, 955-S
ReciiJHs 1770. 1779
FILBERT 1143-0; as Honey

Producers 590
FILLERS 103; Cherries 774;

Filberts 1145
FIN.AN(IN<i .\ rO-OPERA-
TIMC .MOVE.^IKNT 1:05

FLAT-HEADED APPLE TREE
SORER. Clirysobolheris fem-
(irala l-'ah. (.\pplfM 507

lI..AVOKIN<; E.XJ'K.VCTS :i:i

FLEA BEETLE, Systena lilan-

da (Cabbage) 0.S3; Epitrix
sulmrrinita l,ec. (Potato)
I72:j

FLICKER 039
l''l,li;S. I'liora minuta (Mush-

ro.iiiist i:{S'i

FLORENCE .AI'PI.K tor Czarks
1 5 2 :i

FLORICULTURE 958-1003;
Spring Bulbs 958: Lawns
961; Ornamental Trees 963;
Roses. Varieties 905-85: Rose
Diseases 970; Rose Pests
971; Landscape Gardening.
History and General Prin-
ciples 972: Roses for Central
Washington 9S5; Cultivation
and Use of Annuals 986-1000;
Varieties of Annuals. Culture.
etc. 980; Planting Table for
Flowers 1001

Diseases of Ornamentals, An-
thracnose. Black Spot (Ma-
ple), Carnation Bud Rot.
Crown Gall. Deca.v or Brown
Rot of Trees. Fusarium. Leaf
Blotch. Rhododendron Rust,
Hoot Rot 1002; Soft Hot.

10

White Hot. Insect Pests of
Ornamentals. Ivy or Olean-
der Scale. Red Violet Louse
1003

FLORIDA 1006; Frost and Pre-
cli)itation 1000: Oranges in
147.S: Nursery Stock Trans-
portation Laws 1226

FLORIDA DIE-BACK (Or-
ange) 1489

FLORIDA WAX SCALE, Cero-
plasles llorlflensis Comst.
(Oranges) 1495

FLOWERS 9S4-1001; Roses for
Central Washington 985; An-
nual Flowering Plants 986-
1000; Ageratum, Alyssum.
Aster 986; Balsam, Calendu-
la. California Poppy 987;
Calliopsis, Coreopsis, Campa-
nulla. Canterbcrry Bell. Can-
dy Tuft. Castor Bean 9SS;
Chrysanthemums, Clarkla,
Cobaea Scandens. Cockscomb.
Columbine, Cornflower 990;
Cosmos, Cypress Vine, Even-
ing Primrose, Forget -Me-Not.
Four o'clock 991 ; Foxglove,
Gallardia, Hnllybock 992;
Ipomacea, T.arksi>ur, Lobe-
lia 993; Marigold. Mignon-
ette. Morning Glory 994;
Moonflower. Nasturtium,
Nemophila 995; Pansy, Petu-
nia. Phlox 990; Pinks, Car-
nation Pinks, Poppy 997;
Portulaca, Scarlet Sage, Snap-
dragon, Stocks 998; Sunflow-
er. Sweet Peas, Sweet Will-
iam 999; Scotch Pink. Ver-
bena. Zinnia 1000

Diseases 1002
Pests 1003

FLOWERS OF SULPHUR (In-
secticide) 1809; Cost 1874

FLOWER FLIES (Plant Louse
Enemies) 1957

FLUTED SCALE. leeryn pur-
oliasi Mask. (Grape) 1129;
(Oran'-'el 119 4

FLY SPECK OR SOOTY
BLOTCH. Leptotberium po-
ni: (Mont. & Fr. ) Sacc. (Ap-
ple) 4S9

rOGGING-OFF (Mushrooms)
1386

FOOD. Time Required for Di-
g-^sting lOOfi

FOOD VALUE OF APPLES
1778

FOOD VALUE OF RAISINS
IS no

FOOD VALUE OF FRUITS
in.'!7

FORGET-ME-NOT 991
FOREIGN MARKETS. Value of

1 3 1 5

FOKM.-VLDEHYDE AND COR-
ROSIVE SUBLIMATE for
Scali and Rhizoctonia 1723

FORMALIN 1873
FORMULA for Carload Grape
Loading 1120

FOUL BROOD (Bees) 597
FOUR-LINED LEAF BUG,

PoeeilocapHus linealus Fab.
(Currant) S7I

FOIR O'CLOCK 991
FOUR- SPOTTED I! E .4 N
WEEVIL. liruchuH i|uadri-
liiac'ulafuH (liean) 57s

FOXGLOVE 992
FRANKLIN'S GULL. Lnrns

franklin! 045

FRENCH GRAFTING WAXES
202S

FRESNO VINEYARDS 1095
FRO(i EYE (.\ii)>lc) 470
FROST 1000-102S; Danger

Point 1007; Conditions Af-
fecting 1009; Forecasting in

North Paclflc States 1011-20;
When Frost Is Likely to Oc-
cur 1012: Rogue River Val-
ley. Yaklm.') Valley. Boise,



INDEX FROST—GRAPE

Lewiston - Clarkston, Grand
Junction 1014-"0; Frost
Fighting. Heaters, Fuel.
Lighting;. Organization. Ther-
mometers. Alarms. Physics
of Orchard Heating, etc.

1021-:s
F K O S T AND PRECIPITA-
TION; For Frost and Precip-
itation Charts for various
States, see index under
charts; also see the various
States

FROST U.\NnS (Pear) 164S
FROST BELTING (Pear) 1C4S
FROST C.\NKER (Apple) 456
FROST INJIRY (Strawberry)

FROSTED LIGHTNING HOP-
PER. Cecidumyia grossula-
riae (Oooseberry) 10S.1

FROSTED SCALE, Euleoaninm
pruniohum Coq. (Apricot)
5.12

FROZEN SAP BLIGHT (Pe-
can) 1670

FRUIT BLOSSOMS as Honey
Producers 590

F R I' I T BUDS, Controlling
1059-00

FRUIT, Canned and Dried,
Value 737; Canning 722

FRUIT DROP (Apple) 549;
(Cherry) 7S9; (Pear) 1G4S

FRUIT AS FOOD 1034-50;
Wild and Cultivated 1034;
Supply 1035; Color and Fla-
vor 1036; Composition 1037;
Ways of Serving, Place in
Diet 1044; Digestibility 1046;
Cost. Effect of Ripening 1047;
Effect of Cooking. Jelly Mak-
ing 104S; Overripe. Decayed
and Unripe Fruit 1050

FRUIT FLY. Ragoletis cingra-
lata Leow. (Cherry) 790;
Epoclira oanadansis Leow.
(Gooseberry) S72

FRUIT GARDEN 1030-1; Soil,

Management. Trees, etc.

FRUIT rN GREAT BRITAIN
1051

FRUIT GROWERS' EX-
CHANGE, California 694;
Growers and Associations,
Unions, etc. 1051-2

FRUIT GROWING, DilTiculty of
114S

FRUIT .M.4RKS ACT 119.<!

FRUITS AND NUTS for Flori-
da 1005

FRUIT PIT (Apple) 466
FRUIT, Preparing for Market

105.'!-5

FRUIT PUREES 727
FRUIT ROT, Coniotbyriose

(Apple) 467
FRUIT ROT (Eggplant) 917
FRUIT SAWFLV, Hoplocampa

oookei Clarke (Cherry) 791

FRUIT SCALE PARASITE 621
FRUIT, Setting and Dropping

of 10.-.9

FRUIT SPOT, Phnma pomi
Passer (vVpplei 46*^; Cory-
nenm beijerinkii (Peach)
1554-6

FRUIT SVRUP 731
FRUIT TREE B.ARK BEETLE,

SoolylUH ruiTuloHUH Ratz. (Ap-
ple) 5.M

FRUIT TREE BORER, Eazo-
phera semifuneralis Walk.
(Apple) 50S

FRIIT TREE LE.\F ROLLER,
ArdiipH argyroNpila Walk.
(Apple) 521-3

FRUIT TREE LEAF SYNETA,
Sj-neta albida Lee. (Apple)
524

FRUIT TREES. Bloomlnr Pe-
riod 653

FRUIT TREES, Winter Killing
1032

FRl IT WORM, Mineola vacei-
nii Uiley (Cranberry) S47
Zopliodia ^rot^Nulariae Rtloy
(Oooseberry) 10S2

FULLER'S ROSE BEETLE,
Araniigus fuller! H o r n e
(Strawberry) 1936

FU.MIGATION, Nursery Stock
134; Insect Pests 1S71-2,
1.S75. 1943

FUND-^MENTALS OF CO-OP-
EK.ATION 12C5. 1274

FUNGI FAJIILY 1990
FUNGUS, Disease of Mush-
room 13 86

FUNGUS, Galls on Trees 1071
FUNGUS, Classincation of Va-

rieties lOGG
FURNACES FOR FARM-
HOUSES 952

FUSARIUM (Asters and Car-
nation) 1002

FUSARIUM BLIGHT (Onion)
1473

FUSARIUM WILT (Cabbage)
676

FUTURE DELIVBBY 1259

6
GANO, Description 213; Soil

for SO; for Ozarks 1523
GAILLARDIA 992
GALLS, Causes of 1067-72
Crown (Apple) 467. 1068;

(Grape) 463: (Ornamentals)
1002; Bibliography 464. 1072

Insect 1071; Fungus 1071 ; Nem-
atode 1070; (Grape) 1139

Woolly Aphis 49. 1070
GALL FLY, G. Louse. G.

Beetle. G. Midge 1067; G.
Moth. G. Fungus. G. Bacte-
rium, G. Worm, Crown Gall
1068

GARDEN PLANS 19SS-91
GARDEN SLUG, Limax agres-

tis Linn. (Radish) 1761
GARDENER'.S PLANTING
C.4LEND.*R 1073

G.4SOLINE AND ALCOHOL
ENGINES 36-42; Compara-
tive Costs. Thermal Efficiency
38: Adaptability 40

GEESE IN ORCHARDS 1142
GEORGESON C. C, Report on

Alaska 5-10
GEORGIA 1076: Frost and Pre-

cipitation 1077: Nursery
Stock Transportation Laws
1226

GERMAN, Common Black or
Brown Bee 5.86

GILBERT SORTING MA-
CHINE 340

GILPIN (Apple) for Ozarks
1523

GINGKO 1077
GIRDLER, Cramlras hortuel-

I-'S Hbn. (Cranberry) 848
Gn'INS (Apple) for Ozarks

1523
GLOBE ARTICHOKE 555
GLOVER'S SCALE, Lepido-

ftapheH gloveril Pack. (Or-
ange) 1495

GLYCERINE FERMENT 955GOAL APPLE, Description
213-14

GODETIA 991
GOLD BUGS (Sweet Potato)

19.-.5

GOLDEN CHALCID, Parasite
620

GOLDEN RUSSET for Ozarks
1523

GOLDS.MITII BEETLE. Cata!-
pa hiniKera (Strawberry) 1937

GOO.SEBERRY 1077-SI
Diseases: Powdery Mildew 1081
Pests I0S2-3: Currant Aphis

52; Fruit Worm I0S2; Fruit
Fly 87 2; Midge 10S3: Mealy
Flata or Frosted Lightning
Hopper 1083

GOOSEBERRY for Alaska 12

GOOSEBERRY ('ANNING 723
GOOSEBEKKV I'KUIT FLY,
Epoohra CanadenNis 872

GOOSEBERRY MIDGE, Ceci-
doni,ya grossulariae 1283

GOOSEBERRY tor Ontario 712
GOOSEI-OOT FAMILY 1990
GOrllERS 401. 1S36
GOl l{l>. ';nurd Family 10.S3

G()\ i;hn.mi:nt control of
OKN.XI'IKED ALCOHOL 2S

GOVERNMENT WHITE-
WASH 1873

GRADES AND TIERS (Apples)
351-S; Distributor's Rules
353-7; Cantaloupes. Peaches.
Pears 353; Meaning of Tier
357-S; Northwest Fruit Ex-
change Rules 352-7

GRADING AND SHIPPING,
Honey 593

GRAFTING WAX 1875, 2038-9;
Resin. Alcoholic. French.
Pitch, Strings. Bandages
2028

GRAFTS 1875; Apple 120-30;
Pear 1591: Pecan 1657-65;
Walnut 2004-7

GRAIN APHIS, English,
Spring. European 56

GRAIN THRIPS. Euthrips tri-

fici Fitch (Orange) 1496;
(Strawberry) 1936

GRAPES 1083-41
Canning 723. 1799
Culture 1083-1121; in Alabama

3; Ontario 710; Old World
1083; Propagation 10S7; Cul-
ture 1088; in South 1096; in

California 1094; in Oregon
1096: Pruning 1096; Produc-
tion in United States 1115-S;
for Kansas 1195; in Texas
1105

Diseases 1121-7; Anaheim Dis-
ease 1121; Anthracnose 1121:
Bitter Rot, Black Knot,
Black Rot 1122; Brunissure.
California Vine Disease.
Chlorosis 1127; Colure or
Dropping. Downy Mildew
1123; Folletage. Mysterious
Dying of Vines 1127; Ozoni-
um 1126: Pow^dery Mildew
1124; Red Leaf 1127; Ripe
Rot 1125; Root Rot 1126;
Rougeot 1127; Shelling. Stem
Cankers. Vibri§Hea hyproaea.
White Rot. Miscellaneous
Diseases 1126

Pests 112 8-41 : Achemon
Sphinx or Hawk Moth 112S;
California Grape Root Worm
1129; Cottony Cushion or
Fluted Scale 1129; Erinose
1130: Grape Berry Moth
1131; Grape Blossom Midge
1132; Grape Cane Borer
1133; Grape Curculio 1133:
Grape Leaf Folder 1134;
Grapevine H o p 1 i a 1135;
Grape Leaf Hopper 1136:
(Jrape Phylloxera 113 6;
Grape Scale 1137; Grape
Seed Chalcis 1137; Nematode
11 38; Red or Orange. Scale
1139: Rose Chafer 1140;
Stink Bugs ino; Small Steel
Blue Grapevine Flea Beetle
1140; Wire Worms 1141: Mis-
cellaneous Insects 1141

Recipes: Grape Butter Sll,
S13; Jellv 729. 1799: Juice
731, 1110-14, 1788-9: Pickles
1794; Miscellaneous Recipes
1798-9, 1114-16

Varieties: Characteristics of
European and American Va-
rieties 1084-6: Raisin Grapes
1094: Varieties for South
1096; Scuppernong 1104: for
Texas 1105; for Various Dis-
tricts 1107; for Kansas 1195

GRAPE BERRY MOTH. Poly-
rhroNis viteanii '*lini, 1131

11
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tiKAI'K llHtSSO.M >IIIHiK,
Cundirtnia JdluiHitnl Sltng.
113L'

liKAl'K «ANK IIOKKK, Am-
phirenis Itii-uiultitUH Say
ii:!:!

(IKAPK COI.ASriS. Colnspis
brumnii'ni iStra\vberrv> 1S37

GKAI'K ( I KCVUO. Cmpoil-
iUM iiiiiriiuiltis Sa>'. 11^3

OKAI-K 1-KI IT nil'
Metlio.ls i»f SiTviuK 1709
ORAl'K I.KAK FOMIKR, I>e8-

nilii riiiicnills Ilulir. 1134
r.RAI'K I.KAl' IIOl'I'KU. T>

-

plil(»<'> l>ii 1MII1ICM Sa\' Iloti

tiKATK rilVI.I.OXKUA. FUjl-
loxeni ^a^tatrix 1 1 :u>

GRAI-K KOOr WOKM. Adox-
iiH obHcuniM l.inii irj9

r.RAI'K SCAI.K. Agpidlolus
uV4Mt Comst. 11.17

GKAI'K SKKD fllAf.CIS, Ev-
ox^Ntonia viliH ll:t7

GRAI'K. SKl.l- STKRILE f2:,

GRAI'KVINK IlOrl.IA. Ho-
plia <'ainp.VK<- I'l- 1135

GRASS rAMII.V I'.Min

GRASSHOrPKRS (Clovor and
Alfnlfal s-:4

GRASSIIOri-ERS AND CRICK-
ETS (I'ranberry) sr.o

GRASSIIOITERS (Tomato)
1 ;i s L*

GRASS IMNK 1000
GKAVKNSTKIN. Description

214. Tlini' to PIfk 3!2, 343
GRAY DAGGER >10T1I. Apa-

tela Intorrupta ilMiiin) 1697
GRAY MOM). Itotr.vlis viilgar-

in daemon » 12-t;

GRAY MOM), liotrytin cinprea
(I^ctlucfl 124:

GREEDY SCALE. Aspidiotun
canii'lliap Sign. ri'?ri

GREEN APPLE APHIS. Aphis
pi>nii (Applp) 4t;. r.-jf;

GREEN APPLE WORM OR
GRKEN FRriT WORM, Xy-
lena sp. (Appifi rii'7

GREENIIOISE MEALY BUG.
PHeli<lo<'orc'ilH rilri Rlsso
rr.'-riinii) i2:ir.

GRKKNHOL'.SE ORTIIEZIA,
Orthezia inNiKnlN Dou^I.
I Strawhorr\-) 1!K!S

GRKKXIIOIISE M A N A G E -

MENT AND I'LORICUL-
TIRE LITEKATIRE 17RS

GKKENIIOrsK Til HIPS. Heli-
otliripn liafniorrhoidallM Boii-
rh'- I Oiani,'*- ' I !!•';

GREEN LACE WING, Aphis
I.lon ir,R7

GREEN PEACH APHIS, Myit-
UN perBirae Sulz. fppach) 53

GREEN SOLDIER BUG (To-
mato) I'Kl

GREEN STINK BIG. Nezara
hll-riB II'.-atli) i:.r,3

GREENS 1141
GRIMES GOLDEN, nrsrrlptlon

•Jir, : Holl for SS
; Drop When

Tili.c 322: for Ozarkn 1523
GROSBEAK, Blark Headed,

UoH.- lireanted f.32

GROI ND BEETLES. Carabl-
<lae '.Strawhorry J 193S

(iltOI'ND SQl IRRELS IS31-5
(.KOI SE. Uuired 04.-!

(.1 AM 1142
(.lAVA 1113
GILL, Kranklin'H »4r,

GIMBO. Spe Itidex for r kra
GIMMOSIS (Ch.rry) TSO. Va-

rU-tle» .SuBoeptlhlc 7HT; Bib-
liojcraphy 789; tl,<.mon) 123*:

OIM KPOT LEAF SPOT (Or-
aPRr') 14S9

GYPMY MOTH. I'orlhrtria dls-
par J. Inn. (Applet 529

H
HAf. MOTH. PrnliKtron plfhe-

i-iniii 'A (lit)*-) 530
HAIL IN.H KY tApplet 469

HAIR WORM, .MeniiiN albicans
n.'IsliiK tOabbai;i-l 077

IIAIRV ROOT (Apple) 400;
Si'e alsvi Crown t;all

HANDLING FKIHT 1317
llAM>I.IN(i WASTE FROM

l:\ Al'OKAIEI) FRI IT ;i:i2

IIAItIt ( KOH N GALL (^Apjih)
l.MI

IIAI(LE()I IN CABItAGE BUG,
MiirKHntia liiHtriuuica llahn.
i;s3

IIAKYEST FLY, Cicada dlva-
rii'ata (t'berry) 794

IIAKVESTINli CABI5A<iE C72
IlAltVESTINC; CHERRIES,

Cost of 775
IIARYESTING SUGAR BEETS

r>n7

IIAIIVEST TIiME FOR CROPS
IN CALIFORNIA CS9

IIASTIN<iS RED APPLE FOR
O/.AKKS 1623

llAI'LINli, Cost of 390-7
HAWK; Coopers, Accipitcr

I'lioper! 04 2: Red Tailed. Bu-
ltH> boraliH 041; Sparrow, Fai-
c« sparverius 041

HAWK JIOTH. Pholus aclle-
nion Drary (Crape) 112S

HAY FOR INTERCROP 270
HAZELNUT 1143
Pests 1140
HAZELNIT WEEVn^, Balan-

iiiitM ohIiisiiH nianoli 1140
HEART ROT, Bacterial

(Onion) 1473
HEAT AND SOIL FEBTILITY

1S54
HEATIN(i AI'PARATUS FOR
DRYINCi FRI IT ri20

HKATINCi SYSTEMS 952
HELLEBORE (Dust) 1869;

ISpray) 1S61
HEMISPHERICAL SCALE, Sa-

iNsetia licmispliaerica Targ.
(Peach) 1563

Parasite 017
HERBS as Honey Producers

591
HERB SOUP 1S24
HIBERNAL APPLE, Descrip-

tion 215
HICKORY NUT, Varieties, Dis-

eases. Pests 1146: For Pests
See Pecan 1070-5

HICKORY SmiCK WORM,
(irapboliiha i-aryana (Pecan)
11'

1

UK KOICV TKJER MOTH, Ha-
Ichiilola caryat" (Arijile) 530

ilKilll'II.L APPLE for Ozarks
I :. L' I

HISTORY OF APPLF: CUL-
TURE IN NEW YORK 1414-
IS

HISTORY OF APPLE CUL-
TIKE IN NEW ENGLAND
I 10(1

HISTORY OF ORCHARDING
IN OKK<iON 01 -O!)

IIISTOItV or R.XISIN PRO-
DUCTION IN CALIFORNIA
1II!P5

HOLDING MOISTURE IN
SOIL 005

HOLLOW STEM (Tomato)
I

'p 7 .".

HOLLOW THINKS 409
HOLLYHOCK 992
HOLLY PESTS 1003
HOME .MANUFACTURE OF
UNFEIIMENTED <; R A P E
JUICE 1110

HOME I'KOP.XCiATION OF
PEACH TREES 1535-44

HONEY, C..nib. Extracted 592;
Crailint; ami Shlpplns 593

HONEY FLIES (Plant Louse
Enemies) 1957

Hf)NEY PRODUCnJO PLANTS
AND TKKES 590-1

HOOD ItlVER, Varieties of
Krult for 150S

HOPS, Effect of Crown Oall
on 403

12

HOP APHIS, Pllorodon buinuli
Schrank 51, 50

HOP FLEA BEETLE, Pliylli-
4Mle^, ptinclulala Mclsh (Oab-
lumci 0S1

HOPPER DOZER S25
HORNED L.\KK 037
HORSE-CHESTNIIT as Honey

Producer 590
HORSERADISH 1147
Diseases 114S: Pests 114S
HORTICULTURAL DISTRICTS
OF BRITISH COLU.MBIA
701

IIORTICIILTIIR.M, DISTRICTS
OI' I'NITED STATES 192,
1011

IIORTICI'LTI'RAL EXPERI-
ENCE TABLE 39S

HORTICULTURAL SOCIE-
TIES, Secretaries of 1149;
I,!."!! i.r Publications 1745

IIOIITK I i.il KE Dcllned 114S
IIOTl;i:i> M AN \(iKMENT 1968
HOUSE WHEN 029
HOW AND WHEN TO SPRAY

1S75-.S1

HOWARD SWEET for Ozarks
1524

HUBBARDSTON. Description
215. 217; .Soil for SS; for
Massachusetts 1341

HUCKLEBERRY 000-1; Im-
proyement. References 001

HUDSON BAY COMPANY 61.

3

HUMID REGIONS, Irrigation
IISO

HUMUS 24 7

HUSBANDRY Defined 1

HYBRII> APPLES 417; How
Secured 41

S

HYBRID EARLY RUST RE-
SISTANT CVNTALOUP 753

HYDRAULIC RAMS 945
HYDROMETER TEST FOR
SPRAYS 1S04

HYDROCYNAIC ACID GAS
FOR INSECTS 1872

H\'POCNUS (Apple) 469

ICHNEUMON FLIES 023, 1690
IDAHO 1151-5; Climate Maps

1154; Frost and Precipitation
'I'abie 1155; Apples, Various
Fruits. Statistics 1151-3;
Strawberries 1911: Beans 572

IDAHO FALLS FOB STRAW-
BERRIES 1912; Irrigated
I,ands 1151: Horticulture
1151; Nursery Stock Trans-
portation Laws 1226

ILLINOIS 1155-0; Fruit Sta-
tistics. Frost and Precipita-
tion, Nursery Stock Trans-
portation I-aws 1220

IMMUNITY TO BACTERIA
505

IMI'ORTANT CROPS. Value of
9 35

I.MPORTED CABBAGE WORM,
Pontia rapae Sah 085

IMl'ORTED CURRANT BOR-
ER. .ScNia lipnliforniiN, Cierclc
875

I.MPORTED CURRANT SAW
I-'LY, PteroniiH rlbesii Scop.
S74

INCH WOK.>I, Cleora panipi-
iiaria Co. (Cranberry) 851

INDIANA 1158; Frost and Pre-
cipitation Chart 1159; Nurs-
ery Stock Transportation
l.,aw5 1227

INDI'STRIAL ALCOHOL 12-13
INDl'STRY. A]. pic 70-.'i5

INFECTION FKO.M SOIL 460
INFECTION OF NURSERY
STOCK. Terms Defined 1218

INJURIES TO FRUIT, Elltect

on Keeping Quality 1318

IN.IURY CAUSED BY APPLE
TREE ANTHRACNOSE 440
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ISOCrl.ATION OF B A C -

TERIA 66-.

rSSECTS, I^ist of I'uhliciitlons

on Control lTr>:S-7

INSECTS BENEFICIAL TO
BEETS C14

INSECTS, Boneflclal. List of

t;is--.'3

INSKCTiril>E ACT 122.T-4

INSECT GAIXS 1071

INSPECTION OF Nl'KSERY
STOCK, Laws 1213-23. 1224-

34
INTERCROPPING THE OB-
CHARD :r,r,-Gr,

INTERCROPS. Various Kinds

INTERNAL, BROWN ROT
(Potato) 171.^

INTRODUCTION. Encyclope-
dia, Sources o£ Information,
General Plan of Index. Con-
tributors, etc.. Volume I. vi-x

lOW.A 1162; Apples and Vari-

ous Fruits tor 1162-3; Frost

and Precipitation 11G4; Nurs-
ery Stock Transportation
Laws 1227

IPOMOEA !)93

IRON sn.PHIDE SPRAY 1S62

IRKIG.\TED LANDS. Clearing

IRRIGATED L.ANDS. Drain-
age 907-S

IRRIG.ATING CANTALOUPES
74.'.

IRRIGATING YOUNG TREES
400

IRRIG.ATING SUGAR BEETS
601-5

IRBIG.ATION 11G4-!10; Amount
of Irrigation 1176: Basis of

Selling n'ater 1173: "Bene-
ficial and Kconomical Use"
1192; Gary Act 116r.; Capac-
ity of Pipes. Ditches, etc, 1172:

Cost of Pumping 11 SI: Cost
of Water per Acre. Public
and Private Projects 11S4:

Duty of Water. Factors 117.';;

History 1164: in Babylonia
1164: How to Conduct 'Water
to Land 1172; How to Esti-
mate Water 1171: Irrigation
and Alkali lisi; Irrigation
nf Humid Sections 11S6: Ir-

rigation of Orchards 1179;
Irrigating without V%''astc

1177: I-aterals. Loss of Wa-
ter 1171-2; Property Rights
in Water. Evolution IISS;

Summary of Information
1179: Systems of Irrigation
1173: Unit of Measurement
1169: United States fjovern-
ment Reclamation IICS; W^a-
tcr Rights 1190: 'Winter Irri-

gation 11S6
ITALIAN BEES .ISB

IVY OR OLEANDER SCALE.
.ANpidlodiK hederae Vail.
I Apple) .-.30; *On rtrnament-
al9) 1003

J

.JAPANESE OR MEXICAN
WAX SCALE. CeropIastcB
reriferns And. fOkra) 1454

.lAY, Blue 637; California 637

.lEFFEBIS. Description 217

.TELLY MAKING 727. 104S;

Covering Jellies 730; Meth-
ods 727; Preparing Glasses
730; Selection and Handling
of Fruit 72S

Varieties, Recipes: Apple 729;
Cider Apple 730; Crab Apple
730: Blackberry 729: Cur-
rant 729: Grape. Green and
Ripe 729: Plum 729; Quince
730: Raspberry 729: Rasp-
berry and Currant 729;
Strawberry 729; Wild Fruit
730

.rBRi;8AI.EM AKTirifOKE
.-.56

JERUSALEM CRICKET, Sten-
opelnintuH IrregniluriH Scudd.
(Potato) 1727

JON.\THAN, Description 217-

19; Soil for 89; for Ozarks
1524; Time to Pick 322

.lON.ATUAN FRUIT SPOT 469

JONES SIZING MACHINE
341-2

.lOURNALS, See Publications
1745-8

.TOURNALS ON BEES 600

JUDGING AT APPLE SHOWS
373-6

JUNEBERRY- 1193
JUNE BUGS, Lacnosterna sp.

(Potato) 1729: (Strawberry)
1951

JUNE DROP of Fruits 1063
JUNE DROP (Peach) 1557

KALE 1193
In Alaska 7: Recipes for Cook-

ing and Serving 1810-7

KANS-iS 1193; Frost and Pre-
cipitation 1196: Production of

Fruits 1194: Nursery Stock
Transportation Laws 1227

KATYTJID, Scudderia texensis

Sauss. (Cranberry) 849

KENTUCKY' 1196: Frost and
Precipitation 1197; Nursery
Stock Transportation Laws
1227

KEROSENE EMULSION 1S67;

Cost 1S74
KILLDEER 64 3

KING APPLE, Time for Pick-
ing 322

KINGBIRD, Arkansas 638

KING DAVID APPLE for Oz-
arks 1524

KNOT (Currant) 871

KOHLRABI 119S; Canning
735: Recipes for Cooking
and Serving 1817

KUMQU.AT 1198

LABOR for Orchards 331

L.ACE WING OR APHIS LION
1687

LACTIC FERMENTATION 955

LADYBIRD, Epilaohna cor-
rupta Muls. (Bean Pest) 57S

LADYBIRD BEETLES, Vari-
ous sp. 615. 16SS

LA GRANDE FOR STRAW-
BERRIES 14 94

L.YMBERT CHERRY, Gum-
moNiN renistant 787

L.ANDSCAPE GARDENING
972-81; History 975; Gener-
al Principals 981; Literature
1758

LARKS. Meadow 635; Horned
.;37

L.XRKSPUR 993

LATE BLIGHT, Phytoplithora
infe«tanH (Potato) 1715

L.A VERSAILLAISE CUR-
RANT S6G

LAWNS 961
LAWS 1198-1224: Canadian

Inspection and Sale Act or
Fruit Marks Act 1198: De-
natured Alcohol Law 13-14;
Horticultural Laws of Ore-
gon 1203: Horticultural Laws
of Washington 1210; Uniteil
States Insecticide Act 1223:
Inspection of Nursery Stock.
All states 1224

L.AYING DOWN PEACH
TREES, Winter Protection
1546

LAYING OUT ORCHARD (Ap-
ple) 150-64; Charts. Table of
Distances. Systems. Double
Planting. Fillers. Pollination

LEAF BEETLE, Gnleruoella
rnvirolliH (Cherry i 791

LE.VF BLIGHT, Sphaeropsls
liluloruni (Apple) 470: (Cab-
bage) 676; Enitomosporium
iiiaeulatum Lev. (Pear) 1648:

(Quince) 1760

LEAF BLIGHT, Cercospora di-

ospyri Thum (Persimmon)
IGSl

LEAF BLIGHT, Cylindrospo-
rium sp. and Septoria sp.

(Tomato) 1976

LEAF BLOTCH (Maple) 1002:

Cercospora ooncors (Potato)
171S

LEAF CURL, Exoascns cerasi

(Cherry) 7S9; Exoascug de-
formans (Peach) 1557-8

LEAF DISEASE. Walnut 2012

LEAF E.4TING CATERPIL-
LARS (Pear) 1651; Empons-
oa mail Le B. (Apple) 502

LEAF FEEDERS (Strawberry)
1938

LEAF HOPPER, Eutettix ten-

ella Baker (Beet) 612: Bm-
poasca mali Le B. (Currant)
872

LEAF MINER (Cabbage) 683

LEAF MOLD (Tomato) 1976,

1977
LEAF PERFORATION (Let-

tuce) 1242
LEAF ROLL (Potato) 1718

LEAF SPOT, Sphaeropsis ma-
lorum (.\pple) 447-9. 470;
Frog Eye (Apple) 470: Cer-
cospora beticola Sacc. (Beet)
612; Cercospora apii Fres.

(Carrot and Celery) 766;

Shot Hole. Cylindrosporiuni
padi (Cherry) 790; Psendo-
peziza medicaginis (Clover
and Alfalfa) 820: Septoria
ribis (Currant) 871; (Egg
Plant) 917; Marsonia juglan-
dis (Lib.) Sacc. (Hickory)
1146: Septoria consimilis E.

& M. (Lettuce) 1243; Cyclo-
conium oleaginum (Olive)
1467: Septoria pisi West
(Pear) 1529; Septoria piri-

cola Sacc. (Pear) 1648;
(Pineapple) 1686; Mycosplia-
erella fragariae (Strawberry)
1933

LECANIUM, Eulecanium ni-

grofaciafum Pergande
(Peach) 1564

LEEK SOUP 1S25

LEGUME INOCULATION AND
CROWN GALL 4 64

LEGUMES, Value as Cover
1S4C-S

LEMON, Description, Varieties,

etc. 1235
Diseases 1235-6: Twig Blight,
Brown Rot. Cottony Mould-
White Rot 1235; Gray Mould.
Lemon Gummosis. Red Rot.
Peteca. "Tear Stain." Wither
Tip 123G

Pests 1237-8: Chaff Scale 1237;
Citrus Aphids 53: Citrus or
Greenhouse Mealy Bug
1237; Silver Mite of Lemon
123S

Recipes; Lemon Butter Sll;
Marmalade 1799; Filling for
Cake 1799

LENTILS, Methods of Cooking
and Serving 1812

LESSER AI'PI.E LEAF FOLD-
ER, Aloerls mlnuta Rob. 530

LESSER A P P L E WORM,
Enarnionia prunivora Walsh
530

LESSER PEACH BORER, Syn-
nntliedon pictipes F. & R.
1561

LETTUCE 1238-43
Culture. Varieties. Pot Culture.

Varieties for South, for Forc-
ing, for .\laska 10

13



LETTUCE—M ISCELLANEOUS INDEX

Diseases 1241-S: Bacterial DlS'
ease of Lettuce 1241; Damp-
ing Oflf. Downy Mildew,
Drop. Gray Mould. I..eaf Per-
foration. Leaf Spot. Tip
Burn 1LM2

LETTITE, Methods of Scrv-
inp. Salads 1S22

tEWlSTON-CL.XRKSTON tor
Strawberries 1912

I-ICIIKNS (.\pplel 470
LITTI.E rOTATO. Cortioum

vaKiini Kolani 1722
LII.Y FAMILY lilHO

LLMA KEANS 572
Canninsr 735
Recipes for Coolcing and Serv-

ing lSll-12
LIJIA BEAX BORER. Etielln

zinckenella Treit. 578
LIMBERTWIG for Ozarks 1524
LDIE 1213
Pests. Diplarns ceropitto 1243
USIE-SrLPHUK l.SGl. 1SC3-6

Cost 1S74: Literature 175G
Self Boiled 1S65; Lime-Sul
phur and Flour Paste ISfiG

Lime-Sulphur and Sal Bor-
deaux cDusti isnn

I.rtlE TREK WINTER MOTH.
EranniH tiliaria fApple) 531

LINDEN as Honey Producer
591

LININO PAPER 34S
LIQriD ? VNTRK TANK 1244
LITER.V KE; For Lists of

Public ons on Diseases and
Pests .ee Index under Bib-
lioer hy; For Literature on
Cul' e. See Publications
l-J .iS

I,m «,E LEAF (Peach> 1Rfi2

LIVE-OAK ROOT BORER,
Mallodon nielanopus Linn.
fPecanl ]fi72

LnE .STOCK AND SUGAR
BEETS 009

LORELTA 993
LOCATING DEVICES FOR
SETTING TREES 107-70

LOCl.^ST as Honey Producers
590

LOGANBERRY 1244-50
Culture, Setting. Training,

Picking. Evaporation, Prun-
ing, etc. 1244-4S

Juice 1250
Diseases and Pest.s 1251
Recipes; Juice 1250; Jelly 729;
Canning. See Raspberry 1806

LOGGED-OFF LAND, Cost.
Equipment and Methods of
Clearing 10R-1D

LOGGERHEAD SHRIKE C31

LONDON MARKET CUR-
RANT 806

LONG BRANCH HOLLAND
r'KR.iVNT .860

LONGFIELD (Apple). Doscrip-
t'on 219

LONG LEAF (-pineapple) 16S6
LONG SCALE, LrpldoNaplles

gloierii Park. (Or.Tnge) 1495
LONG-TAILED MEALY BUG

(Orange) 149S; Pneudncne-
cuN longlHplnuH Targ (Plum)
1097

LOOI'EIt, CO.MMON, AntoRra-
pha hraNNicae (Cabbage) 682

LO.SS CAISED BY INSECTS
1159

LOUISIANA 1251-3; Frost and
Precipitation 1253; Oranges
In 1479; Nursery Stock In-
spection Laws 1227

LOUSE, Pemphigus befae Doan
(Beet) 012; Aphis brassieae
(Cabbage) 077

M
MACHINEBY p-OB SPRAY-
ING 1*85-1905

MAGGOT, Phnrbia hrassicae
Bauche (Cabbage and Rad-
ish) 678

MAGGOT, Epochrn canadensis
Loew. (Currant t S72

MAIDEN BLUSH, Uoscrlptlon
219; for Ozarks 1624

MAINE 1263; Production of
Fruits 1264; Nursery Stoclt
Inspection Laws 1227

MAL DI GOMMA (Orange)
14S9

MALLOW I A.MILY 1990

MA.>l.llOTIl PIPPIN tor Oz-
arks 1621

MANAGEMENT OF APPLE
OKrll.VBD SB-32C

MANAGEMENT OF CO-OPER-
ATIVE ASSOCIATION 1276

MANTIS, Parasite on Fail
Web Worm 1671

MAPS; Distribution of Ben
Davis 436; Grapes In United
States 1115; Oranges 14S6;
Orchard Fruits 1501; Pota-
toes 1709; Small Fruits 1842;
Sweet Potatoes 1954

Horticultural Districts in Brit-
ish Columbia 701; in United
States 192. 1611

Number of Apple Trees in New
Jersey 1407

M.\RIGOLD 994
MARKET CORNERS 1269
MARKETING FRUITS 1256-

1330
General Discussion 1256-65;
Methods. Barter, Value,
Characteristics of Markets,
Tendency to Equilibrium,
Future Delivery. Parcel
Post. Co-operative Market-
ing, Financing a Co-operat-
ive Movement 1250-65

Central Packing House 1279-
83; Pooling of Fruit 1279;
Size of Co-operative Associa-
tion 1280; Organization of
Citrus Fruit Industry in Cal-
ifornia 1281; Selling Fruit
by Co-operative Associations
1283

Co-operation 1265-8; Co-opera-
tion in East 1274; In West
1273; Causes of Failure of
Co-operative Associations
1276; Co-operation in Pur-
chasing Supplies 1278; Co-
ftperation in Handling and
Marketing 1273; Contract of
Members 1277; Fundament-
als 1265-73: Individualism of
Farmers 1274; Management
of Co-operative Associations
1270; Organization of Co-
operative Associations 1275;
Payment of Dividends 1277;
T,vpes of Co-operative Asso-
ciations 1275

Corners 1260-3; City Market
1202; Consignment 1260; Sell-
ing Agencies 1261; Selling
for Cash 1200; State Market-
ing Agencies. Stock Com-
panies 1202

Economics of Fruit Merchan-
dising 1304-16; Financing
Sales and Advertising. Value
of a Brand. Education of the
Consumer. Sales System, For-
eign Markets. Value of Ad-
vertising. Speculation 1 n
Land Values. Too Many Va-
rieties, Weakness of Co-op-
erative Marketing. General
Co - operation. Middleman,
The Specialty Line 1304-10

Europe as Market for Apples
and Pears 1322. 1327

Handling of Deciduous Fruits
on Pacific Coast. Picking,
Packing. Pre-cooling, Trans-
portation, etc. 1310

Methods Employed by Fruit
Marketing Agency 1292-1304;
An exhibition of the various
documents employed In the
process of effecting the sale
of a car of apples

14

Reduction of Waste 1327-36;
Carload Unit, Combining
Small Lots, Freight Service.
Rates of Speed, Regularity
of Service, Extension of Sup-
ply and Demand, Systematic
Distribution, etc., 1327-36

Marketing Various Fruits and
Vegetables. Cabbage 7 3;
Cantaloupes 761; Dried Fruits
932; Oranges 1484; Peaches
1548

North Pacific Fruit Distribu-
tors 12SS

Pooling 1279, 1288
Yakima Valley Fruit Growers*

Association 1284
MARMAL;M)ES 727
M/VKTIN, Purple 031 ^MAKTYNIA FAMILY 1991
MARYLAND 1337
Production of Fruits 1337;
Nursery Stock Inspection
Law 1227

MAY BEETLES, Lacnostema
sp. (Potato) 1729; (Straw-
berry) 1961

MASSACHUSETTS 1338; Vari-
eties of Apples for 1339-45;
Nursery Stock Inspection
Law 1228

MAZZARD CHERRY STOCKS
786

McAfee apple tor Ozarks
1624

MelNTOSH RED APPLE, De-
scription 219; Time to Pick
322; tor Massachusetts 1340

Mclaughlin in Old Oregon
01-5

McMAHON, Yield 421
MEADOW LARK 635
MEALY' BUG (Pineapple) 1687;

Various sp. (Potato) 1726
Parasite 620
MEALY FLATA, Ormenis pru-

inosa (Gooseberry) 1083
MEALY PLUM APHIS, Hyalop-

terus arundinis Fabr. 51,

1098
MEASURING WORM, Cleora

painpinaria Gr. (Cranberry)
851

MEDITERRANEAN FRUIT
FLY, Ceratitis capitata Wied.
(Apple) 631

MEDLAR 1347
MELON OB COTTON APHIS.
Aphis goss.vpii Glover 55

MELON, Cantaloup 738; Wa-
termelon 2024-27; Melons as
Honev Producers 591

METHODS OF STUDY AND
DISCOVERY OF BACTERIA
666

MEXICAN WAX SCALE, Ce-
rnplastes coriferus And.
(Okra) 1454

MICE ]?35
MICHIGAN 1347
Frost and Precipitation 1348;
Production of Fruits 1348-9;
Nursery Stock Inspection
Law 1228

MIDDLEMAN AS ECONOMIC
FACTOR IN MARKETING
1307-8

MIGNONETTE 994

MITjDEW, Peronospora schlei-
deniana (Onion) 1473; Ery-
Hlphe pol.vgoni (Peas) 1529

MILWAUKIE, First Nursery in

Northwest 63-4
MINNESOTA 1350; Frost and

Precipitation 1350; Produc-
tion of Fruits 1351-2; Nur-
sery Stock Inspection Law
1228

MINOR Articles of Farm
Equipment 937-41

MINT FAMIIiY 1990
MINUTE FALSE CHINCH
BUG, N .v H i u s Angnstatns
niinnlUH IThl. (Beet) 613

MLSCELLANEOUS DISE.ASES
OF GRAPE 1120
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MISriBLE on. SPRAY LIT-
EKATIRE 175G

mS.SISSiri'I 1352-7; Apple
Orow inp 1353: Frost and
Precipitation 1355; Other
Fruits 1314; Oranfres 1479;
Production of Fruits In Miss-
issippi 1355-7; Varieties of
Apples for Mississippi 1354;
Nursery Stock Inspection
i,aw i::s

MISSISSIPPI VALI.EY OR-
CHARnS 1C6

MISSOI'RI 1357: Frost and
Precipitation 125S; Ozark
Mountain Resion 151S-25;
Production of Fruits 135S-60;

Nursery Stock Inspection

>% L,aw 125S
MlSSOrRI PIPPIN. Descrip-

tion 220; for Ozarks 1524

1« I T E S (Mushroomi 13SG:

I'livllocoptes schleelitendali

nel'.'pa (IVnr) l«r,l

MOrKINGBIRD r,:!0

MOI.nS and Molding of Canned
Fruits 717

MOISTURE, Conservation of
ivr.n

MOI-ES 1S36
MOXEY AND PRICES. Market

r:-.<

MONTANA 15fiO-S; Climate.
Soils. Irrigation. Kinds of

Fruit Crops 1360; Fruit
Growing in Bitter Root Val-
ley 13fi2-7; Frost and Pre-
cipitation 1367; Production
of Fruits 13G7-S: Nursery
Stocl< Inspection Law 122!>

MONTREAL MCSKSIELON
iri'ii

MOONFI.OWER 993. S95
MORNING GLORY 993. 994

MORNING GLORY F.4MILY,
Conviilvulaoeae 1^90

MORNING OR WTIITE-LrNED
SPHINX, Celerio lineata
(Cintaioupt 755

MOS.*IC DISEASE (Tomato)
1977

MOTTLED LEAF (Orange)
14«9

MOTTLED PLTM TREE
MOTH, Apatela superans
169S

MOINTAIN ASH 59

MOIRXING DOVE 64 2

MfCK LANDS, Drainage for

Cranberry Bog 906
Ml'LBERRY 136R-70
Pests. Soft Brown Scale 1371
Varieties 1369-70
MULCHES AND MOISTURE

1 SnO
MrSHROOMS AND TOAD-
STOOLS 1372-sr,

Cullivatlon. Spores and Spawn.
Temperature. Moisture.
Caves. Cellars. Houses. Pre-
paring Beds. Watering 1372-
so

Enemies 1386: Fogging - Oft.

Black Spot, Fungous Dis-
eases. Mites. Wood Lice,
Spring Tails. Flies

How to Distinguish Poisonous
from Non-Poisonous 1372

Picking and Preparing for
Market. Marketing 13S0-2

Preparing Spawn for Market
13S2-6; Brick and Flake
Spawn. Virgin Spawn. Pure
Culture. Tissue Culture. Stor-
age

MISIIROOM ROOT KOT, Ar-
millaria niellea (Apple) 471

MISKMELONS 13S6; See also
Cantaloup 738-54

Culture 1388
Diseases and Pests; See Can-

taloup 754
Marketing 1389-1; Picking,

Grading. Packing
Montreal Market Muskmelon

1391-2

MUSKMELON LEAF BLIGHT,
Altemiiria sp. 755

MUSTARD 1392
Diseases and Pests 1392; Black

Rot
MUSTARD as Honey Producer

590
MYSTERIOUS DYING OF

^'INES, -\naheim Disease
(Grapet 1127

MYXOSPORIUM CANKER
(.\pple) 467

N
NAn.HEAD. BUST (Orange)

1190
N.\ILPRE8S 346-7
NASTI'RTIUMS, Dwarf and

Climbing 995
NATIVE CABBAGE WORM,
Ponlia protodire 6sr.

NATURAL FRIHT .lAMS 1S09
NAVEL ROT OR BLACK ROT.

Alternaria citri (Orange)
14S9

N.-VVY BEAN 672
NEBR.'^SKA 1392; By-Products

of Fruits 1395; Production of
Fruits. Frost and Precipita-
tion 1393: Nursery Stock In-
spection Laws 1229

NECTARINES 1395
Diseases and Pests; See Apri-

cot and Peach 549. 1563
NEMATODE OR EEL WORM,
Heterodera radicicola Greef.
(Potato) 1726

NEMATODE ROOT GALL OB
ROOT KNOT 1070

NEMATODE ROOT GALL
(Grape) 1139

NEMOPHIL.* 995
NETTED GEM CANTALOUP

NEVADA 1395-1400; Charts,
By-Products of Fruits 1400
Frost and Precipitation 1399
Production of Fruits 1399-
1400; Nursery Stock Inspec-
tion Laws 1229

Horticulture 1396-7; Sierra Sec-
tion. Humboldt River Sec-
tion. Southern and Seml-
Tropical Section

NEW DISEASE OF APPLE
475

NEW DISEASE OF PEACH
1556

NEW ENGLANT) 1400; Apples
for 1339; History of Apple
Industry 1400; Present Clon-
ditlon and Future Outlook
1401-3

NEW HAMPSHIBE 1403; By-
Products from Fruits. Pro-
duction of Fruits; Nursery
Stock Inspection Laws 1229

NEW HAMPSHIRE FRUIT
SPOT, Cylindrosporium (Ap-
ple) 475

NEW JERSEY 1405-9; Apples
for. Frost and Precipitation
1407; By-Products of Fruits
1409; Production of Fruits
1408: Nursery Stock Inspec-
tion L^w 1229

NEW MEXICO 1409-13; Apples
for 1410; Climate 1409; Frost
and Precipitation 1411; In-
tercropping 2C6; Production
of Fruits 1411-13: Nursery
Stock Inspection Law 1229

NEWTOWN APPLE for Ozarks
1525

NEW YORK 1413-21; Frost
and Precipitation 1418; Or-
igin and Development of Ap-
ple Culture 1414; Production
of Fruit 1418-21; Nursery
Stock Inspection Law 1230

NEW YORK APPLE TREE
CANKER 475

NIGHT HAWK 638
NITROGEN 316; See Legumes

1S47

16

NORTH CAROLINA 1421-6:
Culture and Production of
Fruits, Frost and Precipita-
tion; Nursery Stock Inspec-
tion Laws 1230

NORTH CAROLINA PEANUT
15 S3

NORTH DAKOTA 1425-7;
Frost and Precipitation. Pro-
duction of Fruits 1425-7;
Nursery Stock Inspection
Law 11' 30

NORTHERN SPY, Description
220; Soil for 88; Time for
Picking 322; for Massachu-
setts 1344: for Ozarks 1524

NORTH PACIFIC FRUIT DIS-
TRIBUTORS 1288-92; Rea-
sons for Organization. Ton-
nage. System of Finance,
Sales Policy. Government,
etc.

NORTHWESTERN FRUIT EX-
CHANGE GRADING RULES
351

NORTHWESTERN SOILS.
Needs of 251

NORTHWEST GREENING for
Ozarks 1524

NOTCH WING, Ennomos mag-
narius Guen. (Pear) 1652

NOVA SCOTIA, Horticulture in
703; Export of Fruit 706

NUMBER of Plants per Acre.
Given Distances 1691

NUESERY, (Apple) Growing
Seed, Scions. Grafts. Bud-
ding. Planting. Root Graft-
ing, Pruning and Disinfect-
ing 119-50; (Peach) 1534

NURSERY STOCK INSPEC-
TION 1224-34

NUTS AS FOOD 1429-44; De-
scription. Flavor. Composi-
tion, Digestibility, Dietary,
Economy. Marketing, etc.
1429-37; Nut Butters. Milk,
Pastes, Preserves. Meal,
Flour. Candies. Coffees, Oil
Cake Meal. Green Nuts 1437-
41

NUT GROWING 142S-9; in
Alabama 4: in Texas 1962;
in Washington 2001; in Ore-
gon 1510; in Kansas 1195

For further information on
Nut Growing, see under va-
rious nuts listed below

Production in United States
1445-6; Imported 1447

Varieties; Brazil 661; Chest-
nuts 799; Cocoanuts 826: Fil-

berts 1142: Hazelnuts 1143;
Hickory 1146: Butternuts
2001; Peanuts 1673-88; Pe-
cans 1667-75: Walnuts 1999-
2016; Vegetable Ivory 1993

NUTS, Handling and Market-
ing 1443-4

NUT HATCH, White Breasted
628

NUTMEG 14 27

OAK FUNGUS (Walnut) 2012
OAK PRUNER, Elaphidinn

villosum Fab. (Pecan) 1076
OBLIQUE-BANDED LEAF
ROLLER, Cacoecia rnsnna
Harr. (Apple) 531; Arcllips
rosaceana Harr. (Currant)
S76

OB.SOLETE-BANDED STRAW-
BERRY LEAF BORER. Ar-
chips obBoletana 1939

OEDEMA (Tomato) 1977
OHIO 1447-9; Frost and Pre-

cipitation 1448; Production
of Fruits 1448-9; Nursery
Stock Inspection Law 1230

OILED PAPER for Insecti
1872

OIL SPRAYS 1450, 186S
OKANOGAN 2017



OKLAHOMA—PEACHES INDEX

OKLAHOMA H60-53; Frost
and Proclpltotlon 1453; Pro-
duction of Fruits ur>l-2;
Nursery Stock Inspcctlou
Law IJSI

OKRA OK Gl'MBO 1453-5
CannliiK *30
DIsoilSfS Ur.4; Okrn Wilt
Posts H54-r«: Japanese or Mex-

ican Wax Scale 1454
Recipes: Soups, Gumbo Salad,

Boiled Okra 1453-4, 1S17,

1S26
<>KI< V WII.T. NeoeoHninsiHiril

Miniiirerta Krw . .>i Sm M.''4

OLIIKNHKKti APPLE, De-
scription "J-O; for Massachu-
setts 1342

OI.KANOER OR n'Y SCALK,
llaleMidola cnryiie Vail. (Ap-
ple! .'.:!0; (Ornamentals) 1003

OLIVE, Culture. Varieties, etc.

1455-7
Diseases 14 57: Dry Rot, Leaf

Spot. Tuberculosis
Pests CliryHinophalns rossi

Mask 1457
Recipes: Served with Beef 1S02
ONION 1457-76
Culture. Soil. Climate. Season,

Rainfall and Irrigation 1457-

9; Fertilizers. Propasatlon.
Weedlnn, Thinning 1469-64;
Handling;, Storage. Market-
ing. Shipping, etc. 1464-71;
Intercrop 257-S

Bermuda Onions 1471
Diseases 1471-4: Anthracnose

or Black Spot 1471; Blight.
Brittle. Dry or Black Neck
Rot 1472; Fusarlum Blight.
Heart Rot. Mildew. Smudge
1473; Smut, Soft Rot and
Storage Rot. Stem Rot 1474

Pests 1474-5; Onion Maggot,
Onion Thrlps

Recipes; Baked. Boiled. Stewed,
1S17; Fried 17S2

ONION BRITTLE 1472
ONION MAGGOT 1474
ONION TIIRIPS. Thrlps taliaci

LInd. 1475
ONTARIO, Fruits for. Apples,

Pears. Plums. Crapes. Bush
Fruits. Blackberry, Currant.
Gooseberry. Raspberry. Straw-
berry 705-13

ORANGE 1476-99
Citrus Fruit Growing 1476-9:

Climate. Frost. Soil. Winds.
Varieties 1476; In Alabama
4: In California 1475; In

Florida 147S; In Louisiana.
Mississippi. Portf) P.Ico and
West Indies 1479; in the
United States (Chart) 14S5

Citrus Industry In Californl.a

692: Organization of Citrus
Industry In California 12S1

Diseases 14S7-91; Blue Mold.
Brown Rot 14S7; Brown
Spot. Chlorosis. Damplng-Off.
Die Back I4J?S: Exanthema
or Florida Die Back. Gum-
Spot I,eaf Spot. Mai dl Com-
ma. Mottled Leaf. Navel Rot
or Black Rot. 1489; Puffing,
Scaly Bark or Nallhead Rust.
Shoulder Spot or Stem-Knd
Rot. Splitting, Stain 1490;
Trunk Rot. Wither Tip, An-
thracnose. Tear Stain 1491

Dosage Table for Fumigation
1499

Growing and Marketing 1479-
84; Catch Crops. Marketing.
1484; Pruning. 1480; Packing
1482: Picking 1481; Setting
1479; Shipping 1483: Sort-
ing 1482: Storing 1484; W.a8h-
Ing. Wrapping 1482

Pests 1491-99; Barnacle Scale
1491; Black Citrus Louse.
California Angular - Winged
Katydid. Chaff Scale. Citrus
or Greenhouse Mealy Bug

1492; Citrus Aphis 63; Citrus
Thrlps 1493; Citrus White
Fly. Cottony Cushion or

Fluted Scale 1494; Florida
Wax or White Scale. Glov-
er's or Long Scale 1495:
(Jraln or Strawberry Thrlps,
(rreenhouse Thrlps. Orange
Chlonaspis 14'J(i; Orange
Maggot, Orange Tortrlx, Pur-
ple Scale 1497: Silver Mite,
Long-Tailed Meal y ling.

Woolly Citrus Aphid 149S;
Yellow Scale. Dosage Table
for Fumigation 1499

Recipes; Marmalade 17S0-1S02:

Ain>lo and Orange Compote
17S0; Custard 1S02

Varieties Kccommemled for
Horticultural Districts 14S4

ORANGE CHIONASPIS, Chl-
onnspiH cilri Comst. 149G

ORANGE MAGGOT, Trypetn
Itidens Leow. 1497

OK.4NGE RUST, Coryncum
Leaf Spot (Apple) 47.^.

ORANGE SCALE. C'hrysoniplm-
hls nuranlii Mnsk (Grape)
1139

ORANGE TORTRIX, Torlrix
ritrnna Fern. (Orniige) 1497

ORCll.VRO HKI'SH IIURNER
1500

ORCHARD MANAGEMENT,
Cost. etc. 376-401; Planning.
Planting Two-Year-Old
Trees. Pruning Young Trees
39S-9

ORCHARn POLLINATION 411

OKCII.XRH SITE 1065
()i{E(;i)N ir,oo-is

Districts; Deschutes Valley,
Climate 151S; Eastern Ore-
gon. Willamette Valley 1504:
Umpqua and Rogue River
Valleys 1505

Frost In Rogue River Valley
1516; Frost and Precipita-
tion In Oregon 1517

Horticultural Laws 1203-10.

1231
How to Handle Orchard in

Rogue River Valley 1510
Production of Fruits In Oregon

1514
Varieties of Fruits and Vege-

tables for Oregon 1506-10:
for Various Districts 1507;
Hood River 1508; Coast
Counties 1510; Rogue River,
Umpqua. Willamette 1509;
Strawberries for Central Ore-
gon 1914; Grapes 1096; Wal-
nuts 1510; Beans 572

ORGANIZATION OF CO-OP-
ERATIVE ASSOCI.4TIONS
l:75

ORIOLE. Bullock's 635
ORNAMENTAL TREES 963
ORTLEV APPLE, Time to

Pick 322
OWL. Barn 640; Screech 641

OYSTER PLANT. SALSIFY,
Method nt Cooking 1822

OYSTER SHELL SCALE, Lep-
Idosaphes ulnil Linn. (Apple)
532; MytiiaHplH iilml L. (Cur-
rant) 876

I>araslte 620

OZARKS 1B18-20; Climate. Va-
rieties of Apples Recom-
mended

I'ACIFIC COAST CEDAR
RUST (Apple) 486

I'ACK, Styles of 358-66: "Colo-
rado" Pack for Flat Apples
363; "Colorado" Pack for
l^ong Apples 362; Diagonal
Pack. .Tumble. Layer 358;
Offset 362: Peach 364: Pear
364. 1056-9 Schedule for Can-
adian Apple Box 364; for

.Standard Box. Square Pack

362; Stem Disposal 366-6;
Three-three 361; Three-two
360: Two-one 358; Two-two
3 59

rACKING; See Index under
each fruit and \'egctable

PACKING and Shipping Can-
ned Fruit 715

PACKING Dried Fruit 933
P.ACKINGHOUSE 330-9, 309-

73; (Construction 336; Man-
agement 369-73; Controlling
the Packer 371 ; Expense
371-3; Object 370-1; Sanita-
tion 33S-9; Storage Room
337-9

PACKINGHOUSE FURNITURE
and A<'ccssories 3 3 9-51 ;

Bench 344-46; Cardboard
348-9; Hollow-Top Table 342-
44; Jones Sizing Machine
341; Lining Paper 348; Natl
Press, Paper Rack 346: Price
Fruit Sizing Machine 341:
Sorting and Packing Tables
340: Stamp.si and Labels 360;
"Wiping and Sizing Machine
339; Wrapping, Paper 349

PALESTINE OR HOLY LAND
BEFiS 5S7

PALMER GREENING OR
WASHINGTON ROYAL 1342

PALOUSE COUNTRY for
Strawberries 1912

PANSY 996
PAPER RACK 348
PARASITES: See Beneficial In-

sei'ts 614
P.ARCEL POST for Marketing

Fruit I'jnS

PARING TABLES AND MA-
CHINES 923

PARIS GREEN 1862: Cost 1874
PARKER DR. SAMUEL 61-5
P.ARSLEV for Alaska 10
PARSNIP 1525; Canning 735:

as Honey Producer 591
Methods of Cooking and Ser\'-

ing 1S17
Pests; Parsnip Louse 1526

PARSNIP FAMILY, Umbelli-
ferae 1990

PATTEN'S GREENING 421
PAW PAW 1526

PAYETTE for Strawberries
1912

PEAS 1527-30
Canning 735
Diseases 1259; Anthracnose,

Blight, Leaf Spot. Mildew.
Powdery Mildew

Methods of Cooking and Serv-
ing 1818, 1826

Pests: Pea Aphis 54; Weevil
1530

PEA APHIS, Maorosipblim de-
structor (Pea) 54

PEA WEEVIL, Laria pUoriuiii
Linn. (Pea) 1530

PEACHES 1530-75
Canning 723; Juice 731
Culture, etc. 1530-5: Selection

of Trees, Intercropping, Cov-
er Crops 1544

Diseases 1552-62: Anthracnose,
Brown Rot 1553; California
Peach Blight 1544-6; Cali-
fornia Yellows or Little Leaf
1562: Cankers 1556; Climatic
Effect 1562; Crown Gall 462;
June Drop, Leaf Curl 1567;
New Disease of Peach 1556;
Peach .Shot Hole. Powdery
Mildew 1558; Pustular Spot,
Rust 1560; Scab or Black
Spot. Sooty Mold, Stem
Blight, Winter Injury, Yel-
lows 1561

Bibliography of Peach Diseases
1562

Home Propagation 1535-9:
Seed. Care and Planting of
Seed. Time to Bud. Budding
Tools, Budding Process. .Tune

16



INDEX PEACHES—PLANT FOOD

Buds, Dwarfs. Home Nur-
seryman, Year-Olcl Trees

Literature on Culture. Diseases
and Pests 1752

Pests 1562-72; Black Peach
Aphis 52; Blown Mlto 1562;
Green Peach Aphis 52; Green
Stink Bug. Hemispherical
Scale 1563; Lesser Peach
Borer. Peach Bud Mite.
Peach Lecanlum, Terrapin
Scale 1564: Peach and Plum
Slug, Peach Saw Fly, Peach
Tree Bark Beetle 1566; Peach
TwipT Borer 1567-9; Striped
Peach Worm 1569; Tarnished
Plant Bug. Stop Back. Spot-
less Fall Web Worm 1570;
West Indian or White Peach
Scale, Western Prune and
Peach Root Borer 1571; As-
phaltum Treatment for Tree
Borer 1572

Preparing for Market 356-7,
105.1-6. 154S-9: Cost 1549;
Oradine Rules 356-7; Pack-
ing 1056; Style of Pack ,164;

Value of Good Pack 154S;
Picking lOS.I; Dates for Pick-
ing 104S: .ciorting 1055

Protection of Buds in Winter,
Colorado Method 1546

Pruning 1539; Overcoming Win-
ter Freezing 1543; Summer
Pruning 1542; Top-Working
1543; When Buds Have Been
Killed 1540

Keclpes; Peach Butter SIO, S13;
Peach Pie 1S02; Compote of
Peaches With Rice 1S02

Varieties Recommended for
Horticultural Districts 1549;
for Alabama 2-3; British Co-
lumbia 700-2

PEACH BIT) MITE 1564
PK.Vrn I,EC.\Xn'M. Enli«oa-

niuni ni^rofnftiatum, Per-
eanile 1564-5

PEACH SHOT HOLE. Cerros-
pnru rircuniHciHKa Sacr, 155S

PEACH SAW TT.Y OR PEACH
.Sf.l'd. Caliroa (Eriocanipi-
odes) aniygdalina Kohwer
156f.

PE.*CH TREE HARK BEE-
TLE, PhlaeolrihiiN liniinaris
Harr. 1566

PE.ACH TREE BORER, As-
phaltum Treatment 1572

PEACH TWIG BORER. Anar-
ain lineatelia Zelt. ]567-;(

PE.AXCTS 1573-8S
Culture 1573-S; Fertilizers

1575; General Cultivation
1578; Plowing. Preparing
Soil for Planting 1574; Selec-
tion of Seed 1576; Soli 1573;
Time and Methods of Plant-
ing 1576-S; Tools 1578

Diseases 1586
Harvesting 1579-82; Curing.

Digging 1579; Picking and
Cleaning 1780; Storing 1782

Pests 1585
Preparing for Market 1582-4
Production In the United States
Chart 1587

Recipes. Apple and Peanut Sal-
ad 1792

T'ses 1584-5; Vines as Stock
Food 1582; Peanut OH 15S5

Varieties 15S3-4; Descriptions
and Recommendations

PEARS 15S8-1653
Canning 724
Classincatlon and Description

1588-91; Dwarfs. Orientals.
Standards. Where Grown

Cultivation and Fertilization
1595 - 1600; Intercropping.
Plowing. Fertilization

Diseases 1615-49; Black Leaf.
Blight 1615-48. see also
1875; Crater Blight. Curly
Bark. Frost Belting. Prult

Drop. Leaf Blight. Leaf Spot.
PaclHc Coast Cedar Rust
486; Pear Blight Canker 457;
Pear Rust 1648; Scab 1049

Literature on Culture, Vari-
eties, etc. 1753

Pests 1649-57; Blister Mite
1649; Bud Worm 1650; Leaf-
Eating Caterpillars. Mite
1651; N'otcli Wing. Pear Leaf
Miner, Pear Psylla 1652; Se-
slan. Pear Thrlps 1653-7

Planning the Orchard 1592-5;
Distances to Set, Preparing
Soil. How to Set

Pollination. Self-Fertile and
Self-Sterile 408. 411. 424

Preparing for Market. General
1054-9; Specific 1607-10;
Picking 1054. 1607-8; Pack-
ing 1056-9. 160S-11, 364;
Pear Pack Chart. Count.
Style, etc. 304; Directions
for 3-2. 3-3. 3-4. 4-3 Pack.
Grading Rules 355-6. 1608;
Tiering. Nailing. Hauling
1059; Grades 355-6

Prices in Rogue River Valley
1612

Production in United States,
Chart 1615

Propagation. Methods, Dwarf
Pears 1591-2

Pruning 1600-7; v.ase Form
1601; Pyramidal 1603: Nat-
ural 1604; Thinning Fruit
1605; Pruning Dwarfs, Corn-
ice 1606

Recipes, Pear Butter 811. 813:
Pear and Apple Sauce 727:
Pear Preserves 1803

Varieties Recommended: for
.\labama 3; for British Co-
lumbia 700: Nevada 1397;
Ontario 70S: Horticultural
Districts 1611-2; Selecting
Varieties 1591

Vinegar 812

PE.4R BLIGHT, Bacillus amy-
lovorus K.15-4S

PEAR BLIGHT BEETLE. Xy-
lehoruB dispnr Fab. (Cherry)
796

PE.4R LEAF MIXER. Omix
gemenatella 1652

PE,4B P.SYLL.*. PsyUa pyri-
cola Forest 1652

PEAR RrST. Gymnospnran-
giose 1648

PEAK THRIPS. Physothrips
(Eythrips) pyri Daniel 1653

PECAN 1657-75
Cracking the Pecan 1668
Culture 1665-6: Cost of Trees

1665; Cultivation 1666: in
.\labama 4; in Texas 1962;
Planting 1665; Time for Set-
ting 1666

Diseases 1670; Frozen Sap
Blight. Pecan Leaf Blight.
Rosette. Scab, Winter Kill-
ing

Pecans as Food 1668; Recipes
1800-1

Pesia 1670-5; Fall Web Worm
1670; Hickory Shuck Worm.
Pecan I^eaf Caterpillar 1671:
Live-Oak Root Borer 1672;
Oak Pruner, Pecan Bud
Worm 1673; Pecan Catacola.
Pecan Pruner 1674: Pecan
Tree Borer. Pecan Weevil
1675

Production in United States.
Chart 1669

Propagation 1657-65; Budding,
Top-Working

Varieties 1667
Yield 1668

PECAN Bril WORM, Acroba-
hIh sp. 1673

PECAN CATOCALA. Catocala
vidnata Guen. 1674

PECAV LEAF BLIGHT. Cer-
eoHpora halMtedli lOT'i

17

PECAX LK.\I' CATERPILLAR.
Dulaiui aiiKUi^ii <' t^' It 1671

PECAX PRINER. Oneideres
texana llcirii. ir>7t

PE4AX TREE BOKER, .Sesia
scitulu Harr. 1675

PEt'AN WEEVIL. Balaninus
car,vae Horn. 1675

PEDIGBEEH NURSERY
.STOCK 14 2-150

PENNSYLVANIA 10 7 6-9;
Frost and I'recipitation
Chart 1677: Production of
Fruits. Chart 1678-9; Nursery
Stock Inspection Law 1231

PEPPERS 1679-sO; Green Pep-
pers. Stuffed and Baked 1819

PEPPERMINT as Honey Pro-
ducer 591

PERFECTION CIRRANT S66
PERFORATION (Walnut) 2012
PERIODICALS on Horticulture.

List 1745
PERIODICAL CICAHA. Tibi-
can septenderinn (Apple) 533

PERNICIOUS SCALE. Parasite
621

PERSIMMONS 1680-1: for Ala-
bama 4; Texas 1963

Diseases. Leaf Blight 16S1
Persimmon Salad 1803
PESTS
For Pests of Various Plants,

see index under the partic-
ular plant

PESTS on Young Apple Trees
401

PETECA (Lemon) 1236
PETUNIA 996
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS 16S2
PHLOX 996
PHOMA WILT OF CABBAGE.
Phoma oleraeea 673

PICKING
For Picking and Packing

Fruits and Vegetables, see
index under the various
fruits and vegetables

PICKLES; .See index under
Recipes

PINEAPPLE 16S2-7
Culture 1682-5; Propagation,

Soil, Culture, etc.

Diseases 1685-6: Black Heart
1685; Leaf Spot. Spike or
Long I,eaf. Sun Scald, Tangle
Root, Wilt 16S6

Pests: Mealy Bug. Pineapple
.Scale 16S7

PINEAPPLE SCALE, Diaspis
bronielia Kern, (Pineapple)
16S7

PINE TAB for Insects 1875
PINKS. Carnation 997; Scotch

or Grass Pinks 1000
PINK ROT. Cephalnlhecium
msenni f.\pplc) 475

PITCH f;R.\I-TING WAXES
2028

PLANTS per Acre Various Dis-
tances 1691

PLANTS for Honey Bees 590
PLANTS for Pollen 580
PLANT BI'G. Lygiis pratensis

(Beet) 613
PLANT LOUSE ENEMIES

1687-90: Aphis Lion or Green
Lace Wing 1687; Ladybirds
or Lady Bugs. Various .Spe-
cies 1688-9; Syrphus Flies
1689: Internal Parasites 1690

PLANTING APPLE OR-
CHARDS 164-180: Setting.
Time. Locating Devices.
Methods. Fertilizing. Dis-
tances

PLANTING BOARD 167-9
PLANTING. Cost of 377-80
PLANTING SI:GAR BEETS

611.'".

PLANTING T.ABLE, Distances
for Fruits 1690

PLANTING TABLE for Gard-
eners 1073: for Flowers 1001

I'LANTINCi TREES 399
PLANT FOOD SIPPLY 1845



PLOVER—RECl PES INDEX

ri.OVKK. Uiilnnd it*
PLl.M 16S>:-1700
Bloom Chart 666
Cnnnlns 734-6
Culture 169.;-3; Propagntlon,

PrunlnB, Dates of Ripening
Diseases 1696: Pockets or
Bladders

Literature 1752-3; Culture, Pol-
lination. Growth Period. Pro-
papatlon. Diseases, Uses

Pests 1696-1700; American Silk
Worm, Curcullo 1696; Gray
DaKKer Moth 1697; Hop
Aphis El, 66; Long-Tailed
Mealy Bus 1697; Menly
IMum Louse 1C9S, 61; Mottled
rium Tree Moth, Plum Gall
Mite, Plum tJouger 1C9S;
Plum Web Worm 1699;
Rusty Brown Plum Aphis 61,

52; Soft Scale. Viceroy But-
terfly 1700

Preparing for Market 1053-5;
Picking 1063; Sorting, Pack-
ing 1055

Production of Plums In United
States, Chart 1694-7

Recipes; Jelly 729: Juice 731:
Butter Sll. S13

Varieties 1693; for British Co-
lumbia 700; for Ontario 709

PLl'M G.*I,I, MITE, Eriophyes
plilneof-aptes 169S

PI.l M (iOlGER, Coccotorus
pnmirldi 1^9'!

PI.r.M WEB WORM. Lyda rn-
flpes Marlntt li'.',l9

rUM SI.IG. Caliroa (Erio-
camiwldes) nm.vgdalina Roh-
wer fPeaclii ir,t;(:

POCKETS OK BLADDERS,
E\o'Heu« sp. fPlum) 169G

POCKET GOPHERS 1836;
(Town Call 1069

POINT KOT (Tomato) 1974
POISON BAITS 1S70-1
POISON Blt.AN MASH 1S70
POLLEN. How Carried 410
POLLINATION of Fruits 40S,

411. 413. 424, 1062

I'OLLFNIZEK. .'Jelection of 654
I>OMEGR,\N.\TE 1700. for Al-
abama 4

POMELO 1112
POMONA CCRRANT 866
POOLING 126S
POPPV 997; California 9R7
PORTO RICO 1701: Oranges

1479: Pineapples 1682
PORTCLACA 998
POT CCLTURE, Lettuce 1239
POTASH and Phosphoric Add

3ir,-i7

POTATO 1701-31
Cooking 1820-1, 1826
Culture and Description 1701-4,

1707; Peculiarity of Growth,
Propagation, ,Soll 1701-4;
Culture In the South 1707; in

Alaska 5-6: as Intercrop 259
Diseases 1710-25: Arsenical

Poisoning, Black Leg Blight
or Downy Mildew 1711; Dry
Rot 1712; Dry Rot or Wilt
1713: Internal Brown Rot,
Early Blight, Late Blight
1715; Leaf Blotch. Leaf
Roll 1718; Potato Scab 1719.
See also 1875; Potato Wart.
Potato Canker 1720; Pow-
dery Scab 1721 : Rhlzoctonla
or Little Potato 1722: Rus-
set Scab. Silver Scurf. Soft
Rot. ."fun Scald 1724; Tip
Bum. Vertlcllllum Wilt 1725

Pests 1725-31; Colorado Pota-
to Beetle 1725; Mealy Bugs,
Nematode Eel Worms 1726:
Potato Aphis 56; Potato
Tuber Moth 1726; Sand or
Jerusalem Cricket 1727; So-
lanum Root Louse. Western
Potato 'Flea Beetle. White
Grubs 1729; Wire Worms
1730

Production in United States,
Chart 170S-10: Map 1709

Sprays 171S, 1719. 1723
Storing 1704-7; Pitting 1704;
Sprouting 1705-7

Varieties 1704: for .Mnska 6-6

POT.4TO APHIS, Marrosiplmni
soliinirnlll .\shm. 66

POT.VTO CANKER or Potato
Wurt Conker. S)llcllltrlura
endohioliclini rove, 1720

POTATO EEL WORM, Hete-
rodeni riidiclcolii GrecC. 1726

POT.VTO I'.VMILV 1990
P O T .\ TO SCAB, Oospora

KcahicN 1719
POTATO T U 1$ E R MOTH,
]*lilhuriniaea opcrculelhi /,el.

I7L'7

POII.TKV lis .';iilc Line 271
POWDERY MILDEW, Sphae-

roliicca mail (.\|)ple) 475:
nnillntcr.-iphy 470.

POWDERY MILDEW, Uneinu-
lil spiriilis (Griipcl 1124

POWDERY' MILDEW, Er.r-
slphe communis Wallr.
(Peas> 1629

POWDERY .MILDEW, Sphae-
rutliecn p a n ii o s a (Peach)
IBSS-CO

POWDERY MILDEW, Sphae-
rotlieca ens (ague! Lev.
(Strawberry) 1933

POAYDEBY' SCAB, Spongospo-
rii Kiiblerranca Wallr. (Pota-
tcil 1721

PRAIRIE Al'PLE 59
PRECOOLIN4J OF FRUITS

1321. 1731-7
Bartlett Pears 1731; Investiga-

tions, Small Fruits 1732-7
PREI'ARATION OF FRUIT

for C'anning 719; for Drying
92.'i; for Market 1053

PREPARATION OF LAND
HIT-IS

PRESERVING FRUIT for
Kxhlbltlon 173S; at Home
714: in Boiled Cider 727:
Clierrles. Cherries in Currant
Juice 726: Cider Apple and
Pear Sauce. Fruit Purees, in

Grape Juice. Marmalades
727; Plum Preserve 726:
Quinces 727; Strawberries,
\Vhlte c^orrarts 726

PRIMITIVE ORCHARDS 1415
PRIVET I'ESTS 1003
PRICE FRUIT SIZING MA-
ClflNE 311

PRODUCTION OF FRUIT In
Various Slates: See Index
uiiflcr Charts

.

PROPAGATION (Apples) 119-
132

Methods of Multiplying Vari-
ous Fru'ts 1718

PROPERTY WATER RIGHTS
11S9-92

PROTECTION OF PEACH
BUDS In Winter 1546

PRUNE 1739-44
Diseases 1742; Bacterial Black

Spot 1742
Evaporating Prunes 1739-41
Future of Industry 1714
Pests 1742-44; Brown Day
Moth 1742; European Fruit
Lecanium 1743: Fruit Tree
Pulvinaria 1744: Hop Aphis
56

Preparing for Market 1063-5
Recipes; Prune and Apple T.art

17S7; Splcf'd Prunes with
Glazed Apples 1782: Prune
Snnfn.- Pudding 1803

PRUNING, For Methods, Tools,
etc.. .See Index under Va-
rious Fruits

Young Trees 399

PUBLICATIONS, List of 1745-
58; Department Bureaus. Ex-
ment Stations; Horticultural
Societies. Periodicals 1745:
Books 1746; Apples and Ap-

18^

pie Orchards 1746-51;
Poaches and Cherries 1752;
Plums. Pears, Quinces 1752-
3; Control of Insects and
Diseases 1753-7; Spray Ma-
terials. Machinery, Legisla-
tion, etc. 1755-7: Vegetable
Culture 1757; Tomato Cul-
ture 1973

PUFFING (Orange) 1490
PUGET SOUND, Early Or-

chards 65
PUMPKIN 1757; Canning 736;

as Hnncj' Producer 691
PUIMI'KIN miG (Tomato) 1981
Pl'KIM.E M.'VRTIN 631
PURPLE SC.YLE (Orange)

1-1!I7; Pnras'te 020
PIISTULAR SPOT, Helmintho-

spnriuni car|>ophiluni Lev,
(I'oach) 16i;o

I'lIVALLllp VALLEY 2017
PYRETIIKUM (Dust) 1869;

(Spray) ISOO; Cost 1874

Q
QUAIL 043
CJUEEX BEES 5S9
Ql'INCE 1750-GO
Diseases; Anthacnose. Fire

Blislit. Leaf Blight 1760;
Pacific Coast Cedar Rust 4S6:
Literature 1753

Recipes 730; Apple and Quince
Preserves 17S!>; Apple and
Quince Jam 1803

R
RABBITS, Protectors, Traps,

Poison, etc. 634
RACKS for Drying Fruit 926
RADISHES 1761-3; tor Alaska

10
Diseases and Pests 17G1-3;
Garden Slug 1761; Turnip
Leaf Miner 1703

Var'etles 1701
RAILROAD, Relation to Mar-

keting 1307
RAILROAD WORM or Apple
Magsot (Ajiple) 603

RAINIER APPLE 221
RAISINS; Raisin Industry of

California 1094-6; Australia
363

Raisin Formula, Squirrel Pois-
on 1837

Raisin Recipes 1804-6
RAPE as Cover Crop 252; as
Honey Producer 690

RASPBERRY 1703-78
Canning 1S06, 1816
Cost 1770-1
For Alaska 12; for Brlllsh Co-
lumbia 700: for Ontarla 713

Diseases 1771-4; Raspberry
Cane Bl'ght 1771; Anthrac-
nose 1773; Crown Gall, Root
Rot 1774

Pests 1776-77; Leaf Hoppers,
Raspberry Horn Tail 1775;
Raspberry Cane Maggot.
Rasplterry Root Borer or
Blackberry Crown Borer
1770: Tree Ci-ickets 1777

Precooling 1736
RECIPES. Buns, Canning 1806;

Jelly 729; Juice. Vinegar 731
RECIPES, FRUIT 1 778-1 S30
Candies. Apple Taffy 1787;

Chocolate and Nut Fudge
1800; Queen of Nut Candies
1801; Italian Cream 1805;
Pecan l*anoche 1801; Raisin
Chocolates. Raisin Fudge.
Raisin P a n o c li e . Raisin
Opera Caramels 1805; Squir-
rel Pecan Dainty 1801;
Stuffed Raisins 1806

Cakes. Cookies. Bread Rolls.
Biscuits, etc.; Apple Biscuit
1779; Apple Loaf 1783;
Raised Apple Biscuit, Apple
Sandwich 1786; Cherry Cake,
Cherry Roll 1796: Lemon



FlllinE for ChUp 179!>; Raisin
Cakes, Cookies and Bread
1S04-5; Raspberry Buns
1806; Strawberry Shortcake
1S07: Tutti Frulttl Filling

for Cake ISO": Xmas Cur-
rant Loaf 179G

Desserts. Miscellaneous. Apple
Desserts 177S-95; Date Des-
sert. Sliced FIks. Macedolne
of Winter Fruits. Fig Whip
1797; Grape Sillabub, Bohe-
mian Cream 179S; Grape-
fruit 1799: Orange Custard.
Peach Con^pote with Rice
1S02; Strawberry Cream
Jelly 1S07

Drinks; Apple Punch 17S5:
Apple Toddy. Apple Tea. Ap-
ple Water 17S7; Cherry Wine
1795; Grape Punch 1798;
Grape Juice 1110, 731: Straw-
berry Shrub 1807

Garnishes: Apple Garnish for
Roast Goose 17S2: Clove Ap-
ples with Cold Meats 1779;
Olives with Beet 1S02

Ices: Apple Sherbet 17S5: Apri-
cot Sherbet 1779; Apricot Ice
1795; Grape Sherbet. Grape
Ice Cream 1798; Sweet Cider
Frappe 1786: Raisin Ice
Cream 1806; Strawberry Ice
Cream 1S07: Methods of
Making Jellies. Jams, etc.

727. 731
Jellies. Jams. Butters. Pre-

serves, etc. : Apple Butters
1779; Fruit Butters 811-12:
Apple Jelly 17S9: Apple Mar-
malade 1784: Apple Pre-
serves. Barberry Jelly 1789;
Blackberry Jam 1794; Crab
Apple Marmalade 1781;
Grape Jam. Wild Grape
Jelly. Green Grape Jam,
Grape Consort, Lemon
Marmalade 1799: Natural
Fruit Jams 1809: Orange
Marmalade 1802; Pear Pre-
serves. Sp'ced Prunes. Quince
and Apple Jam 1803; Rhu-
barb Butter 1SD6: Nut Pre-
serves 1438; Spiced Cherries
179^; Spl<'*-d Crabapples 17^5

Miscellaneous Recipes for Cook-
ing and Serving Fruits; Ap-
ple Casserole 1779; Apple
Catchup 1780: Apple Cro-
quettes 1781; Fried Apples,
Apple Fritters I7S2; Apple
Omelet 1784: Apples and
Rice. Sausages and Fried
Apples 1785: Apple Souffle
1786: Apple Sauce 1794

Pickles: Crabapple 1784; Spic-
ed Crabapples 1785; Wild
Grape and Blackberry
Pickles 1784

Pies. Apple Tarts 1787; Apple
Pies 1791-2; Meringue. Beat-
ing and Baking. Pastry 1792:
Mince Meat 1800: Peach
1802: Raisin 1804

Pudding. Hodgepodge Pudding
1783; Apple Puddings 1790-1
Steamed Fig Pudding 1797
Christmas Pudding 18 6

Prune Snuffle Pudding 1803
Raisin Purrs. Rice Pudding,
Bread Pudding 1804

Salads, Apple and Peanut
1792: Red Apple. New Apple.
Apple. Orange and Peach.
Apple and Nut, Apple and
Chicken, Apple and Date,
Apple and Banana. Apple
and Cabbage. Apple and
Celery 1793: Apple and
Cheese. Banana 1794; Cherry
1795: Apple and Cumquat
1796: Fig and Orange 1797;
Fruit Salad 1798; Persim-
mon. Japanese 1803: Raisins

INDEX

with Mayonnaise 1805; Rais-
in 1806

Salad Dressings 1S2.'>

RECITES, VEGETABLE 1809-
29

Methods of Cooking and Serv-
ing: Artichokes 1809; Aspar-
agus. Beans 1810; Lentils,
Beets 1812: Broccoli. Brus-
sels Sprouts. Cabbage, Car-
rots 1813: Cauliflower, Cel-
eriac 1814; Celery, Green
Corn, Cucumbers 1815; Egg-
plant. Kale or Borecole 1816;
Kohlr.-xbi or Turnip Cabbage.
Onion. Parsnips 1S17; Green
Peas 181S, 1826; Peppers
1819; Potatoes 1820: Rice
1821; Salsify 1822; Spinach
1827: Squash 1828; Sweet
Potatoes 1S21: Swiss Chard
1828; Tomatoes 1826. 1828;
Turnips 1829

Pickles 1819-20: Bean. Cauli-
flower. Chopped. Ripe Cu-
cumber 1819; Dill. Mustard,
Onions, Piccilily Green To-
mato. Watermelon Sweet
Pickles 1820

Salads 1822-3; Lettuce, Cab-
bage 1822: Cucumber 1823

Salad Dressings 1823: French,
Cooked. Sour Cream. Cream
1823: Cream Dressing Made
with Butter 1793

Seasonings for Sauces and Veg-
etables 1824: Tarragon Vin-
egar, Cream Sauce. Cream
Mustard Sauce. White Sauce,
Tomato Sauce

Soups 1824-7; Herb 1824: Sor-
rel. Leek. Cream of Leek,
Potato 1825: Cream of Cel-
eriac. Tomato. Oltra and To-
mato. Green Pea. Split Pea
1826: Bean 1827

RED ASTRACHAN, Descrip-
tion 222: Time for Picking
322; tor Massachusetts 1343;
for Ozarks 1524

BED BrC fAppIel 504
RED CROSS CVRRANT SC7
RED DITCH CIKRAXT S67
RED HFMPED APPLE TREE
C.'VTERPII.LAR, Oedemasia
cnncinna S. & A. ("Apple) 535

RED .USE 222: for Ozarks
ir,24

RED LADYBIRD BEETLE
1688

BED LEAF (Grape Disease)
1127

RED-NECKED APPLE TREE
CATERPILLAR, Datana min-
iHtrii fApplei r.ric

RED ROME BEAl'TY 224
RED ROT (Lemon) 1236
BED SCALE, Cbrysompbalns

nurnntii Mask. (Grape) 1139
Parasite 620
RED SPIDER, TetranicbOB sp.

(Various Hosts) 5.'!6, 877
BED-TAn,ED HAWK 641
BED VIOLET LOUSE. Rbopa-

losiphum violae Perg. (Vio-
let) 1003

RED-WINGED BLACKBIRD
63.1

REDrCTION of Waste In Mar-
keting i:!27-36

rki-ri<;kration 1320
RE.irVEN.4TING OLD OR-
CH.ARDS 297-303

REPELLENTS, Insect 1869
RESIN BEESWAX GRAFT-
ING WAX 2028

RESIN BORDEAUX 1862
RESIN W.VSH 1868: Cost 1R74
RESI'I.ENDANT SHIELD
ItKAKKR, Captndlnca splen-
doriferella (Apple) 537

BHIZOCTONIA, Corticnm vn-
STum B. & C. (Asparagus)
560; (Cabbage) 676: Corti-
cnm vQEUin HolanI (Potato)
1722

RECIPES—RUFFED

RHODE ISL.AND 1830-1; Nurs-
ery .Stock Inspection Law
1231

BHODE ISLAND GREENING,
Description 223: Soil for 87;
for Massachusetts 1340

RHODODENDRON RUST,
Cbrysoinyxa rbododend-
rl (Dec.) De Bary 1002

RHUBARB 1831; Canning 723;
Recipes 1807

BICE RECIPES 1821
RICING OF CAULIFLOWER

768
RINGING to Induce Fruiting

1061
BIPE ROT, Sclerofinia frncti-
gena (.\pple> 477: Glomer-
ella rufomaculans 1125

RISE OF CAPILLARY WA-
TER 1850

RO.\DS 1834; Drainage 900;
Split Log Drag 1834

ROBBER BEES 599
ROBIN 626
RODENTS, Control, etc. 1834-

7: Digger or Ground Squirrel
1834: Large Ground Squirrel,
Field Mice 1835; Moles,
Pocket Gophers 1836

ROGUE RIVER VALLEY 1505;
Handling Orchard in 1510:
Varieties for 1509; Frost in
1516: Strawberries 1913

RO.ME BEAUTY, Description
223: Soil for 88; Ozarks 1525

ROOT BEDS, Sugar Beet 603
BOOT KNOT, Bacterium tn-

niefaciens (Apple, see Crown
Gall) 457: (Beet) 612

ROOT KNOT, Heteradera radi-
ciola Greef. (Tomato) 1977

ROOT NODULES on Legumes
821

ROOT PRUNING 139-42, 282
ROOT ROT. Corticnm Vagum

(Asparagus) 560: Rbizoclonia
(Beet) 612: (Cabbage) 671;
(Cantaloup) 755: Fus-inum
roseum (Clover and Alfalfa)
821; Y'ibrissea h.vpogaea, Oz-
onium, Amiillaria m e I 1 e a
1126: (Hickory) 1146: Thiel-
avia basicola (Horseradish)
1148; (Ornamentals) 1002:
(Raspberry) 1774: (Trees)
1003; (Tomato) 1978; (Wal-
nut) 2012

ROOT SYSTEM OF APPLE.
etc. 1839; Distribution of
Feeding Roots

ROSES, Culture. Varieties, etc.
965-72; for Central Wash-
ington 985

Diseases; Black Spot, Cane
Blight. Crown Gall. Rose
Leaf Blotch. Rust. Mildew
970

Pests: Large Rose Aphid. Full-
er's Rose Beetle. Rose Scale
971; Rose Snout Beetle.
Small Green Rose Louse 972

ROSE - BREASTED G R O S -

BEAK 632
ROSE rH.*FEE. Macrodacty-

hiH subspinosus Fabr. .(Grape)
1140

ROSE SCALE, Parasite 620
BOSELLE. Description 1837
Recipes 1838
ROSETTE (Apple) 477: (Pe-
can) 1670

ROSETTE. Rblznctonia sp.
(Tomato) 1978

ROSS MORRIS APPLE 225
ROSY APPLE APHIS, AphU

sorb! Kalt, 47
ROT OF CRANBEBEY 844
BOUND-HEADED APPLE
TBEE BOBEB. Saperda Can-
dida F:\br. 609

BOXBURY RUSSET 1342
RIE FAMILY 1991
RUBY CROWNED BMNGLET

627
BUFFED GROUSE 643

19



RULES—SPOTLESS INDEX

Rl'LES for DetermlnlnB Pen-
sUv of Spray 1S64

R f L K S . ricklnK. PnokliiK.

SorllnK lOBl

RISSET - BACKED THUl SH

Rl'sSET SCAH (Potnlol 1T;4

RISSIAX OR HAIRY VETCH
as Honey l^rotUuHT r>!li>

R I S T . C.vHinlr«Hiiorluni sp.

I Tomato 1 i;';i'.

Rl STY-BROWN I'LIM APH-
IS. AphlK sclnrine Tlios. 51

RIST. «i.viiiiioi.|>oniiiKiiini sp.

iAppU't 1^''; I'uiH'liiia a(*par-

ag\ lAsparaBUS) 500; Uro-

nivrrs betae (Beots) C12;

H'aiunloupi 753; Cromyces
trifolll (A. & S.> Wirt. (Clo-

ver and Alfalfa! SJI; Pncci-

nln prunl-aplnonae (PearlO
ISGO

RUST FI.Y, Pslla rosHP Fab.

(Carrot) 75S

RYAN'S EARI-t WATERS.
Cantaloup "SS

R\'E as Cover Crop LT.S

SACALIJJE as Honey Producer

SACCHARINE MATERIAT.S
i7-:o „

S %Dni,E - RACK CATERPn--
LAR. Sibine Slinuilea (Ap-
ple! 573

SAX-ADS; See Index under
Recipes

SAIES DEPT., Co-op. Assn.

1313
SAJLSIFY in Alabama 9; Meth-
od of Cooking 1822

SALT MARSHES, Drainage 90f.

SANO OR .1 E R II S A T. E M
CRICKET, StenopelmatUH ir-

reKUlaris fPotalo) 1727

SANFOIN as Honey Producer
590

SAN .TOSE SCAI,E, Aspidiotus
perniciosus Com.<it. (Apple)

537
Parasite C20

SAT8CMA ORANGE for Ala-
bama 4

SAVrNG TREES BV CEJIENT
829

SAW FLY', Uarpiphorus maou-
Intus (Strawberry) 1939

SCAB (Apple) 487; (Beet) (512:

Cladosporiam carpophilam
Thum. (Peach) also Black
Spot 1561: Venturia pjrina
(Pear) 1649; Fuslcladiiun ef-

fusnm WInt. (Pecan) 1G70

SCAlyD (Cranberry) 844
SCAI.I> (Tr.mato) 1975
SCAI-V BARK (Orange) 1490
SCARLET SAGE 998
SCLEROTIUM BLIGHT (To-
mato) 197S

SCORF: card for Exhibition
Fruits 1841

SCOTCH PINK 1000
SCREECH OWI- C40
SCCRF, PhllloBtlcta prunlroln

Sacc. (Apple) 489
SCCRFY' SCALE, Chionaspla

fnrfura T-|tch (Apple) 639
SCUPPERNONG GRAPE 1104
SCl-'TELLISTA. Scntellista cy-
anea Motsch C17

SEASONAL EFFECTS (Apri-
cot) 54 9

8EC8. HORTI. SOCIETIES
1149

SEED CORN MAGGOT, Pego-
mya fuficipeM r.79

SEEDLESS APPLES 225-7
SEEDLING ROOT ROT, Wilt

(Walnut) 2013
SEED per Acre . Va r. sp . 1841
SEED STALK WTCEVIL. Cen-
torhynrhuH guadrlilenH Panz.
(CabbaKe) C8G

SELF-STEKILITY and Mixed
Planting ('.''-l

SELLING AGENCIES 12(n
SEMI - TROPICAL A R SI Y
WOR.M. I'rodeiila rrldania
(Toniatot 19S-

SEPriC T.XNK 90f,

SERR.VDKLLA as Ilnuoy Pro-
duicr SUl

SERVICE TREE 1S43
SESIAN. Srsla pyrl (Pear)

iDt:!

SETTING and Dropping of
Fruits 1059

SEVENTEEN-YEAR LOCUST
(Apple) 53:!

SHARPSHOOTERS (Tomato
Bug) 19.S1

SHELLING (Crape) 112C.

SHOT IIOI^E. Cylindrosporium
padt (Cherry) 7;tU; Coryiieuiii

beijerinkli (.Vijricot) al.'^o

Fruit Spot M'.i

SHOT HOLE BORER, Xylelio-
niH <liHpar Fab. (Cherry) 795

SHOT HOLE FliNGUS (Apple)

SHOILDER SI'OT OR STEM
ENI> SPOT (drailKc) 1490

SHRIKE o:!I

SHRIVELED MEAT (Walnut)
201.T

SILK, Imitation 33

SILT BASINS 904
SILVER LEAF, Stereum pur-

pureiini Pers. (.\pple) 4.S9

SILVER MITE, Eriophyes olei-

vorus Ashm. (Lemon) 1238;
(Orange) 149S

SILVER SCURF, Spondyloc-Ia-
diuni atrovirens Marz (Pota-
to) 1724

SINKS for Drainage 906

SITE for Strawberries 1914

SITE Selecting for Orchard 85-

lOS
SIX-SPOTTED SPIDER (Ap-

ple) 52B
SLEEPING SICKNESS, Fnsa-
rium lyeopersici Sacc. (To-
mato) i;i.si

SLICING MACHINERY 925
SLIPPERWORT 9SS
SLUG, Caliroa cerasi I, inn.

(Cherry and Fear) 792
SMALLER SHOT HOLE BOR-
ER, Xyleborus saxeseni Ratz
(Cherry) 795

SMAI.L GRAIN LOUSE 66
SMIT..AX for Alabama 2

SSnTH'S CIDER APPLE,
Ozark.s 1625

SMUDGE, Verminilaria circi-

nans Berk. (Onion) 1493
SMUT, Urocystis oepulae Frost

(Onion) 1474
SNAITjS (Mushrooms) 13SC

SNAKE RIVER VALI.EV, Or-
chards 106

SNAP DRAGON 99S
SNOW APPLE, Time to Pick

322
SNOW, Fertilizing Value 955
SOAP SOLUTION 1S6S
SOFT BROWN SCALE. Coecus

heHperHliini T.lnn. (Mulberry)
1371

Parasite 621
SOFT CROWN GALL (Apple)

4.'.:!

SOFT ROT, Sclerolinia fructi-
Kena (Ajil'Ie) See Brown Rot
4.'.1; BafilliiH aroideae Town.
(Calla) 1003: BacilltiH earato-
vomH Jones (Carrot) 757;
(Cauliflower) 75S: Funicli-
dllim aj). (Onion) also Stor-
age Rot 1474: (Potato) 1724;
RhlzopuH nlfcriranfi Ehr.
(Sweet Potato 1 1952

SOFT SCALE, Leranium rlbls
FIteh (Currant) 873; (Plum)
1700

SOILS 1843-56: Essentials of
Production 1843: Physical De-
ficiencies 1844; Composition

20

Capnodium sp.

(Peach) 1561

Alcohol Produ-

of Fruit Soils 1S44; Supply
of Plant Food 1846; Avail-
able Fertility 1846; Value of
Legumes 1846-8; Nitrogen In
Different Legumes 1847; Bal-
anced Soils 1848; Influence
of Alkali 1849; Truck and
FruK Soils 1850: Effect of
Mulches on Moisture ISBO:
Rapidity of Rise of Capillary
Water IS 50; Problems of
Soils In Washington 1851-4;
Heat and Soil Fertility 1854:
Extent of Soil Erosion in
United States 1854

SOILS for Apple 85-108; Analy-
sis 320; Composition 1844:
Moisture .>i9n

.SOILS for Various Fruits and
Vegetables: See Fruits or
Vegetables Desired

SOIL for Strawberries 1914
SOIL ROT, AcrooysliB hatataK

l':il. iV Hnls. (Sweet Potato)
11)65

SOLAN! .M MEALY BUG.
I'Keudoi'oceiiK Nolani Okl. (Po-
tato) 1726

SOLANUM ROOT LOUSE, Tri-
fldaspis radieicola Esslg (Po-
t.ntn) 1729

SONG SPARROW 632
SOOTY BLOTCH ANO FL^
SPECK, Leplotlierium Pomi
(Api.lel 490

SOOTY MOLD.
(Apple) 490;

SORGHUM
cer 21

SORREL SOUP 1S25
SOUR SAP (Apricot) 649
SOUR WOOD as Honey Pro-

ducer 591
SOUTH CAROLINA 1856-57:

Frost and Precipitation, Pro-
duction of Fruits 1856; Nur-
sery Stock Inspection Law
1231

SOUTH DAKOTA 18B7-9; Pro-
duction of Fruits 1858; Frost
and Precipitation 1859; Nur-
sery Stock Inspection Law
1232

SOW BUGS (Mushrooms) 1386:
(Cress) 852

SPANISH PEANUT 1583
SPAN WORM. Cleora pampi-

narla (Cranberry) 853; Cy-
nialopliora ribiaria Fitch
(Currant) S76

SPARROW. Song 632: Chip-
ping 633: White Crowned
633; English 634

SPARROW HAWK 641
SPAWN. Mushroom 1376. 1382
"SPECIALTY LINE" 1309
SPECULATION IN LAND. Re-

lation to Fruit Prices 1304

SPHRAEOPSIS CANKER (Ap-
ple) 456

SPHINXES; Tobacco S. Phlee-
othnntiufl quinquemacidatn
(Tomato) P. Sexta 1983:
White-Ijlned S. Pholns ache-
mon 75 5

SPIKE OR LONG-LEAF (Pine-
apple) 1686

SPINACH OR SPINAGE ISGO:
for Alaska 10

Diseases; Downy Mildew 1860
Pesta; Spinach or Beet Leaf
Maggot 1S60

Recljies 1S27
SPINACH OR BEET LEAF
MAGGOT. PeBomyia viclna
Lint. 1S60

SPITTLE INSECT. Aprophoni-
nae sp. (Strawberry) 1939

SPITZENBURG. Description
210

SPLITTING (Orange) 1490
SPOKANE COUNTRY 2017
SPOTLESS FALL WEB
WORM, Hyphantria textor
Harris (Peach) 1670



INDEX SPORTS—SUN SCALD

SrORTS (Apple I 120
SPOTTED APPI.K TUEK BOK-
EK, Sperda t'relata Nowm.
510

SPRAYING ami Other Methods
of Control of Diseases and
Pests lSCO-190:.

Calendars 1S75-S3; • O ' r, a r a
1S75-S1: How and When to
Spray lS7r»; Washington Ex-
periment Station ISSl'-S

Compatibility of Insecticides
and FuHKicides 1SS4-5

Cost of Materials 1S74
Hydrometer Test 1S64
Injury (Apple) 490; Literature

1756; (Potato) 1719
Laws 12L'0

Literature 1755-7: List of Pub-
lications on Preparation. Use,
Machinery. Legislation, etc.

SPRAT and Other Control Ma-
terials

Bands 1S62; Asphaltum. Cot-
ton. Oiled Paper. Sticky Pa-
per. Tanglefoot

For Chewing Insects 1861-2;
Arsenate of Lead. Bordeaux.
Arsenate. Bordeaux and Li.-

Sul., Carbolated Lime, Helle-
bore. Paris Green. Resin Bor-
deaux. Zinc Arsenite

Contact Insecticides 1S62-S:
Liquids 1S62-G: Iron Sul-
phide. Lime-Sulphur. Table
for Diluting. Table of Spe-
cific Gravity and Degrees
Beaume. Rules for Diluting.
Self-Boiled Li.-Sul.. Hydro-
meter Test 1S64; Li.-Sul. and
Flour Paste. Pyrethrum, To-
bacco Decoctions ISCG

Dusts. Flowers of Sulphur.
Lime and Sulphur. Li.-Sul.
and sal Bordeaux. Hellebore,
Pyrethrum 1.S6S-9

Emulsions. Carbolic Acid,
Crude Oil. Distillate Oil. Dis-
tillate and Tob.icco. Kero-
sene, Oil Spray. Resin Wash.
Soap Solutions. Whale Oil
and Quassia 1S6G-S

Fumigation; Carbon Bisulphid
for Storehouse Pests. for
Borers, for Ants. Wasps, etc.

;

Hydrocyanic Acid Gas, To-
bacco Fumes 1S71-2

Miscellaneous Formulae 1S73;
Corrosive Sublimate. Forma-
lin. Pine Tar. Whitewashes,
White Lead Paint, Grafting
Wax

Poison Baits 1.S70-71; Bran
Mash. .\nt Poison. Bran Ar-
senic Mash. Bran - Paris
Green. Criddle Mixture 1870

Repellents 1869-70; Bordeaux
SPRAY MACHINERY 1885-

1905
Factors In Choice of Machi-
nery 18S6-93: Capacity. Sim-
plicity. Durability. Cylinders.
Valves. Plungers. Agitators,
Tanks, Nozzles, Rods, Out-
fits

Accessories 189.?-5; Strainers
189.1; Hosepipe 1894; Air
Chambers 18 9 4; Pressure
Gauges. Relief Valves 1895;
Tank Fillers 1897; Piping
and Cut-Offs 1899; Spray
Rods 1900; Angle Ells and
Ys. Nozzles 1901-5

SPRAY, Pests Controlled by
Other Means Than 1875;
Pear Blight. Western Toma-
to Blight. Potato .Scab. Cab-
bage Worms. Cutworms.
Woolly Aphis on Roots

SPRAY'. Rules for Diluting, for
Determining, Specific Grav-
ity and Degrees Beaume
1864

SPRAYING In Relation to Or-
chard Plan 177: Development
81-83: Cost of .'!S7-S

SPKAYINfi W.M.XirS 2011
SPK1N«T.\II.S 1 Mushl-oom)

i:!si;

SPl'K KLK.HT. PNPUdomonns
cerasus (Cherry) 7S4

.S<JI'AS1I 1905-7; as Intercrop
L'tio; a.s Hfiney I'roducer 591;
Canning 725; Recipes 1S2S

Diseases and Pests 1906-10:
Squash Bug. Squash Lady
Beetle. Squash Vine Borer

SQUASH BUG, Annsa tristis
De O. 1907

SQUASH I-ADV BEETLE. Epi-
lachna boreallH Fab. 190s

SQUASH VINE BORER, Me-
littia salyriniformis Hbn.
190S-10

SQUIRRELS 1.834; Squirrel
Poison Funnul.a 1837

STAG HORN (Apple) 491
ST.irN (Orange) 1490
ST,\BCH for Alcohol 20-22
STARTING APPLE OR-
CH.\Rn, Literature 1746

STATE SELLING AGENCIES
126,-!

S T A Y M A N WTNESAP, De-
scription 227; Soil 87: Ozarks
1525

STE.'II BLIGHT, Fusarium ro-
seiini Lk. (Clover and Alfal-
fa) ,821: (Peach) I5SI

STEM CANKERS (Grape) 1126
STE>I GIRDLER. .lanus inte-
ger (Currant) 874

STEM ROT (Cabbage) 676;
Cortioium vaguni B. & C.
(Asparagus) 560: Nectria ip-
omoeae (Eggplant) 9 17:
(Onion) 1474: (Sweet Pota-
to) 1955

STERILIZATION of Apple
Juice 405: Utensils for Can-
ning 718

STICKY BANTJS 1872
STICKY ROPE 1S72
STKiMONOSE (Apple) 492
STINK ISIT. (Tomato) 1981
STINK Itl'G (Fall Web Worm

Pai-asite) 1671
STIPPIN, also Fruit Pit 466
STOCK COMPANIES 1262
STOCKS (Ornamentals) 998
STONE FRUITS. Crown Gall
on 462

STOP BACK (Peach) 1570
.STORAGE ROO.>I 337-9
STORAGE ROTS (Apple) 492:
Fusarinni sp. (Onion) 1774

STR.VWUERRY 1910-52
Canning 725
Cost 1931
Culture 1911-32; In British Co-
lumbia 700; Ontario 713:
Northern Idaho and North-
eastern Washington 1911;
Palouse, Lewiston-Clarkston.
Payette, Weiser. Malheur.
Snake River. Boise. Idaho
Falls 1912; Twin Falls.
Coast, Willamette. Utnpqua.
Rogue River. The Dalles
1913; La Grande. Central
Oregon 1914: Puget Sound
1928: in Kootenay 1929-31

Diseases 1933-4; Anthracnose,
Black Root. Leaf Spot 1933;
Powdery Mildew 1934

Duration of Plantation 1923-4:
Keeping Up the Strain 1924

Harvesting and Marketing.
When to Pick, Packing,
Crates 1922: Marketing 1923;
Rules for Picking. Packing
and Hauling 1924-5: Rules
of Yakima Valley Fruit
Growers' Association 1926-8

Pests 1934-52; Strawberries
and Insects 1934; Cutworms,
Dagger Moth 1935; False
Chinch Bug, Fuller's Rose
Beetle, Grain or Strawberry
Thrlps 1936; Grape Colaspls.
Graphops Nebulosus. Gold-
smith Beetle 19^7: Green-

21

house Oi-thezia. Ground
Beetles. Leaf Feeders 1938;
Obsolete-Banded Leaf Roll-
er, Saw Fly 1939; Spittle In-
sect, S. Crown Miner, S.
False Worm. S. Leaf Beetle,
S. Leaf Roller 1940: S. Root
Borer 1941; S. Root Louse
1942-5; S. Root Weevil 1945-
9; S. Weevil 1940; S. White
Fly 1950; Tarnished Plant
Bug, White Grubs 1951; Wire
Worms 1952

Planting 1917-20; Selecting
Plants. Pruning. Time to Set,
Setting 1917; Hill System,
Single Row 1919: Double
Row. Matted Row. Plants
per Acre 1920; Pollination.
Alternating Varieties 1917

Production in United States
1932

Recipes 1807; Jelly 729
Treatment of Plantation; Irri-
gated Section, Non-Irrigated
.Section 1921; After Harvest
1923; Intensive Method 1931

Selecting Site 1914-5; Soil, Lo-
cation. Irrigation, Transpor-
tation, etc.

Varieties 1915-26; for Cannery
1915; for Various Sections in
Northwest, for Shipping,
Bisexual and Pistillate Vari-
eties 1917

Yield 1923
STRAWBEKKY CROWN MI-
NER. Aristotellia sp. 1939

STRAWBERRY FALSE
WORM, Harpiphorus niacula-
tus Nort. 1940

STRAWBERRY LEAF BEE-
TLE, Typophorus quadrino-
tatus Sav. 1940

STRAWBERRY LEAF ROLL-
ER. Ancylis eomptana Frohl.
1940

STR.\WBEBBY BOOT APHIS.
.\pliis forbesi Weed. 53. 1942

STR.\WBERRY ROOT BOR-
ER, Sesia rutilans Hy. Bdw.
I94I

STRAWBERRY ROOT WEEV-
IL, 0(!orhynohu)4 ova t as
Linn, 1942

STRAWBERRY THRIPS, En-
thrips tritloi Fitch. (Orange)
1496: (Strawberry) 1936

STRAWBERRY WEEVIL, An-
fhonomtis Kignatns Say 194 9

STRAWBERRY WHITE FLY,
.Alourodes packardi Morrill
1950

STRING BEANS. Canned 734
STRIPED PEACH WORM, Ge-

leohia oonfusella (Peach)
15G9

STUMP PULLERS 110
STUMP ROT, Bacillus caroto-

voruB Jones (Cauliflower) 758
STYLES OF PACK, Apple 358-

76

SUCK FLY, Diryphus minimus
Uhler (Tomato) 1983

SUGAR BEETS: See Index un-
der Beets 601

SULLA OR SULLA CLOVER
as Honey Producer 590

Sl'LPHUR FLOWERS (Insect-
icides, etc.). Cost 1874

SULPHUR STOVES for Bleach-
ing Fruit 925

SU.M.MER BLIGHT (Tomato)
1980

SU.MMER SQUASH 1906; Can-
ning 735; Cooking I 828

SUN BURN (Walnut) 2013
SUNFLOWER 999

SUNFLOWER FA.MILY, Coni-
positae 1991

SUN SCALD OR COLLAR ROT
(Apple) 492; (Chestnut) 807:
(On Fruit) 492: (Pineapple)
1686: (Potato) 1724



SUPPLY—VEGETABLE INDEX

Srrn.T AXD DKMAND, Ex-
tension of 1330; See Idea of
Value i;56

Sl'KKACE MOLD (Tomato)
1>17S

SURVEY for Drainage System
<I04

SrsCErriBlMTY of varieties
to l">isease <Apple> 491>

SITTOS (Beauty) for Massa-
clnisi'lts 13<3

SWALLOW. Barn G31
SWARMING OF BEES ESS
SWEAT FLIES (Plant Louse

Enenivl inr."

SWEET riOER -lOS-S, 667
SWEET TEAS tl99

SWEET I'OTATO 1952-7
Cooking IS21
Culture and Propagation 1952
Diseases; Bin or Soft Rot,
Black Rot 1953; Dry Rot,
Soil Rot. Stem Rot or Tel-
lows 1955

Map of Production In United
States 1954

Pests 1955-7; Cutworms, Gold
Bugs or Tortoise Beetles
1955; Sweet Potato Plea
Beetle. Sweet Potato Stem
Borer 195G; Sweet Potato
Weevil 1957

SWEET POTATO FLEA BEE-
TLE, Clinetornemn i-onllnis

Lee. 195C
SWEET POT.\TO STE>I BOR-
ER. OmphEsa iinn8tnnio§aliH
Gucn. 195f.

SWEET POTATO WEEVIL.
Cvhis formic:! riUM Tryon 1967

SWEET WILLI.A.AI 999
SWISS CHARD for Alaska 9;

Recipes 1S28
SYXCARPY (Apple) 492
SYNET.*: See Fruit Tree Leaf

Syni>ta 524
SYRIAN OR HOLY LAND
BEES r,S7

SYRPIirS FLIES (Plant Louse
Enemies) 1GS9. 1957

SYRFP for Canning Fruit 720;
Gauge 721

T
TABLES; See Index under

Chnrls
TACHIXID OR TACHINA
FLIES 1700

TANGLEFOOT for Insect Pests
1S72

TANGLEROOT (Pineapple)
icsn

TAPIOCA Recipes 1808
TARNISHED PLANT BUG

(Peach I 1570
TARNISHED PLANT BUG,
L.vgnH prntenHls Linn. (.Straw-
berry) I9r,i

TEAR STAIN, Colletotrichom
gloeoflpnrioi<]ps (Lemon)
12:;B; (Oranse) 1491

TENDENCY to Variation in
Asparagus 560

TENNESSEE 1958-60; Frost
and Precipitation 1958-60;
Production of Fruits 1900;
Nursery Stock Inspection
Law 1232

TENNESSEE RED PEANUT
ir,>,3

TENT CATERPILLARS, Vari-
ous Species (Apple) 540

TER.MITE 550
TERN, niack 614
TERRAPIN SCALE, Ealeca-
nlum nifcrofiiHclatum Perg.
rpeach) 1504-5

TEXAS 1960-5; Frost and Pre-
cipitation 1965; Fruit Pro-
duction 1963-6; Fruits for
1961; Pecans 1962; Grapes
1105: Nursery Stock Inspec-
tion Law 1222

THRASHER, Brown 629
THER.MAL BELTS 99

THINNING APPLES 309-13
THRUSH, Russet-Backed 627
TILE 900-6; Kinds. Sizes, Lev-

eling, I^aytng
TIER. P.-llnltlon 357
TILL.-VGE. Dellned 1

TIMBERED LAND. Clearing
of S7r.-7

TIMBER HOT. Selerollnla lili-

erllana Fcltl. (Tomato) 197.S

TINGIS (Applcl 505
TIP BURN (Lettuce and Po-

tato) 12-13

TIP WORM. Ceoidom.via oxyco-
eana .Tolnis (Cranberry) S51

TO.VDS mcr.
TOADSTOOL DISEASE (Wal-

nut) 2012
TOADSTOOLS 1372
TOBACCO FUMES for Insect

Control 1S72
TOBACCO SPHINX, PhleKeth-

ontius quinquemacuhita Haw.
(Tomato) 19S.'!

TOBACCO SPR.4YS 1860; Cost
1S74

TOMPKINS KINO, Description
227-8: Soil for 88

TOMATO 19C0-S4
Canning 724, 735
Culture 1966-71; as Intercrop

259; Location, Seed. Soil

19GC: Method of Starting,
Hotbeds. Cold Frames,
Transplanting 1967-S; Set-
ting In Field. Cost 1969;
Priming and Training 1970;
CuIllv.at!on and Irrigation

Diseases 1973-81; Anthracnose
1973; Bllglit, Blossom End
Rot or Point Rot 1974;
Burn or .Scald. Collar Dis-
ease 1975; Damping-Off 1978;
Downy Mildew. Hollow Stem
1975; Leaf Blight or Rust.
Leaf Mold 1976; Root Rot.
Rosette, Sclerotium Blight.
.Surface Molds, Timber Rot
1978; Western Tomato Blight
1979; White Mold. Wilt or
Summer Blight 19S0; Wilt
or Sleeping Sickness. Winter
Bl'ght 19S1

Literature 1973
Marketing 1971; Picking. Pack-

ing. Grading, etc.

Pests 1981-4; Blister Beetle,
Bugs 19S1; Colorado Potato
Beetle, Cutworms. Grass-
hoppers. Remitroplcai Army
Worms 1982: Sphinxes. Suck
Fly 1983; Tomato Aphis, To-
mato Worm, White Fly 1984

Production 1973
Recipes 1S2S-9; Tomato Butter

810; Tomato Sauce 1824; To-
matoes, .Stewed. Escalloped.
Baked. Deviled. .Tam. On
Toast, With Pish 1828-9

Varieties 19G6-7
Yield 1971-3; Crossing Toma-

toes to Increase Yield 1972;
Practical Suggestions o n
Seed Raising 1973; Pruning
to Increase Yield 197li

TOMATO APHIS, Megonra so-
lan! Thomas 1<1S4

TOMATO SPHINX, Phlege-
thnntlus Bexta Johan 1983

TO.MATO WORM, Heliothis ob-
noleta Fab, 19,S4

TOOLS, for Cultivation 245
TOP-WORKING, Apple 125-8;

Peach K.43; Pecan 1665

TORTOISE BEETLE (Sweet
Potato) 1955

TRACING CAR MOVEMENTS
1296, 1328

TRANSPORTATION PROB-
LEMS 131C

TRANSPORTATION of Nur-
sery Stock, Laws 1224-34

TRAYS for Drying Fruit 926
TREES, Where to Buy 135
TRUCK SOILS 1850

22

TRUCK CROPS, Beans 574;
Onions 1467-76; Cabbage
670-3; Asparagus 666; Peas
1627-30; Lettuce 1238-48;
Radishes 10, 1761-3; Turnips
19S1: Beets COn-M

TRUMPET LEAF MINER, TIs-
elierlu ninliftillellu Clemens
(?) (A))ple) 542

TRUNK ROT, Schlzophylluni
<-omnuine (Orange) 1491

TUl'NK HOT (Walnut) 2014
TUBERCULOSIS. Bacterium

savimlanoi (Olive) 1457
TUBER MEALY BUG, Pseu-

dococcuN nlllniN Mask. (Po-
tato) 1726

TULIP TREE as Honey Pro-
ducer 500

TUMORS (See Crown Gall Ap-
ple) 157

TUMOR STRANDS and Sec-
ondary Galls (Apple) 460

TURNIP 19S4-6
Cooking, Boiled. Hashed 1829;

Culture; in Alaska S; Culti-
vation 1986; as Cover Crop

Varieties 19S5
TURNIP LEAF MINER, Scap-
tomyza flaveola (Radish)
17G3

TUSSOCK MOTH, Hemero-
eampa vetusta Bolsd. (Ap-
ple) 543

Parasite 1700
TUTTI FIUITTI ISOS
TWELVE-SPOTTED ASPAR-
AGUS BEETLE, Crioceris 12-
puneiata L. 562

TWIN FALLS tor Strawberries
191.-!

TWIG BLIGHT (Apple) 492
TWIG BLIGHT, Sclerotinia

liliertiana (Lemon) 1235

TWO-LINED CHESTNUT
BORER. Agrilus bilineatns
Weber (Chestnut) 811

U
UMPQUA VALLEY 1506; Va-

rieties of Fruit for 1509;
Strawberries In 1913

UNFER.MENTED APPLE
JUICE. Methods of Prepar-
ing 403-S: See also Cider 667

TJNFERMENTED GRAPE
.lUICE 1110: Uses

UNICORN PROMINENT. Schi-
ziira unicornis (Apple) 543

UTAH 19S5-S; Frost and Pre-
cipitation 1988; Nursery
Stork Inspection Law. 1232;
Production of Fruits and
Vegetables 198G-S

UTENSILS for Canning and
Preserving Fruits 718; Steril-
ization

VALLEY GRASSHOPPERS,
Eoaleonotus enigma Scudd,
(Clover and Alfalfa) 824

VALUE OF ADVERTISING
1310

VALUE OF BRAND 1311
VALUE OF IMPORTANT
CROPS 935

VANCOUVER APPLE TREE
61-3

VARIEGATED FOLIAGE (Ap-
ple) 492

VARIETIES of Apples to Plant
lSl-234; Descriptions and
Recommendations

VARIETIES of Fruits and
Their .Survival 663

VARIETIES of Apples. List
428-34

VARIETIES of Honey Bees 686
VARIETIES, Too Many and

InfiTlor 1306
VEGETABLE
Canning 733-5; Classification

1989-91



INDEX VEGETABLE—WRAPPING

Composition 199:;-3
Recipes 1809-29
Varieties 19S9
Literature IT'i?

VECETABLE GARDEN 1959-
91

Classiflcatlon 1989-91
Garden Plan 1991-2
Manairemcnt 19S9
Varli>tles. Common 1989
VEGETABLE IVORY 1993
VEGETABLE PACK in Cali-

fornia 691
VKRHEXA 1000
VERTUILLH M WILT. Vertl-

eilliuin Hlliontrnni R. & B.
(Potato) 1725

VERMONT 1994; Production
of Apples 1994; Nursery
Stock Inspection Law 1232

VETCH as Cover Crop 253
VICTORIA CURRANT 867
VINEGAR sa. 669, 812; Cur-
rant 1V9G; Pear 812

VINEYARDS lOSS-1103; Area
1117

VIOLET LOrSE 1003
VIOLET PESTS 1002
VIRGINIA 1994-7; Production

of Fruits 1996-7: Nursery
Stock Inspection Law 1232

VIRGINIA BUNCH PEANCT
ir)S3

VniGINL\ RUNNER PEANUT
15S3

VOLUTELLA ROT, Volutellose
(Apricot) 493

w
WAGENER APPLE, Descrip-

tion 228; Soil 89; Drop When
Ripe 322

WAGES ON FARM 936
WALLA WALLA VALLEY

2018
WALNUT 1999-2016
Culture 1999-2004; in Oregon

1514; Washington 2001-4
Crop Failure 2011
Description 1999
Diseases 2007-14; Walnut

Blight or Bacteriosis 2007-
11; Die Back. Leaf Diseases,
Perforation. Root Rot or
Toodstool Disease 2012; Seed-
ling Root Rot, Wilt. Shriv-
eled Meat, Sun Burn 2013-
Truck Rot, Yellows 2014

Pests 2014-16: Erinose. Walnut
Aphis or Caliipterus 2014;
Walnut Caterpillar 2015

Propagation 2004-7: Budding
Stocks. Buds 2004; Making
the Bud; Grafting W^ax 2005:
Starting Growth 2007

Spraying 2011
Varieties 2001: Black Walnut

Butternut. Bnglish WalnutWALNUT APHIS OR CALLTP-
TERUS, Chromnphis Juglan-
dirola Kalt. ',?, 'Oil

WALNUT BLIGHT OR B.*C-
TERIOSIS. PKendomonas ja-
Rlnndln 2007-11WALNUT C.4TERPII.LAR,
Ontana fntei^errima Gr &
Rnh, 201.=;

WALNUT ME.tLY BUG, Phco-
dornreun Imkrrl Bsslg 2016WALNUT .MOTH, Ephestln
elulella Hubn. 2016

WALNUT SCALE. Aspldiofun
Juglann-regiae Com. 2016

WARBLER. .Myrtle 630
WASHINGTON 2016-23
Beans for 572: Fruits 2021;
Strawberries 1911

Fruit Sections 2016-lS
Frost and Precipitation 2022
Horticultural Laws 1210-'23

1233
Production of Fruit 2022
Soils 201S-21: Chemical Anal-

ysis. Plant Food Charts
Practical Rating

Waste in Marketing 1327-36
WATER for Certain Crops 2027
W.VTEK CORK of Apples 493
W.VTKKCRESS 852
W.4TERCRESS LE.4F BEE-
TLE. Phuedou uerugiuosn
Sufl'r. 852

WATERCRESS SOW BUG.
Manrasellus brarhyurus Har-
der S52

WATER.MELON 2024-7
Culture 2024-5: As Intercrop

258-9; Depth and Distance
to Plant 2024; Thinning 2024;
Training Vines 2025; Culti-
vation 2024-7

Diseases 2025-7; Leaf Diseases,
Wilt 2025-7

How to Tell a Ripe Melon 2025
Pests 2027: Melon .Vphis 53;
Melon Fly 2027

Recipes: Pickles 1820
W.VTEB RIGHTS 1188, 1190
W.4TER SUPPLY on Farm 942WATER ZONES 897
WAXES for Grafting and
Wounds 1S75, 2028-9; Resin
and Beeswax. Alcoholic.
French and Pitch. Waxed
String and Bandages. Waxes
for Wounds and Other For-
mulae 202S-9

WEALTHY'. Description 22S-9:
Drop When Ripe 322; for
Massachusetts 1341; tor Oz-
arks 1625: Yield 421

WEEVIL. Alfalfa 823
WEEVIL. Bronze Apple Tree,
Magdalis aenescens Lee. 610;
Larger Chestnut. Balaninus
prolioscideus Fab. soS; Less-
or Chestnut. Balininus rectus
Say. 809: Seed Stalk on Cab-
bage, Centorhynchus qua-
dridens Panz. 686

WEIGHTS of .4pples per
Bushel 191

WEISER for Strawberries 1912
WEN.4TCHEE V.4LLEY 2018
WESTERN .VR.MY WORM.

Chorizagrotis agrestis Grote
(Beet) i;i4

WESTERN POTATO FLEA
BEETLE. Epitrix subscrini-
ta Leo. (Potato) 1729

WESTERN PRUNE or Peach
Root Borer. Sanninoides op-
alesoens Hy. Edw. 1571

WESTERN TOMATO BLIGHT
1979; See also 1S75, for Con-
trol

WESTERN TUSSOCK MOTH.
Hemerocampa vetuBta Boisd
54 3

WESTFIELD (Seek-no-turther)
1.-M4

WE.ST INDIAN or White
Peach Scale. Aulacnspis pen-
tagona Targ. (Peach) 1571

WEST VIRGINIA 2029-32
By-Producta of Fruits 2032
Frost and Precipitation 2030
Production of Fruits 2031-2
Nursery Stock Inspection
Law 1233

WHALE-OIL SOAP AND
QUASSIA 1.8 68; Cost 1874WHEAT as Intercrop 271WHEEL BUG (Parasite on
Fall \\-fb Worm) 1671

WHITE CROWNED SPAR-ROW r,?.?.

WHITE CURRANT 868
WHITE DOTTED APPLE
WOR.M. Balsa raalana (Ap-
ple) 545

WHITE FLY. Alenrodes to-
bael (Tomato) 19S4, 1978

WHITE GRAPE CURRANT
868

WHITE GRUBS. Lacnoslema
sp. (Potato) 1729; (Straw-
berry) 1951

WHITE LEAD PAtNT 1873

23

WHITE-LINED SPHINX. Cel-
erio lineuta Fab. (Cantaloup)

WHITE MOLD. Eilopbyes cal-
acladophora (Tomato) 1980

WHITE PEABMAIN, Descrip-
tion 229; for Ozarks 1525

WHITE ROT, Conlutherium di-
plodlella (Grape) 1126

WHITE ROT (Lemon) 1235
WHITE ROT OF SHADE
TREES. Polyporus squnmos-
U8 (Huds. ) Fr. 1003

WHITE RUST on Cabbage 676;
Literature 677

WHITE SCALE. Ceroplastis
floridensis Comst. (Orange)
1495

WHITEWASHES 1873
WHITM.VN APPLE TREES 65
WILDER CURRANT 868
WILLAMETTE VALLEY 1504;

Varieties of Fruit for 1509:
Strawberries in 1913

WILLIAMS EARLY 1341
WILLOVVTWIG for Ozarks 1625
WILT (Walnut) 2013
WILT BUG. Euthoctha galea-

tor (Apple) 506
WILT OF CANT.4LOUP 755
WILT (Pineapple) 16S6
WILT OB "SLEEPING SICK-
NESS." Fusarium lycopersi-
oi Saac. (Tomato) 19S1

WILT OR STEM ROT. Sclero-
tenia trifolioruni (Clover and
Alfalfa) 821

WILT OR SUMSIER BLIGHT
(Tomato) 1980

WTLT, Fusarium (Watermel-
on) 2025

WINDBREAKS 178-180
WINDMILLS 945
WINE. Production in United

States 1117
WINE, Varieties of Grapes for

1099
WINES.iP, Description 229-

230; Soil 89; Thinning 311;
Drop 322: for Ozarks 1525

WINTER BANANA, Descrip-
tion 230-1

WINTER BLIGHT (Tomato)
1981

WINTERING OF BEES 594;
Indoor and Outdoor 595

WINTER INJURY and Cank-
ers (.\pple) 496

WINTER rN,IUBY (Peach)
15C1

WINTER KILLING of Fruit
Trees 1032: Bare Ground
1033: Cover Crops, Disease
(Pecan) 1670

WIRE WORMS. Elateridae
(Potato) 1730

WISCONSIN 2032-4; By-Prod-
ucts of Fruits 2034; Frost
and Precipitation 2033; Pro-
duction of Fruits 2033-4;
Nursery Stock Inspection
Law 1233

WITCHES' CURL. Exoascus
cerasi (Cherry) 789

WITHER TIP. TEAR .STAIN.
Cnlletolrichum ffloeosporlo-
des (Lemon) 1236

WITHER TIP (Orange) 1491
WOOD LICE or Sow Bugs

(Mushrooms) 1386

WOODPECKER 639-40; Flick-
er. 639; Yellow-Bellled Sap-
sucker 639; Downy Wood-
pecker 640

WOOLLY APHIS. Schlzonenra
lanigera Hanson 49. .545; For
Control see also 1875

WOOLLY APHIS GALLS 1070
WOOLLY CITRUS APHIS,
Aphis eookei Essig (Orange)
H3S

WOOLLY KNOT, Crown Blight
(.Apple! 457

WOINDS 498
WRAPPING FRUIT, Method

349-50



WREN—ZlNiXlA INDKX

WKKX. House 629
WYOMlNtS 20S6; Frost and
PreclpUntlon 20S5; Fruit By-
products 2037; Fruit Pro-
duction 2 3 G - 7 ; Nursery
Stock Inspection Law 1233

YAKIMIXES, PreparlnB for
Market 10S3-B; Picking,
Sortlnp, Packing

YAKIMA VALLEY 201S: Ap-
ple Trees In S4; Oldest Or-
chard 66-9; Plan for Inter-
cropping 255; Cost of Or-
chards 3Sr>

Y'AKIMA VALLEY- FRrrT
GROWERS' ASSOCIATION
12S4-S: Plan of OrKanlzntlon,
Membership. Fees. Contracts,
Functions of Various Divis-

ions, Methods of Financing,
Pooling, Warehousing, Ad-
vances, etc.

Y'AM; See Sweet Potato 1952
YKAST PROCESSES 715; Na-

ture of 24

YELLOW BKLLl'LOWKB, De-
scription 2;ll; for Ozarlts
1625

Y-ELLOW-nELLIEl> S A P -

SITKEB l,3S

YELLOW-BII.MOI) CICKOO
640

\-ELLOW-lli:.\l> CIIANBERUV
WOIl.M, Teras niinulu Hob
,<i 4 r.

YELLOW-NECKED UATANA.
l>ntana ininlMtra (Apple) 545

YELLOW NEWTOWN, Descrip-
tion 2;U-2; Forced by Prun-
ing 303; for Ozarks 1625

Y'ELLOWS (Peach') 1661
YELLOWS (Walnut) 2014
YELLOW ROT, Nertria Ipomo-

eiio Hals. (Sweet Potato)
1066

Y'ELLOW SCALE (Orange)
1403; I'Hraslte 621

\ E L L O W TBANSPABENT.
Description 232-3; for Mass-
achusetts 1344; for Ozarks
1626

YORK IJIPEBIAL. Description
2.13; Soil for SS; for Ozarks
1626

YOliTII AND OLD AGE, Zin-
nia 1000

X
ZEBRA CATEBPILLAB, Ma-
mestra pietn Harris .S26

ZINNIA 1000

24
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WREN—ZINNIA INDEX

WRKX. House 629
WYOMISO :0S6; Frost and

rrcclpltiitlon :0S5'. Prult By-
I'roducts 2037; Fruit Pro-
duction 20 3 6-7: Nursery
Stock Inspection Law 1233

YAKIMINES, Preporlnp for
Market 1053-B; Picking,
Sorting. Packing:

YAKIMA VALLEY 201S: Ap-
ple Trees in S4; Oldest Or-
chard 66-9: Plan for Inter-
croppinK 255: Cost of Or-
chards 3S5

YAKIMA VALLEY FRCIT
GROWERS' ASSOCIATION
12S4-S: Plan of OrRanlzatlon.
Membership, Fees. Contracts,
Functions of Various Divis-

ions. Methods of Financing,
Pooiinp, Warehousinff, Ad-
vances, etc.

YAM: See Sweet Potato 1952
YK.V.ST I'ROCESSES 71B: Na-

ture of 2 4

YELLOW BELLFLOWER. De-
scription 2;J1: for Ozarks
152.^.

YELLOW-llKLLIKI) S A P -

si'CKEB i;:i>i

YELLOW-BILLKI) CrCKOO
f.40

YELLOW-IIEAI) (KANBERKY
WOK.M, Terns niinnln Rob.
s 1 1;

YELLOW-NECKi;i> I>.\TANA.
Dataini niinlNtra (.\i>ple) 545

YELLOW NEWTOWN. DcBcrlp-
tkin 2.'!l-2; Forci'd by Prun-
ing 303; for Ozarks 1B25

YELLOWS (I'cnchi 15C.1

YELLOWS (Walnut) 2014
l-ELLOW KOT. Nertria Ipomo-

©iio Hnls. (Sweet Potato)
1965

YELLOW SCALE (Orange)
1499; Parasite 621

Y E L L O W TRANSPARENT,
Description 232-3; for Mass-
achusetts 1344; for Ozarks
1525

YORK IMPERIAL, Description
233; Soli for .SS; for Ozarks
1626

YOUTH ANW OLD AGE, Zin-
nia 1000

ZEBRA CATERPILL.\R.
ineNtra picta Harris S2r,

ZINNIA 1000

'

' Congratulations

'

CALIFORNIA CAPITOL BUILDING
Sacramento, California

January 6, 1915.

Mr. Wm. Worthington, 407 Miller Bldg.. North
Yakima, Wash.

Dear Sir; I received the three volumes of the

Encvclopedia of Horticulture and have sone over

thern quite carefully. Will say that I am gi-eatly

pleased with the work in general, and helieve

that it will mi a Ions-felt want. There has been

need for a practical work of thi.s kind where one

might turn to the very best in horticultural mat-
ters.

It is probable that we will need a set of

this work for the State Commission of Horti-

culture in the near future.

Congratulating you upon the success of thi.s

publication. I am.
Tours very truly.

GEO. P. WELDON.
Chief Deputy, California State Commission of

Horticulture.

(Formerly with the Colorado Experiment Sta-

tion.)

"Well Written and

Authoritative
"

GEO. W. LEE
Three Butts Ranch

Omak, Wash.

Mr. W. M. Fleming. Seattle. Wash.

near Sir: I received the Encyclopedia of Hor-
ticulture and am very much pleased with the

work It is far more comprehensive than I sup-

posed it would be and I am much surprised at

its scope.

All the articles I have read are well written

and being written by western men for western
conditions it should be authoritative.

Typographicillv too it is excellent, and you

may well be proud of the Encyclopedia.

Yours truly.

GEO. W. I.EE.



Upon careful examination. I And that tiiese
volumes are admirably adapted to the require-
ments of scientific as well as practical orchard-
ists thioughout the Northwest. To the orch-
ardlsts. fruitgrowers and farmers who desire to
improve their methods of orcharding. I recom-
mend these volumes most highly.

Yours respectfully.

C. C. VINCENT.
(Horticulturist.)

Glad He Helped to

Make It

OREGON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
School of Agriculture and Experiment Statip.n.

Corvallls

Mr. W. Worthington. 407 Miller Bldg., North
Yakima. Wash.

My dear Mr. Worthington: I wish to thank
you sincerely for the set of the Encyclopedia
of Practical Horticulture which you so kindly
sent me some time ago. • • • You seem to
have gotten together a work which will be of
great value to practical men. I am glad to have
been of service In furnishing material for it. 1
wish that I might have had more time to devote
to it.

Thanking you again. I am.
Yours very truly.

H. S. JACKSON.
(Botanist and Plant Pathologist.)

"Extremely Valuable

Set of Books

BETTER FRUIT
E. H. Shepard. Publisher

Hood River, Oregon

Encyclopedia of Horticulture. N. Yakima. Wa.sh.

Gentlemen: Allow me to thank you most .sin-

cerely for this extremely valuable set of books.



WREN—ZINNIA INDEX

WREN. House 6!9
WYOMrNO 20S5; Frost and

rroclpltntlon 20S5; Fruit By-
rroducts '.'037 ; Fruit Pro-
duction ;0 3C-7; Nursery
Stock Inspection Law 123S

YAKIMINES. Preparing for
Market 1053-6; Picking,
Sortlnp, Packing

YAKIMA VALLEY 2018: Ap-
ple Trees In S4; Oldest Or-
chard 66-!>; Plan for Inter-
cropping 255; Cost of Or-
chards 3Sn

Y-AKIMA VALLEY' FRIIIT
GROWERS' ASSOCIATION
12S4-S; Plan of Organization,
Membership. Fees. Contracts,
Functions of Various Divis-

ions. Methods of Financing,
Pooling, Warehousing, Ad-
vances, etc.

YAM: See Sweet Potato 1962
YE.\ST PROCESSES 715; Na-

ture of L'

I

YELI^OW MKLLFLOWKR, De-
scrliHIon ::;{1; for Ozarlts
1625

YELLOW-BELLIED S A P -

si'CKKK r,:ii)

VKI.LOW-UII-I.KD CCCKOO
i; 10

VKI.I.OH-IIK.M) CK.XNBEBBY
X\(>K.M, TeraN ininulu Kob.
s k;

YKLLOW-NECKEB DATANA.
Dtitana nilnlntra (Apple) 545

YELLOW NEWTOWN. Descrip-
tion 2.'!l-2: Forced by Prun-
ing 303; for Ozarks 1626

YELLOWS (I'cach) 1661
YELLOWS (Walnut) 2014
YELLOW ROT, Nrclrln ipotno-

ene lials. (Sweet I'otato)
11166

Y'ELLOW SCALE (Orange)
1499; Parasite 621
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'' Congratulations"

CALIFORNIA CAPITOL BUILDING
Sacramento, California

Januar.v G. 1915.

Mr. Wm. Wortliington, 407 Miller Bklg.. North

Yakima, "Wash.

Dear Sir' I received the three volumes of the

Eiicvcloi.edia of Horticulture and have SQue over

tliern auite carefullv. Will sa.v that I am greMy
DleSed with the work in general, and be leve

that ft wTll fill a loug-felt wa.it. There has been

need fora practical work of this knd where one

might turn to the very best in horticultural mat-

It is probable that we will .
need a set of

this work for the- State Commission of Horti-

cultiue in the near future.

Congratulating you upon the success of this

publication, I am.
Tours very truly.

GEO. P. WBI.DON.

Chief Deputy. California State Commission of

Horticulture.

(Formerly with the Colorado Experiment Sta-

tion.)

" Well Written and

Authoritative'''

GEO. W. LEE
Three Butts Ranch

Omak, Wash.

Mr W. M. Fleming. Seattle. Wash.

Dear Sir; I received the Encyclopedia ?' Hor-

ticulture and am very much Pl^ra-"'''? with the

work It is far more comprehensive than I sup-

plied it would be and I am much surprised at

its scope.

An the articles I have read are well written

an^bcfng written by western men for western

?Snditionl it should be authoritative.

Typographically too it is excellent and you

may well be proud of the Encyclopedia.

Yours truly.

GEO. W. I.EE.



".4 Publication Which Has

Been Greatly Needed"

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
College of Agriculture. Agricultural Experiment

Station, Berkeley

January 5. 1915.

Mr. ^'. Worthington. Associate Editor and Sec-
retary, Encyclopedia of Horticulture. North
Yakima, Wash.

Dear Sir: I wish to assure you of my verj'
sincere appreciation of the Encyclopedia of Prac-
tical Horticulture which has iust been received.
It is a very creditable publication and one which
I am sure will he of great value to the practical
horticulturists throughout the west.—a publica-
tion which has been grently needed.
Thanking you and tru.sting that if I can be

of service you will call upon me. I am.
Yours very truly.

E. O. ESSIG.
(^Entomologist and formerly with the Califor-

nia State Commission of Horticulture.)

"Recommended for Every

Fruitgrower"

OREGON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
School of Agriculture and Experiment Station.

Corvallis

January 7. 191.5.

Mr. W. Worthington, Encyclopedia of Horticul-
ture Corporation. 407 Miller Bldg.. North
Yakima. Wash.

My dear Sir: Your recent letter received and
also the copies of the Encyclopedia of Practical
Horticulture. I was very glad to receive the
same.

I am sure that every fruitgrower in the Pa-
cific Northwest .should have these volumes in his
librar>-. Not only the growers in the North-
west, hut eastern growers who are ever seeking
some of our western ideas, should find the vol-

umes of great help to them in their orchard
work.
They are well edited, printed on good paper,

nicely illustrated, and seem to contain the pith
of tlie subjects they handle. Not only have they
dealt with the western experts, thus giving the
books a decidedly Pacific Coast flavor, but they
have sufficient amount of material from the
horticulturists of the Middle West and East to
make the books broad in their scope.

I shall take great pleasure in recommend-
ing to the fruitgrowers in general that they
examine these books and add them to their
libraries.

Another year in our library budget, I shall in-
clude this Encyclopedia, on our list, so it will be
placed on our shelves where it will be accessible
to the students of horticultui'e.

1 am very glad that we have a work of this
kind in the Pacific Northwest. We have needed
something for a long time, which took up this
work more from the standpoint of western con-
ditions.

With very kind regards I remain.

Sincerely yours.

C. I. LEWIS.
(Chief, Division of Horticulture.)

''Admirably Adapted to

Scientific as Well as

Practical Orchardists"

UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO
College of Agriculture and Agricultural Experi-

ment Station, IVIoscow, Idaho

January 15. 1915.

Mr. W. Worthington. North Yakima. Wgsh.
Dear Sir: I'pon my return to this office. I

find your letter of December Slst. also a copy
of the Encyclopedia of Practical Horticulture.
I wish to say that I have been looking forward
with a great deal of pleasure for the appearance
of the Encyclopedia of Horticulture. The need
of such a work, covering the various fields of
practical horticulture, is apparent.
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I'pon careful examination. I flncJ that the.se
volumes are admirably adapted to the require-
ments of scientific as well as practical orchard-
ists thioughout the Northwest. To the orch-
ardists. fruitgrowers and farmeis who desire to
Improve their methods of orcliarding. 1 recom-
mend these volumes most highly.

Yours respectfully,

,„ _, , .
C. C. VINCENT.

(Horticulturist.)

I have been reading them in the evening and
they are full of splendid information, very val-
uable for every fruitgrower, and in addition
contain splendid statistical Information arranged
in extremely available form.
We will publish a review In the February

edition of Better Fruit.

Tours truly.

BETTER FRUIT PUBLISHING CORfPANT.
E. H. SHEPARD.

Glad He Helped to

Make It

OREGON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
School of Agriculture and Experiment Statip/i.

Corvallls

Mr. W. Worthington. 407 Miller Bldg.. North
Yakima. Wash.

My dear Mr. Worthington: I wish, to thank
you sincerely for the set of the Encyclopedia
of Practical Horticulture which you so kindlv
sent me some time ago. • • • you seem to
have gotten together a work which will be of
great value to practical men. I am f,-lad to have
been of service In furnishing material for it. I
wish that I might have had more time to devote
to it.

Thanking you again, I am.
Yours very truly,

H. S. JACKSON.
(BotanLM and Plant PathologisL)

''Extremely Valuable

Set of Hooks"

BETTER FRUIT
E. H, Shepard, Publisher

Hood River. Oregon

Encyclopedia of Horticulture, N. Yakima. Wa.sh.
Gentlemen: Allow me to thank you most sin-

cerely for this extremely valuable set of Iwoks.

".4 Veritable Mine of

Up -to-Date

Information
"

Mr. W. M. Fleming. Seattle. Wash.
Dear Sir: The Encyclopedia of Horticulture

purcha.scd from you is a veritable mine of up-
to-date information on horticulture. It supplies
Just what I need to know and I am sure that it
will 1)6 of great value to me in the handling ofmy orchard.

Very truly yours.

L. J. PHEBUS.
(Orchardist. White Salmon, Wash.)
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Instance, it will be simply because the American people
have more sound common sense than the legrtslator from
Massachusetts-

A NEW BOOK FOR FRUIT MEN.

ONE OF THE MOST VALUABLE as well as the most
ambitious works to come from local press Is "The
Encyclopedia of Practical Horticulture," with Gran,

vllle Lowther as editor-in-chief and William Worthington
as associate editor.

The first of three elaborate volumes has Just been Is-

sued by Lowman & Hanford, Seattle, under the authority
of the Encyclopedia of Horticulture Corporation, of which
W. M. Fleming is president.

The work is a reference system of commercial horti-
culture. It presents an undertaking never before attempted
—that of covering the practical and scientific phases of
horticulture with special reference to fruits and vegetables

Its value rests on the fact that the Pacific Northwest
lias been made the field of research, and that the editors
have been assisted by the l\est known scientific and prac-
tical horticulturists. The preface to the first volume sets
forth six salient points-

1. We are living in the midst of one of the best fruit
districts of the world, and have learned from practical ex-
perience what the fruit grower nepds.

2. Our fruits, especially our apples, command the high-
est prices in the markets of the world.

3. The editors have visited all the principal fruit-
growing sections of the United States and parts of Canada.

4. They have consulted many of the most prominent
horticulturists, and have obtained information from all
available sources.

5. They have consulted the literature that has seemed
best adapted to their needs, and • have quoted from able
writers, giving to each and every one due credit.

6. They have embodied articles from the ablest con-
tributors and specialists: have tried to bring everything
up to date, and to condense into three volumes that which
they believe is of the most practical value to the fruit
grower.

The work becomes more valuable, when It is remembered
that the editors have not tried to be technical and yet have
aimed to make all of their teachings conform to the facta
as scientists have discovered them.

The plan is to set forth in their natural order all the
steps and processes for the propagation, maturing In 'their
highest perfection, harvesting and marketing of all the
commercial fruits and vegetables.

All the Information necessary for the selection of proper
seeds or stocks, site, soil and climate, the kind of prepara-
tion to make and care to give, the sort of cultivation, fer-
tilization and pest prevention to provide for and costs
of production. Is given.

All processes set forth In the three volumes are illus-
trated with 750 drawings and photographs.

The -Encyclopedia" therefore represents an outlay of
many thousands of dollars. It Is a work of highest ex-
cellence, meriting generous support from the people of
Washington and the Pacific Northwest, the resources of
which region It portrays in a moat thorough and Utractlvo
maiuier.
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